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THE

ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA.

NATURAL HISTORY.

HABENARIA. HJEMODORACEJE.

TJABENA'RIA, a genuB of Plants belonging to the natural order
* Orchitlacetf. This geniM has a ringcnt hooded perianth, a 3-lobcd

entire spurred lip. There are three species natives of Great
Britain.

H. viridit, the Frog-Orchis, has a very short 2-lobed spur, linear

flat 3-pointed lip, the middle point the shortest. The flower is

green, and the lip of a brownish colour. It is the Penutylut of

Lindley, and the Ifimanloylosium of Reichenbach. It grows in

pastures.
//. fjifolia, the Lesser Butterfly-Orchis, is distinguished by the lip

being linear and entire, and the pollen-masses parallel. The flowers

are white. It is found in heathy places.
//. Morantha, the Great Butterfly-Orchis, has the same general

characters as the preceding species ; but the flowers are larger, and
the plant is taller and stouter. The pollen-masses ascend obliquely
and converge upwards. It grows in moist woods and thickets.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
HABROCOMA, a genus of Mammalian Animals belonging to the

order Rodtntia and the sub-order Hyitricida. Two species were
taken by Mr. Darwin near Valparaiso, II. Cuvitri and H. Bennetii.

[HTSTBICID.B.]
HABZE'LIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Arumacax. It has a 3-lobed calyx ;
6 petals, the inner ones smallest

;

ihe stamens very numerous ;
the torus convex ; the carpels distinct,

indefinite in number, long, cylindrical, obsoletely ventricose or

toniloge, smooth, striated lengthwise, becoming many-celled by the

pericarp growing together ; many-seeded, the seeds elliptical, arillate,
somewhat erect, numerous, shining, one in each of the cells

of the fruit
; the arillus formed of two white unequal obcordate

membranes.
//. tEthiopica has ovate-acute leaves, 3 inches long, 12 to 14 lines

broad, smooth on the upper surface, and downy beneath
; the carpels

are pod-shaped, 1-2 inches long, knotted, striated, quite smooth, with
the taste of pepper. The fruit has a pungent aromatic taste, and is

often substituted for other spices. It is the Piper JSthiopicum of the

shops, and the Anona jEthiopica of Duval and other botanists. It is

a native of Sierra Leone. H. aromatica is another species, yielding a

pungent aromatic fruit. It grows in the forests of Guyana, and the
fruit is used by the negroes as a condiment.

(Lindley, Flora Medico.)
H.VKBOLT. [Pcrniccs.]
HADDOCK. [MOIIBHUA; GADIDJE.]
H.KMANTHUS. [AMABYLLIDACE*.]
( I . KMATITE, a name given to certain forms of the native Peroxide

of Iron. When of a red colour it is called Red Hicmatite; and
when brown, Brown Haematite. [IRON.]
H.KMATOCOCCUS (from <dju, blood, and <!<<KOI, a grain), a

genus of Plants belonging to the natural order of Alga. It is

characterised by being composed of spherical or oval cells of various
sizes, each cell being invested with one or more concentric vesicles or

membranes, multiplied either by division or by granules formed
within tlio parent cells. Several species of this genus have been

t>ed. One of the first observed was the //. tanyuinetu, which,
liko tuo }ln\ Snow-I'lant (Protococcut nivalit), has its cells coloured
r--.|

; hence the generic name. Several of the species however are of
a green colour, and Kiitzing and others on this account have proposed
the name Microcyitu for this genus of plants.

HAT. HIT. DIV. VOL. HI.

The species arc found upon moist rocks, on the walls of caverns

and in damp places. [RED SNOW ; PBOTOCOCOCS.]
(Hassall, British Freshwater Algae; Botanical and Physiological

Memoirt of the Ray Society.)

HJS'MATOPS, a name given by Mr. Gould to a genus of Birds

inhabiting Van Dicmen's Land and New South Wales, and thus

characterised by him :

Bill shorter than the head, slightly curved, without any denticle at

the apex, rather compressed.
Nostrils longitudinal, and covered by

an operculum ;
no bristles at the gape. Wings moderate, first quill

short, third and fourth nearly equal and longest. Tail moderate,

equal or slightly forked. Tarsi moderate, the rather strong hallux and
claw equalling the middle toe and claw; external toes equal in length.

Ensanguined spots or marks (nsevi sanguinolenti) above the eyes.
Mr. Gould recorded two species, Hivmatops valdirostris, 6| inches

in length (Van Diemen's Land), and 11. gularii, 6 inches long (New
South Wales).
H^EMATOPUS. [CHABADBIAD*.]
H.KMATOUNIS. [FALCONIDA]
H.EMATOKYLON, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Palacea or Leyuminoice. It has 5 sepals united into a perma-
nent tube. The petals, 5 in number, are scarcely longer than the

sepals. There are no stamens ; the filaments hairy at the base
;
the

anthers without glands ; style capillary. The legume is compresses,
flat, lanceolate, acuminate at each end, 2-seeded; the sutures iude-

hiscent; the valves bursting longitudinally.
H. Campcachianum, Logwood, a tree common all over the West India

Islands. It is a low spreading tree, with a stem generally crooked
and deformed, seldom thicker than a man's thigh ;

the branches
somewhat flexuose, terete, covered with whitish dots. In mountain
and mois* situations it is unarmed, but in the plains, or where the
tree is stunted, it is furnished with spines below the leaves ; the leaves

2 or 4 from the same point (an irregular tough tubercular prominence),

pinnate, sometimes dividing in a bipinnate manner at the lowest pair
of leaflets

;
the leaflets 4-paired, shortly stalked, obovate or obcordate ;

the racemes at first about the length of the leaf, afterwards, as the

pods form, elongating ;
the flowers on pedicels half an inch in length,

yellow, and slightly fragrant ;
the calyx deeply 5-parted ; the lobes

unequal, thrice membranous, purplish, deciduous ;
the tube short,

green, and bell-shaped ;
the petals nearly equal, obovate, wedge-shaped

at the base, scarcely longer than the sepals ;
the stamens alternately

short, inserted (as also the petals) on the inside of the margin of the

persistent tube of the calyx ;
anthers ovate ; ovary lanceolate, com-

pressed, 3-seeded ; style projecting beyond the stamens and petals ;

stigma capitate, expanded ; the pods compressed, flat, lanceolate,

acuminate at both ends, 2-seeded, not opening at the sutures, but

bursting longitudinally by a division passing down through both tha

valves. It is chiefly used by dyers. It is a powerful astringent, and

may be employed as a substitute for kino, catechu, &c. In diarrhoea

and dysentery the decoction is used with benefit.

H^EMOCHARIS. [ANNKLIDA.]
H^EMODORA'CE^E, Blood-Roolt. Under this name Dr. Robert

Brown proposed, in the year 1810, to separate from the natural

order Iridacea; the genera Jfcemodorum, Canoitylit, Anigozanthos,

Plilebocarya, Dilatrit, Lanaria, J/eritiera, and Wachendorjia. He
remarked that they are abundantly different, especially iu being
hexandrous, or in having the stamens, if only three in number,
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directly proportionate, and both attain their maximum in the crisp

woolly hairs of the negro, which are sometimes as much as two-thirds

broader in one direction than in the other. The hair of the negro
however, though called woolly, differs considerably from the wool,

properly so -named, of sheep and other animals : the latter is not

:!y curled, but wavy, all its curves being nearly in the same

plane ;
it is much more deK ! perfectly round, and hence,

from its being equally fitted to curl in any direction, is peculiarly

adapted for spiunintr, while the flattened hairs of men have always a

tendency to turn their broadest surfaces towards the middle of the curl.

Except at their base, into which the conical pulp enters to a

variable distance, the hairs are perfectly solid, and in most animals
their substance is similar throughout. Weber has shown that the

appearance of a central canal running along them, and of a softer

internal than external material, has resulted from microscopic errors,
occasioned by the unequal refraction of light passing through their

rounded or grooved surfaces. Only in the lion, zebra, and llama, did

Weber find that the internal part seemed rather paler than the outer ;

in the roebuck and a few other animals he found the cellular structure

!i has been sometimes erroneously supposed to exist in all hair.

The cells are all hexagonal, much like those in the cellular tissue of

plants. The average diameter of hairs from the human head are

lively about l-300th and l-500th of an inch, and hairs often

attain a length of 6 or 7 feet in women. Instances are recorded also

of the hair of the beard growing to a length of 9 feet. They are

generally of the same thickness throughout their whole length in

man, but in the finer kinds of wool they are of unequal size

at different j,.u-ts. This seems to indicate an occasional alter-

ation in the size or activity of the pulp, a supposition which is

further supported by the varieties of colour which the same hair
1 irnea presents, aa in those animals which seem to have gray furs,

but in which each hair is made up of alternate bands of black and
white. In man however nothing of this kind occurs

; the colour of
each hair is uniform, the appearance of grayuess being produced by a
mixture of completely white with dark hairs. The colour of the
human hair generally varies with the colour of the iris and the general
dark or light hue of the skin. Commonly, the darker the hair the
more robust the body, and the coarser the skin and other tissues ;

and this holds still more with animals than in man, for not only
are white or gray horses less healthy and vigorous than dark ones,
but if one or two of a dark horse's legs be white they are always
inure liable to injury and to disease.

Hairs are capable of movement, and the standing of the hair on
end from alarm is not imaginary. It is found that each bulb of the
hair is supplied with a minute miincle, which acts in producing move-

l the hair. (Lister, On the Muscular Tissue of the Skin,
'

Micro.-iu.iiiio.al Journal,' vol. i. p. .

Haii-Hare very elastic; they admit of being stretched nearly one-
third of their length, and regain their original length almost com-
pletely : in proportion to their size they are very tough and firm. In
masses they are impenetrable, except to very great violence, and
hence one of their uses in the thick coverings of animals

; they are
also adopted in armour, as for the coverings of helmets. They are

extremely bad conductors of heat, and they are generally found most
thick and abundant in animals subject to long exposure to oold, in

whom moreover an additionally thick coat is provided at each winter
the annual shedding. They are non-conductors of electricity,

and when rubbed with almost any other substance so large a quantity
of negative electricity is developed that in the dark even sparks may

11, and the peculiar crepitating sound of rapid little electrical

discharges may be heard. This is especially the case with- the drier
hairs of cats, dogs, &c. ; but the weaker electrical phenomena may be
observed by nibbing the human scalp. Hair is also remarkably
-hygrometric, attracting and retaining in its tissue a large quantity of

'[iicnceof which it becomes flaccid ami lengthens,
and hence it is used in the construction of the more common hygro-

s also to shield the skin from moisture by its oily
surface, and when thick presents almost an impenetrable barrier to
wat r. Thus serving to isolate the animal from the three most

: l'ul external agents, heat, electricity, and moisture, it is scarcely
possible to imagine, any structure better adapted for the external

ng of the whole body, whose motions it is too light to impede,
and to whose beauty it so remarkably contributes.

In chemical properties hair resembles horn, nails, &c. It is soluble
r at a. very high temperature, as in a Papin's digestor, leaving

a largo quantity of oil mixed with sulphuret of iron, and some
uretted hydrogen. It is this oil, with tho sulphuret of iron,

t

<y hair depends. These are all composed of some
w't "' mixed with some oily or fatty substance
in tli' "inatum, insinuates itself into the hair, where it is

a black Hiilphuret of silver or lead is formed. Hair
. alkalies and alkaline earths, and t

W are uhielly composed of quick-lime, which
' r U materially injurious to the skin at the name time that it

removes the hair. Hair contains a very suiall quantity of water, and

when burnt leaves a large proportion of ashes, containing iron,

manganese, and various salts of lime
;

it is owing to these properties
that hair is peculiarly indestructible, and has been found unaltered on
mummies more than twenty centuries old. It has even been supposed
to grow after death, but it is probable that, in the few authentic
cases in which this is stated, it was owing to the lengthening of the
hair by the attraction of moisture from the body or surrounding
atmosphere, and to the more rapid drying and contraction of the

adjacent tissues.

Little need be said of the diseases of hairs. Possessing neither
vessels nor nerves, except at their base, they are rarely altered except
by the diseases of the skin itself. [ENTOPHYTA.] Their fall, as it is

called, is in most animals annual, but in man seems not to occur

except by accident, or after particular diseases. The process by which
it takes place is unknown, but is probably similar to that of the

shooting of the quills of the porcupine, by the gradual approximation
of the base of the follicle to the surface. Their loss of colour, which
is sometimes exceedingly rapid, is owing to deficient secretion of the

colouring oil, and can only, very rarely be remedied. When sufficient

moisture is not supplied they sometimes split at their points like

bristles ; at others they break at the middle of the shaft, snapping off,

and leaving a little fringed extremity to the stump. The most

singular alteration however to which they are subject is that called

the '

plica polonica,' from its occurring almost exclusively in pome
towns in Poland, in which, with so much general disease as sometimes

proves fatal, the hair of the head becomes sticky and matted together,
when touched gives extreme pain, and is sometimes said even to bleed
when cut. This fact cannot however be regarded as evidence of the
hair naturally containing vessels, though it indicates an elongation
of the pulp to some distance beyond the skin, just as is the case in

dogs, whose whiskers will sometimes bleed if cut very close to the

surface. [SKIN.]
(\Veber, in Hildebrandt's Anatomic, vol i. ; Gurlt, in Miiller's

fiii- Anatomic mtd Physioloyie, 1835; Kolliker, Manual uf
//union ffittoloyy, translated by Busk and Huxley for Sydeuham
Society.)
HAIKBELL. [CAMPANULA.]
HAIR-GRASS. [AIHA.]
HAIRS. In plants these are long expansions of the cuticle, chiefly

intended to answer the double purpose of collecting moisture from the

atmosphere and of protecting the surface of a plant from the too

powerful influence of the sun's rays. It is supposed that they are
also destined to assist in the conveyance of certain kinds of seeds

through the air, and in other cases, as in that of cotton, they are

specially adapted for the use of man. That the two first purposes are
those for which hairs growing on the surface of plants are intended,
seems sufficiently indicated by the following facts :

, common hairs of the stem of Bryonia alba
t becoming glandular at the base

or apex; 2, 3, a mixture of hairs (2) and glands (3) from the stem of Dic-
tnmnia ; 4, double glands at the point nf the hairs of f.'/\iin:n'!:ni I'ltlyaris ;

5, a hair glandular at the apex, from Primula Sincniis ; 6, gland On the end of

the hairs of Sisyinbriitm Su/thiu ; 7, one of the yellow glands found on the head
of the hairs of Scrophularia nodoaa,

In all cases hairs are composed of lengthened cells of cellular tissue,

extending from one or more of the cells of the cuticle. Most com-

monly they are quite simple, and are merely formed of several cells

of equally diminishing size, placed end to end, or of a single cell. Of
the latter kind are the long entangled hairs that clothe the surface of
the cotton-seed, and which are manufactured into thread and linen.
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HAIR-TAIL. [TMC*HJM.]
HAJE. a name of a yenomou. Serpent, CWafcr Haft of Lmmeu*.

NM.]
liAKK. [MntLDCICI.]
HA1.< YnM|p. r;a family of Birds belonging to the Fissirostral

Tribe, of the order /MeMoro, or Perching Bird*, aooordink' to H,.

system of Mr. Vigor*. {lK*nao*a.1 Thi* family include* the beautitul

birde known by the name of Kingfishers.

In Willughby'.
'

Ornithology,' edited by John Ray. the "
Kingfiaher

- lp*U an v*t*rm Alcf**?' is placed at the head of " Land Bird,

that feed upon Fish."

lUy, in his '

Synopsis,' give* the bird the same title and position ;

but the heading varies a little from that of Willughby ;
for Ray make*

the Kingfisher the first of hi.
" Ave* terreatres, aqua, frequentantos,

i ^^ It

U*. tWty. aUa. aad
H (n*> the Hh*aU.J tabn of the UtUr, in which no

tanalatad by LankavUr

Brissoo arranged the Kingfishers (Martin-Picheurs) in company with

the Todiea, as the two genera forming the third section of his four-

eenth order, consisting of those bird, which have the middle of t.l..-

three anterior toes united to the external one up to the third joint,

and to the internal one up to the first.

Lintucn. placed the Kingfishers under hi. order Pica, between Ttxlia

and Mtnpt, with the generic appellation of Alcttlo, and the following

definition :

"
Bill trigonal, thick, straight, and long. Tongue fleshy,

very short, flat, and acute. Feet gressorial in most.
'

Latham's second order, Pica; is divided into three sections. The
third of these consist, of bird* with gressorial feet, and consists of

the Motmota, the Horrbills, the Kingfishers, the Todies, and the

Jee-Eaton.

Laoepede'a thirteenth subdivision consist, of birds whose external

as are united almost throughout their length (Platypodes) : his

ventoenth order (which, with the sixteenth, eighteenth.

and twentieth, comes under this subdivision) consists of the genera

Alcfdo and tVyx.
The tenth and last family of M. DumcVil's second order (Paasereaux)

eoo*&Maf \beTcnnirottrrt, or Lrptorl,<u*p>u*. It contains many genera,
the Kingfishers, the Todies, the Bee-Eaters, the Humining-Birds, the

Creepers, the Hoopoes, Ac.

The fourth order in the method of M. Meyer comprise* the genera

3tfropt and Alcedo only.

Illiger's Amb*lator<-i form his second order, the first division of

which, the sixth in relation to the consecutive numbers, is termed

Ayliroitra. This division comprehends the genera Alcedo and

Mrropt only. It is preceded by the Syndactyli, the last division of

bis first order, Scataora ; and the Syndoctyli consist but of one genus,
GaJbula. It is immediately succeeded by the Sutptnti ; and Trucliilut

is the only genus of this division.

Cuvier's SymdoctyUt, the fifth division of his second order, Paa-

aereaux, comprise th* genera Mtropt, Prionittt (Motmots), Alcedo,

Ovr, Tutiut, and Buetrot.

M. Vk'illot make* the SyMcola the aeoond order in his arrangement.
The second tribe of this order (Anitodactyli) is made up of numerous
families. The twenty-fourth consists of the Bee-Eaters and King-
fishers. It is immediately preceded by the Bpoptidet, and immediately
succeeded by the Anlriadtt (Rupicola), the twenty-sixth (Prionotet)

osisting of the Motmots and Calaa (Hornbills).
Th* Alcyons, the seventh order of M. Temminck, connint of the

Bee-Eaten, the Kingfisher. (Martin-Pocheurs), and the Kinghunters
(Hartin-Chaaaeun).

In the method of M. Do Itlainville h's Scaiuom are divided into the

Heterodactylea, the Zygodactyles, and the Syndactyles. Alcedo (Linn.)

is the representative of the latter. In the method of the same

oologist, as developed by M. Lherminier, the Kingfishers (Martiu-
Pocbeun Alccdo, Linn.) are placed in the first or normal sub-

clans, and form the thirteenth family, coming between ticropi and
AMTM

Mr. Vigors, in hi* paper
' On the Natural Affinities that Connect

the Orders and Families of Birds,' observes, that if the genus Todta
of authon be examined with reference to it* general affinities, an
intimate resemblance will be found between it and the succeeding

group of J/alcyoiiidtr ; since the only species known when he wrote
exhibits the exact representation of a Kingfisher, with the exception
of a shorter and more depressed bill. He is of opinion that we are

thus conducted to the Halcyon of Mr. Swainsun, a genus which he
think, extremely distinct and well-defined (regretting however and
with justice that the name bad not been retained for that group of

the family which includes the European Kingfisher, the bird known
to the ancient* under that name), and from that genus to the /

of Dr. Leach, until, in the more slender bill of Alcedo, is found on

conformity to the more delicately-shaped bills of the

succeeding family of Meropida. In the group of llalri/oniilir he place*
th* Oalbuta of Briaaon, which, though distinguished from the groups
of which Mr. Vigors is treating by it* xygodactyle feet, and as sucli

arranged by modern writers among the true Xcamorn, was, Mr. Vigors
observe* in continuation, originally included in the genus Alcedo by
that great master of natural affinities, LinnKUd, on account of the

identity of the general structure and economy of both groups. Here
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Mr. Vigors thinks that it must necessarily be placed, if we look to

natural affinity rather than the strict dictates of artificial arrange-
ment

;
and with it he fancies may be placed some apparently con-

terminous groups, Capita of Vieillot, and some of its affinities, &c., of
which the toes are equally disposed in pairs. The relationship of all

to the true Scantorei may, he says, be accounted for by the considera-
tion of that tendency which opposite sides of a circle of affinity

generally evince to approach each other. The very difference however
between the feet of Alcedo and Galbula (which two groups, at the same
time, he adds, it must be remarked, agree more intimately in every
particular of the leg and foot, except the scansorial disposition of the

toes, than Galbula accords with any of the &awores in the same
characters), is lost in a species of Galbula which Mr. Vigors had
lately inspected from Brazil, where one of the hind toes is wanting,
and where the foot thus exactly corresponds with that of the three-
toed Halcyonid(e, or the genus Ceyx of M. Lace'pede. The singular
and beautiful species of the Liuntuan A Icedo, the Ternate Kingfisher,
which Mr. Vigors characterises as a genus under the name of Tanyrip-
tera, shows, in his opinion, the equal approximation of that genus to

Galbula, and a deviation from its own type, its tail deserting the
shortened character of that of the true Kingfisher, and assuming the

lengthened and graduated conformation of the same member in the
Paradise Jacnmar and the other long-tailed Galbula. Having now
arrived at the last family of the tribe, Mr. Vigors directs us to look
for that connecting affinity which will lead us back to that other

family of it with which he commenced his observations. Here again,
he remarks, the universally-acknowledged relationship between the

HalcyonidiV and the Mcropidte leaves him nothing to observe. He
refers to the gradually-attenuated bills of Alcedo and Galbula, and the

increasing length of the tail in the latter genus, as softening down the
differences by which these families, united by general habits and
economy, alone appear to be separated. Thus the circular succession
of affinities by which the tribe of I'uiirottra returns into itself appears
to Mr. Vigors to be complete.
The fifth and last family of M. Latreille's second order (Passcreaux)

cousi.ita of the Bee-Eaters, Motmots, Todies, Kingfishers, the genus
mil the Hornbills. The fourth family comprises the Tenuiros-

tret, and the Scantortt (Grimpeurs) form the order which immediately
follows the Passereaux.

Prince Bonaparte, in his ' Tabella Analitica de' Generi' ('Specchio
Comparative,' 1827), makes the tribe Ambulatora immediately follow
the tribe Scanioret. The first family of the Ambulatora consists of
the genera A Icedo and Meropt.

In M. Lesson's '

Projet' the third tribe (Syndactyles) of the first

order, luttuora or Scamorei (Grimpeurs), includes four families, in
the following order: Meropidtc, Holcyonidoc (Alcyonees), Rupicolida
(Kupicolees), and Bucerida.

Ju the ' Table MSthodique,' at the end of his 'Manuel,' Lesson makes
the family Meropida comprise the genera Meropt, Alcedo, Dacelo,
Ceyx, Si/ma, Todiramphut, itomotui, and Bucerot.
Mr. Eyton, in his arrangement, published in his '

History of the
Rarer Species of British Birds' (1836), makes his fourth family

irotlrei, CUT.) of his second order (Pauera, Linn.) consist of
three divisions : 1st, the Anitodactyli, Temm. ; 2nd, the Syndactyli,
Cuv.

;
and 3rd, the Alryonet, Temm. The latter division contains the

genus Alcedo, Ray, whilst Meropi is arranged under the Syndactyli.
Mr. Swainson, in the first volume of his '

Classification of Birds
'

(1836), when treating of the Syndactyle foot, allows the term to be

good, if limited to such feet, with united toes, as are of a different

formation to all others; and would not, even if the toes were free,
come under any of the definitions which he had previously given.
Sui'li a form of foot, he says, will be found in the genera Meropt and
Alcedo, containing the Bee-Eaters and Kingfishers, to whose feet,
'

par excellence,' he limits the term Syndactyle.
" The habits of these

two groups," continues Mr. Swainson,
"
as far as concerns the use of

their feet, are nearly the same, for in neither are these members ever

employed but to rest the body. The Kingfisher watches patiently
from a fixed station, generally a naked twig overhanging the water, for

uch fish as come within its reach ; and then, after a time, flies to

another station, where it alights and remains. The feet, from not

being used for walking or standing, are consequently very small, and
the toes imperfectly developed : there are three in front and one

behind, but two of the former might almost be reckoned as only oue,
since they are united together even to the commencement of their

respective claws ; the inner toe is not half the length of the others,
and seems rudimentary ; it has a claw, and is rather more detached
at its tip than the other two ; in some, as in the three-toed King-
fishers, this inner toe disaopears. The hinder toe is very short, and

scarcely longer than the inner one ; the scales of the whole foot are so
thin and transparent that they can scarcely be seen in the small

species by the naked eye. Those who have seen so much of the true

Kingfishers, so scarce in Englaud but so common in Tropical America,
know that they never perch upon any other than small or slender

branches; ami this we may infer from the shape of the foot. The
two outer anterior toes are very long, so that they would completely
clasp two-thirds of the circumference of a small branch, the other
third being embraced by the hinder toe. This fact is further con-
firmed by the unusual flatness of the soles of all, and by the acuteuess

of the claws, which from being but slightly curved would not upon a
small branch come into contact with the wood

;
the union of the three

anterior toes, by producing considerable breadth of sole, gives an
unusual degree of steadiness to the bird, highly conducive to its

remaining very long in one position. Thus we see that the foot of
the Kingfisher, which at first appears so very imperfect, and so totally
useless for ordinary purposes, is that which is most of all suited to

the habits and the wants of the bird. The Bee-Eaters, like the

Swallows, feed upon the wing, yet, unlike those birds, they never

perch upon the ground ; at least we can affirm this of the European
species (Merops Apiaster), which visits the island of Sicily every year
in great numbers, and remains for near a mouth, on its passage from
Africa to middle and southern Europe. During this period we have

sought for many years every opportunity of detecting these birds iu

their resting position, but never were successful in finding them
otherwise than on the tops of the olive-trees, where they rest immove-
able until they again dart off for another long excursion. It is indeed
obvious that they could not walk, for their feet are much the same
as the Wood Kingfishers (Dacelo), with this ouly difference, that the

three anterior toes are divided the whole length of their last joint,
the scales being rather more conspicuous."

In the second volume of the same work Mr. Swainson speaks of the

Halcyonida, or Kingfishers, as obviously connected with the Meropiilce,
next to which he arranges them. These comprise, he observes, several

well-marked genera, agreeing among themselves in the great length
of their bill and in the extreme shortness of their feet. These cha-

racters, he adds, it is true, belong also to the true Bee-Eater
; but a

remarkable difference in economy is developed iu the Kingfisher.
" We have seen," continues Mr. Swainson, "that the Goat Suckers,
Swallows, and Bee-Eaters traverse the air to search after and pursue
their prey ; their wings are consequently adapted for long aud con-

tinued flight ; but the family before us have a different economy, and
therefore a different organisation. The whole of the genera are

sedentary, watching for their food from a fixed station, which they
only quit as soon as their prey approaches sufficiently near to come
within the sweep of their wings; if unsuccessful in their first attack

they do not pursue their game, but return again to their post, and

patiently wait for another luckless straggler ;
if their first attack is

successful they return with their victim to the same station, and then

proceed to swallow it. Every oue knows that these are the habits of

the European Kingfisher (Alcedo ispida), and travellers affirm that the-

Kinghunters (Halcyon) pursue the same method in the forests of the
Old World. But it has unfortunately happened that systematic
naturalists, totally unacquainted with the natural habits of the other

genera (nearly all of which are confined to Tropical America), have
fancied they were climbing-birds, and have consequently placed them
in other orders whose organisation and economy are widely different.

Thus the Jocamars in the '

Regne Animal' are placed after the Horn-

bills, aud the Puff-Birds (Tamatia) are associated with the Cuckoos."
The following characters are assigned by Mr. Swainson to the

Ualcyonidie : Wings rouuded, not formed for rapid flight. Feet

very feeble. Toes in pairs. He makes the family consist of the

following genera and sub-genera : Genus Tamatia, comprising
Tamatia, Cuvier

; Capita, Vieillot ; Lypornix, Wagler ; Mona.-m,
Vieillot

;
and Brachypetet, Swainson. Genus Halcyon, Swaiusou,

including Dacelo, Leach
; Halcyon, Swainson

; Syma, Lesson
;
Todi-

ramphut, Lesson; and Ceyx, Lace'pede. Genus Alcedo, Linnaeus,

comprehending Alcedo; Ispida, Swainson; Tanysiptera, Vigors; and

Alcyone, Swaiuson. Genus Lamprotila, Swainson. Genus Galbttla,
Linuuuis (Brisson, we suppose, ia meant

;
Linmcus has no such

genus).
Tamatia (Puff-Birds). Bill straight, compressed. Nostrils defended

by lorg stiff incurved feathers and bristles. Rictus strongly bristled.

Toes versatile, as in Cuculut. (Swainson.)
Under the article BARBETS is a figure of Tamatia macrorhynckoa,

with Mr. Swainson's description of the habits of the Puff-Birds in

general. In his ' Classification of Birds,' vol. ii., the same author
states that the Hermit-Birds (Monosao) have similar habits, and fre-

quently rise up perpendicularly in the
air^

make a swoop, and return

again to their former station.

The sub-genera he characterises as follows :

Tamatia. Bill moderate, thick, conic
;
the tip but slightly bent.

Tail narrow. Conirostral. T. maculata, 'Brazil. Birds,' pi. 11.

Capito. Bill long ;
the tip abruptly bent, so as to form a hook.

Tail narrow. Dentirostral. C. leucotis, 'Brazil. Birds,' pi. 11;
C. lomnolenttu, ib., pi. 9.

Lypornix. Bill moderate, defended by very long bristles. Both
mandibles nearly equal. Wings very short, rounded. Tail narrow.

Temiirostral. L. striata, 'Brazil. Birds,' pi. 34; L. rubicula, ib.,

pi. 25.

Monaaa. Bill as in Lypornix, without the basal bristles, but with
short setaceous feathers. Wings short. Tail lengthened, and very
broad. Scansorial. M. leucopt,

'
Brazil. Birds,' pi. 12.

Brachypeta. Bill as in Lypornix, but shorter, higher, and more
curved ; the margins greatly inflexed. Wings long. Tail short and
even. Fissirostral. B. tencbrota,

'

Brazil. Birds,' pi. 35.

All these are inhabitants of the New World.

Halcyon. Bill long, very straight, cylindrical ; the sides widened
;
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M. Lesson, who established this natural group, states that they lire

in the islands of the South Seas. They inhabit the woods, and perch
almost constantly on the cocoa-palms (cocotiersV. Their nourishment
ia only composed of small flies (moucherons), which they eue when
the insect* come to pitch on the spathes charged with the flowers of

the palm. The islanders name them O-tatare. They were sacred

birds, and it was forbidden to kill them under severe penalties. Their
skins were offered to the gnat god Oro.

T. toftr; Alcedo t*ta, GDI. and Lath. ; Alcedo taera, Gm. and
Lath. ; Sacred King's Fi.-hor, Lath. Total length, 8 inches 6 lines ;

bill, 21 lines from the commissure to the point; tail, 3 inches. Bill

b'.ack, white at the origin of the lower mandible; summit of the head
1 with brownish-green feathers, which form a sort of hood

(calotte), separated by a large white streak which rises on the front,

passes above the eyes, and continues behind the occiput. A Urge
black line (trait) springs from the eye, and taking a tinge of green and
then of brown, forms a border to the white line and circumscribes it.

Throat, breast, and all the upper part of the body pure white ; a very
large, whitish, demicoUar, waved (sinuole

1

) with light brown and very
light chestnut, occupies the upper part of the mantle, and is bordered
with black; the back, coverts of the wings, rump, upper part of
the tail and wings, are uniform bluish-green ; the greater quills
are brown and blue on their external border; the other quills (retniges

moyeni .-) terminated with brown. Tail brown below. Tarsi black.
The wings extend to the upper third of the tail

Sacred Kiat't-Fuher ( TMirtmfkia MWT).

M. Lrason, whose description we have elected, snys that the

pecies v> very common in the Islands of Otaheite,'or Taheite,
and Borabora. It perches on the cocoa-palms, and the natives call it

O-tatan5. IU flight is short, and it is not timid. It live* on the
insect* which the honied exudations of the cocoa-flowers attract. This

pecies and Priliacut Takilextii remain constantly on the cocoa-nut

trees, which form girdles on the shores of all those islands.

1 >r. t.atharo remarks that his Sacred King's-Fisher has been found
in I 'u-ky Bay, New Zealand, where it is called Ghotare\

.Bill entirely straight, long, a little flattened vertically, the
mandible* of equal height, smooth on their edges, having each a rounded

u their middle and the point* equal and blunt : nostrils bawl,
oblique, and small. Third quill the longest. Tail very short, the
feathers slightly unequal. Tarsi short, delicate, with only three
slender toes, of which the two anterior are strongly united, and the
Bind toe foe. (Lesion.)

M. Lwon remark that the genus is founded on the Alcrilo tridac-

lyla of Latham, of which the Martin-Pecheur de 1'ile de Lucon of
Sonneratis only regarded as a variety. He also notices the Vyr
mama, Alttdo anrea of Latham, and the (Vyj-.Vri.in/iii.; (Alcnto fiir*
of H.Tsti.-M

!).
He remarks that C. asvrta was killed on the edge

of the harbour of DoreYy, in New Guinea, and that Latham indicates
k Island, and I.ewin, Port Jackson, as its habitats. The C.

Menmtin*/ (Meninting-Watu, or Burung-Biru of the Javanese), which
he considers identical with Alcedo Beijalnuit of Edwards, inhabits,
he says, the banks of the small streams round the harbour of DoreVy,
at New Guinea.

I >r. Hor*eMd describes the Burung-Biru as by no means uncommon
i. He observed it chiefly in the interior, in low situations

;

but it was aim found in th" maritime districts. Its habit* and
manners were those of the European Kingfisher. It darts in short

rapid flights along the surface among rivulets and lake*, emitting as it

mores shrill sounds in a high key. These sounds are ao strong and

acute, that when the bird is near they strike the ear in an unpleasant
manner. It is not unfrequently observed perched on trees on the
Mnks of rivulets, and its food consists of small fishes and of aquatic
nets. ('ZooL Researches in Java.')
Sonnenit describes his second species of Kingfisher, from the Isle of

Lucon, as about one-third less than the Kingfisher of Europe, and as

one of the most brilliant of birds. The whole head, the neck behind,
the sides of the neck, the back, the rump, and tail, are of a deep lilac ;

the wings indigo-blue, approaching to black, but a bright and shining
border of blue surrounds each feather; the throat, the neck, the,

belly, and the under part of the tail are white ; the bill is very long,
of a carmine-red,

' dont la nuance est foible," the feet are red; "that,"
adds Sonuerat,

" which especially characterises it, is that it has but
three toes upon each foot, two before and one behind." (' Voyage 4
la Nouvelle GuincV)

-Watn, or Burunir-Biru ;O_> ; Jfn.:>i.'r-?. HorsScli'.

L* Martin-P^chenr de rile tie I.iioon, Snil aperies (copied from Sonncrat's

pUte, which wu apparently taken from an ill-stuffed specimen).

Mr. Swainson refers to this plate, only under the name of Oryx
tridactylti as an example of the genua.

Alettlo. Bill Try straight, compressed its whole length ;
the tip

of both mandibles acute, nnd the upper one not inclined, commissure

perfectly straight; feet syndnctyle, all the tarsal scales obsolete ; tnil

very short; feet with three toes before and one behind, claw* simple ;

culmen of the bill sharp, carinated, and simple : inner nnd hindiT

toes of equal length. Thespecies inhabit only the Old World. (Sw.l
A. itfida, Linn. This is the Martin-Pvoheur of the French; nnd

also Pescheur, Martinet Pescheur, Tartarin, Artre, and Mounter,
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CosUo dl Paradiao, IVeeator*, Pesca

Baacte Maria, and Vttrioto,
. Madonna. t'oorflo

according to PrincefcsMa Maria, rVtBWao, ead AloioM, of the

C L. B.iiiirti.- Omm*,* Ksmtjei (Beobsteio), and Grosser, Kleiner

a r>ii sttfuel (Brtfcm). of th. OtrmsiM; GUs y dorian of

Ik* Wetefc, MM! OoestMi KmyiitVr of UM Kngmh.
this**> if OM of UMbb* Mmed 'AAinsir (Halcyon) or

try.>-*r some of the lestM<Atry.>-*r
Mid to SMlnm or not by Aristotle end UM Greeks, is by no

mean* satisfactorily made out, though UM better opinion
seems to

to that it M UM 'AJue tfmmt of the Greek soologist, Belon and

ISamX think the* His; KMn and M. De Bomare, on the contrary
re* with theen). eoMJdtr it at doubtful which

kg flH UnjniaJ kVl

oror iti poetical floating nest have became

:- :-BUl blackish-brown, reddish at

_1 each eye is a patch of li(ht orange-brown, succeeded

by a white otw ; from each comer of the under mandible proceeds a

etreak of wrditer-bm*. tinged with vrdigrir*en ; crown of the

toad deep opvs green, ttofc nil i tipped with rerdigri^green ; from
toMM of UM neck to UM tail is a strip of rerditer-blue feathers,-

bsosBeitodeewithverdigravgreen; chin and throat yellowith-

brsaM, belly, and vent orange-brown, palest towards the

teil-eoTtrt* ; tail greenish-blue ; the abaft* of the feathers

pale tilted. (Selby.)
Tto uvL. ars baa*); UM bin of UM female U not so long as in the

othtr sex ; the colours also are deeper and more of a green ihade.

'..... .....
llM bank* <4 RT.TS. ehMy tboe. wUeh bfc
fi; **wib.ui4.tMttberof U OBI IMl besatiral trammit while. The MI

Betting aside the table of the floating crmdle in which during the
I day* UM bird WM eaid to rear iU young, we ahall find that

have diflsmd not a little a* to UM actual nt of tin.

ye that it make* iU nest in hole* in the

depth of 3 feet, and in holee in

eh before belonged to the water-
i oggi to b* from five to nine, of

I tmparcnt whit*. Tbe Met, he adds, U rery fetid.
it the* refers to Aristotle's description of the nest of the 'AAveV

* Halcyon. In which UM Utter state* that it reeembled
pMrM onoretieMtssttan formed byUM sea-water (a\ra'yv>,

UMt H Mlow wMMm, that UM cntmnoe wme rery narrow, ao thai
IM eb<mUIBMM, UM eea would not enter ; that it reeked any violence
tnm ITM. but yWded to a blow of UM hand, and when that brokenw**r**'"'^ powdw. and that it wat compoeed of the boo*.
ef UM aUr (rMoo.1. a M-fleh eo named-far the bird lirm on ftth.
Art-MbUMi eMee UM Mber of . at five or thereabout. ( Hiet.

* >> P-MBt. who, ee w, have obeerved, contidert the

*f "*.**"' ""fr"" 11 MOT. onotod

yk Ttofcrsiof UM Met, to "aitiki.t)

to be founded on
HN|h .!.

The maUriak, which
<* *l> " eoesBiised of, are not entirely of hi*

eyn HiMljitl Whoever toe eeen UM neet of UM king&ther will

atTL^T*1 "** "* '" Bd "* * *** *"S,nnente of
*...Wd ef UM OWMT t^ lie rmn, ;^ Uee wto denytt^t I. a

UM sea nsnat ** oonAn* " '- M_. to oar

obeerimtfaMfai the eeM, and allow, that" e*Ht ana allows Mat

StTSJSTJ'.?!^ rilr*^ I"**''/ to breed, forweUarn"**"* >* elnMto, Italy, Hbr~d. i. May, in banks
* "? " UM see.; and having brought up the first

^.U !*^r^ t V a second time." Now, It will
to.hisrviJttoaptii il, hhls own description of UM IML ^W^cv^ltoT SM-Z t^ow?
of aethsu be* UM toU end UM and though Zimi*iii

gives a very good description of tbe excavated hole, he speaks with

caution of the collection of flab-remains therein ;
for though, he say*,

of UM "
eoaglie di peed

"
with which the nest was covered,

" restrano

vagamente intrecciate," he adds,
" ma forte non sono con diaposto ad

arte, bens) per accident*," showing that be thought their disposi-

tion about the nest was probably more the result of accident than

Montagu, in his 'Ornithological Dictionary,' says that the bird ,

generally takes possession of a rat's hole to deposit its eggs ; he then

proceeds as follow* :

" The many curious account* which have been

given of the neet of this bird induced us to take some pains to discover

tbe fact. Tbe result of our researches are (is), that the hole chosen
to breed in is always ascending, and generally 2 or 3 feet in the bank ;

at UM end i* scooped a hollow, at the bottom of which is a quantity
of small flab-bones, nearly half an inch thick, mixed in with the earth.

This is undoubtedly tbe castings of the parent birds, and not the

young, for we have found it even before they have eggs, and have

every reason to believe that both male and female go to that spot, fur

no other purpose than to eject this matter, for tome time before the

female begins to lay, and that they dry it by tbe heat of their bodies,
as they are frequently known to continue in the hole for hours, long
before they have egg*. On this disgorged matter the female lays to

the number of seven eggs, which are perfectly white and transparent,
of a short oval form, weighing about one dram. The hole in which

they breed is by no means fouled by tbe casting* ; but before the

young are able to fly it become* extremely fetid by the freest of the

brood, which is (are) of a watery nature, and cannot be carried away
by the parent bird*, as is common with most of the smaller species.
In defect of which, instinct has taught them to have the entrance of
their habitation ascending, by which means the filthy matter runs off,

and may frequently be seen on the outside. We never could observe
the old birds with anything in their bills when they went to feed their

young ; from which it may beconcluded they eject from their stomach
for that purpose."

Mr. Selby, after noticing the ejection of bones and other indigestible

parts, in pellets, by the mouth of these birds, goes on to state that

they breed in the banks of the streams they haunt, either digging a
hole themselves, or taking possession of that of a water-rat, which they
afterwards enlarge to suit their convenience. He then proceeds as
follows :

" The bearing of the hole is always diagonally upwards,
and it pierces two or three feet into the bank. The nest is composed
of tbe above mentioned pellet* of fish-bone*, ejected into a small

cavity at the farther end of this retreat, and upon which the eggs are

laid, to the number of six or seven, of a transparent pinkish-
white." He then quotes the remarks of Montagu on the sloping
direction of the hole, and the use of that direction in carrying away
offensive matter. (' Illustrations of British Ornithology,' vol. I)

Mr. Rennie, in hi* edition of Montagu's
'

Dictionary, observes, that
from the high authority of Montagu, the description above given has
been copied by every recent writer, with tbe exception of Temminck,*
who aays nothing on the subject, and Wilson, who says (' Am. Ora.,'
Hi. 60), of his Belted Kingfisher (Alctdo Alcyon), that "

its nest is

neither constructed of glue nor fish-bones." Mr. Kennie then pro-
ceeds thus :

" We are certain of the fact that this will apply equally
to our own kingfisher. In the bank of a stream at Lee in Kent, we
have been acquainted with one of these nests in the same hole for
several successive summers, but so far from the exuvisj of fish-bones

ejected, as i* done by all bird* of pray, being dried on purpose to
form the neet, they are scattered about the floor of the hole in all

directions, from its entrance to its termination, without the least order
or working up with the earth, and all moitt and fetid. That the eggs
may by accident be laid upon portions of these fiah-bones is highly
probable, as the floor is so thickly strewed with them that no vacant

spot might be found, but they assuredly are not by design built up
into a nest The hole is from 2 to 4 feet long, sloping upwards,
narrow at the entrance, but widening in the interior, in order perhaps
to give the birds room to turn, and for the same apparent reason the
ens are not placed at the extremity. I am not a little sceptical at
to ita sometime* aaWnting the old bole of a water-rat, which is the

deadly enemy to its eggs and young ; but it seems to indicate a dislike
to the labour of digging. It frequents the same hole for a series of

yean, and will not abandon it, though the nest be repeatedly plundered
of UM eggs or young. Tbe accumulation of cast-bones in one of
these old bole* ha* perhaps give origin to the notion of the nest being
formed of them."

Mr. Gould, in his ' Birds of Europe,' states that the eggs nre

deposited in a hole, such as those above alluded to, by the female,
without making any nest

Small Mb, each so Sticklebacks and Minnows, form the food of
the Kingfisher principally, but M. Temminck and Mr. Itennie say
that the bird will also eat fry or spawn (frai), slugs, worms, and

It siu immoveable on some overhanging twig, watching for ita

But Trmminrk ( Minor],' 1]0) tip that the bird nr.tlo In holri in I ho

k, man frequently In tbote abandoned b]r tbe waler.raU, iiluni? the abrupt
bMk> of river., often aadcr the roou of Uw, In tbe holtowt of tree., and
"""'lam in UM bolt* of rocks, and tbst it lays from six to eight eggs of a

wajl*.
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prey, and when it has secured a passing fish by a sudden dash, beats

it to death against a stone on the ground, and then swallows it. At
other times it will hover suspended over the water, and dart on its

j.rey, but the bird usually makes its attack from a station. The editor

of the last edition of Pennant states that it has been seen balancing
itself over the water in which a great many of the small, round,

shining beetles were swimming swiftly in circles (Gyrinns natatory),
and which it makes its prey.

This species, when adult, appears to be mute except at the season
of pairing ;

but the young are very clamorous, and frequently betray
their retreat before they leave the nest which they do not quit till

they are fully fledged by their cries. Before they provide for them-

selves, which they soon do, they sit on some branch while the parents
fish for them, and on their approach with food are very noisy.
The flight of this bird is most rapid ;

it darts by like an iridescent

gleam.
Temminck states that A Icedo ispida occurs more in the south of

Europe than in the north. In Holland, he says that it is not widely
spread. Mr. Selby says that it is generally dispersed through Europe,
and that our birds differ in no respect from those of the same species
in Asia and Africa, as he has had an opportunity of examining
specimens from both continents. M. Temminck observes that the

most common of the three species of Kingfisher must not be con-

founded with our A. ij,ida, though it diffsrs but little from it. The
Common Kingfisher is a resident with us, as it is in Italy and other

Kurnpean countries. Mr. Gould says that the young in the British

Islands appear to have habits of partial migration, as they wander
from the interior along the rivers to the coasts, frequenting in the
autumnal and whiter months the mouths of small rivulets and dykes
near the sea

; but more particularly along the line of the southern
coast and the shores of adjacent inlets. We may here remark, that
in the 'Portraits d'Oyseaux' of Belon, the following quatrain is

printed under the cut of the Common Kingfisher :

" L Martinet-Pescheur fait sa demeure
En temps d'hjnrer au bord de 1'ocean :

Et en eMt- our riviere ou estan :

Et dc poiason sc repaist u toute heure."

It may be imagined that a bird of which so many marvellous stories

have been told, under the idea of its being the Halcyon of the

ancients, whose so-called met, the JluJryoneum, was supposed to be
endowed with medical properties, did not entirely escape the attention
of the superstitious moderns. Thus its dried body was said to

preserve woollen cloth from the moth, and if suspended by a thread
from the ceiling of a room with doors and windows closed, to turn
its bill towards the quarter whence the wind blew.

Barabas, in Marlowe's ' Jew of Malta,' says
" Bat now how <Unds the wind I

Into what corner peers my Halcyon's bill I

Hi! to the eartt ye."

Kent (' King Lear,') when, in his answer to Cornwall, he is rebuking
such ' slaves

'

as the '

Steward,' declares that they
"
Kcnege, affirm, and turn their Halcyon beaks
AVith every Kiile ;ind vary of their masters."

Mrs. Charlotte Smith states that she once or twice saw a stuffed
bird of thin species hanging from the beam of a cottage-room as a
weather-vane to show the way of the wind. It has lately been seen

ion at Botley near Southampton. In the same part
of the country some of the common people fancy that if a dead

Kingiuher be suspended by the bill it will turn its breast according
to the clili nnd How of the tide. The bird was also supposed to be

n*t> thunder, to increase bidden treasure, to bestow
and l-auty on the person who earned it, and to renew its

plumage, dead as it was, every season by moulting.
\\ ith reference to the question as to what species was meant by

Ari-totle, the reader should be aware that another Kingfisher, Alcedo
'if LinnaMis (IijatlaCI) .Swainson), occurs in the islands of the

go, though Africa and Asia appear to be its more
particular localities. The species is figured in Mr. Gould's beautiful
work on the ' Birds of Europe.'

Iipida. Habit of Alcedo. Culmen obtuse, somewhat flattened,
and margini-d on each side by an indented groove. Tail lengthened,

Inner toe much longer than the hinder. Claws cither

deeply notched, or cleft, so as to present two acute unequal points.
nson.)

Geographical Distribution. Chiefly the New World. (Swainson.)
Mr. Swainson, who, in his 'Classifi. atioii of Birds,' givs the habitat

above stated, describes two species, Iipidn giyantea and /. bicincta, in
Ills birds of Western Africa. He states, and with reason, that among

i/.-d Kinglishers that have long been imperfectly known
>rated in our systems, there is the greatest confusion, not

;is to the characters of the birds themselves, but likewise in

regard to their native countries. We have therefore, knowing the
accuracy of Mr. Swainson's pencil, copied his figures of Halcyon

",.and Alcyntif Aimi rnli, (the latter from
in Hi.'

'

/..il.,gical Illustration*,' with the aid
of i the Museum of the Zoological S.i.'iriy ,.f London),

BAT. HUT'. HIV. Vn F,. III.

as the best, if not the only mode of conveying to the reader thu

forms that he would designate under the names of Halcyon, Ispida,
and Alcyone.
Above, cinereous, spotted with white; chin and cheeks white,

immaculate; breast with a broad rufous collar; head above black,
crested behind.

It is a native of Senegal.

gigantca. Svvaiuson.

Tanys'tptera. Bill rather short, somewhat thick, straight, acute;
nostrils oval. Tail gi-aduated ;

two middle tail-feathers longest.
(Vigors.) Mr. Swainson gives India as its habitat.

T. Dea ; Alcedo Dea, Linn. ; Ispida Ternatana, Briss. Above,
intense black azure, white beneath ; head and wing-coverts ctcrulean ;

tail-feathers white margined with cacrulean, the two middle ones

coerulean, with their apices club-shaped and white. (Vigors.)

Alcyone,. Bill as in A train; but the feet with only three toes.

Auntralin. (Hwainson.)
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DM bead aud Deck, shiainf
lhn*t whitish; wmg.

ZooL 111..' lit atria*.

Al*y~* Jtmlnlu.

It is fond i. Australia.

Habrta. Uwia. wbo ha. figured this Kingfisher in his 'Birds of
Xc. Holland.' state, that it inhal.il. beads of rivers, visiting dead

has of which it dart* on its pray in the water
, and i* eoeaeUoxs oompletely immersed by the velocity of ita

Id. Bill very broad,
the upper margins

>'oatril* Bembranaceoas ; the aperture round,
Wijs as in ttsttWo, but longer; the thii-.l

y

/.-,.-,.. ^w.rt|sMU.

BillT-y

Ua<> of KHa/ voLU.) that the
those of the Puff. Bird* and Hermit ll,nl>

of tfc. latter i. weak^-. "Tb,

by th. jtruuuil bring strewed with the beautiful wing* of their

victim*, the body alone of which they devour."
Mr. Swainaon further observes that in all the group* of this family

previously noticed the bill U invariably compressed on the side*, and
generally of considerable length ; but in GaUmla grandu a change
from thw structure ia firet discovered, and we aee a bill coniderably
broad aud depreeeed; that characUi. in abort, which i* in uniaon
with the next family, according to Mr. Swainaon's arrangement,
namely, the Tnymuda.

(J. paradnta, Swallow-Tailed Kingfisher, Edw. ; Paradue Jacamar,
Lath. Siae of a lark ; colour golden-green ; throat, neck, and leaeer

wing covert, while ; bead violaceoua- brown
; bill and feet, the latter

of which are feathered to the toe*, black ; two intermediate tail-

feather* loogeiL
It u a native of Surinam.

Rw.llow.Tailed Kingfisher (Galbxla pfraj.ua}.

HAI,K'SIA (named iu honour of Stephen Hales, D.D., author of
'

Vegetable Static*,' 4c.), a genu* of Plauto belonging to the naturalMM siyratt*. It hat a mnnopetalou* corolla ventricoeely camiviuu-
late, with a 4-lobed erect border ; the Umens 18 to 16

; nlamente
combined into a tube at the bate, and lulnate to the corolla- the
anther* oblong, erect, 2-celled,dehwcm)flengthwiaej the ovary in:
the rtyle atngle; the stigma limple ; the fruit a drupe, which i ,lrv,
ObUMUT. With 2-4 Winfnwl furl*.* tMtn.lin.itn.j l.n *!. . Lir!

-
....|..^ , iiiv a iiiuj^-, V>IIH u in iiry

. with 2-4 winged angle*, terminated by the permanent style;
the cell. 1-Meded. with the *eeds at the bottom of the cells. The
sprain are trees with alternate rerrated leaves, and lateral famicles of
pedicellate drooping white flower*. Thi* gemi* has been mail- Hi.-

type of an order Ualetiacca by D. Don, who U followed by Link and

//. trlra^era, Common Snowdrop-Tree, has ovate, lanceolate
BiMtod, .harjily wrrated leaves; the fniit with four wings. This

plant M a tree, growing from 16 to 20 feet high, and is a native of
South Carolina. It has fine white flower*, from to 10 in a fscicle
.Imoping and resembling those of a snowdrop. The wood is hard
and veined. It is one of the hardest and also one of the handsomest

the American deciduous trees. The rate of growth for the first
five or six yean ia from 12 to 18 inches a year. It ripens it* seeds
freely in this country, and it may be propagated from these or importedThere is another specie*, G. dipttra, which i* also an American
plant,

but does not attain so great a height as the last //. noi ,

u a native of Florida, and i* suppo.e<l by *ome botani*ts U, IK- m
.mall flowered variety of the first Tl,, y will grow in any con,,,,,,;,

oil, and may be propagated by slips from the root, as well as
Q :, . . .1 -

(I>j.n.
DieUomgdtoui Planti ; Loudon, Encyclopadia of Tru* and

HAI.KliEAK. [Biox.]
HAI I)Jt ]

HAUiiiT. IUirrooMso)

(>

H A I S. Professor NiUon' name for a genus of

HAI. I. ,|;i:. ,., MAI.I'COUA. [CCTACKA.1
HAI.I DHACON. IPLIBIO.AUH
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HALIDRYS. [FtJCACEJ!.]
HA'LIEUS. [PELECANID.E.]
HALIME'DA, a portiou of the genus Corallina, Linn., for which

Lamarck had used the name Plabellaria, is thus styled by Lamouroux.
(' Exposition Me"thodique des Genres.') The articulations are flat or

compressed, rarely cylindrical, almost always flabelliform
;
the axis

fibrous, surrounded by a thin cretaceous substance.

HALIMUS. [MAIADJS.]
HALIOTID^E, a family of Gasteropodous Mottusca, to which the

shells commonly called Ear-Shells, or Sea-Ears, belong. Mr. Swain-

son, in his first series of '

Zoological Illustrations," observes, when
writing on the Small-Holed Californian Ear-Shell (Ifaliotii Califor-
niftuu, 1820-21), that "the definitions given by conchologists up to that

time were so imperfect that they had left our knowledge of these
shells nearly the same as in the time of Linnaeus. Seventeen species

only are enumerated in Mr. Dillwyn'a work ; although thirty-four have
fallen within iny own observation during the last few months."

Linnaeus, who records the saven species known to him under the

generic appellation of Ifa/iotis (Sea-Ear), describes the animal as a

Slug (Umax), and the Shell as ear-shaped and open (patens), with a

lateral hidden spire, and the disc longitudinally pierced with holes

(poris). He places the genus between Nerita and Patella.

Cuvier, in the first edition of his '

Regne Animal' (1817), makes the
Ormiers (Haliotif of Linnaeus) the first genus of his sixth order of

Gastropods, Scutibranchiata. [GASTEROPODA.] He observes that it is

the only genus of the order which has its shell turbinated, and that

among these sort of shells that of the Ormiers is remarkable for the
excessive amplitude of its aperture, its flatness, and the smallnens of
the spire, which is seen from within. This form, he adds, has caused
it to be compared to the ear of a quadruped. Cuvier divides the

genus into the following sub-genera: 1, the Haliotids, properly so

called (Uatiotit of Lamarck) ; 2, the Padolli of De Montfort
; 3, the

StoinaJiie of Lamarck. The Ormiers are immediately followed by the
Cabochons (Capuliu of De Montfort Patella Hunyarica).
Lamarck (' Animaux sans Vertcbres," 1817) arranges the genus

Jfaliotit, which is immediately preceded by Stomatia, as the last genus
of his Macrostomeg. The following is his definition of Jlalwtis :

" Shell ear-shaped, most frequently flattened ; with a very short

spire, sometimes depressed, nearly lateral. Aperture very ample,
longer than it is wide, entire in its perfect state. Disc pierced with
holes disposed on a parallel line near the left-hand border, the last

commencing with a notch."
The same zoologist makes the following observations on .the genus

as restricted by him :

" The Haliotids constitute a very beautiful

genus, rather numerous in species and remarkable for the singular
form and the brilliant nacre of their shell. They have received the
name of Sea-Ears, because they in fact represent sufficiently well the
form of the cartilage of the car in man. Their shell is an oval-oblong,
flattened in general, slightly spiral near one of its extremities, and
furnished with a row of holes disposed on a curved line near the left-

hand border and parallel to it As the animal increases in growth, it

forms for itself a new hole on the edge of the anterior part of the
shell

;
this hole commences with a notch which serves to give a

passage to the siphon of the animal, and is afterwards completed ;

when another is formed posteriorly. In its natural situation, and
when the animal crawls, this shell may be considered as a reversed
basin with its convexity upwards. Its circumference is then con-

siderably exceeded by the very large foot of the animal, and the spire
i found on the posterior part of its body. Following the description
of the Ormier (the animal of the Jfaliutis) given by Adanson, I had

supposed that the branchiae of this animal were exterior, like those
of tin: Phyllidians : but M. Cuvier has undeceived me by showing me

iiey are hidden in a particular cavity. Ilaliutii therefore belongs
to the family of Macrostomes. With regard to the tentacula, it has
not perhaps really more than two. But as it is not uncommon (assez

fivqnent) among the marine Trachelipods to find the eyes carried each

upon a tubercle which springs at the external or posterior base of the

tentacula, these tubercles are apparently more elongated here than
elsewhere : in this case the two larger tentacles are the anterior ones."
Lamarck records fifteen species, including llaliotis dn/>in.

Mr. Swainson (' Zoo!. Illustr.,' 1st series) remarks that " the genus
Padollut of Montford (De Montfort ?) resting entirely on the uneven-
ness of the outer lip, without any knowledge of the animal," appears
to him an unnecessary distinction, for such, he observes, is the cha-
racter of all young shells, and also of mature ones, whose outer
surface is rtig'jgwi or uneven.

De Montfort (1810) gives the following generic characters for
Padalliui : Shell free, univalve, in the form of an ear, pierced with
one or two holes ; summit spiral, flattened, dorsal

; aperture oval,
wide open ((^vasee), entire, perpendicular; left lip reflected and
trenchant

',
back covered with an epidermis, having a gutter in the

middle and in the direction of the spire. He gives as the type of the

genus Padolhu rttliictmdia, and proceeds nearly as follows :

' In

arranging this shell as intermediate between the Kigareti the Stomatia;
andt ;

,],.,. that we have been able to extahlixh

upon it, a ':.- Hi-Tim. Sufficiently similar to the llaliotidet by its

. it, js in Home manner
nevertheless approximated to the Stomatia:, inasmuch as it has very

few holes
; but it presents, more than almost any of these shells, a

spiral gutter, hollow in the interior, elevated on the back, placed in
the middle and curved in the direction of the spire. This hollow, or

gutter, is independent of the curved and serial line of holes, which
are nearly all obliterated. The right- lip is also more opened out

(s'^panouit aussi d'avantage), it juts out and festoons (festonue) over
the left lip towards the summit, and to the height of the spire : the
interior offers an iridescent and undulated nacre. Externally it is of
a brick-red, and the summit, in consequence of losing its exterior
calcareous and coloured coat, is nacreous. The back is finely striated

and reticulated, and the successive periods of growth are very strongly
marked there. There is no doubt that the obliteration of the holes
of the Padolli are a consequence of the absence of some organs, with
which the Haliotidet must be eminently provided, and it is even

probable that the single hole which notches their border serves during
the life of these mollusks to lodge a fold of the border of the mantle,
rolled into a tube and serving for respiration ; a tube which we shall
find among many of the spirivalve mollusks."

Considering the time at which De Montfort wrote, there is much
good reasoning in this passage ;

it rnnst be recollected that he evi-

dently gave his descriptioa from a young shell ; for he says in the
course of it that the shell sometimes reaches more than an inch in

its greatest diameter.

Dr. Leach (1814) adopted De Montfort's distinction and name. The
doctor says that this genus is readily distinguished from Ifaliotin

(Ear-Shell) by the irregular form of the outer edge or lip ;
the disc,

he adds, has fewer perforations and the spire is placed farther on tho
back. He states in conclusion that the animal is unknown, but is

probably not very unlike that of the Ear-Shell.

Mr. G. B. Sowerby (' Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells '),

observes, that with the exception of a few that are commonly known
by collectors and Linnreans as Imperforate Ear-Shells, the genus
Ilaliotit has not suffered any dismemberments. " An attempt," con-
tinues Mr. Sowerby,

" has indeed been made by Moutfort to separate
from the genuine llaliotidei two or three species under the name of

Padottiu, in which ha has been followed by Leach, but as fur as

respects general adoption this attempt appears to have been as unsuc-
cessful as it was unnecessary. Not so the separation of the Imper-
forate Haliotido, which are easily distinguished by wanting the row
of perforations so very characteristic of the true Haliotix."

The Otidta form the first family of Sculibi-anchiata, the third order
of Paracep/ialop/iora Ilenmaphroddam M. De Blainville'a arrangement
(' Manuel de Malacologie," 1825.) The first genus of this family is

Iliili'itii, divided into four sections, and including the genera Padullus
and Stomatia.

M. Rang (' Manuel," 1829) continues the Ormiers (Macrostomes of

Lamarck, Otidta of De Blainville, Auriformes of Latreille) as the first

family of Scutibranchiata (Cuvier) ;
but he makes it consist but of one

genus, JIaliotit (Linnaeus). The genus Stomatia of Lamarck he places
under the Sigarets of De Fdrussac, as well as the genus StomateUa of

Lamarck, which he seems to consider as including the Padollus of
De Montfort. The Sigarets in this arrangement are made to form the
ninth family of the Pectinibranchiata of Cuvier.

In Cuvier's last edition of the '

Rfegne Animal
'

(1830), the position
and arrangement of the Ormiers remains as in the first edition, with
the exception that in the last edition the Scutibranchiata form tue

eighth order of his Gastropods.
In the present state of our information it will perhaps be as well

to select the arrangement proposed by Cuvier, and in great measure

adopted by M. De Blaiuville. M. Rang, in his description both of

ttomatella (including Padollus) and Stomatia, says,
" Auimal

unknown."
llaliL'it (properly so called; Haliotii, Lamarck). Animal. One of

the most ornamented of Gastropods. All round its foot to its moutli
there is, at least in the more common species, a double membrane cut
out into leaflets (feuillages), and furnished with a double row of fila-

ments. On the outside of its long tentacles are two cylindrical

pedicles for carrying the eyes. The mantle ia deeply divided on the

right side, and the water, which passe* by means of the holes in tho

shell, can, through this slit, penetrate into the branchial cavity ; along
its edges again are also three or four filaments, which the animal can
also cause to come out through these holes. The mouth is a short

proboscis. (Cuvier's description for all Gmelin's JIaliotide, except
//. imper/orata and //. perverta.) Body oval, very much depressed,

hardly spiral behind, provided with a large foot doubly fringed on its

circumference. Head depressed ;
tentacles a' little flattened, joined

(connds) at the base ; eyes carried on the summit of prismatic pedun-
cles, situated on the external side of the tentacles. Mantle very deli-

cate, deeply divided on the left side
;
the two lobes pointed, forming

by their junction a sort of canal for conducting the water into the

branchial cavity situated on the left, and inclosing two very long,

uiic-.|ual, pectinated branchiae (peignes branchiaux). (De Blainville.)
Animal oblong, depressed, furnished with a large head anil a. short '

proboscis, at the extremity of which is the mouth, containing a tongue
armed with points (aiguillons) ;

tentacles two, long and cylindrical ;

eyes on pedicles, implanted at their external base, a little backwards.

Mantle short, delicate
;
foot very large, oblong, furnished all round

with a double row of festoons agreeably cut out or pinked (decoupiS*).
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u.r. Mr UM reader to No. 4W (OelWry) ofUM Physiological

. : :

rlly. UM.ina.and am. are tuned back, sad UM intefu-
BMBS ii r*BavH froa abore UM oisophagu* and first tofnafMl A
WisUe b BBSsed Uumsjh UM mouth into the imopbagus, and another

trout UM Int to UM amad stnmaf* The fetter cavity is imbedded
MM IN*, and rsorive. UM secretion of that gland by such wide

illiiii that portion* of UM alinwotary obsUpoea have entered the

WMsjy d*eU, which UHM appear to be ramification* of the alimentary
otejal (' CWBlogve,' Oallrry. voL L)
AMD BBBTIIIBI. very much depresstd, more or lee* oval, with a very
Ball fir*, wry low, aeBrly posterior, and lateral ; aperture as large

B* UM 4wll. with eontinnooi borders, UM right border delicate and

tWBMhaM. UM left tattooed, ralamd. and trenchant ; a wie* of com
plete or meompUto bolea, panJl--l to UM wit aide, erring for the

{MMafUM two poialfd lobe* of the mantle; a aingle Urge muscu

WivpcwiaB.BMdiaB.aa.lu.aL (De Bkinville.)

The... UM irue tfW.<rfWo, fnoing JI. 1 >e BUinriUe'i Motion

4. MMUtaf of pMfo> wboM diM ii rounded forwmnU and pierced
wila a MTM* of boUa, ary much in ain and dupe.

Tb. gm-ral form may b* imagined from Uiat of llalwtii lutemlala,

IUM)a*ll; a, totortor of tbrll.

UM w, abape, Ac. of which U too well
d from //. rM/i . Uit there an MOM

. Itmatn that are a* Urge or hmr
<r*n of a tut. and are .lol.iU-ly ,lax/ling from the .pleodid

Tbe .bap. too mriiooiwderably.UM cntaparaurdy amall Bptei a form try
wbibi //. 4WMMI b r7 much .loagaUd.
7i recMt |CM* of //o^^u kaown, and 4

that

Thu.

.U- aot>t tri.
." bat their limiu atn But to go far

be CUMI-M*. at UM
. UM Pacific, and Cali-

our norUwrn

r rirti iroAoiVi OoAaTrioc oi/j "the wild Icpam, !...!.

call UM Sea-Ear" of Aristotle, Hit. An.,' lib. iv. c. 4), in cuiniiion

at Ooenuey and Jeney, and hu Ut-n found iihiit u, the nhll) on i'n,-

aouth ooatt of Derooabiiv, we agree with Mr. Sowerby in tin

that, on the preeant evidence, Utia apeoiea oannut witli ]>ipi.
considered a native of our own ooaU, though the dead nlir

omatimee thrown up on our nontliera abore* after violent stun

The Ualiotidtt, which are all marine and littoral, bcin^ without

npercula, adhere, like the Patella, by applying tlii-ir undrr part* to

the aurfaoe of the rock*. They are generally found near the water
1
*

edge, and, according to Lamarck, go during the fine summer iiighU to

feed on the herbage which grows near the shore.

As an article of food this genus is by no means to be despised. U',-

hare eaten Hcdtutu tubtrcuJala, and when served by a good cook it is

tender and sapid. The large fleshy foot, if not properly managed, U
apt to be tough. The people of Guernsey and Jersey onuiuient

houses with the shells of this species, disposing them frequently in

quincunx order, and placing them so that their bright interior m:iy
catch the rays ofthe sun. We have often thought that some ol'tl

and splendid intertropical species, whose exterior, uft. r n-muviu^ tuo

outer coat, take a polish almost equalling the uutural brilliancy of tlu>

inside, might be converted into diiiheg for holding fruit : if mounted
with good taste, their indescribable iridescence would materially add
to the richness of an elegant table. As it U, the shells of U. luliercu-

tola are extensively used for making mother-of-pearl ornaments, espe-

cially in ornamenting papier machtf articles. For this purpose great
quantities are taken to Birmingham.

B. Species whose disc, besides the series of holes, is raised by a Urge
parallel rib, hollowed interiorly, and whose anterior border is

more or less irregular.

Padolliu (De Montfort). M. Do Blainville refers to I/aliola canalic-
lala (Lamarck), as the example. The figure in Kuorr, referred to by
Lamarck, in red externally, and has the elevated rib

; but the shape
of the shell U longer than that of Padollui icalarit (Leach), and of
other PadoUi which we have Keen. The specimen recordi.l l.y Mr.

Gray in the Appendix to the 'Narrative of a Survey of the int<-r-

troptcal and nestern Coaste of Australia, performed betwe<

years 1818 and 1822, by Captain Philip Parker King, H.N., 1

*c..' voL ii., and which Mr. Gray notices as the largest be ever saw,
measured 34 by 2J inches. We have seen the shell, and never saw
*n large a specimen. Dr. Gray records it as Padollia rubicundtu of
De Montfort, with the synonyms of Padollui tcalarii, Leach, and
llaluttit tricoftalii, Lamarck.

Padollm r.4r>i,,irfiu (!).

Lamarck, on the authority of M. Leschenault, says that his //

tncadalit inhabits the seas of Java. The fine specimen brou:

Kngland by Captain King was found upon Rottnest Island,
west coast of Australia, and is now in his cabinet. It has only
bole*, the anterior ones, open. All, both those which are clo8< -

those which are open, are very highly elevated, and so is the curvnl
longitudinal rib. The left border externally is very much raised and
nodulous, looking at first sight as if it bad another row of holes which
had been closed ; but it was evidently always irnperfonite,

C. Species whose disc is not pierced, but hollowed longitudinally by
a decurrent canal.

M. De BUinville gives as an example of his Be. ti.iji <'. //.

of Lamarck. It will be clear to the observer that the animal protected
by such shells as the two next, must exhibit some differences from
Umt of a true llaliotit.

D. Specie* whose disc is not pierced, and which offer the two gutters
together, but approximated, so as to leave externally a decurrent
rib between them.

Somalia (Lamarck). Cuvier, who says that the animal of Stomatia
U much lees ornamented than that . U of opinion that this
form connects the Ualioddet with certaiu TVv

Mr. G. Sowerby ('Genera of Uecent and Fossil Sli.l]*,' Xo. xix.)
obeerre* that Lamarck, in his observations upon StomateUa, tclU ux
that in respect to their general form those shells appear to be n
related to the Stomatia; and that they are principally distiugi.
by the transverse ridge and the elevated outer lip of the ,

Lpon a careful examination however of ten species, Mr. Sowcrby was
unable to discover any difference in the outer lip ; and
that Lamarck places am-

/,,-./, wlii.-h
has a nodular keel placed exactly in the same position as the trans-
Terse ridge, by which the latter characterises tiomaiia ; so th;.

Sowerby doe* not find any generic difference whatever, and has tin ru-
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fore united the two Lamarckian genera under the appellation Stoma-
tifi. He thus characterises the genus thus reformed : Shell pearly
within, mostly coloured externally ;

suborbicular or long, generally

ear-shaped and depressed. The spire, in most species, prominent,
but not produced nor elongated ;

sometimes very small, marginal and

inconspicuous. Aperture mostly longitudinal, in some species nearly
orbicular, in others much elongated, always very large ; its edges
entire, united at the upper part, and scarcely modified or altered in

form by any portion of the last volution. Volutions from two to

four. Muscular impressions two, seldom distinct, nearly marginal,
and in the open part of the shell.

Mr. Sowerby goes on to state that Stomatia appears to be related to
llnl i.'jtii, and is therefore rightly placed by Lamarck among his

Macrostomes. One of its species is arranged by Linnaeus, he adds, as a

Maliotla, under the name of H. imperforoto, (GmeL). Mr. Sowerby
does not pretend to discuss the question of their resemblance to

Lamarck's Turbinacdes ; but only observes that in general form some
of them approach very nearly to some of Lamarck's Monodontes.
The Stomatue, he states in conclusion, are marine, and he says that
all the species he has seen were brought from the East Indies and
Au-tralia.

iias been found at a depth of seven fathoms, adhering to

Melta<jrin(E and corals.

The following genera are referred by some writers to HaliottcUe,

Brodtrijiia, Sciitureila, Pleurotomaria, Murchisania, Trochotoma, Jan-
thina. [TciiBiNiD/E ; JANTHINID.E.]
HALISPO'NGIA. According to the structure and composition of

the numerous species of Sponges, they may be divided into genera.
If, in accordance with the observations of Dr. R. Grant, we consider

sponges hi three groups, one having a horny tubular structure, another

containing calcareous spiculai, a third containing siliceous spicuke,
we may adopt the three generic types, Spongia, Calcitponyia, and
JJalmjivnyia, of De Blaiuville.

llul'utponyia is thus characterised: Mass more or less rigid or

friable, of irregular figure, porous, traversed by winding canals, which
end in openings scattered over the surface

; substance subcartilagiuous,
supported by simple siliceous spicukc.
The species exhibit various external forms, encrusting, branching,

or foliaceous. Dr. Fleming includes them under the title flaliclumdria.

[SFO.M;IAD.K]
HALITHE'A, a genus of marine Dorsibranchiate Annelids be-

longing to the family Aphrudilidtt. [ANXELiu.v.]
HALKET, a kind of Seal [PHOCIDJI]
HALLI'RHOA, the name proposed by Lamouroux for a group of

Fossil Polyparia, referred by many writers to Alcyonia. The spheroidal
figure, contracted base, deep central pit, and pores on the surface,
appear the characters most relied on by Lamouroux. Goldfuss gives
characters for the genus Kiphon'ui of Parkinson, which may include
the two species mentioned by Lamouroux from the vicinity of Caen
and the Vaches Noires. Hallirhoa costata of Lamouroux is found in
the Greensand of Normandy and England.
HALLOYLITE, a Mineral named after Dr. Omalius d' Holly, a

French geologist. It is a hydrous silicate of alumina. It occurs,
massive and earthy, resembling a compact steatite. It yields to the
iiail and may be polished by it. It has a white or bluish colour.
Adheres to the tongue, and small pieces become transparent in water.
It is found at Liege and at Baj-onne in France. It has the following
composition :

Silica 39-5
Alumina . 34-0
\Viit,.-r 26-5

100-0
HALLOYSITE. [HALLOYUTE.]
HALMATrurs. IKAViARoo.]
HAI.O'DKOMA, Illiger's name fora genus of Sea-Birds allied to

thi: IVticU and Albatrosses. [LARID.K.]
H ALO'NIA, a genus of Fossil Plants, allied to lepidodendron, and

occurring in the Gal Formation. [CoAL PLANTS.]
H ALORAGA'CE/E, Hippvnd*. a small group of Exogenous Plants,

of which inhabit watery places, and all of which have minute
ma flowers. In consequence of the calyx being superior,

the embryo without much albumen, and some of them having four
petals, they are often considered to form a peculiar section of Onagra-
ctte, or if separated from that order, are at least stationed in the
immediate vicinity of it. Upon this supposition, they are looked upon
as an imperfect condition of the Onagraceous type, bearing the same
relation to it as Sanyuiiorbefe to Rosaceae, Cltamcelauciece to Myrlacete,
or .!/<,., ./; to other 1'abacete. But in the present uncertainty
regarding the true affinity of many natural orders of plants, we must
not consider this a settled point On the contrary, it is not impro-

' hat Haloragacea constitute an imperfect form of the great Epigy-
noui group of Exogens, of which Ounyracete are only one of the
members. What renders it peculiarly difficult to determine the real

affinity of this little group i, that as it is now constituted, it offers

striking modification* of development both in the organs of vegetation
and those of fructification. While Jlalaragit has a stem with a
coinpl.-t.. v:,,.;nUir organisation, and regularly constructed leaves,

'"in has its vascular system reduced to a rudimentary con-

dition, and in some of the species the leaves themselves appear only
in the form of filiform ramifications

;
and in ffippuris, the development

of the vascular system of both stem and leaves is still further reduced.
In like manner in the flowers, Haloragis has four petals, eight stamens,
four stigmas, and four cells to the ovary ; Proserpinaca has no petals,
three stamens, three stigmas, and three cells to the ovary ; and

Hippuris has no petals, one stamen, one stigma, and but one cell to

the ovary. This latter genus is a common plant in the marshes and
meadows of this country, where it is vulgarly called Mare's-Tail.

Common Mare's Tail (Hippuris vulgarit).

1, a single flower, with its bract, much magnified ; 2, a vertical section of
the ovary, showing a single ovule hanging from the apex of a single cell ; 3, a
vertical section of. a ripe fruit, showing the seed suspended in the interior, and
the dicotyledonous embryo.

Damp places, ditches, and slow streams in Europe, North America,
Southern Africa, Japan, China, Australia, and the South Sea Islands
are the resort of this order.

HALOSCIAS (Fries), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural
order Umbellifera, and the tribe Seselinea:. It has a calyx of 5 small

persistent teeth
;
the petals ovate with an inflexed lobe and short

claw
; the fruit elliptical, terete, or slightly dorsally compressed ;

carpels with five sharp somewhat winged ridges; interstices and
commissure with many vittte

;
seed not cohering to the carpel, without

vittae. One species of this genus is a native of Great Britain.
//. Scoticum, Scottish Lovage, is found on rocks on the sea-coast of

Scotland and Northumberland. It has an herbaceous stem, tinged
with red, from 12 to ] 8 inches high.
(Babington, Manual.)
HALTICA, a genus of Insects belonging to the order Coleop-

tera, and to the tribe GaleruciUe of the family Cyclica. It includes
the insects called Black Fleas, Turnip -Flea, or Turnip -Fly. The
species of the genus Hallica are remarkable for their power of
leaping, which is effected by means of the peculiar formation of their

very thick hind legs. They are among the smallest of beetles, and
are variously coloured with green, brown, or yellpw, often brightly
shining. Some destroy the cabbage, others flax, others tobacco, or
hops ; but the turnip is the greatest sufferer from the ravages of these
little creatures, which, though small in size, are many in number.
The species found on the turnips is the II. Nemorum, It is about

one-eighth of an inch long, is rather* flattened, and of a brassy-black
colour, thickly dotted

; the wing-cases are greenish-black, with a palo
yellow broad line on each, the base of the antennas and legs of a paler
colour. The eggs are deposited on the under side of a rough leaf
from April to September.- They hatch in two days, and the larva
attain perfection in sixteen days. The chrysalis is fixed in the earth
:i fortnight. They love sunshine, warmth, and fine weather, and eat
away the surface of the young leaves of the plant with voracity.The larva feeds within the full-grown leaf, iu which the egg has
been laid and attached by its parent, but does little or no mischief to
the growth of the plant. It is the beetle which destroys the first
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aiur* BManr foMO*. fa) otbar rHpWta perfectly nwmbling llamila

fliil by Mr. Sowcrby, rolled in a plane ipinJ, the ToluUon* in

iliing. in other* free, and in a few terminating in a
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Th. diflrrmt dfr*M of harHneax
'

Ml obaracUn will often a*rv*
Mob* ha* formed a *oal* which
UM Urdnm. of nmeraU, and

Tbc.ub.Unos. which

b* o*a* are aueh a* are easily obtained in a state of purity. They

are:

1. Talc, white or greeoiah.
i Koek-aalt, pur* and cleareable ;

and gypsum, uncrystallued

and aemi-tranalucent.

3. C^oareoua cpar, cleaveable.

4. Kluor^par, which cleave* perfeotiy.

5. Apatite, the a*paragu*-*tone, from Salzburg.

6. Adularia.

7. Rock oryrtal, limpid and transparent
8. Topai.
9. Corundum, from Bengal, with smooth fractured face*.

10. Diamond.

Any mineral which neither acratche* nor i* scratched by any one

of the substance* above named, i* stated to posses* the degree of

hardne** eznreawd by the number opposite that mineral. Tims,

supposing a body neither to scratch nor to be scratched by fluor

it* hardness U represented by 4
;
but if it should scratch fluor-spar,

and not Apatite, then it* hanlue** U stated to be from 4 to 5.

Another method of trying the hardness of minerals is -passing them

very gently over a fine hard file, and judging by the touch and appear-
ance of the file a* to the degree of hardness. [MINERALOGY.]
HARE. [Lwus.]
HARE-BELL [CAMPANULA.]
HARE'S-EAR. [BcPLEURUM.]
HAHKI.I'A. :|>MKS.J
HAItKAXU. [STKIUID*.]
HARMODYTES, a genu* of Tubular Stony Corals, proposed by

Fischer and adopted by Bronn. The same species were afterwards

designated by Goldfius Syrinyopora, a name generally adopted.
HARMOTOME (Andrcolite; KrciniU). This mineral occurs in

attached crystals, generally intersecting each other lengthwise,

mary form a right rhombic prism. Cleaveage parallel to the primary

plane*, and to both the diagonals of the prism. Hordnes.,4-5. Colour,

grayish-reddish, yellowish- white. Fracture uneven. Lustre vitreous,

and sometime, pearly ; streak white. Specific gravity, 2'35 to 2'4.

By acids, unless heated, Harmotome is scarcely acted upon. Before

the blow-pipe it fuse* into a clear glass. It occurs at Strontian iu

Scotland, and at Andreasberg and Oberstein in Germany.
The analyses of this substance do not greatly :icral. The

Harmotome of Strontian yielded, by the analysis of Mr. O'Connell

Silica 47-04

Alumina 1-

Barytoa 20-85

Lime 0-10

Soda or Potash O'SS

Water H
99-03

HARPA. [ENTOM08TOMATA.]
HAUI'ACiiX. [K.u,Nii>.B.J
llAIU'AcrS. [F.M,Mi).s.J
HAKI'A'MH.K, an extensive family of Coleopterous Insects of the

section Otodeptkaga, the species of which are dixtinguialK'il liy the

tarsi of the two anterior pairs of legs being dilated in the male sex.

In these insects the tibia of the anterior pair of leg*,
have always

a deep notch on the inner side ; the head is almost always short and
rounded in front; the thorax U generally broader than long, I

what convex, but slightly narrower behind than before, and nearly

equal in width to the elytra. The body usually approaches more or

lea* to a cylindrical form ; the elytra are almost always rounded at

the apex, and never truncated at this part. They are usually found
under .tone*.

Of the family 1/arpalida, IVjean, in his '

Species General des

ColoopUre*,' enumerates 27 genera : others however have been dis-

covered since the publication of that work.
The number of species known i* probably upwards of 600.

The most convenient way perhaps of grouping the genera of this

family is to take, in the first place, the form of the mentum a* a

guide. We then find almost all the species divided into two great
group*, those in which the mentum is simply emarginated, and those
in which there i* a small projecting process iu th middle of the

emargination. Beside* these there are certain species (the natural
situation of which is perhaps somewhat doubtful) which have the
:,.. n'.iiii trilobvd, and there are others in which the mvntmii in

bOob*d.

The various graera dncribed by Dejean are u follows :

Section I. Mentum trilobed.

Genus 1. /Vfccwm (Kirby), containing 2 species, both inhabiting the
Brazils.

2. Eripvu (Hnpfner), containing 2 species, one of which is

from California, the other inhabits Mexico.

Section IL Mentum bilobed.

Oenu* 3. Promtcodenu (Dejean), .if which there is one
Australia.

4. Cfclanmta (Latreille), containing 2 species, one from
India, th* other from Senegal.
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Section III. Mentum emarginate, and without central tooth.

Genus 5. Daptut (Fischer) ; 2 species. Found in North America.

6. Cratoynathus (Dejean) ; 1 species. Probably from Buenos

Ayres.
7. Ayonoderus (Dejean); 5 species; three of which are

from North America, cue from India, and one from

Senegal
8. Earytomui (Dejean); two species from India, and one

from Mexico.
9. AmUij'jnathv.i (Dejean); 5 species. All inhabitants of

Cayenne.
10. Platymetoput (Dejean); 10 species. From Africa and

India.

11. Sdeno].hona (Dejean) ; 59 species. From North and
South America.

12. Anitodactylut (Dejean) ; 23 species. Chiefly from Europe
and North America.

13. Bradybwnut (Dejean) ; 3 species. From Senegal.
14. Stenolophus (Megerle) ; 22 species. Almost all European.

Section IV. Mentum emarginate, and with a small projecting

process in the middle.

Genus 15. Cratocerut (Dejean) ; 1 species. From Brazil.

16. Somoplatut (Dejean); 1 species. From Senegal.
17. Axinotoma (Dejean); 1 species. From Senegal.
18. Acino/itu (Ziegler); 6 species. Chiefly European.
19. Urali'canthiu (Dejean) ;

3 species. From North America.

20. Paramectu (Dejean) ;
2 species. From South America.

21. (icodrom'a (Dejean) ; 1 species. From Senegal.
22. Jlypolithus (Dejean); IS species; the greater portion

of which inhabit Africa. Four are from South
America.

23. Gynandromorphta (Dejean) ;
1 species. From Italy and

South of France.

24. Ophonui (Ziegler) ;
45 species. Chiefly European.

25. Jtarpatui (Latreille) ;
134 species. From Europe, Asia,

Africa, America, and Australia.

26. Geobcmut (Dejean) ; 2 species. From the Cape of Good

Hope.
27. Acupalpui (Latreille); 46 species. Chiefly European.

There are however species found in all the other

quarters of the globe.
23. Tttragonoderiu (Dejean) ; Africa, India, and South

America. One species is found in North America.
29. Treckia (Clairville) ; 22 species. Chiefly European.
80. Lachnophorta (Dejean); 4 species; three of which are

from South America, and one from North America.

For the characters of the genera and species above alluded to, we
must refer our readers to M. Dejean's work which has been quoted,
and for the British species to Mr. Stephana's

'

Illustrations of British

Entomology.' We have followed Dejean in restricting the family
//' jjiiluia to such species only asVill come under the definition

given at the commencement of this article. Two very distinct

groups are included in the family Jlarpalidte as defined by Mr.

Stephens.

(Stephens, Illustration* of Britith Entomoloyy ; Dejean, Species
'I dm CoUopltra.)

JIAUI'KS, a genus of Fossil Crtulacea [TRILOBITES], from the
Devonian Strata.

HAKl'Y-KAGLE. [FALComDJi]
HAIU'YA. [CHEIROPTERA.]
HARl'YIA. [FAI.CO.VIDAJ
JIAliltlEK, tlie English name for the hound employed in hunting

tin: Hare. The size and breed of the Harrier depend upon the taste
of the owner, and that is most frequently regulated by the nature of
the country in which the pack is to hunt, Mr. Beckford, a great
authority in uch cases, says, "The hounds, I think, most likely to
show you sport are betweeu the large slow-hunting harrier and the
little fox-beagle ; the former are too dull, too heavy, and too slow

;

the latter too lively, too light, and too fleet. The first, it is true, have
most excellent noses, and I make no doubt will kill their game at
last if the day be long enough ; but you know the days are short in

winter, and it is bad hunting in the dark. The other, on the contrary,
lliii/, ilash, and are all alive

; but every cold blast affects them, and if

your country be deep and wet it is not impossible that some of them
may be drowned. My hounds were a cross of both these kinds, in
which it was my endeavour to get as much bone and strength in as
siiiiill a compass as possible. It was a difficult undertaking. I bred
many years, and an infinity of hounds, before I could get what I

wanted. I at last had the pleasure to see them very handsome
^

small, yet very bony; they ran remarkably well together, went fast

enough, had all the alacrity that could be desired, and would hunt
lilest scent."

Hare-limiting, it has been said, is generally followed by sportsmen in
!in>- i.i lii

1

,:
; though when the district is tolerably open, and the

hare '

flies the country,' there is often opportunity for a good hore

and bold rider to show them-selves. But these capital runs come 'few

and far between,' and the old fox-hunter can seldom brook the change.
In a close or woody district, the constant repetition of the same

scene, and the discovery that in consequence of a sudden double of

the hare a rustic upon hig galloway who knows the country is

frequently as near the hounds as the man who is mounted on a first-

rate hunter and has taken some daring leaps, prove rather disgusting
both to the ardour of youth and the experience of age.
HARRIER (Ornithology), a name applied to certain Hawks (Circus).

[FALCONIDA]
HARRINUTONITE. [MESOLE.]
HARTITE, a Mineral occurring crystallised. Primary form an

oblique rhombic prism. Cleavage imperfect. Colour white. Lustre
somewhat greasy. Translucent. Hardness I'O. Specific gravity
1-046. Found at Oberhart, in Austria. The following ia an analysis,

by Schrbtter :

Carbon

Hydrogen

87-473
12-048

-99-521

HART'S-TONGUE. [SCOLOPENDRIUM.]
HASSELQUISTIA, a genus of plants named by Linnaeus in honour

of Frederick Hasselquist, M.D., his pupil, who travelled in the Holy
Land. It belongs to the natural order Umbelliferce, and to the tribe

Tordylinete. The species closely resemble those of Tordylium, and
are regarded by some botanists as monstrous forms of this genus.
HASSELTIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Apocynacca. It has a 5-parted permanent calyx ;
a corolla with the

tube contracted in the middle
;
the throat naked

; the limb campauu-
late, 5-parted, and contorted. The stamens are inserted in the throat.

Anthers large, cuspidate, callous at the back, adhering to the stigma ;

the ovary double, surrounded by a fleshy ring ; styles 2 ; stigma
clavate ; follicles 2, distinct, and long ; seeds with a stipitate coma
at the lower end.

II. arborea is found in Java, near Tjampiam. It is a handsome tree,
with oval leaves, rather acute at each end, smooth above, paler and
a little downy on the under side. The flowers are large, yellowish-
white, in axillary fascicles. In Java the milk obtained from the trunk

by incision, mixed with honey and reduced with boiling water, is

employed as a powerful drastic for destroying the tape-worm ;
it is

however apt to produce inflammation of the intestines, and in some
cases has proved fatal.

(Lindley, flora Medico.)
HASTINGS SANDS. The middle group of the Wealden

Formation, which constitutes the uppermost part of the Oolitic system
in England, Is thus named from its characteristic development around

Hastings in Sussex, In the Hastings Sands we may distinguish four

divisions, which lie in the following order :

The Horsham Beds

The Tilgate Beds

The Tilgate Beds

The Ashburnham Beds

/Fawn-coloured sand and friable sand-
'

\ stone : good flagstone occurs here.

Sandstones often calcareous, with

I

various grits and conglomerates,
resting on blue clay. These hiwe

yielded a considerable number of

orgauic remains, plants, MottuiM,
fishes, and reptiles of gigantic dimen-
sions. [IOUANODON ; HYL.EOSAUKUS.]

{White
sand and friable sandstone,

alternating with clay.
Nodules and beds of limestone, alter-

nating with clays and sandstones.

The axis of elevation, or forest ridge of the Weald of Kent and
Sussex, is chiefly formed of Hastings Sands, which rise in Crow-

borough Beacon to 804 feet above the sea. [GEOLOGY.]'
(Mantel), Tilyate Poret ; Fitton, Qeology of Hastings, &c.)
HATCHETINE (Mineral Adipocire). This substance occurs in

thin flakes in the cavities of the ironstone of South Wales. It is

very soft, somewhat granular in appearance ; translucent ; colour

yellowish-white or greenish ; not elastic ; inodorous
; combustible.

It tnelts at 170, and is soluble in ether.

According to Professor Johnston it consists of

One atom of Carbon .... 85 '910
One atom of Hydrogen .... 14-624

100-534

HATTERIA. [DRACONINA.]
HAUSMANNITE. [MANUANESK.]
HAtJYNE (Latialite), a Mineral occurring in detached rhombic

dodecahedral crystals, also granular and masssive. The primary form
is the cube. Cleavage parallel to the diagonal planes of the cube,
indistinct. Fracture uneven. Brittle. Hardness, 5'5 to 6'0. Specific
gravity 2*68 to 3. Colour when opaque indigo-blue, when translucent
blue or bluish-green ;

streak white
;
lustre vitreous. The massive

varieties are amorphous ; structure granular, compact. When heated
in an acid it becomes gelatinous and transparent. Before the blow-pipe
it fuses with borax into a clear glass, which becomes yellow on
cooling. This mineral is found in the cavities of lavas and in tha
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HAWF1XCH. [Cocoonmjic*?**.]
*.)

HAWK MOTH. rarMJWWL]
AKKU. THiwucicM.1

HAWK* BILL WBTLB. [CMLOA.]
vWTHOR". [CuTjaaoa.]

HAYUKXITE, Miami reMmhllng Cftotcrife in the appearance
of to Ml *!. bat to deMfibsd u baring an oblique rhombic prum.
ll ocr^r. with H~lmmJ,i,.

/</oM, a Mineral occurring in globnUr maase*

*f aareaa s>ieter. haviag externally a brawn colour ; when broken
r 10 b funned of now-white delicate fibre*, inter-

The lustre a satin-like, and the fibre*

i readily between UM finger*. It incloee* fragment*- with brilliaat and prrfect ernub of Obubmtt,
i penetrated by UM flbrw of this minerml. Found

tt> UM pcsviaM of Tarapaea, Peru. The following u an analyu*
(after drjria* at

lio; Fahr.) :

46-111
:

::..

HAT-TIT. [SvtTixl
-

-100-

MA/.KI. NTT. UM fruit of the wild biuh of Coiyliu Arellano,

achaaajed aad aaimproTed by cultivation. It differ, from the

aaewrttaated varieties only in being smaller and rather more hardy.

HEAD. fBm*i ; SMUTOV.]
HEARIKU. [KAR.J

VKT i* the central organ of the circulation, and by it* alternate

eealfsellna* aad dilatation* ierel*e the principal power by which th-

Uood is awnd thnxajh UM bedie* of UM higher animal*. It*

y aad phyeiology will b* marie roort eaaily intelligible by con-

[
tret UMprtaeipal varieties of theou-eolation or other motion

Hive fluid which occur la UM animal kingdom ; bearing in

I that the mala object* for which such a motion is required are
a eeaetaa* supply of fluid adapted for their nutrition to all part* of
Ike body, end Ha regular exposure to UM influence of atmospheric air,

that by UM proceas of respiration it may be fitted for maintaining the
Me of UMsas-jaL
The ehapw* node by which a distribution of nutritive fluid in

Hill t* bjr BMJHM at ramification, proceeding from th* stomach or
lal rtail oaaal to variooe parta of the body, which occur, in theHm /a/erte, iatasUaal worm*. JB-*,'.,. Mttmm, and other moo-

kwytsa. la all UMM the difeetive eaaal and the circulating system
feras bail OM aaparataa: UM food, which in the higher animals

IT*, a iM.lfuam
proeea* of aammilation before It is fitted to

, with UM blood, is 10 them already adapted f..r nutrition. In
f the** enrreati can b* eeea psaalng in opposite directions

> I >'' ta* UM dkMtiv. cavity, exactly like those
i to exist la UM eteso* of Oajr. aad other pUnte, and proba-

bly produced by the motion of cilue which line the
tobei, bat an too minute to be dieasned in all

oaeseereo with the miorosoope. In many instance*
however eflla have been observed, a* in the can of
lirmmttt aaMWg the *pong. Cilia have also
Uea shown to rxiHand tooana* the cnrrenta ob-
erTed in many of UM /tamMex. ( y.iartwly
Joon-l of Miaraeeopieal Scieoo*.- vol. il p. SSM.)

la UM /Wen. aad aooM of the Tr^uod. a
n ha* been diaoorared in

.d digestive tube*. In the
fanaer UM main Irak he* the shape of an oval
loop (. 4, t, rf,. froo, w|,icb capillary network*
erise aoH uajajuiliali freely togvtber, and with a
-* . ...

essn contracting and
ion* of fluid ha* yet

found in the
" ta

,:

Alteraate raotiona of the blood may be aeen in UMM veiuwLi : at one

moment the lateral vee*el (6, i), and the central (a. a, a), with the

communicating branohe* between them, are Been filled with blood
;

while the other lateral reeaal (r, r) and ita branches are empty. In

the next moment c, c nd ita branches are filled, while a ami 6 are

empty ; ao that one lateral venae), and the central one, are alwaya

oppoaed in action to the other lateral one. The central continue*

acting with one of the lateral for 20 or 25 |ml-

aation*, and then it* relation change* and it

act* in unison with the other. During the

contraction of a lateral vessel the blood evi-

dently flows from it through the middle tran*-

vcne vessel* over to the other side, and in the
next moment returns. The contraction pro-
ceeds gradually from behind forward*, so that
a wave (as it were) of blood is seen pinning
from one end of the lateral and of the central

vessel to the other, and then returning in the

contrary direction through the other lateral

vessel. In this manner it is probable that a
constant circulation is maintained along the
sides of the auimal, and its direction seems to

be changed after every eight or thirteen pulsa-
tions. The same general type of circulating

system is found in earthworms and all the
other Aunt Iiila.

Hitherto nothing has been seen which could

fairly be called a heart, nor have the .vessels

presented any characters by which they could
be separated into system* of arterie* and
for all alike seem to perform at different times
the functions of both. A more distinct division
of the parts of the circulating system is Tumul
in insect*. They have a large vessel (a. a) run-

ning along the back, divided by numerous con-
Htrictious into a series of communicating cavities,
between which there are lab-mi openings through
which the blood is received, and which are

guarded by valves to prevent the blood from
flowing out. Through this, which is commonly
called the dorsal artery, but which may rather
be regarded a* a series of ventricle?, the blood

paMea from behind forwards, diverging into
small streams, one of which flows to euch of

the antenna}, feet, 4c. No distinct vessel* can be detect. , I in
which tbeae minor current* may run ; they seem simply to |tass

through the various tissues, and having nrrivr.1 at their

nations, to form there into arches, and return and empty themselve*
into abdominal ves-

sels o, b, which may
be regarded as v<

and through wlii< It

the blood flowing
from before back-
ward is r. turned into

the dorsal artery
through the

iiiiitiirntioiiH nli'.rh

UXist lietiveen til, 111

III, it Illi

part This is also

tile plan of tlio cilell-

lii'ing KvMem which
with \arii.ns iinxliti-

catioiiH prevails in

the Ai-ar/,iii,in niul

the low, i
'

111 the i, l-il, IK nl-

'. IMI

manf

found for the
purpose

ofexposing the blood
to the influence of
the air. Kither the
whole or part of the
blood undergoes re-

spiration ,.,, the whole
ut face of the body,

or at the trachea-, or
the \ n^ed
ill especial HVHtclllR

tor that purpose. Jn
"ollow however, we nhnll nlwrrve n separate ami e.nnpli-

ated respiratory opparat iii.; ami that the form of the heart and iU large
euaread*! rate cormipondence with thai Us or

ungs, and according a* the wl,
, to i,

*POBel'** *CB round of the circulation to the influence of the air.
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The simplest kind of a heart, forming a defined cavity, 13 found in

the larger Decapoda, and some other Crustacea. The annexed sketch

represents the heart and large arteries of the lobster. There is a

single cavity or ventricle (a), into which the arterial blood flows from
the gills by vessels which unite into two trunks, whose ori6ces

(6, b) are protected by valves. Six main arteries proceed from the

heart ; the three anterior (c, c, c) go to the head ; two from its inferior

part to the liver ; and the largest of all (d) from its posterior part.
This last gives off a superficial and
a deep artery to the tail, and then

curving forwards under the ster-

num, gives branches to the feet and

deep arteries to the head. From
these the blood returns by veins

into a number of venous sinuses

which lie at the sides by the articu-

lations of the legs with the chest,
and all communicate together.
From them branchial arteries pro-
ceed, which run on the outer edge
of the gills, and pass through capil-

lary vessels in them, terminating
in branchial veins which unite into

two trunks that open into the heart.

In most of the Afollusca the
blood flowing through the bran-
chial veins, instead of being poured
directly into the ventrical, is re-

ceived first into an auricle, present-

ing the first instance of a heart

with more than one cavity. In

most of the Gasteropoda and

Plempoda the auricle is single ;
in

the bivalves the auricle is mostly
double. In the latter division,
the blood, collected from the systemic veins into one venous
reservoir, before going to the gills passes by numerous branches into
a spongy tissue consisting of lacuna;, which Bojanus calls a lung,
and others a kidney. From this a few branches pass at once into the

auricles, but the greater number go as branchial arteries to the gills.
In the brachiopods the systemic ventricle is also double, each cavity
giving rise to an aorta. In these cases, although the auricle is double,
it is not to be regarded as representing the two auricles of warm-
blooded animals, of which one receives the blood from the system,
the other from the lungs, since here the two auricles have the same
function, and there are two for the sake of convenience. In the oyster
they are united into one cavity. But the most singular form of heart
in this class, and one of much interest as presenting all the cavities

separated, which in higher classes are united in one body, is that of
the cuttle-fish. The blood passes in it from a systemic or central ven-
tricle (a), through the aorta superior (6), and inferior (c), and is thence

d

dbtrlboied throughout the body, whence it is collected into six venso

cavnc C</, </, if, '', </, d), which open into two branchial auricles (, ),

;<:ting into two branchial ventricles (/, /> by which it is forced
ii branchial arteries (;/, g, g). From the extremities of these it

in received into branchial veins, of which that of the left side (A) is

here shown, which open into the two systemic auricles (', i), conduct-

ing agnin into the systemic ventricle (a). Here then wo have the
HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

a

f

first appearance of a separate heart for the respiratory circulation,
aud the elements of all the compound forms which we have now
to notice.

Among vertebrate animals the simplest form of heart is found in Fish.

They have a single auricle (a, a), which receives the blood from tho
trunks of the veins of the whole body (6, ft),

and communicates with
a single ventricle (c),

which forces the
blood into an arte-

rial trunk with a con-

tractile bulb (d).

From this trunk all

the branchial arteries

(e, e) arise, and passing
on each side in arches

to the gills, divide

there into capillary
branches. The blood
thus aerated passes
on, and the arches

again unite into a

common trunk (/),
the true aorta, which
runs along the under
surface of the spine, b
and sends the blood
to all parts of the

body. From these it

collects again into the

systemic veins (6, 6), It

by which it is carried

back to the auricle.

The same type of

formation is found in

the reptiles which
have gills, as in the

Proteida in their

adult state, and in the lan'aj of many which at that period also

breathe by gills.

In Fish all the blood is subjected to the respiratory process before

it passes to the body : in the Reptiles, which breath in air, and have
therefore a much more complete exposure of the blood to it than fish,

who breathe only the air that is dissolved in the water, only a part is

exposed before entering the general circulation, but the modes in

which this is effected vary greatly. The annexed sketch represents
the circulatory system of the Frog in its perfect stato. It has a single
ventricle (a), from which arises a single aortic trunk (6), from which

proceed the two pulmonary arteries (c, c), conveying that part of the

blood which is to undergo respiration to the lungs (d, d), whence it is

returned by pul-

monary veins (e, e).

From the same
aortic trunk four

otherarteries arise,
two of which,

forming arches,
unite to form the

dorsal aorta, while

the two uppermost
are distributed to

the head and upper
extremities. From
the terminations of

these arteries in all

parts of the body
the blood is col-

lected into large
venous trunks,
which open into

the double auricle

(/, /), from which
the aerated blood
from the lungs and
the impure blood from the system pass separately into the common
ventricle, in which they are intimately mixed. In other reptiles
the ventricle is more or less completely divided by a septum,
which in the Crocodilua lucius separates it into two distinct

cavities, one connected with a pulmonary, the other with a systemic
aorta

;
in some others the septum is nearly complete, and the mixture

of the two kinds of blood is supposed to be prevented by a valve ;

but in the rest of the order the septum is so small that the blood
must necessarily be mixed. In all of this order however the abdominal

aorta, which runs along the spine, is formed, as in the frog, of two

arches, and in those which have separate ventricles a branch proceeds
from each to form it, so that while the head and upper extremities

are supplied with pure arterial blood from the left side of the heart,
th lower portion of the body receives a mixed blood from tho left

side and the right.
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lMf.tr. w *nvv* at UM eompwte doobw drcuUtioo of MM<*> aarflllnK to which *O*M of UM ten* jo* dacriUd
HL la all of Um UM Mood arriv.*

of .11 nut* of UM body by two UTR
r. from which HbraoaiTwl

M*llrtjlascK and'UMpa*M. into UM right ventricle. The
tat* .isitriil., by aoatoaetfakf. form* H into UM pulmonary artery, in

wtas* braxdMs ft If exposed to UM air, and pssssi from them to

wins, which open into the left auricle, from which

It proBsii to UM Mt ventricle, thence through the single aorta

into all parta of UM system, and again into the vein* and right

W* may now oon*Mr UM anatomy of the heart, and the chief

pcMtntMoa of UM circulation, in Kan.* Tb* heart is of a somewhat
oaical form, having ite baas directed backward* toward* the spine,
Ski las point forwards, downward*, and to the left aide, so that at each

it Buy b* Mt striking between the fifth and sixth ribs,

i from UM middle line. It rate upon the diaphragm
partition batsmen the chest and abdomen, and

i which it lies is much flattened. It is firmly attached
at ite rixht aid* and behind by the inferior

through that muscle at the aperture 6; and

loosely, to the upper
L vessels, which there

i united to the surrounding cellular

aad organ*. Everywhere else it is quite free and moveable,
UM nags of ite motions i* limited by the pericardium, or

bag in which it to contained, and which dosely surrounds
it at all tinea. When the heart to exposed by cutting open the front

of UM prieardram, it to seen to be divided along ita front and moct

rtaeeaponwh

Uufe
above aid Uhmd it to Axed, though more loo.

astd back part of UM cheat by UM rest of ite great <

pax out of UM pericardium, and are united to the i

ooaivwx surho* by a line running from the middle of ite base down-
wards to UM right akb of ite apex. This line and a similar one on

. At UM base, above and on each side, two
s*o. Men having a little fle*by pendulous

; UMS* are UM auricMS. Thu. may be seen at

> *tt*ian*w will b*

fs at ita roriMr ;

right ntriew (t) and vratrieU <) on UM right side and front
of UM IMS*. sad a tail aaricU (/) and ventricle (?) on ita left side and

thioknass of UM walls of the latter they
cavities will be

Tba right anterior, or pulmonary,
of Uds doabia heart b *xdnaiv*ly for UM dreuUtim, through the

p (a, A); UM Ml poatorior. or systemic, for that through the

Mkhtd. from UM greater thioknass of UM walls of th
fam UM larpr porti** of UM whoU heart, but UM cavi
fend toU Bsarly of UM same aba. Tba right anterior, or

_ to the vma oava inferior (,'' >,

to owed from UM abdomen and lowerMm win b* *m to b* surrounded by a few
- - us with those of UM auricle itaelf, and that

to partially guard*! by a thin artnilunar mem-

Tcarefltolarfirofeer
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branous fold called the Eiistachian valve, varying much iu size and
often much torn. The left side of the cavity, on the partition which

separates it from that of the right auricle, presents an oval depression,

(the fossa ovalis) surrounded by an elevated border, indicating the

situation of the foramen ovale, through which during the footal state

the blood, which was prevented by the Eiistachian valve from passing
into the ventricle, was conveyed directly from the right into the left

auricle, and thence into the left ventricle. Lastly, at the anterior and
left angle of the cavity another and the largest aperture (e) is seen,
which lead* into the right ventricle, and has attached to ita sides a
membranous curtain (</), by which it is occasionally closed, and which
is called the tricupid valve. The general form of the cavity of the

ri.'ht auricle is that of a quadrangular sac, from the right and interior

part of which a small flattened triangular process stands out. from the

remote similarity of which to the ear (auris) of a dog the cavity
ha* received ita name. Ite interior i* tolerably smooth behind, by
the orifice of the superior cava, on the

partition,
and about the opening

into the ventricle ;
but to the right and front side, about the

auricular appendage and the inferior oava, it is rendered um-vrii by

prominent band* of muscular fibres (the musculi pectinati) whii-h

seem to radiate from the auricles.

Proceeding in the course of the circulation, a cut should be made
from the right auricle through the aperture leading from it into tl.o

right ventricle, and along the front of the heart nearly to its apex ;
and

then another from the end of the first upwards into the pulmonary
artery, as it arise* from the front and upper part of the ventricle, liy

raising the portion thus cut out, a complete view of the cavity of the

right or pulmonary ventricle, and of its communication with the

auricle, will be seen. The cavity of the right ventricle has a some-
what conical form, with ita base uppermost; that part of iU wall*

which is formed by the septum projecting somewhat into it. Its walls

are rendered extremely irregular by prominent bands of muscular
fibre* crossing each other iu every direction, and inclosing spaces of

various size and form, which after death are generally found filled

with coagulated blood entangled in and adhering to them. Here and
there stead*out short columns of muscle projecting into the interior,

and pointing towards the right auricle; these are called colututiin

a, a, a, a, the columnir carncn ; i, b, *, i, chorda) tondinoir
; r, r, r, r, valve*.

', and they have attached to their summits fine tendinous cords

(chorda tendimw), which pass thence to be attached to the edges of
the curtain-like membrane (the tricunpid valve) which guards the

orifice between the auricle and ventricle. Thin orifice is of a broadly
oval form, surrounded by a ring of firm di'ii-o tixiiue, to the whole
interior circumference of which is attached the fold of membrane,
trangthcnod by tendinous fibres, forming the valve. The edges of
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this valve are very irregular, but it may be roughly divided into three

principal portions (whence its name), the largest of which lies so as to

separate this orifice from that leading into the pulmonary artery. If

this valve be pushed inwards towards the cavity of the ventricle, as

in the larger of these figures of the mitral valve, of which the con-

struction though similar is more simple, it will lie nearly flat against
the walls, and would in this position present no obstacle to the

passage of a fluid from the auricle into the ventricle
;
but if, on the

contrary, it be pushed from the ventricle towards the auricle, its

edges will be found to meet so as to close the orifice as in the smaller

figure. This we shall see is the mode in which it acts during life.

From the front and upper part of the ventricle a smooth short

paa-sa^e leads to the origin of the pulmonary artery (e), which is

attached firmly to the dense ring to which many of the muscular
fibres of the ventricle are affixed. At their union, and at the very
orifice of the pulmonary artery, three little valves (the semilunar,

sigmoid, or pulmonary valves) are seen, of a semilunar form, attached

by the whole length of their convex edges to the walls of the artery,
And hanging loosely in it with their free festooned edges directed

upwards, inclosing behind them three small spaces, where the artery

bulges somewhat outwards. If one looks from the cavity of the
ventricle along the interior of the artery, and blows gently into it, the

valves will be seen to lie nearly flat against its walls, and will offer

no obstacle whatever to the passage of any fluid in that direction ;

but if one looks and blows in the opposite direction, from the artery
down into the ventricle, the valves will fall inwards, so that their

edges w.ill meet, and they will completely close the tube of the artery,
so that, unless driven with force sufficient to rupture them, no fluid

could pass into the ventricle. It is evident that if the artery be cir-

cular the edges of these semiluuar membranes could not exactly meet
to close it, but would leave a little space of a triangular form between
them. This is filled by three little bodies, the corpora arantii, one of
which is attached to the middle of the edge of each valve, and which
at the same time that they effect this afford a strong point of attach-

ment for the tendinous fibres by which the valve is strengthened.
The pulmonary artery proceeds upwards, and to the left, in front

of the other vessels ; and after a course of about an inch divides into
two branches, one of which turns sharply round to go to the right

lung, while the other goes straight onwards to the left. In these

organs each artery divides into numerous branches, which become
punller as they become more numerous, and terminate in a most
delicate network of vessels, ramifying on the walls of the air-cells,

from which, after the blood which they contain has been exposed to

the air, it is received into equally delicate pulmonary veins, and

through them conveyed in gradually increasing branches to the four
main trunks of the pulmonary veins, which open into the left auricle.

It would be useless repetition to describe in detail the left posterior
or aortic ventricle and auricle, which differ in no important parti-
cular from the right. The walls of both cavities on the left side, and
all the parts contained in them, are thicker and stronger than those
on the right ;

the orifice between them is guarded by a valve which
has only two principal divisions, and is therefore called the mitral
valve

;
and the aortic semilunar valves have larger and more promi-

nent bodies (corpora arantii) on their edges. The aorta (/) proceeds
upwards, and to the right side, then arches backwards and to the left,

and, turning over the main air-tube of the left lung, passes down
along the spine, at the lower part of which it divides into two large
arteries (the common iliac*), which supply the pelvis and lower
extremities. From the upper part of its arch it gives off the main
trunks of the head and upper extremities in three large trunks that
most to the right, called arteria innominata (</), is the common trunk
which divides into the right carotid for the right side of the head,
and the ri;,-ht subclavian for the right arm and side of the neck and
chest. Next to it is the left carotid (A), and neit the left subclavian

(i), of which the distribution is similar to that of those on the right
side.

1 hiring life, the blood, returning from the whole body by the veins
which unite to form the two venic cavtc, enters the right auricle and'

gradually distends it, at the same time that the blood returning from
the lungs by the pulmonary veins enters the left auricle and distends
it

;
when completely filled, a kind of vermicular motion is seen

commencing at the point of each auricle, which is rapidly propagated
along their walls, and simultaneously empties the contents of the one
into the right and of the other into the left ventricle. The ventricles
are no sooner completely filled than they contract suddenly and with
much greater force than the auricles, and propel the blood into the

pulmonary artery and aorta. They drive it indeed in all directions,
but in each ventricle there is but one orifice into which it can find a

passage, for that by which it entered is closed by the valve surround-

ing it. The same contraction of the walls of the heart which propels
the blood serves to raise and fix the valves by which its regurgitation
into the auricle if prevented ; for as soon as any blood is forced under
their edges they are lifted up and pressed towards the auricles; and
they would be forced into them, but that when they have arrived at
uch an elevation as to close the orifice they are restrained from passing

farther by the chonlie teudinox, which are attached at one end to the

edge* of the valves, and at the other to the summits of the columns
-those muscular pillars which we have described as standing

out into the cavity of each ventricle. The length of these littlo

tendons is exactly measured to the distance to which the valves may
be allowed to flap back, and as the columns? caruea; contract so as to

narrow the cavity of the heart, and force the blood out of it, they
tighten and fix the edges of the valves against which some of the blood
is forced, and thus keep them steady, till the ventricles being emptied
their walls relax and permit the valves to be forced down again by
the next current coming from the auricles. The blood forced into

the artery pushes on that which was already there (for the whole

circulating system is throughout life completely filled), and distends
the lower part of the vessel, which by its elasticity recoils, and con-

tracting would tend to force the blood as well back into the ventricle

as forward into the branches. It would accomplish both, and half
the power of the ventricles would be thus wasted, but that the semi-
lunar valves, which are prevented from adhering to the walls of the
arteries as well by their form as by the little projecting bodies on
their edges, as soon as any blood gets behind them, are pushed down
and close the passage into the ventricle. The whole of the blood is

therefore driven on along the arteries, displacing that which had just
before been thrown into them by the ventricles, and itself in turn

displaced by the next succeeding wave.

Through the arteries it is distributed to all the body, aud returned

by the veins ;
but the veins of the intestinal canal and the organs

connected with it unite into a large trunk, the vena port;e, which,
instead of at once entering the heart with the others, passes into the

liver, and there again divides into minute capillary vessels, from which
the bile is secreted, and which pass into the ultimate divisions of a
series of hepatic veins, which collect into three or four large trunks
which open into the vena cava inferior just before it passes through
the diaphragm to enter the right auricle.

A point of much interest is the consideration of the changes which
the circulating system of man and the higher animals undergoes in

the various periods of their life in the foetal and in the perfect state.

At the very earliest periods it has been clearly proved that in the

embryoes of both man and the higher animals the first appearance of
the motion of any nutritive fluid is in the form of a circular caual

running round the edge of the area in which the future development
of the animal is to be effected an arrangement in some measure

analogous to that of the Planarice, and those of the lowest animals,
in which a circulating system is first addeil to the digestive. The
first appearance of a heart is in the form of a long tubular pouch,
lying beneath the spinal cord, analogous to the dorsal vessel of the
insects. The first trace of a separate respiratory system is in that of

gills, for at very early periods of festal life fissures may be seen by
the sides of the neck, in birds and many Mammalia, and therefore
in all probability they exist in man, beneath which arches of vessels

run from the anterior part of a single heart, and collect at their

opposite extremities into a single aortic trunk
; an arrangement most

closely analogous to that of fish. After this, and to the end of foetal

life, the arrangement is adapted to the respiration by a placenta,

previous to the possiblility of the action of the lung", which are only
formed for respiratiun in open air. The purified blood coming from
the placenta circulates in great measure through the liver before it

enters the right auricle by the inferior cava ; from this cavity it passes
straight through the foramen ovale, over the Eustachiau valve, into

the left auricle, whence it is conveyed into the left ventricle, and by
it forced through the aorta and its three principal branches to the
head and upper extremities, whence it returns by the superior cava
to the right auricle, and passes through it (without mingling with the
other current going through it from the inferior cava to the left

auricle) to the right ventricle. From this it is carried into the trunk
of the pulmonary artery ;

but as the lungs are at present incapable
of performing their functions, it is conveyed through a direct passage,
the du.'tus arteriosus, from the pulmonary artery into the aorta, just
below the origin of the left subclavian artery ;

and from this part it

passes along the aorta through the chest and abdomen, and is con-

veyed through the trunks of the iliac arteries to the placenta, to be

again purified. Thus there is a single auricle, but through the right
side of it two currents are constantly running in opposite directions;
and two ventricles, one forcing the blood to the head and upper
extremities, of which the former is at this time peculiarly active in

development, while the other forces the blood through the ductus
arteriosus to the placenta, and therefore now, as during perfect deve-

lopment, may be regarded as tho respiratory portion of the heart.

At this time the two ventricles, having nearly equal extents to force

the blood through, are of nearly equal size. After birth the left

becomes much larger, and is thus enabled to accomplish the more
extensive purpose of propelling the blood through the whole body.
Directly after birth changes commence which in a few days convert
the arrangements for the foetal circulation into those adapted for the
circulation of the completely-formed animal : the foramen ovale is

completely closed
;
the ductus arteriosus becomes consolidated

; the
branch of the umbilical vein, which bad passed directly into the
inferior cava, io obliterated ;

and the terminations of the iliac arteries

which had carried the blood to the placenta contract, gradually
close, and are ultimately traceable only in the form of dense solid

cords.

Wo may now consider tho powers by which tho motion of the
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in the cmaller once, by the mine increa** at a oaroely appreciable
interval ; in the capillariea, by the occasional pubatile motion which

may be Men in them, when, after an animal ha* been largely bled, ita

traniparent part* are examined with the microscope, and thin though
the heart U acting very weakly. Lnrtly, in the veins we nu.l it*

influence still exerted; for if the main nrtcry and vein in n limb be

expoaed and isolated, anil tho latter be wounded, the flow of blood

from the orifice may be exactly regulated by oumprauing the artery,
that i*, by preventing, to a greater or leu extent, the blood from

flowing to the vein with tho impulse given to it by the heart There
are cue* again in which the veins have distinctly pulsated, and the

pulsations nave been clearly proved to have been communicated from

the heart through the capillaries. To these we may add that the

rapidity of the current in the arteries, reins, and capillaries, is always
in direct proportion to the strength and frequency of the ventricular

contraction, and always more rapid in the porU near them than in

those remote from the heart ;
that it cease* in all the instant the

heart -is removed, or it* influence on a part cut off l>y <livi<ling the

main artery ;
that in old persona, iu whom the whole arterial system

of the lower extremities is sometimes ossified and rendered incapable
of contraction, the heart alone is sufficient to maintain the circulation

through the affected parts ; while, on the contrary, when tho heart's

power is by any cause weakened or interfered with, partial stagnation
and an extremely languid motion of the blood is found in all the

organ*. In cases of suspended animation no motion of blood

can be produced till the heart begins to act ; but when this is the

case, it has of itself sufficient power to set all the blood of the body
in aVurrriit.

'I'hi-e are so many proofs that the contraction of the ventricles ha*

a (hare in propelling the blood throughout the whole course of the

circulation
;
but the heart also assists, by the enlargement of itx cavi-

ties after their contraction, which, whether it be the effect of mi ro

elasticity, or of an active power of dilatation, certainly takes place
with great force. The heart, in short, acts at once as a forcing ami as

a sucking-pump. The proofs of this are, that the auricles, and still

tho ventricles, dilute,

4 not gradually, but suddenly,
and with more force than

they could be distended by
the blood being impelled
into them ; that the currents
observed in living aiiinmU
are often seen to be increased
. ..in.

i.l.'iitly with the dilata-

tion of the auricles
; by the

velocity of the flow of hl..,,,l

from the auricles into the
ventricles being dispr.
tionato to the degree of con-

traction of the former.
From the heart the blood

is poured into the arteries,
a series of ramifying tubes

through which the current is

distributed, divided into a

gradually increasing nuniKei-

if streams, which progn-n-
nivelydiniinii<h in six.e, till it

arrives at a network of the
minute canals, tin'

capillaries. As a general
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arise. Hence the arterial

system has been compared in

t'cii-in tn a cone, nl' which the
heart is at the apex and
the stream of blood will

be. like a current gradually
growing wider, so that if no additional impulse be given to it, it will
become slower as it become* more distant from the heart, an effect to
which the friction of the blood against the walls of the vessels will
*Jo contribute. The effect of both these causes however is so slight
that M. MaanJO* ho* found that the force of the current of blood in
all arteries sufficiently largo to be experimented on is relatively the
am* ; that in the aorta, for example, bears the same relation to its

diameter a* that in the artery at the wrist docs to its diameter. Thus
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the diameter of an artery may be taken a measure of the force of the

current of blood in it. It does not appear moreover that the direction

in which a branch is given off from the trunk has any appreciable
influence on the velocity of the current in it most frequently the

branches of arteries are given off BO as to form an acute angle
with the continued trunk as 2, from 1, 2, but often they separate at

right angles, and leas frequently so as to form obtuse angles. Neither

can the effect of the tortuosity of an artery be calculated, though
there can be little doubt that, cajteris paribus, the current in it

will be slower. An important point in the arrangement of arteries is

the frequent union, or anastomosis, of branches with each other.

The purpose of this is evidently to prevent any part being cut off

from its supply of blood, by the compression or obliteration of one of

its arteries. Hence it is that even when the main artery of a litnb has

been tied, the nutrition has still been amply effected by the current of

blood being diverted into the collateral channels, which subsequently
become enlarged. [ANEURISM, in ARTS AND So. Div.]
The chief property of the arteries by which they affect the circula-

tion is their extreme elasticity. It is by this that when dilated they
contract on the blood that had been forced into them, and propel it

in every direction and that when elongated they again shorten, and
that when empty they remain open and tubular. The chief effect of

the action of this elasticity is the gradual conversion of the jetting

pulsatile motion which the blood receives from the forcible and succes-

sive contractions of the ventricle into an even and steady current.

The elastic contraction of any part of an artery after its distension

can have no general influence to accelerate the blood, for it would

press that fluid equally in all directions, and thus would retard the

current coming from the heart to any part to exactly the same

degree that it accelerated that passing from that part towards the
veins the one influence exactly nullifying the other.

To convert the pulsatile motion however into a uniform one no
more admirable property could have been imagined than this elasticity,
which by continually acting to contract the arteries (which are always
during health in a state of slight distension) maintains a propelling
force upon the blood during the intervals in which the ventricles are

at rest. If the elastic power were not exercised, we should see, on

opening an artery, a jet of blood, and then a pause, then another jet,
followed by a second stoppage of the current, just as when by the
successive strokes of a piston we force water through a rigid tube
the jets of blood being coincident with the contractions of the ven-

tricles, and the pauses with the intervals of their dilatation and rest.

But the arteries being elastic, when the impulse of the ventricles,
which at the same time distends them and forces a jet of blood through
an orifice in them, ceases, their elasticity, making them contract,
forces some more blood out of the orifice, and thus makes the stream
from it continuous. In the arteries near the heart indeed the force

of the ventricular contraction is so great that it predominates over
that of the elastic contraction ; and the current, though continuous,
is irn-gular, presenting a succession of jets but as we recede from
the heart, this predominance becomes less, the succession of jets
become! less distinguishable, and hi the veins we find a perfectly
equable stream. An artificial contrivance for effecting the same
object, namely, the conversion of a series of motions of a fluid into a
continuous one, may be seen in an organ. The air is forced into the
wind-chest by a series of strokes of the bellows, and if the walls of
that chest were fixed it would issue from it into the organ-pipes in

the same intermitting manner; but the top of the chest is muvr.-ililr,
and is loaded with weights (proportioned to the size of the instru-

ment), so that it maintains a constant and steady pressure on the air

below it, which therefore, though driven in by a succession of small

forces, passes out into the organ-pipes under the influence of the

single force from the top of the chest in a continuous steady current.

A similar arrangement is employed in fire-engines, where the elastic

power is the air which partly occupies the chest into which the water
is forced. [FIRK-KNGIXK, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]
We have eaid that the arteries are dilated slightly by each column

of blood poured out by the ventricles : from this arises their pulse,
which may be said to be owing to the dilatation of the arteries pro-
duced by the wave which is propagated along the column of blood
contained in them. One may form an idea of what is here called the
wave by observing a ripple in a running stream. There are in that
case two different motions of the particles of the fluid : they move all

together, with an absolute change of place, and this constitutes the
stream

; but again, they move separately ; one particle or series of

particles rises, and the next falls, and as the first falls again, the
econd rises this constitutes the ripple or wave. In it the particles

undergo only a relative and temporary change of position, for they all

return to rest in their former places, as is shown by any light body
that may be floating in them, which merely rises to the top of the
wave, and again descends to precisely the same place as it had before
the wave arrived. So in the circulation there is a constant stream

running through the vessels, and at every contraction of the ventricle
an impulse is given to that part which is next the heart, producing a
wave which is propagated with incalculable rapidity through all the

rteries, and causes at each part of them a slight dilatation as it

pastes within them. The repeated contractions produce a series of
ueh impulse*, waves, and dilatations, and when a finger slightly com-

presses an artery, it feels the tendency to dilatations, in what is called

the pulse. The degree of dilatation is so slight that its existence was
much disputed ;

but M. 1'oiseuille has proved that iii the larger
aiteries it is equal to about 1-1 1th of their average diameter. In

feeling the pulse however we perceive a greater impulse than so slight
a dilatation could produce, because the finger flattens the artery, and
therefore we feel the force of the wave over a large part of its circum-

ference, and we increase its velocity by diminishing the size of the
channel. From this description it will be evident that the characters
of the pulse by which the conditions of health or disease in any person
are decided will depend on two circumstances the state of the heart,
and that of the artery itself. The frequency of the pulse will depend
entirely on the number of contractions of the left ventricle in a
certain time, and hence the varieties of frequent, slow, irregular, and

intermitting pulses are entirely referrible to the heart. The size and
degree of contraction of the artery will produce the fullness or

smallness, the hardness or softness, and all the other characters which
are determined by the touch rather than by mere counting.
But the arteries have another power besides that of their elasticity,

by which they influence the circulation, though the mode and extent
of its operation are less clear. This is the power of contraction
which they possess during life, and which is sometimes, but erro-

neously, called muscular. The vital contraction of the arteries

differs from the muscular contraction, in being slow and gradual, in

not being at all times excitable by any of the stimuli that excite the
muscles to contract, as mechanical irritation, electricity, &c., but

following generally some peculiar influence, as that of cold, or some
particular local excitement, as inflammation, &c. From elastic con-
traction it is distinguished by being exercised only during life, and
then tending to reduce the .artery often to a smaller calibre than its

elasticity would, so that on the complete cessation of life the artery
dilates to the size which its elasticity, the consequence of its

mechanical structure, would in any circumstances tend to give it.

It must be regarded as an instance of that vital contractility which
is observed in many tissues quite distinct from the muscular, as in

the skin, the dartos, &c. It is best seen by exposing an artery din-ing
life, and cutting it directly across; the orifice will then contract

slowly, but powerfully, till it is completely closed, either at its very
extremity or at a short distance within the tube

; if the animal be
killed the artery will remain closed for some time, but will then

again gradually dilate under the influence of its elasticity.
It does not appear certain that this vital contractility of the arteries

exercises any constant influence on the circulation
; but, on the

contrary, the immediate cessation of the flow of blood from a vein
and in the capillaries, when the influence of the heart is cut off by
tying the main artery (after separating the collateral vessels), or by
removing the heart, and the possibility of exactly regulating the

velocity of the current in the vein of a part by permitting or

preventing the supply from the heart, seem sufficient to prove the
reverse. There are many occasions however in which it evidently
acts, and in none more importantly than in cases of wounded arteries,
in which it is among the most effectual means of arresting haemorrhage.
[H.GMORRHAOE, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.] It is shown also in the paleness
and shrinking of a part when exposed to cold, and in the smalluess
of the pulsations then felt in the main artery ; and Schwann has
seen the diminution in size of the arteries in the mesentery of a frog,
when cold was applied. It is probably the principal cause of the emp'.i-
ness of the arteries after death ;

for as they will contract long after the
heart has ceased to act and to force blood into them, they will pour
much of that which they contained into the veins, in which it will be
retained by the valves. Hales found that this power of contraction
resisted the passage of stimulants during life through the arteries ;

for a much larger quantity of water could be driven with a given
force through the vessels ol> a part than of brandy, though the latter

passed most easily after death. For some time too after the heart
has ceased to act, this power is sufficient to resist the injection of
fluids into the vessels, and hence in making preparations it is advisable
to wait a few hours after death, that the fluids may run with more
ease along the arteries.

It is probable that the vital contractility of the arteries is prin-

cipally useful by regulating, according to their need, the supply of
blood to certain organs, for it seems to exist in the greatest degree
in arteries which run most tortuously and which are distributed in

parts requiring occasionally increased supplies or velocity of blood,
as the spleen, &c. ; perhaps too it is exerted in maintaining the

portal circulation, which can receive but little assistance from the

heart, whose influence must be nearly expended in forcing the blood

through the capillaries of the digestive apparatus. However, it must
be acknowledged that at present we only know that such a power
exists

;
the amount and manner of its action are quite problematical.

Much is undoubtedly due to the influence of the capillaries on the
circulation. They form a dense network of extremely minute tubes,
in which the arteries seem to terminate and the veins to arise

;
for

their delicacy prevents the possibility of discovering any such struc-

ture as could decide to which set of vessels they belong, and indeed
it is only by observing that the currents of blood-globules pass in

regular directions, that we can prove that they are cauals with defi-

nite membranous walls. [13LOOD.J When the circulation is examined
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if iu it* paaaage through the porou* aolid the liquid uudurgo such a

change that it* affinity be diiuinube.1, it U obvious that, ocomliug to

the priuciple jiut explained, it inunt be driven out by a fresh aupply
of the origiuml liquid, and that thus a continual movement in thu

am* direction would be produced. Nw tbin i< piecuely what

eem* to take pUce in an organised tissue which Is permeated by a

fluid, between whoea particle* and those of the tissue which it

tratee, affinitie* exist which are concerned iu the formative change*
that have already occurred, and thu* iu the circulation of the nutri-

tive fluid there is a constant attraction of it* particle* towards the

wall* of the veaael*, ud a continual aeries of changes produced iu the

fluid a* the result of that attraction. The fluid which has given up
to a certain tissue some of it* materials, no louger has the same
attraction for that tissue; and it is consequently driven from it by
the superior attraction then poeaened by the tissue for another por-
tion of the fluid which i* ready to undergo the same change*, to be

in it* turn rejected for a fresh supply. Thus, in a growing part
there must be a constantly renewed attraction for that portion of the

nutritive fluid which ha* not yet traversed it; whilst, on UK
baud, there is a diminished attraction for that which has yielded up
the nutritive materials required by the particular tiiuea of the part;
and thus the former is continually driving the latter before it. lint

the fluid which is thus repelled from one part may still be attracted

toward* another, because that portion of its contents which the lutU-r

require* may not yet have been removed from it, and in this manner
the current may be maintained through the whole

capillary
network

until the liquid has been entirely taken up by the tissue* which it

permeate*."" The source of the movement being thus attributable to the

formative action* to which it is subservient, it is obvious that it must
be effected by any external agencies which quicken or retard these ;

and it is thus that the influence of heat, cold, and electricity upon the

rate of the flow seem* most readily explicable." ((.'ui-pciitrr,
'

Princi-

ples of Physiology.')
It will be seen that these elementary facts may be employed

to explain the nature of the capillary circulation, and here again we

may quote Dr. Carpenter's explanation of the phenomena:
"It will be convenient to take the respiratory system as an example

of it* application ; since the changes to which this is subservient are

more simple than those which take place elswhere. The venous
blood transmitted to the lungs, and the oxygen in the pulmonary urlU
have a mutual attraction, which is satisfied by the exchange of "

and carbonic acid that takes place through the wails of the cupil-
larie* ; but when the blood has become arterialised, it no longer bos

any such attraction for the air. The venous blood therefore will

drive the arterial blood before it in the pulmonary capillaries, whilst

respiration is properly going on
;
but if the supply of oxygen be inter-

rupted, so that the blood is no longer aerated, no change in the
athnitie* take* place while it traverses the capillary network ;

the blood

continuing venous still retain* it* need of a change, and its attraction

for the wall* of the capillarie* and iU egrets into the pulir.na: y Min-
is thus rousted rather than aided by the force generated in the lungs.
In the systemic circulation the changes are of a much more complex
nature, every diitinct organ attracting to itself the peculiar substance*
which it require* a* the material* of its own nutrition

; and the
nature of the affinities thus generated will be consequently mil. ivnt
in each case. But the same law holds good iu all instances. Time,
the blood conveyed to the liver by the portal veiu contain* the mate-
rial* at the expense of which the bile-secreting cells ore develop, d :

consequently, the tissue of the liver which is principally made up ut'

these cells possesses a certain degree of affinity or attraction for blood

containing theee materials, and this is diminished so soon as they
have been drawn from it into the cells around. Conseijii. ntly, tliu

blood of the portal vein will drive before it into the hepatir vein thu
blood which has already traversed the capillaries of the portal s\

ami which has given up, in doing *o, the elements of bilo to the solid
tissue* of the liver. We are now pn-jjared, therefore, to understand
the general principle that the rapidity of the local circulation of a part
will depend in great measure upon the activity of the functional

change* taking place in that part the heart's action, and the state of
the general circulation remaining the same. When, by tin

vitality, or the unusual exercise of any organ, the changes which th.i

blood naturally undergoes in it are increased in amount, the affinities

which draw the arterial blood into the capillaries are stronger, and
are more speedily satisfied, and the venous blood is therefore <l

out with increased energy. Thus, a larger quantity of blood will

pan through the capillaries of the part in a given time without any
enlargement of their calibre, and even though it be somewhat dimi-
nished ; but the sice of the arteries by which it is conveyed soon
undergoes an increase in the supply of blood, alogethcr irrex|>ectivo
of any change iu the heart's action. This principle has long hc.-u

known, and baa been expressed in the concise adage,
' Ubi stimulus

ibi fluxus,' which those physiologists who maintain that the circula-
tion is maintained and governed by the heart alone, cost into unmerited
: -. ..

Following the course of the circulation, we come now to the veins,
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which may be regarded as the most passive of the parts engaged in it,

though they are constructed so as to permit many important external

agencies to act upon the motion of the blood. While the arteries

form a series of branching canals in which the main current is

diverted into streams whose number increases as their individual size

decreases, the veins are made up of a series in which a vast number
of currents gradually unite into others whose number decreases as

their size increases (as shown in the annexed figure), and which all

at last meet in two

great trunks the
vena; cavse. In addi-

tion to other pecu-
liarities of structure,
the veins have valves

(5, 5, 5), very similar

to those at the origins
of the arteries, which
are arranged in pairs,
or in threes, at differ-

ent distances, in the
course of nearly all

those veins in which
the blood has to rise

against the power of

gravitation. Their

simple use is evident :

the blood, returning
slowly through the

capillaries, and much
of the force of the
heart being expended
in propelling it so far,

would be apt to retro-

grade, or remain sta-

tionary, if the weight
of the whole column
in the veins bore down
upon the arteries, and

through them on the
heart. As soon how-
ever as a portion is

raised into a vein,
when it tends to re-

turn to the arteries it

forces down the

valves, which close

the canal of the vein
and support the blood
above them, till ano-
ther portion rising
sends it onwards.

Thus, while they per-
mit the blood to pan
without obstacle to-

wards the heart, they
entirely prevent it

from retrograding ;

and if it were stationary, the column of blood would be like a stream

branching out, and divided by a number of closed locks in which the

portion of fluid between any two is prevented from exercising any
influence on the portions adjacent to it.

The veins, like the arteries, are elastic, and this power is occasion-

ally exerted in recovering them from too great distension
; they too

have a vital contractility whose influence is remarkably shown in their

shrinking when cold is applied ; but its effects have been even less

calculated than in arteries.

We have seen that pressure exerted equably on all parts of the
walla of an artery would force the blood as much in one direction as
the other, so that it could be of no use in accelerating the circulation

;

but from the arrangement of the valves equal pressure on the veins
has a very different effect, for it will be prevented by them from pro-
ducing any retrograde current towards the extremities of the arteries,
and thus the greater part of the power exerted will be gained in
favour of the flow of blood towards the heart. Such pressure is

exercised by the muscles surrounding the veins
;
as they contract they

compress the veins, and thus force the fluid to flow in the only pos-
sible direction, namely, towards the heart. Their influence in this

way is shown in the greater tendency to diseased and permanent dila-

tation of the veins immediately under the skin and other parts remote
from the muscles, than in the deep-seated branches in which this
varicose state (as it is called) very rarely occurs, although the number
of valves in the former is always much greater ; in the benefit derived
by supplying the place of muscles by artificial pressure on the veins

,
Ac. ; by the increased fullness of the veins, and velo-

city of the current commonly seen in bleeding when the bleeding-
teff is compressed and moved about in the hand ; by the general
acceleration of the circulation by muscular exertion

; and, on the
ry, by the tendency to stagnation and swelling of the veins

1, capillary venous branches; 2, small branches
formed by the union of the capillary ; 3, larger
branches formed by the union of the smaller and

gradually increasing in si/r, to form the great

trunk, 4, a portion of which is laid open to show its

inner surface and the arrangement of the valves, 5,
formed by its inner coat.

in the indolent, or those whoss muscular systems are greatly
debilitated.

But a still more important influence which is permitted by the

presence of the valves is that of atmospheric pressure. It acts prin-

cipally in respiration. When the chest is expanded for the purpose
of inspiration, it is evident that the atmosphere will press with equal
weight on all parts to fill up the vacuum thus produced. From with-
out it will pass at once into the most open course through the trachea
into the lungs, which it distends

;
but at the same time the blood

will be forced towards the heart and the great vessels contained in

the chest, and will assist in filling up the vacuum to a degree directly
proportionate to their volume as compared with that of the lungs.
An experimental proof of this influence in the veins (for in the arte-

ries its effect is prevented by the valves at their origins) is afforded

by introducing a tube into the jugular vein of an animal, and placing
its opposite extremity in a vessel full of fluid. At every inspiration
the fluid will be seen to rise, and at every expiration to descend a

little, indicating first a suction towards the heart, and next a slighter

expulsion of fluid from it. It is seen also in cases in which the brain
is exposed by removing a portion of the skull

;
and in cases of Hernia

Cerebri [HEAD, INJURIES OF, ia ARTS AND Sc. Div.], in which, in addi-
tion to its slight elevation by the pulsation of the arteries at its base,
the brain is seen to enlarge and rise at every expiration, and to become
flattened at every inspiration. All these phenomena are still more
evident when a strong inspiratory effort is made, as in sighing.
As inspiration draws the blood into the chest, so expiration acts by

compressing all the large vessels to force it out of that cavity away
from the heart. Its principal influence must be exerted on the

arteries, for the blood would be prevented from passing far along the
veins by their valves. In the arteries (and to a less extent in the

veins) it is seen to act in the increased velocity of the current that
issues from a wound ; in the fullness of the vessels of the face and
other parts during a strong expiration, or when holding the breath,

coughing, or sneezing, actions which are sometimes the causes of

rupture of the smaller vessels, "and produce an evident alteration in,

the pulse.

Atmospheric pressure on the veins must also act to some extent in

filling up the vacuum which the sudden contraction of the ventricles

must produce in the pericardium. Of course the lungs will expand,
and in part effect this by pressing the pericardium towards the heart

;

but at the same time the blood will tend to rush towards the auricles

and dilate them, so that they may fill up the vacant space. Dr. Barry
proved this further, by showing that if a tube be introduced into the
sac of the pericardium, without allowing any air to enter with it, a
fluid placed in it will 1 e seen to be drawn towards and driven from
the sac at each contraction and dilatation of the ventricles.

Such are the powers concerned in the circulation, and the principal
effects which they produce. The influence of each is certain, but
what ia its extent, and what are the circumstances under which it is

chiefly exercised, cannot be accurately determined. In order of

importance, the contraction of the ventricles must undoubtedly be

placed far highest; then would come the auricular contraction, the
ventricular dilatation, the auricular dilatation

; then inspiration,

expiration, and the cavity in the pericardium when the ventricles

contract. All these assist at all times in moving the blood ; the

elasticity of the arteries tends at all times to equalise the velocity of

the current, while their vital contraction and that of the veins, the
action of the contents of the capillaries, and the muscular pressure
on the veins, would also seem to exercise an important influence.

One of the most interesting enquiries in connection with the heart
is its development, to which we have before alluded, and on which
considerable light has been thrown by modern research. The circu-

lating system which has been described is not perfected until the
moment of birth

; and, as before observed, in its several transitory

stages of growth it resembles permanent forms of the circulating

apparatus amongst the lower animal*. As the egg of the bird affords

the best means of studying these changes, we give an outline of them,
from Dr. Carpenter's

'

Physiology :

'

"At an early period of incubation the yolk is found to be

enveloped by a germinal membrane, composed of distinct cells, which
is divisible into three layers ;

and a thickened portion of this is

easily distinguishable, at which the embryo will be subsequently
evolved.

" The middle layer gives origin to the circulating system, and is

therefore termed the ' vascular
'

layer. The thickened portion of this

that surrounds the germ soon becomes studded with numerous irregular

points and marks of a dark yellow colour
;
and as incubation proceeds

these points become more apparent, and are gradually elongated into

small lines, which are united together, first in small groups, and then
into one net-work, so as to form what is called the ' vascular area.' A
large dark spot of a similar kind is seen in the situation to be subse-

quently occupied by the heart. These dark points and lines are

formed by collections of blood-corpuscles, which originate in the

transformation of the cells of the embryo and of the germinal mem-
brane

; and the rows and masses of blood-discs seem at first to lie in

mere channels, the walls of the heart and blood-vessels that subse-

quently inclose them being of later formation.
" From the first however a definite plan is perceptible ;

the
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Ut U formed over the vascular area being

esMtMd wtU. "blood by UM i-im< " of pur of arterial trunks,

SClthc Uood k eofisrtsd from then, by the circular veooos .in,..

wlbeh bow*s ih. area, and i. r*urned to tb. embryo by the venous

I. UM UU.I..M.I. which are flt oU.rre.1 in the body of

a* well aa to the vascular area, no difference U at first

.
etwecB UM character, of the arteries and those of the

vetaa, Md (km* are only to be dMtJBgniahed by the direction of the

a of blood drcokUag through them.

at abort the fourth or fifth day of incubation the coaU of the

begto to appear thicker than those of the veins, and the

TWw*7tLeaa soon becomes evident. After the principal

, the development of new once appears to take place

"Itof as they are to occupy the interspaces existing

Jy formed, or are to extend themselves into out-

f:
parta. U UM first of UMSS oases the new capillaries appear to

rd. Uk* UM original once, from stellate cells [CAPILLARIES],
meet the vessel* in which the blood is already tirou-

feting, coalesce jrith them, and thu. receive the current into their own

cantM*. to transmit U to aome other veeeeL But in the second, the

Bew vsasiU are formed entirely by extension from those already
This takes place to the following mode : Suppose a line,.

or .reh, of capillary veaael. paning below the edge, or surface, of

art to which new material baa been tuperadded ;
the veaeel will at

nntpneent a alight dilatation in one, and ooincidently, or ahortly after,

to aooUMr point, aa if Ha walla yielded a little near the edge or

The alight ponchea thoa formed gradually extend, aa blind

. or verUcula. from the original vessels still directing their

i toward* UM edge or aurface of the new material, and crowded
with blood-corpoecles, which are punned into them from the main
etnam. Still extending, they converge, and meet ; the partition wall

that to at Brat formed by the meeting of their cloned end. clean

away, and a perfect arched tube ia formed, through which the blood,

diverging from UM main or former stream, and then rejoining it, may
be coatinuoiuly propelled. Thi. but procea* may be aeen in the

; part* of the tail of the tadpole, in the development of the

till, and leg* of the water-newt, in the first evolution of

extremities of the ambryoea of higher animals, and in the

of new itructuret in the fully-developed organim, either

far UM rrpajr of injuries or aa UM remit of morbid processes. In

OOM linesn 1 111 it would appear that the wall of the newly-forming
veasel give* way, and that UM blood-corpuscles escape from it into

MM parenchyma, at first collecting in an undefined mass, but noon

a definite direction, and coming into connection with
i of the arch, or with some adjacent vessel Thus,
, and not a vernal, is formed ;

and it is probably in

this way that those paaeagea are excavated, which take the place of

***fa-* vessel* in many of the lower tribe, of animals, and also,

according to Mr. Paget, to some of the softer and (east organised

growths in man.
"The first rudiment of the heart appears about the 27th hour, and

ia a mesa of cells, of which the innermost soon break down, so as to-

tem a tabular cavity ; for aome time it is simple and undivided,

silsoilim however through nearly the whole length of the embryo ;

bot the posterior part may be regarded as corresponding with the
future auricle, since prolongation, may be perceived extending from
that part into the

transparent area, which indicate the place
where the veto* subsequently enter. Although the development has
inmsjeded thus br at about the 35th hour, no motion of fluid is seen
to the heart or veesrb until the 38th or 40th hour. When the heart,
which may be oooaidared aa analogous at this period to the dorsal
veaaet of the Awltda, first begins to pulsate, it contains only colour-

lea laid mixed with a few globules. A movement of the dark blood
to the ctrcumferenoe of the vascular area is at the same time

pemelved ; bat this b independent of the contractions of the heart,
ad ft ia not until a subsequent period that such a communication
a iiUHlmil between the heart and the distant vessel*, that the dark

si mrtatoH to them arrives at the central cavity, and i* propelled
by Us tmhtUooa This fact, which we have just seen to poetess a
very imporUat bearing on UM theory of the circulation, and which
ka.bee.deaM '

by aome observer*, appear* to have been positively!!!! I by UM latest research** ofTtTvon Baer.
'The cnomeUon of this dorsal vessel (for so it may be termed)

a* to tke Jswcfeb, at ite posterior extremity, and gradually
ft*** to the anterior ; but between the 40th and 60th hours

i to He part* may be observed, which i* effected by a con-
<md UM middle of the tube; and the dilatation of the

I"*"**" portion become* an auricular sac, and that of the anterior a
vwrtnenUr cavity. Between the 60th and 0th hours the circulation
of tke bleed to the vascular area becomes more vigorous, and the

is BO longer continuous with that of the
icceed it at a separate period. At the same

of the heart become* more and more bent together
w become* much shorter

of the body, and i* more confined to tho
Jteh it u anbsequenUy restricted. The

side of the cvrv. which the tube present* is that which
Uy become* tk* apex or point of UM heart, and between

tap* the

the 0th and 70th hours this U seen to project forward from the

breast of the embryo, much in the situation it subsequently occupies.
Al. .ut the same time the texture of the auricle differs considerably
from that of the ventricle, the auricle containing th tliin and mem-
branous walla which it at first

possessed ; while the ventricle baa

become stronger and thicker, both iu internal and external surfaces

being marked by the interlacement of muscular fibres, aa in the

higher MoUtuca. About the 05th hour the grade of development of

the heart may be regarded as corresponding with that of the fish, the

auricle and ventricle being quite distinct, but their cavities are as yet

quite single. The heart of the dog at the 21st day bears a great
resemblance to that of the chick at the 65th or 60th hour; it consist*

of a membranous tube twisted on itself, and partially divided into

two principal cavities, besides the bulb or dilatation which at this

period is found at the commencement of the aorta, and which

corresponds with the bulbus arterioeus of fiithes.
"
Having thus traced the evolution of the heart of the chick up to

the grade which it presents in fishes, we may now inquire what is the

condition of the other parts of the vascular system at the same time.

At the end of the second day the primitive arterial trunk is seen to

have divided into two canals, which eeparate from one another to

inclose the pharynx, and then unite again to form the aortic trunk,
which passes down the spine. During the first half hour of the thirl

day a second pair of arches is forme.!, wlii'-h encompagaea the pharynx
in the same manner ; and towards the end of the third day twu

pairs of vascular*arches are formed, BO that the pharynx ia now encom-

passed by four pairs of vessels, which unite again to supply the general
circulation. These evidently correspond with the branchial arteries

of fishes, although no respiratory apparatus ia connected with

and in fact the distribution of the vascular system of the bird on the

fourth and fifth days exactly resembles that prc*<nt.'il i>y many
cartilaginous fishes, as well as by the tadpoles of the Rntr<" i". Tin 1

first pair of arches is obliterated about the cud of the fourth day, but
a pair of vessels which is sent from it to the head and neighbouring
parts, and which afterwards remains as the carotid arteries, continues
to be supplied through a communicating vessel from the second arch.

While the first pair is being obliterated a fifth U formed behind the four

which had previously existed, and proceeds in the same manner as

the fourth from the ascending to the descending aorta. On the fourth

day the second arch also becomes less, and on the fifth day ia wholly
obliterated, whilst the third and fourth become stronger. From tho

third arch, now the most anterior of those remaining, the arteries

are given off which supply the upper extremities
;
and the vessels of

the head are now brought into connection with it by means of the

communicating branches, which previously joined the third with the
second arch. When these vessels are fully developed, the branches

by which these arches formerly sent their blood into the aorta shrink
and gradually disappear ; so that about the thirteenth or fourteenth

day the whole of the blood sent through the two anterior arches U
carried to the head and upper extremities, instead of being transmitted
to the descending aorta as before. There now only remain the fourth
and fifth pair of branchial arches, the development of which into tho
aorta and pulmonary arteries will be described in connexion with

the changes which are at the same time going on in the heart. 1 )nrin^
the fourth day the cavities of the heart begin to be divided for :!,.

separation of the right and left auricles and ventricles. About the
80th hour the commencement of the division of the auricle in indi-

cated externally by the appearance of a dark line on the upper part
of iu wall, and this after a few hours is perceived to be due to a
contraction which, increasing downwards across the cavity, divides
it into two nearly spherical sacs. Of these the right is at first much
the larger, and receives the great systemic veins; the left has then
the aspect of a mere appendage to tho right, but it Hubsequently
receives the veins from the lungs when these organs are developed,
and attains an increased size. The septum between the auricles is by
no means completed at once : a large aperture (which subsequently
becomes the foramen orale) exists for some time at its lower part, so
that the ventricle continues to communicate freely with both auricles.

This passage is often closed by the prolongation of a valvular fold,
which meets it in the opposite direction

;
it remains pervious ho

until the animal begins to respire by the lungs, and sometimes in not

completely obliterated even then. The division of the ventricle com-
mences some time before that of the auricle, and is effected by a sort

of duplicature of its wall, forming a fissure on its exterior and
|
in-

jection on iu interior; and thus a septum is gradually developed
within the cavity, which progressively acquires firmness, and rises

higher up, until it reaches the entrance to the bulb of the aorta,
where some communication exist* for a day or two longer. At lost

however the division is complete, and tho inter-ventricular H
becomes continuous with the inter-auricular, so that the heart

may be regarded as completely a double organ. The progressive

stages presented in the development of this septum are evidently

analogous to its permanent conditions in tho various species of

reptiles ; but it must not be lost sight of that in all reptiles the inter-

auricular septum is first developed, and that it is completely i

in many instances in which thu inter-ventricular septum is abi"

i ni] <! fret. The changes which occur in the heart m '!" l/./mmoiia

are of n precisely similar character, and an they take place more slowly
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they may be watched with greater precision. Soon after the septum
of the ventricles begins to be formed in the interior a corresponding
notch appears on the exterior, which as it gradually deepens renders

the apex of the heart double. This notch between the right and left

ventricles continues to become deeper until about the eighth week in

the human embryo, when the two ventricles are quite separated from
one another except at their bases ; this fact is very interesting from
its relation with the similar permanent form of the Dugong. At this

period the internal septum is still imperfect, so that the ventricular

cavities communicate with each other, as in the chick on the fourth

day. After the eighth week however the septum is complete, so that

the cavities are entirely insulated; whilst at the same time their

external walls become more connected towards their bases, and the
notch between them is diminished; and at the end of the third

month the ventricles are very little separated from one another,

though the place where the notch previously existed is still strongly
marked."
We may now finally trace the distribution of the arterial trunks to

their final modifications, by which the creature is enabled to become
an air-breathing animal. The first, second, and third branchial arches
are replaced by the brachial and carotid arteries, and loose all commu-
nication with the primitive arterial trunk except at its commencement,
when the third pair of arches arises with the other trunks from its

dilated bulb. This remains as a single cavity even after the ventricles

have been separated. About the fifth or sixth day the bulb in the
chick becomes flattened, and its opposite sides adhere together, so as

to form two tubes running side by side; one of which unites with the

left, the other with the right ventricle. The one on the left becomes
the ascending aorta, that on the right the pulmonary artery.
A knowledge of the changes which go on in the development of the

heart enables us to explain some of the malformations to which it is

subject. For an account of these see CYANOSIS; and HEART, DISEASKS

of, in the ARTS AND Sc. D:v. For further information on subjects
connected with the structure and functions of the heart, see ARTERY

;

CAPILLARY VESSELS; BLOOD; BLOOD-VESSELS; VEIN; HEAT, ANIMAL ;

RESPIRATION ; LUNGS ; and FOOD.

(Carpenter, Principle! of Phyrioloyy, General and Comparative;
Carpenter, Manual of Human Phynohgy ; Draper, On the Porca
vhick Produce the Organitation of Planti ; Todd and Bowman,
Pkyiioloyical Anatomy; Owen, Lecturet on Comparative Anatomy;
Lehmann, Physiological Chemittry.)
HEART'S-EASE. [VIOLA.]
HEARTWOOD. [ALBURNUM.]
HEAT, ANIMAL. The conversion of the food of man and the

higher animals into nutriment for the body is attended with changes
which produce an evolution of heat, which constantly maintains the

temperature of an animal at a point above or below, according to

circumstances, the temperature of the medium in which it exists.

The degree of heat possessed by animals not gifted with the power of
locomotion is very small above that of surrounding media, and in
this respect resembles the heat given off by plants. [HEAT, VEOE-
TAKi.F..] In proportion as animals possess the power of locomotion

they evolve heat from their bodies. This arises from the fact that
where the muscular system is most exercised there is greatest
demand made upon the nutritionary processes going on in the

system. We should therefore expect to find that the quantity of
heat developed in the invertebrate animals was leas than that in the
vertebrate class. Infusoria are for a time capable of resisting cold

;

for when the water in which they are contained is frozen, the
animalcule is observed to live for a time in a little uncongealed space
which the caloric from its body prevents freezing. John Hunter
found that various forms of Annelida, as leeches and worms, and
several of the Mollutca, exhibit temperatures higher than the sur-

rounding media. As might have been anticipated from their activity,
the Insects of all the invertebrate animals exhibit the highest
temperature. They have been lately the subject of experiment by
Mr. Newport. He found that they possessed a temperature above
that of the medium in which they lived, varying from 2 to 9 degrees.
With respect to the temperature of the different tribes, Mr. Newport
observes,

" Our previous observations lead us to anticipate the fact,
that the volant insects, in their perfect state, have the highest
temperature, while, on pursuing the inquiry, it is found that those

species which have the lowest temperature are located on the earth.

Among the volant insects, those hymenopterous and lepidopterous
Hpcric have the highest temperature which pass nearly the whole
>t tln-ir active condition on the wing in the open atmosphere, either

busily engaged in the face of day despoiling the blossoms of their
Iniin.'d treasure!), or flitting wantonly from flower to flower, and
breathing the largest amount of atmospheric influence. Of these the

hive-bee, with its long train of near and distant affinities, and the

elegant and sportive butterflies, have the highest. Next to these are

probably their predatory enemies the hornets and wasps, and others
of the Mme order ; and lastly, a tribe of insects which have always
attracted attention, and in general are located on the ground, but
ometirnen enjoy the volant condition the ants, the temperature of
whose dwelling has been found to be considerably above that of the

atmosphere. Next below the diurnal insects are the crepuscular, the

highest of which are the sphinges and moths; and almost equal with
NAT HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

them are the Melolontha." In Insects which live in societies the

temperature is still greater. Mr. Newport found that a bees'-nest in

a chalk bsttik had a temperature 14 to 16 degrees above that of

the atmosphere, and 17 to 19 degrees above that of the bank.

Amongst the vertebrate animals, Fishes and Reptiles have the lowest

temperature. Dr. Davy, John Hunter, and others, have found that

fishes have a temperature of from 07 to 27 degrees above the sur-

rounding medium.
In man the temperature of the accessible parts of the body, as the

mouth, axilla, &c. is usually between 977 and 98'6. The human
blood is said to have a temperature in health varying from 100'6

to 10175 ;
in disease it rises from 106 to 109. In healthy persona

the temperature is said to attain its maximum during the day, and
to fall from I'l to 27 degrees during sleep. Dr. Davy found that the

temperature of the interior of the body is 27 to 3'6 degrees higher in

tropical than in temperate climates. Most of the Mammalia have a

higher temperature than man, and Birds develop a greater quantity of

heat than any other class of animals. This arises from the

nutritionary changes going on in the bird in order to support the

enormous muscular power which it is compelled to exert during

flight. The following is a table of temperatures, as given by Rudolphi
and Tiedemann, for several Birds and Mammalia :

Birds.

Great Titmouse
Swallow ....
I-'i-iii'iilla, different species

Anas, different species .

Common Hen . .

Palm, different species

Pigeon .....
Raven ....
Vulture ....
Common Cock
White Game ....
Gull .....

Mammalia.

Bat ( Vespertilio pipiitrellua) .

Squirrel ....
Sheep .....
Ox .....
Rabbit .....
Ape .....
Cat .....
Bat ( Vetperlilio noclula)

Dog .....
Guinea Pig .

Hare .....
Elephant ....
Horae ......

Degrees.

111-25

111-25

111-25 to 107
111 to 106
109-94 to 102-99

10974 to 104-5

109-58 to KMi-7

109-23 to 105-99

107.49

10378 to 102-99

102
100

Degrees.

106 to 105

105
104 to 100-4

104 to 99
104 to 99-46

103-86

103-6 to 98 6

102
101-3 to 99 3

100-4 to 96-37

100
99-25

98-24 to 97

There is now no question that the cause of animal heat is the

chemical changes which are going on in the nutrient fluid of the

body. During the act of respiration a large quantity of oxygen gas
is taken into the lungs, which is absorbed by the blood. In this fluid

it meets the various compounds of carbon which have been taken in

with the food; and the consequence is a union of the oxygen witli

the carbon, and the formation of carbonic acid gas, which gas is

given out when the blood again reaches the lungs, during expiration.

[KooD; RESPIRATION.] When carbon and oxygen unite out of the

body, heat is the result, and the same thing occurs when they unite

in the body ;
and it is through the medium of this change that tho

bodies of animals are raised to a given temperature by the circulation

of the blood through the system. It has been calculated that there

is more oxygen absorbed than is given out of the system in the form
of carbonic acid gas : it is probable that this enters into combination
with hydrogen, forming water and other compounds of hydrogen,
nitrogen, and carbon, and thus contributes to the raising of the

animal beat.

This theory of animal heat explains many well-known phenomena ;

as for instance, the slight independent warmth of the footus, and of

those young animals which are born in an imperfectly developed
condition. The low temperature of persons with morbus cteruleus,
where the blood is only imperfectly oxygenated, and the cold expe-
rienced by aged and debilitated persons iu whom a small quantity of

blood circulates slowly ; as also the increased temperature observed in

persons labouring under attacks of inflammatory disease where thu

blood circulates rapidly, are also confirmatory facts. The phenomena
also exhibited by the hyberuation of animals are explained by thin

theory. During the period of hybernation, when the blood is circu-

lating only slowly and respiration is almost suspended, and the

oxygenation of the blood is feebly performed, the temperature of the

animal is low. The observations of Pallas and others show that

hybernation is prevented by a temperature of from 50 to 80", whil-t

it is induced in those animals which exhibit it even in summer by tho

application of artificial cold.

I
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Tb* rroJurtioci of beat it also dependent on th* mas* of th*

rW*d. cf UM blood aad tb* rapU!ty with which UM/ circulate.

Wtam UM. , l~ Uood^lotmU th. a*e.aty for U. ^or*>
I in Uw 1*00* ratio, and th* circulation lcom.s

t i* that there ia leas beat developed. On
i of globules, but which U

mrm *MHV mmm

Wyr--l-
alMW.aadtb*.

I was slowly, develop*. l**ab*at than blood which o

f clobuMs but which i* more rapidly circulated,

bo consumed in UM litter than in the former

the blond and the general change of

secondary source of heat It baa been

all solid bodies, organic and inorganic,

i of temperature when moistened with different

__ |sj organic snlntMn*. it may amount to from 11* to 18*.

Wne* tb* (j(t of iattaiphni is always effected through humid

this sowree of beat must be regarded as of great

if it be not actually identical with the catalytic

i of the cell* themselves." (Simon.)

/ Gnttral and Otmpuralirt M|W|sjf;
,' Jf**V*J CTteaTutr*. translated by Day.)

HEAT, VEGETABLE. That plants posaeas a temperature higher
*>i*n *h** of the air which surrounds them is known by the

i fact that snow melt* at UM foot of a tree sooner than at a

from it; that the temperature is lower in summer i* equally

TABLE I.

Observation* made on the diunial variation* of heat in the ktems ;i

*lJwrbta LatHyrit.

- UM fluid which ia discharged from

whan eat acroee. Tbaa* phenomenaaway via** and viae-Uka plant*
ban ban* *-** ' with oar* by aeveral observers : John Hunter

fovad that a tbmnoaMter whoa* bulb waa plunged 11 inches deep in

UM irunk of a almrt 'I**, ganerally indicated in the autumn a higher
thaa that of the external air by 2 or 3 degree* ; Scbopf

York, aad Bitrkander in Sweden, Pictet, and Maurice, and

_ other observer*, have obtained aimilar result*; they have

vrn Mbers aad bulbs with a temperature higher in winter

than that of UM external air by or 7 degree* Kcaum., while on the

other band from tb* spring to the autumn it U lower.

Tb* format fact account* in aom* measure for the power possessed

by som* plant* of milting cold in winter, and for the protection

given to UM upper part, of tree* by heaping straw up against their

"is la winter. 1 Hiring every season of the year tree* are absorbing
from UM earth ; water when absorbed parta with it* heat very

r throned UM oarbonsted matter of a trunk; in winter the

earth, which determine* that of the water it

la uniformly higher than that of the atmosphere, and

rtly UM temperature of the interior of a tree is also

bajbW. in proportion to UM difference between the heat of the soil

and that of UM air. In the *pring and summer, on the contrary,
UM earth i* cooler than th* air, and the temperature of trees is cooler

throw aome light upon the effect* of frost

ana*) tr**a. A young tew ia, csHeria paribu*, affected more than an
old on* of th* aasjM apMlea ; either because its roota derive their food

from a smaller disUoe* under UM aoil, or because the heat obtained

froaa UM aoil la sooner parted with on account of the Uiinnean of the

bark and the atnallnaaa of UM whole maaa. Unhealthy treea, which
al* rafiVr in like manner, may be auppnaed to do so in consequence
of UM waaknatj of their power of pumping warmer fluid up from the

aoil in winter.

IwUpatxIrnUy of this sourc* of beat in Tegetablea, there is another
that daairtai attention. Whenever oxygen combine* with carbon to

farm rarbooie aclst an extrication of beat takes place, however minute
UM amount; soch a eombination oocnr* much more exteniv.-ly

dvriaa; UM gmninatioo of aaada aad UM impregnation of flowera than

ay other time. At the first of theaa periods extrication of beat
' m tilao* to a oooaidenbb amount, aa is remarked in the (tennina-

i of barUy baaned ia rooms, previously
to being manufactured

: in UM laUar It alao occur*, but In consequence of flower*
oaflaed la clos* casra. UM beat ia lost aa soon as it is di-
sad n*v*r aoimmnlata*, exorpt in a few special instance*.

f-tiiHl UM temperature of the male flowers of the common
at between 7 aad o'clock in the morning, half a centi

nd* dam* bigW than that of the air; and those of the tuberose
1lh* of a similar drgrre. It la however only when large quantities

e/aWan Maaod within cloa* case* that this phenomenon ia

ittoiy naaaiiitls Aorordmgly, in the apatbe of araoeou*
baa bean raaaaiaeJ U It* grwlMt intensity. Lamarck, Sen
D* (aarfolU. fooad the flower* of Anm manlalum, betweim

7 o'clock in UM afternoon, aa much a* 7 degree* Roaum. warmer
UM external air. KchulU found a diflerenoe of 4 to 5 degrees

i UM bat of UM .path, of Caladimm ,,innlijl,lm and the
'

t ..rfroi to 7 o'clock, p.m. Hubert and Roryde^
tbat U smriaa UM spath* of Anm tontifoliu*

ia the Isle of Fraaee an afevatioB of SO degreea tUanrn. above the
llamsakira. PbWIy, Mn.r> Vn.lik atxl Vriee at Amstnl*ni, sn.

A**lbs BrMajaian at Par... have oonAnned the bet by new obwrva
*awa a. tW b*4hoOM of tboM cttiaa.

Tb. M)wma; laMn of rxperiroent* on thia aubject by Dutroclie
>

11 s.m.



HEBRADENDRON. HEDYPHANE.

purgative juice in the rind of ita fruit. Dr. Graham thinks that
the Siam plant may be a iiearly allied species of the same genus as
the Ceylon plant.
The Ceylon gamboge is usually considered inferior

;
that which

forms
^an article of commerce no doubt is so ; and we have been

informed by one of the principal merchants of Ceylon that finding
the gamboge there very cheap, he had been induced to purchase and
send it to England, but had not been able to sell it from its inferior

quality. No doubt however some of very excellent quality is pro-
duced in Ceylon by the tree which has been called Hebradendron
camboyioidei, and Mrs. Colonel Walker describes it aa " brilliant and
excellent," and " as good for water-colour drawings aa any she ever
used." Dr. Graham ascribes its inferiority to want of care in pre-
paring the article for market

; though it is yet doubtful whether the

Ceylon gamboge of commerce is all yielded by this tree ; but Mrs.
Walker on one occasion, in passing through a forest of these trees,
saw all of them with the bark cut off in various places. Dr. Christi-

son has shown that there is all but an identity of composition with
that of Siam ; and its medicinal effects are precisely the same, as

proved,in Ceylon by Dr. Pitcairn, and by Drs. Graham and Christison
in Edinburgh.

Thia plant, though new named, is far from being new. Dr. Graham
lers it to be identical with the Carcajntli of Herman, the Cam-

bogia yutlu of Linnaeus, the Garcinin Mordla of late authors, and the

M,<l'trimitit camboyioidei of Moon's '

Catalogue of Ceylon Plants.' The
last name-might have been retained, as it was originally intended for

it, liad it not been discovered by Mr. Brown that the specimens in the
' Banksian Herbarium '

collected by Kocnig, and from which Murray's
character of the genus and species was established, consist not of onet

but of two distinct plants, the flowers of Xanthochymiu malifoliHt
being stuck by sealing-wax upon a branch of what appears to be this

<Vy!' in plant. The genera Stalagmita and Xcmthochymm are there-
fore one genus, as was previously inferred by Cambessedes, who has
retained for it the former, aa the prior name.
The genus Jlebradendron has dioecious flowers, the male having the

calyx membranaceous, 4-sepalled, persistent ; corolla 4-petalled ; sta-

mens tnonadelphous ; column 4-sided ; anthers terminal, opening by
the circumcision of a flat and umbilicate terminal lid. The inflores-

cence of the female tree is similar to that of the male, the flower white
little larger, with a germen precisely in miniature of the fruit,

and surrounded (like it) with several (ten?) abortive stamens. The
berry is many (4-) celled ; cells 1 -seeded, surrounded at the base with

i'ree abortive stamens, crowned by a lobed and muricated sessile

i
; cotyledons fleshy, united; radicle central, filiform; trees

with entire leaves.

I, a flowriinK branch uf Ilekradenilriin raiuki^ioida ; 1, a (loner M*II from

I,
.1 flower c<n laterally ; 4, anther with its umbilicate lid.

The species called //. camboyioidei forms a moderatc-^izod t.ue, with
the leaves obovate, elliptical, abruptly sub-acuminate; the male
flowers clustered in the axils of the petioles on short single flowered

peduncles; sepals yellow on the inside, yellowish-white externally;
petals yellowish-white, red on the inside near the base

; berry about
the size of a cherry, round, with a firm reddish-brown external coat
and sweet pulp ; ripe in July. It i.s called in Ceylon Kana (eatable)
Goraka. G. cambogia is called simply Goraka. The gamboge is used

by the natives both as a pigment and medicinally. Mrs. Walker
describes it as being collected by cutting pieces of the bark about the
size of the palm of the hand early in the morning. The gamboge
oozes out in a semi-liquid state, but hardens on exposure to the air,
and is scraped off by the collectors next morning.

This tree is found in various parts of Ceylon, but not very abund-

antly near Colombo. In a tour through different parts of the island,
Mrs. Walker writes :

" We found the Ceylon Gamboge-Tree sevaral
times in forests distant from the habitation of man, which proves the
tree to be indigenous." Colonel Walker writes to Dr. Wight, that
"

it is found in great abundance along the western and eastern coast
in the neighbourhood of Battocola ; but it also grows inland, where
it could not have been planted by the Dutch. Its favourite abode
seems to be low sandy ground, as about Kanderaane, Negombo, and
towards Chilaw

; also, 100 miles inland, at so high an elevation as
2000 feet above the sea." Garcinia elliplica, a native of Silhet, and
U. j'i<:toria of the Wynaad district, are thought to be other species of
this genus.

Besides the above species there is probably another belonging to the
same genus or to the same group of a larger genus, which appears to

yield a very good kind of gamboge. It is the Garcinia, pictoria of

Roxburgh, and
II. pictorium of Lindley and other botanists. It is a tall tree,

about 60 feet high, of a conical shape, and very full of branches. The
bark is pretty thick, scabrous and ramous on the outside, of a dark

ferruginous colour, intermixed with many yellow specks, and through
its substance, particularly on the inside, considerable masses of gam-
boge are found. The young shoots are somewhat angular, smooth
polished, of a deep green colour. The leaves are opposite, short-

petioled, oblong, ventricose, rather acute, entire, smooth on both sides,
and of a firm texture, from 3 to 4 inches long, by 1 or 2 inches
broad. The calyx consists of two unequal pairs of concave obtuse

leaflets, permanent. Petals 4, oval, longer than the calyx. Anthers
from 10 to 15, oblong, 2-lobed, and seemingly fertile. Ovary superior,
round, 4-celled, with one ovule in each, attached to the axis a little

above its middle. The berry is the size of a large cherry, oval,

smooth, very slightly marked with four lobes, crowned with the
sessile 4-lobed verrucose permanent stigma. Roxburgh says he
received frequent samples of the gamboge of this tree from a corre-

spondent at Tellicherry, and uniformly found it, even in its crude
unrefined state, superior in colour while recent, but not so permanent
a that from China. The tree grows on the highest parts of Wyuaad
in India.

(Lindley, Flora Medica ; Royle, Materia Medico..)
HHUE NBE RGITE. flu-am.]
HEDERA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Aralia-

cete. The calyx has an elevated or toothed edge. The petals 5 or 10,
not calyptrate and cohering; stamens 5 to 10; styles 5 to 10, con-

verging or consolidated
;
the berry 5- or 10-celled.

//. Helix, Ivy, is a common plant all over Europe, clinging to trees
and walls. It has a stem climbing with root-liko fibres

;
leaves coria-

ceous, smooth, shining, 5-angled, or 5-lobed, the upper or old ones
ovate and acute ; umbels simple and downy ;

leaves austere and
bitter

; berries bitter, aperient, and emetic. It is mentioned as a

sudorific, and was once reputed to prevent drunkenness and to dissi-

pate the effects of wine. The berries are black at maturity. The
flowers are yellowish, and appear late in the season, and, in conse-

quence, are much resorted to by bees and flies when little other food
is to be had.

It is found commonly wild in England, and is dispersed through
many distant parts of the Old World, lying between the Canaries and

Europe on the west, and the northern parts of China on the east. In
the Canaries it acquires its largest size, being what is called in English
gardens the Irish or Giant Ivy, which grows so much faster than the

European form. In the north of India, and indeed occasionally in

Italy, the berries, instead of being black as with us, are bright yellow,
and it is supposed that this is more particularly the Ifcdcra of the
Roman poets. The leaves vary much in form, and there is a kind
which never runs or creeps upon other plants, but merely forms a

compact bush.
//. umbellifera is a native of Amboyna. It has a shrubby unarmed

stem ; leaves on long stalks, lanceolate acuminate, distantly serrated ;

peduncles 16, trifid and umbellate; partial umbels capitate, roundish.
It yields a blackish or dull-brown resin with a very powerful aromatic

camphorated smell. It is called ' Sarura
'

in Amboyna. There are
50 species of Ivy enumerated, all of which are of easy culture.

HEDGE-HOG. [EniNACEUs.]
HEDGE-MUSTARD. [SisyMBiuuM.]
HEDGE-SPARROW. [SYLVIAD.S:.]
HEDYPHANE. [LEAD.]



(from 4W^-. theOnek name of the

of rtaatobeki^ to the natural order

_ It ha. a iU calyx. with the MgmoU lineareubulaU and

nearly |Ml ; UM eontta with Urg vcxillum. and obliquely truncate ;

keel MM In**,.* than UM wfagv; UM (tamco* diadalpnou*; the

ii f i MII i ii In -rllnTr-
---'---

j-'
' '-* p'--

r in th. middle. and tberefon UM .uture.

Tfcc *pecie* an herb* or under-ahruU.

M. axillary. with aimpU peduncle., mnd

pike, of bug* purple, white, or cream-ooloured

Bowr* Tk. old ma* lltdmumm ba* been subdivided into many
i.1lir (Mm. The Saintfoin. H. <mohryci,u of older writer*, now
fana. OwfMM CAM&rvcAM. which differ, from J/edjuorwa in the

of many joint*, not of one joint, as in that genus.

(

JrMrMW. French HoaeyaaokU, ha. diffuw stems, the leave.

.t 15 pain of eUipUc or rounduh MaleU, which are pubeaoent
beMatk and OB UM margin. ; the .pike, or raceme. of flower, are

vat*, crowded; UM win of the tower twice the length of the calyx ;

the lapum rUbrooa. with 88 orbicular prickly jointa, It i. . native

of Spun and Italy. It ha. deep red or whit* flower.. In Calabria

tU* plaat grow, wild in great abundance, and hone, and mule, are

lad with it. It gro* well in ur garden*, but probably would not

take a good leu crop.
an erect ahrabby atem. the leare* with 5-7 pain

of altecvaU elliptic obtuav UafleU, which are clothed with pubescence
oa both eurfaea*; the flower, lew, diipoced in spikes; the wings

hardly loopr than the calyx ; the vexilhun the length of the keel;
the joint, of thelegmme wrinkled; the nerve* (lightly echinato. It

i. a aatin of 8iberia in candy place.. It ha* a pale purple flower,

and i* a very handsome plant Horar. eat it with avidity, and it may
be Is Beafol Sa fixing aand, in which is grow, readily.

//. M<Khmni ha* recumbent (tern* ;
the leaflet* oblong, clothed on

both anrface> with nheaenl pili ; the .tipulo. sheathing ; the joints
of UM bfiune traa*v*n*ly wrinkled and pilose. It is a native of

antic America and about UM Saskatchewan.
'

on the Eagle and Red-
D*rr Hilla. Tit* flower* are Urge and of a red colour. Thi. was
ilasurib.d > a liquorice plant by Sir A. Mackenzie, and named after

The whole plant ha. a sweet taite.

//. iimrart if ns.d in Cochin China a* a tomacbic, and //. al/iinum
i* a**d in Siberia for the aame purpeea. The //. ttnnoidtt of Will.le-

' Omaorpas. tnmtidm, ha* a root which i. used in India as

The H. AUuMgi of Linncu. i* the AUagi
Mtnrtrmm of recent writer*. It i* a (piny .hrub, and from it* branohe*
rtade* a sweet *abetanc* like manna. //. tubmntm of Roxburgh,
fmamiu lukrrat* of L>e Caadolle, grow, in the Circar Mountain..
The root* are u**d by the native* a. poultice, for .welling, of the

j,u.
All UM .pccie. of UM grout IftJytanm may

thriv. in a beat rich aoil ; the perennial eorU
iividiaff the root.; and the Med* of the annu

be cultivated. They
may be increased by

annual specie. ahould be
own in an open bonier.

(Uadley, r7r MtJica; Don, DtcUamydtoiu Plaitti ; Burnett,

Batmrnf.)
I MIA, a geun. of Plant, belonging to the natural order Lyth-

rxaw. It ha* a bemupberical campanulat. calyx, bractolated at

UM baea, with x erect lobe* and a* many alternating horn-ahaped
petal* 8, alternate with the erect lobe.; itamen* 12,

aqnal; ovary Mule, nearly globow, 4-cvllcd; capcule
the calyx ; **ed* numeroua, minute, and wingleaLl*j*i*jil]| whhin

UUbroo* berbaceou* plant*. Peduncle. 1 -flowered, UiorUrr than the

U. mUttfM* I* found in Kew Spain on the volcano of Jorullo. It
* Iemit* or oppoaito leave*, the upper often alternate, on Terr .hort
Matta. laiunlati, acute, narrowed to the baea. The petal* are oborate.
It * a powerful vudunfto and diuretic. The Mexican, oonaider it a
rateable OMdietna, and call it HMU-I.H.-!.

IIKISTKIIIA. [r*aTBiiiua.Woul>.]
.AM VS. a geau. of Rodent* nearly allied to the Jerboa*.

TkiTua [BnAB.]
> THKMUM. a grata, of Plant* named from Af, the *un,Md *>*. a lower, becaue. the flowen open with the ruing of the

*, aad fall with the Hting of the ran in the evening. Tlii. genu.
Waf* to the natural order Oietfrea, or Citlaeta, and the .pecie.
WOT* at OM KOM iaduded under the gmu. (',*-. but they differ

aMtorUry l*j their oharaetan. Then are about ISO ipeda* enume-
rated. wUah an dw*ribUd la vabou* part* of the world. They an

fewd in UM Mlh of Korope, the north of Africa, and a few
ta ABKrrica. The calyx oooaiaU of i wpala, the 3 exterior

l WOT wantiaR. S decidoon. petals numerou* .tamen., and
Ind eapwlea The lowen an yellow, red, or white, and an

wy etayaat ; aoat* of UM (paaiaa poaM*. any available property in
UM arte or Bedfeia*, bat they an exteoaively cultivated on account of
their very baawtifol and ornanmUl appearaaCT..*. u aa erect hrU*.uu* phut with oblong lanceolate or"* !*, raiiam withovt bracta, and the itigma mbeaaule.
Tfce lwm an tellow, with a deep nd apot at the baa* of each

petal It i. a native of France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Turk. y.

and U found in Augieaey and Jeraey in Great Britain, but is a very

rare plant.
It. C-.II.HW, the Hoary Sun-Row, i* dwtinguiabed by it* shrubby

appearance, without rtipulea, and having terminal bracteatd raceme*

The flower* are yellow and .mall. It U a native of the aouth of

France and Germany, and i. rarely found in Great Britain.

H. rulyart, the Common Rock-Roee, i. a procumbent nlirub, with

itipulea, bracteated raceme., the rtyle larger than the ovarium, and

bent at the baae. The flower, are yellow, and bloom from May to

September. It i* a native of Europe, and u found in Great Britain

in dry hilly parturea.
There i. a very beautiful variety with double pale yellow fl..

which U much cultivated by florinta. The .tamen., if touched in tin-

.unahine, ipread .lowly, and lie down upon the petal*.

H. Bmeeri U a Brituh plant It ha* obtuse obovate leaves, without

stipule* ; raceme* without bract*.

//. polgfolivm U found in Devonihire and Somersetshire. It in a

hoary plant, with stellate pubescence; the leave* opposite, ovate-

oblong, or oblong-linear ;
the sepal, tomeutoee, inner one* obtuse,

Almoct all the specie, of Jlcliantkemw are elegant plants, of lianly

growth, and easily 'cultivated. They grow best in a light sandy soil,

and ahould be
protected during the winter in a frame.

(Don, DicUamydeout Planlt ; Babington, Manual of Ilrititk

Botany ; Loudon, ncfdopadia of Treet and Shrubt.)

HELIANUS, a genus of Fishe. belonging to the ScueniJir, a family
of Arnntkopteryyi*-
HBLICARION. [HEUCIDA]
IIKU'CID^E, a family of Gasteropodous JUoUtuca to which the

land Shell-Snails are referred.

Dr. J. }'.. liny, in hi*
paper

on 'Streptaxis' ('Magazine of Natural

History,' vol. i.), observe, that zoologist* have divided land-shell.* into

several genera ;
but that the late Baron FuVuasac united most of them

into a .ingle genus, as he wished to establish as a rule that all tin-

genera of Molltuca should be alone characterised by some peculiarity
in th- animal. " The increased knowledge," continue. Dr. Gray,

" of

the animal has shown that some of the species which he (Ffrussao)
referred to the genus Iltlit have very different animals from the

typical kinds
;
and it is probable that eventually several of the genera

established before his time (which he attempted to set aside) will be
found to be true genera, according to his own theory. The knowledge
of the animal, and the history of several specie* which were unknown
at the time he wrote his system, have shown that several of the cha-

racters which he considered as of generic importance are common to

other specie, belonging to quite different group*. Thus we now kuow
that *ome Helicn (Carocolla inrerticolor, Baled CArmni/.-ii, and some

other.) are viviparous, as well a. the Pariulte ; that the degree of

development in the lower pair of tentacles is variable in the different

pecie* of Pupa and Vtrtiyo ; and that to separate the latter genus
from the former, on account of the partial obliteration of these organ*,
ha* the effect of dividing very nearly allied specie*. I am inclined to think
that theae and numerou* similar facto, which must be well known to

every practical conchologist, show us that we are warranted in establish-

ing genera from any peculiarity in the structure or form of a aerie*

of shell*, u well as on a peculiarity in the animal alone
; especially

when we consider how very few of the animals of the different specie*
which we are called upon to arrange are or ever can be known

;
and

also, as we constantly find by experience, that every peculiarity in the

form or structure of the shell is the indication of some peculiarity
in the habit or organic structure of the animal which formed it,

and warrant* it* separation from the rest of the specie* of the

family."
The organisation of this group of animals may be illustrated by the

structure of the large Roman Snail (Ilrlit Pomatia), of which there

are several preparation, in the museum of the Royal College of

Surgeon* in Ixmdoti.

Nutrient Organa, In the Physiological Series Gallery, No. 301,
is a preparation of the Helir Pomatia, Linn., showing the form of the
mouth and the part which performs the office of teeth. This is a

dentated horny substance, of a dark colour and arched form, situated

transveraely above the aperture of the mouth, and funning, as it M.I-.,

the margin of the upper lip ; the lower lip is divided by a vertical

nature. No. 302 of the same series shows in the head of another
Sh.-ll. Snail the same structure of mouth. No. 767 shows the soft part,
of Helix Pomatia, and the alimentary canal has b.-en injected with
ire and vermilion; to that the salivary glands, from their wliit.-

colour, may be distinctly perceived upon the parietes of the sU>in:ic'li.

Theae gland, an of a flattened, elongated, and irregular form, ami of

a conglomerate structure; they may be seen diminishing in !><

as they extend upwards towards the pharynx, where their duct*

terminate. Here also the semicircular dentated homy jnw, the

course and termination of the alimentary canal, and the position :>n.|

form of the liver, are well displayed. The next preparation (No. 768),
which exhibit* the mouth, oesophagus, and t>.m:ii -li of the name

pecie*, show, the junction of the two wilivary glands at their lower

rxtn-iiiitiea, and the termination of their ducta. The oesophagus and
stomach being laid open, their internal structure is seen. (' Catalogue

'

Gallery, vol i.)
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Circulating System. In the Shell-Snail (Helix) the heart is situated

on the right side of the posterior third of the pulmonary sac
;
and in

the Slug (Limaj-) it is situated at nearly the middle of the posterior
surface of the pulmonary sac, and protected above by the rudimentary
shell, so that this part of the structure in these animals is, as in other

points, nearly allied. The preparation in the College Museum, No.
882 (Gallery), is a specimen of Helix Pomatia with the shell removed
in order to show the heart, which is situated on the left side of the

dorsal aspect of the body, near the posterior part of the branchial sac.

The pericardium is laid open, and the heart being injected, the

auricle, from its thinner parietes, is seen of a red colour ; a bristle is

passed behind the ventricle, and the aorta may be seen ramifying over

the liver. No. 883 is a specimen of Limax ater, Linn. (Slug), to show
the heart situated in the middle of the back. (' Catalogue

'

Gallery,
vol. ii.)

Respiratory System. In the same series the soft parts of Helix
Pomatia are prepared (No. 1081), to show the pulmonary sac, which
receives the air by an anterior orifice on the right side of the neck.

The sac is laid open from that orifice to the opposite extremity ; and
the roof of the cavity, upon which the pulmonary artery or continua-

tion of the veins of the body ramifies, is turned back to exhibit the

reticulation of the vascular and respiratory surface. The parts are

injected with size and vermilion. No. 1082 is a similar specimen,
with the left parietes of the pulmonary sac removed, and the orifice

by which the air ig admitted and expelled left entire. No.- 1083 is

the portion of the vascular parietes of the pulmonary sac removed
from the preceding preparation, and inverted to show the ramifications

of the pulmonary vessels. These are continued from the veins of the

body without the interposition of the propelling ventricle. No. 1084
is a similar preparation. No. 1085 shows the roof of the pulmonary
oc of another Helix Pomatia, with the vessel injected ;

and in No.

1086 there is, in a similar specimen, a bristle inserted into the

rectum, which terminates close to the orifice of the pulmonary sac.

(' Catalogue'- Gallery, vol. ii.)

Brain, Nervous System, and Senses. In the same series of the same
collection is a preparation of a Slug (Limaj- rufia, Linn.) No. 1304 -

laid open longitudinally along the back to show the nervous system.
The viscera are removed. " In this," says Professor Owen,

" as in

other Eucephalous Mollusks, a well-developed ganglion is situated

above the cesophagus ; it is of a transverse shape, slightly enlarged at

its extremities, and supplies the antenna;, or horns, and the eyes. The
cesophageal nervous ring is completed by a larger ganglion below the

tube, from which numerous nerves radiate to supply the body. The

principal nerves are the two inferior ones, which extend on either side

the mesial line of the ventral surface straight to the opposite end of

the body, giving off nerves to the muscular disc, or foot, from their

outer sides. A small unsymmetrical ganglion is formed on the nerve,
which supplies the heart and respiratory apparatus." No. 1305 is

the same species of slug laid open along the ventral aspect, and the
viscera removed, to show more especially the subccsophageal ganglion
and its nerves. A bristle' occupies the place of the oesophagus. No.
1306 exhibits the nervous system of a Black Slug removed from the

body. ('Catalogue' Gallery, vol. ii.)

Touch. In the Shell-Snails the sense of touch will be readily sup-

posed, by any one who has observed the motions of a common garden-
snail, to reside especially in the ventral disc, or foot, and the lower
tentacles. In the museum of the College we find, No. 1391, a speci-
men of Helix Pomatia prepared to show the different character of
the surface of the skin in the exposed and protected parts of the

body : in the latter it is thin anil smooth ; in the former, thick, vascu-

lar, and rugose. No. 1392 is a snail injected, slit down the back and
eviscerated, to show the vascularity of the foot. No. 1393 is a snail

injected, with one pair of tentacles, which serve as special instruments
of touch, extended. Here too the pulmonary cavity is laid open.
(' Catalogue' Galltry, voL ii.)

Sight In the gallery (Physiological Series) of the same rich

museum is a preparation of a ltdix Pomatia (No. 1756), with the

posterior tentacles or horns extended, showirig the eye-specks, or ocelli,
situated at the side of the extremity of each horn. " In this position,

although destitute of appropriate muscles, the eyes have the advantage
of all the mobility with which the tentacle itself is endowed ; and by
the admirable construction of the same part, they are defended from
external injury by being retracted and inverted, together with the

extremity on which they are supported within the cavity of the

tentacle, as in a sheath." (Professor Owen,
'

Catalogue,' Gallery,
Tol. iii.)

.Swammerdam describes the eyes in detail ; but some are of opinion
that the organs above alluded to are not eyes. Sir Everard Home
denied that they were visual organs; and so does M. Oaspard, who
allows the snail no senses, save those of taste and touch, the latter of
whii li lie- admit* it to possess in an extreme degree of delicacy. See
M. 'iifpiird'H

' Memoir on the Physiology of Helix Pomatia.' (Majen-
'

foiinml de Physiol.,' torn. ii. p. 295, et seq. ; and an abstract of

4>er, with notes, by T. Bell, Esq.,
' Zool. Journ.,' vol. i.) See

Ir. llrayley's paper
' On certain Organs of the Helicidae, usually

regarded as their Eyes, Ac.' (' Zool. Journ.,' vol. ii.)

; -native Functions. In the common Shell-Snails (Helix), the
male and female sexual organs are complete in one individual, but it

requires a reciprocal junction of two individuals to produce a fruitful

impregnation. The situation of these organs is at the anterior orifice

of the neck ; and at the time of congress a sharp horny or glass-like

excitatory appendage is protruded, apparently for the purpose of

stimulus. Some assert that these appendages are absolutely shot

out from the body of one snail into the body of another, and engrav-

ings even exist where two snails are represented at a distance from
each other reciprocally darting these spicula amoris, some of which are

seen actually in the intervening space, and others on the ground.
There is reason to doubt whether the spiculum amoris is ever thrown :

we have had opportunities of examining the common garden shell-

snails frequently when engaged in the reproduction of the species,
and have never seen the hard excitatory appendage thrown from the

body of the snail. Colonel Montagu, it appears, is of the same opinion.
He admits the existence of the spicula in the.animal of Helix aspcrsa,
as well as II. nemoralia (or at least some of them) ;

but " that they
are missile darts," he continues,

" we have much reason to doubt,

though it is natural to suppose the animals are furnished with them
for the purpose of stimulating each other to love, because it is only
at that season they are found to possess them. If such are ever dis-

charged at each other, we have been extremely unfortunate in our

observations, for in no one instance could we ever find the dart pene-
trated, though at the time the animals are close'the point may irritate

;

but it is neither sufficiently strong nor sharp-pointed to penetrate the

tough skin with which these animals are furnished ; and indeed the

extremely viscid secretion with which they are so copiously provided
adheres so strongly to the spiculi (spicula), when wholly projected
from the body, that they are for a time held by it. Perhaps we may
be told hereafter that this tough excretory fluid is used as a cord to

regain these darta after they have been discharged ;
but such we

should hold equally fabulous with much of the accounts related by
various authors. These celebrated love-darts are sub-pellucid, white,
and very brittle, about one-fourth or three-eighths of an inch in

length, and somewhat triangular like the blade of a small sword."

('Testacea Britannica.') Dr. Maton often observed these spicula, but
never saw them actually projected from one to the other.

Where the reproduction is by means of eggs, as it is in the great

majority of Helicida, these are either enveloped in a skin, and round,
as in the common garden-snail, or provided with a hard calcareous

shell, generally of a white or of a dirty-white colour, as in Acltatina

and Bidimia. [BuLiMCS.] These hard-shelled eggs are generally
oval

;
in other instances they are round. Specimens of these eggs,

some whole, some showing the young shell included, and others show-

ing it breaking out of the egg-shell, are now in the British Museum
(from Mr. Broderip's collection). In the museum of the College of

Surgeons are several preparations, showing the organs of generation in

the shell-snail.

Power of repairing Injuries. The power which snails, in common
with other Testaceous Mollusks, possess of repairing their shells, is

known to most observers, and requires no comment ; but the extent

to which these animals will repair lesions of the soft parts, and even

reproduce some of the principal ones after they have been deprived
of them, is deserving of notice. The works of Schoeffer, Spallauzani,

Bonnet, and others bear testimony to the wonderful vis vittc in these

animals, and its energy in replacing parts, the deprivation of some of.

which must, it might have been previously thought, have been fol-

lowed by immediate death. Spallauzani cut off one of a snail's horus :

it began to bud again in about 25 days, and continued to grow till it

was equal in length to the other. He removed part of the head : in

course of time the part was renewed. Not that this was always the

case in those instances where the entire head had been taken off
; but

even in these instances the snail often recovered, and at the end of a

few months appeared with a new head in all respects equal to the old

one. The snails so treated retired into their shells the moment the

operation was over, and there they concealed themselves for weeks
and even months, covering the aperture with the parchment-like
secretion so well known to those who have seen this temporary sort

of operculum. When forced out for examination at the end of 30 or

40 days, some appeared without any marks of renewal
;
but in others,

especially in those cases which had the advantage of warm weather,
there was a fleshy globule towards the middle of the trunk, soft, and
whitish-ash in colour. At this period no organisation was detected in

the globule ;
but in 8 or 10 days the globule became larger, rudi-

ments of lips were seen, and of the smaller horns, mouth, and tongue.
A membranaceous substance was observed fixed in the upper jaw :

this proved to be the new tooth. The parts then became further

developed and more conspicuous, occupying a greater space, and in

two or three mouths the injury was so completely repaired that the

lighter colour only of the new head served to distinguish it from the

old one. These experiments were confirmed by others, by Gerardi

among the rest.

Hyberuation. M. Gaspard remarks that in our temperate climate,
as soon as the first autumnal chills are felt, about the commencement
of October, generally, HclLc Pomatia becomes indolent, loses its

appetite, and associates in considerable numbers on hillocks, the banks
of ditches, in thickets, hedges, and such pluces. In a day or two the

animals cease feeding, expel the last contents of the intestines, and
then hide themselves under moss, grass, dead leaves, or the lika
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of the .ll u, nearly horizontal potion, it u.i TU

.Mlmtil within the shell, the nail Own expand*,

e*ant***tj to cover the oottar of the mutl, which U at thi. period

c/.ni ; ao4 UM. bernta* a quantity of air. a/Ur which it cloee.

the Minaory Ma Whe thi* i* dooe, a DM transparent membrane

lyiag above.

between the ui.ntlr and
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boU surface, which eete uui-

continuous

, the animal
uooiu aecre-

fe.1 aad after a f.w boors, expelling a portion of the air it had

piUaly inHml. it enabled to ahrtnk a little farther into the
-k^-JI ! m. mn i til ff }mmtnm itt tdtlill* AwfUMM tnnCW Air mill

qoaouty of vrry white fluid over iu whole surfac*. whi

Wv.'hh* plaster of Paris, and intently forming a

eareA.; ahoot half a line thick. When Uu. u hardened,

epsjnte* it* mtl* from to by another and stronger mu

It'oow'form* another lamina of mucus, expire* more air, and

UHM retires farther into the shell In this way aometimea a fourth,

Ah. a*jd even sixth partition are formed, with intermediate cell*

Had with air. 8och u M. Oanard's account, but Mr. Bell remark*

thai it doaa not completely explain the manner in which the excava-

tton M fawjil ~
It i* not by the pressure of the foot," *ay* the

T--1H-H-1
aooiogMt, -and the taming round of the shell, that thi* i*

principally efttUd. A large quantity
of very viscid mucu* i* secreted

oeitheaader i of the fool, to which a layer of earth or dead

j thu i* turned on one aide, and a fresh accretion being
thrown oat. the layer of earth mixed with mucu* U left. The animal

the* take* another layer of earth on the bottom of the foot, turn* it

also to the part where he intend* to form the wall of hi* habitation,
and leave* it m the earne manner, repeating the proceu until the

cavity it romcwotly large, and thu* making the tide* amooth, even,
aad compact. In fanning the dome or arch of the form, a cimilar

aaethnit U need, the foot collecting on it* under surface a quantity of

earth ; and the animal turning it upward*, leare* it by throwing out
fivah njucoa, and thi* i* repeated until a perfect roof i* formed. A*

watched thi* cI hare very often thi* curious prooeat, I am certain of the

Can*. OB removing very carefully a portion of the roof aoon after its

,
I was enabled to tee the formation of the operculum. In

ir, or even leas, after the hybcrnaculum is covered in, the
i of the collar of the mantle instantaneously pours out
I secretion in considerable quantity. Thi* is at first as

fluid a* thick (learn, but very soon acquire* exactly the consistence of

bird-lime, being excessively adhesive and tenacious ; and in about an
boor after it la poured out it is perfectly solid."

M. Oa*rird states that the labour of each individual continues for

;
but that the whole of the month of October

of the shells of the specie*. He
in) the hibernation cease*. "The

mode by which their escape from confinement is effected is simple
a*d easily HNIipnibended. The air which is contained in the different

0*0*, aad which had been expired on the animal withdrawing itself

farther and farther into the shell after the formation of the operculum,
Is agate iaepired, aad each sepsrate membranous partition broken by
the premvre of the hinder parts of the foot projected through the
mantle. When it arrive* at the calcareous operculum. the animal,
masTi.gasiMe.fcrt, burst, and detaches it* most obtuse angle. Then
inriMirisg by IHUe and little the edge of the foot between the shell
and the opereulum, it force* the latter off, or break* it away."
C Abstract of M. (Wpard's Memoir,' by T. Bell, Esq., Prea. L. &.
Zoological Journal,' vol. i.)W oow iironiJ to give a sketch of the view* of lystematuU with
nmd to this amemos tribe of fitT^li

The genus i*tr (Slug,* i* placed by Linnams at the bead, of the
JtfeUaws) in his Ust edition of the 'System* Katune,' and is numbered

ibersdSJg, aTb g*aus Udu u numbered 398, aad consequently U widely
ed by him from Lima*. Both land aad fresh-water testaceousMnB4* tssimllij under this genus, which stead* between

er"* Puuwnca Trrrestres, or TerrasUial Pnlmonifnrou* Mo|.
(ska. inmirtiJ of the Hluga, Limaos* (Umas of Linusus, including
;*"'*. T**tdU, ao.1 ParmacMa), the l-iargots, (//eJir), thi
X<mp*U (aW, Drap,). and the Agatiae* (AdMma Lam!).
Cndvr ////.^ Cuvier arraagr* UtlU, Ti/naa ( Helicolimnx ),

fmlimmt, ftft. CaesWnu, and Omecimtm.

, -:"

U* CoUmaets to be Air-Breathing Trachclipods
'-. provided with or deprived of an operculum,
MM teteck. Their shell he characterisM

-_. projecting parU on it* exterior except tl-*d nbssto (eostoJ.) of gr.,wth, and whoee apnture is often
osjtwcrda. He divide, this, the first family of

(PU.t-E.ting) TracheUpoda, into the following

(a) Four TeuUcles.

/Wir, CarteoUa, Anotloma, Jlflitina, Pupa, Claitnlia, />/im,

(t) Two Tentacles.

A uricula and Cyclottomo.

M. de Feruaaac makes thu fourth .ml liftii orders of Gastropoda
__oaiat of the rulin.niilVr.m.1 Uiutropod* without an operculnia

(Pulmonos aan* Opercule), aud the Puluioniferous Gastropod* with

an op<Tculum (Puluionos Upercul<Ss).
Tlie fourth order consists of the following suborders and genera :

1st Suborder. Gtopkila.

The 1st Family of this order consists of the different genera of

Slug*, and of I'armaettta, Tatacella, Ac.

The 2nd Family embraces the following genera of SnaiU :
- ////-

carion, Hrlicvliwai; J/dir, Vertigo, Parluta.

2ud Sub-order. GeMydrophila.

8nl Family (I.e* Auricules), Carychium, Scarabiu, Auricula, Pyra-
muUUa, TurnatelUi, Pedipct.

3rd Sub-order, llygrojihila.

Thi* sub-order consist* of the LinmenuB, or Water-Snails, such a*

I.imnaa, Ptanorbii. Ita.

The fifth order coutaina two families :

lufe The H.-liciniiuiH (//,?i !,.< >.

2nd. The Turbiciniang (Cyclustvma).

The Pulmvliranrliiaia form the first orclur of U. De Blainville's

Paraeepkalopltora Monoiea, the second subclass of the second clans

(Paretpkalopkora) of his ifalacosoa.

M. 1> Blainville gives the following description of the Puimo-

brancktata :

Organs of respiration retiform or aorion, lining the roof and fioor

(plafond) of the cavity situated obliquely from left to right on the

origin of the back of the aiiiiual, and c'unmmiicnting with the ainbii'iit

fluid by a small rounded orifice, pierced on the right Bide of the

swollen (renfle
1

) border of the mantle. All these animals are more, or

lea* framed for breathing air ;
the greater part are terrestrial ;

gome
live on the banks of fresh waters, and others on the sea-banks (rivage
dea men). None bury themselves in the mud, with the exception of

the Limnaceang, during the rigorous season
;

all are phytiphagous.
Some of them are known in all lands.

M. De Blainville divides the Pulmobranchiata into the following
families aud genera :

1st Family, the Limnaceans. (Limn rn, Phyta, Planorbit).
'2ml Family, tho Auriculaceons. (Pedipa, A nri,-ul<i, J'i/r<iinitlttla.)

3rd Family, the Liniacininug. . Jliihnin.i, Acha'ina,

Clatuilia, Pupa, Tumoyerrt, Jlcti.r, Jicltcolimax : Tatacella, }'

crila, Limacdla, Litnax, OncHulium.)

M. Latreille divides the Pulmonos, his fourth order of his first

section of Gastropods (the Hermaphrodite*), into the following
families and genera :

lit Family, Mudiliuiaces. (The Slugs, and ParmaccUa, Titta-

ceUa, Ac.)
Jn'l Family, G^ocochlides. (/fclicarion, Vitrint (Helicolimax),

Succitiea, lltltjc, Carocolla, Anottoma, i'li/m, Chundru* (Citx-tiaille),

Clatuilia, Bulimia, Ackutina, Yirtiyo, I'tirtula.)

3rd Family, Limnocochlide*. \Cary--hium, Scaralmi, Auricula,

C'uRorn/0, Ciutiiiula, Limnau, I'liyi, J'/<uiorl>it, Ancyliu.)

The second section, tin' l>i<uciou Gastropods, coni.<tH of hU liftii

order (Pne*pomtt), and coutaius two families: 1st, the Hcliuiniilr*

ia); 2nd, the Turbiciues (C'ycloitoMa.)
M. Kwng, in his ' Tableau Mdthodique,' makes the Limacons of

F<Sru*sac ^Trachdlipodes Colimaocs of Lamarck ; Limaciuoa of De
Blainville; Goocochlides of Latreille) the second l.imily of the
Pulmonos

luoporcule's
of Fdrussac (Pulmobranches of I

>

l;i.-iinville).

M. lUng, following De Fonnwac, thus, with some slight alteration*,

defines aud arranges the family : Aniiiml elongated, having tlie body
distinct from tlie foot, and forming a twisted npiral, rarely furnished
with a cuirass, but always showing a fleshy collar which closes the
shell. Teutacula to the number of four, rarely two, the upper
ooellated. Pulmonary cavity placed forward, and opening in the
thickness of the collar. Organs of generation nnit..i in front

;
vrnt.

near the respiratory orifiee. Shell always spiral, very variable in

form, receiving the animal more or lean completely. Terrestrial.

TETRACBROUS.

A. A cuirass and a collar.

Genera, Vitrina, Draparnaud. (//eliculimaj- an<l //:!inirio of

Ferusaac.)
B. A collar without a cuirass.

Genera, //efi>, Muller (Hclir, Succi, <, Acarut,

Pulftlontrf, Towugera, Anottoma, Carocolla, JJtUimu*, Ac/uitina, Poly-
fkaiuu, Pupa, C'tttiuUiu, ic., 4c.. FIT.)

(t) Itcdunit

$ Volutata . Udicoida.
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I. Sub-genus. Helicophanta, FeYussac.

Peristome simple.

1st Group. Yttrinoidet, Fdr. (Ildix brevipcs, Ac.).

Peristome thickened and subreflected.

2nd Group. Veticuke, Fdr. (II. Cafra, Ac.).

Jt ErolutaUe : Cochloldes.

II. Sub-genus. CoMohydra, Fdr. (Succinea, Drap. ; Amphibulima,
Lam. ; Amphibulimus, Moutf.).

(ft) Jnclut<e.
*

Yolu.ta.tce: JJdicoidet.

IIL Sub-genus. Hdicogena, FeY. (Helix, Linn.).

Columella solid and twisted.

1st Group. Columellatce.

a. Peristome simple. (Hdix naticoides, Ac.)

8. Periatome reflected or thickened. (Helix Jamaiceneii, Ac.)

Shell perforated.

2nd Group. Perforates, Fdr. (Helix liyata, Ac.).

Shell umbilicated ; umbilicus entirely covered.

a. Shell globulose or subtrochoid.

3rd Group. Acavi (Helix agpersa, Ac.).

Shell imperferate.

/9. Shell somewhat depressed (surboissde).

4th Group. Imperforatce, Fdr.

1. Mouth rounded ; peristome open. (Helix gattata, Ac.)
Mouth sinuous ; peristome strongly reflected. (Helix, squa-

mota, Ac.)
3. Mouth turning over (versante) ; columellar border sinuous,

flattened, and subdentated. (Ildix coynala, Ac.)

IV. Sub-genus. Helicodonta, Fdr. (Tomoyeret, Montf. ;

Anottoma, Lain.).

1st Group. The Grimaces, Pernmotip, Fur. (Helix dentiens, Ac.).
'

Aperture defended by one or more elongated and internal lauiimc.

2nd Group. Lamellatir, Fer.
*
Many lamina). (Helix carabinala, Ac.)" A single lamina. (Ilelix labyrinthica.)

IVrUtome furnished with large teeth, one of which at the base of

the columella forms a gutter.

3rd Group. Maxillattr, Polyduntet, Montf. (Helix imperator, Ac.).

Mouth reversed, furnished with elevated folds, the impressions of

which are visible outwards.

1th Group. Anostomes, Fdr. ; Anottoma (Helix rinyent, Ac.),

Strep/axil, Gray.
rior border of the aperture furnished near the peristome with

elevated longitudinal folds, the impressions of which are visible

outwards.

5th Group. Imprettce (Ilelix cepa, Ac.).

V. Sub-genus. Helicigona, Fer.

Umbilicus covered.

1st Group. Carocolla, Montf. (Helix anyutoma, Ac.).

Umbilicus masked or visible.

2nd Group. Vorticet, Ok. (Helix marginata, Ac.).

VI. Sub-genus. Ilelicella, Fdr.

Peristome reflected.

1st Group. Lomaatomes, Lomastoma, Fdr. (Ifelix caratcalcmis, Ac.).

Peristomo simple.

2nd Group. Aplostomes, Aploiloma, Fdi.
*

VerticiUi. (Helix lineata, Ac.)
Il'i'ilina. (Helix olivetorum, Ac.)

*** Patciatte. (Helix Candida, Ac.)

Peristome bordered.

a. Shell horn colour or brown, nearly unicoloured, rarely fasciated,
often hairy ; peristome rather spread ; epidermis caducous.

3rd Group. Hyyromanet, F5r. (Helix cincteUa, Ac.)

P. Shell white or reddish, very much ornamented with bands or
small vivid-coloured lined ; epidermis insensible, never hairy ;

sometimes carinated
; peristome bordered but not spread.

4th Group. Jleliomana, Fir.
*

Shell somewhat depressed or globulose. (Hdix grot/ana, Ac.)
* Shell trochoid ud a little carinated. (Ifelix pyramidata, Ac.)

*

VII. Sub-genus. Ilcliaatyla, Fdr.

Columella straight ; peristome simple ;
shell subdepressed.

1st Group. A plostomefl, Aplottoma, FeY. (Helix mitella, Ac.).

ji^lla twisted, truncated as it were at its base, or furnished with
an internal spiral ril, forming a gutter, and appearing under the
furrn of a tooth or callosity.

2nd Group. Canaliculata, Fdr. (Helix delicatula, &c.).

Columella flattened, without either tooth or lamina, forming a sort of

gutter at its intersection with the penultimate whorl
; peristome

reflected.

3rd Group. Maryinatte, Fdr. (Helix studeriana, &c.).

it Evolutatce. Cochloides.

* Mouth generally toothless.

Columella solid.

a. En filet, not truncated at its base.

VIII. Sub-genus. Cochlostyla, For.

Peristome reflected.

lt Group. Lomastomes, Fdr. (Hdix metaformu, Ac.).

Peristome simple.

2nd Group. Aplostomes, FeY. (Helix Dufresnii, &c.).

(3. Columella solid, flattened, and truncated at its base.

t Shell conic, or very ventricose ; aperture enlarged.

IX. Sub-genus. Coclditoma,F6r.

Shell conical ; mouth short ; anterior border advanced.

1st Group. The Rubans, Ft5r. (Helix exarata, Ac.).

Shell ventricose; mouth very large; external border in a vertical
direction.

2nd Group. Achatince.

+t Shell ovoid or turriculated
; mouth elongated and narrow.

X. Sub-genus. Cochlicopa, F<5r.

Shell ovoid ; mouth long ; exterior border in a vertical direction.

1st Group. The Polyphemes, Montf. (Hdix Priamus, Ac.).

Shell turriculated ; mouth short ; external border a little advanced.

2nd Group. Styloides, Fe"r. (Helix fttlminea, Ac.).

Shell perforated or umbilicated; umbilicus masked or uncovered;
peristome simple.

a. Whorls of the spire equalised ; the last whorl shorter than the
others united.

XI. Sub-genus. Cochlicetta, Fer.

Only group, Twritce, Fdr. (Hdix conoidea, Ac.).

/3. Last whorl of the spire generally larger and longer than the
others united.

XII. Sub-genus. Cochlogena, F(5r.

t Peristome simple or thickened, but with sharp edges.
a. Shell umbilicated ; columella straight.

1st Group. Umbilieata, F<5r. (Helix flammata, Ac.).

0. Shell perforated ;
columella twisted.

2nd Group. Perforates, FeY.
* Shell oblong. (Ilelix fasciolata, Ac.)
'* Shell ovoid. (Helix cottulata, Ac.)
+t Peristome reflected or dentated.

Mouth crescent-shaped, without either teeth or folds
; peristome

reflected and regular; columella twisted, perforated; last whorl of
the spire sometimes shorter than the others united.

3rd Group. Lomastomes, FeY.
* Last whorl of the spire larger and longer than the others united,

shell ornamented with vivid colours. (Helix Favannii, Ac.)
** Last whorl shorter and less than the others united; shell uni-

coloured. (Helix Beticnta, Ac.)

Mouth short, crescent-shaped ; peristome simple or thickened and
regular ;

columella twisted, more or less projecting and bent, or
furnished with a plait which turns upon it and makes it appear
Mibtruncated

;
umbilicus masked or exactly closed

; last whorl of the

spire sometimes shorter thau the others united.

4th Group. Helicteres, Fdr. (Ackatinella, Sw.).
*

Shell coniform. (Ildix vuljrina, Ac.)
** Shell turriculated. (Helix turritella, Ac.)

*** Shell ovoid. (Ilelix tristis, Ac.)

Mouth angular at its extremities, or overlaid superiorly, often
narrowed by the sinuosities of the external border ; columella large,
more or less spiral, and forming a plait more or less projecting in
the aperture. Peristome thick and reflected ;

last whorl of the spiro
longer and more convex than the others united.

5th Group. Stomotoides, Fer. (Hdix Auris Lcporis, Ac.).

Mouth crescent-shaped, rather angular at its extremities, most fre-

quently furnished with short teeth at the peristome, which is bordered
or a little opened out or reflected

;
never any lamina)

; columella
twisted, hollow, flattened at its base, or forming a -protuberance ;

generally perforated.

6th Group. Dontostomes, Fdr.

(*) Last whorl of the spire larger and longer than the others
united. (Helix A urii Borit, &c.)
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MIL Bnbfsana. CWMeeWo, 1

Shell eylindrical

let Group, frnprn, Fer. (//r/Cr, fro, Ac.).

Shall fusiform.

tH Oroop, CWsejM. Per. (//'> ittnemdi, Ac.).

too* or two (utters; poristomo generally continuous.

\1V. S^fenos.

t Month without teeth or lamina.

PorMomo not continuous.

M droop. Pnpoidoa, Fer. (Helix Carwu/o, Ac.).

reooaoaas continuous.

Tncboloidto, Fer. (/Wir Skoaii, Ac.).

with great plaiU or elongated teeth. (Hclic

Shell left handed.

Month without any lamina. (Balea, Gray.)

M Oroop. Anomalem, Fer. (/Mix pernrta, Ac.).

Month armed (with lamina-, on* of which performs the part of an

4th Group. (Tcsaito, Drapamand (//</.> (orfteoOu, Aa).

Genera.

notn.

ene. rrfv (Mailer). Animal elongated, demi-cylindrical,

with rather large spiral body and a oolUr closing the .hell ; only

two Uotaclea, lone. oboonicol, retractile, rounded at their extremity ;

i at the pulmonary cavity upon the collar and to the right,

by that of the rent ; organ* of generation uuited and
*--T the right tentacle. Oviparous.

Shell cylindrical, very spiral ; aperture straight, in the direction of

Uktaxk, short, often dentated; periatome often sinuous and reflected ;

rift* or left handed (dxtral or sinistral).

Fmriula (Far). Animal elonjtated, detm-cylmdncal, with a rather

(am mini body ; a collar closing the shell and carrying the orifice

of the pulmonary cavity on the right and at the external angle of the

.srturi; two tentacle* only, cylindrical and retractile, ocellated on

their summit; organs of generation united (F), showing their orifice

ear the right tentacle. Otroviviparous.

ShsO oral, pointed ; spire conical, hurt whorl convex and longer

than the others united, whorl* of the spire 4 to < ; aperture straight

the direction of the axis, abort, aometime* dentated, or furnished

with iWtatod lamina; peristome commonly very much reflected,

with the edge in the same vertical plane; oolumellar aide or lip

caDotuatiuba*.; dextral or ainutral.

K tun*/* third family of Inoperculato Pulmoniferous Mollusks

rra-1-'-
J the AuricuU* of Ftauaac (Aurinlarta of De BUinville

AwntmM* of Gray ; Umnoeoehlida* (a collier) of Latreille). These

re either terrvtnal or marine, and one ha* been announced a*

oviatila. They comprsheod the genera Cmyeknm, A uricula (A rv

<W aod CWerWo, Urn. ; MJampiu, Montf ), Frdipa, and Scarabut.

To tbeae may be added C'*Vio, Gray; Aemea, Hrtmann ;
and

Mirimdm, Kin*> Rone of tbsw can be considered to belong to the

<, prooerly so called.

The (berth funily, the Limnean* of Iximarck (l.imnacra of De
Umnocochlide* (without a collar) of Latreille), i* entirely

t
of the genera Plnortu, Limtura, or, as Lejnarck

lit Family.

Helicine* of Ferussac (Helicinide* of LatreilM.

Animal furnished with a collar, and two filiform tentacle* carrying

the eye* at their external base upon tubercle*.

Shell more or less globulose, with a demi-oval aperture, and thl

columella transversal and delicate. Operculum horny, sometime*

wrfe** it, Lm*n, and Pkmm, Aptrna, Flem., and AmphiptpUa, Nils.

Thl. terily cswMt bs oonaidered a* belonging to the Htlicida, properly

Taw order Folmonra OpercoM* of FCTOSMC (Trach flinodes CoUnuoe*
ii f I mst. rTtmibraacbeaof Cuvier; Chiamobranches Cricostomea

f I*> Biatoville; PnMpOttM* of Latrcille), i* thus denned by M
IU /

tainal rWnswMd with a foot fitted for creeping, no branchiir, bn

rarity reostviBg the ambient fluid by a large opening
d ; tsnlsclss two in number ; organ* of general i. .1

conical. Operculum

that this order wan eU*>lihed byM. De Ftaisw
at the /Vrti'>'SMiil

*iiitii of at r, an- 1 for the genii
. ./; bntafterwardeM. DeFemaaac added to it the genus
wbien wn* s* one Ume oonfoanoM with the Colimaoes o
At pnswt, onetimes M. Rnttf, the Opercolated I'nlmo

very well the pssssM from the Tulmonimns to tli

- f
they are related to the first with reference

i. and to the seoond with reference to the

Ml external.tercal. coMlee, epiral. ctobnlow, or

rhoray. All terreetriat

*ngoerrCT a . De Fdruaiao eetabliahed Uio two familiea

of tielicinian* and Tubicinian* for two genera nearly approximated,

and that it would be pernap* more convenient to unite them, the

difference between them being really not very remarkably except in

their teetaceou. envelope ; but Mr. Gray has pointed out that one baa

an annular and the oilier a spiral Operculum. See also the Kev. M.

O. Berkeley
1

*
' Memoir

'

hereinafter alluded to.

Genera. UMci**, Lam. (Oligyra, Say ; AmpM"^, De BlainvUle).

Animal very spiral, furnished with a proboecidiform head and

bilabiated muzzle; tentacle* filiform, carrying the eyes at their

extended baae on tubercle* ;
foot *hort, rounded, with a

tranayerae
anterior furrow ; pulmonary cavity opening in front of the mantle by

mean* of a large transversal slit

Shell sub^globuloae or conoid, a little depressed, not umbihcated,

with a low spire, an aperture demi-oval, or nearly ovnl, the peristome

reflected into a border (bourrelct), the left lip enlarged upon tl,.

umbilicus, which it entirely covers ; columella tran*ver*al and planu-

ato. Operculum homy, sometimes slightly calcareoua externally ;

inea of growth concentric,

Belicma, waa established by Lamarck, and placed by him among
hi* Colimace*. M. Rang is of opinion that the genera Am]>uilina of

De Blainville and Oliyyra of Say ought to be referred to J/tlicina, an

opinion which seem* to be in uuiaon with that of M. De Blamville

himaelf, who ha* arranged both theae genera under Iftlicina in his

' Manual' Dr. Gray ha* published a valuable monograph of the

genu* in the first volume of the '

Zoological Journal,' and the late

Uev. Lansdown Guilding has recorded some other specie*, with plate*

of the animal, in the same work, vol. iii.

The definition of M. De F<Srua*ac'* aeoond family, the Turbicmians,

Animal without a collar, provided with two tentacle*, ooellated at

their external base.

Shell conoid, more or less elevated, with a roundish aperture and

continuous border*. Operculum calcareous.

Cyclottoma (Lamarck). Animal very spiral, furnished with a pro-

boecidiforrn head, which bears two cylindraceous tentacles, convex, or

swollen at their summit, contractile, and ocellated at their external

baae : foot elongated and oblong ; pulmonary cavity communicating

with the exterior by means of a large slit at the superior and anterior

part of the mantle ; position of the male organ indicated by a tento-

culiform appendage ituated at the right side.

Shell conoid, discoid, or turriculated, more or less elevated, with a

aharp or mammillated summit, having all the whorls rounded ; aper-
^

ture round, with continuou* and reflected borders. Operculum cal-

careous, with concentric lines, summit subcentral. (Rang.)

The species of Cyclottoma are very numerous, and many of them

are Tory beautiful. Mr. G. B. Sowerby ha* added considerably t

catalogue. They are principally the inhabitant* of temperate

or warm climate*; there i* one English species, C. elegant. The

reader will find an excellent paper on the anatomy of this species, by
the Rev. M. G. Berkeley, in the 4th vuL of the '

Zoological Journal.'

M. Rang add* to these Pulmouifcrous Operculated Mollusks, the

foasil genus
faZuina, Grateloup (Stropkoitoma, Deahayes). Animal unknown.

Shell oval, subglobuloae ; aperture round, bordered, oblique, aiinpl<-,

toothless, turned over from the side of the spire; umbilicus more or

lea* large. Operculum? (Rang.)
M. Rang remark* that M. Grateloup established this genus for a

foeail shell from Dax, which aeems at the first view very near to

Attottoma, but which M. Grateloup, from the examination of its

ture, consider* a* more approximate to Cyclottoma. M. Hang states that

he participate* in this opinion, which thu knowledge of the operculurn

can alone confirm; and he goes on to observe that M. Deshayea,

doubtless not having seen the publication of this genus in the first

number of the ' Bulletin of the Linnican Society of Bordeaux,' liad

ubsequently published it under the name of Strophoiioma. Three or

four specie* are known.
Some may have doubts as to the propriety of placing

these oper-

rulated pulmoniferous terrestrial mollusks under tho funiily Jltli

But we believe, notwithstanding the difference of the opereiihmi,

that their general organisation will warrant their being so placed ; and

that the terrestrial shell-snails may without violence be placed i

great family, which may be subdivided into the Helicida without

operctila, and the HeliciJia! with operculo.
Before we conclude this part of the subject, we must draw the

reader's attention to the following arrangement proposed by. Dr. J. K.

Omy :

Terrctrial.

Tentacles retractile. Eyes pedicillate.

Gasteropodous. Limncidat.

Trachclipodous. Helicida.
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Aquatic.

Tentacles contractile.

Trachelipodous (mantle thick-edged). Aurkididce.

Trachelipodous (mantle thin-edged). Limnieadue.

Gasteropodoua (mantle shield-like). Onchidiadce.

With regard to the arrangement, Dr. Gray has since corrected

that of the first division, because the distinction between the first

two families, though it is that used by Lamarck, Cuvier, and others,

ia, in his opinion, artificial, and of little importance ; and the know-
which he has since acquired of the animals of several genera

which were before unknown, have shown him that the character
which De Fdrussac pointed out as the distinction between Arion
uiid Limiu; (but which many succeeding naturalists have considered
of little importance) is even of more importance than was accorded
to it by De Ferussac, affording a good character for dividing the
Land Pulmonobranchous ifollusca into two families. Thus, he

observes, the Arionidte are characterised by having a gland on the
end of the tail (which, in the gasteropodous genera, is produced
beyond the mantle), and they have the orifices of the organs of

generation on the right side immediately under the respiratory
hole

; whilst in Helicida; there is no gland on the end of the tail, and
the orifice above referred to is just behind the base of the upper right
tentacle. There is also, he states, an important difference in the

nervous system between the two families : in the first, the under part
of the infra-gular ganglion is 6-lobed, whilst it is only 4-lobed in the

iilie. Dr. Gray is further of opinion that at present only a few

genera, as Anon and 2/tlicarim, F5r., Nanina, Gray, and Sttnopui,
Uuikliiifr, can be referred with certainty to the Arionidcc; but he
thinks it very probable that, when the animals of other sheila are

known, many of them may be found to belong to that family.

Geographical Distribution and Habits. The IleLicida: are most widely
diffused over the surface of the earth

; acarcely any countries but
those where the climate is surpaasingly rigorous are without some

species of the family. Many of the shells are strikingly beautiful in

form and colour, and these are mostly the inhabitants of intertropical
countries. Some of the genera (Achatina, for instance) attain a very
large size, and lay eggs in proportion. Helix aiperia, the common

11 Snail, is distributed over a large portion of the globe. It is

found, for instance, at the foot of Chimbomjo, in the forests of Guyana
and Brazil, and on all the coasts of the Mediterranean in Europe, Asia,
and Africa. Helix Pomutia has been naturalised with us, and is still

found in some countries. The first importation is attributed by some
to Sir Kenelm Digby. Merrett mentions it as a British inhabitant
before his time. A moist and rather warm state of the atmosphere
seems most congenial to this family. To avoid great dry heat they
get under stones, under old trunks of trees, leaves, &c., and some of

the species will burrow into the earth for protection against it. A
shower will bring them forth in such numbers sometimes, the smaller

species especially, as to induce the belief in some cases that it has
been raining sn.-iils. Most of the species hybernate.

Utility to Man. The /ftlicidce, from their voracity, are veryinjurious
agriculturist and horticulturist ; but there can be no doubt

that tin; larger species are good food. We know that they were a
fiiviiuritt! di.jh with the Romans, who bad their '

Cochlearia," where they
were regularly fattened with new wine boiled down and meal (sapa et

farre, &c.) (Pliny, 'Hist.,' lib. ix. c. 56.) Jlelix Pomatia is used aa

food in many parts of Europe during Lent, and the snails are kept in

an escargotoire (snaillery), which is generally a large place boarded in,

having the floor covered half a foot deep with herbs, where the

animals fatten. Many are familiar with the passage in Pliny (loc. cit.
),

who, on the authority of Varro, relates the incredible size to which
the art of fattening had brought the snails. There must, one should

think, be some mistake in the text, which says
"
Cujua artis gloria

in earn magnitudinem perducta sit, ut octogiuta quadrantes caperent
xin/nlarum calices." Pennant, referring to this and to Varro ('De
It- ll'istica'), says, "If we should credit Varro, they grew so large
that the shells of some would hold ten quarts ! People need not
admire the temperance of the supper of the younger Pliny (' Epist.,'
lib. i.

; Epist., xv.), which consisted of only a lettuce a-piece, three

snails, two eggs, a barley cake, sweet wine and snow, in case his snails

bore any proportion to those of Hirpinus."
The following cuts, and those given under BfMMi/i.rs and BULIMUS,

will iillurd the reader an idea of some of the forms of the Hdirida :

/'".''", Anostoma, Carocolla, Clatuilia, Strcptauci*, Balea, Vertiyo,

C'ycloftoma.

rt, Cnrocolla albifabris ; I, Pupa Vva ; c, Pupa Chrys'ilif, with the unimul.

XAT. HIST. DIV. VOt. IIL

farlula Aiutralii.
a, Ulatta(lia Mucuicar (ntit ; b, the same, broken, to show the chiupimn, c.

If
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he lars internal centml lobe of th up|H>r caruiorou tooth.

inn U thus character^. .1 l.y I ir. Gray :

Incisors (primorea) ; canine, (laniarii) l=j
; molars g^.

fvtl*; i, uoUicr specie, of Per/if.. ith the animal; bolli

mafnifl <!.

Ztmiln nllariia.

Z. alliarimt.

m, (>lifcm fasWrWw ; , ty-'"""""" 'If"", with the animal ; r, Cy<-/-

'MM rir+t** ; akovinf the alternate contraction of the two tides of (he animal'.*

i. j
I- at.

The following U a list of the genera and species of British lltlicula

given in Forbes and Hinley's
'
British Molluaca :'

IVrHiM peUucida. //. /MCO.
//. ptltlulla.
II. rottHidala.

II. umbilical*,

ll.pggmaca.
ftmlimiu aculiu.

II. Lackltamentil.

II. obteum*.

/';.<i umbilcata.

P. Mtucorunt.
P. Anglifa.
P.teeaU.
P.edenlula.

P. minuliuima.
/' ,..;

P. nMriala.
P. anlinrliyv.

r i'.

It-il ,-a fnt'jilit.

Clatatlia luiainatii.

C. biflicnla.
'iraltUa.

I', ni/irifiliu.

/ '

7..

II. I'umnt*.

II. Artuforum.
I!

'

, .

// .

// ,

//.

Sueenua jmfrw.

//.

//

// rW/.
//

II I.

//

.toft

-

// .- i

Ton. M.

4MMM.
Hmltmmt, lhr~> of Jri> , seven of Prdiftt, and six of C

- fil (tertiary), orally in the Pliocene period of Lyell, an.

maay of them M both living and foesiL Other species have also bee

of 1/tlicida are by no means rare

Ds*b*TO euumeratea thirty-five species of //./M, two o

k, one of Httirmu, three of /'pa, two of Clatuiiia, three

HKLIC1NA. [rUtictoA]
HBUOOLI1UX [Hrtto

\. [FouxiiurEBA.]
HKUCHMS. <rvT).aa^ae of ifM^ belonging to the order Car
rpra. Tbe epeeiee inhabit eawtarn Aak, aod hate the grneral appea

of MfdaUt, combined with a dentition reeembliu

from both the latter genera i

Head elongated. Feet short ; sole* of the feet nearly naked to the

eel ; toes 65 ; claws strong, the anterior ones long and compressed,

'ail cylindrical and moderate.

There are two species, II. motchala from China, and //. f*e]>aif*nt

..m Xenaul. [MD8TEL1DJL]
11 I .I.IO'PORA, a genus of stony PoJjrptorio, established by De Blam-

ille, from observations of Messrs. Quoy and Gaimard on a recent

pecies called by Lamarck Poci'lopora armlta.

It U characterised as follows : Animal short and cylmdncn
ided with a simple circle of thick tentacula, 15 or 16 in number,

contained in vertical or diverging cylindrical cells ; cells immersed,

itrmally crenulated by imperfect radiating lamelhv, united into a

calcareous mass, which is regularly porous in the intervals of the

cells. The coral is found attached to various bodies.

Three recent species are mentioned by De Blainville, all from warui

mras. One of the fossil species (Htliopora poroin, De BL ;
//. inler-

tincta, Bronn) abounds in strata of the Silurian syst. :

, -ur in the chalk and in tertiary deposits. (' Manuel d'Actinologia')

HKI.IOHNIS, llonaterre's name for a genus of Water-Birds (Grtbi-

oulques of Buffon), which have lobated feet like the Coota and Grebes,

>ut with a greater development of tail, and they have sharper claws.

PODOJu]
II KUOTROPE. [BLOOD-STOXK.]
H KUOTUO'PIUM (from <Aiof, the sun, and Tfxnrii, a turning), a

genus of Plants belonging to the natural order fliretiacttc. It has a

ialver-shaped corolla, with the throat usually naked, but in some species

warded ; the segments of the limb furnished with a single fold or a

tooth between each ; the stigma sub-conical ;
the carpels 4, 1-cclled,

combined, closed at the base, without any manifest receptacle. The

pecies are annual or shrubby plants, with alternate leaves, and

circulate spikes of small blue or white flowers.

II Peruvianum, Peruvian Heliotrope, or Turnsole, has a shrubby

stem, petiolate oblong-lanceolate wrinkled leaves, terminal branched

spikes ;
the tube of the corolla hardly the length of the calyx.

The mouth of the corolla is intersected with five plicatures of a

purple-lilac colour, with a greenish throat. It is a shrub, growing

>ne or two feet high, and is much cultivated on account of the scent of

its flowers, which resembles very much the smell of the vanilla or

cherry pie. It is a native of Peru.

II. I'uropfrum, the European Turnsole or Heliotrope, lias an herba-

ceous erect stem, with ovate flat-lined finely tomentose leaves, the

ateral spikes solitary, the terminal ones conjugate, the calyx spread-

ing in the fruit-bearing state. It is a native of the south of Europe
and the regions of the Caucasus. The flowers are sweet-scented. Tho

.eaves were formerly used medicinally.

//. rillonm has an herbaceous erect very villous stem, with ovate,

flat, villous leaves ;
the spikes lateral, terminal, solitary, and conjugate ;

the corollas large; the calyx spreading in the fruit-bearing stat

is a native of Greece and of the islands of tho Archipelago. It Iws

large white corollas with a yellow throat This appears to bo tho

'H\urTf4wtoi> fitya of Dioscorides (iv. 190) and the //. IM/.IMI, the

'HAiorpoVioy puKpir.

Upwards of 80 species of this genus have been .num. r it d.

are natives of the warmer parts of Europe, Asia, Africa, and An
and are found in Australia. They do not possess any active properties.

Many other species besides those here described have sweet-scented

flowers, and arc cultivated on that account. Some of Hi

Hiunud iii largo quantities by perfumers for tho sake of their v

oil. They are astringent and also mucilaginous, and pOultiOM madr

of the leaves have been applied to cancerous and acrofulou

1.1 ,-u|.posed that the plant used for the cure ( warts, and

(-longed to this genus. In their cultivate m ih. rlu-nliby

nnial kinds will be found to thrive in any 1 light

noil, and cuttings will root readily in sand und, r a tuad-glaM,

European annual species may be propagated from seed sown in an

i .ler, whilst the tropical annual species must be sown upon a

hot-bed before being planted out

(Don, Mci,lamdco<u Plantt ; Burnett, Outline of Botany ; Fraas,

'it Plant. Flora Clauica.)
II i:i. IX (Limucus), a genus of Pulmoniferous Molliura, embracing

the various forms of animals called Snails. The following are the

characters of this genus: Shell spiral, opaque, or translucent, solid

or thin, more or less globose, in some discoid, smooth or sculptured ;

surface variously coloured, but seldom covered with a polished

epidermis ; mouth lunated, thickened within, simple or toothed
;

-ne frequently reflcxed. Animal moderately Urge in propor-

tion to shell ;
head with four developed tentacles ;

mantle i

on shell; tail lanceolate and never truncate; foot often ample;

tongue with the edge teeth serrate. (Forbes and Hani. y. )

The species of this genus, at the approach of winter, ..r in \ .TV dry
weather in summer, recede into their shell, and secrete a quantity of

mucus, which forms a covering over the aperture. Thin thickened

matter, which the animal has the power of throwing off by producing
fresh mucus within, is called an '

epiphragm.' The power of forming



HELIX. HELLEBORUS.

thh kind of epiphragm was supposed to be confined to Hie Laud
Mollwica, but it is now known that the Pond-Snails (Limneus and
Planorbis), when left dry by the evaporation of tke water in which
they live, have the same power of thickening the edge of the lip, and
forming a distinct epiphragm. [HELICIDX.] We shall now subjoin
the descriptions of some of the most common British species.

II. aspersa, the Common Snail. The shell is obliquely subglobose,
beneath the epidermis pale fawn-coloured, with four (usually inter-

rupted) chocolate-brown bands. This is the commonest and one of
the handsomest of British snails. It is found wherever there is

vegetation, but is more especially addicted to gardens. This snail is

collected and sold in Covent-Garden and other markets as a cure for
diseases of the chest. It is prepared by being boiled in milk. Large
quantities are collected, and sent every year from this country to the
United States of America, where they are said to be regarded as deli-

cacies. They are packed in casks, in which way they travel very well,
as they fix themselves on one another around the circumference of
the cask, leaving a vacant space in the centre. At Newcastle-upon-
Tyne the glassmen hold a snail feast once a year, when large quantitie.-i
of this species of snail are consumed.

//. I'-jinntia, the Edible Roman Snail, or Large-Shelled Snail The
shell in solid globose, coarsely wrinkled lengthways, most minutely
striated in a spiral direction

; pale-tawny, with rufous bands. The
animal is of a general brownish-gray, speckled with whitish and brown
granulations.

This species in Great Britain is nearly confined to the chalk districts
of the south of England. It has been found as far north aa Wiltshire.
There is a notion prevalent that it is not an original inhabitant of

England, but that it was introduced by the Romans, who were famous
for its culture. [EEI.ICID.E.] There is no evidence to prove this, and
it is found in Sweden, where the climate is much more rigorous than
our own. Ita great necessity is chalk, and where this substance pre-
vails it is found. This snail ia eaten in this country. Lister says,"
They are boiled in spring-water, and, when seasoned with oil, salt,

and pepper, make a dainty dish." Dr. Turton says,
" After the animal

has been extracted there remains at the bottom 'of the shell a glairy
transparent matter, which affords one of the best and most durable
cements in nature, resisting every degree of beat and moisture."

//. Arbuttorum, Shrub-Snail. Shell brown, closely marbled, with
small linear paler markings, usually one-banded ; outer lip white and
reflected. This snail is very generally distributed in woods and in

damp gardens throughout the British Isles. It is remarkable for being
found higher up the sides of mountains than any other British species.
In the Alps it nearly approaches the snow-line.

//. Cantiana, the Kentish Snail. Shell depressed, globular, semi-

transparent, bald, open ; adult, pallid above, rufous below, and towards
the lip, periphery not angulated ; outer lip edged within ; umbilicus

moderately large. It is chiefly found in England in localities south
of the Thames, where it occurs amongst brambles and by hedges
throughout the whole district. It has been taken in the west of
KiJirlanH.

II. ijiirlliwriana, Gibbs'a Snail. Shell rather small, depressed,
whitish, bald ; mouth margined within by a milk-white rib; umbilicus
minute. This shell is only found on the chalk downs of Kent and
Surrey. It was discovered by Mr. Gibbs in 1814.

II. ncmoralii, the Garden, Girdled, or Brown Snail. The shell is

depressed globose, imperforated when adult, with or without coloured
bands, not marbled ; outer lip reflected

; pillar lip callous, retiring.
The species thus characterised embraces the If. hortenni and //.

In fit other naturalists. Messrs. Forbes and Hanley, in the
'i Molluscs,' say,

" We have followed Pfeiffer, Deshayes, Ac., in

reuniting hortenni and hykrida to the typical nemoralit, not being
able to detect any peculiarity in individuals of the dark-mouthed form
which is not likewise represented in the white-mouthed variety,
between which extremes the kybrida is the connecting link.
H. riryata, X'nieil Snail. Shell depressed turbinate, smooth, banded ;

bends not linear; upper whorls for the most part with only a single
zone above the suture ; mouth usually livid red ; outer lip edged
internally.

This species is found in prodigious numbers in many chalk and
limestone district*. It is also found in larger numbers near the sea.
On the chalk off the coast of Kent it occurs frequently in great
profusion. It is widely diffused and is found in the same localities

throughout central and southern Europe.
//. iricttormii, Heath-Snail. Shell depressed, semi-transparent, not

regularly striated, banded with brownish-yellow ;
mouth small,

lip acute, not edged with colouring matter
; umbilical region

capacious.
This snail prefers calcareous soils, and is often abundant on sandy

soils near the sea. It is very widely diffused through the British Isles,
i

if
to the north of Scotland.

//. hitpida, Dritly-Snail. Shell reddish horn-coloured, more or
la* depressed ; outer lip edged below, with white internally ;

umbilicus

moderately large.
The B[.

, -ii^ //. ilrpUata and //. concimia may be regarded as varieties
of this species. It is an abundant species, on waste places, by hedges,
and under stones in all parts of the British Isles.

//. icricea, Silky SnaiL Shell depressed, globular, pallid, transparent,

closely downy ; spire more or less raised; umbilicus decidedly small.

It is widely distributed, and appears to be mr.st abundant in the

neighbourhood of wet mossy rocks.
"

It is more frequent in the west
and south than elsewhere." (Forbes and Hanley.)

//. fusca, Brown Snail. Shell depressed, aubglobular, almost imp^r-
forated, not minute, transparent, umber-coloured, wrinkled ; outer lip
acute.

It appears that this delicate and well-marked species is peculiar to

the British Islands. It is found in bushy places in many parts of

England and Ireland.

//. pulchella, White Snail. Shell depressed, minute, white ; mouth
nearly circular, its edge ilatly reflected. The animal is milky white.

I It is very generally found in Great Britain. It lives under stones, in

walls, and on the ground often in dampish places. A ribbed variety
has been described tinder the name of II. costata.

H. umbilicala, Open Snail. Shell small, dark brown, unpolished,
merely wrinkled ; whorls five, of slow increase ;

umbilicus large ;

mouth small
;
outer lip acute. The animal is dusky, nearly black.

It is the Zonites umbilicala of Gray. It is abundant in many localities

on the faces of rocks and walls, or under stones in dry places.
//. pygmcea, Pigmy Snail, resembles the last, but smaller, paler,

more transparent, more compressed, composed of four turns at most ;

the mouth less circular. It is found in wet places, among dead leaves

in dttohea, and by springs. It is often overlooked on account of its

minuteness.
For a list of species of Iltlir found in Great Britain see HKLICID.E.

(Forbes and Hanley, A History of (lie British Molliuca ; Dr.

Turton, A Manual of the Land and Fresh-Water Shells, edited by Dr.
J. E. Gray.)
HELLEBORE, BLACK. [HELLEBOROS.]
HELLEBORE, WHITE. [VERATRUM.]
HELLEBORUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Ranunculacete. It has 5 permanent sepals, rounded, blunt, large, often

herbaceous ; petals 8 or 10, very short, tubular, nectariferous, narrowed
to the base; stamens 30 to 60; stigmas terminal, orbicular; capsules
leathery ;

seeds arranged in two rows, elliptical, umbilicatei
H. niger, Christmas Rose, is found in the shady woods of the lower

mountains of many parts of Europe. The plant is herbaceous, with
a perennial blackish-coloured rhizoma, tuberculated and scaly, from
which descend numerous thickish radicles. The leaves are all radical,
with long cylindrical and spotted foot stalks, pedately divided, with
the lobes from 7 to 9, oblong-lanceolate, sometimes cuneate-obovate,

largely serrated towards their apices, and arranged apparently along
the forked terminations of the petiole ; they are stiff, almost leathery,
of a dirty green colour, smooth above, paler and reticulate beneath.
The scape is shorter than the petiole, furnished with two or three oval

bracts, often simple and single-flowered, sometimes forked and 2-

flowered. The flower is large, terminal, white, with a tinge of pink,
the most conspicuous part being the petaloid calyx. Of this the sepals
are 5, ovate and permanent; the petals, 8 to 10, are small, greenish-
coloured, tubular, tapering towards the base, with the limb tubular,
bilabiate, and their outer margins terminated in a tongue-shaped lip ;

stamens numerous, longer than the petals ;
ovaries 6 to 8

; stigmas
terminal, orbiculate

; capsules follicular, leathery ; seeds many,
elliptical, umbilicated

1

, arranged in two rows. It is a narcotic acrid

poison, and was long supposed to be the genuine Black Hellebore
of the ancients. The fibres of the rhizoma are the parts used

officinally.
//. oriental!* is found in mountainous broken ground in Greece

and the Levant. It has a black thick rhizoma, with cylindrical fibres ;

the radical leaves are stalked pedate, downy beneath, their segments
almost sessile, oblong, acutely serrulate

;
stem taller than the leaves,

corymbose, 3-5-flowered ; floral leaves subsessile, palmated, the
lobes 3 to 5, oblong-acute, serrulate

; calyx purple, with oval very
blunt sepals ; capsules 5. The root was formerly much celebrated in

mania, epilepsy, and dropsy. It is still used in the Levant, and is

called
'

Zoptane' by the Turks. It is acrid and violently cathartic.

//. vtridit is found in the woods and thickets of Europe on a chalky
soil. It has a black fleshy rhizoma, with numerous long stout fibres

;

the leaves are a bright deep green, quite smooth, pedate, the cauline

ones subsessile and palmate; the segments oblong, undivided, entire

at the base, somewhat serrated at the apex ;
stems often forked, one

foot and a half high ; the flowers are few, terminal, and axillary,

stalked, mostly solitary, drooping, green in every part ;
the sepals are

roundish-ovate
; capsules 3 to 4, short and wrinkled. This is said by

Stevenson and Churchill to be the best substitute for //. orientalit,

though less active.

//. foetidut is found in thickets and waste ground, chiefly in a

chalky soil, in the more western parts of Europe. It has a leafy

many-flowered stem
;
the leaves are stalked pedate, of a livid green

colour, quite smooth, with linear oblong or lanceolate serrated seg-

ments, the upper ones gradually losing their blade, and changing into

pale lanceolate entire bracts; the flowers are numerous, panicled, and

drooping ; petals nearly erect, stained with dull purple about the

edges. It ia similar in its effects to H. niyer. The leaves are emetic

and purgative. They have been strongly recommended as a vermi-

fuge against the large round worm (Aecaris lumbricoiiles). The fresh

root of Hellebore applied to the ekin induces inflammation and



HKMIPTERA.

given iBtemaily. it aet* as u irritant to tl,c intestinal

iii*j voaaiUnc and purging.
. Jf***ri JMfra ; LindUy. ttora Jfaf.V.)

HI.NTH1A. a jrn. of PUnU Ulocfing to the natural order

tV/**r. to UM fab-order CkAeraanr, and the Motion Se*Minna.
It U* Ik. pfayUarU* in on* row. MIU), with equal ubuUt adpraewd
ana* at UM UM, ud surrounded I7 35 Wlike looee brmcU; the

rraptade JoHd ; UM fruit oompretain
1

, tranrveratly rugo*r, rounded
al UM end, and wiUi a lender U-ak longer than itaelf ; pappus in

feaUwry. There i* but on* specie* inhabiting Great

IVtUia. //. rJlwu/<, the Ox-Tongue. It U plant from S to 8 feet

la kwtjBt ; UM branch**, stem, leaves, and involucre an covered with

etrotsj prickle* pringhif from white tubercle*, and with 3 minutx
hook* a* UM apex. It u f

aitd

IIKt.yiST

I on dry bank* ; and blosaom* in July,

(Bablngton. MamtuJ of Brituk Botany.)
oOORTOJf. (AuuO
[KM*]

IIKLnXIAS, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order
itiUmlltftt*. It ha* a 6-parted perianth ; legnienU narrow, rather

oeqail, obtuse, not striated or herbaceous, nor imbricating ; itameni
. baiartil into the hue of the segment*, uneqnal ; filament) subu-

late ; anther* rcniform, with confluent cclU ; capnile wparating into

aeeds compreamd, winged at the apex, or

aped**) of tail genus contain vcralria. The //. ofciaalit of

Dun, it U well known, baa bean employed for obtaining this substance.
Thj* phot differ* from lltloxiat, and Dr. I.in.ll.-y hu descril* .1 it

under UM name of Ataynra tffinalu.
DOOM* of /Mom** used medicinal!

[CEBADII.I.A.]
follow* :

The other
ecle* of a*o*t*t ueed medicinally are u follow* :

ff. frigid* ( Vtntnm frimj**, Schlectendal). It U found in the

pine ration of Mount OvLtaba in Mexico. It u a poisonous plant,
and called SaToeja by the Mexican".

//. nytlntprrma U a native of the United States in moist situation*,
on rirer bank*, and high mountains. It u uied in the southern states
of America for destroying flies.

II. ottewo, UnicornVHorn and Devil's-Bit of the Americana. It is

bond in wet meadow* and bogs, and in hilly and mountainous regions
in UM United State*. It U bitter, and U used aa an anthelmintic
and took.

ll.indl.-y. Flora Mcliea.)
HKLOTID.* (Leach), a family of Coleopterous Insect* of the

section lldtromtra and sub section Slradylra. Distinguishing charac-
tersHead abort, obtuaely terminated anteriorly; mandibles notched
at the apex; antennas placed near the eya, generally filiform, or
early ao, or alightly thickened at the apex, where the joint* are short ;UM basal joint of the antenna hidden above by a projected margin

of the bead ; the third joint long ; terminal joint of the maxillary
palpi Urge and ecuriform ; eye* emarginated anteriorly ; legs modo-
raU ; the penultimate joint of the tarsi generally simple or but slightly

M; claws simple; body usually convex, and of an oval

The larvn of these insect* live in rotten wood, upon which they
feed; they are of a cylindrical form, hard to the touch, and have six
small leg*, attach.-!, two to each of the thoracic segment*. The
perfect hmxrts are, like the larva, also found in rotten wood, or under
UM bark of tree* ; they are rather slow in their movements, and
generally adorned with metallic colour*.

In UM gmu* l/elopi. a* it is now restricted, the joint* of the antenna
are MOMwhat compressed ; the two basal joint* are abort, the third U
loaf; UM two or three terminal joint* are short and oboonic, the
I*** joint U the shortest ; the intermediate joint* are moderately long
f*!.??1* cylindrical. The thorax approachei to a square form, or

abundant in various part* of Eng-
ie*. than half

//. nraiesetts, an insect very abundant in various
*Md. wffl aflbrd an example of thi. gctms. It is rather*

.
" * n oral form and deep brown colour, bavins

a brou* cloa* certain light*; the upper surface of the body is
Mwl *wi mrmm l._ ^tn_ . f *!._ ^1_A_ rri .

9-- J -~ ' FIT "" v vuv 1WU MM

so are UM atria of the elytra. This insect is

UM bark of tree*, near the root
U aooUM.>

tpaci*. of thu gentu. which i* common
TU* ta^* U ""^y U>r*^uarter. of

T
tl

>t'Mlw oolour- !* U t***9 found
. The larva U cylindrical in form, of a

*"" *" oor, and haa two recurved hook* on the terminal
t off UM body.

of sixty apMiwof UM genus Htlvft are enumerated in
and UMH an chiefly confined to Europe and North

HKLOP& [IlKLonnx]
IIKUW- 'I A I , I .

'

M. a of riaote belonging to the natural order
"'< * to UM tribe Ammi~* It haai calyx of 5 teeth or
UM petal* ovate, entire, with a itraigfat or incurved apiculus;

wHfc UM GSaTlAaaely aerrate; //.
the Uaiet* roaads.li ovate, .initially and acutely i

entire. There

with
inciao^errate

;

and //. iMmif/a/HM, with the leaflet* of the lower leaves divid,

i-ui.i1l.iry segment*. The first i* a native of brook* and ditches, and
U frequently mistaken for the water-creas. [Situ.] The second is a
rar plant in Great Britain. The last species is found in ponds.

(lUbington, Man mil of llritiih Botany.)
HELVELLAI i:.i: d.indley), a natural order of PUnte bel

to the Fwtyaltj, and equivalent to Berkeley's order Aicomycelu.
genera included in it arc embraced in Fries' cohort llymenonyctta.
(Frxiii; HTMKXOUYCKTKS.]

1IKI.VIN', a crj-sUlliwu Mineral of which the primary form i* a
.i:!.,-. Cleavage parallel to the planes of the regular octoh.

in.li.-tinct Fracture uneven. Hardness 6'0 to 8-5 ; scratches glass.
( '..Inur, pale-wax and greenish-yellow. Streak white. Lustre re-

vitreo-resinou* ; translucent; transparent on the edge-
gravity, 3'1 Cfl. It is found at Schwarzcnburg in Saxony.

Before the blow-pipe or charcoal it melts i^nco into a

globule of the some colour as the mineral ; in the oxidiniiu; l!a>

colour become* deeper and the fusion is more difficult ; with )>orax it

.yields a transparent glass often coloured by nmngnuese. Analyuifl by
< "Uielin :

Silica 35-272
(Jlucina

'

8-020
Alumina and Gluciim
Protoxide of Maugmienc
Prqtoxide of Iron

Sulphuret of Manganese
Loss by calcination

1-445

14-000

1-155

HKLWINGIACE.-E, Ifrivingiatlt, an order of Diclinous Kxo-
Plant!', reprusented by one specieg //' 'n-iiii/in llutcijlora. This plant
is a native of Japan, where its young leaves are eaten. It u a shrub
with alternate stipulate leaves, and fascicled flowers. Decaisne,
who first constituted the order, regarded it an allied to Ham
dttcea. But its minute embryo and unisexual flowers remove it for

from this order, whilst its inferior fruit and seed bring it near to Oar-

ryacea. It has an indirect affinity also with Santaiacete. (LimUey,
tlilt Kingdom.)

IIKMATITE. [HEMATITE.]
HEMERIPUS. [KLATERID.B.J
HEMKUO'I'.IUS, a genus of Insects of the order Ncuroplera and

section Planipennu. The genus, aa established by Linnicu.i, has
been dismembered by subsequent entomologists, ami in

valent to a family distinguished by the filiform antenna; and by tho
number (four) of the palpi of the insects included in it. They have
soft slender bodies, much exceeded in length by the huge retin

wings, which, when the animal is at rest, are deflexed. Thti:

are globular and vividly metallic. The larva: ore ferocious in habit,
and prey upon plant-lice, seizing them with their powerful jaws and
sucking their prey to death. When full grown, they spin and envelop
themselves in a silken cocoon. The eggs of Ilemcrobii are deposited
on plants, and are pendunculated, so as to resemble fungi, for wliicli they
have sometimes been mistaken. These insects range from Europe to

Australia, and there are many species natives of the BritUh Isles.

HF.MEROCALLIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural
order IMiticco. It ha* a campanulate corolla, seated on a cylindrical
tube ; the stamens are bent down; the capsule is 3-edged ; the root is

composed of thick fibres; the leaves are scattered, linear; the flower*

are large, yellow or yellow-brown. The species are called Day-Ulic*.
//. jtara is a native of Germany, and //. fulra of Italy, s \. r !

species are cultivated in our gardens, as H. disticha from Chiuru //.

Siebotilii from Japan, //. tpeciota, and //. yraminta.
II KMICAUDIUM. [C'ONCHACEA.]
II KMK'I DAHIS, a genus of FOSKI! Echinodermata, from the Oolite.

HKMICYCLO'STOMA, M. De Blainville's name for tho fourth

family of hi* order Aiipkonobranclriala, the latter being the necond

order of the first sub-class (Pamctpkalophora dioica) of the class 1'ara-

cei'halophora, the second clan of his Malacoxia. [Ni iunu.fi.]

HKMIDACTYLUa [GKCKOTIDA]
IIKMIONM-S. [Kgrm*.]
HKMIPNE'USTES, a gei

Chalk-Marl.

MKMIPODIUS. [TKTBAONID*.]
HKMITTKKA (from r>rf, "lf, and rrff6r, a wing), one of tho

orders of the class Irucctn.

The order //. wi/.vrrt, according to the twelfth edition of tho
'

Systema Nature '

of Linmcus, contains insects wliich agree in hnviiiK

incomplete metamorphoses (that is, the larva and pu]>a both pone**
the power of locomotion, and bear a great resemblance to the perfect

insect), and also in having the superior wings generally coriaceous,
and the inferior membranous. Thus Linuicu* iin-lud. '! in this order

the Cockroache*, Locust*, Granhoppers, Bugs, Cicada, &c. Tho
lost-mentioned insect*, the Bugs and Cicadt, however differ very

materially from the former, inasmuch as they possess a suctorial

instead of a masticatory mouth ;
and as these latter characters have

been considered of great importance by all the more modern entomo-

logists, the term lltmipttra has been restricted to such insects a* have

imperfect metamorphosis and a suctorial mouth.

genus of Fossil Eckinodermata, from tho
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This definition will iuclude the Linnasan genera Fulgoria, Cicada,

Notonecta, Nepa, Cimex, Aphis, Chermes, Coccus, and Thripi, and these,
with the addition of the genus Pulejc, constitute the order to which
Fabricius applies the name of Ryngota. Without the last-mentioned

genus they constitute the order Hemiptera, according to Latreillc,

Burmeister, and most of the foreign entomologists ; and the orders

Hemiptera and Homoptera according to Leach, Stephens, M'Leay, and
several other British authors.

The Hemijitera are divided by Latreille into two sections ;
to the first

he applies the name of Heteroptera,And to the second that of Homoptera.

[HOMOPTERA.] The Heteroptera are characterised by having the rostrum
attached to the fore part of the head ; the elytra coriaceous with the

extremity membranous, folding one over the other when at rest, and
the first segment of the trunk (or the prothorax) the largest, and

forming the most conspicuous part of the thorax. The second section,

Homoptera (which by many of the English entomologists is regarded
as an order), is distinguished by the proboscis being attached to the

lower portion of the head, near the chest; the elytra almost always
of a uniform coriaceous texture, with their inner margin straight and

contiguous : the three segments of the thorax are united in a mass,
and the first is frequently shorter than the second. All the insects

of this section feed exclusively on vegetable juices. [HOMOPTKRA.]
We shall at present confine our remarks to the first section, or to the

true Hemipterous insects.

In the greater number of the Heteropterous Hemiptera the head. is

small, situated on the same plain as the thorax, or nearly so
;
the

fore part is somewhat produced ; the eyes are of moderate size, very
convex, and hence project rather suddenly from the sides of the head :

between the eyes there are in many species two ocelli, or simple eyes ;

the antenna! are of moderate size, composed of long joints, few in

number, and situated in front of the eyes : the part usually termed
the thorax in descriptions, but which is in fact the prothorax, is of

moderate size, often broader than long, and very frequently produced
on each side, so as to form an angular projection ; the scutellum is

large, generally triangular ;
but in some (the Scutellera, for instance),

it assumes the form of the body, and is so large that it completely
covers that part ;

the body itself is often flat or concave above
;

convex and more or less distinctly keeled betieath : when the wings
are closed the upper part of these insects generally presents a flat or

slightly convex surface, and is seldom very convex. The legs are of

moderate size, or not unfrequently long. In certain groups (the

C'oreida) the posterior thighs of the males of many of the species are

remarkably large, and many Lave the tibiae also large, often broad and

compressed.
The proboscis springs from the fore part of the head, and when not

in use is suddenly curved downwards and backwards, and lies close

to the under surface of the thorax and between the fore pair of legs.

It consists of a jointed process (a), which is grooved upon the upper
side, and in this groove there are four seta; (6), or bristle-like organs,
which are covered above, at their base, by another appendage (c),

which is supposed to be analogous to the upper lip or labrum of

mandibulate insects; whilst the four setae probably represent the
mandibles and maxilkc, and the jointed process the labrum. In the

figure, the setae (4) are represented as disengaged from their sheath (a),

ami the labrum is lifted up. When in the ordinary position these

organs form together a tube, by means of which the juices of plants
or animals arc extracted and conveyed to the oesophagus.

The Hrtcroptera are divided by Latreille into two families
;
the

first, or the (ieocorua, are characterised as having the antenna) free

longer than the head, and inserted between the eyes and near their
anterior margin. The tarsi are 3-jointed, but the first joint is some-
times very short. The second family, to which the name of Hydro
coritae is applied, have the antenna* inclosed and hidden in a groove
beneath the eye ;

the tarsi have but two distinct joints, and the eyes
ar: generally very large.
The species of the family Geocoritce are for the most part found on

the leaves of trees or small plants ;
some there are which do not quit

the ground, and there are others which live upon the surface of the
writer. The genera Jfydromelra, Gerrii, and Velio, afford examples o
this mode of life. [HYDHOMKTRIDA]
Tim insects belonging to the second family (Hydrocorita) live, as

their name implies, in the water, and they prey upon other insects.

The two funiliM which have just been characterised are by mos
entomologist* regarded as sections or subsections rather than families
the Utter is in fact an aberrant group, the former containing by fa;

he greater portion of the species. Regarding them therefore as

ections, they may be divided into the following families :

Geocorisce.

Family 5. Ctmicidce.

6. Reduvlidiz.

7. Uydrometi-ida.

Family 1. ScuteHeridte.

2. Ptntatomidx.
3. Coreida.

4. Acant/tiidfe.

ffydrocoriitc.

Family 1: AejuWo*. Family 2. Noloncctidce.

HEMIRAMPHUS. [Esox.]
HEMITRAGUS. [CAPUE.E.]
HEMI'TRYPA, a genus of Kossil Polypiaria, in the Limestone of

Devonshire, allied to Feneatella. (Phillips.)
HEMLOCK. [Oomnt]
HEMLOCK, WATER. [CicuTA.]
HEMP. [CANNABIS.]
1 1 I :>IP-AGRIMONY. [Eoi'ATORiuM.]
II EMP-NETTLE. [GALKOPSIS.]
HENBANE. [HYOSCYAMUS.]
HEN HIT. [LAMIUM.]
HENIOCHUS. [CHATODON.]
HENNA. [LAWSONIA.]
HKNSLOVIA'CE^, a very small natural order of Exogens. Of

;hig order there is but one genus. Headovia, and three or four species.

They are all natives of the hot and damp parts of the East Indies.

They are all trees, with opposite entire exstipulate leaves, and minute

racemose apetalous flowers, with as many anthers sessile in the sinus

of the calyx as there are lobes of that organ ;
a 2-cclled many-seeded

ovary, and a single style.

Jlfiislovla pufirsrens.

1, a flower magnilk'il ; 2, a vertical section of the ovary.

In his 'Vegetable Kingdom' Dr. Liudley says of this order:
" After vain attempts at settling the true place of the genus Jfenslovia

in the natural system, some specimens with ripe fruit, for which I am
indebted to Mr. Griffith, place the question nearly at rest. The habit

of the plant was evidently that of Viburnum; but its superior ovary
and indefinite ovules forbade any reference to Caprifoils. But Hy-
drangeads differ from that order mainly in their indefinite seeds, small

quantity of albumen, and constant tendency to produce a superior

ovary. Jfentlovia agrees with them still further; the flowers are

polygamous, the seeds are winged, which is also the case in Hydrangea
cordifolia and others, and the albumen is wholly deficient. The chief

distinction consists in the complete adhesion of the styles into one

undivided cylinder; but in Hydrangeads we have the same pecu-



HEPATIC^. HKIIIUIUUM.

On ilia', account however
at rabtioa of Aranc, but iu decidedly

to UM uni.m of the two in the same

HKPATIC.K. that portion of the old family of Vri, or MOM*,
NBBoaly ** Urr-WortJ, have reoeivc.1 UiU name. In hi

M~+l. I* LbMller rrfer* UM older. RirtiaeT. Kqnut-
, MM! JfwdUafi**** to UM diviion Ilrpatica.

; RICCIACU; JuxouJUXxiACK.: MABCIIAKTUCEJI ;

IIKI'ATITK. (R*
UK i'ATl'S. Uln-.ll*. for a genus of Brachyuroiu frusta-UK '

ATI'S. LaUvilM* nro for geau* of Brmchyuroiu frusta

*, nUosd by M. MUot-Kdward* noderUM tribe of Calappiana, and

la UM Of-Moa of UM letter. establishing UM puMg* between th<

.'

. _. in their general form; the Ualappa,
to UM di.p.itioo of their chela; (manus); and

1 , *-':* they dilfcr bat little with reference to the

of UM orgaaiMtion of the mouth. The carapace U large,

regularly arched anteriorly, strongly narrowed po.-
iatie rvfwiu are very large, and the branchial region* very
The front ie narrow, straight, rather projecting, and placed a

good daal above UM M*d of the lateral border of the carapace, which

geloey iteatr awfer UM orbiU to reach the aides of the buccal frame.

The orwte are amall, circular, and placed on the name levl with the

Croat. The internal antrauv are aomewhat apart, and are bent back

vey obliquely under the front. The external antenna} occupy tlie

internal angle of UM orbit*, which they aeparate from the antennary
pita; lMrbaUry joint i* narrow, but rather long; the second is,

oo UM contrary, Mnall. and their terminal tem U nearly rudimentary.
UM boooal frame, which U very narrow forward*, and nearly regularly

trinyihr. prolong! iteelf beyond the lerel of the lower border of the

orbifa, and u entirely occupied by the external jaw-feet, the third

jotajt of which triangular and terminated internally by a straight
dcr which are concealed the remaining joints. The sternal

I it oral, and prewnta nothing remarkable. The anterior feet

are rtrooc; without being large, and are capable of a clone and exact

application agaiut UM lower surface of the body, where they are

entirely eoocealed : the band U surmounted by a crest, and the claws
are rather inclined downwards and inwards. The remaining feet are
of moderate length, and the abdomen is divided into seven joints in

The only specie* known, Htjalut faicialut (Calappa anyuttata of

Kabrictos; Cumar frmapi of Herbst; and Calapp* anyutlata of

BOK), and tt. OaiatM, are inbabitanU of the coasts of America : the
Ant having been found In the north and at the Antilles ; the second
oo UM coast of Valparaiso. (Milne-Edwards.)

HKPIAXin.K. a family of l-.pidonl.-nm. Inwcts of the section
Uftf .V<MTra of Ulreillc. The M-.th. M,,i,ging to this
ly are

distiafuUhed by the want of tongue, the wings being
Mesad. MOR aod narrow, ami UM thorax devoid of crest. Their

i lire In the inferior of vegetable*, on which they feed, or in some
**

!r*f*
to **"" *TOUD<1' "x* ftfd "P n * oU of plant* ;rf '

7 leaky, naked, and have six thoracic, eight abdominal, and

T^T ^"JP"*** " *> *egent* of the body denticulated.

^/
*

f^T^jP* <* ontalnd In this family are llepiatut, Count,

*
^? f*" HfUt"t ('abricitt.) UM anUnme are much shorter

t tbe Uwrat. the wiwpi an long and narrow, the posterior pair
be anterior. The larva live In the ground and up.m**'**teo* peaBta.

M *5T*Jy "?***** *"* *nooly known by the name of Qhott-
sn example of thi. genua. Thi. moth measure* fromU *o 1 UN*- ,n width wbeo UM wing, are expanded, and a large

' female U sometimes S inches iu width. The male u of au imma-
culate

silvery-white
colour above, and browu beneath. When on

I the wing, which is usually in the evening about twilight, it is seen

with tolerable distinctness if below the eye, on account of its white

rl,mr; but upon a slight change in its position, when the darker

colour of the underside of the wings is opposed to the eye, it xml-

ilriily disappears;
hence probably arise* the name which has bean

applied to it.

Mr. Stephens, in hi*
' British Entomology,' however accounts for

the name in another manner ; he saya it is
"
very common iu grassy

places in the middle of June, and not unfrequently met with in church-

yard*, whence it* name of Obost-Moth." The female Qhost-Mcitli in

very dissimilar in colour to the male ; indeed such is the case in all
'

this species of //epialta. The anterior wings are of a buff yellow
colour above, with spots of a deeper hue

;
the under wings are palish-

brown, having a faint pink-tint.
Five or six other specie* of this genus inhabit this country.

(Stephen*, Illiulrnlioni of Jiritith Entomology.)
HKKArl.KTM, a genua of Plants belonging to the natural oi.i.r

i'atbellifera and the tribe Pewxdanece. The calyx consists of 5 minute

teeth, the petals abcordate with an indexed point, the outer ones

radiant. There are thirty-four species noticed, but only one of

these is found in Great Britain, and few are applied to any u-. ful

parpoM,
//. ^j. , Cow-Parsnip, or Hog-Weed, has ternnto

]>i

leaves, the leaflets lobed or pinnatifid, cut, and serrated. Th
is about 4 feet high, the lower leaves very large, and the flowers white

or reddish. It is a native of Europe, and probably of Siberia, and
is found plentifully in the meadows and hedges of Cre.it Britain.

The whole plant affords wholesome and nourishing food for cattle,
and is collected in Sussex for fattening hogs ;

hence it is soni<

called Hog-Weed. Cows and rabbits are also fond of it, and horses

will sometimes eat it, but it does not appear to be s agreeable to

them. The Kamtschatkadalea and Huiwiiins are in the habit of using
the shoots and leaf-stalks as food, after the rind, which is bitter, has

been token off. They collect large bundles of the plants, and during
the process of drying the stalks become covered with a saccharine

efflorescence, which is esteemed a great delicacy. The Russians
distil an ardent spirit from the stalks thus prepared, by first ferment-

ing them in water with bilberries. The seeds of the plant ore diuretic

and stomachic, and exhale a powerful odour.
//. jntbaeeni has ternate leaves, somewhat pubescent beneath

;
the

leaflets toothed and pinnatifid ; the umbels of many rays ; involucre

from 1 to 2 leaves
;
the fruit elliptic having the disc rather villous.

It is a native of Taurida iu shady places, and of the Caucasus in

alpine places. The young shooU are filled with a sweet aromatic

juice, which is eaten by the natives of the Caucasus in a crude state.

II. J'yrtnaicum has large leaves, tomcutose beneath ; the leaflets

lanceolate, toothed, or ternate
;
the involucre of few leaves ;

the young
fruit covered with long hairs

;
the matured ones glabrous and nearly

orbicular. It is a native of the Eastern and Central Pyrenees, and of

Italy. 1 >. Don thinks that this plant is identical with the //. ;/

ferum of Willdcnow, which was supposed to yield the (ium Ammonia-
cum of commerce. Don has however identified the plant which yields
this gum, and has placed it in a new genus. [DOKKMA.]

All the species of tteracltum grow well iu any soil, and are cosily

propagated by seeds or by dividing the root.

(Don, IHchlamytltout Planti ; Burnett, Oultinet of Botany ; Babing-
ton, Manual of liritith Botany.)

II KKBAHIUM, the name given to specimens of Plants wli.n

have been collected and dried. The jwssession of an berh.-iriuiu is

nliiKwt essential to the study of systematic Botany, as it is impossible
to iMiltivatc at once the larger proportion of the species of plants which
inli.il.it the earth's surface. The use also of an herbarium will !

found constantly to supply the place of recent plnnta. Hence all

persons who study botany posses* themselves of an herbarium more
or less extensive according to the range and nature of their e;

The following hints for forming an herbarium are chiefly 'I

from Professor Bal four's valuable ' Class-Book of Botany :
'--

The specimens to be dried and kept in the herbarium should, if

possible, be gathered iu fine weather, and free from external moixtnrr.
In selecting tin-in care ahnuld be taken to have the plants in a i

state of growth, with nil the parts from which the characters f the

nrdi-r, genus, or species are taken. The entire plant, where
|

cable, should be preserved. Of course this in impossible with
but the completer the specimens the better fer study. In tn-c

tions of the branches, with the leaves, flowers, and fruit should be

taken, and, where possible, sections or small portions of the stem,
roots, 4c. In the case of tall and slender grasses and Hedges, they
may be folded once or twice backwards and forwards, to make rooui
f'-r them on a single sheet. Thick branches, root*, sterna, ftc. may be

split to allow of pressure. In plants with dioecious flowers, both th

nUminiferous and pistilliferous flowers should be obtained. Some
plants, u specie* of tho genus Ruhut and Kalis, demand that both

flowering and leafing shoots should be gathered. In glueing the

plants on to the paper, care must be taken to expose both si Jex, no that
all part* of the structure may be seen. Careful dissections of plants
may be dried and fattened on to paper, and th. se will facilitate
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subsequent examination very much. All bad, doubtful, injured, or

imperfect specimens should be rejected.
In collecting plants a trowel will be found useful, and when gathered

they should be placed in a tin box or vasculum till they are trans-

ferred to paper. Some plants require drying or pressure immediately.
Under these circumstances, Dr. Balfour recommends a field-book,

consisting of some bibulous paper strapped between two pieces of

board, into which the plants needing drying may be thrust at

once.

The paper employed may be ordinary blotting-paper, but the paper-
roakers have made a paper for botanical use which may be more

advantageously employed. In London, Bentall's drying-paper is used
;

there is also another paper used in Scotland, called the '

Edinburgh
botanical drying-paper.* It is made in sheets 3 8 inches long and
11 inches broad. This paper is included between boards. These
hhould be exactly the size of the drying-paper. Several sets of boards
of varying thicknesses should be employed, and pressure may be

applied by means of a weight or straps. The latter is the most easy
process whilst travelling. In order that the plants may dry freely,
various suggestions have been made for making holes in the boards
or forming them of a kind of framework, by which the air would

pass through.
In putting down the plants the following plan should be pursued :

" A parcel of not less than four sheets of paper is put on one of the
outside boards, then one or more specimens are laid on this sheet

according to their size. The specimens should be spread out care-

fully, their natural habit being preserved as far as possible. When
plants require to be folded, the slips of paper already mentioned are

passed over the bent portions so as to retain them in their position.

Having placed one specimen or set of specimens on the sheet, another

parcel of not less than four sheets is laid over them ;
and in doing

this the leaves and other parts are arranged with the hand or the

forceps. The same process is repeated until a dozen or more such

parcels have been arranged one over the other. Then a thin board is

inserted, and other parcels of paper and specimens are arranged above

it, until they are exhausted, or until the bundle is of sufficient size.

Another such board is then laid on the top, and the whole is subjected
to pressure. The paper is changed after twelve hours' pressure, the

plants being lifted by means of the forceps and placed in dry parcels
of paper, while that which is moist is hung up to dry. The intervals

between the changing of the paper may be increased or diminished

according to circumstances." Very succulent and wet plants require

frequent changing and mueh drying. Most specimens will dry in

eight or ten days. Succulent plants need to be killed first by iminer-
.-!"it in boiling water. Aquatic plants and wet plants should be placed
in a napkin and pressed before they are put into the paper. The
moist paper will dry in ten or twelve hours. Along with the plant a
label should be inserted, with all particulars known about the speci-

men, as where gathered, what elevation, &c.

When the specimens are thoroughly dry a selection is made for the

herbarium. These should be fastened by means of thin fine glue on
thick wide paper, 17 inches long and 10J inches broad. The name of

the plant, its locality, or any other particulars, may be then written

on the paper. In order to preserve the specimens from the attacks

of insects, &c., they should be touched with a strong solution of

corrosive sublimate in camphorated spirit, or in a solution of naphtha
(half a drachm to the ounce). The sheets may then be arranged in a

case, according to their genera or natural orders.

Fruit*, specimens of wood and bark, large roots, lichens and algae
on rocks and .-tunes, may be arranged in drawers, glazed cases, or glass

j.ir*. Succulent fruits and roots are best preserved in a strong solution

nf salt and water, or in pyroligncous acid, diluted with 35 parts of

water, or in alcohol. In some instances a solution of 4 ounces of bay
salt, 2 ounces of burnt alum, and 5 grains of corrosive sublimate, in

rts of boiling water, has been used with advantage. These

jars are best covered with a stout piece of caoutchouc tied round
the neck.

For the preparation of specimens for the microscope, see MICROSCOPE
in AKTS AMI S. . Div.]
HKKIM'AIUS. [PARIS.]
HKKOJNITK. [SPINEL.]
HKKDKKITE, a Mineral, which occurs in crystals embedded in

fluur at Klin nfriedersdorf in Saxony. Primary form a right rhombic

prism. Cleavage parallel to the lateral planes, and hi the long diagonal
nf the prism. Fracture small, coucboidal. Hardness 6. Colour

grayish and yellowish-white. Streak white. Lustre vitreo-resinous ;

, transparent. Specific gravity, 2'985.

HEBI'ADES, a genus of Hymenopterous Insects of the section
ffra, (Latreille) and family Apida. Distinguishing characters :

llody elongated, slender, almost cylindrical, that of the males with a
small cavity beneath near the apex; mandibles triangular ; maxillary

i 'J-jointed.
The little bees belonging to this genus, we are informed by Latreille,

make their nest* in holes in old trees ; we presume that, as in the

genus dutlottoma, the holes are made by the bees themselves.
// '",'i'inularum, a species very common in various parts of Eng-

land, is about a quarter of an inch in length, of a black colour, and

nsjly covered with grayish hairs. This little bee is by far the

smallest British spec-its known of the family to which it belongs ; it

is common during the summer and autumnal months in the flowers

of the various species of Campanula, and apparently is never foundi n
the flowers of any other genus of plants.

" The males are often taken

asleep in these flowers
;
their abdomen is then doubled, so that the

tubercle with which its base is armed fits into the cavity near the
anus."

(Kirby, Monographia Apvm Anglia
1

; Latreille, Genera Criistaccorwn
et Intectwum.)
HERM^-EA. [NUDIBRANCHIATA.]
HERMAPHRODITE. [MONSTER.]
HERMASIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Paronychiacece. It has 5 sepals ;
5 filiform petals inserted with the

5 stamens on a perigynous ring; 2 stigmas nearly sessile; fruit 1-

seeded, indehiscent, membranaceous
;
leaves opposite. The species

are insignificant plants. Three have been recorded as natives of

Great Britain. One, II. hirsuta, is a doubtful native; the other two
are very rare.

H. ylabra has a prostrate herbaceous stem, with clusters of sessile

flowers coalescing on the lateral branches into a slightly leafy spike.
It has been found in Suffolk and Lincolnshire in England, and in West
Kerry, Ireland.

H. ciliata. .The sepals are tipped with a large bristle ;
the clusters

of flowers are distinct, sessile, and axillary. It has been found at

Lizard Point, Cornwall.

HERMINIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Orckidaceai and the tribe Oplirydinece. The perianth is bell-shaped,

segments all erect ; lip 3-lobed, tumid beneath at the base, without a

spur ; glands of the stalks of the pollen-masses exserted, naked.
H. monorchit, the Musk-Orchis, is a British species. The stem is

about six inches high, and the spike of flowers is dense and slender
;

the sepals are ovate and greenish, (Babingtou, Manual.)
HERMIT-CRAB, the common English name for the well-known

crustaceans that occupy the empty turbinated shells of testaceous

mollusks. [PAGURUS.]
HERNANDIA. [HERNANDIACE.K]
HERNANDIA'CEvE, a natural order of incomplete Exogenous

Plants. It has monoecious or hermaphrodite flowers, with an iuvolu-

cellum in the pistiliferous and hermaphrodite flowers ; a petaloid calyx,

tubular, 4-8-parted, deciduous; definite stamens inserted into the

calyx iu two rows, of which the outer is often sterile, with the anthers

bursting longitudinally ; the ovary superior, 6-celled, with a pendulous
ovule and peltate stigma ; a drupaceous fruit with one seed, which is

pendulous ;
the embryo is inverted, without albumen

;
the cotyledons

somewhat lobed, shrivelled, and oily. The species are trees with
alternate entire leaves, and flowers arranged iu axillary or terminal

spikes or corymbs.
This order has be?n constituted by Blume. It contains only two

genera, Hernandia and Inocarpui. These were sometimes referred

to Myristicaceif, from which they differ in the absence of albumen
from their seeds. Their longitudinal anthers distinguish them from
the Laurace<e, in which order they have also been placed. Their

affinity is undoubtedly with Thymeleacea, from' which they differ only
in their drupaceous fruit, lobed cotyledons, and the involiicel to some
of the flowers.

Hernandia, the typical genus of this order, was named after Her-

nandez, a naturalist sent out to Mexico by Philip II. of Spain ; and
it is said to have been given to these plants, which have large leaves

and little flowers, in allusion to the great opportunities afforded to

this naturalist and the little use he made of them. The characters

of this genus are the same as the order.

If. sonora is a toll erect tree, with cordate peltate leaves, yellowish

panicled flowers, a large inflated succulent calyx, with a small roundish
entire mouth. It is a native of the various parts of the East and
West Indies, and has obtained its name ' sonora

' from the noise made

by the wind in whistling through its persistent involucels. The bark,
the seed, and the young leaves of this tree are slightly cathartic.

Rumphius says that the fibrous roots chewed and applied to wounds
infected with the Macassar poiaon, act as an effectual cure. The juice
of the leaves is employed as a depilatory. It destroys the hair wherever

it is applied, and this without producing pain. The wood of this species
is very light, and Aublet says that the wood of II. Guiancnsis takes

fire readily from a flint and steel, and may be used as tinder. Several

species of Hernandia are mildly purgative.

(Lindley, Natural System; Liudley, Flora Medica ; Burnett,
Outlines of Botany.)
HERNSHAW, or HERONSHAW, a name for the Common Heron.

[ABDEA.]
HERON. [A'RDEA.]
HERON'S-BILL. [ERODIUM.]
HERPESTES (Illiger), a genus of Digitigrade Carnivorous Mam-

malia allied to the Civets. It is the Ichneumon of Lacdpede, Geoffrey,
and others ;

the Manguila of Olivier and others
;
and the Mangouste

of the French.

It has the following characters : Feet short, with 5 deini-palmated

toes, armed with claws which are slightly retractile
; tongue furnished

with horny papilla) ; ears small ; a voluminous simple pouch, which

does not contain odoriferous matter, and at tho bottom of which, the
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va* israad. Body very much aloagated ; tail long, troiijf at iu

&ura of tho for Mnnk*L DcaUl formula :

a i-l e-
_

fcUowtac oat (F. Carkr) exhibits the dentition generally of tbc

la. !<4>iii. GoBDoH and .fNuWonu-i ; fur. though UMTS arc

icular .l.ffrrmcr.. th.y an. not sofflcient in UM opinion of K.

Tntb of Ichneumon (IlrrftUn).

Mr. Bennett ha* noticed Home pcculinritim in tho dentary system
f tb-w aniaala, In //. f-it-iaim and //. (!aml>\an<u he bund the

nt r

Th i

; .mix.. =
; molan,

O,
30.

II, simple, and regular; the canines of mode-
rat* aia< ; UM Aral two false molars of the normal form ; the third

airr of rather small aUo, compared with iU analogue in genera
decidedly carnivorous; and the but two, in both jaws, tuber-

is. Tb rudimentary false molar mentioned by K. Cuvier wa-,
Mr. UMUMU oban-rea, wanting ia both theae ipeoiei ; nor could iU
abasao* be owing to UM
far bo tails us <*

.-I! td as he remark*.
. J evidently young animals, though arrived

aladuHaira. IU ratirw absence waa furthw confirmed by the situation
of UM teeth raap*ctiv*ly In UM reciprocal position of the jawa, the
n* inferior UM molar Ailing up the entire vacant |wce between
UM enrre.poBdiug superior tooth and UM canine of the same jaw.- TW. ryatom," writes Mr. Bennett,

"
differs considerably from that"

Mrtc* by F. Cuvtsr (' Donto dea Mammiforea,' i. 99),
I raopoota with UM description of M. Deamareat The
vr ia equally foreign to the aooounU of both these

Mhora, aad. wars M* all th. other character, so perfectly accordant
, would docklmlly indicate a new genus.

' my note* under the name of Mtingot, but with
MMIwUua, M 1 have only been able to examine a single

i // rinieollu, Bennett). DroUl formuU :

42

> nave nothing remarkable either in form
Tk. An* fal*. molar in either iaw ia tul-erculous ; the

I and third ooMist of one large conical fang in the centre, and a
_x taborow oa nok side of ft ; then follows the oarnaaaier, and

flor H two tubrrculotu teeth in the upprr and three in the lower
aw. Tfco Ant of UMM in UM upper jaw is large and triangular; the

aecond abort and broad, ita latitudinal dimenuoug more tlmn doubling
iU longitudinal ; the three of the lower jaw are amall, aiinplo, rather

diatant from each other, and of cylindrical furm. This ia a xyntoin of

dentition which a* far aa I am aware ia altogether peculiar, and if

confirmed by the examination of other specimens will undoubtedly
form the type of a new genus. Perhaps further and more rigid exa-

mination may even detect different species from the difiereut localities,

aa specimens have arrived for the Society from Trarancore and Bombay,
and one from Madras, at the British Museum."
The species of the genus Htrpttta are found in Asia and Africa,

Arrangement and Natural History. Liunicus, in his last edition <.f

the 'Hystcma Natunc,' gives one species of Ichneumon uml>

name of IVirrro Irhntumvn, his genus Yirerra being placed between
the Cats (Ptlii), and Weasels (Mtutda). It stands aa the first speciea
of the genus, and three varieties are noticed, one of them with a query
whether it may not be a distinct specie*. The first of theae varieties

ii- evidently the celebrated Egyptian Ichneumon (Ichneumon J'ltaraonu

of Oeoflroy, Ilrrjxttet Pharaonit of Dctmareat and others).
Omelin gives three species, namely Vinrra Ichneumon (the

Kgyptian), 1'. Mango, and, apparently, I", cafra.
.nt

places
it among the ' Wecaels.'

Cuvicr gives the form (Lea Mangoustes) a position between Para-
doj-urtu and Ryvrna (the Suricates).

Dr. (Jr.iv arranges the Ichneumons (Herptttet, Illiucr) un!

J-'eiiiltr, in his fourth sub-family IVremna, bu-tween

and Vrouarchu* (F. Cuvicr).
Dr. Fischer places the form, under the name of Mongolia, between

iffphitit and Crouarchta : he enumerates nine species.
H. Leaaon, in his

'

Manuel,' arranges it, under the name of Jc/tneu-

moo, between Gtnetta and Croaarchta.
Mr. Swainson's '

I'irerina,' Musk-Weasels (Viverrina-\ form tlir

first sub-family of his family Miulrlidrr. Jlcrptittt, which i- :

between Cynictit and Virerra (Linnaeus), is tho second genus of ilna

sub-family.
H. Ichneumon, the Ichneumon (Ichneumon Pharaonit, Virerra

Ichneumon, a, of Linmcus). The fur a mixture of chestnut-brown
ami yellow, each hair being aunulated with those two colours; tin:

feet and muzzle black or deep chc.--tnut
;
the tail terminated by a

tuft of long hairs.

This appears to have been one of the sacred animals of tho ancient

Egyptians ;
and wo read in Herodotus (ii. 67) that the Ickneuta:

(ixMi/TaJ), which the best critics consider to be synonymous with Ich-

neumons, were, as well as dogs, buried "
in holy repositories." 1

ia no good reason to doubt that it is the Ichneumon Clxvevjuw) of
Aruitotle (' Hist Anim.,' ix. 6 ; vi. 20, 85), Diodorus Siculug, Strabo,
-Klian, and others; and as little that it is the Ichneumon of Pliny.
Aristotle (ix. 6) relates, that when the Ichneumon sees the serpent
called the Asp or Aspic ('Ainr(s), he does not attack it till he has colled
to his assistance other ichneumons, and in order to defend themselves
from the venomous bites of the snake, they cover themselves with
mud by rolling on the earth after having dipped themselves in the.

water.

I'liny ('Hist. Nat,' viii. 24), gives a somewhat similar account
I'ioilorus and Strabo relate a much more m:nv< lions feat

;
nor is

Pliny slow to lend his aid in spreading the wonderful t:ile, hmv, when
the crocodile is lulled asleep with oi>en jaws, the Ichneumon dart

like a weapon down his throat and gnaws his entrails (
"

alviim"). ('Hist Nat,' viii. 25.) It may be thought hardly worth
while to refute such a fable ; but it was long entertained as credible,
ninl it may not be amiss to turn to Sonniiii's observations on this

l)int, more especially aa they contain some interesting rcmni
the habits of the animal "

Much," says Sonuini, who speaks of tho
Ichneumon as one of those animals which the Egyptians have domes-
ticated, "has been written concerning it, and much of this writing
baa been fabulous. It was one of the animals held sacred in ancient

Honours were mult-red to it on its death
;

it was maintained
"1' the greatest solicitude during life

;
funds were set apart for its

support ; they served up to it, as to cats, bread steeped in milk, or
fish of the Nile cut down into morsels

;
and it was generally forl,id-

den to kill any of the race. Object of tho worship of a cclei

people, the pretended protector of the most singular country in the
world against a scourge tho most grievous to an agricultural nation,
a stranger and unknown in our elimates what a field for tho pro-
duction of the marvellous? Accordingly it has not been s;

The greater part of travellers have seen the Mangouste without

examining it; and with their minds prejudiced by tho stories which
the ancients and tho moderns have spread respecting it, they have

miooeasively copied their relations." Sonuini then, after a compli-
ment to liuffon, and a statement that he had had it in his power to

observe the Mangouste in its native country and in its state of liberty,

proceed* as follows :

" With very great dispositions to familiarity,
the Mongoustes are not altogether domestic in Egypt Not only do

they now rear none in their habitations, but the inhabitants have not
even the rerolleetion that their ancestors reared any. Most probably

;

then those which Belon and Prosper Alpin assert that they had seen

I domesticated were merely a few individuals preserved rather as objects
of curiosity than for any useful purpose ;

for if they hunt away rats

and mice, they likewise seize upon the poultry; and this appetite
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would more than overbalance the good which they could do in purging
the houses of noxious animals, which cats would destroy more cer-

tainly and with less inconvenience. Having some resemblance in

their habits to weasels and polecats, they fe rd upon rats, birds, and

reptiles. They ramble about the habitations of men
; they even steal

into tbem, in order to surprise the poultry and devour their egcs. It

is this natural fondness for eggs which prompts them frequently to

scratch up the sand with the intention of discovering those which the
crocodiles deposit there, and it is in this manner that they prevent,
in reality, the excessive propagation of these detestable animals. But
it is absolutely impossible to abstain from laughing, and not without

reason, when we read of their leaping into the extended mouths of

the crocodiles, of their sliding down into their belly, and not returning
till they have eaten through their entrails.* If some Mangoustcs
have been seen springing with fury on little crocodiles presented to

them,t it was the effect of their appetite for every species of reptiles,
and no at all that of a particular hatred, or of a law of nature, in virtue

of which they would have been specially commissioned to check the

multiplication of those amphibious animals, aa many people have

imagined.J It had been equally reasonable to say that nature placed
Mangoustes on earth merely to prevent the too treat propagation of

chickens, to which they are far more hostile in reality than to croco-

diles. And what proves more clearly that men have been mistaken
in ascribing such intentions to nature respecting Mangoustes is this

in more than half of the northern part of Egypt, that is to say, in

that part comprised between the Mediterranean Sea and the city of

Siout, they are very common, although thre are no crocodiles there ;

whilst they are more rare in Upper Egypt, where the crocodiles are,
in their turn, more numerous. The Mangoustes are nowhere more
multiplied than in Lower Egypt, which, better cultivated, more
inhabited, more humid, and more shaded, presents also more abund-

antly the means of supplying them with prey and with food, and, I

again repeat it, crocodiles never appear there."

Kjrrptian Ichneumon (Ichneumon F/iaraonii}.

That Belon saw this Ichneumon in Egypt there can be no doubt.
That accurate observer, in the '

Portraits," gives a figure of it super-
scribed " Portrait de 1'Ichneumon, que les Egyptiens nominent Rat
de Pharaon." Beneath is the following

'

quatrain :

'

"
Voy le portrait du Rat de Pharaon,
Qui chit8o aux Rats, comme fait la Belcttc :

An demeurant fort cauteleiue beate,

Qui antrement est nommi'e Ichneumon."

Hasselquist mentions the Viterra Ichneumon, the Ichneumon of the

Nile, as met with in Upper and Lower Egypt, living, during the inun-
dation of the Nile, in gardens and near the village?, but, in the dry
season, as dwelling in the fields and near the banks of the river. He
says that it creeps slowly along, aa if ready to seize its prey, and that
it feeds on plants, eggs, and fowls, killing the latter in the night, when
it frequents the villages. He states that in Upper Egypt it searches
for the egtfs of the crocodile, which lie hid in the sand on the shore,
and eats them, preventing by that means the increase of that dangerous
animal. " The Ichneumon," he continues,

"
may easily be tamed, and

frequently goes about the houses like a cat >Ir. Barton, who has
been the English consul nineteen years in Egypt, baa kept a tame one
for several years. It makes a growling noise, and barks when it is

very angry. The Arabians call it Nems. The French in Egypt, who
give everything they don't know names of their own making, have
called this Rat de Pharaon, which Alpin and Belon have followed,
and called it Mia Pharaonit (the Mouse of Pharaoh). The resem-
blance it has to a mouse (Mui terratrit) in regard to the colour and
hair might have induced ignorant people who know nothing of natural

history, to call it a mouse
;
but I cannot conceive why they should call

it
' Pharaoh's Mouse.' The Egyptians were too intelligent in the time

of I'haraoh to call it a mouse, having knowledge enough to give true

descriptions and significant names to all natural bodies
;
nor is it at this

day called Phar by the Arabs, which is the name for mouse, but they
call it Nems. What is related concerning its entering the jaws of
the crocodile is fa'oulous." Hasselquist travelled during the years
1749-50-51-52 : Sonnini's travels commenced in 1777, and terminated
in 1780. In the Arabic used in the neighbourhood of Tangier, whence
two specimens were sent by Mr. Drummond Hay to the Zoological

ty of London, Iferpcula Pharaonii is called Serro.

* Sonnini'a note*. See almost all the ancient authors, and, among the

modern*, Maillrt, Jaana, and others.

t Maillet, Dwcr. de 1'Efjrpto.'

t Maillet, *c.
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Mr. Bennett, in his account of a specimen of Herpeitet rjriseus ke] it

in the Tower, says that on one occasion it killed no fewer than a dozen

full-grown rats, which were let loose to it in a room sixteen feet square,
in less than a minute and a half.

The story of the Ichneumon Muwyo, or Mungos (Viverra Mungo of

Gmelin), having recourse to the plant Hampaddu Tanah, or Mungo-
root, as an antidote when bitten by serpents in its encounters with

them, will be found in the ' Anicenitates Exotica;
'

of Ksempfer, who
says (p. 574) that he had one of these animals which slept with him,
and followed him about like a dog through the city and fields.

H. badius, the Ratlamuchi, is a native of South Africa. Dr. A.

Smith, in the work above quoted, says that H. badius appeared
restricted to sandy districts abounding in brushwood, and in these

was occasionally seen running from one copse to another. He states

that it is extremely shy, and flies with great rapidity on the

approach of man to its hiding-places. Nothing except the remains of
insects were found in the stomachs of those which were procured by
the expedition ;

but Dr. Smith adds, that, if the natives are to be

believed, 11. badim feeds with avidity also upon lizards, snakes, mice,
&c. Lucan and Rumphius both notice the skill of the Ichneumon in

seizing serpents by the throat so as to avoid injury. Lucan, who
names it Piiariat, describes its attack on the Egyptian asp elegantly
and at length (iv. 724).

Dr. J. E. Gray states that there are two very distinct varieties of
this species. The one described by Dr. Smith is of a red bay, the
hairs being of a uniform colour except a few just over the shoulder-

nape, which have a black subapical ring. The other has most of the
hairs of the back and sides with long white tips edged below with a

black band, giving the back a grizzled appearance.
The following species are given in the 'British Museum Cata-

logue :'

//. Widdrinytonii, the Andalusian Ichneumon. South of Europe ;

Sierra Morena.
II. Coffer, Cape Ichneumon. South of Africa,

H. Mntgigdla, the Mutgigella. Abyssinia.
II. Smithii, Dr. Smith's Ichneumon. Cape of Good Hope.
H. apiculatut, Brown-Tipped Ichneumon. * Cape of Good Hope.
]{. Javanicut, the Garangan. Java.

//. griseui, the Moongus. India
; NepauL

If. Nyuia, the Nyula. India
; Nepaul.

H. paludotut, Brown Ichneumon. Cape of Good Hope.
//. brathyurus, Malacca Ichneumon. Malacca.

H. punctulatui, Spotted Ichneumon. South Africa
; Natal.

This last species has been recently described by Dr. J. E. Gray, who
says it most nearly approaches H. Mutgigella.
HERPETOLOGY (from 'Ep-rrfrbv and Aoy&s), the branch of science

which treats of the structure, habits, and classification of Reptiles.

[RKITILE ; ALLIGATOR; CROCODILUS; AMPHIBIA; OPHIDIA; CHEI.ONIA;
ICHTHYOSAURUS ; PLESIOSAURUS

;
PTERODACTYL ; SAURIA ; BOID&]

HERRERITE, a Mineral occuring in reniform masses. Cleavage
in three directions, affording rhomboidal fragments with curved faces.

Colour pistachio- emerald- and grass-green; streak yellowish-gray.
Hardness 4'0 to 4'5 ; brittle. Lustre vitreous to pearly, and shining on
fresh surfaces; translucent. Specific gravity 4'3. It is found at

Albarradon in Mexico. The following is an analysis by Herrera :

Carbonic Acid 31-86

Peroxide of Nickel 12'32

Tellurium 55'58

99-76

This mineral is probably a mixture rather than a definite compound.
HERRING. [CLUPEID*.]
HERSCHELLITE, a Mineral which occurs in attached hexagonal

crystals, associated with Phillipsite, in the cavities of trap, and also

in granular Olivine. Primary form a rhomboid
; cleavage not ascer-

tained. Fracture conchoidal. Hardness 4 to 4 '5. Specific gravity 2'11.

Translucent or opaque ;
colour white. Found at Aci Reale in Sicily.

"CHABAZITE.]
HE'SIONE, the name of a genus of Dorsibranchiate Annelida,

with a short but rather stout body, composed of a few ill-defined

rings. A very long cirrhus, which probably executes the function

of branchiae, occupies the upper part of each foot, which has also

another lower one and a packet of fine bristles. The pro"boscis of

Hesime is large, and without either jaws or tentacles.

HESPERIDIUM, one of those fruits which, in common botanical

language, is confounded with the word Bacoa [BACCA], but which
indicates a different structure. It has a tough separable rind, the
seeds hardly lose their attachment when ripe, and the cells readily

separate through the dissepiments. Of this nature is the fruit of

the orange, which is the type of the Jlesperidium. [FRUIT.]
HESPERI'IDJE (Stephens), a family of Lepidopterous Insects of

the section Lepidoptera diurna of Latreille. They have the following
characters : Antennae terminated by a distinct club, generally with
a minute hook at its extremity ;

tibiso with two pairs of spurs, one
at the apex, and the other near the middle

; claws very small, bifid
;

body thick
; wings small, the posterior pair with a groove to receive

the abdomen. The larvae are pubescent, or naked, and have a large
head ; pupa smooth, inclosed in a web.
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i have a large head, tod a thicker body and

typical apecWe; they an monpw at

by their 'poexnaing two pain of apun,
r MiBH, to Ike bfi; tbrtriht U abort and in frequent jrrks; hence

Ik*? * nosiv*.! UM BUM of Skipprn.
// ^hmmmt i* about on* inch and a qnarter in width ; the wing*

at* of a rkn brownub-yWIow above, with the outer margin* deep-

brow. ; Ik* anterior wing* an spotted toward* the apex with yellow,
aad bae an oblong Mack da*h near the baa* ; the posterior wings
Uv* MOM todirtiiKt .pou.

Thi. butterfly, which is very common in various part, of England.
*d i* cby found on tb* borden of wood*, will afford an example
of UM tribe of which we an treating.
TW. an *mnl other apeci** of the family ifttperiidtt found in

Uu. country, of which UM bym* atftolni may be noticed. Thi* U
IrttW black butterfly with numerou* diver-like spot*, and is known

by Ik* EmdMh *domaogiU by the name of the Grizzled Skipper.
HT8PBEU (from Hpnu*,' the evening), a genu. of Plant*

^T'-rr
1
!! to Ik* natural order Ontifmr, and the tribe Sitymtna.

Tb* lowem emit a sweet fragrance during the night, and hence the

(MM derive, it* name. The pod*an quadrangular, or ub-compressed,
k* vain. kwbd and somewhat swerved, the aeed* in a-ingle row.

Tb*n an only three sprcin enumerated, and none of these are made
M* of by man but a* ornamental and iweetcceuted plant*.

//. >! alia, Dam*'. Violet, i* the only British species ; it has an

net branched item, ovate lanceolate leave*, and Urge handsome lilac

fragrant Bower*. The bdic* of Germany have pot* of thi. plant

placed in their apartment* ; bence it ha* be -n called Dame's Violet

rarkmeon call* it Qo**n'. Oilliflower ; and Gerard, Damask Violet,

All tk* specie, thrive beat in a light rich noil, and require the same
treatment a* moat other tardy garden-plant*.

(Don, lXrUamrd*o*i Plant* ; Babington, Manual.)
HETEROBKANCHIA'TA, X. De Blainville'i name for the fourth

order of hi. Aceplkalopkora.
The lrt Family (Arodian.) U divided into two tribe. : 1, Simple

A aridin, of which Bipupillaria and Podia are examples. [Bir.\rn.-
LABIA ; FODIA.] 2, Aggregated A^AIim._ an example of which is

Jfrrwllmt. [TrsirATA ; HOTRTUJDJS.]
The 2nd Family oonsute of the Salpaoeau*, and i* alao divided into

two tribe*: 1, the Simple (BipAora, Ac.) ; 2, the Aggregate (Pyrotoma).
[SALT*.]

II ETEKO'CERCAL, the term chosen by M. Agaaais to expreas a

penuliar form of the tail* of fishes, which affords a very obvious, and,
a* far a* yet appear*, a very correct indication of the geological age of
fnnilinn Among existing fishe* the tail is either simple, as in the

ed, bifurcate, a* in the salmon, expanded to a round figure, a* in the

mitmi, or unequally bilobate, a. in the shark. It U to this latter

irregular form of tail that the term Heterocercal i* applied : the

others, by way of distinction, an called Homocercal.

tarfc.

Tk peculiarity of UM Heterooercal Fishes is that the vertebral
column ran* along tb* upper caudal lobe : in the other forms of tail
It i. qrB.mttrv-.llr placed with ncpect to the posterior finny expan-
ton. B. Aguois ha. found this peculiarity of the tail, which is leasti.-,- .^ .,

aoatotd to p^rtieuu,. p^ to
.of whatever group, and however

mpMto, which occur in itrate older than the
lie in and above that ytem Homocercal form.

-
-f geological time

; and among~
to physical condition*

lion

the

MMM among living f*bea, and oo

bejooc
to everr specie, of fiabea, of

aUbrnig hi other rest^cU, which <.

OolWc "1 ' wh * *aA *bolr*

that it i. M animal economy, we prefer the opinic
mark* of the aauroid character of U

the Heterooarcal to the ordinary t

c** m- to P<rimmi FttnUt.)

IIKTKKU'CKUUS, a genu* of Pentamerou* Coleopterous Insect*

rstabliahed by Bosc. Latreille places it in his second aection of his

amily dovioonui, and forms of it a tribe under tha name of Acatt-

\apaia, on account of the flattened broad limbs armed with Bpim-s.
'heee beetle* have small oval depressed bodies, and eleven-jointed

antenna:, the last six articulation* forming a cylindrical club. They
re in sand or mud, by streams or among marshes, burrowing iu

be ground by mean* of their spiuou* tibuc. When disturbed or

alarmed they come out of their holes. The larrw live in the same
Hunt ions with the perfect insects. Several species are found hi Britain.

HKTEKOCLIN. [MAX.ivMMB.]
HKTKKODON, M. De Blaiuville's name for a genus of Dolphins,

'ho term lldrrodon had been applied by M. De Beauvoi* to a genus
jf er|ieuts placid by Cuvier under hi* great genu* Coluber. [CETACK*.]
HKTHIioiJAXGLlA'TA. The J/aei-ogattgliata of IVofessor Owen

comprise all the AfiMutca of Cuvier, with the exception of the

Cirripedi*.
HKTEKOOYNA. [HIMENOPTEBA.]
H KTERO'MKUA, the second section of Coleopterous Insect* in the

arrangement of Latreille, including such as have five articulations in

the first four tarsi, anil four in the two posterior. They are all

vegetable feeders. Latreille divided the Uetcrumcra into four

group*:
1st, the Heleuoma, dusky or black insect*, for the most part apterous

and having hard elytra, which are often anchylosed. Their jaws are

umished with a hook, their claws are
simple,

and their eyea are

oblong and depressed, a character which indicate* nocturnal habits.

They live in sand, or under stones, and often in cellars and vaults.

They are very tenacious of life, living many mouths after being
transfixed by a pin and placed in the cabinet. Doubtless this is owing
:o the quantity of fat in their bodies, which much exceeds that found
in allied iusccts, and enables them to subsist for a long period with-

out food. They are found in all parts of the world. The gen. ra

I'imelia, Blapi, and Tcneliriu are types of as many tribes among the

Melatoma. The Darkling Beetle, Blapi mortiiaga [BLAhsj, and the

Meal-Worm, Tencbrio molilor, arc familiar British examples.
2nd, the Taiicorna, insects without hooked jaws, with more or

less square bodies, hard elytra, wings, short antennae, and feet adapted
for running, furnished with simple claws. They live under the bark
of trees, or in the fungi pariaitical on their trunks. A few live on the

{round under stones. The genera Diaptr'u and Coryphiu are type*
of tribes in this division.

3rd, the Stcndytra, which differ from the preceding in the struc-

ture of the antennae, those organs being perfoliate or clavate in the

Taiicornei, but simple among the insects of the present section, lu

other respects they are similar. The genera Hylujn, CitUUa, Dirccea,

(Kdemera, and Myctera, are type* of tribes. They mostly inhabit

wood. The (JEdemerte are found on flowers : they fly well.

4th, the Trathdidet, beetle* having triangular or heart-shaped
heads, remarkable for being pedunculated. The neck is not retractile.

Their bodies are soft, and furnished with wings, protected by flexible

elytra. The jaws ore not furnished with hooks, and the claws are bifid.

Lagria, Pyrochora, MorJdla, Anlkecta, J/oria, and Meloe ore typos of

tribe* in this division. In the tribe of Uantluiridca, of which ifdoe
is the type, are found the Blistering Beetles, which were probably the

insect* known to the ancient* under the name of Bupreitit, and

regarded as poison to cattle and oven to man. [CANTIIAUIII ji.]

HETEKUMYS, a genus of Animals belonging to the orl.r
Rodtntia. The genus is described as having the cheek-pouches of the

Hamsters, the general form of the body and tail of the Rats properly
so called, and the dorsal flattened spines of Echimyt, Geoff. (Lonelier, t,

Illiger). The dental system is unknown; feet with six callosities

below, and five toes, the internal toe very small. (Lesson.) //. Thornf-

tonii, Lesson (Oricctui anomalui, Deem. ; Hut anomaliu, Thompson ;

Daiynotut anomaltu), the Spiny-Pouched Hat. It haa the habits and
in of the size of a rat It is a native of the island of Trinidad. (See
Linn. Tram., vol. xi. p. 161, t 10.)
HKTEROPODA (Lamarck), the fifth order of the Gasteropodous

Miilltuca according to Cuvier's arrangement They are dutinguixli. <1

from all other MoUutm by their foot, which, instead of forming a hori-

zontal dine, is compressed into a vertical muscular lamina, which '

ln-.v

use as a fin
; and on the edge of which, in several species, is a sucker

in the form of a hollow cone that represent* the disc of the other
orders. It embraces the genera Carinaria, Atlanta, and t'irola.

[ATLANTA ; CAHINAHIA.]
II KTKUO'PORA, a genus of Polypiaria, proposed by De BUinville

to include species of the genus Ceriopora of Uoldfuss, which have

unequal cellules. From the Chalk of Maastricht (Manuel tfA cti-

noloyie.)
1 1 1 TEROPTERA. [HnMiPTElu.1
HETEROPUS. [MACBOPODIDJS.J
HKTEROSITE. [Mxj(UNK8.]
I! I'.IVHE'ltA, a genus of Plant* named in honour of John Henry

<!' Hcucher, professor of botany at Wittemberg, and the author of the
'
llrirtiiH Wittenbcrgensis.' This genus belongs to the natural order

Sofifragacea, and consi*ts of about sixteen species. It has a
j

nent 5-cleft calyx with an imbricated tcativation
;
uu<lm<l< d > .< .; li.il

unequal petal*; stamens; 2 styles, very long, distinct, the length
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of the stamens, eventually diverging ; the capsule crowned by the
withered flower, at the lower part united to the calyx, 1-celled,

dehiscing between the styles. The species are herbs with leafless

stems, radical leaves, and racemose or panicled flowers.

H. Americana, Alum-Root, has rough scapes and leaves, and the
whole plant pubescent ;

the leaves on long petioles, somewhat 5-7-

loted, toothed; the inflorescence elongated, panicled; the lobes of

the calyx short, obtuse ;
the petals lanceolate, the length of the calyx ;

the stamens much exserted. This plant is a native of North America,
where it has obtained, on account of its astringent properties, the

name of Alum-Root. It contains tannin, and it is to this priuciple
that its astringent character is to be ascribed. The other species
contain tannin, but are not used for any purpose in the arts or

medicine.

(Don, Dichlamydeout Plantt ; Lindley, Flora Medico.)
HEULAND1TE, a Mineral occurring crystallised and masfivtv

Primary form an oblique rhombic prism. Cleavage parallel to the

oblique diagonal of the prism, very distinct. Fracture uneven,

slightly conchoidal. Hardness 3-5 to 4. Brittle. Colour white,
brown, gray, yellow, and red. Translucent, transparent. Lustre

vitreous, pearly on the cleavage planes. Streak white. Specific

gravity 2'2. The massive varieties are granular. It is found in Scot-

land, Ireland, Iceland, and tbe Faroe Islands, usually lining cavities

in trap rocks.

Before the blow-pipe it fuses with ebullition and phosphorescence
into a white opaque globule. It does not gelatinise in acids.

The following are analyses by Thomson and Rammelsberg :

Thomson. Rammelsberff.

. 59-145 68-2Silica

Alumina
Lime
Water .

17-920

7-652

15-400

100-117 99-0

Lincolnile is a form of this mineral.

HIANS, Lac<!pcde'a name for the Urallatorial Bird called the Open-
Beak or Open-Bill, Aruutomut of Illiger.
HIATELLA. [PVLOBIDIA.]
HIBBEKTIA. [DIIXENUCEJ:.]
HIBISCUS, so named from one of the Greek names (tplfficos) of the

Hallow, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Malvaceae.
The species, upwards of 100 in number, of this genus, are chiefly

herbaceous, though of a large size, but a few are perennial and
arboreous. They abound in the hot parts of Asia and America, and also

in Africa and the tropical islands ; a few extend into Europe, North
America, and to the Cape of Good Hope. //. Trionum, which occurs
in Europe, is also found in Cashmere.
The genus is characterised by having an exterior many-leaved

calyx ; carpels united into a five-celled capsule ;
valves with the

partitions in their middle ; cells many-seeded, or very rarely contain-

ing only a single seed. The species are remarkable, like the family
to which they belong, for abounding in mucilage, and for the tenacity
of the fibre of their bark, whence several are employed for many eco-

nomical purposes in the different countries where they are indigenous.
The abundance of mucilage in some of the species renders them
useful as articles of diet, as the unripe fruit of H. etculentut, the Okro

inbo of the West Indies, which is employed both for thickening
iioup and as a vegetable ; so in India //. lonyifuliut, there called Ram
Turai, is similarly employed, and much approved of by many Euro-

peans, but objected to by others on account of its clamminess. The
calyxes of //. Sabdariffa as they ripen become of a red colour and are

pleasantly acid, whence in the West Indies the plant is called Red
Sorrel. The calyxes are employed there, as well as in India, for

making tarts
; and a decoction of them, sweetened and fermented, is

described in Browne's ' Jamaica
'

as a cool and refreshing drink, much
used in many of the sugar islands. //. Syriaciu and //. Rota Sinauii
are known as ornamental plants ; the flowers of the latter are employed
for blackening the eyebrows, as well as leather, both in India and China.
The species of flibiiciu are chiefly useful for the tenacity of their

fibre, and hence several are employed in rope-making. Thus H, can-
n'lhinia is cultivated everywhere in India in the rainy season for this

purpose, and its fibre is often imported into Europe as a substitute
for hemp. It is known by the name Sun in Northern India, Ambaree
in Western India, and Mesta Pat in Bengal. In the island of Otaheite

rope and string are manufactured from the bark of H. tiliaceut, which
is also made into matting of a white colour, and of different degrees of

'. Fonder states that the bark is also sucked as an article of

'lii-t, when the bread-fruit fails there : it is also so employed in New
Caledonia. Indeed the mucilage which all these plants contain will
no doubt afford some nourishment. In the West Indies, the whips
with which the slaves were lashed were made from the fibres of
// .// Ijure-ut (Mohoe or Mohaul). The bark of so many species of this

being used for its tenacity, it is impossible to enumerate all.

I >r Koxburg particularly recommends the cultivation in India of II.

ttrictui, in consequence of it long, fine, and strong fibres, of a beau-
tiful glossy white appearance, and as likely to be an advantageous

itute for snch as are already cultivated for this purpose.
//'/<mi Abelm<achiu, so called from Hab-al-Mooshk, the Arabic

name of its musk-scented seeds, is now often named Abelmoschus

moac/iatus, and formed into a new genus. Its seeds are said to be
added to coffee in Arabia, and are in India employed as a cordial

medicine. The plant abounds in mucilage, and is employed in the

process of clarifying.

HIBO'LITHUS, one of De Montfort's subdivisions of Selemnites.

HIBOU. [&TBWIDA]
HICKORY. [CARYA.]
HIERA'CIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Composites. The heads are many-flowered, the involucre imbricated
with many oblong scales. Fruit terete, angular, and furrowed, with
a very short creiiulated margin. There are nineteen British species of
this genus, but none of them are valuable on account of the properties
they possess.
H. PilosMa has a leafless single-headed stem

; elliptic-lanceolate or
lanceolate leaves, hairy above, glabrous beneath. The flowers are of
a pale lemon colour with a red stripe on the back. It is found on ihy
banks and elevated places.

II. alpinum has lanceolate leaves narrowed into a foot-stalk, entire
or toothed

;
the involucre is covered with long silky hairs, and the

florets externally hairy and of a bright yellow colour. It is found on
rocks in Great Britain.

(Babiugtou, Manual of Britieh Botany.)
HIERAX. [KALCONIWB.]
HIERO'CHLOE, a genus of Grasses belonging to the Pkalarideic.

It has two glumes, nearly equal, membranous, 3-nerved, about as long
as the flowers ; 3 flowers, the lower with 3 stamens, the upper
palea with 2 keels, the upper flowers with both stamens and pistils ;

the stamens 2, the upper palea with 1 keel. One species of this

genus, the H. boreatit, has been found in Great Britain : it has an
erect panicle, glabrous pedicels, and flowers without awns. The stem
is about a foot high. It has only been found in Scotland. (Babiugton,
Mn n ual of Brititlt Botany.)

H1ERO-FALCO, Cuvier's generic name for the Gyrfalcous.

[FALCONID.E.]
HIGHTEA, a genus of Fossil Plants from the Isle of Sheppey.

(Bowerbank.)
HIMANTHALIA. [FUCACE*:.]
HIMA'NTOPUS, the generic name for the Long-Legged Plover,

Longshanks, or Stilt. [SCOLOPACID>.] The term is also applied by
Muller to a genus of M icrozoaria.

HINNITES. ffl. Defrance gave this name to a few fossil species of

Conchifera Monomyaria, which occur in supracretaceous strata
;
one

(II. Jhibuisionii, of Sowerby) is found in the English Crag.
HIPPA. [HIPPIDES.]
HIPPA'LIMUS, a genus of Zoopliyta proposed by Lamouroux.

Goldfuss supposes that it may be included in his genus Scyphia. It

is fungiform and pedieulated, with pores on the upper surface only, and
a deep central pit. From the blue marls of the department of Calvados.

H1PPELAPHUS. [CKBVIDA]
HIPPIDES (Latreille), Jlippa Tribe, Hippians of Milne-Edwards, a

family of Crustacea. Milne-Edwards thus describes these Crustaceans

belonging to his family of Pteryyura. The tribe is composed of a'

small number of anomurous crustaceans which appear to be especially
framed for burrowing in the sand, and which present extraordinary
forms. The carapace is longer than it is wide, and very convex trans-

versely, presenting always on each side a great lamellar prolongation,
which more or less covers the base of the feet ; it is truncated pos-

teriorly, and appears to be continuous with the anterior portion of

the abdomen, which is very wide and lamellar laterally. One of the

pair of antenna; is always very long. The external jaw-feet do not

present a conformation like that which is observable in the greater

part of the crustaceans treated of in the prior part of Milne-Edward's

system ; vhey have neither flagrant (fouet) nor palp, and their last

three joints are very well developed. The sternum is linear, and the

feet ale imperfectly extensile
;

those of the first pair are rnouodac-

tylous, or subcheliform, and those of the two or three succeeding

pairs are terminated by a lamellar joint proper for burrowing. The

posterior feet are filiform, semimembrauous, recurved forwards, and
hidden between the lateral parts of the carapace and the base of the

preceding feet. The penultimate ring of the abdomen is always
furnished with a pair of false feet, terminated by two more or less

oval ciliated blades or lamina; ; but these appendages have a forward

curvature, and are not applied against the seventh segment so as to

form with it a fan-shaped caudal-tin, as in the Macrura. The vulva;

are on the first joint of the third pair of feet. The branchial are

disposed on a single line and inserted by a peduncle which rises near

the lower third of their internal surface.

This tribe is divided into three genera, which Milne-Edwards
distributes as follows :

Genera.
External antenna; large, short, f Anterior feet subcheli- 1 n .

and terminated by a uiulti- furm. J

articulate rudimentary fila- ] Anterior feet
cylindri-")

ment.
\ cal, mouodaetyluus, {.,,....,n

and not at all sub-
f
A ">

I cheliform. J
External antenna; very large, and terminated by a I

r[
.

stout and very long filament. J
"w*
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<rabrit*BA-Mo*t analogoos of any of tbe tribe to the

Hsim. s. ii ill lij Itiilr riTiinl forma* by the disposition of their

ML Their oarapaee, wnioh i. straight from before lckwar.U, and

n lnMsiiy. ii only Uttte prolonged boT UM base of the

II is tmniaated anteriorly by a nearly straight border, which

Bin Ita whole width ; it is of an oral th,,.,,, posteriorly and

Mnssrlv nou*ed for the iawrtioo of the abdomen. A mull mesial

m*MU th* rovtrum. Tb* ocular peduncles
arc large and

i i , wbiUt UK eyes, situated on their external bonier, are

extremely omalL The internal anUons> are rrrj large, and they are

rticlate filament long, r than the body,
tod on lie edge*. The external antenna1

.

I Dearly am th* same line u the internal, are Urge, abort, an 1

tod by a email etnn eompoeed only of from seven to eight mall

The external jaw-feet are more or leas |diform ; their second

and third joint* are almost cylindrical, and the terminal portion formed

by UM thre* Ust joint* i* snmetim** as long, and almost as Urge,
a* the haailsry portion. The feet are abort ; the first pair are terrai-

1 by a Urge hand ralhrr suboheliform than cheliform, the moveable
"f to it* anterior border, tbe lower angle of which
nd consequently doe* not really constitute an
Th-.- three following pairs are nearly of the same

fans, and terminate iu a falciform joint The posterior feet are

\ filiform. The fat ring of tbe abdomen ii amall, and received

in a Botch of UM carapace ; tbe second U, on the contrary, very large,
and preeenta on each aUe a oooaiderable lamellar prolongation, which
ride* a little on tb* carapace. The third and fourth abdominal seg-

dimmi*h progressively, but are nearly of the same form as the

; while the fifth, tilth, and aerenth are rery narrow, and
no Uural prolongation ; the aixth supports a pair of falw

y fret, terminated by two oral lamimr
; and the seventh has

th* form of a nearly eircuU'r lamina. (Milne-Edwards.)
AHmutm Symmala may be Ukcn ai an example. The length of the

>is 10 lines. It inhabit* the aeai of Aria.

Kfmifti (LatrssUcV Carapace nearly regularly oral, convex, and
than OM* and a quarter aa long a. it u wide ; front rather large

and lea
and

orbita aemicircalar, and their external angle much more
than th* front The ophthalmic ring U covered above by

the froal, but u not surrounded by the carapace ; th* ocular pedun-
cle* are nnsnpuuJ of two moveabl* portions, one baailary, which in

I and short, th* other terminal, cylindrical, slender, carrying at
iu extremity a very snail imperfectly retractile cornea ; the eyes, in

feet, can scarcely be tamed backward*, as in tbe greater part of the

Hecspuiis, hat advance and recede a little by the motion of the

basUary tMTtionof their pednncl*. Tbe Internal antenna- are inserted
beiow the has* of tbe ocular peduncle*, and are very large ; their

Wdlary portion I* ompoasd of three joint* nearly of th* same six*,
and their terminal portion consists of two long filament* which are
aMsHi rti.hs, stout, and dirseted forwards. The external antenna

__ J UM internal. Marly on th* aame line, and under
th* Utrro anterior edge of tbe carapace ; they are abort but very
Urge; their fir* joint i* much wider than it U long ; the aecond ami
the third are nearly of the *am* dimensions, and tb* succeeding
joint* diminiab rapidly in volume, Tbe buccal frame U not closed

anteriorly. Tbe external jaw-feet are wide ami short ; their first

joint U nearly globular, and carries neither
palp*

nor flagrtim ; the
aecoml joint, which is so large in the llraehyra, is rudimeutary here ;

and it u the third, which, becoming very large and nearly oral, consti-

tute* lolely the specie* of operculum formed ordinarily by the aecond
and third joint* united ; the three last joints form a sort of large
claw, which applies iUelf against the anterior border of the third

joint. The jaw-feet of the second pair are equally destitute of the

flagrum, but have a flabelliform palp; it U the aame with the anterior

jaw-feet; their palp i* lamellar, dilated anteriorly and ilUposed
nearly a* iu the Oxys/omo. Tbe jaw* of the second pair present
nothing remarkable; those of the first pair are very small Tbe
m.mdible, which is strongly dentilated, U furnished with a palp com-

posed of two small lamellar joint*, separated from the body of the
mandible by a luge membranous furrow ; the sternum is linear. Tha
Ulterior feet are long; their second and third jiubs are enlarged ;

but the last three are cylindrical ;
and the last, which is nearly a*

long as the preceding one, is slightly flattened, pointod, and incapable
of being bent back upon it. The two following pairs are large, and
terminated by a large hastiform lamina

;
the fourth pair are held by

a amall nearly conical joint. The fifth pair are aleuder, long, and
membranous, and are bent back upon the lateral prolongation
carapace. The last thoracic ring, which supports these appen
is complete above, moveable, and not covered by the carapace, so t Ii it

it might be easily taken for tbe first abdominal segment. The abdo-
men is very large, and presents on each side a lamellar oral prolonga-
tion which rides upon the carapace ;

ita anterior border is notched
for the lodgement of the second abdominal ring, which is oral

;
the

third and fourth segments diminish progressively in volume ; the lift It

and sixth are equally small, but are soldered together; and tho
seventh has the form of a great triangular lamina, the length of
which exceeds that of all the rest of tbe abdomen. The first three

rings in the female are furnished with simple oviferous filaments
;

th,-

fourth and fifth rings are without appendages, while the sixth ring
carries a very large pair uf false natatory feet, terminated by two
raised oval plates which are ordinarily bent forwards. (Milue-
Kdwards.)

Remiptt tettutlinarnu may be given as an example. The length
of the carapace is about 15 lines. It inhabits the coast* of
Australia.

Ktmipet ttitudinariui.

7/i>;xi (Fabricius). When Fabricius established the gmius it was
much more extensive in it* limits, and at present it only contains
those Hippians whose external autennic are terminated by a long and
stout multi-articulate filament. Body oval, or rather ellipsoid, being
rather less wide forward than backward. Carapace truncated poste-

riorly, very convex transversally, and presenting toward* th* middle
a transversal curved furrow, which indicates the posterior tenuity (.f

the stomachal region ; its latero-anterior border is concave, but its

latero-poeterior border is very convex. The rostrum is small and

triangular, and on each side of it* base is a notch which exposes the

insertion of the ocular peduncles and the internal antenna:, and which
is bounded externally by a projecting toi.th which advances above
the internal edge of the great autennic. The ophthalmic ring, which
is covered in it* mesial part l>y the rostrum, is of a horse-shoe shape,
and its two extremities are exposed ; the ocular peduncles, inserted

at it* extremity, are composed of three pieces, and of these the two

basilar, which are very short, are bent under the carapace in the form
of V, and the last, which is slender, cylindrical, and very long,
advances between the internal and external antrnntc, and terminates

by a small pyriform enlargement which carries the cornea. The
internal antenna; ore of moderate size, and their bosilary joint, which
is cylindrical and a little curved downwards, is hardly larger than
the succeeding one, which is furnished on the external side with a

strong tooth directed forwards ; the third joint is short, and give*
insertion to two multi-articulate stemlot* (tigelles). The external

antemue are very large, but easily escape observation, for they aru
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oi-dinarily bent backwards and hidden almost entirely between the

month and the external jaw-feet. The first joint of their peduncle is

small and but little apparent ;
the second is large and armed ante-

riorly with two spiniform teeth, the external of which ia much the

strongest ;
the two succeeding joints are small, and form by their

union a globular mass, whence springs a last peduncular joint, which
is cylindrical, and supports in ita turn the multi-articulate terminal

filament, which last is very large, nearly of the length of the carapace,
and fringed externally with a double row of long hairs. The external

jaw-feet are of considerable size and operculiform, but their first two

joints are very small, and it is the third only which presents that

disposition ; the last three joints form a long, delicate, and lamellar

appendage, which is inserted in a notch of the external angle of the

preceding joint, and is bent back under its internal edge, but Joes not

constitute a claw as in Remipes. The palp of the two pairs of suc-

ceeding jaw-feet is terminated by a lamellar enlargeaient. The feet

are short, and hidden under the carapace ;
the first pair are stout and

applied against the mouth, terminating with a ciliated nearly oval

1 uiiina. The tarsus of the two succeeding pairs of feet is lamellar and

hastiform, and that of the fourth pair is stout, conical, and very short.

The posterior feet, which are long, membranous, and very slender,

are bent back between the lateral part of the carapace and the base

of the preceding feet. The last thoracic ring is not free and exposed
as in Hemipei ; but the first joint of the abdomen is nearly of the

Bame form, and the succeeding rings present also the disposition

already noticed in these crustaceans. (Milne-Edwards.)

Hippo, Emerita is the best example. The length of this species is

from 1 inch to 15 lines. It inhabit-* the coasts of Brazil.

Hifipa Emerita.

HIPPOBOSCA. [HIPPOBOSCID.E.]
HIPPOBOSCIDjE, a family of Dipterous Insects belonging to the

ectiou Pupipara or order Homalopttra, containing the Forest-Flies,
which exhibit such remarkable variations in their typical structure

that they have been regarded by some authors as forming a distinct

order. The head is received into a cavity in front of the thorax
;

it

is divided transversely into two parts, the anterior or smaller of which

supports the mouth and two small tubercles, almost imbedded at the

lateral angles, being rudimental antennae. The mouth is composed of

two curved seta;, inclosed in a tubular canal, covered by two narrow

elongated coriaceous plates, regarded by Latreille as palpi. The
ocelli are wanting. The body is short, flat, and very coriaceous; the

wings are either large or entirely wanting ;
the nervures of the anterior

margin are very strong, but they are effaced behind. In the winged
species a pair of balancers are also present. The legs are very strong,
and terminated by robust curved claws, which are toothed beneath.

The abdomen is composed of a continuous leathery-like membrane,
capable of very great distension, which peculiarity is owing to the

remarkable circumstance that the young of these insects are singly
nourished within the body of the parent, where they not only acquire
their full size, but actually assume the pupa state, under which form,
like very large eggs, they are deposited by the female. This egg-like
cocoon is at first soft and white, nearly as large as the abdomen of

the parent fly ;
but by degrees it hardens, becomes brown, of a rounded

form, and often notched at one end, which is covered by a shining kind
n( cap, which is detached on the insect's assuming the perfect state.

Tlii -i cocoon is moreover entirely destitute of annular incisions, in

which respect it differs from those of other Dipterous Insects. It is

composed of the uncast skin of the larva, beneath which the insect

becomes a real inactive pupa, with the limbs of the perfect insect laid

along the breast, as in othtr species which undergo the strict coarctate

i of transformation. H. Reaumur was the first to discover these

curious particulars ;
and ha wag ao anxious to observe the develop-

ment of the insect from these singular eggs, that he carried them in

liis pocket by day and took them to bed witb him at night, in order
that they might have a uniform degree of warmth ; great was his

surprise therefore when, instead of grubs as he expected, perfect flies

were produced.
These insects are interesting in their habits. They live exclusively

upon quadrupeds and birds
;
the horse is especially subject to the

attacks of one of these species, hence called Hippobosca equina. This

species is the type of the genus Hippobosca, in which the eyes are large
and distinct, being placed at tha sides of the head ;

the antenna: are in

the shape of turbarcles with three dorsal setae ;
the wings are large. Mr.

Curtis observes that these flies move swiftly, and like a crab, sideways
or backwards ; they are very tenacious of life, and live principally on

horses, attaching themselves to the belly between the hind thighs and
under the tail, where they are less protected by hair. It is remarked

by Latreille that the ass fears them most, and that horses suffer

very little from them. In the New Forest they abound in a most

astonishing degree. Mr. Samouelle says, "From the flanks of one horse
I have obtained six handsful, which consisted of upwards of a hundred

specimens. They abound most on white and light-coloured horses."

The other genera are :

'

Ornithomyia, Craterina, Oxypterum,
ffcemoboi'a, Melophagia, Feronia, Lipotepna, and probably Braula.
Of these the first three are British, and are found upon various birds,
the Craterina hirundinis depositing its egg like a cocoon in the nest

of the swallow, where it receives all the necessary warmth
; for which

it repays the poor swallow by sucking its blood.' The wings in this

genus are very long and narrow. The genus Mdophayus comprises a

single species, M. (minus, which is destitute of wings, and attacks the

sheep. It is of a dark reddish colour, with the abdomen whitish.

It is commonly called the Sheep-Louse, and is so tenacious of life

that Kay states that it will exist in a fleece twelve months after it is

shorn, its excrements even giving a tinge to the wool, which is very
difficult to be discharged.
HIPPOBRO'MA (from '/nroi, a horse, and 0pw/xa, food), a genus of

Plants belonging to the natural order Lobeliacete. It has the limb
of the calyx 5-parted with linear segments ;

the tube of the corolla

long, straight, entire, with the limb 5-parted, nearly equal; the
stamen-tube projecting, completely monadelphous and syngeuesious ;

the stigma sloped, the capsule 2-celled, 2-valved, many-seeded.
H. longiflorit is the only species. It is an herbaceous plant, with

short axillary pedicels, mucronate or coarsely toothed leaves, with

long slender white flowers. It is a native of Jamaica, St. Domingo,
Cuba, and Martinique, in damp places and by the side of streams.

This is one of the most poisonous of plants. If the juice only acci-

dentally touches the lips or eyes it produces a burning inflamma-
tion. Horses are violently purged after eating it.

(Don, Dichlamydeova Plants ; Liudley, flora Medica.)
HIPPOCAMPUS. [SYNGNATHID.E.]
HIPPOCEPHALOI'DES. By this name Plott and other writers

understood the inner casts of certain equivalved Conchifi.ra, espe-

cially Trigonia,

HIPPOCRA'TEA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Hippocrateacece, so named after Hippocrates, and which might there-

fore be expected to contain many useful or medicinal plants. But it

is not so. The species consist of moderate-sized trees, which are

found in the hot parts of the world, as in the tropical parts of

America, in Sierra Leone, the warmer parts of India, and the Island

of Timor. The genus is characterised by having the calyx 5-leaved,
but very small ; petals 5, usually hooded at the apex ; stamens 3,

anthers 1-celled, opening transversely at the apex ; carpels 3, samaroid,

bivalved, valves keeled and compressed ;
seeds winged from the

funicnlus being widely expanded. The fruit of some of the plants
of the family is eatable ; but the seeds of one species only of

Hippocratea are mentioned as being of any use
;
those of //. comosa,

being oily and sweet.

HIPPOCRATEA'CEvE, a small natural order of Exogenous Plants

remarkable for the presence of three monadelphous stamens in a

pentapetalous flower. The fruit consists of from one to three cells,

and is frequently extended at the back in a membranous manner, so

as to resemble the samara, or key of the ash-tree. The species are

woody, and often climbers
; they inhabit Africa, the Mauritius, and

the tropical parts of America ;
in general they are of no importance

for economical or medical purposes. The fruit of Tonsella j,yriformis
is eaten in Sierra Leoue. The nuts of Jlippocralea comosa are oily
and sweet. They are called in the French West India Islands

Amaudier du Bois. In Brazil other species have eatable fruits. The
order has 6 genera and 86 species. They are related to Chailletiacut,

Cdastracece, Malpiyhiacece, and Aceracece.

HIPPOCRE'PIS (from SWoj, a horse, and Kprj-iris, a shoe, on account
of the curved shape of its pods), a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order Leguminoace, the tribe Uedysareas. It has diadelphous

stamens, an acute style ;
the legume curved, with numerous

1-seeded joints ;
the seeds cylindrical or compressed, oblong, curved,

fixed to the middle part of the joint, and therefore the umbilicus is

in the middle of the curve. The species are herbs, or umler-shrubs,
with unequally pinnate leaves and yellow flowers, which are some-

times solitary and axillary, sometimes sessile, but usually disposed iu

umbels on the tops of the axillary peduncles.
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I, s lawn rxpaadsd ; 1, a section of the same, showing the ovary.

//. Hnltarifa, Minorca Hone-Shoe Vetch, is a shrubby erect plant,
with the peduncle* longer than the leaves, bearing an umbel of
Bowers at UM apex, UM legume* glabrous, a little arched. It U a
stive of the Island of Minorca. It is a pretty plant, worthy of

evMvBtion, but require* tbe greenhouse in winter. It grows well
a a soil composed of loam and peat; and cuttings strike readily
tmoW a haad-flasa,

// -ISIM*, Common Hone-Shoe Vetch, has the pods umbellate,
their jomte rough, curred, neither dilated nor bordered, glabrous ;

the psdmrlii longer than toe leaves. It is a native of Kurope, and
I OB dry chalky bank* in Great Britain. It is also found in

Then an seven or eight more species of Horse-Shoe Vetch. They
are all worth cultivation on account of their beauty. The perennial

pharynx are

Tbe enseiea

species are adapted for rockwork and banks, and may be propagated
by dividing tb* rooU The annual species should be grown from
seeds, which may be sown early in spring.

.ff"". DitU**tdm Plaml,. Babington, Manual of BritM

HlPpOOLOflBOS, a geous of FUbe* belonging to the family
aUf. The two eyes are on tbe right side. The jaws an.)
are armed with sharp and strong teeth ; tbe body elongated.
eiea are known by their being stouter and longer than thoie

of UM gem* Pt*a~ and other PUtmtttlitla.
II. <mlftii, the M. .l.l.ui. Halibut, or Kitten, is the only Uriti.h

It is a very frequent flub in tbe northern fUheries, and is

o*> UM coast* of Norway, Iceland, and Greenland. They an
is, Is**, quantit*. by tbe inhabitent* of the Orkneys. In

UM KottlMm sea* they an sometime. osngbt weighing 600 Ibs. They
ar> foosxl around UM ooaeU of Ireland, and are often seen in the

market*. Th* form of the body U elongated, the surface
eovered with small oval-shaped soft soales; the lateral line

verUMpectofBlft.; th. colour composed of diflerent shade*
varying from light brown to dusky brown; the surface of the under
etdeperfeeOy saooUl and white.

iV.rt.il. MM /**.)
HlfPO'LTTK, U- name of a gwu* of Cn***a belonging to

UM tribe of Paleooolaa*. (PAUMOHIDA
'

flowers in spikes, and bract.

U. MnfmmiUm. UM Matiakhnl Tree, U . plant which has as bad

an American reputation as thafof the Upas-Tree in the Indian Archi-

pelago. It is a tree of very considerable size, and of a handsome

aspect, belonging to the natural order uplu>rbiacea, snd among the

most poisonous of all known vegetable productions. Tbe leaves an
alternate, ovate-acute, serrated, and shining, with a roumlwh depressed

gland between tbe blade and the petiole. The flowers are small, uni-

sexual, and arranged on slfiidrr axillary ppike*, the lowermost only
being female, all the others male. The male flowers grow in clusters,

and have each a small calyx of two sepaU, containing a tetrsndrous

column of stamens. The females have a calyx of three sepals, a round

ovary crowned by six or seven nflexed stigmns, and containing as

many cells. When the fruit is
ripe

it U a fleaby yellowish-green round

body, very like an European crab-apple. The tree is common in the
West India Islands, although pains have been taken to extirpate it

In tome places it forms thick woods, as upon Sandy Island, near Tor-

tola, to the exclusion of all other vegetation, for not a blade of grans
will grow beneath its branches. The whole plant abounds in a milky
juice of the most venomous description : dropped on the skin it pro-
duces a sensation of severe burning, followed by a blister

;
and tbe

fruit, when bitten, causes dangerous inflammation of the mouth. Tlii*

ia denied by some of the West Indian settlers, but is uuiluubU-dly
true, according to the elder J acquit., and to the more recent testimony
<if Sir Kouvrt Schomburgk, who suffered severely from having tried

the experiment of eating the fruit Jacquiu however asserts that to

sleep beneath the shade of the Manchiueel-Tree U not dangerous, as

is commonly reported. But Sir Robert Schomburgk says that if rain

psisiM through the branches and drops upon the skin of a person
below them, it produces severe inflammation, and that the dew vrhich

falls at night causes the same effects, as he saw in certain cases which
came beneath his own observation ; but be adds that it nets difletvntly

upon diflerent persons, lie himself not suffering any inconvenience
from rubbing the juice on the skin. But while the dangerous quali-
ties of this tree are thus undoubted, it is very uncertain whether the

poisonous quality which, it is believed in the West Indies, the land-
crabs acquire from the Mauchineel-Tree U really owing to that cause.

Jacquin denies it, and Sir Robert Schomburgk could obtain no proof
that it is so

; all that is certain is, that land-crabs are frequently found
under the shade of mauchineel woods, and that those animals are

often poisonous. The wood of this tree is represented to be of fine

quality, handsome, and well suited for cabinet-makers' purposes.

Mancliinrrl-Tiee (Hippuwanf U tnfn>

I, s ripe fiuit ; 2, > traiurcne section or the ume ; 3, a male flower
; 4, a

female flower ; 5, an ovary.

HIPPO'NOK, a genus of Dornihranchiate Atinrliila, considered l.y
Messrs. Audouin and Milne-Edwards to approach the genus AmjJiinomt.
llippo*i,e in deprived of a caruncle and has only a niugle packet of
lilWlu to each fool, and a single cirrhus.
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HIPPO'PHAfi, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Elaaynacea. It has dioecious flowers with ovate scaly bracts. The
stameniferous flowers have a perianth of two leaves adhering by their

points ; the stamens have four very short filaments
;
the pistilliferous

flowers have the perigone tubular and cloven at the summit ; the style
is short, the stigma elongated ;

the nut 1-seeded, clothed with the large
coloured berry-like perigone.
The only species of this genus is the H. rhamnoides, Sea-Buckthorn,

which is a small shrub found on the east and south-east coasts of
Great Britain, and other parts of Europe. The acid berries yielded
by this plant are often eaten as a salad both in this country and in

France. This plant also yields a colouring matter, which is used for

dyeing yellow. Although in this country the berries are innocuous,
they seem to exert a deleterious influence, or are supposed to do so,
in some of the countries of the south of Europe. They are said to be
a favourite food with the Tartars, aud the fishermen of the Gulf of
Bothnia eat them with their fish.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany ; Burnett, Outlinet of
Botany.)
HI PPO'PODA, a genus established by Messrs. Quoy and Gaimard for

a marine floating Mollusk which M. De Blainville considers identical

with Protomedca of Ijesueur"s manuscripts, and places under his

(M. De B.'s) Physograda. [ACALEPH.E.]
HIPPOPO'DIUM, a fossil genus of Conchifera Dimyaria proposed

by Mr. J. Sowerby in the ' Mineral Conchology of Great Britain.' It

includes only one British species, H. ponderotum, which is found in

the Lias.

HIPPOPOTAMUS ("Imros and ITOT^'OS), the Roman name for the

River-Horse, and retained by modern zoologists as the generic appella-
tion of the animals of that Pachydermatous form.

Dental Formula : Incisors, ; canines, ; molars, = 38.
4 1 1 6 6

Cuvier remarks that there is no animal that requires to be more
studied at different ages than the Hippopotamus, in order to acquire
a perfect knowledge of the molar teeth, which change their form, their

number, and their position ; and, in his 'Ossemens Fossiles,' he goes
into minute det-iil of those chan

55'

Teeth of Hippopotamui. (F. Cuvier.)

In the npper jaw the first incisor is conical, straight, and a little

worn on its internal ride
;
the second is equally conical, but curved

inwards. The canine tooth is short, and cut, as it were, obliquely, in

consequence of its abrasion against its opposite. The four molars

which succeed the canine are strictly false molars. The first is very

small, is shed as the animal advances in age, and i not reproduced
ii it separated by an interval from the rest of the molar teeth. These

iearly of the same size, are also shed during the youth of the animal,
ire replaced by others, and the first teeth are more complicated than
he secoud. When these, the true and permanent molars, are worn

>y use, they exhibit the form of a trefoil on their crowns. The three
ast resemble each other generally : they are composed of four large
ubercles approximated in pairs, and conical before the points are

vorn by attrition consequent on mastication. After the first effects

abrasion they each present, by the contour of the enamel, the-

i.;ure of a trefoil, or, in other words, three lobes disposed more or

ess regularly in the form of a triangle ;
but as the abrasion proceeds

,nd the tooth is farther worn down, they exhibit the form of a cross

with a disc in the middle.

In the lower jaw the first incisor is long, subcylindrical, terminated
n a point, and a little worn on its external side. The second is of

the same form as the first, but much smaller. The canines are

oormous tusks sharpened into a somewhat chisel-like edge, the
>olished and abraded internal surface of which presents a shape
nclined to elliptical. The molars form a continuous series

;
the first

ind the second are false molars, the first being the smallest, and

dropping as the animal advances in age, never to be replaced. The
bur succeeding teeth exhibit the same general forms as those of the

upper jaw. The first, which is smaller than the others, has an ante-

rior isolated tubercle : the succeeding teeth are nearly of the same
size, and have alsd an isolated tubercle, but it is posterior.

Cuvier makes the first section of his second family of Pachyder-
matous Mammifers (Ordinary Pachyderms) consist of those which
lave four, three, or two toes ; and these he separates into two great

jenera, the Hippopotami and the Hogs [SuiD.fi]. The Hippopotamidtx
are further characterised generically as having on all their feet four

x>es, which are nearly equal and terminated by small hoofs (sabots),
an immensely massive body destitute of hair, very short legs, a belly

trailing against the ground, an enormous head, terminated by a large
tumid muzzle which incloses their great anterior teeth, a short tail,

and small eyes and ears. Their stomach is divided into many com-

partments. They live in rivers, on roots and other vegetable sub-

stances, and are ferocious and stupid. The genus is placed by Liunams

among his BMiuz, between AV/itus and Sus. Dr. J. E. jGtray brings it

under Eltphantidce, his third family of the fifth order, Unyulata, as a

genus of his sub-family Uippopotamina, and has suggested that the

form is allied to the Halicoridce.

The anatomy of these creatures is in accordauce with their bulk
and unwieldiness.

The skeleton of the Hippopolamidce approaches that of the Ox and
of the Hog ;

but it presents differences which distinguish it from that

of any other animal. The skull, whilst in the connection of the

bones and the arrangement of the sutures, it bears great similitude to

that of the Suidte, has its own peculiarities, which render its form

extraordinary.
The number of vertebrae are 7 cervical, 15 dorsal, 4 lumbar, 7

sacral, and 14 coccygial = 47. The atlas and the axis, besides the

ordinary articular facets, have each two others also towards their

dorsal aspect ;
but taken as a whole, the cercival vertebne approach

nearest to those of the Hog. There is nothing very remarkable about

the rest of the vertebne, except that their bodies are rather flat.

There are 7 true and 8 false ribs ofa side = 30, nearly as much arched

as those of the Rhinoceros, but distinguishable from them, as well as

from those of the Elephant, in as much as they are much wider and
flatter at the part nearest to the vertebra) than at the opposite end.

The anterior part of the sternum is compressed into a ploughshare-
like shape and very much prolonged into an obtuse point below the

first rib. The rest is depressed, and the number of pieces is seven.

The scapula may be easily distinguished from those of the Rhinoceros

and Elephant, being larger than that of the first and less than that of

the second, and also differing in form. In its general aspect this

bone reminds the observer a little of the scapula of the Hog, but

approaches nearer to that of the Ox in the more essential characters

of the spine and articulating surface. The humerus bears a singular
resemblance to that of the Ox ;

while there is some similitude to that

of the Hog, which is however less in proportion towards the bottom.

The radius and ulna are anchylosed at an early age, leaving on the

outside only a rather deep furrow which occupies only three-fourths

of the length of the radius, and on the inside a simple aperture
towards the upper fourth part. These bones of the fore-arm resemble

those of the Ox very much, but those of the latter are more elongated,
and the articular facets of the lower head of the bone are, in the last-

named animal, less oblique. There are in the carpus points of resem-

blance to the Hog ; but its characters distinguish it both from that

quadruped and the Ox. In the metacarpus all comparison with that

of the Hog ceases. The pelvis is easily distinguishable from those of

the Elephant and Rhinoceros, from the smaller width of the ilia in

the Hippopotamus, and other differences. The Ox perhaps approaches
it more closely in these parts ; but, besides other discrepancies, the

lower part of the pelvis and especially the oval holes are much more

elongated in the Hippopotamus. The sacrum is very large, but the

bones of the pubis project but very little. The femur, which pos-

eeeaee a ligameutum tercs, is well-shaped and straight, the shaft nearly

equal throughout, regularly cylindrical anteriorly. The great tro-

clumtcr, which ia compressed laterally, dora not exceed the height of
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Ito toad of tto boo.; tlMHMlJtfMtMDta- bmodmto
Udrl..mtb.IU>ino-r. the Tapir, and UM Bom. But rU pnn-
bl imatkart i to th. fnora of U great romuwnU ; though the

MT toad oftto bow ia much or* detocbod and more spherical,

awl UM k-wrr brad U much wMr, wpecuUU behind. These dif-

farms* will MM in dbtinpii^inp it frwn the femur of the Ox ;

ttol of UM OiranV, which, bring of UM HUD* siM, might more readily

>! for it, may to known by ito more approximated uprr
if irbtirrly Urrcr condyko, and the moie elevated and pro-

organ is employed in extracting from the coarse and ill-prepared load

the greatest amount of nutritive matter. The stomach of a full-grown
otanius is raid to be capable of containing five or nix l'ii-h. Is,

and the large intestine is of a size commen'urate with such a on;

for it is stated to to eight inches in diameter. 'I h- Hippopotamus
mentioned by Mr. Burchell ('Travels in South Africa') was consi-

dered to to only half grown, but throe bimheln, at least, of half-

chewed vegetables were taken from its stomach and intentines.

The time of gestation of the Hippopotamus is stated to be nine

Skull of Hippopotamus.

a, tern from above ; b. Ken from below ; r, lower jaw neon from above.

J<iu internal edge of the lower articulating surface. The femur of
UM Hof more resembles that of the Hippopotamus in the upper part,
but much lew below ; and its dimensions prevent the possibility of a
nristairo The tabia U short and stout, almost boyond that of any
ottor quadruped, especially at the extremities. It approaches nearest
to that nf UM Ox, but the latter is more elongated, and diners in
oUMr nspecte. The tibU of the Hog is also more elongated in com-
lrison, and offers other discrepancies. The fibula is very slender,
aad U throofhoat r.ry distant from the tibia, except at the two
xtrcmitws. The mallcolar bone is ancbylosed to the lower extre-

mity. The tuius is framed principally on the plan of that of the

months ;
but this does not seem to be accurately ascertained. The

birth takes place on the land
;
and on the slightest alarm both parent

aud young take to the water. Tbunberg, during his visit to Caffraria

(1773) was assured by an eye-witness that he, having watched. wlim
on a hunting party, one of these animals which had gone up from a

neighbouring river to calve, lay still with his company till the calf was

produced, when one of the party fired and shot the mother dead.

The Hottentots immediately rushed from their hfding-pluce to take

the calf alive, but its instinct saved it, for it made for the river, and

escaped. The male specimen now (1854) in the Gardens ofthe Zoological

Society, Regent's Park, was with difficulty caught, though only two

days old. The food of the Hippopotamus consists of water-plant*

Skeleton of Hippopotamus.

UM <raafjtHr of

<Mp.tH.or
Uoatotto

of UM teeth we are led to the inference that
obstoao. submitted to UM action of the
*rote.wd* must to verygreat in

propor-

!!?t!tl
<
^!r?'!^*^!!?a?f* <""***** * bet principle forM dividing, but not comminuting, the hard and

which form UM stapk food of UM animal The
ted ttot UM proems executed by them is more a

Tto food therefore when trsns-
but little alteration, and that

.-- .

UM aioBMjeh hm

and those which grow on the banks of the river* which it haunts.

The time of feeding is principally in the night, and these enormous
animals, when in the neighbourhood of cultivated lands, do incal-

culable damage, not only from the quantity that they actually consume,
but the still greater quantity that they spoil and lay waste by their

crushing bulk. As they are able to remain beneath the surface of
the water for some time, there must be some muscular arrangement
for closing the nostril, such as we see in the Seals. Haaselquist, on
the authority of ' a credible person

' who liv.d twelve years in K^yp*,
states :

"
1, that the hide of a full-grown Hippopotamus is a load for
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a camel. 2, that the River-Horse is an inveterate enemy to the Cro-

codile, and kills it whenever he meets it. 3, that the River-Horse
never appears below the cataracts in Egypt,* wherefore the inhabit-

ants of Upper Egypt only can give any account of it. The Egyptians,
he adds, very seldom bring the hide of it to Cairo

; and, he continues,
it is impossible to bring thither the living animal. 4, the River-

Horse does much damage to the Egyptians in those places he fre-

quents. He goes on shore, and in a short space of time destroys an
entire field of corn or clover, not leaving the least verdure as he

passes ;
for he is voracious, and requires much to fill his great belly.

They have a curious manner of freeing themselves, in some measure,
from this destructive animal : they remark the places he frequents
most, and there lay a large quantity of peas ;

when the beast comes
on shore, hungry and voracious, he falls to eating what is nearest him,
and filling his belly with the peas, they occasion an insupportable
thirst

;
he then returns immediately into the river, and drinks upon

these dry peas large draughts of water, which suddenly causes his

death
;
for the peas soon begin to swell with the water, and not long

after the Egytians find him dead on the shore, blown up, as if killed

by the strongest poison. 5, the oftener the River-Horse goes on

shore, the better hopes have the Egyptians of a sufficient swelling or

increase of the Nile. 6, the Egyptians say, that they can almost dis-

tinguish the food of this animal in his excrements." Some parts of

this relation (that regarding the peas, for instance) may be considered

as bordering upon the marvellous, but there are others which there

seems to be no good reason for doubting. The alleged enmity to the

Crocodile can hardly be considered to be well founded.

In Professor Smith's 'Journal' (Tuckey's 'Narrative of an Expe-
dition to explore the River Zaire, usually called the Congo, in South
Africa

')
we find it stated that they

" landed in a beautiful sandy cove

at the opening of a creek behind a long projecting point. It is called

Samii-Sundi. An immense number of Hippopotami were seen here. In

the evening a number of Alligators were also seen." This association

would be hardly consistent with hostility. Captain Tuckey also says,
" The Hippopotamus and Alligator seem to be numerous." The usual

mode of capturing the animal is by a pitfall, by the natives at least,

but the colonists near the Cape use the rifle. The two killed by
ZerenKhi, in the year 1 600, frequented the neighbourhood of the Nile,
near Damietta. He stationed men upon the Nile, who, having seen

two of these animals go out of the river, made a large ditch in the

way through which they passed, and covered it with thin planks,

earth, and herbage. In the evening, when returning to the river,

they both fell into the ditch. Zerenshi immediately hastened to the

place with his janizary, and they killed both the beasts by pouring
three shot into the head of each with a large arquebus. They almost

instantly expired, he adds, after uttering a cry which had more resem-

blance to the bellowing of a buffalo than to the neighing of a horse.

Captain Tuckey observed Hippopotami with their heads abovethe water,
"
snorting in the air." In another part of his

'

Narrative,' he says,"
Many Hippopotami were visible close to our tents at Condo Yanga,

where we were obliged to halt, and to wait some time for a canoe to

pass. No use firing at these animals in the water
;
the only way is to

wait till they come on shore to feed at night. During the night they
kept a continual grunting like so many hogs, but none of them came
on shore, though we had a constant watch on the beach." Sparrman,
who gives a ludicrous account of the terror which seized him and
some of his companions on the rush of one of these animals towards
him from the river, thus describes the noise made by one of these
' sea-cows

'

at Great Fish River :

" At half an hour after eight, it

being already very dark, a sea-cow began at intervals to raise its head
above the water, and utter a sharp, piercing, and, as it were, very

angry cry, which seemed to be between grunting and neighing.

Perhaps this cry may be best expressed by the words '

heurh, hurh,
heoh-heoh :

'

the two first being uttered slowly, in a hoarse but sharp
and tremulous sound, resembling the grunting of other animals;
while the third, or compound word, is sounded extremely quick, and
is not unlike the neighing of a horse. It is true, it is impossible to

express these inarticulate sounds in writing to any great degree of

perfection ;
but perhaps one may make nearer approaches to it than

one can to the gutturopalatial sounds of the Hottentot language."
Le Vaillant ha/1 an opportunity of watching the progress of a hippo-

potamus under water at Great River.
" This river," says he,

" con-

t.iirii-d many hippopotami ; on all sides I could hear them bellow and
blow (mugir et souffler). Anxious to observe them, I mounted on the

top of an elevated rock which advanced into the river, and I saw one

walking at the bottom of the water (marcher et se promener au fond
de 1'eau). But I remarked that its colour, which when it is dry is

grayish, and when it is only humid and moist appears bluish, seemed
then to be of a deep blue. I killed it at the moment when it came to

the surface to breathe. It was a very old female, and my people in

their surprise, and to express its size, called it the '

grandmother of

the river.'
"

(' Second Voyage.') Mr. Barrow, in his journey into

the interior of Southern Africa, when he reached the mouth of the

Great Finn River, saw towards the evening a vast number of Hippo-
potami (Sea-Cows of the Dutch) with their heads above the surface.

Several paths made by these animals led from various parts of the
* That it wa found in Lower F.frjpt in the rear 1600 appear* by Xorenghi'n

Wfonnt above frircn. llaMvlquint travelled in the yearn 1749-52.
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river to a spring of fresh water about a mile distant. To this spring
they went in the night to drink ; the water of the river for some dis-

tance from the mouth being salt. According to Dampier and others,
the Hippopotamus, when wounded or irritated, is violently ferocious,
and has been known to sink a boat by its bite.

For a long time it was considered that there was but one species of

living Hippopotamus ; but some naturalists are of opinion that there

are at least two. Before we enter into this part of the subject we
shall give a slight sketch of the history of the Hippopotamus from
the time of the ancients.

If the Hippopotamus be the Behemoth of Job (ch. xl.), we must
refer to the well-known verses 15 to 19, both inclusive, as the earliest

description of the animal. But the identity is by no means satisfac-

torily ascertained. The vulgate uses the term Behemoth, and the
Zurich version translates the word by

'

Elephas.' In the edition of

the Bible,
'

imprinted at London by Robert Barker, printer to the

King's most excellent Majestie
'

(1615), Behemoth is the word iu the

text, with the following annotation :

" This beast is thought to bee
the elephant, or some other which is unknowen." Bochart, Ludolph,
Scheuchzer, and many others hold that the Hippopotamus is the
animal meant

;
while not a few of the learned have written in support

of the Elephant. Cuvier and others think that though we may
believe with Bochart that the Hippopotamus is intended, the descrip-
tion in the book of Job is too vague to characterise it. Good comes
to the conclusion that some extinct pachydermatous genus was pro-

bably represented by the term
;
and some have lately even gone so

far as to contend that Behemoth and the Iguanodon of geologists are

identical !

Herodotus (ii. 71) gives a most incorrect description of what must be

regarded, from the context and other evidence, as the Hippopotamus.
This description is borrowed almost entirely by Aristotle, who has
not however given to the animal a horse's tail, which Herodotus
bestowed upon it ; adding, correctly enough, that its size was that of

the largest oxen.

Aristotle (' Hist. Anim.,' book ii. chap, vii.) thus describes the Hip-
popotamus :

" The Hippopotamus of Egypt has a mane like a horse
;

a bifurcated hoof like the ox
;
a flat visage or muzzle

;
an astragalus

like the animals with cloven feet
; projecting teeth which do not show

themselves much ; the tail of a hog ;
the voice of a horse

; and in size

it resembles an ass. Its skin is of Buch a thickness that spears are

made of it." Now, there is enough in this curious description to lead
to the conclusion that Aristotle meant no other than the Hippopota-
mus

;
there is also quite sufficient to show that he never saw the

animal, and that he trusted to the wild accounts of others. We trace

however the descriptions of Herodotus and Aristotle in many of the

figures of the animal which were published after the revival of letters ;

for it is worthy of remark that notwithstanding the highly erroneous

descriptions of ancient authors, some of whom must, one would think,
have had an opportunity of seeing the animal, the portraits of it by
ancient artists on coins, &c., are, almost without exception, far from
bad representations of the animal. But to return to the ancient
authors.

Diodorus (book i.) comes much nearer to the truth in his descrip-
tion, at least as to the size of the Hippopotamus ; for he says that it

is five cubits in length, and in bulk approaches to that of the

Elephant. The teeth are not badly characterised by the same
author; but he still leaves to the animal the cloven hoof and the
horse's tail.

Pliny says of it (book viii. 25), after treating of the Crocodile and
Scincus, "Major altitudine in eodem Nilo belua hippopotamus editur,'

'

and he gives it the bifid hoofs of the ox, the back, mane, and neigh
of the horse, a flattened muzzle, the tail and teeth of the boar,

adding, that though they are hooked they are less noxious "
ungulis

bifidi qu\les bubus, dorso equi, et juba, et hinnitu, rostro resimo,
caudd et dentibus aprorum, aduncis, sed minus noxiis." In short he
seems to have followed with very little exception the account given
by Aristotle, without attending to that of Diodorus. Pliny adds,
that helmets and bucklers are made of its skin, which are impene-
trable unless they are softened by moisture, and ho speaks of it*

feeding on the crops "depascitur segetes," and its caution in avoiding
snares. In his 9th book and 12th chapter, on the covering of aquatic
animals (' Tegmenta Aquatilium'), the varieties of which he enumerates,
he says,

" Alia corio et pilis teguntur, ut vituli et hippopotami ;

"

thus making it hairy like the seals, which we take to be meant by
'
vituli

;

' and yet, with all this monstrous error, he himself (book
viii. 26) speaks of M. Scaurus as being the first who had shown the

hippopotamus, together with five crocodiles, at Rome, during his

aidileship ; finishing the account however by making the former
animal a master of one department in the art of healing, in conse-

quence of his habit of letting blood by pressing the vein of his leg

against some very sharp stake when his obesity requires such relief.

We know moreover that Augustus exhibited one of these animals on
occasion of his triumph over Cleopatra. (Dion., book

Ii.). We shall

only further refer to the account of Achilles Tatius (book iv. 2),
which is, notwithstanding some errors, perhaps the most correct

; and
shall proceed to notice that, under the later emperors, a considerable
number of Hippopotami were introduced into the Roman shows.
Thus Antoninus exhibited some, with crocodiles, tigers, and other

11
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a* them with hi. own hand. Helionbalus
bo eilAMed Hippopotami. Thsee demand

showed fir. oo one occasion, and killed some
.. and the third Oordian

to have) produced
to Varoellintu AmmUnu. (book xi> !.

oUtrra, the nee of Hippopotami had disappeared from Egypt
je the Urn* of UM emperor Julian. Favourable circumstances

however mast have operated to rwtore it, M we collect from the

. of Zsrenfhi above alluded to and othera. That the animal

w*> Mend. ID some put* at least, appear* from Herodotui (book it.

"Those which are found in the district of Papremis are

.'but in other part* of Egypt they are not considered in the

mini ("Travels in Upper and Lower Egypt'), who
as thi* passage, and aUo one from Pauuniu (book ir. 33), goes

i that these animak. i laid waste whole countries by ravage*
a* fearful a* their sia* was enormous, and that they were equally
formidable to nun with UM crocodile. From the terror which they

Inspired, they were, be !!, generally looked upon a* the symbol
of Typhoo, that giant who had apread death and destruction among
the dHJe> which were worshipped in that quarter; they were, be

adda, at count the emblem of mischance and of cruelty, anil the

particular wormhip of them at Papremu must have been practised
aMy with the riew of appealing or averting their rage.
We have mentjoned that with few exceptions, if out with one only,

the representation* of the ancient artists have been found faithful to

tore when compared with the di-ocriptioni of ancient naturalists

ad author*. The exception u the figure copied by Hamiltou

(' .Egyptiaoa,' pL xxii.). from one of the cave* of Bern-Hassan, in which
the fert are rauimeuted a* cloven, and the lower tusks are so enonimu*
a* to reader it impoarible that they should be covered by the HIM,
whereat the largely developed muzzle and iU ooneequent concealment
of the iuk are portrayed upon moat of the ancient figures and

We do not consider the figure found by Belzoni as an
on, because, a* the author of the auiiwing book on Egyptian

Antiquities obeerves, the deaLmer sometime* placed on one animal a

part taken from another, and that mentioned by liel/oni was a calf
with the heed of a Hippopotamus. Though tho details of the teeth
and feet are not correct in the figure on the plinth of the xtntue of
the Nik formerly in the Vatican, and afterwards taken to the French
Miieeiiiii, ita general contour U good ; and the animal occurs in other

sculptures and in mosaics very characteristically represented. Some
of the*% that of the Vatican above mentioned, fur instance, may
have given rie to the story of the enmity borne towards the croco-
dile by the Hippopotamus, which in that sculpture holds a crocodile
ia ita month. On medals and coins of the Roman emperors tho

Hippopotamus often appears, sometimes with the crocodile, sometimes
without. TboM of the emperors Trajan, Hadrian, and Philip, or

of Mareja Otacilia Seven, Philip's wife, will occur to some of

: : : .-

Vincent de Baauvaia, Alberto* Magnus, James of Vitry, and all more
or leas fabulous ; but AbdalbUif give* a very good account of the
animal Belon and (Julius however seem to have been the first

among the modem* who actually saw, or at least who have recorded
that they saw the animal alive. They both saw it at Constantinople,
and perhaps they saw the same. Sonnini seems to doubt whether
the animal which Belon law was a hippopotami!* (' Travels in Upper
and Lower Egypt,' voL iil), and quotes Matthiolus, who speaks very
Itjhtinfly oT Belon; but a penual of that accurate observer's
Mooont will, we think, satiafy the moat scrupulous that he saw a

living Hippopotamu* ; he even allude* to the differences between the
cure* of that animal on ancient work* of art and the specimen

which he had before hi* eye*, and rectifies the error in the figure on
the plinth of the statue of the Nile, which ha* five toe* instead of
four. Of the teeth indeed he only remarks that they approach to
those of a hone. Oeener doe* little but quote Belon

; and without
itiUlnlm the reader with the

descriptions of Zerenghi. who U above
alluded to, which wve good, or the compilation of Aldrovandus,
who did not use tho figure of Zerengu, but another lent U. him from
Pado. (Cuvier think*, by Pronper Alpinua). or the good description
and mor* accurate representation given by Fabiua Column*, we come
to Lodolph, who, in hi. Hi*ory of

Kthfopia,' give, an entire figure
on a large scale. Thi* i* the best which had been hitherto published :

hot UM teeth are exaggerated, and a great deal too much exposed,
ad the ear* ar. ratherTing. Below this I* a figure of the sea-hone!

potting up hi* head above the water; thence called the river-horse

by the Greeks*." The head and neck alone are visible; but the
*nd exposure of tho teeth are continued, and tho

<r lengthening the nock, bead, and ear* ha* given a much
more horwUk* character to the figure. Thevenot, in hi* '

Voyage to
the Levant,' very fairly describe, an individual killed in hi* time
(1M) near Oirg*n, and taken to Cairo.

.... of these author* is 1039, but in 1735 theThe

rt lhev ar. aot Wld Mmd bv lite net o M nrplUu.
f Mten * fra art UMM : the .nlm.l U roar.footod, Mnilotnl, with
i tia. Itaet ofu e*. s fel aov, . hw- MOM, prominrnt te*ih, ud ihcW VOTS* ef hoTM. ball* tt Is** l*ff*s to mataMox. TheUini.M tkkk tkal wkm drM tk. >WU of dsrU at* Bade of It."

work of Prosper Alpinus was pubUshed, and obscured the subject

again by giving a representation of two stuffed skins, the one of a

large female animal, and the other of her foetui, which he had seen

in the bouse of the Pasha of Cairo. These were the skins of two

Hippopotami, but the skulls had been withdrawn, and the absci

tho projecting teeth led Prosper to the conclusion that he had at last

found in thin, which he took for a distinct creature, the animal

represented by the ancient artiste, forgetting, or more probably nut

knowing, that when the Hippopotami of the present day keep their

mouths closed no tooth is visible.

\\ need not detain the reader with a reference to the figures and

descriptions given by other zoologists, as Grew, A. Jussieu, Haul

Pallas, BufTon, He., but shall come at ouoe to LiuuteuR, and this will

bring us to the question of the geographical distribution of the

genus, and of the number of species.

Liniuciu, in his last edition of his '
Systema Naturae,' gives only

one species, Hippopotatnut amphibita, and places its habitat "in Nilo

et Bumbolo Africa), et ad ostia fluviorum

Africa appears to be the only quarter of the globe in which this

form exists ; and though Oneaicrituu (Arrian,
'

Indie.,' c. 6) places the

Hippopotamus in the Indus, Strabo (690, 707, Casaub.) seems to

prefer the testimony of ArUtobulus in contradiction of the fur

Pausanias (iv. 34) agrees with Strabo. Cuvier, who has collected

almost all the learning on this subject, well observes that no traveller

of credit has reported that it has been found on the continent of

Iiulin. He remarks that Button gave no credence to the testimony
of Michael Boyn, who states China to be one of the localities; he

observes that it is nearly without authority tli it LinmiMis supposes
the animal to occur at the mouths of the rivers of Asia, ui< !

opinion that M. Faujas appears to be well authorised iu denying t lut

it is to be found on the continent of India.

Handen includes the Hippopotamus among the animals of the

islands of Sumatra and Java; but Cuvier (' Ossemens Fi>.--

enters into an interesting discussion, well worthy of the perusal of

the reader, to show that Marsdeu is mistaken ;
and in addition

arguments, he brings forward the fact that Messrs. Diard and

Duvaucel, who travelled over a considerable part of Java and Sumatra
in tliffeiviit directions, could not find a Hippopotamus, though they
succeeded in obtaining two species of Rhinoceros and a Tapir. Upon
the whole evidence at present known, it seems to be estalili^lu-l tliut

the geographical distribution of this pachydermatous form is confined

to the great rivers and lakes of Africa.

We now come to the question of how many species of Hippo-
potamus at present exist.

M. DesmouUns ('Journal de Physiologic,' &c., par F. Mageudie,
tome v.) gives osteological reasons, drawn principally from the <Uft.-r-

ences in the skull, for distinguishing at least two species of Hippo-
potamus. And upon the whole it must be allowed that he a)

to be borne out in his position that the distinctions between the two

species, one of which he designates as the Hippopotamus of the Cape
(U. Capemit), and the other as the Hippopotamus of Senegal (//.

Senegal*****), ore as strong as those on which Cuvier founded his

specific separation of the Fossil Hippopotamus from that of the

Cape. H. Desmouliiw is further of opinion that it is not impossible
that the Hippopotamus of the Nile differs specifically from the other

two. The external differences do not appear to be considerable, if

any. M. Desmoulins indeed remarks, that of 40 Hippopotami
by M. Caillaud in the Upper Nile, two or three were bluish-block, all

the others reddish
;
and M. Desmoulins even hints that there may be

two species in that river. The latter odds that of the two Hippo-
potami of the Cape possessed by the Paris Museum, one is bluck,
the other reddish ; but he considers that the numerical disproportion

d between the individuals of the two colours in the Nile can

hardly admit of a sexual solution. We have examined several skulls

"f Hippopotami, and some of them certainly prewnt many striking
differences ; but it should be remembered that safe inferences as to

specific distinction can only,1m drawn from a very extensive exami-
nation of skeletons, combined with unquestionable data as to the

locality, age, and sex of the subjects examined.
With regard to the supposed two Nilotic species, there is reason

for considerable doubt; nor is much weight to be attached to the

alleged difference of colour. The animal in the water and out of it

present* a very different appearance ; and, to say nothing of the

possibility of a difference in the cose of sex, there is every probability
that some change in the colour may take place as the animal advances
in age. We have seen the remark of Le Vaillant as to the dill*

of colour when tho skin is dry, when it is only moist, and when the
animal in full life is walking at tho bottom of the river.

It need hardly be observed that the Homans must have derived
their Hipp<ipot:imi from Northern Africa; and as we have given
Sparrmann's description, among others, of the noise mode by the
KMiithiTii animnl, we may be excused perhaps for remarking that
Iturckhardt (' Travel* in Nubia') describes the voice of the 1 .'

potamus as a harsh and heavy sound, like the creaking or groaning of
a large wooden door. Thin noise, he says, is made when the animal
raises its huge head out of the wntcr and when he retires into it again.
We may also add, with regard to the alleged disappearance of the

Hip|H>potamus from Lower Egypt, that, as Cuvior remarks, the French
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savaus attached to the expedition to Egypt, who ascended the Nile

above Syene, did not meet with one.

We now come to an interesting period in the history of the Hippo-
potamus, its arrival in Europe in modern times, and its appearance
for tjje first time within the historical period in Great Britain. On
the llth of December 1849 Mr. Mitchell communicated to the Zoolo-

gical Society, at its evening meeting, the fact that a live Hippopotamus
had been secured for the Gardens in Regent's Park. He then read the

following extract from a letter, addressed to him by the Hon. C. A.

Murray, dated Cairo, November 16th, 1849 :

"
It is with the greatest satisfaction that I communicate to you the

intelligence that I have succeeded in obtaining for the Society a live

Hippopotamus. It is now in a yard at the back of my house, and

apparently in perfect health : you cannot be more anxious than I am
that I may be able to keep it through the winter, and send it to you
safe in the spring. It is only five or six months' old, and still lives

entirely on milk. I think a fresh importation of cows will be neces-

sary in Cairo, as our little monster takes about thirty quarts of milk

daily for his share already. H. H. Abbaa Pasha has been most liberal

in haviug the animal brought here at his own expense from the White
Nil'. A lieutenant and a party of ten Nubian soldiers formed his

escort ; a boat was built on purpose for him, and the viceroy sent him
to my house in charge of the chief officer of his palace. I may also

mention that, by his Highness's orders, another officer with a party of

soldiers, is still out on the White Nile charged with the duty of
H< miing a young female for us, so that I am not without hope of

sending you the pair together."
In another letter the same gentleman writes
" The Hippopotamus is quite well, and the delight of every one who

sees him. He is as tame and playful as a Newfoundland puppy ;

knows his keepers, and follows them all over the court-yard : in short,
if he continues gentle and intelligent, as he promises to be, he will

be the most attractive object ever seen in our garden, and may be

taught all the tricks usually performed by the elephant."

had then been born about two days. It was so small that, in his

delight at having accomplished the pasha's order, he seized it in his

arms, and would have carried it to the boat, which waited on him,
had not the slimy exudation which is lavishly poured forth from
innumerable pores in the skin of the young Hippopotamus rendered
it so slippery, that he was entirely unable to retain his hold. The
animal, having thus slipped from his grasp, all but escaped into the

Nile, where the mother doubtless was lying near at hand. The
hunter, however, with the presence of mind which characterises a

good sportsman, seized his spear, and with the sharp side-hook, which
has been in fashion in Egypt for three thousand years or more, he
succeeded in arresting the headlong plunge of his prize, without

inflicting greater injury upon him than a skin-wound, which is marked

by the scar upon his ribs to this day." The long voyage down the river was successfully accomplished in a
boat which had been built for the purpose by the viceroy's order, and
'

Obaysch,' as they named the Hippopotamus from his birth-place, was

safely delivered, in November 1849, after a journey of four months,
into the care of the Hon. C. A. Murray, through whose powerful
influence the viceroy had been prevailed on to exert his power and
assist the Society in an object for which all exertions of their own
had failed.

"
Obaysch spent his first winter in Cairo, under the charge of his

present intelligent keeper, Hamet Saaffi Canaana, a Nubian Arab
whom Mr. Murray engaged for the purpose. In May 1850 proper
preparations were made, with the obliging co-operation of the direc-

tors, in the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company's ship
Ripon, for the transport from Alexandria, and on the 2oth of that
month the first Hippopotamus which had breathed on English soil

since the deluge was landed successfully on the quay at Southampton,
and liberated in the Gardens, from his travelling house, at ten o'clock

the same evening. On emerging from the door of it he followed

Hamet, who has scarcely ever left him during the whole voyage from

Cairo, into the building which had been prepared for him, and instantly

Hippopotamus.

The animal referred to in the above letter arrived in England on
>'h of May. The following account of its capture and habits in

the Gardens is 4aken from Mr. Mitchell's '

Popular Guide
'

to the

menagerie of the Society. A house and two tanks have been expressly
l.'iilt. fur the accommodation of this animal :

" Since the imperial exhibitions in the Circus at Rome, no. living

Hippopotamus baa been imported into Europe, except the young male
which the Society possesses. The difficulty of obtaining such an
animal may be conjectured from the fact, that after the viceroy of

Egypt had > to present one to the Society, it became neces-

sary for his Highness to despatch an expedition to the Upper Nile for

the purpose of making the capture, and that success was only achieved
after two thousand miles of the river had been ascended. In the
month of July, ISI'.t, the chief huntsman of the party, in searching
the reedy margin of an island in the White Nil, called Obaysch, at
last discovered a little Hippopotamus calf, which, as he conjectured,

indulged in a long-continued bath. The ten hours which elapsed
between his removal from the steamer at Southampton, and his arrival

in the Regent's Park, is the longest period during which he has ever
been without access to water.

" The slow respiration of the Hippopotamus enables him to remain
for long intervals beneath the surface, and the organisation both of
the ears and nostrils are beautifully adapted for this condition of his

existence. The enormous size to which these animals grow has been
recorded by every African traveller, and is sufficiently indicated by
the skulls which are found in almost every museum. An adult male
in good condition, measuring five feet at the shoulder, would certainly
have three times the present bulk of Obaysch, who has most probably
grown quite as fast under the treatment he has experienced as he
would have done in his native river.

" The principal food of the Hippopotamus in his natural state

appears to be young grass, grean corn when it is to be obtained, browse
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of AruU. and pn>Ubly
a

i of UM gnat water-plants which abound

"
Ofaayeeh ""n*"nr* about one hundred pound* weight daily of

hay, chalT. corn, route, and green food. For the firrt Tear he was fed

ahnoet entirely on cow's milk and Indian corn meal finely ground ;

and Uwrs is no doobt whatever that any of the great animals,!! illy called Pachyderms, such a* the Elephants and Rhinoceros,

%! he reared by resident* in Africa with perfect success in the same
MMer. The African Elephant and UM African Rhlnooero* are still

" The Hippopotamus now only exists in Africa ; it is found in the

riirm of UM south and wart, a* well a* in the Nile; and there is also in

MM of the weetern riven a pigmy species, of whose skull a cast was

pres.nted to the Society by the late Dr. Morton of the United States."

A hippopotamus has also been recently exhibited iu the Jardiu des

Pl*nt7m Paris, but it died a few month* after it* arrival.

On Saturday. July 22nd. 1854, a second specimen, a female, of this

hrts rialIng animal wa* safely deposited in the Gardens of the Zoolo-

gical Society. At this date it was about four months old, and weighed
bore a too. It was fed by it* keeper opening its mouth with his

hand, which he thrust down its throat, covered with milk and corn-

mail. It wa* ascertained that this creature was not insensible to

sic, and when any one of the musician* on board the vessel in

which it was brought, played his instrument near it, she invariably
nised her head in the attitude of listening. Tbe keeper, also an Arab
Make-charmer, was in the habit of exciting the attention of his chargn

by a kind of uiunical call, which it answered by vibrating it* great
bulk to and fro with evident pleasure, keeping time to the measure of

Li* keeper's eong.
The USM of the Hippopotamus to man are certainly not many, but

when we look at the enormous ripping cbiurl like canines of the lower

jaw, and the lower incisor* formed for uprooting, we cannot but think
that such an animal must be an active agent in clearing rivers from
the greater water-plant* which might in time, if left undisturbed, go
far to convert tbe running stream into a sluggish iwamp. With
regard to minor details, the flesh of this Waiter Ochs is much esteemed
a* an article of food. In the first catalogue of the African MuAum
we n-ad that it is much in request both among the natives and the

colonists, and that tbe epicures of Cape Town do not disdain to use
their influence with tbe country farmer, to obtain a preference in the
matter of Sea-Cow's Speck, a* the fat which lies immediately under
UM skin i* called when salted and dried. Nor are the whips which
are made of the akin of the Hippopotami of the Nile thought lightly
of in the neighbouring countries. They are said to be made by cutting
the fresh akin into triangular strips some five or six feet in length :

one extremity of the strip is pointed, and it gradually widens till the
breadth at the opposite extremity is equal to the intended circum-
ference of the bulk of the whip. The strip is then rolled up so a* to
form a sort of conical pipe, is firmly tied to keep it in place, and dried
in UM eon. When all is finished a light and elastic whip is produced.
Bat then i* no part of the hippopotamus in more request than the
great canine teeth, tbe ivory of which U so highly valued by dentists
for making artificial teeth. No other ivory keeps its colour equally
wrll ; and these canine teeth are imported in great numbers to this

country (where more are sent in the first instance than anywhere else

perhaps) for this purpose, and sell at a very high price. From the
olosstisM of the ivory, the weight of the tooth, a portion only of which
is available for the artificial purpose above mentioned, is heavy iu" 'Ion to iu bulk ; and the article fetches, or did fetch, upon an

, about thirty shillings, more or law, per pound. One of the
) distinction* pointed out by M. Desmoulins is the comparative

abrasion of the canine* in tbe supposed two species ; and we would
call UM attention of the curious who deal in these teeth to this
drtamsUnw and the papers above quoted.

feml Hippopotami.
The remain* of several specie* of Hippopotamus have been found

which art now rxtincU Amongst other*, the following have been
recorded : //. nn/iV/mu, //. miner, II. malou, and //. minim**. These
have been f.uud in Uie tertiary beds of Europe. A larger specie*
than any of these ha* been found in Great Britain, and identified byPniienwi Owen with //. major, Cuv. The following notice of this

pente* ocean in hi* '

HUtory of British Fossil Mammals :'"
In glancing rctrapcetiveiy toward* the dawn of the scientific
-"kalion of foasil remains, one I* (truck with the early iutroduc-

the idra that the Hippopotamus bad contributed to those
in UM temperate latitudes of Europe : this amphibious quad-MMtf sma* in (sot to have been tbe Ant to which large fossil bones

and teeth were referred, after the notion that they were relic* of giants
ft**"""*" I"""* **> o be exploded.UM learned 8axon scholar Somner acquaint* us that some

"
^J "** *** ClMlhM fc" * WCT o* opinion that they were
* a rivei-banc; and the antiquarian DougU* misinterpreted

in like manner the jaw and teeth of a rhinoceros, much of the
tow speculation* In hi* Dissertation on the Antiquity of the

not ba*ed on UM assumption that the fluviatile deposit* at

Chatham, in the instance which he describe*, had yielded
'

hippopo-
tauiio remain*.' 'When we consider,' he says, 'the great distance

from tbe Medway to the Nile, or other rivers near the tropics where

these kind of animals are now known to inhabit, and when we have

no authority from the Pentateuch to conclude that any extraordinary
convulsion of nature had impelled animal* at that period from their

native regions to countries so remote, so we have no natural inference

For concluding that the deluge was the cause of this phenomenon.
Taking into consideration the geological feature* of the stratum of the

river soil, he concludes '

that, as the hippopotamus is known to be
the inhabitant of muddy riven like those of the Nile and the Medway,
it should therefore argue that this animal was the inhabitant of those

regions when in a state of climature to have admitted of its

existence.'
" This conclusion is essentially correct, though based in the pre-

sent instance on wrong premises : neither the organic remains from

Chatham, any more than those from Chat-thorn, having appertained
to a '

river- or sea-bred creature.' The genus of land-quadrupeds to

which these fossils actually belonged is nevertheless at the present

day a* much confined to the tropics as the hippopotamus. No long
time elapsed before true hippopotauiic remains were found in the same

deposits which had yielded the bones and teeth of the rhinoceroses.

It was most probably from fresh-water marl that the entire skull of

the hippopotamus was obtained, which is stated iu Lee's ' Natural

History of Lancashire
'

to have been found iu that county under a

peat-bog, and from which work Dr. Buckloud has copied tbe ligure

given in plate xxii., rig. 5, of the '

Reliquiae Diluviaua;.' From the

indication of the second pre-molar in this figure we may, I think,

discern the greater separation of that tooth from tbe third pre-molar,
which forms one of the marks of distinction between the fossil and recent

hippopotamus. Mr. Parkinson, in the third volume of his
'

Organic
Remains,' 4to., 1811, p. 375, treating of the Hippopotamus, says,

' In

my visits to Walton, in Essex, I have been successful in obtaining some
remains of this animal.' These fossils are now in the museum of the

Royal College of Surgeons, and are referrible to the extinct species sub-

sequently determined by Cuvier in the second edition of the ' Os*

Fossiles,' under the name of Uijijtoputamut major. The first specimen,
cited by Mr. Parkinson as ' an incisor of the right side of the lower

jaw,' is the great median incisor, which when entire must have beeu 18

inches in length. It has lost much of its original animal matter, and
is considerably decomposed. This tooth may be distinguished from
the straight inferior tusk of the Mastodon by its partial investment

of enamel
;
or when this is lost, as in the decayed specimen from the

till at Walton, by the tine concentric lines on the fractured surface of

the ivory, the corresponding surface iu the tusk of the Mastodon pre-

senting the decussating curvilinear striae. The second specimen from
Walton is thus described by Mr. Parkinson :

' The point of an inferior

canine tooth or tusk, measuring full nine inches in circumference, and

having seven inches in length of triturating surface.' From the great
size of this tooth it is very likely to have belonged to the same animal
to which the preceding tooth belonged. Besides the longitudinal
stria; and grooves observable in the enamel of its sides and interior

parts, it is characterised by strong transverse rugous markings, which
are placed at nearly regular distances of about two inches, and ore

observed to exist in the same manner on the fragment which joins
to it The third specimen described in that work is a fragment of

the left lower canine tusk of a young hippopotamus ;
it hod scarcely

come into use, and the pulp cavity exteiuU to near the apex of the

conical and unworn crown. From the absence of the transverse

rugous markings in the enamel, and the roundness of the circum-

ference of this first-formed portion of the tusk, Mr. Parkinson was
induced to suspect that it might have belonged to the small hip-

popotamus ;
but similar modifications are observable in the recently-

protruded tusk of the young African hippopotamus, and are doubtless

due to the immaturity of the individual of the fossil species which

yielded this small tusk.
" Mr. Parkinson says,

' Remains of the Hippopotamus have been

found, I am informed, iu some parts of Gloucestershire,' and prior to

the publication of the third volume of the '

Organic Remains,' Sir

Everord Home had deposited in the museum of the College of Sur-

geons a tooth the third pre-molar, right side upper jaw of the

major, Cuv., which hod been dug up in u field called

DurlifM, in the parish of Leigh, five miles west of Worcester. Mr.
Strickland's valuable observations ou the tluviatile deposits in the

valley of the Avon, have confirmed these indications of the remains of
the hippopotamus iu that locality, and have thrown much light on the

conditions under which the extinct species of that now tropical genus
of Pachyderms formerly existed iu the ancient waters that deposited
those sands. Mr. Parkinson lastly cites the remarkable discovery by
Mr. Trimmer of the remains of the hippopotamus iu the fresh-water

deposits at Brentford, an account of which Mr. Trimmer afterwards

communicated to the Royal Society, with excellent figures of the'

principal fossils of the hippopotamus and of those of the mammoth,
rhinoceros, and a large deer therewith associated.

" These sjiecimens were collected in two brick-fields ;
the first about

half a mile north of the Thames at Kew Bridge, and with its surface

about 25 feet above that river at low water. Tbe strata here are :

1st, sandy loam, from BIX to seven feet, the lowest two feet slightly
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calcareous ; this yields no organic remains. 2nd, sandy gravel a few
inches thick, with tluviatile shells and a few bones of land animals.

3rd, loam, slightly calcareous, from one to five feet
;
between this and

the next stratum peat frequently intervenes in small patches of only a
few yards wide and a few niches thick : here bones and horns of ox and
deer occur, with fresh-water shells. 4th, gravel containing water;
this stratum varies from two to ten feet in thickness, and is always
deepest in places covered by peat ; in it were found the remains of
the mammoth, teeth of the hippopotamus, and horns and teeth of
the aurochs. This stratum like the fresh-water deposits at Clacton,
with similar mammalian fossils, rests upon the Eocene London clay,
the fosssilg of which are, as Mr. Trimmer correctly observes,

'

entirely
marine.'

" The first stratum in the second brick-field is a sandy loam, calcareous

at its lower part, eight or nine feet thick, in which no organic remains
were observed. In the second stratum, consisting of sand, becoming
coarser towards the lowest part, and ending in sandy gravel from three

to eight feet,
' were found always, within two feet of the third stratum,

the teeth and bones of the hippopotamus, the teeth and bones of the

elephant, the horns, bones, and teeth of several species of deer and

ox, atid the sheila of river fish. The remains of hippopotami are so

extremely abundant, that in turning over an area of 120 yards in the
t .-eaaon,' (1812) 'parts of six tusks have been found of this

animal.' Mr. Trimmer adds, that ' the gravel stones in this stratum
do not appear to have been rounded in the usual way by attrition,
and that the bones must have been deposited after the flesh was off,

because in no instance have two bones been found together which were

joined in the living animal ; and farther, that the bones are not in

the least worn, as must have been the case had they been exposed to

the wash of a sea-beach.'
*'When the flesh and ligaments of dead hippopotami decomposing

in African rivers have been dissolved and washed from its bones, these
will become detached from one another, and may be separately im-
bedded in the sedimentary deposits at the bottom of the river with-
out becoming much water-worn in their course previous to entomb-
ment. Although therefore the bones of the Brentford hippopotamus
were imbedded after the flesh was off, the individual to which they
belonged might not have been transported from any great distance,
the phenomena being perfectly in accordance with the fact that the
animal had lived and died in the stream with the fresh-water mollusks,
the shells of which characterise the sedimentary deposit in which its

bones were subsequently buried.

"All the well-observed phenomena attending the discovery of

hippopotauiic remains, have concurred in establishing the truth of
the conjecture of Douglas, that such animals, though now tropical,
wore formerly inhabitants of these regions. Additional arguments,
as novel as ingenious, in support of the same conclusion have been
deduced by Dr. Itiicklanrt, from his examination of the cave of Kirkdale,
and of the remains of the quadrupeds, including the hippopotamus,
which he discovered in that remarkable depository of organist d

Of the great amphibious Pachyderm, he cites six molar
and a few fragments of canine and incisor teeth,

' the bent of

which are in the possession of Mr. Thorpe of York."
" These teeth of the hippopotamus therefore, like the teeth of the

mammoth, associated with them in the Kirkdale Cave, prove that

they were young and inexperienced individuals that had fallen into

tin! clutches of the co-exUting predatory Carnivora, which made that
cave their lurking place, and perfectly coincide with the conclusions
which Dr. Bucklaud thus enunciates :

-' The facts developed in this

cliarnel-house of the antediluvian forests of Yorkshire, demonstrate
that there was a long succession of years in which the elephant,
rhinoceros, and hippopotamus had been the prey of the hyaenas,
which, like themselves, inhabited England in the period immediately
preceding the formation of the diluvial gravel ;

and if they inhabited
thin country, it follows as a corollary that they also inhabited all those
other regions of the northern hemisphere in which similar bones have

1'iund under precisely the same circumstances, not mineralised,
but ."imply in the state of grave-bones imbedded in loam, or clay, or

gravel, over great part of northern Europe, as well as North America,
an. I Siberia. Fossil remains of the hippopotamus have been found
in some abundance, and in a more perfect state than those in the
tluviatile deposits of the valley of the Thames and Avon, in the

formation of clay and sand with lignite beds, also of fresh-water

origin, that overlie the Norwich Crag upon the eastern coast of

-Ik.'"

ains of the extinct Hippopotamus have been found in other
caves in England besides Kirkdale, as at Kent's Hole, Torquay, and at
I lupiham Common. The shells which were found by Mr. Strickland

with the remains of this animal, indicate that no great difference

of temperature existed from that which we find at the present day.
The remains of //. major are not uncommon along the European
shore of the Mediterranean. No remains of it have been found
in any pirt of Asia. In the fossils from the Sewalik Hills, found

by l)r. Falconer and Captain Cautley, there is a representative of
the hippopotamus with six incisive teeth in the lower jaw. For this

form the Hubgeneric name Jlexaprotodon has been proposed. We have
I of the Hippopotamus having existed upon our planet

anterior to the pliocene division of the tertiary period; and the

ancient extinct species, like that of the recent form, seeing to have
been confined to the eastern hemisphere.
HIPPOPUS. [TRIDACNID.E.]
HIPPOTHE'RIUM, the name of an extinct species of Mammalia

allied to the Horse, found and described by Professor Kaup, from the
strata of sand at Epplesheim, near Altzey, about 12 leagues south of

Mayence, referrible to the second or Miocene period of the Tertiary
Formation.

HIPPOTHOA, a genus of Animals belonging to the family
Polyzoa. It is characterised by a confervoid polypidom, adherent,
and creeping, calcareous, irregularly branched, the branches frequently
anastomosing, formed of elliptical cells linked to each other at the
extremities ; aperture lateral near the distant end. Dr. Johnston
enumerates three British species, II. catenularia, II. divaricata, and
II. sica. They are found encrusting sheila and other objects in deep
water.

HIPPOTIORIS. [EquiDJS.]
HIPPU'RIS (from ftnros, a horse, and oCpa, tail, from the resemblance

of the stem to a horse's tail), a genus of Plants belonging to the
natural order Halorayacete. [HALOBAGACEVE.] It has the calyx-limb
very minute, obsoletely 2-lobed

;
no petals ;

one stamen
;
a filiform

style lying in a channel of the anther ; the stigma simple, acute; the
fruit nucumentaceous, 1-celled. Three species of this genus have
been described. Of these, //. vulyaris, the Common Mare's-Tail, is

found abundantly throughout Europe and North America. It has
linear leaves, 6-12 in a whorl, and callous at the point It is found
in ditches and lakes. In deep water the submersed leaves are flaccid
and pellucid, and not callous at the points. This plant is very
common in Great Britain in stagnant waters and slow streams.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
HIPPURITES, a name given by Knorr and Schroeter to a

Fossil Coral (C'yat/top/iyllum ceratites, Goldfuss) of the Eifel Transi-
tion Limestone. Uuettard also used this title for a lamelMferous
coral.

By Lamarck, Defrauce, and other writers, this nama is given to a
somewhat problematical group of fossils found in limestones of the
Oolitic age which flank the Alps in the Uutersberg, near Salzburg,
at Regensburg, &c., in the Chalk of Perigord, Alet, &c.
Lamarck places Hippuritea with Bdcmnites, and Orlkoceratites

among the Cephalopoda. (' Conchyliologie : Nouv. Diet, des Sciences

Nat.') Latreille takes nearly the same view as Lamarck.
(' Families

Naturellea' du '

Regue Animal') Rang, referring to Batolites and
Raphanite> of Moutfort, and Amplexus of Sowerby (which is certainly
a lamelliferous coral), introduces the genus among the acephalous
Rudiata, according to the views of De Blainville.

The structure of the Rudiata has been studied by M. Ch. Desmoulins
and M. Deahayea, and the location of Hippuritea in that group may,
on their competent authority, be definitively adopted. Considered as a
bivalve shell, whose valves lire excessively unequal, one may be
described as cylindrical, conical, or curved; the other as flat, or
tumid externally, and operculiform. The laniiuuj of the large valve
are sometimes separated, as in some spoudyli, and subject to such
convolutions on one part of the circumference as to cause the

appearance of longitudinal siphons immersed in the shell. These
are arguments, but very iusumcieut ones, for comparing Ilippuritca
with Cephalopoda. The shell is fibrous, or rather formed of prisrnaHo
cells, of a 6-sided figure, in a longitudinal direction, which have been
compared to the cellular structure of the shells of Balauiis. The
shells are sometimes attached side by side, as two portions of a
coral. The internal cavity is far from corresponding to the external

figure of the shell, and the cast in this cavity has been called
Birustritet.

The abundance of these fossils in certain calcareous bases of the
Chalk or top of the Oolitic formation in the Pyrenees, the Uutersberg
near Salzburg, the Bellunese, &c. is extraordinary, so that particular
strata receive from the circumstance the name of Hippurite
Limestone.
HITTAGE, a genus of Plants of the family of Malpiykiacea,

better known by the name Giertnera, given it by Schreber in honour
of the celebrated Gicrtner; though the name assigned by himself, an

prior, is now alone admitted. The genus contains only two species :

one, II. Madablota, figured by Sounerat under the latter name (' Voy.'
ii. t. 135), which is common in the forests of many parts of India ;

the other, II. obtuaifolia, is found in China, but commonly cultivated
as an ornamental plant in India. Both species are remarkable for
their great size as climbers, ascending to the tops of the loftiest trees,
and hanging down in elegant festoons of white flowers.

HIRCUS. [CAFHE.K.J
HIRLING, a local name for the Salmon Trout. [SALMONID.K.]
HIRUDINE'LLA, a name given by M. Bory to a genus of Micro-

loaria.

HIRUDINID^E. [ANNELIDA.]
HIRUNDINID^E, a family of Birds belonging to the order

Intessorei, and the division Fissirostra. They include the species of
birds known by the name of Swallows and Martins. Many of these
are inhabitants of the British Islands. The following are the forma
described in Yarrell's '

History of British Birds :

'

Uirundo. Beak very short, depressed, and very wide at the base ;
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ink t tho point ; the culroen elevated ;

. . ami. partty covered by membrane; logi hort; toe*

, thre. in hoot, MM behind; cUwi curved ; wings long and

// nrtiesj. UM Swallow. UM Chimney-Swallow.
.oe, UM Martin, th* Martin-Swallow, the Hoiue-Martin.

// rVawM. UM 8ad-Martin, UM Bank-Martin.

CVfMtfc*. Back very abort, triangular at it* base, wide, concealed,

iliir i1.Ii| i si>*s>illC tiijnnil thi ijn upper mandible hooked

at UM point ; BMtrib longitudinal, near the ridge of the beak, open,
UM *agV* irniaod, and funuabed with atnall fcth.-n ; tani very abort ;

UM four, all directed forward* and entirely divided; claw* abort,

true*, and cunred ; wing* very long ; the first quill-feather a little

barter than the second.

.IMC, the Swift, UM Swift Swallow, the Common Swift.

C eV^u, UM Alpine Swift, the White-Bellied Swift

For an account of the other member* of the family, *ce SWALLOW
TMML
MISINCERITR [THBACUTE.]
II 1STOLOGY (i<rri and A*TI), that department of science wbicb

embrace* the fact* relating to the ultimate structure of the part* of

plant* and animal*. Tbeee faeta have been usually comprehended
tinder UM term General Anatomy, but more recently it ha* been found

ootmnient to tu* the term Hutology. It i* only recently Out thi*

word could be needed, for the obeerration* upon which the science

i* founded hare only been made since the extensive employment of

the microscope. It may be said to have originated with Marcellus

Malpighi (im-M) and Anton Ton Leeuwenhoek (1622-1723) at the

time when magnifying glaase* were fint oonatruoted of auch a kind as

to be useful in observing the atrueture of plants and animal*. The
ultimate composition of organised bodie* wa* unknown to ancient

observers, a* well a* thoee who lived in the middle ages. It is true

that Aristotle and Oalen (peak of homogeneous and heterogeneou*

part* of the body ; and Kallopius, at the beginning of the 1 6th century,
nailpail itill more accurately the idea of what are now called the

tiaanrs of the body, yet the more minute structure of these part* was

entirely hidden from the*e observers. Even after the time of

Malpighi and Leeawenhoek HtUe was done towards unravelling the

intimate structure of the tiaiue* till the beginning of the present

eentnry. We can only point to such men as Fontana, Huys,
Ueberkuhn, Hewson, and Procbaska, a* having engaged in isolated

observation* upon the structure of various parts of the body. It was
not till the year 1801 that a connected view of the tissues of the

human body was given to the world, in such a form a* to lay the

foundations of what is now called the science of Histology. The
An.ton.ie Generate' (Paris, 1801) of Bichat was in fact the first

attempt to treat the -
--y scientifically. It was not

so much that Ittchat contributed new observations on tins subject,
a* that he systematically arranged what had hitherto been done, and
called attention to the importance of the subject, and to the fact

that it Uy at the foundation of all physiological and pathological

In the d

. . .

In the direction of botany, the present century witnessed the obser-

vation* of Robert Drown, who wa* the first to draw the attention of

******1trrlT to UM importance of niinuto observations on the tissues

One of the earliest attempt* at a systematic arrangement
of plant* wa* made by Slack, in the 39th volume

of UM ' TraasaoUoos of the Society of Arts,' in a paper on the

Elementary Tiasue* of Plant* and on Vegetable Circulation. Obser-
vation* upon the cellular and vascular structure of plant* multiplied,
and a freaUr value and interest wa* given to these than they had
before possMtd by the observations of S hleiden on the origin and

dv*lopaMatofUieeellsof|>lu]Uinbii|ia|- -r..n I'hytogenesis, published
i Mullet's ' Archiv fur Anatomic und Physiolngie,' Part iL, 183S. II,

her* printed oat, that in the formation of vegetable cell*, small

harpiyilennrd granule* are first generated in a gratuitous substance,
ami around them the cell-nuclei (cytoblasU) an found, which appear
like granolou* coagulations around the granule*.
The remit* of these observation* were communicated in 1837 to

Uchwann, who, struck with the resemblance between the cells of
aahatl* and those of planta, conceived the idea that the same history
of devstopmssit wouldbefaI be found true of the parts of animals that had
be**) discovered by flchleiden In UM parts of plant*. From this time
UM scfeooK of HMotogy mad* rapid progrea*, and we cannot more
appropriately present its present condition than in the language of
ftufssjui KoUflMr, in hi* introduction to hi*

' Manual of Human
Hwtolo0:'

In UM year 18M to (act the demonstration by Dr. Th. Schwann
of UM ./nginally perfectly identical cellular composition of all animal
orfuasCB*. and of UM origin of their higher structure* from these
sfasMwU, aflbrdfd UM appropriate conception which united all pre-
view iibaartatluus, and afforded a do* for further investigations. If
Btefcat fooadWd Histology more theoretically by constructing a system
*d carrying It out logically. Hchwann ha* by hi* investigation*
stated a baa* of fact*, and has thus won the second laurel* in this
Md. What ha* been done in this sciroce *inoc Bchwaun ha* l>een
Meed of grsat importance to physiology and medicine, and in fact
f great valtM in a purely sdenUflc point of view, inasmuch a*

great deal which Schwann only indicated or shortly adverted to, as

the genesis of the cell, the import of the nucleus, the develops
the higher tisanes, their chemical relations, ftc., has received a further

development, but all this ha* not amounted to a step so greatly in

advance as to constitute a new epoch. If, without pretensions to

prescience, it be permitted to speak of the future, this condition of

Histology will hut a* long a* no essential advance is made towards

penetrating more deeply into organic structure, and becoming
acquainted with those elements of which that which we at present
hold to be simple is composed. If it be possible that the molecules
which constitute cell-membranes, muscular fibrils, axilo fibre of nerve*,

Ac., should be discovered, and the laws of their apposition and of the
alteration* which they undergo in the course of the origin, the growth
and the activity of the present so-called elementary parts, should be
made out, then a new era will commence for Histology, and the dis-

coverer of the law of cell-genesis, or of a molecular theory, will be as

much or more celebrated than the originator of the doctrine of the

composition of all animal tissues out of cells.
" In characterising the present position of Histology aqd of it*

object*, we must by no means forget that, properly speaking, it con-

siders only one of the three aspects which the elementary parts p:

to observation, namely, their form.

"Microscopical anatomy is concerned with the undent
of the microscopic forms, and with the laws of their structui

development, not with any general doctrine of the elementary
parts.

"
Composition and function are only involved so far as they relate

to the origin of forms and to their variety.
" Whatever else respecting the activity of the perfect clement

their chemical relations is to be found in Histology, is tin-;

practical grounds, in order to give some useful triplication

morphological conditions, or to complete them, as, from it* ii

alliance with the subject, it is added only because physiology proper
does not afford a due place for the functions of the elem<

parts."
If Histology is to attain the rank of a science, its first need is to

have as broad and certain an objective basis as possible. To t i,

the minuter structural characters of animal organisms are to bo
examined on all sides, and not only in fully-formed structures, but in

all the earlier periods from their first development.
" When the morphological elements have been perfectly made out,

the next object is to discover the laws according to which
uli'ivin one must not fail to have regard also to their relations of

composition ami function. In discovering these laws, here as in t he

exjieriniental sciences generally, continual observation MI
and more, among the collective mass of scattered facts iuul observe
tbe occasional from the constant, the accidental from the essential, till

at last a series of more and more rr'ieral < '\pr. . inn-

froin which in the end mathematical expressions or furnn

and thus the laws are enumerated.
"If we inquire how fur Histology bos satisfied these requirements,

and what are iu prospects in the immediate future, the an.-u cr must
be a modest one. Not only does it not possess a single law, but the
materials at hand front which such nltould be deduced are |

relatively su scanty, that not v "isiderablu n nei.d

prnp<jaitioii8 appear well founded. Not to speak of a complete know-

ledge of the minuter structure of animal.* in general, we ore not

acquainted with the structure of a sin . not
ii "f man, although be box ,uently tlie olject of in

gntidii ; and therefore it has hitherto i. . M m
p.

.;.:, to l.nn.' the

essentially nearer its goal. It would however be unj
I. and depreciate what we do possess ; and it may at any rate

be said that we have acquired a rich store of fact*, and a few more

trustworthy propositions. To indicate only tho more important of

the former, it may be mentioned that we have a very MI;

acquaintance with the perfect elementary parts of the higher animals;
and that we also understand their development, with the exception
of tbe elastic tissue, and of the elements of the teeth and bones.
The mode in which these are united into organs has been less exa-
mined ; yet on thi* head also much has been added of late, especially
in man, whose individual organs, with the exception of the nervous

system, the higher organs of sense, and a few glands (the liver, blood-

vascular glands), have been almost exhaustively investigated. If

the like progress continue to be made, the structure of the human
body will iu a few years be so clearly made out that, except pcrhap*
in the nervous system, nothing more of importance will remain to be
done with our present modes of investigation. With Comparative
Histology it i* otherwise : hardly commenced, not yean but decades
will be needed to carry out tbe necessary investigations. Whoever
will do good work in thi* field must, by monographs of typical forms

embracing their whole structure from the earliest periods of develop-
ment, obtain a general view of all the divisions of the animal kin

and then by '.ho method* above described strive to develop their

laws.
" As regards the general propositions of Histology, the science has

made no important progress since Schwann ; however, much has been
attained by the confirmation of tbe brood outlines of hi doctrines.

The position, that all tho higher animals at one time consist wholly
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of cells, and develop from these their higher elementary parts, stands
firm

; though it must not be understood aa if cells, or their derivatives,
were the sole possible or existing elements of animals. In the same

way, Schwann's conception of the genesis of cells, though considerably
modified and extended, has not been essentially changed, since the
cell-nucleus still remains as the principal factor of cell-development
and of cell-multiplication. Least advance has been made in the laws
which regulate the origin of cells and of the higher elements

;
and

our acquaintance with the elementary processes which take place

during the formation of organs must be regarded as very slight. Yet
the right track in clearing up these points has been entered upon ;

and a logical investigation of the chemical relations of the elementary
parts and of their molecular forces, after the manner of Danders,
Dubois, Ludwig, and others, combined with a more profound micro-

scopical examination of them, such as has already taken place with

regard to the muscles and nerves, and further, a histological treatment
of embryology, such as has been attempted by Reichert, Vogt, and

myself, will assuredly raise the veil, and bring us step by step nearer

to the desired though perhaps never-to-be-reached end."

In accordance with the plan of this work, the Histology of each

separate organ of the body will be found in the general article devoted
to that organ.
The tissues or textures of the body enumerated in the article

ANATOMY will Ix* found under their respective names; and in the
articles Tl&iUEa, VEGETABLE, and TISSUES, ANIMAL, will be found an
account of the relations and general physiology of the textures of
the body.

Necessary aids to the study of Histology are the microscope and
books. Under the article MICROSCOPE, in ARTS AND Sc. Div., the
nature of that instrument and the mode of using it will be described,
aa well as the various forms adapted for histological purposes.
We refer here to some of the more important works and papers to

be consulted on this subject.

Kolliker, Manual of Human IIitology ; Sharpey, General Anatomy,
in Quain's Elements of Anatomy; Beale, The Microscope, and its

nil',, i in Clinical Medicine; Todd and Bowman, Physiological

Anatomy ; Gerber, Element! of the General and Minute Anatomy of
Man and the Mammalia; Qoodsir, Anatomical and Pathological
Observations; Hassall, Microscopic Anatomy; Bowman, On the Struc-

ture of Voluntary Muscle (Phil. Tram., 1840) ; Kieruan, On the Struc-

ture of (lie Liter (I'hil. Trans., 1835) ; Mandl, Manuel d'Anatomie

Genirale; Hobl, On the Vegetable Cell; Owen, Lectures on Comparative
Anatomy; Quekett, Lectures on Histology ; Schleiden, Principles of
Scientific Botany; Schleiden and Schwann, Microscopical Research**
I Sydeuham Society) ; Ctidofxtdia of Anatomy and Physiology ; Robin,
II- '^ire Xaturdle da Viyflaux Parasites; Carpenter, Principle! of
Physiology, General and Comparative.

( Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science.)
HOAZIN. [CRACID*.]
HOBBY. [FALCONID.E.]
HOCCO, a name employed by Buffon, Latham, and others, to

ite some of the Curassow Birds. [CRACID.E.]
HOE. [SQUALID.E.]
HOG. [SuiD.E.]
HOG-MEAT. [BOERHAAVIA.]
HOG-PLUM. [Si'ONDiAtE.E.]

HOLASTEIl, a genus of Fossil Echinidce, proposed by M. Agassiz
to include species once ranked as Spatangi. Spatangus subglobosus
(Leske), S. planus (Mantell), and 8. hemispheric** (Phillips), are

examples. The species occur almost exclusively in the Chalk Forma-
tion. [ECHI.VODERMATA.]
HOLCUS, a genus of Grasses belonging to the tribe Avenece. It

has 2-flowered glumes, the lower perfectly awnless, the upper
usually stameniferous, with a dorsal awn ; the palere hardening on
the fruit. There are two British species of this genus. H. lanatus
has the upper glume obtuse, apiculate ;

the awn smooth, except for a
short distance from the tip.

'

It grows in meadows and pastures. //.

muliis has the upper glume acute, and the awn rough throughout its

whole extent. It grows in thickets or open places on a light soil.

The //. ccrnunt of \Villdenow, and the //. sorghum of Liumeus are
now referred to the genus Sorghum. [SOHOHCM.] Fraos refers the

MtAijTj of Theophrastus (' Hist. Plant,' viii. 1, 3, 7, 10) to these grasses,
and not to the Setaria Italica, as had been done by previous authors.

( liiiliington, Manual ofltritish liotany ; Fraas, Synopsis Plant. Florae

HOLKTUA, [THACHEARIA.]
HOLlliUT. [HirrooLossus.1
il' iI.JGAKNA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natunil order

A xacardiacetr. The berries of //. longifolia are manufactured in India
i well-known black varnish.

HOLLY. [Ii.EX.1

H'H.LY, SKA. [EiiYSGiuM.]
lIOf.i.Vh'JCK. [AI.TH.KA.]
HOLMKSITK. [CLi.vroNiTB.]
HO [.or;A NTH US. [Cii.v.iODON.]
HOLOCENTBUM (Agassis), the name of a genus of Fossil Ctenoid

from Monti: linU. [Plan.]
MOLOCHJfTRUS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the family Scom-

berid(f. H. niger of Lace'pede is the Centrolophus pompilius of Cuvier
and Valenciennes. [CENTROLOPHUS.]
HOLO'PTYCHIUS (Agassiz), the name of a genus of Fossil Ganoid

Fishes from the Carboniferous Limestone of Burdie House near Edin-

burgh, and other localities. [FiSH.]
HOLO'STEUM (from o\os, all, and baiiov, a bone, an anti-

phrasis applied to this plant because it is soft aud unlike bone), a

genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Caryophyttacece, and the
sub-order Alsinece. It has 5 sepals; 5 petals, toothed at the end ;

3, 4, or 5 stamens
;
3 styles ;

a subcyliudrical many-seeded capsule,

opening at the end, with 6 teeth. The species of this genus are

herbs with nothing to recommend them for use or cultivation. One

species, H. umbellcttum, is British. It has umbellate flowers, pubes-
cent viscid peduncles, the pedicels reflexed after flowering, the leaves

acute, elliptical, or elongate. It is not a common plant, but has been
found on old walls and dry places at Norwich, Bury St. Edtuuuds,
Eye, and Yarmouth. (Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
HOLOTHURIA. [HOLOTHURIAMJ.]
HOLOTHU'RIAD^E, a family of Animals belonging to the order

Echinodermata.

Linnaeus, in his last edition of the '

Systema Naturte' (the 12th),

gives the following definition of his genus Holothuria, which he

places under his Vermes Mollusca, between Tethys and Terebella :

"
Body free, naked, gibbous ;

vent (anus) terminal. Tentacles nume-
rous at the other extremity (tentacula plura in altera extremitate).
Mouth situated among the tentacles." He records 9 species. Gmeliu,
in his edition (13th), increases the species to 23.

The following is Lamarck's definition of Holothuria :
"
Body free,

cylindrical, thick, soft, very contractile; with a coriaceous skin, which
is most frequently papillose. Mouth terminal, surrounded with ten-

tacula divided laterally, subramose, or pinnated. Five calcareous teeth

in the mouth. Vent at the posterior extremity." He gives 10

species of Holothuria ; but he separates other Holothurice of authors

into the genera Fistularia and Priapulus. These three genera are

preceded by Actinia, and followed immediately by Sipunculus. The
place therefore assigned by Lamarck to Holothuria, is among the
Radiated Animals, in his third section of which, the Fistulides, he has

arranged the tribe.

Cuvier gives the Holothuria a position among the Pedicillated

Echinoderms, making them follow the Echinidce. Priapulus is

placed by him in the next order, the Footless Echinoderms. He gives
a good outline of the anatomy, referring to the excellent work of

Tiedemann.
M. De Blainville's Echinodermata form the first class of kiaActinozoa,

and the first order of that class consists of the Holothuridca, which
are followed (' Actinologie," 1834) by the Echinidea, his second order.

M. De Blainville thus defines the Holothuridca :

"Body more or less elongated, sometimes subvermiform, soft or

flexible on all sides, provided with tentaculiforin suckers, often nume-

rous, very extensible, completely retractile, and pierced by a great
orifice at each extremity. Mouth anterior, at the bottom of a sort of

funnel or prebuccal cavity, sustained in its circumference by a circle

of nbro-calcareous pieces, and provided with a circle of arbuseular

appendages, more or less ramified. Vent terminating in a sort of

cloaca opening externally by a large terminal orifice. Generative

organs terminating externally by a single mesial orifice at a little

distance from the anterior extremity, and nearly marginal."
M. De Blainville observes that Bianchi appears to have been the

first who came to the conclusion that this form ought to be approxi-
mated to the Echini, and in fact names one species, JfeMmu coriaceus ;

an opinion which was adopted by Blumenbach and most of the

modern zoologists, when they made the Holothuria! a division of their

Echinoderus with the Echini and Asterice ; some however, following
the idea of Pallas, consider that they should be placed near the

Actinice.

The author last quoted remarks that the organisation of these

animals is not yet completely known, notwithstanding the labours of

Bohatsch, Miiller, Vahl, Forskahl, Monro, Tiedemann, and Delle Chiaje.
In addition to these names we would call the attention of the reader

to the drawing and description of Holothuria tremula, Linn., left by
John Hunter. The drawing is beautifully engraved, and, with the

description, will be found in the 1st vol. of the Descriptive aud Illus-

trated Catalogue of the '

Physiological Series of Comparative Anatomy,
contained in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in

London,' pi. iii. The following parts are distinctly made out, namely :

1, The mouth, in which the bristle is introduced. 2, Appendicula
caeca, which surround the mouth, or fauces, into which they enter,
and which Mr. Hunter supposes to be salivary glands and ducts. 3,

A large one, lower down, just at the beginning of the intestinal canal.

4, The whole tract of the intestinal canal, which is of considerable

length. 5, The dilated part of the intestine, or rectum, or what seems
to answer the same purpose as the dilated part of the gut at the anus
in a bird. 6, The anus. The use of the parts to which we next have
to advert, though the parts themselves are most clearly demonstrated,
seems to have been more the subject of conjecture with Mr. Hunter.

7, Two branching bodies almost like a tree, which consist of a duct

with its branches, and which open into the dilated part of the rectum.

These Mr. Hunter suspects to be the kidneys, from their opening
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to the kidneys ia birds, tartly Ac. There we small oblong
'

t opening of UM principal trunk into the rectum. 8, A
of hollow round tube*, all entering into one duct,

the bead. The- will be beM ssen in another plate

to be

i open* at the head. Theee will be best seen in another plate
i will be published ia the fasciculus of the catalogue relating to

atioo. ,
Veasels which seem to have neither beginning nor end,
m vena portorum :

"
they appear," adds Mr. Hunter,

I
1
*"**"*; at on* end while they are ramifying at the other ;

i* the ~Jli*W end, and which the ramifying, I do not

. however H is possible on* end is the absorbing system, the

other Ih* arterial Whenever there i* a heart one commonly can

make out UM motion of UM blood from and to that viscus ; but
whsr* w* ars deprived of that puide it becomes difficult to determine."

10, A distinct VMS*! from the former. These parte are indicated in

theptato.
The preparation No. 984 (Physiological Series Gallery) in the

i of UM Royal College of Surgeons, is the specimen of //o/o-
"

lid open, and the alimentary canal and generative
to show the respiratory organs, which have been

injected. These organ* consist of two elongated, hollow, ramified

piuussses, commencing by a common orifice from the closed cavity,
and extending towards the opposite end of the body. One of them is

ia more immediate connection with the alimentary canal, and is

abundaotlv supplied by ramifications of the intestinal vessel, the con-

teat* of which are thus brought into necessary communication with
th* sea water introduced into the tubular bronchia from the cloaca.

The other gill is more closely attached to the parietes of the body,
and probably *erv*s to aerate the vessel* of thst part. ('Cat.,' voL ii.)

To this Professor Owen adds, that in the description of the Jfolotkuria

above quoted, Mr. Hunter attribute* to the*e organs a more limited

bar* in the great excretory functions than they undoubtedly perform,
regarding them, from their connection with the cloaca, as analogous
to UM kidneys of the higher animal*. Distinct urinary organs are

not however, observes the Professor, developed until we arrive at a
much higher point in the scale of organisation than the J/olothuria

and iu mugenoi* attain to ; the preparation is therefore placed in the

!>-Fi*hes,' Professor E. Forbe* makes the follow-

ing general observations on this family :

" A Siltlkmrim may be regarded in one light as a soft Sea-Urchin,
in another as a radiated animal, approximating the Annelides. The
radiation of the surface is more or less complete in all the genera of
Holoikvnmda : the internal organisation is mostly bilateral The akin
i* usually soft and leathery ; in a few genera strengthened by calcare-

ous or horny spines. Five avenues of suckers separate the body into
as many longitudinal segments, which in the majority are of equal or

Dearly equal dimensions. In some the suckers are developed only on one
id*, so that th* animal when creeping present" in a manner a back and
a b*Uy. The sucker* are similar to those of the true star-fishes and
M-urchins. Besides progression by means of these suckers, the

ilettsyiWa move as Annelides, by the extension and contraction of
'ndiea. They have a mouth and an anus, each terminal, and

at opposite extremities of their bodies. The mouth is siir-

I by plumose tentacula, the number of which, when they are

e, U always a multiple of five ; but as these animals are

ingnkriy subject to the loss or absence of parts in individuals of the
various specMS, much confusion has arisen from the establishment of

supposititious species from characters founded on abnormal numbers
of th* parts." The tentacula an ramose cirrhi

; they can be retracted within the
mouth, and sometimes when in captivity the animal will not exsert
them for days together, though otherwise active. They are drawn in
with UM akin, and when we cut open a ffolotkuria having its tentacula
retracted, w* find them in the centre of a dental circle. The circle of
teeth i* snaloguus to that of the Erhini The oesophagus pane*
through it, and open* into a more or less muscular stomach, from
which an intestine, often rsrr complicated, proceeds to the posterior
rtrwnity of the body, where it opens into a funneliibaped cloacum,
nto which also open UM two tree-like respiratory organs. There is a
viMulir circle (and some say a nervous cord) surrounding the mouth,
an I vessels are distributed from it to various parts of the body and

One or more sacs of a pyriform shape depend from a vessel
1

[ UM pharynx, and are by many believed to be salivary
r. Oo.-l.ir has found a sac containing calcareous concre-

i on oo* side of the mouth in certain species. This he regards a*

madraporifarm tubercle or nucleus, the ovaries are in many
DM*** v*ry numerous in others very few, and unite to form a tube
which opsos at oo* aid* toward* the upper extremity of the animalTU inner surfaon of th* anitnal'. skin u lined with powerful longi-
textiaal and tnoven* muscles, by means of which the creature con-

Mi body and lengthens it out in many directions, changing it*

Sometimes the creature eject* all iu
It is

fan* to a wonderful

TfcMsn, or burst* UM body with iu convulsive contraction*. ..

JSMlr/ stated that the AtMtarte do so whenever they are taken,
but *Mh i* not UM ow*. I have never seen the animal disgorge its

tsrtiiss, but siisriniins of many species have I seen in which there
w* not a trace left of UM creature's bowrls and other internal organs,
though H MOMd, when taken, alive and healthy. It is astonishing

how long they can live deprived of the most essential parte of their

organism. Sometimes they are found wanting the respiratory organs,
and sometimes the generative tubes are deficient, and these deficiencies

so frequently occur that we should, be extremely shy of proclaiming
differences in the internal structure of species; and when we see

genera and species (as has been the care) anatomically defined from the

want of respiratory trees or genital tubes, we should be extremely
cautious about admitting such, and rather regard such want* as

accidental deficiencies in a few specimens than as organic peculiarities.
" The Jfuloihunadrr are generally distributed through the seas of

the globe, but are congregated in greatest numbers in the Eastern
sea*. On our shores they are rare and unattractive animals, not often
seen even by the zoologist; but abroad they are very abundant and
in some places used as food. Of one genus, the Trepang, many species
are eaten. In Mr. F. D. Bennett's interesting

' Account of a Whaling
Voyage round the World,' we are told that there are two kinds of

Trepang abundant on the rocks at Raialia, and that they are very
indolent animals. ' When handled,' says Mr. Bennett,

' the Trepang
contracts its body in a longitudinal direction, and should its tentacles

be expanded they are instantly concealed
;
but no noise or agitation

of the surrounding water will excite these symptoms of alarm, or

cause any attempt to escape. They usually lie exposed in the shallow

waters, though we have very often seen them buried in beds of coral -

sand, their plumy tentacles being alone exposed, and floating in the

water above, apparently as a lure for prey. Some may also be
observed lying on the rocks, their bodies completely encrusted with

coral-sand, which may either have been accumulated by a previous

burrowing, or thus used as a disguise. It would appear to be partly
the instinct of the animal to take its prey in ambush, but what that

prey is, as well as the entire economy of these moluscs, remains a

perplexing mystery. Their intestines invariably contain many hard
and solid masses of madreporic rock or tree-coral, some of them iiiim-

than an inch in length, and all moulded as pellets to the calibre of

the intestinal canal.
"

It ia difficult to say bow these stony bodies have been obtained by
the Trepang, though it is easy to conceive that they may be rendered
serviceable as nutriment, by the anaimilntion of the animal matter

they contain. It u this animal which the Malays of the Oriental

Isle* seek so diligently for the supply of the China market, where it

obtains a good price if well preserved.
*' It is employed by the Chinese in the preparation of nutritious

soup, in common with an esculent sea-weed, sharks' fins, edible bir.U'-

nestc and other materials, affording much jelly." Jseger say tlio

intestines are extracted, the animal then boiled in sea-water and drud
in smoke.
The British Holothuriadtt belong to four families, namely :

1st. The Ptolidtr, or Ascidian Hotothnriad<r, animals approaching
{he Mollutca in their form, and having a soft circumscribed di-

the foot of a Gasteropodoua Mollusc, on which the suckers are placed
for progression. [Psouo.E.]

2nd. The PentacUt, which bare the suckers arranged in five regular
rows, and are more or less angular in form. [PBNTACT.K]

3rd. The Thyontt, which have the suckers scattered all over the
surface of the body. [THTOXEB.]

4th. The Synapla, in which there are no suckers on the body, the oral
tentacula being the only representatives of those organs. (SVN

I >e lilainville refers the difficulty of the distinction of the species
of Uoiothuriada to the following, among other causes :

1. The general form is extremely variable. When the animal is in

a state of tranquillity in the enjoyment of all its faculties at the
bottom of the water, it is, iu the greatest number of canes at least,

very much elongated, often cylindrical, and almost vermiform : on the

contrary, when in a state of repose, it becomes much xhurti-r ami
ordinarily more convex in the middle than at the extremities. \Vii.-n

it is irritated, whether iu or out of the water, tho contractile action
becomes stronger, and the animal can no longer be recognised, r.nt.

it is especially when it has been plunged iu, spirit, that the form <lil!.n

totally from that which the living animal exhibits.

2. The size, the form, and distribution of the more or less niam-
millated tubercles which are numerously spread over the skin, :. i

to M. I)e lilainville to offer too great a number of variations to permit,
of their being employed in distinguishing specific character.

3. The tentaculifomi suckers, which have their exit through the

pores or holes in the skin, and by means of which these nninmli
attach themselves to submarine bodies, are, in a certain nun.

species, spread nearly equally over the whole su)>erficies of tho body ;

but in others they are accumulated on the lower surface, without
order, in a determinate order, or are disposed in double series upon
five longitudinal lines, as in H. pentacla.

4. The more or less terminal position of the two orifices may, M.
I)e lilainville thinks, be taken into consideration advantageously.

6. Home zoologists, and among others M. Lesueur, says M. De
Blainville, attach a great importance to the number of the tentacular

appendages of the mouth, and to their form and mode of division
;

but, M. De lilainville fears, erroneously, for he bos been
positively

assured that the most common species of the Mexiiterrancnn, //

futniom, which is found in hundreds at Toulon, varies much, both a
to the number and terminal divisions of these organs.
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6. It seems to M. De Blainville that a better character may be
drawn from the form of the circle of the solid pieces of the mouth,
which is constant, as he believes, in each species; it is however
difficult to employ this test.

7. To judge from a considerable number of JIoMhurice titbuloste

seen by M. De Blainville, colour in these animals is very variable, in

intensity at least, passing from a nearly deep black to a reddish

bordering upon whitish.

8. With regard to dimensions, besides the difficulty of measuring
the animals when captured, it appears that they vary considerably in

size, doubtless from age.
M. De Blainville finally, after a careful analysis of the. different

species described by authors, joined to his own observations upon
ceven or eight species in a living state, distributes these animals into

the following five sections, which he considers to be sufficiently

natural, and some of which may be established as genera :

Flattened, with suckers below

Subprismatic. with inferior suckers

Body Fusiform, with scattered suckers .

I Vermiform, with pinnated tentacles

Cuvieria.

Holothuria.

Thyone.
Fistularia.

\ Subpentagonal, with ambulacrifornysuckers . Citcumaria.

A. Species whose rather short body, more convex and harder above
than below, is provided with tentaculiform suckers only on that

side, and with fairly developed buccal appendages ; the two

aperture* more or less superior. (Cuvitria, Pe>on ; Pioliu, Oken.)
Ex. H. Phantapus. Scarborough Atcidia of Pennant. (

'
Brit.

ZooV)
B. Species whose coriaceous and rather elongated body is sub-

prismatic ;
the belly sufficiently distinct from the back, and alone

provided with tentaculiform suckers, scattered throughout its

whole extent ; the buccal appendages in general but little ramified
;

the mouth sub-inferior. (J/olothuria, Lam.)
Ex. //. tubulosa.

C. Species whose body, in general elongated, but little coriaceous,

cylindrical, or fusiform, is entirely covered with retractile papillae,
and whose buccal appendages are very large. (Thyone, Oken

;

Mulleria, Fleming.)
Ex. //. papillota.

D. Very soft species, but little or not at all coriaceous, very long
and vermiform, cylindrical or subpentagonul, provided with
cirrhiform papillae, which are very small, scattered, and with the
buccal appendages usually regularly pinnated.

Ex. //. vittata.

E. Species sufficiently coriaceous, smooth, in general short or mode-

rately elongated, regularly pentagonal, with tentaculiform suckers
in 10 rows, two at each ambulacral angle. (Citcumaria, Sea-

Cucumbers.)
Ex. H. Cucumit.

More recently Messrs. Jaeger and Brandt have given a classification of
the I/olothuriadte. The characters upon which the system of Messrs.

Jseger and Brandt rests are the following :

1. The absence or the presence of tentaculiform suckers, which
M. Brandt, as well as M. Jaeger, calls feet, in common with many
zoologists.

2. The resemblance or dissemblance of those organs.
3. The existence or absence of the posterior and internal aquiferous,

branchial apparatus, which they name lungs, with good reason, because
the ambient fluid penetrates therein.

4. The disposition of the tentaculiform suckers at the surface of the

body, all round it or on certain parts only, in regular series, of variable

number or irregularly scattered.

6. The freedom or the adhesion of the respiratory aquiferous tree,
divided by M. Jseger into the intestinal lung and the locomotive lung.

6. The last and least important character is drawn from the form
of the tentacles which surround the buccal aperture, which leads
M. Jaoger to his sub-genera and tribes, and M. Brandt to his genera
and sub-genera. M. Jieger forms, says M. De Blainville, in fact three

groups only, which he considers as sub-genera, Cucwnaria, Tiedeman-
iria), and Uolnlhuria, which he separates iuto six tribes,

i'ia, Bohaltekia, Cuvieria, Ptolui, Ifololkuria, and Trepang, this

last being in truth held doubtful in the system of M. Brandt, as

M. Jaeger himself considered it.

M. Brandt's divisions resolve themselves into seven groups :

1. Pmtattichoa:, answering to M. De Blainville's division E (Cucu-
maria), and subdivided according to the free or fixed state of the

aquiferous tree. ^

2. Sporadipoda, confounded by M. De Blainville with the ffolothurice

properly so called, from which he says they do not differ really, except-
ing that the tentaculiform suckers with which the body is covered
are similar both above and below. This division contains only two
genera, eatabliahed upon the distinction of having the tentacula
sheathed or not.

'',. ////./.'//W, comprising M. De Blainville's division A, separated
into two genera, Citvitria und Piolut, containing each two species.

4. The Apneumtma, which were regarded by M. De Blainville as

belonging to the genus Fiitularia of Lamarck, to the number of four
AT. BIST. DIV. VOL. Til.

1, Ifolotliuria fhantaput ; 1 ft, its buccal appendages. 2, fTolotliiiria papit-
tma ; 2 a, a branch of its buccal appendage* isolated. 3, Hohthnria viltatu.

4, Ilolothuria Ciu-urnis. 5, Holuthnria tubulota ; 5 a, its oral extremity; 5
ft,

its anal extremity ; i c, some of the cirrhi, of the natural sine.

or more, the half of which are doubtful, and containing only, for
M. Brandt, the genus Oncinolabes.

5. Schizopodir, which are diversiform species more or less elongated,
in which the tentnculiform suckers ane disposed in three or five longi-
tudinal rows

;
these form but two genera, each containing one species

only.
6. ffeteropodcc, corresponding to M. De Blainville's divisions B and

C, that is to say, to his JfolofhurUe properly so called, and to his

Atullerice, of which M. Brandt forms seven genera.
All these are JIulothurice pedata, but
7. consists of the Non pedatte, forming a great part of M. De Blain-

ville's division D, that is to say, the genus Finlularia of Lamarck,
separated into three principal genera, two of which, provided with

aquiferous trees, are distinguished by the form of their body, and the
third has been named Synapta by Escholtz.

M. De Blainville, in his ' Nouvelles Additions et Corrections' to his
'

Actinologie,' published in ] 834, gives the following amended divisioun,
which he subdivides, retaining many of the generic names of Jaeger
and Brandt.
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A. The r<r./.rm which have the bod

iliiMlil soft, vermiform, and the tentacular sucker* very

orevennuU. Three division*.

body
small

I

diepoted in five hands. (CMe.eh.ftej,S. Very smell

A The jKtstyerm l/tlMMmria (Pfolmt), whoM body U. on the con-

trary, short, coriaceous, convex above, flattened below, with superior

rather then terminal orincea.

1. Skin M it wen squamous. (Omeria, Peron.)

1 Skin rugose, but soft. (Pntiu, Oken.)

C The ordinary or IVrfUb/er** lloltfkurur, whose body U suffi-

eieetly s.<tslsd. sufficiently soft, subcylin.irical, and covered

throughout with Untaculifonn suckers, the lowest of which are

1. Vent (anus) largely open. (l/olotkna.)
5. Vent plaited. (fefcufadUe, Jnger.)
6. Vent cloeed with fire teeth. (Uvllena, Jger.)

D. Ifolotkmria, whose body is more or lees elongated ; the lower ten-

tacular suckers longer than the
upper ones, and disposed in longi-

tudinal eerie* in a determined number.

1. Sucker* in three row*. (Stirhoptu, Brandt)
2. Suckers in five row*. (Diplopcridcri*, Brandt)

The Cmntmiform Holotkuritr, whose body is but little elongated,

iswre or I*** fusiform, pentagonal, with tentaculiform suckers form-

ing five ambulacra, on* on each angle. (Brandt)

]. Tentacular suckers very small or null. (Liotomo, Brandt)
i Suckers very visible.

e. Tentacle* pinnated, ramose. (Cltulodactyliu, Brandt.)
6. Tentacles pinnatifid. (Dactylota, Brandt)

F. The 9ifmmeli/*-m
Holotkvrio. Body more or leas suddenly

lls*jiie>iil backward*, of an ill-defined pentagonal form, without

either ambulacra or suckers ( ? ). Tentacles simple, short, and cylin-

drical, as in the Actinia. (Molpadi*, Cuvier.)
1. if. /TofcrfAwtMoV*. (Cuvier.)
S. M. mmtenUu. (Riseo.)

When M. De Bbinville says that he has never heard that any of

thset snimsls were of much utility to mankind, but that M. Delle

Chiaje does indeed inform us that the poor inhabitants of the Nea-
i ooeets eat them, he appears to have forgotten the great oriental

carried on with some of the specie*, as an article of food, under
of Trepang or Tripeng, Biche-de-Mer or Beche-de-Mer.

Flinders fell in with a fleet of Malay proas at the English
Company's Island*, north coast of Australia, near the Gulf of Car-

pentaria (1803), and was informed that sixty proas belonging to the

raja of Boni, and carrying one thousand men, bad left Macassar with
the north-west monsoon, two months before, on an expedition to that
ruaet "The object of their expedition," write* Captain Flinders

(' Voyage to Terra Australia'),
" was a certain marine animal called

Trrpeng. Of this they gave me two dried
specimens ;

and it proved
to be the Beebe-de-Mer, or Sea-Cucumber, which we bad first seen on
the reef* of the east coast, and bad afterwards hauled on shore so

plentifully
with the seine, especially in Caledon Bay. They got the

Trepang by diving, in from three to eight fathoms water ; and where
it is abundant, a man will bring up eight or ten at a time. The mode
of preserving it i* this : the animal U split down one side, boiled,
>d pressed with a weight of stones, then stretched open with

slips
of

bamboo, dried in the sun, and afterwards in smoke, when it is fit to
he pot away in bags, but requires frequent exposure to the sun. A
thonesnd tnpangs make a 'picol

'

(of about 125 Dutch pounds) ; and
on* hundred picola are a cargo for a prow. It U carried to Timor,
end sold to the Chines*, who meet them there ; and when all the

prow* are seefmbled, the fleet returns to Msresear. By Timor seemed
to be intact Timor-laoet

;
for when I inquired concerning the English,

Dutch, and Portuguese there, Pobusoo (Captain Flinders'* informant)
knew nothing of them : he had beard of Coepang, a Dutch settlement,
bat said it was on another island. There are two kinds of Trepang :

the black, called Baatoo. is sold to the Chinese for forty dollars the

picol ; the white or grsy, called Koro, i* worth no more than twenty.
The Baatoo seems to be what we found upon the coral reefs near the
Northumberland Islands

; and, were a colony established in Broad
Sound or Shoal-Water Bay, it might perhaps derive considerable-

(* tram the Trepeng. In the Gulf of Carpentaria we did not
* any other then the Koro, or Gray Slug."
tain Phillip Parker King, who quote* a part of the above passage

of the IntPrtmpical Coaste of Au.tralia'), found a fleet of
in the bay at Cuepang (1818) : H had just returned from
eVl voyage on the south const of Timor in aearuh of
ramab, the principal raja of the fleet, gave Captain King
iff information respecting the coast of Australia, which

. raja had TreqoenUy viaited in the command of a fleet that annually
frequent* H* shores. The coaat is called by them '

Mairga,
1

and haa
bee i known to them for many years. A fleet to the number of 1!

proas (but Captain King thinks that this number is perhaps very
much exaggerated) annually leaves Macassar for this fishery ;

it sails

in January, during the western monsoon, and coast* from island to

island, until it reaches the north-east end of Timor, when it steers

south-east and south-south-east which courses carry them to the coast

of Australia ; the body of the fleet then steers eastward, leaving here

and there a division of 15 or 16 proas, under the command of an

inferior raja, who leads the fleet, and is always implicitly obeyed.
His proa is the only vessel which is provided with a compass ;

it also

has one or two swivels, or small guns, and is perhaps armed with

musket*. Their provisions chiefly consist of rice and cocoa-nuts;

and their water, which during the westerly monsoon is easily re-

plenished on all parts of the coast i* carried in joints of bamboo.
" After having fished along the coast to the eastward until the westerly

monsoon breaks up, they return, and by the hut day of May each

detached fleet leaven the coast without waiting to collect in one body.
On their return they steer north-west, which brings them to some part

of Timor, from whence they easily retrace their step* to Macauar,
where the Chinese traders meet them, and purchase their cargoes. At
this time (1818) the value of the trepang was from forty to fifty dollars

a picol; so that if each vessel returns with 100 picols of tr.-p;i!i

cargo will be worth 5000 dollars. Besides trepang, they trade in

sharks' fins and bird*' nests, the latter being worth about 3000 dollars

the picoL" [SWALLOW TRIBB.) To this Captain King appends n

stating that in 1822 the value of the trepang was much less, the prico

having fallen to 25 dollars the picol.

In Crawford's ' Indian Archipelago
'

it is stated that the Slug, or

Trepang, is sometimes as much aa two feet in length and from seven to

eight inches in circumference; a span long and two or three inche* in

girth is however the ordinary size. But the quality and value do n..t

depend upon iU size, but upon properties not discernible by those who
have not had much experience in the trade. In shallow water the animal

is taken out by the Hand, but in deeper water it is sometimes speared.
When taken, it U gutted, dried in the sun, and smoked over a wood-

fire. The fishery is carried on from the western shores of New Guinea

and the southern shores of Australia, to Ceylon inclusive. Indeed

within the last few years it has been successfully prosecuted on the

shores of the Mauritius. The whole produce goes to China. In the

market of Macassar, the great staple of this fishery, not less than

thirty varieties are distinguished, varying in price from 5 Spanish
dollars a picol (133J Ibs.) to fourteen times that price, each variety

being distinguished by well known names. The quantity of trepang
sent annually to China from Macassar is about 7000 picols, or S333

cwt ;
the price usually varying from 8 dollars a picol to 110 and 115

dollars a picol, according to quality. There is also a considerable

export of trepang from Manilla to Canton.

(M'Culloch, Dictionary of Commerce, article Tripan;/.)

HOMALIA'CEiE, a small natural order of shrubby Exogenous
Plants with polypetalous flowers, a row of glands in front of the seg-
ments of the calyx, many perigynous stamens, and a 2-5-styled ovary,
with as many parietal placenta; as styles. The species chiefly inhabit

tropical countries ; they have small starry flowers, and are of no known

utility. Brown considers them nearly related to Pattijtoractas. Lindley

places them near Cucurbitaceif, Loataceac, Cactacea, and Onagraecac.
There are 8 genera and SO specie*.

flomalium raermomm.

1, Ul expanded (lower
; 3, an ovary with It* two utrlrn.

1 10 '.MARTS (Milue-Edwards), a genus of Animals belonging to the

order Crutlaeea. It embraces the true Lobsters. Milne-Edwards has
noticed certain .1 ..Iii'-h induce him to Bepam'.e the true
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Lobsters (Humarus) from the Crawfishes (Astacus), and to combine the

genera Attacus, Homarus, and Nephropi in one small group, which he

designates as the family ofthe Astacia.ns(Aitacidte). These he considers

as forming the passage between the Cuirassed Macrurous Crustaceans
and the Salicoques, or Shrimps, but as differing sufficiently to require

separation. In the general form of the body the Astacidce approximate
very nearly to the Salicoques, but they have not, he remarks, like

them, branchiae composed of lamina; piled one on another
;
these

organs being formed by an assemblage of small cylinders more or less

long, and brush-like, as in the greater part of the Cuirassed Macrura,
which the Astacians also resemble in the hardness of their tegumentary
skeleton ;

but their sternum is not enlarged into a plastron, and the

nervous ganglions corresponding with the two thoracic tings are

distant, and united by rather long double cords.

The body of the Astacians is elongated and a little compressed ;

the abdomen is very large, but at the same time less developed in

proportion to the thorax than it is in the Shrimps. The carapace
terminates anteriorly by a moderate rostrum, which overhangs the

base of the ocular peduncles. The antennae are inserted nearly on
the same transversal line

;
those of the first pair are of moderate

length, their peduncle is straight, and their terminal filaments two in

number. The external or second pair are much longer, and their

peduncle is furnished above with a moreable plate, which is analogous
to the ifiinifonn appendage in the Paguri, as well as to a similar but
much larger plate which is found in the Salicoques. In the Astacians

this appendage is hastifonn, and never entirely covers the last pedun-
cular joint situated below, and it is even rudimentary. The buccal

apparatus presents nothing remarkable ;
the external jaw-feet are

elongated, but bent back upon the mouth
;
their second joint is much

larger than those which succeed, and they do not assist in locomotion.

The first pair of feet are very large, and terminated by a large diduc-

tylous claw ;
the last four pairs are of moderate length, and nearly of

the same general form, excepting that the secor^J and third pairs are

provided with a small didactylous claw, and that the last four are

monodactylous. The abdomen is nearly of the same size throughout,
and presents on each side a lamellar prolongation, which descends so

as to incase more or less completely the base of the false feet. The
last segment is very wide, and forms, with the two plates of each of

the appendages of the sixth ring, a great caudal fin, all the pieces of

which are nearly of the same length. The external plate of this fin

has a transverse joint towards its posterior third part. The false

natatory feet are elongated ;
in the male the first pair are styliform,

nearly as in the Brachyura, while the others are terminated by two

large foliaceous plates with ciliated borders, a condition which belongs
to the whole of these feet in the female. The branchiic amount to

twenty on each side. They are disposed in three rows, so as to form
vertical bundles separated by fiabelliform appendages, fixed to the

base of the feet. These last-mentioned appendages are very large, and
are only wanting in the posterior feet.

This family corresponds to the genus Astatuiot Fabricius
;
and

M. Milne-Edwards, adopting the division established by Dr. Leach in

founding his genus Nephropi, further separates the Crawfishes pro-

perly so called, from the true Lobsters thus :

Rostrum depressed, and armed with
one tooth at most on each side. Last tho-

racic ring moveable.

f- Eyes spherical Last
"

ring of the thorax
Rostrum straight, soldered to the pre-
and armed with

'

ceding.

Aitacut (Crawfishes).

Jfomariu (Lobsters).

> ffephrops.

many teeth on each Eyes reniform. Last
side. ring of the thorax

preserving a little

mobility. J
But the separation thus further carried out by M. Milne-Edwards

does not depend on external distinctions only ;
for there are great

differences in the conformation of the internal organs of generation
and digestion, as compared with that of those essential parts of the
animal economy in the other Ailacida. Thus M. Milne-Edwards

remarks, that in the Crawfishes the duodenal portion of the intestine

presents on its internal surface a great number of small villosities,

and is not clearly separated from the rectum, which is smooth inter-

nally ;
while in Homarut the duodenum is smooth within, the rectum

is plaited internally, and there exists between these two parts of the

digestive tube a kind of circular valvule ;
the posterior ciucal append-

age of the intestine, which is seen at the extremity of the duodenum
of the true Lobsters, is wanting in the Crawfishes. The liver is com-

posed in the Crawfishes of small csecal tubes, which are comparatively
much more elongated, and its anterior lobes are less developed ;

the
testicle is very small, and is composed of three lobes, whence spring
the very lom; and tortuous deferent vessels, whilst in the true Lobsters
these secreting organs are very much elongated, extending from the
head into the abdomen, presenting no mesial lobe, but a simple com-

missure, and only giving rise to very short deferent canals.

The Aitaci, which are all fiuviatile, consist of the species A. fluvici-

tilit [ASTACUH], A. Bartonii, A. affinit, A, Autlralatientii, A. Chilmris,
and A. landingii(l).

The lluntM-i, which are all marine, consist of the species //. iiul-

garis, the Common Lobster [ASTACUS], H. Americanus, with its

immense claws, and H. Capensis, according to M. Edwards, who con-

siders the Astacus scaber of Fabricius as identical with H. Capensis.
The species A. cazrulescens, A. fulgens, A. fidvus, are unknown to

M. Edwards, and considered doubtful by Latreille.

Nephrops (Leach). Body more elongated than that of the Craw-
fishes

; rostrum slender and rather long, armed with lateral teeth

like that of ffomarus. Eyes large and reniform. Lamellar appendage
of the external antenna! wide, and long enough to extend beyond the

peduncle situated below. Feet, first pair long and prismatic ; succeed-

ing pairs with a compressed mantis. Nothing remarkable either ill

the abdomen or in the buccal appendages. Branchiae disposed as in

Ifvmarus.
N. Norvegicus, the Norway Lobster, Cancer Nonegicus of Linnaeus,

is occasionally taken in the seas around the British Islands. It is one
of the most beautiful of -the larger Macroura. Its general colour is

pale-flesh, rather darker in parts ;
the pubescence is light brown. It

is generally considered a northern species, but Mr. Bell says he has
received specimens from the Mediterranean. It is found on the coast

of Norway in large quantities, and is also frequently taken on the

coasts of Scotland, and sold in the Edinburgh and other markets. It

is taken in Dublin Bay, and is very common in the Dublin markets.

It may also be occasionally seen in the London shops. It is said to

be the most delicate-flavoured of all the Crustacea. Forms of the
A star ill a' are found fossil. [CRUSTACEA.]

Norway Lobster (Xephropt Korvegicvs).

HOME. [

HOMELYN.
HOMOCERCAL. Fishes with symmetrical forms of tails are

thus named by M. Agassiz, in contradistinction to Heterocercal.

[HETEROCEUCAL.]
HOMOLA. [HoMOLio^.1
HO'MOLID^E, Jfomola Tribe. The Homolians, according to the

system of M. Milne-Edwards, are the second tribe of the Apterurous
family of the Anomurous Crustaceans, and their place is between the
Dromians and the Raninians.
The carapace is spiny, and armed with a rostrum. Internal pair of

antennae without a pit, and incapable of being bent back upon the
front. Jaw-feet pediform. Feet of the second, third, and fourth pain
very long ;

fifth pair very short, and of no service in progression.
Sternal plastron enlarged. Claw terminating the anterior feet, com-

posed of two fingers in the ordinary form. Tarsi of the three

following feet styliform. Posterior feet more or less completely
prehensile.
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1

Mi* thu* divide* the tribe into throe genera :

SuJxheliform and exposed; carapace 1

HuadhlateraL /

.rapace triangu

lar; rustrutu

dimentary.

: . [' .

ru- y Lomit.

Btmtlt (Leach). Carapace longer than wide, nearly quadrilateral ;

DM stomachal region occupying
the whole breadth of it anteriorly,

ad UM braachial region*, though not prolonged above the base of the

feet, very large ; lateral portioiu of carapace vertical. Front narrow,
and advueia*; o a* to furtn a amall rostrum ; on each aide of ita ban
a Urge cooie tooth directed forward*. OrbiU extremely incomplete,

rithin, where the articulation of the ocular peduncle* is naked
;

they an acarwly lnnile-1 without, and are continued with a large

oblique and vary superfieial pit, against which the eyea are applied.
Ocular peduncle* cylindrical, and divided into two portion! one

internal, Blender, and elongated ; the other stout, short, and termi-

nated by the eye. Internal antenna: not lodged in pit* ;
their baailary

joint nearly globular and advancing below the insertion of the ocular

peduncle* ; tt.e two succeeding joint* very long, the third, aa in the

Bnekyw*, supporting two very imall multiarticulate filaments.

External antenna inserted nearly on the lame line aa the internal
;
at

their ba*e a large auditory tubercle, which in sometimes extremely
nmji (tim ; their fint joint cylindrical, rather stout, and moderately
loo*;; the aeouod ileniler and very long; the third very abort; the
terminal filanunt very long. Buccal frame quadrilateral. External

jaw-fret nearly pedifurm, their three last joint* being Urge, and nearly
a* long a* the two preceding, which are hardly flattened. Sternal

piMIrun much resembling that of the Dromiana, and not containing
UM grniial part*. Feet very long ; tirt pair terminated by a nearly
cylindrical hand, fifth pair raited upon the back and Bubcheliform.
Abdomen very wide in the male aa well a* the female, and composed
of seven dictiuct joint* ; in the female the first ring carries a pair of

Tory abort appendage* ; thorn of the four succeeding segment* are of
UM aame form a* in the Brachyura ; the penultimate ring has no

vertigv of any appendage. The vulva;, instead of occupying a place
in UM sternal pUHron, an in the Brachyura, are hollowed in the

baailary joint of the third pair of feet. The disposition of the
branchiae i* equally remarkable : there are 14 on each aide; the
fin* is hud aero** (en travera) under the base of the succeeding ones,
and fixed to the bue of the second jaw-foot ; but the other* are all

directed obliquely up, and are fixed to the circumference of the vault
of the aideai One i* inserted at the ring which carries the jaw-feet of
the second pair, two above the base of the external jaw-foot, three on
each of UM two succeeding ring*, and two to the penultimate ring.
The pecie inhabit the aeai of Europe.
//. pim/roM ha* it* body covered with yellow hair* ; length about

18 line*. It u found in the Mediterranean Sea.

Bmm*l0 tfi,./,**. ., kft rxlenul J.w.foot.

" |" Hiprfareimiu kiipidut of Aldrovandua, and i*
ab an inhabitant of the Mediterranean See,

.* (Letmllc). M. Milne-rMwards remark* that up to th
praam! time th* l.\ikodtt have been arranged among the OryrAyitcA.
on aocmint of the form of the rostrum ; but he assert* that it is not
their plaor, and that they evidently belong to the Anomura. They

bear, he say*, the greatest analogy to the Apttnra, and especially to

llomola ; but they establish the passage between these crustacean*

and Hiryta.

Carapace trianguUr or rather heart-shaped, it* upper surface dis-

tinctly limited by a thick and spiny border. Rostrum horizontal and

very long ; it* base cover* the insertion of the eyes, and the anterior

border of the carapace ia very short. No orbit*
;
but a stout conic

tooth is seen at the place ordinarily occupied by the external angle
of those cavities. Ocular peduncle* very short Internal antennie

inserted far from the mesial line, below and within the eye* ; their

first joint nearly cylindrical; the two succeeding of moderate length,
and the terminal filaments of the same conformation aa in the

Brachyura. External antenna inserted more backwards and out-

wards than the preceding ;
their baailary joint entirely mortised

between a prolongation of the lateral border of the buccal frame and
the anterior border of the carapace ;

the second carries a conic tooth

externally, the last joint of the peduncle is long and slender, and

finally the multiarticulate stem is rather long. The buccal frame is

not distinct, except laterally, where its borders are straight. The
external jaw-feet are pediform, and their second joint, which is stout

and short, carries internally a strongly-toothed prolongation. The
thorax presenla a disposition different from that of the crustaceans

which precede this genus in the system, but which is general in the

succeeding family (Pteryyura) ;
its last ring is not soldered to the

preceding, but free, and even moveable. The sternal plastron is linear

between the first pair of feet, but becomes very wide afterwards, and

presents complete transverse sutures between the last three segments ;

in the interior of the thorax there is no posterior sell* turcica nor

mesial apodeme, nor sternal canal. The feet of the first pair are

moderate and cylindrical ;
the three succeeding pairs are very long

and equally cylindrical; finally, those of the fifth pair lire extremely

small, and bent back in the interior of the branchial cavities
; they

are cylindrical, and* terminated by a small claw with flattened and

extremely short fingers. The abdomen is large, triangular, an>.

back against the plastron ;
its baailary part is completely 8oli.liii.--l

below, but in the terminal half it is only furnished with corneo-

calcareoua isolated plates, which appear to represent the six last rings.

In the female, oviferous filaments seem to exist only on one side of

the abdomen.
As in the other Anomurous Crustaceans, the vulva; are not situated

on the sternal plastron, but occupy the basilary joint of the third pair
of feet. The branchiae are disposed as in the rest of the tribe.

L. arctica. Length of carapace about 5 inches ; colour, reddish -

yellow.
It inhabits the northern i

Lilhadn arctica (female),

a, left external jiw.fuut ; 4, abdomen ; <, foot of the fifth pair.

Lomit (Milne- I'Mwards). M. Milne -Kd words remark* that the small

crustacean on which he Imi founded this new genus has been con-

founded up to the present time with the Porrrllamt, to which it in

fact bears a resemblance in it* general form, but from which it dillem

in many important particulars, such as the conformation of the tail,

the antenna;, Ac. He gives the following generic character :

Carapace depressed, narrowed an' i posteriorly,
it does not reach beyond the middle of the bas of the thir.l pair of

feet, and the rest of the dorsal surface of the body is occupied by the

bane of the abdomen. The front is truncated, and armed with a small

mesial tooth ; there are no orbital pits, and the ocular peduncles have
the form of two great triangular joints, which touch each other on
their internal edge, and carry the eye* at their external angle. The
internal antenna; are moderate ;

their first three joint* are cylindrical,
and terminate by two small filaments. The external antenna; are

inserted on the outside of the eyes, and nearly on the same line; they
are large, aa I trnuin.-iU- 1 by a stout multiarticulatc stem furnished
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with long hairs at its lower border. The external jaw-feet are pedi-
fonn ; their third joint has no noticeable dilatation, and the three

succeeding joints are very stout. The sternum is large, and the last

thoracic ring is not soldered to the preceding. The first pair of feet

are very large, very wide, aud extremely depressed ;
the carpus is as

large as the arm, and nearly quadrilateral ;
the claw is stout, short,

and nearly horizontal. The three succeeding pairs are short, stout,

and terminated by a nearly conical joint ;
the fifth pair are very

slender, and bent back above the others m the branchial cavity. The
abdomen is very wide but lamellar, bent back below the sternum, as

in the Parcel/ante, and presents uo vestiges of appendages belonging
to the penultimate ring.

M. Milne-Edwards says that he knows nothing of the manners of

these small crustaceans, of which only one species is known, namely,
Lomii hirta (Porccllana kirta of Lamarck). The above only is covered

by very short and close-set hairs, and the hands are nearly as large
as the carapace.

It is supposed to inhabit the seas of Australasia.

HOMOLOXOTUS, the name of a group of Trilobilei, as they are

generally called (Palaaderna, Dalmau) ;
in which the tripartite

character of the dorsal crust is almost lost ; for which reason Mr.

Miller called it Monolobite. If. Knigltiii occurs in the Upper Silurian

Rocks of England, and a similar species at the Cape of Good Hope.

[TRILOEITES.]
HOMO'PTERA, one of the sections into which the class Iruecta

is divided. According to Leach, Stephens, and some other authors,
the section Homoptera is regarded as an order

;
but in Latreille's

arrangement it forms the second of the two great sections into which

the order Hemiptera, is divided. The insects i>f this group are thus

characterised by Latreille : Rostrum arising from the lowest part of

the head near the chest ; the elytra, almost always tectiform, are of

the same consistence throughout, semi-membranous, and sometimes

resembling the wings ;
the three segments of the thorax are blended,

and the first is often shorter than the following.
In the typical Homoptera the head is large, broader than long ;

the

eyes are large, and there are ocelli, or simple eyes, between them ; the

antenna; aro minute, composed of but few joints, and terminated by
a seta ; the rostrum is a slender jointed process, which, like that of

the Hemiptera, lies close to the chest
;
the legs are of moderate size

;

the hinder tibia: are usually spined ;
the body is convex above and

flattish beneath ; the wings are semi-membranous, the anterior pair
often opaque, sometimes transparent, and always of a uniform texture

throughout The larvae are active, and resemble the perfect insect,

excepting that they possess no wings ; the pupa; are also active, but

possess rudimentary wings.
These insects feed upon vegetable juices. The females are furnished

with an ovipositor, composed of three denticulated blade-like pro-

ceases, which are lodged in a groove in the abdomen. By means of

this ovipositor they pierce holes in vegetables, in which they deposit
their eggs. Many Homopterous Insects possess the power of leaping

by means of their posterior pair of legs.

The section or order Jlomoptera may be divided into the following

families, most of which are analogous to Liuuiuan genera, or

nearly so :

Family 1. Ocadiidit (Leach) comprises those species in which the

antenna; are 6-joiuted, where there are three ocelli on the upper
surface of the head, aud where the tarsi are 3-jointed.

In these insects the wings are usually transparent, and have dark

nervures ; the males are furnished with an apparatus, situated at the

base of the abdomen on each side, by means of which they create a

monotonous musical sound. They are usually of large size (some

measuring as much as 7 inches in width when the wings are expanded)
and for the most part inhabit hot countries. But one species is founc

in England, the Cicada hecmatode of authors, an insect aboul

2 inches in width, with transparent wings having black nervures, anc

their basal portion red ; the anterior margin of the fore wing is also

red
;
the body in black, but with the margin of each segment red

tliu legs are nwl, varied with black. This, which is the larges'

Homopterous Insect found in England, is not uncommonly met with
in the New Forest, in Hampshire.

Family 2. Pulgoridac (Stephens). Antenna) 3-jointed, insertut

beneath the eyes; ocelli two in number; tarsi 3-jointed.
The insects of this family have generally the fore part of the heat

produced, and varying in form according to the species. The;
do not possess the power of creating a sound, nor do those of th<

following families. [r'cuiORA.]
The above two families constitute the section Cicadarlts of thi

'

Rogue Animal.' The Pulywia luternaria (Linn.) will serve as an
illii-tration of the second. This curious insect is an inhabitant of

Brazil. It is about 5 inches wide, and 2i inches long, of a yellowish
colour mottled with black, aud having a large ocellated spot on each
of the under wings.

ily 3. Cercopidct (Leach).- The antenna) 3-jointed ;
tarsus

.'i jointed; ocelli two iu number
;
antenna; situated between the eyes.

[ClCADZLLA.]
Family 4. Ptyllida (Stephens). Antenna) with 10 or 11 joints, of

which the last is terminated by two seta; ; legs formed for leaping ;

Uriti 2-jointtd ;
both sexes wingo 1.

Family 5. Thripidce (Stephens). Antenna) 8-jointed ;
rostrum

minute
;
tarsi terminated by a vesicular joint, and without claws.

Family 6. Aphidce (Le;ieh). Tarsi 2-jointed ;
autenua) with seven

oints ; rostrum, in both sexes, with three distinct joints ; females

generally apterous. [APHIS.]

Family 7. Coccid(e (Leach), Gall'insecta, (Latreille). Tarsus with
>ut one joint and one claw; the male sex destitute of rostrum, and

>ossessing but two wings ;
the female apterous, and furnished with a

ostrum; antenna) generally 11 -jointed.

laternaria, half the natural size.

HOMOPUS. [CHELOSIA.]
HONEY, HONEYCOMB. [BEE.]
HONEY-P.UZZARD. [FALCONID.K.]
HONEY-GUIDE. [INDICATORIN^:.]
HONEY-LOCUST. [GLEDITSCHIA.]
HONEY-STONE. [MELLITE.]
HONEY-SUCKER. [NECTARINID.E.]
HONEYSUCKLE. [CAPHIPOLIACE* ; LONICERA.]
HONEYSUCKLE, FRENCH. [HEDVSAKI M.]

HONEY-WARE, a natne given to Ataria esculenta, known in

Scotland as Badderlocks.

HONKENEJA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Caryophyllacete, and the sub-order Alsineie. It has 5 sepals, 5 large

petals, 10 stamens alternating with glands, 3 styles and valves, and

very few large seeds.

H. peploides is a British species found on sandy sea-coasts. It has

ovate-acute sessile leaves, fleshy, glabrous, and 1-nerved
;
the petals

obovate ; sepals ovate-obtuse, 1-nerved, shorter than the petals ;
the

stems are dichotomous, procumbent, rhizomatous ;
the flowers

proceed from the forks of the stem frequently dicecious ; capsules

large, globose ; seeds few, and large.
HOOD-CAP. [PHOCID.E.]
HOODED-CROW. [COHVID^:.]
HOOPER. [CYUNIN&]
HOOPOE. [PHOMEBOWD.E.]
HOP. [HUMULDS.]
HOPEITE. [Zinc.]

HO'RDEUM, the genus of Plants to which the corn called Barley
belongs. It H distinguished from Ti'iticitm, or the Wheat genus, by
its spikelets having only oue perfect floret in each, aud by its glumes
being somewhat unilateral aud bearded

; Rye, or Secale, dinars in

having two perfect florets to each spikelet, and in the same additional

circumstances as Triticum. As many as 15 species of Jfordeuin are

distinguished by Professor Kunth, the latest writer upon the nubject ;

in addition to which there are many varieties. The species are found
wild in various places in both the Old and New World : as many as

eight inhabit America. In the application of their botanical names to

the cultivated barleys there is some confusion, one writer distinguish-

ing four species, another six, and some a greater number. It does not

appear possible to determine, upon existing evidence, which of these

opinions is most correct ; the probability however seems to be that

there are not more than four, or at the utmost six species, which may
be readily distinguished by attention to the following circumstances :

The 1-flowered spikelets of Barley grow in threes, on opposite sides

of the ear. If all the spikelets are perfect, the grains of com are

therefore necessarily arranged in six lines or rows
;
these rows may be

very distinctly arranged, as in //. krxustichum, or they may be disposed
in an irregular manner, as in H. sE'jiceras. But if the lateral spike-
lets of each parcel are imperfect all along the ear, the njiddlu spikelet
alone producing a grain of com, the grains in that case will be in two
rows only, as iu II. dittichum ami II. Zeocriton. Of these two distinct

forms there are some in which the grain adheres to the palea;, or husk,
as in Common Barley, and others iu which the grain is free from the

husk, as in Naked Barley. It is generally supposed that barleys of the

second kind are mere varieties of those of the first kind
;
but there is

no proof of the correctness of the opinion, and probability is against
it. These characters and a few others being attended to, cultivated

barleys may be arranged under the following heads :
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Two-Rowed Barleys.

HOKXBILLS. 1M

upon the

(Low.
1
!

*w

Sk

of Agriculture,
1

p. 238.)

; grain* looeeinthe

y.aep
I now.uof unknown

It is eaid to hmrTb^o introduced into EngUnd in the year

bit it b mUd to h. |*vliuclctor.undtered
al in am* put* of Europe

JiiiL,'8p-IVliS)- EM. conical ; awn* spreading(iiiL,p--
esne.;. toa (UUliform manner; grains adhering to the

nh7 spreading direction of the awns, the ear* of thu

mSohWid. figure * the top than at the bottom,

t H has be.ne.tfed Battledore Barley; it aUo bear.

of Sprat-Barley. It U little oultiTted in EngUnd, because

of it* rtimw ; iu native country U unknown.

rcfnarfceu that UMre U no men uuug mmy
crowing in four row*, the circumstance by which Linnaeus <

Jf. rmlaart, and that all meh appearance* are merely impel

of //. tuaatidia*! The native country of thu ipecie* U

The French call H, on account of iu good qu
& B. .fyiftnu (RoyU

1

* Manuscript*).

arranged in a oonfused manner, not in row* ;

and bent downward*; grain* loose in the

of the

Six-Rowed Barley*.

4. n. *-*l4* (Linn., 'Sp, PL,' 1M). Ear. cylindrical ; awns

very long, rough, and rigid, rather spreading away from the ear;

STadherin*; to the husk. It does not appear
in what way the

mlgrnn ofLinnaras diner* from this. Professor Lowe has justly

I the* there U no such thing a* a barley with the grains". , ,^ . --,, defined his

, .jnperfect states

01 a. MM .11 L - .-"country of thu specie, is unknown :

it w the Bore, Bigg, or Winter Barley of farmers, and is particularly

valuable for ripening quicker than the Common Two-Rowed Barley ;

He train* are howevrr lighter, and it U considered an inferior species

to the last. To northern nation* with short summers it is however

invaluable.

6. U. oyo4fcrurie*iM (Lowe
1
*

' Elements of Agriculture,
1

p. 238).

Ear cylindrical ;
awns very long, rough, and rigid, rather spreading

away from the ear ; grain* loose in the husk. The origin of this, the

Naked Six-Rowed Barley, is unknown. It is extremely productive,

and to some part* of Europe it is reckoned the most valuable of all

The Fr*h call H, on account of it. good qualties, Orge Celeste.
- " '-*- Ears cylindrical; florets

awns soft, short, hooded,
husk. A most curious

urin found in the northern part* of India, and probably in Tartary,

a* iU (rain* have been sent to EngUnd under the name of ' Tartarian

Wheat.' IU appearance i* more that of wheat than of barley, and

iu naked grain* assist the resemblance. It is however agenuine species

of /TenfciMk It appear* to be a productive plant, but little U a* yet

known of ite quality to this climate.

Of moet of th* specie* there are many varieties, the most striking

of which ere those celled 'Black Barleys,' on account of the dark

colour of their husks. They are not of sufficient importance to require

particular notice, except in works treating of agriculture in great
detail [BABLIT, to ABW AXD So. Div.]
HoKKHorXD. [MABBCBIUK.]
HORNBEAM, ICABFIXI-S.]
HOKSBILLS, a family of Bird* named after the genus Buceroi

Bmarida. They constitute a family of birds, the construction of

whoa* bill amete the attention at first sight, ami ornithologists have

not been entirely agreed as to the situation which the form ought to

ooeopy to th* eeriee.

It k not at all improbable, from the geographical distribution of

the epecin. that (one of the species wen known to the ancient* ;
but

whether the Tnganum* of Pliny and Solinua, or the Tragopttmaxt
of Peoponlue Mela, belonged to this genus i* not clear. That the

Khtooeero* Bud of Heeyehiu* and Vannu* we* one of the species U
at unlikely. Aldrovandus, Jonston, and Bontiust give the form the

esM n-MT. M do Ray and Willughby:, the Utter of whom give* two

feed Bfura* of heede, Boutin* also deioribe. one of the species under
the eypelhrio*j of Otmt /oUcnc, and another a* Corvui mtro-cornuto.

Pethrer received the bill of one (which he figures) from Kamel, under
the MOM of CWew, The description of the bird said by Jonston and
other* to here been killed as it was flying, when the ChrUtUns beat

the Turk* at th* battle of Lepanto (Naupactum), agree* well with the

i gives the HombflU the name of Hydrocorax, following, not

*-, duetae, who (peaks of one of them under the title of

UMM*, to hi* lededition of the 'Sntoma Natnr'(12th), place* the

HornbUK (era* AMTM, under th. fiat, between the Toucan. (Ram-

TW TVei. ef miim eoetocW* U gaDlaaeMw Mrd, eoMidrrM bjr

Mer to W IsliraialHi Wt.r JMM^rfa sad Ike tvptaal rkeasaata.

t
" Oerve* laelies esnetM, rm Kklaoserls Ari."

Tae Hereel b41aa Bavea, or Topsa, eslled

oi.u/0.) aud Jitpkmya. The feet he define* to be greajrUi Uuieliu

leave* Bucem in the same position.

Latham also places the Hornbills among the Ptca, Fies, w

Lode removes the form far from the Toucans, placing it at the

head ofhU Plattpodei and in his 16th order (bUl dentiUted), with the

Momoto, in hi* second division of his first sub-das, of bird*, or those

which have three anterior toes, and sometimes a hind toe, sometime*

D
iT Dumdril's second family of his second order, Passereaux, or

Passerine Bird*, consists of the Dmttro*tra, or Odontonnplui,

including two of the HornbilU, Momots, Plant-Cutters (Phytotoma).

Illiger's VcHtirottra come between the Passerine Birds and Crows,

and belong to his second order, Ambulator*, or Walking Birds.

Cuvier places the Bwxrida at the end of the Syndactybun

Paerine Birds ; they are immediately preceded by the Todies (2W.u).

Next to the Buctrida, in his system, come the Scansorial Birda (Les

Urimpeurs), headed by the Jacamars (OaUmla, Briss.), which are

followed by the Woodpeckers. He speaks of the Bucenda as large

birds of Africa and the Indies, whose enormous bill renders them so

remarkable, and connects them with the Toucans, while their carnage

and habits bring them near to the Crows, and their feet are those

the Bee-Eaters and Kingfishers.

M. Vieillot arranges the Hornbills and Momots in his family o

Prionota, in the second tribe (Anuodactyli) of his second order o

birds (Sylvieohf).

M. Temminck introduces the Hornbills among the Omnivorous Birds,

the second order in his arrangement.
Mr. Vigors place* the Bucerida: in the aberrant group of

Conirottra. Fregilut, in the opinion of that ornithologist, by its

curved and slender bill, leads immediately to the Birds of Paradise,

which, in conjunction with the Epimachut of Cuvier, terminates Mr.

Vigors's family of Cormda, and here, Mr. Vigors thinks, we shall

find the passage from the Corrida to the Bacerida. He speaks

indeed with considerable hesitation as to the situation of Epimachut,

but observes that, being more united in its front toes than the

Corrida in general, it holds a middle station, in respect to that

character, between the two groups ;
while in the length and curvature

of its bill it approaches, in conjunction with many of the Paraduea,

to some of the extreme species of the Bucerida, among which, he

remarks, the Bucerot naiutut of Dr. Latham may be instanced.

" We thus," says Mr. Vigors,
" arrive at the singular family of

Bucerida, which seems to draw near to the preceding groups in iu

food and habits, as far at least as we can conclude from th.

imperfect accounts which are transmitted of them. From the strength

also of the formation of these birds, and the powers with which

they nre endowed, they seem to assert a title to a place iu the vicinity

of the group which is typical in the tribe. In one particular however

we may detect a deviation from the more perfect structure of that

type. The fore toes of all are strongly united at the base, the

external being joined to the middle as far as to the second articu-

lation ; an impediment which must considerably interfere with the

free action of the member. This deficiency is, on the other hand,

retrieved by the superior robustness and muscular conformation of

the whole limb. An analogous defect, and an analogous mode of

compensating for it, is observable in the Ostrich, a bird also, it is to

be observed, closely allied to the typical group of its own family ;

and in both instance* we may pronounce the deviation from the more

regular or perfect conformation to be a defect rather to the eye of the.

observer, an infringement upon what he would conceive to form the

' beau-ideal
'

of the typical character, than a defect in reality. We

may here deUy a moment to observe upon the causes that assign *o

totally remote a station from the present to the Todida, tftropida,

and Jfalcyonida, whose gressorial feet, as they are technically called,

are of precisely the same structure as those of Bucerot. In them, the

deficiency, accompanied by a corresponding weakness of the whole

member, is real, and of sufficient consequence to deprive the bird

of the means of using its legs and feet to advantage. The force and

powers of these parts are in fact transferred to the wings, which are

thus endowed with a more than usual (hare of strength, in order to

afford the bird a more than usual assistance in the aerial mode of

seeking its food which it is assigned by nature. In the Buceroi, on

the other hand, the gressorial feet are accompanied by a superior

robustness, which counterbalanceB their inferiority in form. And

hence the family may consistently maintain its station in the vicinity

of the more perfectly formed and typical groups of the Jniatora

which are now before us. The tendency, already observed, which

opposite point* of the circle in which a series of affinities is united

have to approach each -other, accounts for the resemblance here

pointed out between them otherwise discordant groups, and serves to

exiiUin the reason why the analogous reUtion between them has

been mistaken for a reUtion of affinity by systematic writers, *o far

as to induce them to arrange all the gressorial birds in one connected

group. Besides the genus Bucerot, Linn., the protuberance on the

bill of which varies iu almost every possible shape in which fancy

can embody it, the present family includes the Momotut of M.

HrisAon, which accords with the entire of that genus in its gressorial

feet, and with eevenl specie* of it, as the genus now stands,
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in the curved but somewhat shorter and more attenuated bill."

[Mono!.]
In his remarks on the succeeding order, Scansores, Mr. Vigors

observes, that besides the deviation from the more perfect formation

of the foot in the Bucerida, which prepares us for the more consider-

able deviation that takes place in the game particular among the

Scansorial Birds, the large and disproportionate bill of that family is

carried on to the Ramphaitidtf, the first family of the Scant&res,

according to Mr. Vigors.
M. Latreille arranges the Hornbills among the Syndactyles, the fifth

family of his second order (Passereaux, or Passerine Birds), in

company with the Bee-Eaters, Momoto, Kingfishers, &c.

lu the method of M. De Blainville, as carried out by his pupil M.

Lherminier, the Hornbills appear among the Normal Birds (first

sub-class), aud as the 14th family, between the Kingfishers and the

Toucans.

M. Lesson, in his '

Projet,' plaets the Buceridas as the last family
of his Intesiorea, or Grimpeurs, arranging it in the third tribe

(Syndaclylei) of that his first order. The other families of the tribe

are the Bee-Eaters, Aferopidce ; Kingfishers, Jfalcyonidce ; and Cocks
of the Rock, Rupicolidce.

Mr. Swainson arranges the Bucerida among the Conirostra, together
with the Corvidn, Miirniiltr, Friny ill idee, and Mutophayidtr. After

noticing the peculiar conformation of the bill in the Buceridaz, he
observes that in some of the species that organ is without the basal

protuberances, so that they bear the nearest affinity to the Toucans,

belonging to the Scansorial tribe, which is joined to the Conirostral.

He considers that we have no bird which actually unites the two
families in so perfect a manner as that by which the Toucans are

blended with the Futirostret through Prionita ; and he remarks, that

we should expect that a bird which might conduct us from the

Toucans to the Hornbills would be of large size, and that it would

present us with some of the gay colours peculiar to the Toucans, both
in its bill and plumage ;

but that its feet should no longer exhibit

the scansorial structure, inasmuch as that, as he has before remarked,
we see, in the little power possessed by the Toucans of climbing,
that nature is about to quit the scansorial structure. There is good
reason to believe, he thinks, that such a bird is in existence, although
at present only known to modern writers by a drawing executed in

India, in the collection of Mr. Smith. Both Dr. Latham and Dr. Shaw,
he adds, describe this bird under the name of the Crimson Hornbill,
and he considers that the figure published by the latter carries

internal evidence of its authenticity. Mr. Swainson sees in this bird

the crimson colour, the long tail, and the dorsal collar, so prevalent
in the genus Pteroglotiut, joined to a miniature Toucan's bill, with
a distinct band at the base, like the Rampluutoi Tucanut, yet with
the feet of a Hornbill. That this bird, and probably other annectant

species, will hereafter be discovered in the vast and still unexplored
regions of Central Asia, Mr. Swainson does not doubt. He speaks of

the Hornbills as a small family, of which perhaps the typical form is

now only known ; and he looks upon them as being as much isolated

as the Toucans and the Parrots. He adverts to their enormously
large bill*, generally furnished with an appendage or excrescence on
their top, the use of which, he says, is unknown ; nor has, he adds,
the internal structure of this member been fully ascertained. The
feet, he remarks, are generally so very short as to appear calculated

only for perching.
"
United," continues Mr. Swainson,

" to the

Scansorial Birds by means of the Toucans, they would seem to

represent the Ratora ; but the structure of their feet, more imperfect
than any of the families in this order, forbids the supposition. This

opinion we had long entertained from theory, but it has recently
been confirmed by a singular fact in their economy, communicated

by an officer long resident in India. It seems that all the species
of Bucerot he has met with in a live state are constantly in the

habit of throwing their food up in the air and catching it before it is

swallowed." This propensity Mr. Swainson considers to be an

incipient development of the fissirostral economy. We have only to

add, that Mr. Swainson does not admit into the family of the

Buceridte the Momots (Prionitet), which he places under a lino

drawn at the end of the family of Troyonida. (' Classification of

Birds.')
Some light will be thrown on the proper place of the bird in the

animal series by the following account of the anatomy of a young
Buceroi cavatiu by Professor Owen : The tongue was very short, of

a triangular form, and very smooth. The air-cells were very large,

and that in front of the neck contained the oesophagus and the

trachea. The oesophagus, as in the Toucan, was very wide, and of

nearly equal diameter as far as the gizzard. The gizzard was thicker

in its coats and of a more elongated form tlmu that of the Toucan :

its cuticular lining wan very tough, and disposed in longitudinal

ridges. After the duodenal fold the remainder of the intestinal canal

was disposed in two similar folds, and then extended along the middle

line of the back to the cloaca. There were no caeca. The coats of

the intestines were stronger than is usual in birds, and thd diameter

of the canal was more considerable, diminishing however gradually
frmii the commencement of the ilium, as far as the beginning of the

rectum, and thence becoming wider to its termination. The whole
i .if tho intc.-diiirM was 6 feet ; that of the bird, from the end of

the bill to the vent, being 2 feet 2 inches, of which the bill measured
7 inches. The liver had the usual two lobes, of which the right was
the largest. The gall-bladder was of considerable size. The pancreas,
of an elongated slender form, had a small oval enlargement at its

commencement at the lower end of the spleen, and a flattened oblong
mass or head at the bottom of the duodenal fold : it accompanied the
duodenum throughout its length, being folded on itself similarly to

the intestine. Its secretion was conveyed into the intestine by three
ducts ; one from its head, which entered the duodenum at the bend
of the fold ; the others from the elongated lobes, which terminated
close together at the end of the fold between the insertions of the

hepatic ducts ; an arrangement corresponding with that which exists

in the Heron. In the cloaca the rudimentary bladder was little

more than a line in width, and the ridges bounding it above and below
were confined to the back part of the cavity. The bursa Fabricii

(which Professor Owen regards as analogous to the glandular pouch
found in so many other classes) was of a triangular form, large, and sur-

rounded, as usual, by a capsule of muscular fibres.

The muscles of the mandibles consisted of a digastricus, or of a
muscle analogous to it, destitute, as is usual in birds, of a middle

tendon, a temporal muscle of moderate size, and pterygoidei externi

and interni, proportionally more developed. There is also a strong

ligament occupying the place of the masseter, and a second, destined

to prevent dislocation backwards, which passes from the zygoma
directly backwards to the coudyle, or articulate depression of the
lower jaw. Disproportionate as this apparatus seems to the moving
of so large a body as the bill of the Hornbill, it is yet fully adequate,
the weight of that organ by no means corresponding with its size.

The cavities in the bones, the arrangement of the columns supporting
their parietes, and the air-cells, produce at the same time lightness
and strength.
With respect to the other parts of the skeleton, Professor Owen parti-

cularly noticed the extension of the air-cells into the distal bones of

the extremities. He remarked that Mr. Hunter observes how, in the

Pelican, the air passes not only into the ulna and radius, but "
into

those bones which answer to the carpus and metacarpus of quadru-
peds." In the Hornbill the air passes also into the bones corresponding
to the phalanges ; and in the posterior extremity that it permeates
the tibiae, tarsi, aud phalanges.

Professor Owen concludes by some remarks on the affinities of the

Hornbill as deducible from its anatomy. Its nearest approach is to

the Toucan. The Toucan however, in the want of a gall-bladder,

agrees with the Parrots ;
the presence of that organ in the Hornbill

places the bird in more immediate relation with the Crows. The

disposition of the intestines in long and narrow loops also agrees
with the Raven. The tongue, so remarkably varied in form and use

among the Scaiuora, resembles in the Hornbill that of the Carnivorous
Birds. (' Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London,' 1833.)

Buccrui. Bill long, very large, compressed, more or less curved or

falcated ; base smooth, elevated, or rather surmounted by a casque or

Head of Rhinoceros Hornbill (liuceros Rhinoceros).

l-'oot of Bucerot cai-ntu*.
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lMta*etfck* protatwraDes ; edge* of the mandible* smooth or notehad ;

tat anmV: interior of the bill, especially the upper mandible and

.,, TTT orlluUr; nostril* basal, on the surface of the beak, in

ferrW. naU, somewhat round, open, pierced in the corneous sub-

of UM bill, covered at UM base by a membrane. Feet short,

sol* of UM foot larv*. Wings moderate; the first

I ; the fourth or fifth UM longest. [BiRM.]
are found iu the Old World, Africa, India

r Guinea.

DusilliM. in his description of his Com* /adiViu (Buearot //yrfrocoroj;

of Lmasras). a natir* of the Molucca* and Banda, says,
" More Corri

-~*~*t . craditur. indole a nostris corris differt, quod nou cadarere,

nucibus myristiois avide re*stur; usque insigne

Cam eornm quoque delicate eat, et assa saporem a

nin habet (It walks like the crow of our countries,

The body black, of a dirty white below and posteriorly ;
tail about

12 inched, the feathen white at the bate and tip, black in the middle ;

feet and claws obscure gray.

three quill* graduated; t

The speci** of Bmet

BBd Me tsWrfa. and New

i in disposition from our crow*, inasmuch ai it feeds

i, but most Mpecially on nutmegs, and that greedily,

a gnat deal of damage to them. Their flesh also is delicate,

and when roasted has an aromatic flavour from their food)." Of the

Corrus rostro oornuto' (B. Rk'f'Otmt of Linneus) he says that

it lires on the oaroasse* and intentiues of animoli, and that it waits

poo the banter* who kill wild cattle, boars, and (tags, to gorge

itself with the entrails of those animal*. Willughby, in his account

of Bootiu* his Indian Haven,' says,
"
It walks after the manner of

our Karen, but differs from it in nature and disposition, in that it

feeds not upon carrion or dead carcasses, but chiefly upon nutmegs,
..f which it i* very greedy, making great destruction of that fruit, to

the BO small detriment of the owners. Its flesh is very delicate, and

being meslml hath a plain aromatioal relish, contracted from its food."

Of 'The Homed Indian Karen, or Topau, called the Khinocerot

Bird.' he says,
" This homed bir.l, as it casts a strong smell, so it hath

fool look, much exceeding the European Karen in bigness. ....
It lives upon carrion and garbage, that is, the carcasses and entrails

of animals." Both these psssigr* are taken from liontius, as the

will perceire. Curier considers them as omnivorous "
Ils

toute sorte de nourritnre;" and he states that they eat

r fruits, hoot mice, small birds, and reptiles, and do not even

carcasses. The late Major-Oeneral Thomus Hardwicke, who
ntributed so largely to our acquaintance with Indian animals, in

resting of B. galealnt (' Linn. Trans.,' vol. sir.), gives the following

description of the habits of the Hornbilli :

" The progressive motion

of the birds of this genus, although their feet are formed for walking,
u always by jumping or hopping. I have kept several species alive,

and they all moved in the same manner. In a state of nature these

birds, in this part of India (Malacca), lire on wild fruits. In confine-

ment they feed freely on plantains and on boiled rice. At night they

perch with great security, though the largeness of the foot seems

better salted to rest on the ground." M. Lesson sums up the habits

of UM HornbOls thus : Those of Africa lire on carrion ; those of the

East Indies seek for fruits, especially nutmegs, and their flesh acquires
from them a delicious flavour. Their flight is performed by repeated
strokes of the wings, and the air which they displace, joined to the

clattering of their mandibles, occasions a great and very disquieting
noise in the forests, when the cause is unknown. This noise, capable
of (expiring terror, does not ill resemble those flaws of rough and
sudden winds ("grains de rent brusques et subits") which arise so

unexpectedly between the tropics, and blow so violently. The Euro-

pean* established at the Moluccas think that the furrows which are

seen on the bill of the Hornbill* are the result of age, and that each
furrow signifies a year; whence the name of Jerarrogel, which they
give to these birds. Mr. Swainson remarks that the Hornbills are

gisyiliim Dots* birds, generally of a very large size, and are

intllulij to the Old Work! ; that they are omnivorous, feeding both
oa mho*I* and vegetable ; that some however seem only to partake
of the latter food ; while others, upon the authority of Le Vaillant,
feed upon carrion. The B. ravo/iu dissected by Professor Owen
was observed to be more attached to animal than to vegetable food,
and would quit any other substance if dead mouse were offered to

it This it would swallow entire, after squeezing it twtft or thrice

with the bill ; and no castings were noticed. Professor Owen however
add* that Petirer has borne testimony to its regurgitating habits.

Before we proceed to give examples of the family as it here stands,
that is, as ~~^is; of the true Hornbills alone, we may remark that
if it shoald be clearly made out that some species lire entirely on

'able food, while others lire on carrion, as has been asserted,
i may be good grounds for elevating such species to the rank of

f >r uch a totel difference of food must in all probability be

.
ed l.y a n.rrmp .nding difference of internal structure and

"f gNMtat habits. M. Temminck may be considered ss the author
who ha* most successfully dissipated the obscurity in which the

> were inrolred: mil to his elaborate and beautiful works we
UM reader. We shall select as examples the following two

A Minium, Rhinoceros Hornbill. This species is to be found in
oat oltMftkNM. and though there may be some variety from age and
trataMteoen, UM bin will be generally found to be about 10 inches

Inner and nf a yellwih-white, the upper mandible red at the base,
the lowr black. The born, or casque, varied with black and white.

Rhinoccro* lloinbill (Ructrot ltlm,< ,

It is a native of India and the Indian Islands (Suuda, for instancoV
B. cavatv*. Throat, ear-coverts, circle round Ue eye, and a narrow-

band at the occipital edge of the protuberance of the beak, black
;

neck dirty straw-colour, the feathers of the back of the neck elongated ;

body and wings black, greater coverts and quill-feathers tipped with
white

; thighs, upper and under tail-coverts, white
;
as is the tail also,

with the exception of s broad black band about three inches from the

tip ; beak yellowish, inclining to scarlet at the tip. under mandible
black at the base

;
tarsi black. (Gould.)

7?/rrro rarntil*.

The food of the fluceroi cavattu, like that of other Hornbills, con
sists of fruiu, berries, flesh, and even carrion ; in short, it may bo
considered as strictly omnivorous. (Oould.)
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It is a native of India, the Himalaya Mountains, Java, and most of

the islands of the Indian Archipelago.
The species of Bitceros are very numerous.

HORNBLENDE, a Mineral belonging to the group of theAnhydrous
Silicates of Magnesia. An account of its general characters and for-

mation is given under AUQITE. It is subject to numerous varieties

differing much in appearance, arising from isomorphism and crystal-
lisation. Alumina enters into the composition of some of them, and

replaces part of the other ingredients.
The varieties are divided into light and dark coloured.

To the light coloured varieties belong Tremolite or Grammatite, It

comprises the white, grayish,and light-greenish slender crystallisations,

usually in blades or long crystals, penetrating the gangue, or aggre-

gated into coarse columnar forms. It is sometimes nearly translucent.

The specific gravity is 2'93.

The light-green varieties are called Actinolite. Glassy Actinolite

includes the bright glassy crystals of a rich green-colour, usually long
and slender, and penetrating the gangue like tremolite. Radiated
Actinolite includes olive-green masses, consisting of aggregations of

coarse acicular fibres, radiating or divergent. Abestiform Actinolite

resembles the radiated, but the fibres are more delicate. Mastive

Actinolite consists of angular grains instead of fibres. The specific

gravity is 3'02 to 3'03. [AcrixoLiTE.]
Atliestut is also included under this division. [A8BESTU9.]
To the dark-coloured varieties belongs Pargasite, a term which is

applied to dark-green crystals, short and stout, of bright lustre, of
which Parga in Finland is a notable locality.
The term Hornblende is applied to the black and greenish-black

crystals and massive specimens. It contains a large per-centage of

oxide of iron, and to this owes its dark colour. It is a tough mineral.

Pargasite and Hornblende both contain alumina.
The varities of Hornblende fuse easily with some ebullition, the

pale varieties forming a colourless glass, and the dark a globule more
or less coloured with iron. Hornblende is an essential constituent of

certain rocks, as syenite, trap, and hornblende-slate.

Actinolite it usually found in magnesiau rocks, as talc, steatite, or

serpentine. Tremolite occurs in granular limestone and dolomite ;

Atbettiu occurs in the above rocks, and also in serpentine.
(Dana, Manual of Mineralogy.)
HORNBLENDE-SCHIST. Under this term M'Culloch ranks a

variety of mineral aggregates in which hornblende abounds, and
which are mostly but not universally <Jf laminated structure. Horne-
blende-Schist is commonly associated with gneiss, less frequently
with mica-schist, and seldom forms alone any considerable mountain
masses. It follows the contortions of gneiss, and is traversed like it

by granite veins. (Glen Tilt.) Hornblende is rarely associated with

argillaceous slate, as in Ben Lair, in Skiddaw, Cader Idris, and near
the granites of Cornwall. In these cases its origin may perhaps be
due to the action of the contiguous heated granitic masses, and such
rocks may be considered '

metamorphic.' They are considerably
different from the Hornblende-Schists of Glen Tilt, lona, and Ross-

shire. (M'Culloch on '

Rocks.')
HORN-EEL. [AMMODTTE8.]
HORNE'RA, a genus proposed by Lamouroux to include a small

recent stony Polypifer, which Solander ranked among the Millepores,
and Lamarck among the Retepores. Like the latter genus, it has
cells on one side only : they are arranged almost in quincunx, on

diagonal lines
;
the opposite side is slightly furrowed. (Lamouroux,

' Tableau Mdthodique.')
HORNET. [VE8PIDJ!.]
HORNET-MOTH. [SpHiNonxE.]
HORN-FISH. [SYNONATHIM:.]
HORN-POPPY. [GLAUCIUM.]
HORNSTONE. [QCABTZ.]
HORSE. [EQUID.K.]

HORSE-CHESTNUT, the Jticvlu* Bippocattanum of botanists : it

is said to derive its name from the practice among the Turks of feed-

ing their horses on the seeds of this tree. [^EscuLns.]
HORSE-RADISH. [COCHLEARIA.]
HORSE-TAIL. [EQUISETUM.]
HORTIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Rutacete.

H. Braziliana possesses in its bark properties resembling those of

Cinchona, but in a less degree.
HORTULIA. [BoiDA]
HOT-SPRINGS. [GEYSERS.]
HOTTO'NIA, a genug of Plants belonging to the natural order

Prim.vlar.nr. It has a 5-parted calyx, divided almost to its base
;
the

seeds, with the hilum, close to one end ;
the stamens, 5, inserted and

included in the tube of the corolla ;
the capsules many-seeded and

5-valved, with 10 teeth.

//. paliutrii has the flowers whorled, stalked, and seated upon a

long solitary cylindrical common peduncle, the corolla longer than
the calyx, the leaves pectinated. It is a native of Great Britain in

ponds and ditches, and is called the Water-Violet. The leaves are

submerged and crowded ; the flowers rising above the water are of a

purple and yellow colour. It is a pretty plant, but possesses no useful

available propertied.

(liabington, Manual of Britith Botany.)
HAT. HIT. DIV. YOL. m,

HOUND (from the German Hund), a name generally applied in

the British Islands to those varieties of the Dog which are employed
in hunting the Deer, the Fox, the Hare, and the Otter, by scent. The
hound employed for following depredators, and used so much in the
old Border times, was called a Blood-Hound. [BLOOD-HOUND.] The
Greyhound, which follows its four-footed game by the eye [GBAY-
HOCND], is not a hound in the proper acceptation of the term adopted
by sportsmen ;

for that appellation is confined to those varieties of
the Dog which are trained to that species of chace called Hunting,
which implies that the dogs so employed follow their four-footed game
by the scent principally.

In addition to the Blood-Hound, the Stag-Hound, the old Southern

Hound, the Fox-Hound, the Harrier [HARRIER], and the Beagle
[BEAGLE], were the hounds of greatest note. Some of these varieties,
the old Southern Hound for instance, which was slow but very sure,
and with a fine deep-toned voice when it gave tongue in earnest, are

gradually disappearing ;
and indeed the pace required now in most

kinds of hunting, except otter-hunting, but especially in fox-hunting,
has brought into demand a breed of hounds whose fleetness requires
the best and fastest horses. The old fox-hunter of the early part of
the last century would find himself 'nowhere' on a good day in Leices-

tershire, could he now be present. His horses and hounds were bred
with a view to endurance rather than speed ;

and if he were to appear
at a modern '

meet,' he would see that an entire revolution has taken

place in the system. Whether this is an improvement is a question
which will be answered differently, according as the respondent may
prefer the old-fashioned slow bunting, where all the sagacities of the
hound were minutely developed, not without a good deal of '

music,'
or the rapidity which makes a good run now-a-days very like a race.

The young, bold, and well-mounted rider will generally prefer the
latter.

The Southern Hound, which is supposed to have been of very high
antiquity in Britain, is large in size, strong, and of majestic aspect,

long but round in the body, deep in the chest, and his ears are long
and sweeping. The tone of his cry is deep, rich, and mellow. He
will hunt the coldest scent, and persevere long after lighter hounds
have given it up ; but he is very slow. The author of ' Rural Sports

'

saw a pack of these hounds in Lancashire, where they were kept to

hunt hares, and the least of them stood twenty-two inches. The
huntsman went with a pole on foot.

As a contrast we may notice the celebrated match made between
Mr. Barry and Mr. Meynell to run a couple of each other's fox-hounds
a drag, from the rubbing-house at Newmarket town-end, to the

rubbing-house at the starting-post of the Beacon-course, for five

hundred guineas. The match came off on the last day of September,
and was won by Mr. Barry's Bluecap and Wanton, which came in

very close to each other
; Mr. Meynell's nearest hound, Richmond,

being beat by upwards of a hundred yards. The ground was crossed

in eight minutes and a few seconds
;
and of sixty horses that started

with the hounds only twelve were up. Cooper, Mr. Barry's hunts-

man, came in first, but it is asserted that the mare that carried him
was completely blind at the conclusion of the run. The famous
Will Crane, who rode Rib, a king's-plate horse, was only in the
twelfth. Colonel Thornton's Merkin, which was sold in 1795 for

four hogsheads of claret, the seller to have two couple of her

whelps, ran a private trial of four miles in seven minutes and half a

second.

Our limits will not permit us to go into the details of this, to many,
interesting subject ;

and we must refer the reader to Somerville's
'

Chace,' Beckford's '

Thoughts upon Hunting,'
' The Sportsman's

'

Cabinet," Daniel's ' Rural Sports,' the Sporting Magazines, and, most

especially,
'

Nimrod,' for further information.

HOUND'S-TONGUE. [CYNOOLOSSUM.]
HOUSE-LEEK. [CBASSULACE^E ; SEMPEBVIVUM.]
HOUSE-MARTIN. [HIRUNDINID-E.]
HOUSE-SPARROW. [PASSEB.]
HOVINIA, a genus of Plante belonging to the natural order

Rhamnacecr. The peduncles of //. dulcis become extremely enlarged
and succulent, and are in China in much esteem as a fruit, resembling
in flavour, it is said, a ripe pear. Some species are astringent.
HOWLET. [STRIGID.K.]
HOYA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Asclepia-

dacece. It has a 5-cleft rotate corolla. Coronet of appendages
depressed, 5-leaved ; leaflets spreading, fleshy, with the inner angle
extended into a tooth lying upon the anther. Anthers terminated by
a membrane. Pollen-masses fixed by the base, converging, compressed.
Stigma not pointed, or scarcely so. Follicles smooth.

H. viridijlora is a native of Coromandel, Sylhet, and the Nilgherry
Hills. It has opposite, stalked, broad, cordate, or ovate leaves, not
sinuate at the base, pointed, membranous, smooth, from 3 to 4 inches

long ; petioles from 1 to 2 inches long ;
umbels lateral or axillary,

simple, many-flowered. Flowers numerous, green, with pedicels as long
as the peduncle. Corolla flat; crown of appendages turbinate, truncate.
Anthers reflected over the stigma. Follicles horizontal, obtuse, about
3 or 4 inches long, and 4 inches in circumference. The root and
tender stalks produce nausea, and promote expectoration. The
leaves peeled and dipped in oil are used by the natives of India
as a discutient in the early stages of boils; when the disease
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1 they ar* employed in the tune way to promote sup-

Heveral spariea of thi gram are cultivated in our garden* on account

of Uwir elepmt Bower*, which, from their ourioiu wax-like appear-
ux. (hv. rim to the name of Wax-Plant*.

lit'AMV.MUKK.
Ill

HIV fB
HrMHOLDTILlTK. [SUMCRTILUT*.]
II r MB<>1.1>T1NK, a mineral Oxalate of Iron. This substance occurs

iijsUHins and ma-dve; the crystalline form U undetermined.

Fraeture uneven, earthy. Colour brightiah-yeUow ; devoid of lustre ;

opaque. Specific gravity variously stated from 13 to 2'13. Hardnes*

iftifasrt to scratch gypsum, but U scratched by mica.

It u insolnU* in water, but dissolve* in nitric acid without effer-

, and impart* a yellow colour to it

'1 flatlinn reniform pieces, of aThe massive Tariety occurs in mull flattul

fine earthy structure ; colour greenish-yellow.

Aualjsu by Rivero :

Oxalic add
Protoxide of iron

46-14

I : -:

100.

II I

'

V I'"I . I 'TITK. Thin mineral i a Boro-silicate of Lime, and is

therefore a Tariety of DaUkolite, unices indeed it be identical with it,

which has been supposed to be the case. It occurs crystallised.

Primary form an oblique rhombic prism. Cleavage parallel to the

oblique diagonal of the prism ; fracture conchoidaL Hardness 4-5 to
8-0. Colour white and yellowish-white ; streak white. Lustre vitreous,

transparot, translucent ; opaque. Specific gravity 2-99.

Found in the Tyrol, in the Han, in North America, and near
BHMsWVUKt**)

Hl'MlKIA'CE.K, II*miriadt, a natural order of Plants belonging
to the Synoarpous group of

Polypetalous Exogens. It has the follow-

ing ssssntls.1 characters : The calyx is in 5 division* ; the petals alter-

nate with the lobe* of the calyx and equal to them
; the stamens

hvpogynous, four or many times as numerous a* the petals, monadel-

pb<>us ; the anthers 2-cellod, with a fleshy connective, extended beyond
the two lobe* ; the ovary superior, usually surrounded by an auricular
or toothed disc, S-oelled, with from one to two suspended ovules in
each cell ; the style simple, the stigma lobed ; the fruit drupaceous,
with five or fewer cells ; the seed with a membranous integument, the

embryo straight, oblong, lying in fleahy albumen ; the radicle superior.
The planU belonging to the order are trees or shrub* abounding in a
resinous juice, with alternate simple coriaceous exstipulate leaves,
and axillary corymbs of flowers.

The affinities of this order are not well made out. In their albumi-
nous **ed* and slender embryo they agree with Styracea, as also in

Jaamlc wood. They resemble Mtluuea very much in habit
ami in their fructification, but the anthers and seeds of ffumiriacete
dilbr

very much from those of Mdiacttx. Von Martins compares this
onl*r with Ckltnaeta, whilst

Lindley think* that their real affinity is

with AmraMliaeta "an affinity," he observes, "indicated by their
inflorescence, the texture of their stamens, their disc, their winged
petiole*, and their balsamic juices." There are three genera belonging
to this order. BtmtHtm, Itdlena, and Saccogloltit. All are native* of
the tropical pane of America.

#*Jew'ris (from Oumiri, the Guyanese name of one of the species)has JO stamens joined into a tube, the alternate ones shortest, ciliated
ove, an annular disc 20-lobed, the stigma C-lobed, the fruit

eootatamr a 5-celled nut, the cells 2-wedeX H. baltamiferum is a
f**t In height, with ovate oblong leaves half-clasping the

em, with a deeuimt nerve on the back, the inflorescence longerthan UMi leav^ the peduncle* smooth as well as the petals. This tree
* ' "^7 ,f ^T""- Ite bark U thick, and abounds with a red
baUaaie fluid, which reeeroble* styrax in smell

; after it has exud-d
itbeeomes hard and transparent, and when burnt affords
adour. The negroes and natives of Guyana use the

Up* for the Purpose of flambeaux ; they also use the wood
tr bouse*. We have no account of the composition of

tooo* juiee, but Aublet suggest* that it might be used a* a

w~j Peruvian Balaam. The Creoles call this tree Red-
count of the colour of the wood. H.jlonb*nd*m U a

eet high ; the trunk when wounded yields a fragrant

vpsrtie* of Copaiva and Ralaaam of Peru. The other
.-mm, and also those of UtUtri* ud Satcoglottu, yield

Hl'MITK Thia mineral occurs in attached crystals, the

-

pe"di]T - Colour, various shade* of yellow
. iMariy eolourle. Translucent, transparent

J>W*r. vitnon*. Heated by the blow-pipe it be-otMs opaq^butkMt fumble; with bofJ it fir. . us,*rent

HUMMING BIRDS, the name of a brilliant family which include*

the smallest of Birds. [TiiaouuDJL]
1U'MULUS, a gemu of Plant* belonging to the natural order

Crlicacat. It has the following characters: Flowers dioecious.

Male* with the perianth parted ; stamens 6 ; females with the perigone
scale-like, open, hidduii by the scales of au oval catkin ; stigma* 2,

elongated.
//. /.H/.M/M, the Hop, twines round hedges in many parts of

Europe. It is truly wild in England, and is also fouud apparently
wild in the United States of America. It has rough opposite cordate

lobed leaves, and numerous greenish-white flowers, of which the

Hexes are distinct In the male the flowers form loose drooping
panicles, and each consists of 5 sepals, 5 stamens, and a convex
centre representing the ovary. In the female the flowers are

arranged in little axillary stalked scaly tnfta; each consists of a
naked ovary, with two spreailing downy stigmas, and is inclosed

by a concave bract. These bract* increase in size after the flower-

ing is past, are collected into a loose head of imbricated scales,

within which are placed the small seed-vessels, or seeds, as they are

usually called.

The female flowers, termed cones, strobuli, or catkins, of this

plant, when ripe, constitute the Hops, which, independent of their

employment in brewing, are of considerable utility in medicine. The
mature hops consist of .a number of imbricated membranous scales,

baring the fruit at their base : the surface both of the scales and of

the fruit is studded with aromatic glands, which prepare a material

bearing considerable resemblance to the pollen of the anthers, and
termed Lupuline. This is the most valuable part, as in it reside the

essential properties of the Hop : it possesses a cellular structure, and
in the cells are contained volatile oil, resin, a bitter principle, with

tannin, and a trace of malic acid, with acetate, hydroculorate, and

sulphate of ammonia.

Thr II np (Jlnmiilia Lufultu').

1, s branch of the frmalc plant ; 1, a branch of the male plant ; .1, a male
flower; 4, a brad of young female flowers ; &, a head of ripe flower* and fruit
In the itate of Ilopo.

The superiority of the Hop, as an ingredient in our malt-liquors,
depends upon the fact of ite containing within itself several distinct
and independent element* of activity, which the bitter herbs that
have at different time* been employed as a substitute do not posses*.
The bitter principle impart* to the beverage a tonic quality and an
agreeable flavour; while at the same time an aromatic ingredient adds
a warmth and stimulating property, and modifies the bitterness : it

likewise contains an astringent principle (tannin), the effect* of which
are to precipitate the vegetable mucilage, and thus to remove from the
beer the active principle of ite fermentation : every attempt therefore
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to substitute an ordinary bitter for that of the Hop must necessarily
fail, unless a compound can be so artfully constructed as to contain in
due proportions the principles of bitterness, astringency, and aroma.
The aromatic bitter gives to the Hop a very marked power over the

digestive organs when debilitated. A narcotic property has also been
ascribed to this article, which is denied to it by some writers, who
attribute the intoxicating power of beer entirely to the alcohol and
carbonic acid which it contains. Yet there can be no doubt that
tincture of hops, and even extract of hops, possess sedative powers,
and often procure quiet and

sleep,
where opium cannot be borne.

Decoction does not seem to be a judicious mode of preparation, and
should not be practised. Lupuline has been administered alone, but
this doeg not possess any advantages over the common plan. [Hops,
in ARTS AND So. Div.]
HURA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Euphor-

biaccce. It has monoecious amentaceous flowers
;

the male flowers
have a truncate calyx ; numerous stamens united into a solid column

;

female flowers with 1 style ; stigma with 12 or 18 rays; capsule with
12 or 18 cocci.

If. crepitans, Sandbox-Tree, is a native of the West India Islands,

Mexico, and Guyana. It is a tree abounding in milky juice. Leaves

cordate, acuminate, entire, or very slightly toothed, stalked, smooth,
coriaceous, with simple veins passing from the midrib to the margin
in a curved direction, within a quarter of an inch or so of each other,
and connected by numerous oblique veinlets

; stipules large, ovate,

leafy, deciduous; petioles as long or rather longer than the leaves, with
2 glands at the apex. Male flowers arranged in an erect long-stalked

axillary conical catkin, composed of imbricated 1-flowered scales;

calyx short, urceola'.e, truncate ; column of stamens surrounded hi the
middle by 2 or 3 rows of tubercles, each of which bears an anther
on its under side. Female flower solitary at the base of the male

peduncle, or near it ; calyx urceolate, entire, or dividing eventually
into 3 parts ; stigma very large, diitcoidal, peltate. Fruit a depressed
umbilicated woody capsule, about the size of a middling apple, with
from 12 to 18 furrows, which separate into as many cocci, which fly

asunder, each opening into two valves with great elasticity when dry
and fully ripe. The milk is so venomous as to produce blindness in a few

days after touching the eye. Seeds a violent drastic dangerous purga-
tive. Aublet states that negro slaves to whom one or two seeds had been
administered in the form of an emulsion, were nearly killed by them.
HURAULITE. [MANGANESE.]
HURO'NIA, the generic name assigned by Mr. C. Stokes to certain

remarkable articulated bodies, of a partially radiated structure, found
in the transition limestone of Lake Huron by Dr. Bigsby. Until

lately these fossils were referred to the group of Polypiana, but from
a careful study of specimens more complete than those which he first

observed, Mr. Stokes has found that the parts represented as lamelli-

ferous corals are really only the siphuncular portions of shells of

Ctphalopoda, which may be included in the family of Orthoceratites.

The structure of the siphuncular parts in these and other chambered
nhells from the limestone of various parts of North America, hag led
Mr. Stokes to propose two other new genera, namely JL ctinocerat and

Ormocenu, whose characters, as well as those of Jfurmia, can only be
well traced in comparison with the ordinary structure of OrtlMcerou.

[OKTHOCKBAS.]
HU'URIA, Daudin's name for certain Indian Colubers, the scales

or plates on the base of whose tails are constantly simple, and those of
the point doulilf.

HL'TCHINSIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Crucifera, named in honour of Miss Hutchins. It has an entire

elliptical pouch ; boat-shaped valves, keeled, not winged at the back
;

weds 2 in each cell
; petals equal ; filaments simple.

II. petraa U a rare plant, found on limestone rocks in Great Britain.

It has pinnate leaven ; a branched leafy stem ; petals scarcely longer
than the calyx ; pouch obtuse at both ends. The stem is from 2 to
4 inches high. Flowers small.

(Babin<cton, Manual of Briluh Botany.)
HYA-HYA. [TABERNJSMONTASA.]
HYACINTH, a Mineral, consisting of silica and zirconia, trans-

parent, and of a red colour. [ZIRCON.]
HYACINTHUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

LUiaeete and the tribe Scilicet. One of the most common of our

garden plants is the 11. orientalu. The genus formerly included two
species of British plants, which are now referred to the genera
Endymion and Miucari. [EUDYMION ; MUSCABI.] For the culture of
these plants see HYACINTH, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.
HY.KXA. [HV^NINA.]
IIY./ENA-DOG, an animal found in the south of Africa, more

especially the Cape. In size and form it is smaller and more slender
thini either the hyaena or the wolf. It is the Wild Dog of the settlers

at the Cape. M. Temminck first described it as a hyrena (Hyaena
picla), but subsequently regarded it as a species of dog. Desmarext
considered it a species of Canii, and recorded it as Cams piclm.
Brookes gave it the generic appellation of Lycaon ; and Fischer, in
his ' Addenda et Euiendanda,' quotes it as C'anit Lycaon, and, in his
' Index Nominum,' refer* to it as Lycaon tricolor of Brookes. Cuvier

place*
it among the dogs. Dr. J. E. Gray places it among the Canina

in his order Fclida. He calls it Lycaon tenaticiu, and gives the fol-

lowing synonyms in addition to the above : Canis aurews, Thuuberg;
Canis Hytenoides, Cuvier ; Hycena venatica, Burchell ; Kynos pictms,

Riippell ; Lycaon typims, A Smith. It is also known by the common
names Simir and Slelbia.

In the number and form of its teeth the Hyseua-Dog agrees with
the dogs, as well as in its general osteological structure, which presents
a remarkable difference from that of the hysena. Externally it ia

distinguishable from both the hyscnas and the dogs in the proportional
length of its legs and the form and proportions of the body. There is

no mane as in the hyffinas, and the tail resembles that of some dogs.
The head is hysena-like, and, like the hyaenas, it has only four toes to

each foot.

Its colour is reddish or yellowish-brown, variously mottled in large

patches along the sides of the body and on the legs, with black and
white intermixed. Nose and muzzle black, with a strong black line

passing from them up the centre of the forehead to between the ears,

which are very large, black within and without, and furnished with
a broad and expanded tuft of long whitish hairs arising from their

anterior margin, and filling up a considerable part of their concavity.
Beneath each of the eyes a lighter patch. Tail moderate, covered
with long bushy hair, and divided in the middle by a ring of black,
below which it is nearly white, as are also the fore parts of the legs
below the joint. Mr. Bennett, who thus describes the animal, had an

opportunity of seeing a living specimen in the Tower of London ; but
he observes that their colours and markings are subject to variation

in different individuals, though their general disposition and appear-
ance are similar.

Mr. Burchell, who brought to this country the first specimen, and

pointed out the distinguishing characters, describing it under the name
of Jlyoma venatica, states that it hunts in packs, at night by preference,
but frequently in the day. He describes it as swift, fierce, and active,

so that only those animals which are gifted with great neatness cau

escape from it. It attacks sheep openly and fearlessly ;
it approaches

oxen and horses more cautiously, advancing upon them by stealth,

biting off the tails of the oxen, and injuring the horses, especially

young colts, so severely that they rarely survive.

Mr. Burchell's specimen continued ferocious though he kept it

chained up in his stable-yard for more than a year, and the man who
fed it

" dared never to venture his hand upon it." It however became
familiar with a dog, its companion. The Tower specimen arrived with
a young Cape lion, with which it agreed perfectly till the lion became
too strong and rough in his play, when the Hya;ua-Dog was associated

with a Striped Hyama and two Spotted Hyasnas, and all lived tolerably
well together in the same den.

Mr. Swainson gives the name of Hycena-Dog as the English synonym
of Proteles. [AARD-WoLF.] The animal which is the subject of this

article he describes under the name of Lycaon, the Hunting Dog. He
arranges both under the family Felidit, where they had been previously

placed by Dr. Gray.
Two very fine specimens of this animal are now living (1854) in

the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park. They are young, and

excessively playful, seldom allowing each other to rest a single
moment.
HYvENANCHE, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Eupliorbiacea. H. ylolom yields a fruit which is collected by the Capo
Colonists, and when powdered is used as a poison for hyaenas by being
rubbed over meat.

HYvENINA, the name of a family of Digitigrade Carnivorous

Mammalia, distinguished by having then- fore legs longer than their

hind legs, by their rough tongue, great and conical molar, or rather

cutting-and-crushing teeth, projecting eyes, large ears, and a deep and

glandular pouch beneath the anus.

Dental Formula : Incisors, ; canines, ; molars, = 34.
'6 'l l' '44

The false molars, three above and four below, are conical, blunt,
and very large. The upper flesh-tooth (caruassiere) has a small

tubercle within and in front, but the lower one has none, and presents

only two trenchant points. The whole of the dental and molar organi-

sation, and indeed the whole cranial structure, appears to have been
formed with a view to the bringing into the most available action the

formidable natural instruments which enable the Hyccnas to break
the hardest bones.

Dr. Buckland gives the following account of the feats of a Cape
Hysena which he saw at Oxford in the travelling collection of Mr.

Wombwell, the keeper of which confirmed in every particular the evi-

dence given to Dr. Wollaston by the keeper of Exeter 'Change, and
noticed in '

Reliquiae Diluvianac,' p. 20 :

" I was enabled," says Dr.

Buckland,
"
to observe the animal's mode of proceeding in the destruc-

tion of bones. The shin-bone of an ox being presented to this Hyasna,
he began to bite off with his molar teeth large fragments from its

upper extremity, and swallowed them whole as fast as they were

broken off. On his reaching the medullary cavity the bone split into

angular fragments, many of which he caught up greedily, and swal-

lowed entire. He went on cracking it till he had extracted all the

marrow, licking out the lowest portion of it with his tongue : this

done, he left untouched the lower condyle, which contains no marrow,
and is very hard I gave the animal successively three
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he *mppd Unm aeonder in a moment, dividing

only, which he (wallowed entire, without the

a On to* keeper putting a *par of wood two

e* i i into his dm, be cracked it in
piece*

u if itW
IMSI tOTokwood, and in minute the whole was reduced to a mail of

Itillli Th powr of hjs jw far exceeded any animal force of the

bad I err aa* exerted, and reminded me of nothing ao much as a

ferr'* orahiaf-Bill, or the icion with which they cut off ban of_ crashing-mill, or

I and copper in th Ui f^uaderiea,"

I.-;.
.

(' ReliquitD Diluvianaj.')

Teeth of Ujau. (F. Curler.)

Toe accompanying figure* will give the reader norne idea of the
area and ipaoe devoted to the attachment and development of theMMl*

defined
to move the powerful jawa. These muacles, aided

by UM mosdes of the neck, are 10 itrong that it U almost impossible
to drag from their vice-like

grip
that which the animal hu once

*l*s'- Covier remarlu that their effort* in thii way aometime* pro-
dBc* anchylosis of the cervical vertebra, and that thii hai given rue
to UM esMrtton that HVMOM have but a tingle bone in the neck. He

ig the Arab* i* the lymbol of stub-
Th* tongue i* rough.^The feet have four'toe* imdi""

UMC* of th* Mrioatea. Tb* *ame author nimi up their character bytnat tbey are voraeiou* nocturnal animals, inhabiting cavern*,
living for the moct |rt on caressin, for which they raniack the
MMba, and that they are the (ubjeot* of an infinity of itipentitioui

raws : protW. (Ouriw.)

Skull of Striped Hjtena : profile. (Cuvicr.)

*

Skull of Spotted Hyn, seen from above.

The strength of these animal* and their power of dragging away
large bodies is strikingly exemplified in Colonel Denham's narrative.
At Kouka he relates that the Hytcnas (Dhubba), which were every-
where in legions, grew so extremely ravenous that a good large village,
where he sometime* procured a draught of sour milk on his duck-
shooting excursions, had been attacked the night before his last visit,
the town absolutely carried "by storm, notwithstanding defence* nearly
*ix feet high of branche* of the prickly tulloh, and two donkeys, whose
flesh these animals are, according to our author, particularly fond of,
carried off, in spite of the efforts of the people.

" We constantly," con-
tinues Colonel Denham,

" heard them close to the walls of ourown town
at nights, and on a gate being left partly open, they would enter and
carry off any unfortunate animal that they could find in the street*."
From the same narrative it appears that it was necessary to

protectthe graves from the attacks of these rapacious brutes. Mr. Toole's
grave had a pile of thorns and branches of the prickly tulloh, several
feet high, raised over it as a protection against the flocks of hytcuaa
which nightly infested the burying-places in that country.

Limitcus, in bis last edition (12th) of the '

Systema Naturfc,' place*
the Hyena under the genus Canu, between the Wolf and the Fox,
and describes the Striped Hyoma only as Canit Jfyama, with snl!

accuracy. Brisson had already given the form a generic distinction
under the name of Hyirna.

Omelin, in his edition, adds the spotted species under the name of
Canit crocuta, and places these hyena* between the Canit 7%our and
C. aurcut, the latter being the Jackal ; but Pennant had previously
described both species in bis synopsis under the title of '

Hyiuna,
1

and
as the Striped and Spotted Hyenas, arranging the form between the
'

Dog' and the '

Cat,' names which ho uses a* generic distinctions for
those carnivorous types, in the largest sense.

Cuvier makes the Hyicnas the last subdivision of the Digitigrade*
following his Civets (Vivara), and immediately preceding the Cats

(Petit). Ho describes the subdivision as containing the most cruel
and most carnivorous animals of the class, and a* comprising two
genera (which he does not distinguish), adding that three species are

known, namely, L'Hyene Rayee (Canit Hyoma, Linn.); L'Hyene
lirune (Hyaena bnmnta, Thunberg ; //. villota, Smith) ; and L'Hyene
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Tachet<?e (Canit crocuta, not of Linnaeus, as Cuvier quotes it, but of

Gmelin).
Dr. J. E. Gray, in his method ('Annals of Philosophy,' 1825), brings

the Hyaenas under the family Pelidce, which he divides into two sec-

tions
;
the first consisting of those genera which have no tubercular

grinders in the lower jaws ; the second consisting of those which have
tubercular grinders in both jaws. The first sub-family of the first

section (which also includes Fdina) is Hyenina, consisting of the

genera Hyaena (Brisson) and Protein* (Geoffrey). [AARD-WOLF.]
M. Lesson arranges the genus Hyaena under his third section of the

tribe of Digitigrades, which section consists of those genera which are

without a small tooth behind the great molar of the lower jaw. Its

situation is between Protele and the Cats (Felit), and three species are

recorded, the same as those mentioned by Cuvier, but two of them
with different names; thus, the Spotted Hyaena is termed Hyama
Captnti* (Desm.), and the Brown Hyaena, or Hyene Brune, is named
Hyana rufa (G. Cuv.).
The species are entirely confined to the Old World, Africa, and

Asia.

Hycena striata, the Striped Hyaena. This is the "Toivo and Hyaena
of the ancients ; the Canit Hyaena of Linnaeus ; H. ttriata of Zimmer-
man ; H. etdgara of Desmarst ;

and U. antiguorum of Temminck.
H. orimtalu, of Tiedemann, the Hooandor of Buffon, Bennett, and
other writers. Ground colour uniform brownish-gray, rather darker
above than beneath. Sides marked by several irregular, distant,

transverse, blackish stripes or bands, which are more distinct on the

lower part. Towards the shoulders and haunches these stripes become

oblique, and they are continued in regular transverse lines on the

outside of the legs Front of the neck, muzzle, and outsides of the

ears black ; the latter broad, moderately long, and nearly destitute of

hairs, especially on the inside. Hairs of the body long, particularly
on the back of the neck, and on the spine, where it forms a full and
thick mane, which may be said to be continued even upon the tail,

the latter being furnished with strong tufted hairs of considerable

length. Mane and tail both marked with blackish spots or stripes,

variously and irregularly placed. Individuals vary much in colour

and markings. (Bennett.;

Striped lljtcna (Hyana itriata}.

It seems uncertain whether this is the animal alluded to in the

Bible. Some translate the words rendered in our copies of the Holy
Scripturrs 'the valley of Zeboim' (1 Sam. xiii. 18; Neheni. xi. 34) as
' the valley of Hyaenas ;' and the '

Seventy' render the words given by
the English translators as 'a speckled bird,' and ' a bird of divers

colours
'

(Jer. xii. 9), as 'the cave of the Hyaena,' Zir/JAoioi' 'Toiirji, while

others would substitute one of the Hebrew letters composing the

word in Samuel for another, and make the reading 'vipers,' as if certain

streaked serpents were meant. Bochart (and Scheuchzer seems to

agree with him) shows that by the Tsabhua, or Tseboa, the word

occurring in the ninth verse of the twelfth chapter of Jeremiah, the

Hyaena was intended, and, if this opinion be correct, there can be
little doubt that ' the valley of Zeboim

' means ' the valley of

Hyaenas.' Dzuba and Dubba are, it appears, Arabic names for this

specie*.
Whatever may be the opinions as to the Striped Hyaena being

alluded to in those passages of Scripture which we have quoted, there

can be no doubt that it is the'Toiro of Aristotle (' Hist. Aniin.,' vi. 32
;

viii. 5) and the Greeks. The most monstrous fables were rife

respecting this animal, and the extent to which they had reached may
be mippomd when we find Aristotle (vi. 32) taking pains to demon-
strate the absurdity of the assertion that the animal was bisexual, or

a true hermaphrodite. He declares that the genital parts of the

male resemble those of the wolf and dog, and that the part which had
been taken for the female organ is an opening with an imperforate
bottom placed under the tail. This, ag we have seen, is characteristic

of the genus. Aristotle describes the parts with great minuteness ;

but notwithstanding his accuracy, we find Pliny (viii. 30, and xxviii. 8),
and -Kliau

(i. 25, and vi. 14), slating not only that the Hyaena is

bisexual, but that it changes the sex, being a male one year, and a
female another. It is true that Pliny, in the passage first quoted,
after stating "Hysenis utramque esse naturam, et alternis annis

mares, alternis foeminas fieri, parere sine mare, vulgus credit
"

adds,
" Aristoteles negat." But he leaves the subject there ;

and continues
in such a strain, in both the books quoted, that his authority has
been cited in support of these and other absurdities. Thus we are
told that magicians looked on it with the greatest admiration, as

possessing the magical power of alluring men.
It would be a waste of time and space to enumerate all the won-

derful powers that were attributed to it ; but among other accom-

plishments it was said to imitate the language of men, in order to
draw to it shepherds whom it devoured at leisure, and to have the

power of charming dogs so that they became dumb.
The animal does not seem to have made a part of the Roman

shows till a comparatively late period. The third Gordian appears
to have been the first who so introduced it ;

ten are said to have
made their appearance at the games given by the emperor Philip,
about A.D. 247.

The early modern naturalists repeated the fables of the ancients.
Even Belon, who was a good observer, gives

" Le Portrait de la Civette,

qu'on nommoit anciennement Hyaena." This figure is by no means
bad for the time, and beneath in the small quarto volume ' Portraits

D'Oyseaux, Animaux,' &c., &c., is the following quatrain :

"
Voyant cecy, tu voy de la Civette

Le vray portrait : qui rend abondamment
Par son conduit le muse, pour excrement,
Odcur, que plus u sentir on souhaitc."

And this is the more curious when we find the same author ('Aquat.')
giving a very fair cut of the Striped Hyaena (which Gesner, Aldro-

vandus, and Jonston copied) as the sea-wolf, an amphibious animal,
satiating itself with fish, and seen on the shore of the British Ocean.

Pennant notices the propensity of this species to violate the reposi-
tories of the dead, and greedily devour the putrid contents of the

grave. He also states, that it preys on the herds and flocks
; but adds,

on the authority of Shaw ('Travels'), that for want of other food it

will eat the roots of plants, and that it will feed on the tender shoots
of palms. He speaks of it as an unsociable animal, solitary, and

inhabiting the chasms of the rocks, and says (also on the authority of

Shaw), that the superstitious Arabs, when they kill one, carefully bury
the head, least it should be applied to magical purposes; as the neck
was of old by the Thessalian sorceress

" Viscera non Lyncls, non dirro nodus Hyaena)
Defuit."

" Nor entrails of the spotted Lynx she lackn,
Nor bony joints from fell Hyaenas' backs." Lucan Rowe.

After referring to the wild opinions of the ancients on this subject,
he remarks, that it is no wonder that an ignorant Arab should attri-

bute to its remains preternatural powers.
"They are," continues Pennant, "cruel, fierce, and untameable

animals, with a most malevolent aspect; have a sort of obstinate

courage, which will make them face stronger quadrupeds than them-
selves. Kaempfer relates that he saw one which had put two lions to

flight, regarding them with the utmost coolness." (' Synopsis Quadr.')
This is a somewhat extraordinary translation of a passage in the
second fasciculus of Kaompfer's

' Amccnitates Exoticae,' where he relates
that he went to see a male Hyaena (Kaftaar), which a certain rich

Gabr, or fire-worshipper, kept as a curiosity, the animal having been
taken when a suckling. It was muzzled by means of a rope fastened
round its jaws, led out, and the rope lengthened so as to enable the
animal to run more freely ; and Kaempfer goes on to say,

" Narrabant
Gabri, sic fraenatum nuper se opposuisse duobus leonibus, quos,
adspectante serenissiino,* in fugam verterit." Kaempfer gives a

figure which, though rude, cannot be mistaken for any animal but a

Striped Hyaena. Pennant seems to have beeir aware of his miscon-

struction, for afterwards, in his '

History of Quadrupeds,' he stops at,
"
put two lions to flight," omitting,

"
regarding them with the utmost

coolness."

In the last-mentioned work Pennant remarks, that it will venture
near towns; and quotes Niebuhr as authority that it will, about

Gambron, in the season when the inhabitants sleep in the open air,
snatch away children from the sides of their parents.

It has been the custom, among other fabulous assertions, to state

that the Hyaena is not to be tamed : now, as Mr. Bennett observes,
in the ' Tower Menagerie,' there is scarcely any animal that submits
with greater facility to the control of man. He speaks of the

docility and attachment to his keepers manifested by the Striped
Hyaena, especially when allowed a certain degree of liberty, which the
animal shows no disposition to abuse, though those which are carried

about from fair to fair in close caravans are surly and dangerous from
irritation and ill-treatment. The individual which Mr. Bennett

figures wag remarkably tame, and confined in the same den with one

* The king of Persia, apparently.
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at UM Au>ncaa bsar*. [BtULj CokMMl Sykes (< Proc. Zool 800.,'

1MM1) iMBMfa, that this *peoMa, Turn- of the Mahratta*, i.

*B*rous 10 1 Kiihun (I feccan), and susceptible of the MOM domesti-

cation * a dog. Other travellers speak of the Hyena bring susceptible

of <lumt*imt\rm and performing UM duty of watch-dog*
The Striped UTWM to found in Asia, *ud Northeni and Central

Africa. th. moun'ums of Caucasus, and the AlUio Chain, Aniatic

Turk./. Syria. Penia, Barbary. and Senegal, and even as low as the

Cap*. Tkere arc living specimen* in the Uardeu* of the Zoological

i ; ., t i. 1 .... !...

//. marml*t* iHumboldt). the Spotted Hyena. Thii specie* u the

Tinr-Wulf of the colonist* at the Cape ; Oanii crvetila of Krxieben

and OKp ; Hym* tnatla of Zimmerman ; Hy<rna Cafauii at

Deenan** ; CVenta o<Waa of Gray. Oeroer baa a figure of this

|iii<ti oVrowiDg a dog ; and the Spotted Zilio Hyena of Jonston

appeal* to owe it* origin to the aame animal

Cuvier remark" that this and the preceding Hyena are entirely
distinct specifically, notwithstanding their generic resemblance, both

externally and in the skeleton. The Spotted Hytcna hat, he observes,
no man* on UM back, and iiwtnad of stripe* has only round or black

pot* more or less Mattered. He states that the last lower molar in the

fsjiiillnl Hyena i* limply compressed and bilobated with a heel or

preen* behind, whilst the Striped Hyena has in addition a particular
tubercle on the internal surface of its posterior lobe

; there are also

other oeteological difierenres, which the reader will find pointed' out
in the *

flesiminis Fossil**.'

Size rather lr*s than that of the Striped Hyena. Muzzle short,
bat not so abruptly truncated. Ears short and broad, nearly quadri-
lateral Colour yellowish-brown, the whole body covered with
numerous spots of a deeper brown, tolerably uniform in size, but
onmlmss not very distinctly marked, and occasionally arranged in

longitudinal row*. Hair shorter than in the Striped Hyena; and
though longer on the neck and in the central line of the back than
sis*wins, it doe* not form so distinct and well-furnished a mane as
that of the Striped Hyena. Tail blackish-brown, covered with long
bunny hair. (Bennett)

It is found in the south of Africa, and especially the neighbourhood
of UM Cap* of Good Hope. Leason and others say that it is found
even** high as Barbary, but this is doubtful Ludolph, in his '

Ethiopia,'
or rather the translator (I 10), *y., "The hyaena, or the Vncuta,
near akin to the wolfe, U the most voracioun of their wild beasts; for
she not only by night and by stealth, but openly and in the daytime,
pray* upon all .he meet* with, men or cattle

; and rather than fail,

digs down the wall, of houses and stables. Gregory described her
to be speckled with black and white spot*." To this is appended the
following note >-" Begot between a Hyena and a Lioness : familiar
to Ethiopia. See '

Solinus,
1

L 85, and Saluiatiua upon him." There
is a living specimen in the Garden* of the Zoological Society, *t the
iUgeof. Park. It cam* from South Africa.
Numerous are the writers who have treated of the habit* of this

destructive animal Le Vaillaut, Span-man, and other travellers give
very interesting account* of its manner*

; but we select the statement
mad* in the first catalogue of the African Museum (where it is

1 II. SMU-Wo/a), which was
dispersed ill 1888, because we

that UM *tateiD*nt carries internal evidence of its having pro-
from the pen of the eminent and accurate zoologist under

whose lealous superintendence that collection wa* made. The cata-

log**, UMn, states that then an two specie, of Hyena in South
Africa, and that UM Spotted Hyena, or Tiger-Wolf of the colonist*,

^jr*"** "* *** lnor> WKU|y d>ff"i tJn the other species,
wfcMk DM UM name of the Strand, or Coast-Wolf, and is also more
******"** and o*tructi*, not only devouring such animals a* il

to Bad dead, bat also earning off the smaller ones from the
pew of UM farmers during the night, and often succeeding in killingor Mutilating snob of UM larger kinds as have not been secured before
*"k.*ekjy annnaia, it appear*, an Us* liable to suffer from the
*n*tty of this creature than those that are in full health

; the
latter, by Umr rapid flight, inspiring their enemy with a courage of
wbH* by ..tar. be > dentate; when- the sicklr face bimTand

be successful if made.
.

i* be for the flight of the animal*, a* a preliminary to hi*

attack, that he use* all the grimace and threatening he can command
to induce them to run, and never dares to attack them unlecs they
do so.

" The character of thi* hyena," continues the author,
" make*

lia destruction an object of no small importance to the fanners,
whose ingenious snares for him call forth amazing cunning and

dexterity on the part of the animal to render them of no avail The
more common methods employed against beaut* of prey, such a*

spring-guns, traps, 4c. do not succeed in his case. During his

nocturnal wanderings he minutely examines every object that present*
itself to hi* notice with which he is not perfectly familiar; and if he
see reason to suspect that it can injure him, he will turn back and
make his way in an opposite direction. Thus cords or leather thongs,
which are often laid across the footpaths the hyena is accustomed to

travel upon, and which are attached to the trigger* of loaded guns,
with the design that his contact with the thong may cause the

discharge of the gun in his direction, are very carefully examined by
liim, and the usual result of his examination is his deciding against

trusting himself iu contact with them. The fanners have so often

observed this result, that they now very rarely attempt his destruction

by this means, but occasionally succeed by substituting for cords the

delicate stems of creeping plants, which are regarded by him without

suspicion until he has actually Buffered through them. Many other

ingenious methods, suggested by the necessity of the case, hare bean

adopted by the farmers for the destruction of hyenas; but a

description of them, though elsewhere desirable, would here be out
of place. This species seldom, if ever, moves abroad during the

day, but passes that period in a state of repose, either in holes in the

ground, or in retired situations densely covered with bush. Night is

his favourite season for seeking his food
;
and towards nightfall his

bowlings are regularly heard, announcing to the various animals the

approach of their voracious enemy, and thus enabling many of them
to escape his wiles. The propensity this beast ha* for howling seem*
therefore to be disadvantageous to him

;
and if bis almost continuous

uoiqe be not intended to put the animals upon which he preys upou
their guard, it* actual purpose is scarcely conceivable. Some have
surmised it to be his call to creatures of his own species; but that

this is not the case is certain from the fact that hyaenas are heard to

utter their supposed call even while separating from each other
farther and farther as each cry is uttered ; in addition to which it

may be remarked that it is contrary to the habit of this animal to

hunt in company, or even to congregate in large numbers, save wheu
assembled by the temptation of an abundance of carrion. A still

further proof that the hyena's cry U not a friendly call to his own
species, may be found in the fact that wli.-n iinliviiln.il i,\.> n.n have
found a dead animal they cease to utter tlieir melancholy howl, as if

in fear of calling participators of their feast."

It appears from the above interesting account that the Spotted
Hyxua puts in practice

"
all the grimace ami threatening he can

command "
to induce the objects of his attack to run : in other

words, his plan of attack is founded upou intimidation. May not his

howls be intended to inspire terror and shake the nerved of the animl
within hearing of the doleful nocturnal sonmU !

"
Till lately," adds the author in conclusion,

"
hyenas were in the

habit of paying nightly visits to the streets of Cape Town, and were

regarded as very useful in carrying away the animal refuse, which

might otherwise have been disagreeable. This however no longer
occurs, partly perhaps from better regulations now existing iu the

town, and partly from the number of these animals having very
greatly decreased. Even now however individual hyenas occasionally

approach the town, and their bowlings are sometime* heard under
Table Mountain, and in other directions, during the nights. In the
countries inhabited by the Kaffirs they are very numerous and

daring, generally approaching the villages during the night, and

attempting, either by strength or stratagem, to pass the wattles by
which the house* are defended. If they be thus far successful, they
next endeavour to enter the houses, which they sometimes accomplish,
in which case they not (infrequently carry off some young child of
the family. Scars and marks on various parts of the body often testily
to the traveller how dangerous a foe the natives have in this animal."

Mr. Steedman, in his
'

Wanderings and Adventure* in the Interior
of Southern' Africa,' gives most appalling accounts of the rapacity of
the Spotted Hyena. He states that Mr. bhepstone, in a letter from
Mamboland, relate* that the nightly attacks of wolves, as the Hyena*
are generally called, have been very destructive amongst the children
and youth ; for within a few mouth* not fewer than 40 instance*
came to hi* knowledge wherein that beast had made a most dreadful
havoc. " To show clearly," says that gentleman,

" the preference of
the wolf (spotted hyena) for human flesh, it will be necessary to
notice that when the Mambookies build their houses, which are in
form like beehives, and tolerably large, often 18 or 20 feet in diameter,
the floor U raised at the higher or back part of the house, until
within 3 or 4 feet of the front, where it suddenly terminates, leaving
an area from thence to the wall, in which every night the calves are
tied to protect them from the storms or from wild beasts. Now it

would be natural to suppose, that should the wolf enter, he would
seize the first object for his prey, especially as the natives always lie

with the fire at their feet
;
but notwithstanding this, the constant

practice of this animal has been in every instance to pass by the
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calves in the area, and even by the fire, and to take the children
from under the mother's kaross, and this in such a gentle and cautious

manner, that the poor parent has been unconscious of her loss until
the cries of her little innocent have reached her from without when
a close prisoner in the jaws of the monster." Mr. Shepstoue then

particularises two instances within his own knowledge, one of a boy
about ten years of age, and the other of a little girl about eight,
who had been carried off by this species, and wretchedly mangled,
but recovered by the attention of Mr. Shepstoue and his friends.

Notwithstanding this ferocity, the Spotted Hyaena has, it is stated,
been domiciliated in the houses of the peasantry,

"
among whom,"

says Mr. Bennett,
" he is preferred to the dog himself for attachment

to hia master, for general sagacity, and even, it is said, for his quali-
fications for the chase."

H. villosa the Strand-Wolf. In a communication to the Zoological
Society of London (1833), Dr. Andrew Smith stated his belief that
the Striped Hyaena does not inhabit South Africa ;

its place being
occupied by the H. rUlosa, which bears, when young, considerable

resemblance to that species. H. villosa was first described by Dr.
Smith in the '

Transactions of the Linnaean Society." This animal was
considered by Cuvier as identical with L'Hyene Brune (H. brunnea of

Thunberg), which is quoted by M. Lesson as Hyene Rousse, (II. rufa,
of Cuvier). In the list, of the specimens of Mammalia, in the British

Museum, this animal is regarded as a variety of If. ttriata. The
following are the dimensions of a specimen in Mr. Steedman's col-

lection :

Feet. Inches.

From the nose to the root of the tail . . . 4

Height at the siioulder 2

Height at the croup 2
Breadth of head between the ears . . .0
Length of head from nose to occiput . . .

Length of the ear.

Length of the tail to the extremity of the vertebrae

Length of the tail with hair 1

4
4

54
10
5

94
2

Strand-Wolf (Ifyama rillom).

The hair is described as remarkably long, coarse, and shaggy over

the whole body of the animal
;
whilst on the head, ears, and extremi-

tii-s alone it is short and crisp. Its length on the back and sides is

8 or 1 inches, and it does not form a long mane on the spine, as is the

case with the common Striped Hytena. The general colour of the head,

body, and extremities, ig grizzled brown, from the long hairs being
grayish at the root* and brown at the points, marked on the sides and

hips with large but rather indistinct transverse bands of a deep
vinous brown-colour. The legs, particularly those before, which as in

other Hyaenas, are much longer than those behind, are marked with
transverse black bands much more distinct and apparent than those

on the body. The upper lip in furnished with remarkably long

bristly black moustaches, and the tail, which is thickly covered with

long hair, and of greater length than in the common Hyaena, is uni-

form dark-brown. The fore-arms and thighs are darker than other

parts of the animal, and a large collar of dirty yellowish-white sur-

rounds the throat and extends up the sides of the neck, occupying
the entire space between the setting on of the head and shoulders.

Under each eye is a large irregular black patch ;
the chin is black also,

and a narrow band of the same colour marks the junction of the

head and neck, bordered by the dirty white collar above mentioned.
The ear* are large, erect, and rather pointed. The individual was

aged, all tike teeth being much worn : the two exterior incisors were
much larger than the others, and had the form and size of small

canine*. A young one, 10 inches in length, also in Mr. Steedman's

collection, exhibited all t c general characters of the aged specimen,

ucepting that the hair wa* shorter and more woolly. (Steedman.)
Thu animal inhabits the sea-coast throughout the whole extent of

Southern Africa, but is by no means so common as the Spotted
Hyama. The young specimen mentioned above was obtained alive with
two others in the neighbourhood of the Nieuveld Mountains, a consider-

able distance in the interior of the country, which shows, as Mr.
Steedman observes, that the species is not so strictly confined to the

vicinity of the sea-coast, as its name ' Straand-Wolf
' would imply, or

as the accounts of travellers would lead us to imagine.
The Straand-Wolf devours carrion and such dead animal substances,

whales for instance, as the sea casts up : but when pressed by hunger
its habits seem to resemble those of the other species, for it then com-
mits serious depredations on the flocks and herds of the colonists,
who hold its incursions in great dread. Mr. Steedman, who states

this, says he saw a very fine specimen, which had been shot by a
farmer residing in the vicinity of Blauwberg, and was informed that
it had destroyed three large calves belonging to the farmer. He adds,
that it is said to be a remarkably cunning animal, retiring to a consider-

able distance from the scene of its depredations to elude pursuit, and
concealing itself during the day-time in the mountains, or in the
thick bush, which extends in large patches throughout the sandy
district in which ifr is usually found.

//. rufa, the Brown Hyaena. It is the Crocula brunnea of Gray;
II. fueca of Geoffroy; the H. crocuta rufa, of Fischer, and the H.
brunnea of Thunberg. This species is a native of South Africa, and
has been taken at Natal. There is a living specimen at present in the
collection of the Zoological Society in Regent's Park.

Fotsil Hyatnaa. Fossil Hysenas occur abundantly in the third period
of the Tertiary deposits (Pliocene of Lyell), especially in the ossiferous

caverns. Dr. Buckland gives the following localities for the remains of

Hyicnas in caves or fissures : Kirkdale, Plymouth, Crawley Rocks, near

Swansea, Paviland Caves near Swansea, district of Muggendorf, district

of the Harz, Fouvent in France, Suudwick in Westphalia, and Kostritz
near Leipzig. Those found in the superficial loam or gravel are
stated to have occurred at Lawford near Rugby, at Herzberg, and
Osterode, Canstadt near Stutgardt, Eichstadt in Bavaria, and the Val-
d'Arno near Florence. The fossil species named are H. speleea, Goldf. ;

H. tpelcea major, Goldf.
;
//. prisca (Hyene Raye"e Fossile), M. De Serres

;

H. intermedia, M. De Serres ; H. Perrierii, Brav., Croiz., and Job. ;

H. Arvernensis, Brav., Croiz., and Job. ; and H. ilubia, Brav., Croiz.,
and Job. Of these the only species which has been found in the
caves of great Britain is the H. tpelcea. As the discovery of the
bones principally of this animal in the caves at Kirkdale were amongst
the first to attract attention among the numerous extinct Mammalia
which formerly lived in Great Britain, we give an extract from Dr.
Buckland's description of that remarkable locality." Both the roof and the floor for many yards from the entrance are

composed of regular horizontal strata of limestone, uninterrupted by
the slightest appearance of fissure, fracture, or stony rubbish of any
kind ; but farther in the roof and sides become irregularly arched,

presenting a very rugged and grotesque appearance, being studded
with pendent and roundish masses of chert and stalactite

;
the bottom

of the cavern is visible only near the entrance, and its irregularities,

though apparently not great, have been filled up throughout to a

nearly level surface by the introduction of a bed of mud or loamy
sediment. There is no alternation of mud with any repeated beds of

stalactite, but simply a partial deposit of the latter on the floor

beneath it
; and it was chiefly in the lower part of the earthy sedi-

ment, and in the stalagmitic matter beneath it, that the animal
remains were found : there was nowhere any black earth, or admix-
ture of animal matter, except an infinity of extremely minute particles
of undecomposed bone. In the whole extent of the cave only a very
few large bones have been discovered perfect; most of them are

broken into small angular fragments and chips, the greater part of

which lay separately in the mud, whilst others were wholly or

partially invested with stalagmite ; and others again mixed with
masses of still smaller fragments, and cemented by stalagmite, so as

to form an osseous breccia. In some few places where the mud was
shallow and the heaps of teeth and bones considerable, pares of the
latter were elevated some inches above the surface of the mud and its

stalagmitic crust, and the upper ends of the bones thus projecting,
like the legs of pigeons through a pie-crust, into the void space above,
have become thinly covered with stalagmitic drippings, whilst their

lower extremities have no such incrustation, and have simply the mud
adhering to them in which they have been imbedded

;
a horizontal

crust of stalagmite about an inch thick crosses the middle of these

bones, and retains them firmly in the position they occupied at the
bottom of the cave. A large flat plate of stalagmite, corresponding
in all respects with the above description, and containing three long
bones fixed so as to form almost a right angle with the plane of the

stalagmite, is in the collection of the Rev. Mr. Smith of Kirby Moor-
side. The same gentleman has also, among many other valuable

specimens, a fragment of the thigh-bone of an elephant, which is the

largest I have seen from this cave. The effect of the loam and the

stalagmite in preserving the bones from decomposition, by protecting
them from atmospheric air, has been very remarkable

;
some that hail

lain uncovered in the cave for a long time before the introduction of

the loam were in various stages of decomposition, but even in these

the further progress of decay appears to have been arrested as soon as
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with It, *nd in the greater number little or no
'

their form, and scarcely any of their mirwUnce, has

taken plan. I have found on iuuoereinf fragments of then bone* in

Mid till the phoaphate and oarbooato of lime wen removed, that

Marly the whole of their original gelatine hu been preferred.
"
Analofoo* OWN of animal remaiae preserved from decay by the

protection of aiatUr diluvial mud occur on the ooait of Earn near

Walton, and at Lawfcrd, near Rugby, in Warwickshire, Hera the

bone* of the BUM apaeis* of elephant, rhinoceros, and other diluvial

aaimal* occur in a eUU of frsabneai and perfection even exceeding
that of thoee in the care at Kirkdale, and from a similar cause,

MMly, their having been guarded from the aooee* of atmoepheric air,

or the percolation of water, by the argillaceous matrix in which they
have been imbedded ; whiUt other bone, that bare lain the same

length of time in diluvial eand or gravel, and hare been rabject to the

oooaUnt prrcoUtioo of water, hare lout their compactness and strength
and gnat part of their gelatine, and are often ready to fall to piece* on
the aUghteet tooeh, and thii where the bed. of clay and gravel alter-

nate in the aame quarry, at at Lawford. The bottom of the cave on

removing the mud was found to be strewed ail over like a dog-
let, from one end to the other, with hundreds of teeth and bones,

or rather splintered fragment* of bones of all the animals above
enumerated ; they were found in greatest quantity near its mouth,

simply became it* area in this part was most capacious ; thoee of the

larger animals elephant, rhinoceros, ftc. were found co-extensively
with all the rest, even in the inmost and smallest recesses.

"
Scarcely a single bone has escaped fracture, with the exception of

the astragalus and other hard and solid bones of the tarsus and carpim

joints, and those of the feet On some of the banes marks may be
traced which, on applying one to the other, appear exactly to fit the

form of the canine teeth of the hyena that occur in the cave. The
hyna*' bones have been broken and apparently gnawed equally with
thoee of the other animals.

"
Heaps of small splinters, and highly comminuted yet angular

fragmoils of bones, mixed with teeth of all the varieties of animal*
above enumerated, lay in the bottom of the den, occasionally adhering
together by stalagmite, and forming, as has been before mentioned,
an oaseoot breccia. Many insulated fragments also are wholly or

partially enveloped hi stalagmite, both externally and internally.
Not one skull is to be found entire ; and it is so rare to find a large
bone of any kind that has not been more or less broken, that there is

no hope of obtaining the materials for the construction of a single
limb, and still leas of an entire skeleton. The jaw-bones also even of
the hyenas are broken to pieces like the rest

;
and in the case of all

the animals, the number of teeth and solid bones of the tarsus and
carpus is more than twenty times as great as could have been supplied
by the individuals whose other bones we find mixed with them."

Dr. Dockland continues :

" Mr. Gibson alone collected more than three hundred canine teeth
of the hyama, which at least must have belonged to seventy-five
individuals, and, adding to these the canine teeth I have seen in other

eoUeotioas, I cannot calculate the total number of hyienas of which
then is evidence at lees than two or three hundred. The only remains
that have been found of the tiger species are two- large canine teeth
and two molar teeth, exceeding in size the largest lion's or Bengal
tiger**. Then is one tusk only of a bear, which exactly resembles
thoee of the extinct Vrnt tptUm of the caves of Germany." la many of the most highly-preserved specimens of teeth and
bones there is a carious circumstance, which before I visited Kirkdale
had convinced me of the existence of the den, namely, a partial polish
and wearing away to a considerable depth of one side only : many

MOU of the larger bones have one entire side, or the
_ sof one side, rubbed down and worn completely smooth,
opposite aide and ends of the same bones are sharp and

, in the. same manner as the upper portion* of pitching
i in the street* become rounded and polished, whilst their lower

parta retain the exact form and angles which they possessed when
Bret laid down. This can only be explained by referring the partial
destomtiun of the solid bone to friction from the continual treading
of the hyanas and nibbing of their skins on the side that lay upper-
meet at the bottom of the den."
The specie* of Hrona whoa* remai
onbenia the eaves at Kirk.lale and other
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i have been found in such large.1 . .
[dale and other parts of this country was

t determined by Cuvier. It differs chiefly in it* larger and more
* proportion*; the scapula is narrower in proportion to its

articular extremity, and the deltoid cnet of the humerus is longer
and stronger."

In the numerous specimen*," says Professor Owen,
"
of the Fossil

Hya-oa from British localities which I have examined and compared
in public and private cotkotiona, I have not hitherto detected any

of a species distinct from the Hytna
"renoes observed have been tboe* only of siie and "dental

development, depending on diversity of sex and age. Of that fossil

T**" "V^ 'fJ'S!, ""* "" * * ^P"1 Hyna(^OT
IfempcamlaiM, Christol) no trace ha* presented iterlf to my notice.
It afmn to have been confined to the middle of France, Laiuniedoc
"**

n^/ ^"rl^", ^ V
th* H

/

J"" UT bwn TSed b^Baker and Durand In the tertiary strata of the Sewalik Hills

and, what i* more remarkable, were represented in the ancient Fauna
of South America by a specie* which it* discoverer Dr. Lund has

termed Hyana tuogrra" (Owen, BrilM Fouil MammaU.)
H YAL/E'ID.-K, a family of Ptrropoda, according to the systems of

Lamarck and Cuvier, but belonging to the family Tkteottxnala (order

AporobrancMata) of De Illainville. M. Rang, in bin ' Tableau Melho-

dique,' follows De F<Sruasac in making the jfyalaida a family, and
enumerates the following genera as composing it : Cymbulia, Limaona,
llyalira, Cltodora, C'urirrio, Eurikia, and Ptyehe,
The following are the characters of the family : Animal furnished

with a head, but it is not distinct, with a third natatory membrane
smaller and intermediate at the ventral part ;

mouth situated at the
bottom of a cavity formed by the union of the locomotive organs.

Shell nearly always present, and very variable in form. The shell

i* absent in the genus 1'tycht.

CyaUnUia. Cuvier describes the Cymbulitr as having a cartilaginous
or gelatinous envelope in the form of a boat or slipper, beset with

points in longitudinal rows
; and the animal itself as possessing two

great wings of a vascular tissue, which are at once bronchia: and fins,
and between them on the open side a third smaller lobe, which is three-

pointed. The mouth with two small tentacula is placed between the

wings, towards the shut side of the shell, and above two small eye*
and the orifice of generation, whence issues an intromissive male

organ in the form of a small proboscis (trompe). The transparency
of the texture permit* the observer to distinguish the heart, the brain,
and the viscera through the envelopes.

H. Rang gives the following characters of this genus : Animal
oblong, gelatinous, transparent, furnished with two eyes (?), two
tentacles (?), and a mouth in the form of a proboscis (trompe) Two
lateral fins, which are large and rounded, carry the vascular net of the
branchiae

; they are united at their base, on the posterior side, by an
intermediate appendage in form of an elongated lobe.

Shell gelantinoso-cartilaginous, oblong, in the form of a slipper,

entirely covered with a delicate and hardly visible membrane
,
with a

superior opening, long and truncated at one of it* extremities.

Cym'wlia.
a, a, (Inn ; b, the Intorrae Hale lobe

; i, the vlsoera, i

A, the >bcll.

th ruiiK h th<Th*ll
;

The following is Mr. G. B. Sowerby's representation of Cymbulia
('Genera,

1

No. 39).

a, the xmm.l In the ohrll, wen from above j *, the holl, Men edgcwieo ;

c, the ihcll, teen from above.
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M. Rang further observes that this curious and very incompletely
known genus only contains a single species, which is found in the

Mediterranean Sea ;
and he adds that he only knowa it by a drawing

communicated to him by Cuvier, who remarks (' Regne Animal') that

in the figure given by M. De Blainville (' Malacologie,' xlvi. 3) the

animal is placed in the shell the wrong way ("en sens contraire du

veritable"), and that his (Cuvier's) description rests on recent and

repeated observations made by M. Laurillard. M. Deshayes confirms

this remark as to the inverse position of the animal, and says that he
has had occasion to verify it often.

M. Rang in 1829 knew but one species. M. Deshayes, in his

edition of Lamarck (1836), enumerates five. The species known to

M. Rang must have been Cymbulia Peronii.

Limacina {Spiratella, De BL). Animal elongated anteriorly, turned
into a spiral form behind ; branchiae in the form of plaits on the back

;

mouth furnished with two small appendages, which are united by one
of their extremities to the anterior border.

Shell very delicate, fragile, vitreous, spiral, not carinated, turning
rather obliquely on itself, with a circular aperture and simple borders.

(Rang.)
Curier is of opinion that the Limacince ought, according to the

description of Fabricius, to bear a strong relationship to Pneumoder-
mon ; but their body is terminated by a tail, which is twisted spirally

(" contour-ne'e en spirale"), and is lodged in a very delicate shell, of

one whorl and a half, umbilicated on one side and flattened on the

other. Cuvier adds that the animal uses its shell as a boat and its

wings as oars when it would swim on the surface of the sea. The
same author remarks, that the only species, Clio htlicina of Phipps
and Gmelin, is scarcely less abundant in the icy sea than Clio borealit

[CLIO], and is considered as one of the principal aliments of the whale.
He observes that he does not know whether the animal figured by
Mr. Scoresby, of which M. De Blainville (' Malacologie,' pi. xlviii. bis,

f. 5) makes his genus Spiratella, is in reality, as M. De Blainville

believes, the same animal with that of Phipps and Fabricius. M. Rang
considers Spiratclla of M. De Blainville as synonymous with Limacina,
of which M. Rang states that but one species is known, and says that

it would be interesting to have new accounts of it. He speaks of its

inhabiting the North Sea, its prodigious abundance, and the possi-

bility of its serving as food for the whales. Phipps mentions it as

being found in innumerable quantities in the arctic seas, and describes

its body as of the size of a pea, rolled up into a spire like a helix, and
its ovate, obtuse, expanded wings as being greater than the body.
The following cut is taken from th figure of M. De Blainville, who
founds his genus (which he places under his family of Pteropoda,
between Atlanta and Argonauta) on the materials furnished by
the Rev. Dr. Scoresby, and considers his Spiratella as synonymous
with Cuvier's Limacina.

Spiratella Limacina of De Blainville.

Mr. O. B. Sowerby gives a figure of a Limacina (' Genera of Recent

and Fossil Shells,' in the same number as that which contains

Cymbulia) from Messina. He describes it as a thin, fragile, spiral,

discoid shell, nmbilicated on both sides, and carinated on the back

and below, with a membranaceous lamellar keel, and he says that it

has externally much the appearance of a very diminutive umbilicated

Nautilia.

M. Deshayes, in his edition of Lamarck, remarks that the Limacina,
of which M. De Blainville formed his genus fZpiratelta, have in fact

much analogy with the Cleodora ; and that they are CUodora whose
shell is spiral, and not swimming Gastropods, like the Cannarue and
Atlanta. M. Deshayes goes on to state that he has many individuals

preserved in spirit, which he owes to the generosity of Dr. Fleming,
that he has examined them with attention, and that they have not

the projecting foot of Atlanta, nor a fin-like foot, but two lateral

fins of the form of those of the Cleodorai. He adds that they have no

tentacles, and no eyes, but a mouth in the shape of a triangular slit at

the summit of the angle which forms the fins. The shell is not

closed by an operculum as that of Atlanta is. The anus and the

organs of generation have their issue from the right side, below the

fin and at its base. M. Deshayes is of opinion that the genus ought
to remain among the Pteropods, where it was placed by Cuvier and
Lamarck.

Spiralii. Shell thin, transparent, of several spiral whorls, coiled to

the left, spire elevated or depressed, surface smooth or reticulated,

mouth anirulated below or canaliculated, sometimes prolonged into a

spine-like curved beak. Animal elongated, spiral ;
head not distinct; two

fin-like expansions united at their base by an intermediate lobe bearing
an opercnliim ;

branchiae in a cavity formed by the mantle. Operculum
vitreous, very thin and transparent, of few whorls.

This genus was constituted by the naturalists attached to the

exploring ship Bonite, for some very small Pteropoda they met with
HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

during their voyage. They are distributed through all seas, and
are equally present in the Atlantic, the Indian, and Pacific Oceans.
Three species of tnis germs have been recorded as British, S. Flemingii,
S. Mac Andrei, and S. Jcffreytii. They are all very rare.

Hyalcea. Animal glooular or oblong, furnished with two lateral

expansions more or less elongated backwards ;
the intermediate lobe

of a demi-circular form
;
two very short tentacles, hardly distinct,

contained in a cylindrical sheath ; the aperture of the mouth provided
with two labial appendages ;

orifice of the anus at the right side of

the mantle
;
that of the male organ in front and within the right

tentacle
;
that of the female organ on the same side, at the point of

separation of the two parts of the body ;
branchiae pectinated on each

side in a particular cavity.
Shell horny or vitreous, transparent and fragile, in form of a slipper,

straight or recurved, with an anterior opening, and split laterally,

tricuspidated backwards. (Rang.)
M. Rang remarks that this beautiful and interesting genus, the

anatomy of which has been made known by M. Cuvier and M. DC
Blainville, is perfectly distinct from those which approach it. He
speaks of the Hyalcece as very'small animals, spread over all the seas

of the torrid zone and a great part of those of the temperate zones,
and of the occurrence of the same species on the most opposite points
of the globe. He adds that the discovery which he had made of many
species, one in a fossil state, had caused him to divide the ffyalace
into the two following groups : 1. Globuloste, Shell subglobular,

having the lateral slits nearly as long as itself, and the appendages
placed very much backward. H. uncinata, &c. This group, he says,
is the most numerous. 2. Elongatce. Shell elongated, having the
lateral slits short and the appendages advanced. H. trispinosa, &c.

He states that at the time he wrote five species completed the

group, and gives the following figure of a Hyalosa,.

Ifyalaa.

a, flns
; I, intermediate lobe ; c, mouth ; t, lateral expansions of the mantle

;

t, viscera, seen through the shell; A, the shell.

Cuvier describes Hyalasa as having two great wings, no tentacles, a
mantle slit at the sides, lodging the branchiso in the bottom of the

fissures, ami covered by a shell equally slit at the sides, the ventral
surface of which is very convex, the dorsal flat and longer than the

other, and the transversal line which unites them behind furnished
with three pointed dentilations. In the living state, the animal pro-
jects by the lateral slits of the shell filaments more or less long, which
are productions of the mantle. Cuvier concludes by observing that
the species most known (Anomia tridentata, Forakahl; Carolina

natans, Abildgaardt; Ilyalaea cornea (tridentata), Lamarck) has a
small yellowish demi-transparent shell, which is found in the Medi-
terranean Sea and in the ocean.

V, J

Hyaloid tridentata.

a, the anterior border, showing the mouth.

M. De Blainville; who has published a monograph of this genus in

the ' Journal de Physique
' and in the

' Dictiounaire des Sciences

Naturelles,' states that it contained at that time (1825) from five to six

species, all of which appear to be the inhabitants of warm climates.

He considers the genus Glandiolui of De Montfort as belonging to the

Hyakea, and quotes the observation of M. Defrance to that effect with

approbation.
M. Deshayes in his edition of Lamarck (1836) observes, that in the

comparison which the latter makes of the Ilyalane with the Conchi-

fers, he had remarked that they approached so closely that he had
found it proper to place the Uyalceas at the head of the Mollusks.

Lamarck had suffered himself to be seduced by an analogy rather

apparent than real. It is not with the Lamellibranchiate Conchifers,

continues M. Deshayes, that the HyalaxR should bo compared, but
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Shell pyramidal, angular, very much dilated anteriorly, with a very

! irge aperture, canaliciilated on each side, and rarely slit.

M. Rang make* this sub-genus comprise (1829) five species only, two

of whichbe considers a* very doubtful

C. UnetalaU. Shell compressed, elongated, lanceolate; aperture

a IB***

It inhabit* the seas of warm climates.

The following figure will convey a general idea of the form of the

upon the development of the nervous

.. . not a tne *yt*M, * Boeo, De Rowry, and Lamarck

bat . Cteodori Htmn. Rang, D'Orbigny, Leeueur and

I Uaimard, have principally contributed to the number of

U the A*mi* Iridntata of Forskahl, arnelin, and

I>illryn ; l/yalaa papilionacta of Bory de St. Vincent; //. cornea

of De Rolen. M. Dethaye* keep* Lamarck's synonym with a

qo<r. Jfins.Ti/tu Idem** (I), Linnteu*. It is a native of the

Mediterraaeaa and the tea* of warm climate*. The size scarcely

rsenhre that of a small hazel-nut.

In the '

History of BritUh Mollusca,' ff. trapnota is admitted,

a ep+Hnvm having been taken by Mr. Robert Ball at Youghal m
I:

CYm/ens. Cuvirr remark* that the dtodora, for which Brown

orifinally founded the genus Olio, appear analogous to the Oyalaa,

in the simplicity of their wings and the absence of tentacles between

them : thru- conic or pyramidal shell, he adds, is not slit on the sides ;

and he quote* M. Rang'* genera and sub-genera.

M. Detbayes, in his edition of Lamarck, states that the CUodora

are much more allied to the Hyal<Ht than the Clio*, approaching the

former not only in having a shell, but also in the form of the animal,
' m a great resemblance to that of /fyalcea. It is not

g, proceed* M. Deshayes, to see Lamarck, who had approxi-

the Cttodora to the Clionet, indicate not very natural relations

to the former ; for when he wrote but a very small number of species

were known, and he could hardly foresee that the assiduous researches

of Messrs. Quoy and Oaimard. Rang and D'Orbigny, should have

contributed to throw so much light on the Pteropods in general, and

the Ufolaa and Cleodont in particular. If we have before us a suffi-

cient number of species belonging to the two last-named genera, we

shall see them blend into each other so as to make it impossible to

draw the line between them. It is thus, continues M. Deshayes, that

we proceed by insensible degree* from the globular to the lanceolate

peon. A globular Jlyaiira seems formed of two unequal valves

soldered together, leaving between them a principal anterior slit, and

aleo lateral lita, sometimes without communication with the aperture,
nee forming the prolongation of this part. The posterior

prolonged into a spine, which is ordinarily nhort, some-

i straight, and sometimes curved. Taking these species of Jfyaltra

M the commencement of the genus, M. Deshayes points out the fol-

knrinjr alteration* of their characters in the rest of the series. At
Ant the posterior extremity is seen to be elongated, and in this case

UM two part* of the shell are flattened, become nearly equal, and. if

hi some of the specie* there remains the trace of posterior lateral slits

for the most pert these slit* rise sufficiently to bo in continuation of

the aperture. Thi* aperture is always transverse and narrow, as in

the /Ifalirtr properly so called. When the shells are thus eloi

one hare their posterior extremity curved ; others have it straight,

M in the CUodora. TbeM hut are elongated more and more, anil in

proportion * thh) elongation exists the aperture is enlarged, and the

lateral elite progresatvely diminish, are reduced to simple inflexions,

and at last entirely disappear. These change* in the form of these

shells are not, M. Deahaye* observe*, more extraordinary than those

to which be he* drawn attention in other groups, and principally in

the Aotpbaloos Molluak*. If, continues the same author, the animals

with the** modification* in their external form, their internal

but little alteration ; and he cites the authority of

Qooy and Oaimard, who assert positively that the lanceolate

CTmfarti diner ia nothing essentially from the Hyultrtt properly so
'

1. This M. Dethaye* considers a* the more important to him,
inch a* be i* thereby confirmed in the opinion which he had long

entertained as to the analogy of the liyalaa and Clrodora.
The following { M. Rang'* definition of CUodora : Animal of an

obloof or elongated form, furnished with an intermediate demicircular

lobe, bat baring no lateral expansions; mantle open in front;
braoeblst tad organ* of generation incompletely known.

HbeD fragile, vitreous, in form of a abrath or case (game on cornet),
more or be* pointed posteriorly ; aperture very Urge, nearly always
whhoot a Jit, and without lateral a^txhwea.

k 1 t-. i L M fa t,te, obtained many new species,

ClnJora pyral*ii!ata.

a, animal and shell ; t, shell, seen edgewise ; e, shell, teen from abore.

M. Deshayes, in his edition of Lamarck, records 13 species, beside*

ffyattra cvtpidata.
2. Craii (Rang). Animal very slender

;
the mantle not dilated on

iU sides, fins generally rather small.

Crttit.

a, fins ; 6, intermediate lobe ; c, mouth ; i, viscera, teen through the >hfll ;

X, the shell.

Shell very Mender, fragile, and diaphanous, in the form of a straight
or curved cane (cornet), with nn nperture almost always as large as

the. shell itself, and generally without a canal; no lateral appn,
M. Rang, who gives this description, says, that he formed this sub-

genus for some very small new mollusks, which ln> frequently met
with in the middle of the ocean, and t<> which he unites, by analogy,
the genera VagituUa of Dnndin, mid the Gadut of Montagu, known
in the fossil state

;
and M. Rang reckons 9 species.

3. Tripter (Quoy and Uaimard). Animal oblong, fleshy, contractile,

furnished with two small lateral fins, and mirmoutited by a mem-
branous veil of the same form and size an they arc.

Shell diaphanous, vitreous, in form of a cylindrical sheath, rounded

posteriorly, with a circular opening, horizontal and deutilated on ita

borders.

M. Rang observes that this genus in established on a single

species, aud that he is inclined to believe tlint the membranon
decribed by Messrs. Qiioy and Oaimard is nntliim; nnnv th:m tin-

intermediate lolie common to all the Pteropods of the family of

llyaliridir, and he thinks that this sub-genus should bo united to the

preceding.
Curiena (Rang). Animal elongated, furniMied with two rather

large fins and with an intermediate demicircular lobe; the exterior

branchiic situated at the ventral part, and at the base, of the inter-

mediate lobe
; organ of generation incompletely known; the >

furnished with dentiform pieces proper for mastication.

.

i*^ ""^| u i BHII*JB>| UUVHIUOU itrmifj uvw inHV*|
and ctmUed their organieatwin, divide* the genus into the following

1. CTmeVg properly so calloL Animal of an oblong form, having
the mantle very much dilated and advanced on each side.

n, fln<
; I, intermediate lobe ; (fill* ; t, viscera, eon throughmouth ;

the !irll ; /, ovaries
; f, heart

; A, shH; rf, poU'iior eavity nf the shell.

Shell in form of a cylindrical cane, rather flattened nec.r its aperture,
which is heart-shaped with nharp cdge; the side opposite to the
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aperture shut by a diaphragm which is convex externally but not

terminal, b-jing surpassed by the walls of the cylinder.
M. Rang remarks that he established this curious genus on a

species equally common in the Indian Sea, tha ocean, and the
South Sea.

Etiribia (Rang). Animal furnished with two horizontal fins, at

the base of whicli is the mouth ; the intermediate lobe is very small
and of a triangular form ; body globular, short

; gills and organs of

generation unknown.
Shell cartilagino-inembranous, delicate, transparent, regular, and in

form of a reversed cap (calotte).
M. Rang states that there is only a single species which he has not

been able to observe sufficiently, but which presented well-defined

generic characters.

Piyi'he (Rang). Shell absent. Animal enveloped in a membranous
mantle, furnished with two rather long fins, but which do not appear
united on the ventral side by an intermediate lobe

; branchue over-

spreading the fins.

M. Rang established this genus on a species from the seas of New-
foundland (Terre-Neuve) ; he adds that Mr. R-jyoaud brought back
from his Indian voyage some drawings of Pteropods which appear to
be rrferrible to it.

M. Deahayes says that he is led to reject many genera proposed
norne years since by M. Rang, in the ' Annales des Sciences Naturelles,'
it* well 11.1 in his '

Manuel,' under the name of Grai and Cuvieria.
M. Deshayeg observes that M. Rang has comprehended under his sub-

genua Crait a living shell named tiadiis by Montagu, and some other
fossils placed by Lamarck in the genus Dentalium. [DfiNTAUCM.]
Although M. Deshayes is as yet uncertain as to these species, he
a loptg tha opinion of Lamarck as preferable, because, he says, M.
Rang has contested it only on the supposition that they had been
defined after the mutilation of their posterior extremity, which, being
naturally short, only presented itself as open by accident. This view
taken by M. Rang, he continues, is not founded on any good observa-

tion, and he says that he has seen a sufficiently Urge number of indi-

viduals perfectly preserved, to be able to affirm that their posterior
extremity was open when the animal was alive. These shells then, he
states in conclusion, do not belong to the Pteropods, and are more pro-
lubly Dentalia. This opinion is a very strong one, and, coming from the

quarter it does, is deserving of all respect: but as M. Rang has justly
tlie reputation of a good observer in this department of natural

history, we have thought it right to lay before the reader the descrip-
tions and figures given by him.

f'oiM Jlyalaidas.

M. Ran?, a? we have seen, mentions one fossil species of Hyalcca,
and Mr. O. B. Sowerby states that the genus occurs in a fossil state in

hicily. M. Rang notices the fossil analogue of Cleodora from Pied-
mont

;
if Vayinclla and Gadtix are to be considered as belonging to

this family, they must be added. The last-mentioned author says
that he has detected a fossil species of Cuvieria in the shell sand of

Piedmont, where it had been collected by the elder De Luc. M.
JJeshayes, in his tables, enumerates two fossil (tertiary) of Hyalcea
and three of Cleodora,' tertiary also

;
of the latter he records Cleodora,

laneeolala as a species found both living and fossil (tertiary).

HYALITE, a Mineral, a variety of Opal. [SlUCA.]
HYAL03IDERITE, a synonym of the Mineral Chrysolite.

[CHRYSOLITE.]
H YAS, a genus of Brachyurous Crustaceans belonging to the Mala

family. [MAIAD.B.]
H Y'BOD US, a genus of Fossil Fishes placed in the order of Placoi-

dians by M. Agassiz (' Recherches sur les Poissous Fossiles," voL iii.,

tab. 8, 9, 10). The information which M. Agassiz has collected con-

cerning this extinct group of fishes appears to be considerable, yet
only in a few instances (from the Lias of Lyme Regis and Bristol) has
he been able to reconstruct the whole skeleton. In consequence, the

spinoiH r.iys and the teeth of one species may be, and probably are,
described under different specific names. The species of jfjybodits are

supposed to amount to 22, and extend from the New Red-Sandstone
(Gre Bigarre) to the Chalk inclusive. They present analogies to the

genu.i Xrju'tlut of Linnaeus, in the teeth and spinous rays ;
it appears

that there were two dorsal fins, each having spinous rays, not differing
more tliau in recent species of fishes with two spinous dorsal fins.

HYBRID. This term is generally applied in natural history to the
I
>p i luce of two organic beings supposed to belong to different species.
It i not in all cases that animals or plants of different species will

breed together, and where offspring occurs it is generally regarded as
indicative of a closer relationship or affinity between the species,

jciiliarity of all hybrids is their inability to continue the charac-
ters of both parents. Although they are known amongst birds and
higher animals to produce fertile offspring, yet in the course of time
the tendency to the character of the original species of one or other
of the first parents is so strong, that the hybrid character is lost.

Amongst plants the same law holds good. The knowledge of the
fact that the pollen-cells of one species of plant will produce embryoes
Witt the ovules of another in often used ia horticulture for the purpose

*
Including, probably, C'rttii and rayinula.

of producing new forms of plants. [HYBRIDISATION, in ARTS AND
Sc. Div. ; REPRODUCTION IN PLANTS

; REPRODUCTION IN ANIMALS.]
HYBRID PLANTS. [SEXES OF PLANTS.]
HYDATICA, a genus of Fossil Plants (probably aquatic) from the

Coal Formation. (Artis.)
HYDATID3. [ENTOZOA.]
HYDNOCARPUS. [FLACOURTIACE*.]
HYDNO'PORA (Fischer), a genus of Polypiaria, nearly synonymous

with Monticularia of Lamarck. Goldfuss rauks some of the species
under his somewhat indefinite group of Astrcea,.

HYDNORA. [CYTINACE.E.]
HYDRA (Linuicus), a genus of Polypiferous Animals, including

the Fresh-Water Hydra, or Polype. It has the following technical
definition : -Polypes locomotive, single, naked, gelatinous, subcylin-
drical, but very contractile aud mutable in form ; the mouth encircled
with a single series of granulous filiform teutacula.
As of all the forms of polypiferous animals the Hydra is the most

interesting, we give an abstract of their history, from Dr. Johnston's
' British Zoophytes :'

Leeuweuhoek discovered the Hydra in 1 703, and the uncommon
way its young are produced ;

and an anonymous correspondent of the

Royal Society made the same discovery in England about the same
time ; but it excited no particular notice until Trembley made known
its wonderful properties about the year 1744. These were so con-

trary to established experience, and so foreign to every preconceived
notion of animal life, that by many they were regarded as impossible
fancies. Leading meu of our learned societies were daily experiment-
ing on the creature, and transporting it by careful posts from one to

another, while even ambassadors were forwarding to their respective
courts early intelligence of the engrossing theme. The Hydrce are
found in fresh waters only. They prefer slowly-running or almost
still water, aud adhere to the leaves aud stalks of submerged plants.
The body is exceedingly contractile, and hence liable to many changes
of form ; when contracted it is like a tubercle, a minute top, or button,
and when extended it becomes a narrow cylinder, being ten or twelve
times longer at one period than another, the tentacula changing iu
size and form with the body. On the point opposite the base, and
in the centre of the teutacula, we observe an aperture, or mouth,
which leads into a wider cavity, excavated as it were in the middle
of its body, aud from which a narrow canal is continued down to the
sucker. When contracted, and also when fully extended, the surface

appears smooth and even; but in '
its middle degree of extension'

the sides seem to be minutely creuulated, an effect probably of a
wrinkling of the skin. The tentacula encircle the mouth and radiate
in a star-like fashion

; but they seem to originate a little under the

lip, for the mouth is often protruded like a kind of small snout ; they
are cylindrical, linear, or very slightly tapered, hollow, and roughened,
at short and regular intervals, with whorls of tubercles, which under
the microscope form a very beautiful and interesting object.
Each teutaculum forms a slender membranaceous tube, filled with

an albuminous nearly fluid substance, intermixed with some oleaginous
particles; aud at certain defiuite places this substance swells out into
tubercles or denser wartlike nodules, which are arranged in a spiral
line. Every nodule is furnished with several spinigerous vesicles,
used as organs of touch, and with a very singularly constructed organ
for catching the prey. The organ of touch consists of a fine sac,
inclosing another with thicker parietes, and within this there is a
small cavity. From the point where the two sacs coalesce above there

projects a long ciliutn, or capillary spine, which is non-retractile and
apparently immovable. Surrounded by these cilia, aud in the centre
of the nodule, is placed the captor organ, called the ' hasta ;' this
consists of an obovate transparent sac, immersed in the nodule, with
a small nperture even with the surface. At the bottom of the sac, and
within it, there is a saucer-like vesicle, on whose upper depressed
surface is seated a solid ovate corpuscle, that gives origin to, and termi-
nates iu, a calcareous sharp sagitta, or arrow, that can be pushed out at

pleasure, or withdrawn, till its point is brought within the sac. When
the Hydra wishes to seize an animal, the sagittaj are protruded, by
which means the surface of the teutacula is roughened, and the prey
more easily retained ; and Corda believes that a poison is at the same
time injected a conjecture offered to explain the remarkable fact of
the almost instant death of the prey. The nodules of the tentacula
are connected together by means of four muscular fibres, or bauds,
which run up, forming lozenge-shaped spaces by their intersections.
These are the extensor muscles of the tentaculum. They are again
joined together by transverse fibres, which Corda believes to be
adductor muscles, aud to have also the power of shortening the ten-
tacula. But it may be doubted whether this muscular apparatus is

of itself sufficient to effect the wonderful extensibility of these organs
from a line, or, as iu 2J. fusca, to upwards of eight inches

;
and to

produce this degree of elongation, it seems necessary to have super-
added the propulsive agency of a fluid. Water flows, let us sav by
suction, into the stomach through the oral aperturo, whence it is

forced by the vis-a-tergo, or drawn by capillary attraction, into tho
canals of the teutacula, aud its current outwards is sufficient to push
before it the soft yielding material of which they are composed, until
at last the resistance of tho living parts suffices to arrest the tiny
11 j.jd, or the tube has become too hue iu its bore for the admission of
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I to He cmillrn poaribl* stream how inconceivably

rmay indeed be imagined, but there is no thread fin* enough
to anil H, mini that the tentaoula of H.J<uca, in tension, can be

((red lo nothing groscer than the scarce visible filaments of the

grammar's web.

The 11*1, though usually found attached, can neverthele** move

from place to place, which it doe* cither by gliding with imperceptible

duelled on the base, or by stretching out the body and tentaoula to

UM utmost, axing the Utter, and then contracting the body toward*

UM point of fixture, Innccning at the came time it* hold with the base
;

and by reversing these action* it can retrograde. Its ordinary posi-

tion ceem* to be pendant, or nearly horizontal, hanging from some

floating leaf or weed, or stretching from Its ides. In a glsss of water

UM creature will crawl up the aide* of the vessel to the surface and

it, sometimes with the base and sometimes with the

iownwards; and again it will lay itself horizontally. Its

is very alow, and the disposition of the zoopbite is

evidently sedentary ; but the contraction* ai d mutations of the body
are very vivacious, while in seizing and mastering its prey it is sur-

prisingly nimble, seizing a worm with a* much eagerness as a cat

catches a mouse. It enjoys light, and expands more freely under its

ta^Mi.
; hence we generally find the Hytlr.i near the surface and in

shallow water. The Hydra are very voracious, feeding only on living

animal*. In confinement however Trembley found they might be

fed on minced veal, fish, or beef and mutton. They wiU sustain

long facU with no other change than a paler colour indicates. Small

crustacean*, and insects seem to form a favourite food.

M* two polyp* will seize upon the same worm, and most

i* H then to witness the struggle that ensues, sometimes

resulting in the swallowing of the weaker polyp by the stronger,

which however is soon disgorged with no other loss than bis dinner.

This i* the more curious when contrasted with the fate of the worms
on which they feed. No sooner are they seized than tbey evince

every symptom of painful suffering, but their contortions are merely

momentary, and a certain death suddenly follows their capture. How
this efleet i* produced i* still a matter of conjecture. Worms are in

ordinary circumstances most tenacious of life, and hence one is in-

clined to suppose that there must be something poisonous in tbe

Hydra fgrup. To the t'ntomottraca the touch is not equally fatal, their

shell evidently protecting them from the poisonous secretion. The

JJfdn is chiefly celebrated on account of its manner of propagation.
It i* like soophytea in general, monoecious, and every individual pos-
eeecec the power of continuing and multiplying its race, principally
however by the process of subdivision. During the summer season

a Urge tubercle arises on the surface, which lengthening and enlarging

every hour, in a day or two develops in regular succession and in

successive pain a series of teutacula, and become* in all respects

except in size similar to its parent It remains attached for some time,
and grows and feeds, and contract* and expands r.f'.er the fashion of

ite parent, until it is at length thrown off by a process of exfoliation

or Nougbing. They develop with great rapidity in warm weather,
and aometime* the young ones themselves breed others, and they again
a third or fourth generation before they become separated from tbe

original parent Trembley found that an individual of //. yruea
produced 45 young one* in two months. In autumn tbe Hydra gene-
rate* by internal oviform geminules, which extrude from the body,
and lie during the winter in a quiescent state, and are stimulated to

evolution only by the returning warmth of the spring. Few obser-

vations have been made on these ova, so that their structure, source,
manner of escape, and condition are scarcely known.
These are the modes in which the Hydra naturally multiplies it*

kind, but it can be increased by artificial sections of the body in the
came manner that a perennial plant can by shoots or slips. If the

body be halved in any direction each half in a short time grows to a

perfect Hydra; if it u cut into four or eight or even minced into forty

pieeea, each continue* alive, and develops a new animal which is

Waif capable of being multiplied in the same extraordinary manner.
If the section i* made lengthwise ao a* to divide the body into two or
ore slip* connected merely by the tail, tbey are speedily reunited

into a perfect whole, or if the piece* are kept asunder each will become
a perfect polyp. If the tentacuU are cut away, new one* an
quickly produced, and the lopt-off parts are not long without a new
body. When a piece is cut out of the body tbe wound speedily heals,
and a* if excited by the stimulus of the knife, young polyps sprout
from the wound more abundantly; when a polyp is introduced by
the tail into another body, the two unite and form one individual, and
when a bead i* lopt off, it may safely be ingrafted on the body of any
other which may chance to want one. And the creature suffers

nothing itself by all thcee apparently cruel operations; for before the

lap** of many minute* the upper half of a crocs Action will expand its
UaUcuU and catch prey as usual, and the two portions of a longitudinal
division will afur an hour or two take food and retain it A polyp cut
tnniemly in three part* require* four or five day* in summer
and longer in cold weather for the middle piece to produce a head

andaUiLaadttMtailparttogeta body and head, which they do in

pretty much the same time. And what U .till more extraordinary,
Hyp* produced in this manner grow much larger and are far more
prolific in the way of their natural increase than those which were

HYDRANOEACEA in

never cut When such things were first announced, when to a little

worm the attribute* of angelic beings were assigned, and the wild

fictions of antiquity realised, it is not wonderful that the vulgar
disbelieved, when naturalists, familiar with all the mirncles of the

insect world, were amazed and wist not what to do.

Tbe following are British specie* of this genus:
//. riridu (Polypes Verds of Trembley), is of a grass-preen colour.

Tbe body cylindrical or insensibly narrowed downwards ; tentacula

6 to 10, shorter than the body. It is commonly found in ponds and
still waters. Tbe polyps of this species differ from tbe following,
not only in colour, but likewise in their arms, which are much
shorter in proportion to their bodies, capable of but little extension,
and narrower at the root than the extremity, which is contrary to

the other species. Their arms were so short they could not clasp
round a very small and slender worm, but seemed to pinch it fast

till they' could master and devour it, which they did with as much
greediness as any. It was first observed in England in the spring of

1743 by a Mr. Ducane of Essex. It appears to be a hardy animal,
and U easily kept for a length of time in a phial of water.

//. rulyarii is of an orange-brown or yellowish colour, body
cylindrical, teutacula 7 to 12, as long or longer than the body. It is

found in weedy ponds and slowly-running waters. This does not
exceed 11. viridii in size, which it resembles also in its habits and
form. It is always of an orange-brown or red colour, the intensity
of the tint depending on the nature of tbe food, or the state of tbe
creature's repletion. Every part of the body is generative of young,
which may frequently be Been hanging from the parent at the same
time in different stages of their growth.

11. allcnuata is of a light oil-green colour, the body attenuated

below, with pale tentacula longer than itself. It is found in ponds,
and in Yetholm Lough, Roxburghshire. This is a larger animal than
11, ruiyarii, and comparatively rare, less sensible to external impres-
sions, and of a more graceful form. Its colour is a pale olive-green,
with paler tentacula, which are considerably longer than tbe body,
and bang like silken threads in the water, waving to and fro without

assuming that regular circular disposition which they commonly do
in //. viriilui. Dr. Johnston says he has not observed more than one

young at a time, which pullulated from near tbe middle of tbe body,
and after this has attained a certain growth tbe polyp has tbe

appearance of being dichotomously divided.

11. oli[/act is (Polypes a Long Bras of Trembley) is brown or griseous ;

inferior half of the body suddenly attenuated ; tentacula several times

longer than tbe body. It is found in still waters in England, rare.

In a pond at Hackney; and in a pond at Cranmoro, near Belfast,

September 1812. The tails of these are long, slender, and transparent,
and when placed under the microscope a long straight canal may bo
seen passing from the body or stomach to an opening at the end
thereof

; these are rather lighter coloured than 11. vulgarit, and have
seldom more than 6 or 8 arms, but those capable of great extension.

It may be worth while to call attention to tbe remarkable resemblance
of the Hydra fusca to the Oucullantu cirratiu of Mullcr, which is

an intestinal worm.

(Johnston, Hittory of Britith Zoophylei ; Landsborough, Popular
Ilittory of British Zoopliytet ; Trembley, Memoires pour tervir a
fHutuirt d'un Genre de Polypes d~au douce, tbe Hague, 1743 ;

Baker
Natural Hittory of the Polype.)
HYDRACHNA. [TRACUKA.RIA.]
HYDRACTINIA. [HYDROUU.]
HYDKAl.KS. [ENDOOENS.]
HYDRANGEA. [HYDRANUEACEJE.]
HYDRANQEACE^E, Hydrangeadt, a natural order of Exogenous

Plants consisting of shrubs, with perfectly opposite simple leaves,
smooth cr downy, with simple bnirs, destitute of stipules, sometimes

creeping and rooting like ivy. Flowers usually in cymes; those in

tbe centre male, tbe marginal often sterile, and furnished with larger

petals than tbe others. Calyx adhering more or less to the ovary,
4- or 6-toothed. Petals 4 or 6, inserted within tbe edge of- the calyx,
deciduous. Stamens 8 or 12, in two rows, inserted in the orifice of

the calyx, distinct, deciduous. Anthers oblong or roundish, pollen
with three longitudinal furrows. Ovary more or less adherent to the

calyx, consisting of from 2 to 6
carpels, adhering by their sides, and

forming an incompletely 2- or 6-celled cavity ; placenta: diatiuct from
each other, but touching with many anatropal ascending or horizontal

ovules ; styles as many as tbe carpels, perfectly distinct, diverging,
with simple reniform stigmas. Fruit a capsule crowned by the

permanent diverging etyles, 2- or 6-celled, with a number of minute

seeds, sometimes indefinite, sometimes few, in consequence of the

abortion of a part of tbe ovules. Testa thin, membranous, netted,

occasionally expanded into a wing. Embryo ortbotropal in the axis

of a small quantity of fleshy albumen. The relationship between

Hydrangead* and Saxifrages is admitted by all systematists, who
have in general united them in tha same order. Lindley places this

order between Saxifragaeea and Cunoniaceas, and near Pliiladelphaceae
and Caprifolvueas. It differs from Hentloviacac mainly in its

indefinite seeds, small quantity of albumen, and constant tendency
to produce a superior ovary. Out of the species hitherto discovered,
all of which inhabit the temperate parts of Asia and America, two

only belong to the southern hemisphere, and twenty-three or about
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one-half to China and Japan. The species are found naturally in

moist shady places. Kone of them appear to be of much use

to man.

Hydrangea is a well-known genus of hardy shrubs, of which one

species is commonly cultivated for the sake of its beautiful flowers.

This plant is a native of China and Japan : it was originally observed

in the gardens of Canton by Loureiro, who took it for a primrose,
and called it Primula mutabilis. It was next met with by Coin-

merson, a French traveller, who named it ffortensia, in compliment
to Madame Hortense Lc"peaute. Thunberg referred it to the genus
Viburnum, and Smith called it by its present name, coupling with it

the name Hartentia of Commerson, converted however into Hortenxis.

When this plant is hardy enough to survive the winter, it grows to

a considerable size, and when covered by a multitude of its very large

round heads of rosy flowers, becomes a magnificent object. But as

it is rather tender, we more commonly see it grown in pots, by
which its beauty is much diminished. To have it in perfection it

should be planted in the open ground in rich soil ; during winter it

should be covered with a mat well stuflfed with straw. As soon as it

begins to move its buds in spring, it should be unpacked, and during
summer it should be most abundantly supplied with water. We
have known a large plant receive as much as 100 gallons of water

daily. If thus treated, the Hydrangea in without a rival iu the

shrubberies of this country. The blue colour which the flowers of

this plant now assume does not indicate a distinct variety, but is

only owing to the soil in which the plant is made to grow containing
a greater quantity of iron than usual Other species are II. arbo-

reiceni and //. quercifolia.
The leaves of H. Mtmbergii are dried in Japan and used as a kind

of tea, which for its excellence they call Ama-tsja, or Tea of Heaven.

There are 9 genera and 45 species of thU order.

HYDRARGYRUM. [MERCURY.]
HYDRASTIS. [WARSERA; RANUNCUIACE-E.]
HYDRIDJE, a family of Snakes belonging to the Colubrine sub-

order of Dr. J. E. Gray's arrangement, and the first section of this

sub-order, which includes the Hydridas and JBoidce. [Bonxs.] It is

thus characterised : Belly covered with narrow elongate shields or

scales, nearly resembling those of the back.

The following is a synopsis of the genera, and a list of the species,

compiled from the Catalogue of the specimens of Snakes in the British

Museum :

J/ydridte. The ventrul shields narrow, hexagonal or band-like ;

the hinder limbs not developed ; the eyes and nostrils superior, verti-

cal, the latter valvular, generally placed in the middle of a shield,

with a slit or groove to its outer edge ; fangs moderate, intermixed

with the maxillary teeth
; pupil small, round

;
tail compressed or

conical. They live in the sea or salt-water lakes, or in fresh water.

Synopsis of the Genera.

I. Tail compressed (except in Acrochordiu). Belly keeled, with two

rows of small scale-like shields, often united together into a single,

rather broad, 6-sided shield.

A. Head shielded to the nape. Nasal shields very large, with a large,

operculated, superior nostril in their hinder edge ; the frontal

shields two pairs, small ;
loreal shield none ; labial shields high,

large. Hydrina.

These are the true Sea-Snakes. They coil themselves up on the

shore, and appear to live on sea-weed, and lay their eggs on the shore.

They are often found asleep on the surface of the sea, where they are

easily caught, for they cannot descend into the sea without throwing
themselves on to their backs. This arises apparently from the neces-

sity of expelling the air from their large lungs. They are often

thrown ashore in the surf, and are occasionally carried up rivers by
the tide, but they cannot live in fresh water. Their bite is venomous,
and they are held in great dread by fishermen wherever they occur,

on this account. In spite of their venomous properties, one species
at least, the Hydnu (Pdamit) bicolor is said by Cuvier to be eaten at

Tuheite.

a. Scales square or 6-sided, placed side by side.

* Head elongate, depressed.
1. Pdamit.

P. bicolor. Pacific Ocean.

P. ornata. Borneo.

** Head moderate, rather compressed ; gape moderate.

2. Lapemit. Head moderate, short, rounded in front ; dorsal scales

square ; ventral shield broad, 6-sided.

L. curtut. Madras.
L. Jfardwickii. Borneo.

3. Aluria. Head moderate, short, rounded in front ; dorsal scales

6-?ided ;
ventral shield 6-sided.

A. ornata. Indian Seas.

A. Bdchtri. New Guinea,

4. Uicrocephalophii. Head small; scales 6-sided; ventral scales

keeled.

M. gracilii, the Kadel Nagam. Madras.

Pelamis bicolor (Ilydna tiicolar, Schn.).

4 Scales ovate, 6-sided, imbricate, keeled, or with the keel reduced

to a tubercle on the centre of the scales
;

head and gape
moderate.

* Labial shields occupying the greater part of the lips ;
the eyes

over the fourth, or rarely over the third, or the fourth or

fifth shield
;
ventral shield united.

5. Enltydrina. Rostral plates narrow, erect ;
lower linear, sunken ;

nasal narrowed in front
;
ventral shield flat ; head moderate, short ;

eyes moderate.
E. Bmgalentis. Madras.
E. Valakadyen. Madras.

6. Hydrophi*. Rostral broad, transverse ; lower triangular ;
nasal

truncated or notched in front
; ventral shield flat ;

head short
; eyes

small.

H. obscura, the Shootur Sun. Madras.

H. Lindiayii. China.

H.fasciata. Indian Ocean.

][. I'igrocincta, the Kerril. Bengal.
H. doliata, the Black-Headed Kerril. Australia.

//. subcincta, Shaw's Chittul. Indian Ocean.

//. mblavii, the Chittul. China and Indian Ocean.

H. mentalis, the Pale Chittul. Indian Ocean.

//. ocdlata, the Eyed Chittul. Australian Seas.

//. ipiralis, the Shiddil. Indian Ocean.

//. subannulata, the Ringed Sea-Snake. India.

H. atpera, the Rough Sea-Snake. Singapore.
H. ccerulescens, the Bluish Sea-Snake. Bengal.

7. Chitv.Ua. Rostral broad, transverse ;
lower triangular ; nasal

truncated or notched in front ;
ventral shields flat

;
head elongate,

depressed ; eyes large.
C. inornata. Indian Ocean.

C. fatciata. Indian Ocean.

8. Kerilia. Rostral broad, transverse; lower triangular; nasal

truncated in front; ventral shield broad, convex, forming a slight

keeled ridge ;
the hinder ones with a keel on each side ; head short,

shelving ;
scales very large, broad, 6-sided ; eyes rather large, over

third and fourth labial shields.

K. Jerdonii, the Kerilia. Madras.

** Labial shield occupying the front half of the lip ; eyes over the

fifth or sixth shield ;
hinder part of the face covered with small

scales
;
ventral scales generally 2-rowed, forming a keeled ridge,

some united in pairs into 6-sided shields.
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r 4V>r. thS^04U India: Au.tr.li..

J/. MM/AIM, U* WHO* SotflMk*. Singapore.

*. Bod* eortnd with smooth polished tebricaU wales ; bead u
Ur* M the body ;

vratral shields rather Ivfc, tnuurerM, smooth,

folded tBg*tk)*r and keeled.

10. Timf-fT
n * with raguUr shield* ; superciliary shields

simple ; Trutnl shields entire.

r/iy<iMW. lodUn Ocean.

11. SrrpJUndsfsJr*. Head shields numerous; superciliary shields

I OF 4 i
Tutrl hirld> iJk-k. .1 U hind.

S.fm*a, Jokes'* Hyputruphi*. Durulcy Islands.

B. Head oor4 with olrt, like the body ; nostrita surrounded by

. SUM 11, eontiiiuou* ring; eyes surrounded by cries of small

oako ; UWal shields small, with larger team .bore them ;

papil rooa4 ;
vrntnJ shield* very small, scale-like, separated on

muh aide f keeled ridge. The species are all inhabitants of

riven. AtrtckordiiM.

It CVnfdru. Tul compressed, sword-haped, prehensile ; body

fuMform, coveted with small rhombic scales, with a central tubercular

,

nimmlatiu, the Chenydrus. Madras.

C miWo.'H. Ma.lru.

II. T^ oonieal, Uperinj. Belly n-undd beneath, with more or less
broMrbaoaiik..luelds. Rim. or pond*

A ' lUW
!!i

; ^ "J*
1' Uoc"th ; W m i'l "hW-'s fl.t, .mall

^,'^ "" "* il1*' " if tora** >* *<>
a ,tdls ia a rinj of small scales; scale* keeled.

II

[Err]

A Head shielded ; tail with two eerie* of shields beneath ; nostrils

between two shields; abdominal shields broad, keeled ou each,

side ; scales smooth, liitiana.

15. Sitia. Head small

B. hydrvidtt.

C. Head .-hi. !!. d
;
scales striated, and keeled or smooth ; tail conical,

tapcriug, with two series of shields beneath ;
nostrils iu o

of a large nasal shield, with a groove to the uuter M.I
;

\ .-ntr.d

'
shields rounded (or rarely slightly keeled on the sides); frontal

slueld* 8, rarely 2 or 4, all small C'crl/erin-j.

a. Crown scaly; occipital rudimentary; frontal* 4; anterior pair

very small

18. Ctrbtrtu. Scales keeled, striated
;
hinder labial shield low.

C. einernu, the Karoo liokadam. India.

C. actttHt. Borneo.

C. unicolor. Philippines.
C'. atutralii. Australia.

ii. Crown shielded ; occipital moderate.

Head distinct, depressed ;
froutaU 4

; anterior pair small ; rostral

rounded.

1 7. /'crania. Scale* smooth ; seventh upper labial low, with a largo
shield over it.

!'. .s'lVAoWii. Bengal.
** Head distinct, depressed ; frontals 3 ; anterior transverse

; rostral

rounded.

t Fourth and fifth binder labial shicldd small or divided.

18. Uoauiloftii. Scales keeled.

//. l/ucca/a. Java.

Jl. Jhinlic.ct-ii. India.

19. Phytolopsit. Scales smooth.

P.punctata. India,

ft Hinder labial large, like others ; scale* keeled ; rostral rou

20. I'l-anai*. Scales truncated, strongly keeled, striated; eye over
fourth shield.

r. aagulatui. Tropical America.

21. Tachyntelei. Scales truncated, strongly keeled.

T. Ltopardina.

22. TiiijiiJofhit. Scales ovate, keeled, striated ; eye over fourth an 1

fifth shield.

T. Sckittotus, the Chiltee, Ceylon.

23. Myron. Scales ovate, slightly keeled, smooth.
.V. llic/ianlionii. Australia.

.!/. tfirittatut. India.

24. Jftlicop*. Scales ovate, polished; of back and tail 1.

11. carinacaudiu. North America.

tt+ Hinder labials large, like others
;
scales smooth ; rostral rounded.

25. Ilyptii-hina. Seventh labial large; eye over fourth and fifth

labial ;
loreal distinct.

J/.jilumltea. Borneo.

Jl. y/aix/iricA-ii. Peuang.
//. .1 er, the Ular Acr. Borneo.

//. l,iliniala. China.

Jl. f'liintiait. China.

11. Jiaaicttii. Cuina.

26. /'iirnncia. The seventh labial large ; eye over the third and
fourth labial

/'. fatciatd, the Woinpan-Snakc. New Orleans.

27. J/yiiroja. The seventh labial large : eyes over the fourth labial ;

ventral nbield broad ; body thick ; loreal none.

//. J/m-fii. Brazil

28. ffvgina. The seventh labial large ; eyes over the fourth labial ;

ventral shield narrow ; body Mender; loreal none.

//. /iucia/a. Dcmerara.

29. JHmadet. The seventh labial short, small ; eye over third and
fourth labial ; loreal. none.

1>. j'licatilit. New Orleans ;
North America,

Head moderate, depressed ;
frontal 8 ; anterior elongate, erect,.

between the nasals ; seventh smooth ;
rostral rounded.

30. Pordonia. Scales broad, rhombic ; ventral shield rounded ;

loreal none ; eye over third labial

/'. IrueoLalia. Timor.

P. mi tco/or. Borneo.

31. lirranlii. Scales broad, rhombic ; ventral shields roundsJ
; eyo

over f,.mili -l.i.-ld
; loreal square.

'. lirolor, the Ocrard. West Indies.

32. J/ipiitrt. Scales narrow, flattened; ventral shields keeled at

each end ; loreal square.

li./aitraiui. West Indies.

"" Head indistinct; frontal 4
;

anterior 4-eided, rather smaller;
scales smooth ; body cylindrical.
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33. Abastor. Body cylindrical ;
loreal shield none ; anterior frontal

4 -siJed
; posterior ocular 2.

A. erythrogrammus, the Striped-Wampum. North America.

34. Raclitia. Head small, conical
; body subcylindrical ;

anterior

frontal very small, triangular; loreal distinct; posterior ocular.

R. Indica. India.

35. Miratia. Head: small, conical ; body compressed ;
frontal

plates 2 pairs ; loreal none
; posterior ocular 2.

M. alternant. Java.
***** Head moderate, depressed ;

frontal shields, 2, small, lateral
;

rostral shield angular, high, erect, between frontals and nasal.

36. Ficinia. Head small
;
rostral plate large, produced between the

frontal, angular and recurved in front.

P. olivacea. Mexico.

****** Head small
;
frontal shields 2, transverse, band-like ;

rostral

triangular, subangular.
37. Prosymna.

P. meleagrii. Guinea.

/'. Id ad covered with small scales; tail with one row of shields

beneath; abdominal shield broad, rounded, smooth; nostril in a

shield, anterior, sublateral ; scales granular, with rows of keeled

scale*. Xenodermina,

38. Xenodermia.
X. Javanicm, the Ooniouote. Java.

Dr. Gray says,
" The separation of the specimens of this family

into species and genera is attended with great difficulty ; the form
and number of the shields of the head, lips, temple, and chin are

liable to great variation, not only in the different specimens, but often

in the two sides of the same individual. The two ventral series of

scales are, in the same specimen, sometimes separate, and at other

times united into a shield
; and many specimens have a series of

email triangular shields on the edge of the lips, between the su-

tures of the lip-shield, not found iu other individuals of the same

species.
" The distribution of the colours on the body appears to be one of

the most permanent characters of the species ;
but this becomes less

distinct in the older specimens, and is often lost in the specimens that

have been carelessly or long preserved in a museum."
The existence of this family of Water-Snakes has undoubtedly

given rise to the notion that a large Ophidian, which meets the

popular view of a Great Sea-Serpent, exists. In all cases however the

reports of the existence of such a creature have been traced to tlie

capture or sight of some other animal, or to the exaggerated repre-
Hfiitatiom of some other natural object. The Hijdridtf amongst the

i>i>/'lia are of comparatively small size, seldom equalling the Boidae

in this respect, and falling far short of the enormous dimensions

popularly attributed to the Great Sea-Serpent. [BoiD-E ; OPHLDIA.]
HYDKILLA. [HYDROCHABIDACE.E.]
HYDRO'BATA, Vieillot'a name for the Water-Blackbirds, Cinclui.

[MERULID.E.]
HYDRO'BATES, Temminck's name for the Sea-Ducks. [DtrcKS.]

HYDROBOHACITE, a Mineral, occurring in small needle crystals,
which appear to be flat six-sided prisms. Its colour is white, with

spots of red from silicated peroxide of iron. Hardness similar to that

of gypsum. It is translucent. The specific gravity is 1 '9. Found in

it collection of Caucasian minerals. The following is an analysis by
Hess :

Itoracic Acid 49'22

Lime . 1374

Magnesia 10'Tl

Water . 26'33

100

HYDROCANTHERA, a tribe of Insects belonging to the Penta-

merous family of the Coleoptera. They are all aquatic in their habits.

'I'll'- principal sections are the Ilytitcida: and Gyrinidte. [DYTiseiD.fi;

.ID*.]

HYDROCHARIDA'CE/E, ffydrocharadt, a small natural order of

Endogenous Plants inhabiting ditches, lakes, and rivers in various

parts of the world. They have tripetaloideous flowers, often separate

sexes, and an inferior ovary. The latter character cuts them off from
Alumacea and Butamacae, to which they bear some resemblance in

habit. VaUitneria ipiralii, a plant of this order, is remarkable
for its spiral flower-stalk, which enables it to accommodate itself

to the depth of the stream in which it floats, so as always to

keep its flowers above water when it is necessary. [VALLISNERIA.]
It is in the leaves of this plant that a peculiar movement in the

interior of the cell called Cyclotii [G'YCLCSisJ was originally observed.
The same movement is also seen in the cells of Ifydrocharw Mor.mi
Rant* and Anacharii alpinaelrum, and is probably present in the
whole of the order. The species are natives of fresh-water in

Europe, North America, and the East Indies. One species is found
in Kifypt (Damoimium fndicum), and two Vallisncrias in Australia.

.nig is known of their uses unless that the fruit of Enhaliu is

', and its fibres capable of being woven. According to Agardh,
Ottilia and Soottia are eaten in India as pot-herbs.

JTydroclaris Montu liana.

1, a portion of the plant, with flowers, leaves, and stem
; 2, a male flower;

3, a female flower ; 4, a section of the ripe fruit
; 5, a seed, with a part of the

esta stripped off to show the embryo.

The Janji of Hindustan, the Vallinneria, alternifolia of Roxburgh
Hydrilla of Hamilton, is one of the plants used in India for

supplying water mechanically to sugar in the process of refining it,"
as clay is used in the West Indies to permit the slow percolation

of water." Lindley places this order near Naiadaceos, Pittiacece, and
Bromeliaceft. It has 12 genera and 20 species.
HYDROCHARIS. [HYDBOCHABACEJS.]
HYDROCH(ERUS. [HYSTBiciD*.]
HYDROCOTYLE (from B5wp, water, and KOTUAIJ, a cavity), a genus

of Plants belonging to the natural order UmbMiferie and to the sub-
order Orthope>~mete. The calyx obsolete

;
the petals ovate, entire,

acute, with a straight apex; the fruit flatly compressed from the
sides ;

the carpels without vittae ; the five ribs or nerves nearly
filiform, the carinal and lateral ones usually obsolete, and the two
intermediate ones joined. The species of this genus are generally
bog-herbs ;

but few of them are under-shrubs. The umbel is single,
surrounded by a few-leaved involucrum

; the flowers sessile or pedicil-
late, white.

Upwards of ninety species of plants have been referred to this genus.
It is not however improbable that a more attentive study of them will

lead to the distinction of other genera amongst them.
//. vulgarig, Pennywort, has peltate orbiculate double creuate leaves ;

umbels capitate, of 5 flowers, often proliferous: fruit emarginate
below. This plant is a native of Great Britain, and throughout nearly
the whole of Europe, in marshy bogijy places, and on the margins of
rivulets on a peat soil. This plant is commonly called Pennywort,
on account of its leaves lying flat on the ground and having the size

and form of a piece of money. It is also known by the names of

Water-Pennywort, Sheep-Killing Pennygrass, White-Rot, Fluke-Wort,
and Sheep's-Bane. These latter names it has obtained on account of

its being supposed to produce the rot and other diseases in animals
that feed on it. This is however an error, as this plant will not

produce disease in animals
;
but it occurs iu damp moist situations,

where animals that feed are likely to be attacked with rot and other
diseases. It is in this way that other marsh-plants, as the species of

Drotera and Pinyuicula, have been supposed to cause disease in sheep
and oxen.

Of the large number of species of this genus few if any are used in

the arts or medicine, and none of them are sufficiently ornamental to

lead to their cultivation. 11. Ariatica is said to be used in India as a

diuretic, and occasionally as a culinary vegetable. If. umbdlata is

recommended by Martiua as a remedy in hypochondriasis, but on
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what ground* U Dot sUted. The fresh juice act* as an emetic. It is

^ij
po*sea an aromatic odnur and an mien*bio taste. The species

of fferime***! are easily cultivated ; they must all be kept moist

The stole creenhonn and frame kinds ihould be grown in pote placed

t DOB*. KtU*myit*tt U ; Burnett, OM** ; Babington, Manual

HTDROCYoS, a genus of FUhee belonging to the tfalafOfterygii

Jrirraifrtifrf The cpeciee are very numerous. They have the point

of the muttl* formed by the intermaxillarie*, the maxilUries nearer,

before the eyes, and completing the aperture ; the tongue and vomer

S the jaw* with conical teeth, and the Urge itiborbitel covers

They are also found in

HYDRODICTYOX. [AujJL]
HYDROIDA, a name given to a lection of the order Polyplftra,

embracing form* resembling the fresh-water Hydra in the simplicity

of their organisation. The following U Dr. Johnston's arrange-

ment of the familie* of British Zoophytes referred to the

Ovine* or bulbule* naked, bud-like, pullulating from the

base* of the tentacula.

, Khrenberg (T*b*laria, Linnaeus; Ttbulariada, John-

. Lea Tubulaires, Van Beneden).

Family L Polype naked, or with only a rudimentary polypidom.

_ ... like an opereulum.
A large number of sp*cie* inhabit BnuiL

Tabu-

t Polypi naked.

The tentecuU scattered. Clara.

The tentacula in one row. Hydrattinia.

H Polyps with a horny cuticle.

The tentacula with globose tips. Coryne.
The tentacula filiform. Cordylophora.

Family II. Polypidom fistular; the tentacula whorled.

Uriada.

t The tentacula in a single whorl Eudcndrium.

ft The tentecuU in a double whorl.

Polypidom rooted. Tubularia.

Polypidom unrooted and deciduous. Corymorpha.
** Orisac* in the form of homy capsules or vesicle* Mattered on the

polypidom*, and deciduous.

f*rl*lari*a, Ehrenberg (Strtvlaria, Linnaeus).

Family III. Cells of the polyp senile. Sertulariada.

t Cells bUerial

Celb alternate, tubular. Jfalecium.

CelU vasiform, everted. Sertularia.

CelU conico-tubular, appressed. Thuiaria.

ft CelU uniseriaL

The branchlrU plumose or pectinate. Plmnutaria.
The branchleta whorled. Antmnulana.

Family IV. Polype-cells on ringed stalks. Campanulariada.
CelU alternate, campanulate. Laomedea.

Celb irregular, or whorled. Campanalaria.

Polype propagating by bud* and ova, which develop themselves
on and in the body of the parent.

Ilfdrima, Ehrenberg (Hydra, Linnaeus; Ilydraida, Johnston).
One gem* only. Hydra. [HTDRA; Poi.TnrKBi.]

HTDROLBA'CS^, a very small and unimportant natural order
of Monopetelou* Exogenous Plant*, which are by mo*t authors
united with //jrfrotAjrf&Kwr. [HTDBOPBTLLACKJC.] They are weeds
*l>^Hn; the East Indie*, with alternate glandular or stinging
leave*, mooopetelon* regular flower*, with a gyrate inflorescence,
definite stamen*, a superior polyspermou* 2- or 3-celled fruit, and

'

i with UM embryo lying in the midst of fleshy albumen. In
rir Jty*" infloneoenoe they oomepond with Boragincuxat,
IIYI'KOLITE. [OkOUnn.]
IIYKKUM .. [UAOKCtm.]
HYDROMETRID^, a family of Insect* belonging to the

order Utmifttru. This family wa* esteblisbed by Dr. Leach, and is

thus characterised : Rostrum with 8 or 3 dUtinct joint* ;
labrum

very short ; eyes moderate ; feet very long, formed for walking on the
water, with UM claws minute, inserted laterally into a fissure on the
extremity of the terminal jointvf the term*.
The ( wra //jrfrnsrfno, Otrrii, and VMa of Latreille belong to thU

<>?;
Thoee *peeie* which have seteoeou* antenna, the head pro-

loafMl bHo a snout and reoeiving the roetrum beneath, belong te the
ftnt of these three genera, of which the J/ydromdm *ag*or*m willM an illoetraUon. thi* insect U about 34th* of an inch in

not broader than an ordinary cited pin, of a black or
r, with pale brown leg*, and U very common on pond*

I dita-a, gmlly neer UM margin. Like the other species of the

Ifyili ulrit tfiinosa,

1, s flower, geen from beneath; 2, a stamen; 3, n ripe seed-reatel ; 4, a

section of a seed, shoving the embryo.

family Hydrometrida, it possesses the power of walking upon the sur-

face of the water : it differs however from those of the two remaining
genera, inasmuch as its movements are comparatively slow.

In the genus Vtlia the antenna.1 are aliform, 4-jointed, the first joint
the longest, the remaining joints long, about equal to each other, ami
bent at an angle with the first

;
rostrum 2-jointed ; legs moderate,

and nearly equidistant.
>
r
. riru/oritro (Latreille) U a very common insect, in this country,

frequenting running streams, and running on the surface of the
with great rapidity. It is about l-4th of .an inch in length, and 1-1 2th
of an inch in breadth

;
of a black colour, the body red, spotted with

black, the thorax brown, with two white spots, and the elytra each
with four white spoU.
The principal characters of the genus Gtrrit are Antennrc filiform,

4-jointed, the basal joint nearly as long as the remaining three
;

ros-

trum 3-jointed, legs long, the second pair the longest, and inserted far

from the first.

(J. Paludum is about 5-Sths of an inch in length, and 1-1 2th of an
inch in breadth, of a brownish-black colour above, and silvery-white
beneath. This insect is very abundant, and it* peculiar habits of

darting about on the surface of the water must have attracted the
attention of all persons. Its food appears to consist chiefly of such
insects as are blown or accidentally fall into the water, which it seize*

with its fore legs.

HYDBOPELTID*U& Waterthiddt, a natural order of Exogenous
Plant* (Cabombacea of Torrey, Gray, and Lindley). The species
are nquatic plants, with floating peltate leaves. Flowers axillary,

solitary, yellow, or purple. Sepals 3 or 4, coloured inside. Petals 3
or 4, alternate with the sepals. Stamens definite or indefinite,

hypogynour, arising from an obscure torus. Anthers linear, turn. -.1

inwards, continuous with the filaments. Carpels 2 or more, termi-
nated by a short style. Ovules orthotropal, pendulous. Fruit inde-

hirccnt, tipped by the hardened style. Seeds definite, pendulous.
Embryo minute, 2-lobed, inclosed in the fleshy sac of the amnios,
at the apex of the nucleus, and external to an abundant fleshy
albumen. There can bo no doubt of the near relationship of these

plants to the Water-Lilies. They are American water-plants, found
from Ouyana to New Jersey, and also on the coast of Australia

beyond the tropics.

Hydropdtit purpurea It said to be nutritious, but slightly Astringent.
The leaves are employed as a remedy for phthisis and dysentery.

(Lindley, Vrgetablt Kingdom.)
HTDBOPKLTia IHrraontanal
IIVIiUnl-HANK. [SILICA.]

HYimOPHI'LlD^a family of Coleopterous Insects establishe.l

by Leach. The insects of this family are included by Latrvillo in

hui section Palpicorncl. They have generally nine joints to the

antennae, but sometimes only 6
;
the terminal joints always form a

pcrfoliated knob ; the maxillary palpi arc very long and slender; tho
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body is usually oval or rounded, convex above and flat beneath, or

nearly so : the tarsi are 5-jointed, and the mandibles bidentate.
The principal genera of the family HydrophUidos may be thus

characterised :

Genus Hydrous. Antennae with the terminal joint acuminated
;

sternum produced into an acute spine, which reaches considerably
beyond the insertion of the posterior pair of legs ; scutellum large ;

labrum entire
; tarsi of the four posterior legs compressed, and

furnished with bifid claws. The male sex has the anterior tarsus
dilated.

Hydroiii piceui (Ifydrophilm piceus of the older authors) is one of
the largest beetles of this country, measuring about one inch and a
half in length. It is of a glossy black colour and oval form, convex
above and flat beneath, and has the elytra somewhat pointed at the

apex. This insect is not very uncommon in stagnant waters in

certain parts of England. It lives near the bottom of the water,
and may be said to walk rather than swim in that element. The
female insect deposits her eggs in a little nest composed of a gummy
substance, which is ejected from the abdomen, and in this nest the

eggs float until they are hatched. The larvae, which are of a lengthened
form and brownish colour, live in the water.
Genus Hydrophilui (Leach). Labrum emarginated; mandibles

internally ciliated
; antennae with the terminal joint somewhat

obtuse and obliquely truncated; sternum terminating in a slightly
acute spine, which scarcely reaches beyond the insertion of the

posterior legs claws deutated at the base
; the anterior tarsi simple

in both sexes.

Hydrophilia caraboida (Linnaeus), a common insect in some parts
of England, and like the species which is given as an illustration of
the preceding genus, lives in stagnant waters. Its farm is oval,
convex above, and flattened beneath

;
and the elytra are rounded

posteriorly. It is of a glossy black colour, sometimes with a bluish
or violet hue, and about three-quarters of an inch in length.
The genus Sjierckeu$ (Fabricius) is chiefly distinguished by the

antennae, which apparently are only 6-jointed ; the clypeus emargi-
nate

;
the maxilla with the external lobe palpifonn : tibia smooth.

The body is very convex.

Sperckeut emaryinatut (Fabricius) is about a quarter of an inch in

length, and of a brownish colour above and blackish beneath. It

lives in stagnant waters, and has been found adhering to the roots of

plants. As yet this has always been considered a very uncommon
insect in England.

Genus Berotut (Germar). Eyes prominent; clypeus entire; appa-
rently 8-jointed, the terminal joint large and somewhat globular ;

thorax very convex ; the elytra broader thaa the thorax, and also

very convex ; posterior
tarsi ciliated.

Berottu luridiu (Stephens) is less than a quarter of an inch in

length, of an oval form, and grayish-yellow colour. The head is of

a brassy green colour, and there is a spot of the same hue on the
thorax. The elytra are striated. This species is common in ponds,
Ac. in various parts of England.
Genus 1/ydrobius (Leach). Antenna; 9-jointed, the terminal joint

somewhat compressed and acuminated; clypeus entire; scutellum
small

; sternum simple ; eyes small and not prominent ; claws

simple.
The species of this genus are usually of small size, of an oval or

rounded form, and always very convex. Like those of the preceding
genera, they live in ponds and ditches, and appear to prefer stagnant
waters. Mr. Stephens, in his ' Illustrations of British Entomology,'
enumerates 25 species.
HYDROPHIS. [HYDRID*.]
HYDROPHITE, a Mineral, a variety of Green Serpentine containing

vanadium. It occurs amorphous. Its fracture is irregular. The
colour is mountain green. Soft. Specific gravity 2 P

65. It is found
at Taberg in Smaland. The following is its analysis :

Silica .

Oxide of Iron .

Oxide of Manganese
Magnesia .

Vanadic Acid
Water

36-195

22729
1-68

21-082
0-115

16-080

-97-SiJl

HYDROPHYLLACE^E, Hydrophyli, a natural order of Exogenous
Plants, consisting of small trees, bushes, or herbaceous plants, often

hispid. The leaves are often lobed, alternate, or the lower ones

opposite. The flowers arranged in gyrate racemes or unilateral

spikes, or occasionally solitary and stalked in the axils of the leaves.

Calyx inferior, persistent, deeply 5-cleft, the recesses usually augmented
with reflexed appendages. Corolla monopetalous, hypogynous, regular,

shortly 5-cleft, between campanulate and rotate, rarely funnel-shaped.
Stamens 5, epipetalous, alternate with the segments of the corolla,
inflected in aestivation

;
anthers versatile, 2-celled, the cells parallel,

dehiscing longitudinally. Ovary superior, simple, 1- or 2-celled,

style* 2, long ; stigmas 2, terminal
; placenUe 2, free at their back,

or united to the shell of the ovary, with two or many amphitropal
ovules on their inner face. Fruit capsular, 2-valved, sometimes

1-celled, with a large placenta filling the capsule, sometimes some-

KAT OUT. DIV. VOL. III.

what 2-celled, with the dissepiments incomplete. Seeds reticulated ;

albumen abundant, cartilaginous ; embryo conical, with its radicle
next the hilum. For many years it has been considered that

ffydroleacece was a distinct order from Hydrophyttacece, but recent
botanists recognise so little distinction between them, that they are
now both included in the above definition. Dr. Lindley places

llydrophyllttm virghiicum,

1, an entire flower; 2, the ovary; 3, a ripe seed-vessel; 4, a section of a

mature seed.

Hydrophyllacea near Primulacece, Plumbaginacece, and Soraginacece.
Some of the species are cultivated in gardens for the sake of their

gay flowers, but none appear to possess useful qualities of any im-

portance. They are mostly found either in the north or south province.,

of America, and are not known much beyond that continent. Nama,
and Hydrolea are found in the East Indies. In' the United States a

decoction of Hydrophyllum Canadense is one of the many remedies for

snake bites. Hydrolea is bitter, and the leaves are applied as a

poultice in India.

Many of the species, especially those of the genera NemophUa and

EtUoca, are beautiful objects, and are extensively cultivated in our

gardens. There are 16 genera and 75 species.

HYDROPHYLLUM. [HYDROPHYLLACM.]
HYDROPIPER. [ELATINACE*;.]
HYDROSAURUS. [IGUANIDJ;.]
HYDROSTATICA. [ACALEPH*.]
HYDROTALCITE, a Mineral, occurring massive, investing Steatite

in foliated masses. The colour is white. Streak the same, with a

pearly lustre. Transparent. It is flexible, with a soapy feel. Hard-

ness 2. It is found at Snarum. The following is its analysis :

Magnesia 36-30

Alumina 12'00
'

Peroxide of Iron 6'90

Carbonic Acid 10-54

Water 32.66

Insoluble residue 1"20

99-60

HYDRUS. [HYDRIDE.]
HYLA. [AMPHIBIA.]
HYLACTES, a genus of Birds established by Captain Philip

Parker King, R.N., for a form allied to Megapodius, with the following
characters : Bill sub-elongated, rather thin, with a sub-emarginate

apex ;
nostrils basal, longitudinal, the membraue subtumesceut, and

covered with hairs down the middle. Wings very short, rounded ;

fifth quill longest. Tail sub-elongated, graduated. Feet strong ;

tarsi rather elongated, scutellated in front
;
toes and claws elongated,
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and sub-compressed ; hallux very strong,

TurmU. It inhabit* the Island of Chiloe and Port

Otway. fa the Bay of I'sfta*. ('ZooL ProoV 1880-31.)

I..C06AURU8, Dr. Mantell's name for an extinct Saurian dis-

****nd by Urn in the fora* of Tilgate, and thane* termed the Forest-

Ltcard. the remains upon which this genus was characterised were

embedded in a block of stone 4| feet by 24 feet, and consisted prin-

cipally of bone* of the trunk. A chain of five cervical and five dorsal

vertebra with corresponding ribs, and four detached vertebra), were

TtaibU; sown* the coracoids aad omoplates of both sides. There
w* a peculiarity in the .tructure of the last-mentioned parts which,
fa the opinion of Dr. Mantel), warranted the separation of this Saurian

from all recent aad fossil genera ; for the Ilylaxuauriu had the omo-

plate* of a crocodile with the ooraooid* of alixard. There was also a

still more rxtnordmary osteologies! structure, consisting of a series

of spinous bony apophysea, which varied from 3 to 17 inches in length,

and from 14 to 7 inches in width. These maintained a certain paral-

lelism with the vertebral column, as if they had occupied a line along
the back. Dr. Ilantell suggested that these processes might be the

remain* of a derma! fringe or serration, with which, as in some recent

specie* of Saurian*, the back of the Forest-Lizard might have been

armed ; but he at the same time noticed many anatomical peculiarities
which led him to hesitate in determining positively that these parts
had formed such appendage*. He next entered upon a careful exami-

nation of the reason* why they could not be processes of the vertebra

Dr. Mantoll also discovered many derma! bones, which served to sup-

port the Urge Males, in the stone : he finally proposed the genus as

depending for it* character* on the peculiarity of the sternal apparatus
and the spinous processes. The paper in which the remains of this

Urge extinct Saurian were described WAS read before the Geological

Society of London in December, 1 832.

Dr. Buckland (' Bridgewater Treatise ') is of opinion that this extinct

Saurian was probably about 25 feet long, and speaks of its most
p*"*-11" character a* consisting of the remains of the series of long
flat and pointed bone*, which. Dr. Buckland thinks, seem to have
formed an enormous derma! fringe like the horny spines on the back
of the modern Iguana. (Dr. Mantel],

'

Geology of the South-East of

England,' 8vo, London, 1883.)
The remain* of severs! specimens of this extinct reptile are now,

with the rest of Dr. Mantell'a collection, in the British Museum. The
original species described by Dr. Hantell has been named //. Owcni.

(Mantell. 'petrifactions and their Teachings.')
HTLO'BATES (from Ao04np, wood-walker, or one that goes

through woods), Illiger's name for the Long-Armed Apes, or Gibbons.
The general characters of these Ape* a* to dentition and form agree
with thoM of the Orang* ; but there is some modification of the dental

system in the Gibbons, which have also longer anterior extremities
and have posterior callosities, though they have no tail. The vermi-
form appendix of the ccocum is also shorter.

Dental formula : Incisors, j-; canines, ~; molars, .-=32.

In the upper jaw the first incisor is large, terminated by a straight
BBC, worn obliquely within, and cut transversely by the impression
of the lower indaor; the second is smaller than the first, and worn
obliquely on the side of the canine, which is wider than it is thick,
trenchant on iu posterior border, and presents two longitudinal
farrows on it* interns! surface, separated from each other by a pro-
jecting rib,* the posterior furrow being larger and deeper than the
anterior one. The two next teeth are false molars, and the second is

rather larger than the first ; but both are composed of blunt tubercles,
on* on the external and the other, .mailer, on the internal border.
The three next molar*, which increase gradually in sixe from the first

to the last, have the saute form ; they an composed of four tubercles,
two of equal size on the external and two on the internal border, the

posterior tubercle bring smaller than that which precedes it : these
tubercles are formed by furrows, which divide the tooth unequally.

In the lower jaw the first incisor is small, and terminated by a

straight line ; the seecod is rounded on it* external surface, terminated
fa a point, and strengthened on it* interns! surface by a longitudinal
rib. which thickens it in the middle. The canine is more equal in
JU dimension* than that of the other jaw, and i. terminated posteriorly
by a process or heel ; but it* internal surface presents also the two
furrows and the rib which are found in the other. The first false

molar, which is placed obliquely, ha* only a single point ; the second
ha* two, on* iaternal and the other external, situated nearer to the
anterior than to the posterior border. Three molar* succeed, which
Mnfrcaaivmly meres** in sice, and resemble each other. They present

tubercles, two of which are anterior, and three, disposed in a
rianep*, posterior.
f. CuvUr take* this type of dentition from the Siamang, and says

that it U aUo found in the Wow-Wow and Onko.
The height of the Gibbon* rarely exoseds four feet, and when they

are placed in an eract posture their upper extremities reach the
.

The *p*efa> are found all over lujja .d ite islands. The forest*

Is //yfohrin AM** the cmnlnw .re mn.rk.blr 1on.

are the haunts of these creatures, and they are rarely seen at a distance

from them. Gregarious, but shy and timid, they keep tip a li

concert, resembling in this respect in some degree the Howling
Monkeys of America, and having some of them guttural sacs like that

tribe. In the forest the activity of certain species is great, and they
make way on the trees with their long arms and lengthened feet most

rapidly ;
but when surprised on open plain ground they are alto-

gether as helpless. Other species (the Siamang. for instance) appear
to be more sluggish ; but these make good use of their acute eyes and
ears, and are generally off before the enemy approaches near enough
for a capture.

Teeth of JTyhkata, increased 1-Oth. F. Cnvicr.

In confinement they are gentle, and seem capable of great attach-

ment to those who are attentive to them. Dr. liurrough gives a most

interesting account of three individuals of the species called Hoolock

(Ifylvbata Jlooloct), which he had an opportonity of observing iu that

Wow-Wow (Ifylohntn ttfilit), male.

state. One of them, a male, showed a most amiable and docile dis-

position ; and a young fetrmlo, which died early, was equally gentle
and pacific. The Siamang kept hy Sir Stamford Raffles was, according
to Dr. Horsfield, very tatnn and tractable, and was never happy unless

it was in the company of some person. Mr. George Bonnet gives
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a lively description of the affectionate manners of another of these

apes towards those who made its captivity light by their kindness.
H. agttii, the Wow-Wow, or Active Gibbon, may be taken as an

example of the genus. It has the forehead very low
; orbitary arches

very projecting; face blackish-blue in the male, and brown in the
female ; in the former a white band over the eyes, which unites with
the whitish whiskers. Hair of the body fine, except about the neck,
where it is longer and inclined to be woolly and curled

; upper part
chocolate-brown ; back and fore part of the thighs yellowish-brown,
but the colour varies a good deal according to the sex and age, the

young being paler than the adults and aged, and the very young
uniform yellowish-white. Height about 2 feet 7 or 8 inches. No
guttural sac.

Wow-Wow (ITylo&ata agilit), female and young.

It is very agile in its habits. As soon as they reach the forest they
set pursuit at defiance, swinging, leaping, and throwing themselves
from tree to tree with great rapidity. Notwithstanding the want of

the guttural sac they howl in a manner very nearly resembling the

Siamang, which has one.

In captivity they are not very Kvely, as might be expected, from
the impossibility of their exerting that freedom of motion on which
their vivacity in a state of nature so much depends ;

but though timid

they are goon re-assured, take pleasure in being caressed, and become
familiar and even playful.

This species is found in the forests of Sumatra, where the species
is named Ungaputi.
The Siamang of the Malays, Simia it/ndactyla of Sir Stamford

Raffle*'s
'

Catalogue of a Zoological Collection made in Sumatra
'

(' Linn.

Trans.,' xiii. 241), Pitlitciu ryndactyliw of Desmarest, Jli/lobatu tyn-

dactyltu of F. Cuvier, has a peculiar formation of the hands or feet

of the lower extremities, the index and middle fingers being united
as far as the middle of the second phalanx. This peculiarity would
seem to indicate a generic distinction, notwithstanding the similarity
of the teeth and skull to those of the rest of this tribe. These
Sumatran Apes, sluggish and timid as they are, exhibit strong
maternal affection

;
for though, if any of the troop are wounded, the

rest abscond and leave them to their fate, the mother will remain with
her little one if it is hurt, and will suffer herself to be captured
rather than abandon it. The females are also generally very atten-

tive to their offspring, according to the accounts given by Messrs.
Diard and Duvaucel.
The following species are given in the 'British Museum Catalogue' :

Hylobata Hoolock, the Hoolock. It is the Siniia Hoolock, Harlan
;

II. Seyrilt* and H. Coromandut, Ogilby ; Jl. Ifoutoch, Lesson.

Aam(?).
//. nyitii, the Oungha ; Pithecia agilii, Desmarest

; //. variegatiu,
Miiller; //. Jtaffleiii, (ieoffroy; //. Lar, F. Cuvier. Black specimens

' rked from the Himalaya, and brown from Malacca.
//. IMT, the Gibbon ; Uumo Lar, Linnaeus

; Strata longimana,
Solireber ; 8. allnmana, Vigors and Horsfield

;
Le Grand Gibbon of

Buffon. It is native of Malacca.
//. leuciiciu, the Silvery Gibbon, or Wow-Wow. Simla leuciica,

Schreber, Moloch, Audeb. Malacca.
HYLOHICH. [COBODUa]
1 1 V M K N'yEA (from '

Hymen,' in reference to its twin leaflets), a genus
of Plants belonging to the natural order Leguminont. It has a calyx
fannulled with two bracts at the base

; the tube turbinate, coriaceous
;

the limb 4-5 parted, deciduous, with two lobes sometimes united into

one; 5 petals nearly equal, glandular; 10 stamens, distinct, inflated
in the middle

; the style filiform
;
the legume woody, oblong, many-

seeded, containing fecula
;
the embryo straight. The species are trees,

with bifoliate leaves, and corymbs of white or yellow flowers.

H. Courbaril, Locust-Tree, or Gum-Anime Tree, has oblong ovate

leaflets, unequal-sided, and unequal at the base, ending in a long point ;

with the legume oblong, compressed, yellowish, shining. It is a fine

lofty spreading tree, and grows in the tropical parts of America and
in Jamaica. The seeds are enveloped in a cellular mealy substance,
which is sweet like honey, and is eaten by the Indians with great
avidity. When fresh it is slightly purgative, but by keeping it loses
this property. A decoction of this substance, when allowed to ferment,
forms an intoxicating drink resembling beer. From between the

principal roots of this tree there exudes a fine transparent resin, of
a red or yellowish-red colour, and which is collected in large lumps
and sold under the name of Gum Anime, or Gum Animi. This resin
resembles amber, is very hard, and sometimes contains leaves, insects,
or other objects imbedded in it, which remain in a perfect state of

preservation. It burns readily, emitting a very fragrant smell. Dis-
solved in rectified spirits of wine it makes one of the finest kinds of
varnish. According to Lindley this resin is called Jatahy, Jatchy, or

Copal, and, in Minas Gerae's, Jatoba. Courbaril is the name of the tree
in some parts of South America. In countries where this tree grows
the resin is used medicinally, and has also been employed in that way
in Europe. It acts as a stimulant when taken internally, and as an
irritant when applied externally. In fumigation it has been employed
for persons labouring underasthma and dyspnoea. Dissolved in spirits
of wine or oil it is used as an embrocation in rheumatism. Internally
it has been recommended as a substitute for guaiacum, in venereal

disease, and chronic rheumatism. The inner bark, either in the form
of tincture or decoction, is administered as a vermifuge. The curadores
have a method of mixing it with sugar and rum, so as to make a very
agreeable emulsion or syrup. The wild bees are fond of building
their nests in the trunk of this tree. The timber of the old trees is

very hard and tough, and is in great request for wheelwork, parti-

cularly for cogs. The wood is so heavy that a cubic foot is said to

weigh a hundred pounds : it takes a fine polish.
Several other species of JTynientea are described, but of these com-

paratively little is known. The Copal of Madagascar, and probably of
the East Indies generally, is furnished by //. rerrucosa. The Locust-
Trees of the West have long been celebrated for their gigantic stature,
and other species are the Colossi of South American forests. Some of
them are, according to Martius, 84 feet in circumference at the bottom,
and 60 feet where the boles become cylindrical.

(Don, Dictdamydeous Plants ; Lindley, Flora Medica.)
HYMENO'CERA, Latreille's name for a genus of Macnirous

Crustaceans belonging to the tribe of Alpheans, in the family of the

Salicoques, or Shrimps, according to the system of M. Milne-Edwards,
who places it between A tya and A Ifhem.
HYMENODICTYON. [CINCHONACE^.]
HYMENOMYCETES, the first sub-order of the Fungi, a natual

order of Plants. [FtJNGl.] They are characterised by their repro-
ductive organs, called the hymenium, being naked. This sub-order
is divided by Fries into four tribes [Fuxoi] ; by Berkeley into six

tribes. Those of the latter are Pileati, Clavati, Mitrati, Cupulatt,
Tremellini, and Sclerotiacei.

The tribe Pileati contains the following British genera :

Agaricus, in which the hymenium consists of plates radiating from
a common centre, with shorter ones in the interstices, composed of a
double closely-connected membrane, more or less distinct from the

pileus : the veil is various or absent, [AGARICUS.]
Cantha.'ellva has the pileus furnished below with dichotomous,

radiating, branched, subparallel folds, not separable from the flesh,
sometimes anastomosing or obsolete.

Meruliiahas the hymenium veiny, or sinuoso-plicate ; the folds not
distinct from the flesh of the pileus, forming unequal angular or

flexuous pores. [MEKULIUS.]
Schizophyllum has the gills radiating from the base, composed of a

folded membrane, which is ruptured along their edge ; the two portions
of the fold being revolute, bearing asci only on the outer surface.

Dcedalea has the hymenium composed of anastomosing gills, or
lexuous elongated pores formed out ofthe corky substance of the pileus.

Poly-poms has the hymenium concrete, with the substance of the
ijleua consisting of subrotund pores with their simple dissepiments.
Bolelm has the hymenium distinct from the substance of the pileus,

consisting of cylindrical separable tubes, with oblong sporidia.

BOLETUS.]
Fittulina has 'the hymenium formed of a distinct substance but

concrete with the fibres of the pileus ;
the tubes at first wart-like,

somewhat remote, closed, radiate-firnbriate, at length approximated,
elongated, open.

Uydnum has the hymenium of the same substance as the pileus,

composed of free spine-like processes.
Sutolrema has the hymenium somewhat distinct from the pileus,

composed of irregularly-disposed curved and gyrose lamellate teeth.

Irpex has the hymenium concrete with the substance of the pileua,
,orn into distinct spines, disposed in rows or in a reticulate manner,



IIYMF.XOXYCETE& HYMEXOMYCETES.

r bm*M fMmm**nl tngeUwr by lamellate, sinuous, or porou* folds ;

awi aland sr. ailuated only oo UM toothed proeeais*.
ha* UM hymenium tobarculafed ; UM tubercles ahapelese.

papilla* or rude aomewhat angular (pines,
more or lea*

ml, dUtinct or irregular)v fociculate, the inner substance

OBJrusainiii with UM nwpUde ; the aaci occupying indifforenUy all

art* of UM hytneoium.
PUM* ha* UM hymenium homogeneous and concrete, with the

pilvtu ODOOth. veooaoHnigoee, wrinkles interrupted, diiposed irregu-

Srly. straight or ftexooaa, bearing aaci all over.

Ta^paont ha* UM hymeoium homogeneous and concrete with the

Ufle.*en or papillate. UM whole aurface bearing anci.

M |**Mrm Afmrient contain* by far the greatest number of

On Utia account it ha* been found necessary to class the

peeiea oadcr various sub-genera. The following table contains the

anbgeoera of Frie* arranged in aeven aerie* :
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(Burnett, Outlines of Botany ; Berkeley, English Flora, vol. v. ;

Fries, Systema Mycologicum.)
HYMENOPHYLLE^E, a family of Ferns including the British

genera Hymenophyllum and Trichomanei. The fronds consist of

branched veins, each accompanied throughout by a membranous wing
or margin ; a cluster of capsules, nearly spherical, ia seated on one
of these veins which projects beyond the edge of the leaf, the cluster

being inclosed in a kind of cup-like involucre.

I. Trichomanei has thecae on an elongated filiform receptacle within

a cup-shaped involucre of the same texture with the frond.

T. radicans, Babington, the Bristle-Fern (T. ipeciosum, Wildenow),
has fronds three or four times pinnatifid, glabrous; segments uniform,

linear; involucres solitary, in the axils of the upper segments; seta; at

first included, ultimately very prominent. The frond in fact consists

of hard wiry branched ribs, each furnished throughout with a rather

membranous wing. Rhizome black, downy, very long. Fronds
rather triangular, very much divided, from 4 to 8 inches long. Invo-

lucres scarcely winged.
This is a very interesting fern, on account of its beauty, its rarity,

its susceptibility to injury from exposure when in cultivation, and its

entire absence from all European countries or islands, with the single

exception of Ireland. In texture as well as in scent it resembles some
of the marine Alga, and it has been observed to assume a life-like

appearance on being immersed in water after being kept perfectly

dry for years. At the present time this plant is to be found nowhere
but in Ireland, though formerly it is said to have grown at Bell Bank,
in Yorkshire. It has been lately supposed by some botanists that

there are two Irish species of Trichomanei, the Killarney and the

Glouin Caragh plants. Mr. Newman however believes the latter to

be merely a variety of T. tpeciotvm, and calls it T. I. Andrewsii. It

differs from the former in having lanceolate fronds and winged invo-

lucres. It is found hi very damp shady places. No other fern will

thrive well in a case with the Trichomanei, the treatment required for

one being destructive to the other. The Trichomanei will live or even

grow lazily in a glass with other ferns, but will never attain a vigorous
state of growth.

II. Hymenophyllum has the thecse on a narrow subclavate receptacle
within a 2-valved involucre of the same texture with the

frond.

//. Tanbridyeme, the Tunbridge Filmy Fern, has pinnate fronds,

pinnae distichous ; segments linear, undivided, or bifid, spinosely ser-

rate ;
involucre compressed, spinosely serrate ;

rachis broadly winged.
It is slender and delicate, the rhizome very long and thread-shaped.

Pinna;, rachis, and involucres in the same place. Valves of the invo-

lucre adpressed throughout the greater part of their length, slightly

gibbous at the base. It is found amongst moss and in shady places,

on the surface of rocks and stones, in many places in England, Wales,
and Ireland. This plant is the Trifhoma.net Tunbridgentt of Linnaeus,

Hudson, and many of our earlier authors.

11. WiUuni, Wilson's Filmy Fern, has pinnate fronds, pinna;
recurved

; segment* linear, undivided, or bifid, spinosely serrate
;
invo-

lucre inflated, entire, rachis slightly bordered. It resembles the pre-

ceding species, but the pinnae curve backward and the involucres

forward. The valves of the involucre are convex or gibbous through-

out, touching only by their edges, which are quite entire. The range
of this species seems to be much more extensive than that of Jf.

TunbridyenM ; it also appears to be a more northern species, and

generally to prefer a greater elevation ; still the two plants are often

intermixed, particularly about the waterfalls in the vicinity of Kil-

larney, and it is frequently very difficult to distinguish the one from

the other. (Newman, Britith Perm.)
HYMKN'OTTERA, one of the orders into which Insects are

divided. Hymenopteroua Insects possess four membranous wings, of

which the anterior pair are the larger ; they have all the usual parts
of the mouth well-developed, that is to say, they possess labrum,

labium, mandibles, maxilla;, and two pairs of palpi ;
besides the

ordinary compound eyes, they are furnished with three ocelli, or

simple eyes, which are usually situated on the vertex of the head.

Their tarsi are 5-jointed. The females are provided with an ovi-

positor, consisting chiefly of three elongated slender processes, of

which two serve as a sheath to the third. This ovipositor, in many
species, is so organised that it can not only perform its ordinary

function, but serve as a weapon of defence, and is the part which

in bees and wasps is called the sting : in these insects it is barbed at

the apex. The antenna are generally filiform or setaceous. The
mesothorax and metathorax are well-developed ; the prothorax is

narrow.
Insects of the order Ifymenopttra undergo what is termed complete

metamorphosis, that is, the larva is unlike the perfect insect, and the

pupa does not possess the power of locomotion. The larvje of some
of these insect* very much resemble those of the order Lepidoptera

(Butterflies and Moths), but differ in the number of their legs, &c. :

these feed upon plant*. [SECUBIFEBA.] The larvae however gene-

rally s]>eaking are destitute of legs, and do not possess a distinct

head
;
and these are for the most part fed by the parent insect, or,

as in the cue of bees and wasps, by the neuters. In the pupae, all

the parts of the perfect insect are visible, since they are inclosed only
in a delicate semi-transparent membrane.

In the imago or perfect state most Hymenopterous Insects live

upon flowers, or at least often frequent them, some for the purpose of

gathering honey, and others find them a convenient resort wherein

they may prey upon the less powerful species of their own class.

The comparatively simple neuration of the wings will serve to

distinguish insects of the present order from those of the order

Neuroptera, where the wing is divided by minute nervures into an
infinite number of little cells resembling network ; whereas, in the

species of the order Hymenoptera, the basal portion of the wings is

furnished with longitudinal nervures only, and the apical portion is

divided into comparatively few cells, and these nervures and cells are
so uniform in species nearly related to each other by affinity, that the
absence of some, or even a slight difference in their form, has afforded

good characters for the definition of groups. It is to Jurine that we
are indebted for this discovery and a very successful application of
it. We may remark that the modifications of the marginal and
cubital cells and their nervures are those which have been chiefly

employed by this author in characterising the various groups. The
following figures from Mr. Schuckard's work on ' Fossorial Hymen-
optera,' represent one of the anterior wings of a Hymenopterous
Insect, in which all the nervures and cells are present.

1, Ktigma ; 2, radial or marginal cell ; 3, first cubital cell ; 4, second cubital

cell ; 5, third cubital cell
; 6, fourth cubital cell ; 7, first discoidal cell ; 8,

second discoidal cell ; 9, third discoidal cell; 10, first apical cell; 11, second

apical cell; 12, costal cell ; 13, exteruo-medial cell; 14, interno.medial cell;

15, anal cell.

n, costal nerrure ; 6, post-costal nervure ; c, externo-medial nervure
; d,

anal
; e, posterior margin ; /, apical ; g, radial ; A, h, h, transverse-cubital ;

t, i, recurrent ; j, transverso-medial
; *, discoidal

; (, subdiscoidal.

The order Hymenoptera is divided by Latreille into two great
sections, to which he applies the name of Terebrantia and Aculeata.
In the species belonging to the first of these sections the female sex
possesses a distinct ovipositor, whereas in the second the ovipositor
is replaced by a sting. Many of the ants however form an exception,
since they do not possess a sting, and defend themselves by ejecting
an acid liquid. In the AciUeata the antenna; are always simple, and
composed of 13 joints in the males and 12 joints in the females. The
palpi are generally filiform; the maxillary, often the larger, have
6 joints, and the labial are 4-jointed. The abdomen is composed of
7 joints in the males, and 6 joints in the females. These two great
sections, of which the principal characters have just been given, are

again subdivided, the Terebrantia into two sub-sections, and the
Acideata into four.

The firrt sub-section of the Terebrantia, to which Latreille applies
the name of Securifera, is thus characterised by that author :

Abdomen sessile, that is, it is closely joined to the thorax, of which
it appears to form a continuation, and does not possess free motion.
The females are provided with an ovipositor, which is most com-
monly serrated, and not only used to deposit their eggs, but to

prepare a place for their reception. The larvae have always six horny
legs, and often others which are fleshy. This sub-section contains
two families, the Tenthredinidce and Urocerata.
The second sub-section, or the Pupivora [PUPIVOBA], have the

abdomen attached to the thorax by a slender stalk, which is often

very long, and admits of free motion. The larvae are always destitute
of feet, and for the most part parasitical and carnivorous. This
group is divided into six families : Evanialea, Ichneumonidei [lon-
NEUMON], Qallicolas [GALLICOL/E], Chalciditea, Oxyuri, and (Jhryaides

[CHBYSIDIDjB].
We now come to the sub-divisions of the second great section, the

Aculeata. These are four in number, the Heleroyyna, Potsoret,
Diploptera, and Anthophita.

In the Heterogyna the species are many of them composed of three
kinds of individuals (as in the Hive-Bee), males, females, and neuters.

They have the antennae geniculated, and the ligula is small. Some
live in society, and these possess the three kinds of individuals, ol
which the males and females are provided with wings, and the neuters
are apterous. The Ants (Formica, Linn.) belong to this section.
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fArr; FoMnctOJL] The remaining J7*ter*pya are eoliUry.and there

are but two kind* of iodividoal.iTth* male* are winged and the female*

> an *ith*v Uiform or **teoeoua. Thisaectiou

Sstmftut eWafly of the Unn*u genus J/MtOta.

TU /WtirWoompm* thae* epedea, poiiming sting, of which all

Ik* iftdMdnal* are furniabed with wing. ; they do not fire in society,

and eoacnjimiUy tlirre are bat male* and female* ; the leg* are

formed for running, and in very many for borrowing, and henoe the

MOM hich ha* bwo applied to them. The tongue U alway* more

orUM widened at the extremity, and not alender and elongated. They
are divided into eifht families : -1. ScoHaJa [SooLU.DJt). 2. Sapyyida

S. PompiliJa [PojinuDJil. 4. S^udda [Si-BtciD*].
th

ning
bead,

d from above, broader than long, the eye* extending to the

ii interior margin ; abdomen conical ; labruin dutinct. Of thi* family
three geoera are charaeterieed by Latreille : Bembex, Moneditla,
and Sum. . Lnrnda [LAKBIDJIJ. 1. Xyomida [Nissoxin*]. 8.

Crfbntuda [CiuumoxiDJ!). In the inecU of thin last family the

bead i* generally very large, nearly square when viewed from above
;

the in***"*^ are often thick near or at the apex, and the abdomen i

It contain* the following genera -.Trypoxylon, Goryla, Cral/ro,

CUM. JMtJtuhu, Ceratopkotnu, Paualaau, Pempkredon,
MiHimtu, Alfoon, Pttn, Arpactut, Mimaa, Cercerit, and

. .

5. BmUi.Um [BIMBM], containing thoee apeoie* in which

Brothorax it trannene and narrow, elongated laterally, and extend

to the haee of the anterior wing*; leg* moderate or abort; be

hen viewe

The Ihploplen contain* thoee specie* which have the superior
i folded longitudinally when at rest The antenna: are usually

I in this group, and thickened at the extremity. The eyeg
ated, and the prothorax U prolonged poeteriorly on each

aide to the origin of the wing*. The anterior wing* possess two or

three cloaed cubital cell*, of which the second receive* two recurrent

net-rares. The body i* smooth, or nearly so, and almost always
varied with black and yellow colour*. Many of the specie* live in

ociety, and have three kinds of individual*.

LatreOle divide* thi* tribe into two families, the Ifotaridu and
the Fiwporio. The Wa*p and Hornet are familiar example* of the

cotton Kptopttra. [YianojL]
The last tribe, the Antkopkila, or the Bee*, are distinguished by

the greatly elongated maxilhc and labium, which form the proboscis
used in collecting honey. They have the two posterior legs generally
formed for collecting and conveying pollen. The first joint of the
tarsi of tbeee leg* U very large and much compressed. The larvae

lire upon honey and pollen collected by the parent insect. The
perfect insect feed* upon honey. [Bui ; MELISSA.]
HYMKXOSU'MA, Dr. Leach'* name for a genu* of Brachyurous

Crustacean*. [PI.VXOTHIRIAXS.]
HYODOX, a genus of Fishes belonging to the family Clupeida.

The specie* reeemble the Herring. They are found in the fresh
water* at North America.

HTOSCY'AMUS, a genu* of Plant* belonging to the natural order

Htlmuttm, among which it i* distinguished by having an irregular
corolla *1H OB on* aide, a 5-tootbed permanent calyx, and a capsule
opeerfng by a tranrone lid

H. mtyrr. Henbane, i* a biennial, hairy, clammy, branched, fetid

plant, from one to two feet high, growing in waste and uncultivated

pate**. It ha* oblong ctem-claiping coarsely-lacerated leave*, dull

yellow flower* traversed with livid purple vein*, and a Urge spiny
calyx. When in fruit, the whole of the upper part of the plant is

oonpied by the large spreading spiny calyxes arranged in 1 -aided

leafy *nUu*. It i* wild in England in calcareous soil*. The leave*
The leaves should be collected when the plant

i* flowering. The lower leave* are large and have short petiole* ;

the opper arc smaller and sesaile : they are more or lea* deeply
SIMM**, pinial8il, or toothed, soft to the touch, hairy, slightly viscid,

of a gnyiahfrreen colour. Odour disagreeable, stupifying ;
taste

omewhat acrid. Both odour and taste are
uraeh ditainlahed by drying, which should be quickly performed, and
the lettve* preserverl in well-closed vessel., in a cool dry place ;

100
part* of fresh leave* dry into 14, and lOlbs. of fresh herb yield by
earefol nags sot B ounce* of inipiisated juice, or extract, which is

eitremely apt to *poil and lo*e all ita virtue.
; yet with proper atten-*** * prepared u to keep for several yean with ita

I"""'" *plrd. An insect, Cimex Ifyucyamia (Linn.) i* apt to
****** the Uev, and render them uwte**. The virtue* are dependent
on the MMBM of Jffotryamia, which however i* more easily obtained
from the aeeda. Th* M*di are am.ll, flattened, kidney^haped, with

dote aod indentations on the surface
; of a yellowish-gnyWhen briibed they evolve an odour of henbane. Taste oily,

By expression they yield a fat oil, and also furnuh a very
1 extract. M well a* J/fOKgamia. Thi* alkaloid crysUllise*^ aeiealar cryrtaU, with a ailkv

'

Ujo
th a silky lustre

; but it more gener-
to a eokmrlees transparent soft viacid maa*.

the eye, even in very minute quantity, it cause* great and enduring
dilatation of the pupil Gate to which it ha* been given have been

observed to gnash the teeth and foam at the mouth.

y/yo*cya*Mu, when taken by a
peraon

in health, produce* disorder

of the nervou* system, inducing *ymptom* greatly reaembliug

hysteria, if the dote be moderate; but if large, it cause* all the

phenomena of narcotic poisoning, such as result from other aolana-

ceou* plants, particularly congestion of the veasel* of the brain with
coma. Administered in medicinal dose* to person* with disturbance

of the nervous system, it lessens the irritability, quiet* the circulation,

and when morbid wakefulnee* exist*, disposes to sleep. It poueate*
a superiority over opium in many instanced, a* it dors not constipate
the bowel*, but rather acts a* a mild laxative. Thi* circumstance
often renders it a valuable agent in allaying pain* and other distress-

ing symptoms incident to female* in particular states of their system.
Tincture or a well prepared extract is a good form of exhibition ; but

probably some of the salts of Jlyuscyamia will be found the most

eligible mode of administration, or a tincture of the seed* may be
used.

In oase of accidental poiaouing, the stomach-pump should be used,
or an emetic of sulphate of zinc be given ;

if the brain should appear
much oppressed, venesection may also be resorted to.

In some parts of the Greek continent the stalk* of //. alltu are

used against the toothache. They are dried and employed instead of

tobacco for smoking.
HYPANTHO'CRINUS, a genu* of fossil Crinoidea, from the

Silurian Strata.

H YPEKICA'CE.E, Tutiaru, a natural order of Polypetelous Exogon-
ous Plants, with an imbricated calyx, polyadelphous stamens, and a

many-celled many-seeded ovary, with several styles, which are usually

quite distinct. The leaves are often marked with pellucid dots, and
there is in many species, in addition, a number of black dote which

occupy gome part, usually the margin, of both leaves and flower*.

In all cases the latter belong exclusively to the xauthic series of

colour.

The species inhabit various parts of the world, both within and
without the tropics ; they are especially common in the southern
State* of the North American Union. They are found on mountains
and in valleys, marshes and dry places, meadows, and heaths. Many
are objects of ornament, but they are little cultivated because they
have frequently a disagreeable hirciue odour. They are generally

astringent, and in some cases, as in the genus Vitmia, yield a sub-

stance so much resembling gamboge as to have acquired in commerce
the name of American Gamboge.

In the United States a stomachic is prepared from Elodta vii-ylnrit.

Crato.rylon Jiornicknckia is slightly astringent and diuretic. The

position of the order is between Cltuiaceas and Ri-aumuriacca. It u
also allied to Saxifragacea. There are 13 genera and 276 species.

HYI'E'RICUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Ifyjtericacca. The calyx is 5-parted, or it has 5 sepals ;
5 petals ; 3

styles, and a 3-celled capsule. The flowers of the species are mostly
yellow. There are 13 British species of this genus, and 172 are

enumerated by Don a* growing in various parts of the world. St.

John'* Wort is the common name of all the species.
//. maculatum has an erect quadrangular stem, elliptical ovate

obtuse leaves with a few pellucid dots, renexed ovate lanceolate sepal*

having pellucid streaks, obtuse petal* with purple streaks aud doU
beneath. It U the //. </iui<lninyuluni of Fries; aud is found in moist

places by ditches and riven.

//. perfuratnm has an erect 2-edged stem, ovate or elliptical leaves

with numerous pellucid dots, anthers with black doU, the styles
as long as the capsule. It U found in large quantiti.-*- in Itritniu

and throughout Europe ; also in the north of Ania ami Africa. The
flowers are of a bright-yellow colour, dotted and streaked with purple ;

when rubbed they emit a powerful lemon-like scent, and stain the

fingers with dark purple. The whole of the plant contains a power-
ful volatile oil, which is aromatic and possibly astringent, though as

yet it has been but little used in medicine. Its sensible qti:iliti<H

however, and the few instance* in which it ha* proved beni-liri.il,

entitle ita virtue* to a further trial. Wlu-n K.iVU with alum this

plant yields a yellow dye, which is used for colouring wool. The
common people of Germany and France gather this species of St.

John'* Wort with great ceremony on St. Johu's day, and bang it in

the windows and about their houses as a charm against evil spirits,

storm*, thunder, and all other calamities, mistaking the meaning of

some medical writer* who fancifully called the plant Puga Dan,
from a notion that it was a remedy in maniacal disorders. At one
time the people of Scotland used to carry it about their persons as a

protection against witchcraft and enchantment, aud they fancy it

prevents ropy milk by milking upon the fresh herb. Cows and gouts
will eat the plant, but horses and sheep refuse it It is tin; "AaKupav
of Dioecorides (iii. 16!i). It is found at the present day on the high
hills of Attica.

H. la.riuKul*m has a smooth herbaceous stem, rather distant obtuse
leave* full of pellucid dots ; the lower leaves narrow and lanceolate,

segments of the calyx equal, nearly linear and acute. It is a native of

Brazil, in the provinces of St. Paul and Minas Qerae's, where a decoction
of the leaves is used a* a remedy against the bites of serpents.
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H. criapum has a round branched stem, sessile lanceolate leaves,

sinuately waved at the base, full of dots, small blunt sepals. It is

native in the regions of the Mediterranean, and is the "ttrfpiKov of

Hippocrates ('Moi-b. Mul.' i. 610) ; also of Dioscorides (iii. 161), and
the Hypericon

"
quod alii chamaepityn, alii corion appellant

"
of Pliny

(xxvi. 8
;
xxvii. 4, 5). At the present day it grows near the sea in

Attica.

H. perfolialum, the
'

\vp&a<upv of Dioscorides (iii. 163). It has a

2-edged stem ; ovate clasping dotted leaves
; fringed and dotted sepals

and petals, and sessile flowers. It is a native of Italy.
//. Corit has a shrubby erect round stem, linear leaves in whorle,

with revolute margins, and a bluntish linear calyx. It is the Kipis
of Dioscorides (iii. 174), and the Coris of Pliny (xxvi. 3). This species
is a pretty little shrub, native of the Levant, and in dry places in the

south of Europe.
H. organifolium is distinguished by its ascending downy stem,

ovate blunt and pubescent leaves full of pellucid dots, numerous

stamens, and many black dots in the corolla. It is a native of the

East, about Constantinople, Thrace, and Armenia, and is frequently
found on high mountains in company with H. perfoliatum. It in pro-

bably the 'h-fhpcnov of Dioscorides (iv. 5), and undoubtedly the

Ageratum of Pliny (xxvii. 4).

//. Olympicum has elliptical lanceolate leaves full of pellucid dots
;

a round stem, and withering corolla and stamens. It is a native of

Mount Olympus and of China. Fraas thinks it probable that this is

the floKfftMvtov of Dioscorides (iv. 8).

Most of the sptcies of ffypericum are showy, and deserve cultiva-

tion. The hardy herbaceous kinds will thrive in any common garden
oil, and are easily propagated by dividing the roots or by seeds. Those
that require the greenhouse or frame will thrive best in a mixture of

loam and peat, and strike root readily in sand under a bell-glass.

(Don, bicldiiiiiijilcoui Plants ; Babingtou, Manual Brit. But.; Fraas,

Synopsis Plantarum Flora Claaicce.)
HYPEROODOX. [CETACEA.]
HYPERSTUEXE. [Acorn:.]
HYPERSTHENE ROCK. This is among the rarer varieties of

those igneous aggregates which by many geologists are grouped
together under the title of Trap. Dr. M'Culloch, who first noticed

Hypersthene Rocks in Skye and Arduamurchau, describes three

varieties :

Hypersthene with Compact Felspar.

Hypersthene with Common Felspar.

Hypersthene with Glassy Felspar.
In largeness of grain it varies from large-grained granite to ordinary

greenstone, or is even as fine as basalt; the Felspar is of various

colours. It passes to common greenstone.
In Skye it forms the C'uchullin Mountains ; part of the mountain

of Carrock Fell in Cumberland is also formed of it
;
a dyke of Hypers-

thenic Trap was noticed in Radnorshire; it occurs also in Cornwall.

In the Valteline H. Necker has pointed out the passage from Hypers-
thcuic Sienite to Granite.

HVI'H.KN'E. [PALMACE*.]
HYPNEA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Ceramiaceai, or Rose Tangles. In the Greek Archipelago medicinal

qualities as a vermifuge are attributed to //. mugciformis.
Several species furnish Iodine, which gives them their peculiar

odmir.

HVPNUM. [MuucALES.]
HYPO'CH(ERIS, a genua of Plants belonging to the natural order

Compositor, to the sub-order Cichoracea, and to the section Hypochce-

ridece, which has a scaly receptacle and a feathery pappus. The heads
are many-flowered, the involucre is oblong and imbricated, the fruit

glabrous, muricated, and beaked ; the pappus in two rows, the outer

short and setaceous, the inner long and feathery. There are two
British species of this genus JI.gla.bra, with oblong dentate-sinuate

leaves, and II. radicata, with runcinate obtuse leaves. They are

found on dry and gravelly places and waste places. (Babingtou,
Manual of Britii/t Botany.)

HY'POGENE, a term in Geology, implying
' nether-formed' (from

farb, below, and ytv, the root of yiyvo^utt, which signifies
*

birth,' or

'formation'), proposed by Sir Charles Lyell as a substitute for the
word Primary. He affirms that " the popular nomenclature of geology,
in reference ,to the rocks called Primary is not only imperfect, but in

a great degree founded on a false theory ; inasmuch as some granites
and granitic schists are of origin posterior to many Secondary rocks.

In other words, some primary formations can already be shown to be
newer than many secondarygroups a manifest contradiction in terms."
As far as Granite is concerned, this remark is entirely true : its

origin i proved to be independent of any particular epoch, and it

has been long thrown out of the modern catalogue of primary rocks.

A* applied to granite, Mr. Lyell's emendation is exactly equivalent
to the term Plutonic used in Brongniart's classification ; but when
the term Hypogene is used to include the primary stratified rocks, a

particular hypothesis of their origin is tacitly assumed, which many
geologist* think not sufficiently established.

It is assumed in this hypothesis that the primary strata have

acquired their present mineral aspect, not through any circumstances

peculiar to their original formation, and supposed to be characteristic

of the physical agencies exerted in the earlier eras of the world, but

through the subsequent agency of heat and chemical forces in those

regions, and under those circumstances where the Plutonic rocks are

generated. The term Primary implies only that the rocks so named
are the earliest we can trace in the crust of our planet ; and as geo-
logical classification is mainly founded on succession of time, and the
relative antiquity of strata can be determined as a fact, it seems

unlikely that the well-known designations of Primary, Secondary, and

Tertiary Strata will be abandoned, though, as expressing the subter-
ranean origin of certain properties and conditions of mineral masses,
the word Hypogene appears very suitable.

(Lyell, Principles of Otology.)
HYPOPITYS. [MONOTROPA.]
HYPOXIDACE^E, Hypoxids, a natural order of Endogenous

Herbaceous Plants, with a tuberous or fibrous perennial root. Leavea

always growing from the root and crown, nowhere else, linear entire,

plaited, of a dry texture. Scapes simple or branched, occasionally
very short. Flowers complete, hermaphrodite. Perianth petaloid,
adherent to the ovary, 6-parted, with the sepals coarser than the

petals. Stamens 6, inserted into the base of the segments of the

perianth ; filaments distinct
;
anthers turned inwards, 2-celled, erect,

opening lengthwise. The number of the plants of this order is very
inconsiderable. Those that are known inhabit the Cape of Good
Hope, Australia, the East Indies, the tropics of America, and the
warmer parts of the United States.

The roots of Curcidigo orchioidet are somewhat bitter and aromatic,
and are employed medicinally in India. The tubes of C. stans are
eaten in the Marianne Islands ; those of Hypo.cis crecta are employed
by the aborigines of North America iu healing ulcers and against
intermittents.

(Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
HYPSIPETES. [LANIAD^.]
HYPSIPRYMNUS. [KANGAROO.]
HYPUD^EUS, the more correct mode of writing ffipudceus; but

the latter form is generally used by the French zoologists.

HYRAX, a genus of Mammalia of small size, but of great interest,
in consequence of the peculiarity of their organisation, which has led
modern zoologists to assign them a place among the Pachydermata,
though their external appearance, when cursorily examined, would
seem to point out their relationship to the Rodentia, among which

they have been erroneously classed.

2 7 "7

Dental Formula Incisors, ; canines, ; molars, = 34.

Teeth of Hyrax. F. Cuvier.

Cuvier observes that there is no species of Mammalia which proves
more completely than IIyra.c the necessity of having recourse to
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for UM determination of UM tru. relation* of animal*. To

we are indebted for the lact that the quadruped
i. . true Pachyderm, and, notwithstanding the

M, mtMtbe regarded a* intermediate between
-

eMmblance. which th* Hyrax
traced, according to Cuvier, a*

...too. of Ms proportion*. .** b. r

U*. Kfciooc.ro. andthe Tapir. Th.
Uu. to DM former of the*, may be

far a* UM oavou. etrootar* i* concer

trunk, in the Ant place. Tbo //yr
bar oaaaftor to that pomowd by

IV / V9 MWBU, W ~ '

i* concerned, in the general form of the

The //yrox ha* 21 nb* on each iie, a

nporior to that pomaiH by any other quadmped, the Unau

_P~d, which ha. M; *nd thoee which, after J?jrr, have the

, .~| belong precuely to the order of Pachyderm*, in which

ifiar would arrange it. Thai the Elephant and the Tapir have each

mi ; the Rhinocero* ha* 19 ; the Solipeds have 18. The greater part

of the Rodent*, on the contrary, have only 12 or 18 ; and the Beaver,

which ha* UM at"**, ha* only IS. A* regard* the lumbar vertebne,

Ike ma.lil.ini begin* to b* more distant, for the Rhinocero* ha*

O
*>

only t, followed by 4 aacral and 21 or 22 caudal ; while Z/yrox ha*

lumbar, 7 aacral, and 6 ooocygeal. The difference become* more

Barked in UM form of UM pelvi* ; for the oua ilii are very wide in

UwRhinocero*. and *umcieotly narrow in the 7/yroj-; but the analogy

rreppean in UM femora, which exhibit a very marked commencement

of a third (rochanter, and U continued in many respect* in the for-

mation of UM feet But it i* in the bony structure of the head that

UM Hynx depart* from th* conformation of the Rodents, and

approach** UM Pachyderm*, particularly the Rhinooero*. It U true

that a* UM now of the Hyr<ir ha* no horn to support,
the nasal bone*

have not received, a* in the Rhinoceros, the thicknes* necessary for

carrying that defensive organ ; but the maxillary bone* differ at once

from UMM of th. Rodent* by the anallne** of their extent, and the

inferior *U* of the .uborbiul hole, which U generally very large in

that order. In the number of the upper incisor teeth (2) the Uyrax
resemblai both the Rodent* and RJkinocerot tutieormt ; but the number
of lower incisor* i* four. The upper incisors of 7/yrox are not formed,

lik. UtOM of UM Rodent*, in the shape of a quadrangular prism, or

in that of a cylinder curved and terminated by a truncation or a corner

edge. They are triangular and terminate in a point, recalling to the

observer the canine* of the Hippopotamus. The lower incUor* are

laid forward lik* thoaa of the Hog ; they are flat and dentilated in

th, but soon become worn by attrition against the upper incisors.

t molar. i.|iieeml thoae of the Rhinoceros, both in number and

-n, eo that, were it not for the size, they might be mistaken for

each other.

although in truth transversal, enter* into a
deep

hollow of

poral bone*, and permit* of no other motion to the jaw than

tin-

pn iwi

V *,1
Theme

Molar tooth of Uy< magntBed. Cutltr.

The condyle of the lower jaw i* very different from anything
eheambl* among the Rodent*, in which it U comprearad longitu-

dinaJly. IB the Hgna it i* oomprewed transversely, as in the Pachy-

Skull of Ifyrax. Curler.

and downward*. After alluding to the form of the condyle and the

dentition in the Kangaroos and Phaicotomyi, Cuvier goe on to remark

that one of the most constant characters among the Rodent* is the

not having, at a certain age, more than a single parietal bone without

suture, with two frontal bones, directly contrary to what occurs in

man. In Hyrax, a* in the Pachyderms and Carnivom, there are two

frontal and two parietal bones. The zygomatic arch is constructed

differently from that of the Rodents, and more conformably with that

of Rhinoceros. In the molar teeth the construction and direction is

rather that of the Pachyderms than of the Rodents.

In Byrax the number of toes (four before and three behind) is pre-

cuely the same as in the Tapir. It is true, Cuvier observes, that

ome Rodento, and particularly the Capybara [HYSTRICIDJS], have the

same number, and that the last phalanges of the latter approach the

flattened form of those of the Pachyderms ;
but their more elongated

and free toes announce the family to which they belong. The Hyrax
has the toe* united by the skin down to the nail, as in the Elephant
and Rhinoceros, and even more than in the Tapir and Hippopotamus.
Such are only a few of the leading point* of agreement and disa-

greement in the bony structure of Uyrax, as considered relatively to

the Rodent* and Pachyderms.
In 1882 Professor Owen read to a meeting of the Zoological Society

of London an account of the anatomical structure of Jfyrax Capennt,

which, while it was confirmatory of the anatomical description of

Pallas generally, gave some additional fact*, which will be readily

appreciated by those who will compare his observations with the

original description of Curia Capentit, in the '

Spicilegia
'

and ' Mis-

cellanea Zoologica
'

of Pallas.

The specimen, which was a full-grown male, had lived in the Gar-

dens of the Society through the greater part of the summer, and died

in the winter repository there. The length (skeleton) from the ante-

Skrlrton of Ifyrai. Cuvtrr.

and in all UM other S/erfriver* which are not Rodent*, being
beaide. to a

plane nirtar. of the temporal bone, whereby a
more or le. boriaontal, from right to left, and from left to

njfct, t* permitted ; and H i* thl* that eminently distinguishes the
articulation from that of all the drmrora, where the condyle,

rior iiirfaoe of the upper incisors to the vent was 1 foot 54 inches.
The duodenum wa* not so loosely connected with the back part of
the abdomen as in most of the Rodent*

; but it had throughout its

course one entire investment of peritoneum. At its commencement
it wa* not dilated, a* in many Rodent*. The coccum seemed at first sight
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to have a great analogy to that of the Hare and other Rodents, being
sacculated, and distended with a blackish pultaceous matter; but in

form one would compare it rather with that of the Tapir, its magni-
tude arising more from its breadth than its length. The dilated part
of the colon was bent in a sigmoid form, and the remainder was con-

voluted on a broad mesocolon, and at a distance of two feet from the
dilated part (when unravelled) terminated between two conical cosoa

in a second dilated intestine. These singular cosca are minutely
described by Professor Owen, who then makes the following observa-

tions :

" In looking through the vertebrata for an analogous forma-
tion of the intestinal canal, we shall find the Hyrax standing almost
alone in this respect : among the Mammalia it is only in a few of the
edentate species that the double ccecum is to be met with, as, for exam-

ple, Myrmecophaga didactyta, Linn., and Da&ypv* G-cinctus, Linn. ;

wliilht in birds, although the double coecum more generally prevails,

yet an additional single coecum, anterior to these, has only been found
in a few species. This structure however completes the analogy,

quoad the number of coaca
; but, with respect to function, the cases

are widely different : the single anterior coecum of Hyrax evidently

performs an important part in digestion ;
while in the bird it exhibits

merely a trace of a structure peculiar to embryonic life. I should consider

however the double coecum of Hyrax as indicating an affinity to the

group (Edentata) which intervenes, in the system of Cuvier, between
the order it was originally placed in, and the one to which that great
naturalikt has transferred it. And it is interesting to find that while
the facieH of Hyrax so far simulates that of a Rodent as to have
deceived the older naturalists, and to have concealed from them those

unerring indications of its alliance with the Pacltydermata which the

osseous system exhibits ; yet that nature, as if in confirmation of her
abhorrence to the saltus, had left in the internal structure of this singu-
lar animal an impression borrowed from the type of the Edentata."

Professor Owen further remarks that although the stomach of some
of the Rodents, as the Common Rat, and of the Edentata, as the

Manit, exhibits a particular cuticular lining, yet it is among the

Pachyderms that this structure is most prevalent. In Hyrax two-
thirds of the stomach, on the cardiac side, are lined with a thick white
and wrinkled cuticle.

The liver had the same form and number of lobes as described by
Pnlls. The middle lobe had the usual two notches, into the left of

which the coronary ligament entered ; but the right contained no gall-

bladder, which in Hyrax, as in some of the Rodents and many of the

Pachyderms, is deficient. Professor Owen observed that a compensa-
tion for this deficiency was however in some measure apparent iu this

animal
;
for the hepatic ducts, immediately on leaving the lobes of

the liver, dilated into three globular receptacles, the united capacities
of which would have equalled a moderate-sized gall-bladder. Professor

Owen also observed that, in Pallas's
'

Spicilegia Zoologies,' the peculiar
insertion of the ureters is described with a note of admiration, and he
stated that he was not aware that a parallel structure has since been
discovered in any mammiferous animal possessing a urinary bladder.

It is not however, he added, precisely in the fund us or summit of the

bladder that the ureters open : they enter between the muscular fibres

at the back part of the fundus, at the angles, analogous to the situa-

tion t which the Fallopian tubes enter the human uterus ; but they
run obliquely downwards and inwards for two lines before they ter-

minate, leaving however a full inch of space between them and the

orifice of the urethra. For what purpose this structure is designed in

Hyrax, or whether the urine undergoes any change in consequence of

it, is uncertain.
" The chief peculiarity observed in the muscular

ystem was a modification of the digastric muscle of the lower jaw,
which arose, as in the Armadilloes, from the upper part of the sternum
ia>od of the occiput or temporal bone ; and was inserted into the

whole ramus and angle of the lower jaw : it was of remarkable

strength, being as large as the stenio-cleido-mastoideus in man. It is

this muscle which occasions the peculiar fulness of the neck in the

Hyrax." (Owen.)
In 1835 Mr. Martin dissected a second specimen of Hyrax Capemis,

presented to the Society by Mr. Ruditon Read. The total length of

the animal, which was a young male, was 1 foot 4 inches, that of the

bead being 34 inches. (' Poceedings of the Zoological Society
'

for 1835.)
Kolbe appears to be the first modern author who has noticed the

Hyrax of the Cape ;
and he mentions it as a Marmot, a name adopted

by Vosmaer and Buffon, the latter of whom also applies to it the
term Daman, of which we shall presently have to speak. Blumenbach
left it among the Rodents; and Pallas, who first gave a methodical
and anatomical description of it, placed it under the genus C'uvia,

observing however that it differed remarkably from the congener*
with which he arranged it. Linnxus gave the form the same place in

his system under the name of Caria Capentii. Pennant does not
mention the animal in his '

Synopsis,' but in his '

History of Quad-
rupeds

' he figures it as the Bristly Cavy, with the synonyms of Aynus
Filiorum ftrael,

'

Prosp. Alp. ./Egypt. ;' Daman Israel, Buff.
; Ashkoko,

i'.ni";
; Il'/rnx Fyriacut, Omel. and Schreb. Hermann however was

the first who established the genus, and gave it the name of Hyrax.
Pennant also notices the form under the appellation of Cape Cavy

i Capentit, Pallas). Oinelin makes Ilyrnx the last genus of the

(/lira, and records two species, namely, Hyrax Capentii and
//. Kyrinou. We have seen the place assigned to it by Cuvier. Dr.

HAT. HIOT. DIV. Vor_ III.

Fischer arranges Hyrax under the order Belliue, between Elasmothe-

rium, an extinct genus, and Dicotylts ; he gives three species, Hyrax
Capensis, H. Syriacws, and H. Hudsonius, Schreb. (Lipura Hudsonia
of Illiger). The latter is not a Hyrax. Dr. Gray places the genus in

his sub-family Rhinocerina, belonging to the family Elephantida;, the

third family of his order Ungnlata, observing that Hyrax is allied to

Cariina, and giving the form a position between Rhinoceros and

Lipura and Elasmotherium. M. Lesson arranges Hyrax under the

order Pachyderms or Belliue of Linnaeus, between Elasmotherium aud

Dicotylet. Mr. Swainson (' Classification of Quadrupeds,' 1835) places

Hyrax Fyriacus, the Rock-Rabbit, next to Rhinoceros 1

, and, after

quoting Cuvier, remarks that " there is an obvious relation of some
sort between this singular genus, of which three species are now known,
and the Glires ; but whether of analogy or affinity it is impossible to

determine : for the present we place it as the gliriform type of the

Pachyderms upon the sole authority of what M. Cuvier has said of its

feet." In the next paragraph Mr. Swainson treats of Meyalortyx. In
the arrangement according to natural affinities, at the end of the

volume, Hyrax is the last of the Pachyderms, the first
'
tribe

'

of the

order Ungulata. The next tribe is
'

Anopltheres,' and the first genus
of that tribe Su*.

The generic characters of Hyrax are as follows : Conformation of

molar teeth like those of Rbinoceros. Two strong incisors without
recurved roots in the upper jaw (and two small canines in youth).

Body covered with thick hair, and beset here and there with erinaceous

bristles. A simple tubercle in lieu of a tail. Six teats, two pectoral
and four ventral. Four toes on each foot before, and three behind.

Dental formula given in col. 174.

H. Syriacu*, the Daman, the Hyrax of Syria, is brownish gray above,
and has the lower parts white

;
a yellowish tint intervenes between

the two colours : the head aud feet are more gray than the body.
The separate hairs are ringed with yellowish, black, and white. The

skin, where it is exposed, is of a blackish violet. Length about 1 foot ;

height about 11 inches.

Tlii* species has been supposed to be identical with the Ashkoko,
or Askoko, of Bruce, who suys that it is found iu Ethiopia, in the

caverns of the rocks, or under the great stones in the Mountain of

the Sun, behind the queen's palace at Koscatn. It is also frequent,
he says, in the deep caverns in the rocks in many other places in

Abyssinia ;
and he remarks that it does not burrow nor make holes,

like the rat and the rabbit, nature having interdicted this practice by
furnishing the animal with feet the toes of which are perfectly round,

soft, and pulpy, the fleshy parts projecting beyond the nails,
" which

are rather broad than sharp, much similar to a man's nails ill grown ;

and these appear to bo given him rather for the defence of his soft

toes than for any active use in digging, to which they are by no

means adapted."

Hyrar.

Bruce states that,
" in place of holes, the'"animal seems to delight in

less close or more airy places, in the mouths of cavea or clefts in the

rock, or where one projecting, and being open before, affords a long
retreat under it, without fear that this can ever be removed by the

strength or operations of man." He describes it as gregarious, and

says that frequently several dozens of them sit upon the great stones

at the mouth of caves warming themselves in the sun, and coming
out to enjoy the freshness of a summer evening.

"
They do not," he

continues,
" stand upright upon their feet, but seem to steal along as

in fear, their belly being nearly close to the ground, advancing a few

steps at a time, aud then pau.-iing. They have something very mild,

feeble like, and timid in their deportment; are gentle, and easily

tamed, though when roughly handled at first they bite very severely."

The game author says that these quadrupeds are found plentifully on
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, bo has also Men them among the rocks at

i Prouoatorium. or Cape Mahommed, which divides the

_ja the Boroopolitic Oulf, or Gulf of Suet. They seemed

to Ira* U> be the same in all place* ; but, if there was any difference,

the** of the Mountain of the Sun were superior in six* and fatness.

He kept on* sou.* time, and give* an interesting account of iU habits

in eeoBMowot. This species is called //. Ahyainifu* in the
'

British

XSSMUB Catelogoo.'
The captive specimen noticed by F. Cuvier had the appearance

and somewhat of the habit* of the Rodent*, resembling the Xpermo-

fkili. It was quick, litelv, active, inquisitive, and tried to get into

opening, or holri for concealment It delighted in heat,

j alUroaUly different parts of its body to the sun. In cold

r H wrapped iUrlf up in its hay or litter.

//. Cmftmrit. the Klipdaa. The following account of the habits of

this animal is given by \V. H. Ku l-L.n Read, Esq. : It is found at

the Cape of Good Hope, iuhabitim; Uie hollows and crevices of rocks,

both on the summits and aide* of hills, as well as near the sea-shore,

von a little above high-water mark. It appears to live in families,

and i* remarkably shy in its wild state. In winter it is fond of coming
out of it* hole and sunning itself on the lea-side of a rock, and in

summer of enjoying the breese on the top ;
but in both instances, as

wrll M when it feeds, a sentinel is on the look-out (generally an old

male), which gives notice, usually by a shrill prolonged cry, of the

approach of danger, or even the least movement of any suspicious

object. It lives on the young shoots of shrubs, the tops of flowers,

herbs and crass, particularly of all those which are aromatic ;
which

the necessity of paunching the animal as soon as killed, in

make it fit for eating. The stomachs of those shot by Mr.

_ wore always much distended with food scarcely masticated.
~ A friend of mine," continues Mr. Read,

"
kept two young ones alive

for some time, which became very tame ; they would find him out

when lying on the sofa or in bed (for they were suffered to run about

the bouse), and, climbing up, shelter themselves on his breast within

bis waistcoat, or creep under the bed-clothes at his back, and, lying

quiet, enjoy the warmth. The one brought home by Mr. Henuah,
when allowed to run unconfined about the room, was inclined to be

sociable, but was restless and inquisitive, climbing up and examining

very person or thing in the cabin, and startling at any noise, which

nsjmfl it instantly to nm and hide itself. But from confinement it

became savage and snarling, and tried to bite when anything was put
it* cage. Both wild and in restraint it is remarkably clean jn its

habits, always frequenting and depositing its dung in one place. From
iU faintly crying in its sleep we may conclude that it dreams. I hare

Ian heard it chewing its food by night, when everything has been

quiet, and after going into it* sleeping apartment In its food it was

pleased with variety, eating first a few leaves of one plant and then of

another, and greedily licking salt when given to it In its passage
borne it* food was Indian corn bruised, bread, raw potato, and onion,
with a small quantity of water, which in drinking it partly lapped and

partly sucked up. It was very sensible of cold ; for when a candle

was placed near the bars of it* cage it readily acknowledged the little

warmth given out by turning its side, and sitting still to receive the

full benefit of tl.e rays of heat I am inclined to think that the female

do** not produce more than two young ones st a time, from having
observed in several instances but two following the old ones. Its

name at the Cape is the Dasse. which is I believe the Dutch for a

badger." In Mr. Stoedman'* Wanderings,' the Dasse, or Jffyrar, is

stated to be sn extremely quick and active little animal, skipping along
the shelving ledge* of the overhanging cliffs, and darting with incredible

swifUMS* into the bole* and crevices of the rocks, by which it frequently
eludes the grasp of it* pursuer*. It is said to be prayed upon by the

lions, bysnos, and some of the birds of prey of Africa. The '

Catalogue
of the African Museum* states that .4 ipti/a vii&ttrina resorts exclusively
to high ragged mountain*, whore it preys upon Hyrar Capentii, the

DMO* of the Cape colonist*.

Mr. Road says that the flesh of the Cape Hyrax is very like that of

a rabbit in flavour. Hemprich states that both the natives of Arabia
and the boors of the Cape regard the urine of the //yrox a* medicinal.

The term tr (Sbaphan or Baphan) is to be found in the following

parts of the Bible : Levit xi. 5. ; Deut xiv. 7 ; Psalm civ. 18 ; Prov.
1 1 1 26. In our Knglish translation now in use this word is rendered

'oooey,' and 'conic*' in all the passages quoted; and so it is in

Robert Barker's Bible (Klft). In the Tigurine version, as given by
Bilnsulmr, Sehapnen i* translated (Levit xi. S) 'cuniculus,' and in

the Vulgate, M given by the same author,
'

choerogyllus.' In
Psalms civ. 18, the Tigurine version given is "celsos monies ibicibus,
et netns (dsdit) oonfnginm A Ipnut mmribut" (Alpine mice). In the

vnlgate it given
" moots* rxorlai cervis : petra refugium hr.rmcuxu

"

(Hedgehogs). In Prov. xxx. 26, the Tigurine version is printed" CWouU, geos minim* poten*, attamen in petra domicilium suum
eoUooooV with the following note to Cuniculi :

"
Quidem murem

u*jln*j*in oas* potent, et videtnr hie quadrare." The vulgate is

printed
"
Z*ptttnJ*, pleb* invalids, qul collocat in petra cubile suum."

We have MS* that the //jrrax -has been termed Daman by the
Dr. Shaw speaks of the Daman Israel as"

" an
of Mount Libmnus, though common in other place* of this

(Palestine).
"
It is a harmless creature, of the same size

and quality with the rabbit, and with the like incurvating posture
and disposition of the fore teeth ;

but it is of a browner colour, with

smaller eyes and a head more pointed. The fore feet likewise are

short, and the hinder are nearly as long in proportion as those of the

jerboa. Though this animal i* known to burrow sometimes in the

ground, yet, as its usual residence and refuge is in the boles and
clefts of the rocks, we have so far a more presumptive proof that this

creature may be the Saphan of the Scriptures than the jerboa. I

could not learn why it was called Daman Israel, that is Israel's Lamb,
as those words are

interpreted." Though there is error in this

description such as might be easily made by a casual observer, th< iv

can be no doubt that Dr. Shaw, in the passage quoted, alluded to the

Jlyrajr : the words Daman Israel are probably mistaken for Ganain

or Cianuiin Israel, as we shall presently have occasion to notice;
" animal quoddam humile, cuniculo uon dissimila quod ayuu
JUiorum Iirael nuncupant" (' Prosp. Alp. .iEgypt')

Dr. Harris states that Jerome, cited by Bochart, says that the

O'JEir are a kind of animal not larger than a hedgehog, resembling a

uiouse and a bear (the latter. Dr. Harris supposes, in the clumsiness

of its feet), whence in Palestine it is called Afrvropvf, the Bear-Mouse ;

that there is a great abundance of this genus in those countries, and
that they are wont to dwell in the caverns of the rocks and the oaves

of the earth.

The 'Seventy' translate 'Saphan' by
'

xoi/xrypvAAiot
'

in all the

places quoted. This term, compounded of x'P s
>
a hog, and

7pwAAi), a grunting, points curiously enough to a pachydermatous form.

Bruce, in his travels, describes the Syrian Hyrax, as we have seen.

He odds: "In Amhara this animal is called Ashkoko, which, I

apprehend, is derived from the singularity of those long herinaceous

hairs, which, like small thorns, grow about his back, :m I which in

Amhara are called Ashok. In Arabia and Syria he is called Israel's

Sheep, or Gannim Israel ; for what reason 1 know not, unless it be

chieflyfrom his frequenting the rocks of Horeb and Sinai, where the

children of Israel made their forty years' peregrination : perhaps this

name obtains only among the Arabians. I apprehend he is known by
that of Saphan in the Hebrew, and is the animal erroneously called

by our translators Cuuiculus, the rabbit or coney." Of this opinion
are Pennant, Cuvier, and others among the zoologists ;

aud though
M. Lesson, in the introduction to his

'
Manuel,' speaks of the rabbit

(lapin),
" which is supposed to be the Schaphan of the Hebrews,

although it is more probable that it was the Hat of Pharoah (Rat
de Pharaon)" on what grounds he does not state as a prohibited
animal (Levit. ; Deut.), there can be little doubt that the Shaphan,
the "feeble folk" that "yet mode their houses in the rock,"

belonged to the genus Hyrax.
In the Gardens of the Zoological Society there are three species,

named //. Capennt, II. Syriaciu, and H. arboreta. The last is from
Western Africa.

HYSSOP. [LAMIACR*.]
HYSTATITE. [ILMENITE.]
HYSTRICID^E, a family of Animals belonging to the order

Rodentia. According to Mr. Waterhouse (' Natural History of Mam-

malia') it has the following characters : Molar teeth
J^|; themuflle,

or terminal portion of the muzzle clothed with small hairs ; the skull

with a large antorbital opening, through which a portion of the

masseter muscle passes, as well as the icfraorbital nerve
;
the lower

jaw with the angular portion joined
to the outer (not the under) surface

of the bony covering of the inferior incisor; tibia and fibulu distinct,

The family is essentially a South American group ; it may be divided

into six minor sections, or sub-families, namely, Jlyftricina, Doty-

proctina, Echimyina, Octodontina, ChineliiUina, and Cariina ; of these,

the most highly-organised division which includes the Porcupines

(Ilyttrix of Linntsus) has a wide geographical range, having representa-
tives in the four quarters of the globe. With the exception of two

species, the whole of the species forming the remaining five sub-families

are exclusively found in the New World, being chiefly confined to

South America : two or three species in the West Indian Islands, and

about the same number in Central America form the exceptions.
The members of the sub-families J/yilricina, Datyproctina, and

Krhimyina increase in number towards the tropical portions of Smith

America; whilst in the southern parts of that continent, the less

highly-organised species only ore found, these being members of the

remaining three sub-families.

On the western side of the Southern Andes, but one of the sub-

sections alluded to has representatives the Octodontina.

The relations of the sub-families of the Uyttricido! may be

expressed by arranging them as follows :

Hyttricina.
with rooted

molar teeth.Datyproctina

Cariinn

Echimyinn.

Chinchillina.

}wil

III"

I with rootless

r molar teeth.

"
By this mode of placing the groups," says Mr. Waterhouse,

" we
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wish to express that the Agoutis (Dasyproctina) in their characters,

partake of those of the three groups to which they are approximated ;

that certain members of the section Echimyina lead off to the

Jfystricina, whilst others approach more nearly to the Chinchillina ;

and lastly, that the Octodons are nearly related on the one hand to

the Erhimyina, and on the other to the Chinchillina: they bear the
same kind of relationship to the Echimys group as do the Arvicoloe

to the True Rats."

The following is the character of the sub-family Cariina : Molar
teeth rootless, divided by folds of enamel so as to form lobes having
acute angles ; the series of molars on opposite sides of the upper jaw
converging, and nearly meeting in front

;
incisor teeth comparatively

short, those of the lower jaw not being extended backwards as far as

the springing of the angular portion, or descending ramus ; four toes

to the fore feet, and three to the hind
;

tail wanting, or rudimentary ;

upper lip entire
;
a strongly-developed horizontal ridge on the outer

surface of the lower jaw ; the angular portion of this jaw produced
much beyond the eondyloid portion, descending below the level of

the dental portion, and with a curved lower margin; clavicles

wanting.
The Cavies have almost invariably been associated with the Agoutis

(Dasyprocta and Catlogenyg), and frequently the animals of both
divisions have been linked together under the sectional name Subungu-
lata, by the more recent writers, who thus adopt Illiger's name for

the section and his views regarding it.

The nature of the affinity which exists between these two groups
is >>y no means so near as is generally supposed.

Both groups belong to the same great family ;
and besides the cha-

racters which are peculiar to this family, the species of the genus
Dan/procta maybe said to approach the Cavies, from the circumstance
of their having the game number of toes to their feet, and being almost

(or entirely) destitute of a tail
;
but this is weak evidence in favour of

the supposition that there exists a very near affinity between the genera
associated under the name Cariina and those arranged under the head

Datyproclina, such an affinity, in fact, as is indicated by the arrange-
ment of these two groups in a section apart. A certain degree of

importance must be given to the characters thus referred to, when we
find them combined with numerous other peculiarities exhibited in

the structure of the teeth, skull, and skeleton, as in the Caviina, but
evidence of a distinct minor type, in the structure of these parts will

be educed when we treat of the Dasyproctina.
Dolichotii, Desmarest; Mara, Lesson. The limbs are long, the

ears fully half as long as the head, pointed, broad at the base, and

deeply emarginated behind
;
tail very short, and recurved

;
metatarsus

with the anterior half clothed with hairs on the under surface
;
the

hinder half as well as the heel, naked
;
molar teeth small, compared

with the bulk of the skull
;
the three foremost of the upper jaw

and the three hinderinost of the lower, divided by folds of enamel,
each into two equal lobes

;
the last molar of the upper jaw three-lobed

as well as the foremost of the lower jaw.
D. Patachanica, the Patagonian Cavy ; Caria Patachonica, Shaw ;

Daiyprocta Patachonica, Desmarest
; Chloromyi Patayoniciu, Lesson ;

Mara ifagdlanica, Lesson; Dolichotit Patagonica, Wagner. Fur
dense and crisp ; on the upper parts of the head and body gray, on
the sides of a yellow rust -colour; chin, throat, and abdomen,
white

; rump black, but with a broadish white transverse band crossing

immediately above the tail
;
limbs for the most part rusty yellow, but

grayish in front. It inhabits Patagonia, ranging from about 48 30' to

37 30' S. lat., on the east coast, and extending into La Plata as far north
as Hendoza.

" The Patagonian Cavy," Mr. Darwin observes,
"

is found only
where the country has a desert character. It is a common feature in

the landscape of Patagonia to see in the distance two or three of

these Cavies hopping one after the other in a straight line over the

gravelly plains, thinly clothed by a few thorny bushes and a withered

herbage.
" Near the coast of the Atlantic the northern limit of the species is

formed by the Sierra Tapalguen, in 37" 30' S. lat., where the plains
rather suddenly become greener, and more humid. The limit cer-

tainly depends upon this change, since near Mendoza (33 30') four

degrees farther northward, where the country is very sterile, the
animal again occurs.

" Its southern limit is between Ports Desire and St. Julian about
48 30' S. lat. From the same source we learn the following parti
culars relating to this Hare-like Cavy. It is a burrowing animal,
but when found in the same districts with the Viscacha it will avail

itoelf of the excavations of this latter animal for a retreat. The Pata-

gonian C'avies wander at times to great distances from their homes,
and usually two or three are seen together on these occasions. The
animal in its mode of running more nearly resembles the Rabbit than
tti" Hare, and though its limbs are long it does not run very fast

;
it

seldom sq-.iats after the manner of the Hare, is very shy and watchful,
and feeds by day ; and in connection with this circumstance I may
mention that the eyes, like those of the Kangaroos, are defended from
the direct rays of the sun, by well-developed eye-lashes, which is not
the cane with ordinary Cavieg.

"
It generally produces two young at a birth, and brings forth in

its burrow : its flesh is white when cooked, but rather dry and tasteless.

The long legs and rather long erect ears, combined with the general form
of the head, and the short recurved tail, have caused this animal to

be very generally mistaken for the Hare, by casual observers
;
and we

have pointed out certain other characters in which the resemblance
further carried out ; it nevertheless is a Cavy in all the more essen-

tial details of structure.
" For size it greatly surpasses the common Hare, full-grown indi-

viduals weighing from twenty to thirty pounds, and indeed the Pata-

gonian Cavy must rank amongst the largest of the Rodent tribe, though
far surpassed by its aquatic congener, the Capybara."

Cama, Klein
; Ancema, F. Cuvier

;
Les Cobayes, Cuvier. The limba

short and the ears likewise short ; feet naked beneath
;
molar teeth

nearly of equal size, each molar with two principal lobes.

C. rupestris, Rock-Cavy ; Kerodon Moco, F. Cuvier ; A', cincreus,

Geoffroy ; Cerodon rupe&tris, Wagner. Nails of the toes short,

obtusely pointed, and scarcely projecting beyond the large fleshy pads
with which the toes are terminated

;
fur soft, its general hue gray,

tinted with rufous on the hinder part of the back; throat white,'
chest whitish

; abdomen white suffused with pale orchreous yellow ;

sides of the face tinted with rufous
;
hinder part of the posterior

limbs suffused with chestnut red
;
fore lej,

rs and tarsi whitish, tinted

with rufous. The Rock-Cavy inhabits Brazil in rocky situations.

According to Prince Maximilian it inhabits the interior of Brazil,
and is confined to rocky districts, where it seeks its retreat in holes

amongst the fragments of the rocks. It is frequently met with at

Belmoute, Rio Pardo, and Rio de St. Francisco (all nearly under the
16th parallel of south latitude), being found near the rivers, but always
in the higher parts of their course. Its flesh is said to be well flavoured,
on which account it is sought by the Indians, to whom it is known
by the name of '

Hoko,' and by the Portuguese it is called ' Moko.'
The C. rupettrit is superior in size to most other Cavies, stands higher
on its legs, and is remarkable in its group for the comparative softness

of its fur, and the structure of the nails of its toes.

C. Spixii, Spix's Cavy. Incisor teeth yellow ; general colour of the

animal gray, with a somewhat indistinct brownish tint on the back ;

the space between the eye and the ear whitish, a white patch behind
each ear, and the throat and abdomen likewise white. It inhabits

Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, Bahia, and the neighbourhood of the Amazonas.
The yellow colour of the incisor seeth, and the general gray hue of

the fur, combined with a distinct white patch behind, and a second
in front of each ear, are the leading characteristics oi the species.

C. Bolivienyis, Bolivian Cavy ;
Galea Musteloides, Meyen. Incisor

teeth of an orange-yellow colour; general hue of the fur gray, with a

very faint yellow tinge ;
throat and abdomen white

;
feet whitish. It

inhabits Bolivia, occuring only at great elevations. Meyen informs
us that the lofty plains on the pass of Tarna to the Lake of Titicaca,
as well as those of Tajori (on the Andes 18 S. lat.) are inhabited by
immense numbers of a small animal, wliich burrows and so undermines
the ground, that every step of the horse was attended with danger.
The animal was so shy that he was unable to procure a specimen ;

and
ind< ed it was only seen from a distance. It is described as having a

long and slender body, of a brownish red colour on the upper parts
and pale on the under. Its length without including the tail appeared
to be about eight inches. To this animal Meyeu gives the name Galea
Mnsteloides.

The characters of the genus Galea are derived from a skull found by
Meyen at the entrance of one of the burrows of the little animal just
referred to, and judging from Meyen's figures and descriptions it pro-

bably belongs to the Rodent named C. Boliviensls.

C. auslralis, the Southern Cavy ;
Keredon Kingii, Bennett, Incisor

teeth white ;
head short, tarsi long ;

fur rather soft, its general hue

gray, by no means dark
;
the eye edged with white, a whitish spot

behind the ear ; the chin and edge of the lower jaw likewise white.

It inhabits Patagonia, from about the 39th parallel of latitude down
to the Strait of Magalhaens. This little gray Cavy according to Mr.
Darwin is common along the coast of Patagonia, from Rio Negro to

the Strait of Magalhaens.
It is very tame, commonly feeds by day, and is said to bring forth

two young at a birth. At the Rio Negro it frequents in great num-
bers the bottom of old hedges, and at Port Desire it takes up its

abode amongst the ruins of the old Spanish buildings.
M. D'Orbigny observed the southern Cavy as far north as 39 S. lat.,

which it appears is its extreme range in that direction
;
and this

author states that it lives in families, and digs deep burrows in the

ground, preferring sandy declivities which are more or less overgrown
with bushes; its burrows are said to have several outlets. The food

of the southern Cavy consists of seeds and green herbage, and it has

been observed to ascend trees to feed upon their fruits.

C.Aperea (Linnams), Restless Cavy, or Guinea-Pig (Aperea Brazilim-

ribut, Marcgrave ?).
Domesticated it is called C. Cubaya by Marcgrave,

Schreber, and Desmarest ; Mua Porcdlus, Linn. ; Variegated Cavy,
Shaw

;
Cochon d'Inde, Buffon. The Wild Guinea-Pig has the incisors

white
;
fur long aud somewhat coarse, on the upper part of the sides

and body distinctly pencilled with black and dirty yellow ;
chest gray-

brown, throat and abdomen pale dirty-yellow, or sometimes brown-

gray. It inhabits the banks of the Rio Plata, and extends northward
into Paraguay, Bolivia, and Brazil.
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to the lo

Aooordun to Mr. IMrwin UM animal is known by the name of

Amm, sad it i* exewdiacl* common in the neighbourhood of several

tow** oo UM banks of the Bio Plata, aometimee frequenting the sand

hHVT>t*. or the bJgr-row* formed of the Aynn and Op**ti* ; but

snarahy phtor* covered with aquatic plant* appear to be preferred.

Where UM soil i* dry it make* a burrow, but otherwise it lies con-

esejij amidst the herbage. It generally comes out to feed in the

iioft, and if UM day b* ftl-uiy it will likewise make it* appear-
in the moraine. In Bolivia, Mr. Bridge* state* this animal is

i low lands, and in this respect differ* from the Caria

always found at a considerable elevati n. It in

DO uncommon ia field* in the neighbourhood of Chuquisaca and
Cnehahemba ; and Uke* *helter amougut the loose stones of the walk

by which UM Arlde are inclosed.

Dr. Reafger eays that the Apern is found throughout Paraguay,
and ritrn-t* southward a* far a* 35* 8. lat, he has himself not only
met with the animal (with which he is well acquainted) in those parts,
but liktwiM in Hnuil. both iu Bahia and in Pernambuoo.

In Paraguay it generally frequents moist situations and near the

borders of forests, but it never occur* either in the forests or in the

open field*. It lives in little societies (according to the same author)
of from six to fifteen individuals, in the impenetrable groves of

BrotiielUn ; and it* presence is detected by numerous little beaten

path* which it forma amongst these plant*. It feeds early in the

morning and after (unset in the evening, but never (trays far from
its home. The Apcrea brardt but once in the year, and then has but
one or two young. On this and other grounds Dr. Rengger thinks

the Aprrt* is not the origin of the Domestic Guinea Pig.
C. Inropfya, the White-Rumped Cavy. Incisor teeth white

;
on the

upper parts of the animal of mixed brown black and brownish-yellow
colours ; throat, chest, and abdomen white. It inhabits Brazil.

Vfdrorlttma, llriw.ui; C'apykara, Marcgrave; Capyigoua, D'Azara;
Cochoo d'Eau of Dec Marobais ; Irahubo of Qtimilla, Capivard of Kroger,

t'spuguaraof DobriUhof, Cabiai of Buffou, Niimpoou of the Botocudo'
'

. :

Indians.

A A
|

Dental formula : Incisors, -
; molars, 20.

Molars compound, the posterior teeth the longest, and formed of
onmerou* lamina1

, which are simple and parallel ; the laiuinte of the
anterior molars forked.

T*eU of Oifftun. r. Carter.

At a meeting of the Zoological Society of London (1832), Professor
Owwi, on the occasion f oilnLiiiug a Urge old cranium of the Copy-
t*r* Ulnoclng U> M. I >e l> Koun, remarked, that peihaps the most
iti-p|inary instance of Uie enlarged view* which result from un-

wearied ob rration of the internal structure of animals is afforded

bj Cuvin/ bold enunciation of the affinity of the Elephant to that
order uf the Mammalia which con'xina tlie most minute forms of
UM claw ; aoH. in 'M.|- it of that sfflnity, adduced the alveolu
laot oralar tooth tn M . be la Kons's specimen as illu.tratm- in od.li-

Uooal aoelofy b-tuwn the ni/ilar* of the Rodent and those of the

Bkpbant, nau.ely. that Ui* iinmW of transverse laminn increases as
the jaw tuUrgts with sge, the whole number not coming into use at

" In the Capyban," says Professor Owen,
" the posterior grinders,

like those of the Elephant, present a greater number of component
lamina) than the anterior one, which are of earlier formation. Those
of the upper jaw, according to the figure and description in the

'Ossemens Foasilee' (V. pL 1, p. 24), are composed of eleven lamina;,
<>f which sll but the first, which is notched externally, are simple.
ID the figure too. it is worthy of observation that the last or eleventh

lamina is imperfect, and exhibits a construction analogous to the

imperfectly-formed laminae or denticles iu the elephant's griii<l> r,

namely, a divi-imi into com|>onrnt column*. In the work

Cuvier,
' Sur les DenU des Maoimiferea,' the number of lamina! in

the Inst grinder of the upper jaw of the Capybara is stated as ' once
ou douze ;

' but eleven only are exhibited in the figure, and we may
suppose therefore the doubt as to the precise number to be founded
on uncertainty as to the propriety of considering the first deeply-
notched lamina as single or double. In the cranium in the College
Museum the number of the laminae is twelve, the forked one being

regarded as single. In M. De la Foua's specimen the alveola clearly
indicate that the number of laminae of the last molar had been thir-

teen, with the rudiment of the fourteenth ; the extent of the grinding
surface is however proportionally longer than would result from tin-

additional laminae alone ;
for as these lamina! do not cease to grow so

long as the animal lives, they increase iu thickness as age advances."

(' Zool. Proc.')
Mr. Morgan (' Linn. Trans.' vol. xvi.) describes the stomach as formed

by a single membranous bag ; and, as in other mamtniferous vegetable
feeders in which this simple form of stomach is found, the cuwum
as large and complicated in proportion. Finding nothing requiring

particular notice in the rest of the alimentary canal, Mr. Morgan pro-
ceeded to examine the structure of the mouth and throat. After

noticing the considerable extent of the grinding surfaces of the molar

teeth, he remarks that it must be obvious how necessary such an

arrangement of parts must be to the health of the animal, when tln>

nature of its food and the simple structure and limited function- of

its most important digestive organ are considered, a provision b'-injj

thus made for the proper mastication of the hard vegetable sub-

stances upon which the animal must occasionally subsist. But Mr.

Morgan found another structure, uudescribed up to the time wi,. n

he made his examination, by which the process of perfect mastication
ia rendered indispensable to the passage of the food from the mouth
to the stomach. This structure, by which the possibility of swallow-

ing any portion of unmasticated nutriment is prevented, is shown iu

an extraordinary formation of the velum palati uiollis, or soft i

In other animals this membrane generally forms an iui|ierfect float-

ing septum, suspended from the back
part

of the roof of the palate,
and interposed between the cavity of the mouth and pharynx, but it

was found in the Capybara and in some of its congeners to be much
more extensive in its attachment*, and different in its form and uses.

Ou separating the jaws the mouth appears to terminate in a nearly
blind pouch ; for the communication with the pharynx seems as if

shut by a strong membrane of a funnel shape, the concavity of which
recedes towards the throat. "This membrane is an exUmoV.i

palati attached to the whole circumference of the fauces and r

the tongue, and is prevented from forming a complete septum by the
existence of a small central circular aperture, by which a communica-
tion between the mouth and the pharynx is established for passage of
food ;

so that through this small membranous funnel, or strainer (if I

may be allowed the expression), it is physically impossible thnt any
considerable portion of unmasticated nutriment should find its way,
by natural means, from the mouth into the alimentary canal

;
..n.|

from this circumstance the first process towards digestion must be
rendered certain and complete ;

for the grosser particles of food must
remain in the mouth from the interposition of the membranous sieve

or strainer, which is thus placed between the organs of mastication
and those of digestion. Mr. Morgan observes that the same provision
for the complete mastication of all solid substances, previous to their

being swallowed, will be found in others of the same group, but he
confines his well-executed descriptions and figures of the anatomy of
these parts to the dissections he had made of ti /. To these

descriptions and figures we refer the reader, offering only the conclu-
sion to which Mr. Morgan comes as to the use of this conformation
of the velum palati : this appears to him to have reference to the

digestive organs, and to be confined almost entirely to the process of

deglutition."
rhe size of the lamina: in the posterior molar teeth, and the increase

in their number, indicate some approach to the pachydermatous form,
and we find among some of the earlier zoologists who have noticed it

a disposition to approximate it to the hogs. Thus Marcgrave says
(' Pisp,'

book iii.),
"
Capybara inter porcos aquaticos sive fluviatilea

n-cipitur, quia figure et natura bimuluin porcum emulatur." lin

name Uydnxkirru*, Water-Hog, and Des Marchais' Cochon d'Eau,

point thu same way. Linnaeus, in his last edition of the '

Systema
Nature)

'

(1 2th), arranges it under the genus Hut (litlltuz), as & J/i/iln>-

chirrit, and immediately after the S. Tajafu, or Peccary, next to winch
animal it in placed in Piso's Marcgrave. Pennant iu his '

Synopsis,'
calls the Capyliara, with River Hog (Wafer, in Dampier), as one of
the synonyms, the Thick-Nosed Tapir ; but in his

'

History of Quad-
rupeds

'

he makes it the first species of his genus Cavy, giving it a
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place immediately before the Guinea-Pig. Gmelin (13th ed.
'

Syst.
Nat/) places it among the Glires, as the last species of the genus
Cavia, immediately after the Guinea-Pig, C. Cvbaya ; by which arrange-
ment the animal comes next to the Beaver (Caitur). Cuvier makes
ffydroehcerut a genus of his Rodents, giving it a position between

'i/i and the Guinea-Pig. Fischer brings it under the Glires,
between Layomyt and Dasyprocta. Dr. Gray places it in the order

(jlirea, family Ltporidai, sub-family Hydrochrerina ; Hydrochcerus
being the only genus of that sub family, which stands between the
sub-families Caviina and Ltatyporcina. M. Lesson arranges it between
Kendon and Curia (Gliret). Mr. Swainson also places it at the head
of the Cavies, Cavia (Glira).
H. Capybara (Cavia Capybara of Gmeliu, SIM Uydrochceris of Lin-

na?u.s) is the only species. ,

Capybara Capybara}.

It is confined entirely to the New World, and found in the neigh-
bourhood of the great rivers in Brazil, Guyana, and Paraguay ;

some

gay that it is found aa high as the Isthmus of Darien.

Maregrave states that the Capybara lives upon herbs and fruits
;

that it is a nocturnal animal, swimming across rivers and torrents in

search of food, and raising such a horrible clamour as to have terrified

the narrator before he knew the cause. Ue says that they wander in

infinite congregations about the banks of the rivers, and as they are

slow of foot, that they save themselves from the hunters by swimming,
though, notwithstanding, immense numbers are killed. Pennant, who
quotes Huratori, says that it runs slowly, swims and dives remarkably
well, and keeps for a long time under water

;
feeds on fruits and vege-

tables
;

is very dexterous in catching fish, which it brings on shore
and eats at its ease ; sits up and holds its prey with its fore foot,

i-' like an ape ;
takes its food in the night, and commits great

ravages in gardens, keeps in large herds, and makes a horrible noise

like the braying of an ass.

Some part of this last account seems rather highly coloured. We
doubt very much, from the structure of the teeth and digestive

organs, the alleged fact of its feeding much on fish
; though Bewick,

who gives by no means a bad figure of the animal, places a newly-
caught fish before it, probably on the authority above quoted.

Marcgrave speaks of the flesh as sufficiently good food, especially if

it be roasted : he says indeed that inasmuch as it yields in dignity to

that of wild and domestic hogs, the head of the Capybara only is con-

f-i<l.'ivd a delicacy. Pennant, on the contrary, in the account above
alluded to, says that it grows very fat, and that the flesh, which is

tiMul'T, is eaten, but it is added that the flavour is oily and fishy.
Cuvier however speaks well of it.

" C'est un bon gibier," says that

author in his ' Re.'ne Animal.' The majority of authors speak of it

as being easily tamed and growing familiar
;
but one of the Capybaras

which died at the Regent's Park was very morose to strangers, and all

endeavours at conciliation were answered by stampings, cries, and
malevolent attempts to strike with the fore feet and head. There is

at present (1854) a specimen in the collection, which, although not

very familiar, exhibits none of the malevolence of the first specimens.
The habits of an animal however cannot be judged of from an indi-

vidual shut up in a cage, deprived of all the accessories that make its

life agreeable in a state of nature, and with a temper ruined by
constant irritation, disappointment, and ill-health. Those who speak
of the Capybara as being easily tamed had most probably opportunities
of observing the manners of some of these quadrupeds where they
were allowed that certain degree of liberty and indulgence without
which an attempt to gain the confidence of animals is generally
hopeless.

Professor Owen observes (' Zoology of the Voyage of H.M.S. Beagle,')
that it is interesting to find that the continent to which this interest-

ing aberrant form of Rodent is peculiar, should be found to contain
the remains of an extinct genus, characterised ty a dentition which

closely resembles the Rodent type, but manifesting it on a gigantic
scale, and tending to complete the chin of affinities which links the

Pachydermatous with the Rodent and Cetaceous orders. [ToxuuoN.]

The next sub-family in Mr. Waterhouse's arrangement is the Chin-

chMnia. An account of them u given under CIIINCUII.I.IU.K.

Sub-family Octodontina. Molar teeth rootless, having but a single
indenting fold of enamel on either side or rarely with an extra fold
on the inner side of the molars of the lower jaw ; zygomatic arch
with angular process on the lower edge ; hind feet with five toes or
with sometimes four.

The species of this section inhabit the middle and southern parts
of South America, occurring on both sides of the Audus. They are of
small size, the largest known species scarcely surpassing the Common
Squirrel in bulk. Some live almost entirely underground, and have
the fore feet strong, and armed with powerful claws, fitted to their

burrowing habits ; others are found at the roots of trees, occasionally
climbing amongst the branches of the shrubs of which the hedges are

formed, or even (though rarely) ascending trees.

The Octodontina bear the same kind of relationship to the Echi-

myina as do the Arvicolina of the northern hemisphere to the true
Rats : they agree with the Eckimyina, in fact, in all essential points,
but (litter in having the molar teeth rootless, and almost always of a
more simple structure. Accompanying the rootless molar teeth, we
find that the incisors are almost always broader, and relatively leas

deep from front to back
; and connected with these differences, the

structure of the skull denotes increased powers in' the muscles of mas-
tication, the zygomatic arch being stronger, and the temporal fossae

more extended
; generally in proportion as the incisor teeth increase

in size, the cranium assumes a broader and shorter form, is more
contracted between the orbits, and has the cerebral cavity propor-
tionately smaller, and it is in those species which burrow and live

almost entirely underground that these last-mentioned peculiarities
are carried to the extreme.
From the other two sub-families of Hystricidas, which are charac-

terised by rootless molar teeth 'the Uaviiiia, and CkinckiUina the
Octodons may be distinguished by the hind feet being always provided
with five well-developed toes. The presence of a distinct tail will

prevent the Octodons from being confounded with the Cavies
;
and

this organ being clothed with short hairs in the Octodons, gives to
these animals a very different appearance to that of the bushy-tailed
Chinchillas. The skull and dentition likewise furnish good distin-

guishing characters. The palate, as will be seen on comparing it with
those of the Cavies and Chinchillas, is less contracted between the
foremost molar teeth, the molar bone has a distinct angular projec-
tion on its under side (as in the Eckimyina), and there is the same strong
muscular ridge runuiug obliquely forwards and downwards from the
hinder root of the zygoma on the outer surface of the molar bone.
The molar teeth are usually indented on each side by a single fold of

enamel, and the crown of one of these teeth approaches more or less

nearly to the form of the figure 8. The most marked exception is

found in the lower molars of the genus Habrocoma. Five genera
having well-marked distinguishing characters, are included in the

present sub-family : their chief external peculiarities are as follows :

I. Fore feet with four toes
;
ears very long. Ifabrocoma. [HABROCOMA.]

II. Fore feet with five toes.

A. Ears large, or of moderate size.

o. Tail as long as the body, slightly bushy at the extremity.
Octodon.

b. Tail shorter than the body, clothed throughout with small

adpressed hairs. Sckizodon.

B. Ears very small, almost entirely hidden by the fur of the head.

a. Incisor teeth moderately broad
;
nails to the toes of the fore

feet shorter than the toes. Spalacopus.
b. Incisor teeth very broad

;
nails to the toes of the fore feet

longer than the toes. Ctenomya.

Octodon, Bennett (Dendrobitw, Meyen). Ears moderately large;
tail nearly as long as the. body, with long hairs at and near the point ;

five toes to the fore or hind feet ; the claws small
; incisor teeth

moderate as to width, or somewhat narrow, convex in front
;
molar

teeth each with a single indented fold of enamel on either side
;
the

hinder half of the upper molars much narrower than the anterior por-
tion

;
a small vertical plate (to protect the infra-orbital nerve) within

the ant-orbital opening of the skull.

0. i>eyus, Cuming's Octodou
; Sciurus Degua, Molina ; 0. Cuminyii,

Bennett, Wagner; 0. paUidua, Wagner; (J. Cumingii, Tschudi (?) ;

JJendrobiiu JJegus, Meyen ; Chilian Squirrel, Shaw. Fur long
and moderately soft

; upper parts of the body pencilled with black
and pale brownish-yellow; sides of the body chiefly of the latter

colour; abdomen dirty yellow; feet white, faintly tinted with yellow;
tail dusky above, dirty white beneath ; the long hairs on the apicle

third, black, or dusky. It inhabits Chili.

According to Mr. Uarwin this species of Octodon may be seen by
hundreds in the hedgerows and thickets in the central parts of Chili,
where they make burrow? close together, leading one into the other.

They feed by day in a fearless manner, and are very destructive to

fields of young corn ;
when disturbed, they all run together towards

their burrows, the same way that rabbits do in Englaud when feeding
outside a covert. When running they carry their tails elevated

;
and

often they may be seen seated on their haunches, like squirrels.

According to Molina they lay up a store of food for the winter, and
do not become dormant. According to more than one author, the
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u * occasionally to climb amongst UM branches of tbe

Mr. Hndn* nfae*a* tUt Coming's Oatodoa has very
d iBBf*. is* geotlujsm having DM! with it u far north M
fet, aad southward to Uw 35th parallel In the province of

whet* the country U storil*. the little animal takes up it*

BOt UM loos* stcaes on UM sides of the mountain*, and i*

an* with hi the bole* of the Chinchillas. Its food consist.

astbag* k>idi grow* at the rooU of the hedges; in the winter

noeth.. wbeo priss.J by hungw. it feeds upon the tender bark of

ih JtfuMM OSSM*. and also oo that of the CWrwM PoJoM. Mr.

Bridge* inclined to briiev* that it breed, but twice in the year, and
stales that it ha* from four to six young at a birth.

U. BnJpmi, Bridgea'a Octodou. Fur very long and moderately
oft ; upper part* of the animal strongly pencilled with brown-yellow
and black, the black prevailing on the back ; abdomen white, suffused

with pale brown, yellow, or cream-coloured ; tail indistinctly tufted,

do*ky. excepting at the ba*e beneath, where it i* dirty white ; feet

fnyieb-mhite. It inhabit* Chili, the province of Colcbugua.
O. flmtdtt, Dormouse Octodon. Fur soft, aaby gray on the upper

parU of the body, and white on the under ; tail brown-black beneath

to UM extremity, which U aomewhat tufted ; feet white above.

JeasWaW. Ear* moderate size ; abort tail, clothed throughout
with thott bain : for* feet strong, the clawa about equal to the toes

im length ; incisor teeth (tout ; moUra each with a single deep fold of

ainiil on either aide, dividing the tooth into two oval-shaped lobes,

UM wag diameter* of which are placed transversely, the lobes equal in

fee, or very Dearly to. excepting in the hindermoat molar of each jaw,
in which the posterior lobe ia considerably smaller than the rest

;

skull strong, rather abort and broad, with a separate small canal forskull strong, rather abort and bro
the iofraorbital nerre ; toes 55.
& futeui. Brown Schizodon. Fur tolerably long, moderately soft,

and aomewhat glossy ; iU general hue deep brown, pencilled black

and yellow-brown ; abdomen of a pale dirty yellow hue
; feet duaky-

brown. It inhabit* the Southern Andes, eastern side.

Mr. Bridget, who discovered this animal, informs us that be met
with it in the Valle de las Cuevas, on the eastern side of the Andes,
about six league* from the volcano of Peteroa (about 75 S. lat), at

an elevation of from 5000 to 7000 feet IU favourite abode is stated

to be in grassy situations near the mountain streams. In certain

part* the ground is completely undermined by the burrows of these

lml animals, and whilst riding over these the hones of Mr. Bridges's

party frequently plunged into the ground almost up to the bock.
The valleys inhabited by the Schizodon are so elevated that they are

ouieied with snow at least four months during the Tear, and Mr.

Bridges is inclined to believe that, like the Spalacopus, the Schizodou

Ujs up a store of food for the winter. It is a nocturnal animal, and
M appear lives almost entirely underground.

$palacvi*iu, Wiigler; Porpkayomyt, F. Cuvier; Ptammoryctet,
t ; ftammomyi, Puppig ; liaikyerytu, Poppig. Ears nidi-

mrntsry : tail short, and clothed with short bain ; the nails of the
teas of UM for. feet rather ahorter than the toes

; incisor teeth mode-
rately broad, those of the upper jaw distinctly directed forwards as

well as downwards; molar teeth with the crowns shaped like the

figure 8, the anterior and the posterior lobes being equal, excepting
in tbe last tooth, the indenting fold of the enamel of one aide of each
tooth not meeting that of the opposite side ; Undermost molar in each

jaw smaller than the rest, and with the posterior lobe smaller than
the anterior one.

& Ptffiyti, Poppig's Spalacopus; Potphagomyt ater, F. Cuvier.

Wtu-rbouae, Edoux, and Oervais ; Ptammuryrtct noctivagiu, Poppig
and Wagner. Fur son and very glossy, black, with an admixture of

purple brown, the brown hue most distinct on the under parts of
the animal ; incisor teeth pale yellow, or yellow-white iu front. It
inhabit* Chili, and lives almost entirely underground.
OnMwiM, D. kMainvillr..--Ear rudimentary ; eyes small ; tail short ;

far* feet lam and powerful, and armed with nails, which exceed the
tore hi length : incisor tenth very broad, tbe upper pair indistinctly
coovex ia front, tbe lower pair flat at the same part ; molan with
two unequal lobes, UM hindermost molar of each jaw much smaller
than UM net. Dearly cylindrical ; skull very strong, short, and broad,
UM occipital portion much dilated, no separate canal for the infra-

orbital ncnre. Geographical range from Brazil westward into Bolivia,
and southward to the Strmit of Magalhaens. It lives underground.

' /Irndiauit, Brazilian Ctenotuys, De Blainville and othen
; C.

(ervMfM, LiobUsMUin. Fur soft, fine, and rather short, of a deep
astUgny next the skin and bright rusty-brown externallv

;
on the
) at the

the

the

Plata,

Then are three other specie*; C. Boliviauit, O. lauxdm, and C.

(Bctfmida, Bonaparte).- Molar teeth com-
UMS* (with one or two exceptions only) rooted ; malar

wtUsoU*u^a**^kr process on th. lower edge; both fore and
kuad fast with eve toes.

Geographical Distribution. One species of this section in found at

tbe Cap* of Good Hope, and a second in Western Africa. With these

exceptions the group is confined to South America and tbe West
ludian Islands. In South America the species of AWinnyina are

only known to occur in the northern and central portions ; Paraguay
appears to be their southern limit. On the west side of the Cordil-

lera* none have been found.

Capromyt; /*><ion. Say. Molar teeth rootless, each upper molnr with
a single deep fold of enamel on the inner side and two deep fl
the outer; incisor teeth narrow and convex in front; muffle broad,
with a mesial longitudinal groove ; upper lip slightly cleft ;

ears

moderate ;
tail of moderate length, and somewhat sparingly clothed

with hairs, which do not hide the scaly skin ; feet naked beuesth, and
covered with small tubercles

; nails of the toes large, and much
curved

; pupil of the eye vertical. But two species of this genus are

known
; they inlmbit the island of Cuba.

C. piloridet, the Short-Tailed Capromys ; Iiodon pilnridrs. Say ;

Caprumyi Fourneiri, Deamaregt. Tail shorter than the body ; fur

long, very harsh to the touch, strongly pencilled with black and rich

yellow, or, on the hinder part of the body, with yellowish rust colour;

ears, muzzle, throat, and chest, white, or uenrly white; nli

rusty yellow ; toes whitish, or white; tail well clothed at the root

with rust-coloured hairs, sparingly clothed with brown hairs beyond.
C. pnkauilu, Prehensile-Tailed Capromys. Tail nearly equal to the

head and body in length ; fur moderate as to texture
;
on the upper

part* of a mixed gray and rufous tint; neck yellowish; forehead,

cheeks, and throat yellow-white; chest and abdomen white. Tail

rufous at the base. Toes clothed with whitish hairs. It inhabits

Cuba.
The Capromyt prrkmtilit is known in Cuba by the name of Hntia

Carabali, and is said to confine itself to parts of the forests which are
remote from the habitations of man, and to be more shy and less

tameable than the Hutia Congo, or C. pilorida. Like the last mentioned

species it is an expert climber, and, according to M. Uamond de la

Sagra, it confines itself to tbe uppermost branches of trees. The tail

is prehensile at the extremity; and the animal, nssieted by this organ,
i enabled to cling with security to the small twigs of the trees, or to

the parasitic plants with which they are overgrown, and amongst
which it usually conceals itself.

Plagiodontia. Molars rootless
; those of the upper jaw with a

single deep fold of enamel on the inner side, running obliquely for-

wards and inwards from near the posterior angle of the tooth, and a
second deep fold entering from the outer side, near the anterior angle,
and running in an opposite direction

;
molars of the lower jaw each

with two deep folds on the outer side; toes 5 5; ean small; tail

short, destitute of hair, and with a scaly skin. But one species of
this genus is known, P. (Edium. It inhabits the Island of St.

Domingo, and is evidently very nearly allied to the Capromya of the

neighbouring island. Its short and naked tail, combined with certain

differences observable in the structure of tbe molar teeth, furnish thu
chief distinguishing characters.

Myojioiamui ; Mcutonatiu, Wesmael. Molar teeth cemi-rootod, of
which the hindermost in each jaw are the largest ;

each upper molar
with two external and two internal deep folds of enamel ;

the lower
molars with three internal folds and one indentation entering from the
outer side

;
incisor teeth very large ; palate much contracted between

the front molar teeth
; hind feet webbed ; tail of moderate length,

sparingly clothed with short hair.

Teeth of Cvypu.

M. Coyput, the Coypu, Mtu Coyput, Molina ; M. Ccuteroida, Barrow ;

Myoputamiu Coypu*, Comnierson, Geoff. ; 1/ydromyi Coypiu, Geoff. ;

1'otamyi Coypou, Ucsmarest
; ifyopolamui Bonariennt, Rengger ;

Mattanotui PoptUirt, Wesmael; (ruMlnomyi ChUentit, Lesson ; (Juoiuya
Azara

; Coypu Ha^ Shaw. Kan of moderate size ; tail nearly equal to
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body in length ;
fur long ;

the under fur very dense and soft ; upper
parts of the animal pencilled with dusky and brownish yellow, in
about equal proportions ; sides and under parts with the prevailing
tint, brown-yellow; tip of muzzle and chin white; a yellow patch
immediately beneath the ear-opening ;

feet dusky-brown.

Coypu Rat (Myopvtaniut Cat/put).

Immature Specimens. General hue rich brown, on the sides of the
body inclining to yellow.
The Coypu in very nearly equal in size to the Beaver, and bears a

considerable superficial resemblance to that auimal
; its tail however

is cylindrical, has a scaly skin, and is scantily clothed with hairs, short
and stiff, like that of the Rat. It inhabits the rivers and streams of
a great portion of South America, occurring on both sides of the
Andes. On the eastern side it extends from Peru southward to the
Rio Chupat, in 43 20' S. lat. In the eastern portions of Brazil the

Coypu was not met with by the Prince of Nieuwied. On the west
side of the Andes this animal ranges, according to Mr. Darwin, from
the valleys of Central Chili (33 lat.) to 48 S., or perhaps even some-
what farther, but does not extend to Tierra del Fuego. la the Chonos
Archipelago, Mr. Darwin states, these animals, instead of inhabiting
fresh-water, live exclusively in the bays and channels which extend
between the innumerable small islets of that group. They make their
burrows within the forest, at a short distance from the rocky beaches.
The inhabitants of Chiloe, who sometimes visit this archipelago

for the purpose of fishing, state that the Coypus here do not live solely
on vegetable matter, as is the case with those inhabiting rivers, but
that they sometimes eat shell-fish. The Coypu is said to be a bold
animal, and to fight fiercely with the dogs employed in chasing it.

It flesh is white and well flavoured. At Buenos Ayres an extensive
trade is carried on in the skins of the Coypus, there called Nutrias,
or Otters.

C'crmmyi. The molar teeth of equal size, or very nearly so
;
the

crowns of a rounded form
; those of the upper jaw with a deep fold

of enamel entering from the inner side and occupying the outer half
of the tooth

;
molars of the lower jaw like those of the upper, but

with the areas and enamel fold reversed in position ; feet normal ;

tail long and scaly ; ears moderately large ; fur moderate aa to
texture.

C. cuniculariia, the Cercomys. Ears moderately large ;
tail about

equal to the head and body in length ; tarsus long; fur moderate
as to texture ; its general tint deep-brown ;

the sides of the body of
a paler hue, and the under parts impure white. It inhabits Brazil.

Petromyt. The molar teeth very nearly equal in size and rooted ;

their crowns of a quadrate form, placed obliquely in the jaw, so that
the inner front angle is the most forward

; each tooth with a single
indenting fold of enamel on either side ; the folds of opposite sides

meeting in the mesial line of the tooth
; incisor teeth small and com-

pressed, rather deeper than wide, and flat in front. Body clothed in
fur of the ordinary kind

; ears wither small, hairy ; feet small ; toes
5 5 ;

the thumb exceedingly small, but provided with a small nail.

Tail about equal to the body in length, well covered with moderately
long hairs, which gradually increase in length towards the apex of the

organ, where they are longest.
P. typicus, the Petromys. Fur moderately long and soft

; prevailing
colour rufous brown ; head (with the exception of the muzzle, which
is rufous) and fore parts of the body grayish-brown ; throat inclining
to white

;
abdomen palish rufous-yellow ; tail of the same colour

as th body at the root; the remaining portion black. It inhabits
South Africa.

Dactylomyi. Four toes to the fore feet, and these armed with short
convex nail* ; the intermediate pair of toes long. The series of molar

teeth of opposite sides of the upper jaw converging and nearly meet-

ing in front; all the molars relatively large ;
those of the upper jaw

each composed of two separate lobes, which are contracted and pointed
on the inner side of the tooth, and broad, and with a deep fold of
enamel on the outer side

; the foremost molar of the lower jaw with
cue external and two internal folds of enamel, and the remaining
molars each with two lobes, of which one, forming the hinder part of
the tooth, is narrow and transverse : the other is broad on the inner
side of the tooth, where it has a deeply indenting enamel fold.

D. typus, the Typical Dactylomys ; Echimys dactylinns, Geoffroy,
Desmarest, and F. Cuvier

; Loncheres dactyllna, Fischer. Hairs of the
fur long and somewhat harsh

; upper parts of the body freckled with
black and yellow ; under parts, as well as the head and feet, dirty
yellow-white ; the hairs on the upper surface of the head very long,
especially towards the hinder part ;

tail longer than the head and
body taken together. It is probably a native of Brazil.

Loncheres ; Nelomys, Jourdan, I. Geoffory, and Pictet
; Phyllomys,

Lund.
; Isothrix, Wagner. Short and broad feet

; ears somewhat
small ; molar teeth rather large, and longer than broad

;
those of the

upper jaw each with two principal transverse folds of enamel, often

completely dividing the tooth
; and those of the lower jaw with one

exerual and two internal folds of enamel. Palate narrow, most so
between the foremost molars.

L. cristata, White-Crested Loncheres
; Ecldmys cristatus, Geoff.,

and Desm. ; L. paleacea, Illiger and Lichteustein
; Nelomys cristatus,

and N. paleaceus, Geoff. ; Myoxus chrysurus (Gilt-Tailed Dormouse),
Shaw; Hystrix chrysurus, Schreber. Upper parts and sides of the

body covered with broad spines ; general colour brown ; dark on the
back, reddish on the sides of the body, and pale on the abdomen

;

upper surface of the head white
; the hairs on this part stiff, and

very long, especially towards the occiput ; region of eye and occiput
black

;
tail black, with the apical half (or more or less) white. It

inhabits Guyana and Para.

L. JBlainvillii, the Black-Tailed Loncheres; Nelomys Blainvillii,
Jourdan and Geoffroy. General hue of the animal bright sienna-

yellow; chin, throat, and in fact the whole of the under parts, pure
white ; fore feet also white

; hind feet yellow ; tail nearly as long as
the head and body together, and with black hairs, excepting at the
root, where the hairs are of the same yellow hue as those of the

body. It inhabits Brazil, in the vicinity of Bahia, and is likewise
fouud in a small island (island of Deos) off the coast of Bahia.

L. armata, Strong-Spined Loncheres
;
Mus hispidus, Lichtenstein ;

Nelomys armatus, Ueoffroy. Upper parts of the body armed with
strong and broad spines; tail about equal to the body in length,
with spines on the upper surface at the root, and scattered small
whitish hairs beyond ; general hue brown, but pencilled with yellow ;

under parts dirty pale yellow ; muzzle rufous. It inhabits Guyana.
L. obscura, Dusky Loncheres. Brown freckled with yellow ; belly

yellowish ; tail equal to the head and body in length, and provided
with very short scattered hairs. It inhabits Brazil.

L, picta ; Nelomys pictus, Pictet. Brownish-white
;
a large oblong

brown patch on the upper surface of the head
;
back and shoulders,

as well as the tail, brown ;
but the latter with the terminal portion,

and likewise the basal portion beneath, dirty white
;

tail rather longer
than the head and body taken together. It inhabits Bahia and Brazil.

Echimys (Echinomys), Wagner. The feet narrow and moderately
long ; upper molar teeth with one internal indenting fold of enamel,
and one or two folds on the outer side,

Cayennentii, Cayenne Echimys ; E. setosus, Geoffroy ; E. Myosuros,
Lichtenstein

;
E. leptosoma, Lichtenstein and Brants. ; Mus cinnamo-

meus, Lichtenstein
;
Loncheres anomala, Kiihl

;
L. Cayennensis, Fischer ;

. lonyicaudatua ( ? ), Rengger ; Echinomyi leptosoma, Waguer. Tail

nearly as long as the head and body together ;
ears large ; tarsi long,

upper parts of the body chiefly covered with spines ;
sides likewise

with spines, but with a considerable admixture of hairs ; upper parts
of the animal of a dusky brown colour

;
sides of the body, and more

especially of the head, suffused with rufous; under parts white. It
inhabits Guyana and Brazil.

E. albisjiinosus, White-Spined Echimys. Tail scaly and with short
hairs

; bead, upper parts and sides of body, with spines, those on
the upper parts black at the extremity, and those on the flanks white

;

general hue on the upper parts brown, and of the flanks rufous
;
the

whole under parts are pure white. It inhabits Bahia and Brazil.

. hispidus, Strong-Spined Echimys. About equal to the Black
Rat (Mus Rattus) in size ; tail very nearly equal to the head and body
in length, and well covered with longish hairs, excepting at the base

;

ears small
;
broad and strong spines cover the whole upper parts and

sides of the animal, commencing on the back of the head
; upper

parts rusty brown
; feet, sides, and under parts of the body, rust-

coloured. It inhabits Bahia and Brazil.

E. brachyurus, Short-Tailed Echimys ; E. ipinoiut, Desmarest and

Rengger ; Mus spinosus, Lichtenstein ;
Loncheres rufa, Licht. Spines

narrow and hidden by the fur; ears moderate; tail about as long
as the body ;

tarsus long ; general colour rich brown (pencilled black
and rufous) ;

under parts dirty white
;
feet dark brown. It inhabits

Paraguay and Bolivia.

E. inermit, the Spineless Echimys. Feet moderately long; tail

rather shorter than the head and body taken together, and clothed
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.entirely hide the scales; fur soft, and without

of soft hairs; general ho* brown-yellow; under part*
>ite. It iahabiU Bahia and BraiiL

Jt OJSsrW*, th. Cavo-Echimys ; AWev anlricolo> Lund.; f.

sisX Lund. Body stout; th* muzzle thick; ear* short; Uil

luof. and well-clothed with hair* ; upper part* of the animal gray-

brow*. ilh sn admixture of rusty \ellow: under part* whiU; the

hairs at the fur harsh and adprossed. It inhabiU the interior of Braxil.

JnloreaW Fonr toe* to th. bind feet ; Uil short ; incisor teeth

wry broad, thoes of th* upper jaw with on* internal fold and two
external fold* of enamel ; skull abort and broad, with tbe occipital
crest much elevated, a vertical pUte on the upper part of the anterior

rout of the sygnroatir arch, forming the outer boundary of a groove
for Ike infraorbital opening.

A. .Srmdmamu, the Aulacodus, or Ground-Rat Body covered
with stiff snd bristly hair* on all part* ; general hue brown, pencilled
with black and yellow, or sometime* with dirty yellowish-white ;

Uil duaky above, whitish brlow. It inhabits Sierra-Leone, the neigh-
bourhood of the Gambia, and South Africa.

- Bob-family Dtuyproetina, Animal* with semi-rooted molars

auaugsd in parallel aerie*, the cranium elongated ; nasal bone
destitute of a drecending process on the lower edge ; a tolerably
distinct

jpostorbital process formed chiefly by the frontal bone, but
in part likewise by the squamoaal ; scapula with the emargination in

ta* fore part* of the spine, but moderately deep ; clavicles wanting;
fret formed for running, with the toe* 5 3 or 5 5, terminated by sub-

solid nail* with one but little arched
; Uil rudimentary ; body

with hair only ; no admixture of spines. Habitat, South
America ranging from the northernmost parti southward to Para-

guay and Bolivia ; occurs likewise in come of the West India Islands.

Th* specie* of this sub-family will be found under AGOUTI and

Sub-family //vsfrtcina. This sub-family embraces the animals fami-

liarly known as Porcupine*.
Tbe genus Hyttnx of Linna-us embraces those Rodents whose

covering cioosiots, for th* most part, of a kind of offensive and defen-
sive armour, in tbe shape of spine* or quills, instead of hairs.

Cnrier, who place* the Porcupines between the genus Myopolamus
and the gruu* Lrjxa, observes that they are to be recognised at the
first glance by the stiff and (Minted spines with which they are armed,
after th* manner of the Hedgehogs among the Carnassiers. Their
molars are, be proceeds to state, four in number, with a flattened

crown, varioualy modified by layers of enamel, which leave deep inter-
val* ; their tongue i* rough with spiny Males

; their clavicles are too
small to be applied to the sternum and omoplate, and are only sus-

pended by liganvnts. Many of them live in burrows, and have much
the habit* of Rabbit*. Their grunting voice, joined to their large and
truncated muzxle, has, he says in conclusion, caused them to be com-

pared
to the Hog, whence their French name Pore-Epic, and, he might

na-v* added, their Knglixh appellstion.
He divides the group into 1, the Porcupines properly so called

(Owtrix cnrfa/a. Linn.) ; 2, A ll.rrura, Cuv. (Uyth-irfaKtculata, Linn.) ;

S, Les Unotv, (Eretisons, F. Cuv. ; llyttrii d'onala, Linn.) ;
and 4, Les

Comdou* (8jn.tb.res, F. Cuv. ; ByUrit freJttniilti, Linn. ;
and 7/y.crix

eav*aWse\ Liiht).
Dr. J. E. Gray make* tbe Htptririjrr tbe second family of tbe order

M*"", ih the following character : Cutting teeth two in each jaw,
lower truncated

; grinders 4 4 in each jaw, rooted, compound ;

tongu* and body covered with spine* ; clavicles none.

t Tail short
1. //yWn'-r. 2. Amnlliia.

tt Tsil elongated.
I. ErfUttm. 4. Fj.yyitna. 5. SimfAunK, F. Cuv. (Fyrta-l/irm I).
This fsmily is placed by Dr. J. E. Gray between tie Mv,nd<r

and
Itfonda.

Mr. WatrrhooM, in his Ubulsr view of the distribution of tbe
4**fmA*>. laid bafore tb* Zoological Society of London, in November,>. dbni th. sub-fsmily Hy,iricia conniH of the 7/ysfncwte, the

miHu, UM Ckmckitlida. and the Canirfir. To" Europe' and
h Asia b* gi.r* on* p.cir* of HyUruida (Hyttrix) ; to North
nea on* (/VrfAium); to Africa one (llytli-ix) ;

to India and the
Urwl. two.

_
namely, one J/yttrir and one Athtnra; to South

e W.rt In.lisu Inlands h* gives five, namely, three of
two of Fvntrfh'ril.

In bis 'KsturaJ HiMory of th* Mammalia' (1848), Mr. Waterhouse
tbe arrangniMOt which ws have followed in this article.

Linn. This genus is ditingui>bed by the head being moreh* cunvn, and by tbe development of the bone* of the nose,which re err much extended; temporal and orbital fosne very
I ; parieUl bone* depmaed, oodpiUl and sagittal crest* projecting

. tail short, not prehensile; feet plantigrade, the anterior
I*, the posterior penUdsctyle, armed with Urge nails.

Cuvler gives to the Porcuniii** It/nMrlj- .n<l *h *^.,,n,;,.\Porcu >io (^*" i Acanthionc)

D- famtfe j - JO.

H^*, i

I H ( /"
!

.'

'

Teeth of ITytlrix. F. Curler.

ff. crittata, the Italian or African Porcupine, or Common Porcu-

pine. When full grown about two feet in length ; longest spine*
exceeding a foot. General colour grizzled dusky-black, resulting from
an intermixture of various abatles of white, brown, and blavk. I

|,|-,T

part of the head and neck furnished with a crest of long lighter-
coloured hnirs capable of being raised or depressed at pleasure.
Hair on the muzzle and limbs very short, almost black on the limbs

;

that of the neck and under part* brownish, and of considerable length.
On the fora part and sides of the neck a whitish band

;
all the remain-

ing parts of the back and tides, including the rump and upper part*
of the binder legs, armed with spines, which are longest cm tin- centre
uf the back. The spines almost of the thickness of a goose-quill in the

middle, supported at the base by a slender pedicle, and termiimting
in very sharp point*, striated longitudinally, and ringed alternately
with black and white

; the rings an inch or more broad. Their usual

position is lying nearly flat upon the body with the points directed

backwards; when the animal is excited they are raised by means
of the subcuUneous muscles almost at right angles with the body,
and then present a very formidable appearance. They are not capable
of being deUched by the animal. Tbe tail-quills are, as it were, cut
off in the middle, and consequently open at the ends, and produce a
loud rustling noise when the animal agitates its tail (Bennett)

This i* the "T<rrpi{ of Aristotle and the Greeks ; and, according to

Agricola, the 'AK<u>6oxcupot of the latter ; llyttrif of the Romans
;

lattice of the Italian"; Porcepic of the French; SUchelscbwein,
Doruschwein, snd Porcopick, of the Germans

;
and Porcupine of the

liriti.h.

The Porcupine is a nocturnal animal, nleepinp in its burrow during
the day, and coming forth at nightfall to seek its food, confuting
princi|>ally of roots, fruiU, and tender leave*. Thunberg sUte* that
its usual food near the Cape, where it is called Yzer-Varken, i* the
root of that beautiful plant the Cnlla jEthiopica, which grew even in
the ditches about tbe gardens ; but he adds that it will frequently
deign to put up with cabbages and other vegeUbles, and sometimes
commit* great depredations in those gardens. The story of its power
of shooting iU quills to a distance at its enemy, is merely glanced at

by Aristotle (' Hist. Anini.,' ix. 39), but dwelt upon by Plitiy with
bis usual love for the marvellous.. ('Hut Nat,' viii. 35.) -ttliaii,. ,

Uppian, and Claudian have repeated this talc with exaggerations. In

suddenly raising his vpiny armour, a loose quill may be detached by
the Porcupine ; but the power of ejaculation to a distance does not
exist There are usually several openings to the Poicupine's burrow,
and it hyberuate*. but only for a short time. Mr. Bennett quotes
Thunberg, not without observation on his credulity, for tbe use which
he was told the Ceylonese Porcupine makes of the tail-quills. Thun-
berg was informed that it bad " a very curious method of fetching
water for iU young, namely, the quills in the Uil are said to be

hollow, and to have a hole at the extremity ;
and that the animal can

bend them in such a manner as that they can be filled with water,
which afterwards is discharged in the neat among the young."
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Pennant says,
" These animals produce a bezoar ; but according to Seba,

only those which inhabit Java, Sumatra, and Malacca. These bezoars

were very highly valued, and have been sold for five hundred crowns
a piece. It has also been pretended that a stone was procured from
the head of this animal infinitely more efficacious than other bezoars

(Tavernier) ;
but this may be placed among the many impositions of

oriental empirics." In September, 1833, the Secretary of the Zoolo-

gical Society called attention to a young Hystrix cristata which had
been recently brought forth in the menagerie, being the first instance

of such an occurrence in this species, and respecting which he added
that observation of the young while sucking confirmed the correctness

of Blumenbach's statement that the nipple is nearly axillary.

Common Porcupine (Hyslrix cristata),

"
Histrices," eays Pliny (' Hist. Nat,' viii 35),

"
general India et

Africa." Agricola, in his book 'De Animantibus Subterraueis,' remarks,
" Hoc animal gignit India et Africa, unde ad nos uuper allatutn eat."

Pennant elates that it inhabits India, the sand-hills on the south-west of

the Caspian Sea, Southern Tartary, Persia, Palestine, and all parts of

Africa. He adds that it is found wild in Italy, and is brought into

the markets of Home, where it is eaten ; but that it is not originally
a native of Europe. (For this last he quotes Agricola.) The specimens
from Italy are generally rather smaller, and have shorter quilK

Colonel Sykes has described a species under the name of Hyitrix
leucurut (Sayal of the Mahnittas) as Hyitrix caudd albil. He states

that the animal appears to be distinct from the European species,
which it closely resembles in form and covering. It is nearly a third

larger. All the spines and open tubes of the tail are entirely white,
which is not the case in Hyitrix crittata. The spines of the crest also

are so long as to reach the insertion of the tail. The ears are much
less rounded, and the noils are shorter, infinitely deeper, and more

compressed, and with deep channels below. The white gular band is

more marked
; and, finally, the Asiatic species is totally destitute of

hair spines, where wanting, being replaced by strong bristles even
down to the nails. ('Zool. Proc.,' 1830, 1831.) Mr. Hodgson notes this

species among the Mammalia of Nepaul, as inhabiting the central and
lower regions. (' Zool. Proc./ 1834.) Mr. Waterhouse gives the two

following species of H>jitri.r :

//. J/odyioni, Crestless Nepaul Porcupine ; H. aloplna, Hodgson.
General hue brown-black ;

head brown ; in the visible portions of the

quill* the black prevails over the white, but numerous very long and
slender quills are almost entirely white, the spiny bristles which form
the chief covering of the animal are rather long and slender, and have

long hair-like points. It inhabits Nepaul.
//. Jamaica, Java Porcupine ;

Acantftion Jaranicum, F. Cuvierand
Van der Hoven

;
//. faciculata, Muller

; //. brevispinoea, Wagner ;

Acanthion Jatanicum, Gray. Body for the most par? covered with stiff

and somewhat depressed spines, wbich are distinctly grooved on the
outer surface, and have prickly points ; under half of the back and
the tail covered with quills, the quills rather short, those at the end of

the tail hollow, and pedunculated ; general tint brown (or sometimes

black), freckled with dirty-yellow ;
the stouter quills brownish -yellow,

with a sub-terminal broad dusky ring ; the longer and more slender

quills with the exposed ends dirty-yellow. It inhabits Java, Sumatra,
and Borneo.

Aiherv.ro,, CUT. (Acanthion 1 F. Cuv.). Neither the head nor the
muzzle convex; tail long but not prehensile; feet like those of

'rix.

A. crililatn, Hyitrix faiciculata, Shaw; Le Porcdpic it Queue en

Pincau, Buff.

Cuvier describes this species as having the spines of the body
hollowed into a furrow forwards, and having the tail terminated by a
fasciculus of horny flattened strips (lanieres corndes aplatie), con-

stricted at intervals (etranglee* d'espace en espacr ).

Mr. Uennett (' Gardens nnd Mrnagerie of the Zoological Society ')

remarks, that although tolerably described and figured by Buffon, this

HAT. HIST. liiv. vol.. in.

species had been lost to science until within two years from the time
he wrote (1830), when it was recovered almost simultaneously both
in its original habitat and in a very distant quarter of the globe. Sir

Stamford Raffles, he observes, had cursorily referred to it, and he

presumes that the authority ou which it was formed into a new genus

by Cuvier was a skeleton and skin transmitted from India by M.
Diard in the year 1828. Nearly at the same time, he tells us, a living
individual was brought to England and presented to the Zoological

Society by Lieutenant Vidal, who accompanied the expedition for the

formation of the projected colony at Fernando Po, where these

animals were found in such plenty as to afford a staple article of food

to the inhabitants. It has been conjectured, he a<lds, on very prob-
able grounds, that they are not indigenous in the island, but had been

brought thither from the East by the Portuguese, who were formerly
settled there

;
but he observes that the space interposed between the

two regions can scarcely be regarded as conclusive evidence of their

having been introduced into the colony, while there are such striking
instances of animals common to India and the west of Africa as are

furnished by the lion, the leopard, &c.

Mr. Bennett proceeds to state that iu the teeth and in the organs of

motion it corresponds, as Baron Cuvier has noticed, with the Common
Porcupine, from which it differs chiefly in the form of the head

;
the

line of its profile, instead of being elevated into a curve of large

extent, passing in almost a straight direction from the occiput to the

extremity of the nose. In these respects, Mr. Bennett remarks in con-

tinuation, it agrees with F. Cuvier's genus Acanthion, founded on
tins very character observed by the latter on two skulls preserved iu

the Paris Museum, the one from Java, the other, in all probability,
from Africa. These coincidences would have induced Mr. Bennett to

consider the two genera as identical, were it not that Baron Cuvier

has omitted all mention of that established by his brother, although
the materials for comparison were fully at his disposal. F. Cuvier
moreover enumerates them both in his genera of Mammalia.

Mr. Bennett further observes that Linnieus founded his Hystrix
macroura on Seba's figure ;

but Buffon having quoted neither Seba
nor Liun&us, Dr. Shaw took it for granted that this was a different

animal, and consequently gave it a new name //. fasciculata. Mr.
Bennett entertained however but little doubt, notwithstanding some

trifling discrepancies in the figures, that Sir Stamford Raffles was

right in his conjecture that they both represent one and the same

species.
The following is Mr. Bennett's accurate description :

" The differ-

ences between this species and the Common Porcupine are obvious at

the first glance. Ita general colour is nearly the same, but with less

intermixture of brown. The upper parts of the body, the outer sides

of the limbs, and the head, neck, and face, are of this dusky hue ;

but the under parts, inside of the limbs, fore part of the neck, and

throat, are of a grayish-white, with the exception of a darker band
which crosses the breast in front of the fore legs. The spines com-
mence upon the back of the head, where they are little more than

an inch in length, and extend to the root of the tail, occupying nearly
the whole of the back and sides. The longest are scarcely more than

from four to five inches in length, and extend to the root of the tail,

occupying nearly the whole of the back and sides. They are mostly
white at the base and black towards the extremity, but many of them
are black throughout, and others black above and white beneath. All

of them are marked on the upper surface by a deep and broad groove

running the whole of their length, and terminate in very sharp points.
The skin in which they are implanted appears perfectly white, and
where the spines are most numerous is scarcely furnished with a

single hair. A few slenderer spines running into long black bristles

are occasionally intermixed with the others. The greater part of the

tail is ban both of hairs and spines, and covered only by flat blackish

scales disposed in rings, the tip alone being surmounted by a tuft of

long flat bristles having the form neither of hairs nor of quills, but

bearing a close resemblance, as Buffon has aptly remarked, to narrow

slips of parchment cut in an irregular manner. This tuft is of a

whitish colour, and about two inches in length. The entire length of

the body in our specimen is little more than a foot, and that of the

tail from four to five inches. The whiskers are very long ;
the eyes

small and black
;
and the ears short, round, and naked."

The author last quoted states that, like the rest of its tribe, this

species sleeps during the day, and becomes in some degree active only
on the approach of night. Its intelligence, he adds, is equally limited,

and its manners equally fretful with those of the common species, like

which,
"

it raises its spines when irritated or disturbed, stamps with

its feet upon the floor of its cage, and swells and looks big in its

defensive armour."
It is found in the Celebes Islands (Seba) ;

Asia (Linn.) ; Malay
Peninsula (Buffon) ;

Isles of the Indian Archipelago (Pennant) ;

Sumatra (Sir Stamford Raffles) ;
Fernando Po (Vidal).

Erethizon (F. Cuvier). Cranium flat ;
muzzle short and not convex ;

tail moderate
; quills short and half hidden in the hair.

. donatum ; Hyatrix dorsata, Linn. Ears short, hid in the fur
;

head, body, legs, and upper part of the tail covered with soft, lon<r,

dark-brown hair ;
on the upper part of the head, back, body, and tfiil,

numbers of sharp strong quills, the longest on the back, the least

towards the head and eides, the longest three uiches, but nil hid iu

o
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the hir; intermixed are MOM stiff strangling hair*, threo inch

lower than U rut, lipped with dirty whit* ; under tide of the tail

white; foot taw on UM tan fort, fire behind, ech armed with long

daws. boUowcd on their trader rid* ; the form of the body is

exactly that of a bearer, but U not half the sie. One whi.-h

Mr. lUcki brought from Kewfoundbind was about the sice of a

hart, bat more compactly made; the tail about MI inches long.

(Pennant)
Tin foUowtof k from F. Curler's figure of tbo teeth of Erethizon,

Teeth of XreHoon, Ice. f. Cuvirr.

Theae yniml vary in intensity of colour. Peunont alludes to one

entirely white in the possession of Sir Ashton Lever.

This is the t'an'a Jlmltonii, Klein ; Byttrix Ifuihonhtt, Brisson ;

//. piianu, Catetby ; //. duriata, Linnicus; L'Urson, Buffon; Canada

Porcupine, Forster, Pennant, and others; Cawquaw of the Cree
Indiana ; and Ooketook of the Esquimaux.
The Canada Porcupine is a sluggish animal Hearne says that the

Indians going with.packets from fort to fort, often see them in the

trees, but not baring occasion for them at the time, leave them till

their return, and should their absence be a week or ten days, they are

ire to find the porcupines within a mile of the place where they had
bjfore seen them. Mr. Hutchins states that, in walking, the tail is

drawn along the snow, making a deep track, which is ofteu the means
of betraying the animal

;
but that its haunts are most readily dis-

covered by the barked tree* on which it has fed, which if barked the
aaOM winter, are sure signs of their vicinity. They are, he says,

usually found on the branches, and, on approaching them, they make
crying noise like a child. Then the tree is cut down, and the

animal killed by a blow on the nose. Sir John Richardson informs
us that this species is found on the banks of the Mackenzie, as high
a* 1st 67*, and that, according to American writers, it ranges as far

south a* hit 37*. He adds, that it is said to be very rare in Virginia,
bat to be numerous in some parts of Kentucky; and that it is

reported to have multiplied greatly, of late years, near Oneida Lake
in the state of New York. (Cozzens.) Sir John Richardson further
Utes that in the Fur Countries it is most numerous in sandy districts

curered with the Pi\u Banttiana, on the bark of which it delights
to fnd ; that it also eaU the bark of the larch and spruce firs, and
the bods of various kinds of willow ; and that, in the more southern

districts, it if said to feed chiefly on the bark and leaves of the Pinui
CenaJmn'i and Ttlia ylabra, and to be fond of sweet apples and young
mate*, which it rats in a sitting posture, holding the food to its

mouth with the fore-paws.
" It is," continues Sir John,

"
readily

attacked by the Indian dogs, and soon killed, but not without injury
to iU siailanto, for iu imills, which it erects when attacked, are

ronfh, with minute teeth directed backwards, that have the effect of
niMtoiUM this seemingly weak and flexible weapon a very dangerous
one. Their point*, which are pretty sharp, have no sooner insinuated
UiemssJves into the skin of an assailant, than they gradually bury
Uwmaclrce, and travel onwards until they cause death by wounding
some vital organ. These spines; which are detached from the porcu-
pine by the slightest tourb, and probably by the will of the animal

I Ul the months of the dogi which worry it, and unless the Indian

women carefully pick them out, seldom fail to kill them. Wolves

occasionally die from the same cause. The Canada Porcupine makes
its retreat amongst the roots of an old tree, and is said to pass much
of its time in sleeping. When disturbed, it makes a whining or mew-

ing noise. It pairs in the latter end of September, and brings forth

two young ones in April or May. Its flesh, which tastes like flabby

j>ork, is relished by the Indians, but is soon nauseated by Europeans.
The bones are often deeply tinged with a greenish-yellow colour.

Like other animals which feed on coarse vegetable substances, it is

much infested by intestinal worms. The quills or spines are dyed of

various bright colours by the native women, and worked into shot-

pouches, belts, shoes, and other ornamental articles of dress." (' Fauna
Boreali-Americana.')

Synartha-et (F. Cuvier). Muzzle large and short ; head convex in

front ; spines short ; tail very long, naked at the end, and prehensile,
like that of an Opossum (Sarigue) or of a Sapajou ;

feet with only
four toes, armed with claws.

S. prehemilit ; J/ystri.c prcltcmilii, Linn. Nose short and blunt ;

long white whiskers ; beneath the nose a bed of small spines ; top
of the head, back, sides, and base of the tail, covered with spines ;

the longest on the lower part of the back and tail, 3 inches in length,

very sharp, white, barred near their points with black
;
adhere closely

to the skin, which U quite naked between them
;

are shorter and
weaker as they approach the belly ; on the breast, belly, and lower

part of the legs are converted into dark-brown bristles ; feet divided

into four toes; claws very long; on the place of the thumb a great

protuberance ; tail 18 inches long, slender, and taper towards the end ;

the last 10 inches almost naked, having only a few hairs on it ; has,
for that length, a strong prehensile quality. (Pennant.)

This appears to be the Cuandu (major) of Marcgravo and Piao ;

Orico Cachero and Espinho of the Portuguese; Hoitzlacuatzin of

Hernandez ( ? ) ;
the Brazilian Porcupine of authors.

The Brazilian Porcupine appears very much to resemble the Canada

Porcupine in it* habits, living in woods, sleeping by day, and feeding
on fruits, &c. by night. Marcgrave states that its voice is like that
of a sow. The quills are stated to have the same penetrating and
destructive quality as those of the Canadian species. It is a sluggish

animal, climbing trees very slowly, and holding on with its prehensile
tail, especially in its descent It grows very fat, and the flesh is

said to be white and well-tasted. Our cut is token from a living

specimen in the Gardens of the Zoological Society, Regent's Park.

Brazilian Porcupine (Sytucthcrn prtkeiiiili*).

The genus Sphigunu appears to bo founded on the Coui of Azara.
f'otril ffyttriciHUf. Cuvier (' Osscmens Fossiles,' vol. v. part 2,

p. 518) states that Mr. Pentland found in the Val d'Arno, near San
Giovanni, in the same sandy beds which contain so many bones of

largo quadrupeds, a molar tooth exactly resembling that of a great
porcupine, but which appeared to be fossil. Remains of Porcupines
have been found by Messrs. Falconer and Cautlcy in the Sewalik Hill.-.

HYHTKIX. [HYSTRICIP*:.]
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TANTHINA. [JAXTHKODJE.]1 IBACUS. [SCVLLAKIANS.]
IBALIA. [GALLICOL.E.]
IBE'KIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Cntciferce.

It consists of annual, perennial, and slightly shrubby species, chiefly

inhabiting Europe, and particularly the northern shores of the

Mediterranean Sea. It has the pouch ovate or roundish notched ;

valves boat-shaped, winged at the back
;
seeds one in each cell

; petals

unequal, two outer ones largest ; filaments simple. Two are found

in the north of Europe, one of which, /. amara, is British. The

species are remarkable, among other things, for their flowers growing
in close corymbs, and being much more developed on one side than

the other, next the circumference of the corymb. This irregularity,

connected with either a pure white or a rich purple of varying tints,

gives the plants a strikingly beautiful appearance; and hence they
are in many cases cultivated in gardens as objects of ornament, under

the name of Candy-Tuft, in allusion doubtless to their having been

first procured from Candia. I. Kmpervirens and /. Gibraltarica are

particularly well-suited for beautifying rock-work.

IBERITE, a Mineral, allied to Giyantholite. [GIGANTHOLITE.]
IBEX. [CAPBEJS.]
IBIS. [ABOU-HANNES ; TANTALUM.]
IBLA. [ClBBIPEDIA.]
IBYCTER. [FALCOHID.E.]
ICELAND-MOSS. , [CETBABIA.]
ICELAND-SPAR. [CALCABEOCS SPAB.]
ICE-PLANT. [MESEMBBVANTHEMOM.]
ICE-SPAR. Transparent Crystals of 1'eltpar, Anorthite, and Ryaco-

lite are called by this name.
ICHNEUMON. [HERPESTES.]
I< HNEUMON, a genus of Insects belonging to the order Hymen-

optera, section Terebrcmtia, and family Pupivora, in the arrangement
of Latreille. The genus, as defined by Linnaeus, included such

pupivorous Uymenoptera as are furnished with veined wings (the
anterior pair presenting in their disc several complete or closed cells),

filiform or setaceous vibratile antennae composed of a great number
of articulations, and an ovipositor of various length and complicated
structure. The Linmean genus now constitutes a group including a

great many well-marked genera and an immense assemblage of species.

All these are remarkable for the habits of their larva;, which are

parasitic in the bodies of other insects. These bodies the perfect
Ichneumons perforate by means of their ovipositors, and there lay
their eggs. This destructive habit gave rise to the name by which

they are known ; a comparison being drawn between them and the

Egyptian Ichneumon (Berpestes Ichneumon) [HEBPESTES], the quad-
ruped celebrated as the destroyer of serpents and crocodiles.

The history of these insects has attracted much attention among
naturalists, and many elaborate memoirs have been written upon
them. The purpose they serve in the economy of nature has been
well described by Kirby aud Spence :

" The great body of the

ichneumon tribe is principally employed in keeping within their

proper limits the infinite host of lepidopterous larvae, destroying,

however, many insects of other orders. Such is the activity and
address of the Ichneumonidce that scarcely any concealment, except
perhaps the waters, can secure their prey from them

;
and neither

bulk, courage, nor ferocity avail to terrify them from effecting their

purpose. They attack the ruthless spider in his toils
; they discover

the retreat of the little bee that for safety bores into timber, and

though its enemy ichneumon cannot enter its cell, by means of her

long ovipositor she reaches the helpless grub, which its parent vainly

thought secured from every foe, and deposits in it an egg which

produces a larva that destroys it. In vain does the destructive

Cecidomya of the wheat conceal its larva; within the glumes that so

closely cover the grain ; three species of these minute benefactors of

our race, sent in mercy by Heaven, know how to introduce their eggs
into them, thus preventing the mischief they would otherwise

occasion, and saving mankind from the horrors of famine. In Vain
also the C'ynipt, by its magic touch, produces the curious excrescences
on various trees and plants, called galls, for the nutriment and defence
of its progeny ;

the parasite species attached to it discovers its secret

chamber, pierces its wall, however thick, and commits the destroying
egg to its offspring. Even the clover weevil is not safe within the

legumen of that plant ; nor the wireworm in the earth from their

ichneumonidian foes." (' Introduction to Entomology,' vol. i. p. 267.)
The development of these parasites within the bodies of other insects

was for a long time a source of much speculation among early philo-

sophers, who fancied that occasionally one animal had the power of

becoming transformed into another. The eggs of the genus Op/lion
are of a singular form, being somewhat bean-shaped and attached
near one end to a long slender and curved peduncle, by which they
are attached to the body of the victim. The larva itself, when
hatched, retains this position, and thus lives upon the juices of the

insect it attacks. The larva; which reside like intestinal worms within
the bodies of caterpillars, as the Microgasters, which infest the cater-

pillars of the white butterfly, carefully avoid touching the vital organs
of the creature they inhabit, living only upon the fatty matter until

they attain their full sizo and are ready to assume the pupa state,

when they pierce the skin of the caterpillar (which soon dies), spin for

themselves cocoons beneath its body, and undergo their transforma-
tions. The larva; of the majority of these insects spin a silken

cocoon, in which they undergo the pupa state. In some cases this

is rendered unnecessary by their peculiar habits, as for instance, the

Aphidii, which undergo their transformations within the indurated
skin of the Aphis, of which they have devoured the interior.

The perfect insects are found flying amongst trees and plants, and

especially frequenting the heads of umbelliferous flowers, whence

they derive a great portion of their nourishment. Some species
whose females are furnished with a very long ovipositor are found
on the trunks of trees, stumps of wood, &c., evidently searching for

wood-eating larva;, in which they deposit their eggs ;
whereas those

which have short ovipositors, seek external-feeding larvaj for the
same purpose. When taken in the fingers they immediately dis-

engage their terebra from the sheath aud attempt to sting, causing a

slight irritation for the moment, but so trifling is it that it ia evident

no very powerful poison can be introduced into the wound. They
fly very rapidly. M. Wesmael has described a remarkable gynandro-
morphous specimen, having the head and thorax with the organs
attached thereto of the female sex, while the abdomen and its

appendages are masculine. In the last Linnaean edition of the

'Systema Naturae,' 77 species were described as belonging to the

genus Ichneumon.
Modern naturalists have elevated the genus Ichneumon into a

family Ichneumonidcc, which is again divided into two sub-families

Genuince and Adtntce. The former comprises the largest species
of the family, and is not only distinguished by having two recurrent

nerves, but also by having the nerve which separates the first cubital

or submarginal cell from the external diacoidal cell, either entirely or

nearly obliterated, whereby these two cells become confluent. No
genuine Ichneumon has yet been described in which this structure

does not exist. Moreover the second cubital or submarginal cell (the
area specularis of Fallen) is very greatly reduced in size, being some-
times petiolated, but often entirely obsolete. It is in this minute

area, or in the space which it should typically occupy, that the

second recurrent nerve is inserted. M. Wesmael also adds the

existence of an articulation between the second and third dorsal

segments of the abdomen.

Amongst the Ichneumonida! may be noticed the genera Pimplct,
in which the ovipositor and its sheaths are often greatly elongated,

being in some exotic species 3 or 4 inches long ; Ophion, having
the abdomen greatly compressed and sabreshaped ; Euceroi and

Joppa having the antenna; dilated in the middle (of the former

.genus males only have been observed) ; and Hellimgia, having the

antenna; strongly clavate at the extremity in both sexes. The in-

teresting genus Agnotypia is remarkable for its long curved petiole
to the abdomen, spotted wings, and spined scutellutn ;

the radial

cell is short, whence, as well as in the form of the abdomen, it

appeared to Latreille to form the connecting link between the

Iclmeumonidce and Proctotrupidte. Its palpi and the cubital cell of

the fore wings however evidently prove its affinity with the true

Ichneumonidce ; although Mr. Halliday, on account of the want of

articulation between the second and third dorsal segments of the

abdomen, has formed it into a distinct family ;
but this latter character

is proved by such genera as Chelonui, Sigalphus, &c., to be but of

secondary importance amongst the Ichncumonidce.

Jchneumonides Adsciti, or Braconides, are characterised by having
1

only one recurrent nerve, which unites with the nerve almost always

present, extending between the first cubital and externo-discoidal

cells
;
the second submargiual cell being often as large as the preceding,

and not receiving a recurrent nerve ;
aud the non-existence of articula-

tion between the second and third dorsal segments of the abdomen.

In Agathis and some Microdi aud Microctoni the nerve between
I the first cubital -and externo-discoidal cell is obliterated, as in the
'

genuine Iclmeumon. M. Weamael divides this sub-family as follows :

* Endodontes. Having the teeth of the mandibles directed

inwardly; the mandibles meeting together when shut. Divisible

into

1. Polymorphi.Clypeus entire; abdomen 6-7-jomted ; posterior part
of the vertex convex, second submarginal cell (when present) large.

2. Cryptogattri. Clypeus entire, posterior part of the vertex convex;

abdomen dorsally presenting not more than two transverse sections ;

second submarginal cell (when present) large.

3. Arcolarii. Clypeus entire; vertex more or less emarginate
behind ;

abdomen 6-7-jomted ;
second submarginal cell (when present)

i very small.
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4. CfthHmi.Ctffta deeply notched, leaving a circular aper-

Uire brtwrao it and the jaw. ; abdomen generally -7 jointod ; woond

ffrnlmfit HT+TC * t*etl1 r th mandible* directed out-

wards, U mandibles when elo*ed not touching each other. Mr.

Halliday add* a. a distinct iub family the Apkidii and allied genera,

which have the articulation between the eoond and third abdominal

MfBont* flexible. Mr. Weatwood however ragardi them as a group

equivalent with WoHnaeTs other actions, and which it might pcrhap*
be man natural to arrant* either before or after the Polymorpk,, with

which they are united by WetmaeL
The habiU of the /. A<l*-iti, or Braconidtt, present no broad

distinction from the re*t of the family. Many of the genera promt
poenUarities of structure, ai for instance the coalition of the dorsal

eegmenu of the abdomen in Ckttmtut, Siyalplna, Mitigaiter, and the

(raping mandible* of Atyna; the roitrated front of Agatha, and
Alftia.

the tTHrt-rn>- ofa stigma on the front margin of the poitenor wings
of the male* in /iWmupiYw and fftmbottu.

(Waatwood, Introduction to Utt Modtr* Ctaitification of Ituecti.)

ICHXUTAUITS (from lx>t, a footstep, vestige, and nifwia, a

fruit, in reference to the slender follicles), a genus of Plants belonging
to the natural order Apocynacea. It has a salver-shaped corolla,

(cleft calyx, and inclosed stamens ; sagittate anthers, free from the

stigma. The specie* are climbing shrub* with opposite leaves ;
the

flowers in branched terminal panicles, white, and inodorous.

l.fnUaeau has a twining stem, oblong-lanceolate leaves tapering to

both ends, axillary peduncle* very long and racemose. It U a native

of Ceylon and NepauL The flowers are small and purple ;
the leaves

deep green above and pale beneath. According to Dr. Koyle, it is

o*aotinm* used in India as a substitute for sarsaparilla, and it U
also mentioned by Afzelius in his

' Ueniedia Quinensia,' as a medicinal

plant.
/. /rayraiu has oblong lanceolate leave* tapering to both ends, and

axillary trichotomous spreading peduncles. It is a native of Nepaul,
and has large handsome flowers.

/. A/:rlii is a glabrous shrub with twining stems, oval acute leaves

at the base, oblong or lanceolate as they approach the top. The
corollas are white and sweet-scented. It U a native of Sierra Leone,
and about the river Bascha, in woods and among bushes.

/. Zoarnni has a frutescent stem, orate oblong leave*, lateral

3-flowered peduncles. It is a native of Zanzibar. All the specie* of

Idaioearptu grow well in a mixture of loam, peat, and sand, and

cutting* strike readily in aand under a hand-glass.

(Don, lUeUamydeoiu I'lantt ; Lindley, Flora Medico.)
1CHTHYOLOUY. The branch of science which comprehends a

knowledge of the structure, nature, and forms of Fishes is thus called.

The general structure and classification of Fishes U treated of in this

work under the head of FISH, and all the more important and British

genera will be found under their generic names, or the families

to which they belong, a* Aiiuouvriu ; UORTI-H.EXA ; CLUPELD*;
Boutin*
It'MTHYoPHTHALMITE. [Ai-omrLum]
ICHTHYOSAURUS, literally Fish-Lizard ('Irfiit : SoSpot), the

generic name given by Mr. Konig to the extinct fossil animal noticed

by the late Sir Kverard Home, under the appellation of Pmttotaurut,
and by Wagler under the name of (Jiyphu*.
We are indebted to Sir Henry Ue la Heche and the Rev. W. D. Cony-

beare principally for pointing out and illustrating the structure of this

extraordinary creature; and that at a time when the materials were
far more scanty than they nro at the present day. Dr. Jiiger,
Mr. Hawkins, Dr. Buckland, Sir Philip de Maipa* Grey Egerton, and
lYofeasor Owen, nave all contributed to throw light on the organisation
of a being that baa long ceased to exist ; and the auatomy and animal

economy of this tyrant of the seas of former ages is now nearly as
well known as that of the porpoise which revels in the ocean that
washes the shores of our existing continents and islands. We ought
also to add that we are deeply indebted for an early knowledge of the

in* of this creature to the indefatigable exertions of a lady
Anning, of Lymo Regis, who diligently collected the first

in* of the bone* of the Jchlhyjiaurtu from the cliffs of Lyme
"

If," write* Dr. Buckland, in his '

Bridgcwator Treatise,'
" we

examine Uwos creature* with a view to their capabilities of locomotion,
of offence and defence which their extraordinary

afforded to them, we shall find combinations of form and
contrivance* which are now dispersed through various

C!MM and orders of existing animals, but are no longer united in the
ame grans. Thus, in the same individual, the snout of a porpoise

is oombiatd with the teeth of a crocodile, the head of a lizard with the
vertebra of a fish, and the sternum of an Ornilhorhynchut with the

paddle*
of a whale. The general outline of an Jchthyotaurui must

bare mart nearly rambled the modem porpoise and grampus. It
bad four broad feet or paddles, and terminated behind in a long and
powerful UiL Some of the largt of these reptiles must have
cxoxded thirty bet in length." We shall now endeavour to give a
fetch of the organisation of those KnalioMurian*.
The oeteology of the head agrees in many point* with that of the

crocodile, but the orl-it of the eye is much larger, and the nostril is

not, as in that genus, placed near the point of the snout, but near
the anterior angle of the orbit, as in same other lizards. The teeth,

which in some cases amount to a hundred and eighty, are not incased

in deep and distinct sockets as in the crocodiles, though the rudiments
of on alveolar separation may be traced in the small ridges between
the teeth running along the furrow of the maxillary bone in which

they are set The succession of teeth is managed much after the same
manner as that which obtains in the crocodiles [CIIOCODIUD.K], the

young tooth budding up at the base of the old tooth, where, as it

grows, its lateral pressure sets the absorbents at work ; the base of

the old tooth is thus partially removed, and, as the new tooth

advances, is finally displaced to make room for its more efficient

successor. The elongated jaws in which these instruments of destruc-

tion ore arranged are made up, as in many of the crocodile* and the

other lizards, of many thin bony plates, so as to produce a onion of

lightness, elasticity, and strength.
"

It is obvious," says Dr. Buckland,
in the interesting work above quoted,

" thnt an under jaw so .-1

and so much elongated aj that of a Crocodile or Icltthyosaunu, and

employed in seizing and retaining the large and powerful animals

which formed their prey, would have been comparatively weak and
liable to fracture if composed of a single bone. Each side of the lower

jaw was therefore made up of six separate pieces, set together in a

in inner which will be best understood by a reference to the figure*.

This contrivance in the lower jaw to combine the greatest elasticity
and strength with the smallest weight of materials, is similar to that

adopted iu binding together several parallel plates of elastic wood or

steel to make a crossbow; and also in setting together thin plates of

steel in the springs of carriages. A* iu the carriage-spring or com-

pound-bow, so also in the compound-jaw of the Jchthyotaurut, the

plates are most numerous and strong at the parts where the greatest

strength is required to be exerted ; and are thinner and fewer towards

the extremities, where the service to be performed is less severe.

Those who have witnessed the shock given to the head of a crocodile

by the act of snapping together its thin long jaws, must have seen

how liable to fracture the lower jaw would be were it composed of

one bone only on each side : a similar inconvenience would have
attended the same simplicity of structure in the jaw of the Ichtkyo-
taunts. In each cose therefore the splicing and bracing together ofsix

thin flat bones of unequal length and of varying thickness, on both
sides of the lower jaw, affords a compensation for the weakness and
risk of fracture that would otherwise have attended the elongation of

the snout. Mr. Conybeare points out a further beautiful contrivance

in the lower jaw of the Jchthyoiaurtu, analogous to the cross-bracings

lately introduced in naval architecture."

Hitherto the structure of the skeleton of the Ichthyosaurus is, as

we have seen, sauroid ;
but we now come to a part of its bony frame,

and a very principal part, which is formed on the ichthyoid or fishy

type. The vertebral column, consisting of more than one hundred

vertebra;, each of which is hollow and fashioned after the manner of

those of fishes, to facilitate the progress of the animal through the

watery medium in which it existed, is constructed for a swimming,
not a walking animal ;

and the sauroid type is here departed from in

favour of a conformation demanded by the habits of the animal. A
peculiarity in this part of the structure is noticed by Sir E. Home,
the annular part of the vertebra being neither consolidated with its

body, as in quadrupeds, nor connected by a suture, as in crocodiles;
but remaining always distinct, and articulating by a peculiar joint,

resembling a compressed oval ball-and-socket joint. Mr. Conybeare
observes, in addition, that this mode of articulation co-operates with

the cup-shaped form of the intervertebral joints in giving flexibility
to the vertebral column, and assisting its vibratory motions ; for had
these parts been consolidated, as iu quadrupeds, their articulating

processes must have locked the whole column together, so as to

render such a motion of its parts impossible ; but by means of this

joint every port yields to that motion. (Hucklaml, 'Bridgewater
Treatise.')

Sir Philip Egerton, in his paper
' On Certain Peculiarities in the

Cervical Vertebra: of the Ichthyosaurus, hitherto unnoticed
'

(' Qeol.

Trans.,' 1836), has demonstrated that the first and second c

vertebra) (in some species at least) ore anchylosed ; and he further

notices a very remarkable feature which at once distinguishes these

vertebra from the other bones of the spinal column. He shows that

on the under surface of each bone there exists an unusual enlarge-
ment in the form of a solid wedge-shaped process, placed transversely
to the smaller diameter of the vertebra;. By this arrangement four

triangular planes are produced.
" The first and largest is baaed upon

the lower anterior margin of the atlant&l socket, having its apex
directed downwards and backwards until it meets the apex of a

similarly-shaped though smaller plane proceeding downwards and
forwards from the posterior margin of the atlas. The third, of like

shape and size with the second, extends from the anterior margin of

the axis, and joins the apex of the fourth, which inclines forwards

from the posterior portion of the name bone. This fourth plane is

considerably smaller than the others, and corresponds in siz 3 with a

fifth, placed on the anterior border of the third cervical vertebra.

When therefore the three anterior vcrtebnc are in their natural

position the arrangement of the five planes is as follows : the first

and largest occupies the lower front of the atlas; the second and
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third, by the union of their

bases, produce a triangular
socket on the under surface

of the atlas and axis
;
aud a

second smaller socket is formed
between the axis and the third

vertebra by a similar dispo-
sition of the fourth and fifth

planes." Sir Philip adds that

the second bone of the series

is frequently found with the
atlas and axis, and is not un-

commonly fixed in its position

by anchylosis. The third bone
he states to be of rare occur-

rence, in consequence of its

diminutive size, and he thinks
that in some species it is pro-

bably altogether wanting. He
designates these bones as Sub-
vertebral Wedge-Bones. The
reader will find in the same

interesting memoir many valu-

able observations on the struc-

ture and articulation of the
cervical vertebra?, the com-
bined result of which, and of

the reduction of the inter-

vertebral cavities, must, as Sir

Philip remarks, have been a

considerable increase of power
in this part of the spinal
column

;
and he further states

that, proceeding from the
lumbar vertebras towards the

head, the column attains its
Head and Sclerotic Plates of Ichthyosaurus.

minimum diameter about the fifth cervical vertebra, from which point
to the occiput it increases in size very rapidly.
The ribs appear to be constructed more upon the eauroid type,

for they are continuous along the vertebral column from the head to

followed by the bonea of the

fore arm
;
and these are suc-

ceeded by numerous regularly-

disposed polygonal bones, ex-

ceeding, in some species, the

number of one hundred, which
form the paddle or fin. In
form these bones differ both
from the phalanges of lizards

and whales.

The bones of the pelvis

closely resemble those of the

crocodile, and, as Sir H. De la

Beche aud Mr. Conybeare ob-

serve, the femoral bone aud

posterior paddle are altogether

analogous to the hutnerus and
anterior paddle ; but, contrary
to the development of the

posterior extremities of quad-
rupeds in general, they aie

very considerably smaller,

nearly iu the proportion of

one to two.

Dr. Buckland, with refer-

ence to the posterior extremi-

ties, or paddles, observes, that

these are wanting in the Ceta-

ceans, and that they possibly

compensate for the absence of

the flat horizontal tail with
which those animals are fur-

nished. In a paper,
' On the

Dislocation of the Tail, at a

certain Point, in the Skele-

tons of many Ichthyosauri,'

Lower jaw of IMhyoiaurai. Dr. Buckland.

the pelvis ; they are slender and mostly bifurcated at the end, and

many of them are united in front across the chest. Intermediate

bones, analogous to the sternal aud intermediate costal cartilages iu

the crocodiles and the sterno-

coetal arcs in Pluiotauna,
united the ribs of the right
side to those of the left. Dr.
Buckland is of opinion that

this structure was probably
subservient to the purpose of

introducing into their bodies

an unusual quantity of air,

the animal being by these

means enabled to remain long
beneath the water without

riding to tbe surface for the

purpose of breathing.
In the sternum we find a

combination of bones admir-

ably adapted for resistance.

Of this part of the bony frame-

work Mr. Conybeare says," The form of the sternal arch
and the broad surfaces of the

clavicles is such as to impart
great strength to the chest, SUraal arch and nntcrlor dd,M of TM,;,,.,.
enabling the animal to breast
the most disturbed waters, and affording an extensive surface for
the attachment of powerful muscles to assist in moving the ante-

rior extremities
;

" and Dr. Buckland remarks that the bones com-

posing this arch are combined nearly in the same manner as in the

Ornithorhynchui of Australia, which geeks its food at the bottom of
lakes and rivers, and is obliged, like the Ichthyiitaunu, to be con-

tinually rising to the surface to breathe air. To this sternal arch the
anterior paddles are articulated

; they are nearly one-half larger than
the posterior paddles, and in this part of the structure the cetaceous

type appears to have been followed. The short and stout humerua is

read by Professor Owen, before the Geological Society of London, the

author commenced his observations by referring to the skeleton of

the existing Cetacea, and pointing out how slight is the indica-

tion afforded by the caudal vertebra) of the large terminal fin,

which forms in that class so important an orgau of locomotion
;
and

the improbability that its presence would have been suspected had
the Cetacea been known only by their fossil remains, in consequence
of the fin having consisted entirely of decomposable and unossified

material.

He stated that the depressed flattened shape of the terminal

vertebra), which gives the only indication of the horizontal flu (and
which character is not present in all the Cetacea), is not recognisable
in the skeletons of the Ichthyosauri and Plesiosauri ;

but he proceeds
to describe a condition of the tail in the skeletons of the Ichthyosauri

which, he conceives, affords an indication of a structure in the

extinct animal analogous to the teguruentary fin of the Cetacea, and

which has not been suspected by the authors of the conjecturally-

restored figures of the Ichthyosauri already published. The condition

alluded to is described as an

abrupt bend of the tail, abouo

one-third of its whole length
distant from the end, and at

the 30th caudal vertebra in

the Ichthyosaurus communis ;

the broken portion continuing

beyond the dislocation as

straight as in the part which

precedes it. As there is no

appearance of a modification

of structure in the dislocated

vertebra;, indicative of the tail

having possessed more mo-

bility at that point than at any
other, and as the dislocation

has taken place at the same

point in seven specimens
examined by the author, he
conceives that it must be

due to some cause operating
in a peculiar manner on
tbe dead carcass of the Ich-

thyosaurus, in consequence of

some peculiarity of external form, while it floated on the surface of

the sea.

A broad tegumentary fin composed of dense but decomposable

material, he observed, might have been attached to the terminal

portion of the tail; and such a fin either by its weight, or by

presenting an extended surface to the beating of the waves, or by

attracting predatory animals of strength sufficient to tug at, without

tearing it off, would occasion, when decomposition of the connecting

ligaments had sufficiently far advanced, a dislocation of the vertebra)

immediately proximate to its point of attachment. The two portions
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cfl*n.wUhtb*restoftbe akrietoo, would

UtW by tb* dene* exterior integument, until

,,aris**s oY tb* abdomen at *om* yielding P|

1 continue to bo bald

until the rupture of the

J yWdtag point had *et free the

nees r'-
J
by putrefcctioa; and tbe skeleton, baring undcr-

rosw cerUin partial dislocations, from the decomposition of the more

\tfMmg licamonU, would subside to tbe bottom, and become

imbedded in the esdimenUry deposits, exhibiting the fracture of tbe

tail alluded to.

Treatise' (pL 14), wbich shows a Urge mass of Gh scales, chiefly

refvmble to tbe I'holidophorut limbatiu, intermingled with coprolitet

Ihroughout the entire region of the ribs, and in the more matured

coprolites themselves. Dr. Buckland, to whom we are indebted for

the hUtory of these curious bodies, says, speaking of the intestinal

canal of the Jcklkyotauri :" Besides tbe spiral structure and conse-

quent shortness of the small intestine, we have additional evidence to

show even the form of the iniuuto vessels and folds of the mucous

With respect to tbe relative position of this conjectured caudal

tegunwnUry fin of tbe ItUkyotaunu, Professor Owen could not

perceive any indication of its horizontally in the forms of the

vcrtsbnr which he supposes to have supported it
;
and he regards the

snperaddition of posterior paddles in these air-breathing marine

.p'py.1. u a compensation for the absence of that form of fin which
is so essential in the Cttacta, for tbe purpose of bringing the head to

tbe surface of tbe sea to inhale the air. On the other hand a vertical

caudal fin senna especially required by the short-necked and stiff-

necked SrAlAyoMHri, in order to produce with sufficient rapidity the

lateral movements of the head, which were needed by those predatory
inhabitants of tbe ancient deep ; while in the flaiosaurus such a fin

would be unneoanary, in consequence of the length and mobility of the

neck ; and Professor Owen concluded by stating, that in those skeletons

of Pltiatmri in which the till is perfect it is straight, and presents
no indication of tbe partial fracture or bend which is so common in

the tails of ItkOiyotauH.

Figure* of tbe tails of five specimens of Icutliyonauri , belonging to

tbe species /. comnttnu, I. tcnuirottrit, and /. inlcrmcdiut, accompanied

Professor Owen ha* since ascertained that the terminal caudal verte-

bra of tbe /cUlyotaunu are compressed or flattened from side to side

in a remarkable degree ;
a circumstance, he observes, confirming the

accuracy of tbe conjecture of tbe verticality of the caudal fin, and the
best proof perhaps of its actual presence in the living animal.

That the /dUAyosf enjoyed the sense of smelling in a consider-

able degree can hardly be doubted from the structure and position
of the nostrils, nor is there any reason for supposing that they were
not gifted with the sense of taste ; but their power of vision must
have been great, and indeed Dr. Buckland justly speaks of tbe enor-

mous magnitude of the eye as very much exceeding that of any living
animal, and as being the most extraordinary feature of the head. He
allude* to a skull of feklkyotaarui platyodon in the collection of Mr.
Johnson at Bristol, and remarks that in this specimen the longer
diameter of tbe orbital cavity measures fourteen inches. The eye has,
as Mr. Cooybeara remarks, its sclerotic* composed of a bony or rather

scaly substance, subdivided into thirteen plates, a* will be seen in the
eat (cob. 801 , 202), where two of these plate* are represented separately.
Mr. Conybean, in tbe passage to which we have referred, goes on to
date that be had then before him the eye of a middle-sized lizard from

Germany, which ban a structure exactly similar, excepting that the

plates w*r* more numerous : this, he states, was pointed out to him
by tb. UU Mr. Miller; and he adds that the Chameleon and Jyuana
hv, simitar osseous laminc, as has tbe Tortoise, but that in this latter

animal they form, as in birds, the anterior disc. This conformation
was highly important to the adjustment of an organ whose functions
were demaodVd both above and below the surface of the water.

[Bum.] Tb* araa* of hearing appears to have been sufficiently
developed, and that of touch was probably about upon a par with
tbe sensation* of tb* modern cetaceans.
An normous expansion of the jaws, which were so constructed as

to bear tb* shock of tbe most violent collision, and were furnished
with a constant (accession of teeth, formed an organ of seizure well
feted to tb* voracity of an animal that not only preyed upon fishes
and other marine animals, but, like tbe ravenous pike of our fresh-

waters, fed upon it* own congeners and even species. The prey was
d into a stomach, which must have been nearly co-cxtensi'

eavity of tbe body, ami tbe contents were thence modewith tb* car

pass through an intestinal canal which appears to have resembled, as
Dr. Hoeklsad observes, the spiral intestines of some of the swiftest
sad most voracious of our modrm finite*.

Tb* evidence apon which this ascertion is mad* h to be found in
various speoimcM, like that in tbe Oxford Museum, from the lias at

Lyme Hefts, and ftgnnd by Dr. Buckland in his 'Bridgowater

Dr. Bnckland.

membrane by which, it wan lined. This evidence consults in a series

of vascular impressions and corrugations on tho surface of the copro-

lite, which it could only have received during Ha passage through the

windings of this flat tube. If we attempt to discover a final cause

for these curious provisions in the bowels of the extinct reptile inha-

bitants of the seas of a former world, we shall find it to be the same
that explains the existence of a similar structure in the modern
voracious tribes of sharks aud dog-fishes. As the peculiar voracity of

all these nnimals required the stomach to be both large and long,
there would remain but little space for the smaller viscera ;

these are

therefore reduced, as we have seen, nearly to the state of a flattened

tube, coiled like a corkscrew around itself; their bulk is thus mate-

rially diminished, whilst the amount of absorbing surface remains

almost the same as if they had been circular. Had a large expansion
of intestines been supcnulded to the enormous stomach and lungs of

the Ichlhyoaaurtu, the consequent enlargement of tho body would
have diminished the power of progressive motion, to the great detri-

ment of an animal which depended on its speed for tbe capture of it*

prey. The above facts, which we have elicited from the coprolitio
remains of the Ichtliyosauri, afford a new and curious contribution to

our knowledge both of the anatomy and habits of the extinct inhabit-

ants of our planet. We have found evidence which enables us to point
out the existence of beneficial arrangements and compensations even

in those perishable yet important parts which formed their organs of

digestion. We have ascertained the nature of their food and the

form and structure of their intestinal canal ; and have traced the

digestive organs through three distinct stages of descent, from a largo
and long stomach, through tho spiral coils of a compressed ileum, to

their termination in a cloaca, from which the coprolites descended
into the mud of tho nascent lias. In this lias they have been in'

during countless ages, until summoned from its deep recesses by tin-

labours of the geologist to give evidence of events that passed at the

bottom of the ancient seas in ages long preceding the existence of

man." (' Bridgewater Treatise.')

Coprollte of Mthyoiniirtu, Dr. Buckland.

a, Mnimifiril ml" of Phalidvpltoriu limlatui imbedded therein (internal view) ;

, external Tiew of tbe tame.

The external integument appears to have been a simple naked skin

unprotected by any defi-nci- ;
it pmbiibly resembled in some degree

tho dermal covering of tho cetaceans.

The structure of these reptiles have been sometimes referred to us
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supporting the doctrine of the transmutation of species, and these

animals have been regarded as trausitionary forms from the Fish to the

Reptile. Professor Owen thus refers to this opinion, in his '

Report
on British Fossil Reptiles," made to the British Association in 1839
and 1840 :

" The nearest approximation to the organisation of fishes is made
by the Ichthyosaurus, an extinct genus which appears to have been
introduced into the ancient seas subsequent to the deposition of the
strata inclosing the remains of the thecodont lizards. The iohthyic
characters of this genus of marine Saurians are not of a very important
kind, being limited, like modifications of the mammalian type in

whales, to a relationship with locomotion in water, while all the

modifications of the skeleton which are connected with the respiratory,

digestive, or generative functions, are conformable with the highest
or Saurian type of reptiles such aa the cranial anatomy (the large
size of the intermaxillary bones excepted), the dental structure, which

corresponds with that of the posterior teeth in alligators ;
the articu-

lation of the ueurapophyses to the bodies of the vertebrae; the

complicated pectoral arch; the sternum, and complete abdominal
cincture of ribs, &c. The circle of numerous imbricated sclerotic

bones reaches its maximum of development in the Ichthyosaurus ;
but

this is an exaggeration of a structure feebly shadowed forth in some

existing Saurians, and more strongly shown in birds, rather than a

repetition of the simple bony sclerotic cup in fishes. By no known
forms of fossil animals can we diminish the wide interval which divides

the most sauroid of fishes from an Ichthyosaurus. This most extra-

ordinary reptile is a singular compound in which ichthyic, cetacean,
and ornithic characters are engrafted upon an essentially Saurian type
of structure. The Ichthyosaurus is therefore just such a form of
animal aa might be expected, were specific forms unstable, to demon-
strate a mutation of characters or some tendency towards a progressive
development into a higher and more consistent type of organisation ;

nor is the field for testing the transmutation theory less ample than
the subject is favourable. We have the opportunity of tracing the

Ichthyosauri, generation after generation, through the whole of the
immense series of strata which intervene between the new red-sand-
stone and the tertiary deposits. Not only however is the generic
type strictly adhered to, but the very species which made its first

abrupt appearance in the lowest of the oolitic series maintains its

characters unchanged and recognisable in the highest of the secondary
strata. In the chalk formations, for example, the genus Ichthyosaurus
quits the stage of existence as suddenly aa it entered it in the lias,

and with every appreciable osteological character unchanged." In the different species of the Ichthyosaurus founded upon minor
modifications of the skeleton, several appear contemporaneously in

the strata where the genus is first introduced ; and those which
remain the longest manifest as little change of specific as of generic
characters. There is no evidence whatever that one species has suc-

ceeded or been the result of the transmutation of a former species.
The tenuirostral Ichthyosaurus existed at the same time, and under
the same external influences, aa the stronger and shorter-jawed
Ichthyosaurus cammunis ; just as the tenuirostral Dtlphinus Ganyeticus
co-exists at present with the short-jawed porpoise." If the relative periods of existence of the different Enaliosauriau

reptiles were not well ascertained, and room were allowed for con-

jecture as to their (successive appearance on. this planet, it would be
as easy aa seductive to speculate on the metamorphoses by which their

organic framework, influenced by varying conditions during a lapse
of ages, might have been gradually modified, so as to have successively
developed itself from an Ichthyosaur to a Plesiosaur, and thence to a
Crocodile.

" We may readily conceive, for example, the fish-like characters of
the vertebral column of the Ichthyosaurus to have been obliterated

by a filling iip of the intervertebral cavities through ossification of
the intermediate elastic tissue, and the Plesiosaurian type of vertebra
to be thus acquired. The normal digits of the fin might be supposed
to become strengthened and elongated by more frequent reptation
on dry land, and thus to cause an atrophy of the supernumerary fingers ;

phalanges of a more saurian figure might have been produced by the
confluence of a certain number of digital ossicles ; the head might
be shortened by a stunted growth of the intermaxillary bone, and
thus be reduced to Plesiosaurian proportions. The teeth might become
more firmly fixed by the shooting ofbony walla acrosa their interspaces,
as in the young Crocodiles.

"
If we now elongate the bodies of the vertebra), reduce some

twenty pairs of anterior riba to hachet-bones, place the fore paddlea
at a corresponding distance from the head, and the hind paddles pro-
portionately nearer the tail, little more will be required to complete
the transmutation of the Ichthyosaur into the Plesiosaur. If next,
in adaptation to a gradual change of surrounding circumstances, the
jaws of the Plesiosaur become lengthened to the proportions of those
of the Tenuirostral Ichthyosaur, but at the expense of the maxillary

'I of the intermaxillary bones, preserving the socketed implanta-
tion of the teeth

; if, to balance the elongation of the jawa the neck
the same time nhrank to nearly its former Ichthyosaurian propor-

tion*, with some slight modification of the Plesiosaurian type of the
r;e

;
if a further development and a more complete separation

of tho digits of the fore and lu'ud members were to take place, so that

they might serve for creeping as well as swimming ;
if the exposure

of the surface to two different media, and of the entire animal to

perils of land as well as of sea, were to be followed by the ossification

of certain parts of the skin, and the acquisition by this change of a
dermal armour such we might conceive to be the leading steps in

the transmutation of the Piesiosaur into the Teleosaur.
" And if the three forms of extiiict Saurians, whose changes of

specific and generic characters have thus been speculated on, had

actually succeeded each other in strata successively superimposed in

the order in which they have here been hypothetically derived from
one another, some colour of probability might attach itself to this

hypothesis, and there would be ground for searching more closely into

the anatomical and physiological possibilities of such transmutations.

Ichthyosaurus, Plesiosaurus, and Teleosawus are however genera which

appear contemporaneously on the stage of vital existence : one neither

preceded nor came after the other. How the transmutation theory is to

be reconciled to these facts is not obvious
;
nor to these other, viz., that

the Teleosaur ceases with oolite, while the Ichthyosaur and Plesiosaur
continue to coexist to the deposition of the chalk, and disappear
together alike unchanged ;

the Ichthyosaur manifesting as little ten-

dency to develop itself into a Plesiosaur, as this to degrade itself into

the more fish-like modification of the Enaliosauviau type."
One of the finest collections of the remains of these animals existing

is that in the British Museum. Altogether
" there are about thirty

very fine specimens, including the most interesting of the separate
crania, paddles, vertebral columns, &c., besides a great number of

isolated bones, parts of skulls and jaws, coprolites, and other remains
of Ichthyosauri." (Mantell.)
The following are the species of this genus which have been at

present made out :

/. tenuirostris (Conybeare). It is characterised by the great length
and slenderuess of the jaws, which resemble in this respect the

maxillary organs of the Gavial, or Teleosaurus. The length of the
mouth is produced by the elongation of the intermaxillary bones and
of the deutary bones of the lower jaw. The malar bone is remark-

ably long and slender. The cranium is flat, and the orbits are very
large. The teeth slender, 60 to 90 on each side the Upper jaw, and
60 on each ramus of the lower jaw. The anterior extremities, or

paddles, are much larger than the posterior pair, and very strong and
massive. The shafts of the humerus and femur are relatively long,
and their distal ends broad. This species attains a length of 1 3 or

14 feet; the largest teeth are an inch and a half in length. It was
named by Mr. Hawkins I. chirostrongulostinus (Round-Boned-Paddle
Fish-Lizard). It is figured in his remarkable work on these creatures.

/. intcrmedius (Conybeare). The teeth are more acutely conical

than in /. communis, and the stria: less prominent, but are less slender

than in the preceding species. The maxillary portion of the skull is

relatively shorter, and converges more regularly to the front than in

/. communis, and the teeth are longer, more slender, and numerous.
This species has been the most commonly found, and ranges through-
out the Lias formation of England. There are two specimens in the
British Museum, one 7 feet in length, the other 6 feet.

/. longipennii. The species thus named in the British Museum is

from the Lias of Whitby in Yorkshire. Dr. Mantell says that he is

not aware of any description of this species.
/. communis (Conybeare). The skull is wide behind, and rapidly

contracts to the base of the jaws, which are prolonged and sub-com-

pressed. The teeth are relatively large, round, conical, and longi-

tudinally furrowed, the base being expanded and deeply grooved,
40 to 50 on each side the upper jaw, and 25 to 30 in each ramus of the

lower jaw. The anterior paddles are three times longer than the

posterior pah-, and are proportionately broader, and contain a greater
number of ossicles than in other species. This character induced
Mr. Hawkins to call it /. chiropolyostinus (Many-Boned-Paddle Fish-

Lizard). There are 8 metacarpal bones and 212 ossicles. The
humerus is relatively shorter and stouter than in any other species.
It has 17 sclerotic plates to the eye. This is one of the larger species
of the genus, as some of the specimens indicate a length of 14 feet.

It is supposed this species had a large tegumentary caudal fin, which
is rendered probable by the laterally compressed form of the terminal

caudal vertebrae, as first ascertained by Sir Philip Egerton.
/. platyodon (Conybeare). This is the largest of the species, and

specimens have been procured 30 feet in length. The orbit iu some

specimens is 1 foot in diameter, and the teeth 2J inches in length.
The teeth are distinguished by the form of the crown, which is

conical and subcompressed, and has a sharp ridge on each side ; the

base is not grooved as in the teeth of /. communis. This character

of the teeth suggested the specific name. The dental formula is

4545
The vertebnc are about 120 in number. The anterior and

4040
posterior paddles are equal in size. This structure induced Mr.

Hawkins to name this species /. chiroligostinus (Few-Boned-Paddlo
Fish-Lizard). Tho humerus is short in proportion to its breadth.

The femur ia proportionately larger than in other species.
/. lonchiodon (Owen). The teeth are more slender in proportion to

their length than in the other species. Their base is cylindrical and

regularly fluted
;
the transverse section of the crown is nearly circular,

not compressed. The paddle is relatively lass than in the last species.
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A enecfcnen of thb specie* in UM Britimh MuMum meaaures 15 feet

U wagA. and wa* obtained by Miu Auning at Lyme Regis. The

frrn interest of this foesil consists in Uio fnct that the part* of the

o luoidM ere in a elate of preaervatiun.
/. iesytreem*. A speeimen from Wbitl.y ii about 6 feet in length.

It has a remarkably Blender aod elongated muxzle. It U not otherwise

ID a well-preserved condition, and Dr. Mutell *ay* that it U not

/. Uitfrvm, (Kuoig). It U chancteriKd by the great breadth of

the for* part of UM cranium and the Urge sue of the parietal foramen.

The periphery of UM vertebra U flatter than in thoao of other specie*.

The upper portion of the circle of iclerotic plates remains in the

orbit in UM specimen in UM MuMum.
With rtfard to UM geological distribution of these animali, they

abound throughout UM Lias and Oolitic Formations. The chief repo-

aitory ha* been hitherto cooaidered to be in the Lias at Lyme Regis,
bat as Dr. Bockland states, they abound along the whole extent of

this formation throughout England, from the couU of Dorset, through
Somemt and Leicestershire, to the coast of Yorkshire. The Lias of

Ocrmany and Franc* contain* them. " The range of the genus
Ickikyotamrtu," cays Dr. BucUand,

" seems to hare begun with the

Muacbelkalk, and to have extended through the whole of the Oolitic

p- riod into the Cretaceous Formation. The most recent stratum in

which any r. rnmii.s of this genus have yet been found is the Chalk
Marl at 1 t-'.vrr, where they bare bean discovered by Dr. Hantell : I have

found them in the Oault near Benson, Oxon." (' Bridgewater Treatise.')
1' HTHYOSIA'GONES (RUppel), one of tbe many names (na

Aptyclxu, Von Mayer; Solcnita and Ttlliniin, Schlotheim; Trvjund-
liltt, I'arkinson ; Ltfadittt, Germar) which have been given to the

pair of shelly bodies found in many of the Ooolitic Itocks, and not

unfre>|uently in the mouths of AmmonUa at Solenhofun, so as to prove
their connection with the animal which inhabited that shell. By
Huppell and YolU they were conceived to form an operculum. The
two valve* meet on a strait toothless binge-line, their free edges
forming the remaining two sides of a triangle rounded at its apex.
The substance of UM shell is transversely fibrous ; its inner surface

concentrically striated with linn of growth. (Parkinson, Org. Jtem.,

pLxiii. fia.9, 10,12.)

1'CICA, agenus of Plants belonging to the natural order Burieracca.
It has a small obtusely 5-toothed calyx ; 5 petals inserted under the

disc, recurved, sessile, valvate; 10 stamens shorter than the petals
inserted with them; a cup-shaped disc with 10 crenatures at the

margin ; a sessile fi-celled ovary with two collateral pendulous ovules
in each cell

;
a very short style ;

a 5-angled stigma ;
a globose obtuse

1-3 celled drupe with thick and fleshy dissepiments ; resinoua seeds
without albumen. The species are shrubs or trees with unequally
pinnate leaves, and white flower* Mated on panicled racemes which
are terminal or axillary.

/. ktitnjJtfUa has ternate or pinnate leaves, with stalked, ovate,
acuminated, entire, simply-veined leaflets ; the racemes simple, rather
shorter than UM leaves. This plant is the /. Aracouckini of Aublet
It a tree 60 foet in height, growing in Guyana, on the banks of
UM river Couron, where it is called by the natives Aracouchiui.
Whan an incision is made in the bark of this tree a yellow balsamic
armnatic fluid exudes, which retains its fluidity a long time after

exposure to UM air. This fluid is used by the Guyanese as an appli-
cation to wound*. A resin is found also in the needs, and the natives
of Guyana carry the nuts about with them on account of the scent

they give out. These nut* they often send as presents to their friends.
The larib* also UM the exudation for mixing with oil, with which
they anoint their bodies.

/. krptapkiUa has 5-7-stalkcd oblong acuminated leaflets, with the
racemes few-flowered, somewhat corymbose, and six times shorter
than UM petiole. It U a small tree, a native of the woods of Guyana,
who* it u called Arbre d'Knoen*. The whole plant is sweet-scented,
and like UM last apMie* yields a clear balsamic fluid when it is woiinl,.!
It is burned as a perfume, and used a* a remedy in dysentery. Tim
esede an contained in a viscid pulp which hardens into a gray resin,
and is nsd by the natives for burning as a perfume. The Carib name
of this Uw is Aronaou.

There an several specie* of Idea, all of which yield the same
transparent fluid, resembling ttirjwntiiK) in many of its properties.
/. /aeerioa, a native of Braxil, yields a rcniu, which is brought
into UM market under the name of Gum Klenii, but is not the true

gntn of that name. /. dtemdra is found in the wood* of Guyana,
where it is called Chipa. The fluid which exudes from it yields on
evaporation a resin. /. aJuuima grows in Guyana. There are two
TariUse of this tree, known by the name of White Cedar and Red
Cedar. The latter I* a very durable wood, and is used for making
household furniture, boata, canoes, Ac.

(Don, JMcAteatnlemu Plmlt ; Burnett, Outiina of Botany ; Lindley,
/ten) Unlit*.)

Hi A, one ..f the rlaescs In the sexual system of Botany
invented by Unnanu. The name literally means 20 stamen*, but it
wa only applied by Uniurui to plants having an indefinite number
of Mamma inserted Into the calyx.

1< IKKCH.

1 '(.'TIDES, a name given by M. Valenciennes to the Beuturongs, a

genus of Plantigrade Mammalia, which F. Cuvier hud previously
referred to the genus Paradojmnu. It U the A relict it of Temniinck.

F. Cuvier, in his 'Dent* dis Mnumiife-ren,' states that be pub-
lished, under the name of Paradoxurtu albifroni, in the 9th volume of
the ' Mcmoires du Museum,' the figure of an animal which had been
sent to him from Calcutta by M. Alfred Duraucel

;
and that he con-

jectured, from the external characters and the general physiognomy,
that the animal which it represented belonged to the genus Paradox-
tna. Having subsequently examined the teeth (an examination
which he states he owed to M. Valenciennes, who had found the skin
and the head of the animal in the cabinet of Brussels, and had
obtained them through the complaisance of the director, M. Drapier),
F. Cuvier states tbat there is much resemblance in the dentition
to that of Paradoxurut. Ictidet belongs, he thinks, to the family of

Civet*, which is characterised by a tubercular molar tooth in the
lower jaw, and by two similar molars in the upper jaw ;

and he thinks
tbat it is

' sans contredit
' most approximated to Paradofuna. though

it approaches Procyon nearer than that genus, that is to fay, the teeth
of Ictidei show an increase of thickness, and have become more tuber-
culous. He places it between the Civets, &c.. and the Suricates.

Cuvier, who gives Ictidet a position between Ailunu [PANDA] and
the Coatia (A'tuita), gays that it still bears some resemblance to Procyon
in its dentition; but he remarks that the last three molars of the

upper jaw are much smaller and less tuberculous, and that this i.i

especially true of the last of all in each jaw, which is very small and

nearly simple.
Dr. J. E. Gray gives Arct!ctii as a synonym of Ictlda, in his sub-

family I'li'crri'na, the fourth of his family Felidtt.

M. Lesson thinks that the genus approaches nearer to Procyon than
to Paradoxuriu, hut he arranges it between A iluna and Paradoxunu.

Mr. Swoinson, adopting Temminck's name, which, if it
appeared

first with a generic description, ought to be retained, makes the form
the first genus of his family Didclphidas, or Opossums, observing that
it is not marsupial.

It has the following characters : Head rather short, muzzle
pointed ; ears, which are small, tufted with long hairs

; tail long,

hairy, prehensile ;
feet with five toes on each foot.

Dental Formula : Incisors, ; canines, 1-.
; molars, -H? = 36.

6 1 1 5 5

Teeth of IrlUei. F. Cuvii r.

One-tUlti larger than nature.
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The author of the 'Analytical Notice of Books' ('Zool, Journ.,' vol.

ii.) says, when reviewing the 'Histoire Naturelle des Mammiferes,'
Nos. xli.-l., that between the Viverrine Family and that which is com-

posed of the Racoons and Bears there had existed a considerable gap,
which is now in a great measure filled up by the newly discovered

forms, the Benturong and the Panda. The external appearance, he

remarks, of the let ides corresponds in some degree with both that of

the civets and racoons, having the plantigrade motion of the latter

and the slender snout of the former. It is indeed completely planti-

grade, and has on each foot five toes armed with strong compressed
claws, apparently adapted for climbing.

"
Its tail, the thickness of

which at its commencement is almost monstrous, is prehensile beneath,
without being terminated by a naked skin, like that of Aides, but

resembling entirely the tail of the Sajous. The eye, like that of the

domestic cat, has the pupil vertically elongated ;
the habits of the

Ictidti are consequently nocturnal. The ears are small and rounded
;

and the nostrils are surrounded by a muzzle, which is divided into two

portions by a deep sulcus. The hairs are long and thick, and a

peculiar character is given to the physiognomy by the moustaches,
which are very voluminous on the lips, the eyes, and the cheeks, and

by the pencil of long and numerous hairs which terminates the ears.

The cry is intermediate between those of a cat and a dog." The

species are found in India.

/. albifrom. Fur gay ; hairs long, silky, black at the base, and
white in their extreme third, shorter on the head and limbs ; sides of

the snout, forehead, pencils of the ears (which are edged with white),
black ; upper part of the snout and forehead white ; iris yellow ;

belly gray, with shorter hairs than those on the upper parts of the

body. Size, that of a very large domestic cat. In another specimen
the sides of the snout, and the tail, its extremity excepted, were

gray. It inhabits Bootan, Nepaul (Kftchar : though they occasionally
occur in the central region of Nepaul. Hodgson).

Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles describes the gait of this Benturong
as low and crouching, the body being long and heavy, and the legs

short. The tail, thick at its insertion, gradually tapers to the extremity,
where it curls upwards. In climbing trees the animal is assisted by
this tail, which ia strong. One that was kept alive many years by
Major Farquhar partook both of animal and vegetable food. Slow in

motion, and timid in disposition, the animal sleeps much during the

day : the night is the season of its comparative activity. Two other

species have been described.

ICTINIA. [FALCOXID.E.]
IDALIA. [NUDIBRAUCUIATA.]
IDE, a Fish. [LEtjcisccs.]

IDIA, Lamouroux's name fora genus of recent Polyparia, allied to

Sertularia (Linn.).

IDMO'NEA, a genus of Animals belonging to the order Polyzoa,
described by Lamouroux as closing the group Millcporida. It is

ramose, the branches triquetral in section, celluliferous on two faces,

cells prominent in transverse rows. One species, the /. atlantica,

inhabits the British seas. Several have been found fossil in the Oolite

ami 0,'nlcaire Grossier. [PoLTZo.v.]

IDOCRASE, a Mineral, also called Ventrian, Pyramidal Garnet,

&c. This mineral occurs crystallised and massive
;
the crystals are

either attached or imbedded. Primary form a square prism. Cleavage

parallel to the primary planes, distinct, and less so parallel to tho

diagonals of the prism. Fracture uneven, slightly conchoidal, or

rather undulated. Hardness 6'5. Scratches glass readily, and even

quartz. Colour various shades of brown, black, gray, blue, green,
and yellow. Streak white. Lustre vitreo-resinous, translucent, and

transparent. Refraction double. Specific gravity 3'08 to 3'4. By
the blowpipe it is fusible with ebullition into a yellowish transparent

globule, and with borax gives a glass tinged green with oxide of iron.

The massive varieties are amorphous ;
the structure is fibrous,

granular, or compact.
Idocrase is met with both in primitive and volcanic countries. It

occurs in the masses ejected from Vesuvius : the crystals are some-

times of large dimensions.

It was found originally in the neighbourhood of Vesuvius, and since

in many other parts of the world. Different varieties have been
called by different names : thus, Cyprine is cupreous or blue Idocrase ;

l,tili:iiie, greenish-yellow ; Egeran, found near Eger, in Bohemia, is of

a liver-brown colour; Xanlhite, found at Ainsty, New York. The

following are analyses by Klaproth and De Kobell :

Klaproth. Do Kobell.

Silica .... 35-50 42'00 36
Alumina . . . 33-00 16-25 22

Lime .... 22'25 34-00 36
Oxide of Iron . . 7'50 5'SO 5

Oxide of Manganese . 0'25 Trace.

98-50 97-75 98
Veiuvltu. Siberia. Mua.

IDOTEA. [IsoPODA.1
ID1UALIN, a Mineral Resin of a grayish or brownish-black colour,

with a grayish lustre, occurring in the Cinnabar mines of Idria.

IDYA, Oken's name for those Beroes which are formed after the

manner of Btrut otata. [

AT. BUT. BIT. VOL. in.

IDYIA (Rafinesque), a genus of Crustacea to which Desmarest

alludes, among other such genera, as knowing nothing of them beyond
their names.
IERAX. [FALCONID.E.]
IEREA, the generic name of a fossil Polypifer from the blue clays

of the Vaches Noires (Calvados), described by Lamouroux, who is

doubtful of its affinities, but ranks it among his Polyparia actinaria,
Bronn places it among the Siphonice.

IGNATIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Lorjaniacea. One of the species of this genus, /. amara, yields the

j

St. Ignatius's Beans of India, where, under the name of Papeeta, they
I are said to be a remedy for cholera. No proof has been afforded of
their efficacy in this disease, and Dr. Limlley (' Vegetable Kingdom ')

says that convulsions and giddiness are known to follow their
exhibition when given in an over-dose.

IGUANA.
IGUA'NID^E, an extensive family of Saurians, of which the genus

Iguana may be considered the type. Messrs. Dume'ril and Bibron, in
their '

Erpe'tologie
'

(1837), treat of these reptiles under the name of
Le'zards Iguaniens, ou Sauriens Eunotes. In 'the Catalogue' of tho

Specimens of Lizards in the British Museum,' the Jyuanidce with the
Agamidce [DRACONINA] constitute the tribe Strobilosaura.

Before giving the genera and species as arranged by Dr. J. E. Gray,
we give a sketch of the organisation of the Iguanidce.
The skull is always articulated by a single coudyle situated below

the great occipital foramen which opens a passage for the nervous
chord. The configuration of the head presents great differences,
dependent on the conformation of the bones of the cranium, the face,
or jaws.
The number of cervical vertebrae is most frequently sir, and this

region is generally short, but it is strong. There are often articulated
trachelian apophyses, which are in reality the rudiments of ribs. Tho
dorsal vertebrae, meaning by that term the vertebra; which carry the
ribs, vary much in number in the different genera. The first lumbar
vertebne are like the dorsal, except that they are without the articular
facets which characterise the latter. Generally there are but two
pelvic vertebne, which carry the ileum or pelvis. The ribs are in

general slender, weak, rounded, and of the same form, though they
vary in their curvature, according as the trunk is cylindrical, depressed
or compressed in the thoracic region. The first or anterior ribs aro

joined to the lateral parts of the sternum, or to a series of small bones
which occupy tho lower part of the breast

; or they are united to
each other on the mesial region nearly in the samo manner as in
the chameleons, for this disposition occurs in Polychrus and Anolii.
In the Dragons the posterior ribs are free and prolonged in the
thickness of the skin of the sides, in order to sustain the sort of

parachute extended on the lateral parts of the body between the
anterior and posterior limbs. All the species of the family have two
pairs of limbs always apparent, and terminated by toes, the number
of which varies but little. Their conformation and respective length
have been used as generic characteristics principally in the case of

Anolii, and some others which have offered some particularities, such
as Sitana. The presence of a shoulder formed of two bones, and that
of a pelvis, separates these Saurians from the Serpents.
The general form of the body and the disposition of the skeleton

scarcely vary, except in the proportions of the different regions of the

spinal column, especially in that of the tail and in the configuration
of the vertebrae, the spinous and transverse processes of which corres-

pond to the external state of compression or depression. In the

greater number of species, as in those of Lophyrus, Basiliscua,

Polychrut, and Iguana, the region of tha back presents a well-defined

projection, sustained by the series of spiuous apophyses which often
form that crest which has caused Messrs. Dume'ril and Bibron to name
the family Eunota. This disposition is most manifest in Basiliicui
and Agama ; whilst in Stellio and Uromastix the dorsal spines project
but little. The bodies of the vertebra) which constitute the tail are
much shorter in those species in which that part is not long, Phryno-
cephalus for instance, than in those which have it excessively
prolonged. In these last, take Iguana and Anolis for example, there
is another peculiarity, namely, that the bodies or central and cylin-
drical parts of the caudal vertebra), which are large and dilated at
their extremities for articulation, have, at the same time, the mesial

portion more slender and fragile, so that it is in this portion that
fracture often takes place, which is followed by a reproduction anil

consequent deformity which the tail often in that case presents.
M. Kousseau (pore) found in the skeletons of those Saurians which
had undergone mutilation of the tail a long cartilaginous cone in lieu

of distinct vertebras ;
and Carus has remarked, that the spinal chord is

not renewed in this cartilaginous stem, which is produced in lieu of
the caudal vertebrae.

With regard to the senses, sight and hearing appear to be very
well developed in this family ;

and taste seems to be present in a very
fair degree, but not smell ;

touch moderate. The eyes of all the

Iguaninns are furnished with moveable lids
;
the orbit in which they

are placed varies in its extent and in conformity with tho limits

which result from the bones of the face and cranium. The greater

part have a superciliary arch, which is sometimes tuberculous and

very projecting, as in Oj'hryoesaa and Hypsibatta, Messrs. Dum^ril and
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etate, that p to the time when they wrote they knew of no

to which ohesrven had detected a linear
pupil, though it i*

i that *ome are nocturnal With the exception of some genera,

Ols.l|-| awl Plkrwute^ktlui in particular, in which the tympanum
Is oat apparent, all the Ignanian* have an auditory canal, more or

! enlarged at iU external orifice on a level with the surface of

the head; ometime*. a* in eome epeoie* of Aftma, it 1* only a simple

lit, the entrance of which U protected by some pointed and as it

were *piay emla* The MOM of -tilling does not seem to be much

developed hi the thnrhmr generally, but in the family under con-idc-

ration it appear* to be at a very low rate, for there is no anfractuonity

la the aUvemn*; the external orifioM of the nostrils have but little

humidity, and are very small. They are situated generally noar th*

extremity of th* mnnle, and approach each other above ; they open
within the mouth by a simple slit to which tho tongue may be

applied, and *eem principally, if not entirely, destined to aid in

The tongue i* in general abort, large, and mobile at it* extremity ;

but it is not deeply divided at its end, which is free. The base is

not retracted into a sheath, and this i* a character which distinguishes

it in particular from that of the Varanians and Chameleons. Wagler
ha* employed the term Padtygtoui to denote this disposition. The

organ is always humid, and covered with a glutinous secretion : its

ppill- which vary in form, being in some instances conical, and in

others scaly, or laid like tiles (entuiloes), in a direction from the front

backwards, appear to be destined for the perception of sapid sub-

stance* ; but it* principal office seems to be to direct the movement
of the food submitted to the action of the teeth, and to assist in

deglutition. The o* hyoides, to which it is fastened, presents import-
ant modification* in different genera, IU horns are much prolonged
in some specie*, and serve to support the dewlap, or longitudinal fold

of the integument* under the neck and jaw, in Sitana, Batilitcut,

Dram, Ac., and especially in Anolit, as particularly noticed and
demonstrated by Mr. T. Bell

The organ* of digestion present nothing very remarkable in this

family. The stomach seems to be a continuation of the oesophagus,
but the fibres and wrinkles are most often in another direction. There
i* no true cardia. The ventricuhia, properly so called, is often conical,

and the pylorus is not distinguishable except by a slight narrowing,
which i* rather elongated in Stcllio, Iguana, &c. In Polychrui,

OaVnrfft, and Lyrioctphalut, the pylorus is but little marked, on account

of it* shortness and the thinness of its paricte*. The intestines vary
in length. In species which have the tail very long, as the Iguanas,
the extent of the digestive tube U not much more than one-third of

the total length of the spinal column. There is no apparent distinction,

in *ome canes, evident between the small and large intestines, so that

there U often no caecum, a* in Cordyliu, Agama, and Sitana ; whilst

OB th* contrary in Iguana, Galeola, and Lyriocephalia, there U a
true enl-deMC at the termination of the small intestine where it

opens into the greater canal The pancreas U voluminous in Iguana,
/sriwtu, *nd Lyriocrphalui. The form and situation of the spleen

vary. It i* most frequently placed at the middle of the mesentery,
under the stomach ; aometime* on the right, as in Iguana ; sometimes
on the K-ft, or at the middle of the lower portion of the stomach, as

I* obMrvabl* in the greatest number.
The organ* of circulation and respiration present no remarkable

illflhmn i from thoM of other Saurian*, and the same may be said of

UM organ* of generation.
The integument* present various modifications. We have the

polyedrou* tubercles of Orammalophorut ; the spines of the neck in

Agama ; thoM of the tail in Dorypkorui, Strobilurui, Stenocercuf,

I'nmatlLr, and Trochycyelui ; the carinated scale* of Ophryoetia,
Lmuatflni, Tropidogatter, and Ecpkymota ; the cutaneous expansions
of the diffcrmt region* of the dorsal and caudal crest* in the greater
number of genera, but Mpecially in Iguana, Itliurui, and Banlitcvt ;

thoee of the nape on the occiput in Voryihophane* and BatUitcui ; of
the flank* in Draco and CaUuaurut and of the neck, under the form
of a dewUp, in Silana, Draco, and Iguana ; or in the lateral part* in

front of th* shoulders, as m (.'hlamyilotaurut. The pores, whether of
th* thigh*, aometlmM in a simple line, somtimea in two longitudinal
and parallel rows, or in front of the anus, are employed by Messrs.
Domcnl and Bibron in the clawfication of genera in their synoptical
table. The to** are in general elongated and terminated by crooked
nail*; Anolit alonepreeente a peculiar dilatation under the penulti-
mate phalange*. The shorter the toe* and the nails, tho less nimble
th* animal

Mesan. Dnmeril and Bibron state that in their anatomical researches

they hav* found the ventriculu* of mauy species filled with debris of

vegetables, nob. M flower*, leave*, and seeds, in considerable quantity,
which led them to the conclusion that many are herbivorous

; but
they remark that thu i* scarcely in accordance with the form of the
t*eth, none of which have tubercular crowns, nor composed of
apparent enamel and oanraui cement. It should however be remem
bend that the teeth of mott of the species are by no means ill

adapted for cropping vegetable enbstance*. The family are generally
nimbi*. Th* ooinpremrj and lengthened tail of many opecies is most
ttacful M an inurnment of progreMion when swimming across the

-1 Mvanoahs, and their crooked nail lasaist them in climbing

tree* and pursuing the smaller animals on which they occasionally

The Iguanidte are all inhabitant* of warm climate*. Only one

belong* to Europe, the Common Stellio, which is found also in Africa

and Asia. Several inhabit Australia.

The genus Iguana it the type of this family. This name was given

by Laurenti to a genus of Saurian*, in which he included various

forms, such a* Agama, Lopkyrui, Calotet, Ac. Daudin separated from

this heterogeneous collection Agama, Draw, and Barilucut ; and

Wagler, striking out the word Iguana from hi* nomenclature, divided

the genus /guana as left by Daudin into the genera Jlyiailoi-hui,

Metupoceroi, and A mblyrhynehui. Messrs. Dumeril and Bibron restore

the name. The genus Iguana, a* adopted by them, includes Hyi*i-

lophui and AmUyrliynckui of Wagler, and i* thu* characterised :

A very large thin dewlap (fanon) under the neck. Cephalic

polygonal, unequal in diameter, fiat or carinated. A double >

small palatal teeth. Maxillary teeth with their edges finely dentilated.

A crest on the back and tail. Toes long and unequal A single row
of femoral pore*. Toil very long, slender, compressed, covered with

small equal imbricated carinated scales.

Common Iguana (Ignana ttibrrntlatn).

They give the following description of the genus an thus modified :

The species composing this generic group are principally remarkable
for the cutaneous prolongation which constitutes over the whole
extent of the lower port of the head and neck a very deep and very
thin dewlap or pouch, tho free border of which describes a cum .1

line, and is dentilated at the part nearest the chin. The xkiu is

irregularly folded on the sides of this dewlap, behind which there is

another transversal fold which is obliquely prolonged upon
shoulder. There are also cuticular folds on the lateral regions of tho

neck and trunk. The head of the Iguanas is moderately Ion

has the form of a pyramid with four faces. The neck is slightly

compressed. The upper port of the body U convex and rounded, th

under part flattened. Tho limbs are long. The toes unequal, MM-!

sometimes denticulated on their edges ;
the five toes of the pot>>i ioi-

feet are graduated ;
the third and the fourth of the hand are equal in

length. The tail, which is very long and very slender, is flattened

slightly from right to left from its origin. The top and sides

head arc protected by polygonal scales varying in size, among which
some are convex, some flat, some carinated, and some even strongly
tuberculous. The subocular regions however are only furnished with

unall angular roundish scales with a slightly convex surface. It is

worthy of remark that the part of the skull which is situated between
the orbit* is protected by two longitudinal series of large angular

plates, whilst in Metopocerot and Cycluriu this same part of the

cranium is paved with small polygonal scales. A row of .-

angular, oblong, and often carinated scales adheres to the lower edge
of the orbital circle. The lips are furninhcd with large scaly |

whii-h are ordinarily quadrangular. There is also on each branch of

the lower jaw a row of large Beaten, tho lost of w ich is enormous in

some COUCH, presenting a diameter the quadruple of that of the others.

The scales which cover the upper part of the neck and tin; body r

slightly imbricated. Thy nro small, square, or lozenge* I'
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surmounted by a keel which does not divide them in the middle,
but which extends from their infero-posterior angle to their aupero-

posterior angle. In stuffed individuals, the skin of which has been

distended, there ia around the scales of the upper part of the body a
circle of small grains which recalls in a degree the mode in which the

scaly covering of the Varanians is formed. The lower part of the
neck is paved with scales, which are smooth and multifaced. There
are rhomboidal and imbricated scales on the dewlap. On the other

parts of the body are rhomboidal tile-bke scales (entuildes), and those

among them which are not carinated are found upon the thighs, the

soles of the feet, and the under side of the toes. The inferior region
of these is protected by a band of enlarged scutellations which are

imbricated, and surmounted with three keels, of which the middle
one is weak and the lateral ones very prominent. The upper part of

each toe is covered by a single row of scales ; but each side of the
lateral parts of the anterior toes has two rows, whilst the external

side of the posterior toes has three, making six rows of scales on
each anterior toe, and seven on each posterior toe. Besides being
imbricated the scales of the tail form vertieillations, or complete rings,
which cease to be distinguishable when they reach towards the

extremity.
All the Iguanas have femoral pores, the number of which varies

according to the sex, as Messrs. Dnmdril and Bibron suppose ;
and they

think that the number would in that case be less in the females than
in the moles. These pores, which are placed in a single row, are

surrounded by small scales disposed as the petals of a flower arc

disposed round its disc.

The Iguana have the upper parts of the body surmounted by a

paleaceous crest of some height, which is continuous from the nape to

the extremity of the tail. This crest is composed of strongly com-

pressed scales, which are pointed and sometimes curved backwards,

gradually diminishing in height as the end of the tail is approached.
The nostrils are situated on the sides of the muzzle, and very near

the extremity ; their aperture is large, and opened in the middle of a

large scale, which forms a convex circle around them, and gives them
a tubulous appearance. The tympanal membrane extended over the

auditory opening is very large and circular.

The teeth of the Iguana, which have an especial interest on account

of their resemblance to those of the extinct Iguanodon [laUANODON],
vary according to the ages of individuals ;

and Messrs. Dumdril and
Bibron state that they are assured that fewer exist in young subjects
than in adult individuals. The first twelve or fourteen maxillary

teeth, both above and below, are nearly rounded, pointed, and a

little arched; all the others are narrow and compressed, with an

angular summit, which is very finely dentilated on its edges. They
are not, Dr. Buckland observes, lodged in 4istmct sockets, like the

teeth of crocodiles, but fixed along the internal face of the dental

bone, to which they adhere by one side of the bony substance of their

root.

Teeth of lyuana. Dr. Buckland.

There is a double row of small teeth on each aide of the vault of

the palates.
The Iguanas are herbivorous, and indeed the structure of their

teeth would lead to the conclusion that herbs formed their staple.

Messrs. Dume'ril and Bibron never found anything but leaves and

flowers in the stomachs of the individuals which they opened.
Mr. Broderip saw a living lyuana about two feet long in a hothouse

at Mr. Miller's nursery-gardens near Bristol. It had refused to eat

insects and other kinds of animal food, until happening to be near

some kidney-bean plants that were in the house for forcing, it began to

eat their leaves, and was from that time forth supplied from these

plants. Dr. Buckland, who quotes this, states, in addition, that in

1828 Sir Edward Belcher found in the island of Isabella swarms of

Iguanas that appeared to be omnivorous ; they fed voraciously on the

eggs of birds and the intestines of fowls and insects. The Iguanas live

a great deal in trees, and will take to the water, swimming with ease.

Mr. Broderip saw an Iguana enter and cross a small pond in the

Zoological Gardens at the Regent's Park. The fore feet were motion-

less during the passage of the animal across the water. Several

specimens of these animals have from time to time been in the

collection of the Zoological Society in Regent's Park.

The species of Iguana are found in Mexico, South America, and
the Antilles. Some are considered as very delicate food.

There are only three species admitted by Messrs. Dume'ril and
Bibron :

/. tuberculata is the Common Iguana. This species has been

described by a great many names. Thus, Spix, in his work on the

'Reptiles of Brazil,' has, under the names of /. irjuamoia, I. viridii,

I. ccemilea, I. cmarginata, and /. Lophyroides, represented /. tubercv.-

lata of Laurenti, L'Iguane Ordinaire d'Amerique of Cuvier, the
Common Iguana, at five different epochs of its life.

The figures will give some idea of this animal, which is yellowish-
green below, and above of a green more or less deep, becoming some-
times bluish, and at others of a slate colour. In general there are on
the sides of the body brown stripes or zigzags edged with yellow.
There is frequently a line of the latter colour traced obliquely on the
front of the shoulder. Some individuals are sprinkled with brown

;

others have the limbs spotted with brown on a black ground. The
tail is surrounded with large brown rings, which alternate with others

of green or yellowish. Length seldom exceeding five feet.

It inhabits a great part of South America, and also the Antilles.

It is considered excellent for the table. Delicatis&wia and eapidis-
sima are among the specific names that have been assigned to it. It

is not however deemed very wholesome, and is even considered

injurious to those who have suffered from certain diseases.

n, Head and anterior extremity of Iguana tubcrmlata, two-fifths of the natrnal

size
; b, hind foot, same size.

Wagler makes this species the type of his genus Ifypsilophus.

We present a synopsis of the other genera and species of this family

from the ' British Museum Catalogue :'

I. Body compressed, covered with rings of squarish small often keeled

scales. Perchers.

A. Nostril lateral, below the eye-ridge ;
toes slender, simple ;

back

not crested ; interparietal plate small.

a. Throat compressed, toothed in front
;
third and fourth toes

nearly equal ; eyes prominent.
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1. /W*rs.-Femoral pores dirtinct; scales of back and sides

equal F. murmarmlm*, theCamaleao; Brazil and West Indies.

1 ssTfeii.-Feaoral pores none; scales of sides larger. &

a. tVeenyJUa Scales circular, smooth; tail-end revolute. V.

issVsi f. Brazil

dad; head 4-eided. E. FHtiyerii,
'

Ecphymotas; Brazil wWnJafw. the Waved Kcpby-
Brazil M. ttaswasfru, the Blunt-Headed Ecphymote;

;
.

4.

Mexico. cmlmtru, the Rcpbytnote ;
Brazil

& a*aa*ii. Scales rhombic, keeled ; head dilated nd rounded
behind. A fcjr.j>, the Long-Lefigrd Licmanctus ;

Mexico.

A Kottril lateral; tow simple or fringed; back coated; inter-

parietal plaU muall
Femoral ipores distinct

Throat-pouch large, compressed ; tail compressed.
6. lyutum. Scales of back moderate ; throat-pouch toothed in front

/. tmlrrfmlata, the Common Iguana; West Indies. /. rAiao/o/Aiu, the

Khmoosros Iguana ; St ChrUtopher's, West Indies. /. delicalunma,
the Naked-Necked Iguana ; Tropical

America.
7. Alofonatm*. Scales of back very minute; throat-pouch simple

in front A. Kcurdi, Aloponotus ; St Domingo.
Throat rather dilatable, with a cross-fold behind ; middle

hind toes toothed on the outside,

t Tail compressed with uniform keeled scales.

8. AwcUfcnAM. Head-shields flat; femoral pores 1 -rowed. B.

/MOO/M, the Banded Brachylophe ; South America.
V. Jrefstaveerot. Head-shields flat; central frontal with a horn;

femoral pores 3-rowed. tl. connUut, the Honied Iguana; St
:

10. TV*10. Trtdkfctfliattu. Head-shields conrex ; hinder outer toe short
r. MkrMta/w, the Rough Head ; Cbariet Island, Galapagos.

1). OrwopWiML Head-shields conical, Tery rugose; the outer
hinder to* elongate. O. crutaiui, the Marine Oreocephalus; Oalapagoa.

ft Tail with ring* of Bpinoae scales.

11 C>c/ra. Head-abield. small, with 2 rows of Urge shields on
the muzzle ; tail compreawd. C. M'Ltafii, M'Leay's Cyclure ; Cuba.
f. uMlu, the Clouded Cyclure ; Mexico. C. CoUti, Colly's Cyclure ;

13. OrvoMnro. Head- and muzzle-shields small, uniform ; tail

roundish, crested. C. actnAur*, Shaw's Ctenoaaure; California,
West Indies, Tropical America. C. yerrtnota, Weigmann's Ctenosaure ;

Mexico.

/.'yo/ioMnriu. Head- and muzzle-shields small, uniform ; tail

diprssMil, with 6 longitudinal spinose ridges. . quiiiyutcarinattu.
the Armed Lizard ; Demerara.

6. Femoral pores none.
Hiader toes fringed on the side, outer webbed at the base;

throat with a cross-fold behind.

16. Auifonu. Head elongate, with an erect crest behind ;
the

back and tail with a fin-like crest B. American*!, the Basilisc;
Tropical America, Guyana.

1 OrrfOMlmt. Head elongate, with a low compressed crest
behind; back and tail with a low toothed crest C. vittaiMt, the
CorrtlwoU; Honduras.

r. nwasMdocfydu. Head short, with a low toothed crest, convex

*S
U*A

j'

** ""I Wl with a low toothed crest T. lilineatiu, the
Ldgtd-Toe ; Sooth America.

" Toss all slender, simple, or slightly serrated on the sides ;

outer hind toes quite free
; head short

Oeotpwt coMflissiJ and produced behind ; throat-pouch compressed.
toothed in front

i thro"-pouch imple- c

tt Occiput convex ; throat with a cross-fold behind.
tO, AMUM-TaJI round, not crested ; toes all simple. K. rkom-

1 : biDdtr ""e^fy r*ed on
'A warci/,W, the Eye-Browed Ophryoesea ; America.

NosWl superior above the eya-ridg., aubapioal; toes dilate,!
the b-t ioint but one, ery unequal, and unit..)

rt ti. Use; throat-pouch distinct, largely dilaa-
8 > "i

Scales of belly granular.
tt. Oaai<rtfofu.-Back and tail with a bony crest; toes dilated.C ftnwMfe.., the Cuban Chaml>li,; Cuba.

. Scale, of the belly imbricated, flat

oC
J

d
'.
UUd

; Uil With **">' *
JT . ,f ^Cen/"' Biflorf'" An<^";
SfSSHt. ***"***&*** Anollsj West Indies.
21. />.cf^._Tos. dilated; back and tail with a crest of com

pressed scales. D. eyutttrii, the Equestrian Auolu; Cuba. D.

<lrar,lni, Edwarda's Anolis; Jamaica.
25. fUxnotamnu. Toes dilated ; back with a slight fold formed of

two series of small scales ; rostral plate horizontal ; nose produced.
R. yracilu, the Sharp-Xosed Anolis ; Bahia.

26. Anolita. Toes dilated; back riinple, or with a slight crest

formed of two series of small scales ; rostral erect
;
nose rounded. A.

LoK/iii, the Large-Cheeked Anolis ; South America and West ludies.

A. occifilalii, the Occipital Anoli*
; West Indies. A. linealiu, the Lined

Anolis ; Martinique. A. Oeyedii, the Alligator Anolis
;
West Indies.

A. narmoratiu, the Marbled Anolis ; Martinique. A. porcaltu, the

Ridge-Nosed Anolis; Cuba. A. principalu, the Carolina Anolis;
North America. A. Jtavetixnt, the Yellowish A nolia ;

North America.
A. Kichanlii, Richard's Anolis. A. ptHKlattu, the Dotted Anolis;
Brazil A. nebubnu, the Clouded AnolU ; Cuba and Texas. A.

lineatopat, the Lineated Anolis. A. maculatiu, the Spotted Anolis;
West Indies. A.fuU-kMut, the Beautiful Auolis; Martinique. A.

rermiculatta, the VtrmiciUated Anolis; Cuba. A. itenodactylwi, the

Slender-Toed Anolii; Jamaica. A, rcticulatut, the Netted Anolu ;

Tropical America. A. /tuco-auro/tu, the Chilian Auolis; Chili. A.

crneui, the Bronzed Anolis; Tropical America. A. luciiu, the Pike-

Headed Anolis; Cube, A. (joudotii, Ooudot's Anolis; Martinique.
A. pvndatut. the Green Anolia ; Brazil. A. bullarit, the Ked-Tbroated

Anolis; Martinique. A. Vatencicxii, Valencienne's Auolis.

27. Atanthulu. Toes dilated ; back aimple, with scattered tubercles.

A. Loytiana, the Aoantholis; Cuba.
28. />roconnro. Toes scarcely dilated; back simple; tail round.

D. n ifrat, the Shining Draoonure; Surinam. D. chrytolepii, the
Golden Draconure ; West Indies.

29. A'orojx. Toes slender, not dilated; back aimple; tail round.
A', auratut, the Golden Norope; Surinam.

1L Body subtrigonol or depressed. Terrestrial.

D. Body Rubtrigonal, covered with large generally keeled scales,
directed obliquely towards the back

; head generally
shielded, superciliary and interparietal shields distinct;
throat smooth, or with a cross fold behind ; toes simple,

o. Caudal and dorsal scales similar.
* Femoral porea distinct ; interparietal plate large,

80. Tropidolepu. Back not crested ; throat with a fold on each
side; nostril superior, subapicai T. undulatut, the Wared Tropi-
dolepis; North America. T. torquattu, the Collared Tropidolepis ;

Mexico. T. formonu, Mergmaim's Tropidolepis ; Mexico. T.tpinonu,
the Spiaose Tropidolepis. T. horridu, the Horrid Tropid '.

Mexico. T. grammicui, the Spotted Tropidolepis ; Mexico. T. micro-

lepidutut, the Small-Scaled Tropidolepis ;
Mexico. T. variabiiii, the

Variable Sceloporus; Mexico. T. ourcut, the Bronzed Sceloporus;
Mexico. T. icalarit, the Spotted Sceloporus; Mexico.

* Femoral pores none; anal pores distinct, marginal; back
and tail not crested

; interparietal plate small

31. Lciodera. Nostril lateral on the face-ridge ; scales of the sides
of the neck and back largo ; rhombic sides simple. L. Ckilcntit, the
Chilian Lciodera; North Chili. L. (irarenhoritii, Gravenhorst's
Lciodera; Chili. L. yratilit, the Slender Leiodera; Valparaiso and
Patagonia.

32. LeioUrmui. Nostril lateral on the face-ridge; scales of the
sides of neck granular, of back rhombic, sides simple. L. c</ano-

natter, the Blue-Bellied Lviohcmus
; Valdivia, L. Bellii, Bell's

Lciolecmus; Chill L. Biuronii, Bibron's Leiohcmus; Chili. L.
linratiu, the Lineated Leiolicmus; Chili. L. nigromnculattu, tho

Black-Spotted Leiolnmus
; Chili and Coquimbo. /,. incontpicuu*, the

Inconspicuous Leiolicmus
; Chill L. picttu, the PaiuU-d Leiolaimiu

;

Chili aud Valparaiso. L. tcnuii, the Dotted LeioUcmus; Valparaiso

North Patagonia. L. A'ingii, Captain King's Leiolsemus; Patagonia.
L. \\'ti'jman,i, Wcigmann's Lciolamus; Bahia Blanca, Peru, Monte-
Video, and Maldonado.

83. Ptydogcnu. Nostril lateral on tho face-ridge; scales of the
neck granular, of back rhombic; sides with a crest of keeled scales.
F. pcclinattH, tho Ptygodore.

34. yrocfofrdwt. Nostril above the face-ridge; scales of the neck
granular, of back rhombic

; small sides simple. P. multimaculaltu,
the Pructotrete

; Bahia Blauca, and Patagonia.
*** Femoral and anal pores none,

t InterparieUl plate linear, small ; head shields rather regular.
88. Ltioetphalut. Back and tail crested; scales of throat, back,

and tail, rhombic, moderate. L. Uerminieri, Hermimer's Roquet;

L. ornaltu, the Shoulder-Spotted Roquet ; Tropical America.
80. Stcnocerut. Back and tail lowly crested; scales of back

rhombic, of the tail Urge, spinose, S. roiciventru, the Stcnocere ;

Boliria.

37. Trackgfj/etiu. Back and toil not crested; scales of back rhombic,
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of tail large, spiiiose. T. marmoratus, the Trachycyclus; Brazil and
Rio Grande.

"H" Interparietal plate large ; back or tail crested.

38. Taraguira. Back not crested; scales of back small, of the
throat granular ;

tail round, with a slight crest, and moderate scales
;

car toothed in front. T. torquala, the Taraguira ; Kio Janeiro and
Brazil. T. Darwinii, Darwin's Taraguira; Brazil and Abrolhos
Inlet. T. Smithii, Smith's Taraguira ;

Brazil.

39. Microlophus. Back and tail lowly crested ; scales of tho back
unequal, small

;
tail with moderate scales

;
the ear toothed in front.

M. Pervianu3, the Microlophe ; Peru, Copiapo, and Iquique.
40. Ojtlurut. Nape with a small crest

; scales of back large, of the
sides small; tail round, with rings of large spiuose scales. 0.

Srazilicntii, the Brazilian Oplurus ; Brazil.

41. Strobilunu. Nape, back, and tail, slightly crested; scales of
back moderate ; tail with rings of large spinose scales. torqvatus,
the Strobilurua; Brazil.

4'2. Uraniicodon. Nape and back lowly crested; scales of the
back large, rhombic ; sides of body and throat simple ; tail round,
lender, with moderate scales, slightly keeled above. U. pictum, the

1 Uraniscodon ; Brazil.

43. Plica. Nape and back lowly crested; scales of the back small;
sides with two folds ; the throat with groups of spin s ; tail round,
flender, keeled above with moderate scales. P. umbra, the Plica

;

Nortli America (?) and Georgia (?). P. punctala, the Dotted Plica
;

Tropical America.

. Body depressed, with small scales; back rarely crested; tail

conical
a. Sides rounded

; femoral and preanal pores none ; eyebrow
scales small.

44. Leiosaurus. Tail with granular scales
;
scales under the eye

all small. L. Bdlii, Bell'a Leiosaurusi; South America. L. foiciatus,
the Banded Leiosaurus ; South America.

45. KploUemui. Tail with granular scales, with an elongated
scale under the eye. D. Darwinii, Darwin's Diplolsemus; Pata-

gonia. D. Hibronii, Bibron's Diplokemus ; South America and
Chili.

46. Tropidurui. Tail round, with rings of large scales; nape lowly
crested, interparietal (?). T. cydurus, the False Quetz Palea;
Brazil.

47. L'ranocenlron. Tail depressed with rings of large scales
; nape

not crested ; interparietal smalt U. azureum, the Doryphore ; Brazil.

i. Sides rounded ; femoral and preanal pores distinct, near vent.

48. Phrymatui-us. Tail round, with rings of large scales; the nape
not crested. P. Palluma, the Palluma

; Chili

c. Sides with a slight fold ; scales uniform
; body roundish.

49. Callitaurtu. Ventral scales smooth; femoral pores distinct.

C. draconoidet, the Callisaurus
; California.

50. Tropidoyatter. Ventral scales 3-keeled; femoral pores none.
T. Blaim-Mii, the Tropidogaster.

d. Sides serrated
; body very depressed ; femoral pores distinct.

51. P/trtjnosoma. Head spinose; back and tail with scattered
tubercular scales. P. Douglasii, Douglas's Phrynosoma ; California.

P. orbiculare, the Tapayaxin ; Mexico. P. Utainvillii, the Crowned
Tapayaxin ; California. P. cornotum, the Texian Tapayaxiu ;

Ar-

kansas, North America, and Texas.
IGUANODON (Iguana and oSovs (oMvros), a tooth), a genus of

extinct Reptiles of large size, discovered by Dr. Mantell, and named by
him from the resemblance of its teeth to those of the recent Iguana.
As the discovery of this animal is one of great interest in the records
of British Paleontology, and illustrates the success attendant upon
accurate investigation in this department of human inquiry, we give
the history of it in Dr. Mantell's own words :

" Soon after my first discovery of bones of colossal reptiles in the
strata of Tilgate Forest, some teeth of a very remarkable character

particularly excited my curiosity, for they were wholly unlike any
that had previously come under my observation; even the quarry-
men, accustomed to collect the remains of fishes, shells, and other

objects imbedded in the rocks, had not observed fossils of this kind
;

and, until shown some specimens which I had extracted from a block
of stone, were not aware of the presence of such teeth in the stone

they were constantly breaking up for the roads. The first specimen
that arrested my attention was a large tooth, which, from the worn,
smooth, and oblique surface of the crown, had evidently belonged to

an herbivorous animal
;
and so entirely resembled in form the corre-

sponding part of an incUor of a large pachyderm ground down by
use that I was much embarrassed to account for its presence in such
ancient strata, in which, according to all geological experience, no
fo.-wil remains of Mammalia would ever be discovered; and as no
known existing reptiles are capable of masticating their food, I could
Dot venture to assign the tooth in question to a saurian.

"As my friend Mr. (now Sir Charles) Lyell was about to visit

Paris, I availed myself of the opportunity of submitting it to the
examination of Baron Cuvier, with whom I had the high privilege of

correspond iug ; and, to my astonishment, learned from iny friend,

that M. Cuvier, without hesitation, pronounced it to be an upper
incisor of a Rhinoceros.

"
I had previously taken this tooth, and some other specimens, to a

meeting of the Geological Society in London, and showed them to
Dr. Bucklaud, Mr. Conybeare, Mr. Clift, and other eminent men who
were present, but without any satisfactory result; in fact, I was
discouraged by the remarks that the teeth were of no particular
interest, as there could be but little doubt they belonged either to
some large fish allied to the Anarhicas Lupus, or Wolf-Fish, the crowns
of whose incisors are of a prismatic form, or were mammalian teeth
obtained from a diluvial deposit. Dr. Wollaston alone supported my
opinion, that I had discovered the teeth of an unknown herbivorous

reptile, and encouraged me to continue my researches. And, as if to
add to the difficulty of solving the enigma, some metacarpal bones
which I soon after discovered in the same quarry, and forwarded to

Paris, were declared to belong to a species of Hippopotamus. Subse-

quently a dermal horn, or tubercle, from the same stratum, was
declared by competent authorities to be the lesser horn of a Rhino-
ceros ; and Dr. Buckland, with the generous kindness which marked
his character, wrote to guard me against venturing to publish that
these teeth, bones, and horn were found in the ' iron-sand formation,'
with which the Tilgate beds were then classed, as there could be no
doubt they belonged to the superficial diluvium

;
and as the upper

beds of the conglomerate in which these first specimens were found
was only covered by loam and vegetable earth, there was no clear

stratigraphical evidence to support a contrary opinion. Other speci-
mens however were soon procured by stimulating the diligent search
of the workmen by suitable rewards, and at length teeth were
obtained which displayed the serrated edges, the longitudinal ridges,
and the entire form of the unused crown. I then forwarded specimens
and drawings to Baron Cuvier, and repaired to London, and with the
aid of that excellent man the late Mr. Clift, ransacked all the drawers
in the Hunterian Museum that contained jaws and teeth of reptiles,
but without finding any that threw light on the subject. Fortunately,
M. Samuel Stuchbury, then a young man, was present, and proposed
to show me the skeleton of an Iguana, which he had prepared from a

specimen that had long been immersed in spirits ; and, to my great
delight, I found that the minute teeth of that reptile bore a closer

resemblance in their general form to the fossils from Tilgate Forest
than any others with which I was able to institute a comparison. It

was not however until I had collected a series of specimens exhibiting
teeth in various stages of maturity and detrition that the correctness

of my opinion was admitted, either as to the character of these

dental organs, or the geological position of the rocks in which they
were imbedded." (' Petrifactions and their Teachings.')
From their first discovery the teeth of this animal have excited

the greatest amount of interest on account of their peculiar structure.

In his report to the British Association, on the '
British Fossil

Reptiles,' Professor Owen gives an elaborate account of their structure

and functions :

" The teeth of the Iguanodon," says the Professor,
"
though

resembling most closely those of the Iguana, do not present an exact

magnified image of them, but differ in the greater relative thickness

of the crown, its more complicated external surface, and still more

essentially in a modification of the internal structure by which tho

Iguanodon equally deviates from every other known reptile. As in

the Iguana, the base of the tooth is elongated and contracted, while
the crowo is expanded and smoothly convex on the inner side. When
first formed it is acuminated, compressed, its sloping sides serrated,
and its external surface traversed by a median longitudinal ridge, and
coated by a layer of enamel

;
but beyond this point the description of

the tooth of the Iguanodon indicates characters peculiar to that genus.
In most of the teeth that have hitherto been found three longitudinal

ridges traverse the outer surface of the crown, one on each side of

the median primitive ridge ; these are separated from each other, and
from the serrated margins of the crown, by four wide and smooth

longitudinal grooves. The relative width of these grooves varies in

different teeth; sometimes a. fourth small longitudinal ridge is

developed on the outer side of the crown. The marginal serrations

wnich at first sight appear to be simple notches, ns in the Iguana,
present under a low magnifying power the form of transverse ridges,
themselves notched so as to resemble the mainmillated margins of the
unworn plates of the elephant's grinder. Slight grooves lead from
the interspaces of these notches upon the sides of the marginal
ridges. These ridges or dentations do not extend beyond the

expanded part of the crown ; the longitudinal ridges are continued
farther down, especially the median ones, which do not subside till

the fang of the tooth begins to assume its subcylindrical form. The
tooth at first increases both in breadth and thickness ; it then
diminishes in breadth, but its thickness goes on increasing ; in the

large and fully-formed teeth the fang decreases in every diameter, and
sometimes tapers almost to a point. The smooth unbroken surface

of such fangs indicates that they did not adhere to the inner side of

the maxilla;, as in the Iguana, but were placed in separate alveoli, as

in the Crocodile and Megalosaur ;
such support would appear indeed

to bj indispensable to teeth so worn by mastication as those of the

lyuanodon. The apex of the tooth soon begins to be worn away, and
it would appear by many specimens that the teeth were retained
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r abrasion.

however UM deep excavation of the remaining fang
aks UM progrcM of UM rouonsinnil tooth prepared to

JLhe
"place of the worn-out grinder. At the earlier stage* of

a harp edge it maintained at the external part of the tooth

by of UM sntnnl which covers UM surface of the crown ;
the

prominent ridge* opon that surface give a (tenons contour to tho

Buddl. of UM catting edge, whilst it* aides are jagged by the lateral

1 1 UM adaptation of this admirable dental instrument to the

sad comminution of such tough vegetable food a* the

r, and similar plants, which are found buried with the

, i* pointed oat by Dr. Buckland with his usual felicity of

i in hit Bridgewatrr Treatise,' voL i. p. 246. When the

row*) is worn away beyond UM enamtl it present* a broad and nearly
boriaontal grinding surface; and now another dental substance U
brought into us* to give an inequality to the surface; this is the ossified

t of UM pulp, which being firmer than the surrounding
, form* a slight transverse ridge in the middle of the grinding
Tb* tooth in this stage has exchanged the functions of an

for that of a molar, and is prepared to give the final corn-

a, or comminution, to the coarsely-divided vegetable matter*.
" The marginal edge of the incisive condition of the tooth, and the

median ridge of Uw molar stage an more effectually established by
UM introduction of a modification into the texture of the dentine,

by which it i* rendered softer than in the existing Iguana and other

reptile*, and more easily worn away ; this is effected by an arrest of
UM calcifying process along certain cylindrical tracts of the pulp,
which is tan* continued in the form of medullary canals, analogous
to those in UM toft dentine of the Mtyatkrrium'i grinder from the
central cavity, at pretty regular intervals, parallel with the calcigerous
tab**, nearly to the surface of the tooth. The medullary canals

radiate from the internal and lateral sides of the pulp cavity, and
are confined to the dentine forming the corresponding walls of the
tooth ; their diameter is 1 1250th of an inch ; they are separated by
pretty regular intervals, equal to from 6 to 8 of their own diameters ;

they sometime* divide once in their course. Each medullary canal is

turrounded by a clear space; its cavity was occupied in the section
ilsn ilii il by substance of a deeper yellow colour than the rest of
UM dentine. Tb* calcigerous tubes present a diameter of l-25,000th of
an inch, with interspaces equal to about 4 of their diameters. At the
first

part of their count near the pulp cavity, they are bent in strong
undulation*, but afterwards proceed in slight and regular primary
curves, or in nearly straight line* to the periphery of the tooth,

i viewed in a longitudinal section of the tooth, the concavity of
UM primary curvature is turned towards the base of the tooth ; the
lowest tabs* art inclined towards the root, the rest have a general
direction at right angles to the axis of the tooth ; the few calcigerous
tabes which proceed vertically to the apex are soon worn away, and
can be seen only in a section of the apical part of the crown of an

incompletely developed tooth. The secondary undulation* of each
tooth are regular and very minute. The branches, both primary and

nniUry of the calcigerous tube*, are tent off from the concave aide
UM main inflections; the minute secondary branch** are remark-
at certain part* of the tooth for their flexuous ramifications,

and dOatations into minute calcigerous cells, whichcalcigerous cells,

place along nearly parallel line* for a limited extent of the
of UM main tube*. The appearance of interruption in the

coarse of UM calcigerous tubes, occasioned by this modification of
their secondary branches, i* represented by the irregularly dotted
tracts in UM figure. This modification must contribute with the

medullary canals, though in a minor degree, in producing that

inequality of texture and density in the dentine, which renders the
broad and thick tooth of the lywmotUm more efficient as a triturating

Teeth of

tooui ; . r. teeth farther advanced, snd worn.

U. ter side of UM tooth, pn^taU- dirty peculiar browE

colour when viewed by transmitted light as in most other teeth
; very

minute and scarcely perceptible undulating fibre*, running vertically

to the surface of the tooth, are the only structure I have been able to

detect The remains of the pulp in the contracted cavity of the

completely formed tooth arc converted into a dense but true osseous

substance, characterised by minute radiated cells, whose long axis is

parallel with the plane of the concentric lamella; which surround the

few and contracted medullary canals in this substance. The micro-

scopical examination of the structure of the lyuanudun't teeth thus

contributes additional evidence of the perfection of their adaptation
to the offices to which their more obvious characters had indicated

them to have been destined.
" To preserve a trenchant edge, a partial coating ofenamel is supplied,

and that the thick body of the tooth might be worn away in a more

regularly oblique plane, the dentine is rendered softer as it recede*

from the enamelled edge by the simple contrivance of arresting the

calcifying process along certain tracts of the inner wall of the tooth.

When attrition has at length exhausted the enamel, and the tooth is

limits to its function as a grinder, a third substance has been

prepared in the ossified remnant of the
pulp

to add to the efficiency
of the dental instrument in its final capacity.
The size of this giant of the Weald in former ages was enormous.

In Dr. Mantell's collection there is a portion of a femur 22 inches in

girth in the smallest part. The thigh bone then of the Iguanodon
exoeeded in bulk that of the largest elephant, and its length is on

good grounds calculated to have been from 4 to 5 feet Dr. Miuitcll

carefully compared the bones of the lyuanotlon with those of the

Iguana, and by taking an average from eight separate parts of the

respective skeletons, he gives the following as the dimensions of the
former :

Feet.

Length from Snout to the extremity of the Tail . . 70

Length of Tail 62J
Circumference of Body 14)

The thigh bone of the Iguanodon is considered by Dr. Hantell to

be twenty times the size of that of a modern Iguana : but as animals
do not increase in length in the same ratio as in bulk, it does not
follow that the fyuanwlun attained the length of 100 feet, although it

probably approached 70 feet (Buck-land.) On the snout of tliU

monstrous reptile was a nasal horn, and its appearance must have
realised the wildest poetical fictions of dragons of old.

Nusl horn of Igtuuiodon, two-thirds of the natural ilse.

In tho Report above alluded to, Professor Owen gives his reasons
for doubting if the lyuanodon was so large an animal as is inferred by
Dr. MantelL

" From the comparison," he says, "which the few connected portions
of the skeleton of the Iguanodon enable us to make between tlio

bones of the extremities and the vertebral column, it is evident that
the hind legs at least, and probably also the fore legs, were longer and
stronger in proportion to the trunk than in any existing Saurian.
One can scarcely suppress a feeling of surprise that this striking
characteristic of the Jguanodon, in common with other JKnosauria,
should have been hitherto overlooked ;

since the required evidence is

only an associated vertebra and long bone of the same individual, or
a comparison of the largest detached vertebrae with the longest femora
or humeri. This characteristic is nevertheless one of the most
important towards a restoration of tho extinct reptile, since an approxi-
mation to a true conception of the size of the entire animal could

only be made after the general pro]x>rtions of the body to tho
extremities had been ascertained. But it in very obvious that the

exnggerated resemblances of the Iguanodon to the Iguana have mis-
led the polnontologist* who have hitherto published the results of their
calculations of the size of the Jyuanodon ; and hence the dimensions
of 100 feet in length, arrived at by a comparison of tho teeth and
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clavicle of the lyuanodon with the Iguana, of 75 feet from a similar

comparison of their femora, and of 80 feet from that of the claw-bone,

which if founded upon the largest specimen from Horsham, instead

of the one compared by Dr. llantell, would yield a result of upwards
of 200 feet for the total length of the Iguanodon, since the Horsham

phalanx exceeds the size of the largest of the recent Iguana's phalan-

ges by 40 times. But the same reasons which have been assigned for

calculating the bulk of the Meyalosaunix on the basis of the vertebra)

apply with equal force to the Iguanodon. Now the largest vertebra

ofan Iguanodon which has yet been obtained does not, as has been before

stated, exceed 4 4 inches in length ;
the most common size being 4 inches.

The intervertebral substance is shown by the naturally juxtaposed
series of dorsal vertebra in the Maidstone lyuanodon to be not more
than one-third of an inch in thickness. All the accurately deter-

mined vertebras of the Iguanodon manifest the same constancy of

their antero-posterior diameter which prevails in Saurians generally ;

the discovery of the true character of the supposed lacertian vertebra),

6 inches long, removes the only remaining doubt that could have

attached itself to this important element in the present calculation.

The cervical vertebrae of the Iguanodon, when discovered, if they

prove to differ in length from the known dorsal and caudal vertebrae,

will be in all probability somewhat shorter, as they are in the Hylaeo-

saur, and in all known Crocodiles and Lizards. It remains therefore

to discover the most probable number of the vertebrae and the ribs
;

and especially the variation in both structure and size which the ribs

of the lyuanodon already obtained demonstrate to have prevailed in

the costal series, renders it much more probable that the number of

the costal vertebne would resemble that of the Crocodiles, than that

of the Saurians or other Lizards with unusually numerous dorsal

vertebra;, and which possess ribs of a simple and uniform structure,
and of nearly equal size. The most probable number of vertebra; of

the trunk, from the atlas to the last lumbar inclusive, calculated from
Crocodilian analogies, would be 24 vertebra; ; which is also the

number possessed by the Iguana. Twenty-four vertebrae estimated

with their iuvertebral spaces at 5 inches each, give 10 feet ; if to this

we add the length of the sacrum, namely 17 inches, then that of

the tnmk of the lyuanodon would be 11 feet 5 inches, which exceeds

that of the Megatherium. If there be any part of the skeleton of the

lyuana which may with greater probability than the rest be supposed
to have the proportions of the corresponding part of the lyuanodon,
it is the lower jaw, by virtue of the analogy of the teeth and the

substances they are adapted to prepare for digestion. Now, the lower

jaw gives the length of the head in the lyuana, and this equals the

length of six dorsal vertebra;, so that as five inches rather exceeds the

length of the largest Iguanodon'i vertebra; yet obtained with the

intervertebral space superadded, on this calculation the length of the

head of the largest lyuanodon must have been 2 feet 6 inches. In

the description of the caudal vertebrae it has been shown that the

Iguanodon could as little have resembled the lyuana in the length of

its tail as in the anatomical characters of any of the constituent

vertebra; of that part; the changes which the series of six caudal

vertebrae present in the length and form of the spinous processes, and
in the place of origin of the transvers processes, indicate the tail to

have been shorter in the Iguanodon than in the Crocodile. Assuming
however that the number of caudal vertebra; of the lyuanodon
equalled that in the Crocodile, and allowing to each vertebra with
its invertebral space 4J inches, we obtain the length of 12 feet 6 inches

for the tail of the Iguanodon.
Feet.

Length of Head say 3

Length of Trunk with Sacrum . . . .12
Length of Tail 13

Total Length of the Iguanodon . ... 28
" The same observations on the general form and proportions of the

animal, and its approximation in this respect to the Mammalia,
especially the great extinct Megatherioid or Pachydermal species,

apply as well to the lyuanodon as to the Megalotaurut."
Since the original discovery of the teeth in Tilgato Forest, several

other portions of this remarkable animal have been found. The most

interesting of these were discovered by Mr. Bensted, of Maidstone,
in a green-sandstone quarry near that town. Other remains have also

been obtained from the Wealden of Sussex and the Isle of Wight.
On some of theoe remains Dr. Mantell thus remarks :

" A recent discovery however supports the idea first suggested by
the stupendous size of the bones of the extremities. In a block of

c.ileiferous grit, picked up on the sea-shore, I have laid bare a chain of

eleven caudal vertebra;, belonging to the middle region of the tail,

and the bodies of these bones, instead of being abbreviated, as the

shortness of the known anterior caudals led us to infer, are elongated,
as in the corresponding part of the skeleton of the recent Iguana.
Tho kjgth of four of these vertebra; is equal to that of five dorsals,
and their spinous and transverse processes are so well developed as

">w that the tail must have been greatly prolonged, probabably
in the same degree as in the existing Lizards. The length of the

femur of this individual is equal to six caudal or eight anterior dorsal

vertebrae.
"

It L) therefore, according to the present state of our knowledge,

not at all improbable that the largest Iguanodons may have attained a

length of from 60 to 70 feet. Although some important points in

the osteology of the lyuanodon are still unknown, we may safely cour

elude that this stupendous reptile equalled in bulk the largest herbi-

vorous Mammalia, and was as massive in its proportions ; for living

exclusively on vegetables it must have had the abdominal region greatly

developed.
"
Its limbs must have been of proportionate size and strength to

sustain and move so enormous a carcass
;

the hinder extremities
in all probability resembled the uuwieldly contour of the Hippopo-
tamus or Rhinoceros, and were supported by strong short feet,

protected by broad uugular phalanges ;
the fore feet appear to have

been less bulky, and adapted for seizing and pulling down the foliage
and branches of trees ; the jaws and teeth demonstrate its power of

mastication, and the character of its food; while the remains of

coniferous trees, arborescent ferns, and eycadeous plants, which are

found imbedded with its remains, attest the nature of the flora

adapted for its sustenance."

Whatever may be the differences of opinion as to the precise size of
this creature, all writers agree as to the great interest attaching to its

existence in this part of the world during the deposit of the great
-

fresh-water beds that characterise the geology of the British Islands.

The remains of the lyuanodon so carefully collected and treasured

by Dr. Mantell are now in the British Museum, where they will ever
remain a monument of his perseverance and skill, and a means of

enabling the student of natural history to come to his own conclusions
on the debateable points its structure has raised. To his account of
its structure Dr. Mantell adds some physiological inferences as to the
structure and economy of the lyuanodon, with which this notice may
be appropriately closed.

" In instituting a comparison between the maxillary organs of the

lyuanodon and those of the existing herbivorous Lizards, with the view
of obtaining some physiological deductions from their peculiar osteolo-

gical characters, we are at once struck with their remarkable deviation
from all known types in the class Jteptilia. In the A mWyrhynchi, the most
exclusively vegetable feeders of the Saurian order, the alveolar process,
beset with teeth, is continued round the front of the mouth, the junction
of the two rami of the lowerjaw at the symphysis presenting no edentu-
lous interval whatever, and the lips not being more produced than in

other reptiles ;
for these creatures chip off and bruise .their food, and

caunot grind or masticate it : in the Iguanas, as previously shewn,
the same character exists. In the carnivorous Saurians the teeth aro

also continued to the symphysical suture on each side. The extinct

colossal Lizards offer no exception to this rule; in the acrodont
Moiotawus of the Chalk, and in the thecodont Meyalosaurus of the
Oolite and Wealden, the jaws are armed with teeth round the anterior

extremity. In short, the edentulous, expanded, scoop-shaped, pro-

cumbent, symphysis of the lower jaw of the Iguanodon, has no parallel

among either existing or fossil reptiles, and we seek in vain for

maxillary organs at all analogous, except among the herbivorous
Mammalia.

" The nearest approach is to be found in certain Edentata, as for

example in the Cholaipus didactylus, or Two-Toed Sloth, in which the
anterior part of the lower jaw is edentulous and much prolonged.

" The correspondence is still closer in the gigantic extinct Mylodon,
in which the symphysis resembles the blade of a spade used by turf-

diggers, and has no traces of incisive sockets ; and were not this part
of the jaw elevated vertically in front, and the two rami confluent, it

would present the very counterpart of that of the Iguanodon.
" The great size and number of the vascular foramina distributed

along the outer side of the dentary bone, and beneath the border of

the symphysis, in the Iguanodon, and the magnitude of the anterior

outlets which gave exit to the vessels and nerves that supplied the
front of the mouth, indicate the great development of the integuments
and soft parts with which the lower jaw was invested. The sharp
ridge bordering the deep groove of the symphysis, in which there are

also several foramina, evidently gave attachment to the muscles and

integuments of the under lip ; while two deep pits for the insertion of

the protractor muscles of the tongue, manifest the mobility and power
of that organ. There are therefore strong reasons for supposing that

the lip was flexible, and, in conjunction with the long fleshy prehensile

tongue, constituted the instruments for seizing and cropping the

leaves and branches, which, from the construction of the molars, we

may infer constituted the chief food of the Iguanodon. The mechanism
of the maxillary organs, as elucidated by recent discoveries, is thus

in perfect harmony with the remarkable characters which rendered

the first known teeth so enigmatical ;
and in the Wealden herbivorous

reptile we have a solution of the problem, how the integrity of the

type of organisation peculiar to the class of cold-blooded Vertclrata

was maintained, and yet adapted, by simple modifications, to fulfil

the conditions required by the economy of a gigantic terrestrial

reptile, destined to obtain support exclusively from vegetable

substances, in like manner as "the extinct colossal herbivorous

Edentata, which flourished in South America ages after the country
of the lyuanodon and its inhabitants had been swept from the face of

the earth. Thus in the unlimited production of successioual teeth

at every period of the animal's existence, in the mode of implantation
of the teeth, and in the composite structure of the lower jaw, each
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ram* eesMbtuw of six distinct element*, the Saurian type of organ!-

saUoei to oBMuivooally manifest ;
while the intimate structure of the

dental organ* approach** that of UM Sloths, and the tub-alternate

t and revereed position of the upper and lower series ofteeth

with that of the Ruminant* ;
and again, the edentulous

irmphvais. and the sjest development of the lower
* *

. i i __ i _l__ . :

countries bordering on the Mediterranean. The order embraces 24

;enera and about 100 species. A few occur at the Cape of Good

Jope, and several are found in America. The British representatives

,n CorriyMa, //rmi'aria, nnd lUteebnu*. [CoRiuoioLA ;

the nUe and
lip and UM integuments of UM jaws, a* indicated by the nUe

BiuBbrr of U> TMeolar foramina, present a itriking analogy to the

They who doubt UM correctness of thU interpretation

should remember Uwt it is in this order of Mammalia that we find

IB* nearat approach to UM Rrpttlia; in the scaly covering of the skin,

UM unperfscUou* of UM dental system, the smallness of the brain,

and UM long oootinaano* of UM muscular fibre after death, which

an so many decadence* of organisation, ao to speak, that indicate >

rtm toward* Uut claw of which UM Jguaodo appear* to hare been

W* KierK^Mi tm*M_

* If UM opinion previously adranced be correct that the anterior

part of UM cpinal column consisted of convexo-concave, and the

dorsal of planoconcave vertebra, the adult Igwmodon must hare

approached in this part of iU skeleton, as well ns in iu sacrum, in

iu mesij-T femora, with their large medullary cavities, trochanters,

and eoodylas, and in ita abort and strong mctatarsaU and
phalangcalis

to that of the large herbivorous Mammalia. The position of the

hinder limb. (th thigh* and leg.) in relation to the pelvis, cannot

IK accurately determined from the data at present obtained ; but tin-

form of the bead and abaft of the femur, and the character of iU
ao cloiely resemble those of the largest

Pachyderms, a* to suggest the idea that (unlike the rest of its clsas)

the Ipamtdt* had the body supported a* iu the Mammalia, and the

gfc-yfuyjj. iiMr-md+d higher from the ground than in any existing

Saurian*. In fine, we have in the Iy*a*o>lun the type of the terrestrial

ArtwOT, which in that remote epoch of the earth'* physical history,

termed by geologists
' the Age of Reptiles' occupied the same relative

station in the scale of being, and fulfilled the same general purposes
in the economy of nature a* the Mastodons, Mammoths, and Mylodons
of the Tertiary period, and the existing Pachyderms."
(Owen, ftforf an Krituk Fouil Rtptdt* ; Mantell, Petrefaction! and

(Anr TWAiisps ; Buckland, Britlgncattr Tnalite.)
ll.KI'M. [IXTOTtlfia.]
I I.KX is a name given to two very different plant*. As that of a

smodes, it indicates the Evergreen Oak of the South of Europe, or

Quemu ller ; as that of a genus, it belongs to the Common Holly,
fie* A'i*i/olium, the type of the natural order Aijuifoliacea, This

bitter plant, which constitute* so beautiful a feature in the winter

aueusry of many parts of England, and whoee scarlet or yellow berries

render it so universal a decoration of churches (hence the name Holly-

Tree, or Holy-Tree) and dwelling-house* at Christmas time, is in Qreat

Britain upon the most northern limit* within which it ranges in a

wild state. It is however at those limit* that it attains its greatest
sue and beauty ; but it occasionally suffers from severe winters. It

U common in the middle of Europe, and the southern side of the

range of the Caucasus, where it la only a bush, and it probably extends

far to the eastward. It i* chiefly valued as a shelter in winter, and an
iiineiiielsl tree, but ita fine-grained heavy compact timber is used
for a great number of useful purposes, especially by the turner and
mathematical instrument maker; the black handles of metal teapot*
are carved out of it* wood. It U also employed medicinally ; the

leaves and bark posses* febrifugal powers of a strongly-marked
character : the root and the bark are said to be diuretic and expecto-
rant, but the berries have the discredit of being poisonous, producing
purgative and violent emetic effect*.

Besides the Common Holly and it* numerous varieties, the genus
lUr comprehends a large number of spades, the most remarkable of

which are the /. Balearic*, or broad-leaved species of Minorca, a
*om* kind, which i* hardy in the middle and south of
UM /. romilaria, or Caasena-Tree of the North Americans,

strongly-marked emetic qualities; and the /.

tU Plant, of whose leaves a very largo con
cuisBrliin take* place In South America, under the name of Tea of

Paraguay. [TEA, PABAOCAT.] The leave* are dried, and afterwards
osed like the tea of the Chinee*. (Loudon, Arboretum Jlriiannicum.)

ILLA X ITS. Dalman's name for a group of the great genus Aj;.Au/,
as originally constituted by Brongniart in his work on the Trilobita
The caudal plate i* on* Urge convex part, nearly corresponding to
the anterior shield. From the Transition Strata of Christian!*,
Ostraothk. Ac. fTaiu>rn.]

ILf.KCKUIt A 'i i: K. K*ni*orti, a small natural order of Exogenous
Plant*, chiefly consisting of herbsoeons weeds, found in the temperate

part*
of the world : they differ from Amaratacc<t in nothing exceptpart*

Urine; stipules sad a tendency to produce petals; from AUinacta in
1HU* mor> then having stipules ; and from Portolacta in their sepals
not being in pairs. This order U one of those which break down the
limit* between PolypeUloti* and Apetalous plant*, and prove ho
entirely artificial are such divisions, The species an often con
piewfliie, especially when dried, for their silvery stipules and shining
calyx**, and are sometime* beautiful microscopic objects ; but they
are too small to be interesting in any other way, and are of no known
is, They in rations parts of the world, especially in the

Itlettlnm Ttrticillatum.

1, s p*lr of learn, with the intervening stipules; 2, s flower, seen from

above ; 3, a flower cut open.

ILLECEDRUM, a genus of Plants the type of the natural order

lUectbracta. It ha* 5 sepals slightly cohering at the base and horned

at the back. Petals absent or 5, subulate, inserted with thii 5 stamens

on a perigynous ring ;
a 1 -celled 1 -seeded furrowed capsule bursting

along the furrows. The only species is a small trailing shrub witli

opposite leaves having scarioua stipules at the base.

/. rertidllatum, Whorled Rush-Grass. It has a trailing glabrous

stem, roundish leaves, verticillate whorled white minute flowers. It

is found in bogs and wet marshy places, chiefly in Cornwall :m.l

Devonshire. The seeds of this shrub should be planted in a moist

situation, and, if allowed to sow themselves, will spring up regu-

larly every season. It is worth cultivation on account' of the delicacy
and beauty of its blossoms.

(Babiugtou, Manual of Briluk Botany; Don, DicUamyJeoui
Platt.)
ILLIOKJL [WixTEiucM.]
ILLl'CIUM (illicio, I allure), a genus of Plants, so named in con-

sequence of their very agreeable aromatic fragrance ; they belong to

the Winter's Bark tribe. These are now generally described as a

separate family under the name of Wintcracccr, and are distinguished

by their dotted leaves and aromatic properties from .Vaynoliofar, of

which they ore sometimes made a section. The genus JUicium is

characterised by having from 3 to 9 petaloid sepals; 27 petals

arranged in several rows below the numerous stamens and pistil*.

The capsules ore disposed in a circular manner, and open upwur<U ;

each contains a single shining seed. The species are few in ntimlicr,

but widely distributed. Two are indigenous in Florida; and the

others in China and the neighbouring islands. /. Ftorulanum is a
red-flowered species, of which the leaves are very fragrant, and the

capsules smell of ni-c, though more faintly than the Chinese species.
The bark has been proposed as a substitute for cinnamon and
sassafras barks. /. pai-rijlomm, also, a native of North America, has

similar properties, especially in its leaves.

The most important species however U /. aniiatum, or the Aniseed-
Tree of China, of which the fruit is exported from Canton, nnd wull

known in commerce by the name of Star Anise. In Iiulia they are

called Badion KbaUi, or Chinese Anise. Hence the name Bodinne, by
which they ore chiefly known on the continent of Europe, whom
they are more employed than in this country ; being esteemed, as in

the Host, for their aromatic and carminative properties. The mn.ll

and taste of both the capsule and seed being like that of aniseed, a

volatile oil is distilled from them, which may be employed for all the

purposes of the oil of aniseed : it is said to give the flavour to

Anisette de Bordeaux and to Anisette de Hollande. The Chinese
use it in substance both a* a condiment and a stimulant medicine,
and burn it as incense in their temples. The tree flourishes in China
and some of the Philippine Islands, and is found also in Japan,
whence Siebold has described a new specie*. M. Perrotet also

mentions that there is an undescribed species at Manilla, which is

there called San-kl ;
that its leaves are mixed with their tea and

coffee in the Philippines, and that a liqueur is likewise prepared from
its fruit

ILLUPIE-TRKE. [BASSIA.]
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ILMENITE. [TITANIUM.]
ILUANTHUS. [ACTINIAD*.]
ILVAITE, a native Silicate of Iron, identical with Yenite. [IRON.]
IMBER. [COLYMBID*.]
IMBRICARIA. [SAPOTACE*.]
IMPATIENS, a genus of Planta so called from the sudden and

elastic force with which they burst their capsules ;
hence ' Noli me

tangere
'
is the name of one of the species. Another is well known as

a highly ornamental annual by the name of Balsam, whence the natural

family to which it belongs has been called Balsaminaceae. [BALSAMIN-
ACE.E.] The genus is especially an East Indian one, though single

species extend into Europe, Siberia, and North America. Liunseus
was only acquainted with 7 or 8 species; but Dr. Wight, in the
' Madras Journal,' vol. ii., states that not less than 100 species are now
known, and almost entirely from the mountains of the peninsula of

India and the Himalayas; in those from Silhet as far north as the

Sutlej, and in 30 N. lat., at as great elevations as 7000 feet. They
are absent from the plains of India

;
some are found on the Malabar

coast, little elevated above the sea, but only during the monsoon.
Dr. Itoyle has stated that they are only found in the Himalayas during
the rains, and hence inferred that the moisture and moderate tempera-
ture, as well as the equability of both during the rainy season, is as

favourable to their growth as the heat and moisture of the peninsula ;

. Wight has since ascertained that the species are chiefly found
at elevations of 4000 and 4500 feet, in a season where there is moisture
combined with a moderate but equal temperature. These facts are

important as showing the influence of climate on vegetation ; and
useful as affording hints and principles for the cultivation of these

plants at a lower temperature than is necessary for the plants of the

plains from the same latitudes, though great success has been attained

in the cultivation of Balsams in this country.
IMPERATO'RIA (so named from its supposed imperial virtues in

medicine), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order UmbeUifera;.
It has no calyx ; obovate petals, contracted into an indexed segment ;

the fruit flattened at the back, with a dilated flat border. The species
are glabrous perennial herbs, with erect hollow terete striated stems.

The umbels are large and compound, and the flowers white.

/. OstrutMum has a tuberous fleshy and somewhat creeping root of

an aromatic and acrid nature
;
the lower leaves biternate, the upper

ones less compound ;
the flowers are small, and of a white or pale

flesh-coloured hue. It is a native of Europe and Newfoundland in

damp meadows and woods. This species is the Masterwort of old

English herbalists, and the root has been much celebrated as au
antidote against poisons, a diuretic, and sudorific ; and Lerango
affirms that an infusion of it in wine has cured agues which have
resisted quinine. When chewed it excites a copious flow of saliva,
and acts as an agreeable stimulant to the gums. It is recommended
in cases of rheumatic toothache, and is cultivated in many places for

the London market.
/. anjtutifuUa, the Narrow-Leaved Masterwort, has biternate leaves,

oblong leaflets, attenuated at the base and deeply serrated. It is a
native of the Alps and Piedmont. The blossoms appear in June and

July, and are of a white colour. The species of this genus are of

easy culture, and may be propagated either by dividing the roots or
from seed.

(Don, DiMamydeota Planti ; Lindley, Flora, Medico, ; Burnett,
it/Una of Botany.)
IMPEYAN. [PHASIANID*.]
IMPREGNATION. [REPRODUCTION IN PLANTS; REPRODUCTION

is ANIMALS
; STAMEN ; PISTIL.]

I'NACHUS, a genus of Brachyurous Crustaceans, placed by M.
Milne-Edwards under his tribe Macropodians. [MACBOPODIANS.J
INCISORS. [DENTITION; TEETH.]
INCUS. [EAR.]
INDIA-RUBBER, the common name of a vegetable compound

which is found in all plants with a milky juice. It is alao known by
the name of Caoutchouc.
The existence of a milky juice in many plants, which flows from

them when their tissues are wounded, is a fact that has been familiarly
known from time immemorial. It is however only a matter of recent

discovery that this milky juice characterises certain families of plants.

Although the great majority of plants which yield this juice in abund-
ance are tropical, yet they are not without their European repre-
sentatives. The Spurges, Dandelion, and Celandine of our road-sides
are instances. The families of plants which furnish this milky juice
in the greatest abundance are Muracece, Euphorbiaceai, Artocarpacece,

Apocynacta, Cichoraceoe, Papaveraceie, Ca,mpanv,lacece,&uALnbdiacete.
This juice, which is called by botanists ' the milky juice,' because

it has an appearance similar to milk, has also the physical constitution

of that fluid. It is an aqueous liquid, charged with soluble matter,
in which float globules of a substance insoluble in water, and which
are by their tenuity held in suspension in the liquid, but for which

they have no affinity, in the same manner as butter is held in sus-

pension by milk. From the difference of the refractive powers of

these two substances, each of which taken separately would be colour-

less or transparent, arise the opacity and white colour of the two :

hence the compound is properly called a '

milky juice.'
The analogies which this juice exhibits with the milk of animals and
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vegetable emulsions are seen in the manner in which it acts when left

to itself. Run out into the air, received aud preserved in close vessels,
it separates itself into two layers, as milk itself would do. The watery
part very soon has an insoluble part floating upon it, which collects

together and swims at the top as cream swims upon milk, and which
forms nearly the half of the entire mass. But with these physical
resemblances the analogies cease. That which in milk and in emul-
sions produced from seeds collects on the surface of the aqueous
liquor is, properly speaking, a fatty body, containing oxygen in its

composition ;
while the kind of cream which swims upon the milky

juice is a compound of carbon and hydrogen.
This substance has long been known to the natives of both the Old

and New World, in Hindustan and South America. It was not how-
ever till the expedition of the French academicians to South America
in 1735 that its properties and nature were made known in Europe
by a memoir upon it by M. de la Condaminp. This notice excited
little attention

; and subsequently notices of this substance were sent
to the French Academy in 1751 by M. Fresnau, and in 1768 by
M. Macquer. At the latter end of the last century and the beginning
of the present it was brought into this country in small quantities,
where, on account of its being used for rubbing out black-lead pencil
marks, it acquired the name of India-Rubber.

Although after its application to the water-proofing of garments its

consumption gradually increased, the importation into the United
Kingdom in 1830 appears not to have been more than 50,000 Ibs.

In 1842 the import of this article had increased to between 700,000
and 800,000 Ibs. Up to the present time the consumption of India-
Rubber has prodigiously increased; and one port alone in South
America is said now to send to Great Britain nearly 4000 cwts.

annually. To the large consumption in the United Kingdom must
be added that of America, where the application of Caoutchouc has
been much more general and successful than even in our own country.
The particular species of plants which are employed for procuring

India-Rubber are very numerous, and it is probable that many yield
it which are not yet known to botanists. The tree which supplies
most in Continental India is the Ficui elastica, a tree belonging to
the order Moracece ; it is exceedingly abundant in Asam. All the

species of Fictu yield Caoutchouc to a greater or less extent in their

juices, and even the Common Fig (Pints Carica) of Europe contains it.

Species of Ficu produce the Caoutchouc brought from Java; aud
F. radula, P. ettiptica, and F. prinoides are amongst those mentioned
as affording a portion of that brought from America. Next to the
Muracece the order Euphorbiaceai yields the largest quantity of
Caoutchouc. The Siphonia elastica, a plant found in Guyana, Brazil,
and extending over a large district of Central America, yields the
best kinds of India-Rubber that are brought into the markets of Europe
and America. To another order, Apocynaceie, we are indebted for

the Caoutchouc which is brought from the islands of the Indian

Archipelago. The plant which is the source of this substance in those
districts is the Urceola elastica, a climbing plant of very rapid growth
and gigantic dimensions. A single tree is said to yield, by tapping,
from 50 to 60 Ibs. annually. Many other plants of this order yield
Caoutchouc, and of those given on good authority we may mention

CoUophora utila aud Cameraria latifolia, plants of South America ;

Vahea, gummifera, in Madagascar ;
and Willurjltbeia edidis, in the Kast

Indies. To this order belongs the Cow-Tree, or Hya-Hya (Tahernas-
iii 'i a i n a 1 1 ni His), of Tropical America, which yields a milky juice that
is drunk by the natives of the district in which it grows.
The Caoutchouc, whilst it is in the tissues of the plant, is evidently

in a fluid condition ; but after its separation from the other fluid parts
its consistence becomes changed, and it forms a solid mass similar in

its external characters to vegetable albumen. In this state it is dense
and hard, but may be separated and rolled out so as to form a sheet

resembling leather. It has many interesting and peculiar properties.
Insoluble in water and in alcohol, it dissolves in ether, in the sulphuret
of carbon, the fat oils, and the liquid carburets of hydrogen.

It is soft and elastic at the ordinary temperature, but at the tem-

perature of 2 above the freezing point it acquires the hardness of

wood. A temperature of 100 softens it without altering its form.
It then unites with itself with the greatest facility, and two pieces

recently cut apart re-unite so as to render it impossible to discover
where the junction has taken place. But a higher temperature,
approaching 150", changes it into an adhesive substance, which on

cooling does not recover the primitive properties of Caoutchouc.
In the state of recent coagulation, aud while still in a pulpy con-

dition, Caoutchouc possesses a degree of plasticity which admits of its

receiving, by means of moulds, the most varied forms.

The greater part of the Caoutchouc of commerce is obtained by
the natives of the countries in which it is produced in the form of

shapeless masses, collected at the foot of the tree which has been
incised or cut for the purpose of extracting the juice from it, or
solidified in a trench made in the earth, and coagulated in this rude
mould in voluminous masses, which often resemble the trunk of a

large tree. A part of it however possesses other forms which the rude
art of the natives attempts to communicate to it. They model with

plastic clay figures of animals, imitations of the human foot, and

p^ar-shaped bodies ; and then dipping these moulds in the thickened

Caoutchouc, and renewing the connection when the first coat is

Q
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, _, j to the air. they obtain, by broking the mould

ad (tttaf it out in fragment* through an opening properly arranged,

hoUuw fr-V figures of animals, rough slippers, *c. The; thus make

Omrtnhnmi *tn* for the manufacture of object* fur which we

em selves employ animal membrane* and leather.

ladia-Robber i. obtained from both the Old and New World. The

p* Indie* xipplied the original specimens eeen in Europe, and have

erer since been a wmroa of (upply to the British market*. It come*

principally from Jan. and is often glutinous, and is lee* esteemed in

eomnwree than that furnished by the equatorial regions of America,

Creat quantities! of Caoutchouc are imported into Europe from Mexico,

from Sooth America, and especially from the province of Para in

Brazil That which come* in the shape of bottles is generally pre-

ferred ; and when it i* pure, and the different coats which comprise it

are well united, it may be employed immediately for many purpose*.
Bat i* often happen* that the coat* which form the pear-shaped masses

are badly united. It then become* necessary, in order to make use

of them, to work it op by a process of kneading, so as to obtain it in

a coherent or homogeneous mas*. Thi* operation become* especially

iadispawable when, a* most commonly happen*, the Caoutchouc is in

large impure msaro, and mixed with land and the d<5bris of vegetable
Mtler The** impuritie* do not entirely proceed from the moulds

made in the earth into which the juice ha* been allowed to exude,
and in which it ha* been left to thicken and solidify ; but their

quantity and their presence between the coat* of the pyriform nuimn*

now that the impurity i* mainly to be attributed to fraud. The
Caoutchouc thus obtained U not applicable to any uae until it has

uxUigum a previous purification.
The purification of the Caoutchouc U accomplished by submitting

the impure Caoutchouc to the action of cylinder* furnished with teeth

turning in opposite direction* and with unequal velocities, which
oauae it to undergo a kind of mastication. By this treatment the

Caoutchouc become* softened without being liquified, and a homo-

fnm* r"~ i* formed which i* cut in the form of rectangular blocks,

which being again cut, constitute those small pamllelopipedous used

by draurhUmen to rub out the marks of black-lead
pencils.

This
use was in Kn*^fnH for a long time the only one to which this *ub-

tanee wa*
applied,

but this limited use was far from indicating the

extent to. which Caoutchouc ha* been employed in the last thirty

) can, or the multiplicity of service* it ha* been called upon to perform
fur eauiury and industrial purpo**. To rub out pencil-marks, to

form the rude slippers which seemed well adapted to the Indian

toilet, but to which a form acceptable in Europe had not been im-

parted, were in fact the only uae* to which Caoutchouc was applied

up to 1880. [CAOUTCHOUC, MAM FACTI-HI or, in ARTS AKD So. Kiv.j
The relation* of Caoutchouc to the function* of the

plant*
in which

it i* bond are not understood. Many fallacious views have been
oflcred OB this subject Schulze of Berlin, who ha* written most

Ktawriveiy on this subject, regarded it as a principle in the juices
of phnti analogous to the fibrine of the blood, but his views with

ml to the milky juice of plant* and the laticiferous tissue are
r federally allowed to be erroneous. It i* not improbable that

utahotM U formed a* the result of the deoxidation of cellulose,

or MOM other ternary constituent. The chemical composition of

Qspsrtchooc i* Hydrogen and Carbon. In what proportion they exist

I* not known. When distilled, Caoutchouc yield* oil* which have a

composition *imilar to oil of turpenUn--C,. H., or C,,. II..

(itfortt */ (*< OraU Kxkitiim of 1851, Class XXVIII., by Dr.

; lustre shining; translucent; specifio gravity
* by the blow-pip*, and gelatinise, in acid*. H
ith Ganut, Pdipar, Fitrolile, and UvrnlUndt.

'

[CocfUDJL]
(Tot-BMALWl.]

Principla iff Scientific liotany ; Gregory,
: Cktmutry.)

if. [Zv 1

INDIAN CKK8SK.S. [Ti
INDIAN OX. (Bovn.x]
INDIAN SHOT. [MAEAI ,

IM'IANITK. This Mineral occurs iu granular masses. It has a
6-0 to 6-6. It scratch** glaa*. The colour is white or

l!-74. It i

o^dwiO,-
II-ATOR.

IVDICOUTB.
INI.|..<>. [Ix
INDKiOTKRA, agenus'of PlanU balonging to the natural family

L /folia, indifeaou* in the equinoctial part* of Axia, Africa,
wl America, and celebrated for some of the specie* yielding ludigo.
The pede* are about 160 in number ; all are small herbaceous or

shrubby plant*. The leave* are usually pinnate ; the flowers small
ad papilionaosoua. in axillary clusters of a purple, blue, or white

The calyx is 6-cleft; MgmenU acute; vexillum rounilish,
ita; keel furnisbwl with a subulate spur on both sides,

diadelphou* (0 and IV. Legume continuous, one or more
r truncated.usually se|rated by cellular spurious parti-

i into Africa and America. It is suffruticose,
net, branched ; leave* pinnate: leaflet* 6 or 6 pairs, long-obovate,
soared/ pubescent; raceme* of flower* axillary, ihortor than the

leave*.
_ Legume* approximated toward* the ban of the rachis, nearly

cylindrical, slightly torulose, deflexed, and more or less curved

upwards; sutures thickened; teed* about 10, cylindrical, truncated
nt both end*. This species is somotime* called Indigo Franc and
French Indigo in the West Indies. It is laid to be found wild along
the sands of Senegal (' Flora de Senegambie,' voL L p. 178.)

I. Anil. From the name it might be inferred that this wa* an
Asiatic plant; but it is said by De Candolle to grow wild in America,
and to be cultivated in both Indie*, a* al*o (long the Gambia in
Africa. The name Anil, which has passed into the Spanish, ha*

evidently the same origin as the Arabic Neel, or Nil. The Spaniard*
and Portuguese, who had found the way to India by two opposite
courses, must there have become acquainted with Indigo, and adopted
its Indian name : they were the first to manufacture it in America
the Portuguese in Brazil, and the Spaniards in Mexico. This specie*
is characterised by an erect suffrutiooee stem ; leaves pinnate in 3 to
S pain ;

leaflet* oval-oblong, scarcely pubescent on the under surface ;

racemes axillary, shorter than the leave* ; legumes compressed, not

torulose, deflexed, curved, with both sutures thickened and prominent,
10- to 12 seeded. Messrs. Wight and Arnot state,

" We have not
sufficient materials to enable us to determine it I. Anil be a distinct

species. We know of no distinguishing character, unless it is to be
found in the fruit, and the descriptions given of that part in the two
specie* differ in different authors." But the authors of the ' Flora
de Seuegambie' consider them distinct, as do most botanists.

/. ctxndto. (Roxb.). This is a new species described by Dr. Rox-

burgh, and called Karneeli iu Telinga by the natives of the peninsula
of India. Ut state* that from the leaves of this plant he had often

extracted a most beautiful light ludigo, more so than he ever could
from the Commor Indigo Plant, or even from Nerium tinctorium, and
in a large proportion. lie says it is an erect shrubby species, growing
in dry barren uncultivated ground, to the height of 3 feet, and higher
in good garden soil. It flowers during the wot and cold season*. The
leaves are pinnate ; leaflet* 4-paired, obovate, emarginate ; racemes
rather shorter than the leave* ; legume* reflexed, curved, contracted
between the seeds, hairy ; from 3- to 4-seeded. De Candolle inquires
whether this be sufficiently distinct from /. tinctoria. Dr. Roxburgh
state* that it comes near to /. aryentea, Linn. The process he

adopted for extracting Indigo from this plant was similar to that

practised with the leaves of AVriitm tinctorium, or the scalding process.
/. argentea U a species usually stated to be a native of India, and

the authority of Dr. Roxburgh might be cited for the fact; but
Messrs. Wight and Arnott state that /. argentea of Linuicu* is not
found in India. It is the species cultivated in Egypt and Barbary for
the sake of iU Indigo, and, according to Huuiboldt, also in America.
The Indian species which has been confounded with it is /. paucifotia
of Dulille, which has alternate leaflets, and linear, slightly compressed,
toruloee legumes. 7. argentea U shrubby, with round branches, which
appear of a silky whiteness from appreased pubescence ; leaves pinnate,
1- to U-paired ; leaflet* opposite, obovate, silky-pubescent ; racemes
shorter than the leaf ; legumes pendulous, much compressed, toruloee,
canesoent

; 2- to 4-aeeded.

/. ilujjema. Thi*, according to Humboldt, is also one of the

specie* cultivated in America, and seen among the most ancient

hieroglyphioal paintings of the Mexicans. Dr. Bancroft considers it

as the specie* called Guatemala Indigo, which yields fine pulp, but U
lea* productive than other specie*. The stem i* herbaceous, weak ;

the branches round ; leaves pinnate, i- to 6-paired ; leaflet* elliptico-

olbong, smooth; racemes slender, larger than the leaf; legume*
round, subtoruloee, mucrouate ; 2-soeded.

Plants of other genera are also employed for obtaining Indigo as

Wrigklia (\erinm, Roxb.) tinctoria, Marttlenia tinctoria, Galcya tinc-

toria, but especially the first two. Dr. Bancroft (voL L p. 190) also

adduce* Spilantka tinctoria, Scabiota tuccita, Chcira.nlkue fentttraJ.it ;
also a specie* of Biynunia and a Tabcrn<tmontana, on the African coast,
with Amorpka fntticota and Sophora tinctoria, as all yielding a blue

dye, or coarse sorts of indigo. [INDIGO, iu ABTS AND Sc. Div.l
"iNlir. [I.EMURID.S.J
INFEROBRANCllIA'TA, the third order of Oasteropodous Mol-

lutca, in the system of Cuvier, who describes them as having nearly
the form and organisation of fhrii and Tritonia, but remarks that
their brauchuc, instead of being placed on the back, are arranged in
the form of two long suites of leaflets on the two side* of the body
uii'l.T the advanced border of the mantle, lie records two genera,

J'/iyUidia
and ]>i)>hyllidia,

rkyllidia Mantle naked, and most frequently coriaceous; no
shell Mouth a small proboscis, with a tentacle on each side ; two other
tentacles come forth above two small cavities of the mantle. Organs of

generation under the right side forward. Heart towards the middle of
the back. Stomach

simple,
membranous ; intestine short. (Cuvier.)

M. De Blainville describe* the body of the genus 1'hyllidia as oblong
and rather convex ; the bend and the foot hidden by the border of
the mantle

;
four tentacles, the two upper ouen retractile in a cavity

which is at their base, the two lower buccul
; mouth without an

upper tooth ; a lingual denticulated mass ; branchial lamina; all round
the lower border of the mantle, except in front; vent at the posterior
and mesial part of the back ;

orifices of the organs of generation in a
common tubercle at the anterior fourth of the right Bide.
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P. puitulosa is a native of the Indian seas, where the other species
have also been found.

Phyllidia pustulom,

Dipliyllidia (LingueUa, ? Leach). Eranchia?, nearly the same as in

PhyUidia, but the mantle is more pointed behind ; the head, which
is demieircular (la tete, en demi-cercle), haa on each side a pointed
tentacle and a slight tubercle

; vent on the right side. (Cuvier.)
M. De Blainville thus describes Linguella, which both Cuvier and

himself seem to consider as identical with Diphyllidia.

Body oval, very much depressed, the mantle projecting beyond the

foot on all sides, except in front ; head uncovered. Branchial lamella?

oblique, and only occupying the two posterior thirds of the inferior

border of the mantle
;
vent inferior, situated at the posterior third

of the right side ; orifices of the organs of generation in the same
tubercle, at the anterior third of the same side.

Linyuella Elfortii, De Blainv. (Diphyllidia Brugmansii ? Cuv.).
M. De Blainville says that the locality of this animal is unknown.
Cuvier nays that Linyuella Elfortii appears to him not to be different

from hia Diphyllidia Brugmantii.
M. De Blainville further says that it is probable that the genus

established by M. Raflnesque under the name of Arminia does not
differ much from Linguella. In his 'Additions and Corrections' to

his ' Manuel
'

he says that M. Otto has discovered a species of Linyudla
in the sea of Naples.

lAnguella Elfortii. De Blainville.

M. Rang observes that Diphyllidia, Languella, and Arminia being
identical, Cuvier's came should be preserved : the two subsequent
names should consequently be omitted.

Messrs. Forbes and Hanley, in the Appendix to the '

History of
British Mollusca," give an account of the taking of specimens of

Diphyllidia lineata in the Shetland Isles and at Whitburn in Durham.
M. Rang included the fresh-water Aucyliu in this group. It has

however pulmonic sacs, and belongs to the Limneadce.

INFLORESCENCE, in Plants, is the manner in which their flowers
are arranged. A flower being a body analogous to a leaf-bud, with a
similar origin, and capable, under particular circumstances, of revert-

ing absolutely to that condition, it follows that the branching of that

part of a plant which bears flowers should be of the same nature as that
which bears leaf-buda, and therefore not in need of special explanation.
But as the formation of the flower out of the materials of a leaf-bud
is accompanied with many deviations from the habitual development
of its parts, so is the disposition of the branches of inflorescence often
in a similar way a deviation from the habitual method of arranging
those parts.

In the study of the inflorescence of plants it should never be

forgotten that it is entirely dependent on modifications of the axis.

For the purposes of arrangement it may be considered as regular or

centripetal, and irregular or centrifugal : in the former all the parts
are formed successively without interruption ; iu the latter the parts
are subject to various interruptions and derangements in the progress
of their formation. In centripetal inflorescence the external flowers

of a disc, or the lowermost of a cone, are first developed, and con-

sequently first expanded ;
nnd hence the course of unfolding proceeds

from the circumference to the centre, or, which is the same thing,
from the base to the apex. In centrifugal inflorescence the axis of

growth i arrested iu its progress by the formation of a flower-bud,
a at a, in the accompanying diagram ;

two lateral points then develop
from below a, and lengthen to 6, where a new flower-bud appears,
and stop* the growth ;

two other lateral points are produced from

below b and lengthen to c, where a new flower-bud again arrests the

progress of development ;
and so on. In this case it is clear that a

in the centre, being first formed, will expand before b b and c c c c ;
that b b will in like manner open before c c c c, and in the same way
all the others : hence the order of expansion of the flowers is from
the centre to the circumference. To this kind of inflorescence the

word Cyme is usually applied. It occurs in the Common Elder, the

Laurustinue, &c.

The centripetal inflorescence, in its simplest state, is merely a branch

bearing flowers instead of leaf-buds, as in the Hyacinth nnd the Omi-
thogalum. If the flowers are sessile, it is then called a Spike ; if

stalked, a Raceme. If the branch of the spike or its axis is so much
contracted as to become a broad disc, as in the Dandelion, or Daisy,
or common Artichoke, the inflorescence is called a Head or Capitulum ;

if the same thing happens to a raceme, the Umbel of Astrautia, Fennel,

Parsley, &c., is the result. Let the flower-stalks of the raceme be
branched or racemose, and the Panicle is produced.
The following is a survey of the kinds of inflorescence and their

names, from Professor Schleiden's '

Principles of Scientific Botany.'

A. The Solitary Flower, as terminal or axillary flower (Flos Solitarius,
terminalis vel axillaris). The latter may be situated in whorls, and
then form a Verticil (Verticillus).

B. Simple Inflorescence.

o. Inflorescentia Centripeta.

1. The Capitulum. The undeveloped axis is here usually enlarged
upward, with a fleshy or spongy substance, and the more so if the
number of flowers is very great. It may be more minutely designated
as simple, discoid, cupulate, lageniform, conical, and cylindrical, as

it approaches nearer to one or another. The last form then passes

gradually into the spadix. Special varieties are :

* The Calathium (Anthodium, Ehrh. ;
Flos Composittts, Linn.), a

many-flowered Capitulum, whose single flowers stand in the axils of

more or fewer stunted bracts, and are surrounded with one or more
circles of sterile bracts, as in the family of the Composite.

** The Cxnanthinum, Nees (Hypanthodium, Link.). Exactly like

the preceding inflorescence in some Urticacea. The cup-shape of the

peduncle in Picus is no distinction, since it is wanting in Dorstenia ;

and it exists in some Composite ; the same may be said with regard
to the sterile bracts, which are as much stunted in Dorstenia as they
are clearly present in Ficus.

2. The Spike (Spica) in very various forms. The kinds are :

* The Catkin (Amentum), distinguished by the fact that it falls off

entire, or by its imperfect flowers. The male inflorescence of Cupuli-
ferae, Salicacece, Betulacece, and some few other plants.

** The Spadix, a closely crowded spike, or partially a cylindri-
cal capitulum with fleshy peduncle ;

in Aracece, Maize, and some other

Grasses, and in Palms, in the last of which it is often compound
(Spadix Ramosus).

*** The Cone (Strobilus or Conus), a cylindrical capitulum or
solid spike, on which the individual foliar organs become woody scales ;

as in the font/era, the Catuarinacea, the BeMaceai, and some others.
* The Spikelet (Spicula), the simple inflorescence of the Grasses

and Cyperacece ; namely, a few-flowered spike, whose flowers have no
bracts, surrounded at the basis by one or two sterile bracts (Gluina;).

3. The Umbel (Umbella) in the Umbelliferce ; when compound
termed Umbellule (Umbellula).

4. The Raceme (Racemus) occurs in very different forms ; it is

usual to distinguish in it

The Corymb (Corymbus), a pyramidal raceme.

. Inflorescentia Centrifuga.

6. The Cyme or False Umbel (Cyma), is a corymb with Inflows-
centia Centrifuga.
That only singular cases are distinguished in these is a proof of the

totally unscientific patching together of our terminology. The com-
pound raceme, the compound umbel, and capitulum, with inflorescentia

Centrifuga are all called a Cyme (Cyma), which is contrary to the
commonest scientific laws. De Candolle has further applied the term
Cyme to the inflorescence of the Boraginace, which, on account of
the peculiar manner in which it unrolls itself, he terms Cyma Scor-

pioides ; and he adds the fiction, that the undermost first-blooming
flower is really the terminal blossom, and the second, the terminal
blossom of side axis, is developed in a disproportionate degree, &c.
From the rolling up there is just as little to be deduced as from the
same phenomenon in the leaves of 1'icus and Cycadaccce. The posi-
tion of the bracts, as seen in Cerinthe, contradicts this fiction

; and
the history of the development, which can alone determine the point,

appears to prove that here a one-sided raceme or spike is present, whose

unrolling is only a peculiar situation of the buds.

C. Once-Compound Inflorescence,

a. Pure or Homomorphous.
* Inflorescentia Centripeta.

6. The Spike of the Grasses (Spica), several spikes united in a
spicate arrangement, as in the Grasses; the component npikm are
termed Spikelets (Spiculse).
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T. The Umbel (Umbella). Umbel* united in umbels ; the corn-

are termed UmbeUule* (Umbellate).

terminology would have lone ago rejected UMM words, and

,1 them for Spioa and I'mbelU Composite.
8. the Panicle (Panicula) ; eee No. 11.

Sow of the remaining combination* deserve
special names,

and may
probably be classed among those mentioned under and 11.

Inflorescentia Centrifuga.

. The Cyme or Fake Umbel (Cyma) ; Me No. 5 and No. 14.

10. The Antbela; tee No. 16.

A Mixed or Heteromorphou*.

Inflorescentia Centrifuga.

BMXo.14.

See Ko. 11.

Infloreeeentia Centripete.

/). Many-Times-Compound Inflorescence.

Infiorescentia Centripete.

11. The Panicle (Panioula), erery many-branched inflorescence;

in Grasses universally, and otherwise only in developed pediceU
1J. The Thyrse (Thyrsus), a panicle, with very short pedicels ;

with

the exception of Grasses, found almost universally.

Both terms are applied alo to onoe-compound inflorescence*.

p Candolle uses the term Thynua for those in which Inflorescence

Ceotrifoga and Centripeta are mingled; other* differently; all

arbitrarily.
11 The Anthurun, an inflorescence that hai the kind of aspect of

that of the Amaraniktu caudaKu or the CkatopodvKta.
" Inflorescentia Centrifuga,

14. The Cyme (Cyma), alao in manifold combination*, in which

however we not consider whether the aide ramification! follow the

Inflorescence Centripeta or Centrifuga in longer pedicel*.

The Hunch (Fasciculm), a manifold compound cyme, with abort

polionla. and rather crowded.

16. The Anthela, all kinds of inflorescences in the Juncacea and

Cfftraera.
17. The Olomerule (Olomerulun), many inflorescences that appear

almost like a capitulum, and consist ouly of ill-formed, imperfect

flowers, as in some Cktnopodiaceie, I'rticatttr, and Juncacetr.

We subjoin Professor Schlriden's closing remarks :

1 Irave every one with thinking faculties to draw for himself the

sail conclusion! which the preceding surrey affords ; and I think that

1 have not to defend myself to any one who is acquainted with our

literature against the charge that the foregoing is a frivolous vagary
of my humour. Roper first attempted a scientific development of

the inflorescence. No one that I know of has followed him, except

Lindley. Physiologists seem not to have accounted it of sufficient

importance. Bysteiuatiste have too much to do with their herbaria,

and it is much easier to coin a new word than to study minutely the

taugrteaUe development through a Urge series of plants. For the

sake of those unacquainted with these matters I will insert the follow-

ing examples : In Lotiu cornimJatiu, Koch (' Syn. FL Germ.') has a

Capitulum, Kunth (' Fl. Berol.'), an UmbeUa, Reichenbach ('FL
Excura/l, actually a Fasciculus. To Erioptiorum rayinatum Kunth

gives s Spica ; Koch, a Spirals. For Cladittm Maructu Kunth has

Umbelhe Axillares et Terminales; Koch, Antheke Axillare* et Termi-

nales; Keichenbach. Cynuc Axillares et Terminales ; in Itolepii tupina
Koch has Spiculis In Fasciculum aggregate ; Kunth, Spicis Con-

gioeaeratia. I have ben omitted the French and English botanist/.,

or the matter would have been still more glaring."
I N Kl'SO'RI A. This term has bean applied to the numerous minute

-* ** found in water, which are commonly called Animalcules.
The invention of the

microscope by Hooke revealed the existence

of myriads of living creatures whose presence was before unknown ;

ad this instrument has shown that a drop of water, though it may
r to the naked eye to be perfectly clear, is perhaps warming

with living beings. Khrenberg (whose laboun have principally con
tributed to the knowledge of the true nature and structure of the

amftlemy anunelonles) has described speciss which are not larger than
frota MOOOth to 1-SOOOth of a line in diameter, and which are

separated from on* another by intervals not greater than their own
tee. A eubic iach of water may thus contain more than 800,000
asiUioos of these beings, estimating thorn only to occupy one-fourth
of it* speos ; sod single drop (measuring not more than a line in

Miirtii) placfl under the miorosoop* will be seen to hold 500
an amount perhaps nearly equal to the whole number o

i on the surface of oar globe.
If a angle drop of water thus swarms with life, what incalculable

wnabers of eahneUmlee most be contained in every stagnant pond or
lake, and in the sea.

When Unnaroe arranged all the organised beings known to him in tbe

SyUo Netum.' the strootare of these minute animals was not suffi

oistrtly aadontood to enable him to distribute them according to their
reUUoae in bis evtral olassii; be therefore placed them at tbe end
of hi* Use ekss, rrmn, in a genu. which ne denominated Ckao,
Otto Frederick Mttller first separated them as a distinct order; and

as the greater number of animalcules had been detected in liquid*, in

which vegetable or animal matters had been dissolved by infusion, he

;ve them the name Infiuoria. Muller described many species, and

icquirad a considerable knowledge of the structure and organisation

of these minute beings ;
but he did not base bis arrangement of the

lifferent genera on their varieties of structure, but only on the

differences of their external form. Omelin, in the 13th edition of

the 'Systema Nature?,
1

adopted Holler's arrangement, as also did

Lamarck and Cuvier, who only altered the divisions and subdivisions

of the class without changing the mode of arrangement or adding any
new facts respecting the structure of these animal*. Bory de St.

Vincent formed a new classification ;
but he also based hi* system on

their external forms, which later investigations have shown to possess

little importance as distinctive characters, for two specie* very unlike

in external form may be almost identical in internal structure.

No new facts of importance respecting the organisation of the

Infiuoria were discovered after the publication of the work of Miiller

in 1773-74, till Professor Ehrenberg of Berlin directed his attention

to the subject. He ramie numerous observations on the internal

structure of these animals by mean* of feeding them with particles of

colouring matter, which he diffused in the water which contained

them. The substance which he found to answer this purpose in the

most satisfactory manner was pure indigo. It was necessary to use

colours not chemically combining with water, but only diffusible

through the fluid in a state of minute subdivision, so that the coloured

particles might be seen passing through the body of the animal.

The result of Ehrenberg's labours was given to the world in his

great work entitled ' Die Infusionsthierchen,' in which he described

upwards of 500 species of these minute beings. When first published
this work seemed so complete and so exhaustive of the subject, that

it was some years before any one doubted either the correctness of

the observations or the soundness of the conclusions of its author.

The improvement however of the microscope, and the extended use

of this instrument, have recently brought a large number of observers

into the field, and many modifications of the view* of Ehrenberg
have been introduced. We present here a summary of the conclusions

arrived at by Ehrenberg, as a fit starting-point for a history of the

more recent views of naturalists and comparative anatomists on the

subject of the Infiuoria, :

1. All the Infiuoria. are organised, and the greater part of them,

(probably all) are highly organised bodies.

2. The Jnfutoria constitute two very natural classes of animals,

according to their structure, which classes admit of subdivision upon
the same principle.

8. The existence of the Infiuoria in the four quarters of the globe,
and the sea, is proved ; as also that of individuals of tbe same species
in the most opposite ends of the world.

4. The geographical distribution of the Infiuoria upon the earth

follows the laws observed regulating that of other natural bodies.

5. Most of the Infiuoria are visible to the naked eye ; many are

visible as moving points ; and the size of the body does not exceed in

any case 1-1 2th of an inch.

ti. The minute invisible Infaorta, in consequence of their immense
and swarming numbers, colour large tracts of water with very
remarkable hues.

7. They give rise to one kind of phosphorescence of the sea, though
in themselves invisible.

8. They compose (though singly invisible) a sort of mould, through
living in dense and crowded masse*.

. In a cubic inch of this mould more than 41,000 million* of

single animals exist, and constitute most likely the chief proportion
of living bodies upon the face of the earth.

10. The tnfutoria are the most reproductive of organised bodies.

11. From one of the known propagative
modes of the Infiuoria

that is, self-division a continual destruction beyond all idea of the

individual, and a similar interminable preservation and extension of

it, in air and water, eusue, which poetically border upon eternal life

and growth.
12. The copulation of Gemnue, which perhaps include* the

hitherto-unsolved polyembryonate riddle of the seeds of all plants
and vegetable formations, is solved in tbe family Claiteria. [DESMIDK.V.]

13. The Infiuoria, in consequence of their siliciou* sheila, furui

indestructible earths, stones, and rocky masses. [DIATOMACK.*.]
14. With lime and soda we can prepare glass, and swimming brick*,

out of invisible animalcules
;
use them as flints ; probably prepare

iron from them ; and use the 'mountain meal' composed of them as

food in hunger. [BKROUERL.]
15. The invisible Infiuoria are sometimes hurtful by causing the

death of fish in pond*, deterioration of clear water, and boggy smells ;

but not, as has been supposed, iu giving rise to malaria, plague, and
other msladie*.

16. The Infiuoria appear to be (as far as in yet known) sleepless.
17. The /nftuoria partly disappear by the de|K>sition of ova, and

thereby undergo, passively, various changes of form.

18. The Infiuoria form invisible intestinal worms in many animal',
and in man, even if the Spermatozoa are excluded from amongst them.

19. The microscopic Infiuoria have also themselves internal and
external parasite*.
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20. The Injusoria possess a comparatively long life.

21. As the pollen of the pine falls yearly from the clouds, in the

form of sulphur rain, so do the much smaller animalcules appear

(from being passively elevated with the watery vapour) floating in a

live state in the atmosphere, and sometimes perhaps mixed with

dust.

22. In general the Infusoria maintain themselves pretty uniformly

against all external influences, as do larger organised bodies. It is

true that they sometimes consume strong poisons without immediate

injury, but not without an after-effect.

23. The weight of the invisible Infusoria, light as it is, is yet

calculable, and the most gentle current of air or draught can play
with their bodies as with the vapour of water.

24. The evident and great quickuess of the motion of Infusoria is

reducible as follows : Ilydatina senta moves 1-1 2th of an inch in

4 seconds, Manas punctum the same in 48 seconds, while JVavicula

yracUis takes 26 minutes and 24 seconds- to progress the same

distance.

25. Linnams said
' omnis calx e vermibus :' either to maintain or deny

'omnis silex, onme ferrumve, vermibus,' would be at the present moment

'26. The direct observations as yet known, upon the theory of

'generatio primitiva,' are wanting in necessary strictness. Those

observant who profess to have seen the sudden origin of the minutest

Infusoria from elementary substances, have quite overlooked the

compound structure of these organic bodies.

27. The frequent wonderful changes of form of many Infusoria
are yet to have th"ir limits, and the laws governing them defined.

28. The power of infusorial organisation is instinctively shown by
the strong chewing apparatus, with teeth, which they possess, and

their exhibition, likewise of a complete mental activity.

29. The study of Infusoria has led to a more distinct and con-

elusive notion of animal organisation generally, and the limits which

circumscribe the animal form, from which all plants and minerals,

that want the animal organic system, are distinctly separated.
80. Finally, it results from these inquiries, that experience shows

an unfathornableness of organic creatious, when attention is directed

to the smallest space, as it does of stars, when reverting to the most

immense.
Under the class Infusoria Ehrenberg embraced two very different

forms of animal life. This he did not fail to apprehend, and he

divided them into Polyyastrica and Rotifera. The latter division

included the animals known by the name of Wheel Animalcules.

The Polygastrica, so-called from the supposition that the typical
forms possessed a number of stomachs, included all the remaining

species of Infusoria.

Subsequently to the first publication of his views, Ehrenberg

separated from what he calls the true Infusoria several families of

animalcules which were formerly included in the same class. The

principal genera thus separated are Spermatozoa, Cercaria, and Vibrio,

which are now considered by some as part of the class Entozoa, and

are divided into two families, named Cercariada and Vibrionida.

The Cercarice found in vegetable infusions have an ovoid or

cylindrical body, furnished with a tail, which is not so long as in the

Zoosperms ; and in some of the species a mouth, and eye-like specks
of a dull red colour have been observed on the anterior part of the

body. The family of the Vibrionida, so-named from their darting or

quivering motion, includes the eel-like microscopic animalcules which

abound in stale paste, vinegar, ic., together with others which are

parasitic on living vegetables, where they have excited particular

attention, from the damage which they occasion to ears of corn, as

the Vibno Tritici, which infests the grains of wheat, and occasions

the destructive disease called ear-cockle, or purples. The Vibrio-

nidce, as well as the Cercariadce, are said to differ from the true

Infusoria not only in the absence of internal stomachs, but also of

external cilia, which prevents them from exciting any currents when

placed in coloured water.

On account of the difference in the perfection of structure between

the two principal groups of infusory animals, they have been separated
and placed iu distinct divisions of the animal kingdom by some
naturalists. Professor Owen makes the Polyyattrica the lowest class

of the sub-kingdom Acrita, and places the Rotifera in the division

Nematimtura. Dr. Grant separates them in the same manner, placing
the Polyyattrica in his lowest group Cycloneura, and the Kotifera

among the IHpluneura. Ehreiiberg, who retains both forms of

Infusoria in one class, subdivides the sections Polygastrica and

Rotifera into many minor groups, which are founded upon the modi-

fications of different organs : first as to the form of the intestine,

whether it is straight or curved, complete or imperfect ; secondly,
be considers the varieties of the organs of mastication or dental

apparatus; thirdly, many of the Infusoria have the integuments
naked ;

others are furnished with a crustaceous or horny covering ;

but both among the Kotifera and Polygastrica, the naked and coated

species are intimately connected together, and very often entirely

agree with one another in internal and external structure, with the

ingle exception of the consistency of their covering. These characters

however, though not separating the animals into distinct divisions,

are used as subordinate means of classification : and Ehrenberg has

formed two parallel series, named Nuda and Loricata ; which corres-

pond to certain of the Gymnodes and Crustodes of Bory de St. Vincent.
The number of loricated Polygastrica is very small, but among the

Rotifera they bear a nearer proportion to the naked species.
An account of the Rotifera will be found under the article

ROTIFERA. We here proceed to give Ehrenberg's classification of the

Polygastrica.
Class Phylozoaria polygastrica.

Swimming animals, without vertebras, apodal, having sometimes a
tail, and very often scattered vibratory or rotatory cilia; : having no
heart, but vessels extremely delicate (txSnus), reticulated, transparent,
and deprived of proper movement; often rudimentary eyes, with red

pigmentum, indicating a nervous system, which however is not
apparent ;

mouth nude or surrounded by vibratory cilia;, and commu-
nicating with several ventricules

;
the phalanx apparent, and generally

unarmed; no branchia;; organs of generation filiform, reticulated,
and granular ;

no distinct male organ ; gifted with power of reproduc-
tion by spontaneous division.

Legion 1. Anentera.

Mouth communicating with several stomachal vesiculea
; no anus, no

intestinal tube.

Order 1. Nuda. Order 2. Loricata.

Body without envelope. Body enveloped.

Section 1. Gymnica.

Body not ciliated ; mouth with or without cilia; ; no pseudo-pediform
prolongations.

1. Gymnica nuda. 1. Gymnica loricata.
Fam. l.Monadina. Fam. l.Cryptomonadina.

Form of the body constant, repro- Envelope membranous, sub-globu-
duction by simple transverse
division.

A. Without tail.

a. No eyes.
* Mouth truncate, terminal and

turned forwards in swimming.
) Individuals solitary.

Genus Monas.
t+ Individuals solitary when

lar, and oval.

A. Simple,
a. No eyes.
* Mouth ciliated.

Genus Cryptomonas.** Mouth nude.
Genus Gyget.

aa. With a red eye.
Genus Lagenula.

young, afterwards aggre- B. Compound, or reproducing by
gated and again liberated. internal division.

Genus Pandorina.

jfonaa atomot.

Genus Uvetta.

H"t Individuals solitary when
young, dividing crucially.

Genus Polytonia.
* Mouth direct, truncate, and

turned different ways in the
animal's movements.

Genus Doxococcui.
*** Mouth oblique, without edges,

and bilobate.

Genus Chilomonai.
aa. One red eye.

Genus Microgleaa.
B. With a tail.

b. Body cylindrical.
Genus liodo.

46. Body angular.
Genus Urocentrum.

Fam. 2. Vibrionina. Fam. l.Closterina.
Body elongate, constant in shape, Envelope round, when rigid, sepa-

dividing into many parts, rating spontaneously into two
mouth terminal (?) or four parts by transverse

A. Body filiform, cylindrical, divisions, and open at each
bending itself in undulations. end.

Genus Vibrio. Genus Closterium.
D. Body filiform, rigid, and rolling

itsolf in spiral.
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spiral pkOms4
*MUnav
t ftifonn, or fill-

~. :: -.: v.

cylindrical or fusiform, and

scxMrtMMoasly dividing iUelf

in laoptodiaU or oblique
direction.

A. No TwUgM of eyes.
Oenus AHatia.

A Piquet rudimentary eyes,
ft. One eye.
AUiL

:. .-.-/ ..

XotsjL
Genus .4WyopAi'.

U. Two eyes.
Genus Duliffma.

Section i

Body ciliated ; mouth ciliated or nude ; no psendo pediform
prolongations.

Epilridta undo.

Family 4. Cfdadina.
A. Body with vibratory cilin.

. CUiat in aimple row*, lotigitu-
tudinal or drooler.

ma. Cilic scattered.

Qtam famtttridmm.
B. Body deprived of cilisr,

furnished with bain
Tibntile.

Oeniu duztomoma*.

Kpilrifha lorieata.

Family ^.Peridina.
A. Simple.

Genus Peridinium.
B. Compound, reproduced by in-

terior division and rupture
of the envelope.

6. No eyes.
but Envelope compressed,
not Genus (ionium.

Envelope globular.
t Ciliated.

Genus I'o/rox.

tt Tentaculated.
Genus Spkarotira.

66. With eyea.
Genus Eitdorina.

Section 8. TViK/ojxx/ia.

Body furniabed with variable peeudo pediform prolongations.

Pmdtpedia Wo. Pieudopodia lorieata.

Family 6. Amaba. Family 4.BaciUaria. [DlATO-
Genus A*utta. MACUL]

The envelope dividing with the
animal

A. Free, never fixed.

a. Solitary or agglomerated.
*

Envelope oblong.
Genus AorifWo.

*
Envelope wider than long.

Genus Kuattrum.
aa. United in form of riband*,

polymorphous ; the indivi-
dual* of the group have some
freedom of movement with-
out becoming detached

; cui-

rass equally thick throughout,
and prismatic.

QtoMAsjOMft
aaa. United in bundles, and not

polymorphous, afterwards
disunited.

Oenus Fragillaria.
nnnn. United in a fan shape, with-

out foot; cuirass thicker in
(: ',:'.

Oenus Exilaria.
B. Fixed when young, afterwards

free.

6. Sessile.

Genus Synrdra.
W. Pedicellated, often dichc-

tomous by ramification
;

body reduced below, cunei-
form.

Oenus Comphmtma.
666. Pedicellated, often dichoto-

mous; body contracted to-

wards each extremity, snb-

fiuiform.

Genus Coeeonema.
6666. Pedioellated, united in n fan

nhape, and often dichoto-

I110UB.

Genus BckvuUa.

Family 5. Arcdliaa.

Envelope undivided.
A . Envelope urceolate.

Oenus Diflwjia.
B. Envelope ncutclliform.

Genu* Aretlla.

1. Diat*ma tulfarit ; it, natural nine ; b, e, marnited. 2. Diatomn Stcartzii,

magnified ; , end riew. 3. FragUlaria tuiipvxctata, magnlflcd.

Legion 2. Enltrodtla,

Mouth and anus dUtiuct, opening into an intestine, round which
are grouped the stomachal vesiculi.

Section 4. Anopittltia,

Mouth and anus contiguous.

Anopitthia nutla.

Family . rorlietllina.

A. Body pedicellated, fixed, after-

ward* detached, becoming
often dichotomous.

a. Pedicle simple or branched,
contracting into a spiral.

* Pedicle solid, the interior muscle
indistinct.

Oenus rorlietlla."
Pedicle tubular, the interior

muscle often distinct, be-

coming arborescent by the

spontaneous divisions of the
animal.

t Animalcula of the same group
similar.

Genus Ccurchaivm.

ft Animalcula dissimilar in the
same group.

Genus Zooeladium.
no. Pedicle not contracting in

spiral, rigid, with no interior

tube.

Genus Epittylit.
n. Body not pedicellated and free.

6. Cilite in a single crown.
Genus Trichodina,

66. Cili.T in a spiral row con-

ducting to the mouth.
Oenus Stntor.

loncaia.

Family 6. Opkrydina.
A. Body surrounded by gelatine

and not pedicellated.
Genun Ophrydium.

B. Body inclosed in a membranous
sheath.

6. Pedicellated.

Sheath sesxile.

Genus Tintinnut." Sheath pelicellsted.
Genus t'litliurnia.

66. Not pedicellated.
Genus Vayitiicola.
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Section 5. Enantiotreta.

Mouth and anus terminal and opposite, reproduction effected by
transverse division.

Enantiotreta nuda.

Family 7. Enchtlia.

A. Mouth terminal, direct, obtuse,

generally ciliated; division

of the body transverse.

a. Body not ciliated, nor with
hairs.

*
Simple.

Genus Enchelyi.
* Double.

Genus Ditoma.
aa. Body with vibratory cilice.

Genus HoJophrya.
aaa. Body with cilia; not vibratory.
*

Subglobular.
Genus Actinophryt.

'* Disciform.

Genus Trichoditcut.

B. Month terminal, oblique, often

ciliated.

b. Body without cilia.
* No prolongation of the an-

terior part.
Genus Trithoda.

** Anterior part prolonged into

the form of head and neck.

Genus Lachryinaria.
bb. Body ciliated.

Genus Leucojihryi.

Enantiotreta loricata.

Family 7. Colepina.

Envelope oval or cylindrical.
Genus Colepi.

Levcophrti* patvla, with gome of the

gastric cavities full of food.

Intestinal pystem of

Leucophryi patula.

Section 6. Allotreta.

Mouth and anus terminal and opposite, reproduction effected by
longitudinal and transverse divisions.

A llotreta nuda.

Family 8.- Trachelina.

Mouth inferior, anus terminal.

A. Mouth unarmed.
a. No circle of cilise in front.
*

Upper lip or front elongate,

cylindrical or depressed, pro-

longed into a narrow trum-

pet form.
Genus Trachdiiu.

** Upper lip short, depressed,
and dilated obliquely.

Genus Loxodet.
*
Upper lip compressed, sub-

carinate, or tumid.
Genus Buriaria.

aa. Front with a ring of cilia;.

Genus Phialina.

B. Mouth armed with hooks.
Genus Glaucoma.

Family 9. Ophryocercina.
Anus inferior, mouth terminal.

Genus Ofhryocerciu.

Allotreta loricata.

Family 8. Aspiditcina.
Genus Aipiditcia.

Section 7. Katotreta.

Mouth and anus not terminal, reproduction as in the preceding
section.

Katotreta, loricata.

Family 9. Euplota.

Body armed with hooks.

A. Head indistinct.

Genus Euplotes.
B. Head separated from the body

by a contraction.

Genus Discocephalua.

Katotreta nuda.

Family 10. Kolpoda.

Body smooth or ciliated, unarmed.
A. No eyes.

A short retractile proboscis.

Body partially ciliated.

Genus Kolpoda.

Body ciliated obliquely all

over.

Genus Paraawecium.
aa. No proboscis.

Front and tail contracted.

Genus Ampkileptus.
** Front oblong, tail contracted.

Genus [froleptus.

B. With eyes.
Genus Ophryoglena.

Family 11. Ojnjtrichina.

Body ciliated and hairy, or armed
with styles or straight spiculte
and hooks.

A. Body hairy, no styles or hooks.

Genus Oxytricha.
B. Body with hooks and no styles.

Genus Kerona.

C. Body with styles and no hooks.

Genus Urostyla.
B. Body with styles and hooks.

Genus Styltmichia.

At the time this classification was drawn up, the distinctions that

limit the vegetable and animal kingdoms were less perfectly under-

stood than at present. One of the first members of this group of

organised beings that was withdrawn from the animal kingdom, was
the J)emidea:, which are now generally recognised as plants. [DissMl-

DE.E.] The group of Pseudopodia loricata must also be placed amongst
doubtful creations, although many physiologists do not hesitate to

group them amongst plants [DfATOMACE.E], whilst the groupsMonudina,

and Volvocina have recently undergone the most searching investi-

gation, with the result that many of these forms are more decidedly

vegetable than animal in their character. [VoLvox.] Some have

even gone further than this, and Agassiz in the ' American Journal of

Science,' for 1852, thus writes to Mr. Dana :

" You may remember
a paper I read at the meeting at Cambridge, United States, in August
1849, in which I showed that the embryo which is hatched from the

egg of a Planaria is a genuine polygastric animalcule of the genus
Paramecium, as now characterised by Ehrenberg. In Steenstrup's
work on the ' Alternations of Generation

'

[GENERATIONS, ALTEBNA-
TION or], you find that in the extraordinary succession of alternate

generations, ending with the production of Cercaria and its metamor-

phosis into Dtitama, a link was wanting the knowledge of the yourg
hatched from the egg of Diitoma. The deficiency I can now fill. It

is another Infusorium, a genuine Opalina. With such facts before us

there is no longer any doubt left respecting the character of all these

Polygastrica they are the earliest larval condition of worms. And
since I have ascertained that the Vorticellte are true Bryozoa, and

botanists claim the Anentera as Alga;, there is not a single type of

these microscopic beings left which hereafter can be considered as a

class by itself in the animal kingdom." Few naturalists would

perhaps indorse this statement of Professor Agassiz. The Vorticellcs

are not yet admitted as members of the family Bryozoa [POLYZOA] ;

nor are all the Anentera of Ehrenberg regarded indiscriminately as

A
lijte. The passage however indicates the direction in which inquiry

is gradually breaking up the great polygastric family of Ehreuberg.
It is nevertheless very certain that many of the species enumerated

by Ehrenberg are only trausitionary forms in which the same being
. xists. To no one has this department of science been more indebted

than to Dr. F. Stein, who in his recent work, entitled
' Die Infusionsthiere

auf ihre Entwickelungs-Geschichte untersucht' (Leipsic 1854), has

given the result of a long series of investigations on this subject.

The following is a summary of Dr. Stein's researches, as recorded iu

this volume. (It ought however to be premised that Fdcke,

Dnjardin, and Siebold had previously pointed out that the great
mass of the Polygastric Infusoria were much simpler than Ehreuberg
had supposed, and that the internal organs he had described were

referrible to the general conditions of unicellular organisms, whether

animal or vegetable.)
" In a glass iu which were contained a great variety of ciliated

Infusoria, and among them also numerous individuals of Euylena
riridit, Eacus, and Edties, Dr. Stein remarked, after the lapse of some

days, the formation of a thin film on the surface of the water, com-

posed of an interlacement of coufervoid filaments and Oscilluturice.

This film swarmed with Euylence, many of which had lost their bi'aks.

and crawled about with a worm-like movement among tlie Conferva
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Beside* these be discovered, to hii mat
Bt gelatinous or quit* *oft cyste, which

only a single Rqlmu contracted into a globular

^, two of hnkpberio.l form
appreeeed together.

The encysted JajfinaT proved to be itill living, inasmuch as they

Bored about in the cyst*. an<i if the oyiU were ruptured the previously

globular individuals reaaeumed their prUtine elongated figure, and

crawled about in the mate manner as the other beakles* individual*

[theOc/erwt.
what purpose was thii encysting? The cyst wa* evidently

4 for mnsihinf more than a coffin. Farther observation* won
Aimeil that the encysting proces* of the Eugtam had really reference

to their mnltjplkjatiotLThe procinei however appeared to be different

fa JhsyiaM from that in (frtgarina, inuoiuch u in the latter case two

JWUi
individual*

they had proceeded from the divisic

TiduaL Whilst thu* investigating U
directed to other forma of Jnfnturia

are conjoined before the cyit u developed, wliiUt in the

i U formed usually around but one ;
for where two

found incloeed in a cyst, it wa* at once apparent that

from the divicion of an originally single indi-

cating the EuglaKe hi* notice was also

'n/utona contained in the aame water,

as Poroawctiut aurttia, Pnrvdm mrrw, and Holopkrya ditcolor,

the latter two of which special he frequently observed inclosed in

well-defined gelatinous cysU ; and u these /n/iuoria belonged to

quite another principal
division of the class, he began to hope that

the procees of becoming encysted would probably turn out to be of

general occurrence in the infusory world.

This proved to be the oaae, and the work then proceeds to describe

the way in which Dr. Stein was led to detect the connection between

Kf^tftu fliealilu with a species of Ehrenberg's genus Acintta, an

ubesnstion which pointed the way in his future researches. One of

hie earliest additional observations was that of the heterogeneous

generation of Eputytu dtgitalit. In this species he traced first the

metamorphosis of the Epiilylu into an Acintia , and, secondly,
observed in the latter the extraordinary fact of the development and
volution of a TritoJiiui, a diecovery which Ehrenberg has attempted

to explain by the supposition that the Tricwiina had been previously
swallowed by the Acituta. Dr. Stein's important researches are

continued through the family of the Vortictttvue, and his observations

given upon Ariimopkryt, Podophrya, the genus Tricodina, and on the

tare of the OpaJuur, the propagation of the CHIoroyonium evcUorum
and VurtKtUa mimttoma, and particularly upon the quiescent con-

dition of the latter /nftuoria; upon Spirockotia gemmipara and
& &fa*loiii, and upon the Acinrla state of Dendrocomtttt paradaxus,"

Ac. Ac. (' Quarterly Journal of Microscopical
S

1

July, 1864.)
At the preeent time it would undoubtedly be premature to state thnt

'

probably better to substitute the term Protozoa, to

'* organisms having au animal character, and yet presenting the

simple conditions that we find amongst the A'ottockinetr, and
ether

froups
of

lowly-developed plants. We may state generally that

Ehrenberg Polj/gattrie* embrace the following group* of beings :

1. True plant*, as in the Dumidra (Clotttrina), Volvociaa (Crypto-

MsMsU***). and some other*. [UnuibEJc.]
1 Organisms which the weight of evidence at present assigns to

the veritable kingdom, a* Matomaeta (BaciUaria, PragMaria, Ac.),
and a Urge number of the Monadtna and Vibrioniaa.

3. The ova of JSmlotoa, a* Ctrtaria and others, and probably even
of hither animal*.

4. Minute form* of animal* referable to previously-established

W^. this seem* to be the case with the whole of the Vorticclliita,

may with more propriety probably be referred to llydroid than
to any other form of

polypiferoua animal*.
6. Dujardin has pointed out the identity between the structure of

enaniem* like AmaU with *noh form* a* IHglvyia and ArceUa. In
all these creatures there is no trace of mouth or digestive cavity, aqd
he entire body i* a single cell or an aggregation of cells, which
derive* it nutriment by absorption from without. Professor Kolliker
has recently described the method by which one of these creatures,
the ArltmofJu-f,. takes it* food :

M A* regards the vegetable functions," says the Professor,
" the mode

in which the
Attimofirft

I* nourished is one of the highest and most
special interest. Although the creature ha* neither mouth nr stomach,
yet it take* in solid nutriment and rejects what is indigestible. I'll is

null, for so it may almost be called, i* thus effected with minute
Cnistsnuni ( Kaii/tra. minute species of /.yiirou, the young of Cfctaf*,
Ac.) and the lower Alya (lAalommenr, spores of KancAerM, CUtHtrwrn,
etc.). When in ite progress through the water it approaches one of

little
plant*,

or when an /s/nsertsm ha* come into proximity
it, both plant and animal a* *non a* they touch one of the
Ur nlanwnte, usually adhere to it Now, as the filament

with He
prey slowly shortens itself, and the Utter approaches the

surface of the body, all the surrounding tilarneuU apply themselves
upon it, brnding their points together so that the captive Hirejmt.
gradually inclosed on all *W According to all appearance, these
hniMH ill ii become more or less shortened. In this way the morsel

it gradually brought to the surface of the body, the filament by which
it was *susd being anally so much shortened a* to disappear alto-

gether, and having, as not unfrequently happens, relinquished its hold

upon the prey, after the latter ha* become encompassed by the sur-

rounding filament*. These gradually apply themselves more and
more cloeely together around it, forcing it toward* the surface of the

body.
"The following proceeding now takes place : The s|K>t of the

surface upon which the captured animalcule U lying slowly retract*,

and form* at first a shallow depression gradually becoming deeper and

deeper, in which the prey, apparently adherent to the surface and

following it in it* retraction, u finally lodged. The depression by the

continued retraction of the substance now becomes deeper; the

imprisoned animalcule, which up to this time had projected from the

surface of the Actinophryt, disappears entirely within it; and at the

same time the tentacle*, which had remained with their extremities

applied to each other, again erect themselves and stretch out as before.

Finally, the depression acquires a flak-like form by the drawing iu of

it* margin, the edges of which coalesce, and thus a cavity closed on
all side* is formed in which the prey U lodged. In thU situation it

remains for a longer or shorter time, gradually however approaching
the central or nuclear portion, and at last passing entirely into it, iu

order to await its final destination. In the meanwhile the external

portion of the Actinopkryi regains in all respects its pristine condition.

The eugulphed morsel is gradually digested and dissolved, as is readily
seen by ite change of appearance from time to time. It' entirely

soluble, as for instance an Infiuorium, the space in which it U con-

tained contract* a* the dissolution of it* content* goes on, and finally

disappears altogether. Should there be however an indigestible
residue (a membrane composed of cellulose, a portion of chitine, a

shell of a Lynceui, or case of a rotifer, Ac.), a passage for it* exit is

formed, and it is expelled by renewed contractions of the homogeneous
imbalance, and in the same direction, or nearly so, u that which the

morsel followed in ite introduction. The passage and the opening
through which the expulsion was effected disappear again without

leaving any trace."

In the A ctinophryi we have an animal cloeely resembling the creature

which inhabit* the xhell of the large family known now as Furaminiftra
[KOKAMIXIFEBA], and Dujardiu suggests that the loricated forma of

/>i<Hu<jia and Arcella are transitions to the more decided form* of

Foraminiftra. Hence he proposes to include several form* of

Ehreubeiy's Jnfutoria, with the Furaminifera or Polythalamia, under
the term Rhizopoda. Little therefore i* left us to say of what may
be regarded as true Polygattrica. They all appear to have a distinct

mouth or entrance to the cavity of the body, and this is usually
surrounded by vibratile cilia, as seen in the cuts of .Voiioj atomot and
Lcucop/tryt patula. These cilia apparently bring the food to the
mouth of the animal. An anal orifice i* described by Kbreuberg in

the majority of Bpecies. When finely divided soluble colouring-
matter as carmine or indigo (a writer in the '

Microscopical Journal
'

recommend* the red pigment which line* the cornea of the common
house-By) i* introduced into the water in which they are contained,
the transparent body of the animalcule is speedily seen to be studded
with coloured globules, consisting of au aggregation of the particles
of colouring matter. Ehrenberg regarded these globule* as distinct

sac*, which he supposed were given off from a central intestinal

canal, as seen in ieucophryi patula. Regarding these sacs as so many
stomachs, he gave them the name of Potyyattrica (many-stomached).
It is however still a question as to whether in any case these masses
are contained in a distinct sac. The whole body of the animalcule i*

often covered with vibratile cilia (see cut of Leucophryt), and it is to the
constant action of these organs that the varied movement* of these
animalcule* are due. [CILIA.] The movement* thus effected are

!y automatic, and iu no way connected with any intelligent
consciousness. All the movements of these animals are not due to

cilia, as the whole of the tissue of the animal is observed to contract
in Amttlia, Amjihilepltu, and the stalk of the Yurtitrllina.

Although Klirvnberg has described a complicated apparatus for
> -piodm-li 10 instance* of conjugation are recorded amongst the
true Pvlygaitrica. Their mode* of multiplication are by fission and
gemination. In a large number of cases a simple division of the
unicellular organism into two equal parts take* place. This process
goe* on so rapidly that, according to Ehrenberg, a single /'aromecttun
"ni.l produce 268,000,000 of cell* in a single month. From analogy
we must suppose this process would not go on continually, and, us
iu plants, we must regard the separate cells thus produced as belong-
ing to the same individual. Further observation is probably only
needed to demonstrate the existence of a union of two evils a sjieriu
veil and a germ cell as is now known to be almost universal in the

vegetable kingdom. In the account above given of Stein's researches
it will be seen, that it is not improbable that one of the modes by
which these beings are enabled to spring suddenly into existence,
is the production of winter-eggs, or reproductive bodies of a kind
that will resist the influence of au absence of moisture from the spots
iu which they ordinarily abound.
The true /'ulyyiutrica seem universally diffused. Wherever organic

matter exist* iu a decomposing state, there they abound. They exist
in incredible numbers in the waters of the ocean, iu rivers, lakes,

linds, pools, and ditches. They are found in the secretions .>! the

higher animals, and eruu iu nun. Wherever tue organic elements,
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carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, are capable of uniting to form

water, carbouic acid, and ammonia, there they may be expected to be

found. The composition of the liquids in which they are found seems
to determine the forms they assume. One set of forms inhabits salt-

water, another fresh. Every mineral spring has its peculiar inha-

bitan . The sulphureous springs of the Pyrenees, the chalybeate
wateis of the Rhine, the siliceous, calcareous, and aluminous waters of

Europe, all contain them. They are found with the red snow of the

Alps ami the poles, and with the Conferva t/iermalis of the hot springs
of Aix and Baden. They are always accompanied with plants. Perhaps
it would be wrong to call any beings animals that are not found

feeding on plants, as it seems to be a law of organic existence that

plants should subsist on mineral matters, and animals on organised
matters.

What are the uses of these beings ? To this question Professor Owen

gives the following reply :

" Consider their incredible numbers, their

universal distribution, their insatiable voracity, and that it is the

particles of decaying vegetable and animal bodies which they are

appointed to devour and assimilate. Surely we must in some degree be

indebted to those ever-active invisible scavengers for the salubrity of

our atmosphere. Nor is this all : they perform a still more important
office in preventing the gradual diminution of the present amount of

organised matter upon the earth ; for when this matter is dissolved

or suspended in water, in that state of comminution and decay which

immediately precedes its final decomposition into the elementary

gases, and its consequent return from the organic to the inorganic world,
these wakeful members of nature's invisible police are everywhere

ready to arrest the fugitive organised particles and turn them back
into the ascending stream of animal life. Having converted the dead
and decomposing particles into their own living tissues, they them-
selves become the food of large Infutoria, as the Rotifera, and of

numerous other small animals, which in their turn are devoured by
larger animals, as fishes

;
and thus a pabulum, fit for the nourishment

of the highest organised beings, is brought back by a short route from
the extremity of the realms of organic matter.

"There is no elementary and self subsistent organic matter, as

Buffon taught; the inorganic elements into which the particles of

organic matter pass by their final decomposition, are organically

recomposed and fitted for the sustenance of animals through the

operations of the vegetable kingdom. No animal can subsist on inor-

ganic matter. The vegetable kingdom thus stands, as it were, between
animal matter and its ultimate destruction

;
but in this great office

plants must derive most important assistance from the Polygastric

Infusoria. These invisible animacules may be compared, in the great

organic world, to the minute capillaries in the microcosm of the

animal body, receiving organic matter in its state of minutest subdivi-

sion, and, when in full career to escape from the organic system,

turning it back by a new route towards the central and highest point
of that system."

Fotsil Infutoria.

Many of the species of the Polygastrica of Ehrenberg, are covered

with a siliceous shield or shell, which is quite impenetrable. These
forms are those which are now recognised as belonging to the LHato-

macea. [DiATOMACE*.] The forms of Infutoria which are found fossil

belong chiefly to this section. They are frequent in all the varieties of

water which have been exposed to air and light, and in all the conditions

of this element between the extremities of terrestrial temperatures,
not absent even from snow, ice-covered streams, or the ejections of

volcanoes, they have been recognised in all the regions of the globe.

Lakes, rivers, and the sea are in places richly replenished by them,
and their siliceous integuments falling through the water accumulate

into extensive deposits. In regard to such accumulations in the sea,

we have the evidence of soundings by Captain Sir J. Hoss in the

course of the antarctic voyage ('Annals of Nat. History," Oct. 1845)
and Ehrenberg's examination of the deposits at Cuxhaven ; and their

abundance in fresh waters is matter of universal occurrence. These

deposits consist of the siliceous integuments of the Infusoria, and as

only a small proportion of the families are protected with siliceous

coverings, and as the waters which nourished them contain but little

silica, while the deposits are very extensive, we naturally associate

with these facts the idea of long-elapsed time.

On turning to the marine and fresh-water deposits of earlier date,
this impression of the long duration of natural agencies becomes much

heightened. When, conducted by Ehrenberg, we find beneath the

Bohemian Mountains, and in the plains of North Germany, pleioceue

deposits many feet in thickness, composed of little else than the thin

flinty loricoc of Microzoaria, and following Professor Rogers and Mr.

Bailey, who dug up myriads of other forms from the meiocene strata

of Virginia, while Mantell and Reade exhibit to us Infusora from the

chalk and the Kimmeridge clay of England, we must add to the historic

time during which it can be proved these organisms have lived

the large indefinite geological periods of Cainozoic and Mesozoic

formations.

The source of the siliceous matter which enters the organisation
of these beings is not difficult of discovery. Most of our fresh-

waters contain silica, though not in abundance, derived, it is probable,
from the decomposition of felspar and other mineral silicates. Silicate
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of soda and silicate of potash, thus occasioned, may by intermediate

vegetative processes yield the silica in a state suitable for being
organically solidified. In the hot waters of volcanic foci, silica is

dissolved abundantly, and it is necessary to keep this fact in view
while considering the extensive flint beds in chalk, the thick Poliers-

chiefer beds of Bilin, and other siliceous masses, the result of organi-
sation. The distinction of marine and fresh-water races, which runs

through all the larger animals and plants with such regularity as to

be termed a law of nature, obtains also, but leaa absolutely, in the

Infusoria. Some species live both in fresh and salt water, and many
at the junction of rivers with the sea. By comparing the living
oceanic and lacustrine races on a large scale, enough of difference

appears in their siliceous shields to authorise conclusions more or less

positive as to the marine or fresh-water origin of infusorial deposits
which contain identical or analogous forms belonging to earlier periods.
Thus the rich deposits of Richmond in Virginia appear to have been
formed beneath the sea ; the famous deposits of Bohemia, Berlin, and
Santa Fiora contain admixtures of marine and fresh-water tribes ;

while those of the Bann, in the county of Down, and Gainsborough and

Bridlington, contain a more considerable proportion of fresh-water

species.

Infutoria of marine or jestuary origin have been found in a fossil

state very extensively in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. Ehren-

berg has described many species from Greece (Zante and Egina), Italy

(Caltasinetta and Cattolica), and Africa (Oran), which occur in cal-

careous marls, referred by Ehrenberg to the age of the true chalk

deposits. These deposits are very extensive iu Africa, occupying the

whole coast of Oran and large tracts in Egypt and Arabia. (Portions
of this tract have however been described by M. Rozet as tertiary.)
In the undoubted white chalk of Denmark (Riigen), of France

(Meudon), of England (Gravesend and Brighton), Infusoria also occur,
but less abundantly. North America has yielded a great variety of

marine or partly marine Infutoria, especially at Richmond and

Petersburg in Virginia, at West Point in Connecticut, Rhode Island,

Massachusetts, and Maine. Brazil has also yielded similar deposits.

Infusoria partly of marine and partly of fresh-water origin have

become familiar to us in the Polierschiefer '(polishing slate) of Bilin

and Planitz in Bohemia, and of the Habichtwald near Cassel, the

Bergmehl of Santa Fiora in Tuscany, the white marls in the peat of

Franzenbad near Egra in Bohemia, the peat deposits of Gainsborough
in Lincolnshire, and at the base of the Mourne Mountains in Ireland.

We find them to occur also in considerable plenty, but in limited

distribution, in the lacustrine deposits of the east coast of Yorkshire.

The Mauritius is added to these localities by Ehrenberg, and New
Zealand by Mantell, all the occurrences belonging to supra-tertiary eras.

Infusorial remains are very unequally congregated. The siliceous

marl (Kieselguhr) of Franzenbad consists mainly of Pfavicula viridis

(Jig. 6), now recent ;
that of the Mauritius, of BacMaria, vulgaris

(fig. 7) ;
that of San Fiora, of Synedra capitata (jig. 9) ; while that of

Bilin is composed of Oaillonella distant (fig. 8) almost exclusively.

(Ehrenberg.)

Infutoria are mentioned in the moya (volcanic mud) of Mexico, and

in the edible clay of the river Amazonas, by Ehrenberg ;
in the rock-

salt and the marl which accompany it at Cardona in Spain, by Marcel

de Serres; they are assumed by Ehrenberg to enter largely into the

composition of flint, which indeed readily shows Xanthidia anu

Pyxidiculce. The bog-iron ore (Raseneisenstein) common near Berlin

is composed chiefly of GailloneUa ferruginea. A kiud of semiopal

lying in nodules in the Polierschiefer of Bilin is composed of the same

siliceous reliquiae (Gaillondlce) as the true polishing slate, but they are

cemented together and filled by infiltrated siliceous paste. With the

Gaillonellte Ehrenberg finds spicula) of sponges. The Precious Por-

phyry Opal of Kaschau, and the Serpentine Opal of Koseruitz in

Silesia, has appeared to Ehrenberg of analogous composition. The

following tabular view given'by Ehrenberg of some of these facts will

be useful :

1. Bergmehl
2. Kieselguhr ....
3. Polierschiefer . .

4. Saugschiefer ....
6. Semiopal of Polierschiefer .

The above consist entirely or partly of the shells of Dialomacea.

6. Semiopal of the Dolerite

7. Precious Opal of the Porphyry .

8. Flint of the Chalk .

9. Gelberde (yellow earth)

10. Raseneisenstein ...
11. Certain kinds of Steinmark, investing

the Opal of Kaschau

The above are probably of the same nature.

As examples of undoubled marine Infusorial Fossils, the following

figures of some of the forms most frequent in a white deposit from

Richmond may be taken :

B

> Newest Formation.

> Tertiary Formation.

> Pyrogenous Rock.

Secondary Strata.

Newest Formation.
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1. Artiiuryclu, <narM. 3. CUrfnorfucw radial,u.

4. TrUtrmltmm fmrut. t. GtUlantllt nlrata.

And far companion the following outline* of mixed marine and
fraab-water species common in the Polienchiefer of Bilin and the
P*U md KMselguhr of Franienbad, Egra, San Flora, &c.

. Caillutla dattuu. .
a, XMrab nrMu. J. KmrilUri, rulfarit./* tmfUflm. 10. Ou*nlo4una rlyprat*,.

Theft are tertiary forma, and below in a specimen of a groupr'iTd to the reesot gentu A'anMidivm. and frequent in the flint
ooduUs which occur in chalk.

"f** "T*" rf //* from the Kieselguhr of Frantenbad :-
wr(ntartiflX -V. ITiWo, AT. fulra, ff. KMU, Oompho-

i (froth-wa

-. , . , .

paiWm, (7. ctera/wi (froth-water specie* now, . -

"^.Wite,* "*"*' (DOW
Brw in UM OarUad water). OaMmtU
_If'.'

li
.
J ' '"/* fa h* I'^

near

( f)
of Frantenbad:

AM.
of Mauritius- -

Ita
( f

), A', gibba, A", bifront

In the Bergmehl of Santa Fiora -.Synedra capitals (plentiful) ; with,

this are S. ulna (living both in fresh-water and the sea), A'oru-u/a t'n-

tr./Ko/u, A'. capilala, \.riridit, A'. yi'tia (fresh-water species) ; AT. riridula,

(living in the Baltic), iVnofta yranWa/a, A'atncWa /oHu (extinct).

C'OCCOMU undulata (marine), (rompAotwnm paradojcum, Q. claralvtn,

O. acuminalum (living near Berlin), Cocnntma cymliifurme (fresh-

iter), Qaillondla ilafica, Spicula of S/ujnyiir, or Sponytlla.
In the Polienchiefer of Bilin : Podatphenia nana (plentiful).

Oaillonella dittant, A'un'cu^a traljirum, BaciUaria itdyarii ? (probably
all marine !)

In the Leaf Tripoli -.GaiUonella dutant (plentiful), Podotpkati*
ma, BaciUaria vulgarit ? (probably marine.)
At Bann, in the county of Down, Captain Portlock found under

Peat Xaricultc, Bacillaruc, Eunotitr, with fragments of AchnantJict

and Conferva;. (' Microscopical Journal,' 1841.) At Gainsborough Mr.

Binney found under Peat abundance of GaiUonella. At Bridlington.
in white and brown Marls, Eunotia terra (f), BaciUaria rulyaru,
.\aricula iiuryualu, A', viridit, N. phtenicenitro*, Cocconema laiiceolata,

CampiloditcHt tonala, to.

The North American localities have yielded to Bailey and Ehrenbcrg
a large catalogue of Diatomaceous Inftuoria. EhreubiTg enumerates

Amphiphora one species.
Cocconrma. two species.
Eunotia seven species.

PrayiUaria ^three species.

Oomphonema four species.
Jfimantidium one species.
A'orfcWa eighteen species.
Xtaurotira two species.
TaMlaria three species.

With these are three forms of Spongoid Spicula and two species of

Thy'.acium.
These are mostly derived from beds lying under Peat
The Richmond earth (of miocene date) yields

CoKineditctu radiatut and other

species (fig. 8) . . . . I Mr. Quekett has found several of

Aclinocycltu tcnariut and others these recent in the North Sea.

(fig. 2) > Mr. Lee has discovered Cotcino-

Ifavicvla, several species . ditci and Dictyodue in the liar-

CaMondlce .... iiacle and Scallop.

Dictyocha fibula (ftg. 1)

In the chalky marls of Oran, S cily, Greece, Ac., occur many living

forms, as

Actinocylut ten species.

Amphilrtra two species.

Biddulpkia one species.
Cocconema one species.
Catcinoditcvt seven species.

Didyocha four species.
unotia two species.

GaiUoneUa one species.

(frammatophora four species.
Jlaliomma one species.
A'un'cuia six species.
Striatdlaone species.
Smedra one species.
TeueUa catena one species.
Triceraiium one species.

In the white chalk and flint of Europe, and also living

Frayillaria rhabdotoma. Gravesend.
P. tlrioiala. Oravesend.
GaiUonella awichateea. Rugen.
Ptridinium pyrophorum. Oravesend.

Xantliidiumfurcatum. Oraveaend.
X himUum. Oravesend.

Dr. Mantell has been unable to discover Fragillaria in the chalk of

Oraveaend, but Xanthulia occur in the chalk of Dover. ( Ann. Nat.
Hist,' Aug., 11*45.) (railloneUa aurichalcea has been regarded as an
OfdUaloria ; and it appears doubtful whether the so called Xanlliidia.

of the flints and chalk are really to be referred to that fresh-water

genus.
From the preceding notices we may gather as general facts the

occurrence of the remains of siliceous /n/moria in the following
stratifications :

f
Recent Fluviatile and other sediments.

Lncustrine deposits of the Klk period.

Csinoroic period J Depots of the ' Lehm '

period.

Miocene Tertinries.

I Eocene Tertiaries.

Mesozoic period
J Chalk deposits.

I Oolitic deposits.

The relative abundance of the Infusoria in these several deposits is

inversely as their antiquity ; they are rare in the oolitic and cretaceous
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rucks, and abundant in the upper tertiaries. It is true that Ehren-

berg, by assigning to the cretaceous era the calcareous marls of Oran,

Sicily, and Greece, gives a large catalogue of Mesozoic Infusoria, and
that in favour of such reference of those marls are the Botalitx, Tex-

tilince, &c., which occur both in the true chalk and in such marls.

But on the other hand, remembering the long scale of geological time

through which these genera of Polythalamia; extend, and taking into

consideration the fact that some species which occur in the chalk of

Europe are quoted by Ehrenberg from unquestionably miocene strata

in America, we shall hesitate to admit those richly infusorial marls as

truly coeval with the white chalk, in which comparatively very few
remains of the group occur, and these not of the same species as

those which abound in the other deposits.
Another point on which the authority of Ehrenberg has not been

received without hesitation, is the absolute specific identity of a large

proportion of the fossil and recent Infusoria. The previous dis-

coveries of geology had prepared an easy admission for the opinion
that many of the tertiary forms of Infusoria were undistinguishable
from living races ; such is the fact in regard to all the iavertebral

races ; but with very few and those not always allowed exceptions,
the secondary strata had been found to contain only extinct forms of

life, till Ehrenberg examined the minute Polythaiamice, and found

many of them similar to living types, and confirmed this inference by
independent researches among the Infusoria. Supposing these

opinion.- of the Prussian microscopist to be confirmed by future

inquirers, we shall find that they involve no infraction of the relations

of zoological forma to geological time, which have been established

from examinations of the other classes of the animal kingdom. The

systems of life in each successive system of strata are not separate
and distinct creations, but successive terms of a creative series ; each

of these terms is compound, and (to speak exactly) its constituent

quantities (the several classes, orders, families, genera, or species) have
their own coefficients and exponents ;

that is to say, have their own
times of duration, their own periods of abundance, their own peculiar
relations to earlier and later organisations.
A rule drawn from Fishes cannot be applied to Mollusca; a law

based on Crustacea cannot be received for Microzoaria, without scru-

pulous examination; and palaeontology is full of examples of the

unequal periods of duration which belong to the different organi-

sations, and the unequal degree of development and unequal
geographical diffusion which characterise these organisations at the

same epochs and during the same periods.

Admitting the authority of Ehrenberg's determination of species,
we find another curious and unexpected result the frequent, if not

general, admixture of marine and fresh-water tribes in the compara-
tively level regions of Europe. In the plains of North Germany,
round the Bohemian and Harz Mountains, in Tuscany, and Yorkshire,
we find this admixture of supposed marine and supposed fresh-water

races in the supra-tertiary deposits. Is this to be explained by sup-

posing those deposits to have happened while the relative level of land

and sea wag different from what it is at present, and the sea was near

to the place of deposition, so that by some of the many natural modes
of diffusion which are effective in this class of life the organisms of

the sea might be carried into lakes, as well as mixed in sestuaries, and

along the course of languid rivers ? Probably so. The deposits of

Jnfusoria which now happen so abundantly at the mouth of the

Elbe are mostly derived from the sea
;
and it has been found in the

river Hudson that species once imagined to be truly marine live in

juxtaposition with the species of fresh waters. There may probably
be, in a class of beings associated with silicated waters, a greater

independence of the saline qualities of water than in other races

which have little need of silica, and which require the extrication of

lime from a state of solution in the waters which they inhabit. In
confirmation of this view we find the Sponyia of the sea matched by
the Sportrjillre of fresh water, each extracting silica from the liquid,
but the calciferous Polypean races of the ocean are almost unrepre-
sented in our inland lakes and streams.

(Ehrenberg, Itie Jnfaiionsthierchen ; Memoir! of the Berlin Academy,
and Translations in Taylor's Scientific Memoirs; Reade, Quekett,

Roper, Brightwell, Gregory, and others, in the Microscopic Journal,
and Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science ; Mantell, Medals of
Creation and Annals of Natural History ; Pritchard, Infusorial
Animalculti ; Owen, Lectures on Comparative Anatomy; Carpenter,

Principle* of Physiology ; Dujardin, Histoire det Zoophytes Infusoires;

Stein, Die hfusionsthiere, &c.)

INGA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Leyu-
minosce, which, though it has been separated from Mimosa, yet contains

upwards of 100 species. These are found in the tropical parts of Asia,

Africa, and America. They are distinguished by their legumes being
broadly linear, compressed, and 1-celled. The seeds are usually
covered with pulp, more rarely with farinaceous matter or a pellicle.
The species form shrubs or trees, and are commonly unarmed. The
flowers re in spikes, or are capitate, and of a red or white colour.

From the number of species in this genus, as well as in A cacia and

Afimosa, and from their having been removed from one to the other,
there is some confusion in the synonyms. A few of the useful species
have been further separated into the genus Parleia ; but many still

remain which are important in the countries where they are indige-

nous, either for astringent properties, like many Mimosas and Acacias,
or for the edible nature of the fecula or pulp which surrounds their
seeds. Thus I. cochliocarpus has bitter and astringent bark, which is

used in tanning and also in medicine. It is taken to Portugal, where
it is called the Brazilian Bark, and used even as a substitute for that
of the Cinchona. Martius distinguishes from this species, which he
calls /. Jurema, another which he has named /. astringms, and of
which the bark has similar properties. The bark of these trees is

considered by some authors to be the Cortex Astringens Brasiliensis

of old pharmacopoeias. /. salutaris is another astringent species, a
native of New Granada, of which the bark is much used in the form
of decoction for various complaints in which astringents are indicated,
and for the same purposes as Ratany Root. Some of the species, as

before mentioned, are esteemed for the sweetish edible pulp with
which their seeds are surrounded, as I. didcis in India and /. insignia
in the province of Quito, where it is called Guabo, or Guabas, but
Pacaes in Peru. So /. Camatchili, according to Perrotet, is similarly
esteemed in Manilla, and /. Faroba in Western Africa, in the neigh-
bourhood of the Senegal. /. i-era contains taunic acid, and is one of the
numerous leguminous plants used for obtaining Catechu. The pulp of
the fruit of this species also is purgative. /. fceculifera yields in its

pods a laxative pulp called Pois-Doux in St. Domingo. It has a
sweet taste. The pulp also of the pods of /. tetraphylla is sweet and
mucilaginous. (Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
INIA. [CETACEA.]
INOCE'RAMUS (Sowerby; Goldfuss), a remarkable genus of

Fossil Conchifera monomyaria, allied to Crenatula, Genillia. &c.,

originally named by Mr. J. Sowerby in the ' Linn. Trans.' The name
Catillui was given to the larger species by M. Brongniart. The two
valves approach to equality ; both are convex

;
the hinge-line straight,

often extended into a wing, and thickened with many transverse

grooves to receive a divided ligament ; shell fibrous ; beaks recurved.
Inoceramus dubius occurs in the Lias

;
/. concentricus in the Gault ;

/. Cuvieri and many other species in the Chalk.

INSECTA, one of the classes of Invertebrate Animals. The Latin
term Insecta, like the Greek Entoma, which has been applied to these

animals, has reference to the insected or divided appearance of the

body ; hence the English name Insect, the French Insecte, and the
German Insect. Invertebrate Animals are divided by Lamarck into
two groups, which he calls Animaux Apathiques, and Animaux
Sensibles. The latter, or the Sensitive Animals, contain six classes, of
which Insects are the first. According to Latreille's arrangement hi

the '

Regne Animal,' the class Insecta forms the third great division
of articulated animals articulated referring to the innumerable

joints of which this class of animals is composed.
True Insects may be thus defined : Articulated animals possessing

six legs, two antenna;, two compound eyes ;
a small brain at the

anterior extremity of a double medullary chord. Circulation effected

by a pulsating dorsal vessel provided with numerous valves. Respi-
ration by tracheae, which form two lateral trunks, and ramify through
the body; generation oviparous; two distinct sexes; adult state
attained through a series of metamorphoses.

Insects generally possess two pairs of wings ;
the trunk in the adult

animal is usually composed of three chief parts, the Head (Caput),
Thorax, and Abdomen ; or the trunk of an insect may be described
as consisting of thirteen segments, of which one constitutes the heau,
three form the thorax, and the remaining nine compose the abdomen.
The head includes the organs of sensation and manducation, and its

principal parts have received the following names : the Clypeus,
Vertex, Occiput, Gense, Cauthus, Gula, Oculi, Stemmata, Antenna;,
and the Trophi.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1, the Hornet, magnified; a, the head (caput) ; I, b, the thorax
; c, the

abdomen ; d, d, antenna).

The Clypeus is that part of the upper surface of the head which
joins the labrum. It is called by Kirby nasus, and in the Lamelli-
comes it is usually the foremost part of the head when viewed from
above.

The Vertex is the summit of the head.
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The Oeoiput U UM hinder portion of the head, or that adjoining

Oeaai (the eheebV
" Those part* which lie on the outer aide of

UM anterior half of the eye*, and intervene also between them and

Kirbr)

, a name applied by Kirby to a process of the head which

i upon the eye*.
Tl- .ye m\*^ii>*ot.U encroached upon by a narrow process

of the bead in soon a manner as to render it kidney-shaped, Instead

of it* ordinary round form, and in some instance* this organ is

divided by UM cantbu* into two part*.

Uuia, the hiadenno*t portion of the head beneath.

Kf.l.

! .-. .,

/V- 5, Head of Hornet, nufnlled ; a, the e\jpciu ; ,
the vertex ; <, r, the

ry (oeau); < the eyelets (temm*U); ., the antenna; /. /, nundlbula.

JV- *, t** aaaw, Ttewwl beat bowilh ; /, the occiput ; A, the gala.

Oculi (UM eyt). Theee are almost invariably two in number,
*

one on each aide of the head, and composed of hexagonal

i (UM eyelets), minute simple eye*. They may be seen in

UM orders Hfmatapttn, Orttoplen, and Hemiplm, and are generally

placed vertically on the head. The larva: of Coleopterous Insects

generally imams them, and they art usually placed on each side of

UM head clow to the antennas.
i.rf_n

jointed organs, two in number, most commonly springing

from the upper surface, or side of the head near the eyes. These

organs vary much in every way, not only in the various species of

lasents. but in the sexes of the same species they often differ.

Then is much difference of opinion a* regard* the use of these

organs. Some have come toUM oondnaioo, from anatomical researches,

that they are organs of hearing, whilst others maintain they are

organs of touch or smell. When however we see so much difference

in UM structure of UM antennas in insects, and perceive that some

UM them in touching surrounding object*, as is the case in many of

UM J/fmenoftent (particularly the Jduuvmonida, and Bees and

AnU), whilst others carefully avoid so doing, we are naturally led to

i tUt they arc used for different purpose*. It is certain

i of smell, but in those insect* which

tinsjin it apparently in the highest degree we can trace no similarity

in the structure of the antenna. A Silpka, a StapkyluHO, and a

ffngnimai fly, appear to bn equally attracted by the scent of a piece of

putrid flesh, and yet their antenna) bear no resemblance. The same
remark will apply to the antennas of those insect* which emit sound ;

UM Grasshopper, UM Spkiax Atropot, many of the Ctrambycida, and
aauaarou* other insects might be enumerated which emit voluntary

sound, but their antenna) do not differ from those of the species to

which they are moat closely allied, and which emit no sound that we
aa perceive. As regard* touch, there can be no doubt that the

antennas of many insect* are used as organs of touch, and it appears

highly probable that, through the means of the antenna;, some insects

ana perceive the state of UM atmosphere. The delicately plumed
antenna of UM gnat, and of the nocturnal Lepidopterou* Insect*,
ecm to b* well fitted for receiving impressions of this nature. The

argument* in favour of their being organs of hearing are also at least

worthy of attention. [AXTBMJL]
An Antenna may be divided into the following part* :

Torulu*, the cavity or socket in which the b**e of the antenna is

the most conspicuous joint ol

Pedioeiiui, UM second joint of the antenna.

Clavola, the *""*t
n**'g joint* tnktti together.

la describing UM species of the CWo.Som.fcr, the term Funlculus is

often used to
T
TrttniHi that portion of the antenna between the long

basal joint, or Kcapua, and the Club (called Oapitulum or CUva), which
in these insects usually terminates the antenna.

The principal modifications in the form of antenna are figured and
jUsniliiil in the article Coi.iorTIBA.
Tb* Troptu, or part* of tb* mouth (called by Fabriciua Instrumenta

Cibaria), consist of six principal portion* :- The Labrum, Labium,

The Labnin, or upper-lip, I* a corneous plate, which terminate* the
bead anteriorly, and covers the mouth above; it* posterior margin i*

united by a membranous hinge to the clypeua.
Tb* most common form of UM labrum is represented iafy.8; it

Soapus, the first and in many
C**M *urt>yoDeV

r-.p. 5.

Fig. 7.

Fig, 4, parts of the mouth of a Water-beetle (Dytitcu* tnaryinulit) ; n,

labrum ; *, /, and g, Ublum b, palpiger ; /, mentum ; g, atipcs ; A, A, man-
dibula ; i, i, maxilla; j, j, maxillary palpi; It, jugulum. f'igt. & anil 6, the

palpiirer, highly magnifled ( J, front Tiew ; 6, tide view) ; c, lingua ; d, d, para-

glosM) ; t, palpi-UbUles. Fif. 1, parti of the Mouth of Ampkimalla lolttttialit.

Corresponding letten refer to the aame parts as injigi. 4, S, and 6.

U however very variable in shape, and in the Lameilicorna a tribe of

Beetle* which feed upon vegetable substances, instead of being of the

ordinary horny texture, it is soft and membranous, and hidden
beneath the clypeus (fig. 9, a). In some of the Cicinddida (predaceous
insects) it is more or lese elongated and notched at the sides and apex
(Jig. 10). In the genus Cicindcla a small projecting tubercle may
be observed on the anterior margin of the labrum. In the Hornet

( Vcipa Crabro) the labrum is produced in front into an elongated

pointed process (Jig. 11). In the Lejivlojtlera it is extremely minute,
and the JJmipttra possess a long, slender, and pointed labrum.

Figi. S, , 10, 11, and 12, labrum, or uppcr-llp, of rariuiu Insects.

The Labium, or under-lip, U opposed to the labrum, and generally
serves to close the mouth beneath.

The labium is a very complicated organ, consisting of several part*
which are variously developed in the different tribes of insect*, &o.

There is much confusion iu the nomenclature of these part*, especially
as regards the portion which is to be considered the true labium

;
fr

although the whole apparatus is often called the KiMum, y> t when
treated of in detail most authors agree in applying this term to some

particular portion, but differ as to which particular portion the

term shall be applied, and consequently the neighbouring parts are

differently named. The confusion has arisen from the circumstance

of entomologists having applied the name labium to the whole appa-

ratus, and likewise to a particular part of it. We shall therefore use
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the term labium to express the whole apparatus, and describe the
several parts under the three heada Palpiger, Mentum, and Stipes.

Fig. 13, Labium and maxillae of the Hornet. Fig. 14, Labium of Ceramlyx
tnotchutiu. Fig. 15, Maxilla of the same insect. Fig. 16, Labium and maxilla;
of a Locust. .Ft?. 17, Labium of another species of Locust. In all these figures
the letters refer 6 to the palpiger ; c, lingua ; d, paraglossa) ; , palpi-labiales ;

/, mentum ; j, cardo of maxilla
; k, stipes of ditto

; /, palpifer ; m, lacinia
;

n, galea ; o, palpi-maxillarei.

Palpiger, or palpi-bearer. This name was first applied by Mr.
Newman (' Entomological Magazine,' vol. it) to a portion of the part
called lingua by Kirby, and labium by M'Leay and others. It will
be used in this article as the name of the whole apparatus to which
the labial-palpi are attached, including the lingua, paraglossse, and
palpi-labiales.
The several parts of the labium therefore will be thus divided :

f Lingua (c).

r-Palpiger (6).

LabiumJ
Mentum (/)

(.Stipes (y).

If we examine the underside of the head of any insect in which the
various parts of the mouth are well developed, the palpiger will be

readily distinguished from the other two portions of the labium by
its bearing a pair of palpi, the palpi-labiales. In Dyt.i*cu marginalia,
a common water-beetle, the palpiger is of a square form, or nearly so.

The broad piece furnished with bristly hairs along its anterior extre-

mity in the lingua. On each side of this piece there is a small plate
(apparently divided), which has its posterior margin recurved, so as
to lie close to the underside of the lingua, and furnished with a fringe
of hairs. These small pieces we conceive to be the analogue of the

parts called by Kirby paraglossa:, and which are distinct in the bees,

wasps, ftc. They also appear to represent the two leaf-like appen-
dages at the apex of the palpiger in Cerambyx, the lingua here being
nearly obliterated, and consisting only of an extremely minute
divided process furnished with hairs.

The palpiger is not very distinct in the Hymenoptera; its appendages
however are often greatly developed. In the hornet the lingua is

very large, broad, and divided at the extremity ; the paraglosso; are
also large. The labial palpi are long, and composed of four joints.
The lingua in many bees is of great length, and the paraglossa' are
often long. The labial-palpi in the typical bees are flattened, and
have the basal joint long.

Orthopterous Insects have a well-developed palpiger : the lingua,

paraglossse, and palpi are distinct.

Mentum, or chin, by which we mean the part so called by M'Leay,
Westwood, and indeed most modern authors, but which is the labium
of Kirby and Newman. The mentum is the piece below the palpiger,
and generally articulated to the stipes by a membranous hinge. This

part is very variable in shape, and is consequently often referred to in

descriptions of insects, or rather in definitions of the genera. It is

generally distinct in mandibulate insects.

In Dytiscus marginalia it is of a transverse form, and emarginated
on the fore part. In the hornet, as well as in the bees, the mentum
is long, and nearly cylindrical.

Stipes. This name is applied by M'Leay to that piece which is

below the mentum. It is the meatum of Kirby, the '

pidce prebasi-
laire' of Straus-Durckheim, and the insertio of Mr. Newman.
The stipes is generally soldered to the jugulum, so that its bounda-

ries cannot be detected. Such is the case in the water-beetle, the
head of which is selected to illustrate this article. Its lower

boundary is indicated in the figure by a dotted line. In the common
Cockchafer (Melolontha vvlgaris) however it forms a well-defined

piece. In AmpkimaUa solttitiali* (fig. 7), an allied insect, it is also

distinct. In the Hymenoptera the stipes is small, and generally of a

triangular shape.
The Mandibles (Mandibulae) come next under consideration. These,

the representatives of jaws, are situated immediately below the labrum.

They are two in number, and have a vertical motion.
In the Mandibidata the mandibles are almost invariably of a hard

horny nature, often of a triangular form, or nearly so, and furnished
with pointed processes (which have been compared to teeth) on their

inner side.

In Carnivorous Insects the mandibles are usually of moderate length,

sharply pointed, and armed internally with acute processes. Wood-
boring insects, such as the Cerambycidtz, have short stout mandibles ;

and in those insects which feed upon vegetable substances (the

Phyllophagi, &c.) the mandibles often present a broad grinding
surface on their inner side near the base.

Fig. 18 Fig.
Fig. 20.

Flijs. 13, 19, and 20, Maxilla; of various insects.

The Maxilla;, or feeler-jaws, like the mandibles, under which they
are placed, are opposed to each other horizontally. They are joined
at their base to the labium, and distinguished by their giving attach-

ment to the maxillary palpi, on which account Mr. Newman has

applied to them the name of feeler-jaws. The maxilla; are variable

in form, and hence the characters of genera and larger groups are rat

unfrequently derived from them. A perfect maxilla presents five

distinct portions the Cardo, Stipes, Palpifer, Lacinia, Galea, and

Palpi-Maxillares.
Cardo (the hinge) is a small piece, often of a triangular form, upon

which the maxilla sits. It is the Insertio of Newman.*
Stipes (the stalk). Kirby applies this name to the " corneous base

of the maxilla, below the palpus," and in his detailed account of this

part refers both to the palpifer and another portion which is generally
situated within the palpifer. We shall confine the name stipes to

that part of the maxilla which is joined to the cardo, and is either

within or below the palpifer. It is the Maxilla, or Disc, of Mr.
Newman.t

Palpifer. This part, to the summit of which the maxillary palpi
are always attached, is usually a narrow piece running parallel with
and joined to the outer side of the maxilla at the base.

Lacinia (the blade). This is the chief part of the maxilla. It is

situated above the stipes, is usually of an elongated pointed form, and
furnished with bristly hairs along its inner margin, and generally
has one or more pointed claws at the extremity : these claws are

called the Ungues. The name Lacinia is applied to this part by Mr.

M'Leay, and according to Kirby it is the Lobus Inferior.

Galea (the helmet), or the Lobus Superior of Kirby, is a lobe which
is attached to the palpifer, and lies between the galea and the

maxillary-palpi. It is jointed in the predaceous beetles, and resembles

a palpus.

* Mr. Newman has applied a new name to this part without sufficient reason,
ince it is well defined by Kirby. The name insertio is also objectionable,
since it might create confusion, the same name having been also applied by
Mr. Newman to a part of the labium.

t By the same rule that we do not apply the name labium both to the whole
labial apparatus and at the same time to a part, we reject the name maxilla as

applied to a part of the maxillary apparatus.
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Plpi.)UxilUi<th maxillary-palpi), joined organs, two in number,
OM to (eh maxilla, situated on the outer side of the maxilla and

fc from ttepdp.hr.S order 0i.tf.rVtb*i order Diftir* the maxillss are long, slender, and pointed.
1 th* Bmimtirm they are still more aUoder, resembling bristles. The

lossf slsnrtsr proboseu of the Lfjodoptm consisU of the maxillas. In

UM order Hymmifltr* the maxilue are usually Urge, and when closed

form a shisHi which covers the various part* of the Ubium.
The oval apparatus, or Trophi, of the various Haustellate orders of

ms*cto hav* each received names from Mr. Kirby. In the order

Htmtftm the oval instrument is termed the promuscis. The same

part is tanned the Proboscis in the ZMjXero, Antlia in the Lfpidopltra,
and Uoetalum in th* Afkarifltra. The several

parts representing the

mandibles, "m IfN" 1
", AC., have also received additional names

fa) each of these orders, but we have already sufficient

Th* tarn Thorax is applied to all that part of an insect which lies

> th* head and the abdomen, and to which the legs and wings

11, Larva, bowing the three MgmcuU of the th.Tax and the nine Kg.
of tae sbdosaea

; , the thorax ; , the abdomen.
%

We have before said that the thorax is composed of three segments ;

Una* are generally distinct in those larva; which do not resemble the

perfect insect and which possess legs such as the larva of the

LtfiJtf'**, Colmptera, and certain Jfymenoplera (Ttnthredinidce) :

hem each of the segments in question possesses a pair of legs.

:..-. a

I . . :

fit. ss.

; H

rrt* of Umax oT * Water. Ucelle (Dytunu morftuiu]H. It, OM motr da* of Uw protaorax, wiled pmunwa. ft,. H, the
pswt ** of ta Mwtboru, nailed mnoaotun : a, the ncatellum b h-til

"STJI
1**;^ ^L4

' P"t*HW "" of * = . o of th. middle
l-lrofl**.. /V- i, side of the meuthormx, called Ktuternum.

The term Prothonx is applied to the foremost of the thoracic
*Bmntm Mesotborax to the next, and Ketathonx to the hinderm, or that which ioin. the abdomen. In the perfect inasct we find
the thre. nmpl. thoracic rings of the larvn rVplaocd by the same

number of segments, but each divided into several distinct ports;
these three segments however are never uniformly developed, but

generally two of them are more or less perfected, and exert an inverse
influence on the third, and sometimes one of the segments is greatly
developed at the expense of the remaining portions.
The Prothonx bears the anterior pair of legs and is articulated to

the head. It is large in the Culeopltra, and is the part called thorax
in descriptions of insects of this tribe ; it is likewise well developed
in the Orthoptera and Uemijittra. In the Lepidoptera it forms a
narrow ring, which is easily distinguished by the scales with which it

is covered being erect, those on the next segment being adpressed.
In the Hymenoptera the prothorax sometimes forms a distinct neck,
but generally it is a narrow plate, and extends back on each side to
the base of the anterior wings.
The upper surface of this segment is termed by Burmeister the

Pronotum, and by Audouin and H'Leay the Tergum of the pro-
thorax. The latter authors state that the tergum, when perfect, is

composed of four parts, to which M. Audouin gives the names
Pncscutum, Scutum, Scutellum, and Postscutellum, so named accord-
to their succession, commencing at that nearest the head of the insect.

These parts however are seldom to be seen, unless it be in certain

Orthopterous Insects.

The underside of the prothorax is called by Burmeister and Kirby
the Prosternum, and by Audouin the Pectus of the prothorax. To
the proeternum the legs are attached, and hence this part is always
tolerably well developed.

Besides the above parts there is an internal piece called the
Antefurca.
The Mesothorax, or middle segment of the thorax, is more compli-

cated than the prothorax, owing to its giving attachment to the ante-
rior pair of wings in addition to a pair of legs. The mesothorax is

well developed in nearly all insects, and in the order Diptera attains
iU largest size, and indeed forms the principal part of the thorax.
Its upper surface is termed by Burmeister the Mesonotum (Tergum of

Audouin), and the under part the Mcsosternum (Pectus, Audouin).

Fig. 26

3,c

J- 16, upper view of thorax of 1'rtpa Crabro. I, prothorax ; 2, meaothi-
ax

; J, metathonx. 1, a, ncutellum
j 2, a, acutum ; 2, l>, aquamula 2, c

cutellum ; 3, , pnraeutum ; S, 6, acutcllum
j J, c, poatacutellum.

\,t

Fig. 17, i<ic view of thorax of po Crabro. The Rg\\rct and li-tli-rn refer
to the name part* aa in Jig. 28, to which may be added 1, k, pro-scutum and
acutum j 1, c, situation of the anterior pair of le(r ; 2, rf, sternum

; 2, r, nitua-
Oon of the middle pair of legu; 2,/, situation of the anterior pair of wings
3, rf, mctuternum ; 3, e, aitnation of the poaterior pair of winga ; S, / insertion
of posterior pair of lega ; 4, abdomen.
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At its maximum of development it consists of four pieces above
and eight below, to which Audouin applies the names Prsescutum,
Scutum, Scutellum, and Postscutellum, to the upper pieces, or tergum ;

and Paraptera, Sternum, Episterna, Epimera, and Medifurca, to the
mesosternum. The metathorax, as it bears the posterior wings, is

well developed in those insects which possess them, but where they
are wanting, as in the order Diptera, it is of small size. Its upper
surface is called Metanotum, and the under surface Metasternum.
When perfect it contains the same number of parts as the mesothorax.
To this segment are attached the posterior pair of legs.
The various parts of the thorax will perhaps be better understood

by their being placed iu a tabular form, thus

Thorax. (

Prothorax. (

Mesothorax.

Tergum, or

Pronotum.

Pectus, or

Prosternum.

Metathorax.

CPrsescutum.
I Scutum.

|

Scutellum.

l_ Postscutellum.
I Sternum.
< Episterna.

\_ Epimera.
Furca, called Aitefurca.

("Pnescutum.
Tergum, or I Scutum.
Mesonotum.

|

Scutellum.

(. Postscutellum.

f Paraptera.

Pectus, or I Sternum.
Mesosternum.

| Episterna.

l_Epimera.
Furca, called Medifurca.

fPrajscutum.

Tergum, or J Scutum.
Metanotum.

|

Scutellum.

L Postscutellum.
TParaptera.
I Sternum.Pectus, or

Metasternum.
]
Episterna.

I Epimera.
Furca, called Postfurca.

From the thorax we are naturally led to the wings and legs of

insects.

The greater portion of the insect tribe possess four wings ; some
however only possess two, and others are quite destitute. These

organs consist of two membranes applied closely together, and inclosing
numerous nervures or hollow tubes which contain trachea;.

The various descriptions of wings may be described under the

following heads Elytra, Tegmina, Hemelytra, and Halteres. The term

elytra is applied to the anterior wings.
" When they are without

nervures and uniformly of a thicker and harder substance than mem-
brane," they are peculiar to the Coleoptera. [COLEOPTERA.]
Tegmina is the name applied to the upper organs of flight when of

a uniform coriaceous texture, and furnished with nervures as in the

Orthoptera. [ORTHOFTEHA.]
Hemelytra, the upper organs of flight when they are coriaceous at

the base and membranous at the apex, as in the ffemiptera.

[HEMIITERA.]
The Halteres are two minute organs situated behind the wings of

Dipterous Insects, and supposed to represent the posterior wings ; they
consist of a slender stalk with a round or oval knob at the extremity.

[DIPTERA.]
The Legs in true insects are invariably six in number, but in certain

butterflies the anterior pair are minute. Each leg consists of a Coxa,

Trochanter, Femur, Tibia, and Tarsus, all of which parts are figured
and described in the article COLEOPTERA.
The Abdomen. Although the nine segments which compose the

abdomen are generally distinct in larvoo, we seldom find more than
seven or eight visible joints iu the perfect insect, the remaining one
or two being generally hidden, and in fact converted into parts of the

organs of generation. The number of segments to the abdomen
sometimes differs in the males and females of the same insect, as in

the Aculeate Jfymcnoptera. As these segments in the perfect insect

bear no organs of locomotion, they are of a more simple structure

than those of the thorax, consisting chiefly of an upper plate called

the Dorsum, and an under plate called the Venter.

The substance of the abdominal segments is almost invariably less

hard and more flexible thau that of the head and thorax.

In the Coleoptera and llemiptera, where the upper parts are pro-
tected by elytra, or hemelytra, they are softer than on the under
mrface which is exposed. In certain species however where the

elytra do not cover the abdomen they are of the same substance

throughout, as for instance in the Staphylinidce and several minor

groups of Coleopterous Insects. The articulation of the abdomen to

the thorax offers some curious modifications, some of which are con-

utant throughout whole groups, and hence afford distinguishing
characters. When the abdomen is closely applied to the thorax it is

termed sessile ;
and when the first segment, or more, is narrow and

elongated, and forms a kind of stalk, it is termed petiolate.

The abdomen is often furnished with appendages at its extremity ;

thus in the Earwig (in which Mr. Westwood discovered one more
than the usual number of segments) there is a pair of forceps which
serve as weapons of defence, and in the male sex of Panorpa, where
the apex of the abdomen is considerably elongated, there is also a

pair of forceps. In the Dragon-Flies there are small flattened append-
ages, and likewise in the Siaphylinidce, which are called Stylets.
Indeed the various kinds of appendages are too numerous to be here

described, but are noticed in the accounts of the various groups of

insects contained in this work. The modifications of the ovipositor
are likewise noticed where they occur in the different groups. When
it is of a long and compressed form it is termed ensate ;

and when
it consists of several tubes retractile within each other, like the pieces
of a telescope, it is called telescopiform. The term aculeiform is

applied to this organ in the Hyrnenopterous Insects.

We now come to the internal anatomy of insects.

The Digestive System of insects is well developed, and consists of

an intestinal canal, in which a crop, gizzard, stomach, and small

intestine are generally distinct ; but, as in the higher orders of animals,
these parts vary according to the naturgjf the food.

Fig. 28.

Fig. 28, Intestinal canal of Cmndela campeitrit : a, oesophagus ; b, crop ;

f, gizzard ; d, stomach ; e, e, hepatic vessels ; /, small intestine.

In a predaceouB beetle (Cicindda) the intestinal canal passes nearly

straight through the body, the oesophagus dilates into a wide crop,

which is succeeded by a minute gizzard, and then by the stomach,

which, as well as the crop, is covered by numerous minute follicles
;

at the pyloric extremity of the stomach the biliary ducts pour their

secretion into the cavity through four orifices, which are situated two

on each side. The small intestine is short, and opens into a wide

colon which terminates the canal.

In a vegetable-feeding insect the stomach is very voluminous and
much convoluted, and the biliary ducts are proportionately long. In

the common cockchafer these ducts have the secreting surface

increased by innumerable minute secse.

The salivary glands are distinct in many insects.

The circulation of the blood in insects is carried on in part by
means of distinct vessels, and in part by channels excavated in the

tissues. Its central organ is the dorsal vessel, which is segmentally
divided ; the compartments are separated by valves, which do not

allow the blood to pass in any other direction than from behind

forward. This segmental division however in the perfect insect does

not extend into the thorax, the dorsal vessel in that region being
converted into an aortic trunk, which carries the blood onwards, that

it may be distributed to the head and thoracic appendages. From
these it returns backwards along the limbs and body to re-enter the

dorsal vessel, either by veins which open into its several chambers,
or by larger vessels that collect the whole to convey it into the

posterior chamber. In its course however it is brought into very
close relation with the air that is conveyed through the whole interior

of the body by the complex tracheal apparatus ;
for it appears from

recent observations that the blood not only bathes the exterior of the

air tubes, but moves through that space between the outer and inner

membranes in which a spiral filament winds (as in the spiral vessels

of plants) to keep them from being closed by lateral pressure.

These air-tubes form a complex system, which is distributed with
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minuteness throughout the body, commencing from

r br.aU.ing warn, of which each segment normally

High MM of UMIB are frequently closed up, to that

i ill the put* of the system

tot ma* elaborate rninu'

ta**ral Stigmata, or br.
'

i* pur. though
.MrfW U greatly reduced. Between

i U the froil communication ; and in iom part* of it, especially

fa liuinli of rapid flight,
we find the ir-tube diUU-d into large air-

sac*, which both serve as reservoirs of air and contribute to dimiiiili

the tpedfio gravity of the body. By Uus extraordinary development

of thVrespiratory sytoni the apparent imperfection of the circulating

aDnanttts fa mnilisiaaseil linos th chief demand for a very rapidPI^M >**, *MMMarw^H' _ _r _

nOTvmeot of the'blood in animals, which (like birds) put forth a vast

amount of muscular energy and activity, ariMi not to much oat of

the demand for nutrition a* from the necessity for a constant supply

of oxygen to the times, which in here provided for by the penetration

of the air iUelf into their substance.

i . .

i . .

ttf. It, Xt

Iff. JO, Karvou
of the Common Cockchafer (Xtlolmtha

t a Caterpillar, or Larva.

The nervous system in insects consists of a double nervous chord,
which is situated in the ventral portion of the body (being the reverse

in this respect to the vertebrate animals). This double chord is joined
at interval* by ganglia, which in larva correspond in number to the

joint* of the body, namely, thirteen. A* the larva is about to assume
the pupa state the abdominal ganglia gradually approach the thorax,
and eoneequently are nearer to each other, a circumstance owing to

the longitudinal contraction of the segment* at this time, at least

loch I* the ease in Lepidopterous larva. In the pupa state the

ganglia ire still more approximated, and the nervous chords are

curved aad distorted : the same number of ganglia however are

generally to he found ; but in the imago state of Coleopterous Insects

several of the ganglia have become confluent, so that the number is

eooaiderably reduced. In the Common Cockchafer (Mdolonlka r<d-

yarw), which may be taken a* an illustration of the general character
of the nervous system in insects, there is one large transverse ganglion
In the heed, consisting of two chief portion* joined laterally, and
which are expended on their outer aide to form the optic lobe. From
this large transverse ganglion the two nervous chords extend down-
wards and backwards, and form a ring which encircle* the (esophagus,
tannin which they are united by the second ganglion. These two

ganglia together lend off the nerve* which supply the various parts
of the head and its appvndagaa, the trophi, antenna, ftc. From
the lower part of the second ganglion the nervous chords are

uejliniiiil to the thorax, where we find three large ganglionic rnsasn*.
from which all the nerve* which supply the thorax and abdomen have
their origin.
The development of the organ* of K-nne, and especially of the

visual apparatus, attains a high degree of development. The eyes
are here aggregated Into Urge compound misses, usually of nearly

, which are so large as to occupy a considerable

part of the eidee of the bead. The structure of each individual eye
>whJeh U pearly of cylindrical form) win* most perfectly adapt* <1 to

brine; to a focus the rays which impinge u|>on it in the direction !'

Hi own axil, and by the mode in which the ningle eyes of each

aail,ihrhal maw are disposed, the range of vision is extended in

every direction, although the eyes themselves are perfectly motion-
Isea. This multiplication of cylindrical eyes precisely similar to each
other to gain an cud, which is answered in vertebrated animals by A
single globular eye, endowed with the power of motion on either

ride, ie fa remarkabU aocnrdanre with the general plan of structure,

characteristic of the Articuiala, and is sometimes carried to a most

wonderful extent ; the number of siugle eyes in a common House-

Fly being 4000, in the llabbape-Butterfly 17,000, in the Dragon-Kly

24,000, and in the Mordella-Beetle 25,000. Besides the great com-

pound eyes moat insects have a few simple eyes disposed on the top
of their head, in the narrow space between the aggregate manes,
which appear to be of considerable use in directing their upward
flight There can be no doubt that insect* are possessed of the sense

of hearing, for though the precise organ which is subservient to it

has not been determined, there U ample evidence that they are guided
and influenced by sounds, one of the most striking instances of which

is that the male of some insects (such as Cicada, Crickets, Ac,), emit

peculiar sounds, which attract the females to them. These sounds

are produced entirely by mechanical means, and cannot be regarded
as vocal. It would seem probable, as has been hinted above, that

some part of the base of the antenna; is the auditory organ. There

is similar evidence that insects possess the sense of smell ;
thus the

Flesh-Fly deposits its eggs in the thick fleshy petals of the Stapdia

(Carrion-Flower), deceived by its odour, which resembles tainted meat.

The sense of touch is very delicate in some insects ; such is the prin-

cipal purpose of the antenna;, and the feet in some cases are furnished

with peculiar organs, such as a soft cushion or a delicate expanded
sucker, that is adapted to receive tactile impressions from the substances

to which it is applied.
The muscular system of insects is highly developed, being entirely

made up of the striated muscular fibre in its most perfect form, and

consisting not only of muscles for the contraction and elongation of

the trunk by the approximation or separation of its segments, but

also of numerous muscles which give motion to the legs and wings.
In insects of rapid and powerful flight these latter are so highly

developed as almost to fill the cavity of the thorax. The joints are

for the most part constructed so as to admit of but two kinds of

movement, namely, flexion and extension ; and the muscular apparatus
has consequently not that variety of action which is seen where the

ball and socket joint, which permits movements of circumduction,
takes the place of the simple hinge joint Nevertheless there are

no animals which surpass insects in command over the organs of

flight
" Even the swallow cannot match the dragon-fly, which often

eludes its feathered pursuer as it can fly backwards and forwards,

right or left without turning. When we compare the space
traversed by an insect in a given time, with the dimensions of its

body, we find it vastly exceeds the similar ration in the bird, aud thug

we perceive that the locomotive powers of insects are far higher than

those of any animal whatever.
" This power is most remarkably developed in the orders Neuroptera

(Dragon-Flies, Termites, ftc.), and Jlymenoptera (Bees, Ants, Ac,), and
it is remarkable that these are the very orders in which wo find the

most extraordinary manifestation of those instinctive tendencies, the

high development of which, with an almost complete absence of

intelligence, is a striking characteristic of the articulated series in

general, and of the class of insects in particular.
" These tendencies may be considered as dependent upon an asso-

ciation between sensory impressions and muscular movement*, which
arise* from the original constitution of the nervous systems of these
animals

;
and they may thus be regarded as necessities of their nature,

not in the least indicative of intelligence, design, or voluntary choice

on their own part*, but rather indicating the wise adaptation, by
which they have been constructed to work out plans of most admi-
rable elaborateness with the most wonderful perfection. Now these

and all other instinctive actions have for their object the maintenance
of animal life, as distinguished on the one hand from the mere

organic life of plants, and on the other from the mental or psychical
life of higher being*. Aud thus, if we consider the animal kingdom
as holding an intermediate position between the vegetable world on
the one side, and the domain of mind on the other, we should be
led to regard the cla*s of insects, and especially the orders Xeuroptcra
and Hymawptera, as its type." (Carpenter).

Insect* are endowed with great powers of multiplication ; this is

accomplished with only one exception, by means of the sexual process
of generation. The exception referred to is that of the Aphi* [Arms],
which is capable of propagation by a process that appears to be

analogous to that of gemmation amongst the lower animals.

The egg* of insects are extremely variable in shape : the more
common form is oval

; they are however often round, sometimes cylin-
drical. Those of the common white butterfly are conical. In many
moths they are lenticular. The eggs of Uemerobiiu and several other
insect* are placed upon footstalks.

The surface of the eggs i* generally smooth or nearly so, but it not

unfrequtiitly happens that they ore uneven, and display a great variety
of sculpture.

White, yellow, and green are the predominant colours of the eggs
of insects : they are deposited in various situations, but always where,

the young larva; may find appropriate food when hatched. Thus we
often find them attached to the leaves or stems of plants. The
Ichnrumonidir deposit their eggs in or on the bodies of caterpillars,
and their larva; when hatched feed upon these animals.

No insects come forth from the egg in their perfect condition, and
their state in many oases at the time of their being hatched is quite
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Fig. 34.

Figs. 31, 32, 33, and 34, Eggs of various insects.

embryonic, so that it is usually not until a series of very considerable

changes have taken place in external configuration and internal struc-

ture, together constituting what ia known as the Metamorphosis that

the complete development of the specific type is attained. The
amount of this metamorphosis, and the mode in which it is accom-

plished, vary considerably in the different orders of insects ;
but

these stages are usually marked out more or less distinctly in the life

of each individual. The term '

Larva,' in the ordinary language of

Entomology, is applied to the insect from the date of its escape from
the egg, up to the time when the wings begin to appear ;

the term
'

Pupa
'

is in like manner employed to mark the period during which
it is acquiring wings ; and from the time when these and other organs
characteristic of its perfect state are complete, it is spoken of as the
'

Imago." The grade of development however at which the insect

comes forth from the egg is very different in the several orders and
families. In all cases the embryonic mass within the egg is first con-

verted into a footless worm, resembling the higher Entozoa or the

inferior Annelida in its general organisation, but possessing the

number of segments, thirteen, which is typical of the class of Insects.

Such, in the Diptera and llymenoptera, and in some of the Coleoptera,
ia the condition of the larva at the time of its escape from the egg ;

and it is remarkable that many of the larva; of the first of these

groups resemble Entozoa in their parasitic habits. The head in larva!

of this kind, which are known as maggots, differs but little from the

segments of the body, the eyes in many cases not being developed,
and the mouth being furnished with a mere suctorial disc. In the

Lepidoptera and most of the Coleoptera however, the larva at the time
of its escape possesses the rudiments of the three pairs of thoracic

1 egs, although they are little else than simple claws, save in the carni-

vorous beetles ; whilst in addition to these, several of the abdominal

segments are furnished with fleshy tubercles or prolegs, generally to

the number of four or five pairs, which are peculiar to the larva state.

In such larvae, which are commonly designated as
'

Caterpillars," wo
observe a remarkable equality in the different segments both as to

size, form, and plan of construction, which reminds us of the Annelida.
The alimentary canal occupies nearly the whole of the cavity of the

body, and passes without flexure from one end of it to the other. The
compartments of the dorsal vessel, the respiratory organs, the nervous

centres, and the muscular bands, are repeated with great regularity,
and there is as yet no distinction between the thoracic and abdominal

portions of the trunk. The head however is usually protected by a

horny covering, and is provided with simple or clustered eyes like those
of the higher Annelida and Myriapoda, and the mouth is furnished
with powerful cutting jaws for the division of the food, which is

Fig. 3S.

Fig. 3S, a Coleopterous Larva (Trlephonu). Fig. 30, Larva of an Ilcmip-
terous Insect (/.flat). Fig. 37, Larva of a Dipterous Insect (Calez). Fig. 38,
Larva of a Lepidopterous Insect (Sphinx).

usually vegetable in its nature. In the Orthopterous and Hemipte-
rous orders however, these stages of development are passed through
within the egg, and as the young insect does not emerge thence until

HAT. HtBT. DIV. VOL. III.

it has attained a higher grade, in which it presents a close resemblance

to its parents in almost every particular save the want of wings, it

cannot be regarded as having the characteristics of a real larva. This

is the case too with some of the Coleoptera, in which we find a con-

siderable variety as regards the stage of development at which the

embryo quits the ovum. In the true larva condition, the whole

energy seems concentrated upon the nutritive functions ;
the quantity

of food consumed is enormous, and the increase in the bulk of the

body is very rapid. During this rapid growth the caterpillar throws

off and renews its epidermis several times, but the larvae of the

ffymenoptera and IHptera do not undergo this exuviation until they

pass into the pupa state, their integument being soft enough to yield

to the distension from within.

The principal variations in the larvae of insects have been arranged
in the following tabular form by Messrs. Kirby and Spence ('

Intro-

duction to Entomology," vol. iii.) :

I. Larvao without legs.

L With a corneous head of determinate shape.

Coleopterous and Hymenopterous Apods Culicida?. Some

Tipularice, &c., among the Diptera.

ii. With a membranous head of determinate shape.

(Muicidce, Syrphidcc, and other Diptera.)

II. Larvao with legs.

L With legs only and without an anal proleg.

(Neuroptera and many Coleoptera.)

1. Joints short and conical (Elater, Cerambycidce.)

2. Joints long and subfiliform. (Stap/tylinus, Coccinella,

Cicindela, &c.)

ii. Prolegs only. (Many Tipularite, and some subcutaneous

Lepidopterous larvae, &c.)

iii. Both legs and prolegs. (Lepidoptera, Serrifera, and some

Coleoptera.)

1. Without claws. (Serrifera, &c.)

2. With claws. (Lepidoptera, &c.)

In the Pupa state insects exhibit two principal modifications : those

which in general form resemble their larvae, and those which are

wholly unlike their larvse.

Fig. 40.

Fig. 41.

Fig. 39, Pupa of a Lepidopterous Insect (Sphinx). Fig. 40, Pupa of a Butter-

fly. Fig. 41, Pupa of a Beetle.

The former of these divisions Burmeistcr subdivides into incomplete
pupae and sub-incomplete. Incomplete pupa; are those without alary
appendages : to these belong the Lice and Bugs (Pediculua and Cimex

lectulariue). Sub-incomplete pupa) are those which possess rudiments
of wings. These comprise all the pupae of the winged genera of the
orders tfemiptera and Ort/ioptera.

In the second division, comprising those insects iu which there is a

complete metamorphosis, the pupa, with very few exceptions, is

inactive, and does not take the least nourishment. They are divided
into Pupa Coarctata, or those which are covered with a case in which
no traces of the future insect can be perceived, as in Muaca and many
other Dipterous Insects; Pupa Obtecta, where the thorax and abdomen
are distinct and inclosed in a horny case, as in the Lepidoptera ; and

Pupa Incompleta, where the parts are covered by a membrane, but

distinct, as in the order Ifymenoptera and some Dipterous Insects.

In the Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, ffymenoptera, Diptera, and some

Neuroptera, the pupa state is one of complete inactivity as regards
all manifestations of animal life; although the formative processes
are carried on with extraordinary energy. The imperfect larvae of

these orders are truly embryonic iu their condition
;
and the processes

of development which were commenced in the egg, and which wero
then only carried far enough to enable the larvae to come forth and
obtain their own nutriment, are now continued at the expense of the

food which they have collected and stored up within their bodies ;
so

that the passage into the pupa state in such cases may be fairly
likened to a re-entrance into the egg. The pupa is inclosed iu the last

skin exuviated by the larva, which, instead of being thrown off, dries
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B, and remain* to enoaee the proper akin of the pupa that U formed

beneath it; and in addition to this, it i* frequently protectotl by a

.

to

in addition

, Uw construction of which wai the but act of larval

The duration of UM papa condition, and the rate at which the

take place, vary considerably in different cases

nnn, uuect* remaining in thi* *UU for yean, while other* pea*

through it in a few dayi or boun ; in both oases however we perceive

that an important influence fa exerted by external temperature. As
UM *UU of the pane, it one of rapid transition it cannot be aaid to

have any charactcrietio organisation. The assumption of the imago,

or perfect type of beaut life, u alwaya marked by an exuviation of

the integument which covered the pupa; and with thi* are cast off

all the vestiges of the organ* peculiar to the larva state, while the

wing*, the true leg*, the compound eyes, the antennie, the complete

macticating or mctorial apparatus, and many other organs are tiow

revealed for the firat time in all those whose pupa condition was

inactive. The wing* however are seldom ready for use at the time

of UM insect's emersion from the pupa-case, being usually soft and

moUt, banging loosely at the sides of the body, and having none of

that rigidity which U requisite to give them power of serving us

organ* of impulsion in the air. It is not until the insect has forcibly

injected the trachea with air by taking several full inspirations, and

then making an expiratory effort whilst the spiracles are closed that

UM wing* are expanded; they then soon become dried up by exposure
to the air, and by the cessation of the circulation which previously
took place within them, and from that time they are the chief instru-

ment* of locomotion in all insects in which they are fully developed.
The nutritive apparatus of the Imago is far leas developed relatively

to the muscular, nervous, and sexual organs than it is in the preceding
conditions ; and it* subordination to the offices of these is shown by
the fact that many insect* take no food whatever after their last

change, the sole purpose of their existence in their perfect state being
the propagation of the race by the generative process. In many
instance* the duration of the imago state is very brief, even when
that of the preparatory periods has been very long, as in the case of

the BfJttmera (Day-Fly), which usually dies in a few hours after its

but change ; although the term of its previous life as a larva and an
active pupa ha* not been less than two or three years: and even

when the length of the life of the perfect insect is much greater, as

in bee*, wasp*, etc., it seems to have a special relation to the nurture

of the oftspring, which are tended and supplied with food during the

whole of the larva state. In the Ant tribe the neuters do not acquire

wings ;
and some of them, which are two or three times the size of

the rest, and are somewhat differently formed, are characterised as

'soldiers,' their special office being the defence of the nest rather

than the nurture of the young. Among the Termite* (White Ants)
however the soldier* appear to be pupa arrested in their development,
whilst the 'worker*' have the character* ef permanent lame. In the

Apterous orders of insect* we find some tribes undergoing a regular

metamorphosis, which is complete in every respect save the non-

development of the wing*. Thus, the larva of the Pulex (Flea) are

footless worm*, which afterwards pas* into the pupa state, spinning
for themselves silken cocoon ; in this they remain inactive for about

twelve days, after which the imago comes forth, having the rudiment*

of wings attached to the second and third segment* of the body,
though without any proper distinction of thorax and abdomen. The
Ptdtcmltu (Louse), t'odura (Spring-Tail), and some other Aplera how-
ever undergo no metamorphosis, coming forth from the egg in the
condition in which they remain all their lives, and this being far from
the type of the perfect insect (Carpenter,

'

Principles of Physiology.')
We now come to speak of the classification of Insects. As the

various orders of insect* are noticed under their respective headings, at

present w* shall confine ourselves to the arrangement of these orders.

The order* of insects have been so variously arranged by different

author*, that to give an outline of the views even of the more cele-

brated would occupy much space ; we will therefore select the moat

distinguished of these systems : Fintly, that of Linneou*, whose sub-

division* are founded upon the substance and position of the wings ;

next, that of Fabriciu., when the part* of the mouth have been
elsetrf in the divuion of thi. class into orders; then that of Bur.

Mister, where no particular part or character has been chosen, but
where the orders art established upon an aggregate of characters: and

lastly, that of Mr. Wntwood.
The order* of insect* are thu* characterised by Linnnus :

Superior wings crustaceous, with a straight
suture .....

Superior wings semicrustaceotu, incumbent
All the wing* with scales .

All the wing* membranous, tail unarmed
All the wing* membranous, Uil aculeate
Two poisen in the place of the posterior pair

of wings . . ,

Without either wings or elytra .

Insect* are divided by Fabricius into

L Insect* with Biting Mouths.
SUuOttrala, Maxilla free, uncovered, and palpigerou*.

C'oleof/Ura,

J/emiptera.

Lepidopttra.

Neuroptera.

J/ynenoptera.

Hipltra.

Aptera.

2. UloKota, Maxilla covered by an obtuse galca or lobe.

(OrfAopMro.)
5. Synutata.~Maxilla geniculate at the base, and connate with the

labium. (\europtfra, Ac.)
4. Piaata. Maxilla corneous, compressed, often elongate.

(Bymaupttra.)
6. Odonala. Maxilla corneous, toothed ;

two palpi. (Libell*l<r.)
6. Mitotata. Maxilla corneous, vaulted, not palpigerous.

(Myriopoda.)
7. Unogata. Maxilla) resembling scissors. (Aracknida, part)
8. Potyyonata. Palpi mostly six ; many maxilla; within the labium.

(Itopoda.)
9. KUiitOffnatha. Many maxilla! without the labium, closing the

mouth. (Brachyurous Decapod Criulacea.)
10. Exochnata. Maxilla: many without the labium, covered by

palpi. (Macrurous Decapod Cnutacea.)

II. InaecU with Suctorial Mouths.
11. Glouata. Mouth with a spiral tongue between reflexed palpi.

(Lepidoptera.)
12. Kyngota. Mouth with a rostrum having a jointed sheath.

(Htmiptcra, Latr.)
13. Anttiala. Mouth with a hauatellum without joints. (Dipkra,

Anoplura, and Trachean Arachnida, Latr.)

BurmeUter'a System.
L Jiuecta Amelabola.

The larva resembles the perfect insect, yet it wants wings, if the

perfect insect be winged ; the pupa in this case has iU rudiments.
It runs about and eats.

a. With sucking mouths, which consist of four fine seta! lying
in a sheath ; palpi are wanting ; four biliary vessels, and
generally a free prothorax.

Order 1. Hemiptera.
b. With mandibulate mouths ; mandibles and maxilla; distinct,

the latter having palpi, and generally distinct large
superior lip.

a. Four unequal wings; the anterior pair leathery, or like

parchment, the posterior pair folded longitudinally, and
also once transversely; prothorax always free; many
biliary vessels.

Order 2.Orthoptera.
ft. Four generally equal and rarely unequal wings, never folded,

or sometimes none at all. In the first the nervures are

usually reticulated, and there are generally many biliary
vessels; in the latter case there are four biliary vessels

attached to the intestine ; prothorax sometimes free, some-
times not

Order 3. Dictyoptera.

ILIiuecta Mctabola.

The larva consists of thirteen segments, either with or without legs ;

the pupa is inactive, or, if it moves, it takes no food.

a. Four equally large or equally long wings with reticulated
nervures

; mandibulate mouths ; few biliary vessels, rarely
more than eight ; prothorax always free.

Order 4. IVctiroplera.

b. Wings alwaya unequal, the posterior pair sometimes wanting,
rarely all.

a. Mouths adapted to sucking.

a a. Instead of posterior wings there are pediculated knobs ;

yet the wings are sometime* wholly wanting ; four

biliary vessels
; larva without feet ; a soft proboscis

with several seta; and a pair of palpi ; prothorax
not free.

Order 5,Diptera.
b b. Four wings generally covered with scales

;
six biliary

vessels
; larva with feet and a distinct head ; maxillaj

forming n spiral tongue ; prothorax nut free but
small, and closely connected with the mesothorax.

Order 6. Lepidoptera.

ft Mouths with distinct biting mandibles.

a a. Four naked wings travenwd by ramose tiervures ; larva;

generally without head and feet, but sometimes with
both

; many biliary vessels ; prothorax not free.

Order 7. JJymenoptera.

b b. Anterior wings in the form of horny elytra ; larva; with

head, with or without feet
; four or six biliary

veeseU ; prothorax always free.

Order 8. Coleoptera.

The first and second of the above classifications are by no means
natural, nor were they intended to be so by their respective authors.
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The former was established when entomology was, comparatively

speaking, in its infancy ;
and although Fabricius possessed a more

intimate acquaintance with insects, yet he contended that an artificial

classification should be adopted till further discoveries had cleared

the way for their satisfactory development. We cannot feel surprised
therefore that these systems should have been superseded by others

more modern.
The system of Burmeister is founded upon philosophical principles ;

we are not however prepared to agree with him in all instances. We
allude more particularly to his order Dictyoptera, the species of which

oupht, we think, to be incorporated with the Orthoptera.
The following arrangement is that given by Mr. Westwood in his

' Introduction to the Modern Classification of Insects :'

Class of Hexapod Metamorphic Insects.

Sub-class, Mouth with Jaws. Sub-class, Mouth with a Sucker.

(Dacnoitomata, W.) (Antlioitomata, W.)
Order ffymrnoptera. Order, Diptera.
? Osculant order Streptiptera. ? Osculant order, Uomaloptera.
Order Coltoptera.
Osculant order Euphxoptera. ? Osculant order, Aphaniptera.
Order, Orthoftera. Order, Heteroptera (including

?(77< the Water-Bugs).
Order, Newroptera. Order, Homoptcra.

Order, Trickoptera (Phryganea Order Lepidoplera.

alone).

The mutual affinities and likewise the grade of perfection of the
various orders, may be expressed by arranging them in the following
succession :

1. Hymenoplera. 5. ffemiptera.
2. Coleoptera. 6. Homoptera.
8. Orthoptera. 1. Lepidopttra.
4. Neuroptera.

'
8. Diptera.

The number of species of Insects is much greater than that of any
other class, and they are probably as numerous as all other forms of

animals put together. Although possessed of extraordinary locomo-
tive power*, they are each and all distributed within as certain bounds
as the most stationary animals or plants. Independent, then, of its

great interest as a part of philosophical zoology, the study of the

range and specific centres of the forms of insect life becomes of great

importance as an aid in the definition of tribes, genera, and species.
Climate and the extension or form of land are the chief influences

regulating the distribution of insect life. The constitution of the

soil affects it also, but in a secondary manner, through its influence on
the vegetation, on which many insects feed. When from the inter-

vention of tracts of water, of mountain barriers, or other causes

depending on ancient geological events anterior to the origin of the

existing Fauna of the earth, tracts of land presenting exactly similar

conditions of climate and soil are placed far apart, we then have, not
a repetition of the same forms among their insect population, but a

representation by similar forms. This we see also in the Fauna of the
several zones of climate belting mountains at different heights. Man's

agency and the transporting power of currents of wind modify the
distribution of many species of insects. In the following brief glance
at the distribution of the principal genera of insects, examples of all

these influences will be met with.

Coleoptera. From the facility with which insects of this division

may be preserved and trasported from place to place, we have more
detailed accounts of their distribution than of any of the species of

other orders. The Cincindelidie are dispersed over most parts of the

globe, the typical genus being cosmopolitan, whilst other groups are
more limited. Among the Curabidie are many genera peculiar to

Europe. Chlctniut, Agonum, and Amara, are common to both hemi-

spheres. Jfa>-palut and Brachinut are cosmopolitan. Cnemacanthu
occurs in Africa and Chili. The Carabidce of Western Asia agree
remarkably with those of Europe. Erichson has remarked that Carabi
are very constant to certain soils : the vertical distribution of the

species is also very constant. The water-beetles allied to Dytiscus,
itself universal in the Old World, are mostly European : several of
the species live in salt or brackish waters. Gyriniu ranges from
Northern Europe to Australia. The Braclielytra have their chief
centre in Europe. The typical genus Staphylinut appears however to

be represented everywhere : many species occur in South America.
A species of Altochara is found in Van Diemen's Land. Slater and
Jlupreitii, types of families, are both cosmopolitan : the species are
often local, and their dintribution depends, in many cases, on that of

certain plants on which the larva,- prey. Among the Fire-Flies (Lam-
pyrid<e) the genus Lampyrit, which is European, is represented in

the tropics by Photinut, and in the New World by Atpiioma. The
Malachii are found everywhere, except in South America. Ptinus,
a genus chiefly European, has a single representative in Australasia.
Of the A'ecrophagi, the genera Cryptophayus, Stronyylus, and Silpha
are found everywhere, ranging from Britain to China, and from Brazil
to Lapland, flitter, the type of a family, is also a cosmopolitan
genus. liyrrhua belongs to the northern hemisphere, and has its chief

in Europe. Among the Coprophagous Lamellicornei, the genus
Aphodiut, though represented in most countries, is chiefly developed

in temperate regions ;
whilst Ateuchus, on the other hand, is mainly

tropical. Geotrupes is cosmopolitan. Copris ranges to Australia,
where however it is confined to the north coast. Scarab&wa is sub-

tropical. Pelidnota is American. The beautiful Cetonice appear to be
of universal distribution. The strange forms of Goliat/ms are South
African. Of the cockchafers, Melolontha is cosmopolitan ; Macrotops
and A noploffnalhus, confined to Australia ; Hoplia, with one exception,

European: Amphicoma, is Mediterranean; Anisoplea and Serica are

natives of the warm and temperate regions of both hemispheres, whilst

Euchlona, occupying the same range, extends beyond in a northern

direction. Of the Melasomce, Slaps and Pimelia, both extensive

genera, have their chief development in the warmer regions of the

Old World. Of the Stenilytra, Helops is cosmopolitan, (Edennra

European. Of the Anthicidte the numerous species of Antlticits are

chiefly inhabitants of temperate regions. The Blistering Beetles of

the genus Mel'tie are very generally distributed.

Of the ten thousand species of Weevils the great genera Cenlor-

hynchus, Cryptorhynchus, Calandra, Otiorhynchns, and Cliomts are all

cosmopolitan. Platysomil and Cyphus are South American
; Erachy-

cerui. South African and Mediterranean. rentus,- mainly confined to

the tropical regions of both hemispheres; Apion and Rhynchites, chiefly

European. The distribution of the species of weevils depends in a

great measure on that of plants.
The most beautiful and vividly coloured forms of Longicorn Beetles

are mostly tropical. The presence of forests determines that of many
of the genera. Of the seventy genera of Cerambycidce, the typical

one, Cerambyx, is cosmopolitan. Others have defined centres, as

Clytui in Europe, Tracliyderes, in South America.

Of the Chrygomelinoe, the typical genus C'ltrysomela is cosmopolitan.
Tho presence of certain plants determines the distribution of the

species. From this cause, species of limited distribution are some-

times multiplied far from their aboriginal centres. Thus Galeruca

calmarimsii, introduced from Europe into America, multiplied so at

Baltimore in the years 1838 and 1839, that the elm-trees of the district

were eaten bare by their larva), and probably they will henceforth

become a constant annoyance in the New World. Lema and Donacia
are instances of cosmopolitan genera having distinct centres in tem-

perate climates. Cassida, on the other hand, has its centre in the

Irate
Of the Trimera, Coccinella are found everywhere. Eumorphut is

Indian and Polynesian.

Orthoptera. Though by no means an extensive order either as to

genus or species, the Orthoplera are of very general distribution.

Representatives of the genera Grytliis and Acheta, the grasshoppers
and crickets, are found in most countries. The Locusts are mostly
exotic. The strange Phasmce are mostly tropical, as are also the

greater number of Mantidce, known popularly as '

walking leaves.'

The Cockroaches, Blatlce, are very general, and have been greatly
diffused from their original centres by unintentional human agency.
The Earwig tribes, Forficulidte, including more than fifty species, are

in great part European, but range even to Van Diemen's Laud.

Erichson notices the curious fact respecting the Orthoptera of Van
Diemen's Land, that only one fourth of the species are completely

winged and capable of flying.

Neuroptera. The number of known species in this order is shori

of one thousand. The section of Pliclpennes is almost entirely Euro-

pean ;
the genus Macronoma, including species from Madagascar and

Brazil, is an exception. The Planipennes, a great part of the genera
of which division are now considered by many naturalists Orthopte-

rous, have a much more varied distribution. Thus the Myrmelionidce
are cosmopolitan, the Perfa and Nemouras chiefly European, the

Panorpix characteristic of the temperate regions of both the Old and
and New World, the Termites of the tropics. In the section of Subuli-

cornel, the Ephemeridce are European ;
the ^Kshnidte, cosmopolitan ;

as also the true Dragon-Flies, Libellula;, of which near two hundred

species are known. Other allied genera are more limited.

Uymenoptera. Among the sting-bearing species, the true bees are

characteristic of the ancient continent, those now dispersed in America

having been transported from Europe. The genera Centru and

Eu/jlossa are exclusively American. Nomia is Asiatic. Allodape is

south African. Andrena, Xylocopa, and several other extensive genera,
are cosmopolitan. A great many genera of wasps are peculiar to

South America. The ants are most developed in Europe. Bembex is

a tropical genus. The terebrating Ifymenoptera are botli very numer-

ous and widely distributed, especially the great genus Ichneumon.

Certain genera forming the family O.ryurce are exclusively European,
as are also a great part of the numerous family of Chalcididce. Cynips
is European, and the greater number of Tenthredinidae.

The distribution of the Strepaiptera depends on that of the insects

on which they are parasitic.

Lepidoptera. When the distribution of the butterflies shall have

been worked out, it will doubtless prove very interesting. At present
our knowledge of this subject is imperfect. The Papilionidce are

very numerous specifically, and for the most part tropical. Some of

them possess great ranges. Thus certain species of Picris are found

over all Europe, and great part of Asia and Africa. Other forms are

constant to mountainous regions. Of the Nymphalidte the greater
number and more gorgeous forms are tropical. In this family there
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an ton* remarkable instances of extensive distribution of species.

Thai ririn IWw (a common Brituh butterfly) U found in every

put of the world. tad Vtmmu Atalm*t* ranges over all Europe, part

of An* and Africa. and to North America. In the remaining tribes

fee typical f-sera an almost always cosmopolitan, whiUt other* have

The f>ijiafT and Zyytxida are in gnat part European; the

CsXsrfsta moatlj tropical

Among the Moth*, the PkaUniJa an chiefly European, and the

epedes an usually widely distributed. This appears to be the cue

also with the otlMr families of Nocturnal Lepidoptrra. probably rather

la nonsennsnns of our imperfect knowledge of exotic forms, than

beoaoee H really 10, for we find type* and species in distant regions

wherever thn have bceo eren casually explored, as in the instance of

Asiatic RuMsa, when the researches of Eversmiuin among these insects

hare brought many new forms to light

Difltrm. One half of the described species of two-winged flies (about

eight Ib"^**^) belong to Europe. This disproportion arises from

oar comparative ignorance of the exotic forms. The small group of

Omtri.enyrirfsT. pmrasiUs on quadrupeds and birds, has ropreeenU-

UT* of all its genera in Europe, the few remaining species being

natives of eastern Asia, Western Africa, Australia, or Brazil The

fli<* forming the family of ttutcida include a great number of genera,

both European and exotic, the former being most prolific in species,

some of which hare wide ranges. The Syrpkida an in the same

category. The genus Ckrytopt, equally developed in Europe and

America, and represented in a less degree in Africa and Asia, does not

appear in Australia nor in the island, of the Pacific. Tabmtu is more

widely distributed. Ommalitu, a genus of Aiilida, has its member*

in all parU of the world. A gnat many genera an peculiar to

South America, and several to Africa, hot, woody, and moist regions

favouring their diffusion. Tipula, presenting numerous and varied

forme in most parts of the world, is excluded from Australia and the

Pacific, which region seems to be the lesst prolific in Viptera. The

species of Onata, Cuter, an very generally distributed.

Hrmtftera.Ot the two great divisions of this order, the Homoptera
and the Utttroptera, the first is the smallest and also the most

tropical. The distribution of the insects comprising them depends

mainly on the Fauna and Flora of the countries they inhabit. Thus
each species of Cocoa apku has a range correspondent to that of the

plant upon which it feeds ; and of the Cortrida and Lyyaida with

the presence of their favourite animal food. Among the most interest-

ing of the families of IfemipUra an the Cicadeida, of which the

genus Tniioonta includes 200 species, centred in America, but having
members also in the Old World ;

the FulgoruUr, or Lantern-Flies, very

generally distributed through warm climates ; SnteUcridas, remarkable

for brilliancy, an mostly equatorial ; and Cimex, of which the only
n bed-btrue spectre is the common bed-bug, a pest spread over all Europe.

Of the Aquatic iftmiftera, Qtrrii and Nepa an cosmopolitan ; Pelogata
and the Kotauctida, mostly European
American ; and Halotoln, equatorial.

OalytUiu and Uononyr,

nsr. As yet the distribution of these minute insects ha*

been scarcely attended to. The species of Lrpima range from Europe
to China, Ptdwra and Sstjmlivni an European ; a single species of

the last named genus occurs in North America.

Anoftmra. These disagreeable parasites have lately been honoured

by the attention of some excellent naturalists, especially Denny and
Uwilt Their distribution corresponds with that of the animals upon
which they an found. Of the equally annoying order Apkaniptera
three-fourths of the known

species
are European. The Common Flea

is a cosmopolite, and the Chiyo is confined to South America.

Pouil fntecti.

Until within a few years the occurrence of insects in a fossil state

could only be substantiated by reference to a small number of locali-

ties, situated (as at Aix in Provcnc ) among lacustrine tertiary strata,

or (as at Stooesfield in Oxfordshire, and Solenhofen in Franconia]

among marine Oolitic beds
;
but Mr. Prestwich has added traces o!

CWeopfera from the Coal Formation of Coalbrook Dale, and
Mr. Strickland parts of NeMnpttra from the Lias of Warwickshire
I*. Buckland obtain* A'eunptera from the Oolite of Stonesfield, ant

Mr. Brodie portions of insects belonging to various natural orders

from the Lias of Homersetahire, Gloucestershire, and in the Wealden

depoaHs of the Vale of Wardour in Wilts, and the Vale of Aylesbury .

Will the number of fossil insects, whether we estimate individuals

or sped**, is very small compared to the probable number of anciently

existing races; a circumstance quite explicable by reference to the

phenomena which an now taking place in nature ; for of upwards o

13,000 British specie* of insect* then is reason to believe that but a very
minute proportion is buried and preserved in lacustrine, icstuary, or
marine deposits now in progress. Only one elytron of a small beetle
was observed in a deposit of the Elepbantoidaf era in Yorkshire, and
one seed of some umbellate plant, along with hundreds of shells

which inhabited the lake.

No doubt vast numbers of insects, wandering by caprice or drifted

by winds, pass from the shore and fall into the sea as we learn from
the first voyage of Cook, who nailed through myriads of insects, some
o* the wing and others in the water, even thirty leagues from land off

the coast of South America, bat few of these escape the watchful

finny noes, or ever reach the bottom of the sea.

In like manner we find land insects heaped in
profusion by winds

on certain tracts of fresh water, and borne down the course of riven

by inundations ; and these cases, by the aid of particular suppositions,
such as evaporation or slow draining off of the water, may offer the

nearest analogy to the facts actually observed in the greater number of

insect deposits.
The occurrence of fossil insects, especially in marine strata, is

therefore to be regarded as an exceptional case, and this makes the

circumstances brought to light concerning them remarkable and

difficult of interpretation. We find however from Mr. Brodie that

the insects lie in a certain bed or mass of thin beds in the Lias
;

similarly they occupy particular layers in the Oolite, the Wealden

deposits, and in the tertiary accumulations of Aix, Oeningen, and

Auvergne. In the latter region the calcareous incrustations gathering
ou the indusia;, or larva-cases, of Phryganida have caused the forma-

.ion of a peculiar limestone, called Indusial Limestone.

In the following summary of the groups of fossil insects in Great

iritain the most recent stratifications come first. The catalogue
eminences with the Elephantoidal era. The authorities and localities

are given for each case. (Morris's
'

Catalogue of Fossils ;

'

Brodio's

Fossil Insects;' Lyell,
in

' GeoL Proc.
;

'

Phillips,
' GeoL Yorkshire ;'

Strickland, in 'Mag. of Nat. HUt. ;' Buckland, in '

Bridgewater
Treatise ;' and 'Geol. Proc.')

1. Ossiferous Fresh-Water Deposits. (Pleistocene.)

Elytron of a Chrytomela. Bielbecks, in Yorkshire. (Phillips.)

Remains of C'upra lunarit. Mundesley, Norfolk. (Lyell.)

Remains of Donacia. Mundealey, Norfolk. (Lyell.)

Remains of J/arjialut. Mundealey, Norfolk. (Lyell.)
Remains of Coleoptera. Southwold, Suffolk. (Alexander.)
No truly aquatic beetle is mentioned among these. Donacia haunts

aquatic plants. The others are strictly terrestrial. They must have

jeen drifted into the lakes in which the Planorbit, &c., lived.

2. In the Cretaceous System, no insects have yet been found.

3. In the Wealden Strata of the Vale of Wardour. The specimens
bund by Mr. Brodie and examined by Mr. Westwood were :

Land Coleoptera, of the families Candida (?), Harpalida (?), Staphy-
linida (?), Buprettidcc (?), Tcnebrionida: (?), Elaterida (?), Curculio-

niiltt (?), Canlharidtr (?), and Jlelophorida.

Aquatic Coleoptera, of the families llydroph#<<&?(>) and Dyticida (?)

(Colymbetu).
Orthoptera, of the genera A chela and Blotto.

llemiptrra and llomoptcra, including land-tribes, as Cinicida:,

Cicada, Cercopit (larva), Aphidet, &c., and the aquatic races of Velia

and llj/drvmetra.

Neuroptera. In this water-hunting order occur Libellula and

.Kthna, Corydalii, Libdlulida, Tcrmet (?), and Leptocerida. Tritho-

ptero (f), Phryganida (?).

Diptera.Simulium (>), Platyura (0, Tanypui (?), C/iironomiM (?),

Culcjc (I), Tipulida (1), &c. (Aquatic larva) Enjnd<e ()).

4. In the Oolitic Strata insects occur in the laminated probably
littoral beds of Stonesfield and some other localities in Gloucestershire

and near Bath. Dr. Buckland has described several species in the

'Geological Proceeding*' and in his 'liridgewater Treatise on Geology,'
and Mr. Brodie has added others. The remains are chiefly elytra of

Coleoplera and wings of Neuroptera, The following is abstracted

from Mr. Brodie's list :

Coleoptera, of the families Prionida, J3uprettidce, PimelUda (?),

CHrytomelidte (?), and CoceineUidie.

Neuroptera. Uemerobioidei yiyanteut. (Buckland.)

5. In the Upper Lias : at Dumbleton and Churchdown. (Brodie.)
In the Lower Lias : above the bone-bend of Aust Cliff, Waiulodo

Cliff, &c., on the Severn ; Coombe Hill, Cracombe
; Hasfield, Corse-

wood Hill, &c., in Gloucestershire. (Brodie.)
Mr. Westwood baa examined 300 specimens of insects from the

Lias beds.

Coleoptera, of the families Buprettidre (!), Elateridir, Curculio-

nidoe or Chrytomdida, Carabida, Telephorida, Melolontkidir, &c. ;

a species of Uyrinui (?).

Oi-thoptera, including Gryllidas and Blatlida.

llemiptera and Uomoptera. Cicada (\), Cimicida (?).

Neuroptera. These are the best-determined of the fossil groups,

owing to the structure of the wings being clear and characteristic:

Libellula Brodiiei (Brodie), is found in Upper Lias, at Dumbleton,
Gloucestershire.

L. llopcei (Brodie). Strensham, Worcestershire.

Agriun Buckmanni (Brodie), in Upper Liaa at Dumbleton.
jBthna liauina (Strickland). Bidford, Warwickshire.

Orthophlebia communii (Westwood).
Strensham, Cracombe, Bidford,

I/emerobiiu (!) Iliggintii (Brodie).
Chauliodct. Hasfield, Strensham, Bidford.

Ephemera. Strensham.

Waiulode, Forthampton,

AtliiH (!) iynolui (Brodie). Forthampton.
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It is in the Lower Lias beds that the insects are most abundant.

They occur in this part (between the ordinary Has limestones and the
bone bed) so extensively as to justify the application to this genus of

the term '
insect limestone

'

used by Mr. Brodie. As a whole the
Lias insects appear to contain larger proportions of aquatic tribes

than the Wealden. There is no decided evidence amongst them of
the prevalence of a warm climate at the time and in the place of their

existence. They are usually of small size, not so entire as to forbid
the supposition of having been drifted (the Neuroptera may have
been less drifted than the Coleoptera) and if there were islands or

high coasts adjacent these might nourish, and in time of floods send
down the small coleopterous insects to be imbedded with the fucoids,

oysters, and Modiolie of the coasts, and ferns and other plants of the
land and streams.

6. In the ironstone nodules lying in the Carboniferous deposits of
Coalbrook Dale Mr. Prestwick has discovered Coleoptera, Curculioides
Ansticii (Buckl.), C. Prestmcii (Buckl.) ; and Sir R. Murchison (' Sil.

Syst.' p. 105) mentions an insect to which the name of Corydalit
Brongniarti is assigned. It is very possible that the laminated lime-

stone deposits of Burdie House, near Edinburgh, and Ashford, in

Derbyshire, may yield insect remains older than any yet mentioned
;

and seeing the frequent connection or proximity of fossil insects to

fossil fis'ies it may be worth while to search the lower beds of the
mountain limestone, where the rich fish-beds occur in it, on the Avon,
in Caldy Island, and in Fermanagh. The fish-beds of the magnesian
limestone (marl slate) may also be indicated for further research. A
very interesting addition to the fossil insects of Aix has been made
known by M. Coquand. It is a butterfly, and has been carefully
examined by M. Boisduval, who has been able to recognise perfectly
its generic and specific characters. It belongs to one of those genera
the species of which are not numerous, and are at present confined to
the islands of the Indian Archipelago, or the warmest countries of
the Asiatic continent. It belongs to the genus Cyllo it is an extinct

species and is named C. sepulta. M. Boisduval has examined the
other fossil insects of Aix, and differing both from Curtis and Marcel
de Serres, refers them to the extra-European genera, and to extinct

species.

(Kirby and Spence, Introduction to Entomology ; Westwood, Intro-
duction to the Modern Classification of Insects ; Burmeister, Manual
of Entomology ; Jmect Architecture, Transformations, and Micellanie,
in Library of Entertaining Knowledge ; Newman, Grammar of Ento-

mology ; Westwood, Entomologist's Textbook; Episodes of Insect Life;
Curtis, Illustration! and Descriptions of the Genera of British hifecti ;

Stephens, Illustrations of British Entomology ; Carpenter, Principles
of Physiology; Newport, Papers on the Structure of Insects, in

Philosophical Transactions, and Transactions of Linncean Society;
Newport, article

'

Insecta,' Cyclopedia of Anatomy; Catalogues of
Intects in British Museum ; Insecta Britannica.)
IXSKCTIVORA. [CABNIVORA.]
INSECTS. [INSECTA.]
INSECTS, FOSSIL. [INSECTA.]
INSESSO'RES, the name given by Mr. Vigors to the Perchers,

the second order of Birds in his system, and, as the families of which
it is composed are very numerous, he classes them in comprehensive
sections or tribes, which he thus denominates : Pissirostres (Cuvier),
Dentirostres (Cuv.), Conirostres (Cuv.), Scansores (Auct.), Tenuirottres.

(Guv.).

The FISSIROSTRF.S, according to Mr. Vigors, include the Meropidce,
the //irundinidie, the Caprimulgidce,ihe Todidce, and the Ualcyonida;.

The DENTIROSTRES include the Mtucicapidce, the Laniadcc, the

Merulidce, the Syh-iadce, and the Pipridce.

The CONIROSTRES comprise the Frinyillidce, the Sturnida, the Cor-

,
the Buceridcf, the Lomadic.

The SCANSORES consist of the Ramphastidce, the Psittacida, the

Picidce, the Certhiadw, and the Cuculidie.

The TENCIHOSTRES are composed of the fftctariniadce (?), Cinny-
ridte, Trochilidie, Promeropidce (?), and Meliphagidce (?).

Mr. Vigors finds the following parallel analogies by which the tribes
of the Inseisorei represent the different orders of the class.

Dentirostres Raptores.
Conirostres Iniessorei.

Scansores Ratores.

Tenuirostru Grallatores.

Fissirostres Natatorei.

Of these the Conirostres are considered by Mr. Vigors the typical
group. (' Linn. Trans.,' xiv.)

Mr. M'Leay conceives it to be demonstrated that, so far as relates

to the analogies existing in nature between the orders of Mam-
malia, and Ares, the Primates ought to be placed as analogous
to the Insessores. Both are omnivorous. (' On the Comparative
Anatomy of Certain Birds of Cuba," by \V. S. M'Le.iy, in 'Linn.

Tran.,' xvi.)

Mr. Swainson, in accordance with his opinion that the primary

divisions of every circular group are five apparently, but three

actually, gives the following table as illustrating the

Circle of the order Insessores, or Perchera :

,
("

Bill more or less conic, strong, slightly"!

J or not at all notched
;
mouth without I n .

1 bristles; feet robust, formed both for
f

00"' "m>

L perching and walking. Omnivorous. J

2
f" Bill shorter and more compressed,

~|

a vi
'

i J with a distinct tooth-like notch ; mouth ,,
Subtymcal

geuerally defeuded by bristles .

'

Inseeti.

f
Dcnhroilrcs.

l_vorous. J
Bill entire ;

feet very short, not

adapted for walking; position of the
toes various.

1. Feet

climbing.

Circle.

3.

Aberrant
Circle.

i Ci:rtipedes.

3. Bill broad at
the]

base. Feed upon the
'[Fissirostres.

.wing. J

The table of analogies set out by the same author is the same in
substance with that of Mr. Vigors, differing only in the order in
which the tribes and orders are placed. Mr. Swaiuson, who excludes
Man from the Zoological circle, considers the Insessores to be analogous
to the Quadrumana.

The Dentirostres, according to the last-named author, include the
families Laniada: [LANIAD.E], Merulidce [MERULID.E], Sylmadce [SYL-
VIADJE], Ampulidte and Muscicapidce [MUSCIOAPID*], with their sub-
families.

His families of the Conirostres are Corvidie [CORVIDJE], Stumidre

[STURNID.E], Frinyillidce [FRINQILLID^E], Musophagidce[JS.u$opB.A.GiD3],
and Bitceridce [HOHNBILLS], with their sub-families.

Under the Scansores he comprises the Rltamphastidce [RHAMPHAS-
TID.E], the Psittacidte [PSITTACID*], the Picidie [PiciDvE], the Cer-
thiadce [CERTHIAD^;], and the CucuKdce [CUCULIWE], with their
sub-families.

The Tenuirostres are made to contain the Meliphagidce [MELIPHA-
GID.E], the Cinnyrid<e [CINNYRID.*:], the Trochilidce [TROCHILID.S],
the Promeropidce [PROMEROPIDCE], and the Paradisiadce [BIRDS OF
PARADISE], with their sub-families.

The Fissirostres comprise the Meropidce [MEROPID^E], the Halcyon-
idee [HALCYON ID^;], the Trogonidte [TROOONIDJE], the Caprimulgidce
[GOATSUCKERS], and the Hirundinidce .[SWALLOWS], with their sub-
families.

INSPIRATION. [RESPIRATION.]
INTESTI'NA (Intestinaux), the second class of the Racliata, or

fourth division of the animal kingdom, according to the classification

of Cuvier. In the '

Regne Animal" this class is divided into two
orders, Cavitaria and Parenchymala, which include all the Entozoa of

Rudolph! ; but the term Infest ina, if retained at all, should be applied
only to the true Intestinal Worms, or those parasites which live in

the intestines of other animals, and should exclude the Entoza whiih
are found in the cellular tissue and substance of the different viscera

of the body.
The order Cavitaria ('vers intestinaux cavitaires') of Cuvier cor-

responds to the fifth order Nematoidea of Rudolphi, and the group
Ccelelminllta of Owen. The Parenchymata (' vers intestinaux parei.-

chymateux') includes the other four orders of Rudolphi, Acantho-

cephala Trematoda, Ceatoidea, and Cystica, and corresponds to Mr.
Owen's group of Sterelmintha. [ENTOZA.]
INTESTINAL WORMS. [ENTOZOA.]
INTESTINES are that portion of the digestive canal into which

the food is received after it has been partially digested in the stomach,
and in which its further assimilation, the separation and absorption of
the nutritive matter, and the removal of that which is excremeu-
titious, take place. In an adult the intestines consist of a convoluted
tube of from 30 to 40 feet in length, and are, from the difference of
their diameters in different parts, divided into Small Intestines, which

comprise about the first four-fifths, and Large Intestines, which con-
stitute the other fifth of their length. The former again are divided
into the Duodenum [DUODENUM], into which the ducts from the liver

and pancreas open, and in which the chyme from the stomach is

converted into chyle [DIGESTION ; CHYLE] ;
the Jejunum, in which

the absorption of the nutritive matter of the food is principally
effected ; and the Ileum. The large intestines are divided into the

Coocum, Colon, and Rectum.
The walls of the intestinal canal are composed of three principal

coats or membranes. The exterior, which is smooth and polished,
is called the peritoneal, and its principal use is to permit the free

motions of the intestines within the abdomen, and of their several

convolutions against each other, by rendering the effect of friction as

slight as possible. [PERITONEUM.] Next to and within the peritoneal
coat is the muscular, which is composed of two layers of fibres

;
an

external, in which they are directed longitudinally, and an internal,
of which the fibres encircle the intestine. By these the motions of
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npon the

with the

____i uid DM propulsion
of their content* are effected; the

liiealiHilllHl flbres tending to shorten Moh portion of the cunM, while

the circular contract it* diameter ; and the two sets together pro-

ducing a motion of the tube somewhat like that of a worm, whence

it ha* received the name of vermicular motion. Ileneath these layer*,

and separated from them by a stratum of cellular tiasuc, which ha

bean sometimes called the fourth or nervous coat, U the mucous

membrane, which U the moet important part of the inteetinal canal.

The structure of theee ooaU of the intestine* has been most care-

folly observed by means of the
microscope.

The minute structure of

the inUetinea corresponds to a considerable extent with what is met

with in the rtomtfb. There are however difference* of structure

especially in the mucous coat of the intestines. We shall describe first

the muscular structure, and in doing this we shall follow Professor

Kolliker in his
' Manual of Human Histology.'

The muscular coat of the smaller intestines is somewhat thicker in

the duodenum and the upper portions, than in the lower ; it has in

geusul a thickoea* of \ f", and is composed only of longitudinal

and transverse fibres. The former are always less developed, and do

not form a continuous layer, since they are very few or entirely absent

the attachment of the mesentery ; they are usually most distinct

the free border, though even here they may be readily torn away
the serous membrane, so as at once to leave the second layer

exposed. The latter is complete and continuous, consisting of circular

bundles, which not uncommonly anastomose at very acute angles.

In the large intestines the longitudinal fibres are reduced to the

three ligamenta coli, muscular bands of 4"' 6'", or even V' broad,

and I'" 4'" thick, which commencing upon the caecum are united

upou the tigmoid flexure into a single longitudinally fibrous layer,

thinner than in the small intestines, and more especially developed in

the duplicator**, which are known under the name of the
plica;

ajgrnotdec. All the fibres belong to the smooth or non-striated

system of muscular fibres. Many of them present knot-like enlarge-

ment* and frequently zigzag flexures, which produce the transversely
striated appearance of the entire bundles of such muscles so fre-

quently met with in spirit preparations. The arrangement of the

fibre-ceil* in the different strata is simply this, mutually applied in

their length and breadth, and coherent: They are united into thin

muscular bands, which when invested with a coating of connective

tissue, and frequently also united into secondary bundles, constitute

the thicker or thinner muscular tunics of the different regions ; which,

again are surrounded and separated from the contiguous parts by
coostderabls layer* of connective tissue.

Blood-vessrU are very abundant in the smooth muscles
;
and their

capillaries, of 0-003'" 0-004'", constitute a characteristic network
with rectangular meshes. Nothing is known about the lymphatics ;

nor are the relations of the nerves yet ascertained, except that Kcker
has observed the division of fine nervous tubules in the muscular
tunics of the stomach of the frog and rabbit.

The mucous membrane of the small intestines is thinner than that

of the stomach, but more complex in it* structure, inasmuch as

besides the tubular, or Lleberkuhnian glands it present* a great
number of permanent folds and villi, also imbedded in its substance,

peculiar
closed follicles, the so-called solitary and Peyer's glands, and,

In the submncou* tissue of the duodenum, Brunner's glands. The
mucous membrane consists of connective tissue which is internally

ras, or indistinctly fibrillated ; except where certain gland*
i i* but little submucous tissue, so that it U pretty closely
with the muscular tunic. Upon the inner surface of the

nbrane there roils a cylinder-epithelium, whilst exter-

nally toward* the enbmucous tissue it is bounded by a layer of smooth
muscles discovered by Brucke, which measures at most 0-0177'".

They are disposed longitudinally and transversely, but in man their

alight development render* it often very difficult to discover them.
The villi of the small inUstincs an small whituh elevation* of the

innermost portion of the mucous membrane, readily distinguishable
with the naked eye, and which distributed upon and between the
valtuUr ooonivente* through the whole extent of the small intestines,
from the pylorus to the sharp edge of the ileocoeoal valve, are set so
alas* tcfeihsr a* to give the mucous membrane it* well-known velvety

appearance. They are moet numerous (SO to 90 upon a square line)
in the duodenum and jejunum, lees so in the ileum (40 to 70 upou
a square line). In the duodenum they are broader and leas elevated,

resembling fold* and lamina -fa'" {" in height, ,"'4'" or even

I"' in breadth. In the j-junmu they appear for the most part
to be emiical and flattened; frequentlv they are even foliated or

cylindrical, clavate, or filiform, the three Utter form* predomi-
netinf In tho jejunum. The length of the villi i* from i"'-

-

4'", the
bmdth from {'"fo", or even ft"', the thickness in the flattened
tonne ,V".
The villi are composed of two portions, a deeper coat belonging to

the mucous membrane, and an epithelial superficial coat The contour
of the former, or villua proper, is similar to that of the entire villu*

;

it in imply a solid procees of the mucous membrane containing blood-
vemrls, lymphatic*, and smooth miiwles, whose matrix, through which a
variable number of roundiah nuclei are watteml, in general exhibits
no morphological peculiarity more decided than that of the mucous
membrane itself, yet must most undoubtedly be regarded a* a meta-

morphosed connective tissue without any intermixture of elastic

tissue. The bloodvessels of the villi are so numerous that when
well injected those whose epithelium has been detached become
coloured throughout; and in living animal*, or in those which have

just been killed, each villus if viewed from above appears as a red

dot surrounded by a clear ring. In man every villus contains a close

network of capillaries of 0-003'" 0-005'", with rounded or elongated
nuclei, which lie* immediately beneath the homogeneous external

layer of the matrix, and is supplied by one, two, or three small arteries

of 0-01"' 0-016'". The blood is usually carried back directly into

the larger trunks of the submucous tissue by a vein of 0-022'", which
does not arise as in animals, by the arching round of the artery, but

proceeds from the gradual confluence of the finest capillaries. The
relations of the lacteals in the villi of man, have not hitherto been

perfectly made out ; for although the majority of investigators are

inclined, like the older observers, to suppose that they commence by
one or two coccal branches, yet recently several observers have con-

tended for the view that they originate in a filiform manner. On
this subject Professor Kolliker remarks that in the human subject he
has never succeeded in meeting with villi distended with chyle, and
in empty ones, he has been unable to obtain any decisive evidence ;

on the other hand, in animals, he feela certain that in many cases only
a single lacteal which has a coecal and frequently enlarged end, and
whose diameter U much greater than that of the capillaries, traverse*

the axis of the villus. He says he believes that all the narrow cylin-
drical and filiform villi will be found to present this condition, but

that, on the other hand, the number and mode of origin of the lacteal*

may possibly be different in the broad and foliaceous forms.

In addition to these organs the villi also contain, aa Brucke dis-

covered a short time ago, a thin layer of longitudinal smooth muscles,
situated more centrally round the lacteals; these however are not

always distinct in man, they produce contractions of the villi, which
are very evident immediately after death, and which, according to

Brucke, are also perceptible ia the living animal. They have in all

probability an important influence over the propulsion of the chyle,
and of the venous blood in the villi always supposing that there is

no objection to the assumption that they perform repeated contractions

during life. Nothing is known of nerves in the villi. The epithelium
of the villi and of the rest of the surface of the mucous membrane,
although it is very intimately united with the deeper-seated parts

during life, only becoming detached accidentally or by disease,

separates very readily in the dead subject, and am only be observed
in perfectly fresh portions of intestine. It consists everywhere of a

simple layer of cylindrical cells slightly narrowed below of O'Ol"'

0-012'" in length and 0-003'" 0-004'" in breadth, whose contents are

usually nothing but fine granules, and an oval, clear, vehicular nucleus,

provided with one or two nucleoli. During life, these cells, which

agree in all their chemical characters with the deeper cells of the
oral epithelium, are so intimately united, that even after death their

contours in a longitudinal view, are at first either not at all or only
indistinctly distinguishable, though on the surface they have the

appearance of a beautiful mosaic. The cylinders only become quite
distinct when they are either spontaneously or artificially detached,
a process which usually takes place in such a manner that they hang
together in continuous portions, all the cells covering a villus, some-
times coming off together like the

calyptra
of a moss.

The addition of water to these cells produces a separation of tho
cell-contents from the broad end, giving rise, in separate cells, to the

appearance of a membrane thickened upon one side, and, in series of
cells or entire villi, to that of a peculiar structureless coat, like the
cuticle of plants ; by its longer action, however, or by that of the
intestinal fluids, the bursting of the cells produces apertures in them,
or they become distended into large pyriform clear vesicles,

We may here refer to the changes which the epithelial cells and
the villi in general undergo during digestion. The most striking
circumstance is the occurrence of fat-globules in different parts of tho

villi, which may always be observed tluring the formation of a fatty
milk-white chyle. The succession of the morphological steps is as
follows : The fat contained in the chyme at first enters only isolated

epithelial cells in different regions of the villi, so that in each we soon
observe a largo ovate shining drop.
The number of these fat-cells rapidly increases, and then the villi

acquire a very peculiar appearance, often as if beset with pearls, from
the irregular alternation of cells filled with fat, and consequently
bright and shining, with those which are empty and pale. In the
end all the cells become filled with these drops, and the epithelium

appear* quite dark by transmitted, hut whitish by reflected light,

giving ita aspect to the whole villus.

With the repletion of the entire epithelial covering of the villus,

absorption commences, but up to this time nothing has entered the
lacteals. This however soon takes place, and the first indication we
observe is tho breaking up of the large drops of fat in the cells into

many tolerably minute fatty molecules. When this has occurred,
these drops penetrate by degrees from all sides into the parenchyma
of the villuii itself, fill it morn and more, and at last enter the central

lacteal, whose whole length they eventually occupy. In the mean-

while, frenh fat has been continually passing in from the intestinal

canal, not in the form of large drops however, but henceforward in
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small molecules or drops of the same kind as those which were at

first developed secondarily in the cells. On the other hand, at a

subsequent period, we not uncommonly meet in the interior of the

villi with large round drops, which appear especially inclined to

form considerable accumulations at their apex. In man the process
is probably the same as in animals. These observations demonstrate

that fatty matters are absorbed as such, and are not saponified ; on the

other hand, it cannot at present be certainly stated how it is possible
that they penetrate the membrane of the epithelial cells, the

parenchyma of the villi, and the walls of the lacteals.

The whole process may be compared to the imbibition of an emul-

sive fluid, such as milk, by a porous body ; and the fatty molecules

of the chyme are probably absorbed simply in consequence of their

being carried along with its fluid part. While digestion is going, on,

we frequently find the whole parenchyma of the villi densely tilled

with small nuclei, here and there surrounded by cell-membranes

elements which are never entirely absent in a villus, but are at other

times far fewer, and particularly are not to be distinguished in its

interior.

The small intestines contain two kinds of true glands ; 1, tubular

glands, which are disposed over the whole mucous membrane ; 2,

racemose glands, in the submucous tissue of the duodenum.
The Hacemose Glands, or as they are commonly named, after their

discoverer, Brunner's Glands, form, at the commencement of the duo-

denum, upon the outer side of the mucous membrane, a continuous

layer, which is best developed and thickest close to tbe pylorus, where
it constitutes a considerable glandular ring, and extends about as

far as the aperture of the biliary ducts. If the two layers of the

muscular tissue be dissected off a stretched or distended duodenum,
the glands may readily be recognised as yellowish flattened bodies of

fa'" IJ"' (on the average \"' J'"), with their angles rounded off, which

inclosed within a little connective tissue, lie close to the mucous mem-
brane, and send short excretory ducts into it. In their minute

structure, Brunner's glands, the terminal vesicles of which measure

0-03'" 0'06'", even 0'08"', agree perfectly with the racemose glands of

the mouth and oesophagus. Their secretion is an alkaline mucus, in

which no formed elements are contained, having no digestive action

upon coagulated protein compounds, and probably merely subservient

to mechanical ends.

The Tubular, or Lieberkuhnian Glands (crypUe mucosae), are dis-

tributed over the whole small intestines including the duodedum as

innumerable straight narrow caeca, which occupy the entire thickness

of the mucous membrane, and are frequently slightly enlarged at their

extremities, though hardly ever dichotomously divided. The best

idea of their number is obtained by viewing the mucous membrane
either from above or in vertical section, under a low power. In the

latter case we see the cccca standing close together, almost like

palisades ; in the former we observe that the glands do not occupy
the whole surface, but only the interspace between the villi ; here

however they exist in such numbers as to leave no intervals of any
width, the mucous surface between the villi appearing pierced like a

sieve. Even on Peyer's patches, and over the solitary follicles, these

glands are to be met with
;
but in man they leave those portions ol

the mucous membrane which lie immediately over the centre of the

follicles free, and therefore are arranged like wings around the

follicles.

The length of the Lieberkuhnian glands equals the thickness of the

mucous membrane and varies from \'" }"'; their breadth is 0'028"'

:"', that of thx-ir aperture, 02'" 0'03'". They are composed oi

a delicate homogeneous membrana propria, and of a cylindrical

rpithelium, which even during cbylification never, like that of the

intestine, contains fat ; their cavity is filled during life by a clear fluid

secretion, the so-called intestinal juice, which however becomes

rapidly changed after death, or on the addition of water, so that the

glands appear to be filled with cells, or with a granular mass.

The most important of the Closed Follicles are Peyer's patches

(glanduUu agmiuatie). They are rounded flattened organs, invariably
situated along that surface of the intestine which is opposite the

mesentery ; they are most distinct upon the inner surface, where they

appear as rather depressed smooth spots, without any very sharp
detinitioii, but they are also recognisable from the exterior by the

slight elevation to which they give rise
; by transmitted light they

look like mere opaque portions of the membrane. These patches are

usually the most abundant in the ileum, but they are not uncommonly
to be met with in the lower part of the jejunum ; occasionally they
exist in the upper portion close to the duodenum, and even in the

inferior horizontal portion of the duodenum itself. Ordinarily there

are 20 to 30 of them ;
but when they are found higher up there may

be as many as 50 to CO ; but they are always most closely set in the

lowest portion of the ileum. The dimensions of the separate patches
are in general the larger the closer they are to the caecum ;

their

length is usually 6"' 1J", but may diminish to 3'", and increase to

3"' 5'", or even 1'; their breadth varies from 3"' to 5'", or 9'"

Where the patches lie the valvulae conuiventes are usually interrupted
in the jejunum however these folds are also to be met with upon th<

Peyer's patches and in the ileum ; rows of closely-set villi often take

their place. More minutely examined, every Peyer's patch is seen to

be an aggregation of closed follicle* of $"' i'" 1"' iu diameter, either

rounded or slightly conical towards the intestinal cavity, which lie

lartly in the mucous membrane itself, partly in the submucous
issue; and are on the one side not more than 0'02'" 0'03"' distant

Vom the mucous surface, while on the other they are in immediate
contact with the muscular tunic, which is here somewhat more closely
united with the mucous membrane.
Viewed from the interior of the intestine their most striking feature

n man is the presence of many small rounded depressions
"' '"

1'"

apart, which corresponds with the separate follicles, and whose floor

s indeed rendered slightly convex by the latter, but which present
no villi whatever. The remainder of the patch is occupied by com-
mon villi, or by reticulated folds, and by the apertures of the
L.ieberkuhnian glands; the latter are disposed around the slight
elevations produced by the follicles in circlets of 6 to 10 and more

apertures, the coronoe tubulorum of authors.

The Solitary Follicles (glandules solitaria;) resemble the separate
elements of Peyer's patches so closely in size, contents, and general
structure, that thero is no reason for considering them as distinct,

particularly as the number of follicles is subject to all possible ,

varieties, and since, in animals at least, we find Peyer's patches with
2 3 5 follicles. In man, as all writers justly agree, their number is

exceedingly inconstant ; sometimes not one can be found, whilst in

other cases the whole intestines, as far as the margins of the ileoccecal

valve, is thickly beset with them
; or, lastly, they may occur in the

ileum and jejunum, but in no very great number. Their entire

absence must probably be considered abnormal, since they are con-

stant in newly-born children, being more abundant in the jejunum
than in the ileum. The miliary vesicles however, which are often met
with in immense quantities in the small intestines and stomach in

catarrhal affections of the alimentary tract, may very probably be

entirely or partially pathological, since the occurrence of such follicles

has been demonstrated in other organs also (iu the liver, according
to Vorhow). The solitary follicles have the same structure as the

elements of the patches, only they occur also in the inesenteric border,
and support villi upon their intestinal surface, which is usually
somewhat convex.

Professor Kulliker expresses himself as decidedly opposed to the

notion that the follicles of Peyer's patches have any apertures. Of
their functions he says :

"
They and the follicles of the intestine in

general appear to me to be closed glandular organs, analogous to the

splenic follicles, the tonsils, and the lymphatic glands, which contain

peculiar elements and a vascular network. In these a constant

development of cells takes place, and at the same time substances are

elaborated from the plasma, supplied by the bloodvessels, and perhaps
also from matters not of a fatty nature, absorbed from the intestine,

a part of which in all probability is at once taken up by the internal

bloodvessels, whila the larger proportion is excreted, and absorbed by
the lymphatics."
The structure of the mucous membrane of the large intestines

agrees so closely with that of the small intestines, that it need not be
described separately. With the exception of the rectum it has no

proper folds, for the transversely fibrous muscular layer also enters

into the plicae sigmoidese. The villi are absent from the edge of the

ileocoocal valve. The glandular organs are Lieberkiihn's glands ar.J

solitary follicles. The latter are arranged close together iu the pro-
cessus vermicularis, aud are very frequent in the rectum and coocum,
and are also usually more abundant in the colon than iu the small

intestines. [DIGESTION ;
FOOD ; STOMACH

;
BILE

; LIVER.]
INTESTINES, SMALL. [INTESTINES.]

INTBICA'RIA, a small Polypifer from the Oolitic rocks of France,
allied to Cellaria.

INULA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Composite
and the sub-order Asteracete. It has a many-flowered heterogamous
head. Florets of the ray female in one row, sometimes by abortion

sterile, usually ligulate, sometimes somewhat tubular and trifid ;

those of the disc hemaphrodite, tubular, 5-toothed ; involucre

imbricated iu several rows ; receptacle flat or somewhat convex, naked ;

anthers with 2 seta; at the base; achenium without a beak,

tapering, or in /. llelmiutn 4-cornered
; pappus uniform in ons row,

composed of capillary roughish seta;.

/. IfeUniwn, Elecampane, is found in pastures in various parts of

Europe. It is a native of Great Britain. It has a thick branching
root, which is aromatic, bitter, and mucilaginous. The stem is 3 feet

high, leafy, round, furrowed, solid, branched, and most downy in the

upper part. The leaves are large, ovate, serrated, and veiny ; downy
aud hoary at the back, radical, 1-stalked

;
the rest sessile, clasping

the stem. Flower-heads solitary at the downy summits of the

branches, 2 inches broad, of a bright yellow colour ; the scales of

the involucre broad, recurved, leafy, finely downy on both sides; rays

very numerous, long, and narrow, each terminating in three unequal
teeth

;
achenia quadrangular, smooth

; pappus roughish ; receptacle

reticulated, not quite smooth or naked. Various preparations of the

boiled root have been recommended mixed with sugar to promote
expectoration and to strengthen the stomach. Some think a spirituous
extract contains most of its aromatic and tonic properties. The

plaut is generally contained in rustic gardens on account of its many
reputed virtues. JnuUn, the peculiar property contained in the root,
is a white powder, like starch, is insoluble in cold, and soluble iu hot
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wnksr, from which it is deposited on cooling ;
and this distinguishes it

from starch. With iodine it gives a greenish-yellow compound,
which U Dot permanent Inulin i* distinguished from gum by iU

isMotability in cold water, and by not giving aaccholactic acid when
: . . ;

I UM leaflets of the involucre all linear. Leaves ovate-

i, downy, denticulate
;
lower leave* narrowed into a fooUtalk ;

i of the ray nbUgulaU; fruit terete. It is the Confta tqnarroia
of Smith. The atem U from one to two feet high, leafy ;

heads

corymbose. The flower* yellow, thoee of the circumference between

tabular and ligulatc, deeply divided on the inner side. It i* found on

calcareous soils in Oreat Britain, and U known by the name of Plough-
man's Spikenard.

/. rnikmoidt* hat the leaflet* of the involucre linear, taper pointed ;

learn fleshy, linear, obtiue, or with three point*. The stem about a

foot high. slightly branched near the top, each branch terminating in

aolitary bead with an orange-coloured due and yellow rays. It in

found on rocks and in muddy salt marshes by the sea. It is called

Ooldeo Sampline.
ixri.ix. [isrLA.]
I Xl'rs, a grnu* of Monkeys. [QUADRCXAXA.]
IXVOLC'CRUM, in Botany, is any collection of bracts round a

cluster of flowers. In umbelliferous plants it consists of separate
narrow bracts placed in a single whorl ; in many composite plants
thsis organs are imbricated in several rows. If the bracts belong to

a tMondary series of the infloresenoe, as in the partial umbels of an

sptaeeoua plant, or in the solitary florets of Kckinop*, they form an
ioToluceL The most singular state of the involucrum is that which
is found in the genera Catlmua, Payui, Querctu, 4c., where it forms a

cap, or dosed cover, remarkable in the European species of those

genera, but much more so in the species of India.

IOLITE, a Mineral, also called bickroile and Cordierite. It belongs
to the group of anhydrous silicates of alumina. It crystallises in

rhombic and hexagonal prisms, and usually occurs in 6- or 12-sided

prisms, or disseminated in masses without distinct form. The
cleavage is indistinct ; but the crystals are often separable into layers

parallel to the base. The colour is of various shades of blue often

deep blue in the direction of the axis, and yellowish-gray transversely.
The streak is uncoloured. Lustre and appearance much like that of

glass Transparent to translucent. It is brittle, and has a hardness of
'

lu uprcific gravity U 2"<J to 27. A specimen from Connecticut,
United States, bad the following composition :

Silica 48-8

82-5

Protoxide of Iron .

Protoxide of Manganese
N\ -.-

10-0

6-0

0-1

3-1

-100
i blow-pipe it fuses with difficulty to a blue glass resembling

UM mineral. It is distinguished by this property from blue quartz,
for which alone it could be mistaken.

lolite is found at Bodenmais in Bavaria, Arendal in Norway, Cabo
de (iala in Spain, Tunaberg in Finland, also in Greenland, Ceylon, and
UM United Stales. It is occasionally employed as an ornamental stone,
and when cut it present* different shade* of colour, hence one of its

BUMS, Diehroite (l<xm*). lolite refers to its violet colour (tout).

When loliu i* exposed to the air and moisture it undergoes a

gradual alteration. It absorb* wt-r, and becomes converted into a

hydrate. It then assume* a foliated micaceous structure resembling
talc. Hydrous Ittilt, CUoropliyUitt, and Kmartile are names that
hare been given to altered lolite, and PaMtuule and tiiyanlholitc hare

probably the same origin.

(Dana, Mineralogy.)
IONK, or, a* it is sometimes written, JOKE, a parasitic genus of

CnmsBsans, placed by Dsmarest under the Itopoda, hut by Latrrille,
who iHihliihii the sub-genus, under the Am,J,ipo<la. The latter

und.-r the

8, 4) ;
and

.

founded his separation on the figure given by Montagu
dsn<isl*MHnn of (Mwnu (Aorocicm (' Linn. Trans.,' is. ill

obssins that it presents particular
characters which place it at a

distance from all the other forms of the order. The body is composed
of about nften joints, which are only to be dUtinfruinhed by lateral

taahinai in UM form of tooth. The four antenna are very short :

UM external ones, longer than the two others, are only visible when
the animal is seen on UM back. The first two segment* of the body
in the female are each provided with two elongated fleshy flattened
oar Itk* cirrbL The feet are short, hidden under the body, and
hooked. The last six segment* are furnished with lateral fleshy
elongated faenifnlaUd appendages, which are simple in the males, but
in UM form of oars in the other sex. At the posterior extremity ofin UM form of oars in the other sex. At the posterior extremityUM body are six other appendage*, which are simple and curved, t
of them being longer than UM other*. The abdominal valves

wo
are.

wry Urge, cover all the lower part of th* body, and form a specie* of

recepUcU far the eggs.
Thi. parasite hide* itwlf tinder the shell of CaUianana tubt,rrant

[CALUAXA.WA J, and there forms a tumor on one of it* aides. Montagu
extracted it, ami kept it alive for some days. The females are always
momnaniiJ by their males, which are very inferior in sice, and fix

themselves firmly upon the abdominal appendages of the former by
means of their claws. Latreille, whose account we have given, speaks
of it as rare, and remarks that in it* habits it approaches to Bopynu.

[IsoroDA.] (Montagu,
' Linn. Trans.')

lone Ihoracica. a, female ; i, male.

IONIDIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

riolactte. It has 5 sepals not prolonged at the base
;
corolla unequal,

2-lipped, consisting of 5 petals, the lowest of which is very Urge and

unguiculnte : stamens 6, hypogynous, unequal, the two anterior baring
anthers that are often appendiculate ; capsule protected by the per-
manent sepals ; petals and stamens few, or many-seeded. The species
are herbaceous plants or shrubs.

/. Ipecacuanha is a native of the forests of Brazil It has alternate

lanceolate ovate leaves, serrated, acute at each end
; stipules ovate-

lanceolate, acute, membranous, ribbed in the middle
; sepals semi-

pinnatifid ;
lower petal very large, transrersely elliptical. The roots

are emetic, and are often collected as a substitute for the true

Ipecacuanha.
/. Poaya is found in fields in the western parts of Minas Gcraes, and

elsewhere in Brazil. It is a very shaggy plant. The stem suffruticose,

usually simple ; leaves alternate, subeessile, ovate, somewhat cordate

at the base, rather acute, obsoletely toothed ; stipules linear, scarious,

quite entire, hardly perceptible; lower petal very large, broadly
obcordate ; filaments bearded on the outside at the apex ;

membranous

process of the anthers very email. Roots emetic, and like the hut

species substituted for true Ipecacuanha.
/. mici'ophyllum is found at Quito near the foot of Chimborazo.

The stems are somewhat quadrangular, smooth on the angles, downy
on the sides, filiform, erect, apparently not above one foot high, if

so much. The leaves are all opposite, orate, wedge-shaped, and
entire at the base, with two or three coarse serratures on each side

towards the point, covered sparingly on each side with short fine down ;

the stipules are membranous, linear-ovate, acuminate, longer than the

very short petioles ;
flowers small, axillary, solitary, and erect

; pedun-
cles filiform, slightly downy, twice as long as the leaves ; sepals ovats-

acute, with a little fine down along the middle of the back
; lip pandu-

riform, that is, unguiculate, roundish, emarginate, with the claw almost

rhomboidal from the projection of its sides at opposite points. It is

stated to be a specific in Elephantiasis tuberculnta, the ' Mai de Sou

Lazaro
'

of the Spanish Americans, and Cocobay
'

of Jamaica. Dr.

Bancroft speaks most favourably of its effects in this disease. It is

known by the name of '

Cuchuncbully
'

in its native country. There
is some difference of opinion as to the exact species which furnishes

this preparation.
/. pan-iflorum has roots extremely like Ipecacuanha in appearance

and properties.
/. brtricault is a Brazilian plaut It is emetic, and a powder of the

root rubbed up with sugar oud milk furnishes an agreeably swcut

medicine.

/. urticirfulium is also an emetic of the same country.

IOKA, or JURA, a genus of Birds established by Dr. llorafiold, and

placed by Mr. Swainson among his lirachypodina, or Short-Legged
Thrushes. [MKBUI.IU.&]
IPECACUANHA. (CEPHAELIS.]
1P1MCROCEHA. [BoRDORUsJ
IPOJL-EA, a genus of Plant* of tho natural family of ConvolvtUacat,

which is very closely allied to C'onro/m/iw, or Bindweed, whence has

been derived its name. From the more minute investigations of

modern botanists considerable changes have taken place in tho

nomenclature of the species sometimes referred to this genus and
sometimes to other nearly allied genera. M. Choisy, who has most

recently examined the Oriental Convoltulacea, exclude* many species

usually referred here, and forms the genus of the species of /jionwra

and Uvnrolvultu of authors. Ipomira has a 6-sepaled calyx, a cam-

panulate corolla, with five stamens included within it
; style single ;

stigma bilobed
;
lobes capitate ; ovary 2-celled ;

cells 2-i-eeded ; capsule
2-ceIlod. The species are very numerous, and found in the tropical

parts of Asia, Africa, and America. A few ascend the mountains in

such latitudes.

Most of the species ore ornamental ;
others have been removed to

Quamoflit, Argyreia, Pharbilit, tc., and one of the most useful as an

article of diet in tropical countries, to Batata*. B. tdulit produces
the tubers so well known by tho name of Sweet Potatoes. [BATATAS.]

/. Tnrpdhum is found in the Host Indies, Malayan Archipelago,

Australia, Timor, Otaheite, Friendly Islands, Marianne Islands,
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Tinian, &c. Its root is perennial. The stems twining, several

fathoms long, from 3- to 4-sided, a little downy, with winged angles ;

leaves stalked, varying in form from cordate to linear, all pointed
and lobed, or angular and downy; peduncles axillary, downy, many-
flowered ; flowers large and white

;
bracts oval, concave, velvety,

deciduous ; ovary seated on a large glandular disc ; stigma 2-lobed
;

capsules involved in the dry calyx, absolutely 4-sided, 2-celled,

opening at the apex by a kind of operculum ;
seeds round, black,

one in each cell. The root has been long employed in India as a

common purgative. The bark of the roots is the part employed by
the natives, as it contains all the active properties ; they use it

fresh, rubbed up with milk. About six inches in length of a root as

thick as the little finger they reckon a common dose. (Roxb.) It is

reckoned an excellent substitute for jalap, and is free from the

nauseous taste and smell of that drug. The plant is a native of all

parts of continental and probably of insular India also, as it is said

to be found in the Society and Friendly Isles and the New Hebrides.

/. macrorhiza is supposed to be the Convolvulus JcUapa of Linnaeus.

It is a plant inhabiting the sandy soil of Georgia and the Carolina",
with white insipid farinaceous roots, weighing from 40 to 50 Ibs. It

is said to possess no purgative properties, but, like Batatai, consists

chiefly of saccharine and farinaceous matter.
I. pandurata is common in North America, in sandy fields and by

fences, from Canada to Florida. It is the Mechameck of the Indians.

It has a very large root, 2 or 3 feet long and as thick as the arm, of a

yellow-ochre colour. The stem is downy ; leaves on long stalks,

broadly cordate, entire, acuminate, slightly repand ; peduncles

many flowered, cymose longer than the petioles ;
corolla large, cam-

panulate, white, dull purple towards the base ;
stamens white, the

length of the tube. The powdered root acts like rhuburb ;
it requires

to be given in larger doses than jalap. It has an American reputation
a remedy for calculous affections, and in cases of gravel.
7. Purga (I. Jalapa of Nuttall) is found on the eastern declivity

of the Mexican Andes near Chiconqniaco, and near San Salvador
on the eastern face of the C6fre de Perote, at an elevation of about
6000 feet above the sea; and on the mountains near Orizaba. It

has a tuberous fleshy root, with numerous roundish tubercles. Stem
smooth, brownish, very slightly rough ;

leaves stalked, the first

hastate, the succeeding ones cordate, acuminate, mucronate, smooth
;

peduncles axillary, 2-flowered, twisted, the length of the corolla;

sepal* obtuse, mucronate, smooth
;

corolla purple, with a long some-
v.li it. clavate tube, and an undulated limb with 5 plaits; filaments

smooth, unequal, longer than the tube of the corolla; anthers linear,

ting ; stigma capitate, deeply furrowed
; capsule 2-celled

; cells

2-eeded. It has long been employed aa a medicinal agent, and
HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

is considered by the traders in jalap to be extremely similar in quality
to the true plant ;

and as it is the more abundant and larger of the

two, at least in some districts, the probability is that it also forms a

part of the imported samples of this drug.
/. Orizabensis is native of the temperate parts of the state of Oaxaca.

It has a tuberous fleshy root, with numerous oblong tubercles
;
stem

twining, green and hairy ; leaves cordate, acuminate, mucronate,

hairy, the earliest ones hastate
; peduncles 2-3-flowered, twisted,

three times as long as the corolla
; sepals oblong-obtuse, mucronate,

hairy; corolla purple, campanulate, with a regular tube inflated in

the middle, and a wavy limb with 5 plaits ; stamens shorter than
the tube, hairy at the base

; capsule 2-celled
;

cells 2-seeded. The
Spanish name of this plant is Jalapa Macho.

/. tuberosa is found in Jamaica, where it is called Seven-Eared or

Spanish Arbour-Vine. The root is tuberous, as large as a man's
head ; stems 200 or 300 feet long, purplish at the extremities ;

leaves

smooth, downy beneath, palmate, or 7-lobed
;
the lobes much smaller

at the side than in the middle, narrow, lanceolate, acuminate ;

peduncles many-flowered ; flowers pale yellow, sweet scented ; capsule
as large as a walnut, membranous, shining, brown, 2-celled, with two
black or dark-brown shaggy triangular seeds in each cell. All the

parts are purgative. Dr. Barham thinks scammony might be obtained
from it.

/. cathartica. is found in moist places in St. Domingo. The stems
are twining, smooth, and herbaceous

;
leaves large, distinct, long-

stalked, broad, oval, cordate, smooth, and 3-lobed ;
the two lateral

lobes oval, shorter, acute ; the terminal oval lanceolate, acuminate ;

peduncles axillary, usually 1-flowered; flowers large, deep bright-red ;

tube of the corolla thick, inflated, contracted and cylindrical at the

base, an inch and more long, pale green ;
the limb broad, 5-lobed ;

stamens shorter than the corolla ; stigma capitate. The roots furnish

a resinous substance used as a purgative in St. Domingo. Its use is

not however very safe, as it is apt to produce excessive purgation.

(Lindley, Flora Medico, ; Royle, Materia Medica.)

IPS, a genus of Insects belonging to the order C'uleoptera, to the

section Pentamera, and the family Empidce. The body is of an oblong-
oval form and depressed, with the third joint of the anteunte longer
than the second, and the club large and rounded. The species are

generally found under the bark of decayed trees. They are chiefly
confined to Europe. The British species, of which there are four or

five, are rare.

IRIDA'CE^E, Iridi, a natural order of Endogenous Plants, usually
with equitant leaves, and a rhizoma or cormus for their stem, but

Leaves and flowers of SltyriHeh'.nm ttrint, m.

ripe fruit.

1, the ^;IIM('JU
; 2, the
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mart particularly ehwrsatarfoed by baring three stamens, th. anthers

of whloh are tamed outwards, and an inferior ovary. The genera
are numerous, and some not well defined ; they inhabit the temperate

parte of th. world in preference to the hottest, where they are

cooipar.tir.ly rare. The Irit and Croetu are representatives of the

re of

northern form of the orJer, a* (Xatlioliu and
the genera prevalent

in the eouthern hemisphere. All

are eanVMotly omamental to deserve oultiration, and

many are of striking beauty. They are principally native* of the

Cape of flood Hope, or of the middle parts of North America and

Europe. A few only are found within the tropic*. Acrid, purgative,
and emrtl n properties are met with in nome planU of this order.

Some are fragrant and aromatic, others supply starch and materials

for dyeing. The position of the order is between ffirmodoraette and
It hu 53 genera and 650 species. [Ims.]

IRIDF.A.
IRIHINA
IKIDIUM. iPLATliicit]
IRIDOSMIXE. This name is given to a compound of the metals

Indium and Osmium, found in the platinum mines of Russia, South

America, and the East Indies. The crystals are hexagonal prisms of

a pale steel-gray. It occurs in flat grains. Their composition varies.

One variety contains rhodium. They are distinguished by the odour
of osmium.

IRIS. [Eft]
IRIS, a genus of Plants, the type of the natural order Iridacett.

It has a tubular perianth with a petaloid membranous limb, the

HUH lite of the sepals revolute, often bearded, those of the petals
erect and converging ; 3 stamens, concealed beneath the lobes of the

style ; the style 8-parted near the upper end with petaloid segments
overarching the anthers, and bearing a 2-lipped transverse stigma
below their ends; the capsule 3-oelled, bursting through the cells

into three valves, coriaceous, with numerous flat or round and

fleshy seeds.

/. rtrtintor. Blue Flag, has sword-shaped striated leaves, sheathing
at the base, a stem 2 or 3 feet high, round on one side and acute on
the other, and bearing from 2 to 6 flowers. This plant is a native of

swamps and wet meadows in the United States. The rootetock has
a nauseous acrid taste. It sets as a cathartic, and its action is

attended with great depression of the nervous system and prostration
of strength. It also acte upon the kidneys, and is useful in cases

where diuretics are indicated.

/. fmd-aeorut. Yellow Flag, baa sword-shaped leaves ; the item
round ; perianth beardless, ite inner segments narrower and shorter
than the stigmas. It is a native of wet places in Great Britain,
France. Germany, and most countries of Europe. The rootstock is

acrid, and possesses an emetic and purgative action. The seeds when
roasted are said to form a good substitute for coffee.

/. tlomina. Florentine Iris, has broad and somewhat falcate

leaves, shorter than the stem, the
petals

two inches long and one inch

broad, reflexed at the edge and rather plaited towards the base. The
dried rootetock is known in the shops under the name of orris-root
The plant is a native of the southern parts of Europe and the
Mends of the Mediterranean. The rootetock has an aromatic odour
and subacrid taste, and is employed ss a dentifrice. It enters into
the composition of Ruspini's tincture and tooth-powder, and other

popular dentifrices. It waa at one time used in medicine and

peas. According to Sibthorp this plant is found in Greece at the

present day. It is theV of Hippocrates (' Morb. Mul.,' 2, 673) and
th.V UAtpurk. of Tbeophrastus ( Hist Plant,' 7, 12).

/. /vftrfiarmo. Stinking Fir*, has sword-shaped leaves, the stem
eoraprssesd. the

perianth beardless, its inner segments about as long
as the

stigmas.
This plant is a native of Great Britain and other

parte of Europ*. It has a p.culiar smell, which some have compared
to roast beef, but which to others suggests much less pleasant asso-
ciations. It is the *l.it *ypa of Tbeophrastus (' Hist Plant,' 9, 8)
aod >Vt of Dioeoorldes (4, 12).

/ r^rroM has tetragonal leaves, the segments of the perianth acute,
the roote tuberose. It is not a common plant in Europe, but has
bar. naturalised at Peiuanoe in Cornwall, and near Cork in Ireland.
Many other species of trii have bern described. /. (krmmica has

beta need for the MUM purposes aa /. florrnKna, and they are
by some botanist* M Identical The roote of many of

them contain starch, and Pallas says that the roote of /. afeJMMM
are eaten in Siberia. /. tdmlu Is eaten by the Hottentots of Africa,
wbere it is ealled Uenkjea. All tkese .pedes are cultivated in gardenson account of hanitsnrns showy flowers.

(Fis*s fyMfm fent Game*.- Lindley. Plan italic*; Sibthorp,Bsr. r, ; Habingtoo, ifOHM! / OrilM Atfony; Burnett!^"asf e/ oofenjr.)
ll(( "I*. Of all the metals iron is the most widely dimmed, the most

abuMhat, and the most useful It is found not only intermixed with
oils, and contained in rocks and mineral*, but it is found in animal
and vegetable bodim, and ). in mineral waters.

Iron occurs rarely, if indeed at all, in nature in the metallic state,

for almost the whole of it that has been found occurs as meteoric iron

containing nickel, or in meteoric stones. It has however been stated

that it has been discovered in situ near Canaan in the United States ;

it there occurs in a vein two inches thick in chlorite whist, fillud

with native iron. It appears that this iron is traversed by graphite.
Ite specific gravity is 51)5 to 671. The Uraliau Mountains yield a
kind of native iron which is accompanied with platinum.
The greatest quantity of iron is found either combined with oxygen,

oxygen and carbonic acid, or with sulphur ;
the last mentioned is not

however worked at an ore. The best iron-ore* are oxides, which
occur in primitive countries, where they generally form very large

beds, such as those of Sweden ; but the greater part of the iron-ore

of Britain is an impure carbonate.

The properties of iron are, that it is grayish-white with a tint of
blue

;
it is extremely ductile, so that it may be drawn into wire finer

than the human hair, but it cannot be beaten into very thin leaves.

It is of all metals the most tenacious, for a wire 0-787 of a line in

diameter is capable of supporting a weight of about 550 Ibs.

Iron is susceptible of a high polish. It is combustible when
minutely divided, as in the state of filings, which is shown by sprinkling
them in the flame of a spirit lamp. It is very hard at common tem-

peratures, and this property may be increased by its being heated and
then suddenly cooled ; it then however becomes brittle. It requires
a most intense heat to melt it, but when heated to redness it becomes
soft and pliable, and possesses the valuable property of 'welding,' that

is, two pieces of red-hot iron may be made to unite by hammering.
Its texture is fibrous. Its specific gravity is about 777, but this

varies in tome degree according to the extent to which it has been

drawn, rolled, or hammered, and it is increased by fusion. Iron, or
rather steel, is capable of being rendered permanently magnetic, a

property which no other metal possesses but nickel : when heated to

redness this property is lost, nnd a loadstone suffers the same loss just
below visible ignition ; while a steel magnet loses its polarity when
subjected to the temperature of boiling almond-oil Iron has great

affinity for oxygen and sulphur, and some other elementary bodies,
and combines with them iu various proportions.

Mtteoric /row. There have been found in different parts of the
earth large masses of native or metallic iron, of the history and origin
of which nothing very accurate ia known

;
but they are regarded as

being of meteoric origin, for it is invariably found that, like the iron
which occurs in meteoric stones, this metallic iron contains nickel, and
no such compound or mixture is found iu the earth in veins or beds ;

and in point of fact two masses of such iron were seen to fall at

Hrad.-china, near Agrara in Croatia, iu 1751. They contained 35 per
cent of nickel. Similar masses have been found in Africa, America,
and Siberia. That in the last-mentioned port of the world was dis-

covered by Professor Pallas : it weighed 1600 lb*., had a cellular

structure, and contained crystals and grains of a green substance of a
vitreous appearance, which have been stated to be Olirine or Chrytolite.
This iron contains only 1-5 per cent of nickel. One of the largest
missus is that found in Peru by Don Kubin de Celis ; it weighed 15

tons, and contained nickel This was alo the case with the knives
which Captain Parry obtained from the Esquimaux. The largest

quantity of nickel contained iu any specimen was about 10 per cent
Meteoric Iron sometimes occurs crystallised ;

the primary form is

the cube, and it is stated to have been found in regular octahedrons.
It has no apparent cleavage. Fracture hackly. Hardness 4 -5. Specific

gravity 6-48 to 7768. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Colour pale steel-gray.
Oxide* of Iron. The protoxide of iron does not occur iu nature

except in combination, and usually with carbonic acid; in this form
it is found in mineral waters. The ore which moat nearly approaches
it is Magnetic Iron, sometimes called Oxydulous Iron and Octohedral
Iron. This ore is found

crystalline, massive, and arenaceous. The
crystals occur attached and imbedded. The primary form is a cube,
but it is generally met with in the form of the regular octohedron.

Cleavage parallel to the planes of the octohedron, but not obtainable
in some varieties. Fracture uneven or conchoidal Hardness 5-5 to
6-6. Scratches fluor-spar, and is scratched by quartz. Specific gravity
variously stated from 4'4 to 5*094. Opaque. Lustre metallic, occa-

sionally bright Colour iron- or steel-gray. Streak block. Obeys the
BBMBM '

The massive varieties are amorphous ; structure granular to com-

pact It is of this variety of iron-ore that native loadstones consist
This ore occurs in various parte of the world, especially in the north
of Europe, and it is of it that the best Swedish iron is made, and so
also ia the iron which yields the wootz steel of the Host Indies. It is

generally found in primitive countries. This ore frequently contains
titanium

;
but the varieties have not been well distinguished. l!y the

blow-pi]>e it becomes brown, and loses its magnetic property, but does
not fuse.

It consists of 28-4 of oxygen and 71 '6 of iron, which are equal to

Two equivalent* of Seiiquioxide of Iron . . 80
One equivalent of Protoxide of Iron . . . 36

There are several ores, which possess very different appearances,
that are altogether composed of the sesquioxide or peroxide of iron,
and which are principally the Oligutc fnn On and the Hematite.

<>i;</iii<c Iron ; tyrcM/ar or .Wicactoiu tron, This occurs crystallixoil
and massive. The crystals are attached

;
the primary form in a
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rhomboid. Cleavage parallel to the primary planes, and perpendicular
to the axis in some varieties. Fracture uneven, couchoidal. Hardness
5'5 to 65 ; scratches phosphate of lime ; is scratched by quartz.

Specific gravity 5'0 to 525. Lustre metallic. Colour steel- and iron-

gray ;
the surface frequently iridescent. Obeys the magnet slightly.

Streak red and reddish-brown. It is found in the island of Elba and
in many other parts of Europe. It also occurs in the lava of Auvergne
in France, and in that of Vesuvius.

Gothife, Pyrosiderite occurs in very thin transparent crystalline

plates in the cavities of black Hematite. Colour brownish-red, by
reflection yellowish, in a strong light of a brilliant red. Lustre ada-

mantine. It occurs in England and in Germany. The former yielded

by analysis
Peroxide of Iron 89 '2

Water 10'8

100
Iron Froth consists of very thin brownish-red scaly particles,

which have a greasy feel, and stain the fingers. It is found plentifully
in Devonshire and Lancashire, and was ascertained by Dr. Henry to

be pure Peroxide of Iron. The massive varieties are amorphous ;

structure foliated.

Red Ilematite occurs in globular and botryoidal masses. Structure

fibrous, radiating, opaque. Specific gravity 4'7 to 5. Lustre extern-

ally sometimes metallic, sometimes dull; internally, nearly dull.

Colour externally red
; grayish-red, Ac., internally, and streak red. It

occurs in large quantity at Ulverstoue in Lancashire, and in other

parts of Great Britain and Europe. According to D'Aubuisson it

consists of

Peroxide of Iron 94
Silica 2
Lime . . .1
Water 3

100
Brown Hematite; Hydrous Oiide of Iron; Hi-own Iron Ore,

occurs in attached crystals and massive prisms. Primary form aright
rhombic prism. Cleavage parallel to the short diagonal ;

fracture

uncertain. Hardness 5'0 to 5'5. Specific gravity 3'93. Lustre ada-
mantine

; nearly opaque ;
translucent Colour brown of various

shades. Streak yellowish-brown. Occurs in Cornwall.
Massive varieties globular, reniform, and some of the varieties of

brown and yellow clay iron-stone. Stalactitic, structure fibrous,
or fibre-laminar. Sometimes occurs in pseudoinorphous crystals. It

occurs in most parts of the world Analysis by D'Aubuisson :

Fibrous. Compact.
Peroxide of Iron . . . .82 81
Water 14 1

Oxide of Manganese .... 2 2
Silica 1 2

99 89
Franltlinile is a mixture of the peroxide with oxide of zinc.

[FiiANKLiNrTE.] Ilmenite contains iron and titanium. [TITANIUM.]
Carbonate of Iron ; Brown Spar ; Spathose Iron Ore. This occurs

in attached crystals and massive. Primary form a rhomboid. Cleav-

age parallel to the primary planes, distinct. Fracture imperfect
conchoidal. Hardness 3'5 to 4'5. Specific gravity 3'6 to 3'829.

Transparent, translucent, opaque; lustre vitreous, inclining to pearly;
colour white, yellow, red, and brown of different shades.

Massive varieties tabular, structure fibrous
; botryoidal and

globular (these being called Sphcerotidcrite), structure fibrous, diverg-
ing; amorphous, structure foliated, granular, compact. Found in

Cornwall, Scotland, and Ireland, and in other parts of Europe ; and
also in America.

Before the blow-pipe it blackens and becomes magnetic, but does
not fuse ; in the reducing flame it colours borax bottle-green, and in
the oxidating yellow ; dissolves in acids with effervescence. Analysis,
by Beudant, of the hexahedral variety :

Carbonic Acid 38 72
Protoxide of Iron 59'97
Oxide of Manganese 0'39
Lime 0'92

100
Clay Iron-Stone, or Argillaceous Iron-Ore, consists essentially of

carbonate of iron mixed with various proportions of earthy matter
; on

an average carbonate of iron forms about one-third of the abundant
clay iron-stone of England, Wales, and Scotland. It occurs in beds
and in coal deposits ; it is found sometimes in globular masses, and
also columnar.

Thoinaite is a carbonate of iron from the Siebengebirge. Junkerite
is common spathic iron. Mesitinc Spar is a carbonate of iron and
manganese ; so also is Oligon Spar.

Sulphur and Iron exist in combination in enormous quantities ;
the

compound.! which it forms are called Magnetic Iron Pyrites, Iron

fjfrtta, mid White Iron Pyrita.
Mmjnelic Iron Pyrites, Protoiulphuret of Iron, occurs in imbedded

hexagonal crystals and massive. Primary form a rhomboid. Cleavage
parallel to all the planed, of a regular hexagonal prism; fracture

uneven, sometimes conchoidal. Hardness 3'5 to 4'5 ; scratches calca-
reous spar, and U scratched by felspar. Specific gravity 4-63. Opaque ;

lustre metallic
; colour bronze yellow mixed with red

;
streak grayish

black. Obeys the magnet but feebly. Soluble in dilute sulphuric acid ;

when exposed to the blow-pipe on charcoal is converted into oxide of

iron. Occurs at Kongsberg in Norway and Andreasberg in the Harz.

Analysis by Hatchett :

Sulphur 36-5

Iron 63'5

100
Massive varieties amorphous, structure foliated, granular, compact.

Found in Cornwall, Wales, Germany, North America, &c.

Iron Pyrites; Martial Pyrites; Persulp/iuret, or Buulphuret of
Iron, occurs in attached and imbedded crystals, and massive.

Primary form a cube. Cleavage parallel to the primary planes, distinct,

less so parallel to the planes of the octohedron. Fracture uneven,
sometimes conchoidal. Hardness 6'0 to 6'5

;
scratches felspar, and is

scratched by quartz. Colour brass-yellow ; streak brownish-black
;

lustre metallic opaque.
Massive varieties amorphous, structure granular, compact ; globular

and stalactitic, structure fibrous or columnar, radiating ;
surface fre-

quently reddish brown, owing to the loss of sulphur and acquisition
of oxygen. It sometimes contains gold ;

the pyrites of Anglesey,
Sweden, and Bohemia contains selenium.

By the blow-pipe sulphur is expelled, and magnetic oxide of iron

remains. It is scarcely acted upon by dilute sulphuric acid, but nitric

acid dissolves iron and deposits sulphur. Analysis by Hatchett :

Sulphur 52-15

Iron 47-85

100
Iron pyrites occurs abundantly in every part of the world. It is

frequently found in the form of various fruits. The amorphous
occurs sometimes to a great extent in coal-beds. Very large crystals
occur in Cornwall and South America. The massive varieties in

general more readily become oxidised and converted into sulphate of

iron than the crystallised, and hence it is largely employed in preparing
copperas. The sulphurets are not used for obtaining iron on account
of the difficulty of separating the sulphur. The bisulphuret is princi-

pally used for procuring sulphate of iron, sulphuric acid, and sulphur.
It is also used in preparing alum.

White Iron Pyrites occurs in attached crystals and massive. Primary
form a right rhombic prism. Cleavage parallel to the planes of the

primary form. Fracture uneven, granular. Harduess 6'0 to 6'5; scratches

felspar, is scratched by quartz. Colour various shades of yellowish,

greenish, and grayish-white ;
streak grayish-black; opaque; lustre

metallic.

Massive varieties botryoidal, reniform, stalactitic, and amorphous.
Structure diverging, fibrous, or columnar. It is found in Cornwall,

Derbyshire, Bohemia, and various other mining districts. According
to Berzelius it consists of

Sulphur . 53-35
Iron 45-07

Manganese 0'70
Silica 0-80

99-92

Arsenical Iron Pryrilet, or ititpickel, consists of a mixture of iron,

arsenic, and sulphur. It occurs in rhombic prisms, with cleavage
parallel to the faces. The colour is silver-white

; streak dark grayish-
black

;
lustre shining. A cobaltic variety contains 4 to 9 per ceut. of

cobalt in place of a part of the iron. Mispickel is found mostly
amongst primitive rocks, and is commonly associated with ores of

lead, silver, iron, or copper. It is abundant at Freiburg and Muuzig,
on the continent of Europe, and in Cornwall in England. It is also

found in the United States in many places. Leucopyrite is an arsenical

iron without sulphur, found in Styria, Silesia, Carinthia, and the
United States.

Chromate of Iron is a compound of chromic acid, protoxide of iron,
and alumina and magnesia. [CHROMIUM.] It occurs usually in

serpentine rocks, in imbedded masses or veins.

Colwnbite is a native columbate of the oxide of iron. [CoLUMBiTE.]
Wolfram is a combination of iron, tungsten, and manganese.

[TUNGSTEN.]
Oreen Copperas, or Green Vitriol, is a sulphate of iron. It crystallises

in the form of acute oblique rhombic prisms, but generally occurs

pulverulent or massive. The colour is greenish to white
;

lustre

vitreous. Taste astringent, sweetish, and metallic. It is brittle, and has
a hardness of 2. The specific gravity is 1'83. It becomes magnetic
before the blow-pipe. It yields a green glass when fused, and gives a
black colour with gallic acid. By exposure it becomes covered with
a yellowish powder, which is a persalt of iron. Green vitriol occurs as

the result of the decomposition of iron pyrites. The old mine of

Rammelsberg in the Harz near Goslar is its most noted locality, but
it is found wherever pyrites is exposed to the air.

Coquimbite, or White Copperas, and Yellow Copperas, are names of
two sulphates of the peroxide of iron. Pi/tzite and Fibro-femte are
allied compounds. Apatelite is another containing but 4 per cent, of

water.

VoUaite is a double sulphate of iron, alumina, potash, and water,

crystallising like alum in octahedrons. It occurs at the Salfatara near

Naples.
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**-' =" It ocean in modified oblique prisms,

vita clwrin in oo direction highly perfect It is also found radiated,

reeufonn, and globular, or u coatingn. The colour U.deep blue to

men. TbecrystaU an usualiv green at right angles with the vertical

axis. and blue parallel to it The streak u bluish ; lustre pearly to

vilmxu; trautparent to translucent ; opaque on exposure. The thin

Uminc are flexible. U ban a hardu* 1'S to 2 ;
and a specific gravity

of K6. It has the following composition :

Protoxide of Iron ..... 42-4

Phosphoric Acid ..... 28-7^ ...... 28-9-100

It lose* it* colour before the blow-pipe, dissolves in nitric acid, and

affords water in a glass tube. It is found with iron, copper, and tin

ores, and sometimes in clay or with boe iron-ore, at St. Agnes in

Cornwall, Bodrnmais, the gold mines of VorospaUk in Transylvania,

and in the United States.

Kmt Irm-Kortk is an earthy variety. It contains 30 per cent, of

phosphoric acid. A oglarite is a variety from Anglor in France.

Trtpkptau is an anhydrous phosphate of iron ami manganese, with

some lithia. It occurs at Bodenmais in Bayern in cleavable masses of

greenuh gray or bluish colour.

CbcoxdK is a handsome mineral. It is a
phosphate

of iron and

alumina, and occurs in radiated silky tufts of a yellow or yellowish-
brown colour. It U found on brown iron-ore in Bohemia, and with

specular iron in the United States.

CarjJioridmtf u another yellow phosphate of iron from Greenland.

It occurs in reniform missus,

Gnat Irv+Shmt (Krauriir), AUumulite, MttancUor, and Bcraunite

are names of phosphates of the peroxide of iron.

Ojctlait of Iron occurs native. It is a soft yellow earthy mineral

of rare occurrence. It blackens instantly in the flame of a candle. It

is found in Bohemia, and is supposed to have resulted from the decom-

position of those orders of such plants, such as Cactacta, which

naturally contain oxalic acid.

HUiralo of Iron. -Then are several compounds of silica and oxide

of iron, none of which are of special interest in an economical point
of view.

Hrdftiberyile is a variety of Augite. [AuoiTE.]
Iron Ckrytolite differs from ordinary chrysolite in containing oxide

of iron in place of magnesia,
/topyrt u a black glassy amorphous mineral found in granite.

[Isorru.] Its hardnera is 6 to 6-5.

Yrnile (called auw Licrrilc and /Irailr) occurs in rhombic prisms,
often with the sides much striated or fluted ; its colour is black or

brownish-black, streaked with greenish or brownish-black. Ita hard-

Ms* U S'5 to 9. Its
specific gravity, 3'8 to 4*1. It contains from 50 to 55

per cent, of oxide of iron, with 14
per

cent of lime, and 29 per cent.

of silica. It fuses to a black globule. It is found in the island of

Elba in Urge crystallisations, also in Norway, Siberia, and Silesia.

At Cumberland, in Rhode Island, Yenite occurs in slender black or

brownish-black crystals in quarts ; al<o in Essex county, New York.
The following are hydrous species, giving off water when heated in

a tube before the
blowpipe :

tivMlroxiu and Pinytule are earthy, almost like clay, of a yellowish
or greenish colour.

Ckloropol U a much harder species, of a greenish-yellow or plstachio-

greeo coolour.

Tknriuyitt, Kiieoclllt, and Xirtcanite are other allied

Grtrn Earlk include* different compounds of a green earthy appear-
ance. The linen Earth occupying cavities in amygdaloid is near
cUorite. U U a silicate of the peroxide of iron, with some potash,

,
and water

; often with other ingredients.
I Qrtm (i.-ain, of the Grtcnnnd of New Jersey consist of

! .61-5
Alumina 0-4

Protoxide of Iron ... .24-8
Potosfc 8-98
WsUr 7-7

99-66

H*img*rilt,Groiut*{iHr . Anlkoadrrilt, I'olykydrite, SidtrotchMile,
OkamoMt, HJpnom'tanr, and Xylile are names of dark brown or
bsacfc SMCMS>
CnctdtliU has a nbroiu structure much resembling Aiibcstui, and

is frequently called Blue AAalut. Colour lavender-blue or leek-

green. It* hardness U 4, and its specific gravity is 32 to 3'3. It U
found in Hootbern Africa.

Pynnutlat occurs in hexagonal prisms, with a perfect basal

cbavafs ao.1 a prariy surface. Colour pale liver-brown, grayish, or

grvrainb. IU bardMM U 4 to 4'5; and iU specific gravity 8-8. It
witoia* 14 per cent of chlorid ; of iron, and gives off fumes of

fUtiu acid Wfor* the Mow |
;i,./r /ro/ifr i* a hydrous silicate of the oxide* of iron and mangn

we, forming iacnuUtioM at a mine near Freyberg,
Annalrt of Iron. Vvbt On occurs in cubes of dark green to

brown sod red colours. It U of an adamantine litntra, not very
distinct, with a gneoi.h or brownish streak. It* hardness is 2'5 ;

and its specific gravity 8. It is a hydrous arsenate of the peroxide
of iron, containing 38 per cent of araeuic acid. It is found in the

mines of Cornwall; also in France and Saxony.
Scorodite crystallises in rhombic prisms, modified. It U of a pale

leek-green or liver-brown colour, with a colourless streak, of a vitreous

lustre inclining to subadamantine ; nubtransparent, or nearly opn<iue.

Its harduess u 3'5 to 4'8. Specific gravity, 3'1 to 3'3. Scorodite ia a

hydrous arsenate of the peroxides of iron, containing 50 per cent of

arsenic acid. It comes from Saxony, Carinthia, Cornwall, and Brazil.

It occurs in minute crystals near Edenville, New York, with ar

pyrites. The name of this species is from the Greek, nape***

(garlic), alluding to the odour before the blow-j>i]>f.

Iran Sinter ia a yellowish or brownish hydrous arsenate of the

peroxide of iron, containing but 30 per cent, of araenic acid.

Arteno-Siderite is another fibrous arsenate, containing 34 per cent

of arsenic acid.

Sympletitt is a blue or green mineral, supposed to be an arsenate of

the protoxide of iron. Its crystals are right rhoniboidal, with a

perfect cleavage. It hardness if TO ;
and its specific gravity is 2'96.

It is found in Voigtland.

(Dana, Mineralogy.)
IRON-BARK-TREE. [EucAi-TPTCS.]
ISAHIA, a genus of fungi, belonging to the division TrtcAotpOrei,

and the tribe Itareii of Ldveilld. It is characterised by a compound,
solid, capitulated, or elongated receptacle. The species are found

parasitic upon caterpillars and the larva: of various insects. Robin
enumerates the following species :

7. Eleuteratorum has been found upon the CaraduiUc in the autumn
of the year.

/. Jloccota, upon the larva; and chrysalides of Bomlnjx Jacobaa.

/. itrigota, upon the chrysalides of A'oc'ua L'tailon.

1. arachnophila, upon small spiders belonging to the genus (icomclra,

iu the autumn.
/. Uprota, on the chrysalides of Noclva, intlabilit.

I. Tarlarica, observed by Robin upon an unknown spider, in the

autumn.
/. cratta, upon decaying chrysalides.
/. tphtcophila, upon a dead hornet
/. exoleia, upon the larva of a moth.
/. Aranearum, an American species, found on spiders in Carolina.

7. Sphingum, ako found in America, upon the caterpillars of the

silk-worm moths.

7. giyanlea, found upon a Mygale in the island of Cuba,

(Robin, H'utairt ffalurellei da Ytgitaux Paratitet.)

1S.VT1S, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Crticlfera:

and the tribe liatiileie. It has a laterally compressed pouch, 1 -celled,

1 -seeded, valves keeled, eventually separating.
7. tincloria, Dyer's-Wood, has the radical leaves oblong, crcnate

;

pouch abrupt, smooth, thrice as long as broad. It is a rare plant in

cultivated and waste land iu Great Britain. It yields a blue dye, long
known and used in this country. It was before the introduction of

indigo a plant of considerable importance commercially, ;url it was

extensively cultivated in Somersetshire, especially about Glastonbury,
which town received its name from the Celtic word '

Glas,' signifying
' Blue.' The ancient Britons are said to have painted their bodies

with the blue colour obtained from this plant
(Habington, Manual of Britith Botany.)
ISCHY'ODUS, a genus of Fossil Fishes included in Chiauera by

A :.--]/.

ISERINE. [TITANIUM.]
ISINGLASS. [(JKIATIS.]

ISNARDIA, a geuus of Plants named by Linnicun in memory of

M. Antoine Dante lauard, member of the Academy of Sciences. It

belongs to the natural order Onagraceoe, and has a 4-cleft calyx,
4

petals,
8 stamens, and a filiform style, with a clavato or cruciform

stigma. There is one British species of this geuus. 7. paltuilrit has

a procumbent rooting glabrous stem, opposite ovate acute !

terminating in a petiole, axillary solitary sjssile flowers, with tlie

petals absent It is found in pools and marshes in Europe, Siberia,
and Persia, and in Sussex in England.

7. alttrnifolia has an erect branched stem, alternate leaves, ralhcr
scabrous on the margin.", and hoary benenth. It is a native of Virginia
and Carolina, in marshy places, and has oval yellow jictal*. The root

is used as an emetic, and is called Bowman's Root
None of the species of this genus possess qualities which entitle

them to cultivation except in botanical gardens. They may however
be reared in a hot-bed, and then planted in an open border iu a moist
situation.

(Don, Dichlamydcoui Plantt; Babington, Manual uf Briiith

Botany.)

ISOCA'RDIA, a genus of Conchiferous MoUuica, I/inniciiH pUc< d

the form under Chama ; Bruguicre arranged it among tli- '

Lamarck, who made it the lust of the genera of his Cardiaedes,

c]i:i rated it from the last-mentioned genus, giving it the generic name
at the head of this article. Mr. G. I!. Sowerby (' Genera of Recent
and Fossil Shells') thinks that thin separation was effected with good
reason, because the involute divaricate umbones of Iiocardia, and its

consequently dichotomous ligament running iu each valve to the i>oint
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of the umbo, serve to distinguish it from the other Carditce of Bru-

guiere. M. De Blainville, \inder the name of hocardium, inserts it

between Tridacna, and Trigonia among his Camace'es. M. Rang retains

it in the same family, but restores Lamarck's original termination of

the name, and places it between Caprina and Tridacna.
M. Deshayes, in his edition of Lamarck, remarks that the Isocardia!

have in truth large and contorted umbones like Chama and Oicerat,
but that they are regular and always free, while the true Chamce are

adherent and irregular. From the Carditce, he observes, they are to be

distinguished, both as respects the shell and the animal. In Cardita
the lobes of the mantle are separated throughout their length, and
are without siphons. In Isocardia the lobes of the mantle are united

posteriorly, and provided with two short siphons, or rather perfora-

tions, which may be compared with those of the C'ardia. Here

doubtless, says M. Deshayes, the Iiocardice approach the Cardlce;
but when the foot and the form of the branchiae in these two genera
are compared, the distinction is obvious. In the Cardia [COXCHACEA],
the foot is cylindraceous, very long, and bent hi an elbow-like form in

the middle
; in the Isocardice, on the contrary, it is flat, subquad-

rangular. and rather short.

Isocardia has the following characters : Animal more or less

globular, having the borders of the mantle fringed with very fine

tentacular papilla:, leaving a rather large opening between them at

the lower part, and united posteriorly by a transverse delicate band,

pierced with two orifices surrounded by papillae, one for the vent,
and the other, lower, for respiration; foot of moderate size and
trenchant.

Shell sometimes with an epidermis, very convex, globulose, heart-

shaped, equivalve, inequilateral ;
umbones divaricated, and widely

divergent, curved forwards and outwards, and slightly spiral ; hinge

composed of two flattened hinge-teeth; ligament external, forked

at one of its extremities ;
muscular impressions very distant.

/. Cor, the Heart-Shell, has been taken on the British coasts.

The llev. James Bulwer, from whose figure in the '

Zoological

Journal," vol. ii., the two figures below are taken, saw the animal
when in sea-water, and in the position represented at No. 1. The

feelers, or ciliated fringe of the upper orifice (the largest) of the

mantle, moved slowly, as if in search of food. Having remained in

this situation about ten minutes, water was ejected with considerable

force from the lower orifice, which had till then remained motionless.

The expulsion of the water appeared to be effected by a sudden con-

traction of the muscles, because this was never done without the

valves nearly closing at the same instant. After a few seconds the

valves gradually returned to their open position, and remained quies-
cent as before, till the water was again ejected with a jerk; this

alternating process was repeated during the whole time his specimens
(which were trawled up in very deep water on the east coast of

Ireland) were under his examination, but at shorter intervals on

receiving fresh supplies of sea-water. The animal appeared to Mr.

Bulwer to be insensible both to sound and light, as the presence or

absence of either did not at all interrupt it* movements ;
but its

sense of feeling appeared to be very delicate. Minute subst.-incea

Heart-Shell (Iiocardia Cur).

l t ralvrs open, to show the animal and the fcdcr* or, ciliated fringe of the

upper and lower orifices ; 2, one of the valves, showing the animal with its

ibarp-eUgcd foot and the muscular impressions.

dropped into the orifice of the mautle instantly excited the animal,
and a column of water strongly directed expelled them from the

shell; with so much strength was the water in some instances ejected,
that it rose above the surface of three inches of superincumbent
fluid. (' Zool. Jour.,' vol. ii.)

Shell of laocai dia Cor, valves closed.

Lamarck recorded four species, including Isocardia scmimlcata.
M. Deshayes, in his edition of that author, adds four others, reckoning
that species : making eight in all, recent and fossil.

The species are found in the European and East Indian seas, and
those of Australia. They have been dredged up from mud and sand
at depths ranging from 10 to 20 fathoms.

Fossil Isocardue.

Mr. G. B. Sowerby remarks ('Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells')
that several fossil species are given in plate 295 of Sowerby's

' Mineral
Conchology,' one of which is from the London Clay, and the other
from Kelloway's. Mr. Q. B. Sowerby, in a note, states that a fossil

species also occurs in the Crag, which so nearly resembles the /. Cor
that he knows not wherein the specific difference consists

; and, in
the text, goes on to state that according to Brocchi (' Conch. Foss.

Subap.,' ii. 520), two varieties of I. Cor are found in a fossil state in
several parts of Italy ;

but as a subject upon which much diversity
of opinion exists is here brought iuto question, he would recommend
an attentive and comparative re-examination of the fossil with recent

specimens, before the inquirer comes to an absolute decision upon
this point. Another fossil species, he observes, is found at Piacenza,
namely, /. arietina, Lam.

; and he has figured I. Basochiana (Defr.,
'Diet, des Sciences Naturelles'), a new species found by M. DeBasoches
de Falaise, in the district of Coutances. He thus concludes his remarks
upon the fossil species of this genus :

" We think we may venture to

express our opinion that all the fossil specimens published in various
books, and existing in various collections, are not distinctly charac-
terised Isocardia?, but only the casts of the insides of othep bivalves :

the best distinguishing character is in the groove formed for the
extension of the ligament from the hinge to the umbo. It is

incumbent on us to mention that in Isocardia the line to which the
mantle is attached, passing from one muscular impression to the
other, is entire."

M. Deshayes, in his Tables, records two living species and three fossil

(tertiary) ; and /. Cor as both living and fossil (tertiary).
Mr. Lea places his genus Hijipayue (of which he gives an engraving)

under the family Cardiacea. (' Contributions to Geology,' 8vo.,
Philadelphia, 1833.) He states that he has in vain endeavoured to

place this shell in one of the established genera. In its general
character he says that it approaches most closely to the /. Cor, but
that it cannot be plaeed in that genus, being destitute of teeth.
It bears, he adds, some resemblance to the genus Inoceramw ; but,
he continues, the hinge, in that genus

"
closes by a series of oblong

fossete," and besides it is very inequivalve. In its natural order he
thinks that it seems to follow the genus Isocardia, and he proposes
to place it in that position. JJi/jprigns occurs iu the Claibome beds
(tertiary of Alabama Eocene of Lydl).

Other species of Isocardia have Veil found from the Oolitic beds
upwards, but they resemble more closely tropical species than
1. Cor.

1SOCRINITES, a genus of Crinoidea. (Goldfu=s.)
I'SOETES (from laos, equal, and (TOS, year), a Cryptogamic genus

of Plants belonging to the natural order LycopodiaceiF. The capsule
of the plant does not open, and the fructification is inclosed within
the swollen base of tke leaves ; it has sponiles of two kinds, which
are attached to filiform receptacles. The organs of fructification in
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ttsi paint are small cases, which an situated in the angle* formed by
Ik* union of the Uares and the contracted utem ; those seated in tho

axilla of UM outer or inferior leaves are dirided into three cavities,

tn-tatumy about fifty spherical bodies (granule*); the can* in the

axilla of the internal or tuperior leare* are dirided by numerou*
tnmrene partition* into many cavities, all of which are filled with

an impalpably fine powder, in the early stages of it* development
white, bat subsequently breaming black.

Tb* pecio* of Itoetrt grow at the bottom* of pond* and lakes, and
are said to afford excellent food for nib. They are called Quillwort*
from the null or quill-like appearance of the leave*.

/. lacntlrit, Quillwort, ha* subulate rnundUh-quftdranguUr leave*

with fuur longitudinal jointed tube*. The rhizoma of thia plant is a

blunt tuber ; the leave* are (Under, broad, and fiat at the base, but
elsewhere between cylindrical and quadrangular. It is found in Great

Britain at the bottom of lake* and pond* in hilly district*. The
tructure of the fructification of thi* plant, and other species of tho

genus, u only imperfectly understood. It is on this account referred

to Hamilton* by tome author*, and made to form an independent
order by other*. Lindley refer* it to Lycopodiacta, and observe*,
"

I follow D* Candolle and Brongniart in referring it here." Delilehaa

published an account of the get initiation of Iwtttt tttacta, from which
it appear* that iU aporule* sprout upward* and downward*, forming
aa intermediate tolid body, which ultimately become* the stem or

cormiu, but it U not stated whether the point* from which the

ssesniliii* and descending axe* take their rise are uniform
;
aa no

analogy in structure i* discoverable between these iporule* and seed*,
it i* probable that they are not Delile point* out the great affinity that

arista between Itotla and Lytopodium, particularly in the relative

position
of the two kind* of reproductive matter. " lu Lycopodium,"

be says,
" the pulverulent theca occupy the upper end* of the shoots,

and the granular theca: the lower part* ; while in Itotla the former
are found in the centre and the latter at the circumference. If this

companion i* good, it will afford some evidence of the identity of

nature of those threw, and that the pulverulent one* are at least not

sathers, as ha* been supposed; for in Itotla the pulverulent inner
theca hare the same organisation, even to the

presence
of what has

been called their stigma, a* the outer granular ones; so that if

/toriti ha* sexes, it will offer the singular fact of ita anther having a

n, Manual of BritUk Botany ; Newman, i/ittory of Britith
Ptrmt ; Ijndler, \alural SfUfm ; Burnett, Outlintt of Botany.)
ISONAM'KA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Sapotamr. It is distinguished by the stamen* being all fertile, and
twice a* numerous a* the lobe* of the corolla.

/. 'i-nia (Hooker), the Gutta-Percha Tree, ha* it* leave* on long
(talks, oborate-oblong, with a abort point golden beneath ; flowers

axillary, fascicled
; stamen* 12. Thi* tree i* a native of the Malayan

yielded by thi* tree, and designated by the name of
GutU Percha (pronounced

' Pertaha '), is, like Caoutchouc, a carburet
of hydrogen, and iaomerio with that substance, and possesses a great
Dumber of the properties v/hich characterise India Rubber [INDIA-
RrsBEK], but exhibit* certain special properties which admit of it*

being applied to particular uses to which caoutchouc i* not adapted.
Ontta-Perrna possesses a* great an indestructibility by mean* of
chssatcal agents as caoutchouc. It has an intermediate consistence
between that of leather and wood ; it is capable of being softened by
heat, and of regaining its primitive conscience on cooling. It is

therefore at the same time capable of taking and of retaining the most
delicate impression*. The important use* to which it has been latterly
applied are only the forerunners of those to which it will be adapted
hereafter, provided the lack of this precious material (which unfortu-

nately is produced in much less quantities than India-Itubber, and in
localities touch more circumscribed) does not present an obstacle
to it.

Whilst the plants which furnish caoutchouc abound in the whole of
the territorial tone which extends between the tropic*, the Im<in<lra
Omlto ii the only tree which yields (iutta Percha. It grow* scarcely
anywhere exorpt in certain part* of the Malayan Archipelago, and up
to the present tin* has been almost exclusively obtained from
BisgBpon. It was brought for the first time into England in the

days of Tradsscant, a* a curious product, under the namo of Mazer-
Wood ; sad subsequently it was frequently brought fn-m China and
other |rta of the East, under the name of India-Rubber, in the form
of elastic whip*, sticks, Ac. In IMS Doctors D'Almeida and W.
Montgomery drew particular attention to it, together with its various
bsrahr properties, its easy manipulation, and the use* for which the
Malays emplnynl it. The most common employment of it was for
whip* ; and it was by the introduction of a bone-whip made of this
Mbeteace that its existence was for the first time known in Europe.The ptcimens of the products of the Kat Indies, shown in the Great
Exhibition of IBS], proved that the native* of the country in which
the /. Omila grow, know also bow to appropriate it to the manufacture
of different kinds of vases, and that European industry has little more
to do than to imitate their promisss.
The importation of Gutta- Percha into England, where the employ-

t of this substance firstdrew attention, was in 1845 only 20,800 Ibs. ;

but in 1S48 it had increased to above 3,000,000 Ibs. ; and during the

last five yean the importation has amounted to a much Urger
quantity, and one which begin* to cause some apprehension as to the

possibility of tho supply sufficing for the requiromi-nt "I" tin- novel

use* in store for it in the future. It U true that during it* use GutU-
1'ercha is but little cou*umed, and the waste from the articles in this

material, submitted to a proper softening, can be made to serve new
uses ; nevertheless its constantly increasing consumption, added to the

barbarous manner in which the product ha* hitherto been extracted,

may well justify some apprehension.
During the first few yean of the employment of Gutta-Percha it

was the custom to cut down the tree for the purpose of obtaining tlit>

juice, which, left to itself, very soon allowed the Gutta-Percha to

separate and coagulate of its own accord. There is reason to hopo
that European industry will soon be embarked in the cultivation of

thi* product, and that the Niato (which i* the name that the Malay*
give to the tree which produces Gutta-Percha), multiplied by means
of a regular culture, naturalised in other countries than those to

which it is indigenous, and worked by regular incisions, which will

only take from the tree a portion of ita juice without hindering its

development, will be the means of furnishing nt a low price a sub-

stance which is destined to render notable services to industrial and
domestic economy.
The Gutta-Percha which arrives in Europe in the form of lumps

of some pounds weight is far from being pure. The natives of tho

Malayan Archipelago make no scruple of introducing into it stones,

earth, &c. ; the presence of which in the interior of these blocks
renders a purification indispensable, which purification however is

capable of being attained without much manipulation.
Indestructible by water, and at the same time a bad conductor of

electricity, (Juttu-Percha has been fouud available for inclosing the
metallic wires employed in the electric telegraph ; and the use of this

substance may certainly claim its share in the success of the submarine

telegraph, by mean* of which London and Paris and the other great
cities of Europe are now brought within a few minutes of each other.

It may be conceived to what a variety of forms a substance can be
turned which, becoming soft without adhering at the temperature
of boiling water, regain* at the ordinary temperature tho slight

elasticity and the consistence of leather. [GUTTA-PERCHA, in ARTS
AND Sc. Drv.]
ISO'PODA, Latreille's name for the fifth order of the class Oruttaetn.

The hopoda, accordiug to that zoologist, approach the Lamodipoda
by the absence of maudibular palpi, though they are removed from
them by several points; the two anterior feet are not annexed to the

head, and, like the succeeding ones, depend upon their particular

segment. The feet are always fourteen in number, unguiculated, and
without any vesicular appendage at their base. The under part of
the tail is furnished with appendages which are very apparent, and
in the form of leaflets or vesicular purses. Of these the two first, or
external ones, ordinarily cover the others, either totally or in great
part The body U generally flattened, and wider than it is thick.

The mouth is composed of the same pieces as in the Criutacta, which

precede it in M. Latreille's system, but in the order before u* those
which answer to the two superior jaw-feet iu the Decapoda present
more the appearance of a lower lip terminated by two palpi. Two of
the antenna:, the mesial ones, are almost obliterated in the last genera
of this order, which are all terrestrial, and differ besides from the
other by their respiratory organs. The male sexual organs are
indicated most frequently by the presence of linear or filiform appen-
dages, and sometimes by hooks placed at the internal origin of the
first subcaudal latniux. The females carry their eggs under the breast,
either between the scales or in a membranous pouch or sac that opens
to afford a passage for their young, which are hatched with the form
and parts propur to the species, and only cast their skin aa they
increase in size. The greater number live in the water. Those which
are terrestrial have need, like other Crustacea that live out of water,
of a certain degree of atmospheric humidity, in order that respiration

may be carried on, and that their bronchia; may be in a fit state for

performing this function.

Mcstrs. Victor Audouin and Millie-Edwards have studied very care-

fully the organisation of the /<m]to<la, the Liyiir e[>ecially. It appear*
from their observations that tho heart has tho form of a long vessel

extended above the dorsal surface of the int. -tine. Its anterior

extremity gives off three arteries, as iu the Decapoda, The lateral

branchial may also be seen directed from the heart towards the feet.

At the edge of the two first articulations of the abdomen, or tail,

this organ receives, both right and left, small canals (the brauchio-
cardiac vessel*), which seem to come from the branchial. According
to the demonstration* of these zoologists in the case of the l.igite, it

would appear that the venous system is less complete than in the
Macrurous Decapoda ; and that the blood driven from the heart to

the different parts of the body passes into lacuna), which the organs
leave between them at the lower surface of the body, aii'l which
have a free communication with the different vessels of the bronchia:.

The blood, after having traversed the respiratory apparatus, returns
to the heart in traversing the branchio-cardiacal vessels. This dispo-
sition would establish the passage from the circulating system of the

Decapodous Cruttacta to that of tho Branchiopoda. Accordiug to
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Cuvier, the two anomalous chords composing the mesial part of the

nervous system of the Onisci (and probably of the other hopoda, and
even of the Amphipoda) are not entirely approximated, and may be
well distinguished throughout their length. There are nine ganglions,
without counting the brain

;
but the first two and the last two are

so approximated that they may be reduced to seven. The second and
the six following furnish the nerves to the seven pairs of feet ;

the

four anterior feet, although analogous in the order of succession of the

parts to the last four jaw-feet of the Decapoda, are really feet, properly
BO called. The segments which immediately succeed, or those that

form the tail, receive their nerves from the last ganglion. These

segments may be considered as simple divisions of a single segment,

represented by that ganglion ; and we accordingly see that the number
of these posterior segments varies. .

The following is the arrangement of M. Latreille :

The order consists of six sections.

1. F.PICARIDE3 (Latreille). These are parasitical Isopoda, which,

according to M. Latreille, are without either eyes or antenna; ; the

males however have eyes, though the females are blind. The body is

flat, very small and oblong in the males, but much larger in the

females, taking in their case the form of an oval, which is narrowed
and a little curved posteriorly, hollow below, with a thoracic border,
divided on each side into five membranous lobes. On this border

the feet, which are very small and unfit either for walking or swim-

ming, are situated. The under part of the tail is furnished with five

pairs of small ciliated imbricated leaflets, answering to as many
iegments, and disposed in two longitudinal rows ;

but the posterior

extremity is deprived of appendages. The mouth presents distinctly

only two membranous leaflets applied one upon the other, of the

same consistence, and quadrilateral. The lower concavity, forming a

sort of flat basket, is filled with eggs. Near the place of their issue

is constantly found an individual, which is presumed to be the male ;

but M. Latreille adds, thr.t the extreme smallness of its size seems to

forbid the possibility of copulation. According to M. Desmarest, this

individual is furnished with two eyes ;
its body is straight and nearly

linear. One sub-genus only belongs to this section.

Bopyria (Latreille). The most common species is B. Crangorum.
Those who are in the habit of eating prawns will probably have
observed a tumour occasionally presenting itself under the carapacj
on one of the sides, which is bulged our On lifting this part of the

shell, the parasite will, in such cases, be discovered immediately
under it and upon the branchia). We have frequently detected the

Bopyrus, but on whatever species of prawn it has been found, we
have never remarked that the nnimul to which it adhered was more

meagre than its fellow?, though this perhaps may have arisen from
the prawn not having been long subject to the visitation of the

parasite. But there is another reason why the prawn should not

suffer much from the adhesion of the parasite. The author of ' Horfc

Eutomologiete
'

informs us that he has lately found three specimens
of Bopyriu (females) with their backs turned to the branchiaj of

the prawns; and he is or opinion that they and other crustaceous

par.i-itec which adhere to the anterior parts of fishes and Crustacea,
fix themselves there for the sake of the currents (produced by the

branchiae in respiration), which bring with them the animalcules on
which the parasites feed.

Crnngvrwn.

a, the tipper aide ; I, the animal Bern in profile ; c, the under side
; rf, one

of the fict, inufh magnified (foni:il>') ; <, Mnall individual, considered as the

mate, upper sidr ; /, th<* fame, lower side
; g, carapace of a Prawn deformed on

the right side by the pretence of Uupynn. (Desmarest.)

B. Crangorum is found on Palemon servatm and Palemon squilla,

but most frequently on the former.

M. Risso has described another specie?, under the female of which

he states that he found 800 or 900 living young ones.

2. CTMOTHOADA (Latreille). This section comprises those Isopodce
which have four very apparent antenna;; these are setaceous, and

nearly always terminated by a pluriartieulate stem. These crustaceans

have eyes, a mouth of the ordinary formation, vesicular branchia),

disposed longitudinally in pairs, a tail consisting of from four to

six segments, with a fin on each side, and the anterior feet most

frequently terminated by a strong but small nail or hook. These

Isopodce are all parasitic according to Latreille ;
but Serolis appears

not to be a parasite. Sometimes the eyes are mounted on tubercles

at the summit of the head. The tail is composed of only four

segments.
Serolis (Leach). One species only known, S. Falricii (Cymothoa

paradoxa of Fabricius). Antenuto placed on two lines, and termi-

nated by a pluriarticulate stem. Under the first three segments of

the tail there are between the ordinary appendage three others, which
are transverse, and terminated posteriorly in a point.
M. Desmarest describes the animal thus: -Superior antenna!

formed of four joints, larger than the first three of the inferior

antenna; ; the last joint composed of many others, and smaller.

Inferior antenna) with five joints, the first two small ;
the third and

fourth (principally this last) elongated ;
the fifth composed of many

others, smaller. Second pair of feet having the penultimate joint

enlarged and the nail or claw much elongated ;
the sixth pair ambu-

latory, rather spiny, and having the nail slightly curved. Anterior

appendages of the belly, or branchial lamina;, formed of two equal

parts, which are foliaceous, rounded at their extremity, furnished

with hairs at their base, placed upon a common peduncle ;
the two

posterior and lateral appendages small and narrow, especially the

interior one, which hardly projects.
This is a very interesting animal, and has been considered to offer

some resemblance at first sight to the extinct form of the Trilolites.

[TRILOBITES.]

Serolis Falricii,

a, back ; 6, under surface, showing the union of crustaceous legs with tho

membranous bronchia!
; c, magnified view of branchiffl. .

This creature has been found at Tierra del Fuego, Straits of

Magalhaens (Banks), and Senegal (Dufresne). Captain Phillip Parker

Kins, R.N., collected many specimens on the east coast of Patagonia,
and also at Port Famine, in the Straits, where Captain King saw the

beach covered with dead specimens. Ho also observed them alive

swimmii.g close to the bottom among the sea-weed. They moved

slowly and gradually, unlike a shrimp. He never saw them swimming
near the surface : their legs seemed adapted for swimming and

crawling on the bottom.

Cymothoa (Fabr.) Antenna! nearly equal in length ; eyes but little

apparent ;
last segment of the tail squared, and the two pieces termi-

nating the lateral fins linear, equal, and styliform.

Cymnthoa oestrum,

a, upper side
; ft,

lower side.
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w <Utr*iUe; .\mcila, Lintuta, Leech).-Antenna of

equal Ictijth, MM! eyes not very visible ; lot segment of the body
n~rly triangular, with two pieces terminating the Utenl fin*, in

t-nii of loaflvU or blade* : Uie exUriorof these U greatest ill A'froc.Vo,

and of UM MOM ne as the othen in lironrro.

M. Latrrille observes Out in the four following nib-genera the

tapenot antenna are manifestly shorter than the inferior.

Wanv, as well H UM CymOetr, hare all the feet terminated by a

powerful and strongly-arched nail (onglet) ; the lat eight are not

piny ; the eyes are always distant and convex. These, in the method
of I>r. Leach, form three genera, but M. Latreille ii of opinion that

they may be united under one sub-genus, namely :

(/bra (Leach; Axilofra, Weueira, of the aame). In those

Ouw/inr, designated by Dr. Leach u Olencinr, the blades of the fins

an narrow and armed with point* In those named by the same

aoolofbt .li/<x-nr the external blade of the fins is longer than the

infernal one ; the inrene of which is the case with the Canolira, in

which, besides, the eyes are but very little granulated, while they are

Tsry sensibly granulated in Anilocra.

H. Latreille remarks that in the three following sub-genera the

second, third, and fourth feet only are terminated by a very strongly-
carred lail (onglet), and the but eight are

spiny.
The eyes ordi-

narily hare but little convexity, and are large and converging

anteriorly.

OwoNr. (Anilatra) Qiftntlt.

jKya (Leach). Two first joints of the superior antenme very large

.lift tmaifiutla.

, apjwr lids; , satrrlor foot ; r, posterior foot ; rf, under tide.

Ratuulla (Leech). Two first joints of the superior antenna nearly
cylindrical, bat approaching the Afat in their Urge and anteriorly
approximated eye*.

Owitfini (Leach). Antenna as in Kocinrl'.a ; but the eyes are small
and disUnt ; and the edges of the segment* are nearly straight, and
not falciform and prominent.

Sfnediu < l.*tr.). Antenna upon two lines, lower antenna) always
nort, tail of aU segmtnU ; distinguished from all the preceding by
thrfr rmt and prfr^vf jawTonly one ipeoiei.

ro/<ma (Leaeb). Length of the lower antenna surpassing the
half of that of the body. Six segment* in the tail.

AWoc.ro (Leach). Length of lower antenna as in CVro/oao. Five
segments only in the tail Cornea of the eyes smooth.

*""*!**_ (Leach). RoerobliDg \,loeira in the number of the
caodal segmetiU, but differing from that form in its granulous eyes.

II. Latreille U of opinion that this sab-genus conducts as to those
whose eyes are formed of small grains, or which have those organs
mootb, and which have besides the four antenna; inserted upon tho

AWwjra Stcaiiuonii,

same horizontal line, consisting of four joints at moot, all the feet

ambulatory, and the tail composed of six segments. Such a form is

limnoria (Leach). The ouly living species known is L. tcrtbrani,

which, although only two lines in length, is nevertheless highly
injurious in consequence of its multiplication and its habits. The

rapidity with which this little crustacean pierces the timber of ships
makes its attacks not only mischievous but alarming. The pii-r at

Southampton and also that at Kerne Bay, have suffered from the

attacks of this crustacean. It rolls itself up like a wood-louse when
it is seized. It is a native of all the European seas.

3. SPII.EUOMIDES (Latr.). The Jtopoda composing this section have
four very distinct antenna*, which nre either setaceous or conical

; and,
with the exception of Anlhura, they are always terminated by a stem
divided into many small joint*, and short. The lower air

which are always the longest, are inserted under the lower part of

the first joint, which is large and thick. The mouth has the usual
form. The branchiae ore vesicular or soft, naked, and disposed longi-

tudinally in pairs. The tail hag ouly two complete and moveable

segments, but has often impressed transverse lines upon it, indicating
the vestiges of other segments. On each side of its posterior extremity
is a tin terminated by two leaflets, the lower of which is moveable,
while the upper one is formed by an internal prolongation of the
common support The branchial appendages are curved internally ;

the internal side of the finst is accompanied in the males by a small
linear and elongated piece. The anterior part of the head, situated

below the antennae, is triangular, and in the form of a reversed heart.

Some have an oval or oblong body, contracting ordinarily into the
form of a bowl. The anteumc are terminated by a pluriarticulate

joint, and the lower ones at least are sensibly longer than the head.

The lateral and posterior fins ore formed of a peduncle and two blades,

composing, together with the hut segment, a fan-like fin. In them
the impressed and transverse lines of the anterior segment of the

tail, always shorter than its successor, or the last, do not reach the
lateral borders. The first joint of the superior antenna; is in the

shape of a triangular battledore (palette). The head seen from above
forms a transversal square. The leaflets of the fins are very much
flattened, and the intermediate piece, or last segment, is enlarged and
rounded laterally.
Zuzara (Leach). Leaflets of the fins very large, the upper of

which is shortcut, separated from the other to form a border to the
last segment.
Splueroma (Latr.). Leaflets of moderate size, equal, and applied

one over the other.

Kfhirroma dnttata.

Ill others the impressed lines, or transverse sutures of the anterior

segment of the tail, attain tho lateral border and cut it. The first

joint of the superior antenna; forms an elongated palette, which is

square or linear. The leaflet* of the fins are ordinarily narrower

lidrntata.

and thicker than in the preceding; the exterior sometime (ns in

Cymodocea) envelops the other : their point of junction resembles a
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knot or joint. Sometimes the sixth segment of the body is sensibly

longer than the preceding segments and the succeding one. One of
the leaflets of the fins only is projecting.

Ncfta (Campecopcea, Leach). Sometimes the sixth segment of the

body is of the length of the preceding segments, and of the succeed-

ing one, as in Ciliccea, where one of the leaflets of the fins only is

projecting, the other leaning against the posterior border of the last

segment.

CiltCfca Lati'eilll.

Cymodtfea (Leach). In this form the leaflets of the fins are pro-
jecting an 1 directed backwards. The sixth segment is not prolonged

posteriorly,
and the extremity of the last segment has a small blade

in a notch.

Cymodocea Laiiiarckii.

Dynamene. Resembling Cymodocea in the projection and direction
of the leaflets of the fins, but having the sixth segment prolonged
backwards, and the last with a simple slit only, there being no blade.

Others again, as Anthura, have a vermiform body, and the antenna;,

hardly BO long as the head, consisting of four joints. The leaflets of
the posterior fins form by their disposition and approximation a
sort of capsule. The anterior feet are terminated by a mouodactyle
claw.

Anthura gracilit, magnified.

4. IDOTEID.E (Leach). This section consist of laopoda whose
antenna; are four in number, but upon the same horizontal and trans-

Idotea ti icuipidata.

verse line
;

the lateral ones are terminated by a stem ending in a

ooint, gradually decreasing and pluriarticulate ;
the intermediate

HAT. HUT. DIV. VOL. 111.

antennae are short, filiform, or a little the largest towards the end,
and 4-jointed, none of the joints beiug divided. The conformation of

the mouth is the same as in the preceding sections. The branehia;

are in the form of bladders, white in the greater part, susceptible of

being blown up, capable of aiding in swimming, and covered by two
blades or valvules of the last segment, adhering laterally to its borders,

longitudinal, biarticulate, and opening in the middle by a straight

line, like a folding door. The tail is formed of three segments, the

last of which is much the largest, without appendages at the end or

lateral fins. These Crustaceans are all marine.

Idotea (Fabr.). All the feet strongly unguiculated and identical ;

the body oval or simply oblong, and the lateral antennae shorter than
the half of the body.

Stenosoma (Leach). Differing from Idotea in the linear form of the

body and the length of the antenna;, which surpasses the half of that

of the body.

Stcnoaoma lineare, natural size.

a, lamina; of the under part of the abdomen.

Arclurui (Latreille). Very remarkable for the form of the second
and third feet, which are directed forwards, and terminated by a long
bearded joint, unarmed or feebly unguiculate ; the two anterior feet

are applied upon the mouth and uuguiciilated ;
the last six are strong,

ambulatory, thrown backwards, and bidentated at their extremity.
In the length of the antenna; and form of the body Arcturns

approaches Stenoioma. M. Latreille (1829) says that he never saw
but one species, A. tubenulatus, brought home from the North Seas

by one of the last English expeditions to the North Pole.

5. ASELLOTA (Latreille). The fifth section consists of laopoda
with four very apparent antennae which are disposed on two lines,
and aro setaceous and terminated by a pluriarticulate stem. There
are two mandibles, four jaws, ordinarily covered by a species of lip
formed by the first jaw-feet. The branchias are vesicular, disposed in

pairs, and covered by two longitudinal and biarticulate but free
leaflets. The tail is formed of a single segment, without lateral fins,

but with two bifid needle-like processes, or two very short appendages
in the form of tubercles at the middle of its posterior border. There
are other lamellar appendages situated on its inferior base, more
numerous in the males than in the females, and these serve to

distinguish the sexes.

Axe/lus (Geoffroy). Two bifid needle-like processes at the posterior

extremity of the body ; eyes distant; superior antenna; at least as long
as the peduncle of the inferior antenna;. Hooks at the end of the
feet entire.

A . aquaticua is very abundant in fresh stagnant waters, as in the

pools about Paris. It moves slowly when not terrified. In the spring
it comes forth from the mud, in which it has passed the winter. The
male, which is much larger than the female, carries her about for a

space of eight days, holding her by means of his fourth pair of feet.

When he quits her she is pregnant with a great number of eggs,
inclosed in a membranous sao placed under her breast, and opening
by a longitudinal slit to give passage to the young.

Oniacodo, (Latreille). These, the Janirce of Dr. Leach, differ from
the Aadli in the approximation of their eyes, in having their superior
antenna; shorter than the peduncle of the inferior ones, and in the
hooks of the tarsi, which are not bifid. M. Latreille remarks that the

only species known (Junira mactdosa of Leach) has been found on the
coasts of England among the sea-weeds and Uh'CK.

Jcera (Leach). This form, in the place of the needle-like processes
(stylets) at the end of the tail, has only two tubercles. M. Latreille

remarks that only a single species (/. albifrom, Leach) has been found,
u
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AfUui mftflieut (Holta aquatita, Fabr.), female, magnified.

a, upper tide ; 6, under tide.

and that it U very common on the English coast, under stones and

among the tea-weed.

6. CLOFORTIDH (O*itcida, Latreille). This, the last section of

Itopoda, according to the arrangement of M. Latreille, consists of

thoM fonns which have indeed four antenna-
,
but the two intermediate

one* are very small, little apparent, and consist of two joints at most :

the lateral antenna- are setaceous. The tail is composed of six

segments, with either two or four needle-shaped appendages at the

posterior border of the last segment, and without lateral fins. Some
are aquatic, others terrestrial In the latter the first leaflets below
the tail exhibit a row of small holes, where the air penetrates to the

organs of respiration there inclosed.

Home bare the sixth joint of their antennes, or their stem, so com-

posed that in counting the small articulations of this part the total

number of all the joints U nine at least. These are marine, and
consist of two sub-genera.
Lima (Fahr.). Stem of the lateral antenna) composed of a great

number of small joints, and two very projecting stylets, separated at

the end into two branches, nt the posterior extremity of the body.

Ijfla tertmiea, natural ilxe.

, upper aide ; 6, under ilde.

L. otfamifa is very common on the sea-coast, where it may be seen

creeping on the rocks or on sea-walla. When an attempt is made
to seiM it, the animal quickly folds its feet and lets itself drop.

Ty/o* (Latreille). Then seem to have the faculty of rolling them-
nelvr* np. The last segment of the body is demicircular, and exactly
fllls the notch formed by the preceding. The posterior appendages
re very small and entirely inferior. The antenna) have only nine

joints, the last four of which compose the stem. On each side is a
UibrrcU representing one of the intermediate antenna

; the inter-

mediate space is elevated. The branchiw are vesicular, imbricated,
and covered by laminso.

T. A rmiulUlo, an inhabitant of the Mediterranean, may be taken as
aa example.

/'kiloKia (Latrcill*). Lateral antenna; divided into eight joints and
xpneed at their base. The four posterior appendages nearly equal
T|MM occur in moist place*. Onucut lylrrttrii ( Kabr.) is an example.

CUftrla, properly so called ; OKUCUM, Linn. (Wood-I.ice). Eight
jotoU to the lateral antennas, but their bate is covered ; and the two
external appendage* of the tail are much larger than the two internal
MB. Tb*M animal* frequent dark and retired place*, such as caves,
rUara, bole, in walla, ftc., and are also f.,<in.| ui,,l,.r stone* and old

log*. Their food ootMMUof decayed vegetable and animal substance* ;

and they scarcely evtr com* forth from their retreat* except in raiuvscarcely
or notsi weather.

their retreat* except in rainy
They move slowly when not in danger. The eggs

are inclosed in a pectoral pouch. The young at their birth have a
thoracic segment, short, and consequently only twelve feet These
Crtutacta were formerly used in medicine ; but they no longer form

part of the Materia Medica.

Wood.Lonse (Onitcui mumritu).

Porcellio (Latreille). Distinguished from the true Wood-Lice by
the number of joints of their lateral antenna;, which are only seven.

In other respects Porcellio resembles Onitcut.

A rmadillo (Latreille). The posterior appendages of the body are

not projecting; the last segment is triangular. A small blade, in

form of a reversed triangle, or more large and truncated at the end,
formed by the last joint of the lateral appendages, fills up on each
side the void between the segment and the preceding. Lateral

antenna) with only seven joint*. The upper subcaudal scales am
pierced with a row of small holes.

a

Armadillo pmtulaliis.

a, expanded ; *, rolled up.

Such is the arrangement of M. Latreille.

Lamarck divided the liopoda into two great sections: the first

consisting of those which have the branchia) situated under the tail,

and comprising two subdivisions; the second composed of those

which have their branohia) placed under the anterior part of the

abdomen, between the feet.

Under the first he arranged the genera Armadillo, Oniicus, Philotcia,

Ligia, AitUui, Idotea, Sphttroma, Cymotkoa, Bopyrut, Typhit, Ancevn,

Praniza, Apteudet, and Joru. Under the second he included the

genera Leptomtra, Caprella, and Cyamut.
H. Desmarest also divided the liopoda into two great sections,

with many subdivisions.

His first section, which he makes equivalent to the Phytibranchiato

Isopods of. Latreille, consists of the genera Typhit, Anceut, including
Unathia of Leach, Praniza, Eupheui, and lone.

His second section, which he makes equivalent to the PWrygi-
branobes of Latreille, comprises the genera Idotea, Strnotoma, A nth ura,

Serotii, (Jampecopea, Ncua, Cilicaa, Cymodocta, Dynamene, Ztuara,

Sphavoma, *rydice, Neloeira, Cirolana, Voniltra, RocintUa, jfiga,

Canolira, AniUxra, Oltncira, Nerocila, Livontxa, Cymothoa, Limnoria,

Atelltu, Janira, Jcera, Ligia, Philotcia, Onucut, Porcellio, Armadillo,
and Bofiyrui.

M. Milne-Edwards (edition of Lamarck, 1838) states, in a note to

that part of Lamarck's definition of an Isopod Crustacean,
' mandibules

sans palpes^' that Lamarck, I^atreille, and most authors are in error

when they assign this character to the liopoda, for in a great number
of these Crustaceans the mandibles are provided with a palpiform

stem, entirely resembling that which may be seen in the greater part
of the^mpAiporfo.
He further remarks that the respiratory lamella; nituated under

the abdomen are hardly ever bronchia;, properly so called, but only
one of the branches of the false feet become membranous and vascular,

as in one of the appendages of the thoracic feet in the Amphipoda.
The female of font, he observes, exhibits an exception, for she carries

ramose bronchia; on each sid of the abdomen.

M. Milne-Edwards, in his notes, further states that those Cruttacea

whose respiratory appendages are placed under the thorax (which
Lamarck calls abdomen) ought not to remain in the order of liopoda,

but belong to the Lamodipoda of M. Latreille. The egg-pouch he

describes as being formed of the flabelliform appendages, which have

become foliaoeous, and are raised against the sternum.
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The same acute zoologist (loc. cit.) says that the Impoda, properly
so called, are Edriophthalmous Crustaceans, whose abdomen is never
rudimentary, and carries below five pair of false branchial feet, having
all nearly the same form and the same functions. The appendages of
the pet ultimate ring (or the false feet of the sixth pair) have a form
and use different from those of the preceding. The thorax, com-
posed in general of seven rings, but sometimes having only five,
carries nearly always seven pair of feet, which are often furnished
with a foliaceous palp, serving to protect the eggs and young, but
they hardly ever carry a vesicular appendage proper for respiration,
as in the Amphipoda and Lamodipoda. Finally, the conformation of
their buccal apparatus varies, and the greater part of authors are in
error when they assign to them as a character the possession of
mandibles deprived of palpiform appendages.
M. Milne-Edwards is of opinion that the Jsopoda form three natural

families, namely, the Idoteidians, the Cymothoadians, and the Clopor-
tidians, and he thus distinguishes them :

A. Jaw-feet operculiform, and deprived of a palpiform stem, or

only showing the vestiges of it.

* Thoracic feet ambulatory ; last segment of the abdomen
smaller than the preceding segments ; internal antenna;

rudimentary.
These form the family of

Cloportidians.
* Thoracic feet anchor-like (anereuses), last segment of

the abdomen nearly always much larger than the

preceding segments ; internal antennae in general well

These form the family of

Cymothoadians.
AA. Jaw-feet palpiform. Last abdominal ring much more

developed than the preceding ones; all or nearly all the
feet ambulatory. >

These form the family of

Idoteidiaus.

In this classification, says the author, the family of the Clopor-
tidians has the same limits as in the method adopted by Lamarck,
and comprises the Terrestrial Isopods.
The family of Cymothoadians is composed of the Parasitic Isopods,

and comprehends Cymothoa of Lamarck, lone, Anceut, and Typhis.
The family of Idoteidians consists of Marine Isopods not parasitic,

and embraces the genera Idotea, Sphceroma, Anthura, Atellw, &c.

[CRUSTACEA.]
Fotsil Isopoda. M. Latreille states that Professor Germar had sent

to M. le Comte Dejean the figure and description of a small Fossil
Crustacean which appeared to him (M. Latreille) to be referrible to
the sub-genus Limnoria; and he further remarks that Onitcut
pmguttator, figured in Parkinson's work, comes near to that species,
or at least appears to belong to the same section.

M. Desmarest ('Hiatoire Naturelle des Crustacea Fossiles') enu-
merates two fossil species of the genus Sphteroma: one, S. antiqua,
found in a fragment of white fine-grained calcareous stone, analogous
in that respect to the Pappeheim stone, but of which he knows not
the origin : the other, .$'. Marc/arum, from the horizontal beds of green
fissile marl (marne verte fissile) at Moutmartre, above the gypseous
beds, mingled with Spirorbes.
ISOPYKE, a Mineral which occurs amorphous in granite. The

fracture is flat and conchoidal. It is brittle, with a hardness of 5'5 to 6.

The colour is velvet- or grayish-black, occasionally dotted with red.
The colour of the streak is greeniah-gray. It slightly obeys the

magnet. Lustre vitreous
; opaque or slightly transculent. The

specific gravity is 2'9 to 3. It is with difficulty acted upon by acids,
and fuses before the blow-pipe. It occurs in the granite of St. Just,
near Penzance, in Cornwall. According to Turner's analysis, it

consists of

Silica 47-09
Alumina 13'91
Lime 15-43
Peroxide of Iron 20'07
Oxide of Copper 1-94

98-44

ISO'TELUS, agenus of Fossil C'riutacea (Trilolitet) from the Silurian

strata, especially of North America. (Green.)
ISOTOMA. [LOBELIACEJ!.]
ISPIDA. [HALCYONIDJS.]
ISTIO'PHORI, a family of Bats. [CHEIROPTERA.]
ISTIU'RUS, a genus of Saurians. [IUUANID.E.]
ITABALLI. [VOCHYACE^.]
ITACOLUMITE, a Micaceous Granular Quartz with wbicli gold

and topaz are associated. It is found in Brazil [DIAMOND.]
ITCH-MITE, [ACARIDA]
ITTNERITE. This Mineral occurs crystallised in rhombic dodeca-

hedrons and massive. It has a compact structure. The fracture
is imperfect, conchoidal, passing into uneven. Hardness 5'0 to 6'0.

The colour is bluish or ash-gray. The lustre resinous to vitreous.

Specific gravity 2'3. It forms a jelly when put iiito acids, and fuses

per se before the blow-pipe, with effervescence of sulphurous acid, into
an opaque blebby glass. It yields by analysis

Soda 11-29
Potash 1-57
Silica 30-17
Alumina 28-40
Lime g-24
Oxide of Iron . . . . . . 0'62

Sulphate of Lime . . . . 4'89
Common Salt 1-62

Sulphuretted Hydrogen and Water . 10'76

94-56
IU LUS, a genus established by Linnaeus for such Imecta Myriapoda.

as now form the order Chiloynatha (xeiAos, yvaBos), the first division
of Myriapoda in the arrangements of Leach and Latreille. The
Chilognatha have crustaceous and usually cylindrical bodies, formed
of numerous unequal segments, very short feet, each terminating in a

tingle hook
;
a vertical rounded head, furnished with two mandibles,

which are either thick and robust or united with the labium and
elongated. They have no palpi. The antenna; are two, very short,
either subtly thickened towards their extremities, or filiform

throughout, and composed usually of seven, more rarely (as in the

genus Spharopceus) of six joints. Their ejes are smooth and vary
greatly in number. These animals move slowly and with a gliding
motion. When disturbed, they roll themselves up spirally, or into a
ball. They feed on decomposing animal and vegetable matter.
The position assigned to the Chilognatha, at the head of the

Myriopoda, by Latreille and others, has been disputed by Professor
Brandt and by Mr. Newport. The following remarks on this subject
by the latter naturalist, of all living zoologists the most competent to
decide in questions affecting this difficult class, are taken from his

catalogue of Chilognatha in the British Museum, published in the
'Annals of Natural History for April, 1844,' and afford iu a brief

compass much information respecting theso curious animals.
"The Chilognatha, have usually been regarded by naturalists as

the first order of Myriapoda, partly in consequence of the more
compact form of the head, and its similarity to that of the larva state
of hexapod insects, and partly from the general form of their bodies

being similar to that of the larva;. This was the view taken of these
animals by Latreille, Leach, Gervais, and some others, and very
recently by Lucas. But a different and, as I believe, more correct
view and arrangement have been followed by Professor Brandt, who
regards the Chilopoda as the first, and the Chilognatha as the second
division of the class. Although I cannot entirely agree with Brandt
in his division of the Chilognatha into masticating and sucking
species, because, as Lucas has recently remarked, there are species
even among the Chilopoda which have the external organs of nutrition

fitted only for taking liquid food, as in the little Scolopendrdla, I fully

agree with him in the superiority of the Chilopoda, as an order, over
the Chilognalha, notwithstanding the less compact structure of the
bead in the former. The general characters of the Chilopoda certainly

point them out as the most perfect animals of the osculant class of

Articulata. The more compact frame of body, the reduced number
of the organs of locomotion, the greater activity, and the preda-
ceous habits of the higher species, approximate tbe Chilopoda to the

predaceous insects on the one hand, and to the Arachnida on the
other. The form of the head, in the two divisions of Myriapoda,
seems to have reference chiefly to the particular habits of the species.

Thus, in those which seize their prey and subsist like the Arachuidaus
on living objects, those segments which in reality compose the whole
head are not all anchylosed together, but are in part freely moveable
on each other, and thus allow of a more preheusile function to the

large forcipated foot-jaws, the true mandibles of the Articulata. Some
naturalists have believed that these foot-jaws in the CIMopoda aru

not the true analogues of insects and of Chilognatha.; but I am
satisfied, by recent examinatious, that this is truly the case. In the

Chilognatha the foot-jaws have the form of true mandibles, because
the habits of the species require that compact form of the organ
which alone can be subservient, not to the seizing and piercing of

living prey, but to the grinding or comminuting of more or less solid

vegetable matter, on which most of the genera of Chilognatha entirely
subsist. In all other respects, both in their internal as well as their

external anatomy, and in their physiology and mode of growth, the

Chilognatha are decidedly inferior to the Chilopoda. They seem to

conduct us down to the Annelida from the vegetable-feeding Crustacea,
as the Chitopodado from the Arachnidaus to the same class."

The Chilognathous Myriapoda are found in all parts of the world,
certain genera however affecting certain geographical divisions. Thus
the species of Glomeris are European ;

those of Spiratlreptta and

Sph&ropceus African and eastern. The genus lulus, in its most limited

sense, includes European, Asiatic, and North American species. lulus

terratrii is a familiar British example.
A synopsis of the genera of Clulognatha will be found in the third

part of the nineteenth volume of the '
Linnaean Transactions,"

appended to a valuable memoir on the Myriapoda by Mr. Newport.
Professor Brandt's papers on these animals are published in the
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Transactions and Proceedings of the Imperial Aca lemy of St Peters-
,

btn.' (MTBlAroDA.}
HY. (Turn.]

IV..KY. VK JKTABLB.
IVY. (Hue**.]
IVY, t:iUH'Xl>. [XirCTA.1
I X Al.rs. . form of herbivorous Mamtnifers, pUoed by Mr. Ogilby

r his family JTesoW.r.
US. (AcjmiD.nl

IXi H.YThX a Mineral Reain found with others in brown coal.

1 XO'KA, a Keous of PlanU belonging to the tribe fmcAona
;r<e

and
the gesrai JMic, so named, it is supposed, from the Indian god
Iswmra. The gennj is characteriaed by having a small 4-toothod

calyx ; corolla 1 -petaled, funneUhaped ;
tube long, with the four

in iU mouth ; ovary 2-celled, 1-eeoded ; style single; berry

drupaceous, inferior, 2-eeeded. The specif* are numerous, and chiefly

confined to India and the Oriental Archipelago. They form shrubs

or small trees, with opposite leaven, and stipules arising from a broad

base, but acute at the apex. The flowers are in terminal corymbs,
and are usually red, but sometime* white, and are generally highly

ornamental, whence several are cultivated in our hot-houses, where

they require to be kept in a moist heat to thrive well. Some of the

species are used medicinally, but not to any extent Dr. HorsBeld

mentions /. coccinca as employed in Java as a stimulant, and Rbeede
two or three other species ;

but none appear to be possessed of any
very active properties.

!\i)S, a genus of Birds established by M. Temminck, for thoM
Thrushes which have the bill shorter than usual, and embracing the

greatest part of the Brachypodina and nearly the whole of the

Crateropodina of Swainson.

T ATUKt', the name or a genus of GrallatorUI or Wading Birds," called ilfdtria by Linnteua. It is thus characterised :

Bill long, conical, smooth, robuit, compressed, and pointed ; upper
mandible trigonal and straight, the lower thicker and turned up.
Head and neck more or loss bare of feathers. Anterior toes united
at the bate by a membrane. Size gigantic.
The i-ecies are found in South America, Western Africa, and

AustralaMa. IU habiU are almost entirely the same with those of
the Stork*. There are three species known, distributed geographically
a* shore.

M. Amrrieama may be taken a* an example.
This bird U very large in size, white ; the head and neck (excepting

the occiput) without feathers, and covered with a black skin, which
oecomr* reddish towards the lower part. On the occiput are a few
white feathers. BUI and feet black.

It is found in South America, where it frequent* the borders of
lakes and marshes, preying on reptiles and fish.

Jfyrf'iM Amrritana.

JACAHA N PA, a KCOUS of Mnnopetalous Exogenous Plants belong-
tag to the natural order Bipuxiaetv. It ban a 5-toothed calyx, some-
tioM entire ; corolla with a short tube or campamtlnte throat, and a
(.lotvf) MUbiate limb : nUmens 4, didynamou*, with the rudiment
of a fifth ; lobe* of anthers divaricate ; capnile ovate, rather ligneous.
The -rii arc tre*., natives of Smith America. They have showy
rt>icUr| Urminal flowers. Thy have vrry much the habit of the

, Bratilinu, J. lommlota, are cul-

.

l peci; as /.

l in ttnrr, io this country.
JACAKANHA. * wood known in commerce, n<l which Is sai.l by

Maximilian to be the timber of a Brazilian .Mimon. (Burni-tt,

by Geoffrey, Desmarest, and others to the form denominated IfajxJe

by Illiger, Ouulitit of the French, the type of which may be con-

sidered to be the Simia Jacchut of Linnteus.

M. Geoflroy treats them as a family divided into two sub-genera

(Hapnle and Hidas), under the name of Arctopilhtci ; but the term
A rctopitheciu has been applied by Gesner to another animal, probably
the Three-Toed Sloth, whilst the latter uses Galeopithcciu to designate
the Sagoin.
The characters of Jacchus are : Upper intermediate incisors larger

than the lateral ones, which are isolated on each side ;
lower incisors

elongated, narrow, and vertical, the lateral ones longest ; upper canine

teeth conical and of moderate size
;
two lower ones very small.

Dental Formula : Incisors, ; canines, -IZ.
; molars, = 36.

4 1 1 C 6

.. .

JACAKK [Aii i..,ton]
JA< CM US, or IAi;<;HU8, the name of a genus of Monkeys applied

Teeth of Jnc< tui' than nature. F. Cuvicr.

Sico small, muzzle short, facial angle about 50. Head round,
prominent at the occiput ;

the five finders armed with claws, with
the cxcrptinn of the thumbs of the posterior extremities, which are
furnished with nails

;
thumb of the antrrior extremities in the same

direction as the fingers ;
fur very soft

; tail full and handnome.
The species nre natives of South America. How Ludolph, who

figures two in hi
'

History of Kthinpia,' could have been HO far

misled as to place the form in that part of the world, does not

appear.
The specie', which arc not few, have txn-n separated into two RCC-

tions : the fir*t consisting of those which bore an anuulated tail, n.i
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/. vulgarit ; and the second of those whose tail is not annulated, as

/. melanurus.

J. vulgaris appears to be the Simla Jacchusof Linnams and others;

CaUithric Jacchu* of Erxleben ; Hapale Jacchui of Illiger and Kuhl;
Cercupithecus Jacchus of Blumenbach

; Cagui, Sagouin, Sagoin, Sang-

lain, and Sanglin, of Edwards and various authors, the latter terms

being probably derived from Sahuim, the name by which it is said to

be known near Bahia
;
Ouistiti of Buffon and the French

;
Striated

Monkey of Pennant.

Length of body about 8 inches; tail rather more than 11 inches;
colour olive-gray, darkest on the head and shoulders, where it becomes

nearly black ; tail and lower part of the back barred or annulated
with pale-gray ;

lower parts of extremities brownish-gray. Face of a

flesh-colour
;
two tufts of pale hair spring round the ears ; front claws

hooked and thick.

Jaectttu

It is a native of Guyana and Brazil. The habits of the genus

generally are squirrel-like, though they are, occasionally at least, car-

nivorous. J. vidgarig, in a wild state, is omnivorous, feeding on fruits,

roots, seeds, insects, and little birds or nestlings. The individual (in

captivity) from which Edwards took his drawing fed upon biscuits,

fruit, greenx, insects, snails, &e., and once, when loose, it suddenly
matched a Chinese gold-fieh from a basin of water and devoured it :

Mrs. Kennon, to whom it belonged, after this gave it live eels, which

frightened it at fir.-t by twisting round its neck, but it soon mastered

and ate them. Mrs. Moore, of Rio Janeiro, sent a living specimen of

/. pmicillatus, which was said to have been obtained from Bahia, to

the Zoological Society of London, with the following note :

" Like
most monkeys, it will eat almost anything ; but its chief and favourite

food, in its wild state, is the banana. It is a very delicate auimal,
and requires great warmth ; and its very beautiful tail is in this

respect eminently conducive to the comfort of the little creature, who,
on all occasions when he requires warmth, rolls himself up in the
natural boa with which Providence has in its wisdom endowed him."
The Ouistitis, or Sanglins, not unfrequently breed in confinement.

Edwards notices a pair that bred in Portugal, and F. Cuvier pos-
sessed two which had young. Three little ones were born, and the

female soon ate off the head of one
; but the others beginning to

luck, she became careful of them and affectionate to them. The male
seemed more fond of them than the mother, and assisted her in her
care of them. Lady Rolle addressed a letter to the secretary of the

Zoological Society of London (February, 1835), giving an account of

the birth of two young ones, the produce of a pair of Ouistitis (/.

penicittalut, Geoff.) in her ladyship's possession. The parents were
obtained in Ixradon during the preceding summer, and the young
were brought forth on the 1st January. One was born dead, but the

other wtui surviving at the date of the letter, being then about six

weeks old, and appearing likely tojive. It was every day put on the
at the dessert, and fed upon sweet cnke. Lady Rolle stated

that the mother took great care of it, exactly in the manner described

by Edwards in bis '

Gleaning*.' It was observed that young of the
fame species had been born at the Society's Gardens, but not living,
and that a fi-male ill the collection of the president, the Earl of Derby,
at Knowsley, had produced, about the same time as Lady Rolle' a, two

living and healthy young ones, which were then still thriving. (' Zool.

Proc.')
Dr. Gray places the form among the Anthropomorphous Primates,

in the family Sariguida:, and in its last sub-family (the 5th) Harpa-
Una (Hapalina ?), which is immediately preceded by Saguinina.

Mr. Swainson, who arranges it under his family CAulce, gives the

group the appellation of Mouse-Monkeys, because the large cutting
teeth in the lower jaw strongly indicate, in his opinion,

" a represen-
tation of the order Glim."
JACK. [Esox.]
JACK-IN-A-BOX, a name given to a species of Ifemandia, in

which the seeds make a noise when shaken in their pericarps.

[HERSANDIACE.fi.]
JACK-OF-THE-HEDGE. [ERYSIMUM.]
JACK-SNIPE. [SCOLOPACID.*.] ,
JACK-TREE. [ARTOCABPUS.]
JACKAL. [C'ANis.]

JACKDAW, the well-known English name for Conus Monedula of

Linneeus. [CORVID.E.]
JACKSA W, one of the provincial English names for the Dun Diver.

[Drt'KS.]
JACOB'S-LADDER. [POLEMONIUIL]
JADE, a name which has been given to several Minerals which

resemble each other but little, except in colour, and therefore it is

one which it would be well should fall into disuse.

Serpentine, Nephrite, and Saussurite have all been described under
the name of Jade. Yu, or Chinese Jade, is supposed to be Preknite.

J/ERA. [IsoroDA.]
JAGER. [LARID.E.]
JAGUAR. [FELID.E.]
JALAP. [IPOM.EA.]
JAMESON ITE, a Mineral which occurs crystallised and massive.

Its specific gravity is 5'564. It consists of-
Sulphur ........ 22'5

Lead 387
Antimony ....... 34-9
Iron 2-6

987
JANIA. [CORALLINACE-K.]
JANIPHA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Euphorbiacett. It has monoecious flowers ; calyx campanulate,
5-parted; petals wanting ;

stamens 10 in the male flowers, filaments

unequal, distinct, arranged round a disc. lu the female flowers the

style is one; stigmas 3, consolidated into a rugose mass; capsule
3-coccous.

J. Ma.ni.hot (Jatroplia Manihot of Linnicus) is a native of Brazil. It

has an oblong tuberous root, as big as a child's head, full of a wheyish
venomous juice. The stems are white, brittle, having a very large
pith, and several knobs sticking out on every side like warts, being
the remains of the foot-stalks of the leaves, which have dropped off,

usually 6 to 7 feet high, with a smooth white bark
; branches crooked,

and have on every side near their tops leaves irregularly placed on

long terete petioles, broadly-cordate in their outline, divided nearly to

their base into 5 spreading lanceolate entire segments, alternate at

both extremities, dark-green above, pale-glaucous beneath; the midrib

strong, prominent below, and there yellowish-red : from it there

branch off several oblique veins, connected by lesser transverse ones
;

stipules small, lanceolate, acuminate, caducous ; panicles, or compound
racemes, axillary and terminal, 4 to 5 inches long, bearing sometimes
all male or female dowers, at other times these are mixed on the same

peduncle ; pedicels with small subulate bracts at their base. Male
flowers sualler than the female. Calyx purplish on the outside,
fulvous-brown within, cut about half-way down into five spreading
segments; disc orange-coloured, fleshy, annular, 10-rayed; stamens

10, alternate with the lobes of the disc
;
filaments shorter than the

calyx, white, filiform, free
;
anthers linear, oblong, yellow. Female

flowers of the same colour as the male, deeply 5-parted ; the segments
lanceolate, ovate, spreading ;

disc an annular orange-coloured ring, in

which the purple ovate furrowed ovary is imbedded ; style short ;

stigmas 3, reflexeJ, furrowed and plaited, white
; capsule ovate,

3-cornered, 3-coccous
; seeds elliptical, black, shining, with a thick

fleshy fuuiculus. The expressed juice is dangerously poisonous.
Fecula of the root harmless when separated from the juice and

exposed to heat. It is called Cassava a principal article of diet in

South America. The nutritious substance known as Tapioca is the

Cassava differently prepared and granulated. [FooD.] These prepara-
tions are obtained by crushing the roots after the bark has been

removed, and straining off the water, when the mass is gradually dried

in pans over the fire.

(Lindley, Flora, Medica.)
JANI'RA (Oken), a genus of Acalcphas, apparently nearly allied to

the Callianirtf.

JA'NTHINA, or IANTHINA, Lamarck's name for a genus of

Turbinated Testaceous Mollusks of remarkable habits.
' Linnaeus placed the form among the Helices, under the name of

Helij: Janlhina, between JI. perrena and//, vivipara ; and he was
aware of its pulagic distribution.

Lamarck arranges it next to Nalica the last genus of his
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XeriUeeaa*, between which family and the Macrostornrs it appears iu

lua 1*1 of Phytophagous (Plant-Eating) Trachelinoda,

COVMT assign, to UM Ja*iltim<r a place among his Peotinibranchiate

QaetropoHe. between the /Vaiilsf7si and UM fftrita.

De BUinville elevates UM group into a family, under the name of

OxyitoaMS, being the fifth an,llo.'. of hi. order JMpftMrfrwMftMa
This fiunily comes next to UM Homicyclostomes, which comprise the

II. Rang mak /an'*wo a genus of the Trochoidi of Cuvier, giving

it a poaition between Ami>ullaria, Lam., and Litwpa, Rang.
Thu nous bos the following chancU-ra : Animal with a very large

head and a proboecidifortn muxxle, at the extremity whereof is tht

mouth, furni*bd with two Tcrtical subcartiUginous lipa (which are

wined with long and very aharp points curved inwarda), and with a

lingual enlargrmmt (rraflement) ; tenUclea two, conical, pointed,

not very contractile, and very distant, each bearing at iu base a rather

loof peduncle, which is oculatod beneath ita extremity; foot oval,

divided into two parts, the anterior being concave and in the form of

* cupping glass (ventotue), the Utter flattened, thick, and fleshy ;

natatory appendage* lateral, rather large and fringed ; respiratory

cavity vrry open, and containing two pectinated bronchia; ; orifice of

the ovary at the bottom of this cavity ; exciting male organ very
null and on UM right tide.

Shell vrntricoee, globular, or conoid, very fragile, with a low spire,

and the lat whorl larger than all the rest together; aperture large,

nbtriangular, with disunited bonier*; the columella straight and

long, forming the whole of the left border or
lip; right border or lip

trenchant, and often notched in the middle ; colour of all the species

hitherto discovered violet, more or less intense.

Operculum modified into a vesicular appendage, which serves to

mtptT"
1 the animal at the surface of the water, and which adheres to

UM posterior and fleshy part of the foot

I Oceanic Shell (J<u,tMM/rafili,,. Shell with the aninuil, the

float expanded.

m, head ; 6, mouth ; r, tentacle* ; d, ejes ; f, border of the mantle at the

eaUuwe of UM branchial cavliy ; /, foot, the posterior part, which it flat ;

I, Utml expansion of the nuntlr, provided for swimming ; *, foot, anterior

part forming s tort of pouch ; i, bunch of .erated voider-, nerving to suspend
UM awllnw ( UM ratface of the water

; , eggs impended under the vesicular

toaeb; . shell. (Hng.)

The geographical distribution of this genus is very extensive, the
tana having been met with in the four quarters of the world floating
oo the ocean or driven on the shores by tempests. It has occurred on
UM coasts of our own islands, but there is reason for thinking that it

is not to be found in very cold latitudes. In warm climates it is very
plentiful.

Sir Everard Home published in the 'Philosophical Transactions'
for 1817 a

paper
which is appended (Appendix. No. iii.) to Captain

Tuckey's Narrative of the Expedition sent to explore the River Zaire,
anally call*.! the Congo,' wherein be describes and figures among
other ova of Molluscs, or Vmntt tatacta, as he denominates them,
UM cameraUd nidus of 7/r/ir Janthina (pi. xiii., figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6)." This animal," observes 8ir Everard,

" not living at the bottom of
the sea, like UM Kernel trilafra in general, deposits iU ova II|M.II it<

own shell, if nothing elae oomes in its way. One of the specimens of
UM shell of UM JaxUina caught in tho voysge to the Congo fortu-

nately baa the ova so deposited." And ho then refers to the drawings
of Mr. Baoer, engraved as above quoted.

In the 4th voL of tb. Journal of the Philadelphia Academy' will
be found Remarks on UM Floating Apparatus and other peculiarities
of UM gnus Janthina,' by Reynall Coatos, M.D. This highly inter-

sting paper, UM nralt of UM author's personal observations during a
voyage to the Eart Indie*, ertablishes tb* correctness of Cuvier's
remark, that no anatomical connection exists between the animals and
UM olr-o.il. of their float ; but does not corroborate the view, of Sir
Everard as to UM onwrated nidus on the shell which he saw with so
* tcMon. Ih-. Coatos placed some Janlhinir. in a tumbler of

brine, and having ramoved a portion of the float of one with scissor*,
the animal soon set to work to .npply the deficiency after the following

-TlM foot was advanced upon the remaining vesicle, until
boot two-third, of that part rose above the surface of the water;h was then expanded to UM uttermost, and thrown back upon the

water, like the foot of a fM*M wbra it begins to swim
; it was then

contracted at UM dgrs, and formed into UM shape of a hood, inclosing

a globule of air, which was slowly applied to the extremity of tlio

float. There was now a vibratory movement throughout the foot,

and when it was again thrown back to renew the process the globule
was found inclosed ill its newly-made envelope. From this it result*

that the membrane inclosing the cells is secreted by the foot, and
that there is no attachment between the float and the animal other

than that arising from the nice adaptation and adjustment of proxi-
mate surfaces. Dr. Coates states that the float varies in different

species.
In Janthina frayilit he describes it as convex, subcarinate

above and concave beneath, straight, and composed of large vesicles :

ib J. globoia he found the vesicles smaller, and the float flat both
above and beneath, added to which it is formed by the reunion of one
of the edges into a spiral and nearly circular disc. In J. cxigua it

was straight, narrow, and flattened, and the vesicles were small.

Along the under surface of the float a little line of pearly fibres was

remarked, to which are attached the eggs of the animal.

Although Dr. Coatos had no opportunity of observing the eggs of

J. frnyilu, he is strongly inclined to believe that the eggs figured
and described in

'
1'hiL Trans.,' as above alluded to, belong to some

other marine animal ; and he grounds his belief on the dissimilarity
between those figures and tho eggs of J. globota and J. ucigua. In

these two species the eggs are contained iu little membranous bags of
some consistence, which are attached iii rows to the pearly fibres of

the under surface of the float by small filamentous pedicles similar

in appearance to the fibres. These bags are covered with minute

gelatinous conical eminences, and are partially divided by incomplete
septa, as may be seen by the aid of a powerful lens. In J. r

the division is very partial ; but in J. globout it gives to the whole
sac a chambered appearance. It would seem that the animal con-

sumed considerable time in depositing its eggs, for the bags nearest

to the extremity of the float were constantly found empty, while tho

central bags contained young shells fully formed : those towards the
animal were filled with eggs. The probability is, that the young
animals when hatched ascend the float of the mother, and thus

gaining access to the surface, construct the elements of their future

support.
II. Rang, who also notices Sir Everard's statement, mentions it as

certain that Janthina deposits its eggs sometimes iu considerable

number, as he has had occasion to remark, under the float, where

they are attached by means of small pedicles ;
and he goes on to say,

that the animal abandons them, together with the float, which in

then charged with their preservation. M. Rang adds, that it is

possible that, at this epoch, the natatory appendages of the mantle,

being sufficiently developed, permit the animal to use them for

swimming, and thus supply the loss ; or one must suppose that these
animals have the faculty of replacing the float That they have that

faculty we have above seen.

Browne, in his ' Natural History of Jamaica,' gives by no means
a bad account of the floats of these animals, many of which he
encountered between tho Bermudas and the Western Islands, in his

voyage from Jamaica. He says, "I have observed many of the
vesicular themselves swimming upon the surface of the water, which
induced me to think that they were thrown off as the creatures
retired." Sloane also saw these oceanic snails, and figures them.

In January, 1833, Dr. Grant exhibited to a meeting of the Zoological
Society of London numerous specimens of J. vulgarii, Lam., and of
Vcleila limbota, Lam., both animals of rare occurrence on the English
coast, and chiefly met with floating iu tropical or warmer seas. They
were obtained by him at tho beginning of September, 1832, in

Whitoond Bay, close to the point of the Land's End, Cornwall, where

they were thrown in great numbers on the sands, after a storm of
throe days' continuance from tho north-west : they must, he observed,

consequently have been floating before they were directed to the
coast by the storm, in latitudes at least as high as Unit in which they
were found. Dr. Grant regards it as probable that neither of these
animals is capable of discharging at will the gaseous fluid by which

they are supported on the surface of the sea; otherwise, iu such a
violent and continued tempest as that which stranded them, they
would have i<mptn.l tln-ir vesicles and have sunk to the stiller

bottom. ('Zool. 1'roc,') Browne on the other hand says, speaking
of the float, "This raises and sustains it while it pleases to continue
on the surface

;
but when it wauls to return, it throws off its bladder

and sinks."

Lamarck places Janthina among tho Plant-Eaters : but in the
communication by Dr. Grant above noticed, it is suggested that

Janthina, a predooeous Gastropod accompanying Velclla, as there

described, may prey upon it, and acquire from it the blue colouring
matter of its shell.

Several authors speak of the beautiful purple liquor which the

living animal diffuses when it is touched.
J. frayilit, Common Oceanic Snail, has the shell pale ; body whorl

aiigulatt-d ; the base flattened, striated, and deep violet ; aperture
broader than long ; outer lip deeply emorginato. (Swainson.)

It occurs iu warm and temperate climates; several instances are
recorded of iU capture on and near the British Islands.

J. cxigua has been found on the English and Irish coasts.

J. paUida is a
species nearly allied to J. yloboia. This species is

very rare, and has been obtained only twice from the coast of Ireland.
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Mr. Swainsou, who, in his 'Zoological Illustrations,' has given
beautifully correct figures of J. fragilis and /. globosa, justly remarks
that the shells are so brittle that it is rare to find them perfect.
M. De Blainville is inclined to think that those shells which are

notched b.long to females.

Shell of Common Oceanic Snail (Janthina fragilis].

Fossil Jantkina. Mr. G. B. Sowerby (' Genera') states that he has
never seen any fossil species of this genus, nor is he aware that any
exist, but he refers to a fossil engraved in ' Min. Con.,' pi. 1 0, which
bears a very near resemblance to it. The fossil is named, in the

valuable work alluded to. Helix carinata, and the solid gray lime-

atone near Settle in Yorkshire is said to be the locality..

JASION'E, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Campanul'-tcece. It has a 5-leaved rotate calyx, anthers cohering at the

base, a hairy trifid style, 2-celled capsules, opening by a large and
somewhat valvular pore at the base. There is but one British species
of this genua

J. mantana, Sheep's Scabious, has a simple root, bluntish oblong
wavy leaves, and stalked flowers. The stems are from 6 inches to

2 feet long, pilose, simple, or branched, leafy below, bare and glabrous
above, and ascend from the crown of the root. The flowers are

small, in terminal bracteated heads, having a light blue corolla.

(Babington, Manual of Britiih Botany.)
JASMI>fA'CE.iE, Jaiminworts, a natural order of Mouopetalous

Exogens, deriving its name from the Jamiinum, which forms one of

its genera. It is one of the very few orders of that class with regular
diandrous flowers, and is only to be mistaken for Oleacea, which
have a valvate corolla, and which otherwise are scarcely different.

Only five genera of this order have yet been discovered, the principal

being Jatminum itself, which consists of a large number of species,
sometimes fragrant, sometimes scentless, erect or twining, inhabiting
the hot or temperate regions of Europe, Africa, and Asia, including
Australia, but hardly known hi America. The order is characterised

by having opposite or alternate, simple or compound exstipulate
leaves ; monopetalous flowers, the segments of whose corolla are

imbricated, and seldom correspond with those of the calyx ;
two

stamens, and a superior 2-celled few-seeded ovary. The species, about
100 in number, are chiefly valued for their fragrance ; a few species
have been regarded as bitter and astringent. [JASMINUM.]

Common Jamine (Jtaminum officinalt).

1, al ongitndlnal section of the corolla ; 2, a longitudinal section of the ovary
and calyx.

JASMIIVUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Jcuminacea. It has a tubular 5- or 8-cli-ft calyx ;
a 5- or 8-parted

corolla ; stigma 2-lobed or bifid
; berry didymous, having one of the

lobes usually abortive ; seeds without albumen. The species are

usually twining shrubs. Leaves simple or compound ; petioles arti-

culated
; flowers white or yellow.

/. Sambac, Single-Flowered Arabian Jasmine, is a twining plant; the

leaves almost sessile, membranous, from cordate to oblong, acute or

obtuse, glabrous ;
berries globular ; branches, petioles, and peduncles

downy. It is a native of the East Indies. The flowers generally
form small trichotomous umbellets, white and fragrant. The berries

are black. A perfume, known as Oil of Jasmine, is obtained from
this species.

/. anguntifolinm, Narrow-Leaved Jasmine, is a native of the Coro-

mandel coast. It is a twining bright plant, with ovate or oblong
leaves, smooth, of a shining deep-green colour. The flowers are large,

white, with a faint tinge of red, star-shaped, having a peculiar but

very pleasing fragrance. The bitter root of this species, ground small

and mixed with powdered AcWus Calamus root, is considered in

India as a valuable external application in cases of ringworm. The

plant being constantly covered with leaves of a bright deep-green,
sometimes as small as those of Box, render it always beautiful and
well adapted for screening windows and covering arbours in warm
climates.

/. officinale, Common Jasmine, is a native of the South of Europe.
It has opposite leaves, pinnate ; leaflets ovate-aecuminate ;

buds erectish.

The plant is glabrous, the branches angular. Calycine segments 5,

subulate
;

corolla white, 4- or 5-cleft, sweet-scented ;
the terminal

leaflet is the longest. The Common Jasmine has been a favourite

wall-shrub from time immemorial. Its native country, as well as the

date of its introduction, are unknown. Gerarde in 1597 says it was
in common use for covering arbours. There are golden and silver-

edged leaved varieties of the Common Jasmine, as well as a double

flowered variety.
J. grandiflorum has opposite pinnate leaves, leaflets bluntish, the

outer ones 3- to 5-confluent, buds horizontal. It is a native of the

East Indies, and greatly resembles /. officinale, except in the size of

the leaflets and in the exterior ones being confluent and the flowers

larger and reddish underneath. Both this and the former species

yield the true essential oil of jasmine of the shops.
The leaves of /. undulatum are slightly bitter. The root of

/. pubescent is thought to be elexiterio.

(Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
JASPER. [QUARTZ.]
JASSA, a genus of Amphipodous Crustacea, established by Dr.

Leach.
The general characters resemble those of Corophium, Latr.

;
but

differ from them as well as from those of Podocerus, Leach, in the

considerable size of the hands of the first four feet, which are oval ;

those of the second pair being the greatest, and armed with teeth

more or less numerous on the internal border. Eyes not projecting.
Dr. Leach records two species, one, Jassa pulchella, from the south

coast of Cornwall, where it was fouud hi the midst of sea-weed
;
the

other, Jassa, Pelagica, found near the Bell Rock, Scotland.

JATROPHA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Eupkorbiaceoe. It has monoecious flowers
;

a 5-parted or lobed

calyx; corolla 5-parted or absent; stamens 8 or 10, with unequal

monadelphous filaments
; styles 2, bifid or dichotomous

; capsule
3-coecous.

J. Curcas, Physic-Nut, is a very common small tree, or bush, on
the coast of Coromandel. The bark is smooth and light ash-coloured ;

leaves scattered, stalked, broad, cordate, 5-angled, smooth, about 6

inches each way ; petioles round, smooth, 4 to 6 inches long ; stipules

absent ; panicles terminal or from the exterior axils cymose, bearing

many small yellow flowers. The male flowers at the extremities of

the ramifications on short articulated pedicels, and the female ones

in their divisions with their pedicels not articulated. Bracts, a small

one below each subdivision of the panicle, and generally one pressing
on the calyx ; calyx 5-leaved ;

corolla 5-petaled, campanulate, some-

what hairy ;
disc of 5 glandular bodies round the base of the filaments ;

filaments 6, the central one very thick, columnar, the 5 exterior ones

filiform towards the base, adhering to the central one, all erect, and a

little longer than the calyx ;
anthers 10, sagittate, equal: 5 supported

by the large general filament, and 1 by each of the others. The
leaves are rubefacient and discutient ;

warmed and rubbed with castor-

oil, they are applied by the natives of India as poultices. The seeds

are violently emetic and drastic
;
their expressed oil is reckoned a

good application in itch and herpes, and also, a little diluted, iu

rheumatism. The milky juico is considered detergent and healing ;

it dyes linen black. The oil boiled with oxide of iron forms a varnish

used by the Chinese for covering boxes. In large doses the seeds are

energetic poisons.
J. glauca is found in Arabia Felix. It has leaves from 3-5-lobed,

mucronate, serrate, toothed ; petioles naked ; stipules palmate, with

setaceous branched divisions, glandular at the apex. The seeds

yield a stimulating oil recommended by the Hindoos as an external

application in cases of rhaumatic and paralytic affections.

/. ylandulifera is a native of the East Indies. The leaves about

the extremities of the branchlets are alternate, petioled, and generally

palmate ;
the lobes from 3 to 6, oblong, serrate, with each serrature

ending in a short green glandular-headed bristle
; stipules bristly,

many-cleft, each division ending in a glandular head
; panicles ter-

minal, about as long as the leaves. Male flowers most numerous and

terminal, small, of a pale yellowish green colour. The female flowers

few, and subsessile in the divisions of the panicle. The pale or
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hey-coloured thin juice which exude* from a fresh wound is employed
by lh Hindoo* a* an eecharotio to remove film* from the eye*.

J. mmJi,tJ U a native of tropical America. It has palmate II-

lobed smooth leave*, the segment* wedge-ohaped aud pinnatifid ;

lUoeous, multifid ; flower* corymbose, scarlet, with coloured

The seed* are one of the beat of all emetic* and purgative*,

_ briskly, bat without inconvenience : their effect* are readily
tared by the administration of a glass of good white wine.

J. Mm*** U now referred to the genus JamijAa.
'

(Lindley. Flora Jttdiea.)

JAVKLIN-8NAKB.
JAY. (Convinm.)
JEFFER80NITK, a Mineral belonging to the varieties of Avgiu.

[ArurrmJ
JKKFHEYSIA, a genus of Molliaca belonging to the family Litto-

rimida, established by Mr. Alder, and named after Mr. Jeffreys of

Swansea. The specie* were originally referred to Jtiuoa. Forbes and

Hanley give two species, J. diapkana and /. ojtalina, as inhabiting
British sea*.

JEJUNUM. [IsnsmM.]
JFI.I.Y. [Fooa]
JKKBOA. [MCRIDJL]
JER FALCON, or GYR-FALCON, the English name of the Palco

itlmmdicmi of Latham, Uerfaut of the French, Hebog Chwyldro of the

Webb. [FALOOVIDJLJ
JERICHO, ROSE OF, a name applied to the Anattatica, a genus of

Plant* *"""t*''f to the natural order Crucifenr. This genus has the

following characters : Silicle ventricose, with the valves bearing each
an appendage on the ouUide at the end ; petals obovate. There is

bait on* specie*
A. //itnx-Aim/iM, the ROM of Jericho, or Holy Rose. The whole

plant is small, the stem branched, dichotomous
; the leaves oblong or

ovate, narrowed at the base into the petiole; the pods somewhat

pubescent.
The leave* fall off from the plant after flowering, and the

branches and branchleU become dry, hard, and ligneous, and rise

upwards and bend inward* at their point* ; hence they become con-
tracted into a globuUr form, and in this state the plant is with

facility removed from the (and by the wind, and blown from the
desert place* where it grows into the sea. When the plant is immersed
in water the branches gradually expand, and the pods open and let

oat the seed*, which are again thrown on the shore by the tide. This

plant long pieaei e the power of expansion when immersed in water,
hence many wonderful stories are told of it* influence. It is called

Kaf Marvin, or Mary's Flower, in Palestine, where it is believed that
this plant opened at the time of the birth of our Saviour. It is a
native of the arid wastes in Egypt near Cairo, also of Palestine and

Barbary. It grow* on the roois of houses and on rubbish in Syria,
and on the sandy coast* of the Red Sea.

, I ton, />.<*/.ydrtu Pianli.)

JET, a variety of Coal, which occur* sometime* in elongated reni-

fonn msssri. and sometime* in the form of branches, with a woody
structure ; fracture conchoids! ; soft and brittle ; specific gravity but
littb greater than that of water ; lustre brilliant and resinous ; colour
velvet black ; opaque. It is found in Saxony, and also in the Prussian

amber-mines, in detached fragment*. The finer sorts are used for the
manufacture of omamrnt* and trinkets, and the coarser kinds as fuel ;

it burn* with a grrenuh flame and a strong bituminous smell, and
leaves a yellowish ash. [COAL.]
JUHANNITE [URAKICM.]
JoMXSTONlTE. [LEAD.]
JOINT-FIRS. [GMTACKJL]
JONK'SIA, a genus of Plant* of the tribe Cauiea, and of the

natural family of LrgnmimoKt, which was named by Dr. Roxburgh in
honour of Sir William Jones, who, in the midst of his numerous
other avocation*, found tiro* to pay attention to Indian plant*. The
sneebe are few in number, and indigenous in the islands of the

Malayan Archipelago, well a* on the eastern frontier of Bengal,
that is, in Silbet and lower Asam. They form tree* which are highly
omaoienUl from their handsome shining abruptly-pinnate leave*, and
from the showy nature of their crowded racemes of flowers.

J. ^oro, the brat known species, U often referred to by Hindoo poet*
by the name which ha* barn adopted by botanist* to distinguish it as
a *prciL Ih-. Roxburgh MO, and we can in a great measure coin-
cide with bun in opinion,

" When this trre is in full blossom, I do not
think the whole vegetable kingdom afford* a more beautiful object."

( Flora lndica/ii.71 820.)
JIKASTKKK. [Ctacu.]

are a natural order of Apetalous

JriJCOCK. [SCOLOPACIDJL]
JUUI.ANDA'< K.K, JtylmJi,

Kxofrooa* Plant., consisting of tree* or shrubs having eatable nut*
and omewbat reninou* leave*. The former are the walnut* and
hickory nut* of the market* ; the first produced by the genus JiKifaiu
Ike Utter by that called Cfcryo. The leave* are alternate ami ,,in'
Dated ; the Bowers usually monoecious, those which are male collected
in calkins. The calyx of the Utter consist* of a few scales attached
obliquely to a single bract, and surrounding a variable number of

s ; that of the females is mjxrior. The ovary is 1 -celled, and
i solitary erect ovule, which changes into a 4-lobed seed, with

crumpled cotyledons, inclosed in a 2-valved nut, clothed with a fleshy

epicarp. The Common Walnut (JugLuu rtyia), a native of Persia, U
well known for it* excellent timber, from which musket-Blocks (and
formerly cabinet-work) are manufactured, for it* agreeable whole-
some nut*, aud the sweet drying oil which they furnish when pressed.

Carya alba, the White Hickory, beaia nut* like those of the walnut,
only smaller, smoother, and with a thicker shell, and furnisher a
valuable tough elastic white timber much employed in the construc-
tion of carriages and other vehicles. Other specie* of Hickory are
also eaten, especially

the Peccan Nut, the produce of Carya olira-

formii, a small and delicate sort Although the fruit of these plant*
U eaten, it contains a purgative principle, which renders some of the

species cathartic, a* is the case with J. catliartica and /. nigi-a, two
North American specie* ; and even the common walnut participate*
so much in this quality, when the fruit is young, that a laxative con-

serve well known in domestic medicine ia prepared from it /.

niyra, the Black American Walnut, is a tree of remarkable size and
i.i

inky.
The species are chiefly found in North America, a few are East

Indian, one species a native of Persia and Cashmere, another of

Caucasus, and a third of the West India Islands. There are 4 genera
and 27 species.

JUGLANS,- a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

Juylarulacete. All the species are large trees. The flowers are

unisexual, and those containing the stamens and pistils are found on
the same tree. The etameniferous flowers are arranged in cylindrical

drooping solitary catkins, which are developed from buds borne by
shoot* produced the year previous to that in which the catkin appears.
The calyx is composed of 5 or 6 scales, which are attached to a bractea
at a distance from its base and tip. The stamens are from 18 to 86
in number. The pistiliferous flowers are solitary, or only a few in a

group, and are terminal on a shoot developed in the same year. The
calyx is ovate, including the ovary, and adhering to it, except at the
four-toothed tip. The petals are 4, small, and inserted into the free

part of the calyx. The ovary has one cell, and one erect ovule. The
stigmas are two or three, and fleshy, scaly, with glands. The fruit a

drupe. The covering of the nut is a fleshy husk of one piece that
bursts irregularly. The nut ia woody, consisting of two valves. The
seed single, erect, lobed, wrinkled. There are four species of Juylant,
three of which are natives of North America and one of Asia. The
genus Carya, to which the hickory-trees belong, was formerly included
under Juglant, but was separated by Nuttall. The species of Jtujlant
are much more rapid in their growth than those of Carya, and are
furnished with only simple ameuU.

J. rtyia, the Royal or Common Walnut-Tree, is the oldest and the
best known of the species. Its leaves are furnished with from 6 to 9
oval glabrous obscurely-serrated leaflets. The fruit is oval, and
seated on a short inflexible peduncle. The nut is rather oval, and
uneven. It is a native of Persia, in the province of Ohilan on the

Caspian Sea. It was also seen by Loureiro in the north of China ;

and Pallas, who saw it in Taurida and south of the Caucasus, supposed
it indigenous there.

2

Iti'jral or Common Walnut-Troo (Juglaui rrgin\.

1, * catkin of male flowers ; 2, * tingle male flower ; 3, a clutter of female
(loven.

The Walnut-Tree was known to the Greeks under the name of

Persicon, Bnsilicon, and Caryon. It is uncertain at what time it was
first cultivated in Europe, but it was cultivated by the Romans before
the death of the emperor Tiberius. Its wood was much valued by
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the Romans, and the nuta were also eaten. There is no history of the
introduction of this tree into Great Britain, but it is now very com-

monly cultivated in this country, although it fails to propacrate itself

by its seeds. It is only however in the southern and middle parts of

England that the walnut brings its fruit to perfection.
The walnut, when full-grown, is a large handsome tree with strong

spreading branches. Its trunk is thick and massive, and covered
with a deeply furrowed bark ; the branches are of a gray colour, and
smooth. The leaves, when bruised, give out a veiy peculiar aromatic

odour, and in the heat of summer this scent is sometimes so powerful
as to produce unpleasant effects on persons who approach these trees.

The fo iage is graceful and light, and of a bright yellowish-green
colour, which contrasts well with trees having foliage of a darker
shade. Its leaves are almost the latest to appear, and the first to fall.

It grows very rapidly and vigorously in the climate of London, and
trees will attain a height of 20 feet in ten years. It sends down into

the earth a large tap-root, with numerous branches, and, on account
of the size and strength of the roots, there is no tree more able to

resist the effects of wind, or better adapted for exposed situations. It

is said that plants will not grow under its shade ; this probably arises

from the bitter properties of its leaves : when they are not allowed
to accumulate, the shade of the walnut does not appear more injurious
than that of other trees.

The use* of the walnut are very various. Before the introduction
of mahogany and other woods, the wood of the walnut was held in

higher estimation than that of any other European tree. It is on this

account that it was so extensively cultivated in this country and on
the continent three or four centuries since. The timber of the
walnut is light, a cubic foot weighing when green 58 Ibs., and when
dried scarcely 47 Ibs. When the tree is young, the wood is white,
and in this state very much subject to be worm-eaten ; but as the tree

grows older, the wood becomes more compact, and is of a brown
colour, veined and shaded with brown and black. In France and

Germany it is still much used by turners, cabinet-makers, joiners,

ooachmakers, and musical-instrument makers, who prefer the wood
which has grown on poor hilly soils. The wood of the roots is the
most beautifully veined. One of the most important uses of walnut-
timber is the making of gun-stocks. For this purpose it is well

adapted on account of its strong lateral adhesion, its lightness, and
its not being liable to splitting or warping in the working. The
demand for walnut-wood for this purpose was immense during the
last war on the continent, and it was stated in 1806 that France

required 12,000 trees annually for the making of guns. The govern-
ment of France still maintains large plantations of walnut-trees for

supplying her army with gun-stocks. In England the walnut has
seldom been used except for the higher-priced fire-arms, but such
was the demand for it for that purpose at the beginning of the present
century, that single walnut-trees were sold for as much a? 6001.
This led to the importation of walnut-timber from the Black Sea,
and also of the timber of the black walnut from America, so that
the cultivation of the tree as timber is almost at an end in England.
The walnut is of more value at the present day on account of its

fruit than of its timber. In almost every stage of its growth the
fruit of the walnut is used for the table. When young, green, and
tender, it is pickled and preserved with the husks on. About the
end of June they may be preserved with or without their husks.
" The green and tender nuts," says Gerarde,

"
boyled in sugar and

eaten as suckade, are a most pleasant and delectable meat, comfort the

stomach, and expell poyson." When they are about half ripe, a liqueur
is distilled from them, which is considered to possess medicinal pro-
perties. In August, before they are quite ripe, the French eat them
in what they call 'cerneaur,' scooping out the kernel with a knife,
and eating it with vinegar, salt, pepper, and shallots. When the nuts
are fully ripe, which is generally at the end of September or the

beginning of October, the kernel, deprived of its investing skin, is

eaten in great quantities. As long as the skin can be easily removed
they are a nutritious and healthy article of diet

;
but when they get

dry, so that their skins stick to them, they become indigestible. In
no part of England do they constitute an important article of diet,
but in many parts of France, Spain, Germany, and Italy, people live

during the season of their ripening almost entirely on walnuts. A
great number of the walnuts consumed in England are of foreign
growth. In 1831 there were imported from France and Spain 23,578
bushels, which then paid a duty of 2s. per bushel. As they are now
free of duty, the importation is not registered. On account of the

large consumption of the fruit, both as an article of diet at home
and for exportation, the walnut-tree is still largely cultivated on many
parts of the continent. The district of the Bergstrasse on the Rhine,
between Heidelberg and Darmstadt, is almost entirely planted with
walnut-trees. Kvelyn states that such is the importance attached to

the growth of this tree, that "
in several places between Hanuu and

Frankfort in Germany, no young fanner is permitted to marry a wife
till he brings proof that he is a father of a stated number of walnut-

trees; and the law is inviolably observed to this day for the extra-

ordinary benefit which this tree affords the inhabitants." The fruit

it' the walnut is commonly gathered by thrashing the tree with a

pole. By many this process is thought to be beneficial to the

tree, and barren walnut-trees are often thrahed to make them bear.
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But although barren trees may be made to bear by reducing the
excessive growth of their shoots by breaking them off, it is no proof
that the same process is good for healthy-bearing trees. The natural

process of separating the fruit from the tree is undoubtedly the best,
and gently shaking the branches till the fruit falls has been recom-
mended by many walnut-growers as much preferable to thrashing.
The nuts should be gathered at the time they easily fall out from
the husk, and then exposed to dry for a day or two in the sun. The
best mode of keeping the nuts fresh for eating is to bury them in,

dry soil or sand, so deep as not to be reached by frost or the heat
of the sun, or by rain : or they may be placed in dry cellars, and
covered with straw.

" When the nut is to be preserved through
the winter for the purpose of planting in the following spring, it

should be laid in a rot-heap as soon as gathered, with the husk on ;

and the heap should be turned over frequently in the course of the
winter." (Loudon.)
The albumen which constitutes the bulk of the seed of the walnut

contains an oil, which is used in large quantities, especially on the
Continent. It is obtained by reducing the seeds to a pulp by means
of a stone wheel and basin, and then expressing the oil, first without
heat and then by the application of heat. The oil requires great
care in keeping, as it becomes tainted by slight changes in the state
of the atmosphere. That which is cold-drawn keeps best, and is

alone used for the purposes of diet. It has however always the taste

of the walnut, which is to some persons disagreeable. The oil

obtained by heat is used by artists, and also for lamps. Artists use
this oil in mixing white, or any delicate colour

;
and they prefer it

on account of the rapidity with which it dries. In copper-plate
printing also, in Paris, walnut-oil is considered indispensably neces-

sary in order to obtain a fine impression, whether in black or in

colours. For this purpose the oil is prepared in various ways,
according to the several colours with which it is to be mixed. In all

cases it is reduced in bulk by boiling or by setting fire to it, so as
to reduce it to the required consistency. One bushel of nuts, it is

said, will yield about 7 Ibs. of this oil. The mass which is left after

the oil is expressed is made into cakes, and used as food for swine,

sheep, and poultry, and in some places it is made into candles, which

give a tolerably good flame.

The husks and root of the walnut both yield a dye, which is much
used by gipsies and theatrical performers for staining the skin brown.
It is also used by cabinet-makers and joiners to stain white and yellow
woods of a dark-brown or black colour, like that of the walnut. In
the preparation of the dye from the husks they should be allowed to

rot, and then boiled in water, adding to the decoction fresh water,
according to the colour required to be produced by the solution. The
sap of the walnut-tree contains a large quantity of saccharine matter

;

and in some countries the trees are tapped for the purpose of obtain-

ing the sap, which by evaporation is converted into sugar. It is also

in many parts of Europe and Asia fermented and made into wine, and
a spirit is also distilled from it. The leaves of the walnut, as well
as other parts of the tree, contain a large proportion of alkali in

them
;
and in some parts of France they are collected and burned for

the sake of the potash contained in the ashes.

The bark of the leaves, the husks, and the oil of the walnut have
all been used in medicine, and had at one time a great reputation.
All parts of the plant, excepting the albumen of the seed, possess a
bitter principle, which acts as a tonic and an authelmintic, and hat
been its great recommendation as a medicine. Cowley, in his

'

Plants,'
sums up the virtues of the walnut in the following lines :

" On barren scalps she makes fresh honours grow.
Her timber is for various uses pood :

The carver she supplies with useful wood.
She makes the painter's fading colours last.

A table she affords us, and repast.
E'en while we feast, her oil our lamp supplies.
The rankest poison by her virtues dies

;

The mad dog's foam and taint of raging skies.

The Pontic king, who lived where poisons grew,
Skilful in antidotes, her virtues knew."

Anglers employ an infusion of the leaves or huskd for pouring upon
the earth, in order to procure worms, which it speedily brings to the
surface.

There are several distinct varieties of the walnut cultivated. The
/. maxima is known by the large size of its nuts, and is called the
Double Large French. The nuts are twice the size of any other

;
but

in drying the kernels shrink to half their size, so that they ought
to be eaten as soon as they are gathered. This is a fine handsome
tree with large leaves, but its timber is not so durable as that of the
Common Walnut.

/. r. tenem, the Thin-Shelled or Titmouse Walnut, has very thin

shells, so much so that birds of the titmouse family pierce them
with their bills, and cat the kernel. The fruit of this variety is con-
sidered the best for eating, and it also yields the largest quantity of oil.

J. r. tcrotina, the Late-Leaved Walnut, is a very desirable variety
in districts where the frosts are severe in spring. Its leaves do not

appear before the end of June, and it ripens its fruit as early as the
other varieties. There is a variety known in Norfolk and Suffolk by
the name of the Highflier, which h said to yield the best nuts of

x
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any of the EuglUh Tarwtiea, Several other varieties are enumerated

in coatinentallwU ; and in the ' Fruit Catalogue of the Horticultural

Society for IMS,' DIM varieties wore recorded a* growing in the

gardeo. of the Society.
/. .yr*. UM Black Walnut-Tree, bai leave, with from 13 to 17

IraiUu, whkh an unequal at the base, serrated, and somewhat downy.
Tb fruit is globose, roughish, with minute prominent points, situated

upon a abort inflexible peduncle. The nut is globose, aomewbat

uuinpissssd at UM aide*, ridged, and furrowed. This U a North

American tree, and U found in all parU of the United State*, as far

a* 40* SO' N. Ut It U abundant in the fnreiU about PnUadalphia.
and ie met with from Ooahen to the bank* of the Mississippi,

throughout an extent of SOOO miles. It U one of the first trees that

was introduced from America to Europe, having been brought to

England by the younger Tradeacant in 1656. The Black Walnut is

a rapid-growing tree, and attains a height of 50 or 60 feet in about

forty ymra. It bran fruit in this country, but it is very much
inferior to that of the European walnut The wood of this tree is

tued almost for the same purposes as that of the last It is heavier,

stronger, susceptible of a oner polish than the European species, and

is not to liable to be attacked by worms.
J. niMrra, the Ony Walnut or Butternut-Tree, has 15 to 17 leaflet",

rounded at the base, serrate, and tomentose beneath; the petiole
Tillous ; the fruit oblong-ovate with a taper tip, downy, and covered

with small transparent resides containing a viscid matter. The nut

is oval with very prominent irregular ridges. This tree is from North
America. It U found in Upper and Lower Canada, and in the tern

prrate regions of the United States. This tree attains in its native

rrgions a height of about 50 or 60 feet Although it was introduced

into this country about the same time as the last species, there are

Tt-nr few large specimens at the present time. The kernel of the nuts

U thick and oily, and soon becomes rancid, and hence probably the

names of Butter-Nut and Oil-Nut The wood U used in the districts

where it grows for the same purposes as the last Its bark possesses
considerable medicinal power*, and is used in the United States as a

purgative and as an application in toothache. IU leaves also are so

acrid that they are employed, when powdered, as a substitute for

canthai-idea.
All UM species of walnuts are best propagated by the nut, which,

when the tree is intended for ornament or timber, should be sown in

UM place where it is wished it should remain, as the large tap-root of

tbass trees is likely to be injured by removing them, although with

great care they may be successfully transplanted. When trees are

planted for the sake of their fruit they are mostly increased by bud-

ding, grafting, and sometimes by layering.
" The most approved and

successful mod* of budding, and which is the one chiefly adopted on
UM continent, is that called the '

flute
'

me' .iod ; in performing which
an entire ring of bark, containing one or more buds, is exactly fitted

to UM upper extremity of the stock, which is also denuded of its bark
;

should the stock be larger than the ring containing the buds the

ring requires to be slit up, but if this exceeds the stock, then a small

portion requires to be cut out so as to make it fit Mr. Knight also

invariably succeeded in budding the walnut by using the minute buds
that are found at the base of the annual shoots of this tree, which, as
be says,

' are almost concealed in the bark, and which rarely if ever

vegetate, but in the event of the destruction of the large prominent
bods which occupy the middle and opposite ends of the annual wood.'

"

(Selby.) These be inserted on yearly stocks which grew in poU, the

vegetation of which had been retarded by exposing them during the

pring and early part
of the summer in a northern aspect, until the

above-mentioned buds were formed on the current year's shoots of
the tree* intended to be propagated, when the pots containing the

planta were brought into a forcing-house, and there budded.
> is no tree that requires less pruning than the walnut, and where

large branches are cut off it is almost invariably followed by a decay
of the tree at the

spot where abscission was performed. The best
soil for the walnut is a deep, stiffisb, dry-bottomed loam. It will
thrive however almost anywhere, provided the soil is free from stag-
"

I"*'"**
1**' "** **** 'ro'1 ** obtained from trees growing on

Previous to the time of the publication of Nuttall's
' Genera of

Worth American Plants,' the various species of North American trees
smiled Hickory were regarded as species of the genus Juglaiu. These
XutUll referred to a new genus, Carya. [CABTA.] There is another
peoisa, formerly referred to Jt&mu, and called J. frasinifolia, that
Kunth ha* made into a gtnos called Ptmrarya. It differs from

'y*"*'
io iu fruit having two wings, and in the embryo not being

aneosspanied by albumen. It is a native of moist woods at the foot
UM Caucasus, and hence called P. Cameatica. It is a small tree

with an
ample btuby bead, attaining a height of 30 or 40 feet Its

Uavrs are alternate, very large, commonly having IK leaflets, which
arr oblong, denticulate, with blunt teeth. Kach of the leaflets has
coe of the sidea shorter than the other. It has not been much planted
hi Great Rriuin, Imt i well adapted for small gardens and arboretums
as an example of the natural order Jaylandtcar.

(London, Art. tl Fna. Brit.; Selby, Britak forat-Trea ; Burnett,
<*// ejf &*,,; Michaux, ffvrlk American Syln,
/ (turmtmng.)

JUGULAR VI'.! NS, the large venous trunks by which the greater
part of the blood is returned to the heart after having circulated in

the head, face, and neck. There are two on each side, an external or

mi|H.Tficial, and an internal or deep. The external jugular lies on each
side just under the skin, and extends from near the angle of the jaw
to the middle of the clavicle, behind which it opens into the sub-
clavion vein. It conveys the blood of the confluent streams from the

jaws, temples, and front and sides of the neck, and of some of those
from the face. The internal jugular, which is far larger than the

external, lies deep in the neck, by the side of the carotid artery. It
receives all the blood from the skull and the brain, from the eyes and
ears, and from the scalp, face, tongue, palate, pharynx, Ac. The
internal jugular veins extend from the base of the skull just in front
of the vertebral column, down the neck, to some depth behind the

clavicles, where they unite with the subclavian veins, by which all

the blood is brought from the arms and upper part of the chest and
neck to form the vena; innominate, which by their union form thu
vena cava superior, which opens directly into the right auricle of the
heart [HEART.]
JULIS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the family Labrida. The

bead is smooth ; cheeks and gill-covers without scales, the lateral lino

bent suddenly downwards when opposite the end of the dorsal fins.

In other respects this genus resembles Labrut. [L.VBRID.E.] An
example of a very beautiful species of this genus, known under the
name of the Rainbow-Wrasse, was described by Donovan as taken
off the coast of Cornwall. It is the /. Mediterranea of Risso, the
J. rulyarii of Fleming and Cuvier. This fish is most remarkable
for its varied colours. Its back is greenish-blue ;

the longitudinal
band is orange ; beneath that are lilac-coloured bands on a silvery

ground ;
the head is varied with brown, yellow, blue, and silver ; the

dorsal fin orange, with a purple spot on the membrane connecting the

three epinous rays. (Yorrell, ritih Fitlte.)

JUNCA'CE-E, Rtuket, a small natural order of Endogenous
Plants, so named from /uncut, the Rush, which is considered its type.
It in principally composed of obscure herbaceous planta, with brown
or green glumaceotis hexandrous flowers, and would perhaps be with
more propriety considered a section of Liliacett than a separate order.

It forms one of the transitions from complete Endogens to the imper-
fect glumaceous form of that class. The species are chiefly found in

the colder parts of the world, some even in the coldest
;
two existing

in the ungenial climate of Melville Island. Some however are known
in the tropics. Eight are mentioned as inhabiting the tropical parts
of Australia. They are only employed for mechanical purposes, as

the rush and others. There are 13 genera and 200 species. [RUSHES,
in ARTS AND Sc. Drv.]

articulntul.

1, a flower ipread open \ 2, a capsule; 3, s wed out through iU longer axis,

bowing the embryo.

JUNCAOINA'CE.*, Arrow-Grant*, a small and unimportant
order of Endogenous Plant*, consisting of marsh plants with thin
minute scaly flowers formed of 8

sepals,
3 petals, and as many

stamens, which are opposite them. Their ovaries aro 3 or 6 iu

number, cottain each one or two ascending ovules, and when rip<:
form a rlry fruit. The embryo has a lateral slit for the emission of
the plumule, en which account they are regarded as allied to Aracert.

The (.-i-tiuH f*clifiirli:eria is n transition from Arrow-Grasses to Rushes,

TriyMtin is the commonest genus of the order, and inhabits the
fresh or salt marshes of most parts of Europe. Marshy places in

most parts of the world may be expected to indicate traces of this
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Good Hope, and equinoctial America.
rope, Asia, North America, the Cape of
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UM Himalaya Mountain* are not some other specie*. Occuiuually
Utt Juniper become* a mall tre*. The fruit u used in considerable

quantises in UM preparation of gin, and in medicine u a powerful
diuretic; a kind of beer called Kenc>rette U alo obtained in some

part* of France by fennentin* it with barley. The words 'gin
'

and
n !..' M i4arivfl fn.iii I lii Kri-m-li nimi> nf thin IMcies. GeneVro.are derived from the French name of thU species, Genevre. Oil

,

of Juniper, obtained from the bltton/i, u amid to be a useful diuretic.

J. S**ia. UM Savin. This specie* U readily known from the
j

its leaves being small, scale-like, and pressed close to the

aides which, its fruit U a light bluish-green. It forms a
{

r gloomy-looking bush, in some cases spreading near the :

ground, in others acquiring the stature of a low tree. It it found

wild in the middle of Europe and the west of Asia, inhabiting the

most sterile soil, and U frequently met with in this country in shrub-

beries. Like the common Juniper, it is a diuretic and uterine

stimulant. For this purpose it is often used criminally, but whilst it

often destroys life it seldom accomplishes the object for which it is .

taken. Oil of Savin is a local irritant, producing blisters when applied
to the skin ; taken internally it is drastic and emetic.

J. ViryitiaiuL, the Red Cedar. Notwithstanding its popular
name this is not generally the plant that yields the cedar wood used

by cabinet-makers and pencil manufacturer*, the Bermuda cedar

being principally so employed ; iU timber however is of great excel-

lence, and durability. It is a native of North America, from C'eiUr

Island in Lake Champlain as far as the southern side of the Gulf of

Mnico, chiefly preferring the vicinity of the sea. In general it is a

large buh ; but in favourable situations, and in such a climate as

that of Virginia and Carolina, it becomes a tree 40 feet high. The
branches of this species are erect, the leaves arranged in threes,

small, scale-like, and but little spreading; the fruit is deep blue,
covered with a mealy resinous powder. A great many fine plants
occur in this country ; it is not however with us an object of any
importance to the forester, except for the sake of variety.

J. Bermudiana, the Bermuda lied Cedar. Very little known in

Great Britain, in consequence of its not bearing the climnte without

protection. It is a native of the Bermudas, where it becomes a large

tree, -with a soft fragrant wood, the value of which is well known
from its use in cabinet-work and the manufacture of pencils. It has,
when young, long narrow spreading leaves growing in threes, but
on the branches of old trees they become shorter, are placed in fours,
and thus give the shoots a four-cornered appearance.

Of the other Junipers, J. acedia and J. Chinauu are handsome

hardy trees ; J. Ltuntanita, the Qoa Cedar, is also of great beauty,
because of its drooping habit and light gray branches, but it will not

live long iu England except in the warmest of the southern counties;
and J. Phaniceo it a handsome bush : the others are of little

moment.
Jl'XKERITE. [IBOX.]
JURA KALK, the German equivalent of the Oolitic system of

England.
JURGON. [ZIRCONIA.]
J I'STI'CI A, a genus of Exogenous Plants belonging to the natural

order Acanthacetr. The species of this genus inhabit all the tropical

parts of the world, preferring however damp woods to dry and open
plains. It is especially in the forests of Brazil and India that they
occur. Many of them are never woody, some are bushes or small

tree*, and a small number are valued by gardeners as objects of orna-

ment. As limited by Linnecus, the genus comprehended a MTV
discordant collection of species ; modern writers have accordingly
broken it up into many new genera. As now limited, Jiuticta itself

scarcely contains a plant of any importance.
As among the species now removed from Jutlicia to other genera

there are some which are useful as medicinal agents, especially in

India, it may be as well to mention them here, instead of referring to

genera which are not yet generally known. Thus J. AMialoda, cele-

brated in Sanscrit works by various names, as Vidiumatri, Vasika,
Ac., has been called Adhaloda Vanilea, and is chiefly esteemed as a

demulcent in coughs. /. nasiUa is now Rlunacanthtu communit, and
is much employed in Indian medicine, especially for the cure of ring-
worm and other cutaneous affections, mixed, according to Dr. Rox-

burgh, with lime-juice and pepper. It is also one of their remedies
for snake-bites, but U no doubt inefficacious for such purposes.
Andrographit (formerly Jutticia) paniculata is the best known and

probably the most valuable of all, as one of its names, Muha-tita,

implies Chief, or King of Bitters ; it is also very commonly called

Kalup-iiath, and well known to Europeans in the peninsula of India

by the name of Creyat, or Kreat, and has been prescribed with benefit

aa a bitter in this country. It forma one of the ingredients of the

Drogue Amere, which is well known in India, and at one time obtained
considerable repute as a cure for cholera

;
but it can be useful only as

a stimulant and tonic.

K
I M PFK'KI A, a small genus of Indian Sciiaminea, or Zinyiberacea
** of some authors, of which the species ore indigenous to the
islands of the. Archipelago and the southern parts of the continent of

India, as Bengal and the district* on its eastern frontier. All are
furnished with tuberous roots like the turmeric and ginger plants.
The spike* of the flowers are short and rising from the root, in

OHM
species befpre, in others with, and nestled among the leaves ; all

are highly ornamental, and K. rottavla, called by th natives Bhooi

Chump*, or Ground Chumps, is much cultivated in gardens on account
of the beauty and fragrance of it* flowers. It was supposed to yield
UM round Zedoary of the shops, but incorrectly, as Dr. Roxburgh
think*, since be considers his Cttreuma Zedoaria to be the plant So
A'. Oakmga was, equally incorrectly, long supposed to yield the

Oalanga of UM shop.. [GALANOA.] It U a native of the mountain-
ous district, beyond Chittagong, and there called Kumula, and is

cultivated by the Mug; by them it in sold to the people of Bengal,
who use it as an ingredient in th.-ir betel. The roote possess an
agreeable fragrant smell, and a somewhat warm, bitterith, aromatic
taste. The Hindoo* use them, according to Dr. Roxburgh, not onlyM perfume, but also medicinally. The roots of K. anyuiUfotia are,
according to the same authority, used as a medicine for cattle by the

peopUot Brogal.
KAKKIK HKKAD [KM muLARTCM.]
KAHAl". [NASJILIS,]
KAIL, ..rKAI.K. [CKAMBE.]
K AKATKKKA-TREK.

(
DAUUDICM

]

KAKOXKSK, a Mineral occurring in small crystals, which appear
to be 6 lidrd pruins terminated by pyramids, disposed iu radiating
tuft*. The colour yellow of several shades, and sometimes brownish-
red. The lustre silky, sometime* adamantine. Adheres to the tongue,
ad ba* an earthy smell
It occurs in clayey brown ironutone at Zbirow. in Bohemia. Analysis

by Steinmn :

Phosphoric Acid 17 '86
Fluoric Acid and Wler
Peroxide of Iron .

Alumina .

Silica

Lime

2585
3682
10-01

8-9U

015
W-tt

When placed on a hot coal it emits a green phosphoric light, and
before the blow-pipe on charcoal decrepitates : with borax forms a

deep green-coloured gloss, and with soda a blackish mass.

KALK, SKA. [CUAMBE.]
KALI, the name of the Maritime Plant from the ashes of which

soda is obtained by lixiviation ; and from the name of this plant,
with the Arabic article al, is derived that of a class of substances

possessing peculiar properties, which are called alkalies. Kali was also

formerly employed to designate the alkali Potash.
KA LIPTRITE, a Mineral consisting of the oxide of iron, manganese,

and zinc, with water and silica.

KALMIA, a genus of Plant.) named by Linn.rus in honour of

Peter K:ilm, professor at Abo in Finland, belonging to the natural

order Kricacta. It has a small S leaved calyx, a cyathiform corolla,
with an angular very open limb, having 10 niches in its sides. The
capsules 5-celled ana many-seeded. The species are evergreen shrubs,
with alternate or verticillate leaves.

A', lalifulia has its leaves on long petioles, scattered or three in a

whorl, smooth and green on each side. It is a native of North
America from Canada to North Carolina, on the sides of stony
hills. It has various names in the United States, Laurel Ivy, Spoon-
Wood, Calico-Bush, &c. The flowers are red, and when in blossom
hava a very elegant appearance. The leaves of this species nre said

By Barton to be poisonous to man and beast, but their action can
be but feeble and unimportant, for animals are known to feed on
the plant without any evident effect. Bigelow however states that

the flesh of pheasants having eaten this plant has produced some
cases of severe disease attributable to this cause alone. The flowers

of the A", latifolia exude a large quantity of sweet nectarous juice,
which is greedily collected by bees and wasps, but the honey
firmed from it is injurious to man, and the juice, if swallowed by
itself, will produce an intoxication of an alarming kind. A brown

powder which adheres to the shoots and branches is used as a

sternutatory by the Americans.
A', angiulifotia, Haulm-Leaved Kalmia, has petiolate leaves, scat-

tered or three in a whorl, oblong, obtuse, rather rusty beneath ;

corymbs lateral, bracts linear; peduncles and calyxes clothed with

glandular pubescence. It is a native of North America from Canada
to the Carolina*, in l>ogs and swamps, and sometimes in dry moun-
tain lands. It is a ihrub 7 or 8 feet iu height, with dark red flowers,
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It is called Sheep-Laurel in North America, as it is supposed to be

very injurious to sheep. Several varieties of this plant with lighter
and darker flowers have been described. There are several other

species, all of them natives of North America. They are all remark-
able for the irritability of their stamens, and each of the stamens
has a little cavity formed for it ill the corolla, to serve as a pro-
tection to the anthers.

They are handsome shrubs when in blossom, and are great
favourites in gardens and shrubberies. They grow best in a peat
Boil, or they may be planted in a very sandy loam or vegetable
mould. They may be propagated by layers or seeds. When the
seeds are used they should be sown early in the spring in flat pans
or pots filled with peat-earth, and very slightly covered over ;

the

pots may be then set in a close frame, or in the front of a hothouse,
till the plants come up, when they may be transplanted to other

pots, which should stand in a close frame till they have struck root
;

they should then be hardened to the air by degrees.

(Don, Dictilamydeous Plants ; Burnett, Outlinei of Botany.)
KAMMERERITE, a Mineral, consisting of a hydrous silicate o/

alumina and magnesia which occurs crystallised and massive. The
common form of the crystal is a 6-sided prism. The cleavage is

perpendicular to the axis only. Cleavage plane.? have a pearly lustre.

Colour, that of some crystals, which, by daylight is so dark that their

red colour is scarcely perceptible, appears by candlelight quite red.

Massive variety, usually composed of fine lamina). The colours are

sometimes dark violet-blue, sometimes yellowish or greenish, or

greenish-white. Translucent on the edges, particularly after immersion
in water. Fracture compact, fine-graiued, becoming splintery or leafy
on the less compact varieties

;
flexible. Dull, or of a greasy lustre,

often glistening. When scratched it gives a light peach-blossom red

or almost white streak. Hardness 2'0 to 2'5. Specific gravity 2'64.

Found in the Ural Mountains. Analysis, by Hartwell :

Silica 37-0

Alumina 14-2

Magnesia . . . . . . . . 31 -5

Lime 1*5

Oxide of Chromium I'O

Water 13-0

98-2

KANGAROO, the common name of the animals belonging to the

genus Macropux, and the family Marsupiata. [MABSOPIATA.]
KANGAROO APPLE. [SOLASCM.]
KAOLIN. [CLAY; FELSPAR.]
KARPHOLITE, a Mineral which occurs in minute crystals and

in stellated silky fibres. It scratches fluor-spar, and is scratched by
felspar. Colour wax or straw-yellow. Lustre of the crystals vitreous

;

of the fibres silky. Specific gravity 2'93.

Before the blow-pipe on charcoal it fuses into a dark glass, which
becomes darker in the interior flame. With borax it melts into a

transparent glass, which in the exterior flame has a manganese
colour, and in the interior becomes greenish. The following are

analyses by Stromeyer and Steiuman :

Stromcrcr. Steinman.
Silica 36-154 37'53
Alumina .... 28'669 26'48
Oxide of Manganese . . 19'160 17'09
Oxide of Iron . . . 2'290 5'64
Lime 0-271
Fluoric Acid . . . 1-470
Water 10780 11-36

98-794 98-10

KARPHOSIDERITE, a Mineral consisting of a hydrous phosphate
of iron, which occurs in reniform masses. Its structure is granular,
compact. Fracture uneven. Hardness 4'0 to 4-5. Specific gravity
2'5. Colour pale and bright straw-yellow, and streak the same.
Lustre resinous. Feels greasy. Opaque. When heated in a tube

gives off water, and a vapour which reddens litmus paper.
Before the blow-pipe, per se, it becomes black, and melts into a

globule which obeys the magnet ;
with salt of phosphorus, it forms

a black xcoria. It is found at Labrador.
KAWRIE-PINE. [AOATHIS.]
KEELING, a Fish. [MoRKHtJA.]
KKLLIAD./E, a family of minute Molliuca belonging to the

Lamellibranchiate Acejt/ta/a. Forbes and Hauley place this family
between Lucinidw and Ofdadida. The British KMiadfS embrace
the genera Mtrntacuta, Turtonia, Kellia, Lepton, and Galeonura.

i ACL-TA
; TUBTONIA

; LKPTO.V.] The genus Kellia has two
British representatives, A', nu/jorbicularit and K. nilida. They are
email but elegant bivalves, living jn the crevices of rocks, or on shells

or sea-weeds, spinning a byssua, or lying free. There are about
a dozen species known in different parts of the world. This genus,
from which the family takes its name, was named after Mr. O'Kelly
of Dublin.
KKMAS. [C.miE.E.]
KKKMKS.MINERAL. [ANTIMONY.]
KK'RODON (F. Cuvier), a genus of Rodtntia, bearing in some

respects resemblance to that of Cavia, but differing both in the loco-

motive aud masticatory organs.
2 4 ^

Dental Formula : Incisors, ^
>
molars

.j^
= 20-

Teeth of Kerodon. F. Cuvier.

The molars all resemble each other, aud are composed of two equal
parts, each of a triangular or rather cordiforui shape, united on the
external side of the tooth, and separated on its internal side. These

triangles, or '

hearts,' are each surrounded by their enamel and filled

with bony matter, and their separation produces au angular notch

partly filled with cortical substance.
When F. Cuvier wrote but one species, K. Moco, was known, and

this was discovered by Prince Maximilian of Neuwied, and noticed by
him under the name of C'ai'ia rupestris. The fur is ash-gray mixed
with reddish-yellow, blackish above and whitish below. Size, smaller
than that of the Guinea-Pig.

This species was found in the rocky places of the interior of Brazi!,
near Rio San Francisco.

In 1836 Mr. Bennett exhibited to a meeting of the Zoological
Society of London a Rodent sent home among the animals collected

by Captain Phillip Parker King, R.N., during his survey of the
Strait of Magalhaens, and presented by him to the Society, which
Mr. Bennett regarded as a second species of Kerodon, and for which
he proposed the name of K. Kingii. It was chiefly distinguishable
from that discovered by Prince Maximilian by its more uniform
colour. Excepting a slight dash of white behiud the ear, and a longer
line of the same colour marking the edge of each branch of the lower

jaw, the animal is entirely gray ;
the upper surface being distinguished

from the under by a greater depth of tint, and by the intermixture of
a free sri/zling of yellow aud black. The crowns of the molar teeth,
as in the typical species, consist of boue surrounded by two triangles
of enamel, the bases of which are connected by a short line of enamel

passing from one to the other, all the lines being slender and sharply
defined.

This species was found at Port Desire, on the eastern coast of

Patagonia. ('Zool. Proc.,' 1835.)
Mr. Waterhouse refers the genus Kerodon to Cavia. [HYSTRIOID^;.]
KEROLITE, a Mineral, consisting of a hydrous silicate of alumina

and magnesia, which occurs massive and reniform. Structure lamellar

or compact. Colour white, yellow, or green ;
streak white. Fracture

conchoidal. Harduess 2'0 to 2'25. Lustre vitreous or resinous.

Transparent, translucent. Specific gravity 2-0 to 2'2. Feels greasy,
but does not adhere to the tongue. It ia found at Frankenstein in

Silesia, and at Zoblitz in Saxony, and also in New York and New
Jersey, United States. The following is au analysis by Pfaff :

Silica 37-1)5

Alumina ... ...... 12-18

Magnesia . 10-02

Water Sl'OO

97-15
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KESTREL. [FAIXOXIDX.]
KEUPKR, m Geology, the. German term for the upper portion of

UM New K*a-Saodstone formation. It is supposed by some geologinte

that cvrUin miH^"V in Warwickshire, Worcestershire, and other

part* of Kngland, correspond to this group of strata. Remains of

reptile* are said to have been found in it near Warwick.

KHAYA, a genus of Plants of the natural family of Cedrtlacea,

which is often made a tribe of the Mdiacetr. fCkaya contains only a

aingl* species, K. Saufalauu, which ha* been well figured in the

'Flor* de Senegambie,' L t. 32. It forms one of the largest and

handcomest of the trees which are found along the banks of the

Gambia and in the valleys near Cape Verd. It attains a height of

from 80 to 100 feet, and is also one of the most common of the trees

of the forest, being called Cail by the negroes, and Cail-Cedra by
Europeans. The wood is of fine quality, reddish-coloured like that

of mahogany, which belongs to the same natural family. The bark is

remarkable for ite bitterness and febrifuge properties, and is taken by
the negroes in the form of infusion and decoction, as a cure for the

fevers so prevalent in their country.
KIAXC. [KAIUIDJC.]
KIHNKYS are two glands lying in the lumbar region, on each side

of the spinal column. They are composed of numberless and delicate

tubular ramifications, on whose walls there is a fine network of capil-

lary arterie* and veins, and which are all collected into one mass of a

firm fleshy consistence, inclosed in a fibrous capsule.
The ureter, through which the urine secreted by the kidney is

conveyed to the bladder, dilates at its extremity into a wide pouch,
the pelvis of the kidney, which is divided into several portions called

calyces. Into each calyx a nipple-like process, or papilla, projects, at

whose extremity there are several minute orifices, each opening into

a very fine canal, which, as it is continued into the substance of the

kidney, ramifies and becomes tortuous. On all these canals, or tubuli

ariniferi, minute bloodvessels ramify, and secrete the urine, which is

conveyed from the tubuli into the calyces, and from them through the

pelvis and the ureter into the bladder.

The papilla-, and the conical bodies called pyramids, of which they
are the extremities, being chiefly composed of the excretory canals,

are nearly white, and of a firm dense structure
;
but as the tubuli

ramify, their branches separate in a somewhat radiating manner, and
the bloodvessels filling the intermediate spaces between them give to

all the exterior part of the kidneys a deep red-colour, and a softer

and more fleshy consistence. Hence the kidney is generally described as

divided into a cortical, or vascular, and a medullary or tubular portion.
The general structure of the kidney may be best shown by making

a seotion from H* convex border into the pelvis. The surface of

each part then presents several whitish conical bodies, the pyramids,
who** rounded apices, the papilla*, project into corresponding tubular

calyces, and whose bases are surrounded by the vascular cortical sub-

stance. In the latter no distinct arrangement of vessel* can be seen,
bat thrre are scattered Irregularly through it minute granular bodies

called the acini, or corpuscle* of Malpighi, which are composed of
delicate tortuous arterie*.

In the early embryo of Mammalia each papilla, with the tubules

opening on it and ite bloodvessels, forms a separate body ; but during
growth the several renculi are united into one mas*, their original

separation being however indicated by the more or less deeply lobulatcd

form of the organ in various animals, and occasionally in man.

[t'mxAar STSTEM; URIMB.]
K II. I.AH, the local name of a group of rocks in Cornwall, ranked

by geologists with the Clay-Slate, or Grauwacke Slate of other
oountrMs. The term is perhaps most properly applied

to denote
nssile argillaceous rocks, such as are usually called clay-slate ; but it

I* often extended to other earthy compounds allied to these by geolo-
gical position. (Conybeare,

' Ann. Phil.,' new series, vol. vL) Near
granite the Killaa is supposed by many geologist* to undergo great
alterations of character, to become '

metamorphio,' so as to assume
ore or Us* of the characters of pyrogenous rocks. In these '

altered
'

rocks lie* a great part of the mineral wealth of Cornwall ; tin and
copper vein* abound in them, a* well a* in the contiguous granite, to
whose influence their mineral characters are ascribed. Dr. Borlase, in

bis work On the Geology of Cornwall,' assign* to these rocks the
title of Cvrmubunilt.
KILLHRICKKXITK. [ASTIMOXT.]
KILLKNITK, a Mineral which occur* both crystallised and massive.

The crystals are imperfect : the primary form appears to be a rhombic
prism. The cleavage is parallel to the lateral faces and short diagonal.
Fracture uneven. Structure lamellar. Colour greenish and brownish-

yellow. Streak yellowish white. Lustre glimmering, dull, vitreous.
Tnaslooeoi Opaque. Specific gravity 2-698. Hardness 4'0 : scratched

by the knife. Frangible.
It occur, in granite vein* at Killeny near Dublin, and is stated by

Dr. Thomson to consist of
Silica 49-08
Alumina 30-60
Potaah 672
Oxide of Iron ...... 2'27

10-00

98-87

By the blow-pipe it become* white, swells up, and fuses into a

colourless enamel.

KIKG-CRAB. [LlMtJLDa,]
KINO-FISH. [LAMPRis.]
KINGFISHERS. [HAJXJYOHIDJB.]
KINGLET. rREouLUs.]
KINGSCLERE, a village in Hampshire, remarkable for the exhibi-

tion of the Qreensand Formation in the midst of the elevated chalk

downs, on the line of an anticlinal axis passing east and west The
anticlinal axis passes through the middle of a valley (hence called a

'valley of elevation') in which the greensand appears ;
and it might

seem on a first view that the discontinuity of the chalk was simply

owing to elevation and fracture, but by considering the areas and

slopes of the strata, in plans and sections on a true scale, it will

immediately appear that a considerable mass of chalk must have been

removed by denudation. For the knowledge of this interesting
'

valley of elevation
' we are indebted to Dr. Buckland. (' QeoL

Trans.,' 2nd series, voL ii.) Sir Charles Lyell has contemplated it in

connection with the more extensive denudation of the Weald of Kent
slid Sussex. (PrincipUt of Geology.)
K I N'GSTON, a Fish. [SQUALID*.]
KINIXYS. [CHELOHIA.]
KINKAJOU. [VIVERBIDJ-.]
KINO. [PTEROCABPCS.]
KINOSTERNON. [CHKLONIA.]
KIRWANITE, a Mineral consisting of silicate of iron, &c. It occurs

filling cavities in a kind of basaltic rock. The texture is fibrous, fibres

diverging from a centre and forming brushes. The colour is dark

olive-green. Opaque. Hardness 2-0. Specific gravity 2"941. It is

found on the north-east coast of Ireland. The following analysis w
by R. D. Thomson :

Silica 40-50

Protoxide of Iron 23-91

Lime 1978
Alumina........ 11*41

Water . 4'35

99-95

KITE. [FALCONID*.]
KITE. [RHOMBUS.]
KITTA. [CoBviD.fi.]
KITTIWAKE. [LARID.J-,]

KLEY, a Fish. [MoRRHUA.]
KLIPPSPRINGER. [ANT-LOPE*.]
KNAPPIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Oraminacea. It has an inflorescence, with a somewhat one-aided

raceme. The flowers solitary ; glumes not keeled, and blunt It has

2 paleo), which are Bcarious, very hairy, obtuse, unequal, and without

awns. There is but one species of Knappia
K. agroitulea, an elegant but very small grass, with a small fibrous

root, having numerous stems and short rough leaves. The spikes
ore slender, consisting offrom 5 to 10 mostly sessile alternate spikelets.
It is found in sandy maritime pastures, but is a rare grass.

(Babington, Manual of Briiith Botany.)
KNAP-WEED. [CUNTAURKA.]
KNAUTIA (named after Christopher Knaut, a German botanist),

a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Dipiacea. The
inner calyx is cup-shaped, with radiant teeth, the outer one forming a

thickened margin to the germen. It has a 4-fid corolla, a fruit with

4 sides and 8 little depressions, the receptacle with spinous scales

shorter than the involucre.

K. arretuu, the Field Scabious, has its lower leaves simple, the

stem-leaves pinnatifid, the inner calyx with 8 or 16 somewhat-awned
teeth. The stem rises from 2 to 3 feet in height, is slightly branched,
and with but few leaves. The flowers are purple, in largo convex

long-stalked heads. This is the only British species of this genus.
There are a few species of Knauiia natives of Europe.

(Babington, Manwit of JlrilM Botany ; Don, Dichlomydtont Plants.)

KNEBELITE. [MASOANESS.]
KNOT. [SCOLOI'ACID.E.]
KNOT-GRASS. [POI.YOONUM.]
KNOTWORTS. [ILLKCKBRACE.K]
KNOWLTO'NIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Ranwiculacetr. It has 5 sepals, from 6 to 16 petals, with the margins
naked. The stamens and ovaries numerous ; many 1-seeded succulent

fruits, not pointed by the style, which is deciduous. The species are

1-seeded perennial herbs, with greenUh-yellow flowers.

K. veticatoria is a plant which has the appearance of an umbelli-

ferous perennial It has biternato leaves, the segments somewhat

cordate, rigid, and smooth, the lateral obliquely truncate at the base.

The umbels are nearly simple, and few-flowered. The leaves are

used as vesicants in the Cape of Good Hope. There are four other

species, natives of the Cape of Good Hope, where these plant*

grow in abundance. They will thrive well in a mixture of loam and

peat and may be increased either by dividing the root or by seed.

(Don, DicUamydtovu Planti; Lindley, Flora ifedica.)
KOALA [MARSUPIATA.J
KOBELLITE, a Mineral resembling sulphuret of antimony, but

is more brilliant The structure is radiated, crystalline. Streak and
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powder black. Specific gravity 6'29 to 6'32. It is found in the

cobalt-mine at Huena in Sweden. Analysis by Setterberg :

Sulphuret of Lead 46'36

Sulphuret of Bismuth 33'18

Suiphuret of Antimony .... 12'70

Sulphuret of Iron 472
Sulphuret of Copper 1'08

Gaugue . 1'45

99-49

KOBRE'SIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Cyperacece. It has the spikes aggregate ;
the lower flower pistiliferous.

the perigone of one scale inclosing the germen and covered by the

glume. The upper flower staminiferous without any perianth. There

is but one species of this genus, K. caricina, which has an erect stem

from 6 to 12 inches in height, slender leaves shorter than the stem,
from 4 to 5 spikes aggregated at the summit of the stem, and from 6

to 8 flowers. There is often an abortive stamen at the base of the

nut. This plant is found throughout Europe and in Great Britain, on

moors in Yorkshire, Durham, and Perthshire. (Babington, Manual

of Britith. Botany.)
KOBUS. [ANTILOPE.E.]
KOELE'RIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Graminai:toe. It has unequal glumes, the upper one with 2 or 3 ribs,

shorter than the spikelet, which is compressed. The outer palea is

nerved, keeled, and acuminate
;
the seed loose, and the styles terminal.

There is but one British species of this genus :

K. cristate has a compact panicle, spiked, oval, and interrupted

below, the outer palea 8-ribbed and acute ;
the leaves narrow, rough

at the edges, and ciliated. In dry places the leaves are much shorter

than the stem ; in damper places elongated, and often nearly as long
as the stem.

(Babington, Manual of Britith Botany.)
KOGIA. [CETACEA.]
KOLLYRITE, a Mineral consisting of a hydrous silicate of alumina,

which occurs massive. Colour white. Fracture earthy. Nearly

opaque. Lustre somewhat vitreous. Hardness 3'25. Specific gravity
2-06 to 2'11. It is found at Schemnitz in Hungary, and in a lead-

mine on the bank of the river Oo, in the Pyrenees. The following

analysis is by Berthier :

Silica 19-0

Alumina 40'5

Water 40'5

100

KONIGA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Cruci-

ferie. It has an oval compressed pouch, from 1 to 2 seeds in each

cell, simple filaments, and 8 hypogynous glands. But one British

species of this genus has been discovered, K. maritima, which is a

procumbent plant, with bipartite hairs, linear-lanceolate acute leaves,

oval pointed glabrous pods. It is the Lolularia of Koch, and the

(/tyce of Lindley. The flowers are white and sweet-scented. (Babington,
Manual of British. Botany.")

KONIGITE, a Mineral consisting of sulphate of copper which is

insoluble. Krimviyite is one of the same species.
KOODO. [ASTILOPEA]
KRAMERIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

PtAijfjalac&z. It has 4 or 5 sepals, irregular, coloured, spreading,
deciduous ; petals 5 or 4, irregular, smaller than the calyx, the three

inner unguiculate; stamens 1, 3, or 4, hypogynous, unequal; ovary
1 -celled, or incompletely 2-celled ; style terminal

; stigma simple ;

ovules in pairs, suspended. Fruit between hairy and leathery, globose,
covered with hooked prickles by abortion, 1-seeded, indehiscent.

The species are spreading many-stemmed undershrubs. The leaves

alternate, simple, entire, or 3-foliate, spreading; racemes simple,

spiked.
}. triandra is found on dry gravelly and sandy hills in Peru, flower-

ing all the year round. It is known by the name of Ratanhy Root.

It is a suffruticose plant, with a horizontal very long and branched

root, with a thick bark, reddish-brown outside, red inside. It has a

procumbent stem, much branched and taper ;
the branches are from

2 to 3 feet long, when young, silky ; leaves alternate, sessile, oblong
and obovate, acuminate, entire, hoary on each side ; flowers solitary,

axillary, and stalked ; calyx silky externally, smooth and shining inside,

of the colour of lac. The two upper petals are separate, spathulate, the

two lateral roundish and concave ; the drupe is dry and hairy, barred,
with dull red hooks. The extract of the plant is styptic and tonic,
and operates powerfully upon tumours, resolving and restoring tone
to those parts. When administered internally the extract of Ratanhy
is apt to be rejected by the stomach till three or four doses have
been taken. It is best to take it in the, form of pills. It is commonly
used in Peru as tooth-powder.

(Lindley, Flora Medica.)
KRAMERIACE^E. [P
KRAURITE. [IRON.]
KRISUVIGITE. [KcmoiTE.]
KROKYDOLITE, a Mineral containing silica and iron. It occurs

asbestiform, fibrous, and compact. Colour lavender or indigo blue.

Streak lavender blue or leek green. Lustre silky. Opaque. The
fibrous variety is flexible and elastic. It is found on the Orange
River in Southern Africa. The following is an analysis of the fibrous

variety by Stromeyer
Silica ....'.... 51-64
Protoxide of Iron .' 34'38
Soda 7-11

Magnesia 2'62
Oxide of Manganese . . . . . 0'02

Lime 0'05

Water 4'01

99-83

KUPFERINDIG (Indigo Copper, Blue Copper), a Mineral which
occurs in spheroidal masses, presenting superficial indications of crys-
tallisation. Colour dark blue. Fracture uneven. Hardness about
2'0. Lustre faintly resinous, Opaque. Specific gravity 3'8. It is

found at Sangerhausen in Thuringia, and also in the volcanic rocks

of Vesuvius, in black or greenish blue incrustations. Its analysis by
Walchner affords

Sulphur
Copper
Iron

Lead

32-64

64-77
0-46

1-04

-98-91

KUPFERSCHAUM, a Mineral containing arsenate of copper, which
occurs crystallised. Primary form a right rhombic prism. Occurs
in rhomboidal plates, which present perfect cleavage parallel to the

faces of the rhomb
; generally in small aggregated and diverging

fibrous groups of a pale apple-green or verdigris-green colour. Streak

paler. Hardness I'O to 1'5. Lustre pearly on the faces of the rhomb.
Translucent. Flexible in thin lamina:. Specific gravity 3'0 to 3'2.

It is found at Matlock in Derbyshire, in theaBannat, at Lebether in

Hungary, in Siberia, the Tyrol, and at Saalfeld in Thuringia. Its

analysis by Von Kobell affords

Arsenic Acid 25'91

Oxide of Copper 43-88

Carbonate of Lime 13'65

Water 17'46

100

KYANITE (Cyanite, Diathene, Sappare). This Mineral occui-s

crystallised and massive. Its primary form is a doubly oblique prism.
The cleavage is parallel to the faces of the primary form. Frac-

ture uneven. Hardness of the sharp portions sufficient to scratch

glass. Colour white, yellow, and various shades of blue and green.
Streak white. Lustre vitreous, pearly. Transparent; translucent.

Specific gravity 3'6.

By the blow-pipe it is infusible, and merely becomes white even in

a very sirong fire ; with borax it readily dissolves into a colourless

transparent glass. The following are analyses by Laugier and
Arfwedson :

Laugier. Arfwedson.

Silica 38-50 34-33
Alumina 55'50 64'89

Lime 0'50

Oxide of Iron . ... 2'75

Water and Loss .... 2'75

100 99-22

It is found in Switzerland, in Scotland, and many other parts of

Europe, and also in North and South America.

T A'BEC (Cuvier), a genus of 1'ishes belonging to the family

C'yprinida. The species of this genus resemble the true Carps in

having the dorsal fin long, but they do not possess the strong spine of

the anal and dorsal fins. The lips are very thick and fleshy, and
more or less crenulated. There are no cirri. An illustration of this

genus will be found in the Cyjiriniu Niloticut of Geoffrey St. Hilaire.

(' Poiasons du Nil,' pi. xi. f. 2.) The Cyprinus fimbriatut of Bloch,
'

Hchu.,' p. 441, sp. 24, and the Catoitomut ci/i>rinus of I.tKueur, also

belong to the genus Lateo, which has no representative in tho

European seas.

LABIA. [FOHFICULID.E.]
LABIATE. [LAMIAOE*.]
LAB1DOURA. [FOUFICULID*.]
LABIDUS. [MUTILLID*:.]
LABLAB, a name, it is said, of Egyptian origin, which has been

adopted by botanists to designate a genus of Papilionaceous Lcguminosce



LABRADORITE. LABRID.E.

of UM tribe

tbM imrated,
tkrw Ui leaflet*.

|*rpl*->Ur<i. 1

This gem* like /W.rAo., from which it

tod, M twisting climber, with leaves competed of

t. The flower* are in raceme*. and either white or

The legume* are Urge, tcimitar-thaped, flat, and

tubercuUrly muricatod along the luturet, and having
UM ttd separated from one another by trannverae partition!. It U
on account of tbete ted* and legume* that the specie* are rained and
rultiT>u-d in hot oountrie* such a* India, Egypt, and the Went India

at well a* in China, In India L. rttiyarii and A. cx/tralni

are chiefly cultivated in the rainy season in gardens, and may bo

eoatidered the analogue* of the French and kidney beans of Euro]K-an

gardea*.
LABRADORITE (Labrador Fibpar, Glaucolitt), a Mineral which

occur* in rolled or imbedded crystalline nisite*. Its cleavage is parallel
to the plane* of a doubly-oblique prism. Fracture uneven, oonchoidal.

Hanlnett 55 to 05. It tcratehe* phosphate of lime, and U scratched

by quirt*. Colour white, gray ; richly iridescent Lustre vitreous.

franalucent Specific gravity 2'09 to 278.
When powdered and heated in muriatic acid it gelatinises. On

charcoal before the blow-pipe it fuse* into a compact glass, with a

brilliant fracture.

It is found on the coast of Labrador, and in Devonshire imbedded
in a trap rock. It it probably a variety of A Ibile.

The following is an analysis of the mineral from Labrador :

Silica 5575
Alumina 2650
Lime 11-00

Soda 4-00

Oxide of Irou 1'25

Water 0'50

99

LABRAX (Cuvier), a genus of Fishes of the section Acanthopleryyii
and family Ptrcida. The fishes of this genus are closely allied to the

true Perches, but may be distinguished by the opercular bone? being
covered with scales, the absence of denticulations on the suborbital

and interopercular bones, the operculum being terminated by two

pines, and likewise by the tongue being almost entirely covered with
minute and cloMly-tet teeth. There are two dorsal fins.

/.. L*I:*I (Cuvier), a fish commonly known in this country by the

name of the Bute, and nomrtimes called the Sea-Dace, is abundant in

the Mediterranean ; its flesh being excellent food, it has been long
known, and was called by the Romans LIIJUU, and by the Greeks
LabrtLT.

I

The Dam is not unfreqm-ntly met with on our own shores : it

gnwrlly from about IS to 18 inche* in length, but sometimes attains
ti.nrh larger tine. The upper part* of the head and body are

iln-kj l.lur, pasting into lilrery white on the side* ami
Ix-lly ; the Kim

aro pale-brown. In form it r^nr much retemble* the pVn-h, and,
like that Ash, it ha* two distinct rlor-al fin*, th- ray. of the fir-t 1 in*;

pinoiM, tnd thane of the second being flexible : the scales are of
moderate HI*.

n'oliu of Cuvier and Valenciennes, the Rock-Kish or Striprd
Base of the t'nitod Kuti,al*o belong* to the present geaur, and in>l.. .1

very dourly r. wmUm L. !.,,* In form, but attains a Urgtr tiie, and
b Mlonwl with aeren or eight longitudinal black line* on a tilvery

I colour. There U alto a second American specie* of Bute,
the L. mmmnal-t of CuvW and Valenciennes, which diQVr* from the

former in having no black line* on the aide* of the body, and in being
of a smaller size and deeper and shorter funn.

I.A'ltKin.K (Labroides, Cuvier). according to Cuvier'*
'

Regne
Animal,' a

family
of Fishe* of tlie order Acantli-iii'tryjii. The fishe*

belonging to thin family are of an oblong form, covered with scales,

usually of large size, formed of
simple kiuinic, and with the external

or posterior margin smooth ; they have a single dorsal fin supported
in front by spinous rays, each of which is generally furnished with a
membranous appendage; the jaws are covered by thick fleshy lips;
two upper pharyngealt are attached to the cranium, and, together
with a large lower phuryngeal, are armed with teeth, which are large
and rounded, sometimes pointed or laminated, and generally very
strong. The intestinal canal is without cocoa, or when these ajipen-

dages are present they ore of small size, and there is a simple and

strong natatory bladder. The following are the genera contained in

this family :

Labrut proper, the characters of which are opercula and pi-coper-
cula without spines or dentation! ; cheek and operculum covered with
scalc8 ; lateral line straight, or nearly so. Of this genus, the specie*
nf which are called Wrasses, we have several example* on the British

DOMt
L. maculatut, Bloch, the Bnllan Wrasse, is not unfrequently met

with on various parts of our coast; it is about 18 inches long, of a
red colour above, pale-orange beneath, and adorned with bluish-green
oval spots ; the fins and tail are green, with n few red spots, the dorsal

fin is spotted at the base. The length of the head compared to the
whole length of the Ash is as one to four, and the depth of the body
is equal to the length of the head. The fin-rays are dorsal, 20+11 ;

pectoral, 15; ventral, 1+5; anal, 8 + 9; caudal, 13. Besides this

species Mr. Tamil describes, in his '

History of British Fishes,' the

following: L. lincatut, the Green-Streaked Wranse; L. raritgaita
(Grael., Linn.), the Blue-Striped Wrasse

; L. retula (Bloch), the Sea-

Wife; L. rarneni (Bloch), the Red Wrasse; L. comber (GrneL, Linn.),
the C'omber-Wrasse.

Ballun Wrasse (Lalrus mnnilutii.^.

Cktilinnt, Lacop. The species of this genus differ only from the
true Laliri in having the lateral line interrupted opposite the eu.l (

the dorsal fin, and commencing again a little below the break. The
scales on the tail are large, and extend on the fin. These fishes
inhabit the Indian Ocean, and are very beautiful in colouring.

Lachnolaimtu, Cuv., may be thus characterised : Anterior spines
of the dorsal fin with long flexible filaments ; pharyngeals furnished
with n villous membrane, with rounded flat teeth on the hinder part.
The known species are from America.

Jnlit, Cuv., is distinguished from Labriu proper by the head being
entirely smooth and without scales, and the lateral line being suddenly
bent opposite the end of the dorsal fin.

Juiii Mcdilerranm, Risso (/. rulgarit, Cuv.), the Rainbow-Wrasse,
has been caught off the British coast; but it appear- I.,T.' to be
scarce, though a well-known fish in the Mediterranean. It is of
slender and elongated form, and remarkable for the elegant distri-

bution of its colours, which change according to the light and position :

on each side of the body is a broad dentated stripe, extending from
the head nearly to the tail, of a silvery and fulvous colour. Ti

rays are dorsal, 9 + 13; anal, 2 + 13; caudal, 13; pectoral, 1 2
;
mid

ventral, 1 + 5. A specimen described by Donovan, which exceeded
wven inches in length, was caught off the coast of Cornwall, and is

the only recorded inwtnnco of the occurrence of the species on the
Britioli coa*t

Rainbow Wra< ;./. .V.Jiltrraura),
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The speciea of the genus Anampscs of Cuvier differ from those of
the genus Julie in having two flat teeth in each jaw, which project
and curve outwards.
The genus Crenilabrus of Cuvier has the general characters of

Labrus proper, but the margin of the pre-operculum is dentated.
Crenilabrus Tinea, Flem., called the Gilt-Head, Connor, &c., is

found on many parts of our coast, and indeed is one of the commonest
species of the family Labridce we possess ; it is from 8 to 10 inches
in length ; the upper parts are marked with alternate red and bluish

longitudinal lines ; below the lateral line the colour is bluish-green,
spotted with dull red

; head brownish-red, with undulating linea of
an azure-blue colour

; dorsal, caudal, and ventral fins bluish-green,
spotted, and lined with red

; pectorals pale and immaculate; greatest
depth of the body very nearly one-third of the entire length.

Gilt-Head (Crmilatrvt Tinea}.

The works on British fishes contain three other species of the present
genus. The Qoldsinny (G. cornubicta, Risso), the Gibbous Wrasse

(C. ffibbus, Flem.), and the Scale-Rayed Wrasse (C. luscus, Yarrell).

[CRENILADBOS.]
In the genus Coricui, Cuvier, we find the same characters as in

Crenilabrua ; but the mouth is protractile, though not quite in so

great a degree as in the next genus, Epibulas (Cuvier), where the

species have the power of extending the mouth to a great degree :

in the fishes of the last-mentioned genus the head and body are

covered with large scales, which extend both on the caudal and anal
fins

; the lateral line is interrupted, and there are two long conical

teeth in each jaw, behind which the teeth are comparatively small
and blunt. The only species known (Epibulta insidiator) inhabits the
Indian Ocean. Clfpticus (Cuvier), which is the next genus in suc-

cession, has for its distinguishing characters the snout small and

cylindrical, which may be suddenly protruded like that of EpHtulus,
but which U not so long as the head : the teeth are minute, the body
oblong, and the head obtuse ;

the lateral line is continuous, and the
dorsal and anal fins are almost entirely enveloped by scales. But
one species is known (the C. genizara, Cuvier), and this is from the
Antilles.

In the genus Gomphosus (Lacdpede) the muzzle is remarkably long
and slender, owing to the prolongation of the maxillary bones ; the
head is smooth, as in Julit. The speciea inhabit the Indian Ocean.

Clomp/tolas viridit, Bennett (' Fishes of Ceylon'), is found off the coast
of Ceylon, and is of a dark green colour : the pectoral fin is marked
with a black streak.

tiridia.

Xyrichthtji (Cuvier). The fishes of this genua are of a compressed
form, and have the profile of the head high and nearly vertical : the

body is covered with large scales ; the lateral line is interrupted ; the

jaws are furnished with a range of conical teeth, of which those in

the centre are the longest ;
the pharynx is beset with hemispherical

teeth. The compressed form and almost vertical profile of the head
caused the older authors to arrange these fishes with the Coryphcence.
The Xyrichthys noracula (C'uryphcma navacula, Linn.), or Razor-Fish
of the Mediterranean, affords an example of this genus : it is of a red

colour, irregularly striped with blue.

Chromis, Cuvier. With the thick lips, protractile intennaxillaries,

pharyngea
1

bones, filaments to the dorsal spines, and the general

appearance of a Lnlmu, these fishes have the teeth in both jaws and
on the pharyngeals slender and thickly set, or, as Cuvier describes

them,
' en carde,' but in front of these there is a range of conical

teeth. The vertical fins are filamentous. The ventral fins are often

prolonged into long filaments. The lateral Hue is interrupted. A
small species of this genii", which is of a chestnut-brown colour, is

it AT. HIST. DI v. vou in.

common in the Mediterranean ; it is the Sparias chromis, Linn. Another

species is found in the Nile, the Labrus Nilolicus, Hassela, &c. The
genua Cyclda (Bloch, Schn.) differs from Chromis in having the body
more elongated, and in having the whole of the teeth very slender

and thickly set, like the pile on velvet, and forming a broad band :

it contains numerous speciea. The genus Pseliops (Cuvier) differs

from Chromis in having the head compressed, the eyes placed near
to each other, and the ventral fins much elongated.

MalacmMus, Cuvier. -In this genus there are the general characters

of Labrus ; the maxillary teeth are nearly the same, but the pharyngeal
teeth are 'en carde,' as in Chromis. The body is elongated, the

lateral line continuous, the operculum is produced posteriorly into

a little spine, and the long dorsal fin has but a small number of

slender and flexible spinea in front. One speciea is found in the

Antilles, which is of a yellowish colour with irregular transverse

violet stripes, and has a crescent-shaped tail : it is the Coryphcena
Plumicri of Lace'pede.

Scarus, Linn. The species of this genus, commonly known by the

name of Parrot-Fishes, are remarkable for the convex and rounded
form of the jaws, which are beset with several series of scale-like

teeth, which are so soldered together, that they usually appear to form
solid masses of enamel : these teeth aucceed each other from behind
forwards ; those at the, base, being the moat recent in formation, in

time replace thoae above, and themselves form the cutting edge.
When alive, the fleshy lips nearly cover the teeth. In general form
and in the large acales with which the body is covered the Parrot-

Fishes resemble the true Labri ; their pharyngeals, like them, are

furnished with teeth, but they consist of transverse lamincc.

Head of a Parrot-Flh (Scana), and the jaw, natural size.

These fishes are chiefly confined to the seas of hot climates, and
are of very brilliant colours, which last circumstance, combined with
a fancied resemblance between the mouth and the beak of a parrot,
has given rise to the name of Parrot-Fishes. Some of them have a

crescent-shaped tail, and of these there are a few in which the forehead

ia very gibbous ; in others, the tail is truncated. Cuvier has separated
from the Parrot-Fishes, under the generic name Calliodon, those

species in which the lateral teeth of the upper jaw are square and

pointed, and in which there is an interior range of much smaller teeth

in the same jaw ;
and lastly, M. Cuvier has established the genus

Odax for the reception of those Labroid Fishes which approach the

genus Labrua in having the lips thick and fleshy, and the lateral line

continuous, and the jaws composed like those of Scarut, but which
are however flat and not gibbous, and are covered by the lips ;

the

pharyngeal teeth are as in Labrua. The Scams pullus of Bloch

(Schneider) belongs to this genua ;
the fish is found off the coast

of New Zealand, is of a blackish brown colour, and furnished with
small scales.

LABROIDES. [LABRID.E.]
LABRUS. [LABMD&]
LABURNUM, the common name of the European trees named by

botanists Cylisut alpinua and C. Laburnum. It is a native of the Alps
of Europe, and is well known in gardens for the beauty of its pendu-
lous racemes of beautiful yellow flowers. The seeds of Laburnum
contain a poisonous substance called Cytisine ;

and the wood, which
is olive-green, hard, and compact, is occasionally used by the turner

for ornamental purposes. [CYTisns.]
LABYRI'NTHODON, a genus of Fossil Reptiles from the New Red-

Sandstone strata. (Owen.) [AMPHIBIA.]
LAC. [CocciD*.]
LACE-BARK TREE, [DAPHNE.]
LACERTA. [SAUBIA ; LACKRTIAD.F,.]

LACE'RTIAD^E, or LACERTIANS. Under the family name
Lacertiaua Cuvier arranged

1st The Monitors and their subdivisions, namely, the Monitors

properly so called, including the Ouarans of the Arabs ( Varanus), &c. ;

the Dragona (Crocodilurus of Spix, Ada, of Gray), and the Sauvegardes

(Monitor of Fitzinger and Ameiva).
2nd. The Lizards properly so called.

This second group comprises, according to Cuvier, the genera
Lacerta, Algyra, and Tachydromus.

Messrs. Dumrfril and Bibron make the Varauinns, or Sauriens Platy-
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,.j (Broad-Backed Saurian*), * family which come* immedUtely
after the Oeekotian* la their

'

Erpe'tologte.' They allow thai tho

VannlaiM ar nearly allied (out Iris mild* rapport*) to the Laoertians,

a* modified by them, and rest the diitinctions of the former family

from the latter lt, on the presence in the latter of polygonal scales

which oover the head ; Sod, on the form of the Male* of the back aud

of the belly, and their nooeompreaMd tail ; and 3rd, on the form and

dMpoatton of the teeth, which are not distant, obtuse, and conical,

bat placed on the same line, and trenchant at their summit in the

aotero-posterior direction.

For an account of the systematic arrangement of the Lizardi and
their oonnoen, see SAURIA.

LACHKSia [CMuunaJ
LACHRYMAL GLANDS. [Ey,]
LACISTKMA'CE.E, Laeutemadi, a small and obscure natural

order of incomplete Exogenous Plants, containing a few arborescent

specie*, inhabiting the wood* of tropical America, in low places. In

appearance they resemble the genus Cdtit ; and in structure they

approach rery nearly to t'rticacttr, from which Von Martius first

distinguished them. The principal characters on which the order is

founded are the dehiscent 3-valved fruit and amentaceous inflores-

cence. Nothing U known of their properties. There are two genera
and six species.

A knack of Latittrmt ttmltlum In (tower nod fruit. 1, flower with iU

*aly ; 1, u ovary with the double tUmen below it ; 9, a ripe fruit.

LACTKALS, a set of absorbent vesseU which take their origin in

the vilii of the intestines, and are the
principal

means by which the

food, in the form of chyle, U conveyed into the blood. [ABSORBENT
Brmit ; Diucniux ; CIITI.E ; I.fTUTME*,]
LACTU'CA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Oamponltr, the sub-order LigtUijtunr, the tribe Cichoracca, and the

sub-tribe Luttwxa of Do Candolle. It has a cylindrical imbricated

involucre, with the scale* membranous at the margin, and few-flowered ;

the receptacle naked ;
the aohenium compressed, wingless, with a long

Aliform beak ; the pappus hair-like in several rows.

L. nrota. Acrid Lettuce, has leave* with a prickly keel, horizontal,

oblong, auricled, and clasping, mueronate, dentate or sinuated, the
beak white, equalling the fruit, which is black. This plant is found
on hsdg**, old walls, and the skirU of fields throughout Europe. It

Yields a milky juice, which when procured and dried has the name
Laotucaricum. This substance U also procured from the Garden Lettuce

(L. MJira), and in the ' London Phannaooporia
'

the L. tativa U the

only plant reoognued for supplying this substance. Dr. Chrititison

remarks:" The London College however, and many cultivators, are

wroof In restricting themselve* to the garden lettuce for the pre-

paration of Uctuoaricum. From information communicated to me
several years ago by Mr. Duncan, chemist and druggist in this city
(Edinburgh), who ha* often made Uctucaricum on a large scale, it

appears that the L. rinta yield* a much
larger quantity, and that

the produce U of a superior quality. Nor u there any reason for

dreadinc the narcotic properties of the wild lettuce, the scientific

name of which ha* given rise to an exaggerated notion of it* activity.
The remit* obtained by Mr. Duncan have been since confirmed by
tho** of BchulU in Germany, who found that a single plant of the

garden lettuce yields only 17 grains of Uctucaricum on an average,
while a plant of wild UtWee yields no leu than 50 grain*." Mr.
Duncan ha* made the observation also that,

"
although the milkincsa

of the juice increase* till the very clow of the time of flowering,
namely in the wild -lettuce till the month of October in this climate,

the value of the laotuoarioum is deteriorated after the middle of tho

period of inflorescence; foV subsequently, while the juice becomes

thicker, a material decrease takes place in the proportion of bitter

extract contained in it" For an account of L. latira aud iU uses a*

a salad see LETTUCE, in ARTS AND So. Drv. This plant appear* to have
been cultivated amongst the Greeks, and also used in medicine. It

is the epi'Sof of Diosooridea (u. 165) ; also of Theophrutus. Several

varieties of the Garden Lettuce were uaed both among the Greeks and
Romans as salads.

L. Scariola, Prickly Lettuce, has the leaves with a prickly keel, per-

pendicular, arrow-shaped at the base and clasping, sinuate, the beak

white, equalling the pale fruit It U found plentifully in waste place*

in many parts of Europe, but is a rare plant iu Great Britain. It ha*

a stem Iroui 2 to 5 feet high, leafy aud panicled. Its juice is not so

acrid as that of L. riroia, out possesses the same properties. It U
found on the higher hills of Greece, and is probably the epf&af aypla
and BftScuelni of Dioscorides. The BpiSaxlm of Theophrostus (i. 8 and
vii. 3) and of Galen (lib. 2), according to Fraas, is tho L. coriacea of

Schultz.

There are two other British specie* of lettuce : L. taligna, with a

white elongated beak, twice OB long as the fruit, the upper leaves entire,

acuminate ; and L. mwalii, with the beak much shorter than the fruit

(Babington, Manual of Britiih Botany ; Proas, Synopti* I'lantarum

Flora Clattica; Christison, Ditpmtalory.)
LACTUCA'RICUM is a substance obtained from the Lactuca

virota, being the inspissated milky juice of the plant, and which is at

first white, but afterwards by exposure to the air aud sun concrete*

and becomes brownish. The juice of the leaves only should be col-

lected before the flowering has begun. Puncturing the leaves is the

best mode of procuring it

Other plants are often mistaken for it, OB Lactuca tativa, L.

augiutana, L. qutrcina, L. Scariola, Sonchut ola-aceia, aud Dipiacut

lylvatrit.

According to Klink, Laotucaricum contains'. lactucic acid. It yields

by distillation its odour and taste to water, which thus acquires some
of the virtues of the plant The inspissated concrete juice is said to

resemble opium in its action, but is much feebler. In pulmonary
diseases it is sedative. The common Garden Lettuce (Lactuca tativa)
also possesses sedative properties, and eaten towards bed-time has

been said to procure rest in cases of morbid vigilance, or to allay pains
of the stomach. [LACTUCA.]
LACUNA. [LmoRisiDi.]
LA'DANUM, sometimes written Labdanum, but incorrectly, as it

is the A^oavor of the Greeks and the Lodun of the Arabs. It u
first mentioned by Herodotus (iii. 112) as procured in Arabia, and
used by the Arab* for fumigation. The word is not Greek, but
on Arabic word with a Greek termination ; the Greeks also used the

word Afjjoj to indicate the shrub which produced the Ladanum.
This gum-resin is produced by several species of Cittui, the Klirros

of Dioscorides, though the name' and description are often con-

founded with those of the KKTO-OI, or ffcdcra. C. ladani/eriu, C.

Crcticut, C. laurifuliui, and C. Lcdon, Lam., are usually mentioned
as the species which ore indigenous in the Grecian Islands, in Spain,

Italy, and the south of France. That obtained from the Levant is

the most celebrated. The juice exudes upon the leaves and branches
of these shrubs, and is collected, according to Tournefort, by mean*
of an instrument resembling a rake, with leather thongs instead of

teeth, which is drawn over the plant ; and as the juice adheres to the

thongs, it is afterwards separated. Ladanum is also described by
Dioscorides u being collected from the beards of goats which had
been feeding on the leaves of Catut. (Compare Hurodot, iii. 112.)
It is now seldom employed for any purpose, as it is with difficulty
obtained of a sufficient degree of purity from the adulterations to

which it U subjected ; one analysis yielding 72 parts of ferruginous
sand, and another 86 of resin, out of 100 ports. Tho purest kiud,
seen only iu tho places where it is produced, is described as blackish,

homogeneous, and tenacious, easily softening under the fingers, and
even sticking to them; having a grayish fracture, which however
becomes black by exposure to the air ; rather a bitter taste, and a

very agreeable smell from the presence of a volatile oil. It was for-

merly employed as a stimulant, more recently as an expectorant, and
is esteemed even in the present day by the Turks as a perfume, and
used for fumigation.
LADY-BIUD. [TR:MKRA.]
LADY-FKIljr. [ASPIDIUM.]
LADY'S-SLIPPER. [CTFIIIPBDIUII.]
LADY'S SMOCK. [CARDAMIMB.]
1,-KMANCTUS. [IQUANID.*.]
L^EMODI'PODA, Latreilfe's fourth order of the Crustacea,

placed by him between the Amphipuila and the fsopoda. He describe*

them as being the only forms among the Malacoitraca with sessile

eyes (Ednophtltalmia) whose posterior extremity does not present
distinct bronchia}, and which have hardly any tail, the two last feet

being inserted at that end, or the segment to which they are attached

being followed by not more than one or two other joints, which are

very small They are also, he states, the only ones in which tho two
anterior feet (which agree with the second jaw-feet) make a part of

tho head.
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The Lmmodipoda of Latreille hare all four setaceous antennae

carried upon a peduncle of three joints, mandibles without palps, a

vesicular body at the base of four pair of the feet at least, beginning
with the second or third pair, reckoning those of the head. The body,
which is most frequently filiform or linear, is composed (reckoning
the head) of from eight to nine joints, with some small appendages,
in form of tubercles, at its posterior and inferior extremity. The feet

are terminated by a strong hook. The four anterior feet, of which
the second are the greatest, are always terminated by a monodactylous
claw. In many the four succeeding feet are shortened, less articulated,
without any hook at the end, or rudimentary, and not at all fit for

ordinary use.

The females carry their eggs under the second and third segments
of the body, in a pouch formed by approximated scales.

The Lremodipoda, are all marine, and Savigny considers them as

approaching the Pycnogonidce, and making, with that form, the

passage from the Crustacea to the Arachnia.
Latreille brought the forms under one genus, Cyamui, with the

following sub-divisions and sub-generic appellations.

1. Fttiformia, (Latr.).

Body long and very slender, or linear, with longitudinal segments ;

feet similarly elongated and slight ;
stem of the antenna; composed of

many small joints.

Leptomera, Latr. (Proto, Leach). Feet fourteen (reckoning the two
annexed to the head), complete, and in a continuous series. (Latr.)

In the Leptomera (Gammarus pedatus, Mull., 'Zool. Dan.') all the

feet, with the exception of the two anterior ones, have a vesicular body
at their base. In the Proto of Leach (Cancer pedatui, Montague,
'Trans. Linn. Soc.,' ii.) these appendages are peculiar to the second
feet and the four succeeding ones.

Leptomera pedala may be given as an example.

Lfftomtra peiala, magnified.

ffaupredia, Latr. Feet ten, in a continued series ; the second and
two succeeding pairs have a vesicular body at their base.

The species are found on the coasts of Europe, France, to.

Caprella, Lam. Feet ten, but in an interrupted series, commencing
with the second segment (inclusive), and not reckoning the head.

This segment and the following one have each two vesicular bodies,
and are totally deprived of feet.

The species are found in the northern and temperate European
oceans.

The Latmodifoda of this section keep among the marine plants and

sponges, and walk like caterpillars, turn frequently with rapidity on

themselves, or set up their bodies, vibrating their antenna; at the

same time. In swimming they curve the extremity of the body.

2. Oralia (Latr.).

In this subdivision the body is oval, with transverse segments. The
stem of the antenna: appears to be inarticulated. The feet are short,
or have but little length ; those of the second and third segments are

imperfect, and terminated by a long cylindrical joint without hooks ;

at their base they have an elongated vesicular body. These Ltemo-

dipoda form the sub-genus.

3. Cyamut, Latr. (Larunda, Leach.)
M. Latreille states that he has seen three species, all of which live

on Cetacea, and the most known of which, Cyamui Ceti (Onitcus Ceti,

Linn. ; Squilla, Degeer ; Pycnogonum,
Fabr. and Sav.), is found also on the
Mackerel The fishermen term it the
Whaie-Louse (Pou de la Baleine).
Another species, very analogous to the

first, was brought back by Delalande
from his voyage to the Cape of Good
Hupe. The third and much the
smallest is found on the Cetaceans
of the East Indian seas. (Latr.)
M. Desmarest gives the La-tMdipoda

the same position as M. Latreille, and
divides them also into two sections.

The firit, consisting of Leptomera, Latr. and Lam. (Proto, Leach
;

Caprella, Lam.) ;
the second of Cyamut (Cyamui, Latr. Lam. ; Panope,

Leach
; Larunda, Leach).

Oyamtu Ceti, magnified.

M. Desmarest remarks that M. Latreille never saw the Leptomcree
themselves, and that he has separated them from Caprella and Proto
from published figures only.
M. Milne-Edwards makes his Legion of Edriophthalmians comprise

the Amphipoda, Isopoda, and Lmnipoda.
LAGANA. [EcHiNiDJ!.]
LAGENA'RIA (from 'lagena,' a bottle), a genus of Plants belong-

ing to the natural order Cucu,rlitace<e. The flowers are monrocious,
the calyx campanulate, with subulate segments shorter than the tube.
The corolla is white, with obovate petals spreading below the edge of
the calyx. It has five triadelphous stamens, the fifth one distinct ;

three subsessile granulated stigmas, obovate compressed seeds, tumid
at the margin, 2-lobed at th6 apex.

L. vulgaris, Common Bottle-Gourd, ia a musky-scented plant, and
clothed with a soft down. It haa a climbing stem, with tendrils from
3- to 4-cleft. The flowers are stellated, spreading, and in clusters ;

the fruit in shape like a bottle, when ripe of a pale-yellow colour,
sometimes six feet in length. When dried it becomes hard, and ia

used to contain water ; it is then of a pale bay-colour. In its wild
state this plant produces a poisonous fruit, and Dr. Royle states that
a very intelligent native doctor informed him that cases of poisoning
have occurred from eating the bitter pulp in the district where it

grows. Some sailors also are' said to have died from drinking beer
that had been standing in a flask made from one of those gourds.

These injurious effects seem however to be removed by cooking,
for Don says that the poor people among the Arabians eat it boiled
with vinegar, or fill the shells with rice and meat, and so make a
kind of pudding of it. The pulp of the fruit is often employed in

poultices : it is bitter and purgative, and may be used instead of

colocynth. This species grows abundantly in Egypt and Arabia;
the Arabians call it Charrah ; it thrives wherever the mountains are

covered with a fit soil. There are three other species enumerated by
Don growing in Guinea and the East Indies.

L. idolatrica is held in great veneration by the Hindoos in their

religious ceremonies.

(Don, Dichlamydeoni Plants ; Lindley, Flora Sfedica.)
LAGENORHYNCHUS. [CETACEA.]
LAGERSTRCE'MIA, a genus of Plants of the natural family of

Lythracece, which extends from the Malayan Archipelago into China
and Japan, as well as along the foot of the Himalayan Mountains to

the northern parts of India. The genus was named by Linnaeus in

honour of Lagerstro3m, who was director of the Swedish East India

Company and imported many interesting plants from India and
China. The species are few in number, but most of them highly
ornamental in nature. L. Reyirue especially forms a small tree and is

conspicuous from its large rose-coloured flowers, of which the petals,

standing out on rather long claws, more fully display the varied out-

line of its undulated limb. The bark and leaves are accounted purga-
tive and hydragogue, the seeds narcotic. L. Indica and L. parvijlara
are small and shrub-like, and suited to our hot-houses, but all require
moisture in the season of flowering.
LAGIDIUM. [CHINCHILLID.E.]
LAGOMYS. [LEPOBIDJ3.]
LAGOPUS. [TETRAONIDJ?.]
LAGO'STOMYS, or LAGOSTOMUS, a genus of Mammalia belong-

ing to the order Rodentia and the family Chinchillidce. L. trkhodac-

tylue is the Viscacha, or Biscacho. [CHlNcniLUD^,.] The accom-

panying figure was taken from a specimen in the Zoological Gardens

Regent's Park.

Viscacha, or BiBchaco (Lagostomys trichodactylut).

LA'GOTHRIX, M. Geoffrey's name for a genus of South American

Monkeys, thus characterised :
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Dental Formula:-Inclson, i; canines,
J'J ; moUrs, ^^8

" **"

inxxl* projecting; head round; cxtrcmi-

r anterior hand* provided with a thumb ;

Uil kioisjly prohenriln. and having a part of it* extremity naked

\m\H m hair strong and curly.

Two specie, are recorded, L. fftmbtldtii and L, can**

The fir*t of these, or the Caparro, was found by Humboldt and

BoopUnd in the hut of an Indian, who bad captured it in an excur-

rfon tothe westward. 8u about 2 feet 2 inch*, without the tail

Head round and very Urge, Hair long, strong, and uniform gray

the tip* bUck. Face naked and black ; mouth beset with long stiff

bftslh* Tall rather longer than the body, prehensile, naked at the

extremity. Habit* gregarious ; frequently seen raised on the hinder

It was found on the Rio Guaviare, one of the tributary rivers of the

Orinoco.

The other species has shorter hair, and is of the size of tho Sapajou-

sai (OAu* Otpueiiau, Deem., Simia Capucina, Linn.).

It i* a native of Brazil

Dr. Gray place* the form in his family Sariyuulcc, and in the second

sab-family of it, namely, Atclvia,

Mr. Swainson arranges it in the family Cebida, between Myceta and

LAOOTIS. [CHiscmujDA]
LAORIID. (Lagriana, Latreille), a family of Coleopterous Insects

of the section Hettromera, the characters of which are : Elytra soft;

head and thorax considerably narrower than the elytra, the Utter

almost cylindrical, ovate or quadrate, and truncated; antenna: inserted

near an emargination of the eyes, either filiform or insensibly larger

towards the apex, the terminal joint being longer than the preceding,

especially in the male* ; palpi thickened at the tip ;
terminal joint of

UM maxillary palpi of the form of a reversed trangle ;
femora oval

and cUvate; tibiae long and slender ; those of the anterior legs often

curved ; penultimate joint of the tarsi bilobed and the claws simple.

The genus Layria (Fab.), contains those species in which the antenna;

are gradually thickened towards the apex, and have the last joint

ovate ; the fora part of the head is but little produced, but behind

is prolonged and slightly rounded ; the thorax is almost cylindrical

or square.
One specie* of this genus exist* in EngUnd, the Lnyria hirta, an

insect not (infrequently found in hedges and woods, and apparently
most abundant on the white thorn. It is about 4-12tbs of an inch iu

length, of an oval form, with a narrow bead and thorax ; these, as

well a* the body beneath, the antenna;, and the legs, are black;

elytra are dirty yellow, soft, and pubescent Tho body of the

Ice i* rather narrower than that of the females, and the antenna)

The genus Stalyn (Latreille)
also belongs, to the present family,

and nonsiets of species which have the body more elongated than

those of Layria proper; the antenna) are filiform, and consist of

almost cylindrical joint*, the last of which is very long and pointed ;

the bead i* considerably produced in front of the eyes, and is

abruptly narrowed behind ; the thorax is longer than broad, some-

what ovate, but truncated before and behind; the elytra are acutely

Ltfri* 1,1, u.

TIM Ma* e ******* the attaral !;, the ulrnna ; r, the tamu of the fore

sad mkUl* pair of tasjs } d, Ike turns of Is* posterior pair of be*.

I.AOI'llUS (from AYWI, a hare, and *>, a tail), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural order (Iraminncttr. It has a spiked panicle,
1 (Wared, carious glume* ending in a long (ringed seta. The outer

palest end in two lone set*; and with a dor*J geniculated twisted awn.
L. onto i* the only sped**, and has a stem from 4 to 12 inches in

height. The leave* are broad and lanceolate, th* spikes ovate and
puDseoeni. It I* found in sandy places in Guernsey and on the conti-

nent of Europe,
(Bebington, MmnuU / Drilvh BoKimy ; Koch, Flora tfcmamco.)

LAITH.
LALO. [ADANSO.MA.]
LAMA. [LLAMA.]
LAMANTIN. [CKTACBA.]
I.AMBKUS, Leach's name for a genus of Brachyurous CruUceou

Decapods.
LAMB'S LETTUCE. [VALEBIANBLLA,]
LAMELLAll!A. [VELUTiKiDJtl
LAMELLIBKANCHIATA, De Blainville's third order of Actpka-

lopkora (Acdphalea Testaces of Cuvier).

De BlainvUle make* this order consist of the following families :

1st, Oilracea (Oysters, Ac.) ; 2nd, Subotracca (Spondylui, Ac.) ;
3rd ,

Margantacea (VvUella, MaUeui, Ac.); 4th, Mytilacca (Mussels and

Pinuas); 6th, Polyodonla, or Arcaeta ; 6th, Submylilatca (Anmlon,

Unto, Cardita); 7th, Ckamacca ; 8th, ConcMacca; 9th, Pyloridea;

10th, Adetmacca (Pholat, Teredo, Futulana, IK.).

M. Uang separates the order into two divisions :

I. Monomyaria.

Families : 1st, Ostraccs, Cuvier (Ottreada) ; 2nd, Pectinides,

Lam. (Pectinida); 3rd, Malleaces, Lam- (MaUelda) ; 4th, Aviculca

(Anculidcc).
II. Dimyaria.

Families: 5th, Arcaods (Arcada); 6th, Mytilaccs (MytUida);

7th, Submytilaoe* (Sitim^aida : fresh-water, A notion, Unio, 4c. ;

Naiades of Lamarck and Lea : marine, Cardita, Cypricardia, &c.) ; 8th,

Chaauica(Chamada:); 9th, Canchacea; 10th, Pytoridea; llth, Tubi-

coUSs, I*m. (AtpergiUum, ClovayeUa, tc.). [CONCHITERA ; MoLUlsCA.]
LAMELLICORNES (Latreille), one of the sections of the order

Coleoptera. The insect* of this section have five joints to all the

tarsi. The antenna; are inserted in a small hollow in front of the

eyes, short, usually composed of nine or ten joints, the last of which

are large and flat, and open like a fan. [COLEOPTEBA.] The number

of these lamellated joints varies, but there are generally three. The

clypeus is usually very large, and the labrum is small and hidden

beneath the clypeua, The anterior tibia) are dentated externally, and

the posterior tibiae are often more or less denticulated. The mandibles

of some of the species are membranous.
The larva [COLEOPTEBA] is soft, of a cylindrical form, or nearly so,

and has a large vertical head. There are six small legs attached to

the thoracic segments. The body is always bent When about to

assume the pupa state the larvic inclose themselves iu an oval case

formed of particles of earth, rotten wood, or other surrounding

substances, which are cemented by a glutinous matter. Some of

them live in the ground, and feed upon the roots of plants, and others

live in decayed animal and vegetable substances, upon which they

feed. The perfect insects also feed upon these substances (many of

them are found in dung) ;
others feed upon the leaves of plants, or

on the flowers.

Latreillo divides the Lamcllicorues into two great tribes, Scarabaidos

and Lucanides. [SC.VIIADAIDJK ; LUCAMIO&]
LAMELLIROSTRES, Cuvior's name for the great family of the

Anali<l<r. [DucKs.]
LAMIA'CE^E, or LABIA'T.E, Labiatet, a very extensive and

important natural order of Exogenous Plants, with irregular unsyin-
metrical nionopetalous flowers, and a 4-lobed ovary, clianging to

4 seed-like monospermous fruit*. It is technically allied eo nearly to

Boragmacete as to differ apparently in little except having regular
flowers ;

but in nature it belongs to a different series of vegetation.

The leaves of Lamiacccc are uniformly opposite, and their stems square
or nearly so, and in the greater part of the order tho flowers are dis-

posed in short opposite clusters axillary to leaves, and appearing in

consequence as if iu whorls.

The species are generally aromatic and tonic, a property that is in

most cases owing to the secretion of a volatile oil in little cysts or

glands occupying the leafy organs. The aromatic qualities are familiar

to us in the Sago, Marjoram, Thyme, Basil, and similar plants, com-

monly cultivated for the service of the kitchen, as condiments ;
of

Lavender, so much valued for its peculiar fragrance; of Mint and

Peppermint, well known for their stimulating power, and of many
others. Betony, Ground Ivy, Horeliound, and others are examples of

the bitter tonic qualities of such plants ; Rosemary appears
to have

the specific property of stiffening the hair and encouraging its growth ;

iU oil is that which gives the green colour to bear's grease and such

pomatums; and Cat-Thyme (Tcucrium marum) and Cat-Mint (Nepeta

C'li'ciria) seem to bo genuine feline aphrodisiacs.
Plants of this order are distributed over all tho warmer and tem-

perate part* of the world, generally being herbaceous, and never

exceeding the size of small bushes. Mr. Itantham boa given an elaborate

view of their geographical distribution, from which it appears that out

of 1714 specivs 1 OHO belong to the Eastern hemisphere, and 649 to

the Western ; 8 only are Arctic ;
80 inhabit the temperate part* of

Europe, 190 Spain, 149 tho Himalayan Mountains, and only 157 the

K<|ninuctial regions of both the Old and New World, and those are

chiefly mountain plant*.
LinniGus distributed the genera of Lamiacere through his iJidynamia,

flymnoiprrmia, and Diandria Monoyyiiia. Writers on the natural

system have devised much better modes of arrangement ;
the most



LAMINARIA. LAMPYRID^E.

]>erfect and recent is that of Mr. Bentham (' Labiatarum Genera et

Species,' London, 1832-36, 8vo.)
There ar*125 genera and 2350 species of this order.

Leaf and flowers of Salcia pratentu.

1, the orarv, upon the four lobes of which a part of the character of this

order depends.

The British genera of this order are numerous. They are divided

by Babington into the following tribes :

I. Mentlioidea. Corolla bell-shaped, nearly regular; stamens distant,

straight, diverging upwards.
1. Mentfta. 2. Lycoput.

II. Monardea. Corolla 2-lipped ;
stamens 2, fertile, parallel under

the lip of the corolla.

3. Sulvia.

III. StUvrdinea;. Corolla 2-lipped; stamens 4, distant; cells of

anthers separate, divergent, connective, dilated.

4. Ori'juniiin. 6. C'olaminthu.

5. Tlii/miu.

IV. Melininece. Corolla 2-lipped; stamens distant; anther cells

connected above.

7. Mdiua.

V. Scuteltariac. Stamens approximating, parallel under the upper
lip of the corolla; calyx 2-lipped, closed in fruit.

8. Seatdlaria. 9. Prunella.

VI. Nepctece. Stamens approximating, parallel under the upper lip
of the corolla, '2 inferior shortest ; calyx tubular.

10. Nepeta.

VII. Stachydece. Stamens approximating, parallel under the upper
lip of the corolla, 2

.
inferior longest ; calyx tubular, or bell-

shaped, spreading in fruit.

U. Mdiltit. 15. Stachys.
12. Lnmium. 16. Ballota.

13. Isconurtw. 17. Marrubium.
14. Oaleopiit.

VIII. Ajugoidecc. Upper lip of corolla very short, or split and deeply
bifid.

18. Tatcrim. 10. Ajuya.
The genera are described under their respective names.
LAMINARIA. [A.IMJE.]
LAMINAHITES. Brongniart, classing Fossil Fuel according to

the analogy they offer to recent tribes, uses this term for one species
found in the secondary strata of Aix, near La Rochelle.

LA'MIUM, n genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
'IF.. It has a 2-lipped corolla, the upper lip arched, lower lip

trifid. The lateral lobes minute, tooth-like, or obsolete, rarely

elongated. The anthers approach in pairs, and forming a cross, burst

longitudinally. The calyx is 5-toothed and bell-shaped, the teeth

nearly equal. This genus includes the Dead, Blind, and Dumb Nettles
of our peasants, so called from their resemblance to the Urticce in

many points, except their stings.
L. amplexicaule has roundish cordate obtuse leaves, the lower ones

stalked, the upper ones sessile and clasping. The teeth of the calyx
are longer than the tube, at length connivent ; the lateral lobes of the
lower lip of the corolla toothless

;
the nuts small, and of an obovate-

oblong shape. It is found in sandy and chalky fields in Great Britain,
the north of Africa, and Middle Asia.

L. intermedium has reniform, cordate, obtuse leaves, and is distin-

guished by the teeth of the calyx being longer than their tube, hispid,
and always spreading. The lateral lobes of the lower lip of the corolla
with a short tooth ; the nuts twice as large as those of the former
species, and of an oblong shape. This species is common in Scotland,
Sweden, and the north of Germany.

L. purpurettm has a pale purple corolla, spotted with red, the lateral
lobes of the lower lip having two teeth. The nuts oblong, or about
twice as broad as long. It is found in Great Britain and Sweden,
where, according to Linnaeus, it is boiled and eaten. It was formerly
used in medicine, but is not now prescribed.

L. incisum has but one tooth in the lateral lobes of the lower lip of
the corolla. It is a British plant, and is likewise found in France,
Germany, and Sweden.

L. album is distinguished by having the calyx-teeth as long as the
tube, all separated by acute angles, the upper one distant from the
others. The corolla has three teeth, and is large and white. It was
once used medicinally, but is now disregarded. Like L. pwrpweum,
this species is eaten in Sweden as a pot-herb. It is found in Great
Britain and the southern parts of Europe.

L. maculatmn has the calyx-teeth longer than their tube, the three

upper ones separated from the others by broad obtuse angles ;
the

lateral lobes of the lower lip of the corolla with one tooth. It is found
in Great Britain and on the continent of Europe.

L. ftrialum has deeply-cut ovate leaves, the corolla three times as

large as the calyx, which is glabrous. It is a native of Greece in waste
places, and is supposed by Fraas to be the AtVKCIS opeirA of Dioscorides

(iii. 103).
There are several other species of Lamium, growing chiefly in

the southern parts of Europe. They are not worth cultivation for

ornament, but will easily grow in any soil or situation, and are to be

propagated either by division or by seed.

(Don, Dichlamydeoia Plants; Babiugton, Manual of British Botany;
Fraas, Synopsit Plan/arum Flora; Classical.)

LAMNA, a genus of Squaloid Fishes. Fossil in the Chalk, London
Clay, &c., and recent. [SQUALID^;.]
LAMPEKN. [PETBOMYZON.]
LAMPKEY. [PETBOMYZON.]
LAMPIUS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the family Scomoerida;.

It has an oval body greatly compressed ; small scales ; a single elevated
and elongated dorsal fin ; sides of the tail carinated ; teeth wanting ;

brauchiostegous rays 7.

L. guttatus, the Opah, or King-Fish, has been taken oh the British

coasts. It is a very rare fish, and as beautiful as rare. The upper
part of the back and sides are of a rich green, reflecting both purple
and gold in different lights, passing into yellowish-green below ; above
and beneath the lateral line are various round yellowish white spots,
from which the fish received the name of Luna. The irides are scarlet ;

all the fins bright vermilion. It has been remarked, on account of
these showy colours, that the Opah looks like one of Neptune's lords
dressed for a court-day.

This fish was formerly referred to the genus Zeus, and called/. Luna
and Z. imperialif.
LAMPUOTILA. [HALCYONID.E.]
LAMPROTORNIS. [STDBNIDJS.]
LAMPY'RID^E (Lampyris, Linn.), a family of Coleopterous Insects

of the section Malacodermi. The insects of this family have five

joints to all the tarsi; flexible elytra; the body usually elongated
and somewhat depressed. The thorax projects more or less over the
head

;
the mandibles are usually small, and terminated in a sharp

point ;
the penultimate joint of the tarsi is always bilobed ;

the claws
are simple, and the antenmu are approximated at the base.

The family Lampyrida contains the following genera, and some
others of minor importance.

Lycua, the distinguishing characters of which are fore part of

head prolonged into a snout ; antenna; serrated
; elytra most com-

monly dilated in the middle or towards their posterior part. One of

the species of this genus is found in England, the Lycus minntua,
Fab.

;
it is about a quarter of an inch in length, and of a black

colour, with the exception of the elytra, which are brilliant red and
have raised striiO.

Omolisui, Geoff. Antenna: simple, the second and third joints much
shorter than the following; head not sensibly prolonged in front;

joints of the tarsi elongated and nearly cylindrical ; the penultimate

joint heart-shaped ; elytra tolerably firm.

0. lutularis resembles in colouring and size the insect last

described ; the suture however is black. It inhabits France.
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writ, Heed not produced in front, hidden beneath the thorax ;

. in the male eex very Urge; antenna) short; females apterous.

. . this geons belongs the Glow-Worm (lamjiyrit nortilca, Latr.).

This insect rather more than half an inch in length, of a blsckuh

colour, the thorax is margined with dusky-red, the legs and the edges
of the emmeuls of the body of the same colour. The female

iiseanllii the male, but is quite destitute of wings, and the terminal

segments' of the abdomen beneath are yellowish ; the thorax ia semi-

oireokr; the body ie very soft, of an oblong form, pointed at the

extremity, and composed of 10 segment* The male Glow-Worm is

aid to emit the phosphorescent light in a slight degree, but it is

chiefly the females from which the brilliant light proceeds which we so

often see on banks, beneath hedges, and in various other situations.

Thfc light proceeds from the under part of the abdomen and near

Ike tip, and it eroean that the animal baa the power of varying ite

lateMity. Glow-Worms will live, we are informed by Lutn-illi', a

long time in vscuo, and in different kinds of gases, the nitrous acid,

muriatic and sulphurous gases excepted, for in these they scon

expire. When placed in hydrogen gas they sometimes detonate. If

the luminous portion of the abdomen be removed, it retains ite

luminous property for some time, and when apparently extinct it

may be reproduced by softening the matter with water. The insects

emit a brilliant light if immersed in warm water, but in cold water

it is extinguished. The females being apterous, and consequently
restricted in their powers of locomotion, and the insect being

nocturnal, it is supposed that the light emitted by the female is for

the purpose of attracting the other sex. The larva have been kept
alive for a considerable time, bv the writer of this article, during
which they lived upon snails, killing those of the largest size ; some-

times they would seize a snail whilst crawling, and when the animal

retired within ite shell, they would still keep their hold, and allow

themselves to be carried into the shell with the snail, and although

they became enveloped in the mucous secretion, it very seldom

appeared to adhere to their bodies. Upon being touched or disturbed

in any way they emitted the phosphoric light, but not to so great

degree as the perfect insect

I.AMI'YIUS. [LANPTRIDJL]
LANAKKITE, a Mineral consisting of sulphate-carbonate of lead.

It ocean in long slender crystals, single or aggregated into fibrous

messes. The primary form is an oblique rhombic prism. Colour

greaush, yellowish, or grmyUh. Streak white. Hardness 2*0 to 2'5.

Lustre nearly resinous, but pearly on the cleavage planes. Trans-

parent, translucent Specific gravity 6'8 to 7. It is found at Lead
Hills in Scotland. A massive variety has been met with in Siberia.

The following is its analysis by Brooke :

Sulphate of Lead 63-1

Carbonate of Lead ... . . 46-9
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LANCELET. [BRAXCHIOSTOMA.]
LANCE'OLA, a genus of Cnatatea established by Mr. Say on a

single species, LaactoU pdayica, two females of which only he appears
to have seen taken on the coast of America in the Gulf Stream.
M. Pss.ms.rset is of opinion that the genus belongs to the Amphiixxla
from Hs vesicular oblong branchue, to the number of ten, placed at

the internal base of the feet, except those of the first and seventh

pairs, and that it especially approaches Pkrmtma in its caudal appen-
dages, which consist of three pain of lanceolate styles, which are

double and supported by depressed linear peduncles annexed to the
sides by three rings which compose the tail. Its mouth, provided
with two Inarticulate filiform palps and bifid jaw-feet, bean analogy
to that of the C/oporfo. Its general form is that of the genus Praniza

(which M. Dsemsrest oonsiden to be an Isopod) ; Ha antenna), com-

posed of four joinU, have the hut joint not divided, and the inferior

antruue are the longest The superior antenna: have their base hidden.
The eyes are elongated; the front is concave; the feet are 14 in

number, and simple ;
the two first pain are compressed, and the sixth

is the longest The head is short and transverse. Thbody is soft,
and covered with membranous integument*; the tail is depressed,
narrower Una the body, and its terminal segment is attenuated
between the posterior caudal styles.
LAMM'KAB. rawsMra]
LAMiAKIA. [MUOOmU.]
LAJNiSDOKPIA. [KniZANTiir.r.]
I.AM AD.K, a family of Birds including the Shrikes, or Butcher-

Birds (!**, Una.).
Ilnaaoi places bis genus Laniia at the end of his first order,

Atcipitrm, immediately following the Owls (Strvr). The Pica form
the succeeding order.

Covier makes the Pws-OrUcbes (Lanitu, Linn.) the first great genus
of Us jPssliroHrst, his second order ; the Oiseaux de I'roie (A ccipitru,

Vsjonobserves that in the characters of the notched, depressed,
and angular bill, and the strong bain or vibriem that surround ite

bsM, as will as in their manner*, theJ/MncaptAi partially correspond
with the Lamiuda, from the earlier families of which they chieflythey chiefly

in their inferior power and robustness. Entering among the
K&I by the genus 7>raMMU (Cuv.), which unites them with the
'

[ M**it*fUm, mod from which he would separate it chiefly

LANIAD^E. mi

on account of the strength of the bill, wherein the character of a
Shrike is more conspicuous than that of a Flycatcher, Vigors proceeds

by means of Ptarit (Cuv.) and Artamm (Vicill.) to JHcrttriu (VieilU,
the Fork-Tailed Shrikes of the Old World, where the base of tli. bill

is still depressed and wide, as in the groups just quoted, but the apex
gradually more compressed. Hence, he remarks, we are led by some

intervening forms to the atill more compressed bills of Sparacta (111.)

and the true Lanitu of author*, which by its short, compressed, and

Btrongly-dentated bill exhibit* the type of the family.
"
Here," con-

tinues the author, "we are met by some conterminous groups, among
which Fakuncului (Vicill.) ia conspicuous ; and hence we descend by
intermediate gradations to the more lengthened and slender-billed

Vanga (Cuv.), together with Prionopt, Laniariui, and Thamnophiltu
of M. Vieillot, which bring us in contact with the Thrushes. The
extremes of the family will be found in the Oraucaltu and OMtpyrit
of M. Cuvier, which by their bills, in some degree depressed at the

base, lead back to Tyrannut and the other broad-billed groups which
commence the family. This last-mentioned genus, Cehltpyrit, has

latterly been arranged among the Thrushes; but I feel inclined rather

to leave it in its original station among the Shrikes, from the pecu-

liarity of its tail-coverts, which form themselves into a kind of pufled-
out cluster on the back. This character seems to prevail among the

Laniadce more generally and in a greater degree than in other birds :

in one species of the family, the Puff-Backed Shrike of Africa, now
rendered so familiar to our cabinets from our connection with the

Cape, Una singular protuberance ia carried to so groat an extent as to

form on apparently artificial appendage to the back. In the genus
before us this peculiarity seems even still further developed in the

well-known conformation of the same tail-coverts, their shafts being

elongated and projected beyond the webs in stiff and sharpened
points. On looking to the general affinity which the extremes of this

family bear to the Muiicapida, and through them to the Fisairostrol

Birds of the last preceding tribe, we may perceive the character of

feeding on the wing carried on to tho 1'yranni, the fork-tailed

llicriiri, and more particularly to the Arlami, or the Pie-Grieches

Hirondelles of the continental writers; while the depressed bill of
the same Fiseirostral tribe is partially preserved in the groups just
mentioned, together with that of CMepyris, which meets them at the

opposite extreme of tho circle of affinity." [MEUL'LID* ; MUSCICATLDJS.]
In allusion to the rapacious habits of the Ltmiada, Mr. Swainson

observes, that the comparisons which have been drawn between them
and the Falcons are no less true in fact than beautiful in analogy,

remarking that many of the J-'akonida ait on a tree for hours watching
for such little birds as come within reach of a sudden swoop, when
those birds of prey pounce on the quarry, seize it in their talons, bear
it to their roost, and devour it piecemeal. These, he adds, are

precisely the manners of the true Shrike; yet with all this, the struc-

ture of the Falcons and Shrikes, and their more intimate relations,
are so different that they cannot be classed in the same order, though
they illustrate that system of symbolic relationship termed analogy,
which, in Mr. Swauuon'a opinion, pervades creation ; but the two
groups are, he remarks, in nowise connected, aud there is conse-

quently no affinity between them. The following, according to him,
are the very decided external characters of the typical groups :

The short and strong bill is abruptly hooked at the end, and the
notch is so deep as to form a small tooth, more or less prominent, on
each side. This projection, Mr. Swainson remarks, is analogous to the
teeth of quadrupeds, so far as it enables the bird to take a firm grasp
of its food, and is used to divide it into pieces : the claws also, aa
instruments of capture, are peculiarly flue and sharp in the typical

group, and this character pervades more or less the whole family.
The mode of darting suddenly on their prey (rather than hunting or

searching for it) is moat prevalent in those groups which are nearest
related to the Flycatchers, whose general weakness however confines
their depredations to the smaller insects larger and more powerful
tribes being the food of the typical Shrikes.

Mr. Swainson arranges the Laniadie in five divisions or sub-
families : 1, The Tyrannina, or Tyrant-Shrikes; 2, the Ctblepyrina,
or .Caterpillar-Shrikes ; 3, the Dicrurinoe, or Drongo-Shrikes ; 4, the

Thamnophilina; or Bush-Shrikes; and 5, the Laniana; or True
Shrikes. According to Mr. Swainson's views the first three of these
sub-families constitute the aberrant circle, or that in which the
character of the Shrike is least conspicuous. Tho fourth is the sub-

typical; and in the fifth the laniue structure is most perfectly
developed.

Tyranniwt.

Sub-Family Character. Bill very straight, short, depressed ite whole
length ;

the culmon not arched, but the tip abruptly hooked. Nostrils
and rictus defended by bristles. Feet short, small, and slender;
lateral toes equal, or nearly so

;
claws bug, slender, fully curved, and

very acute.

Locality. America only.

Q<men.Ptilogonyi, 8w. ; Chrj/tolophta, Sw.
; Saurophayiu, Sw,,

with its sub-genus Megattoma, Sw.
; Tyranniu, Vieill., with its sub-

genus Miivuliu, Sw. ; aud Tyrannula, Sw.
Mr. Swainson observes that the connection between the family af

Shrikes and that of the Flycatchers (M utcicapidai) by means of the
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Tyrannints is BO perfect that it ig difficult at present to determine
where one terminates and the other commences. The Water-Chats of

Brazil pass by such imperceptible degrees into the lesser Tyrant-
Shrikes (Tyrannula), that although an observer on the spot might, he

remarks, draw a distinction, an ornithologist acquainted only with
dried skins is at a loss to distinguish their remote ramifications.
" The Water-Chats (Flwricolirue)," says Mr. Swainson in continuation,
"which seem to connect the Tyrant-Shrikes to the Flycatching

family, or the Mwticapidce, like very many other tribes, have their

plumage black and white variously blended, but without any mixture
of greeu. The Lesser Tyrants (Tyrannula), on the contrary, are all of an
olive-coloured plumage ;

that colour, in short, which is most adapted
for concealment among foliage, and therefore suited to their manner
of life : between these however we find some curious birds, which
borrow the habits of both groups. The species called by Latham
White-Headed Tody, for instance, is black and white : its general
resort is on the sides of marshes, where it perches upon the reeds, and
darts on passing insects in the same manner as a true Tyrant-Shrike;
this we have ourselves repeatedly witnessed. Azara says that it like-

wise chases insects upon the ground ; so that we have thus in this one
bird the manners of both groups exemplified. Whether this, or the

'r
:i
::uinu!" ambulant of Brazil, which lives on the ground like a lark,

constitute* a generic type in this division is at present uncertain.

The Lesser Tyrants (Tyrannulce) are spread over the whole of America,
where they represent the true Flycatcher (Muecicapa) of the Old
World : both have nearly the same manners

;
and so closely do they

resemble each other that they can only be distinguished by their feet,

tail, and wings. From these we may pass to the True or Greater

Tyrants, by a little sub-generic group (itilvulut, Sw.) having very long
forked tails. The habits of the typical Tyrants intimately resemble
those of the lesser, but they feed upon larger insects more suited to

their own size : some imitate the Kingfishers, by diving in the water
;

and they will even prey upon small reptiles. The species, which are

numerous, swarm in tropical America, where they are everywhere
seen, perched upon naked branches, and uttering at short intervals a

sharp and monotonous cry. The Tyrants are bold and quarrelsome
birds, particularly during the season of incubation

;
the male will

not then suffer any birds to come near its nest, and becomes so infu-

riated against such unconscious intruders that it will attack both
hawks and eagles, with a determination not to be resisted, until they
are fairly driven away."

Ceblepyrince.

Sub-Family Character. Bill broad at the base, but destitute of long
bristles. Rictus nearly smooth. Wings pointed ; the three first quills

graduated. Feathers on the rump very thick, and apparently spinous.
Tail with the centre emarginated, and the sides rounded. Feet short;
lateral toes unequal.

Locality. Warm latitudes of the Old World.
Genera. CMfpyrit, Cuv. ; Oxynotus, Sw. ; Campephaga, VieilL,

with its sub-genus Plicenicornu, Sw.
;
and Entcivora, Sw.

Mr. Swainson is of opinion that the passage from the Tyrant-
Shrikes to the Ccblepyrina is sufficiently marked by the Mexican

genus Ptilioyonyt, which brings them very close together. The

Ceblepyrina: are confined to the Old World ; but, according to that

author, not a single species had yet been found in Europe. They live

upon soft caterpillars, for which they search among the foliage of high
trees, as Le Vaillant, who first called attention to the group, pointed
out. Mr. Swainson remarks that nearly all the species are distin-

guished by the feathers on the back, which are very thick set ; and
when the hand is passed over them in a direction towards the head

they feel as if intermixed with little sharp spines concealed beneath

the surface. This singular construction, he adds, is seen also in the

Trogons, and, in a less degree, in the families of Orioles and Cuckoos.

The genus Pluenicornii, in his opinion, unites thU division to the

Tyrant*
Dicrurince.

Sub-Family Character. Bill compressed towards the end
;
the culmen

gradually arched and bent over the lower mandible. Feet short. Tail

lengthened, generally forked. Wings long, and more or leas pointed.

Locality. The warm latitudes of the Old World.
Genera. Tephrodornia, Sw. ; Meloioma, Sw. ; Ocypterus, Cuv., with

its sub-genus Analcipui, Sw. ; and Dicrurus, Vieill.

Mr. Swainson holds that we are led to the IHcrurina, or Drongo-
Shrikes of Le Vaillant, by those caterpillar-catchers (Erucivora, Sw.)
which have only a few acute feathers on their back

;
or that the genus

O.rynottu may possibly effect this junction. The Orongos, he states,
lire fly-catching birds, having their bill both compressed and depressed,
and the mouth furnished with very stiff long bristles. "

These," says
Mr. Swainson, in continuation,

" are entirely unknown in America,
where they seem to be represented by the Fork-Tailed Tyrants (Mil-

vulut, Sw.) : like them they have the tail, almost universally, long and
forked ;

and they associate, as do the American birds, in flocks, some-

thing like Swallows, pursuing insects upon the wing in every direction.

Bees appear to be a favourite food with these birds, as they are like-

wise with the King-Tyrant of North America (Tyrannus in(repidus).
Home are ornamented with little recurved crests in front of tho head

;

others have the neck-feathers pointed, and of a rich metallic hue ;

most have the tail remarkably developed ; and nearly all are of a
uniform glossy black colour : hence it becomes very difficult to dis-

tinguish the species, which in truth are much more numerous than
has been generally imagined. In the genus Analcipua we first have a
few bright colours. Only three species, natives of Madagascar and
the Indian Islands, have yet been discovered

; they lead us to the Swift-
Shrikes (Ocypterus, Cuv.), so named from their very long wings ;

but
in Tephrodomii these members again become like those of the Drongos.
This latter genus is very remarkable : for, by the bristly nature and
the incurved direction of the frontal feathers, we have a clear repre-
sentation of Cluftoblemma, and all those bristle-fronted birds which
are analogical to Prionops and Dasycephala."

Mr. Swainson remarks with regard to these three groups, which
form, according to him, the aberrant sub-families of the l^aniadce, that
the approximation of the Dierurinte to the Tyrannince has been
thought so strong and so decisive that one ornithologist supposes they
actually pass into each other ; and he thinks that this union is not

only highly probable, but what we should naturally expect ; in which
case the three aberrant groups would form their own circle.

Thamnophilince.

Sub-Family Character. Lateral toes unequal; the outer connected
to the first joint of the middle toe. Claws broad, and not very acute.
Bill lengthened, abruptly hooked at its tip ; the tooth prominent.

Genera. TkanmofhUus, VieilL ; Malaconotus, Sw. ; Prionopa, Vieill. ;

Colluricincla, Vig.
Mr. Swainsou remarks that the habits of the Thamnophilince, or

Bush-Shrikes, are strikingly opposed to those of the aberrant divisions,
as he terms them. The Bush-Shrikes, he tells us, live among thick

trees, bushes, and underwood, where they are perpetually prowling
about after insects and young and sickly birds, and are great destroyers
of eggs. They neither seize their prey with their claws, nor do they
daof at it on the wing ; the former therefore are thick and rather

blunt, and the wings are so short as to indicate very feeble flight. The
bill, which is the capturing instrument, is always stout, much more
leugthened^thau in the True Shrikes, and very abruptly hooked at the

end, which is armed with a strong tooth.

Only one species of Prionops (P. plumatus), according to the same
author, was known until lately, and that is common in Senegal, where
it is said to search for terrestrial insects in humid situations beneath
the surface : it has a peculiar crest of rigid feathers falling back on
the head, but also reversed over the base of the bill, and completely
protecting the nostrils and the sides of the mouth. Mr. Swainsou
looks upon this bird as forming the point of union between the Bush-
Shrikes and the Forked-Tailed Shrikes, or Dicrurinae, the singular
structure above-noticed being partially developed in the genus Teph-
rodornit.

Tliamnophilui, which Mr. Swainson regards as strictly typical, shows,
he observes, the perfection of that particular structure which distin-

guishes the Bush-Shrikes. The bill is very powerful ; and although
many of the species far exceed a thrush in size, others are not much
larger than a wren. The group is stated to be confined to the hotter
latitudes of America, where the species are very numerous. Though
the plumage is thick, the texture of the feathers is very soft and lax.

The colours are sombre, but often elegantly varied with dark band.)

and white spots. Mr. Swainson looks upon the genus Malaconolua as

representing these birds in Africa; and he observes that, although
they were long confounded with them, their distinctions are very
decisive, the African group being distinguished for the gaiety and
brightness of their plumage ;

the brightest crimson, combined with

glossy black or clear green, with orange or yellow, decorating most of
the species. Others however have the sombre colours of the American
group, but they are never banded : and a few so nearly approach the
JMiiianu: that it is very difficult to distinguish them otherwise than

by the great inequality of their lateral toes, the inner one being always
much shorter than the outer, and the latter often so connected to the
middle toe that the feet are partially syndactyle. The Australian

genus Collurisoma (Colluricincla ?)
he thinks, probably represents the

tenuirostral type.
Laniance.

Sub-Family Character. Lateral toes equal and free. Claws slender,
acute. Bill generally short, with the tooth very prominent.

Genera. Lanius, Linn. ; Telophonus, j$w. ; Cluetoblemma, Sw. ;

Nilaus, Sw. ; and Falcunculus, Vieill.

Mr. Swainsou is of opinion that the precise passage between the

Thamnophilinai and the Lmdume seems to be effected by the genus
Chcetoblemma, a remarkable form discovered in South Africa by Mr.
Burchell. This, Mr. Swainsou observes, 'is the only short-billed Shrike
that has the frontal feathers stiff and directed forwards upon the base
of the bill : in that respect, as well as in the length of its wings, it

presents, in his opinion, a curious analogy to Prionopa among the
Bush-Shrikes.
The samo author remarks that as the genus Lanius is pre-eminently

typical, not ouly of its own family, but of the whole tribe of Dmtl-
roitres, or toothed-billed birds, every country in the world possesses
examples of it : even in Australia the True Shrikes are, he states,

represented by a peculiar type, tho jfolMmrafat frontalis, which

however, instead of watching for its prey, and devouring birds or
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. by impaling them upon thorn*, and feeding on them at

UM Tro* Shrike*, climb* among the branches of tree* and

devour* the hard-ooated beetle* which Tnrk beneath. Here, he

obwrre*. u a bird having the form of a Shrike and the habit* of a

Woodpecker. Th Aiutralian Shrike, a* being the acaniorial type of

UM AdHkiiur, become*, in Mr. Swainwn'i opinion, the representative

of the Titmice, and has the erect and nearly the same coloured plum-
am at the genus Par**. Thii analogy, according to his view*, U
further indicated by the great tiae of the hind toe, which is so

unusually large, ai at once to evince the climbing habits of the bird,

M affirmed by Lewin. Nor is thU, in hia opinion, the only analogy

hritfiM by the colour* of this apecie* ; for in the Itontiri Tyrant

(Sfmtfk*s*l nlplmralut, Sw.), he we* a bird in all its most striking

peeuliaritie* of plumage coloured like the Falcmatltu crittattu, with

AU iljlhenrai only, that in one the back i* olive-brown and in the

other olive-green,
"
Now," continue* Mr. Swainsop,

"
it U precisely

at thi* point where, according to our theory, the circle of the Shrike

family i* ckmd ; and thus theae two genera will stand in juxta-

position. Certain however it is that of all the Tyrant*, the Bentivi is

that which moat resemble* a True Shrike ; not so much perhaps by
it* general structure a* by it* living upon reptiles, and even carrion,

and thu* becoming, like the shrike*, both insectivorous and car-

Of the two other genera comprised in this sub-family, Tetophontu
and ft'Haut, the former, according to the same author, bears such a

trong resemblance to the typical genus Laniui, as well as to Mala-

that, without a knowledge of the true characters of these

three groups, an ornithologist may be much
perplexed

in detecting
amtis.1 difference*.

" The genus Lanita, says Mr. Swainaon,
" aa already mentioned, is chiefly known in its outward appearance by
it* ihort and strongly toothed bill : but there is another character

equally important, which all writer* have hitherto overlooked this

is to be found in the equal length of the lateral toes and the acnte-

nea* of the claws. Now this structure of foot is also found, with a

diminution hardly perceptible, in Telophonui ; but then the bill is

lengthened, *o a* to give these birds at the first glance an appearance
of being Malaeonoti. This union of characters is just what we should

expect in such birds aa were to represent the Bush-Shrikes in the circle

of Laniana ; for although the bill is moderately lengthened in T. col-

/aru, and remarkably so in T. longimtrit, still the culmen is regularly

curved, aud not abruptly hooked at the end, as in Alalaconotut. We
have no remaining doubt, in short, of the immediate union of Telo-

JMmu with the pre-eminently typical genus Lanita, this union being
ffbctH by the Corvine Shrike* in one division, and the T. lencogram-
mieiu in the other. The second type is NUatu, at present composed
but of one spades : it ha* the bill much like that of a True Shrike, but

considerably attenuated ;
and the general organisation of the bird is

weaker than in any other genu*. Thi*, we think, is the tenuirostral

type of the circle; if *o, it will consequently stand between Clurto-

Utmma and Falnuuulta. We have already shown in what respect
thi* latter genu* may be viewed a* uniting the whole of the shrikes

into one circular family ; but a* we have ventured so far a* to trace

out UM smaller circle of the Lnniana, the ornithologist may well

inquire in what manner Palcuneulta can be actually united to Laniiu,
MI lug that it* outward itructure, no leas than its souisori.il habits,
are so different Now this union is effected by a singular bird of

Brazil, long bandied about (to translate an expressive French phrase)
in system*, from the Tanager family to the old genu* Laniiu, and then

again to Tliamnopkitta : it* structure was *o peculiar, that some years
ago we placed it a* the type of a supposed genus, under the name of

Ofdoru; a more minute analysis however of this sub-family, and
more especially the recent discovery of ClxrlMemma among the

examined birds of our friend Mr. Burchell, ha* quite satisfied us
tba* thi* it not one of the prominent type* of the Laniantr, but only
an aberrant species of Falruxnliu ; we therefore cancel the name
of Cytoru, and propose for thi* bird the name of Falcunculut

Tli* following i* Mr. Swainson's table of analogies of this family :

TrlkM of Sub.Famlllci of

Shrikes.

Ul short, toothed; seiie their prey
with their foot '. . . :

MM lengthen*.!; compressed feet, I

.tn^irobuit . . . }
Feet very short, hind toe lengthend . Dicruriiue.

Bill weak, mouth smooth
;
feed only 1 ,,

mSTmSSSm. . . f **
Bill broad; feed upon the wing . . Tyrannise.

"
Kverjr one," observr* Mr. Swainaon,

" must have perccivcxl the
raarmbUnot, both in form and habiU, between the Tnie Shrike* and
UM Falcon*, and that Lanitu, which is the first division or genus, i*

topical of the whole family. The skulking thievish propensities of
UM Unab-Khrike* (Tkaua^Ailina), and the Jay* (which belong to the
CWirotfrn), in plundering the nest* and destroying the egg* of other
bird*, i* tbu* explained ; sine* it i* icen by the above table, that theae
two group* mutually represent each other. The very great develop-

ment of the tail in nearly all the Drongo-Shrikea (Uierurina) is also

one of the most remarkable distinctions of gallinaceous birds and of
the scansorial tribe, which latter is eminently characterised by the

peculiar length of the hind-toe and by the tail-feathers ending in fine

points : all these characters are found in the Drongos, but in no other
shrikes. The soft and tender food of the Caterpillar-Catchers (Ceblrpy-

rtna) evinces that even the Tenuirottrei a tribe living chiefly upon
juice* may be represented by insectivorous shrikes; while the great
depression of the bill which has caused the Tyrants (Tyrannnut) to be
confounded with the Flycatchers, their constant habit of capturing
t In-ir prey upon the wing, and the recorded fact that more than one

specie* dive* in the water, all remind us of the fissirostral swallows
and the aquatic order of Nalalortt."

Before dismissing his account of this family, Mr. Swainaon make*
the following remarks upon the genera Vanga and Plalylopktatwo
modern genera, he observes, that appear to enter within iU limits,
but whose tnie situation he suspects is very different " The name
of Vanga," says Mr. Swainson,

" was given by Bullbn to a singular
and very rare bird of Madagascar, as big as a jay, but with a long
abruptly hooked bill like a Tha.mno}ihUiu. It has been usual to place
this genus, as well as that of Plalylophta, in the same group : but
when we find that even M. Cuvier joins them with the large Bush-

Shrikes, and several of the African Maluconoti, in his genus Vanga, we
immediately perceive that a group so composed is entirely artificial.

The resemblance between V. datructor and the smaller species of
Hurita which latter ore obviously crows is so perfect, that a

suspicion has always existed in our mind that both belonged to the
corvine family. As we have seen, in the genus J-'alcuncului, au
Australian shrike assume all the manners of a woodpecker, may not

Vanga, Jiarrtta (Barila), tc., by analogy of reasoning, be true crows,
disguised under the economy and much of the structure of shrikes i

Again, does the Vanga ( I'anga) of Australia and that of Madagascar
belong to the same genus, or even to the some natural group ? The
only specimen of this latter bird known to exist in collections is in

the Paris Museum, but in too injured a state to allow of this question
being answered. On the other hand we happen to know, from un-

questionable testimony, that the V. deilructor of Australia kills and
eats small birds, in the same manner as the European species ; and
that it is actually called a Buteher-Bird by the colonists. Yet this,
after all, seems to us only a relation of analogy, just as in the case of

MniotUta, which, although it climbs like a Certhia, is merely a repre-
sentation of those scansorial birds, and truly belongs, by affinity, to
the circle of warblers. Since our last observations upon Vanga wero

published, we have been fortunate in procuring two or three species,
which so connect the Australian Vanga with Ban-Ma (Jlarila), tli.it

we no longer hesitate to place them all in the corvine family
(Corvida) ; where also we now arrange Platylophut, since it certainly
has a greater resemblance to Vanga detlructor than to any of th
Backed Shrikes (Mataconoti). This alteration does not however inter-
fere with anything we have said regarding Platylophtu being a rosorial

type : as such it remains, but merely fills that station in another
circle. Platylophtu, in short, has all the outward aspect of a jay,
combined with that of a shrike ; while its remarkable crest indicate*
to which of the primary types of nature we should refer it.''

(' Classification of Birds
;

'

see also
'

Zoological Journal,' vols. i. aud ii.
;

and ' Fauna Boreali-Americana,' vol. ii.)

1'riuce C. L. Bonaparte, in his
'

Specchio Comparative' (1827),
places the genus Laniiu between the genera Vireo and Turdui. In his
'

Geographical and Comparative List of the Birds of Europe and
North America* (1838), the Prince arranges the Lanida between the

Mutcicapida (its lost sub-family being Vireonintr) and the Corvida.
In this arrangement the family consists of the sub-family Lanina,
which is composed of the genera Lanita, Linn., aud Aniitoctontu, Boio

(Laniiu, Vig.).
Mr. O. 11. Gray makes the Laniailir (bis fifth family of the tribe

Htnlirottra) consist of but two sub-families the Laniana and the

RajMMIpMtML
Laniana. Genera, Keroula, J. E. Gray; CorvintUa,l<ea. ; Laniiu,

Linn.; L'oUurio, Brits.; Euroctpluiliu, Smith
; Oreotca, Gould

; /W.
ciincului, Will.

; Cyclar/tit, Sw. ; LanieUtu, Sw. ; Telophortu, Sw. ;

A'ttaui, Sw. ; A'opottttra, MulL
; Privnopt, Will. ; CoUuriocincla, Vig.

aud Horsf.

Thamnophilina. Genera, ThamnOjihiltu, Vieill. ; CymoUaimta, Q. II.

Gray ; Pityriaiit, Leas.
; Vanga, Buff.

; Laniarita, Vieill.
; Dryotcopta,

Boie
; Chatmoltu, Q. K Gray ; Cracliciu, Vieill

The Jticrurinte are placed by Mr. G. H. Gray as the last sub-family
(the 6th) of the Amjtclida; and the Tyrannina occupy a position as
the third sub-family in the family Miwcicajiitlm.
The Laniadic in this author's arrangement come between the families

A mpdida and Corrida (the first family of his tribe Conirottret. ('List
of the Genera of Bird*.' 1840.)
The European species of Laniatlit are Lanii (.rcutiilor, meridionallt,

minor, collurio, and rufut, the two lost belonging to the genus
Snntodontu, Boie.

We proceed to illustrate this family with the typical genus
Arfinitu. Bill very short, strongly hooked ; tlie tooth very promi-

nent ; wings moderate, somewhat pointed ; tail rounded or slightly
graduated ; lateral toes free and equal ; claws acute. (Sw.)
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Lanita Excubitor, Linn., the Butcher-Bird, may be taken as an

example.
Old Male. Head, nape, and back, fine bright ash

;
a large black

band passing beneath the eyes and covering the orifices of the ears
;

lower part pure white ; wings short, black ; origin of the quills and

extremity of the secondaries pure white ;
two external tail-feathers

white ; the third black towards the centre, the fourth terminated by a

great white space, and the fifth by a less extensive space; the two middle
ones entirely black; bill and feet deep black. Length 9 or 10 inches.

The Young Male resembles the female.

Female. Upper parts less bright ash; lower parts whitish, each

breast-feather terminated by a crescent of bright ash ; less white at

the extremity of the secondaries, and more black on the origin of the

tail-feathers.

Head and Foot of Butcher-Bird (Laniia Excubitor).

Varieties. 1. Nearly perfect white, only the black parts are lightly
shadowed out by deep ash.

2. More or less variegated with white. (Temm.)
This is the Cattrica palomlina and Averla Maggiore of the Italians;

the Pie-Grieche Grise and Pie-Grisatre of the French ; Torn-Skade of

the Danes
; Warfogel of the Swedes ; Klavert of the Norwegians ;

the

Berg-Aelster, Grossere Neuntoder, and Gemeine Wxirger, of the Ger-

mans; Greater Butcher-Bird or Mattagess of Willughby; Mountain

Magpio, Murdering Pie, Great Gray Shrike, Shreek, and Shrike, of the
British ; and Cigydd Mawr of the Welsh.

In England this species is only an occasional visitor, nor are
we aware of any instance of ito having bred here. "The Gray
Shrike," says Mr. Yarrell,

" has been obtained in several southern and
western counties. In Surrey, Sussex, Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, Devon-

shire, Worcestershire, and Cheshire
;
and I am informed by Mr.

Thompson of Belfast, that it has occurred in one or two instances in

the North of Ireland. A specimen shot near Belfast is in the collection

of Dr. J. D. Marshall. North of London, it has been killed in Suffolk,

Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Yorkshire, Cumberland, Northumberland,
and Durham. No Shrikes appear to have been seen either in the

islands of Orkney or Shetland ; but the Gray Shrike is included

among the birds of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Lapland, Russia, and

Germany. In Holland it is rare
;
but it is rather a common bird in

France, and remains there throughout the year, frequenting woods in

summer and open plains in winter. It is an inhabitant also of Spain,

Portugal, and Italy." (' British Birds.') Prince C. L. Bonaparte notes

it as common near Rome in winter. ('Specchio Comparative.')
"This Bird," writes Willughby, "in the north of England is

called Wierangle, a name, it seems, common to us with the

Germans, who (as Gesner witnesseth), about Strasburg, Frankfort,
and elsewhere, call it Werkangel or Warkangel, perchance (saith he)
as it were Wurchangel, which literally rendered signifies a '

suffocating

angel." In other parts of Germany it is called Neghen-Doer, that is,

Ninekiller (Enneactouos), because it kills nine birds before it ceases,
or every day nine. Our falconers call it the Mattagess, a name
borrowed from the Savoyards, which is by Aldrovandus interpreted a

Murthering Pie." Dr. Brookes writes the northern name differently,
"

(filled in Yorkshire and Derbyshire the Were-Angef." The food of

this species, which haunts bushes, the skirts of woods and plantations,
consists of mice, field-mice, frogs, small birds, lizards, and beetles.

"Although," says Willughby, "it doth most commonly feed upon
insects, yet Joth it often set upon and kill not only small birds, as

finches, wrens, &c., but (which Turner affirms himself to have seen)
even thrushes themselves : whence it is wont by our falconers to be

reclaimed, and made for to fly small birds."

Mr. Yarrell states that the Gray Shrike feeds upon mice, shrews,
small birds, frogs, lizards, and large insects. In the 'Portraits des

Oyseaux' (1557), where, by the way, it is called Falconello, the bird is
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represented upon a field-mouse, with the following quatrain beneath
its likeness :

" Ccstc Pie est la moindre de corsage :

Au demeurant, elle vit de Sonrig,

Bats, et Mulcts, qui'sont par elle pris

Fanny les champs, gastans bled et fourragc."

So that it seems to have been considered a xiseful bird in France.
It derives its name of Butcher-Bird from its habit of suspending its

prey, after it has deprived it of life, upon thorns, and so hanging it

up, as a butcher does his meat, upon its sylvan shambles. Mr. Yarrell

quotes part of a letter from Mr. Doubleday of Epping, who states

that an old bird of this species, taken near Norwich, in October, 1835,
lived in his possession twelve months. It became very tame, and
would readily take its food from its master's hands. When a bird

was given to it, it invariably broke the skull, and generally ate the

head first. It sometimes held the bird in its claws, and pulled it to

pieces in the manner of hawks
;
but seemed to prefer forcing part of

it through the wires, then pulling at it. It always hung what it

could not eat up on the sides of the cage. It would often eat three

small birds in a day. In the spring it was very noisy, one of its

notes a little resembling the cry of the kestrel.

In the 'Booke of Falconrie or Hawkinge' (London, 1611), we
find the Matagesse immediately following

' the Sparrowhawke ;' and
at the end of ' A generall division of hawks and birdes of prey, after

the opinion of one Francesco Sforzino Vyncentiuo, an Italian gentleman
falconer,' we have the following account ' of the Matagasse :'

"Though the matagasse bee a hawke of none account or price,

neyther with us in any use ; yet neverthelesse, for that in my division

I made recitall of her name, according to the French author, from
whence I collected sundries of these points and documents apper-

taining to falconrie, I think it not beside my purpose briefly to

describe heere unto you, though I must needs confesse, that where
the hawke is of so slender value, the definition or rather description
of her nature and name, must be thought of no great regard;" and
then the Matagasse is described.

" Her feeding," continues Turberville, the writer of ' The Booke,'
"

is upon rattes, squirrells, and lisards, and sometime upon certaine

birds she doth use to prey, whome she doth intrappe and deceive by
flight, for this is her devise. She will stand at pearch upon some
tree or poste, and there make an exceeding lamentable crye and

exclamation, such as birdes are wonte to doe being wronged, or in

hazarde of mischiefe, and all to make other fowles believe and thinke

that she is very much distressed, and standes needefull of ayde,

whereupon the credulous sellie birdes do flocke together presently at

her call and voice, at what time if any happen to approach neare

her, she out of hand ceazeth on them, and devoureth them (ungrate-
full subtill fowle !) in requital of their simplicity and pains. These
hawkes are in no accompt with us, but poor simple fellows and

peasants sometimes do make them to the fiste, and being reclaimed

after their unskillful manner, do beare them hooded, as falconers doe

their other kinde of hawkes whom they make to greater purposes.
Heere I ende of this hawke, because I neither accompt her wortlle the

name of a hawke, in whom there resteth no valour or hardiness, ne

yet deserving to have any rJore written of her propertie and nature,
more than that she was in mine author specified as a member of my
division, and there reputed in the number of long-winged hawkes. For

truely it is not the property of any other hawke, by such devise and

cowardly will to come by their prey, but they love to winne it by
main force of winges at random, as the round-winged hawkes doe, or

by free stooping, as the hawkes of the tower doe most commonly
use, as th<> falcon, gerfalcon, sacre, merlyn, and such like, which doe

lie upon their wing, roving in the ayre, and ruffe the fowle, or kill it at

the encounter."

With reference to the art which the Matagasse is here said to prac-
tise in order to entrap other birds, a device attributed to the Butcher-

Bird by other authors, the communication of a writer in ' The
Naturalist

'

becomes interesting. He states that his first acquaintance
with this bird was occasioned by bearing notes not entirely familiar

to him, though they much resembled those of the Stonechat. Follow-

ing the sound, he soon discovered the utterer ; and, while listening,

to his surprise, the original notes were discarded, and others adopted
of a softer and more melodious character, never however prolonged to

anything like a continuous song.
Sir John Sebright, in his interesting

' Observations upon Hawking,'
when treating of Passage Hawks, states that the Slight Falcons (Falco

yentilis) which are brought to this country in the spring, to be used in

flying herons, are caught in the preceding autumn and winter on the

heaths near Falconsweard, as they pass towards the south and east.

These hawks are taken, he tells us, by placing in a favourable situation

a small bow net, so arranged as to be drawn over quickly by a long

string that is attached to it. A pigeon of a light colour is tied on the

ground as a bait ;
and the falconer is concealed, at a convenient dis-

tance, in a hut made of turf, to which the string reaches. A Butcher-

Bird (lanius Ejccubitor),
" that is, the Warder Butcher-Bird, from the

look-out that he keeps for the falcon, is tied on the ground near the

hut, and two pieces of turf are so set up a? to serve him, as well for a

place of shelter from the weather, as of retreat from the falcon. The
I
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loys lf in MOM sedentary occupation, relying upon
UM TigOuo* of the butcherbird to warn him of the approach of a

hawk. ThM be never nib to do, by creaming loudly when he
per-

oaivw hi etwmy at a dbtance, and by running under the turf when

th hawk draw* near. The falconer U thus prepared to pull the net

UM moment that the falcon hai pounced upon the pigeon.
'

The neet U generally built on tree*, and U framed of grass-stalks,

roots, and atom, with a lining of down or wool The eggs, from four

to aix, or, according to Temminck, from fire to Mren, are bluish or

grayish-white, spotted on the larger end with light-brown and ash.

Butcher-Bird (Laniut Eicnlitor).

In captirily, Bechstein states that, if the bird be captured when it

ia old, mice, birds, or living insects may be thrown to it, taking care

to leave it quite alone, for as long as any one is present it will touch

nothing ; but as soon as it has once begun to feed freely, it will eat

fresh meat, and eren become accustomed to the universal paste. An
ounce of meat at least is eaten at a meal, and there should be a forked

branch or crossed sticks in its cage, across the angles of which it

throws the mouse or any other prey, and then darting on it behind
from the opposite aide of the cage, devours every* morsel. The same
author states that it may be easily taken if a nest of young birds cry-

ing from hunger be suspended to some lime-twigs, and that in autumn
and winter it will sometimes dart on birds in cages which are outside

the window. Benhstein further remarks, that, like the Nutcracker,
it can imitate the different notes, but not the songs of birds. Nothing
is more agreeable, according to him, than its own warbling, which
much rsesmblas the whistling of the Gray Parrot: its throat at the
time being expanded like that of the Green Frog. He adds, that it ia

a great pity that the bird only ainp during the pairing season, which
is from March to May, and even then often spoils the beautiful melody
of its song with some harsh discordant notes.

LAXIOOERU8. [NCDIBRASCIIIATX]
LANNER, [FALCOVID.K.]
LA'NHIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Mtliafttr, established by the late Dr. Jack, and formed of the Laiuium
of Humph., 1, p. 161, t 64, which U the Aoiuotof Marsden's '

Sumatra,'

pL T. p. 101, and t>e Langaal or Lanaeh of the natives of the Malay
Islands. This forms one of the highly-esteemed fruiU peculiar to the

Malayan Archipelago, or what was termed India Aquosa by old writers,
though unnoticed in many works where we might expect to find it

fully described. The genus is characterised by Calyx deeply 6-

parted ; corolla 6-p.tell.-d, petals roundish. The tube formed by the
union of UM stamens is subglobose, with ite mouth nearly entire,
having UM 10 anthers included within it. Ovary 5-celled, cells with
1-3 ovules; style abort, columnar ; stigma flat, 6-rayed ; berry cortical,
B-ccUed, S seeded, with one or two cells only perfecting their seed ;

seeds enveloped hi a semitraniiparent pulpy tunic or aril, exalbumi-
now; cotyledons unequal, peltate, the short radicle being inserted
into their centra. The Launch forms a moderate-sired tree with
tomeatoM branches. Leaves alternate, pinnate; leaflets 7 to 9, alter-

nate, abort-pedioeUed, elliptic-oblong, very smooth
;
the young leaves

an pubescent on UM under surface ; stipules none
; racemes springing

from UM trunk and naked branches, at first subtract, afterwards
drooping by UM weight of the fruit. The fruit is of an agreeable
tea**, according to Maraden, though the skin contains a colouring
juio*, extremely Utter, and which is apt to taint the fruit if not
psoed with care.

The Ayer-Ayer is another fruit so nearly resembling the Lanieh in
most particulars that Dr. Jack, hesitating to rank it as a species,
mentions it as a permanent and well-marked variety under the name
MbA Zt a?nm. The fruit of the Ayer-Ayer is rounder, and the

pulp more watery, and dissolves more completely in the mouth tli:m

the Lanseh. Both are highly esteemed by the Malays, and are equally

agreeable to the European palate. The juicy envelope of the seeds is

the part eaten, and the taste is cooling and pleasant (' I.inntaan

Transaction*,' xiv. p. 114.)

LANTA'NA, a geuus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Verbenaettr, named from one of the old names of Fiittrnmn, which

some of the species somewhat resemble in habit They are often

stated to be confined to America, but a species is found in Arabia, and

two in India. They form small or moderate-sized shrubs, often with

rugose aromatic leaves, and a somewhat peculiar odour in the clustered

flowers, which are either pink, yellow, white, or changeable. Pisp
states that three species, which are confounded together in Brazil

under the name Camara, are there used for making medicated baths

for diseases of the skin. Martius states that the flowers of some species

are employed for making demulcent drinks in catarrhal affections.

L. macrophylla is employed in infusions as a stimulant, and L. pteudo-

Thea as a substitute for tea.

LANTERN-FLY. [FDLOOIIA.]

LAOMEDEA, a genus of Polypifera, established by Lamouroux to

include species ranked by previous writers as belonging to Sertularia.

[SERTCLARID.S.I
LAPIS-LAZULI. [LAZDUTK.]
LAPLYSIA. [TKCTIBRAKCHIATA.]
LAPPA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Compotita,

the sub-order Tvbvli/lora, the tribe Senecianidea, and the sub-tribe

Carduinea. It has an equal and many-flowered homogamous head, a

globose involucre, with imbricated coriaceous scales. The receptacle
is rather fleshy, flat, and with stiff fringes ;

the corollas are 5-cleft,

regular, and with a 10-nerved tube; the stamens have papillose fila-

ments, with anthers terminating in filiform appendages ; the fruit is

oblong, laterally compressed, smooth, and transversely wrinkled.

L. minor has a tapering fleshy root, an erect stem, 3 feet or more
in height, solid, leafy, round, and with many wide-spreading branches ;

the leaves are stalked, broad, heart-shaped, and, being 3-ribbed at the

base, somewhat hoary and downy beneath ;
the florets are axillary,

with their anthers and stigmas purple. When in flower the involucre

readily breaks from the stalk, and is known in the country by the

name of a Bur. It adheres to the coats of animals and the hair and

clothing of those who pass by, and it is almost impossible to become
free from it without breaking the scales asunder and scattering the

fruit The root is reckoned tonic, aperient, and diuretic. It has had
some reputation in the form of a decoction in rheumatism and diseases

of the skin. Sir Robert Walpole recommends it as a remedy in gout,
and some have used it as an excellent substitute for sarsaparilla. The
fruit is bitter and slightly acid, and has been prescribed as a diuretic.

It grows in waste places throughout Europe and the west of Asia.

L. major and L. tomcntota are species which are found in Germany
and Switzerland, but are not used in the arts or in medicine.

(Lindley, ^Zoro JHedica; Koch, Synopsis flora Oermanica.)
LA'PSANA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Compotiltr, the sub-order Liyul(ttora:, the tribe Achoracea; and the

sub-tribe Lamptana. There is but one British species of this genus
L. communis, Nipple-Wort It has dentate or lobed stalked leaves,

the lower leaves lyrate; the involucres glabrous and angular; the

stem panicled. The stem is from one to three feet in height, branched

above, with yellow small-headed florets. It is found in waste uncul-

tivated land, and derives its common name from its reputation in

village medicine as a soothing application to inflamed nipples, and is

used in many of our provinces as an external application in wounds
and ulcerations.

L. futida is a species of this geuus which grows in Switzerland and
the regions of the Alps.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany; Koch, Synopn$ Plane

LAPWING. |Cll\]IAMlI.M..t..]
LARCH. [ABIES.]

LARDIZA'BALA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Meniiptrmouxa, and named by Ruiz and Pavon after Michael Lardizalo,
of Uribe, a Spanish naturalist It has dioecious and polygamous
flowers. The sepals and petals disposed in a ternary order in 2 or 3

series. The stamens 6, monodclphous ;
berries 3- or 6-celled, the cells

many-seeded. The pulp of the fruit sweet and eatable. It bos leaves

2-3 ternate; the leaflets oblong, acute, unequal at the base, n little

toothed ; two largo unequally cordate bracts situated at the base of

the peduncle. This plant is a twining shrub, a native of Chili in

woods at Concopcion, also in Peru about Arnuco. It has an eatable

fruit, which is gathered and sold in the markets of Chili and Peru.

The pulp of the fruit is sweet and grateful to the taste. It is called in

Peru Aguil-boguil and Guilbogui; and in Chili by that of Coquilvwhi.
L. tritemata and L, trifoliata ore climbing plants, natives of Chili and

Peru, but their fruits are not eaten. (Don, Dichlamydcout Planti.)

LARDIZABALACE^G, Larditabaladt, a small natural order of

Plants, containing 7 genera and 15 species. The species are twining
smooth shrubs with alternate compound leaves, without stipules.

Racemes solitary or clustered ;
flowers coloured white, lilac, purple, or

deep yellow, sometimes fragrant The sepals of the male plant are 3 or 8

in 2 rows, deciduous; petals 6 in 2 rows, opposite the sepals, the inner
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ones smaller, or gland-like, or absent. Stamens 6, opposite the petals ;

filaments united into a tube, or even distinct
;
anthers turned out-

wards, rarely inwarda, 2-celled, opening by a longitudinal slit. The
female flowers as before, but larger, with 6 very imperfect stamens.

Carpels distinct, 3, rarely 6 or 9, 1-celled, with a short style and a

single stigma. Two of the genera inhabit the cooler parts of South

America, the remainder are from the temperate parts of China.

JBuraaaiu is the only tropical form. These plants appear to be harmless.

Some of them are eaten by the natives of Japan and India.

LARDIZABALADS. [LARDIZABALACE.E.]
LA'RID^E, the name given by Leach "to the family of Birds

vernacularly known as Sea-Gulls, Sea-Mews, or Gulls, belonging to

Mr. Vigors's fifth order Natatores.

Willughby, in his
'

Ornithology,' under his section (vi.)
' Of Sea-

Gulls, called in Latine Lari,' says hi hia first chapter of that section

entitled 'Of Gulls in General' "Gulls are a whole-footed fowl, with
an indifferent long, narrow, sharp-pointed bill, a little crooked at the

end
; oblong nostrils ; long and strong wings ; short legs; small feet

(for they do not swim much) ;
a light body, but invested with many

and thick-set feathers ;
a carrion carkass, the fat that is sticking to

the skin (as in other birds) ; much upon the wing, very clamorous,

hungry, and piscivorous.
"These we divide into two kinds: 1st, the greater, which have

tails composed of feathers of equal length, and an angular prominency
or knob on the lower chap of the bill underneath to strengthen it,

that they may more strongly hold fishes ; 2nd, the lesser, which have

a forked tail, and no knob on the bill (or, he adds in a marginal note,
' but a very small one'). Both kinds may be divided into pied or

particoloured, and gray or brown."

Willughby places the Gulls between the 'Douckers, or Loons,
called in Latine Colymbi,' and the 'whole-footed birds with broad

bills,' the first members of which are 'the Goose-kind,' commencing
with the Swan.

Ray's 'Synopsis' places the Gulls between the Colymbi and the

'Aves Palmipedes rostro in extremo adunco, non serrate,' Avis

Diomedea (Albatross), Shearwater, Puffinus, &c. ; and he describes

them as
"
Palmipede Birds, with a narrow, sharp, but not hooked

(adunco) bill, long-winged, and much given to flight (volaticse), called

Lari, in English Guls or Sea-Mews, and in some places Sea-Cobs,"
with the following definition :

" The marks of Gulls are a strong,

oblong, narrow, and acute bill, which is a little curved at the extre-

mity, but in the smaller species straighter ; nostrils oblong ; wings
oblong and strong ;

feet small ; body very light, clothed with many
and thick feathers ;

and to be clamourous, much on the wing, hungry,
and piscivorous."
He divides the Gulls into three sections, namely :

1. The Three-Toed Gulls, 'Lari tridactyli, seu postico digito
carentes ;'

2. Four-Toed Gulls, 'Lari tetradactyli, seu postico digito donati, and
3. Fork-Tailed Gulls, 'Lari minores, caudu forcipatft' (Terns, &c.).

Brisson placed in his twenty-third order (consisting of birds with

four toes, the three anterior joined together by membranes and the

posterior separate, and with a toothless bill), the Gulls, Petrels, Puifins,

Terns, Sea-Skimmer, or Rhyncopsalia (Rhynchops, Linn.). Ac.

The second division of the third order (Amere) of Linnaeus consists

of those web-footed water-fowl which have an edentulous bill, and
the following are the genera of that order : Rhynchopi, Diomedea,

Alca, Procellaria, Pelecanus, Larus, Sterna, and Colymbus.
M. Lacdpede's second sub-class of birds consists of those which

have the lower part of the leg denuded of feathers, or many toes

united by a large membrane. The first division of this sub-class

comprises those birds which have three anterior toes, and one toe or

none behind. In the first sub-division, the first order (the twenty-
lecond reckoning from the beginning), consisting of palmiped water-

binls with a hooked beak, we find Diomedea and Procellaria, among
other genera ;

and in the third (twenty-third reckoning from the

beginning) are placed, also among other genera, Rhynchopi. In the

fourth (twenty-fifth reckoning from the beginning), with a straight

and slender bill, we have the genus Sterna ; and, in the next but one

(twenty-seventh), bill tumid (bee renfle'), we have the genus Larus,
the intervening genus being Recurvirostra (Avosets).
M. Dume'ril's third family (twenty-second in the series), consists of

the long-winged Palmipedes, and includes Rhynchopi, the Terns, the

Avosets, the Petrels, the Albatrosses, and the Sea-Mews.

In the method of M. Meyer, we find the first sub-order (Coniroslres)
of hi* eleventh order, Natatores, comprising among other genera those

of Sterna, Lartu, and Letris.

The Long-Winged Natatorct (Longipennes) of Illiger consist of the

genera Rhynchops, Sterna, Larva, and Lestrit ; and his Natatoret with

tulmlar nostrils (Tvbinares), of Procellaria, Haladroma, PachyptUa,
and IHonudea.

Cuvier'B Long-Winged Palmipede! comprise the Petrels, Albatrosses,

Gulls, Terns, and Rhynchopi.
The fourth family (Pelagians) of M. Vieillot's first tribe (Teleopodes)

of the order Natatoret consist of Stercoraria, the Gulls, Terns, and

Rhynchopi.
M. Temminck places the whole of the Palmipede! in one order.

M. De Blainville's Natatores consist of the Macropteres (Gulls), the

Syphonorhiniens (Petrels), the Cryptorhiuiens (Pelicans), and the

Colymbiens. In his method as developed by M. Lherminier, the Gulls

(Larus) and the Petrels (Procellaria,) are placed in his first sub-class,
or Normal Birds.

Mr. Vigors ('Natural Affinities that connect the Orders and Families
of Birds,' 'Linn. Trans.,' vol. xiv.) states that Phaeton, a genus
belonging to the immediately preceding family (Pelecanidce), bears a
considerable resemblance in general appearance and habits to Sterna,

belonging to the succeeding family of Laridce, the structure of their
foot alone effecting a separation between them. Kven here however,
he remarks, we may observe the gradation that exists between the feet
of the two families

;
the web that unites the toes of the Tropic-Bird,

as well as of the Frigate-Bird, being but half the size of that of the
Pelecanidce in general ; and thus their foot preserves a connection with
that of the Terns, where the same membrane is equally contracted.
" We thus," continues Mr. Vigors,

" enter the family of Laridce by
means of Sterna, with which Rhynchops (Linn.) most intimately
accords in habits and external characters, notwithstanding the dissi-

militude of the bill. The Sterna, Anglica, or Gull-Billed Tern of
Colonel Montagu, conducts us from these genera to the groups which
compose the Liuinean Larus, now justly subdivided into two genera,
the Leslris (111.), and Larus of authors. From this group we are led
to the genera Diomedea (Linn.) and Haladroma (111.), which are
characterised by the absence of the hind toe, by means of the species
Larus tridactylus (Lath.), where, though the hind toe is not absolutely
deficient, as might be inferred from the specific name, there appears
but the rudiment of one, or rather a stump without a nail. The
last-mentioned genus, Haladroma, originally belonged to the Procel-
laria, (Linn.), and was separated from it by its tridactyle foot. Even
in this character however it forms a passage from Larus to the groups
that compose the genuine Procellaria, all of which are distinguished
by the singular peculiarity of having no true hind toe, but a nail

adhering to the tarsus in its place. We thus arrive at the Petrels,

separated into the groups of the Procellaria (Auct.), PachyptUa (111.),

Puflinus (Ray), and the section denominated by M. Temminck Lea
Petrels Heroudelles. These two latter groups appear to lead us back
to the Terns, or Sea-Swallows, from whence we started. The whole
of this family, which corresponds with the Longipennes of M. Cuvier,
is distinctly characterised by the strength and expansiveness of their

wings, with the aid of which they traverse immeasurable tracts of
the ocean in search of their food, and support their flight at consider-

able distances from land, seldom having recourse to their powers of

swimming. We may thus discern the gradual succession by which
the characters peculiar to the order descend from the typical groups
that swim and dive well and frequently, but make little use of their

wings for flight, to the present groups, which are accustomed to fly

much, but seldom employ their powers of swimming, and never dive.

The family of Laridce may thus be observed to stand at the very
extremity of the order

; and it assumes, as I have already observed,
in conjunction with the other extreme groups, much of the habits of

the land birds. A portion of the group before us, the Petrels, seem
even to employ their feet in their own element as if on land, walking
as it were on the surface of the waters. We have thus arrived at the
termination of the last family of the order, and have to look for its

connection with the first. This link is immediately supplied by the

before-mentioned genus, PachyptUa, in which the bill, broad and

depressed at the base, assumes the character of that of the Anatidce.

There is indeed a considerable approximation aud interchange of
character between the two groups. The bill of some species of Anser

may be observed to become gradually less broad and more compressed,
so as to bring them closely to the Petrels; while again the web.that
connects their toes is equally curtailed in extent, until in one species,
the Semipalmated Goose of Dr. Latham, figured in the supplement
to his '

Synopsis,' we may observe no greater web than may be seen

among many of the Sternce. On the other hand, the same membrane
is so extended in some of the Petrels, as to equal the most dilated

web observable among the Anates. We may also add that the
divisions of the Procellarice, as they approach the Anatidce, become

gradually more nocturnal in their habits, and thus adopt a character

common to a great portion of the latter family. Here then in the

fifth and last order of birds we perceive the families of which it is

composed following each other in a regular series of affinities, which
returns into itself with a continuity similar to that which has been

equally apparent in every other great department of the class."

M. Latreille places the Gulls, Puffins, Pelecanoides, Petrels, Alba-

trosses, Terns, Noddies, PachyptUa, and Rhyncliops, in his third family

(Longipennes), of his seventh order (Palmipedes), belonging, with the

Echassiers (Grallatores), to his second section, Aquatic Birds.

Prince C. L. Bonaparte, in his 'Tabella Analitica de" Generi'

(' Specchio Comparative '), makes the Longipennes the first family of

his order Anseres. He divides the family into two sections :

1,
' Narici senza margine rilevato,' consisting of the genera Jlhynchops,

Sterna, Larus, and Lestrit; 2, 'Narici tubulose," containing the genera
Procellaria and Diomedea.

M. Lesson, in his '

Projet," makes the Palmipedes (Natatores) his

eighth order, being the third of his second section, Aquatic Birds.

In the ' Table Mdthodique,' at the end of his
'

Manuel,' his fourth

family of Palmipedes is named Laridce, aud consists of the genera
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9tanis% eKAjrtftrnWps*. ZfliUa *9*5nwrriin

ten*. fmtmmHU, />/, and T

ranged by M. L*MM between the

which form his las* family.

fallowing

Tb. family U
J^nVaaaisfar and the Anatida,

merate. theMr. Kyton, in hi. 'Catalogue of British Dink,' enumerat

lowing (entra and ib I*** a* conatituting the family of

** : Genoa, Pitailmi*, Linn. : .ubgenera, P*fn<u, Ray ;

/UMOTM, Stephen* ; Hhiiliti, loach. Gvnu. Lniru, Temm. ;

MM* Lunu, Una.: eoD-feoera, AM., Leach; Larmi, Stephen*:
CV.it**<, Eyton; ZMM, Lead; Sltrma, Linn.; and ^mxu,

Mr. Swaineon, who rtttn to Mr. Vigor*'* arrangement above

noticed, ajath of the JUrirfg a conetifaiting a mneh more numerous
(oailv than either of the three Cktfmbtda, Aleida (Attada), or /V/i-

itnttt (PtlicmtHf) previously adverted to by him. The rtructure

of the Land* too be consider, to be more perfect in a general eenae,

although inferior in that particular eonetroction which constitutes the

psrfsjrUoa of the ordr, namely, the power of swimming: and diving.
The wiaga, b* remark*, are very long; and the feet, although webbed,

i the*, bird* to walk about with perfect eaee on the ihore in

I at food ; the hind toe ii very email, eometunei wanting ; but
th* lag* are nearly as long as in aome of the Wading Birds, of which
he eoneider* them to be the

representative*.
The bill he notice, a*

being slender, much eoninTHMd, and a* gradually but not abruptly
bant After referring to their gregarious and omnivorous habiU,
their tolerable facility of swimming, their inability to dive, and their

great power of flight, Mr. Swainson notices th* genera in the following
order, and exniimm hi* view, in th* following terms :

- The Terns,orSea-Swallows (Sterna), constitute the fianroetnl type ;

they hav* remarkably long wings and slender bills; the tail i* forked ;

and the plumage generally i. a of a delicate pearl-white, with more or
lea. black upon the head : the specie* are numerous, and occur in

uaphene, Tb* extraordinary genus /UjmcAoj*, or Skimmer,
yonisjinc much of th* general habit, of the terns, i*

y disthiguT*beH by th. singular form of its bill, the upper
mandible of which i* considerably shorter than the under, and appear*
a* if one-third of the length had ban broken off: three specie, have
been oWribed, to which w* add a fourth : they skim over the surface
of th* ocean with gnat iwiftn***, and

scoop up small marine insect*

and other animals. The True or Typical Gull* (Lana) are a numerous
race, diapsned in every dime, and so closely resembling each other
in plumage, that many of the specie* are even now but imperfectly
understood ; they bear a cloee rneffmhl.no* in general appearance to
the terns, but the bill is stronger, and th* upper mandible much mon
MHisJ toward* the end :

many are of large size ; and all an vora-
ciotM d*ioui*i of fish, and of every marine animal, dead or alive,
which is cart upon th* ahon; they particularly abound in northern

Uttodeo, but seem to rang* over the whole world of waters. The
Parasitic Gull* iLatrv) an th* raptorial representative, and an almost
nminail to cold regions ; they an known by their stronger conforma-

tion, their oUfcrent shaped bUl, and th* rough scales upon their feet ;

the** biros, like th* frigate cormorant*, denv* their chief supply ol

food by robbing their mon feeble congeners ; they pursue the largest

gulls, and make them diagorg* or relinquish their hard-earned gam*.
The black-toad and th* arctic gull* belong to thi* group, and both an
inio*inj*lly *M*J on th* northern ebon* of Britain. Tb* genus
/*** (ftoawAa) include, th* well-known and gigantic albatroMM,
UM most powerful and bulky of the whole family ; they an oceanic

bird*, living almost oonstanUy out at sea, but an mon particularly
abundant in th* Pacific Ocean : w* hav* no example, in Britain, or
indeed In Europe : th* extent of thair outspread wings i* enormous,
yet their tight, exoept in stormy w*ath*r, i. by no mean, lofty ;

like

all th* rapacious birds of th* ocean, they an most voracious, and their
flash I* rank and repulsive. The genu* Jfaladroma comprise* such
of th* albatroMM a* have the bill mon neenibling that of the petrels,
while they agree with the former in being destitute of a hind toe;
but only one or two specie* bav* a* y*t been clearly ascertained. Th*
TnMlMRb(/VK*Os^) hav* UM lower mandibl. truncated; we hav*
a naliv. exampl* of this genus in th* Fulmar (P. gUcMit), but nearly
sJIUM re* inU^t the urtarctk region.; they an continually out at

sea, even in UM moat violent storm*
; Cuvier mention* that their

French name of Petit PUrn is derived from their babite of walking
on th. water by the help of thair wing* The Shear-Water P*tnl an.!

MM others have been
atparated under the very objectionable name

of Pwfbau, from th* different immtiuution of their nostrils and of
th* lower mandible : there is on* species, th* English Puffin (P.
Amain wm. Tern.), which appears to be confined to th* northern coasts
of Scotland. The gmnu. /Waana-rMM, Vig., differ, from the other

Is, by having the Ian longer and th* bill somewhat shorter : it isthe leg* l

email bipoaid of thoa* email bird* well known to aailor* by th* vulgar
of Mother Cary'* CUokeM. W* may her* abo mention th*

tilM, a* being that form which, of all tbi. family,
approach to th* A ai,il<r. with which w* oomnMOOMJ

the bill retain* th* general form of th* petrel*, but th*

booaetderabty dilated, anl tt* mnar margin, an found to b.
with teeth-Uke lamm*. The rnoet aberrant type of the

appear, to be th. ;,nu. /* of P.ykull, along-Un*d bird

analoffon* to the flamingo*: thi. w* hav* never yet Men, but Tern-

minck and other, oonaider it ha* an affinity with the tern*. The
circle of the Larida, no leM than that of the natatorial order, ha*

now bean traced, and w* can only regret that our limited *paoe prevent*
u from laving before the reader aome of the very many analogies by
which thi* arrangement i* confirmed."

In the 'Synopai.' at th* and of the *ame volume, Mr. Swainson

make* th* Quit* a nib-family under th* name of Larida, with thU
definition: "Feet lengthened, formed both for walking and iwim-

ming ;

"
the *ub-family comtuU of the following genera and nub-

genera : Sterna (Tern*), including Sterna, Linn.; fkalatntet, Sw. ;

J'kaeton, Linn. ; JtAfndiopt, Linn. ;
and Oaria, Briawm ; Larut, Linn.

(Cull.); Lutru, ia (Jager); Diomedta, Linn. (PetreU), including

PronUarM, Diomtdta. Linn. (Albatro*.) ; Halculroma, III ; Tkalaui-

dnma, Vig. ; Padtyptilo, III. ; and Drama*, 1'aykuli

Having given a general aketch of the view, of author* respecting
Una extensive family, we .hall here confine ounelve. to the OulU

only, including in that term the genera Xema, of Leach ; Lariu, of

Linmcus; and 7x*'ri'*, of Temmiuck.
Xema (Leach). Bill abort, dander, .traight, laterally compressed,

it* tip bent down ; the lower mandible somewhat angulated beneath ;

nostrils very .lender, linear; leg* (lender; tibita naked on the lower

part ; tail forked. (Gould.) Length about 14 inches.

A', rittibuniltu (Lartu ridibundm, Linn.). Summer plumage.
Bill naked, akin round the eye, leg* and feet, lively-red ;

head and
thread deep-brown, between chocolate-colour and black

;
shoulder*

and back gray ; outer edge* of the quill, (with the exception of that

of the first, which U black) white, extremitie* of all but the first

black, slightly tipped with white; rump, tail, and uuder surface,
white.

Winter plumage like summer plumage, saving the head, which U
gradually changed from the deep colour above-mentioned to pure
white, by a proceas which Mr. Yarrell has proved to be different from

moulting. (' Trans. ZooL Soc.,' voL L p. 13.)

Young of the Year. Colour of bill and tarsi more obscure ; top of

the head and ear-covert* mottled with brown, which is also the colour

of the back and shoulders, each feather having a lighter margin ;
tail

broadly edged with black. (Gould.)

Xrma ult In rammer plumafv, and vonn*; of thr year). Gould.

This bird i. the Mouette Rieuse ou Ik Capuchon Brun of the
French ; Oabbiano cinericio col Roetro e colli Piedi

rpssi, Gaimone,
and Corvo Bianco, of the Italian* ; Laughing null, Pewit, or Blackcap,
Sea-Crow, and Mire-Crow, of the Kngli.li ; Vr Wilou Benddu of the
ft I.

The old bird* in their complete winter plumage are, Larut ciat-

ran'a*, Omel. ; L. proeaUonu, Bech.t ; La Petite Mouette Cendruc,
Brie*. ; Die alte Lachmeve iin Winter Kleide, Leislcr, &c.

; Klcive Zee-

meeuw, Sepp. ; Oabbiano Cenerino, and Gabbiano Moretta, 'Stor degl.
Uoa. ;

' and Rod-Lagged Gull of Latham.
In the .ummer or nuptial plumage the bird i. Larut ridibundtu,

Lion., Omel. ; Mouette Kieuae a Pattes Rouges, Brin*. ; La Mouette
RiettM, Buff. ; Schwankupfige Meve, Ilochst, Ac

; Rruiukop Meeuw,

Sepp. ; Gabbiano Moretta,
'
Stor. degl. Ucc. ;

'

and Black-Headed Gull
of Latham.
The young of the year are Sterna obitura, Brown Tern, and Brown

Gull of Latham.
The young in their moult and in winter are, Lartu erylkropui,

GmeL
; La Petite Mouette (Jrise, Briu. ; /xirw canactiu, Bechit.

;

Red-Lagged Gull
, Penn.

' Aret ZooL ;

'

Brown-Headed Gull and Red-
L*n*d Gull variety, Latham. (Temm.)
The food of thi* *pecie* consist* principally of insects, worm*,

spawn, and fry, and small fishes. In habit* it resembles generally
the other (lulls, but it walk* better. The nest, contrary to the nidifi-

cation of the other Gulls, which generally form their nest* on the

ledges of rocks near the sea, U placed, a* U the case with other Xema,
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in low situations, such as meadows in the neighbourhood of the sea

or actuaries, among the herbage on the ground. The eggs, which vary
much, are generally of a deepish olive, sprinkled with large brown
and blackish spots.

They inhabit rivers, salt lakes, and fresh-waters ; in winter only on
the shores of the sea ;

a bird of passage in Germany and France
;

very abundant in Holland at all seasons of the year. (Temminck.)
Mr. Selby says that in Britain they are very regular in their migratory
movements (for such their departure to and from the sea-coast may
properly be termed), and that their return in spring may, in some
cases, be calculated upon almost to a day.

Selby speaks of the eggs of this bird as being well flavoured, free

from fishy taste, and, when boiled hard, as not easily distinguishable
from those of the Lapwing, for which they are sometimes substituted.

The young, he adds, are also eaten, although not held in such high
estimation as they formerly were, when great numbers were annually
taken and fattened for the table, and when the Gullery (or summer
resort of the species) produced a revenue of from 501. to SOI. to the

proprietor. These are the See-Guiles of the ancient great festivals. In
the Household Book of the fifth Earl of Northumberland, begun in

1512, these See-Guiles are among the delicacies for the principal feasts

or bin lordship's own '

mees,' and they are charged at one penny or

three-halfpence each.

In Willughby's time the price was higher. He mentions a colony
of these birds " which yearly build and breed at Norbury in Stafford-

shire, in an island in the middle of a great pool in the grounds of Mr.

Skrimshew, distant at least thirty miles from the sea. About the

beginning of March hither they come
;
about the end of April they

build. They lay three, four, or five eggs, of a dirty green colour

spotted with dark brown, two inches long, of an ounce and a half

weight, blunter at one end. The first down of the young is ash-

coloured and spotted with black ; the first feathers on the back after

they are fledged are black. When the young are almost come to their

full growth, those entrusted by the lord of the soil drive them from
off the island through the pool into nets set on the banks to take
them. When they have taken them they feed them with the entrails

of beasts, and when they are fat sell them for fourpence or fivepence
a piece. They yearly take about one thousand two hundred young
ones, whence may be computed what profit the lord makes of them.
About the end of July they all fly away and leave the island."

Dr. Plott, in his '

Staffordshire," adds to the history of the birds
that bred in Pewit Pool, in the parish above mentioned, that they
would breed on no other land than that of the proprietor of that place,
and that on the death of the owner they deserted the pool for three

years, but only retired to another estate belonging to the next heir.

The doctor was fond of the marvellous.
Laria. Bill of mean length, strong, straight, cultrated, the upper

mandible having the tip incurved
; symphysis of the upper mandible

strongly angulated, and ascending thence to the point. Nostrils

placed in the middle of the bill, lateral, oblong, narrow, and pervious.
Tongue pointed, with the extreme tip cloven. Wings long, acuminated.
Tail even, or slightly forked. Legs placed near the centre of the body,
of mean length and strength, with the lower part of the tibia! naked.
Feet of four toes, three before and one behind

; the three in front
united by a membrane ; the hind one short and free. (Gould.)

L. marinia, Linn. ; Gotland Noir Manteau of the French
;
Great

Black-Backed Gull, Great Black and White Gull of Willughby (the
provincial name is Cobb); Qwylan rudd a gywn (Wagel) of the
Welih.

Great Black-Eacked Gull (Lana morintw). Adult,'ln winter plumage,

Perfect Winter Plumage of Old Birds. Summit of the head, region
of the eyes, occiput, and nape, white, but all the feathers marked on
their middle with a longitudinal stripe of bright brown ; front, throat,

neck, all the lower parts, back and tail, pure white
; top of the back,

scapulars, anil the whole wing of a deep black, shaded with bluish
;

quills towards the end of a deep black, all terminated with a large
white spnce ; secondary quills and scapulars terminated with white

;

bill whitish yellow, angle of the lower mandible bright red; naked

border round the eyes red
;

iris brilliant yellow marbled with brown ;

feet dirty white. Length 26 or 27,inches; females 24 to 25 inches.

(Temminck.) Willughby's specimen measured,
" from tip to tip of

the wings distended," 67 inches.

M. Temminck observes (1820) that in this state the species had
never been described. Willughby and Montagu however had each

described one (the latter author in his '

Dictionary,' 1802) almost in

the perfect state, and it is now beautifully figured in Mr. Gould's great
work on ' The Birds of Europe."
Summer or Nuptial Plumage of Old Birds. Summit of the head,

region of the eyes, occiput and nape, pure white without any brown
;

naked border round the eyes orange ;
rest of the plumage as in winter.

In this state it 13 Larus marinus, Liun.
;
Le Goeland Noir Manteau,

Buffon; Mantel Meve, Bechst. ;
Black-Backed Gull, Latham, &c.

(Temminck.)
Young of the Year, and those One Year Old. At this period the

bird is Larus ntpvius, Linn. ; L. marinus junior, Latham
;
Le Goeland

Varie" ou Grisard, Buffon
;'
and Wagel Gull, Latham. (Temminck.)

The Young of the Year have the head and the front of the neck

grayish-white covered with numerous brown spots, which are largest
on the neck

;
the feathers of the upper parts are blackish-brown in the

middle, all bordered and terminated with reddish-white, which colour

forms transverse bands on the coverts of the wings ;
lower parts of a

dirty gray, striped with large zigzags and brown spots ;
feathers of

the middle of the tail more black than white, the lateral ones black

towards the end, and all bordered and terminated with whitish
;

quills blackish, a little white on the point ; bill deep black ;
iris and

naked circle brown ; feet livid brown.

After the First Year to the Age of Two Years. All these colours

change no otherwise than that the blackish-brown and yellow of the

middle of the feathers occupy gradually less extent, giving place to

pure white, which then surrounds all the feathers; the white begins
to predominate over the gray iu the lower parts, which have gradually
less of the brown spots ;

the head becomes pure white, and the point
and base of the bill assume a livid tint.

At two years, on the autumnal moult, the mantle is defined
;

it is

then blackish, varied with irregular brown and gray spots ;
the white

becomes pure, and only sprinkled with a few spots ;
the tail is per-

vaded with black marblings of varied forms ;
and the bill assumes the

red spot with black in the middle,* the rest of that organ being livid

white speckled with black.

At the third autumnal moult the plumage is perfect
The young vary accidentally in having all the plumage grayish-

white, with deeper spots, and spots very feebly indicated
;
the quills

whitish. Sick individuals put on these appearances, as well as the

greater part of those which are kept in captivity. (Temminck.)
This species is very abundant in the Orcades and Hebrides

;
common

in its double passage on the coasts of Holland, France, and England ;

lives in the north ;
never or very accidentally found in the interior

or on fresh waters
;
rather rare in the Mediterranean. (Temminck.)

Common in many parts of the north of Europe, but does not appear
to extend, at least iu any considerable numbers, to very high latitudes,

as Captain Sabine, in his
' Memoir of Greenland Birds,' states that it

was only once seen in Baffin's Bay, and Sir John Richardson never

mentions it. Met with, but by no means plentifully, upon most of

our coasts, usually alone or in pairs, and rarely in a flock of more than

eight or ten together. (Selby.) America (near Philadelphia), not

very rare. (Prince C. L. Bonaparte.) United States. (Audubon.)
Fish, living or dead, fry, carrion, &c., form the food of this species,

according to Temminck, who adds that it rarely feeds also on bivalve

shell-Ssh.
"

It is," says Selby,
" of very voracious appetite, and preys

upon all kinds of animal substance that may happen to be cast on

shore. It also keeps a close watch upon the lesser gulls, whom it

drives from any food they may have discovered, appropriating the

whole to itself." Montagu notices the damage it does to fishermen

by severing and devouring the largest fish from their hooks, if left dry

by the ebbing of the tide. Flight slow, but buoyant. Cry strong
and hoarse, to be heard from a great distance when the bird is on

wing, and most frequent in the spring and breeding season. Very
wary ; keeping by the shores of the sea, which it only quits accident-

ally. Nest ou the rocks, Temminck says, in the regions of the Arctic

Circle. Captain Sir James Ross however, in his ' Last ExpeditiSn of

Sir John Ross,' does not mention it. Eggs three or four, very deep

olive-green, with great and small blackish-brown spots. (Temminck.)
Like those of the Herring and Lesser Black-Backed Gulls in colour

and markings, but are larger. (Selby.) The author last quoted says
that its breeding-stations in Britain are the Steep-Holmes and Luudy
Islands in the Bristol Channel, Souliskerry in the Orkneys, the Bass

Rock in the Frith of Forth, and one or two other stations upon the

Scottish coast. Mr. Gould says that it also breeds in the marshes at

the mouth of the Thames, making a nest on the ground of reeds,

rushes, and flag-leaves.

* The individual described by Willughby as the Great Dlack-nnd-White Gull

(Larus ingetit marinut Cliuii), and hereinbefore noticed, seems to have been in

this stage of plumage, or rather more varied. Willughby took ' a plaise entire'

out of its stomach. He also mentions another (which he supposes was a young

one) with the head and neck particoloured of black and white, and the back

and wings paler.
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<V*r*j (CHmrmitm, Ray Cttaraeta, Aldror. f). Bill moderate,

hard, straw, cylindrical, vsry oompcess.d, hooked at the point, the

posr BwndihM ovrd with a eere, UM uadsr mandible with an ancle

oa UM inferior edge. NostrO* approaching UM point of UM bill,

iHssyml narrow, dosed on their posterior part, and pervious. Tarsi

Mac, *ked above UM knee. Feet having three toss before, entirely

palamtod; Bind to* very small; nails Urn aad hooked. Tail .lightly

rounded, two middle feathers elongated. Wings, Ant quill-feather

loafsst. (Gould.)
L. MraMtftcw. Old of both Sex** in Perfect Plumage. Front

whhiah ; 0*1 UM summit of UM bead a sort of hood of blackish-

brown, terminating at UM occiput ; throat, region below UM eyes, all

UMMck. the breast, UM belly, and abdomen, pore white j on th* Banks
COM aah-coloured undulation*; lower covert* of UM tail, back, wings,
aad caudal feathers, uniform very dsp aahy-brown, graduating into

hhrtish on UM end of the quill* and tail-feather*; the two long tail-

feaUwn terminated in a loose point (en pointe tras-effllee) ;
base of

UM bill bluish, point black ; iris brown; feet deep black. Length
14 or IS inch**; the long feathers exceed from S to 5 or 6 inches,

(Temm.)
In this state M. Temminek eootidenH to be Lana ponutttcu, Linn.,

Otnei ; Orfaraeto furmitieu, ReU ; Sltnorariut lonyicaudut, Briss. ;

Le Labbe Longue Queue, Buff ; Sterooraria di Coda Longs, 'Stor.

'. foe. ;' Die Polmowe, Lepechin ; Struntmeve, Beohst ; Arctic

Bird. Edwards; Arctic Gull, Latham.
Middle An. All the upper parts spotless ashy-brown ; lower parts

a shad* brighter, equally spotless, ; interior base of the quills and the

upper put only of UM caudal feather, pure white, the rest blackish-
brown ; UM two long feathen gradually diminishing toward* the end,
which i* terminated in a very loon point; bill and feet as in indi-

viduals with perfect plumage.
la this state the bird is Lanu ertpidatm* of the first edition of

M.Temminck's'Manael;' Le Storoorair* of Brisson ; Le Labbe ou le

Stweonin of Boffon, especially PL EnL tf91, and more especially Edw.,
1.149. (Temm.)

of UM Tear at the Tim* of their Learing the Nest Top of

owbh-brown on a whitish ground ;
abdomen and tail-

VTWIB wiped transvenely ; quill and tail-featheni blackish, white
atUMir hae. and internal barbs, all terminated with white ; tail rounded
oahr: bass of the bill yeUowbh-green, black toward* the point; tarai
bluiab-a*fa ; UM of the toes and membrane* white, the rent black

;

posterior aall often white. (Temm.)
In this etete M. Temminek conldm UM bird to be Lanu crepidatvi,

Omelin; Chtarrsxtt (Catharacta) Ctffk**, Hrunnich; Le Labbe ou
Hterooraire of author* : Labbe k Courte Queue, CUT. ; and Black-
IWOoIl of Lathaa aad Pennant ; Yr Wylan Ysgafn of the Welsh.

Mr. Oould, wboae flgnre we have copied, nays that he believe* the
bird in question to be the true I'ara,>iic** of Linmcui, Buflon, *nd
Tennrinck; and although Mr. Oould think* it proUble that the
Moist na'letvuw rarUUoo* in plumage nimllar to thow of Lain,
titturJtemi, be is by no DCMM able, frum his own knowledge, to
Ute tail tobetaeoa*e,a*mallthe spKimen, which he hadTppor.*-"- of eiaminiMt UM markinn were clear and decided, the l.ircl.

ired cap oa UM head, light underi 1 1 *i* ussWiB^HfWiiimi vmu
part*, aad very long middle teil feathrn.

Looallttsa, Saorss of UM Baltic, Norway
UssJf habitually in UM interior on lake, an-f riven ; of" periodical or

passage in Germany, Holland. France, and Switzerland,

jmwf oaly ordinarily are seen : the old rarely wander.
:> "In it* young .ute, a* UM Black-Totd Gull (Lana
of sathon, Uii. ,pi," write* Mr. Selby,

"
is not of

Mcarrtaor, during UM autumnal month*, upon the northern

coart of England, to which it is attracted by the Gull* that follow the

shoals of herring on their approach to the shallow* for the purpow of

depositing their (pawn. Like the other Skua* it obtain* the greater

part of Ha (utxutenoe by continual warfare on the above-mentioned

bird*, vigorously pursuing and harassing them till they are compelled
to disgorge the food previously

swallowed. In this occupation it* dark

plumage and rapid flight are certain to attract the attention of the

spectator : and there are few probably who have visited the coast of

Scotland and the northern district* of England who have not witnessed

and admired the aorial evolution* of the Teazer, and the distreas of it*

unfortunate object* of attack. It is but very rarely met with beyond
the prrcincte of the Shetland and Orkney Isle* in it* adult state, and

only one instance ha* occurred within my own observation, namely,
on an excursion to the Fern Islands in the month of May, when two
of these bird* flew ahead of the boat in a northerly direction, and
which were perfectly distinguishable by their lengthened and slender

middle Uil-featbers, and the black and white of their plumage. This
Skua doe* not appear to be a permanent resident in any part of the

British dominions, for Low, in his
' Fauna Orcadensia/ describee it as

a migratory bird, arriving there and in Shetland in May, and depart-

ing in autumn, or as soon as the duties of reproduction have been
effected." Mr. Gould say* that he has not been able to ascertain

whether it breeds among the British Isles, and adds that it is certainly
of rare occurrence. It* natural habitat, he thinks, is more confined to

the north, namely, the shores of the Baltic Sea, Norway, and the

Polar region*. All our Arctic voyagers mention it, down to Captain
James Koss inclusive, and it appears to be common in the Polar Seas
of Europe and America,
The account given by Mr. Selby above will prepare the reader for

the principal source whence this and other Jiiger Gulls derive their

subsistence, namely, by pursuing and buffeting the peaceable gulls and

compelling them to render up the produce of their toils. But they
also feed on fish, insects, and worms, and Temminek particularly
mentions the Jaitthina, or Oceanic Snail, as forming a part of ita

sustenance. In truth no animal substances seem to come amiss to

it Mr. Richards, of her Majesty's ship Heels, saw this bird feeding
on the bodies of some young children whose graves of ice had vanished
ou the thaw, near Igloolik, on the 21st of June 1823.

Temminek says that it nestles not far from the sea-shore.

Selby, who states that it breeds upon several of the Orkney and
Shetland Isles, and that it is gregarious during that period, informs
us that the situations selected are the unfrequented heaths at some
distance from the shore, and that the nest is composed of dry grass
and mosses. The egg* are two, of a dark oil-green with irregular
blotches of liver-brown ; and Mr. Selby adds that the bird at this time
is very courageous, and, like the Common Skua, attacks every intruder

by pouncing and striking at the head with its bill aud wings. Occa-

sionally it endeavours, according to the same authority, to divert
attention by feigning lameness in the same manner as tbe Partridge
and the Lapwing. In the Appendix to Parry's 'Voyage' (1819-20)
this 'Arctic Lestris* is stated to be equally abundant in the islands

of the Polar Sea as iu Baffin's Bay. Captain Edward Sabine, who
drew up the account, states that it is frequently met with inland,

seeking it* food along the water-courses which occupy the bottom of
ravines ; differing in this respect from the Pomarine Lestris, which is

exclusively a sea-bird.

The following is a list of the British Lariittr, according to Yorrell :

Sterna Caipia, the Caspian Tern.
& Boyrii, the Sandwich Tern.
8, Dottgallii, the Roseate Tern.
>'. lliruntlo, the Common Tern.
& arclica, the Arctic Tern.
S. Itucojxtreia, the Whiskered Tern.
& Anglita, the (lull-Bill.il Tern.
& minuta, the Lesser Tern.

S.Jtttii*t, the Black Tern.
8. Itucopttra, the White-Winged Black Tern.
S. iiuliila. the Noddy Tern. [STERNA.]
Lartu Sabini, Sabine'* QulL
L. minulta, the Little QulL
L. capittratut, the Masked Gull.

L. ridibtrndut, the Black-Headed Chill.

L. atricilla, the Laughing Cjiill.

L. tridaclytui, the Kittiwake Gull.

/.. tburnetu, the Ivory Gull.
L. cantu, the Common Gull.

Inndtctu, the Iceland Gull, or Lower White-Winged Gull

A./MCW. tbe Lesser Black-Backed Cull.

L. argentattu, the Herring Cull.

L. mariniur, the Great Black-Backed Gull.

L. gUuKtu, the Glaucous Gull, or Large White-Winged Gull.
Lrttri* ealararla, the Common Skua.
L. pomaruHU, the I'omerine Skua.

1.. Ridiardtmii, Richanlson's Skua.
I., liuffmti, Buffon's Skua.
1'roctllarin fflacialii, the Fulmar Petrel. [PnocELLAlUA.]
Pnffinui major, the Greater Shearwater.
/'. anylortan, the Manx Shearwater. [Pcmxus.]
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Thalaasidroma Bvlwerii, Bulwer's PetreL

T. Wiltcmii, Wilson's PetreL

T Leachii, the Forked-Tailed Petrel.

T. jxlagica, the Storm Petrel. [TuALASSLDROHA.]
LARK. [ALAUDA.]
LARKSPUR. [DELPHINIUM.]
LA'KUIIhK, a family of Hymenopterous Insects of the section

Fotore, distinguished by the labrum being either entirely or partially

concealed, and the mandibles deeply notched on the inner side near
the base. It contains the following genera : 1. Palarus (Lat.), in

which the antennae are very short, and are gradually thicker towards
the apex : the eyes are closely approximated posteriorly, and inclose the

ocelli : the second cubital cell is petiolated. 2. Tachytes (Panzer),
antenna! filiform, the basal joint slightly incrassated, the rest cylin-
drical ; superior wings with one marginal cell, slightly petiolated
and three submarginal cells, the third narrow and oblique ; mandibles
with a dentate process on the inner side near the base. T. pompili-

formii is about 24 lines in length; black, with the basal segments of

the abdomen red. It is not an uncommon insect in various parts of

England. 3. Larra : this genus differs from Tachytei (which is Lyrops
of Illiger) in having no tooth on the inner side of the mandibles at

the bue ;
the eyes not being approximated posteriorly, and the meta-

thorax and abdomen being decidedly larger. 4. Z>inetus : eyes

converging posteriorly ; antennas filiform in the female, with the first

joint incrassate, hi the male larger, with a deep lateral impression,
the four following joints submoniliform, and the five next slightly

compressed and convoluted, the remaining three filiform; superior

wings, with one appendiculated marginal cell, and three submarginal
cells. But one species of this genus has been found in England.
5. Afitcophui (Jurine) has one marginal cell, which is not petiolated,
to the superior wing, and two submarginal cells, the second being

petiolated ;
the antenna; are filiform in both sexes. There is but a

slight projection at the base of the mandibles. M. bicolor (Junine)
is the only species found in England, where it is apparently rare.

(Shuckard, Emay on the Indiyenoia Fossorial Hymenoptera.)
LARVA, a term applied to that state in which an insect exists

immediately after its exclusion from the egg, and which precedes the

pupa state. The animals commonly called Grubs, Maggots, and

Caterpillars are larvte. Qrub appears to be a general term analogous
to larva ; the term Maggot is most generally applied to the larva state

of Dipterous Insects ; and Caterpillar, in the most common accep-
tation of the term, is used to designate the larva state of Lepidopterous
Insects. These three terms however are used in a very vague
manner.
The most striking difference perhaps which exists between the

larva and the perfect insect consists in the superior powers of locomo-

tion and consequently better developed skeleton possessed by the latter.

Though larva: never possess winga^ they vary much as regards the

development of the locomotive organs, and as these are more or less

perfect, so do the larvse resemble or recede from the insect in its

imago state. Hence Messrs. Kirby and Spence divide larva; into two
sections : those which, hi general form, more or less resemble the

perfect insect; and those which are unlike the perfect insect. The
larv;e of both sections moult, or cast their skin, several times during
their progress to maturity ;

the number of moults varies according to

the species, and the period intervening between the moults depends
upon the length of the insect's existence in the larva state. In
these moults, not only is the whole external covering of the insect

cast, but even the lining of the intestinal canal and of the tubes of

the tracheae is shed.

The greater portion of the larva) of the orders rthoptera, Ifemi-

ptera, and Jfomoptera, excepting that they have no wings, bear a

considerable resemblance to the perfect insect, and hence belong to

the first of the sections just mentioned. As however the muscles

which serve to support and give motion to the wings are attached to

the skeleton of the thorax, so, as might be expected, we find this part
in the perfect insect more unlike that of the larva perhaps than any
other; and again where (as in the imago state of Scutellera) a

portion of the thorax is greatly produced behind and serves to protect
the wings when folded, the larva, having no wings, does not possess
this peculiarity.

Belonging to the second division, in which the larva does not

resemble the perfect insect, are the orders ffymenoptera, Coleoptera,

Newroptera, Lejridoptera, and Diptera.
The larva) of Hymenopterous Insects are usually of a short ovate

form, and short and fleshy substance, devoid of legs or distinct head,
and the body lies in a bent position. In the Tenthredinetce (Latreille)
however we have a remarkable exception, the larva; of these insects

not only being furnished with six legs attached to the thoracic seg-

ments, but also possessing a great number of prolegs. These prolegs
are ugjally sixteen in number, and attached in pairs to the abdominal

segments ; in some there are but fourteen, and in others only twelve

prolegs. The larva; of the Tenthredinetce very much resemble those of

Lepidopterous Insects, but differ in the greater number of their

prolegs ; the head is large, rounded, flattened in front, and vertical in

position ;
the body is always bent under, and when touched they roll

themselves up like the Mi. In the genus Pamphiliva (Lat.), the larva

I six thoracic legs, but no prolegs.

The larvae of the Ooleoptcra are most commonly of an elongate,

cylindrical, or slightly depressed form ; the thoracic segments are

almost always provided with six legs, and there are seldom any pro-

legs on the abdominal segments. The head is furnished with mandibles,
maxilla;, labrum, labium, and antenna;, and very frequently with
ocelli. The parts of the mouth and the antenna; however do not
resemble those of the perfect insect. The antenna; are usually very
small, and composed of but three or four distinct joints. The ocelli

of the larva are replaced by compound eyes in the perfect insect. The
thoracic segments are often protected by a horny plate on the upper
surface : the prothorax, which is usually the largest, is generally so

protected. The legs, of which these segments have each a pair, are of
moderate size in most larva! of this order, and composed of a coxa,

trochanta, tibia, and tarsus ; the last however appears to be repre-
sented by a small jointlesa claw. The body is often soft, but some-

times, like the thorax, protected by horny plates, as in some of the

Carabid<e, SUphidie, &c. In the Cardbidce, Staphylinida;, and indeed

many families, it is somewhat depressed. In many of the Hetero-
merous Insects it is cylindrical, of a coriaceous texture throughout,
and the terminal segment is often furnished with horny appendages
at the apex, and one or two prolegs beneath. The larva; of many of
the Elttterides are also of a coriaceous texture and cylindrical form,
and the terminal segment of the abdomen is generally furnished with

horny appendages. These appendages are indeed very commonly
met with in Coleopterous larva;. In those species belonging to the
sections Lamdlicornes, Bltyncophora, and Longicornes, however, we
have not met with them, and the body is always of a soft and fleshy
texture. The larva; of the two last-mentioned sections have extremely
minute legs.

In the order Neuroptera the larva) very much resemble in general
appearance many of those of the order Coleoptera : they always possess
six thoracic legs, but seldom any prolegs. In the Case-Worms (Tricho-

ptera) and some others there are a pair of prolegs attached to a terminal

segment of the abdomen.
In the order Lepidoptera the larva; (or caterpillars) are soft and

fleshy, and usually of a cylindrical form. They possess 6 thoracic

legs and generally ten prolegs. The prolegs vary in number, and are
attached in pairs to the under side of the abdominal segments ; but
none are ever found on the 4th, 5th, 10th, or llth segments. In the
larva; of the Qeomelrce there are but four prolegs, two of which are
attached to the anal segment, and the other two to the ninth. Some of
the Tinnce have but two prolegs, and these are anal. In the genus
Apoda (Haworth) the larva; have no distinct prolegs, but in their

stead a number of small transparent shining tubercles, without claws.
" The prolegs of almost all lepidopterous larva; are furnished with a
set of minute, slender, horny hooks, crotchets, or claws of different

lengths, somewhat resembling fish-hooks, which either partially or

wholly surround the apex like a palisade. By means of these claws,
of which there are from 40 to 60 in each proleg, a short and a long
one arranged alternately, the insect is enabled to cling to smooth

surfaces, to grasp the smallest twigs to which the legs could not

possibly adhere ;
a circumstance which the flexible nature of the

prolegs greatly facilitates."
" When the sole of the foot is open, the

claws with which it is more or less surrounded are turned iuv. arils,

and are in a situation to lay hold of any surface; but when the

animal wishes to let go its hold it begins to draw in the skin of the

sole, and in proportion as this is retracted the claws turn their

points outwards, so as not to impede its motion." (Kirby and Spence.)
The larva) of Dipterous Insects are for the most part soft and

fleshy, and without legs ; none have true jointed legs : some however
have prolegs. The head is usually soft and indistinct, but in certain

species the head is somewhat corneous, and of a determinate shape.

[INSECTS.]

LARVA'RIA, the name of a group of Tertiary Fossils, proposed
by M. Defrance. (Blainville, Actinoloyie, p. 442.)
LARYNX is the organ of the voice ; its framework is composed of

five cartilages, which are capable of being moved on each other in

various directions by muscles, so as to act upon two elastic bauds, on
which the voice essentially depends, and which are called the vocal

ligaments.
The first, the Thyroid Cartilage (fig. 1), consists of two plates (a, b)

of dense tough fibro-cartilaginous substance, of an irregularly quadri-
lateral form, which are united at the lower part of their anterior edges

(c, c) at an angle of about 60, The prominence of this angular union is

felt in the front of the throat, forming what is called the Pomum Adami,
at the sides of and behind which the form of the cartilage may be

easily traced out with the fingers. The posterior edge of each plate
bears at each angle a process or horn (d, d, e, e), by which the thyroid

cartilage is attached by ligaments above to the hyoid bone, and below
to the cricoid cartilage.
The Cricoid Cartilage (fig. 2) has somewhat the form of a signet ring.

It is inclosed within the angle of the thyroid cartilage, beneath whose
lower edge the front and narrowest portion (a) of its ring may bo felt,

with an interval of about a quarter of an inch between them. It has

an articulating surface on each side, by which it is moveably connected

with the inferior horns of the thyroid cartilage; and two other smooth
convex surfaces (b, b) on its upper and posterior edge, by which it is

articulated with the two arytenoid cartilages.
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The AryVnoid O the form of an irregular t rion-

he upper edge of the
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bcoed put <rf the crioold cartilage, iua* within the

pert o/the angle farmed by the needing plate, of the thyroid. The

EMM () by which each i. articulated with the cricoi.l U slightly cop-

cav., perfectly smooth, and capable of moTing to a certain extent in

tnrr direction.

The Epiglottis OTj. 4) U of a somewhat ovt form. It is attached

by t epex * *he angle of union of the plates of the thyroid cartilage,

and projects obliquely backwards and upwards over the cricoid and

arytnxnd cartilages bke a shield, guarding them from the contact of

foreign bodies passing from the mouth.
These cartilages are connected chiefly by elastic ligament, which U

arranged in bands of varying thickness throughout the whole of the

larynx, uniting the
upper edge of the thyroid cartilage to the 01

hyoide*, and its lower edge to the cricoid cartilage ; passing also from
the arytenoid cartilages to the epiglottis, and uniting the rings of the

trachea and bronchi ; affording to all a 6rm but yielding connection,
and endowing them by its elasticity with the power of resounding in

accordance with the ribrations originating in the vocal ligaments.
The Vocal Ligament* are two narrow bands of highly-elastic tissue,

itrrtrhH between toe anterior angle of the thyroid and the anterior

surfaces of the the arytmoid cartilage*. The substance of which

they an composed is a yellowish dense fibrous tissue, which is placed
in those part* of the body where a permanent elasticity is required,
M in the spaces between the lamina; of the vertebra, the coats of

arterieii, the rings of the trachea, Ac. In fy. 5 a profile view of the

Hg. 6.

; ; :

light vocal ligament i* drawn : a, a, a i* the outline of the thyroid
cartilage, of which part of the left side is removed ;

6 is the cricoid

cartilage, and c the arytenoid cartilage of the right side
; d, d is the

vocal ligament. In fig. the view of the vocal ligament* (a) is

taken so seen from above ; they are attached anteriorly to the inside

of th* thyroid cartilage at i, and posteriorly to the front of the ary-
Uaoid cartibwe* (t, t\ Between them is the aperture through which
we breathe, the glottis (</) ; it i* bounded posteriorly by the inner

and the crioc-thyroid muscle will therefore produce a rotatory motion

of the cricoid cartilage around the horizontal axis drawn through /.

When the anterior edge of the cricoid cartilage U thus raised toward*

the anterior angle of the thyroid it* posterior and upper part will be

moved backwards and downwards to a greater distance from the front

of the thyroid ; and if the arytenoid cartilages be fixed on the top of

the cricoid, they will of course move with it in the same direction.

The distance between their anterior edges and the angle of the

thyroid (jly. 5) will thus be increased, and the vocal ligaments (</, d),

which are attached to tho*e points, will be proportionally stretched.

The Thyro-Arytenoidei (fig. 0, t, e) are attached anteriorly by the

aides of the angle of the thyroid cartilage to the outer side of, and

above, the vocal ligaments, and posteriorly to the anterior angles and

outer edges of the arytenoid cartilages. Their simplest action will

therefore be to approximate the same points which the preceding
muscles render more remote ; they will thus shorten and relax the

vocal ligament*. Some of their fibres extend on each side for a short

distance above and below the vocal ligaments; those below have the

power of narrowing the access to the glottis, while those above the

ligaments may compress together the sides of the larynx directly over

the glottis. Lastly, there are other fibres which are attached to tho

outer edges of the vocal ligament* themselves.

The Crico-Arytenoidei Postici (Jig. 9, 6, i) are attached to the posterior
surface of the cricoid cartilage (a, a), and pass obliquely outwards, to

be inserted into the outer angle of the arytenoid cartilages. In con-

tracting therefore, if the arytenoid cartilages be moveable, they will

draw their anterior angles outwards, and thus increase the width of

the glottis ;
but if the arytenoid cartilages be fixed by other muscles,

the'crico-arytenoidei postici will merely draw them backwards and
stretch the vocal ligament*.

speaking
narrow,d (fig. 11, the continued line*).

on the parts of the larynx just described are
1 attached to corretponding points on each
iir name* are compounded of those of the

eartilsges on which they are inserted, as follows :

Tbe Crieo-Thyrotdeus (fiy.S.a,a, and fig. 6, t) i* attached on each
aide, at one of its eitrrmiUe., to the

Th Muscle* acting on th

ruined symmetrically and a
elderf UM larynx ; and their

Mtflajes en which they are h
Tbe Crieo-Tbyroideu* (fig. I

id*, at one of its extremities, to the upper edge of the narrow front

pert of the cricoid cartilage ; and at the other, to the lower edge of
the thyroid, ju.t before its lower horn. It* fibre* are directed

apwanU and backwards, and it* immediate action would therefore be
to approximate the adjacent edge* of the thyroid and cricoid cartilages.
Bat the thyroid is Axed on each aid* by a ligament paw-ins from its

inferior horn to the aide of the broad part of the cricoid (fy. 5,f),

The Crico-Aij tenoidei Laterales (fig. 7, c) are attached on tho our.

hand to the inner sides of the cricoid cartilage (a), and on the other

to the outer angles of the orytenoids (6); they rotate the latt.r

inwards, so as to approximate their front portions and narrow the

anterior part of the glottis.
The Posterior Arytenoid Muscles (fig. 9, c, c) lie behind the ary-

tenoid cartilages, and consist of fibres passing transversely and

obliquely from one to the other. They therefore simply approximate
these bodies, and narrow or close the back

part
of the glottis.

The simplest actions of all these muscles in regard to the voice may
therefore be thus stated : the crico-thyroidei stretch the vocal liga-

ments; the tbyro-arytenoidei relax them; the crico-arytenoidei postici

open the glottis ; the crico-arytenoidei latencies and the arytenoidei

postici narrow or close it

A band of muscular fibre* may be also mentioned as passing from
the aryteuoid cartilages to each tide of the epiglottis, and thus serving
to draw down the latter so that it may cover the glottis more closely
than when left to its own elasticity.

Below, the larynx opens into tho trachea (fig. 10, 8), which M
continued into the chest, and there divides into two branches, the

bronchi, whose ramifications and terminations form the air-passage*
and air-cells of the lungs. The lungs, being exactly contained in tho

cavity of the chest, are compressed by the contractions of its wnllx.

The walls of the chest ore therefore the power by which the air is

forced from the lungs through tho glottis for the production of tho

voice, and it is by their more or leas powerful contraction that the
various degree* of intensity of the same note are produced. Tho
trachea U composed of a senes of cartilaginous incomplete rings which
are united behind by muscular fibres, and are connected together by
longitudinal clootie band*. It ii thus capable of variations both of

length, breadth, and tension ; and of entering into vibrations with
the column of air contained in it, and of assisting in communicating
those vibrations through it* branches to the walls of the chest.

At tho upper part of the trachea the windpipe gradually narrows
towards the glottis (see view of it* section in fig. 12) ; and above tl.e

glottis it suddenly dilates, so that the edges of the elastic

ligament* stand out from tho wall of the larynx, and have space in

which they may vibrate freely, like tho lijm in the mouthpiece of a

trumpet. About half an inch higher the passage again contract*, HO

as to form a narrow recess on each side, directly above the vocal
cords. This is called the ventricle of the larynx, and the prominent
bands above it are called the false vocal cords, or the upper ligaments
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Fig. 10.

of the larynx. They are formed of elastic tissue, like the inferior or

true vocal ligaments, but in less quantity, and mixed with fatty tissue,

so that they do not vibrate so freely. The walla of the ventricle are

capable of being approximated by some of the fibres of the thyro-

arytenoid muscles, which are thinly distributed upon them
;
and thus

the recess may be nearly obliterated,

and the upper ligaments brought
almost into contact.

The highest part of the larynx is

formed by two folds of membrane

passing from the arytenoid cartilages
to the epiglottis (fig. 10), forming
an oval aperture which admits of

variations of size by the action of

the muscles already mentioned. At
this aperture the larynx communi-
cates with the upper and most ex-

panded part of the pharynx, the

cavities of the mouth and nose, and
the frontal and other sinuses which

open into the latter. These sinuses

nix- I led mund l>y bone, but tliij

pharynx and its communications with
the mouth and nose, as well as the

external apertures of the two latter

cavities, are in great part muscular,
and may be thus subject at will to

alterations of form, size, and tension.

The larynx has been compared to

a variety of musical instruments, and
it will be seen tuut in its different

parts it unites the principles of seve-

ral. In its essential vocal apparatus
it most nearly resembles the reed-

instruments, as the reed-pipes of the

organ, the clarionet, &.C., or rather a

modification of them, in which the

vibrating body is not fixed in its

dimensions as a metallic tongue, or

a reed, but consists of a lamina of

elastic membrane, capable of varied

degrees of tension, as well as of altera-

tions in its length. No musical in-

strument has yet been constructed
on this principle, unless we consider cartilage; S, 3, Cricoid cartilage;
as such the various kinds of trumpet 4,4, Arytenoid cartilages ; 5, Epi.
in which the vibrations are produced glottis ; 6, Aperture of communica-

by the air impelled against the edges
ion between glottis and pharynx ;

of the lips, rendered more or less
7

-
' Rin&" of trachea i

" ""nation

tense by the action of their orbicu-

U, muscle. The princip.e has been

applied in the formation of artificial

laryiiges by Biot, Cagniard de la Tour, Willis, &c., who have chiefly
used caoutchouc membrane ; and by Muller and Henle, who have

employed besides either the vocal ligaments themselves, or laminae
of the elastic coat of an artery. The most complete examination of
the subject is that made by Muller, and published in the first part of

the second volume of his '

Physiologic des Menschen.'
It is evident that by adapting to one of the open extremities of a

tube two portions of thin elastic membrane, so that their opposite
edges leave a narrow space in the middle, through which the air blown
into the other end of the tube may pass and excite vibrations, one
obtains an imitation of the essential vocal apparatus of the larynx ;

the tracbea being replaced by the tube, the vocal ligaments by the
bands of elastic membrane, and the glottis by the space between them,
while the parts above the glottis may be imitated by adapting tubes
of different sizes and forms above the membranes.

In such an apparatus Mr. Willis

found (

'

Cambridge Philosophical
Transactions,' 1832) that in order
that two hun ime of elastic membrane
inclosing a narrow interval should

produce sound, the parts near their

edges must be parallel to each other.

Applying this law to the case of the

larynx, he observes that something
more U necessary for speaking or

singing than a certain degree of ten-

sion of the vocal ligaments, for they
are always more or less tense ; and
even when their tension is increased ,

and all the cartilages are in the posi-
tion for producing sound, we may yet
breathe quietly, the edges of the vocal

ligaments not being parallel.

Fly. 12 represent* two vertical

tiansverse sections of the larynx, the continued line indicating the

position of it* parts when not sounding, the dotted line the same parts
MAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

1, 1, Os hyoidea ; 5, 2, Thyroid

"f tnul"eri>e

Fig. 11.

i Fig. 12.

in the vocalising position, in which the edges of the ligaments are

parallel to each other. Mr. Willis considers it to be one of the func-

tions of the thyro-arytenoid muscle to place the ligaments in this

essential position.
When the vocal ligaments are thus placed, the modulations of the

notes are effected by the changes in their length and tension ; for, like

those of other elastic membranes stretched at both ends, they follow

in many respects the same laws as cords. [CORD, in ARTS AND Sc. DIV.]

Thus, the degree of tension being the same, the height of the note is

inversely as the length ofthe membrane
;
and the length being the same,

the height of the note, as expressed by the number of vibrations, is

directly as the square root of the power employed in producing the ten-

sion. The application of these laws to the vocal ligaments was experi-

mentally proved by Muller. In a part of his experiments on the dead

larynx he succeeded in producing the complete scale of notes and half-

uotes through a range of 2J octaves, by gradually increasing the tension

of the vocal ligaments by weights appended to one of their extremities.

The weights produced extension in the same direction in which the

crico-thyroid muscles act, when, the avytenoid cartilages being fixed,

they throw them backwards with the cricoid as already explained.
If instead of stretching the vocal ligaments they were left to their

own elasticity, or still more relaxed by artificial means, in imitation of

the action of the thyro-arytenoid muscles, still lower notes could be

produced.
In the course of these experiments Muller found that the tones of

the dead larynx, which in the lower notes closely resembled the chest-

notes of the human voice, were very apt, as they ascended in the scale,

to assume the characters of the falsetto voice. He was thus led to

discover the mode in which the latter class of notes (whose origin had

long been the subject of great doubt) is produced. In sounding the

chest-notes, and in the common voice of speaking, the whole vocal

ligaments vibrate, and with them part of the ventricles, and of the

thyro-arytenoid muscles ;
but in the falsetto notes it is only tbe thin

edges of the ligaments which are thrown into vibrations. He found
also that he could prevent the tones of the chest-notes from breaking
into those of the falsetto, as he ascended in the scale, by compressing
the part of the larynx immediately below the glottis, in imitation of

the action of the lower fibres of the thyro-arytenoid muscles.

As in all reed-instrumento, the velocity of the current of air exciting
the vibrations of the vocal ligaments has an influence on the note

produced ; thus Muller found that the natural note of the vocal

ligaments at a given tension could be raised to its fifth by blowing
with increased force. He believes that in singing the same note with

varied degrees of force, a compensation is effected by lessening the

tension of the ligaments in the same proportion as the velocity of the

current is increased ;
but it seems more probable that the tension of

the ligaments is always the same for the same note, while it is the

office of the epiglottis to prevent the notes from rising with the

increased force of the air. It may effect this on a principle discovered

by M. GranicS (Magendie's
' Precis de Physiologic,' i. 253), who found

that to remedy the inconvenience arising from the ascent of the note

when the current of air blown into a reed organ-pipe was increased,

it wns sufficient to place within the pipe directly over the reed a

supple elastic tongue, which shielded it very nearly in the same manner
as the epiglottis covers the vocal ligaments.

Muller found that sounds were most easily produced from the dead

larynx when the anterior angles of the arytenoid cartilages were in

contact, so that only that part of the glottis was open which is bounded

by the vocal ligaments. The tension of the ligaments being fixed,

the same note could be produced whether the glottis were widely open
or nearly closed ;

but it is probable that, though not essential, the

varying apertures of the glottis are auxiliary to the complete and puro
sounds of the different notes; for Magendie (1. c., p. 247) distinctly
saw it become narrower as the notes emitted by a dog were higher ;

and in singing high notes one clearly feels that the air passes through
a narrower aperture and with more difficulty than in singing the

low notes.

The notes produced at the glottis are subjected to modifications in

timbre, strength, and purity, by the parts connected with the larynx
both above and below the vocal ligaments. To illustrate this, one

need only refer to the difference of tone which may be drawn from a

clarionet-reed when it is only attached to the mouth-piece, and when
the

mouth-piece
is fixed on the body of the instrument. This part

of the subject has been particularly illustrated by M. Savart, Mr.

Wheatstone, and Mr. Bishop. It is well known that in all reed instru-

ments, unless the tube or body be adapted to the reed so as to be

capable of the same number of vibrations as it is, there is always a

discordance of sounds. If for example the tube be unalterable in

length, while the reed is capable of varied modifications of pitch, the

sounds will be irregular in intensity, and in some parts of the scale

will be totally extiuguished. Thus it is that in organs, in each pipe,
the tongue and the tube have to be adapted to each other, and that in

clarionet-playing much of the perfection of the tone depends on the

adaptation of the pressure of the lips on the reed to the length of the

tube as determined by the number of holes covered by the fingers.

Savart ('Journal de Physiologic,' t. 5) has shown that if the walls of

the tube, instead of being fixed in their dimensions like those of reed-

instruments, be capable of varying degrees of tension, an extraordinary
2 A
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variety and MMM of note* may b* produced ; and that the ihrill

wUstie of the bird-mil (with which b compared the larynx) is,

with UM MUM i in mill principle for tit* original formation of sound,

converted into a foil round too*. In the human body such a tube

exist* on both Mm at UM glottis, and it in both part* capable of

varieties in tension, sice, and form. Thui the trachea may be acted

on by its posterior muscle* and it* elutic band*; and to a far greater
i UM parto above the glottis will vary in their condition. In

. toale of notes, if the finger be placed in the

i DM angle of the thyroid cartilage and the front of

UM byoid bone, it wilfbe found that as the notes emitted become

hicher the intcrral diminishes and the whole larynx rises. Thus the

tab* above the glottit b abocteeed, jut at in all wind-instruments

UM body b shortened by opening UM holes at their aides, or by push-

ing one part of the tube within another. At the same time the lipa

are drawn in and compressed, the arches of the palate approximated,
UM uvula tightened, the back of the tongue and soft palate drawn
ear sack other, and the oral

aperture
into the larynx constricted, all

tending together, by a diminution of the size and an increase of the

teoaion, to accord with the diminished length of the tube, that their

vibrations may be in correspondence with those of the vocal liga-

ments. As the roice passes through the descending scale, the opposite

changes occur ; the vocal ligaments lengthen and are less tense, the

larynx descends, the cavity of the mouth is expanded, and all the

tissue* are relaxed. Hence it is that the singer, when his voice is

exerted in to highest notes, feels the greatest fatigue in the parts about
the palate and pharynx ; while in singing the lower notes he remains
mnwearied far longer, and at last feels fatigue chiefly in the muscles of

It is difficult to determine the circumstances on which the differ-

eoos* of the timbre of the voice in different persons depend.
The

diflerene* between UM male and female voices is probably owing to

UM
comparative

shortness of the vocal ligaments in the latter. Accord-

ing to Mullrr their average length in man is 18.J millimetres, in woman
only 12} millimetre*, or nearly as 3 to 2. But to account for the
dinVrenees of tenor and bass, or of soprano and alto voices, no good
evidence has yet been collected. The average compass of the voice is

two octaves, bat in different parts of the scale in different persons ;

thns a baas voice commonly has its lowest note four or five notes lower
than a tenor, while a tenor has its highest note from four to five notes
above the highest note of the baas voice, A soprano voice again has
iu lowest note at nearly the same part of the scale as the highest
note of a bass voice ; and thns the whole compass of the human
voice, from the lowest of UM bass to the highest of the soprano, would
be nearly four octaves. The voices of children resemble very nearly
those of women, bat in main a remarkable change takes place at

puberty, when the voice is said to crack
; the change from the shrill

treble voice of the boy to the fuller and rounder tone of the man is

snastimss perfected almost suddenly ; but in most cases it is for some
time in progress, wavering between the two extremes, deep and manly
during quwt enunciation, but when any exertion is used, suddenly
starting up again to the shrill tones of boyhood. In old sge, the

cartilage, of the larynx becoming bony, the ligaments hard and un-

yielding, and its mueelee pale and powerless, the voice completely
alUrs; it trembles as if there wen not sufficient strength in the

i to maintain a due tension of UM vocal ligaments; it becomes

"Tarslaf sgala toward. chlldUh Ircblii,

rips* sad whittle* Is the soond."

Much yet remain* unknown of the actions of the various part* of
the Ury. but enough ha* been laid to prove that it is perhaps the
nxMt p*rf*ct piw of complex mechanism in existence. Judging of it,
as we must do. by comparison with the imperfect contrivances of art,
it b not poieibU that w* should b* able to dboem all the beauties of
an Iniliussiul which in a *pae* of about six inches by two inches

produce, a rang* of note* of between two and three octaves, all of
perfect learn*** and harmony, and with a tone far superior to any
yet known which fa capable at the same time of giving a wide range
a/ rxprwrioo, and varied degrw* of power-of executing difficult and
Intricate p*s**ge* with the greatest rapidity and diatinetne**-and
U*a above all will bat for yean without need of repair, and is even

Imprond by a judicious us*. The larynx fulfils all this, and is

b*nio*> MDHrviMt to other function* of vital importance to the whole
bodr. In breathing for example, it* exquisite sensibility i. immediately
rotted by UM contact of any foreign subrtance, or of a d.lctorious
gas, and the glottis b Brady closed by UM thyro-arytenoid muscles,UM entrance of the noxious body into the lungs. The

""" * * swallow each portion of our food, to pre-
the lungs : and if a particle by accident
b excited to ensure iu speedy removal.

;-
w ~ I. a violent exertion, a man first draws a full

hrsnUi, and Axes his chest that b. may have a firm support for all the
mu*eU* of bis limbs; the same little muscle, a*sbt in this action by

"{"k.**ffc**>
and thus preventing anv portion of the air from

f fcroM from the chest, however great the exertion of the muscles

wnMd among the andente. It had

s * sw
vent any of it

passing
into th

touch UM glottis, coughing is

Again, when about to make a

become rare even in the time of Pliny, but it is described by Dios-

oorides (lib. Hi. c. 84), and still more f:illy by Theophrastus under the

name of Silphion (Zi'A^o*, lib. vi c. 3). In the edition of Bodttus b

Stspel a most elaborate dissertation may be seen, in which apparently
almost everything that occurs respecting it in ancient authors is

brought together. Though the whole plant appears latterly to have
been called Silphion, this name was originally that of the root. The
stem of the plant is called /uiyuSafit by Thcophrastus, the leaf

fuitrrirov, the seed ^v\\on. These names are however differently

applied by other authors. Laser was subsequently called Lasaron,
and was applied to the juice alone. This waa in such high estimation

as to have been sold for its weight in gold, having many marvellous

properties ascribed to it, but it was probably useful only as a stimulant
to some of the functions and as an untispaamodic. The country where
it was produced has been clearly laid down as the Cyrcuaicn Kegio,
and the physicians of Cyrene, we know, early attained a high reputa-
tion. Tbeophrastus gives a wider extent of distribution along the
north of Africa, stating at the same time that the greater portion was
collected near the Syrtes. Diosoorides gives Syria, Armenia, Media,
and Libya, as the countriesVbenoe it waa procured. The produce of

this plant having been so valuable, it necessarily became a considerable

source of revenue, and was represented on the coins of Cyrene ; another
is represented in the above edition of Theophrastus, with the head of

a beardless man on the obverse, while a third is described as figured
in Viviani's 'Flora Libyca,' in which the figure ia bearded, but iu all

the plant is exactly the same.
From the descriptions and representations of the plant on those

coins there can be no doubt of its being one of the UmbtUifenr, and
it has successively been thought to be Laierpitium Siler and gnmmi-
ferum, Liijtaticum latifolium. Ferula tinyitana, &c. But as the natural

history of the countries becomes investigated, whence the ancients

obtained the substances they have described, these doubts give way
to certainties, or very near approximations to the truth. Delia Cella,
who travelled in the Cyrenaica in 1817, having found an umbelliferous

plant on the mountains of Cyrene, and the only one at all resembling
the representation on the coins, would appear to have finally deter-

mined the question. This plant haa been described by Viviani in lim
' Flora Libyca,' and named Thaptia Silphion; it is very closely allied

to T. garganica of De Candolle, and a description of it may be seen
in Dr. Lind ley's

' Flora Medico,' p. 52. The root is said to yield a

juice, which, according to the testimony of the natives of the country,
is possessed of very valuable medical properties. H. Pacho, who
travelled subsequently in the same country, thinks he has found the

Laser, or Lajterpiliuin, in Cyrenaica and Marnmrico, and has called

the plant Laterpitium Dcritu. (' Voyage dans la Cyrenaique.'
Paris, 1827.)

There appears however to have been from the earliest times two
kinds of Laser. Thus Pliny,

" Diu jam non aliud ad DOS invehitur

laser, quam quod in Perside aut Media et Armenia nascitur large, Bed
multo infra Cyrenaicum." Dioscorides also states some to have been

procured from Armenia and Media, Hence it is probable that some
similar substance was substituted for the more highly esteemed Cyro-
naican juice when this became scarce. There can be very little doubt
that Aasafcotida was at one time substituted for it, at least since the
time of the Arabs, for Avioenna describe, his liultect, which is asm-
fictida, as of two kinds, one foetid, and the other fragrant, the latter

from the 'regio Chiruana' in the Latin translation; while Anjidan,
which are the seeds of the assafcotida plant, are translated Ltuerpitium.
That assafottida was an article of export from Persia in very early
times we know, from seeing it noticed in the Sanscrit ' Amara Kosho,'
which is at least of as early a date as the commencement of the
Christian era. The juice and seeds of the assafcotida are likewise
both used as medicinal substances, and the former esteemed even as
a condiment by Asiatic natives. While the root of the Silphium,
which grew on Paropamisus with pines, is mentioned by Arriaii as

affording food to numerous herds of cattle. This has been stated by
Mr. Moorcroft to be the case, even in the present day, with an<>ih< r
Umbelliferous Plant in the same regions, that is Pranyoi pabtUaria,
which is therefore conjectured by Dr. Uoylo to be one of the kiiidn

of Silphium. |Sn I-FIUM.]
LASKKPITIUM (the name of the ancient Silphium), a genus of

Plants belonging to the natural order Umbellifcra. It has a calyx
with a 5-toothed rim ; the petals obovate, emarginate, with an inflected
lobe ; the fruit compressed from the back, or somewhat taper, 8-winged,
that is, the half-fruits with five primary filiform ridges, and four winged
secondary ones ; a vitta in the channel below each secondai y ridge.
The s|ieoies are herbaceous plants, with 2-3-pinnate leaves, and entire
toothed or cut segments ; many-rayed showy umbels ; the involucres

many-leaved ; the flowers white, rarely yellow.
L. ylnbrum, glabrous Laserwort, has bipinnate leaven, quite glabrous

in every part ;
the leaflets obliquely cordate, here and there mucronato

and toothed
; leaves of the involucre setaceous; wings of the fruit

equal, rather curled. This plant is a native of mountainous districts
"f Europe in dry and stony places. It attains a height of 1 or 2 feet
on the Alps, but in cultivation is a much larger plant. The root is

filled with a gum-rmin, which is acrid, bitter, and even somewhat
caustic. It is said to be a violent purgative. The French call it

TnrLilh aux Montagues and Faux Turbith.
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L. Stter has bipinnate quite glabrous leaves
;
leaflets lanceolate or

oval, quite entire, mucronate, sometimes confluent, and then 3-lobed;
the leaves of the involucre and involucels linear-lanceolate, slightly

awned, acuminate, the wings of the fruit narrow. It is a native of

the mountains of the middle and south of Europe. The root is

extremely bitter, and yields an aromatic resinous substance which
has been supposed to be the Silpbion or Laser of the ancients.

[SILPHIUM; LASER.] L. Siler is supposed by Fraas to be identical

with the AiywTimfc of Dioscorides, 3, 51. Sibthorp found this plant
in Greece. L. gummiferum, a native of Portugal and Spain, also

yields a gum-resin. There are several other species of Laterpitium
described, and many of them yield a gum-resin, which is one of the
secretions of the order to which they belong.

(Lindley, Flora Medica ; Don, Dichlamydeoui Plant! ; Fraas,

Synopsis Plantarum Flora Clatsica.)
LASTREA, a genus of Ferns, belonging to the tribe Aspidiece. It

hag a reniform indusium attached by the sinus, the veins distinct

after leaving the midrib, and not uniting with those of the adjoining
pinnule. [AgPlDiUM.]

L. Thelypteris, Marsh Fern, has pinnate fronds, linear-lanceolate;

pinnse slightly downy, but without glands. The lobes are entire,

blunt, appearing acute on the fertile fronds from the revolute margins ;

the rbi/ome creeping. It is found in marshy and boggy places in

Great Britain.

L. Oreopterit, Sweet Mountain-Fern, has pinnate fronds, the pinna;

linear-lanceolate, pinnatifid, glandular beneath, gradually decreasing
from about the middle of the frond to near the root

;
lobes oblong,

flat
; sori marginal.

L. Filix mat, Male Fern, is known by its subbipinnate fronds, obtuse
and serrated pinnules, sori near the central nerve, lateral nerves
forked. It is found on woods and banks in Cumberland and Yorkshire.

L. crittata has linear-lanceolate subbipinnate fronds, short triangular
oblong pinnatifid pinna;; pinnacles serrated, the lowermost lobed,
and almost piunatifid ; lateral nerves of the lobes with several
branches. It is found in bogs and boggy heaths in Norfolk, Notting-
hamshire, and Cheshire.

Z. tpinulota has the segments of the fronds serrate, and spinose
mucronate ; stipes clothed with broad roundish concolorous scales.

L: rigida has its fronds triangular, lanceolate, bipinnate, and
glandular ; segments of the pinnules 2- to 5-toothed, not spinulose ;

stipes clothed with long-pointed concolorous scales. It is found at

Inglebrough, Arnside Knot, and near Settle in Yorkshire.
Z. dilatata is distinguished by the stipes being clothed with long

pointed scales, with a dark centre and diaphanous margin ;
the

fronds are arched, often drooping, convex. It is found in woods and
on banks in Westmoreland.

Z. Foenitecii has a triangular bipinnate frond ; the stipes clothed
with long, narrow, laciniated, concolorous scales. It is the Nephrodiutn
Fcenitecii of Lowe. The frond is elongate, triangular, concave below.
It is sweet-scented, and is found in damp places in Great Britain,

LATA'NIA, a genus of Palms of the tribe Sorauinea; of Martius,
which has been so-called from the name, Latanier, of one of the

species Z. Sorbonica, indigenous in the Isle of Bourbon. The other

species, Z. rubra, a much smaller plant, and remarkable for its red-

coloured leaves, is a native of the Mauritius. Both are moderate
sized, with all the leaves of a palmate fan shape, the flowers yellow,
and the drupes yellowish coloured. The leaves, like those of other

palms, are employed by the natives for covering their huts, as well as

for making fans and umbrellas. The leaf-stalks are split and
employed for making baskets, sieves, &c. The fleshy part of the
fruit is astringent, and the kernel bitter and purgative ;

and the sap
is possessed of remarkable antiscorbutic properties, according to the
statement of French authors.

LATHYRUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Leyummota:, and the tribe Vicifix. It has a campanulate fl-cleft calyx,
the two upper lobes the shortest. Stamens diadelphous; style
flattened, dilated at the apex, shaggy or downy in front; legume
oblong, many-seeded, 2-valved

; seeds globose or angular. The species
are usually climbing herbaceous plants; the stipules half-sagittate;
leaves cirrhose ; leaflets 1, 3 pairs ; peduncles axillary.

L. Aphaca is a common European field plant. It is a little smooth
pale glaucous green annual, branching from the root into several
weak stems, either procumbent or climbing by means of numerous
alternate simple tendrils, each of which springs from between a pair
of large stipules of a broad arrow-shape, nearly entire. There are
no true leaves or leaflets, except that now and then near the root, a

pair of an elliptical shape on one or two rudiments of tendrils, very
rarely on a real tendril, may be observed, but these soon wither away.
The flowers are solitary on long simple stalks, accompanying some of
the tendrils, small, drooping, and lemon-coloured. The bracts are in

jmirs,
n<- 1-xhaped. The teeth of the calyx long and lanceolate, ribbed.

The legume about an inch in length, somewhat cylindrical, smooth,
with about six round seeds, which are somewhat narcotic, and produce
excessive headache if eaten abundantly in the ripe state. When
young and green they may be eaten without inconvenience, like green
peas. It is a British species.

//. Cicera is a native of Spain. It is a nearly smooth plant, with

spreading winged stems
;

the leaflets 2, linear-oblong ; tendrils

3 to 4
; stipules half-sagittate, lanceolate, somewhat toothed, ciliated,

the length of the petiole, which is not membranous at the edge ;

peduncles 1-flowered, longer than the stipules ;
bractlets very small ;

calycine segments lanceolate, leafy, almost three times as long as the

tube
;

corolla red
; legumes broad, oblong, irregularly reticulated,

channelled, not winged at the back
;

seeds 3-cornered, somewhat

truncate, brown, and smooth. The seeds are poisonous, and the

flour with which they are ground up is rendered unfit for use.

There are 9 British species of this genus mentioned by Babington
in addition to Z. Aphaca.

L. Nisiolia is known by its leaf-like petioles, without leaves or

tendrils, and with minute stipules.
Z. hirssidus has linear-lanceolate leaflets, and globose tubercular

seeds.

Z. pratemie has many-flowered peduncles, and subulate calyx-teeth ;

the flowers are of a bright yellow ; the hilum small and oblong. It

is found in moist meadows and pastures.
Z. iylvestris has a winged stem, many-flowered peduncles, the leaves

of one pair of linear-lanceolate, or lanceolate leaflets; calyx teeth

triangular, subulate
;
seeds compressed, smooth, and half surrounded

by the hilum. The broad-leaved varieties often pass for Z. latifolius.
L. latifoliut is known by the leaves consisting of one pair of

elliptical pointed leaflets; the seeds tubercular, rugose, one-third
surrounded by the hilum. It is a doubtful native.

Z. palutlru has the leaves composed of 2 or 3 pairs of linear-

lanceolate acute leaflets; the seeds a quarter surrounded by the
hilum.

'

Z. maritimut has an angular stem, not winged ; the leaves of 3 to

8 pairs of oval leaflets
; stipules large, oval, cordate, hastate. It is a

rare plant found on pebbly sea shores.

Z. mncrurhizus is known by its simple winged stem ; the leaves

having two or three pairs of oblong or lanceolate blunt apiculate
leaflets, without tendrils; cylindrical pods. It is the Oi-obua tuberoaua
of Smith.

L. niger has a branched stem, not winged ;
the leaves of 3 or 6 pairs

of lanceolate or oblong leaflets, without tendrils; stipules linear,

subulate, the lower ones arrow-shaped.

(Babington, Manual ; Lindley, Flora Medica.)
LATIALITE. [HAUINE.]
LATROB1TE, a Mineral, which occurs crystallised and massive.

Primary form a doubly oblique prism. Cleavage parallel to all the

primary planes. Colour pale rose-red or pink. Fracture uneven.
Hardness 5-0 to 6'0. Lustre vitreous. Translucent. Specific gravity
272 to 2-80. Found at Amitok Island, Labrador, and in Finland.

Analysis by Gmelin :

Silica 44-65

Alumina 36-81

Lime 8'29
Potash 6-58

Oxide of Manganese 3*16

99-49

LAUMONITE, a Mineral belonging to the group of Hydrous
Silicates of Alumina. It occurs in oblique rhombic prisms. The
cleavage is parallel to the acute lateral edge ;

also massive, with a

radiating or divergent structure. The colour is white, passing into

yellow or gray. Lustre vitreous. Hardness 3'5 to 4'0. Specific gravity
2'3. It contains

Silica

Alumina
Lime
Water .

48-3

22-7

12-1

16-0

-99-1

It is found exclusively in America. The best specimens are
obtained at Peter's Point, Nova Scotia.

LAUNCE. [AMMODYTES.J
LAURA'CE-iE, Laurels, a natural order of Apetalous Exogens, con-

sisting entirely of trees and shrubs, inhabiting the warmer parts of the

world, and in most cases aromatic, on which account several are men-
tioned in works on officinal plants. The best known species in Europe
is Laurut nobilit, the Sweet Bay, a beautiful evergreen, whose fragrant
leaves are commonly employed to flavour confectionary. [LAURUS.]
Other products of the order are cinnamon and cassia; sassafras, whose
bark has great reputation in North America as a powerful sudorific ;

Pichurim beans, an indifferent substitute for nutmegs ;
and finally,

not to mention other useful substances, camphor, obtained by the
Chinese from the Camphora officinarvm by means of dry distillation.

[CAMPHOKA.]
In general it may be expected that the trees of this order are

valuable as aromatics and stimulants, although but a comparatively
small number has yet been brought into use. They are known by the

peculiar structure of their flowers, which have no corolla, stamens in

one or several rows, often in part gland-like and sterile, a simple
1-celled superior 1-seeded ovary, and especially by the anthers bursting
with recurvtd valves. [CINNAMOMUM; LAOBUS; NBCTANDKA; BEN-

ZOIN; SASSAFRAS.]
There are 46 genera and 450 species of this natural order. Its-

position is near Thymdacea and Catsythacea.
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LAURUS, a graus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

to which indeed it has given ita name. It includes as a

s of the meet celebrated trees of antiquity, and until recent

of the meet elegant and useful of the vegetable kingdom,

j them were the tree* yielding the camphor of Japan, Cinna-

mon, both of China and of Ceylon, Cassia bark and buds, the

Malabathrum leaf of the ancient*, with the less known Culilawan

and Sinloc bark*, as well a* the American Persea, Pichurim, and

fleas*frss Most of thsee are however now placed in distinct genen

by UM latest authors who have paid attention to the subject, as Nee*

von Reenbsck mm^ Blume.

L. essil>sryem of Kssmpfer, now the Campkora officinarum of Nee*,

is a native of Japan and of the province of Fokien in China, and also of

the island at Formosa, whence, according to Mr. Reeves, the chief por-

tion of UM camphor of commerce is brought to Canton. As the wood is

said to be valuable, the root, refuse wood, and smaller branches are

out into chips, covered with a little water, and the camphor separated

by sublimation. (CAMPHOBA.) It U necessary to distinguish tbis

camphor from that produced in Borneo and Sumatra by Diptero-

(mrmut, or DryAaltmapt Campkora. [DRTO&ALAKOPS.]
The kind* of cinnamon are not so clearly settled, as there is both a

Ceylon and a Chinese cinnamon. The former however is no doubt

produced by Cnmamomw* Zeylanicvm, and the hitter by the C. aro-

MXiawt of Nee*. This cinnamon is of superior quality, at least

some of it, and is preferred by the Chinese to that of Ceylon, and
said to be produced in Cochin China chiefly in the dry sandy districts

lying north-west of the town of Faifoe, between 15 and 16 N. lat

Mr. Crawfurd (' Embassy to Siam,' p. 478) informs us that there are

10 varieties of it, and that it is not cured, like that of Ceylon, by
freeing it from the epidermis. Dr. A. T. Thomson gives this as one

of the characters by which cassia may be distinguished from cinnamon.

It is possible therefore that some of it may be imported into Europe
and sold as cassia, though Mr. Marshall states that the cassia-bark of

the shops U only a coarse cinnamon obtained from the thick roots or

large branches of the cinnamon tree.

Cassia-Bad*, or Floret Lauri dunce, are the dried receptacles of

some specie* of this family, by some supposed to be the above

C. OTMfemt;
'

C. Lottrtirii by
and of Japan. [CASSIA-BUDS.)

It ha* sometime* been doubted whether the substances we now call

iinm; but it has been pointed out by Loureiro, and is named
irii b Nees. It U a native of Cochin China towards Lao<,

t have possessed some remarkable physical and sensible properties
not common in products beyond the tropics. The aromatic principle
is that which is most conspicuous in the products of the tropical zone,
and is found probably in most of the substances which the ancients

obtained from the eastat least Dioeoorides has described them all

together. It would be difficult even with our present knowledge to

find any other substance* which would equally well answer the ancient

descriptions, without going still farther cast. The Greek name of

cinnamon is Ki>ia>ii', which Herodotus says bis countrymen learnt

from the Phoenician! ; and the Hebrew name, we know, is Kinncmon.
It is remarkable that the Malay name is Kayu-Manu, which
Mr. Marshall says U sometime* pronounced as if written Kama-Munis.

By the Hindoos cinnamon is called Dar-Cbeenee, indicating that they
obtained it from the Chinese ; sad Professor Wilson has lately proved
that there was commerce by sea with China at a very early period,

and, what is still more remarkable that the navigators were Hindoos.

The Culilawan Bark, often written Culibaban, or Culitlawan, said

to be derived from '

kulit,' bark, and 'lawan,' clove, in some measure
rsMMtilse Cweia. It is one of those which has been known in Europe
since the 17th century, but it has been little used in modern times,

ofb name describes it as t o ...... il of remarkable properties in

Analysed by M. Schloss, it was found to yield a
a volatile oil, and a bitter extractive substance. A volatile oil

from it in Amboyna U used a* a stimulant, according to

l*billerdtere. It was f-rovrly employed in Europ* a* an aromatic

eticnlant, and must be netful in CUM where such remedies are

indicated The tree yielding il is a native of Amboyna, and i* called

dMMsnomum Culilawan by Blume.
L swtWu of Linnsins. the Laurel, or Sweet Bay, now slone remains

in UM genus Umnt. It is a native of the north of Africa and south
of Europe, and of Asia; at wast it ha* been so long naturaliied in

these countries that it would be difficult to ascertain whence it was

orifinallr introduced. It i* the A>n of the Greek*, and U known
to the Arabs by the name Gbar, with Zafne a* ita Greek synonym*
The berries are even found in Indian bataars by the name liubal

Obar.
It attain* a height of SO or 80 feet, and is cultivated in gardens, not

only oa account of ita elegant appearance, bat also for the aromatic

fragrance of iU leave*, which are evergreen, lanceolate, wavy at the

margin, and quite smooth. The flowers are (mall, four or five

dwtered together in the axil* of the leaves, of a yellowish-white colour
and dotted. The fruit i* email, ovate, dark-purple coloured, and a
little succulent It if endowed with aromatic properties as well a*

the loaves, whence both have long been used in medicine as stimulants

And carminatives, as well as a fatty oil expressed from the seed, which

lowever, retaining a portion of the volatile oil, has a fragrant smelL
The term ' bachelor' has by some been supposed to be derived from the

'ormer practice of crowning candidates for honours with bay-leave*
and berries, whence the terms Baccalaureus and Laureate

1, a flowering branch of Laarui notnlit ; 2, one of the flower*, much magni-
fied ; 3, a ttamen, with a pair of glands on IU filament, and the anther opening

by two recurved valves
; 4, a iced

; 5, a section of the tame, exhibiting a minute

embryo.

LAVA, in Geology, the most general designation of the mineral

substances which are erupted in a melted state from volcanic vents.

The situation of volcanoes now extinct may often be recognised by
their solidified products, even when the cheracteristic conical figure of

volcanic mounds has been destroyed by time
;
and it is commonly

supposed that ' volcanic rocks
'

may be distinguished from '

trap
rocks,' the effects of hnat in ancient geological periods, by some
peculiarities of aggregation, which appear due rather to the dis-

similar circumstances under which the lava was solidified than to

any essential difference in the chemical constitution or mineral com-

pooanti
Dr. Daubeny presents the following general view of the appearance

and heat of lava :

" When observed as near as possible to the point
from whence it iasues, it is for the most part a semifluid mass of the
consistence of honey, but sometimes so liquid as to penetrate the
fibre of wood. It soon cools externally, and therefore exhibits a

rough unequal surface, but, as it is a bad conductor of heat, the
internal mass remains liquid long after the portion exposed to the air

has become solidified. The temperature at which it continues fluid is

considerable enough to melt glass aud silver, and has been found to
reader a certain mass of load fluid in four minutes, which, placed on
red-hot irou, required double that time to enter iiito fusion." (' On
Volcanoes.')

Lavas vary so much in chemical composition and mioeralogical
aspect, that it might seem impossible to reduce them to n general rule.

Yet as among the older products of heat we distinguish two principal
groups depending on the relative abundance of felspar and hornblende
(or augita), so among the products of modern volcanoes a similar con-
sideration clears away much of the perplexity which belongs to this

subject.

According to Von Buch, almost all lavas are to be viewed as a modi-
fication of trachyte, consisting essentially of felspar and united with
titaniferous iron, to which they owe their colour and their power of

attracting iron ; they generally contain glassy felspar ; and often
inclose augite, leucite, hornblende, mica, divine, specular iron, and
many other mineral", developel by crystallisation from the fused
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mass. Trachyte, ono of the most prevalent of ail Tolcanio products,
consists chiefly of felspar (90 per cent), and includes almost every
conceivable modification between porphyry and obsidian.

Basalt, another of the characteristic volcanic rocks, contains, besides
much felspar, a considerable admixture of augite or hornblende, and
is rich in oxide of iron, sometimes titaniferous.

If lava were wholly felspathic it would consist principally of silica,

alumina, and potash, as in column 1, the average of seven analyses of

felspar : if wholly hornblendic, as in column 2, which expresses the

composition of hornblende from the Vogelsberg, according to Bons-
dorff

; if wholly augitic, as in column 3, which is the analysis of black

augite from ^tna by Vauquelin.

(1.) () (3.) (4.)

Silica . . 64-0 42-2 52-0 Sl'O
Alumina . 18-9 13-9 3-3 19'0

Lime . . 0-8 12'2 13'2 9'5

Magnesia . 137 lO'O

Potash .137
Soda . . 4-0

Oxide of Iron 0'8 14.6 147 14'5

Ac. . . 6-8

Th' fourth column gives, for comparison, the result of Dr. Ken-

nedy'* examination of the compact lava from Catania. Soda, an

ingredient of compact felspar, appears more frequent in lavas than

potash, which belongs to common felspar : magnesia is not common,
its place in the chemical aggregate being probably occupied by oxide
of iron. [AuoiTE.]

Trachyte is conjectured by Dr. Daubeny to be derived from granite ;

and eome volcanic products present in their chemical composition a
remarkable analogy to that of granite. Obsidian, of which a specimen
from Hecla yielded to Vauquelin

Silica 78-0
Alumina lO'O
Potash 6-0

Lime O'l

Soda 1-6

Oxide of Iron I'O

967
is by the same writer spoken of as derived from trachyte.

In comparison with this we may place the composition of granite
as calculated by Sir Henry de la Beche from its constituents,

namely :

Silica 74-8

Alumina 12'8

Potash 75
Lime <H
Magnesia 1

-

Oxide of Iron 1'9

&c. 0-3

987
The certainty with which the mineral ingredients of lava can be

identified depends principally on the degree of crystallisation which
circumstances have permitted, and this on the rate of cooling and

pressure to which the melted masses have been subjected. There is

in lava every degree of variation, some specimens being of granitic,
and others of earthy, compact, resinous, or vitreous texture. Yet in

most cases the method of mechanical analysis proposed by Cordier

will determine, what very often a lens detects, the real mixture of

various minerals in what seems a homogeneous mass. According as

felspar or augite predominates, volcanic rocks have been classed, by
Cordier and most writers, as trachytic and basaltic. Mr. Scrope
{' Journal of the Royal Institution/ vol. xxi.) has proposed an inter-

mediate group to be called graystone. He states that in trachyte,

felspar (or its substitute) exists in the proportion of 90 per cent, and

upwards, in graystone more than 75 per cent., and in basalt leas than

75 per cent. The specific gravity of trachyte is about 27, of gray-
stone 3'0, of basalt even 3'5 ; differences which correspond with their

chemical composition. The colours yielded by these rocks, when
melted by the blow-pipe, afford a good test for the fine-grained sorts.

The glass from trachyte is light-coloured and nearly transparent ;

graystone gives a darker glass with green or black spots; basalt is

changed to a dark green or black enamel. According to conditions of

solidification, in water, in air, or in fissures of the earth, the

minerals which occur in lava are variously distributed so as to give it

porphyritic, amygdaloidal, or concretionary characters; and the

masses appear compact, porous, cellular, vesicular, cavernous, spumous,
or filamentous and all these circumstances are observable in glass
and other products of artificial heat, which are subject to unequal
rates of cooling and under different circumstances. I VOLCANO.]
LAVANDULA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Lamiacea;. It has a tubular calyx nearly equal, 13- or rarely 15-ribbed,

shortly 5-toothed, with the 4 lower teeth nearly equal, or the 2 lower

narrower, the upper either but a little broader than the lateral ones,
or expanded into a dilated appendage ;

the upper lip of the corolla

2-lobed, lower 3 lobed, all the divisions nearly equal, the throat

somewhat dilated ;
stamens didynamous, diclinate.

L. ipica is a native of the south of Europe, of which there are two
varieties, if not distinct species, termed L. latifolia and L. anyustifolia,.
The former is also called Spike Lavender, or simply Spike, and the oil

which it yields differs considerably from the oil of L. anyustifolia, or
L. vera, and is termed oil of spike, or foreign oil of lavender. This
sort is much less fragrant, of a deeper green colour than the oil of the
true lavender, and is merely used in painting, or to adulterate the

genuine oil, which is so extensively employed in the preparation of

perfumes.
The flowers of the L. angvxtifolii, are the parts employed in

medicine. They should be collected before they are expanded, as

they are then possessed of a more powerful aromatic odour and a
hot bitterish taste. By distillation they yield an oil, which is yellowish,
but by rectification becomes nearly white. It has the agreeable
strong odour of lavender, and a burning bitterish taste. It is very
limpid, but becomes thicker by time. The specific gravity is variable;
that of the rectified oil is about 0'872. The freshly-rectified oil of

lavender acts on litmus paper, reddening it more powerfully than
when a year old. In the cold it deposits a lavender-camphor, or

stearopten. It is often adulterated by oil of turpentine and oil of

spike. The oil dropped on sugar relieves slight spasms of the stomach;
when diffused by alcohol in water it constitutes the spirits of laveuder.
The compound tincture of lavender is useful in similar cases, and is

the best means of covering the disagreeable taste of aloes.

LAVATE'RA (in honour of the two Lavaters), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural cruder Malvaceae. It has numerous styles,
a double calyx, the outer one being 3-leaved, the inner 5 leaved ;

the capsules orbicular and many-celled ; the cells circularly arranged,
and 1-seeded.

L. arborea, Tree Mallow, has a wooded stem, the leaves 7-angled,

plaited, and downy ;
the pedicels aggregate, axillary, 1-flowered, and

much shorter than the petiole. It is a native of Italy, Spain, Portugal,
the north of Africa, and the Canary Islands, on maritime rocks

;
also

in Britain, in the Isle of Wight, on Portland Island, in Cornwall,
and Devonshire. It is the MoAoxn of Theophrastus ('Hist. PI..'

i. 5; i. 14).
L. Neapolitana has an herbaceous scabrous erect stem, with

roundish 7-nerved leaves, and 7 blunt crenated lobes : the pedicels

axillary and aggregate, the involucel shorter than the calyx, the lobes
of the calyx acuminated. The flowers are blue with obcordate petals.
This species is a native of Naples, by the sea-side, and is much culti-

vated in our own gardens as an ornamental plant.
L. Olbia has a shrubby stem, rather scabrous, from distant fascicles

of hairs
;
the leaves are soft, woolly, 5-lobed, the upper ones 3-lobed,

with the middle lobe elongated ; the uppermost leaves are oblong,
almost undivided, the flowers solitary and sessile. It is a native of

Provence, in hedges about D'Hieres.

None of the species of Lavatera are of any importance or value,

excepting as ornamental plants. Many of them are hardy, easily
cultivated, and well adapted for shrubberies. The greenhouse and
frame species will thrive well in a mixture of loam and peat, or

any light soil; they may be planted out during the summer
against a south wall, and if protected in the winter by a mat, will

generally survive throughout the year. The perennial species prow
in any kind of soil, and may be propagated either by dividing the

plants at the root or by seeds. The annual and biennial kinds should
be sown in the open border during the spring. The species chiefly
worth cultivation in gardens are L. Olbia, L. flava, L. unyuiculata,
L. Ntapolitana, L. Cretica, L. Lusitanica, and L. trimettrit.

(Don, Dichlamydeous Plants ; Babington, Manual Brit. Sot. ; Fraas,

Sywpsit Pla.ntarv.rn Florae Clauiete.)
LAVENDER. [LAVANDULA.]
LAVENDULAN, a Mineral which occurs amorphous. Colour

lavender blue. Streak paler blue. Lustre greasy, inclining to

vitreous. Hardness 2'5 to 3'0. Occurs at Aunaberg in Saxony, with
cobalt and iron-ores. Accorning to Plattner, it contains arsenic, and
the oxides of cobalt, copper and nickel, and water.

LAVER, a substance sometimes used as food, consists of the fronds
of marine plants belonging to the genera Porphyra and Ulva.

Purple Laver is furnished by Porphyra laciniata and P. vulyaris, two

species common on rocks and stones iu the sea on many parts of the
British coast. They derive their botanical name from their beautiful

purple or violet colour, which is produced entirely by the multitudes
of spores, arranged in twos, threes, or fours, with which the whole
frond is filled.

Green Laver is the Viva, latissima, a very common plaut in the
sea on rocks and stones, not only in Great Britain, but also on the
coasts of India, Australia, the Cape of Good Hope, and South America.

According to Lightfoot, the Scottish Islanders ascribe to it anodyne
properties, and bind it about the temples to assuage the pain of
headache iu fevers, and to procure sleep.

In the Western Isles of Scotland, we are informed by the same
authority, the inhabitants gather it in the month of March

; and after

pounding and stewing it with a little water, eat it with pepper,
vinegar, and butter; others stew it with leeks and onions. In

England Laver is usually stewed and rendered palatable with lemon-

juice; to many persons it is however nauseous, and it has been

suggested that its introduction to fashionable tables was the sly
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contrivance of mat medical practitioner who wished to prescribe it

for U b*ont of nU acrofulou* patinta. [Aid*]

aWSO'MU, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

IfOfmetf, which, consisting of only on* or two species, may be

(bund in most Oriental regions in garden* or in field cultivation.

The genus is characterised by having a 4 partite calyx, 4 unguiculate

petal*, 8 stamen*, s sessile ovary, the capsule scarcely dehiscent, or

rather forming a globular membranaceous 4 -celled berry, with several

angular reds in each orlL

It is disputed smoog botanists whether this genus consists of oue

or of two species ; in the Utter case, one species being armed with

thorns, waa called L. tyinota, and the other being without any, was
named L. imirmu, by Linnaeus. De Csndolle has followed Lamarck
ia uniting them together under the name L. alba, stating that when

young the plant is unarmed, but when older become* thorny from
the hardening of the smaller branches.

The natives of North India distinguished the unarmed species by
the name Phoolke, or flowering Mhendee, It U a much smaller plant,
but flowers most abundantly. The thorny species is called Mhendee ;

this, beside* being s larger plant, contains a greater proportion of

colouring matter, and is extensively cultivated in the vicinity of

Sidonra, near the north-west bank of the Jumna. The flowers of

both are corymbose, white, and powerfully fragrant ; the leaves smooth,

opposite, oval, lanceolate. To the latter species or variety the Arabic
name Hinna or Henna is more

especially^ applied, which, in many of

their medical works, a* in that of Serapion, is described under that

of Al Kanna, where it is interesting to observe he quotes the

description by Dioseoride* of Kmtpot, ss applicable to this plant
This Kupros, or Cyprus, is moreover supposed to b* the Copher of

Scripture. ('Canticl.,' i. IS). Beside* the similarity of name, no

plant is more likely to have been alluded to in the above
passage,

as

no other is more highly esteemed or more frequently employed than
the Hinna, and it would appear to have been applied to the same

purposes from very remote antiquity. All oriental travellers describe

the us* of this plant by Asiatic women in dyeing their nails snd the

tips of their fingers, ss well ss the sole* of their feet, of an orange
hue with the leave* of the Hinna. It is also used by the men for

dyeing their beards, the orange colour being afterwards converted to

a deep black by the application of indigo. That this plant was

similarly used from very early times is highly probable from the
allusions to it by poets, ss well as from some of the Egyptian
mammies appearing a* if the nails had been similarly dyed.
LA'ZULITB, LAPIS LA'ZULI, a Mineral which occurs crystalline

and massive. Primary form of the crystal a cube, but occurs in

imbsddsd rhnmhin dodecahedrons. Cleavage parallel to the planes of

the dodecahedron. Fracture uneven. Hardness 5'5 to 6'0. Colour azure
of bin*; *treak paler blue. Lustre vitreous,

Specific gravity 276 to 2*94. It intumesces
without fusing. It occurs at SaUberg and in

BtrrJs, also in the United States.

Massive variety amorphous, sometime* in grains, imbedded. It

fuss* on charcoal, when pure, into s white glass. It is brought from
Penis snd China, and is employed in the manufacture of ultramarine.
The following are analyse* by Umelin and Fuchs :

Fuch..
.

Alumina

'

i

:. .

i

110
16-0

8-0

4-0

9-0

Phosphoric Acid
Alumina . ,

Magnesia. .

Silica .

Protoxide of Iron
Water .

41-81

8573
9-84

3-10

264
6-06

H '

'.'7' -

H SMM improbable that so different result* should b* obtained
from Iks same miners! Dr. Thomson admits the presence of phos-
phoric scid ; the analysis by Fuchs is therefore most probably the

LEAD. The properties of this taste! are. that it bass bluish-gray
colour, and i* of considerable brilliancy when fresh .urfscessre formed
by catting i if H has not been cooled too rapidly, it is so soft, that
ev%n whsa pises* of oMU-idarsbU thiekns*. U may bs easily bentmay be easily bet

It soils slightly, sod leave* on paper or doth a mark after friction

isssniUiaf that of plumbago. Its specific gravity is 11-445, but when
impure not Krister than 11-861 Lead may b* rsduoed to thin

Ismiasr. bat its Vmscity is rttmn-lv slight; so that a wire about
on tsath of an boh to dfamster breaks with a weight of 80 Ibs. It

at about ir, snd when slowly cooled crystallise* in octane-
H u not a volstil* metal, for In close vessels It may be

I to whiteness without subliming. When exposed to the sir It

i oxygen and carbonic scid slowly, and acquire* s superficial

J erf carbonate of Issd. In dialled water which ha* been (reed
i aad kept from the contact of the sir, it undergoes no change ;

bat if ft b* exposed to air and water, H is oxidised sad converted into
i of ksd with soosidsrabU rapidity ; this carbonate has the

. an few in number; indeed the

LEAD. Mi

only one which can properly be considered as a working or* is the

Sulphuret, but there are various combinations of lead occurring in

nature, of which we shall give a brief account.

Native lead i* of very rare occurrence, and in some case* of very
questionable origin, ft has been found in small masse* in the lava

of Madeira, and also in the neighbourhood of Alston in Cumberland ;

it is in small globular masses, imbedded in galena, or sulphuret of

lead, and a slaggy substance, accompanied with blende and crystals
of quartz.

J'rotariiU of Lead: ffatire Mauicot. This occur* in amorphous
msnsni Fracture earthy. Brittle. Specific gravity 8-0. Colour

yellow. Opaque. Externally dull, internally of a semi-metallic lustre.

It melts readily by the blow-pipe, and, according to Dr. John,
it consist* of

Protoxide of Lead . ... 87'882
Carbonic Acid 8-846

Lime and Oxide of Iron . . . 0*481

Silica (ferruginous) .... 2-404

94-113

Dtutoxide, or Setquioxide of Lead : Native Red Lead : Native

Minium. It occurs amorphous and pulverulent; colour carmine red.

Hardness 2*0 to 2*5. Specific gravity variously stated. Dull. By
the blow-pipe on charcoal it is reduced to the metallic state. It is

supposed to arise from the decomposition of sulphuret of lead and
the oxidation of the metal. It occurs in Yorkshire, Suabia, Siberia,
and some other places. When used in the arts red lead is artificially

prepared.
Chloride of Lead: Cotunnia: Cotunnite. It occurs in small flat

colourless crystals in Cornwall, and at Vesuvius in acicular crystals of

an adamantine lustre inclining sometimes to pearly or silky. Specific

gravity of the chloride from Vesuvius 1 *897.

It fuses by the blow-pipe, and is soluble in a large quantity of water,

and, according to Berzelius, consists of

Chlorine 25*48

Lead 74-52
100

Di-chloridt of Lead: Benelite. It occurs iu crystalline msnnnn,
with a fibrous and radiated structure, on earthy black ore of man-

ganese. Hardness 2*5 to 3*0. Specific gravity 7'0 to 7*1. It is found in

the Mendip Hills in Somersetshire. According to Berzelius it

consists of

Lead ... ... 83-20

Chlorine
Carbonic Acid
Lead .

Water .

1877
1-03

1-46

0-54

-100

Sulphwct of Lead : Galena. This almost universally diffused ore

occurs in attached crystals and massive. Primary form the cube;
the cleavage easy, parallel to its faces. Fracture conchoids!. Hardness
2'5 to 27. Scratched by carbonate of lime. Colour lead-gray. Lustre
metallic. Opaque. Specific gravity 7*568. The massive varieties

are amorphous, the structure granular, and compact
By nitric acid it is converted into white insoluble sulphate of lead.

By the blow-pipe on charcoal the sulphur is first dissipated, and then
metallic lead is obtained.

In Cornwall and Scotland the veins of this ore traverse primary
rocks. In Derbyshire it occurs in veins or beds in transition rocks.
It very commonly contains a considerable portion of silver, and is often

mixed with small quantities of some other metals. Galena is very
commonly associated with calcareous spar and fluor spar, blende,
calamine, carbonate and sulphate of barytea, and in Greenland with

cryolite and spathose iron.

The deposiU of this ore are remarkable for their extent in the
United States. They abound in what is called the '

cliff limestone
'

of
the state* of Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin. The lead of com-
merce U obtained from this ore, and it is often worked for the silver it

contains. The following is its analysis by two eminent chemists :

Dr. Thompson. Deudant.
Lead . , 85-13 Lead ..... 79-6

Sulphur .... 18-02 Sulphur .... 13'4
Iron .... 0-60 Silver . . . 4 . 7'0

98-65 lOO'O

S-sWvrsI of Ltad, or Clatutkalite, It occurs missive. Structure

granular, Colour lead-gray ; resemble* fine-grained sulphuret of lead,
but is softer, and rather more blue. Lustre metallic, but rather dull.

Opaque. Specific Rravity from 7'187 to 7'697. When heated in a
tub* selenium sublimes; by the blow-pipe on charcoal it bums
with a blue flame, and the peculiar odour of selenium. It occurs in
the liars. According to the analysis of Rose, it consists of:

Selenium 25-69
Lead 74-81

99-40

The above are the
principal

native binary compounds of lead. We
proceed to notice those which are composed of an acid and oxide of
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lead, remarking that it is the protoxide only which combines with
acid.

Carbonate of Lead: White Lead: Ceruse. It occurs crystallised and
massive. Primary form a right rhombic prism ;

cleaves parallel to

the primary planes. Fracture conchoidal. Hardness 3'0 to 3'5.

Brittle. Colour white, yellow, gray, and grayish-black, sometimes

tinged green or blue by ores of copper. Lustre on the cleavage planes
adamantine, on the fracture surfaces resinous. Translucent, trans-

parent, and doubly refractive. Specific gravity 6'3 to 6'6. Phospho-
resces when powdered and thrown on hot coals. Soluble in nitric

acid with effervescence. By the blow-pipe on charcoal decrepitates",
becomes yellow, and is reduced. Massive varieties amorphous;
structure columnar, granular, compact. The following is its analysis

by Dr. John :

Carbonic acid 15'5

Oxide of lead 84'5

100
It occurs in most lead-mines and is sometimes used as an ore of

lead. The white lead which is used in paint is made artificially.

Caledonite is a compound of the carbonates of lead and copper.

Sulphate of Lead : Anglesite. Occurs crystallised and massive.

Primary form a right rhombic prism. Cleaves parallel to the primary
planec. Fracture conchoidal. Hardness 2'5 to 3'0. Colourless generally,
but has sometimes shades of yellow, green, gray, brown, and black.

Lustre nearly adamantine. Transparent, translucent. Specific

gravity 6'23 to 6'31. It occurs in Anglesey, Cornwall, the Harz, &c.

The following is an analysis by Klaproth ;

Sulphuric Acid 24-8

Oxide of Lead
'

71'0

Water 2'0

97-8

Dioxylite is a compound of carbonate and sulphate of lead, BO also

Leadhillite.

Phosphate of Lead : Pyromorphite. The primary form is a rhom-
boid. It commonly occurs in hexagonal prisms, and cleaves parallel to

its planes, and to the truncations on its terminal edges. Fracture

imperfect, conchoidal, uneven. Hardness 3'5 to 4'0. Colour various

shades of green, yellow, brown, and gray. Lustre resinous. Trans-

parent, translucent. Specific gravity 6-911 to 7"098. It occurs also

botryoidal and reniform. It occurs in most lead-mines, especially in

those of Saxony and the United States. The following is an analysis

by Wbhler.

Phosphoric Acid 1572
Oxide of Lead 82-30

Muriatic Aoid 1-98

100

Ifedyphane is an arseno-phosphate of lead and lime.

Oxide of Lead also occurs in combination with certain acids whose
bases are metallic.

Argeniate of Lead: Oorlandite. Occurs in crystals and massive.

Primary form a rhomboid ; usual form an hexagonal prism, which
cleaves parallel to its lateral planes. Hardness 3'5 to 4'0. Colour

pale-yellow, yellowish and reddish-brown. Lustre resinous. Trans-

parent, translucent. Specific gravity uncertain, stated variously from
5-0 to 6-4, and 6'9 to 7'3. It is found in Cornwall and in France.

The following is the analysis by Wohler :

Arsenic Acid 21 '20

Phosphoric Acid 1-32

Oxide of Lead 75'59

Muriatic Acid 1'89

. _ 100

It also occurs reniform. Structure compact, opaque. Lustre

resinous. Colour brownish-red. Found in Siberia.

Chromate of Lead : Crocoiiite. Primary form on oblique rhombic

prism. Cleavage parallel to the lateral planes of the primary form.

Fracture conchoidal. Hardness 2'5. Colour aurora-red. Lustre

adamantine. Translucent. Specific gravity 6'004. It occurs also

massive : Amorphous. Structure columnar, granular. It is found ill

Siberia and Brazil. The following is the analysis by Pfaff :

Chromic Acid 32

Oxide of Lead 68
100

It is the chrome-yellow of artists, and is made for their purposes

artificially.

Vauquelinite is a chromate of lead and copper, of a dark-green
colour.

Holybdate of Lead : Carinthite. Primary form a square prism.

Cleavage parallel to the primary planes. Fracture slightly undulating.
Hardnesi 3'0. Colour different shades of yellow, greenish, and red.

Lustre resinous. Translucent. Specific gravity 6'69 to 6'76. It

rarely occurs massive. It is found chiefly in Carinthia, but also in

North America, &o. The following is an analysis by Berzelius :

Molybdic Acid 39'14

Oxide of Lead 60'86

100

Tunyitate of Lead : Scheelate of Lead, Primary form a square

prism. Cleavage parallel to the planes of the primary form. Frac-

ture conchoidal and shining. Hardness 3'0. Colour yellowish-white
and brownish. Lustre resinous. Translucent. Specific gravity 8'0.

It is found in Bohemia and Cariuthia. The following is the analysis

by Lampadius :

Tungstic Acid 51-72
Oxide of Lead 41-28

100

Vanadiate of Lead : Johnstonite : Vanadurite, Occurs crystallised
and in small globular concretions. Primary form a rhomboid. Frac-
ture conchoidal. Brittle. Colour straw-yellow to reddish-brown.

Dull, opaque. Specific gravity 6'99 to 7'23. It is found at Tampico
in Mexico, and Wanlockhead iu Scotland. The following is the analysis
by Berzelius :

Vanadiate of Lead 74-00
Chloride of Lead 25-33
Oxide of Iron 0-63

99-96

Chloride of Lead: Cerasite. Has a white, yellowish, or reddish

colour, nearly opaque. A pearly lustre. Its specific gravity is 7 to 7 1 .

Cotunnite is another chloride of lead. It occurs at Vesuvius iu white
acicular crystals.

Corneous Lead is a chloro-carbonate of lead occurring in whitish
adamantine crystals, and found in Derbyshire and Germany.

Plumbo-Jtesinite is a protoxide of lead, alumina, and water. It is

found at Huelgot in Brittany, and in a lead-mine in Beaujeu, also in
the mines of Missouri.

LEAD, BLACK. [GRAPHITE.]
LEAD, RED. [CHROMIUM.]
LEAD, WHITE. [LEAD.]
LEADHILLITE. [LEAD.]
LEAF. Amongst the higher plants, the whole of their parts can

be traced to modifications of the Leaf or Axis. What ia not axis is

leaf, and what is not leaf is axis. In the lower plants no such
distinctions exist, as the tissues are not formed into leaves and their

homologues. Although so common an organ, the leaf is not easily
defined, and those who are inclined to enter on the subject would do
well to consult Schleiden in his '

Principles of Scientific Botany.' We
shall here follow Schleiden in our description of the structure of this
most important organ.

Leaves (Folia) may be divided into Annual (Folia Annua) and
Perennial (Folia Perennia) ;

the former again into Deciduous (Folia
Decidua), which live only in the early part of the period of vege-
tation ; Yearling Leaves (Folia Annua sensu stricto), which live through
the whole period ; and Late Leaves (Folia Serotina), which are not

perfected till toward the close of the period. With few exceptions
every plant has

temporal^ leaves, namely, the cotyledons and
frequently those next following them. The Orchidacece, some species
of Ciucuta, and some Cactacece ai-e the only plants at present known
with certainty to be destitute of cotyledons. Others, for instance the

Ithizanthea;, have not yet been sufficiently investigated. Many plants
are wholly destitute of leaves between the cotyledons and the

peduncles of the flowers, as, for instance, all the Cactacece, excepting
Peireakia, and some species of Ojmntia ; in others these are annual,
as in Alma, or perennial, as in Pinus. The floral parts, the leaves
last perfected, exist in all Phanerogamous Plants.

When the leaf emerges from the axis it is a little conical body,
the base of which gradually comes to occupy the entire circum-
ference of the axis, a stem-embracing or Amplexicaul Leaf (Folium
Amplexicaule) ; or it shares the circumference of the axis with one
or more other leaves, which have originated with it on the axis in
the same plane, Whorled Leaves (Folia Verticillata) ; or, lastly, it

is confined to a small portion of the circumference, without any other
leaves arising from the axis in the same plane, Scattered Leaves
(Folia Sparsa). These three positions of the leaves upon the axis

are, most undoubtedly, the primary ones occurring in the plant. We
find the first in the cotyledon of the Monocotyledons ; the second iu
the cotyledons of the Dicotyledons. But if we disregard, in the

Monocotyledons, the character of embracing the stem, only looking
to the fact that one leaf alone is formed at one level on the stem

if we trace the further development of the leaves of Monoco-
tyledons, and of those of most Dicotyledons, since in the latter it is

only in a few groups that the later leaves are formed in whorls we
find that the great majority of plants have scattered lenves. If every
vegetable axis be regarded as a cylinder, the bases of the leaves must
admit of being connected by a spiral line. More minute investigation,
then, shows that the distances of the bases of the leaves on this

spiral are not without law ; but a certain regularity may be observed,
and, in fact, the angle (angle of divergence) made by two planes,

passing through the middle of the axis and the bases of two adjacent
leaves, which angle therefore is the measure of the distance of these
leaves from each other, is on an average 137 30' 28", consequently a
number bearing no ratio to the circumference of the stem (360) ; so

that no two leaves ever can be exactly in the same vertical line. In
the course of the entire axis the distances of the turns of the spiral

alter, but always regularly, sometimes even on account of accidental
influences ;

and thus from the simplest fundamental condition

proceeds an infinite multiplicity of modes of manifestation, even
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when UM WWM form* of UM *xi* do not interfere. Compare but

UM rmtll of leave* of cVaeei > ferforam, the stalk of Liliom

Jf_tJjin, a shoot of />?/ Jilalala, a eon* of jlW em/M, and

UM (rait peduncl* of I/tita*iui ainmm, which latter exhibits the

of UM leave* *ven through iu fruit which originate
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On this subject UM student should consult the following work* :

Dr. Schimper.
'

Description of Symph tturn Zeyberi,' Ac., in
'

Oeiger's

May. fur Phannaci*.' b, jxlx. p. L et sea.

Dr. A. Brsun, 'Comparative Researches into the Arrangement of

Un Seal** in the Fir Cone*,' Ac. Nov. Act Acad. C. L. N. C. T. xiv.,

Dr. Schimper.
'

Kasays on the Possibility of a Scientific Compre-
hension of UM Position of Leave*,' Ac. Published by Dr. A. Braun,

Flora Jahrg.' xviiL, No, 10. 11, U (1885).

L. and A. Bravaia, Memoirr* sur U Disposition goomttrique des

Fruille* et des Inflorescences, preceVl^* d'un lU<uuu< de* Travaux de*

MM. Bchimper et Braun snr le meme Snjet, par Ch. Martin* et A.

Bravaia.' Paria, IMS.
The primary form in which the leaf makes its appearance is, as

above stated, always that of a little conical body which is pushed out

from the axis ; iu ulterior form depending entirely upon the arrange-

ment of the new cells, and the expansion of already existing cells, and

the leaf i* aa little confined to a definite circle of forms as any other of

UM organ*, except the ovule or seed-bud. It may be globular, ovate,

elliptical, and prismatic, a* well a* filiform, strap-like, and flattened in

Ha expansion, and, by the greater accumulation of the cells in the

middle than on the border*, or more flattened mode of expansion in

UM middle than on the border*, the plane surface may also produce
concav* forma. The most striking forms of this kind are called

Pouche* (Aid), a* in Sarractnia, CejJiolotut, and L'lricviario. One
of UM most frequent forma, which i* usually laid down as the normal

form, i* this the upper part U developed into a plane, the Blade

of the Leaf (Lamina), the lower into a filiform part, the Petiole

or LeafStalk (Petiolus), and in the latter may frequently be du-
i
r|,..i^^ |

(till lower down, a somewhat thickened or expanded
portion, a Sheathing Portion (Pars Vaginalia), with which the leaf

partly or wholly embrace* the axia. This latter portion is fre-

quently, especially in compound leave*, swollen into a greater
thickneas (fleshy), and i* then called the Cushion (Pulvinus) of the

leaf or petiole. A* a general rule, the flat leaf is so developed that

iu ratface* look more or leas upward and downward, rarely so that

iu bonier* have these direction*, so that the axia lies in the plane of

UM leaf, as, for instance, in many Australian tfyrtacta. It is very
different from this when a flat leaf of the usual development makes a
half torn on iu baa*, so that it* surface* an thus alto placed verti-

cally, aa, for example, in Laetnea Srariola. One condition, which has

already been nisnUoaiii when (peaking of the axis, occurs also in the

leaf, and here become* of much greater importance. A Joint (Articu-

laUo) i* formed rarely (or never f) in the Monocotyledons, frequently
in the Dicotyledon*, between the leaf and the axia, in consequence
of which the leaf is, after a certain time, thrown off from the axis,

whO* in other case, it gradually die* and decays on the axis iUelf.

Thai true articulation is often repeated in the continuity of one and
the earn* leaf, cither only *o that a joint U formed U t ween the petiole
and th* lamina (for example, in Cttrui, IHontra), or in such a manner
that in the flat Subdivided Leave* (Folia Pinnatuecta, Palmatiaecte,

Ac.), every lob* i* connected to the main body by a joint These
latter are called Compound Leave* (Folia Composite), and, according
to the subdiviaion. Digitate, or Pinnate (Folia Digitata, Pinnate, Ac.).
The erparate part* are named LrafleU (FolioU), and the part con-

necting all then i* UM Common Petiole (Petiolus Commuuis). The
Uaflete can of conn* aerom* all th* forms of the leaf, in particular
they may b* again separated into lamina, petiole, and pulvimu. In
OOM Australian acacia* (for instance, Acacia kettntpkylla) the first

leave* are compound ; they gradually form fewer and fewer leaflet*.
till at last the part corresponding to the common petiole alone remains,
which then

appear*
a* a perpendicular plate, and i* called a Pbyllodium,

to ifclsH"!'" it from the other perfect leave* of the same plant
The pooches or pitoben which occur in Xtpnlktt, Sarracenia,

tVpJUfarfu, IX**idi* Kafitnana and D. cfcw/o, Martgravia, Norantta,
I'trmlaria, Ac , are not yet perfectly understood. The pouche*
apparently present three different type* : 1. In ftarractnia it i* the
lower part of th* leaf which exhibit* a form resembling a cornucopia,
whil* at the apper border ran* oat a flat expansion (the lamina of the
leaf), etparated from the pooch by a deep InoWon on each pi.ie. The
lower half of UM internal surface of the pouch i* clothed with bain
directed downward*; the upper part I* smooth. In Ntpenlket a

j little papilla- of very
cellular tissue, while above the epidermis project*

down over UM** like the raves of a boos*. In both the cavity is

faTBied from UM leaf in such a manner that the closed base of the

pooch eamsoond* to the baa* of the leaf (Sarratnia). or lie* quite
ctos* to H (ArsotfAo). In Duckidi* AoJtenaM and D. c/aro/o, on
UM contrary, UM opening of UM pouch U turned towards the bat* of

the leaf. Cepkalotut appears to possess a structure similar to that of

Sorracotio. In all the plants mentioned the pouch constitute* the

main body of the leaf. 2. In ifareyratia and Xoranlca, on the other

baud, according to Limlley, the pouches are formed by the stipules.

3. In L'lricularia many separate portions of the divided leaf unite to

assume a very complicated form of pouch. Originally these form a

little shortly-stalked somewhat cornet-shaped body in the angles of

the divisions of the leave*. In this little body are especially developed
the under side and the inner border of the orifice (which does not

increase much in size), so that the full-grown pouch present* itself aa

a roundish and somewhat laterally-compressed body, which above U
continuous by one angle with the stem, while the other exhibiu an

orifice, which forms a little funnel projecting inwards. The external

orifice of this funnel is closed by a kind of beard growing on the

upper border ; the lower
part

of the internal surface of the funnel

is clothed with elegant hairs of various forms, but very regularly

arranged, while the internal surface of the pouch exhibiu peculiar

hairs, consisting of two cells, each running out into a longer or

shorter arm.
In leaves, aa in plants in general, all forms are possible, and almost

all actually existing strict stereometric forms exceptod. The termi-

nology depends either on comparison with mathematical figure*, or

with objects presupposed to be familiar in common life. There U no
scientific rule for this ; testhetic tact alone must be our guide. But
within the HmiU of certain vegetable groups certain circled of forms
do exclusively occur ; and under the guidance of accurate observation

we can here establish more definite mode* of nomenclature, which
however are only valid for these definite groups.

If the Cotyledon of most Monocotyledons is examined we find that

in iU gradual development it completely incloses the Terminal Bud
( Pluinulu) ;

indeed that the exceedingly delicate soft cells of the two
borders of it become in part so firmly united that they may be

regarded as grown together, only a little fissure, which exUU in all

Monocotyledons, remaining. In germination the developing bud has

not room to protrude through the little fissure, so that it pushes the

borders of it more or less forward, and then these appear aa a peculiar

appendage on the middle of the Cotyledon, as a membranous expan-
sion of the border of the lower port of the leaf, or as lubes on iU
base. Similar conditions also occur frequently in the later leaves. In

the Dicotyledons a like condition present) itself not uufrequently;
either the borders become expanded like a membrane on the base of
a petiole or stalk-like leaf, or the emerging bud lifts up a longer or

shorter membranous sheath, or peculiar lobules are formed on the
base of the petiole, sometimes assuming the form of leaflets, and even
connected with the petiole by an articulation. In all cases, without

exception, they are, from the course of the development, parts of a
leaf developed principally at iU base, and in their essential nature

wholly identical structures throughout all the Phaneroyamia, though
they may vary most abundantly in their appearance. They have

acquired very different names. In the Qraaaea these parts ore called

the Ligule (Ligula) : in other Monocotyledons, sometimes Vagina
Stipularis, if large and rising free from the lowest part of the leaf;

Vagina Petiolaru, if smalt and showing itself first higher up the leaf:

in the Dicotyledons,
' Petiolus Alatus, StipuUc Aduatv,' if on the

margins of the leaf-stalk
; Ochrea, if sheathing, as in the Polyyonacete;

or Stipules (Stipule), if appearing like special leaflets stationed beside
the base of the petiole : lastly, in the floral leaves, Foruix, Corona,
Nectarium, *c., aa iu 7/ycAnu, llorayinacar, A'arciuut, Ac. They
occur as stipules, especially in compound leaves, where sometimes

they alone are developed into a flat surface, while the leaf itself

merely forms a filiform process for example, in Latkyrui Aphaca.
At the base of the leafleU of compound leaves also-little lobes some-
time* occur, which, perhaps originating in the same manner, are called

Stipelles (Stipelle).

Every leaf, as already observed, originates as a little conical papilla
at a definite point on the circumference of the axis. Even the

sheathing leaves are produced in this manner, and at the point which
corresponds to the middle line (the mid-rib) of the future leaf by
degree*, and as it is pushed up further from the axis the part* of its

circumference take part more and more in the development, and thus
the base of the leaf gradually become* broader, until it completely
surrounds the axis. If the development of cells, or the expansion
of existing ones, continue* on the borders of the base of the leaf

beyond the degree required to surround the axis, the newly-formed,
still soft, and almost gelatinous cells of the two borders of the base
of the leaf become applied to one another, anil become united as

firmly a* the cells of a continuous tissue ; iu this way the lower part
of a leaf then becomes a closed undivided whole surrounding the axis.

If the lateral production of cells is small, and the union takes place
relatively early, this closed portion forms a longer or shorter sheath,
closely embracing the axis (vagina olausa), as in many Grasses. If, on
the contrary, the lateral cell-production or expansion U considerable,
and occurs relatively late, so that merely the base of the leaf forms a
flat projecting border round the axis, the leaf is said to have the stem
growing through it (folium perfoliatum) Bupleurum perfoliatum, for

example. When the axis is angular, and produces thin more or leas

projecting plates upon these angles (the so-called winged axis,
' axis

alatu*'), a similar process may enter iutu the bud iu such a way that
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a flat leaf is connected at its base with the simultaneously-developed

wing or angle of the axis, so that the full-grown leaf appears to be

directly continuous with this. Such a leaf ia said to run down the

axis (folium decurrens), as in Carduus, or, by a wholly unfounded

fiction, a leaf blended by growth with the axis (axis folio adnatus).
Where several leaves arise simultaneously, or almost simultaneously,
at about the same height upon the axis, the bases of the leaves

become gradually approximated during development ; and here it

may readily happen that they approach so close that the same process
occurs between the bases of two different leaves, as has been already
described in the two borders of one and the same leaf. Thus it

happens, that leaves, which in their origin and at their summits
are free and isolated, in their ulterior development and at their bases

form an undivided whole (leaves grown together,
'
folia connata ').

The leaves of Lonicera Caprifolium, afford an example simplest
and easiest to trace. Two foliaceous organs which originate one above
the other on the same axis (as the petal and stamen), or a leaf and
the bud developed in its axil (as the bract with the flower-stalk in the

Lime) may grow together one above the other in the same way.
A process almost diametrically opposite to this may occur, where a

leaf ia developed, but becomes suddenly arrested in its development
in a way as yet unknown, whether through mere mechanical pressure
or flomf other cause, by the more rapid and powerful development of

the contiguous leaves ; so that either the little original papilla escapes

notice, ou account of its relatively minute size in the full-grown part,
or the little prominence actually becomes effaced by the subsequent
development of the part, or, finally, the little rudiment of a leaf dies

and gradually decays. In this case the leaf is said to be abortive :

an instance easily traced is afforded by the third perigonal leaf of

Carcjc, which aborts in this way, while the two others form the

so-called Utriculus ;
and not only may whole leaves become abortive

in this way, but even individual portions of a leaf of which the rudi-

ments already exist : thus it is not at all rare for the so-called stipules
to become disproportionately developed in the rudimentary leaf,

whUe the proper leaf, restrained in its growth, gradually disappears
from sight. The Bud-Scales (Ramenta) on the perennial buds of

Corylut atellana may serve as examples, being in fact nothing else

than the stipules of an abortive leaf.

The same influence to which the parts closely crowded in the bud
are subject, may merely cause the unsymmetrical development of the

two halves of a particular foliar organ, so that one side, or that part of

the leaf lying on one side of the midrib, assumes a form different

from that of the other half, of which the species of Begonia afford a

striking example.
The nascent leaf consists, like all nascent parts of vegetables, of

cellular tissue
; determinate cords of cellular tissue are first gradually

organised into vascular bundles
;
and in fact this process proceeds

from the vascular bundles of the axis, and advances gradually into the

leaf. In many foliar organs, especially the parts of the flower, no
vascular bundles are ever formed. The vascular bundles of the leaves

are distinguished by the most inconveniently chosen expressions,
Nerves or Veins (Nervi, Vena;). Ribs (Coste) is a more correct

expression. In Monocotyledons with undeveloped internodes, the

whole of the vascular bundles together ( ? ) of the internode, bounded
above by the leaf, pass into the leaf. In all other plants, many at

least of the vascular bundles entering the leaf are minor twigs of the

vascular bundles of the axis ;
in the Dicotyledons proceeding exclu-

sively, in great part, from the borders of the loop of the vascular

bundles of the axis. The course of the vascular bundles in the leaf

depends essentially on the form of the latter. In flat leaves, petioles,

or vaginal portions, the vascular bundles lie in one plane ; in relatively
thick leaves, 4c., they lie scattered (Palms) or in a circle (species of

Aloe, Maembryanthemum). The vascular bundles rarely run separately

through the whole leaf (as in the last-named) : they mostly anastomose
in various ways with each other by lateral branches

; frequently in the

petiole, in such a manner that all the vascular bundles entering it

unite into a single one, and then separate again iu the blade of the

leaf. The form of the combinations is very varied : in many Mono-

cotyledons the branches are short, going off at right angles ;
in others,

and in most Dicotyledons, more varied, so tliat a net with polygonal
meshes is formed.
The vascular bundles of the leaves are progressive bundles, and

they are so formed that (regarding the leaf as passing off horizontally
from the axis) the oldest parts lie above, the youngest below. In the

lower part also a cambium layer exists in the Dicotyledons : in the

lower part liber-bundles accompany the vascular bundles, and in the

under part the vascular bundles, in relatively thin and flat leaves,

project above the surface (probably in consequence of gradual develop-

ment), while the upper part of the leaf appears level.

The parenchyma of the leaf is developed in the most varied manner;
in general, in thick solid leaves, it is composed externally of small

crowded cells containing more chlorophyll, internally, of larger and

looser cells filled with aqueous juices. Very often the outer layer

passes into a tissue, the cells of which are elongated ill a directiou

vertical to the surface of the leaf, are applied closely, almost without

trace of intercellular passages, and thus are pretty sharply distinguished
from the rest of the parenchyma, and occur in the whole of the peri-

phery of the leaf, not only in round and triangular leaves, but also in flat
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ones, as in many Australian Myrtacece. In flat leaves, especially of Dico-

tyledons, there is very often a separation into two layers, the upper of

which has the cells elongated perpendicularly to the surface, as just

mentioned, filled with much chlorophyll, while the lower is composed
of looser, globular, or, still more frequently, spongiform parenchyma
containing little chlorophyll. In thick coriaceous or fleshy leaves, for

instance iu species of Picus and Peperomia, one or more layers of cells

containing little but watery juices, often lie between the upper layer
and the epidermis ;

more rarely, iu like manner, at the under surface

of the leaf.

Besides these there appear at given places, or dispersed in the

parenchyma, according to special peculiarities of the plant, spiral
fibrous cells, very thick, and closely porous cells, and cells containing
peculiar juices and crystals. Milk-vessels and passages, receptacles
for gum, oil, aud resin, are also found, and isolated liber-bundles, the
last especially in the thin elongated leaves of Monocotyledons. Air-

canals and air-cavities are found in the leaves
;
the last very regularly

and beautifully arranged.
All foliar organs, soon after their origin, exhibit a delicate epithe-

lium, which, in plants vegetating under earth or under water, is

converted in time into epiblema, and in those vegetating above the
surface is converted into epidermis. Some parts of flowers are clothed

with a peculiar sort of covering, holding an intermediate station

between epithelium and epidermis. [FLOWER.] To the epiblema
stomata are wanting. The epidermis is commonly provided with them.

[STOMATES.] In flat horizontal leaves they are very frequently wanting
on the epidermis of the upper side, and they are usually only found
where a thin or spongiform cellular tissue is present beneath the

epidermis ;
in floating leaves, on the contrary, the upper epidermis

only has stomata, and through the upper layer of condensed elongated

parenchyma air-canals pass into the under and thinner layer of paren-

chyma ;
as occurs also in leaves that are surrounded with dense

elongated cellular tissue. All parts usually known as appendages to

the epidermis are also found occasionally on the leaves : even the cork
structure is sometimes found on the petioles of long-enduring leaves,

as, for example, in some species of Pathos and Ficua, as well as on the
leaves of Crastula, Bryophyllum, &c.

The cells of the epidermis are usually filled with a clear watery
fluid, which on the under surface of the leaf is sometimes coloured

(red). They more rarely present crystals, and yet more seldom offer

any peculiar matter, as resin, or the like. The form of the epidermis-
cells is determined by the form of the leaf; long slender leaves

usually present their epidermis-cells elongated in the same direction.

The lateral walls of the epidermis-cells are often curved in the form
of waves, but this peculiarity has been too little investigated to be

explained at present.
The following is a complete view of the foliar organs : The floral

parts of a plant are distinguished from the other foliar organs, and
are termed Flower-Leaves (Phylla), whilst other leaves are termed
True Leaves (Folia seusu stricto).

1. True Leaves (Folia).

A. Seed-Leaves (Cotyledons), generally round or flat, fleshy, little

divided, and never compound.

B. Stalk, or Stem-Leaves (Folia Caulina). Their forms are very various,
as has been shown in the foregoing paragraphs. Those immediately

following the Cotyledons are usually simple ;
the next more perfect ;

and again, as they rise into the viciuity of the blossoms, they become

again more simple. Filiform leaves, or parts of leaves, when they
twine around foreign objects, are termed Tendrils (Cirrhi), as in Pisum,

Clematis, &.c. ; those which are stiff and pointed are termed Spines

(Spinae) ; very concave leaves that exhibit the form of a cup or pitcher
are termed Pouches (Asci), as in Nepenthes, Sarracenia, Utricidaria, &c.

According to their various positions they are again distinguished from
the True Leaves generally :

a. Leaves of the Inflorescence (Folia Floralia). Indistinguishable
from the stem-leaves, but bearing in their axils a blossom or a simple
inflorescence.

4. Bracts (Bractea;). Leaves different from the stem-leaves, and

bearing in their axils a blossom or a simple inflorescence ;
for instance,

the scarlet-red leaves of the Salvia Jforminum,. To these belong tho

Glumae of Grasses, which are simply two bracts (which have commonly
no blossoms in their axils), and the leaves which surround the capitula
of the Composite. A number of bracts, inclosing an inflorescence,

are also termed an Involucre (Involucrum). The quickly-drying
bracteae of the Composites are termed Scales, or Chaff (Paletc), a word

altogether superfluous.

c. Bracteoles (Bracteoltc), distinct from the stem leaves, and standing
beneath the blossom, but upon its axis; for example, the two leaves

under the blossom of the Aconitnm, &c.

C. Bud-Scalos (Tegmenta). The very simple, mostly membranous,
and quickly-falling outer leaves of a bud which remains for a length
of time uuexpauded. (See hereafter, undsr the Bud.)

2. Flower-Leaves (Phylla).

A. Perigonial Leaves (Phylla Perigonii).
2 u
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A Sepals of the Epi-Calyx (Pby lla Epicalycis).

C Sepals (Sepala).

A FM.li (Petala).

1C IVudo-PeUls (ParapeUla).

^. BUBMIM (Stamina).

Cfc

//.

In cooMction with the Lee/ we may speak of the Bud, the organ
from which the Leaf b developed.
The Bod is the end of a main or secondary axis, as yet undeveloped,

but capable of development We may distinguish 1. The Terminal
Rod (Gemma Terminalw), the end of a developed axis, itself capable
of development 2. The AxilUry Bud (Gemma Axillaris), the end,
capable of development, of a secondary axis newly arising, according
to Uw, in the axil of a leaf; since several buds may arise, without

irregularity, in one axil, that which develops most vigorously is

termed the main bud, the others accessory buds (gemma axillaris

primaria and aooessoria). 3. Lastly, the Adventitious Buds (Gemma
Advtntiti>, formed at the end of any (secondary) axis capable of

nt, arising irregularly on the plant In all these we dis-

buds continually progressing in development (gemma vege-
continua) from buds whole vegetating activity rests for a

after their development into a bud (gemma vegetatione inter-

rupt*). Again, buds are distinguished into those which, in the natural
course of vegetation, separate themselves from the parent plant and
become independent plants (gemma: pUntipane), and those which
always remain in connection with the parent plant (gemma! ramipara).
Finally, buds are distinguished according to their contents : there are
the Flower-Buds (Gemma Floripane, alabastrus) ; the Leaf-Bud*
(Oemmat Foliipane) ; and Mixed-Buds (Gemma) Mixta>).
With the exception of the true tuber in Solan** and f/elianth<u(1),

and of the Tuber-Buds (Tubercula), all buds have a determinate number
of rudimentary foliar organs. These foliar organs are folded in specific
ways (vernatio), and have a definite position in relation to each other.
From the origin of the foliar organs, it follows that when several arise
at the same height, they will always be at some time in such a position
that their edges will be in contact (vernatio simplex, foliatio valvata).
This position often persists during the whole period of the bud
remaining " lucn >t is however changed by various circumstances,
not yet clearly understood, but which appear to be caused by the
individual development of the separate leaves. In the vernation the
following main forms may be distinguished : the foliar organs are
either curled up in the direction of their length or their breadth, or
they are compressed together in irregular folds (vernatio comigatira).
la those leaves that are curled up lengthways we distinguish sharp
folds from those which make rounder curves.
*****

*?"
* following nomenclature of the kinds of

Vernation and Foliation :

A. With sharp folds.

. Varn.tio Duplicetiva. Simply folded together (forwards) upon
the upper surface of the leaf, u hi Queraa, Tilia, and the lauuua
of linodmdro*.

*
^"**|"^*P>j|

n *fr. Folded in the same way backward upon the

e. Vernatio Implicetlra. The two borders folded in sharply forwards,M in the perigone of Cltmaiii.

<L Vernatio
Pljoativa. Many longitudinal folds, as is wen, though not

quite perfectly In Pagnt and Carpi*.., but better in AldxmMa,and beet of all in Pamicm plitatnm.
A With rounded folds.

. Vernatio Convolutiva. Simply rolled up, M In Calto and Pnuuu.
* Veirnatio Involutiva. With both edges equally rolled up forwards,

. Vernatio Rerolutiva. Rolled backwards in a similar manner as
Me* in Smlijc and A'coim,

ta ** t** * f

. Tematio Reclinativa. Recurred backwards, M in Aconitun.
c. VtrnaUo Circinate, Rolled up forwards from the point to the base,M in (JPCM.

w. dktmfuiJi th. pomtion of the foliar organ, in
oUlg

i.
l

f
**"* t > Potion of individual

I the Foliation

.with mpect to each other. With regard to
the Arat of th*.*, the condiUonihav. been pointed out.

Valvau

, touch without <

their borden.

MM (trioto, In Vernatio Simplex. Flower in

. FoUatw ladoplicatlva (f), la Vernatio Dupllcativa,

c. Foliatio Implicativa, in Vernatio Implicativa, ai in the parigone of
Clematit.

B. Foliatio Amplexa. When each leaf embraces all those within it

a. Foliatio Convolutiva, in Vernatio Convolutiva, as in Prunut
Armatiaca.

6. Foliatio Equitans, in Vernatio Duplicativo, as in Irit.

C. Foliatio Semiamplexa. When each leaf embraces with one edge,
and is embraced on the other.

a. Foliatio Contort*, in Vernatio Simplex (more than three leaves),
as in the flower of l>ianth<u and Linum.

b. Folktio Obvolutiva, in Vernatio Duplicativa, oa in Lychnit.

D. Foliatio Quincuncialis. When five leaves so lie that between two
external quite uncovered ones, and two iunrr quite covered

ones, the fifth is so interposed as to cover one of the inner
leaves with one edge, and to be covered at its other edge by one
of the external leaves, as in the flower of Rota.

B. Foliatio Conoata. When the leaves of a circle are BO perfectly and

intimately grown together that on the full development they
become ruptured from their common basis, and fall away like a

cap, as in some calices, for instance, Eucatyptiu, Eichtcitollzia ;

and bracta, as in Aponogeton dittachyon, &c.

Some of the above forms are given in the following wood-cut

1. Applicative, or sppreewd (ritevm a/iom). 1. Ccmdupllcate (Crrana
tommmtit). t. Imbrlcat* (Syringa rulfarit). 4. EquiUnUTerctc ( I'accirtium

iffrtillui). 5. EqulUnt-Anolptul (Ira fermanica). 6. Equiunt-Trlquetrous
(Oarti paluJata}. 7. Ubvolntr, or Semi-Amplexal (Saponaria nJKcinalu}. 8.

Orrste, or Circulate (Droirra anflica). 8. Involute ( Viola odorata). 1

tanUTttitquetral (Some Cartiri). 11. Plicate (
I'itii ririi/cra). 12. Involute

(s vsrlitlon) (/Vnu JVa/iuJ. II. Revolutc (folffonum ferucaria). 14. Con.
volute, or lapcrrolate (Pmniu Armrniaca).

Finally. In respect to the position of individual circles of foliar

organs with respect to one another, the following have been
distinguished :

A. Kuliatio Alternative. When the members of the one circle stand
before the interspaces occurring between the members of another
circle, as in the calyx, corolla, and stamina of Lytimackia,

B. Foliatio Oppositiva. When the members of one circle stand before
the members of another circle.

We may now speak of the particular Forms of Buds,

A. Buds developing in uninterrupted vegetation. Thexe may also
be termed open buds, because they seldom or never exhibit a closed
form, since in those the leaves are gradually developed to the perfect
form and size, from the perfect rudiments contained in the bud. V.-i.

in these buds the foliation is always such, that the youngest and ten-
dereet parts are defended from the influence of the atmosphere, and
almost wholly inclosed.

A Buds with vegetation dormant for a certainlime.

1. Buds of Shoot*.

a. Terminal and axillary buds of perennial plants, with periodically
dormant vegetation. Of these we are only intimately acquainted with
the native trees of our woods and forests. It is characteristic of these,
that the young leaves, which subsequently come to porfectiou in the
more developed axix, are enveloped whilnt in the bud by stipules,
which soon after the development of their leaf fall away (stipuhu
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deciduse), as in Liriodendron, or in leaves or stipules of simple struc-

ture, of which the laminar portion is abortive (tegmenta) : and there

are varieties amongst these, so far that either only the external or

inferior leaves, or stipules, appear as coverings of the buds, as in

Fagui ; or the coverings of the bud seem to be continued into the

interior of the bud, but alternate with leaves capable of perfect

development, which lie between and are covered by them, as in Acer.

The coverings of the bud are for the most part tough, and almost

leathery; they are often filled and coated over with resinous juices,
and then mostly fall off in the development of the bud, but they also

occur thin and herbaceous in texture, and even change quickly into

dry thin membranes, which mostly remain upon the plant ; these last

are seen in Pinus.

6. Adventitious buds of perennial plants, with vegetation periodically
dormant. They are only distinguished from the foregoing by the mode
of development. Each stem, whethera common one or a root stem,
can develop a bud. These buds are caused, not only by accidental

and intentional wounding of the stem, but also by the inclination of

plants to develop buds at certain places. Many plants exhibit upon
their bark peculiar little groups of lax roundish cells, which originally
lie under the epidermis, which however is soon destroyed above them,

leaving them bare (lenticellce). The result of this exposure is, that

at these places the bark is rent by the distension of the bough or stem ;

hence the newly vegetating part of the bark comes in contact with
the air. It is principally at the edges of the rent bark that the

adventitious buds are found.

2. Propagative Buds.

n. Bulbs (Bulbi) are monocotyledonous stems, with undeveloped
nternodes, which gradually die away from below upwards, and there-

fore remain always very short, with perennial leaves, whose vaginal

parts die away and inclose thin membranes, the sheaths of the

inner leaves still living, and always fleshy and thick (bulb-scales) ; or

more rarely die away speedily, and leave bare the latter, as in Lilium.

They are formed either immediately from the embryo, and then the

sheathing part of the cotyledonary leaf becomes the first bulb-scale
;

or they are formed from the axillary buds of the bulb, or from the

axillary buds of the stems which have sprung from the bulbs, as in

Lilium bidbiferum : less frequently they are from adventitious buds
on leaves or other parts. We distinguish :

A. The Leafy Bulb (Bulbus Foliosus).

1. The Tunicated Bulb (Bulbus Tunicatus), where many sheathing
parts are closed round, or embrace the axis pretty broadly, as in

ffyacintkut orientalit.

2. The Scaly Bulb (Bulbus Squamosus), where many sheathing

parts, relatively slender and short, are seated on the axis, as in Lilium
candidum.

B. The Solid Bulb (Bulbus Solidus), when the bulb is formed of
one single living sheathing part.

l>. Bulbels (Bulbilli). To plants not perennial by means of a bulb

(only Dicotyledonous ?), the axillary buds are sometimes developed
into bulb-like forms, in which the leaves are only developed ag

thickened sheathing parts, and the buds separate from the parent
plant by the dying away of the supporting stem or stalk, and become

independent plants, as with Dentaria bulbifera.

c. Tubers (Tubera). On underground stems the axillary buds (of
attenuated scaly leaves) are sometimes developed in such fashion that

the entire axis of the bud becomes thickened, fleshy, and of a knobby
form

;
the leaves are quite in rudimentary condition, or scarcely to

be recognised, whilst the axillary and terminal buds remain capable
of development, and after the dying away of the stems of the parent

plant form new stems, as in Solanum tubtrotum.

d. Tuber-Buds, Tubercles (Tubercula). Many plants form small

tubers above the earth ; seldom (if ever) indeed as axillary buds, but

frequently an adventitious buds, and especially on foliaceous organs,
from which new independent plants develop as soon as they are

separated from the parent plants : sometimes this is a specific pecu-

liarity, an, for instance, the tubers of the species of Amorpliophalha
and other Aroidete; sometimes they arise in certain plants particularly

readily in consequence of injuries, as, for instance, in the Gesneriacea,
on the broken surface, after cutting a leaf-nerve at the edge or the

point of the leaf.

e. Pseudo-Tubers (Tuberidia). In some plants a single, frequently
an axillary, bud is transformed in a peculiar manner. The paren-
chyma of the axis of the bud, which is situated over the vascular

surface, suddenly becomes exceedingly expanded in a solid and
tubercn'nt< rl form, by means of the sudden commencement of new
formation of cells in isolated groups of cells

;
in the axillary bud this

only occurs on one side (as in our native Orchidere), since, on the

other side, the pressure of the stem prevents such distension. In

Aponogeton dittachyon, the thick fleshy cotyledon with the end of the
root proves a corresponding obstruction ; hence here also the develop-
ment of the pseudo-tuber is only one-sided. In the Dahlias, on
the contrary, the tubercular development is equal on both sides. The
mas of cells enters between the base of the cotyledon and the new

adventitious roots, arising at a very early period almost immediately
under the cotyledon, and which, through the formation of the pseudo-
tubers, become gradually removed faraway from the cotyledon.

We may now add a few words on the function of the leaves.

Works on botany are full of speculations on the functions performed
by these organs. Without entering on this history we may say that
the whole of the functions performed by the leaves may be summed
up in the word exhalation. The sap is brought up from the soil by
the loss of water from the leaves. Hence this function of the leaves

is necessary to the nutrition of the whole plant. It does not however
follow as a consequence of this fact that the leaves send down
nourishing materials into the stem and branches.

It is also frequently stated that the leaves take up carbonic acid.

Under certain circumstances there can be no doubt that leaves

absorb as well as exhale, but this is not their constant function. It

depends on the condition of the atmosphere ; when dry and the sun
is shining the leaves exhale water, but if these conditions are not

present, if the atmosphere is moist, and there is little or no heat and

light, then the leaves absorb.
The following extract from Schleiden's 'Principles of Scientific

Botany" supplies some of the data on which recent physiologists base
their view of the leaf being simply an organ of exhalation.

"From those parts of plants which are exposed to an atmosphere
which is not already perfectly saturated with moisture, a continual

evaporation of water goes on. The process is purely physical, and,

according to accurate investigations, it appears to proceed uninter-

ruptedly, according to the dryness and motion of the atmosphere,
with the temperature, and the amount of surface exposed to evapora-
tion. It is highly probable that the epidermis permits of no passage
to the evaporating water, but that, the evaporation occurring in the

neighbouring intercellular spaces, it escapes through the stomates
when they are not closed by too strong evaporation and consequent
relaxation. From this circumstance the exhaled water is never quite

pure, but it contains always a small admixture of vegetable substances
which cannot be accurately analysed.

"Besides this evaporation of water, we sometimes find in a very
damp atmosphere, and especially in the case of plants that have

already exhaled very much, a taking up of moisture, especially through
their green parts ; but our observations on this fact have been too
little accurate and purposeless to admit of a precise explanation of
the process.

" The study of vegetable exhalation in general requires a repetition
and improvement of the experiments made upon it. We need a set

of experiments which should show, with the greatest exactitude, the
difference between the quantity of water absorbed and exhaled, from
which we might decide the quantity used for the nourishment of the

plant. If the amount of oxygen exhaled with the water was also

obtained, we should probably be able to arrive at conclusions respecting
the nature of the chemical processes carried on within the plant. We
have yet to ascertain the relation of the exhalation of the water to its

absorption. The fact of its absorption (by other means than the root)

has been established by Hales, but we are still quite in the dark as to

the manner. An accurate knowledge of these relations is so much che

more to be desired, as the evaporation and absorption of water with
the tension of the vapour must exert an influence upon the absorption or

exhalation of the several kinds of gases. Yet in the experiments made

upon the so-called respiration of plants, this has been lost sight of.
" We know nothing of the precise types through which exhalation is

effected. To myself it appears improbable that the living epidermis
should be permeable to water and the vapour of water, except through
the utomates.

" It is an established fact, that all evaporating water carries with it

some portion of the matter which it held in solution. This is seen

in the vapour of the ocean. It is probable that no water exhaled

from plants is absolutely pure. But no accurate analyses have been
made on this point.

" The natural consequence of this exhalation of water from the

green parts of plants which are exposed to the air, is the continual

concentration of the juices in the cells which lie next the evaporating
surfaces. By this the endosmose of the cells which do not exhale

undergoes a change, of which we shall have to speak hereafter.
" The information which we possess respecting the exhalation of

plants is chiefly found in the experiments of Hales, Guettard,

Sennebier, Scbubler, and Neuffer.
" The strange tendency always to attribute to vitality something

different from the physical powers, has introduced into the doctrine

of the transpiration of plants a distinction between evaporation and

exhalation
;
the first being supposed to take place iu dead plants and

the last in living ones. I can find no distinction in this case in the

facts, but merely in the words.
"
I will here add some facts upon the quantity of water exhaled

by plants.

"According to Hales, a sunflower evaporated daily 1 '25 Ibs. of

water: now let us allow to each of these plants 4 D '

space of soil;

then upon the old Hessian acre there would stand 10,000 plants,
which in 120 days would exhale 1,500,000 Ibs. of water.
"A cabbage exhaled in twelve hours of the day 1 Ib. 6 oz. of water ;
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now if, awarding to Bock. each plant occupies 8 O' of soil, and if we
reckon an inferior expenditure for the night, yet the planU on an acre

would rxhale 1.2UO.OOO It*, of water in ISO day*.
" A dwarf pear-tree, according to Hair., exhaled in 10 hour* of the

day 15 Iba. of water. Allowing for each mob tree 20 Q' of toil, the

torn of an acre would exhale 8,600,000 Iba. of water, and probably
another third of the quantity might be added for the grate between tba

trwa, which would make for the acre almott 5,000,000 Iba. of water.

"An acre of 40,000 square feet, planted with hops, exhaled in 120

day* 4.550,000 Iba. of water through the hop* alone.
* A Moare foot of aoil covered with Poa <m*va exhaled, according

toSchubler, daily, on an average, during the aummer, 3312cubi-j

faahss of water : thui an acre of meadow-land would exhale about

,000,0001ba."
The (object of the food of planU and the general processes of

nutrition in the vegetable kingdom is described under the article SAP.

I.KCAXORA. TLlcHEira.]
I.KCYTHIDA'CE.E. LeeyOa, an important but small natural order

of Plante with angular fruit*, and very large fleshy flowers, inhabiting
the wood* of South America, They are regarded by De Candolle aa

a Mction of Myrtacnr, from which they differ in their leaves being
alternate, and not dotted, the stamena monadelphous, and extended
on on* aide, in an unuiual manner, into a broad lobe, which coven
over the centre of the flower like a hood. They are natives of the

hottest parts of South America, especially of Guyana.
Among the plants belonging to this order are the following, which

deaetie particular notice :

LyiuoUaria, a tree inhabiting the foresU of Cumana and Brazil,

with a hard woody fruit aa Urge as a child's head, and opening by a

lid like that of a jar or urn. It contains numerous large seeds, which

i. Zapufajo. a large Guyana tree, with alternate oval leaves 12 inches

long, and raceme* of large fleshy red r.nd white flowers. The fruit is

hard, woody, urn-shaped, and about 4 inches broad by 6 inches high ;

it contains numerous seeds as Urge as almonds, and quite as agreeable
when fresh. They are sometimes seen in the fruiterers' shops in

London, where they are called Sapucaya Nuts.
JttrrAoBstia excetso, already described. rBERTiiou.ETiA.]

dmtmfit* Guiamemiu, or Cannon-Bail Tree. This plant takes its

name from its large heavy woody fruit, which, according to Aublet,
is about the size of a 36-pound shot, and although urn-shaped like

the) others, does not open by its lid, but is broken by its fall, or lies

on the ground till it rot*, before the seeds can extricate themselves.
The flowers are very large and handsome, deep rose-colour and white

;

the tree is of great sixe, with a trunk often more than 2 feet in

The shells of the fruit are used as drinking vessels.

flower of Kan Tn* (OwrmyiM ffntewiuu).

Fruit of Cannon-Ball Tree (Courouflla Guianauii).

LEDERERITE. [CUABAZITE.]
l.KDEKITE. [TITANIUM.]
LEDUM, a genus of PlanU belonging to the natural order

Ericacca. It has a minute 4 -toothed calyx, 5 spreading petals, from

5 to 10 stamens, anthers opening by two pores at the apex. The cap-
sules are subovate, 5-celled, 5-valved, stalked, and dehiscent at the base.

The seeds are furnished with a membranous wing at each extremity.
L. lot/folium is a small evergreen shrub, with an irregularly

branched stem. The branches and under surface of the leaves aru

woolly ;
the calyx is very minute ;

the corolla white, with obovate

obtuse petals. It has been commended as a stomachic ; but an

infusion of the leaves in beer renders it unusually heady, and produces
headache, nausea, and even delirium. Pallas however says that they
have been used with advantage in tertian agues, dysentery, and
diarrhoea. They have an aromatic bitter flavour. This species is a

native of the swamps around Hudson's Bay, Labrador, Greenland,
and various ports of the United States.

L. paltutrc has linear leaves, with revolute margins, clothed with

rusty tomentum beneath
;

it has 10 stamens, longer than the corolla.

It i a native of North America, in the swamps of Canada and New
York, also the North of Europe, Denmark, Silesia, &c. L. paluttrc
has somewhat similar properties to those ascribed to the former

species. In Germany a kind of beer is made from its leaves, and it

hu also been recommended aa a febrifuge. This species was formerly
admitted into the catalogue of British plants; but Mr. Babington
considers that it has no claim to appear there, and has omitted it

accordingly.
Z. Canadente has ovate pctiolate leaves, white beneath ; the flowers

disposed in terminal large umbellate corymbs of a white hue. It is

a native of the swamps of Canada. A peat soil or a very sandy loam
answers best for the cultivation of the species of Lodum, and they
are readily propagated by layers or by seeds. The seeds should be

own, and the seedlings afterwards managed in the same manner as

the Rhododendron.

(Don, Diehlamytltotu Plant! ; Burnett, Oullinei; Babington, Manual
of ItritM Botany.)
LEECH. [AN.IKI.UIA.]
I.KK.K. [ALUDaL]
LEEKSIA, a genus of Grasses belonging to the tribe Oryzea. It

has 2 paleo- compressed, keeled, and awnless, the lower one much
broader ; stigmas protruding from the side of the florets ; nut inclosed
in the palest.

L. orytoida has a patent panicle with wavy branches, spikeleU
triandrous, half oval, ciliated on the back. It is a creeping plant with
a stem one to two feet high, never procumbent, and rooting at the

CU.
The leaves are broad and rough-edged, the uppermost

zontal at the flowering season ; panicle rarely, if ever, protruded
in this country, mostly inclosed in the sheath of the uppermost leaf.

It is found in marsh ditches in Sussex and Hampshire.
1/KUUMINOS.fc, or FABACE^E, a very extensive natural order

of PlanU, consisting of herbaceous plants, shrubs, or vast trees,

extremely variable in appearance. The leaves are alternate, most
commonly compound, occasionally marked with transparent dote;
petiole tumid at the base ; stipules 2 at the base of the petiole, and
2 at the base of each leaflet; pedicels usually articulated, with
2 brectleU under the flower ; calyx 5-parted, toothed, or cleft, inferior,
with the odd segment anterior, the segments often unequal and

variously combined ; petals 5, or by abortion 4, 3, 2, 1, or none,
ibserted into the base of the calyx, either papilionaceous or regularly

spreading; the odd petal, if any, posterior; stamena definite or
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indefinite, perigynous, rarely hypogynous, either distincj, or mona-
delphous, or diadelphous, very rarely triadelphous ;

anthers versatile ;

pistil simple, superior, 1-celled, 1- or many-seeded, commonly con-

sisting of a single carpel, but occasionally of 2 or even of 5 carpels ;

style simple, proceeding from the upper margin ; stigma simple ;

fruit either a legume or a drupe ; seeds attached to the upper suture,

solitary or several, occasionally with an aril ; embryo with or without
albumen, either straight, or with the radicle bent upon the cotyledons ;

cotyledons either remaining underground in germination or elevated
above the ground, and becoming green like leaves, always very large
in proportion to the radicle, and very often amygdaloid.
The most common feature of Leguminous Plants is to have what

are called papilionaceous flowers, and when these exist no difficulty is

experienced in recognising them, for papilionaceous flowers are found
nowhere else. Another character is to have a leguminous fruit : and

by one of these two characters all the plants of the order are known.
It is remarkable however that one or other of these distinctions dis-

appears in a great many cases. Ctual-piniea have an irregular flower
with spreading petals and stamens adhering to the calyx ; others have
no petals at all, or some number less than five, while Mimoeeie have

perfectly regular flowers and indefinite hypogynous stamens. Detarium,
I>ipteryjc, and others, instead of a legume have a fruit not distinguish-
able from a drupe. This last circumstance is easily to be understood
if we bear in mind that a legume and a drupe differ more in name
than reality, the latter being formed on precisely the same plan as the

former, but with this modification, that its pericarp is thickened,
more or less fleshy on the outside and stony ou the inside, 1-seeded,
and indehiscent. Hence some of the regular flowered genera with
distinct stamens may be said to be rosaceous iu flower and leguminous
in fruit. Simple therefore as the diagnosis of this order usually is,

Brown is perfectly correct in asserting that, until he indicated the
difference of the position of the odd lobe of the calyx in Leguminous
Planta and Roseworta, no positive character had been discovered to

distinguish the one order from the other. Very few double flowers
are known in this order ; those of Spartium junceum and Ulex Ewopam
are the most remarkable. Two ovaries are common in \\'itlaria

Sineiuit, and the same phenomenon is to be seen, according to De
Candolle, in Iilcilitchia. On account of these and other circum-

stances, De Candolle assumes the carpel of Leguminous Plants to be

solitary by abortion, and that a whorl of 5 is that which is necessary
to complete the symmetry of the flowers.

In consequence of the highly irritable nature of the leaves of many
of the plants of this order, and of the tendency to irritability discover-
able in them all, some botanists have placed them at the extremity of
their system, in contact with the limits of the animal kingdom. For
observations upon the nature of this irritability see Dutrochet,

' Sur
la Motilitc,' Paris 1824, in which the author endeavours to show that

the motion is the effect of galvanic agency ; and the same writer's

'Nouvelles Rechercheg sur I'Exosniose,' in which he alters the

explanation of the manner in which galvanism produces the motion,
adhering however to his opinion of that subtle principle being the
real agent. It is more probable however that these movements are
connected with the inherent irritability of the protein common to all

plants.
In many respects this order is one of the most important which the

botanist can study ; more especially as it serves to show how little

real importance ought to be attached to dehiscence of fruit in deter-

mining the limits of natural orders. What may be called the normal
fruit of Leguminous Plants is a legume, that is to say, a dry simple
carpel, with a suture running along both its margins, so that at

maturity it separates through the line of each suture into two valves
;

but every conceivable degree of deviation from this type occurs.

Arachi* and many more are indebiscent ; in Carmichalia the valves

separate from the suture, which remains entire, like the replum of

Crucifera ; in all Lomentaceous genera, such as Ornithopus, the valves

are indehiscent in the line of the suture, but separate transversely ;

in Entada a combination of the peculiarities of C'armichcelia and
Lomentacea occurs

;
in Jlcematozylon the valves adhere by the suture

and split along the axis
;
and finally, Detariun, Dijiteryx, and others,

are true drupes, in no respect different from those of Aiayydalere.
The geographical distribution of this order has been considered with

great care by De Candolle, from whom the substance of what follows

is borrowed. One of the first things that strikes the observer is, that
if a number of genera of Leguminous Plants have as extensive a

range as those of other orders there is a considerable number of which
the geographical limits are clearly defined. Thus, the genera of
Australia are in most cases unknown beyond that vast island ; the
same may be said of north and South America, and the Cape of Good
Hope ; and there are 14 or 15 genera unknown beyond the limits of

Europe and the neighbouring borders of Asia and Africa. About 92

genera out of 280 are what are called '

sporadic,' or dispersed over
different and widely-separated regions, such as Tephronia, Acacia,

Glycine, and Sophora, The species are found more or less in every
part of the known world, with the exception of the islands of Tristan

d'Acugna and St. Helena, neither of which do they inhabit; but

they ara distributed in extremely unequal proportions. In general

they diminish sensibly in approaching the pole. This will be apparent
from the following table :

Europe, with the exception of the Meditemn >au . 184
Siberia 129
United States 183

Cdina, Japan, and Cochin China .... 77
Levant 250
Basin of the Mediterranean . -

. . . . 468
Canaries 21
Arabia and Egypt 87
Mexico 152
West Indies . 221
East Indies . 452

Equinoctial America 605

Equinoctial Africa 130
Australia . 229
Isles of Southern Africa 42
South America beyond the tropics ... 29

Cape of Good Hope 353
South Sea Islands 13

This distribution, if condensed, will give the following results :

Equinoctial Zone 1602

Beyond the Tropics to.the North . . . . 1312

Beyond the Tropics to the South .... 524

Since the time this calculation was made the order has been pro-
digiously enlarged and a very considerable number of species has
been added to those from the tropical parts of America, Australia,
and the Cape of Good Hope. Nevertheless the calculation, with these

exceptions, is instructive as a general sketch of the statistics of this

branch of Geographical Botany. The Leguminous order is not only
among the most extensive that are known, but also one of the most
important to man, whether we consider the beauty of the numerous
species, which are among the gayest-coloured and most graceful plants
of every region, or their applicability to a thousand useful purposes.
The properties of the order are very various : some are nutritious,
others tonic and astringent, others purgative, and some poisonous.
The plants supply timber, fibres, gum, dyes, and various other econo-
mical articles. There is however to be borne in mind, in regarding
the qualities of this order in a general point of view, that upon the
whole it must be considered poisonous, and that those species which
are used for food by man and animals are exceptions to the general
rule.

The species amount to some thousands, and are conveniently divided
into three sub-orders, Papilionaeeee, Ciesalpiniece, and Mimosea.

Papilionaeeee, Pulse section, have what are called papilionaceous
flowers, that is, of the five petals one is large, broad, spread open, and
called the standard; two others are parallel, convex, or slightly

spreading, and called wings ;
and the two remaining ones are also

parallel, but united by their anterior edge so as to form a body not
unlike the keel of a boat, after which it is named. In all these plants
the stamens are definite in number, and inserted with tolerable

distinctness into the calyx ;
but while many are diadelphous, others

are monadelphous or decandrous; the fruit is either a legume, a

lomentum, or a drupe, or some form intermediate between the first

and last. It is here that the great mass of the orderoccurs, especially
in the colder parts of the world. Peas, beans, clover, saiutfoin,

lucern, liquorice, indigo, medick?, and trefoils, lupiues, and numerous
other common European genera, belong to Papilionaeeee.

Iniiigofcra Anil.

1, Standard ; 2, wings ; 3, keel of the flower
; 4, calyx ; 5,

sta:: cn ; 6, legume.
diadclphous
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it... species are tank* and astringent*, and others yield a kind ol

gum, and among thaw that yield dyes t* the Baftitta finrfona, the Wild

In vwy large number of species narcotic properties have been

The dMDtipUoM of the useful genera will be found under tluir

^motive beads, rack ai AsTBAOALi-i, BUTKA, COLUTKA, Orrisus,

IVMoonuA, EavvM, GLTCTHUA, QBorrROYA, MAVIA, CBOTALARIA,

Muum-s, TBirtuumtA, Ac., Ac.

The Mb-order Cimalfinitn hare the petal* spread out, and nearly

Moal-aued, with distinct unequal stamens; they may be ooniidered

the regular form of the order, while Papilumaeca are the irregular

form. Thar fruit U usually a legume, but not always. The Catna,

which furuiabre the senna-leaves of the shops, U the moat interestim?

to thU nib-order alao belong the Tamarind and

ovona ss MHV uw mir~ri pivuuw** tjv**u w tuem yield dyes.

The Loeust-Treea of North America belong to this order, and are cele-

brated for their gigantic stature. The principal species are deecribed

under CASSIA, CKRATOSIA, Corainuu/ UJUUTOITLOX,
KOBIMA, TAJURIXDVS, Ac.

The sub-order jeTi bare small regular flowers collected into
often indefinite stamens, usually hypogynous, and a

They an unknown in cold countries in a wild state, but in

the hotter parte of the world they form a strikingly beautiful portion
of the tsgetation. From the much greater length of their stamens,
their peteU, and the clustered compact arrangement of their flowers,
the sitter often resembl. tassels f silk, of the most vivid colours,

intermingled among the leavea. Their bark is usually astringent, with
a fnqoent intermixture of gum. The gums Arabic, Senegal, Sana,
and others, are produced by dinVn-nt spade* ; oatechu is the extract
at the sstriagsiit bark of Antie Caittk*, and rosewood is said to be
tae timber of some H mo* inhabiting the interior of Brazil One o

most striking phenomena among the plant* of this order is th
wei*e irritability obearrable in the leaves ofirritebility obcerrable in the leaves of certain upecice o

V such as If. fmiitf, tf. snui/iro, Ac., which are hence calU c

It is however a pedal peculiarity , and not one o
; unless the folding up at night of the leaves of

the whole suborder be regarded as an instance of the same irriull

quality in a low degree
The specie* of this order are deecribed under ACACIA, EVTADA

MIMOBA, Ac.

Ifimaia pudica.

1, a flower, much magnified; 2, a legume.

In 1845 Mr. Bentham made the following estimate of the numbers

of genera and species belonging to the order LegumiHOttx.

Ocnen. S|*cl.
Papilionaeea :

Podalyriea
Lottos

Htdyiarta
PhauoUa
DaUbergiete

Sophorea
( I,.,!'/. ,';.,..'

Mimotea

33
133
62
70
41
21

88
29

350

600
650
250
50
700
1000

4T.7 6500

LEQUMINOSITES, a genus of Fossil Fruits, from the Isle of

Sbeppey. (Bowel-bunk.)

I.KHL'NTITE, a Mineral consisting of silicate of alumina and soda.

It occurs massive. Its colour is flesh-red, the mass when broken

exhibiting two parallel white lines near the centre. Under the micro-

scope it appears to be composed of minute scales. Hardness 375.

Translucent on the edges. Specific gravity 1-053. Before the blow-

pipe it fuses into a white enamel. It is found at Qlenarm, county of

Antrim, in an amygdaloidal rock. Analysis by Dr. U. D. Thomson:

Silica. 47-33

Alumina 24-00

Soda 13-20

Lira 1-52

Water IS'OO

99-65

LEIOCEPHALUS. [IOI<ANID.E,]
LEIUDEUA. [louAHiD*.]
LEIODON. [SAI-RIA.]
I. r.nn.. I-:MI-S. [ta urou i

LEIOLEPIS. [AOAMA ; DRACONIXA.]
LEIOSAURUS. [I..

i AMI. i]
LEI'OTHKIX, a genus of Birds established by Mr. Swainson, itli

the following generic characters: Bill much compressed ;
culm<n

gradually curved ;
nostrils large, membranaoeous ;

tail moderate,

deeply forked.

/,. furtatui (' PI. CoL,
1

287, f. L : India). The genus belongs to

Mr. Swainson's subfamily Leiotrichatut (Silky Chatterers?), being
the first of his family Amjtflida (Fruit-Eaters, or Chatterers).

[I.riOTRICHAN*.]
I,K|(iTH|i'll.\ N.K (Swajnson), a sub-family of the Amptlidrr, a

family of Birds. It is thus defined by Mr. Swainson : Legs large,

robust, syndactyle ; hind toe longer thau the outer
; wings short and

rounded ; bill strong ;
the gonys ascending.

The only other genus besides Leiolkrix placed in thw sub-family by
Mr. Swainson is l'tcru>hi<u (Sw.), to which that author gives the

following generic characters : Bill short, compressed, thick; tlie tip

shrike-like, hooked ; culmen arched ; gonys asccuding ;
nostrils basal

;

the aperture round ; gape wide
;
rictus slightly bristled

; wings very

short, rounded ; tail short, broad, rounded
;
the tips obtuse ; tarsi

smooth, pale. P. trythroptena, Gould's '

Century of Himalaya Birds,'

pi. 11 (/xini'iu rrythrni-trrtui), India, is on example.
LKMMINU. [MimiDJB.]
LKMMUS.
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LEMNA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Aracea,
and the sub-order Lemnete. It has a 2-flowered membraneous urceolate

spathe ;
the male flowers consist of 2 stamens ; the fruit is reticular

and indehiscent
;
the fronds are without distinction of stems or leaves

;

the flowers appear just below the margin of the frond. Several

species have been described. They are all inhabitants of stagnant
waters, and are known familiarly by the name of Duck-Weeds. The

following are the British species : L. trisulca, with lanceolate fronds ;

L. minor, with compressed obovate fronds ; L. polyrhiza, with
roundish-obovate compressed fronds; L. gibba, with obovate hemi-

spherical fronds. (Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
LEMNIAN EARTH, occurs in the Isle of Lemnos, whence its

name. It is found massive. Fracture earthy. Dull. Has a meagre
feeL Soft. Opaque. Colour grayish or yellowish-white. Falls to

pieces when put into water. It was formerly used in medicine under
the name of Terra Siyillata. According to Klaproth it consists of

Silica 66-0

Alumina 14\">

Oxide of Iron 6'0

Soda 3-5

Water 8'5

Traces of Lime, Magnesia, and Loss . . . 1'5

100-0

LEMON. [CIIRCS.]
LEMUR. [LEMCRID*.]
LEMU'RID^E, a family of Animals belonging to the Qu.adrv.mana.

Linmeus, in bis ' Characteres Mammalium,' defines Lemur, the third

genus of hia Primatet, thus " Denies primores inferiores 6." In the

body of the work (' Syst. Nat.') he characterises the genus as follows :

Upper incisors (primores) 4 ; the intermediate ones remote
;

lower

incisors 6, longer, prominent (porrecti), compressed, parallel, and

approximate. Canines (laniarii) solitary, approximate. Molars
numerous (plures), sublobate, the anterior ones longer and more
acute. The genus consists of Lemur tardigradns, L. Monyu:,
L. Macaco, L. Cat/a, and L. volant. To these species Gmelin added
L. Indri, L. Potto, L. murinut, L. bicolor, and L. laniger.

Cuvier remarks that the Makis (Lemur, Linn.) comprehend, according
to Linntcus, all the Qundru.rn.ana which have, in the one or the other

jaw, incisors which differ in number from four, or at least otherwise

directed than in the Monkeys (Singes). This negative character,
Cuvier observes, could not fail of embracing considerably different

beings, and did not even collect all those which ought to be together.
He goes on to notice that M. Qeoffroy has established in this genus
many divisions much better characterised. These animals have all

the four thumbs well developed and
opposable,

and the first hind

finger or toe armed with a pointed and raised nail or claw, whilst all

the other nails are flat. Their fur is woolly ;
their teeth begin to

exhibit pointed tubercles fitting into each other (engrenant les uns
dans les autres), as in the Intectivora. The following groups are

adopted by Cuvier :

1. The Makis, or Macaucos, properly so called, Lemur.

2. The Indris, Lichanotui, Illiger.

3. The Loris group (Slow Lemurs, Stenopi, Illiger).

4. The Oalagos, Otolicnut, Illiger.

6. The Tarsiers. Tartiut-

Dr. J. E. Gray arranges the Lemuridce as the third family (Quadru-

pedoid) of the order Primate* (Linn.), and he thus characterises the

family :

Grinders 6 6 above, 5 5 below; nostrils terminal; extremities

free
;

first finger of the hind feet armed with recurved claws.

t Head long ; grinders blunt.

1. Lcmurina: genus Lemur, Linn. 2. Lichanotina : genera fndrit,

Lacep. ; Lichanotit (Lichanotui), 111.

ft Head round.

3. Loridina : genera Lorii, Geoff. ; Nyalicebui (Nyctic.ebut), Geoff.

4. Galagonina : genera Otolicnut (Otolicnut), I1L
; Galago, Adams ;

Cheirogallut (Cheirorjalevx), Geoff. 5. Titrtina : genus Tarsiut. 6. Cheir-

omina : genus Cheiromyn, Cuv.
Mr. Swainson makes the Lemurida }ii third family of Qaadruinana,

with the following characters :

form approaching that of quadrupeds; cutting teeth, ^ or
g-;

canine, . I; grinders, - - or -
, obtusely tubercular; head

1 1 5 8 4 4

long, triangular; nostrils terminal j
ears generally concealed, very

small.

The following genera are comprised by the author last mentioned
under this family : Lemur, Linn. ; Indrii, Lacdp. ; Lichanotut, 111.

;

Scarta, Sw. ; Stenopi, 111.
; Otolicnut, Geoff; Cephalopach.ua (Tarsiut

JBancanut, Horsf.) ; Tartiut, Storr; Aotet, Humboldt; Galeopithecut,
Pallaa ; Cheirogaleut, Geoff.

The author of 'The Natural History of Monkeys, Lemurs, and

OpoMuma
'

(' Library of Entertaining Knowledge,' vol. xlii.) divides

the Mammals with opposable thumbs into three sections, like Storr ;

and the author's arrangement is almost the same, differing only in the

removal of the Simiadce or Prosimia, as Storr calls them, from the

second to the third section in consequence of observations made
since Storr's time. The author observes that the coiucidence is the

more remarkable inasmuch as the arrangement of Storr was unknown
to him till long after the publication of his own views. [CHEIROPODA.]
The author makes his second section of Cheiropeds consist of the

Quadrumana, or those which have opposable thumbs on both fore and
hind hands

;
and he divides the section into two sub-divisions, the

first consisting of the Simice (with anthropoid teeth), and the second
of the Lemuridce (with abnormal teeth). The genera arranged by
him under this last sub-division are Lkkanotus, Propithecut, Lemur,
Otolicnus, Cheirogaleus, Stenops, Taraius, C/teiromys and Galeopithecua.

Dr. J. E. Gray's sub-family Lemurina contains the true Lemurs, or

Macaucos.
The genus Lemur, properly so called, is thus characterised :

Incisors, _
6

canines, ; molars, = 32.
1 1 4 4

Teeth of Lemur, more than one-third larger than nature. F. Curler.

M. Geoffroy maintains that the number of incisors in both jaws is

equal, coinciding With the number in the Monkeys, the two outermost

of the six, which are larger than the rest, being, according to him,
the true canines j while the teeth commonly called canines are, in his

opinion, only the first series of molars. "This conjecture," says
Mr. Bennett,

"
unquestionably derives considerable strength from the

fact that when the animal closes its mouth the supposed canines of

the lower jaw pass behind those of the upper, a position directly con-

trary to that which they uniformly assume in every other animal that

is furnished with that kind of teeth."

The muzzle is very pointed ;
the tail very long, the fur woolly and

soft, and there are two pectoral mamma}. The structure of the hands
and nails is mentioned above. (Cuvier's description of the Makis.)

" The whole of the genus thus characterised," writes Mr. Bennett

in his
' Tower Menagerie,'

" are natives of Madagascar, and of two or

three of the smaller islands in its immediate vicinity. They appear
to occupy in that remarkable and very imperfectly-known country
the place of the Monkeys, none of which have yet been detected

within its precincts. They are said to live in numerous troops upon
the trees, and to feed upon fruit and insects ;

but their habits in a

state of nature have not yet been observed with sufficient accuracy
to enable us to form any clear idea of their mode of existence. In

captivity they are particularly tame and good-tempered, fond of being

noticed, delighting in motion, and leaping with surprising agility.

They are however in some degree nocturnal, and when undisturbed

pass a considerable portion of the day in sleep. If alone they roll

themselves up in the form of a ball, and wind their long tail in a very
curious manner round their body, apparently for the purpose of

keeping themselves warm, for they are naturally chilly, and delight in

basking in the rays of the sun, ^or in keeping as close as'possible to

the fire. When two of them are confined together they interlace

their limbs and tails after a singular fashion, and placing their heads
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in wch poatioo M that each may, if diaturbed, see what U going on
behiod UM other, back, tell comfortably wleep."
There are atveral species, and all that we have Men, K>me of

than vry beautiful, and exhibited in UM Zoological Society!
Collection at UM Hereof. Park, have been very mild.

mll/roiu, the White-KronteJ Lemur, may be taken as an

The fur is ruddy or bronxed-gray above, whitish below ; male with

UM front white ; female with the same part of a deep gray snd a

black longitudinal line on the top of Uie brad. M. Lewon remark.
that UM female U the Maki d'Anjouan of M. Oeoffroy St-Hilaire, and
UM Maki aux Pied. Fauve* of BriaMU.

Wkilr.Frualed Lemur (Umm- allnfrmi).

The bounding elasticity of this species, when familiar and quite at
lU eaee, to wonderful It

pitch**, after a leap of many yards, so
lightly as hardly to attract the notice of the ear when it alights. If
it uke a leap from a Uble to the back of a distant chair, or even to
the upper angle of an open door, it never rniarn its hold. Under the
potato of UM fingers are elastic cushions, which no doubt asaist it in

ming UM*" 'eats. It is a
very affectionate animal, and a most

Our limiU will not permit us to indulge in ani I ' "i ii"* I^IILJIV UB W 1UUUIKV JU IU1

tooe which we kept, and which was suffered to go at large,
bred with playing about in the evening, iU favourite perch_

op
the instep of the uppermost leg of his master, as he sat cross-

kgged before the fire. Having obtained leave, he used to take his
eat, wrap his boa-like tail round his shoulders and back, and enjoy

fifr nap.
In Uw catalogue of the 'Specimens of Mammalia,' in the collection of

UM British Mueeum, the following species of Lrmwid* are found :-
L. *<, the Ruffed Lemur. A native of Madagascar.
L. Cfeta, the Ring-Talled Maeauoo. Also a native of Madagascar.L. nw*r. the Red Lemur. From Madagascar.
L. fti/nm, the specif* dncribed above.
L. migri/rout, the Black-Fronted Macauco. Madsgascar.
L. COTOM/M, the Crowned Macauco. Madagascar!*

to thew the following

L. mltimnmt, UM Wbite-Uanded Lemur. Madagascar
L. rmortfmu, the Red Fronted Lemur. Mmd*
L. M***, MontDdMiin. Madagawar.
L. A^mmmtit, Anjooan Lemur. Madan
L. mftr, BUck Lemur. Madaffaecar.

<^^* >

&'*PM^ dr""
** r m* n t^r* funily

.

ta " 'OwtUns and Menagerie of the Zoological
* that in an early memoir on the family to which the

0*o**7 St-HJUlra diridnl it for the
!" of which it w mo.t obviously com-

Bennett remark. that M. Oeoffroy has lince carried

.
*

from UM slente ieri,, with which be hl pre-
osJy aewcUM it, in order to form from it and some other douMful

LET! *F*
ic ?-JtT- B"UM'tt <*DD<>t p*1^" *

rLC^i Sf-Si"
d'~nitil two "*** > intaly allied

Oh Otbar, sad dinVrins; in no DMT* essential character, than the

Bomewbat greater length of the nose and of the limbs in the one than
in the other. For this reason Mr. Bennett prefers M. Oeoffroy's
older arrangement, and proceeds, in accordance therewith, to describe
the Slow-Paced Lemur as a species of Lorit, which he considers to be
a well-marked and circumscribed natural genus, differing from the
Lemurs of the same author in many highly important characters.
Mr. Bennett adds, that it is to be regretted that M. Oeoffroy should
not have applied the latter name to the species to which it was
originally given by Linnaeus, and to which alone it is, in Mr. Bennett's

opinion, in any degree applicable ; the Madagascar animals at present
comprehended under it not presenting, he observes, even one of those
characters on which Linmcua himself states that his generic name is

founded.
" In common with the latter group," says Mr. Bennett in continua-

tion,
" the genus Lorit forms

part
of that division of the Quadrumanous

order which is essentially distinguished by an unequal number or

irregular disposition of the incisor teeth in the two jaws ; terminal
nostrils with sinuous openings ; and a long subulate or sickle-shaped
claw upon the fore-finger of the hinder hands, all the rest of the
nails being flat and rounded like those of the greater part of the

monkeys and of man. The Lorit differs from the other genera of
this family in having four incisors in the upper jaw, placed in pairs
with a vacant space between, and six in the lower, directed obliquely
forwards; canines of moderate size; twelve molars above ati<l ton
below

;
a short rounded head and little or no tail. Sometimes, it

would appear, the lateral incisors of the upper jaw, which are always
smaller than the others, are either entirely wanting or so minute as
not to be easily seen. But M. Geoffrey was enabled to detect them in
the identical specimen which Vosmaer had declared not to possess
them : and it ia by no means improbable that future investigators may
ascertain their existence iu the stuffed individuals sent from Java by
M. Leschenhault, of which M. Oeoffroy has made a new species, princi-
pally on account of the supposed absence of these teeth. In addition
to these primary characters, the Lorit are distinguished by large
prominent eyes, placed in front of the head and at no great distance
from each other

; short ears, scarcely rising through the hair with
which they are invested ; a rough tongue ; nostrils projecting beyond
the mouth and surrounded by a naked muzzle ; and thumbs widely
separated from the fingers, both on the fore and hinder bauds."

Cuvier states that the Lot-it have the teeth of the Mai-it, only that
the points of the molars are sharper ;

a short muzzle (museau court
d'un doguin) ; a slender body ; no tail

; great approximated eyes ;

and a rough tongue. Their nourishment, he says, consists of insects,
small birds or quadrupeds ; sometimes their progression is excessively
slow, and their habits nocturnal. Sir Anthony Carlisle, he adds, found
at the base of the arteries of the limbs the same division into small
branches as exists in the true sloths. To this part of their organisation
we shall presently allude more at large. Cuvier remarks that two
species are known, both from the East Indies Le Loris Paresseux, ou
Le Paresseux de Bengalc (Lemur tardigradut, Lino.), and Le Loris
Qrdle

(L^graeilu); the latter, he remarks, has the nose more raised

by a projection of the intermaxillary bones, and upon this difference
of the nose M. Oeoffroy has made of the first-named species his genus
ffycticebut, and of the second his genus Lorit.

M. F. Cuvier assigns the following dentition (that of the Great
Oalago)

!, <anu.es, J. molars,
-? 36

--to the Small Galago, the Slender LorU, the Cingalese Loris, the
Slow-Paced Loris or Lemur, and the Dwarf Lemur, with hardly more
than very alight exceptions, which are only manifested in the iucwors
and false molars.
The following are the generic characters of Lorit and Xycticcbtu,

Geoffrey :

Lorit. Four upper incisors
;
nix lower incisors inclining forwards ;

head round, eyes very large, limbs very slender, no tail
;
four rnaiumto

coming from two mammary glands only. The tibia longer than the
femur; ears short and hairy.

Incisors, _ ; canines, I
; molars,

g~8 = 36.
1-1 ' 6-6

Species.!. Loris Grolc, Lorit yracilit, Geoff.
;
Le Loris, Btiffon

;

Le Tardigradua, Sebo, 2. Loris de Ceylon ; Lorit Ccylvnicut, Fiscb.
The locality assigned to both these species is Ceylon ; but, according

a M. Lesson, neither Geoffroy, Desmarest, nor F. Cuvier admit the
second specie., regarding it as a simple variety differing hardly at all
from Lorit ffratilit.

.V.yc<ice*iu. Head round
; muzzle short ; eyes very large ; ears

short and hairy; a tail more or less long; extremities strong and
robust.

Incisors, _!__ ; canines, j-Hl; molars, t? = 84 or 36.
* or 4 11 ,i .1

The rpecies are .V. Bcngalcntit ; ,V. Jatanicut ; and .V. Ceylonicut.
All from the East Indies.

We here adopt Mr. Bennett's view of the subject, and take the
Slender Loris and the Slow-Paced Loris, or Slow Paced Lemur, both
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of which are confounded by Linnxus under the name of Lemur
tardiyradus, as examples of the genus Loris.

Lord gracilia, the Slender Loris, has the visage produced and dog-
like ; forehead high above the nose

;
ears large, thin, and rounded ;

body slender and weak
; limbs very long and slender

;
thumb on each

foot more distinct, and separate from the toes
; on that and the three

outmost toes are flat nails
; on the interior toe of every foot a crooked

claw
; no tail

;
the hair on the body universally short and delicately

soft ; the colour on the upper part tawny, beneath whitish, space round
the eyes dusky ;

on the head is a dark-shaped spot with the end

pointing to the interval between the eyes. Length from the tip of
the nose to the anus only eight inches.

Pennant, whose description we have given, states that notwith-

standing the epithet (tardigradum) given in Seba, who has figured the
animal (male and female) in the 35th plate of his first volume, the
Slender Lemur is very active, ascending trees most nimbly, and having
the actions of an ape.

"
If," says Pennant,

" we credit Seba, the male
climl'S the trees and tastes the fruits before it presents them to its

mate." Seba himself observes that the epithet
'

tardigradum
'

is

misapplied. Others say that it ia a melancholy animal, silent and very
slow, Bleeping in the day and only awaking in the evening, and living
on injects, fruits, and eggs. There is a living specimen in the gardens
of the Zoological Society, Regent's Park, London.

y l

Slender Loris {Loris gracilu'].

L. tardiyradut, the Slow-Paced Lemur. The most accurate descrip-
tion known to us is that given by Mr. Bennett :

" The Slow-Paced
Lemur," he says,

"
is an animal of small size, scarcely equal to that

of a cat. The largest individual yet noticed appears to be that seen

by Pennant, who states its length at no less than 1 6 inches from the
nose to the extremity of its back. Its proportions are short and
thick-set ;

and the apparent clumsiness of its form is much increased

by the manner in which it usually contracts itself into a kind of ball.

Its head is broad, flat, and rounded, with a slightly projecting and
pointed muzzle, in which the nostrils are perforated laterally. Its

eyes are large and perfectly orbicular, and furnished with transverse

pupils capable of being entirely closed during the day, and of being
very largely dilated at night ;

their inner canthus is situated so low
towards the nose that the motion of the eyelids appears to take place
in a diagonal instead of a horizontal direction. The ears are short,
round, widely open, but buried in the fur

; and the tail is merely a
rudiment of a few lines in length. The hinder limbs are considerably
longer than the fore. The whole of the body, with the exception of
the muzzle and hands, is thickly invested with long close woolly hair
of a deep ashy gray with something of a brownish tinge. A deep
brown or chestnut band passes along the middle line of the back, and
is accompanied on either side by a faint grayish stripe, expanding on
the back of the head into a still lighter patch. The dark middle

stripe divides on the head into two branches, each of which is again
subdivided, the posterior division passing transversely across the
forehead and inclosing the ear, the anterior crossing the eye obliquely
and extending to the angle of the mouth. Between the two, above
the outer angle of the eye, is a large white spot. Kach of the eyes is

surrounded by a ring of dusky black, between which a narrow white
line passes from the back part of the head to the tip of the nose,
which, with the exception of the naked muzzle, is also white. The
latter, together with the naked parts of the hands, is of a livid flesh-

colour with a tinge of black. On the under surface the fur is of a

lighter gray than above."
There are some parts of the organisation of this animal that require

more particular notice.

Sir Anthony Carlisle injected the arterial system of a Lemur tanli-

HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

yradius, and upon tracing the course of the vessels, so as to make a dried

preparation, which is now in the Museum of the Royal College of

Surgeons in London, he found that an unusual appearance of distri-

bution was exhibited by the large trunks of the subclavian and
external iliac arteries. He shows that immediately after the subcla-
vian has penetrated the axilla, it is divided into 23 equal-sized
cylinders, which surround the principal trunk of the artery, here
diminished in size to an inconsiderable vessel. These cylindrical
arteries, he observes, accompany each other, and divide with the ulnar
and radial branches, being distributed in their route upon the muscles,
each of which has one of these cylinders. The other branches, for

example the radial and ulnar, proceed like the arteries in general,

dispersing themselves upon the skin, the membranes, joints, bones,
&c., in an arborescent form. The iliac artery, he tells us, divides upon
the margin of the pelvis into upwards of 20 equal-sized cylinders,

surrounding the main trunk, as described in the axillary artery ;
these

vessels are also finally distributed as in the upper extremity ;
the

cylinders wholly upon the muscles, and the arborescent branches on
all the other parts. The cylindrical arteries, he adds, do not divide
into equal-sized cylinders, but are distributed as in the generality of
animals.

Slow-Paced Lemur (Lorii (fTycticebtu) tardigradus}.

Sir Anthony concludes by observing that it would be of some

importance in physiology to ascertain whether the other slow-moving
quadrupeds have any peculiar arrangement of the arteries of those
limbs. This solitary fact, he remarks, is hardly sufficient for the
foundation of any theoretical explanation of the slow movement of

these muscles : if however it should be corroborated by similar cir-

cumstances in other animals, he thinks that a new light may be thrown

upon muscular motion, by tracing a connection between the kind of

action produced in a muscle, and the condition of its vascularity or

supply of blood.

Mr. Baird, in his interesting paper in the '

Magazine of Nat. Hist.,'

vol. i., 1829, remarks that all the known Mammalia close their eyelids
in a direction upwards and downwards, and in general the \ipper

_eyelid is the one possessing the greatest degree of motion. He found
however that in his Slow-Paced Lemur the eyelids were brought
together in a diagonal direction, or outwards and inwards, which

gave the animal at the moment of shutting its eyes a most peculiar
look. It was the under or outer eyelid that had tho greatest degree
of motion, the upper or inner one being almost fixed ; and he concludes

that the orbicularis oculi must be very powerful. After the death of

the animal, and when Mr. Baird had left this country on a second

voyage to India, the eye was dissected by Dr. Knox, who found that

the peculiar movement of the eyelids above described did not depend
on any peculiar structure, but merely on the greater degree of strength
of the orbicularis muscle.

Mr. Baird also observed another peculiarity in the species.
" Beneath

the tongue proper," says he,
"

if I may so call it, which is somewhat
like that of the cat, though not rough, is another tongue, white-

coloured, narrow, and very sharp-pointed, which he projects along with

the other one when he eats or drinks, though he has the power of

retaining it within his mouth at pleasure." Mr. Baird however had
not been able to see any particular purpose to which he applied it ;

but he saw him use this double tongue when eating flies, of which he

was exceedingly fond, snapping them up most eagerly when presented
to him, and catching them himself when they were reposing in the

evening upon the walls of the room.

Little or nothing certain appears to be known of tho habits of tho

Slow Lemur of Bengal in a state of nature, except as they may be

inferred from those which it exhibits in captivity. In this latter state

20
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any flood obasiTeis bare narrowly watched it, and have recorded

Voseasir received one in June 1763, and kept it in his chamber.

It alept all day till the evening, not waking (it being summer) till half.

pas* eight It was shut up in an oblong cage, secured with iron ban,

awl oonetently alept sitting on its Under parts close to the bars, with

Ms bead brought forwards between its fore-feet, which were bent

against its beUy. In this attitude it held on strongly to the wires with

Ml bind feet, and often by one of the anterior feet as w.-ll, which

induced Vosmaer to think that the animal ordinarily slept in trees

attached to the branches. When awakened it moved very slowly,

sad always the same from the commencement to the end, dragging
Meelf from bar to bar, grasping one above with its fore foot or rattier

bud, and not quitting its hold till it had slowly but very powerfully
seised another with, one of its anterior feet or bonds. The same

alowntee marked its creeping on the ground, along which it dragged
one foot after the other, ae if it bad been paralytic. In this mode of

iMuginaini it raised its body but very little, so little, that as it dragged
itself forward the belly was frequently not more than the breadth of

a finger from the ground. It was vain to attempt to drive it by putting
stick through the ban ; for it would not quit its hold, and if pushed

too roughly, its only defence was biting the stick. As the evening

approached it awaked by degrees, like one whose sleep is broken after

long watching. Its first care was to eat, for the day had been dedicated

to repose. After its repast, which it dispatched with
comparative

celerity, the remains of its former meal were evacuated. The faces

were in small pellets like sheep's dung, and the urine had a strong

ilisesjsialil. odour. The sea-captain who brought it over stated that

it fed on rice boiled very thick, and that it had never been seen to

drink.

Vosmaer, impressed with the belief that his animal would not refuse

different sort of food, gave it a leafy lime-tree
sprig

: this it rejected.

Fruits, such as pears and cherries, were more to its taste. It willingly
ate dry breed and biscuit ; but if dipped in water would touch neither.

When offered water it smelt it, but drank not Eggs were a favourite

diet "
It aimoit a la fureur les ocufs," are the words of Vosmaer,

who, concluding from its
appetite

for eggs that it would eat birds,

Ke
it a lire sparrow, which it instantly killed with a bite, and ate

whole very greedily. He gave it a live cockchafer, to try whether
it would eat inserts : it took the offering in its paw, and devoured it

completely. Vosms/r afterwards gave it a chaffinch (pincon), which
H ate with much relish, and afterwards slept for the remainder of the

day. He often saw it still awake at two houn past midnight ; but
from half-past six in the morning its sleep was so sound that its cage

might be ffrtimnl without disturbance to its repose. If forcibly awaked

daring the day in order to teice it, it was vexed and bit the stick ; but
with a very alow motion, repeating the cry

'

ai, ai.ai,' dnwing out the

ai each time into a plaintive, languid, and trembling note, in the same
manner ae is reported of the American Sloths. When it was thus
harassed for a long time, and thoroughly roused, it crawled two or
three times round its cage, and then

alept again.
Tbe snseiaen observed by Sir William Jones was a male, as

Voameer.
appears

to bare been; and Sir William thus gracefully
Jesttibss ita habits: "In his mannen be was for the most part
grntle, except in the cold season, when bis temper seemed wholly
hanger! ;

and Us creator, who made him so sensible of cold, to
which be most often have been exposed even in bis native forests,

gave him, probably for that reason, his thick fur, which we rarely
eee on animal* in these tropical climates : to me, who not only
ooorUotlr fed him, but bathed him twice a week in water accom-
modated to the seasons, and whom be clearly distingui.hed from
others, be waa at all times grateful; but when I disturbed him in

winter, be wae usually indignant, and seemed to reproach me with
the uneasiness which he felt, though no possible precautions had been
omitted to keep him in a proper degree of warmth. At all times
be was pleased with being stroked on the bead and throat, and
frequently eoftred me to touch his extremely sharp teeth ; but at all

Us temper was quick ; and when be was unseasonably disturbed,
he expressed a little resentment by an obscure murmur, like that of a
eqwrrd, or a greater degree of displeasure by a peevish cry, enpecislly
in winter, when be was often a* neroe, on being much importuned,
as any beast of the woods. From half an hour after sunrise to
half an bow before snneei be slept without intermission, rolled up
like a bodfebog ; and. as soon ss be awoke, he began to prepare
Usjaelf for the labour, of his approaching day, licking and dressing
Uaedf like a eat, an operation which the flexibility of his neck and
ttmba enabled him to perform very completely: be waa then ready
for a slight breakfast, after which be commonly took a short nap;
but when the sun was quite set, be recovered all his vivacity. His
ordinary food was the sweet fruit of this country ; plantains always,
and mangoes daring the season; but be refused peaches and was not
food of mulberries, or even of foaiavas: milk be lapped eagerly, but
was contented with plain water. In general he was not voracious,
but new appeared satiated with grasshoppers, and passed the whole
night, while the hot eeason lasted, in prowling for them : when a

pper. or any insect, alighted within bis reach, his eyes, which
I on Us prey, glowed with uncommon fire ; and having drawn

'

back, to spring on it with greater force, he seised bis victim

with both his fore paws, but held it in one of them while ho devoured

it Kur other purposes, and sometimes even for that of holding his

food, ho used all his paws, indifferently, as bauds, and frequently

grasped with one of them the higher part of his ample cage, while

his three others were severally engaged at the bottom of it
;
but tho

posture of which he seemed fondest was to cling with all fotir of

them to the upper wires, his body being inverted ; and in the evening
he usually stood erect for many minutes, playing on the wires with

his fingers, and rapidly moving his body from side to side, as if he
had found the utility of exercise, in his unnatural state of confine-

ment, A little before day-break, when my early houn gave me
frequent opportunities of observing him, he seemed to solicit my
attention ; and if I presented my finger to him, he licked or nibbled

it with great gentlecess, but eagerly took fruit when I offered it,

though he seldom ate much at his morning repast : when the day
brought back the night, his eyes lost their lustre and strength, and
he composed himself for a slumber of 10 or 11 houn My
little friend was, upon the whole, very engaging ; and when he was
found lifeless in the same posture in which he would naturally have

slept, I consoled myself with believing that he hod died without pain,
and lived with as much pleasure as ho could have enjoyed in a state

of captivity."
Mr. Baird, in the paper above quoted, gives an account of one of

these Loris (loeris, a clown, Dutch
;
name in Ceylon, according to

that gentleman). Mr. Boird's specimen was a male, and was obtained

at Pulo-Penang (Prince of Waloe's Island). When Mr. Baird wrote,
he had been in possession of the animal upwards of nine months.

Its food consisted of fruit and small animals, such as birds and mice.

The plantain was tho fruit of which he was the most fond, and waa
the only food Mr. Baird saw him eat when he first got him into his

possession. The necks of fresh-killed fowls formed tho major port of

its sustenance during the voyage. It was particularly fond of small

birds : these, when put into his cage, ho killed speedily, and, stripping
off the feathers, soon devoured them, eating the bones as well as the

flesh. Veal was preferred to all other butcher's meat, and it waa
fond of eggi ; meat boiled, or otherwise cooked, it would not touch.

Sugar appeared to be gratoful to its palate, and it ate gum-arabic.
" As flesh is not always to be had quite fresh (tha only state iu

which it is acceptable to him), ho has for some time post been fed

upon bread sopped in water, and sprinkled with sugar ;
this ho cats

readily, and seems to relish it much. M. Vosmaer mentions that bis

animal eat dry biscuit, but refused it if moistened with water
;
neither

would it ever taste water. This is completely at variance with the

habits of my animal, for he not only eats moistened bread, but laps
water like a cat. When food is presented to him, if hungry, he seizes

it with both hands, and letting go with his right, holds it with his

left all the time he is eating. Frequently, when feeding, he grasp*
the bars in the upper port of his cage with his hind paws and hangs
inverted, appearing exceedingly intent upon the food he holds fast in

the left hand. He is exceedingly fond of oranges ;

"
in this the

animal resembled a domesticated Lemur albifroru once hi our posses-

sion; "but when they are at all hard, he seems very much puzzled
how to extract the juice. I have, upon such an occasion, seen him
lie all his length upon his back, in the bottom of his cage, and, firmly

grasping the piece of orange with both hands, squeeze the juice into

his mouth." Mr. Baird, after noticing the cry mentioned by Vosmaer
and Sir W. Jones, says,

" When the cat annoys him, which she does

very frequently by leaping over him, ho repeats the cry nearly a
dozen times : it is always however expressive of anger. He has
also another sort of cry expressive of eagerness to obtain anything :

this is much gruffer iu sound, not shrill nor loud, but apparently
made by forcing the air out of his nostrils. Ho likes much to be
stroked under the chin and throat, and also under the arms, turning
his head round to the hand like a cat, and lifting his arm, stretching
it out beyond his bead. Though not a very sensible animal, he is

still evidently capable of feeling kindness and showing rcneutment.
He allows his throat and fora arms to be stroked, but refuses to let

the same liberty be token with his lower limbs. For some time whilo
in China, a littlo Chinese dog was his companion, sleeping in tho
same cage with him ; and, with the exception of a few occasional jars,

they lived very comfortably together. As the dog grew up however
they were separated. A cat, the only animal iu the house besides

himself, has made many overtures to him, and when he is allowed to

get out of his cage, he is followed up and down the room by his
feline companion, who evidently wishes to moke him her playfellow.
Any undue familiarities however on her part are met with on imme-
diate repulse from him; and, one time, when patting him rather

incautiously with her foot, he bit her so severely, that she now, though
evidently wishing to bo on good terms with him, keeps at a safe
distance. This same cat has, since this, become more familiar.

Though not daring to approach him, she follows him wherever ho
goes, to his great annoyance, and renders herself an object of his
abhorrence. He cries out on her approach, and is sadly tantalised by
her playful trick of leaping over him. He seems to be rather a social
animal notwithstanding. A large japanned tray attracts a good deal
of his attention. Seeing his image reflected in it, he walks before it,
and tries to grasp his own image. Finding his efforts ineffectual, he
imitates the action of the child, by peeping behind it, with xpectation
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to see the object there. Before a looking-glass he shows the same

regard and curiosity." In most respects, the rest of Mr. Baird's

description agrees with those of Vosmaer and Sir W. Jones.

M. D'Obsonville's memoir is very interesting, but offers no differ-

ences sufficient to justify the insertion of his account of his specimen
at length. The little animal, which enjoyed comparative liberty,

being suffered to go at large, appeared to him to be very much
attached. He used to caress it after giving it food

; and the marks of

sensibility upon the part of his favourite were, taking the end of his

hand and pressing it to its bosom, fixing, at the same time, its half-

opened eyes upon his.

One that Pennant saw in London, slept holding fast to the wires of

its cage with its claws, as above described, and he states that the
inhabitants of Bengal call the animal Chirmundi Billi, or Bashful

Billy. Sir W. Jones says of it,
" The Pandits know little or nothing

of the animal : the lower Hindoos of this province generally call it

Lajjiibitnar, or the Bashful Ape ;
and the Mussulmans, retaining the

sense of the epithet, give it the absurd appellation of a cat ; but it

is neither a cat nor bashful; for though a Pandit, who saw my Lemur
by day-light, remarked that he was Lajjhlu, or modest (a word which
the Hindoos apply to all sensitive plants), yet he only seemed bashful,
while in fact he was dimeighted and drowsy ; for at night, as you
see by his figure, he had open eyes, and as much boldness as any of
the Lcmure* poetical or Linnean."

In a state of nature there can be no doubt that its habits are, for

the most part, arboreal ; and that it takes its prey by night, seizing
that which is living, such as small birds, mice, and insects, by surprise,

probably whilst they are sleeping; and varying its diet by having
recourse to fruits.

"As to his country," says the author last quoted, "the first of the

species that I saw in India was in the district of Tipra, properly
Tripura, whither it had been brought, like mine, from the Garrow
Mountains; and Dr. Anderson informs me that it is found in the woods
on the coast of Coromandel : another has been sent to a member of
our society from one of the eastern isles ; and though the Loris may
be a native of Silttn, yet I cannot agree with M. de Buffun that it is

the minute, sociable, and docile animal mentioned by Thevenot, which
it resembles neither in size nor disposition."

It has been found in other parts of the peninsula of Hindustan
;

and in Java, Penang, and Ceylon.

The genus Galago, Geoffrey, has the following dental formula, which
is generally given by author* thus :

Incisors, - or -; canines, -^
; molars, ^^.

6 6 1 1 5 5

In the species which we select to illustrate the form, Dr. Andrew
Smith found the dentition as follows :

Incisors, _
; canines, ; false molars, - r

;

6 1 1 1 1

= 18 in each jaw.

true molars,

Skull and Teeth of Galafo Moholi. Smith.

a, front view of ukult ; 6, back view of same
; c, lateral view

;
d

t front view
of the anterior portion of upper jaw ; e, lateral view of lower jaw. All the

figure: natural i/e. Smith.

The head is rounded, muzzle short, eyes very large, ears very large.
Feet pentadactyle ;

all the nails flat with the exception of the first

digit of the hind feet, which is armed with a sharp subulate claw ;

two teats; tail very long, loose, and villous. The species are found
in Africa, to which Mr. Swaiuson adds India.

a, Basal view of skull, exhibiting the teeth ; b, lower jaw.
doable the natural size. Smith.

Both figures

The habits of these creatures are arboreal. The great size of the
orbits will at once strike every observer. The large development of
the eyes requires such spacious receptacles ; and this development is

necessary on account of the nocturnal habits of the genus. The food
of these animals consists of soft fruits, and, from the structure of the

teeth, probably of insects also. They are fond of vegetable gum, and
their large ears are said to be closed when they sleep, but to be opened
upon their hearing the least noise.

0. Moholi, Smith. The upper parts of the head and neck, the back,
the sides of the body, and

the^
outer and hinder surfaces of the

extremities are intermediate between a pearl and yellowish-gray colour;
the back is finely brindled, from the dark colour of the basal portion of
the fur being here and there seen through the surface tints; the exire-
mities are of a lighter hue than the other parts enumerated, and their
outer and hinder surfaces are distinctly tinted with yellow ; the middle of
the face, the lips, the sides of the head, below and behind the eyes,
the chin, throat, abdomen, and the upper surface of the fingers, white;
inner surfaces of extremities white, tinged with yellow. Tail glossy;
the colour intermediate between yellowish-brown and cochineal red;
the fur is throughout of the game colour

; that of the other parts is a
dark slate-colour except at and near its surface. Ears flesh-coloured;
and the down, which is very sparingly scattered over their outer
surface, is pure white. Eyes, deep topaz yellow; the palms of the
bands and under surface of the fingers are of a flesh-colour tinged
with brown. Figure slender and elegant. Head broad, subglobular,
and anteriorly terminated by a short, high, and almost pointed nose.
Ears large, bare, and patulous, their tips rather narrow and slightly
rounded

; the outer margin of each ear has two faint emarginations,
nnd the internal or anterior surface of each is distinctly marked with
four or more transverse ridges ;

the eyeballs and the pupils large ;

anterior extremities short and slender
; posterior ones long, rather

robust, and each is terminated by four fingers and an opposable
thumb, the tips of which are dilated and depressed ; the nail of the

forefinger of each of the hinder extremities is narrow, convex, consi-

derably elongated beyond the soft parts, and obtusely pointed ; all the
other nails both of the anterior and posterior extremities small, thin,
flat, roundish or ovate in form, and not extended to the points of the

fingers. Tail cylindrical, slender towards the base, much thicker
towards and at the tip, which arises from the fur being longer on
those parts. On the head, body, and extremities, the covering consists
of a very fine short woolly fur, which on the tail and the upper
surface of the fingers is rather harsher. Palm of the hands and under
surface of the fingers naked. (Smith.) Length from nose to tip of
:he tail, 16 inches. It is found in Southern Africa, and probably
Western Africa.

The first specimens observed by Dr. Smith were upon trees close to
the Limpopo River, in about 25 S. lat, and from that parallel he
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to oUsrr* other* M UM expedition travelled. They were

ry active, cpringing from bnnoh to branch and tree to tree with

extraordinary facility, and always Mixed the branch on which they
Intended to rait In their manner* they considerably resembled the

monkey*, particularly in grimace* and gesticulation*. According to the
1

nocturnal, and rarely to be *een during
in the ne*t which it has formed in

nalirea, the species i* entirely noct

UM day, which the animal spend*
UM fork* of branch** or in cavitiM or in" caritie* of decayed tree* ; and in these

eocMtrocUd of soft graaa, the female* bring forth and rear

their yooaf (ccoerauy two at a birth). Dr. Smith states that the

food of UM Jloluli consist* principally of pulpy fruits, though there

i* reason to beliere it also consume* insects, as remains of the

Utter were discovered in the itotuachs of several individuals which he

Muholi (G*l*go JUUkoN).

Dr. Smith for the i 1 iii his work, considers this animal
Ho givesdifferent from Q. SnttyaJaui*. Ho gives an elaborate anatomical

description aad good figure* of the more important and interesting

part* of this animal.

In the ' Orituh Museum Catalogue
'

the following specie* of Oalago
are found :

'. .Souyofauu, the Senegal Oalago. From Gambia, Western Africa.

(i. AUtmi, the Black Oalago. From Fernando Po.
O. minor, the Little Oalago. From Madagascar.

Ptrtdinitni (Bennett). Ksoe somewhat lengthened. Limb* *ub-

qua). Tail moderate. Index rery abort, the ungucal phalanx alone

IncUon,
-j ; canines, f^ ; molars, j^ (?).

The upper incisor* are (unequal, and the lower slender and sloping
(dscliva*); UM canine* conic, compressed, with the anterior and

posterior margin* acute ; the ant upper molar imallett, the second

Ltrgsr, and both conic ; UM third scutcly tuberculate, the tubercles

bring two externally and ons internally; the fourth like the preceding,
ite internal tabercM rather larger than the rest (absent in the young
specimen) ; UM lower molars consist of two, conic and equal, and a
third externally acutely biUiberculated, and one internal tubercle: the

F. Ow/rojri (BmiMtt) U of a chestnut colour, paler below, with a
fw atb-ookiuml hairs interspersed ; fleece woolly. U U a native of
Sierra Uon*. A lire specimen of this animal exists in the Gardens
of UM Zoological Socvty of London.

Mr. BsMMtt gire* UM following a* the lynonym* of thi* highly-
_._l . ti 11 _ it /-.!_ t tt sir v A i. r

UM n*M M rounded, witn a projecting muzzle
; the

nostril* lateral, small, (inuotw. with au intermediate groove extending
to UM upper lip , the tongue rough with minute papilla, rather large,
thin, and rounded at the tip, and furnished beneath with a tongue-
like sppcndagr, which u shorter than th* tongue itself, and terminate*

in about six rather long lanceolate procc-sea, forming a pectinated

tip. The eye* are small, round, somewhat lateral, and oblique ; the

ears moderate, open, and slightly hairy both within and without ;
the

body rather slender, and the fingers moderately long. The index on
the forehand* is excessively short, the first phalanx being concealed,
and the ungueal phalanx (the only phalanx free) being barely large

enough to support a rounded nail, which did not exist on the speci-

men, but of which there was an apparent cicatrix ; nails of all the

other anterior fingers flat and rounded
;
those of the hinder hands

similar, except that of the fore finger, which, as in the Lemurs

generally, is long, subulate, and curved. Toil of moderate length,
covered with hairs resembling those of the body. Hairs generally

long, soft, and woolly, each of them mouse-coloured at the base,

rufous in the middle, and paler at the tip ; some few tipped with

white. This arrangement produces on the upper surface and on the

outside of the limbs a chestnut hue, slightly mixed with gray ;
the

under surface is paler. Muzzle and chin almost naked, and having

only a few scattered whitish hairs. Length of the head two inches

and two-tenths; of the body six inches ; of the tail one inch and six-

tenths, or, including the hairs, two inches and three-tenths. Breadth

of the head in front of the ears one inch and four-tenths ; distance

between the eyes four-tenths ; from the anterior angle of the eye to

the end of the nose seven-tenths ;
from the eye to the ear fifteen-

twentieths ; length of ear* behind five-tenths, of their aperture eight-

tenths, breadth five-tenths. Elaborate measurements of the anterior

and posterior limbs ore given by the author, to which we refer the

reader.

The animal is described as slothful and retiring, seldom making its

appearance except in the night-tune, when it feeds upon vegetables,

chiefly the Canada. It is known to the colonists of Sierra Leone as

the Bush-Dog.
Mr. Bennett remarks that the genus is readily distinguishable from

the other f.nnuriilir by the comparative length of the tail. In this,

he observes, in the moderate elongation of the face, in the moderate
size of the ears, in the equality of the limbs, and especially in the

extreme shortness of the index of the anterior hands, reside its

essential characters. The latter character is regarded by Mr. Bennett
as especially important, and he considers it as indicating its typical
station in a family, all of which are distinguished from the neigh-

bouring groups by a variation in the form of the index or of its

appendages.
" In the Leinuridas generally," says Mr. Bennett in

conclusion,
" the nail of the index of the hinder hands is elongated

and claw-shaped, and unlike those of the other fingers, which are flat,

as in the Monkeys. This is frequently accompanied by an abbreviation

of the index of the fore hands, which becomes in Lori* (Geoff.) very
considerable, and is in Perodicliciu carried to its maximum, that organ
being here almost obsolete." (' ZooL Proc.,' 1831.)

Of Cheirogalewi but little is known. M. Geoffrey characterised the

genus from the drawings and manuscript of Commenon. He gives
the following generic characters : Head round ; nose and muzzle

short; whiskers long ; eyes large and prominent ;
ear* short and oval;

tail long, full (touffuo), cylindrical, and curled (enrouloe); nails of the
thumbs flat, and all the other noils subulate ; fur short
The three species mentioned in Comrnerson's manuscript note* are

Cheirogalttu major, C. media*, and C. minor, all from Madagascar.
M. Geoffrey thinks that the species last-named is Oalago Madayai-
carientit.

Two species are named in 'the British Museum Catalogue,'
C. Kmithii and C. typiau, both from Madagaicar. [LlcUANOTUS.]

U'.NTH'.ri.AUl A <'!'..;;. IiuUer-Worl, a small mouopetalous order
of Exogenous Plant*, resembling Scrojihularincea! very much in all

respects, except that their seeds are arranged upon n free central

placenta. They are natives of ui.irshen or rivulets or fountains, in all

parts of the world, especially within the tropics. Pinyuicula vulyarit
Las the property of giving consistence to milk and of preventing its

Hcparating either into whey or croam. It is by the use of the leaves
of this plant that the solid milk of the Laplanders is prepared.
There are 4 genera and 175 species of thi* genus, all of which are
herbaceous plants, living in water or marshes, chiefly within the

tropic*. The species of Otnlitea are exclusively Brazilian.

LENTIL. ptBTCH]
LKX/I SITE, a Mineral consisting of silicate of alumina. It occurs

massive. Fracture earthy. Sometime* slightly conchoidal. Hard-
ness 1-5; easily scratched by the point of a knife. Colour white.
Lustre rather greasy. Translucent, transparent on the edges. Specific

gravity 1'8 to 2'10. When put into water it divides into numerous
small translucent bits, which, when touched, fall into grains of great
hardness ; by heat loses 25 per cent in weight, and becomes hard

enough to scratch gloss. It is found at Eifeld in Prussia. Dr. John's

analysis give*
Silica 37-5
Alumina 37-5
Water 25'0

100
LEO. [FKLIDvK.1
LEO'DICE. [ANNELIDA.]
LEONIIAUDITE, a Mineral occurring crystallised. Primary form
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JTtnguicula tulgaris.

1, an anther; 2, the glandular ovary, with a two.lobed stigma, of which one

of the lobes is much larger than the other.

an oblique rhombic priam. Cleavage very perfect, parallel to the

lateral planes. Colour white, yellowish, and more rarely brownish.

Streak white. Fracture uneven. Frequently coated with brownish

or black powder. Hardness 3'0 to 3'5. Lustre pearly, especially on

perfect cleavage planes; on the fractured surface vitreous. Trans-

lucent on the edges. Specific gravity 2.25. Found near Wolfsteiu in

Rhenish Bavaria. The following is its analysis by Dr. Delf :

Silica 56-128

Alumina 22-980

Lime 9'251

Water and LOBS 11-641

-100

LEONTICE, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Serbmdaceii, the root of one species of which is used at Aleppo as a

substitute for soap, and U regarded by the Turks as a corrective of

overdoses of opium.
LEONTODON, a genua of Plants belonging to the natural order

Coinpositir. The heads are many-flowered ; involucre double, the

inner row erect, outer of few short lax or adpressed imbricated

phyllariea ;
fruit sub-compressed, muiicated, and suddenly contracted

above, produced into a filiform beak.

L. Taraxacum, Dandelion, is a well-known plant found in dry

places, in bogs or damp places. It has runcinate toothed leaves;

fruit linear, obovate, blunt, and squamosely muricated at the summit,

longitudinally striated with a long beak
;

stalks single-headed, radical
;

florets yellow; leaves all radical, very variable, glabrous or slightly

hispid.
The following varieties are considered as species by De Candolle,

but are described merely as varieties by Babington. L. Taraxacum
of Smith is known by the outer scales being linear, deflexed. T. Icevi-

gatum has its outer scales erect, patent, ovate. T. erythroipermum has

the outer scales lanceolate, depressed, or patent. L. palustre with the

outer scales ovate, acuminate.
The root, leaves, and flower stem (scape) of the Dandelion contain

much milky juice ;
but the root only is employed in medicine : though

the leaves by blanching can be rendered fit for use as a salad,

retaining then only a moderate degree of bitterness. The root of

plants which are three or four years old should alone be collected, and

at Midsummer; as young plants or roots collected in spring merely
contain a reddish mucilaginous juice, while those of older plants taken

up in summer have a brown, bitter, and saline juice. Those from
rich soil are not so potent as those from a poorer land. The root

icay either be speedily and carefully dried for preservation, or the

expressed juice may be inspissated, and so form what is termed the

extract.

The chemical constitution is a peculiar bitter principle, grumous
sugar, and inulin, and probably some important salts.

Either an infusion, decoction, or extract possesses sedative, deob-

struent, and diuretic properties. In chronic subacute inflammation

of the stomach or liver, enlargements of the liver, or spleen, it proves
more beneficial than almost auy other vegetable remedy. In many
cases of dropsy, particularly connected with obstructien of tho liver,

it has often succeeded when all other diuretics have failed. It is very

extensively employed in Holland to obviate the effects of the inter-

mittent)! or agues common there, and with the greatest advantage.
Tho extract, unless very carefully prepared, soon ferments and spoils.

There are 14 European species of this genus described in Wood's
' Tourist's Flora."

LEONU'RUS (from AeW, a lion, and ovpd, a tail), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural order Labiatce. The anthers approximate
in pairs, with parallel cells and naked valves. The upper lip of the

corolla is nearly flat, the lower one trifid, with the middle lobe

obcordate. The calyx is tubular and 5-toothed ;
the nuts flatly

truncate.

L. cardiaca, Mother-Wort, is a bitter herb, with a pungent
unpleasant smell. The stems rise from two to three feet in height ;

they are wand-like, downy, purplish, and quadrangular. The leaves

are long-stalked, somewhat downy, and of a dark-green colour. The
lower leaves are the broadest, and deeply jagged, the upper ones

3-lbed, and those about the summit lanceolate and undivided. The
corolla is of a purple colour, and externally hairy ;

the calyx rigid
and pungent. It is found in hedges and waste places ia Great Britain,
all over Europe, and the middle of Asia. The reputed tonic powers
of this herb as a remedy in .palpitations of the heart and cardialgia,
or heartburn, are now disregarded : from being used however in the

last complaint it derives its name. It has been extolled by the

Russians as an antidote to canine madness, and bees are fond of the

honey contained in its flowers.

L. marrubiastrum has elongated pubescent branches, oblong-ovate

deeply-toothed leaves, the calyx nearly glabrous, and the corolla

small, white or pale-red, and shorter than the calycine teeth, which
are subulate, spiny, and diverging. It is found in waste places

throughout Europe and Asiatic Russia.

There are 8 species of Leonwus described by botanists as growing
chiefly in Europe and the north of Asia. None of them are very
ornamental, and being biennial plants the seeds only require to be
sown in the open ground.

(Don, Dicklamydeous Plants; Liudley, Flora Medico, ; Babington,
Manual of British Botany.)
LEOPARD. [FELIDJS.J
LEOPARD'S BANE. [ARNICA.]
LEPADITES, one of the many names of the supposed bivalvular

opercula of Ammonites, found at Solenhofen, termed Trigonellites by
Parkinson, Solenites by Schlottheim, and Aptyc/tus by Meyer.
LEPAS. [ClKRIPEDIA.]
LEPEDOLITE, Lilac Mica, a Mineral which occurs massive, and

is usually composed of small flexible thin scales. The fracture is

uneven. Colour pearl-gray, peach-blossom, rose- and purple-red, and

greenish. The scales, which are sometimes hexagonal, are translucent.

Specific gravity 2'85. Before the blow-pipe it melts into a spongy
semi-transparent white globule. It is found in granite near Roseua
in Moravia, at Perm in Russia, at the Isle of Uton in Sweden, and in

North America.

Analysis by Dr. Turner of the red variety from Moravia :

Silica 50-35

Alumina 28-30
Potash 9-04

Lithia . . . ". . . . . 4-49

Oxide of Manganese ..... 1-23

Fluoric Acid and Water 5'20

98-61

LEPI'DIUM (from \eirts, a scale, in allusion to the form of tho pods,
which resemble little scales), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Crucifeite, and the tribe Lepidinece. It has a roundish or oblong

pouch, either notched or entire, compressed valves, keeled or winged
at the back. There is but one seed in each cell

; the filaments are

simple The species consist of herbs, some of which are shrubby, with
small white flowers. This genus is divided into seven sections, the
first of which, Cardaria, is so called from the heart-shaped form of

the silicles. To this section belong
L. Draba. It has oblong leaves, entire or toothed, the lower ones

narrowed into a foot-stalk, the stem-leaves sagittate and amplexicaule,
the style as long as the dissepiment. It is native in the south of Europe
from Spain to Tauria, and from Greece to Paris. It was introduced
into Great Britain probably by foreign seed, and is now found in the

hedges of Kent.
L. sativum, Common Garden Cress, belongs to the section Cardamom

of this genus. It has orbicular pods, variously cut winged leaves, and
smooth branches. It is native of Persia and the island of Cyprus in

corn-fields. There are three varieties of the species : the Broad-Leaved

Cress, which is cultivated chiefly for rearing young turkeys ;
the

Curled Variety, which is sometimes used as a salad, but is considered

preferable as a garnish ;
and the Common Plain-Leaved Cress, which

forms one of our earliest spring salads, and has a peculiarly warm and

grateful relish. All the varieties are raised from seed, of which 0113

ounce will serve for a bed 4 feet square. Cress should be raised four

or five times a month, so as to have the crops delicately young' in

succession. When raised in the open garden it should be sown early
in March, and if the weather be cold it should be covered either with

matting or a frame during the night. Cress is often raised on porous
earthenware vessels of a conical form, having small gutters on the sides

for retaining the seeds. These are called pyramids : they are some-
what ornamental in winter, and afford repeated gatherings. This

species is the fieiriStov of Diosoorides, 2, 203.
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ft* has downy leaves, the upper OOM toothed. the lower

!
UK! narrowed into a footstalk, the stem-leaves UnoeoUte,

ad anpkxieanls. It is distinguished from the other species

by the poueti bring orate, rough, and covered with minute scales,

notched and rounded at the end, the style scarcely longer than the

notch. It crow* on dry gravelly eoil in Great Britain.

L. latifolimm hu orate Isncsolshi leaves, eerrated or entire ;
the

pooch if oval and downy. It hai numeroot amall flower* in oompouud
leafy panioled clusters. It U a native of Europe, aleo of Algiers, and

of several part* of England, generaUy near the sea. It bat a rery hot

biting tsste, and hai been need instead of hone-radish, occasionally as

.. . . . The poor people are in the habit of eating it as a condiment
to their food ; hence it hai acquired the name of Poor Man's Pepper.
An infocioiiof it act* ae an emetic. Fraae believes thii to be the

of Dioeoorides, 2, 147, although it is usually referred to the

ics tntica. It U abo the Lr,.li*m of Pliny, 20, 17, 19, 8.

The green-home epeeiee will thrive well in any kind of light aoil,

MM! are readily propagated by cuttings planted under a hand-glass, or

by seeds. The hardy perennial species, by dividing at the roots or by
seeds, will grow in any kind of aoil. The hardy annual kinds only

to be sown in the open ground. None of the fpeciee are worth
for ornament.

icUamydtotu Plmtt ; Babington, Manual of Britiih Botany ;

Knuu, fynoptit Flora domett; Burnett, Outline* of Botany.)
LKPIDUDKXURON (\1, a scale, and Strtpor, wood), an im-

portant genus of Fossil Plant*, in the examination of which Sternberg
< Flora der Vonrelf), Brongniart (' Vogctaux Fossilei '), and Lindley
(' Fossil Flora') have signalised their abilities, not without success,

though some uncertainty yet attaches to the botanical relations of
than singular specimens of the flora of earlier nature. M. Brongniart
in 1822, and again in his

' Prodrome' (1828), referred the Lepidodendra
to the natural group of Lyeopodiacta, pointing out however their

analogies to Cytadea and CVmi/rnr, and assigned the following
characters:

Stems dicbotomoui, covered near the extremities with simple linear
or lanceolate leaves, inserted on rhomboid*! areohc ; lower part of the
(terns leafless; the areokc for their insertion marked in the upper
part with a transverse cicatrix, of a deltoid figure, the lateral angles
acute, the inferior angle obtuse or wanting. The form of the cicatrix

^of
the leaves is the essential character of the genus ;

it indicates that
the leaves were nearly trigonal at the base, becoming plane at some
distance therefrom, with a strong midrib. A rounded cioatrix dis-

tinguishes the leaf-base of stigmaria, which was perhaps an aquatic
punt of toe same natural group as the terrestrial Lrpidodendion,

I

'

*, !

70 f**t in length, with diameter
orfaos is covered by rhomboid*! en
o as to present a beautiful oulnounoi

1 Foull Flor*,' pi. 4.)

erised attain the size of 60 or

xceeding 3 (set : their whole
mce*, arranged in spiral rows,

quteeonabd ornament In the opinion of
division (dioootomoos) of the stem *n.l the

o
ivision (dioootomoos) of the stem

leaves determine a great affinity between th
. The growth of the stem ha co

M. Broopriart th* Bods of
tomof"th leaves dsn_ _ .

aWrnsVii sad Lmptdiutia. The growth of toe stem be compares
to IBM of OfttJat, sad the form of the reproductive organs (cones)
hows analogy to Cvmifera, and e^fcUIly Aramcaria.
Dr. LindUy. in the flint volume of the Fossil l-lora of Great Britain,'

after dieeoasu* thaboteniosj rautions of Ltpid*l*,dr* a* far a. the
(acte then ooDected allowed, thus exprwses his opinion :

"
Upon the

whole, we are led to conclude that the ItpiJodeadron genus was not

exactly like either Com/era or Lyeapoduutec ; but that it occupied an
intermediate station between these two orders, approaching more
nearly to the latter than the former."
A great addition to the data requUito for determining the problem

of the true characters of Lepidodendron was made by the Rev. C. V.
Harcourt, who discovered a specimen in which the internal structure
of a branch was perfectly observable, and which, when cut thin and
polished, cleared up many important points. Mr. Withun, tin-

authors of the '
Fossil Flora,' and finally H. Brougniart, have published

drawings and descriptions derived from this precious fragment.
Dr. Lindley and Mr. \V. Htitton (' Fossil Flora,' ii. p. 51) consider
their former view entirely confirmed by this discovery.

"
It had a

central pith, a vascular sheath surrounding that pith, and fistular

passages in ita cortical integument : thus far it was Coniferous. But
as no trace can be found of glandular woody fibre, it can scarcely be
said to have had any wood, and it is uncertain whether it had any
bark. . . . It* vascular system was confined to the middle of the
stem and to the curved passages emanating from it : the stem con-
sisted of lax cellular tissue, which became more compact towards the

ouUide, and it had a very powerful communication between the bases
of ita leaves and the central vascular system : thus far it was Lyco-
podiaoeous." Spiral vessels are stated to be seen round the central
cellular tissue ; and (tab. 113) it is further said,

" the genus was more
nearly related to Com/era than to Lycopodiacece."
M. Brongniart, renewing his investigations with the aid of these

new facts, evidenced by Lepidodendron JIarcourlii, adopted a different
view concerning the vascular system of the stem, for he supposes the
central cellular tissue to be entirely surrounded by a narrow zone of

large vessels,
"

rave's trunsvenalement
'

(by Dr. Lindley considered as
a loose cellular tissue), as in Lycopodiacea and Ferns, without medul-

lary rays, and of which the exterior parts go off in bundles to the
! .1 . -.

From the whole discussion he adopts the conclusion that by the
interior structure of the stems, as well as by their exterior form, their
mode of ramification, and the arrangement of their leaves, the Ltpi-
dudtndra agree almost completely with Lycopodiaceir, and may be

regarded as arborescent groups of that family, which contains in the

living creation only small and humble plants ; nor does it appear that
his conviction is weakened by the comparison of these elongated
(cylindrical) fossil

' cones
'

(Lepidorirobi), which are by most botanists
referred to Lepidodendron, with the analogous organs of Lycojiodiacca
and Coniferce. [LEPIDOSTROBI ; COAL-PLANTS.]
The species are numerous, and confined to the older strata, and

specially abundant in the Coal-Formation.

(Brongniart, Hittoirt det Vfgftoauc Pouila ; Lindley and Mutton,
Pouil Flora of Great Britain.)

LEPIDOGA8TER, a genus of Fishes belonging to the Subbnichial

.Valacopteryyii, and to the family Cyclopterida, or Ifucoboli. [DIS-
COBOLI.] The genus Lepidogatler is distinguished by its smooth body
without scales ; dorsal and anal fins opposite and near the tail ; psctoral
fins Urge, descending to the inferior surface of the body, and by an
extension of the membrane surrounding an oval disc; ventral fins

united by a membrane which extends circularly under the Iwlly,

forming a second concave disc.

L. Cornubirniii, the Cornish Sucker, Jura Sucker, and Ocellated

.Sucker, Cyclopterui Lepidogaiter of Pennant and L. biciliatui of Risso,
is occasionally seen on the Cornish coasts, and has been taken on th<>

coasts of Antrim and Clare in Ireland. This fish is small, a specimen
described by Mr. Couch not being more than two inches and a half in

length. It adheres with its sucker to almost any substance presented
to it, and even to the human hand. The general tint of this fish is

a pale flesh-colour, with
spots

and patches of carmine about the upper
and under surface of the jaws, around the eyes, on the top of the head,
sides of the body, and abdomen.

L. kinactUattu, the Bimaculatod Sucker, is a second British species.
This fuh is rarer than the last It has been taken on the southern
coasts of Great Britain. It seldom exceeds three-quarters of an inch
to an inch in length. Its general colour is a carmine red ; pale flesh-
colour underneath, with a light-coloured patch between the eyes, and
otherwise liable to some variation in the markings : the two spots on
the sides not always very obvious. It lives in deeper water than the
last species.

(YarreU, Brtiith Fuha.)
I.KI'IlKKJoXYS. [FALOOMD.B.I
I.KI'JIMiKUOKITE. [QOTHrra.]
LBPIDOLKPBUa. a genus of Fishes belonging to the family

Oadida. It is closely related to the genus Morrhua, to which the
Common Cod belongs. The suborbitals are united with the nasal
bone, and form a depressed muzzle, advancing before the mouth,
which however retains its mobility. The head and body have hard
spinous scales; the ventral* are a little on the throat; the pectoral of
mean size

; the first dorsal high ;
the second dorsal, anal, and caudal

united
; the jaws short

; the tooth fine and short. The species inhabit
deep water, and utter a grumbling noise when taken out of the water.
Two species are known. They inhabit the Mediterranean and
Atlantic.

LEl'IDOLITE. [Mic-A.]
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LEPIDOMELANE. [MICA.]
LEPIDOPHYLLUM. Fossil Leaves which occur in the coal forma-

tion are thus named by M. Brongniart. They appear to have been

sessile, simple, entire, lanceolate or linear, traversed by a single simple
midrib, or three parallel nervures, and without secondary nervures.

(Some of these belong to Lepidodendron, others to Stigmaria.)

LEPIDO'PTERA, one of the Orders into which Insects are divided,
called Glostata by Fabricius.

This order is composed of those insects which are commonly known

by the names Butterflies and Moths, and which possess four wings,

usually of large size, and covered with a multitude of minute scales,

which to the naked eye appear like powder. The nervures of the

wings are not very numerous, and are disposed chiefly in a longitudinal
direction : a small tippet-like appendage is situated on each side of

the thorax at the base of the wings, which appendages are called by
Latreille Pterygoda. The antennae are almost always distinct, and
are composed of numerous minute joints. The parts of the mouth
are formed into a proboscis fitted for extracting the nectar from

flowers, or conveying other juices to the ccsophagus. This proboscis,
when not in use, lies spirally folded beneath the head and between
two palpi covered with hair, which are usually directed forwards and

upward*, and which represent the labial-palpi. The proboscis is

called, in these insects, Antlia by Messrs. Kirby and Spence, Spiritrompe

by Latreille, and Lingua according to the nomenclature of Fabricius ;

and is composed of two sub-cylindrical tubes, which vary greatly in

length in the different species of Lepidopterous Insects, and between
which there is an intermediate one, formed by their junction, which
ia effected by means of a series of hooka inosculating one with
another like the lamiiiie of a feather. It is through this central tube

that the juices are conveyed, tbe lateral tubes being intended, as it is

supposed, for the reception of air ; they are called by Messrs. Kirby
and Spence Solenaria, a name however which is not wanted, since the

two tubes in question represent the maxillae, and are furnished with

minute maxillary-palpi at their base. The mandibles and labrum in

these insects are reduced to mere rudiments. The head, thorax, and
abdomen are always more or less covered with hair

;
the former,

besides the ordinary compound eyes, is sometimes furnished with

simple eyes or stemmata ; these however are generally hidden by the

hair of the head, and, according to M. Dalman, do not exist in the

diurnal Lepidoptera. Of the three segments of which the thorax is

composed, the first is usually distinct, though small
;
the others are

confluent ; the scutellum is triangular, the apex of the triangle point-

ing towards the head. The abdomen is composed of six or seven

distinct segments, and is attached to the thorax only by a small portion
of its diameter. There are only two kinds of individuals, males and
females.

The principal modifications of the larvae, or caterpillars, of Lepi-

dopterous insects are noticed in the article IXSKCTA.

The food of the larvae almost always consists of vegetable substances,

generally the leaves of plants ;
some live hi rotten, or rather, dead

wood, upon which they feed; others feed upon animal substances, and
are very destructive to furs, woollen goods, feathers, &c. ; and the

larva of a species of moth (the honeycomb moth, Gallei-ia, cereana)
subsists upon wax, living in bee-hives.*

The pupae, or chrysalises, are incapable of eating or locomotion,
and are termed obtected ; they usually approach somewhat to an oval

form, but are pointed more or less at the posterior extremity. The

shape of the pupae however varies much according to the species ;

and those of hutterflies-often present numerous angular projections,
and sometimes exhibit brilliant metallic colours. The parts of the

perfect insect, such as the head, thorax, segments of the abdomen,
wings, and legs, can be distinctly traced. Various m&difications of

the pupa state of the present insects are noticed in the separate
articles on species which are described.

Latreille divides this order into three principal groups, according
with the three Linnwan genera Papilio, Sphinx, and Phakena. To
the first group he applied the name Itiurna; CrepuicuZaria is used to

designate the second
;
and the third group, or that corresponding to

Phalcena of Linnaeus, is called by Latreille Nocturna.
The group Lepidoptera Dim-no, comprises those species which fly

by day, called Butterflies, in which the antenna} are terminated by n

knob, or at least somewhat suddenly thicker at the extremity ;
the

anterior margin of the posterior wings is simple ;
the wings are

usually erect when the insect is in a state of repose ;
the larva) have

16 legs ; the chrysalises are always naked, attached by the posterior

extremity, so that the head hangs downwards, and have usually

angular projections.
The Lepidoptera, Crepuscularia are distinguished by the antenna)

being gradually thicker from the base towards the extremity, and form-

ing a prismatic or fusiform club
;
the extreme tip is slender, pointed,

and often recurved. The wings are in a horizontal position when at rest,

or a little inclined ; the posterior wings have a rigid spine at the ante-

rior margin, which i received into a hook on the under surface of

the superior wings. The caterpillars have 16 feet, 6 of which are

* Thl larva forma galleries in the honeycomb, which arc invariably inclosed

by a strong silken web, serving to protect it from the bees ;
and as the moths

increase rapidly in number, tbe hive is of necessity soon deserted by its proper
inhabitant!.

thoracic, 8 abdominal, and 2 anal ; and many of them have a horn-
like process on the upper side of the last segment. The pupa; are

never angular like those of butterflies, but are generally smooth, and
sometimes furnished with small spines. The perfect insects generally

fly in the morning, evening, or afternoon.

The Lepidoptera Nocturna have the antennae setaceous, or diminish-

ing gradually from the base to the apex, often serrated or pectinated,

especially in the male sex : the wings during repose are horizontal or

deflexed, and sometimes convoluted and inclosing the body; the

posterior wings, as in L. Crepuscvlaria, have a rigid seta on their

anterior margin, which hooks into a corresponding groove in the
anterior wings. The larva; differ much in form, and in the number of

feet they possess, varying from 10 to 16. They frequently inclose

themselves in a cocoon before assuming the pupa state. The pupa is

most frequently smooth, but is sometimes furnished with spines, and
in some instances it is hairy.
The perfect insect almost always flies by night or after sunset. In

some species the females are apterous.
LEPIDOPUS. [T-ENIOIDES.]
LEPIDOSTROBI. Detached petrified cones which are scattered

through the various strata of the Coal Formation have been thus
named. They are obviously organs of fructification, and have there-
fore belonged to some of the arborescent plants whose remains they
accompany. Such of them as are preserved in the nodules of iron-stone,
or are otherwise mineralised without pressure, alone offer the means of

ascertaining to what existing families of plants they are most nearly
allied ; for in those that are crushed flat in the shales the internal struc-

ture is wholly destroyed. Many of the better-preserved specimens have
been sliced, polished, and examined with the greatest care

;
but this ex-

pensive operation has hitherto thrown little light upon the true nature
of the objects investigated. This is owing to the fact that the three
conditions necessary for their complete illustration have never been

displayed by one specimen, and the most important point, the nature
of the organs of fructification, has hitherto wholly escaped observation
in all. Every one being an aggregation of organs of some kind it

becomes necessary to ascertain, not only the arrangement of these

organs, but the nature of the tissues composing them, and their

contents, before satisfactory conclusions can be drawn as to their

relationship to any of the vegetable remains they accompany, or to
whatever existing order of plants they are allied. The three necessary
conditions are these :

1. The arrangement of the individual organs of fructification, of
which the cone is an aggregation, and the nature of the scales sup-
porting them. These are characters sometimes displayed on the
fracture of the specimen by ordinary means, though rarely, from the

parts appearing to have suffered partial decay previous to or during
petrifaction. The imbricating apices of the scales, which lie over one
another like those of a pine cone, are generally removed with the
matrix wherein the fossil is embedded.

2. The tissues, or anatomical structure of the various organs
composing the cone : namely, of the central axis, which is a continua-
tion of the stem of the plant ; of the scales, which being inserted
into the axis support the individual male or female organs ;

and of
the latter themselves. These tissues can only be displayed by slicing
fossils in the very best state of preservation, and in such as are

changed into a more or less transparent mineral. Specimens of this

description are exceedingly rare.

3. The two preceding considerations are secondary to the remaining
one the nature of the contents of the cones. There may be stamens
or male organs ovaria or female ones or, lastly, capsules containing
reproductive spores (which are peculiar to plants having no sexual

system) ;
for these three kinds of organs all occur arranged in the

form of cones, undistiuguishable from one another by any external
marks. Up to the present time no carboniferous fossil cone has ever
been known to supply this great desideratum, without which wo can
arrive at no exact conclusion as to whether these curious objects are
clusters of flowers or fruits, or are the spore-bearing organs of
floweiiess vegetables, as mentioned above.

Specimens of Lepidostrobi are mostly found in seams or nodules of

clay iron-stone, and are very highly mineralised, sometimes containing
crystals of iron, and the cavities in their substance being filled with
white carbonate of lime and magnesia. Those which are most com-

plete always form the nuclei to nodules of clay iron-stone ;
others

again, including all in which the spores are preserved, have occurred
as broken frustules within stems of Lcpidodendrou eleyans and other

species of that genus. Usually the fragments of Lepidoslrobi are not
more than half an inch long, and very frequently are mere discs ; so
that though there is often the appearance of one several inches long,
and traversing the whole length of the fragment of Lepidodendron, it

will generally be found that this is owing to two being placed each at

an extremity of the truncheon, and opposite to one another. [See
Figure, COAL PLANTS.] That all were exceedingly brittle cannot be

doubted, for no modern cone of any natural order could be broken

up into the shallow discs which many of these fossils present. It is

difficult to account for the presence of these fragments of Lepido-
strobi in the stems of Lepidodendron ; we can but conjecture that the
trunks of the latter were erect stumps, whose interior was hollowed
out by decay that these stumps were covered with water in which
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ts of JsjirfsssriBi and other vegetable matter, wh
ted into the dump*. This supposition isMMd

irk fa

th. following cooaideraUon* :

1. The stumps of lifiJtdtiulnm appear to hare been rooted and

t, aad to hare received the oooe fragment* into their cavity u
fronds find their way into the axis of .S'yiWartVr. Were the

(tumps mere proetnle portion! of item* it u evident that cones

would have lain boriconUlly in them, and that no washing or dritti:i,-

could bar* induced the fragment* of thcae cone* to lie with their

axe* parallel to them, or oouM bare introduced so many into one

trunk ; and the latter would certainly bare been materially compressed
had they received on one side the pressure of the superincumbent

I The) stump* must hare been submerged, and the fragments

quietly deposited from the water. Had the cones fallen from an over-

hanging forest they would hare alighted in all manner of irregular

position*, and in some cssn* overlain one another, which is never the

S. The
deposit appears to have been effected by the gradual sub-

sidence of the water, and not by a sudden rush or current. This

again U proved by the non-interference of the cones, and their

uniformly vertical position with respect to the Lepidodendron.
It is hard to account for the accession of so large a volume of water

u would submerge these stumps and deposit these fragment*, and

yet exhibit no signs of drifting in it* course. The sudden fall of n

tropical torrent of rain on a Lepidodndron forest, in which were
hollow stomps of these trees, must at once suggest itself. This
would both carry down the Lepidottrobi from the trees and float up
the fragments on the ground, depositing them together in the stumps.
Another effect*of such a fall would be to break down some of the
older trees, whose decaying stumps would be prepared to inclose other

Lrpidottroti on the precipitation of the next similar torrent The
extreme fragility of the Ltpidottrobi displayed by these specimens U
rery satisfactory, a* the Lepidodendrons of which they are the fruit

no doubt partook of this character, which U eminently favourable to
a rapid drcompoiition and intimate union with the silt or mud which
is the basis of the clay-ironstone in the one case, and the formation
of a homogeneous bed of vegetable matter, such as the coal presents,
in another. The extraordinary abundance of the fragments too sug-
gest* a most vigorous vegetation, for they must indeed have been

profusely scattered to be deposited in such numbers within narrow
cylinder* into which no current appears to have been directed.

It is worthy of remark that no fern-leaves are contained in any of
these Ltftdodendron items

; and their absence is the more singular
from their being commonly deposited along with branches of Co/am ila,
Ac., in the erect stumps of Siyillaria resting on the coal-shales. This
is no donbt connected with the well-known fact of the SigiUaria
stoops being Wed with sandstone, or the same materials as those

composing the stratum above the shales they root into; whilst the
fossfl Ufuiodcndn* of the clay ironstone seams is of the same mineral
as that wherein it is imbedded. Were the fragments of Upidottrobi
washed into their inclosing stumps by sny current, that agent would
b an probability have transported the remains of other plants to the
same spot. The perfect preservation in which these fragments occur
most be attributed to the protection afforded them by the surrounding

Lrpidodmelmt
bark. That the circumference of the latter has been

subjected to pressure may be inferred from the flattening of the
promioenor* to which the leaves were attached. This pressure was
moreover very considerable, as may be proved by comparing the""" f tl^fr nrface with that of a piece of Lepidodendron barkMOM without pressure, and imbedded within the stem along with
tbs tMmlorireti

If these cooes be examined with reference to the known contempo-
TT-fT11* which ocolnP ny U>n, it "ill appear impossible to

5^*** " reproductive organs of Lepidodendro^oot oulyfrom their association with the framents of that enus because thefragments of that genus, because the
f the tissue in the axis of the cone entirely accords with

~** *
_***.

**** * AJHowwrfrxw. Just as we find in modern cones
war sad Vtmtfmr that the axis is a continuation of the
bears loaves modified into organs adapted to supportand prott the parts of fructification. The mort podtiv. evince*1 * U *"?1 '*!"*" Urging to a^enus allied to

/. i* afforded bv the spores, the presence of which not only
i Micro from Cytadta, Comifrra, or any other order of floworinir
but directly refer, them to the family of I.ucopodiacta. It is

}r ** *- 'r from being peculiar
"- bul tUt lbeir *> form U no indi--

Uoo either of their oontenU or of the affinities of the planU which
Accordingly we find that Dr. Lindley, the firrt

extended view, on

"'
or more probably still to Cr<*dt*. Dr.

r~r"ITT"". v,g .' the plant, as in toe common
s-b.tag wUkm. u 1^^ ,, AoM> prod,,^,, b y,,

U fa!!!rL"'.i.'i

11 ' l";nD bitin Terr, del Fuego, where a

^alft^^L^ mS^tr
^
m Wf' y:-"8on of the

soxmlled Z^fWrv*. may be of this nature : witocM the Lepidotlen-

>lroH aSetpkalum, of which it is impossible to say whether it be a

Lrpidottrobui or the apex of a branch crowded with short leaves.

Were the Fuegian plant
to occur in a fossil state tha probability is,

that its cones would be regarded as undoubted reproductive organs,
and the plants themselves be referred to Con ifera;."

(Hooker, On tht Structure and Affini'.ia of Lepidottrobi, in Trent-

action! of Geological Surrey of Great Jlritain.)

LEPIDO3TEUS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the family Clupeida.
The

species
are natives of tropical America. They are remarkable for

their long teeth, which have their anterior surfaces rasp-like ;
the scales

are very hard, like stone. The dorsal and anal fins are opposite, and
far back. The intestine has two folds and numerous caeca

;
the air-

bladder is cellular. The species of this genus are interesting, with
those of Polypteriu, as being the only living representatives of the vast

numbers of extinct voracious fishes whose remains are found in the

various secondary formations. [POLYITEUUS.]
LEPIGONUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Paronychiacccc. It has 5 fiatish sepals ; petals 5, entire, as long as the

calyx ; stamens from 5 to 10
; styles 8- or 5 ; fruit 3- to 5-valved, many-

seeded, valves fewer than the sepals, or alternate with them.
L. ruorum is found in sandy fields near the sea in Great Britain,

ft has a round stem, flat leaves linear-pointed, capsules about equal-

ling the calyx, rather shorter than the slightly declining fruit-stalks ;

seeds triangular, obovate, with a thickened rough border; stem

procumbent.
L. marintun lias a compressed stem, fleshy leaves, blunt apiculate,

capsules exceeding the calyx, much shorter than the declining fruit-

stalks ; seeds roundish, usually surrounded by a membranous striated

wing ; the root is almost woody ; stem glabrous or glandular, hairy-
It is found on the sea-coast.

(Itabington, Manual of Briiith Botany.)
LUPIDO'TUS, a genus of Fossil Ganoid Fishes, abundant in the

Oolitic Ktnita. ( Aga<aiz.)
LKPISMA. [TIIYSAN-UIU.]
LEP'ORIDvE, a family ofjlodcntin, the type of which may bo con-

sidered as existing in the Common Hare.
Liumcus characterised his genus //</>, the second of his order

GKrei, as having two incisor teeth (denies primores 2), the upper
ones double, the interior being the least, and lie placed the following
under it, namely, Lcpui timitliu, L. cunieulia, L. Capeiwu, and L. Km-
lilientii. Omelin added several species, some of which had no claim
to a place among the Hares.

Cuvier characterised the Hares as having the proper incisor teeth
double

; that is to say, each of them has, behind, another smaller one.
Their molars, to the number of five, are formed each of two vertical
lamina soldered together. In the upper jaw there is a sixth, which
is simple and very small. They have five toes before and four behind,
an enormous caecum, five or six times larger than the stomach, and
furnished within with a spiral lamina (lame spirale), which runs

throughout its length. The interior of their mouth and the bottom
of their feet are furnished with hair, like the rest of their body. Ho
divides the group into

1. The Hares, properly so called, which have long ears, a short tail,
the hind feet much longer than the fore feet, imperfect clavicles, and
the suborbital space in the skeleton pierced like net-work (en reseau).
The speck's are, he observes, rather numerous, and so much alike, that
it is difficult to define them.

2. Of Lagomyt, his 2nd division, he says that the species composing
it have the ears moderate, the legs not much differing from each other,

nearly perfect clavicles and no tail : they have hitherto, he adds, been
only found recent in Siberia, and fossil remains of an unknown specie*
have been detected in the Osseous Breccia of Corsica.

Dr. Gray's third family of the order (Hint is named Lcnorida, and
is thus denned :-

Cutting teeth two iu each jaw, or four in the upper one, lower one
subsubulate; grinders numerous, rootless; cars generally large;
tongue often hairy : eyes large ; clavicles none ; forefeet short; hinder
onesJong; tail none, or very short, hoiry ; fur soft.

t Cutting-teeth four above.

1. Lfiiorina, genus Lepui (f). 2. La.gom.ina, genus Lagomyt.

tt Cutting-teeth, two above.

8. Can'ina. genera Kcrodon, F. Cuv. 4. Hydrocliarina (Hydro-
cboorina (f), genus Jlydrochariu (Hydrochosrus), Brisson. 5. Doty-
porcyna (Dasyproctina f), genera Cudogenyi, lllig., Daiyporca (Dasy-
proct* f), lllig., IMichotif, Desm.

Mr. Swainson defines the genus Ltpw* thus : Cutting teeth
,
the

upper in pairs two iu front, Urge and grooved, and two smaller behind ;

lower teeth square; grinders -^-, composed of two soldered vertical
6 6

plates; a sixth, very small, in the upper jaw ; solos of the feet hairy ;

anterior feet with five toes ; posterior with four ; tail very short, turned
upwards.

L. timidui, the Common Hare.

Layomyi, Geoff., Mr. Swainson appears to give as a sub-genus of

Ltput
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The sub-family Leporina seems to be strictly natural, consisting

entirely of those species, and they are not few, which are usually
known by the name of Hares and Rabbits.

4 66
Incisors, -5-; molars, j^r = 28.

Teeth of Common Hare (Lepiu timiiiui}. F. Cuvicr.

L. timidui, the Common Hare, which is generally considered as the

type, is too well known to need description, and it will suffice to state

that it is the Aayus of the Greeks ; Lepta of the Romans
; Lepre

of the Italians
;
Liebre of the Spaniards ; Lebre of the Portuguese ;

Licvre of the French ; Hase of the Germans
; Haas and Haze of the

Danes ; Hara of the Swedes, according to Mr. Bell ; Hara of the

Anglo-Saxons ; Ysgyfarnog, Ceinach, of the Welsh
; Maukin of the

Scotch. ,

The usual weight of a full-grown Hare is 8 or 9 Ibs.
;
but one is

mentioned in ' Loudon's Magazine
'

of extraordinary size : this weighed
13 Ibs. IJoz.

L. Hibernicui, the Irish Hare. The Earl of Derby appears to have
been the first who drew particular attention to this species, and it was
described in the '

proceedings of the Zoological Society
'

by Mr. Yarrell
in 1833. Mr. Jenyns gives it as a variety of the L. timidus ; but
Mr. Bell ('British Quadrupeds') states that a careful examination of

several specimens has assured him that it is not merely a variety of
the Common Hare of England, but that it is specifically distinct. He
mentions the following differences of character : The Irish Hare is

somewhat larger ;
the head is rather shorter

; the ears are even shorter
than the head, while those of the English Hare are fully an inch

longer; the limbs are proportionally rather shorter ; and the hinder

legs do not much exceed the fore legs in length. The fur is also

remarkably different : it is composed exclusively of the uniform soft

and shorter hair which hi the English species is mixed with the black-

tipped long hairs that give the peculiar mottled appearance of that
animal

;
it is therefore of a uniform reddish-brown colour on the back

and sides. The ears are reddish gray, blackish at the tip with a dark
line near the outer margin. The tail is nearly of the same relative

length as in the common species.
It further appears that L. Hibei-nicut is the only Hare found in

Ireland, which may account for its remaining so long unnoticed
; for

opportunities of comparison could not have been very frequent. Its

fur is considered valueless.

Whether the Irish Hare will take the water willingly does not

appear ; that the English Hare is, occasionally at least, an accomplished
and bold swimmer is manifest from the following account related by
Mr. Yarrell in 'Loudon's Magazine" (vol. 5) : "A harbour of great
extent on our southern coast has an island near the middle of con-

siderable size, the nearest point of which is a mile distant from the

mainland at high water, and with which point there is frequent
communication by a ferry. Early one morning in spring two hares
were observed to come down from the hills of the mainland towards
the sea-side; one of which from time to time left its companion, and

proceeding to the very edge of the water, stopped there a minute or

two, and then returned to its mate. The tide was rising ;
and after

waiting gome time one of them exactly at high water took to the sea,
HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

and swam rapidly over in a straight line to the opposite projecting
point of laud. The observer on this occasion, who was near the spot,
but remained unperceived by the hares, had no doubt they were of
different sexes, and that it was the male that swam across the water,
as he had probably done many times before. It was remarkable that
the hares remained on the shore nearly half an hour

;
one of them

occasionally examining, as it would seem, the state of the current, and
ultimately taking to the sea at that precise period of the tide called

slack-water, when the passage across could be effected without being
earned by the force of the stream either above or below the desired

point of landing. The other hare then cantered back to the hills."

The female goes thirty days with young, and produces from two to
five at a birth

;
these 1 are born well covered with hair and with their

eyes open. The leveret quits the mother and provides for itself in
less than a month, and is capable of breeding when it is a year old.

The Common Hare sometimes varies accidentally ;
there is such a

variety in the museum of the Zoological Society of London. All

attempts to promote a breed between the hare and rabbit appear to
have been hitherto fruitless.

L. variabilis, the Varying Hare, or Alpine Hare, of Pallas, which
changes the colour of its coat with the seasons, requires a short notice.
The fur, which is full and soft, is in summer gray intermixed with
silky hair of a yellowish brown

;
the ears are tipped with black, and

the under parts are light gray. The tail is white beneath and gray
above. As the winter approaches the fur gradually becomes white,
except that on the lips and the tips of the ears, which remains black.
In the '

Edinburgh Philosophical Journal/ vol. ii., is an interesting
account of the process as it occurs in Scotland, from which it would
seem that the winter change of colour takes place without any removal
of the hair, as in the Ermine, and somewhat in the same way that
the change is effected on the head of the Black-Headed Gull, Xema
ridiliimdut, and in the feathers of other birds. " About the middle
of September," says the writer in the 'Journal,' "the gray feet begia
to be white, and before the month ends all the four feet are white, and
the ears and muzzle are of a brighter colour. The white colour

gradually ascends the legs and thighs, and we observe under the gray
hairs whitish spots, which continue to increase till the end of October

;

but still the back continues of a gray colour, while the eyebrows and
ears are nearly white. From this period the change of colour advances

very rapidly, and by the middle of November the whole fur, with the

exception of the tips of the ears, which remain black, is of a fine

shining white. The back becomes white within eight days. During
the whole of this remarkable change in the fur no hair falls from the
animal

; hence it appears that the hair actually changes its colour, and
that there is no renewal of it. The fur retains its white colour until
the month of March, or even later, depending on the temperature of
the atmosphere ; and by the middle of May it has again a gray colour.
But the spring change is different from the winter, as the hair is

completely shed."

L. Cuniculus, Linn., the Rabbet, Rabbit, or Coney ; Coniglio of the

Italians; Conejo of the Spanish; Coelho of the Portuguese; Kaninchen
of the Germans ; Konyn or Konin of the Dutch and Belgians ; Kanin
of the Swedes

; Kanine of the Danes
;
and Cwningen of the Welsh, is

known to every one.

The fertility of the animal may be imagined when it is remembered
that it will begin to breed at the age of six months, and produce
several broods in a year, generally from five to seven or eight at a
time. Pennant says :

" Rabbits will breed seven times a year, and
bring eight young ones each time. On a supposition that this happens
regularly during four years, their numbers will amount to 1,274,840."
The young are blind at their birth, and nearly naked.
The fur of the Rabbit is in' considerable demand, particularly for

the hat trade ; and at one time the silver-haired varieties, or silver-

sprigs, fetched three shillings a piece, for ornamental linings to cloaks,
&c.

;
in Pennant's time however the price had fallen to sixpence.

The following additional species of Lepm are found in the ' British
Museum Catalogue :'

L. A Itaicut, from the Altai Mountains.
L. arcticue, the Rekalek, or Polar Hare. Labrador.
L. Tolai, the Tolai. Siberia.

L. macrotus, the Indian Hare. Nepaul.
L. dioslolus, the Woolly Hare of Thibet. Nepaul.
L. Douglasii, the Marsh Hare. California.

L. kurgosa, the Lasa, or Khargosh.
L. Vermicula, the Irish Rabbit. Ireland.

L. Capensia, the Vlakte Haas. Cape of Good Hope.
L. arenariui, the Barrow Hare. Cape of Good Hope.
L. sasatilis, the Rock Hare. Cape of Good Hope.
L. Sennettii. California.

L. Americanus, the Wawproos, or American Hare. North America.
L. sEyypticus, Egyptian Hare. Egypt.

The subfamily Lagomina consists of a single genus, Lagomys, which
has the muzzle acute, the ears short and somewhat rounded, the soles

of the feet hairy, the claws falcular, and no tail.

Incisors, _ ; molars, = 26.
2 5 5
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UM of Pall** ;
Semlanoi Sa*Uhik, or Ground

Bar*' of the nee'ejiiiisr n

"
the Volga'; TschoUchot, or Itteltakau, or

the rVT"-f Mooee of UM Tartar* ; Ruala of the Kalmuc* ; Calling

Hare of Pceuant) he* the heed loafer than ueual with bare*, ana

thickly covered with tar, even to the Up of the noee ; numerous hairs

hi the whlakere; ear* large and rounded; leg* very short; sole*

fomd beneath; iu whole coat very eoft, long, and smooth, with a
1 '

1 colour ;
the ham of

>y,
and tipt with

v. _~, --, -~~, ,
and ends of the

fur vellowiek Length about inche* ; weight from 3J to 44 ounce* ;

>> l T & \

m KM wnT ; mmrm imrga BUU ivuuu .

fomd beneath; iu whole coat very aoft, long, and *

thick long fine down beneath of a brownieWead ooloui

the eaaw colour, toward* the end* of a light gray,

hlaek; the lower pert of the body hoary; the aide, ai

fur yellows*. Length about 6 inchoi ; weight fro" '

in winter scarcely 2 j ounce*. (Pallas ; Pennant)

CauiBf Hare (Lafomyi ftailliu).

It inhabit* the south-eastern parti of RUMla, and U found about all

UM ridge* spreading from the Ural Mountains to the south, about the

Irtish, and in the western part* of the Altai Mountain!, but nowhere

in the Eut beyond the Oby. (Pallas ; Pennant)
It delights in the moat sunny valleys and hills, where the herbage

U plentiful and delicate. The Calling Hares choose these localities

whan in the vicinity of a wood, which will afford them a ready refuge
in the case of danger or alarm. Their burrows, especially those

lielxuliit to the old onea and to females, are curious and intricate, so

well concealed amid the shrubs of some dry spot that detection is

very difficult ; and to increase the difficulty the animal U said to drop
iU excrements under some bush, that they may not betray its abode,
which would almost defy search were it not for their peculiar cry or

call. This is described as being like the piping of a quail,
but deeper,

and so loud as to be beard at the distance of half a German mile. It

U repeated at just intervals, thrice, four times, and even six, at night
and morning, bat seldom in the day, unless the weather be cloudy.
Both the male and female emit this note, but the latter U silent for

ome time after she has given birth (in May) to her young, which are

bom naked and blind, and are carefully attended to by the mother,
who coven them op warm with the cosy materials of her nest.

The sub-family Cortina, which has the following dental formula

ilMJenn. ; Molar*, t 1 20 is often referred to Ilyttricida:.

[HrrruciDJB.]

Tfrta of Oiria Aftrt*. T. Carter.

Tb following specie* of Lammft are recorded in the 'British

neetuo CatrfogoT-T-r
/. prinerft, the Little Chief. North America.
/. alpimut, UM Ladajac. Siberia.

L. Roylci, the Indian Sulgan. Himalaya.
L. \cpalrntit, the Re<l-Shouldered Sulgan. Ncpaul.
L. rujfacfiu, the Reddish Sulgan. Cabul.

Pouil Lc]i

Of the genus Lepta tho following specie* are named : L. diiuriamu,
Hare, of the Caverns, Cuvier, Bucklaud, Pander, and D'Alton ; L.

jiritctu, Hare of the Oeseous Breccias, Cuvier. Fossil Hares and
rabbit* are also recorded by M. Bourdet, M. D'Orbigny, M. RUso,
M. Wagner, Mean*. Croizet and Jobert, and Meein. Marcel de Seme
and Pitorre.

The following fossil specie* of Layomyi are recorded : L. Corti-

cantu and L. Sardiu, from the Osseous Breccia of Corsica and
Sardinia respectively. Other remains of Lagomyi are noticed by
Cuvier, Wagner, M. de Serres, Rissp,

Chabriol and Bouillet, Croizet

and Jobert, Bravard, Sedgwick (Oeningen beds), and Murchuon. All

tertiary.
Of the Agouti (Daiyprocta of Illiger ; CUoromyi of F. Cuvier)

remains are noticed by M. Bravard and M. Eichwald in tertiary bed*.

LEPTACAN'THUS, a genus of Fossil Placoid Fishes occurring in

the Carboniferous and Oolitic strata. (Agassiz.)

LEPT/ENA, a subdivision ofthe great family of Fossil Bradtiopoda,

proposed by Dalman to include species which Mr. Sowerby named
Prwlucta. Its use is at present more restricted, and has become
rather indefinite. Leptana lota, of the Silurian system, may be

regarded as a frequent type. The species are extinct, and are

confined to Palaeozoic strata.

LE'PTIDES, a sub-family of Dipterous Insects of the family Sra-

chy.ttoma (Macquart). The family of insects to which the present
section belongs U distinguished by the proboscis being short and
membranous ;

the lips terminal and thick
;
third joint of the antenna

simple, often spatulate ; stylet often dorsal ; abdomen usually with five

distinct segment*. The wings have commonly one submarginal and
three posterior cells. The family Brachyiioma, is divided by Macquart
into four tribes or sub-families Xylotomte, Leptidei, Dolichopoda, and

Syrphidte.
The first, or the Xylotomcc, are distinguished by the third joint of

the antennae being conical, by the wing having two submarginal cells,

and by the tarsi being furnished with two small cushions.

In the sub-family leptidet the antennae are inserted near the base of

the head, and have generally a terminal stylet ;
the tarsi are furnished

with three small cushions ; the femora are elongated ; the wings have
two submarginal and generally five posterior cells. This group con-

tains six genera, of which one (Clinoccra) is distinguished from all the

other Leptides by its possessing only three posterior cell* to the wings,
the remaining genera having five.

In the genus Leptii the head is depressed; the palpi are generally
decumbent, with tho second joint conical and the third joint short

and generally conical. The thorax has a distinct tubercle ; body
conical and transparent The species inhabit Europe. The Lejitlt

rermileo (Miuca rermileo, Linn.) has been separated from Lrptit

proper by Macquart, and forms the type of his genus Vermilro, dis-

tinguished chiefly by the body being elongated and depressed, the first

joint of the antennae elevated, ana the last conical and horizontal in

its direction.

L. rermileo of Fabricius, or Vermileo Degterii, Macquart. This
Fly

is about 4 or 5 lines in length, of a yellow colour, having four block

streaks on the thorax, and five range* of black spots on the body ;
the

wing* immaculate. The larva somewhat resemble* the stick-like

caterpillar of the Oeomttnt, and is nearly of a cylindrical form, but
narrower towards the anterior extremity of the body ; the

posterior
extremity U furnished with four fleshy tubercle*. It lives in sandy
districts, forms excavations in the soil, at the bottom of which it

secretes itself either wholly or partially. If an insect falls into it*

trap it rise* suddenly, clasp* the insect with its body, and having
sucked all it* juice*, bend* itself in the form of a bow, and by sud-

denly relaxing throws away the remain*.

The next genus, ChrytojJiila (Macquart), ha* tho body furnished

with velvet-like hair, the palpi elevated and with the second joint

cylindrical, the third being generally conical ;
thorax without a distinct

tubercle. Several species are found in Europe. The genus f>i>ania,

which is the next in succession according to Macquart, has but two
distinct joint* to the antenna;

;
it contains but one species. The genus

Aikrriz ha* the third joint of the antenna; distinct ;
the stylrt ia

generally dorsal ; the body depressed. All the species of this genus
are European.
The third sub-family, Jtolichopodo, is distinguished by the second

joint of the palpi being membranous, depressed, and covering the base
of the proboscis. The stylet of the antenna; is sometimes dorsal and
sometimes apical ; the eye* are generally separated in both sexes; the

abdomen is somewhat cylindrical, or
approaches

a conical form ; wings
decumbent, without any discoidal cell, and generally possessing four

posterior cell*.

The Syrphido} are a very extensive group, and although given by
Macqnart as a division of his family Jlrachyatoma, certainly constitute

I a lection of higher value than a sub-family. [SYKFHID&]
LEPTOCE'PHALUS,a remarkable fish of the Eel tribe, discovered

on the British coast in Pennant's time, and since observed ini he
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Mediterranean. The Leptocephalus Morrisii is a small, slender, an
compressed animal, as thin as a piece of tape, and at first sigh
resembling a marine worm. The head is extremely small and shorl
the eyes large, the jaws furnished with numerous minute teeth

; th
pectoral fins and gill-openings very small, and the anal and dorsal fin

connected with the tail. The outline of the body resembles that o
the Lancelot (Branchiostoma) ; but the organisation of the Leploce
phaltw is that of a perfect fish. Mr. Yarrell describes the vertebra
as having no spinous processes. It lives among sea-weed.

(Montagu, in 2nd vol. of the Wemerian Memoirs ; Yarrell, British

Pishes, vol. ii.)

LEPTOCLINUM. [BOTBYLLIDJS.]
LEPTOCONCHUS (teirrb,, thin, and K<tyXos, a shell), Ruppell'i

name for a genus of Pectinibranchiate Gasteropodous Mollasca. The
genus is thus characterised : Head of tae animal with an elongatec
proboscis, but which is entirely retractile

; mouth without any apparen
armour; tentacles two, flattened, triangular, short, united at theii
Internal base, supporting the eyes at one-half of their length on their
external side. Foot moderate, muscular, without any operculum
Mantle with a circular border, without ornament, and with a slight pro
longation on the left side. Branchial cavity with a rather large aper
ture, the gill composed of a single comb formed of triangular lamina:
close get one against the other : at the bottom of this cavity is found
the orifice of the ovaria. whence (in the month of July) the eggs come
forth in numerous bundles (par paquets nombreux), each enveloped
in a viscous sac, which is flattened, elliptical, and three lines in length.
In the middle of the branchial cavity is the orifice of the anus. On
the right side of the neck, a little behind the right tentacle, there is

another orifice, which may have some relation to the male organs of

generation.
Shell subglobular, delicate, fragile, translucent, with a low spire,

which U nearly effaced by the encroachment (surcroissement) of the
lamina; of the last whorl. Aperture large, suboval, with its two
extremities turned contrariwise, so that the aperture has some
resemblance to the letter S reversed

;
the two margins not united,

the right one delicate at all ages, and a little expanded anteriorly as
in adult Janthina. No columella. No umbilicus.

L. itriattu, Riippell. The shell of this species, which served Ruppell
for the type of the genus, is a rather dirty milk white ; it is furrowed

externally with numerous longitudinal undulated lines very much
approximated. Length of adult, 14} lines; breadth, 12J : young,
74 ; breadth, 6.

Shell of Ltptoconchtu itnatus. 1, anterior view; 2, view of the back.

It inhabits the Red Sea, where it is found imbedded in the calca-

reous mass of Polyparia, and having no communication with the water

except by a moderate opening. These corals prove almost always to

to be a species of Meandrina(if. Phrygia) in which Magilut, Venerupis,

4c., occur.

Ruppell is of opinion, from the few words of M. Rang concerning
the young of Mayiliu, that the last-named naturalist had before him
the genus above described. Ruppell notices the following distinctions

between Lrptoconchus and Magilut. In the former the margins of the

shell are always disunited ;
in the latter they are always united. The

animals of the two genera are distinguished by the possession of an

operculum in the one (Magilus) and its absence in the other, and by
the difference in the proboscis ;

nor is the siphon of the Mayttus
present in Leptoconchus.

Ruppell suggest* that Leptoconchus approximates to the Janthince.

The number of the tentacles, the oval proboscis, the mantle deprived
of a siphon, the pectinated branchiie framed of crowded pyramids,
and the absence of an operculum, favour thin approximation, as well

as the analogies of the shell
;
but he adds that he is perfectly aware

that the difference of the habitations of the two genera is too great to

allow of a reliance on this suggestion. (' Transactions of the Zoolo-

gical Society of London,' vol. i. ;

'

Proceedings
'

of the same Society,

1834.)

LEPTO'LEPIS, a genus of Fossil Ganoid Fishes, occurring in the

Liassic strata.

LEPTOM/ERA. [L^MADIPODA.!
LEPTOMERIA.

[SASTALACEJ;.|
LEPTON, a genus of Acephalous Lamellibranchiate Molluica,

belonging to the family Kettiada. This genus is closely allied to

KMia. Only three species have been described, two of which,
L. iqvamoium and L. convexum, are British. L. fabagella has been

taken on the shores of the United States. The species are all smiill
and rare.

LEPTOPHI'NA, the name given by Professor Bell to a sub-family
of Serpents belonging to the family Colubrida;. It is thus defined :

Head elongate, broad behind, narrowed before
;

the anterior part
covered with nine scuta;. Eyes large. Gape wide, somewhat waved.

Maxillary and palatine teeth
; no poisonous fangs. Body very slender,

slightly depressed. Tail very long, slender, the point acute. Dorsal
scales oval, elongate, loose

; caudal scales very small, closely arranged.
Abdominal scuta very long ; subcaudal scuta small, indistinct.
The genera Dryinus and Leptophis are included in this family, of

which Dryinua auratm and Leptophit purpwascew may be regarded
as examples.

Dryinm auratia. Bell.

" The whole of the serpents composing these genera live," sayt>
Jr. Bell,

" in woods, entwining themselves amongst the branches of

ss, and gliding with great rapidity and elegance from one to

inother. These habits, combined with the graceful slenderness of

heir form, the beautiful metallic reflection from the surface in some

pecies, and the bright and changeable hues in others, place them

mongst the most interesting of the serpent tribe. Their food con-

ists of large insects, young birds, &c., which the extraordinary size

f the head, the width of the gape, and the great dilatability of tho
neck and body, enable them to swallow, notwithstanding the small
ize of these parts in a state of rest. In a specimen in my possession
f Dryinus auratus, for instance, the length of which is 4 feet 9 inches,
he diameter of the neck is hardly 2 lines. When the skin is distended

ither by food or during inspiration, the scales are separated from
ach other, and the skin, which is of a different colour, becomes
isible in the interstices, producing a curious reticulated appearance.

Notwithstanding the poisonous mark was affixed by Linnrcus to the

nly species of Dryinus known to him (Colubei- mycterizans, Linn.),
t is well ascertained that they are all of them perfectly harmless ;

nd it is asserted of that species that the children are in the habit of

aming and playing with them, twining them round their necks and

rms, and that the snakes appear pleased at being thus caressed."

Di-yinus (Merrem). Upper jaw much longer than the lowor.

lostrum very narrow, more or lees acute at the apex, which in sonic

peoiea is distinctly mucronate and moveable. (Bell.)

Mr. Bell records six species, three of which are American, Carolina}
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Mcuou, ui.l Urmxil ; and the other three AcUtie. two from the But
Iwliei and ooe from the uland of Java.

D. ratio. Yellowish-gray, shining with pule gold-colour, dotted
with whiuah and bUek; rostrum lubobtUM. It it a native of

). Rostrum obtuse; upper jaw projecting, but very
alighUy twyood UM lower.

Mr. BU records three species, three from the Eut Indies, and one
i America (Carolina). To UMM Dr. dray subsequently added two

L. (twofWstfiu and /.. ipiiatmt (Catubtr tpiUltu, Lacepede),
J by the expedition under Captain Phillip Parker King, K.N.

( Surrey of AortrahV)
L. fmptnKviu (CotMtcr pttrpunumu, Shaw). Violet, changing to

creen, gilded ; lateral and dorsal line of a paler hue ; head obtuse.
It is found in the Ea*t Indies. (' ZooL Journal,' vol. ii.)

l.KPTOl'HI.s.
. r"l-.. i u.v

LKITCJSOMA.

LfftopHi fta-ptu-ittni.

[LM-rornixi.1

by

[CCCVUDA]
a genus of liird. established

to the bind* C*cMd*. Example: m
m.l

... KdolUn Cuckoo of Shiw, noed
Franklin, RRa. Ac., in hi. Catalogue of

in the Ganges between Calcutta and Benares, and

occurring in

f8, a gram of OIMM baring solita

y < "" * "'rn 01rudiment Olunw.
covering th. flower.

or 2 opposite to the rachis,
Palo, scarioge. Stigma. feaSSiV

L. JUiformit

form of Granite in which mica is

f
aWnt It

LKPf.1 [LElWBfDA.fDA.1

u"

and

Birds'
in the
on thu

|

the scales smooth and equal Feet four; the anterior
little, very

short, and didactylous ; the posterior longer, and tridactyloua. Vent
simple, semicircular ; no pncanal or femoral pores.

L. lineata is bronze-grecu, paler beneath, with two dorsal and two
lateral black lines. It is a native of Australia.

Mr. Bell observes that this new genus agrees with Gymnojihlhalmtu,
Merr., and Ablephariu, Fitzing., in the absence of eyelids, but ditlors

from both in the number of its toes. In addition to this difference in

the structure of the feet, it is, he adds, remarkably distinguished by
tue want of external ears, and by its elongated and anguiform body ;

characters in which it agrees with Saijihot, Oray. The last-named

genus, he remarks, however, possesses eyelids, and differs also in the
number of its toes from Ltritta. (' ZooL Proc.,' 1833.)
LERNEA. [LERKEADA.I
LERNEAD.fc, the second order of the legion Pacilopoda amongst

the EutomostracouB Criutacra. [ExToxosTltACA.]
This order is characterised by Dr. Baird in his '

History of British
Entomoatraca

'

as follows : Mouth suctorial ; thorax not articulated ;

feet and other organs belonging to thoracic segment nearly rudi-

mentary ; no eyes ; body very outrd in appearance.
The existence of the Lernete seems to have been known to the

ancients. Aristotle informs us, in his ' Uistoria Animalium,' that the

tunny and sword-fish are tormented by a sort of worm which fastens
itself under the fin, and causes such irritation to the animal that it

often leaps out of the water and falls on board of ships. Pliny repeats
the assertion almost in the words of Aristotle. Oppianus, in his poem
'

Alieuticon,' describes the sufferings of the poor tunny and sword-fish
in moving language, and asserts that the fish are frequently killed by
their pigmy assailants. Athenteus repeats what his predecessors had
written before him ; and Salvianus, in his '

Aquatilium Animalium
Uistoria,' 1554, quotes at length the passages bearing upon the subject
from Aristotle, Pliny, Oppiauus, and Athenteus. Hondeletius, in his
'
Libri de Piscibus Marinis,' 1554, repeats for the sixth time Aristotle's

and Pliny's accounts of this parasite of the tunny and sword-fish
; and

to prove his personal knowledge of the little animal in question gives
a figure of a tunny, with the parasite attached, near the pectoral fin.

He says it adheres so tenaciously, that it cannot be shaken off by any
agitation of the body of its host.

Conrad Gesner, in his 'Historia Animalium De Aquatilibus,'
1558, enters largely into the history of this parasite.

Boccone, a Sicilian gentleman, in his ' Recherches et Observations
Naturellee,' published at Amsterdam in 1674, informs us, that at
Messina his attention was called by M. Scilla, a famous painter and
antiquary of that town, to the fact that the Xipkiat, or Sword-Fish,
was well known to the fishermen on the coast to be tormented by a
parasite which they called Sanguisuca. The only information he
received was that the motion of the creature was like that of a gimlet
in plunging itself into the flesh of the fish. He succeeded however
in obtaining a

specimen, which he describes and figures. They bury,
he says, their whole head or trunk in the flesh of the sword-fish. They
are not generally confined to one part of the body, but always on
such places aa that the fin of the animal cannot reach them. Boccone
refers this species to the Oittrot, or Atilut marimu of Qesner, &c.

In 1746 Linnu-tis, in his ' Fauna Suecica,' first edition, described a

parasitic^
animal found upon the Cyprinui Carattiut, "whose blood

it sucks." He established from this species the genus Lcrnca. In his
'

Itor Wast Qotha,' 1747, he notices another species found on the gills
of a species of Gadai ; and in bis second edition of the ' Fauna Suecica,'
1761, he adds a third, as inhabiting the gills of the salmon, which had
been figured and described by Gisler, in the 'Act Holmens.' (Kongl.
Vetensk. Handling.) for 1751, under the name of PediciUtu Satmonit.
In the 'Syat Nat,' 12th edition, 1766, he adds a fourth species to
the list, and up to that time these four constituted all that Linntcus
admitted into the genus Lernea a genus which, since his time, not-
withstanding the difficulties attending its investigation, has increased
a hundredfold, and now constitutes a large family. So bizarre in

appearance
are these Ltrnca, that Linntcus had no idea that they

belonged to the Crtutacea ; on the contrary, he places them amonirst
the worms.
"Of all the curious creatures which the naturalist meeta witli in

nui researches," says Dr. Johnston,
" there are none more paradoxicalthan the Lenta; none which are more at variance with our notions

f animal conformation, and which exhibit less of that decent pro-
jwrtion between a body and its members which constitutes what wo
choose to call symmetry or beauty." It is no wonder then that, with

knowledS he hnl* of their habits and history, Linmcus"
,

should have considered their proper place in the system of nature to
be amongst his MoUmca; animals belonging to his class Verma, and
characterised by him, from the softness of their body and the want
of a shell

In 181 7 Cuvier adopted the view taken by Bosc, and in his '

RtgneAnimal placed the Ixrnecc amongst the intestinal worms.
There is nothing very instructive in this detail of the difficulties felt

by systematic writers in knowing or determining where these curious
L first night bizarre-looking animals should be placed. Little

was known of their habita, manners, or mode of propagation, and
though their near relations with the Caligi had been observed by
several authors, they had not sought to resolve the question by
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deeper anatomical researches or investigations into their mode of life

and habits. Their true position however was soon about to be ascer-

taiued. Soon after Cuvier had published the first edition of his

celebrated work, the '

Regne Animal,' a French physician at Havre,
M. Surriray, made the important discovery that the ova were contained
in the long filaments suspended from the abdomen, and that the

young when born bore no resemblance to their parent, but on the

contrary were extremely similar to the young of the Cyclops. De
Blainville recorded the fact in the ' Journal de Physique,' 1822, in his

excellent article
'

Lernea," and fully admitted the truth of Surriray's
statement. In this article he remarks the near approach of his last

genus among the Lerneadee to the last of the Caliyidte, and traced the
almost insensible gradations by which we are carried from that genus
to the Caligtu itself, thence to Argulus, and through it to the Apia
and other Branchiopods. He still retained them however amongst the

Epizoa ; and Desmarest, in his ' Cons. G6n. sur la Classe des Crust.,'

1825, appears to have been the first to distinctly refer them, as a

group, to the class Crustacea.
In 1826 Messrs. Audonin and Milne-Edwards discovered a parasite

upon the Atacae, or lobster, the Nicothoe ; and in the course of their

observations upon the history of this curious Siphonostome they came
to the conclusion, reasoning from analogy, that the Lernex were real

Crtutac-'i that " became monstrous after they had fixed themselves"

upon the auimal which was to serve them with nourishment.

Kroyer informs us that several German zoologists, as Nitsch, Leuc-

kart, and Schwegger, had advanced similar opinions, though it would
appear, from his leferences to their observations, upon very insuffi-

cient grounds. Zoologists however were gradually coming to the
conclusion that these fantastically-formed creatures were in reality
crustaceous. But it is to Alexander Von Nordmann, an eminent
Prussiau naturalist, that we are indebted for a complete and satisfac-

tory solution of our doubts upon the subject. In his work,
' Mikro-

graphische Beitrage zur Naturgeschichte der Wirbellosen Thiere,'
Berlin, 1832, he has confirmed the observations of Surriray upon the

young when first hatched from the ova, shown the dissimilarity which
exists between the male and female, and thrown much light upon the

anatomy of this interesting group of animals, especially with regard
to the structure of their mouth and feet. Since the publication of
his excellent work his observations have received still further con-

firmation, additions, and corrections by three zoologists of considerable

reputation the well-known entomologist Burmeister
;
an Austrian

naturalist, Vincenz Kollar ; and the acute observer Rathke.
The form of the animals belonging to the Lerneadee is very variable.

"
Respecting this," says Kroyer,

"
it is not easy to say anything general.

The remark only forces itself upon every observer, that the exterior
of these animals is often so highly fantastical, that we are disposed
to admire the freaks of nature in bringing forth such forms. But it

is evident, that when continued observations and investigations have
put us in possession of the condition of these forms, we shall see here,
as everywhere else, that singularity resolves itself iuto regularity."
For the most part the skin, or external envelope, is soft and flexible,

but there are many species in which it is somewhat of a cartilaginous
consistence. Nordmann has discovered that it consists of a threefold
structure ; an external layer, tolerably firm and elastic ; next, a very
loose and soft cellular tissue

;
and finally, a third layer, composed of

a number of muscular fibres crossing each other in length and breadth,
and having in consequence a reticulated appearance.
We can generally trace, more or less distinctly, a division of the body

into two parts ; the first of which, the smaller of the two, forms the

head, and the other the thorax. This latter is generally of consider-
able size, whilst the abdomen, in almost all the species, has become
Tery nearly rudimentary. Attached to the head, in the greater number
of the Lerneadee, we find one pair of antenna;, and two pairs of foot-

jaws, by means of which they attach themselves to their prey. In a
few we find no antennae, and only one pair of foot-jaws. We find no

appearance of eyes. The organs corresponding to the thoracic feet of
the tfipltonostoma are variable in form, but in general are almost

rudimentary, sometimes indeed altogether wanting. It is this very
rudimentary state of the organs of motion and other appendages that
forms the principal mark of distinction between the Lerneada! and the

Sijihonottoma. The mouth, according to Kroyer, has generally the

shape of a blunt spherical snout, placed on the most advanced portion
of the head, and terminating in a roundish opening, though in some
of the genera it is in the form of a slight elevation merely, and is

placed at a considerable distance from the anterior part of the head.
The manner in which these animals fasten themselves to the fishes

upon which they live varies much. In some it is by means of the

foot-jaws alone, which in these species are strong and of a hooked
form. In others it is by means of two long appendages springing
frum the upper part of the thorax, one on each side, and uniting at

the tip, forming at their junction a sort of round button. In a third

get, again, the organs of attachment are a series of horux or appendages
proceeding from the side of the head.

The females are generally furnished with large external ovaries,

containing numerous ova. The intestinal canal is very distinct,

extending through the whole body. It is cylindrical, and widens
towards the middle of its length into a stomach. The motion in

the living individuals may be plainly seen, a series of rhythmical

movements to both sides, occurring to the number of from about
60 to 65 in the minute

; besides a sort of peristaltic motion, or an
alternate contracting and lengthening itself upwards and downwards.
Nordmaun has described what he considers may be the liver and

brain, and has pointed out the heart. This latter organ contracts and
expands regularly, but no blood-vessels are to be seen, the blood flow-

ing freely about in the hollow of the body and arms. The blood is a
clear watery-like fluid, composed of three kinds of globules, differing
in form and dimensions. The internal ovaries lie on each side of the
intestinal canal, and open by means of a caualis deferens on each side
of the inferior portion of the thorax, where the external ovaries take
their origin.

In general it is only the adult female of the Lerneadee that we are
in the habit of observing, and in an animal whose organs of motion
and perception for the most part are merely rudimentary, and whoso
existence is strictly stationary, the manner of life must be very simple.
Immoveably fixed upon the fish which serves it for food, its existence

depending upon the life of its host, it requires neither feet to transport
it from place to place, nor eyes to guide it in its search for fresh
abodes. In fact, the whole of its active existence consists in the two
operations of taking food, and propagating its species. We find them
in all instances more or less deeply fixed in the tissue of the parts
upon which they have taken up their habitation, and often so deeply
lodged, that little else but the oviferous tubes are visible externally.
There they remain, living at the expense of their host, those that
inhabit the branchiae or are deeply fixed in the soft tissue of the bodies,
drinking up the blood

;
and the others which are fixed less deeply,

and take up their abode under the fins and such places, sucking the

slimy juices of the skin. As they are never seen to change their place
of residence, the question naturally occurs how did they come there

originally ? Having no feet to propel them through the water, and
no eyes to guide them, even if they possessed the faculty of transport-
ing themselves from one place to another, how is it that we thus
find them fixed upon these fishes, mature and possessing ova ? Blaiu-
ville answers this question by saving,

"
It is difficult to conceive how

these animals, which spring from eggs, are fixed upon fishes without

admitting that in their young age they possess a little motion."
M. Surriray had at that time demonstrated to Blainville the existence
of the young when just hatched

;
but less importance was attached

to this discovery than it deserved; and it was not till Nordmaun
corroborated the fact, and followed it up by his more patient
researches, that we were enabled to answer the question fully.
The circumstance that the Lerneadce soon die after being taken from

the fish that has served them for nourishment and a habitation, cer-

tainly throws great difficulty in our way of observing the development
of the young ; but we now know that when hatched, and for sorno
time afterwards, the young Lerneadte are nimble and active, and
possess both the organs of motion and the faculty of using them.
When they first come out of the egg they are of an oval shape, and
very much resemble the young of the Cyclopidce. They possess a

large eye, situated in the centre of the anterior and upper part of the

body, and are provided with two large pairs of swimming-feet, and a

pair of jointed antennae. As in the Cyelopidx, these young Lerneada:
cast their skin repeatedly before they arrive at maturity. After the
first moulting the body is seen plainly divided into two parts, the
anterior of which is furnished with three pairs of hooked feet, and
the posterior with two pairs of swiniming-feet. No doubt there are
a good many stages of development to go through before they assumo
the mature form, but it has not yet been possible to follow them out.
It is not the least curious part of the history of these singular-

looking animals that the young should thus stand on a higher stage
of development than the mother ; and that their progress from youth
to maturity should be in .the directly opposite ratio to that of all the
other Crutlacece, At what period of their existence they fasten them-
selves upon their prey is at present unknown ;

but no sooner apparently
does this happen than the eye disappears, and the feet either disappear
also, or are transformed into other organs. In some they are changed
iuto foot-jaws, by means of which they fix themselves upon the body
of the fish they select for their habitation. In others they are trans-

formed into long and strong prolongations like arms, which unite

together either at the tips only, or from the roots all the way up to

the point, where they send forth a short horny stem, that widens into

the shape of a round button, and which, when buried in the skin or
Jesh of the fish, forms such a strong attachment, that the Lcrneadie
cannot be detached without beitig torn, or by being carefully dissected

out. Most probably the species in which this development takes place
irst fasten themselves to their foster-mother by the foot-jaws, as the

irst-mentioned set do, and after being buried in the flesh, these organs
assume this peculiar formation, otherwise it is difficult to conceive

low such an instrument could penetrate deeply into the body of the

ish. A third mode of transformation of the feet appears to be into

a series of horny branchlets developed round the mouth, and which,
when they have penetrated deeply into the soft parts of their host,
serve effectually to retain the parasite in its place. The adult

Lemeadve show, with the exception of taking food and laying eggs,

very few and feeble signs of life, whether attached to the nourishing
animal or when separated from it. Many of the genera show no
xternal signs of life at all after separation from their foater-inother;
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I UMtrjaw. lor a abort period, or their head may b. *en
to move Meanly te different direction* for a little time and then

dssnlar phenomenon that nobody *l*e had befon noticed. When
an individual, it quirted, he say*, "from the vent a

stream of fluid to the distance of a foot and a half, and
Uu* it repeated errcral time* one after another."

That part of the history of the Lfrmeoda which i* connected with

their Mxual naittoa* and propagation b (till involved in much

iioaauiiij ; bat UM detail* w* have received from Nordmann and

Kroyer with regard to UM male* an no leu singular than many of

UM other curiou* part* of the history of these animal*. Ily some of

UM earlier observer* it wa* supposed that those individuals which had
not oriferuu* tab** won male*, while other* imagined that they were
tMrmanhroditea. Neither of these opinion* however will stand the
to** of inquiry. The ovaries of the female, after the eggs have
attained maturity, bunt and disappear, and thus, as Kroyer observe*,
UM Ltntnt which to-day waa considered a female to-morrow might

be regarded a* a male." In the course of investigating different species
of Ltnradir Nordmann discovered, in several instance*, small bodies

adhering to UM generative organ* of the female*, which on closer

laepertinn proved to be animals that differed very much in appearance
from the female, and, on the contrary, bore considerable resemblance
to the young in *" firrt ** f their development These, he

d, wen the male*, and though, Uurmeister ha* thrown great
a* to the entire accuracy of Nordmann'a observations, his

i aa to the bet of these animals being male* are borne out

by Kroyer and other*. It i* probable, a* Nordmann remarks,
" that

the rnels*) and female* an mixed together when they come out of the

egg*, bat that they develop* themselves differently at the last change
oFskin." They continue to show uniformity in regard to the form
of UM head, and the form and situation of the part* connected with
it, bat they want the

apparatus for attaching themselves which the
females poeaeea, having instead two pain of strong hooked feet They
differ constantly in the form of the other part* of the body, and show
a remarkable diversity from the female with respect to size, being
very much smaller. These males bear a strong resemblance to each
other, even in different genera, in which the females are very unlike.
Thi* bet and the preceding, namely, the great difference of sue, have
been considered by Burmeister a* strong objections to the truth of
Nordmann'* conclusions. It i* true many experiments and careful
Mrtnminel investigations an still wanting to establish conclusively
UM Caeta stated by Nordmann, but still the observations made by
him upon one or two genera leave little room to doubt the truth of
UM opinion, a* regard* these individual* at least. Kroyer considers
that the Ltntmatt an at a very early age capable of breeding, though
H i* not yet known at what stage of development exactly they become
so. Certain it is we see, in small specimen* of some of these animals,
mall ovaries and a few egg* contained in them, whilst a* the female*

i in ate* the ovaries become larger and the egg* mon numerous.
affirms that the Ltmeada only propagate once, and the

ovary oonunoo* to increase in die, and the eggs to increase in number,
till they become mature, and that then the parent Lernta baa played
her part Kroyer doubt* this ; and the opposite opinion hold* better
with the analogy of the other Entomoetraoou* Crutlac(a. But upon
this point direct experiment* an wanting.

M. Milne-Edward* divide* the Lenuada into three families, charac-
terieed by the manner in which these pumaite* attach themselves to
weir prey. SOON ft* themselves by mean* of gnat brachiform append-
age*, muted together toward* the end, and terminated by a horny
median booton. Other* adhere by th, ir jaw-feet, whichan armed with
Trnretrong book* Others again attach themselves by the whole head,
which I* famished for this purpoeo with horny prolongations of

form*. The Ant correspond to the Lerneopoda of M. do
> and an d**%nted a* Lerneopodian* ; the second have the

1
i for their

type, and form M. Milne-Edward's
-; and the third he denominates Lerneoceriaus,

the gnu* Lfrmttarm belongs to that family, and the name
With regard to the ettablUhr">r~ "" " iw ntjmra *o UM *euKMMn-

* ""; <U**k'i UM characters of species, he can only,M observes, refer, in UM greater number of instance*, to the mode of"' *' "- fcwd; for the male* an nearly entirely unknown
ipUo**, the female, an des

CbondracanUiUn*.

Ti? *""!?
<*004"~nUlillI ttwwdwa upon their prey by the

w-f"t lMwUd "*^ 'nteriOT "tnrnfty of
qt Th* *<***<> *PPndage. do not serve

us*, and have UM form of ordinarily two-oared feet of
' r. < no

. i* in general tolerably distinct from the thorax,
iyalway* oairU* a pair of antenna and two pain of unciform

Imtfenr llks j*w bet On UM side* of the mouth may ) ordinarily

_T ^i^ ^* "PP******, wblch reprnent the second pair of
et, and whkh an soaMtimr* anchor like, limiUr to the others,

"S^XL^^y*?*- T]" m<mUl u *>* aitoated Tr>tar Uhbd UM MUtior jawft, and U armed with -najl appd^

representing the mandible*. The number and disposition of the

appendage* corresponding to the thoracic feet vary ; sometime* two

pain only are to b* counted, sometimes three, and even four. The
oviferou* tube* spring from the posterior edge of the body, so that

the abdomen is rudimentary, and i* only represented by one or two
small median tubercle*. The male is often found attached under the

anus of the female : he i* extremely small, and doe* not resemble her

in the least, but diffen little from the males of the succeeding

family. (Milne-Edwards.)
Oenera, Selitu, Litton, Clarella, Cycntu, TWca, Pcnitului, Lena*-

throput, Ckotulracanthut.

Stlitu consists of but one specie* (5. 2>i/ofou), found on the braticliho

of the dotted Polynoe ; nor does JROvm comprise more, conainting

only of yfi. quadrattu, found on a Serranut, and about a lino in length.
C'lavtila has two specie* C. Jfippoylotti, found on the Holibut, and
C. Scan. Cycnta has only one species (C. gracttii), found on the

branchial of a cod-fish ; and this is the cose with 7'ncca, which has

only one (T. imprattu), found on Diodon Hyttrix, Peniculta has but
one (P. Putula), found on Zeui Aptr. LernanUuvpui consists of two

species, separated by M. Milne-Edwards into two section* L. ;>u;>,

found on a Brazilian Plata*, and L. paradoxut, found on the Mullet*.

M. Milne-Edwards remarks that L. Ifuica, (De Blainville), found on B

Diodon from Manilla, belongs to his first section.

Chondracanthiu U separated by M. Milne-Edwards into two sections,
with sub-divisions, and contains seven specie*: C. cornultu, found on
several flat-fish (Pleuronectet) ; C. craaitornu, found on a wrasse;
O. Solete, found on soles ; C. Trigla; found on gurnards ; C. Merlvcci

(from which the C. Xiphite of Cuvier does not appear to M. Milne-

Kdwards to differ, and to which he thinks Lerruea radiata of Miiller,

found in the buccal cavity of Coryphctna rupatrii, appears to bo

very close) ; C. Zti ; and C. Ddarochiana, the last found upou the

Tunny.

Chondraranthut carnal ut.

a, female, magnified after Nordmann
j 6, male seen in profile, find more highly

magnified ; r, the same >ecn from below
; rf, brad of the female seen from below ;

t, moutb still more highly magnified.

Lcrneopodians.
In the females of this group the head is formed nearly as in the

ChondracanthianR, that is to say, distinct from the thorax, furnished
with a pair of antennae, and armed with two pairs of anchor-like jaw-
feet

; but the anterior jaw-feet are less proper for serving those small
Crustaceans for attaching themselves to their prey, and the thorax,
which carries neither feet nor fleshy appendages similar to those
which represent the two fint pairs of thoracic members in the pre-
ceding division, give origin to n pair of very large brachiform pro-
longations, which unite together, sometime* at their base, sometimes
towards their extremity only, and terminate by a horny button, by
the aid of which the parasite strongly adheres to the animal on which
it ha* established it* dwelling. These organs of adhesion appear to

replace the fint pair of thoracic limbs.
The male of only a small number of Lcrneopodians ia known, and

where known diffen extremely from the female. He has the body
divided into two very distinct parts ; one anterior, the cephalic, which
carries the antenntc, a pair of anterior unciform jaw-feet, the sucker,
and, farther bock, two pain of well-developed appendages, which
represent the posterior jaw-feet and the arm* of the female, but
which have the form of *tout hands carried on a cylindrical peduncle,
and terminated by a small ill-formed pincer. The young undergo the

ordinary metamorphoses. (Milne-lvlwards.)
There an six genera -.Batanuta, Achlhcrci, Brachidla, Troche-

liattti, Lerneo/mda, and Anchorrlla.
Bataniita comprises two specie* : B. Ifachonu, found on the gill-

cover of the Hiidicu (No/mo Jfucho), and B. lalmonca, found on the

Grayling. M. Milue-Kdward* states that Lerncopoda Brongniartii
(De Blainville) belongs to this genus.
Achthtra consist* of but one species (A. Percarum), found on the

fins of the river Perch and of the Sandra. Length about two lines.

BrackitUa comprise* five specie*, distributed into two sections, with
ulnlivisions : B. Tkynni (length about ten lines, of male about half
a line), found on the gills of the Tunny ; B. inpadica (length about
four line*, of male about a third of a line), found on the gUls of the
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Haddock (Gadus jEglefinus) ;
. bitpinosa (about three lines in length

male unknown), found on the gills of the Sapphirine Gurnard (Trigla

Hirundo) ; B. roitrata, closely approaching the preceding, found in

the Greenland Seas upon Pleuronectes pinguis ; and B. Lophii, found
on the gills of the Sea-Devil, Toad-Fish, or Frog-Fish, at Naples.

Trachdiastei has three species, divided into two sections : T. poly-

colpm, found on the fins of the Chub ;
T. maculatui, found on the

scales of the Bream
;
and T. Stellifei; found on the branchial arches or

within the mouth of Silurut Glanii.

Tracheliattei polycolput. Milne-Edwards.

a, female magnified and seen from above
; b, the same Been on the side, and

deprived of the oviferous bags ; c, anterior extremity of the body more highly

magnified ; d, appendage representing the second pair of jaw-feet ; c, man-
dible ; /, larva of the same j g, second age of the larva.

Ltrncopoda consists also of five species, divided into two sections :

L. itellata, found on the fins of a Sterlet in Norway; L. elongata

(about two inches in length), found fixed to the eye of a Shark in the

Polar Seas ; L. Carpioni, nearly approaching the preceding, found on
the Salmon in the north of Europe; L. Galei (length about three

lines, male about the same size), found on the fins of a Tope Shark

(Milandre) ; and L. obeta (about two lines in length), found upon
Squalus Acantltiai, the Picked-Dog, or Hound-Fish.

M. Milne-Edwards thinks that L. Dalmanni, found on Raia Satis,
the Skate ; L. bicaudata (about two lines long), found on the Red
Gurnard ;

and L. talmonea, belong to this genus. The last species
does not seem to M. Milne-Edwards to be determinable specifically,

and he makes the same remark on the Lernaa found by Hermann on
the Dace.

Of Anchorella five species are recorded, distributed into two sec-

tions : A. tmarffinata (about six lines long), found upon the gills of

the Wolf-Fish (Anarrhicai Luptui) ;
A. brevicoUit (about four lines

long), found fixed on the anal fin of the Variable Cod-Fish (Gadus cat-

lariat) ; A. ovalii (about two lines long), found upon the Red Gurnard
;

A. rugoia (about three lines long), found on the Wolf-Fish ; and A.

uncinata, found on the gills of divers Gadi.

M. Milne-Edwards is of opinion that Lerncomyam pyriformis and
L. pinnarum (De Blainville) belong to this genus, as well as Lerncca

adunca of Strom and L. anomala of Abdilgaard.

Lerneoceriana.

The female Lerneocerians, like the Chondracanthians, fix themselves

to their prey by the anterior extremity of their body only, and have
no brachiform thoracic appendages serving for this purpose, as may
be seen in the Lerneopodians ; but the arming of their mouth is far

from having the form which this apparatus offers among the Chon
dracanthians, and the whole head of the parasite is plunged in the

tissue of the animal on which it establishes its dwelling, and is there

retained by horny prolongations, of varied form, which spring from
its posterior or occipital part. In general the head is not very distinct

from the thorax, and seems to be completely deprived of antennto ;

the mouth is aimed with but one pan- of jaw-feet, which are simple
and unciform. The feet, when they exiat, are of extreme smallness,
and sometimes no trace of them is to be perceived. The portion oi

the trunk which is situated behind the point where the oviferous

tubes take their origin, and which represents the abdomen, is, in

general, much more developed than in the other females of the same
order.

The male of the Lerneocerians is unknown, except in very few

species ; and, where known, seems as imperfect as that of the Chon-

dracanthians : his body is globular, offers no distinct thorax, and does
not carry rudiments of feet behind the appendages which represent
the jaw-feet. The metamorphoses which the young undergo are

analogous to those of the other Lerneocerians. (Milne-Edwards.)
Genera. Penella, Lemeonema, Lerueocera, Lernaa. -

Penella consists of four species, divided into two sections : P.

sayitta (about four inches long), found on Lophius marmoratm; P.

filosa, and P. Blainvillii, the last found on the Flying-Fish (Exocietvt
volitam) ;

and P. Sultana (about an inch long), found in the mouth of
Carenx Ascensionis.

Lemeonema, also divided into two sections, comprises three

species : L. Letuerii (about two inches long), found in

the American Seas upon the Flying-Fish ; L. monilaru

(about an inch long), found fixed to the sclerotic coats

of the eye of the Sprat (Clupea Sprattus) ; and L. aldo-
minalis (about twenty lines long).
M. Milne-Edwards states that Lerneocera Surriraiis

(De Blainville) belongs to this group, and that it much
resembles the preceding species, but is distinguished by
the brevity of the abdominal portion of the body ; and he
is of opinion that the genus Sphyi-ion of Cuvier is too

imperfectly known to enable him to determine its

natural affinities, though it appears probable to M.
Milne-Edwards that its place is between Penella and
Lenuea.

Lerneocera comprises four species, divided into two
sections and sub-divisions : L. cyprinacea (about eight
lines long), found in Sweden on Cyprinus Carasua ;

L. eiorina, L. cruciata, found in Lake Erie, on Cichla
cenea (Lesueur) ; and L. radiata, found on Clupea
Tyrannus, United States of America.
M. Milne-Edwards thinks that Lernata ocvlans of

Cuvier belongs to the second section of the genus Lerneo-
cera. It is found fixed to the eye of Herrings.
Lemma, consists of two species, each placed in a

separate section : L. branchialis, found on the gills of
several species of Gadi, in the North Sea

;
and L. multi-

cornis.

M. Mime-Edwards states that L. cycloptcrina is distin-

guished from L. branchialis by certain tubercles about
the head and neck. He remarks that M. Kroyer has

represented it without horns, but he thinks that arose

from the mutilation of the animal observed by M.

Kroyer. This parasite is found in the Greenland Seas

on Cyclopterus spinosui.
The subjoined cut, from Sowerby"s

'

Miscellany,'
shows the external appearance of a sprat infested by
these Lerneans. Mr. Sowerby names the parasite Lernca

Spraitce (Lertuea Spratti). These crustaceans are stated

to be luminous at night ;
and the fishermen say that the shoal is often

headed by fish so infested, which they call Lanthorn Sprats.

Lemeonema
monilaris,

magnified.

Lerneans in situ on a Sprat.

The following is Dr. Baird's arrangement of the British species of

this family :

Tribe I. Anchoraslomacea.

Females. Attached to their prey by means of their foot-jaws, which

are stout and armed with strong hooks. One pair of antenna; ; gene-

rally very distinct. Thoracic feet nearly rudimentary, or represented

by appendages of considerable size, but differing in form from

ordinary feet.
'

Males. Free and unattached ; very small, and differing totally in

appearance from the females.

Family Chondracanthida.

Organs representing thoracic feet, in form of considerable-sized,

cartilaginous-looking, not articulated appendages; generally three

pairs in number. Three pairs of foot-jaws.

Genus 1. Chondracantftus.

Two pairs of foot-jaws prehensile, the third nearly rudimentary.

Appendages of thorax representing the feet, in form of digitated, but

not articulated, and not setiferoua lobes or tubercles. Oviferous tubes

very short, broad, and flattened.
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aZti. Body abort, and rather tbiek. Head rounded ;
antenna

abort,Md rather bnd ;
ck u~w, .bort Thorpe carrying on the

Oder .urfac. two pun of small appendage*. each coMirting of three

We** or nnger,aiid furnished laterally with throe pur. of longer

prok>otioorof many divisions, the terminal one on etch side larger

than the othen, and crabnu-ing the oriferoni HOI ;
the upper part of

the thorax u covered with short, conical, aharp-pointed ipine*.

n rudimentary. Oriferotu aaot flattened, containing many

"nTlTfound adhering to the gill* of the Zvufaber.

Oenu 2.

Footjaw* and thoracic appendage* u in Ckmdraeantkta. OviferouB

tuboi long, either club^haped and stout or alender and twisting.

1. L. ron.M/a. Female: Head oral, rather elongated; antenna-

Battened, of cooaiderable rite, and projecting. Thorax elongated,

club-shaped ; anterior portion narrow for about a third of it* length,

the other two-thirda much broader, and terminating posteriorly in two

aharp lateral tubercle* of moderate length, and a middle one repre-

senting the abdomen, which U nearly quite rudimentary. Two pairs

onlyof thoracic appendage* are vuible, occurring at the upper portion

of the narrow part, each divided into two digitations, and situated

at a abort distance from each other. The oviforoua saoa are of con-

siderable riae, cylindrical, and about two-thirda the length of the body.

Length nearly 3 line*.

Male : Somewhat pyriform in shape. Head very large, swollen.

Thorax conical, divided into five segments, and terminated by a nidi-

mentary abdomen armed with two small hooka. Antenna slender,

etaceoue, projecting from the anterior extremity of the head, and

underneath them a pair of hook-shaped foot-jaws. Mouth situated

far hack, and provided with mandibles ;
and behind the mouth two

pair* of foot-jaws are visible. Following these we observe two

pairs of letiferous tubercle* representing the feet Length, a quarter

of aline.

It i* found on the branch!*; of a sole.

S. L. atelliiia. Female : Body somewhat square-shaped. Head

null, and situated at the end of a long and slender neck
;

it is

rounded at the anterior extremity, and a little below the antenna)

exhibit* on each tide a round lobe or tubercle. The antenna) and

loot-jaw* are very small The neck nearly equals in length the rest

of the body. The thorax is broad, and of a somewhat quadrangular

shape, with a deep indentation on each side about the middle of ita

length. On the upper half we see two pairs of prolongations or

appendage*, each divided into three digitatiom; and on the lower

half there are three smaller appendages, but simple, not digitated.

The posterior angle* of the thorax are prolonged also into short horns

or appendage*, which are also simple. The abdomen is in form of a

abort tubercle, with a rounded blunt point The oviferoua sacs are

of about the length of the whole animal, of considerable size, and

cylindrical
The male i* nmiUr, according to Milne-Edwards, to that of

Cktmdncmiilk*! (Ltntnloma) conm/M.
It i* band attached to the branchuc of the Trigla.

S. L. Ltfkii. Female : Body rather elongate, and somewhat
Head small, having on each aide a small horn-shaped

ge directed a little obliquely backward*. Antenna) small,
and slightly curved. Thorax divided into four portions by a*

contraction*. The first narrow like a neck, having on the upper
;

abort spine, and on the under surface a pair of appendages
or prolongation* of two divisions or digitations ;

the second U some-
what quadrilateral, with on the middle line of the back two conical

tubercle* and on the (idea two others, the upper pair the longer, and

having on the under surface a pair of appendage* of two digitations ,

the third part i* larger than the
preceding,

and has the same tubercles

and prolongation*, and in addition a small spine on the superior
portion, and in the me*ial line of the under surface; the fourth

portion i* rather the Urgrst, with two horns or tubercles on the

arbor, a third on the median line of the under surface, anc
ch lid* a long termini

"

in form of a abort tubercle i

thorax. Ovifmm* tube*

6J HIM.; breadth, 3| tinea.

The owl* is very similar to that of the Ok

alrmdy d*crib*d.

rd on tiie median line of tue under surface, and
terminal prolongation, rather blunt Abdomen

liberals in the centre of the posterior part of the
tabs* very long, slender, and twisted. Length,

Tribe IL Antkoraairpaeta.

Attached to their pray by means of two long appendage* which
art** from the thorax. They unite together either at the base or near
the Up only, and terminate there in a munded knob like a button, by
means of which the animal maintains it* hold of the part to which i

ha* attached iUrlf. No thoracic feet, or they are represented by these

TO-abaped appendage*.
1UU* in general differ very much in appearance from the female*,

Family I. LerneopodacUr.

Ami-shaped appendages long, wide apart from each other at their

Mse, and united only at the tip.

Genus

Female. Body generally elongated, oval. Head short and thick.

'wo pairs of foot-jaws, well-developed, and placed near each other.

External ovaries of moderate length and cylindrical.
V ;! |V..|v ilnM'il bate tWO M-'irly MOB! p 'i ''.- ''< "t" :m nv..i.l

hape; one representing the head, the other the thorax. Much
mailer than the female.

1. L. clongala. The head is very distinct, of a horny texture,

ivate, depressed, broad at the base, and obtusely pointed in front,

resembling very much the shape of the body of the common Spider-

Crab. The second pair of foot-jaws is large and well developed,

miniating of a large rounded oval basal joint, and a more slender

.urved hooked terminal one, with a pretty strong tooth on its inner

idge. The head is united to the body by a short narrow neck ; the

horax is long and narrow, of a somewhat club-shaped form, and

;ives origin to two long cylindrical arms, which considerably t-x

he length of the body. At the posterior portion, which is somewhat

truncate, we see two small lobes ;
and on each side of these spring

he ovaries, which are about the length of the entire body, thick,

itruight, and cylindrical.

Length of whole animal nearly 3 inches. Head, one line and three-

quarters. Body, 74 lines. Arms, one inch and one line. Ovaries, one

nch and one line and a halt

A specimen of this arctic species was found attached to the eye of

shark caught on the English coast, and brought to London in the

winter of 1848.

2. L. galei. Female : The head is oval, depressed, and of a hard

lorny substance ;
the thorax is long, rather slender, and somewhat

cylindrical, narrow where it U attached to the head, and broadest at

ts posterior extremity. The arms are slender, and nearly the length
of the thorax. At the posterior extremity of the boHy are two small

obes, between which, on the middle line, is a small tubercle repre-

senting the abdomen. Ovarian tubes of moderate length, not quite

equal to the length of the thorax.

Length of the whole body, including arms, about three-fourths of

an inch.

Male: Body divided into two portions, of an ovoid form, and

nearly of equal size ;
the upper half represents the head, and carries

a pair of antenna;, and two pairs of foot-jaws of considerable magni-
tude ; the lower half, representing the thorax, has at its posterior

extremity two sub-globular appendagea a little longer than those in

the female.

The female was found attached to the cavity posterior to the vent

of the Squaltu galttu.

8. L. talmoiua. Linntoua's description of this species, as far an it

goes, is very good :

"
Body ovate

; thorax obcordate ;
the two arms

linear, approximated." The head ia rather small, somewhat bulging
out at the back part, broader there, and rather sharp-pointed at the
anterior extremity. From the base of the head spring the two arms,
which are rounded, and slightly shorter than the body. The thorax
is pyriform and short, and at its lower extremity we see two minute.

eminences. The ovarian tubes are of considerable thickness, cylin-

drical, and about the same length as the whole animal.

The colour of the animal is white. Length about half an inch.

It is found in the gills of the Salmon, in the London market*.

Family II. Andtonlt

Arm-shaped appendage* very short, and united to each other from
the base, so as to resemble a single organ.

Genus Ancliorelia.

Female : Body in general abort, and somewhat swollen. Head
small, and situated at the extremity of a long neck, which is generally
curved backwards. Two pairs of foot-jaws well developed, and a .

third rudimentary. Antenna; rudimentary. Ovarian tubes of mode-
rate length, and cylindrical.
The male differ* in appearance very much from the female, ami ia

very small

I. A. uncinala. Female: The body of the animal is thick,

oblong, of a milk-white colour, smooth, and opaque. Head very
small, situated at the extremity of a long slender neck, which has a
wrinkled appearance, and is nearly the length of the thorax. The
arm* spring from the upper portion of the thorax, and are rather

short, terminating iu a rounded knob or button. At the posterior

portion of the thorax there is on the middle line a small protuberance
representing the abdomen. The ovarian tubes are cylindrical,

straight, smooth, ami about the length of the body. Length from
6 to 8 lines.

Male: Body globular, terminated in front by a small conical

eminence, at the extremity of whjch is the mouth, and having at it*

baae one pair of rudimentary appendages, and a pair of rudimentary
foot-jaws. On the middle of the body, on the inferior surface, thero
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are two pairs of large hooked claw-like members. Length, one-fourth

of a line.

The female fixes itself to the fins and gill-covers of the Cod and

Haddock, and is most probably the most common species of our seas.

(Johnston.)

2. A. rugosa,. Body nearly of a square shape, a little emarginated
on each side. Head small ; neck slender, and nearly cylindrical. A
rounded tubercle on the middle line represents the abdomen. Ovaries

rather larger than the thorax, nearly cylindrical, or slightly club-

shaped. Length, about 3 lines.

Found in the mouth of the Gadiis cettarius.

Tribe III. Anckoraceracea.

Females : Attached to their prey by the anterior extremity of

their body only, thrusting the entire head into the tissues of the

animal to which they adhere, and being retained there by means of a

kind of horns, which are various in form, and spring from the poste-
rior part of the head. No antenna). Only one pair of foot-jaws,
which is simple and hooked. Feet either very small or often wanting
altogether.

Males : Very small. Body glot 'ilar, and more imperfect than in

the preceding tribes, having no distinct thorax, and no rudiments of

feet behind the appendages which represent the foot-jaws.

Family I. Penelladce.

Several pairs of feet situated on the under surface of the body near
the head, but very small and rudimentary.

Genus Lerneonema,

Body long, slender, narrowed anteriorly in the form of a neck,
which is terminated by a swollen head furnished with two or three

simple curved horn-shaped appendages. Abdominal portion of body
of inconsiderable length, and simple. Oviferous tubes long and
slender.

1. L. ipratta, the Eye-Sucker. Body slender, considerably larger at

the posterior extremity. Head of tolerable size, rounded, and pro-
vided with two narrow rather hooked horns at its back part,
directed backwards. The head is connected to the body by means
of a long and very slender cylindrical neck, which is furnished with
about a dozen constrictions, which make this part of the body appear
as if it were beset with an equal number of rings or knobs.

A short distance beneath the head it is very narrow, gradually

increasing in size as it joins the body. Abdominal portion small,

blunt, and obliquely truncate. The ovarian tubes are very long and

slender, about as long again as the whole body of the animal. Length
of the body about an inch

;
ovaries one inch and a half.

It is found attached to the eyes of Sprats,

2. L. encrtuicoli. Body cylindrical, shorter than the preceding, and
of about the same size at both extremities. The neck is long and

slender, quite smooth, and destitute of the constrictions which mark
so decidedly the preceding species. The neck is white, and the body
is of a brown horny colour.

The abdomen is like that of the preceding, and the ovarian tubes
are long and slender, at least twice the length of the body. Tin-ton

describes the ovaries as "
clear white." Perhaps they may be" so in

the living animal, but in the specimens preserved in spirits they are

of exactly the same colour as the body. In one specimen however
one of the tubes is broken, and the ova have escaped, and in this the

tube is white. Length of the body about half an inch ; ovaries fully
one inch.

It is found attached to the bodies of the Clupea encraticolui and
C. ipratttu.

Family II. Lemcoccradte.

No vestiges of feet on under surface of body, nor any appendages
representing them.

Oenus 1. Lemeocera.

Body long and slender
;
head furnished with horn-shaped append-

ages, which are simple and symmetrical in form. Ovarian tubes

straight, and of moderate length. Abdomen very small.

L. cyprinacea. Head furnished with four horn-shaped appendages,
which are somewhat long and slender. The two outer or posterior
are bifurcated

; the anterior simple.
The thorax is very slender anteriorly, forming a long neck, but

becomes much broader posteriorly, and when it terminates in the

small abdomen appears obliquely truncate. The oviferous tubes are

cylindrical, and rather long. The length of the whole animal is

about 8 lines.

It is found on the eids of the Carp, Bream, and Roach, in many of

our ponds and rivers, in great abundance.

Genus 2. Lernea.

Body more or less twisted, and outr<5 in appearance. Head furnished

with horn-shaped appendages, which are irregularly branched. Ovarian

tubes twisted into round masses, and placed under the posterior portion
of the body. Abdomen of considerable size.

HAT. HUM. DIV. VOL. IIL

The genus Lcrnea is now restricted within very small limits. Estab-
lished by Linnaeus upon the L. branchialis, it is at the present day
confined to that species and one or two others.

L. branchialii. Head rounded, and furnished with three horn-

shaped appendages, each of which is divided at the tip into three
short branches.

The anterior portion of the thorax is long, cylindrical, and very
slender, like a long narrow neck, while the body itself is very much
swollen in the middle, and abruptly twisted upon itself in the form
of the letter S.

The abdominal portion of the body is long, blunt at the extremity,
and of considerable size. The ovarian tubes are slender, and very
much twisted.
The whole animal is about an inch and a half in length, and is of a

very firm consistence, being hard and horny.
It is found on the gills of the Cod.

(Baird, History of British Entomostraca ; Milne-Edwards, ffittoire

Naturelle des Crustacea.)
LESTRIS. [LARID.E.]
LETTUCE. [LACTDCA.]
LEUC^ETHIOPES. [ALBINO^.]
LEUCHTENBERGITE, a Mineral occurring in large but not per-

fectly developed crystals in the form of the rhomboid. Colour yel-
lowish in masses, but in thin laminae white. The texture lamellar.

Lustre pearly. Transparent iu small crystals. Hardness between

calc-spar and selenite
;

is impressed by the nail. Feels greasy. Spe-
cific gravity 2'71. It is found in the Schischmiusk mines in the district

of Slatoust. The following is its analysis by Komoueu :

Silica 34-23
Alumina 16'31

Magnesia 35'GO
Peroxide of Iron . . . . . . 3'33

Lime 1-75

Water 8'68

99-90

LEUCI'SCUS, a genus of Fishes of the family Cyprinido:, and
section Abdominalea. This genus, which was established by Klein,
contains numerous species, of which the Roach, Dace, and Bleak
afford familiar examples. The characters which distinguish them
from others of the Cyprinidae, or Carp tribe, consist in the compara-
tive shortness of the dorsal and anal fins, and the want of strong
spiny rays at the commencement of either, the simple lips, and

deficiency of barbules about the mouth. The various species of

Leucitcus are divided into two sections, according to the position of
the dorsal fin. Firstly, those in which this fin is situated immediately
above the ventral, as in the Roach, Dace, &c., and, secondly, those

species in which the dorsal fin is placed above the space intervening
between the veutrals and anal, as in the Chub, Rud, Bleak, &c.

L. rutilus, Cuvier, the Roach, is common in most parts of Europe,
swims in large shoals, and frequents rivers, lakes, &c. ; preferring
somewhat still and deep waters, feeding upon worms and aquatic

vegetables. It usually attains from 12 to 15 inches in length. The

length of the head, compared with the whole length of the fish is as

one to five
;
the depth, at the commencement of the dorsal fin, is to

the body alone (without the head or tail) as two to five. The number
of the fin-rays are dorsal, 12; pectoral, 17; ventral, 9; anal, 13;
and caudal, 19. The scales are large, and the number forming the

lateral line is 43 : the number of scales in the oblique line is 11
;
the

colour of the back and upper part of the head is bluish-green or dusky
green, becoming lighter on the sides of the body, and shaded into

silvery- .vhite on the belly. The dorsal and caudal fins are dusky,

tinged with red
;
the anal, pectoral, and ventral fius are bright-red ;

the irides bright-.yellow.
L. vulgaru, Cuvier, the Dace, is more slender and elongated than

the Roach ; the scales are proportionately smaller
;

the mouth is

more deeply cleft, and the eye is not so large. The length of the

head compared with that of the head and body, not including the

tail, is as two to nine
;
the depth of the body, compared to the whole

length, is as one to five. The number of scales composing the lateral

line is 52 : there are eight scales in the oblique line above it, and

below the lateral to the ventral fin there are four. The dorsal fin

commences rather behind the middle of the body, whereas in the

Roach it is exactly half way between the nose and the base of the

tail fin. The colouring of the upper part of the head aud back is

dusky-blue, becoming paler on the sides of the body, and shaded into

silvery-white on the belly. The dorsal and caudal fins are pale-brown ;

the pectoral, ventral, and anal are almost white, but tinted with pale-

red. The fin-rays are dorsal, 9
; pectoral, 16; ventral, 9 ; anal, 10

;

and caudal 19. The habits of the Dace are very similar to those of

the Roach. It is found in Italy, France, and Germany, as well as

our own country, generally frequenting the deep clear water of quiet

streams.
" L. Dotula, Cuvier, the Dobule," says Mr. Yarrell,

"
is found in

the Oder, the Elbe, the Weser, and the Rhine, as well as in the smaller

streams which run into them." As yet however but one specimen
has been found in this country, and was fortunately caught by the

author of the '

History of British Fishes,' while fishing, in the month
of August, 1831. in the Thames, below Woolwich. It is of a slender

2 E
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.and the are of moderate si*e, 60 forming the later*! line,

above which there an 7 in an obliqu. line under the donal an, and

Mo* the lateral line then are 4. The length of the bead, compared
with thai of the bead and body alone, U at two to nine, an.l the depth
at the body if equal to the length of the bead. The donal fin com-

i about half-war between the anterior edge of the eye and the

B. Thei of tho tail-fin. colouring U the aune ai in the Dace, except-

taf thai the pectoral, ventral, and anal fins are pale orange-red. In

Ike Bomber of the An-rays it agree* with the Dace.
Yanvil, the Graining. Pennant appear* to beL.

t: , : * author who noticed thu fish, but iU characters wen never

dearly denned until Mr. Yarrell'i account appeared in the < Transac-

tion, of the Linn.. Socirty' vol xviL, p. 7. pL 2, fig. 1. .M. Agassi.

haring rxamiaed the apeciee when in England, immediately recognised
it ai an inhabitant of aome of the lakes of Switzerland. In this

country it appear* to be chiefly, if not wholly, confined to the Mersey
and eome streams connected with that river, where it ia met with in

considerable abundance.
The adult Graining is from about 7 to 9 inches in length : the

length of the head, compared to the whole length of the body and
tail, is as one to six ; and the depth of the body, compared to the

whole length, a* one to five
;
the noee is more rounded than in the

Dec*, the eye is rather larger ; the pre-operculum is less angular, the

donal line is lees convex, and the scales are rather larger and wider.

The donal fin commences exactly half-way between the point of the
ose sad the base of the tail-fin. There are 48 scales in the Uteral

line, those ia the oblique line from the dorsal fin to the Uteral line

an 8 in number, and below this line to the ventral fins there are 4.

The top of the bead, the back, and upper port of the sides are of a

pale-drab colour tinged with bluish-red, separated from the lighter-
coloured inferior parts by a well-defined boundary-line. The irides

are yellowish-white ; cheeks and gill-covers shining silvery-white, tinged
with yellow; all the fins pale yellowish-white. The fin-rays are

dorsal, ; pectoral, 17 ; ventral, 10
; anal, 11 : and caudal, 19.

L. /Jut, Cuvier, the Ide, a species which is found in Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Russia, and some other parts of Europe, is said to have
been taken at the mouth of the Nith. Its form U somewhat bulky,
compared with the other species here described.

" The head is large,
and appears somewhat truncated

; the muzzle blunt ; the mouth small,
without teeth, as ia the case also with the other species of this exten-
sive family ; the upper jaw rather the longer ;

the eye of moderate
sue ; the dorsal line convex ; abdominal fine almost straight ;

the
scales of the body large ; the lateral line curved in its descent from
the upper edge of the operculum to the centre of the body. The fin-

rays in number are dorsal, 10; pectoral 17 ; ventral, 11 ; anal. 13;
caudal, 19; vertebra, 41.

" In colour the iridee are straw-yellow, the pupils black ; forehead,
MBS, and back, very dark bluish-black ; the sides bluish-gray ;

the

belly white; pectoral fin orange; ventral* immediately under the
donal fin, red in the middle, the first and last rays white ; base of
the anal fin white, the other part red ; donal fin and tail gray; all the

rays branched." (YarrelL)
L. Ctfkalta, Flem., the Chub, is of a moderately elongated and

thick form. The greatest depth of the body U contained four times
and a half in the entire length, and the thickness is equal to two-thirds
of the depth. The musxle is somewhat obtuse, and the gape large.
The scales are large; the number forming the lateral fine is 44.
Above this there are 6 scales in the oblique line to the donal fin

;
and

below the lateral line there are 8 in the oblique line to the ventral fin.

The donal On commences half-way between the point of the nose and
the base of the tail-fin

; and the ventral commences in the same
vertical line as the donal The fin-ray, are dorsal, 10 ; pectoral, 16 ;

ventral, ; anal, 11 ; and caudal, 19. The colour of the upper parts

{ "ky-7. U Wes of the body and belly silvery-white ; the
laUral scale* an dotted with, black : on the cheeks and gill-ooven
then is a golden hue ; the irides are very pale yellow ; dorsal and
caudal Aae dusky ; pectorals pale ; anal and ventral fins tinged with
red, with the exception of the two or three last rays.
The Chub is common in many of the rivors of this country, often

frwqaeoUag bole* new the roots of trees. It live* upon insects and
worms, spawns ia April and May, and rarely attains a weight
exceeding Ave pounds,
The nmaming specie* of Ltmeitaa belong to the second division;

that is to say, they have the donal An placed above the intervening
pace between taw anal* and the ventral

Cuvier, the Kud, or Red-Eye, somewhat
the Roach ia form

;
its body however is higher and thicker,

and is distinctly raised at the fore part of the dorsal fin, so as to form
a obtaM angle. The greeteet depth of the body i* rather more than***

[ofth.
ecrtre

length,
and the bead is ooe-Afth

; the thickness
I* not half the depth. The moat U obtese, the mouth small, the
lower jaw. slightly exceeding the upper in length. The scales are
Urge : the number contained in the Uteral line U about forty. In an
obfiqoe line aeceoding to the donal An there an seven, and below the
lateral line to the ventral there an four. The donal An commences
halfway between the point of the noee and the end of the shorter
tail-raya. The An*my. an-dond, 10; pectoral, 16; ventral, 9;

, 1J; oaodal, 1. The upper pert* are of an olivaceous colour

tinged with green and blue ; the sides and the belly golden-orange;
iridee orange-red; dorsal and caudal fins dusky; pectorals pale;
aual and veutrals tinged with red, excepting two or three of the

last rays.
The Rud is found not uncommonly in rivers and other deep waters

in various parts of England. It spawns ia April or May, and feeds

upon worms, Mutinied, and vegetable substances.

L. aendeui, Yatrell, the Axurine, a beautiful species, first described

by Mr. Yarrell, from specimens received from Knowsley in Lancashire,

approaches the Roach in shape, but is more tapered anteriorly and

posteriorly, and is at once distinguished by its colour, which is slate-

Hue above and on the aides of the body, with the lower parts silvery-

white, and by the position of the dorsal fin. This commences half-way
between the eye and the end of the fleshy portion of the tail The
fins are white, the donal and caudal inclining to dusky. The greatest

depth of the body ia rather more than the entire length, and the head
is equal to one-fifth of the length. The scales are rather large ;

the

number contained in the lateral line is about forty-two. In an

oblique line, from the dorsal fin to the lateral line, there are seven

scales, and below the lateral Hue to the origin of the ventral there are

three. The fin-rays are dorsal, 10 ; pectoral, 15 ; ventral, 9 ; aual,
12 ; caudal, 19.

The only locality in England in which this fish is found is in the

township of Knowsley. Mr. Yarrell however is informed by M. Agassi*
that it is an inhabitant of some of the Swiss lakes.

L. alburnus, Curier, the Bleak, is of a more slender and elongated
form than either of the preceding. The tail is very long and deeply
forked. The greatest depth of the body is equal to one-fifth of the

entire length, and the greatest thickness is about half the depth : the

lower part projects beyond the upper. The scales are of moderate

size, the number contained in the lateral line being about forty-eight.
The dorsal fin commences half-way between tho anterior edge of the

eye and the end of the short central rays of the tail : the anal fin

commences in a vertical line under the base of tho last ray of the

donal, and occupies half the space between its commencement and
the base of the tail. The number of fin-rays are dorsal, 10;

pectoral, 17 ; ventral, 9 ; anal, 18 ; caudal, 19. The general colour is

silvery-white, which is shaded into an olivaceous green on the upper
parts ;

all the fins are whitish ; the irides are silvery.
The Bleak is a small species, rarely attaining eight inches in length,

and is usually about six or seven inches long. It ia common in many
parts of Europe, as well as of this country, usually occurring in the
same streams as the Roach and Dace

;
it swims in great shoals, and

spawns in May. The position of the fin, and colour of the eye and

fins, render it easy to distinguish the species from the Dace, which it

approaches nearest in general appearance.
L. fi/iazinut, Cuvier, the Minnow, or Minim. This pretty little fish,

a well-known inhabitant of most of our running streams, appears to

depart somewhat from the typical species of Lcucitciu. Its form is

slender and rounded, the greatest depth being about one-fifth of the
entire length, and the thickness equal to half the depth. The fins

are proportionately large, especially the donal, anal, and caudal The
last is not very deeply forked, and has the extremities somewhat
rounded. The dorsal fin commences about half-way between the
anterior edge of the eye and the end of the fleshy portion of the tail

The lateral line is straight from the tail to above the origin of the
ventral fin, when it rises gradually to the upper edge of the operculum.
The fin-rays are dorsal, 9; pectoral, 16; ventral, 8; anal, 9; and

caudal, 19. The top of the head and back are of a dusky olive

colour; the sides of the body are paler and mottled
; the belly is

white and of a fine rosy pink tint in the summer, varying in intensity

according to the vigour of the fish ; the irides and gill-covers are

silvery ;
the donal fin is pale brown

;
the other fins are paler,

excepting the tail, which is light brown, with a dark brown spot at
the base of the rays.
The scales of several of these fishes have been used in the manufac-

ture of artificial pearls.
" On the inner surface of roach, dace, bleak,

whitebait, and other fishes," writes Mr. Yarrell,
"

is found a silvery

pigment
which gives the lustre those scales possess. Advantage has

been taken of the colouring matter thus afforded to imitate, artificially,
the oriental pearl When this practice was most in fashion, tho
manufactured prnamente bore the name of patent pearl, aud tho use
was universal in the bead-trade for necklaces, ear-drops, Ac. At
present it seems confined to ornaments attached to combs, or small
beads arranged with flowers for head-dresses. So great was the
demand formerly at particular times, that the price of a quart-
measure of fish-scales has varied from one guinea to five. The Thames
fishermen gave themselves no trouble beyond taking off the side

scales, and throwing the fish into the river again ;
and it was tho

custom for hawkers, regularly, before selling any White-Fish, as they
were called, to supply the bead-makers with the scales. The method
of obtaining and using the colouring matter was, first carrying off the
slime aud dirt from the scales by a run of water ; then, soaking them
for a time, the pigment was found at the bottom of the vessel When
thus produced, small glass tubes were dipped in, and the pigment
injected into thin hollow glass beads of various forma and sizes.

These were then spread on sieves, and dried in a current of air. If

greater weight and firmness were required, a further injection of wax
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was necessary. Of this pigment, that obtained from the scales of

roach and dace was the least valuable ; that from the bleak was in

much greater request ; but the white-bait afforded the most delicate

and beautiful silver, and obtained the highest price, partly from the

prohibitory regulations affecting the capture of this little fish, the

difficulty of transmission, and rapid decomposition." (Yarrell,

'History of British Fishes.')
LEUCITE (A mphigene), a Mineral which occurs imbedded in lava,

in trapezoidal crystals and massive. The primary form is a cube.

The cleavage is parallel to the planes of the cube and the rhombic
dodecahedron. Fracture conchoidal, undulating, shining. Hardness
5-5 to 6. Scratches glass with difficulty. Colour yellowish, grayish,
or reddish-white. Streak white. Lustre vitreous. Transparent,
translucent, opaque. Specific gravity 2'483.

^ Massive variety amorphous, granular. Reduced to powder, it

renders vegetable blues green. Before the blow-pipe alone it is

infusible
; with borax difficultly forms a clear glass.

Analysis by Klaproth, from Vesuvius (No. 1), and by Arfvredson,
from Albauo (No. 2) :

No. 1. No. 2.

Silica 53-75 56-10
Alumina 24-62 23-10
Potash 21-35 21-15

Oxide of Iron .... 0-95

99-72 101-30

LEUCO'JUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Amaryllidactce. It has a 6-parted perianth, bell-shaped ; the segments
all equal, and thickened at their points ;

the stamens equal.
L. cettivum, the Summer Snow-Flake, has a many-flowered spathe ;

a style thickened upwards. The height is from 2 to 2$ feet. The
flowers are white and drooping ; the tips greenish. Leaves broadly
linear, keeled

; scape 2-edged; spathe usually as long as the flowers.

It is found in wet meadows in Great Britain.

LEUCOPHANE, a Mineral occurring crystallised in four-sided

prisms, but is seldom regularly crystallised. Cleavage imperfect in

three directions. Colour pale dirty-green and deep wine-yellow.
Transparent and colourless in thin fragments. Lustre vitreous on

cleavage surface. Hardness 3'50 to 3'75. Specific gravity 2'974. It

is found at Langesundfiord in Norway. Its analysis by Erdmann
i;iv.-s

-

Silica ... .... 47-82
Glucina 11-51
Lime 25-00
Fluorine 6-17
Sodium 7-59
Protoxide of Manganese 1-01

Potassium 0-26

99-36
LEUCOSIA. [OXTSTOMA.]
LEVYNE,'a Mineral occurring crystallised. Primary form an acute

rhomboid. Cleavage parallel to its planes. Fracture conchoidal.
Hardness 4'0. It scratches carbonate of lime. Colour and streak
white. Lustre vitreous. Translucent. Specific gravity 2'15. When
heated it yields water, and becomes opaque ; swells up when heated
on charcoal

; with phosphoric salt gives a transparent globule, which
contains a nucleus of silica, and becomes opaque on cooling. It is

suspected to be merely a variety of Chabasile. It is found in Ireland,
Faroe, and some other places. Analysis by Berzelius :

Silica 48-00
Alumina 20'00
Lime 8'35
Soda 2-75
Potash 0-41

Magnesia 0-40
Water 19-30

99-21

LEYCESTE'RIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Kubiacere, named after the late W. Leycester, Esq., of the Bengal
Civil Service, who paid much attention to horticulture in India. The
genus consists of only a single species.

L.formota is a native of the Himalaya Mountains, at elevations of from
6000 to 7000 and 8000 feet, in Nepaul and Sirmore, where it grows
among oaks and pines, and is therefore well suited to the climate of

England, where indeed it may be seen growing in great luxuriance in
some gardens, and showing that many others from the same situations
are equally suitable to this climate, which is not the case with many
shrubby Rubiaceous plants. It forms a large and very showy shrub,
with numerous luxuriant smooth and cylindric fistulous shoots issuing
from the root, which are of a purplish colour. The leaves are opposite,
ovate-lanceolate, and glaucous; the flowers white, with a tinge of

purple, arranged in drooping racemes, which are furnished with
coloured foliaceous bracts.

LI'ALIS, a genus of Reptiles.

LIAS, in Geology, the name of a series of argillaceous nnd

calcareous strata, forming the basis of the Oolitic System. The term
was originally applied, in the south of England, to the calcareous

beds which are at the bottom of the thick argillaceous deposits, now
ranked in the Lias Formation. The lime burnt from the lias of

Aberthaw, Bath, and Barrow-on-Soar, has the valuable property of

setting in water. [OOLITIC SYSTEM.]
LIBELLULA. [LIBELLULIDJE.]
LIBELLULID^E, a family of Neuropterous Insects, of which the

Common Dragon-Fly is the type. The Dragon-Flies have horny strong
mandibles and maxillae, covered by the labrum and labium

; their tarsi

are 3-pointed ; then- wings are equal ; the posterior extremity of the
abdomen is furnished with hooks or peculiar appendages. The size,

beauty, and habits of these insects have rendered them favourite

objects of study with the entomologist. In the larva state they live

entirely in the water, engaged in unceasing war with other insects,
which by singular devices they entrap and devour. Their pupa state

is also passed in water, and, contrary to the usual habit of insects,
is a period of activity and locomotion. They are then furnished with
an extraordinary mask, formed out of that part of the head which

replaces the lower lip, and by which they cover the jaws and the
whole under part of the head. They use it to alarm and seize their

prey, projecting it at will. When perfect insects they become inhabit-

ants of air, and are endowed with extraordinary power of flight and

precision of movement, performing astonishing evolutions. Their
habits continue as ferocious as they were before. When taken and

imprisoned they have been known to devour their own bodies !

Several valuable monographs have been published on these interesting
insects by De Geer, Roesel, Vander Linden, and Charpentier ; but the
most important is that of M. de Selys Longchamps, entitled ' Mono-

graphic des Libellulide'es d'Europe." In this work 61 species are

described, arranged under the genera Libellula, Cordulia, Lindenia,

Gomphus, Cordulegaster, jEshna, Anax, Caleptery.e, Leste, Sympecma,
and Agrion.

In the arrangement of Westwood (' Introduction to the Modern
Classification of Insects') the genera of Libetlididie inhabiting Great
Britain are grouped under two sub-families, Libellulldes and Agrio-
nida. The following table exhibits the chief characters of the
British genera :

Sub-Family 1. LibeUulidea.

Anax (1 species) ;
anal angle of

posterior pair of wings rounded.
jfjfhna (7 species) ; anal angle of

A. Ocelli in a row posterior pair of wings more or

less angulated in the male.

Cordulegaiter (\ species) ; anal

angle of posterior wings strongly

angulated.

B. Ocelli in a line; eyes remote . Gomphus (2 species).

( Cordulia (3 species) ; anal angle
of posterior wings angulated in

x> /i it A i the male.
C. Ocelli in a triangle . . . UfWZWa (15 species) ;

anal angle
of posterior wings rounded in

both sexes.

Sub-Family Z.Agrionidet.

(Agrion (13 species) ; stigma rhom-
boidal

; areolets mostly quad-
rangular.

Lestes (3 species) ; stigma oblongo-
quadrate ;

areolets mostly pen-
tagonal

B. Wings coriaceo-membranous ;
1

,

stigma obsolete / Calepteiyx (4 species).

LI'BER, the inner bark of a plant, is a layer consisting of woody
tissue, cellular substance, and vessels of the latex, forming a compact
zone immediately applied to the wood. The woody tissue of which it

is composed quickly becomes
. thick-sided, by the addition of internal

ligneous strata, the consequence of which is that such tissue in this

part is more tough than elsewhere. Hence it is usually from the
liber that are extracted the fibres employed in making cordage or
linen-thread : this at least is its source in hemp, flax, the lime-tree,
the lace-bark, and the many other Exogens which furnish thread ;

but in Endogens, which have no liber, as the Cocoa-Nut, it is the

ordinary woody bundles of the leaves, stem, and husks of the fruit

from which the fibre used for ropes is procured. It is said that
certain Exogens, such as Menispermacece, have no liber. (' Comptes
Rendus,' v. 393.) In many plants a new layer of liber is formed

annually, comtemporaneously with a new layer of wood, but this is

by no means universal
;
on the contrary, the oak and the elm increase

their liber slowly and irregularly. [BARK.]
LIBETHENITE, Phosphate of Copper, a Mineral occurring in small

octohedral crystals and in radiated masses. Primary form a right
rhombic prism. Colour dark green. Streak green. Fracture uneven.
Hardness 4'0. Transparent, translucent. Lustre resinous. Specific

A. Wijgs membranous
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jrrsTity 3-0. It i* found at Ubethen in Hungary.

Phosphoric Acid
Oxide of Copper ......
Water . ...... 7-4-100

I.iniXIA (LU!b). a (mnu of Brachyurous CruHaeta. [MAUD*]
L1CHAXOTTS (llliger), a geniu of Cheiropeds, or Quatlmmana

(hJri of Lacepede, Oeoffroy, and others), belonging to the family

Ltmurida.
The Indris are inhabitants of Madagf^"", and two species only

MWH generally reoognUed, namely, 7</ri fcrruraiula/iu of Oeoffroy,

OMT /M<rt of Qmelin ; and /. lungwaudaltu of Oeoffroy,
L. laniger

of Qmelin, I. lawyer of Fischer. Cuvier indeed recognises but one

species, namely, that firrt abore named, and says in a note that the

other require* consideration (" a besoin d'etre revu ").

Dr. Fischer adopU both under the names of /. bmicaudattu (Geoff.)

and /. laniytr, marking however the latter as doubtful.

If. Lceson, in hi* Manuel,' also gives both species under the generic
name of Indri (Laofpede), and the speci&c

names of /. brericatulaiiu

Geoff (L'lndri, Sonnerat), and /. lonyicaiulatu*, Geoff. (Le Maki

Faure, Buffou ; Le Maki a Bourre, Sonnerat) ; with the following

dental formula : Incisor*, i
; canines, \it molars, - = 32 ;

4 11 65
the same number recorded for both species by Fischer. M. Temminck

(' Mammalogie ') notices only one species.
Dr. Gray place* l.iclunottu and Indrit in his sub-family Lichanotina,

between Lrmxn*a and Loridina, in his third family Lemurida, which
is the first in his second or Quadrupedoid section of his order Primate*.

('Annals of Philosophy,' 1825.)
Mr. Swainson confines the generic term Imlrii (Lacopede) to the

Lemur laniytr of Gmelin, and that of Lichanotu* to the Lemur Indri

(OmeUn). To both Mr. Swainson assigns the same number of incisors

and grinders as that abore stated ; but he give* canine teeth

to Liekamotvi only. He places these two genera between Lemur
(Linn.) and fault* (Sw.), in the fatuity Ltmurid(r. ('Classification of

Quadrupeds,' 1885.)
M. Oeoffroy (' Magaz. Encyclopddique ') observes that there are four

cutting teeth in the upper jaw, not two, as mentioned by Sonnerat.

F. Cuvier states that the dental system of Indri is only known
to him from the extremity of the jaws, which offers in the upper jaw
incisors like those of the Red I/emur, a canine tooth very much curved
and entirely like two false molars which are found immediately next
to it, and which have only a single point; in the lower jaw two
incisors only, the first very narrow, and the second wider, but both
coached forwards (" oouehees en avant "), like those of the Makis or

Tme Lemurs, the canine small, and resembling a false molar which
fullows it, which has only a single point, and which is much wider
before than behind, thickening from the external to the internal edge.
The figures and descriptions of these two species are given by

Sonnerat in bis '.Second Voyage,' and seem to be the source whence
the subsequent accounts have been principally taken.

Hack or Tslllrw Indri.

The fin*, noticed by Pennant as the Indri (under the title Msiicauoo),
is described as a large animal 8| feet high, entirely black, except on
the face, which is graTUh. on the lower part of the abdomen, where
a grayish cast prevail*, and en the rump, which is white. The face is

stated to be of a lengthened dog-like form, the ran rather short but
-i tufted, the bur or fur silky and thick, curly in some parU The

nails are said to be flat but pointed, and there is no appearance of a
tail. Lake most other Ltmurida it is a native of Madagascar.
The animal is described as gentle and docile, and as being trained

when young for the chase, as dogs are. Its note is stated to resemble
a child's crying, whence not improbably its Madagascar name Indri,
which is said to signify Man of the Wood.
The other species, Flooky Lemur of Shaw, is stated to be 1 foot

9 inches from nose to end of tail, the tail being 9 inches. The colour

pale yellowish ferruginous above, and white beneath ; the tail bright

ferruginous. The fur extremely soft, and curled deepest about the

loins. Face black ; eyes large and greenUh-gray. The animal U
described as having two fore-teeth in the upper jaw and four in the

lower, and pentadactyle feet, with long claws, except the thumbs,
which are furnished with rounded nail*.

Dr. Shaw observes that Pennant, in the last edition of his '

History
of Quadrupeds,' seems to think this animal no other than the Lemur

ilongooi, or Woolly Maucauco
;
but the Doctor adds, that if Sonnerat's

description be just, the species must certainly be a different one from
L. Monyooz.

Flock? Indri.

Dr. Shaw is of opinion that Le Petit Maki* Oris (Buflon,
'

Supp.,'
torn. vii. p. 121, pi. 34) and the Autre Espece de Maki (Buff.,

'

Supp.,'
torn. vii. p. 123, i. 35) are smaller varieties of the Flocky Lemur; but
this view does not seem to be adopted by the more modern zoologists.
Skeletons and skins of the Indris would be an acquisition to our

museums, and would clear up doubtful points. |
LKM run >.:.]

LICHAS, Dalmau's name for a group of Trilohitet, forming a division

of the great genus Ataphui of Bronguiart. [TRILOBITES.T
LICHEN ISLANDICUS. [CETRARIA.]
LH'HKNIN, a peculiar vegetable product, sometimes culled Lichen

Starch. It is obtained from the Cclraiia Itlandita, the Iceland Moan,
which is to be cut small and infused in eighteen times its quantity of
cold water, in which about a quarter of an ounce of carbonate of

potash is dissolved for every pound of the liverwort employed.
After remaining twenty-four hours the infusion is drained from
the liverwort without pressure : it is then to be repeatedly washed
with cold water, and afterwards boiled in nine times its weight of
water duwn to six; the decoction is strained and the liverwort squeezed
while hot; a gelatinous white substance is soon formed, which, after

being dried gently on cloth, becomes of a dark colour and hard. Being
rcdissolvcd in boiling water and again strained, it gelatinises.
When pure it in white, and it retains water; but on drying it

becomes yellowish. In thin plates it is transparent. It is tough,
tasteless, nearly inodorous, swells up when put into cold water, but
dissolves sparingly in it. With hot water a gelatinous solution is

obtained, which U decomposed, nnd yields a precipitate with dt-ace.tato

of load, and with solution of iodine gives either a dingy green colour,
or, as i stated by some authors, a blue one, as starch does.
LICH KXOTOKA. The Fossils ranked under this title by Dcfranco

are thought by Do Blainville to be young Rclepora. (' Actinologic,'
p. 407.)

LI'CHENS, or LIVERWORTS, a large and important natural order
of imperfectly organised Plants, belonging to the class Cryployamia,
The species are numerous, and are employed in the arts an pigments,
and as articles of food. It U principally in the former respect that

they are of economical interest, in consequence of the great consump-
tion of Orchall, or Archil [ARCHIL, in ARTS AND So. Div.l, Cudbear
(Uciilea tartarta), aud others by the dyer; the estimated value of
the annual imports of these plants being from 60,0002. to 80,000/.

[CtjpnKAR,
in Ants AKD Sc. Div.]

Lichens are perennial plants, requiring free access to light and air,
of the most simple organisation, forming irregular patches upon the
surface of stones, trees, the earth, and other bodies. Their structure
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is imperfectly cellular, without any trace of vascularity. The cells

of which they consist are spheroidal or cylindrical, tubular or fibrous,

empty or filled with a grumous matter, in a loose and indefinite state

of aggregation, but generally consolidated into two strata, the one
external or cortical, the other internal or medullary. The membran-
ous or other expansion, which in these plants consists of a combina-
tion of stem and leaf, is of the most unequal and uncertain degree of

development, in Home species appearing like misshapen leaves spreading
over the surface on which it grows, in other cases rising up as a stem
of various i figures ; but always more or less unsymmetrical, and in

many instances constituting little more than a stain upon the face of

a tree or rock ; this body is a frond, or, as it is technically called, a
Thallus. The fructification of Lichens consists of a round or linear,
convex or concave cup, called Apothecium, or Shield, at first closed,
but afterwards expanding and producing a nucleus (stratum proligerum)
in which are embodied the spores. The shield is surrounded by a

border (excipulus) which originates either from the substance of the

thallus (thallodes) or from the base of the shield itself (proprius), or

from both (thallodes and proprius).
The prevalent principles found in Lichens are a peculiar kind of

starch called Lichenin [LlCHENlN], a bitter secretion, and a resin

combined with an unctuous colouring matter, yielding purple, yellow,
and brown dyes. In consequence of their bitterness some have been

employed as febrifuges, as Variolaria faginea, Parmelia parietina,
and several others.

The following cut shows the various stages of development in the
Lichens of this country.

Lichens in fructification, in various stages of development.

l f J'inra barbata, with a stem and rudimentary leaves; 2, 3, Clftdonia pyzi.

data, in the ame iitate, but with its leaves disappearing ; 4, Itamalina calicaris,

with the stem nearly lost, and the shields borne upon irregular unsymmetrical

expansions; 5, Slicta heibacea, with the stem entirely lost, and the leaves

spreading ,ivcr the surface of the ground ; 0, farmelia pallacmi, with the

items and leaves consolidated, and forming only a crust with a definite margin ;

7, Opfgrnplia ttrifta, in which nothing is formed except the letter-like fruc-

tification.

Lichens are distributed over all parts of the world, forming in the

polar and similar regions a food for animals and man. Cladonia

ranyiferina supports the Rein-Deer ; Cetraria hlandica furnishes the

nutritious Iceland Moss of the druggists' shops ;
and various species

of Gyrophora, under the name of Tripe de Roche, form a part of the

supply of food scantily furnished by nature for the Canadian hunter.
In warmer countries they acquire a, firmer consistence, and appear to
form secretions of a peculiar kind in much greater abundance than
in the northern parts of the world. Orchall, for example, grows in
Great Britain and the Canaries, and botanists can detect no external
differences between the plants of these two countries

; yet in the
former its dyeing matter is secreted so abundantly that Canary samples
fetch from 2501. to 350?. a ton in the market, while the English are
unsaleable.

The order consists of between 50 and 60 genera, with about 2400

species, which are divided by Fries into 4 sub-orders Hymenothalami,
Gasterothalami, IdiotJialami, and Coniothalami : to these some system-
atists add Byssaceie. [BYSSACE^E.] These are again subdivided into
several tribes, each tribe comprising several genera.
The tribe Usneacece is characterised by having an open disc, and

being destitute of an hypothallus. It embraces the genera Usnea,
Everina, Roccella, Ramalina, and Cetraria. Several species of Usnea
are known by the common names of Jupiter's Beard, Tree-Beard, &c.,
on account of their hair-like appearance. They are amongst the most
common of the Lichens which cover the trunks of aged trees, and give
to them a picturesque appearance. Usnea plicata is a common species
on old trees, park-palings, &c., and has been recommended as a remedy
in hooping-cough.
The species of the genus Everina are common in Great Britain.

One of them, E. pranaitri, has a peculiar power of imbibing and

retaining odours, and on this account is in much request as an ingre-
dient in perfumed cushions and sweet-pots. It has been recommended
as a remedy in pulmonary affections. It is frequently found on the
oak and other trees. Evelyn says "of it :

" This very moss of the oak
that is white composes the choicest cypress-powder, which is esteemed

good for the head
;
but impostors familiarly vend other mosses under

that name, as they do the fungi for the true agaric (excellent for

haemorrhages and fluxes), to the great scandal of physic." It is said

that E. vulpina is poisonous to wolves, hence its name, but little is

known of its real properties.
The genus Ramalina is found associated with the last two on the

trunks and branches of trees, especially of the fir, the birch, the ash,
the oak, the sloe, and the hawthorn. Lightfoot says that the
R. icopuiorum

" will dye a red colour, and promises in that intention

to rival the famous Lichen Roccella, or Argol, which is brought from
the Canary Islands."

For the properties and uses of the species of Roccella and C'etraria

see ABCHIL, in ARTS AND Sc. Div., and CETRABIA.
The tribe Parmeliacece is characterised by a horizontal thallus. To

it belong the genera Pdtigera, Sticta, Bon-era, Parmelia, &c.

Two of the species of Peltigera, P. canina and P. aphtkosa, have
been used in medicine : the former as a remedy in hydrophobia ; the
latter is boiled in milk and administered in the thrush.

The species of Parmelia are exceedingly numerous ;
one of the most

common throughout Europe is the P. parietina, Yellow Moss. The
thallus and shields are both of a yellow colour

;
and Lightfoot says,

"
It is affirmed to dye a good yellow or orange colour if mixed with

alum." It has also a very bitter taste, which has caused it to be used
as a tonic in medicine, and it has been recommended as a remedy in

intermittent fever. P. tartarea (Lecanora tartarea) yields the dye
known by the name of Cudbear. [PARELLA.] P. Parella (Lecanora
parella) affords the substance known as Litmus, or Laemus. [Limus,
in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]
One of the species of the genus Sticta, S, pulmonacea, has been used

as a substitute for the Iceland Moss. [CETHARIA.] It is used in

Siberia for giving a bitter flavour to beer. It is a native of Great

Britain, and is found on the trunks of trees in mountainous districts,
almost entirely covering them with its large shaggy fronds.

A species of Borrera [BORHERA], B. furfuracea, is reputed to be

astringent and febrifuge. It is found on the trunks and branches of
old trees, especially when decaying, and on old pales.
The tribe Lecidina: embraces the important genus Cladonia

[CLADONIA], and also Cenomyce and Scyphophorus, which are often

only regarded as subgenera of Cladonia. The S. pyxidatus and
S. coccifertu are elegant lichens, having their apothecia elevated above
the thallus in the form of little cups, those of the latter species being
coloured scarlet. They have both been used in medicine as astringent
and febrifuge.
The tribe Sp!uero]>horeie contains the genera Spharophoron, Plocaria,

and Indium. They are an exceedingly elegant group of Lichens, but
the species have not been much used for economical purposes, hidium
corallinum is said to be rich in colouring matter.

The genera Endocarpon and Purina belong to the tribe Endocarpece.
The species of the former genus are found on rocks and stones, whilst

those of the latter are interesting as forming distinguishing marks
between various kinds of barks used in medicine. Fee, in his ' Me'thode

Lich<!nographique,' has endeavoured to apply a knowledge of the

various species of Lichens to the distinguishing not only between the

bark of different species of Cinchona, &c., but also between good and
bad barks of the same species.
The principal genus of the tribe Verrucarince is Verrucaria, of which

the species are very numerous. [VEBRUCAHIA.]
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Tb* tribe OrmfUHt* b remarkable for the form, which the apotheeb
urn*, bowing a resembbnos to UM latter* of Eastern alphabet*.

Tkb may b* seen in (>e/r|d* nrtfrfa in .ft?. 7. As an indication of

UM nlM of Uw Uchens in dbtingnbhing th vanou* specie* of

i Bark. Fee *tate* that the OrapAu iii/mipra ii only found on

UK bark of CWfcma l^cifolU. Although the .tu<ly of the Lichens

oo UM officinal bariu ha* not produced all the advantage* anticipated

by rYo, there can be no doubt of iU Talue in many cam. Referring
to tab subject, Burnett observes :

" Until the publication of Fee'*

memoir on Ue Cryptogamic Epiphyte* of the officinal barks, the *tudy
of UM Opegrapha* and their allie* *eemed to be one rather of specu-
lative amanoMnt than of practical utility. But now the ca*e b wholly

hanfiil. *inoe then graphic plant*, theee living letter*, written by
nature'* hand, are ibown to conititute inicription* legible by men.

Alwavs curious indeed, and admirable even to the least tutored eye,

did the examination of theee mimic ohancten appear ; and as fancy
traced the liken*** to various Oriental signs, so were these little plant*
called Scripture-Worts, some Hebrew (Optgrapka lldraica), some
Chine** UrOc *ia), and so forth. But, like the hiero-

glyphics of the Egyptian fanes, their meaning was buried in obscurity,
and so little gue*aed *t, that it often was doubted whether they had

any secret* to reveal. They were sources of wonder rather than

wisdom, until UM Young and the ChampoUion of the vegetable world

arose, and by mean* of a natural Rosetts-Stone deciphered these

hitherto unknown manuscripts, and taught us to peruse this part of the

acred Scripture* of creation." The tribe* Calycida and PtUrerarida

embrace several genera, amongst which are Lrpraria, Ooiocybe, ic.

(Burnett, Omllimtt of Botany ; Lindley, A'atural Syitcm; Lindley,
Flora Mtdieo. Fries, L>cb*oyraplua Survpaa Rtformata.)
LI'CIKUS (Latreille), a genu* of

Coleopterous
Insect* included in

UM great group Garabtu of the older authors. The genus Liciniu is

placed by Dejean in his section 1'attllimanei, and, together with the

|SBera fiicaita, fymtnu, and Baditltr, constitute* a Tittle section or

ub-family, distinguished from other Patellimanes by the want of the

tooth-like process in the emargination of the raentum.
In the genus Rtmbiu (Latreille) the three basal joints of the

anterior tarsi are dilated in the male sex : the terminal joint* of the

palpi are elongated, somewhat ovate, and truncated at the apex ; the

mandible* project but little, are slightly arched, and pointed; the

thorax i* narrower than the elytra, which are almost parallel.
Bat two or three specie* of Ibis genus (the Carabui polilut, and

C. imprtmi of Fabriciu*) are known
; they are found in the East

Indies, and are of a black colour.

Oenn* IHeal<u (Bonelli) may be distinguished by the following
characters : terminal joint of the palpi securiform

;
labruin emargi-

nated and having a longitudinal impression; mandibles projecting
bat little, without internal denticulntions, slightly arched and pointed ;

thorax nearly square ; elytra moderately long, parallel or somewhat
ovate ; the three basal joints of the anterior tarsi are dilated in the
male ML The species of IHcalut appear to be confined to North
America, and about 12 or 15 are described. They are in general
of a tolerably large *ue, averaging perhaps about three-quarters of an
inch in length, or rather lei*. Some of the species are of a beautiful

purple
or bluish tint ; they are however most commonly black.

(Mia* Liti*M*. In this genus the head i* broad , abort, and rounded
;

toe thorax is generally of a rounded form, and the body depressed
and ovate; the labrum b short, and emarginated in front; the
terminal joint of the

palpi
b securiform

; the mandibles are stout,

short, obtusely pointed, and dentate internally; the two basal joints
f Me anterior tarsi are dilated in the male *ex. In Dejean'i Cata-

logue des CoMopten*' there are 12 specie* of the present genus enu-

merated, nearly all of which inhabit Europe. Three species inhabit

Entomology.')
by the mandibles
the anterior tarsi

joint of the palpi elongated,
oval, and somewhat pointed ; the bead rounded, and the thorax cordi-
fana. Of Utbjmus five specie* are enumerated by Dejean, all of

Their small size however render* it probable'
be discovered

; already as great a number
ha* been found in this country, some of

wUek an certainly unknown to that author. The genus Trimorphtu
of Mr. atepbeasappean not to be sufficiently distinct from Baduttr.
LICUALA, a geousof Palms of the tribe Corypkiiur ot Martins, so

Mowd by Kumphiua, from the Maoeamar mime of the species L.

ftMMt iVBstf by him in 'Herb. Amboin.,' i. t. 9, and which is

bond m UM bland* of Maceaesar and of Celebes Another sped**,
ps*MBl<l**eribed by Dr. Roxburgh a* a native of the moun-

temoo* and woody parts near Cbiltegong, which separates that
i UM '

whkh inhabit Europe. Their
that very many more will b*
a. lh*t given by Dqean he.

territorb*. \

specie* are small, with
palmate MMiwwbat fan-ehaped leaves, but of little use. Kumphius
describes UM narrow leave* of hb tree a* being formed into pipes for

smoking tobacco, while the broader are employed for wrapping up
fruit, and for other domestic one.
LIKBIOITK, a Mineral containing carbonate of uranium and lime.

It b found new Adnanople in Turkey, and occurs in mammillory
oaMMtluu* of an apple-ma colour.
LIKVRITE. [ISS.T

LIFK. [VITALITY.]
LIGAMENTS, in Anatomy, the organs by which the various

articulation* of the animal body are held together. [ARTICULATION.]

They are generally very strong membrane*, and in their structure and

composition resemble tendons. [TENDON.] They are in most
instances attached to two bone*, and assist in the formation and

strengthening of the joint*. Ligament* are of various forms : some

completely enclose the joint as in a case or capsule, and are then
called Capsular Ligaments, as is seen in the knee, hip, and shoulder

joint ; others form straight bands p"""g from one bone te another ;

whilst others, again, are inserted into the heads and cavities of bones

within the joint*. The ligament* are principally composed of the

modification of areolar tissue called Fibrous Tissue. [ABEOLAR
TISSUE,]
LIGIA. [ISOPODA.]
L1UNIN is the substance which remains after a plant or a portion

of it has been treated with water, weak alkaline and acid solutions,
with alcohol, and ether, in order to dissolve all the matters soluble in

these agents.

Lignin, properly speaking, constitutes the skeleton of the trunk and
branches of the tree. It varies, in different kinds, as to its colour,

hardness, texture, and specific gravity ; and it is probable, on account
of these differences, that it* composition also varies. The texture of

lignin U always porous, because it contains longitudinal vessels, and
it is easy to split it in the direction assumed by them. The pores of

ligniu, when fresh, contain the juices of different substances. During
the drying of lignin the water evaporates, and leaves the matters dry
which it held dissolved. It is on this account that wood contracts, in

drying, in breadth, but preserves it* length. It U commonly admitted
that timber in general consists of ninety-six part* of lignin and four

parts of the substances which were held in solution by the evaporated
moisture.

When lignin has been dried, it is a non-conductor of electricity ;

but on account of its porous nature and the deliquescent substances
which it contains, it acquires moisture when exposed to the air, and
then becomes a conductor: this absorption may be prevented by
varnish. It Is well known that wood swims in water: but when
deprived of air it becomes heavier and sinks in it ; it* specific gravity
then varying from 1'46, which is the

specific gravity of fir, to that of

1'53, the specific gravity of oak and beech. Wood is gradually
decomposed when exposed to the simultaneous influence of light, air,
and water

;
but under water it may be preserved for an almost inde-

finite period, as is proved by the trunks of trees which have been
found in a perfect state buried in the bottom of peat-mosses, and
which must have been there from a period anterior to history : also

when it b kept perfectly dry it is not subject to decay. The wood
inclosing Egyptian mummies is found in good preservation, although
some of it must be about 3000 years old.

When wood or lignin is treated with chlorine, it become* white,
but doe* not dissolve. Concentrated sulphuric acid in the cold
converts it into gum ; and if the moss thus obtained be boiled with

water, it b changed into grape sugar. When treated with sulphuric
acid, it b decomposed, becomes black owing to the separation of

charcoal, while sulphurous and carbonic acid gases are evolved. When
treated with strong nitric acid, oxalic acid b obtained ; when boiled
in concentrated hydrochloric acid, it becomes first reddish, then brown,
and afterwards black, without being soluble either in the acid or
in water.

The caustic alkalis dissolved in a large quantity of water act but

feebly on wood ; but if sawdust be treated with an equal weight of

hydrate of potash dissolved in a little water, it swells, yields water
with an empy reutimtic smell, and a homogeneous liquid b formed ;

when this has cooled, it b of a blackish brown colour, and contains
oxalic and acetic acids, with a substance resembling soot treated with
an alkali. When wood is heated in iron cylinders with the necessary
arrangements for the condensation of the volatile products, a great
variety of important substances are obtained, besides charcoal : in
thin way are procured acetic acid, commonly colled, till purified,

pyroligneous acid, pyroxilic spirit, creosote, and tarry matter.
Some botanical and chemical writers distinguish from this substance

cellulose, but as they both form the inventing walb of the cells of

plants it b probable they are modifications of the same chemical

compound.
(Vlliilose may be procured from all the parts of plants without

exception, by dissolving (by certain re-agents) the other substances
asaocbted with it. Pure cellulose is easily obtained from the pith of
the elder-tree, or from very young root*. The substances most com-

monly associated with it are, starch, gum, fat*, resin*, vegetable
alkalies, salt*, sugar, and the peculiar woody matter termed by Payen
iiintii'ro incrustaute, or lignin of the other writers. After the removal
of these substances by extraction with alcohol, ether, dilute potash,

hydrochloric acid, and water, the cellulose, which was previously
solid and dense, assume* a spongy appearance. As a proof of its

constant composition, it b worthy of mention that the following
nhlMlliiiis, previously purified in this matter, gave similar results,

namely, the ovnla of almonds, of apples, of the Ildianthtu annuut,
the lap of cucumbers, the tissue of the cucumber, the pith of the

elder-tree, the pith of the jEtchynomene paludota, cotton-wood, the
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leaves of endive and of Aylantkw glanduloia, the trachese of the
Ituta, sapientum, films from the pith of oak-trees, cellulose from cow-

dung (the cow fed with meadow-grass), the internal tissue of the
leaves ofAgave Americana, the skeleton of a wasp's nest, the perisperm
of the Phytelephat, extracted lichen, membranes of the C'hara, &c.
From these and various other substances, the purified cellulose always
gave a result approximating to the formula C24 H21 2l . It is thus

apparent that the proper tissue of all plants leaves a substance which
is identical for all of them, a substance which contains carbon and
the elements of water, which is isomeric with inulin, and therefore

easily convertible into starch and sugar; and that in its turn it may
easily be produced from dextrine [DEXTRINE ; STARCH], the change
consisting only in the loss or gain of the elements of water. It has
been shown by Von Baumhauer that sulphuric acid or diastase will

convert cellulose into dextrine. It is also by the same process con-
verted into starch. Hence it is concluded that the cellular substance
is closely allied to starch, dextrine, gum, and sugar, causing their

production in the vegetable kingdom, and no doubt being itself pro-
duced from one of them, namely, from dextrine. It is therefore of

great importance to the animal body. It explains the nourishing
power of those plants in which the incrustation of the cellulose is

prevented by artificial means, as of greens, endive, sea-kale, &c. The
cellulose of these plants, being easily converted into dextrine, may
fairly be reckoned amongst the substances which are most serviceable
in maintaining the vital functions of animals.

Further, as cellulose exists ready formed in the youngest parts of

plants, it belongs, together with protein, to the first vegetable products
of the food of plants ; and, further, it follows that from cellulose, or
from vegetable substances similarly formed, especially from one soluble
in water, namely, dextrine, starch, gum, and sugar are occasionally
formed. In many parts of plants we find starch, especially in the

Lichens, which consist for the most part of cellulose. In many fruits

containing a large proportion of cellulose, there is much sugar. These
different substances may be produced from the same cellulose, simply
by a change in its physical character and a new chemical arrangement
of its constituents. On the other hand we observe that fleshy fruits,
from being sugary, become mealy when kept through the winter;
this being a converse change of sugar into cellulose. Hence, as Mulder
remarks,

" we may consider the cellular plants as consisting chiefly of
cellulose and of protein-compounds; the vascular plants containing
in addition the incrusting or real woody matter. These together are
the most indispensable constituents of plants ; they are found every-
where and in all their organs. Cellulose is to plants what gelatin is

to animals ; they form together the cells in these two kingdoms. In
the cells both of plants and animals protein-compounds are either

deposited in solid particles or are dissolved in the liquids with which
their organs are permeated. In plants the cell-walls are thickened by
the woody matter

;
in animals the cells contain fat and other sub-

stances
; in animals, as well as in plants, the cellular substance is the

chief agent in connecting all the other existing organs."
Hohl and Schleiden have shown that the cellular membrane of many

parts of plants is coloured blue by iodine, just as if it contained starch.
This apparent identity of reaction would lead us to infer that cellu-

lose can often be modified as it were into starch, though still retaining
the appearance of cellular membrane. The similarity of the chemical
constitution of these two substances renders their conversion appa-
rently easy. For 1 eqiv. cellulose (C24 H,, Oj,) = 2 eqiv. starch" (Cal
H, OJ + 1 eqiv. water (H 0). Hence, by a separation of water and
a re-arrangement of the molecules, cellulose may be converted into
starch

;
and conversely, by the absorption of water, starch may be con-

verted into cellulose. Cellulose is the basis of the substance called
Gun Cotton, which again on being dissolved in ether forms Collodion.

(Mulder, Ctiemiitry of A nimal and Vegetable Physioloyy ; Gregory,
Organic Chemistry.)
LIGNITE. Fossil wood carbonised to a certain degree, but retain-

ing distinctly its woody texture, is thus designated. A greater degree
of change constitutes C'annel and Common Coal, in which the original
structure of the constituent plants can only with difficulty be traced ;

a less change belongs to Peat.

Dr. M'Culloch observes :

" In its chemical properties Lignite holds
a station intermediate between peat and coal

;
while among the varieties

a gradation in this respect may be traced ; the brown and more
organised kinds approaching very near to peat, while the more com-
pact kinds, such as jet, approximate to coal" (' On Rocks,' p. 636.)

His synopsis of Lignite runs thus :

A. Jet. Hard, compact, with pitchy lustre.

B. Surturbrand. Less compact and more brittle than jet.

C. Moor Coal of some authors. Friable.

D. Bnvey Coal. Fibrous, the vegetable texture very apparent, colour
brown or brownish-black.

. Cologne earth, earthy and pulverulent mass. The thickness said

to be 50 feet.

F. Basaltic Coal. Of variable structure; some parts like wood,
others like coal.

Lignite often occurs in beds of considerable thickness and extent,
and supplies to particular districts a bad substitute for coal. It is often

accompanied by iron pyrites (Alum Bay), lies in alternating series with
arenaceous and argillaceous beds, and is sometimes covered by fresh-

water limestone (Kiipfnach), and presents many analogies with coal ;

but in general Lignite is most plentiful in the tertiary strata, and Coal

among the older rocks of the secondary series.

In the Isle of Wight (Alum Bay) Lignite beds (the wood coniferous)
occur amidst the sands and clays of the lower part of the (Eocene)
tertiary strata

; in a depression of the surface near Bovey Tracey,
Devon, a more considerable deposit of like nature occurs under
several alternating beds of clay and gravel of considerable thickness.

(De la Beche,
' Geol. Manual.') These deposits deserve attentive com-

parison with the peat moors of high and low situations in England,
with and without buried forests, with the Lignite Coal of the Sussex

Wealden, the Coal of the Yorkshire Oolites derived from Equiseta, and
the Coal of the older rocks in which coniferous wood appears an
abundant ingredient.

According to Brongniart ('
Tableau des Terrains'), at least three

deposits of Lignite of different geological ages may be distinguished
in the series of tertiary strata, namely, the Lignite of Switzerland,
of Mont Rouge, and of Aisne (all of Eocene date, according to Lyell's

classification). Among the secondary strata one deposit is noticed

by Brongniart, namely, in the Isle of Aix, belonging to the Lower
Greensand, and occurrences of less importance in the Wealden of

Sussex, the Kimmeridge Clay, Lias, and Gres Bigarrd. Hardly any of
the clays of the Cretaceous or Oolitic formations are deficient of jet,
which sometimes forms considerable floors (as near Whitby), but

generally lies in small portions.
The plants occurring in all these' deposits are terrestrial ; in the

Swiss and French Lignites there are remains of palms ; in the Meissner
there are coniferous woods. Mammalia occur, especially in the Swiss

Lignites, at Kiipfnach, near Zurich, where Mastodon angustidens,
M. Turicewe, Beaver, Rhinoceros tichorhinus, and other remains are

mentioned by different writers. One of the most characteristic genera
of the animals found in Lignite (Tuscany, Styria) is the Anthraco-
therium.

LIGULATE FLOWERS are such as have a monopetalous corolla

slit on one side, and opened flat, as in the Dandelion Lilac.

LIGURITE, a Mineral. Its primary form is an oblique rhombic

prism. Colour apple-green. Streak grayish-white. Fracture uneven.
Hardness above 5'0. Lustre of the surface of fracture btween vitreous

and resinous. Transparent and translucent. Specific gravity 3-49.

It is found on the banks of the Stura, in the Apennines of Liguria.
Its analysis, by Viviani, gives

Silica 57-45
Alumina 7'36

Lime 25'30

Magnesia 2-56

Oxide of Iron . . . . . 3'00

Oxide of Manganese . . . . 0-50

9617
LIGUSTRUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Jaiminaceoe. It has a fleshy fruit, the berry containing two mem-
branous 1-seeded nuts. The calyx is short, tubular, and 4-toothed ;

the limb of the corolla 4-parted,and spreading; stamens two, wilh
short filaments. The species are shrubs or low trees, natives of Europe
and Asia.

L. vvlgare, Common Privet, has elliptic lanceolate glabrous leaves ;

compound racemes; sweet-scented flowers, white at first, but soon

changing to a reddish-brown. The berries are dark purple, almost
black. It is a bushy sub-evergreen shrub, growing in hedges and
thicketr in Great Britain, and native of the south-west of England.
This plant was formerly called Prim, or Primwort, from its being used
for verdant sculptures, or topiary-work, and for primly cut hedges.
The common English name Privet seems to have been given to it

from its being frequently planted to conceal private places. In Ger-

man, Dutch, Danish, and Swedish it is called Lignster ;
in French,

Troene ; in Italian, Ligustro ; in Spanish, Alhena ; and in Portuguese,
Affeua. It is probably the Sirfptua of Theophraatus,

' Hist. Plant."

i. 14. In point of utility and ornament few shrubs exceed the privet.
Its chief use is to form hedges either for shelter or ornament. It

bears cutting well, and is not liable to be disfigured by insects;

having fibrous roots, it robs the ground less than almost any other

shrub. It is one of the few plants that will grow in the smoke of

London
; it also thrives under the dripping of other trees. The wood

is hard and fit for timber. From the pulp of the berries a rose-

coloured pigment may be prepared ; with the addition of alum they

dye wool and silk of a good durable green. The following varieties

are those found chiefly in our gardens :

L. v. leucocarpwm, the White-Berried Privet.

L. v. xanthocarpum, the Yellow-Berried Privet.

L. v. chlorocarpvm, the Green-Berried Privet.

L. v. lempervirent, the Italian or Evergreen Privet.

L. v. variegatum, the Variegated-Leaved Privet.

L. v. anguttifolium, the Narrow-Leaved Privet.

L. Sinenee has lanceolate tomentose leaves, white flowers, and very
small brown berries. It is a native of China, near Canton.

L. Japonimin is a native of Japan, with oblong ovate grooved
leaves, and white flowers growing to the height of 6 or 8 feet.
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L. tpieatmm hu clliplk) acute leave*, hairy beneath, a* well u the

bnnchbU Flower* crowded, almost seeule, spicate, disposed in a

taynr, baring the axil very hairy, and minute bractea*. It is an

ere^ieeii shrub, nalire of Nepaul, on mountains, growing from 6 to

8 feet in height.
AU UM species of Privet an of easy culture, and will grow in any

kind of soil. Cutting* root without difficulty. L. lucidttm requires

am* protection in the winter.

(Don, ItieUamyJtoui PtaUt; lUbington, Manual of BrilM Botany;

Fne*, fyttopti. Flora Clattiea; Loudon, Encyc.of Trttt and Skrubt.)

LI'UUUS, De liontford, a genus of terrestrial Testaceous Molliuca

belonging to the family Htlicidcr. Dr. J. E. Gray (' ZooL Proc.,' 1 834)
iWaiiline a specie* from Africa (L. tenuii), and observes that in shape
it U most like to the young of lldlr jtammiyera of Fcrussac, but

difftm in colour, iu tenuity, and in the shape of the front of the

pillar-lip.

ULAC. [STH1XGA.]
LIM A'CK.K. Litytcortt, an important natural order of Endogenous

Plant*, containing many of the most beautiful of that class of the

vegetable kingdom. A Urge proportion, especially of those of cold

countries, consist* of bulbous plant*, producing annually a stem which
! after having produced its leave* and flowers ; others have an

duration with perennial fleshy root* ;
and a few acquire, in

i countries, a stem of very considerable size, as the Dragon-Tree
(Dractna Draco), of which there is an ancient specimen in Tenerifl'e

with a stem many feet in diameter.

The flowers of Liliaceous Plants are generally large and showy,
especially in those with annual' sterna, as the Lily itself, the Fritillary,

Hyacinth, Star of Bethlehem, ic. ;
but when they acquire an arborescent

tern the cue of the flowers contracts, so that the largest trees among
them have the smallest flowers. Their leaves are always quite simple
and undivided, and usually have the veins of the leaves running
straight from the base to the apex; but in some Dractonas they

diverge from the midrib to the margin, as in the Plantain. Among
other Endogens they are readily known by having a flower of 6

coloured pieces, 6 stamens with the anthers opening inwards, and a

superior 3-celled ovary changing to a 3-cellcd fruit.

:

I

TulifO Ifhttllit.

I. aucitfttd Tk* of the >umn sod pixll ; J, the pUUl ; 3, a tnuuTeraeRUM of ripe fruit, .bo.log Ut nil* cod md*.

Tbis ordtr is divided into several section-, of which Dr. Lindley
gives the following account in bis Vegetable Kingdom :'

Tmltpta an the L ilia of Junsieu, and they may be justly regardedM the type of the order of Lilie*. Bulbs : annual sterna little or not

at all branched ; flowers usually large and gaily coloured, without
membranous spathes, but axillary to leaves but little changed, the

calyx and corolla and their parts scarcely united, although often

arranged in a tube ; anthers swinging lightly by the fine-drawn i>oint
of a stiff filament ; and finally a dry seed-vessel separate the group
from all that follow. They are amongst the gayest of our garden
flowers, as Tulips, Fritillaries, and Dog s-Tooth Violets testify. One
of them, the Lilian chalcidonicum, a plant that covers the plains of

Syria with ita scarlet flowers, is most memorable from having been
selected by our Saviour as the subject of allusion in his Sermon on
the Mount.
The HemerocaUttt, or Day-Lilies, differ from the lost in nothing

except their calyx and corolla being so joined to each other as to form
a tube of conspicuous length, and in their want of a bulb in many
instances. The Ayapanthu* and the fragrant Tuberose are the more
remarkable among them

; but Funlcia, Jiemerocallu, Blandfordia, and
the Veltheimias and Tritomas, are also species of familiar occurrence.

Phoi-mium, which yields the celebrated flax of New Zealand, with its

bard perennial leaves and panicles of yellow flowers, must be con-
sidered to connect the present division with that of Aloes. There is

so little to separate Atoinetr, or Aloes, from the Day-Lilies, that

scarcely anything can be named except their succulent foliage, nnd
even that disappears in Yucca, which has the hard leaves of Phormium,
with which however its distinct sepals and petals forbid its being
associated.

With the Scillea, or Squills, we reach a division of the order

abounding in beautiful species, all of which are bulbous, with annual
stems. Their peculiarity consists in tha anthers not being so lightly
attached to the filaments as in Tvlipetf, and in the leaves from whoso
axils the flowers proceed acquiring a membranous condition.

Conant/iet-ete are Squills with the ovary partially adhering to the

calyx and corolla, and springing from tubers, not bulbs. They offer
a direct transition to Atnoryllids.

Anthcricea, or Asphodels, agree with the lost iu having tubers or

fleshy fascicled roots, and not bulbs, but their ovary is free ; they ore
therefore tuberous fibrous-rooted Squills. CArysobactron, a genus
gathered by Dr. Joseph Hooker in Auckland and Campbell's Islands,
is described as dioecious, but apparently is polygamous. The fruit
in these three last orders is a capsule.

Aphyllanthtte are plants with the habit of Rushes, and the bracts
so membranous and closely imbricated as to give the appearance of

Xyrids when the flowers are past. They seem to form a connection
between Lilies and some plants of the Juncal or Xyridol Alliances.
The genera have been very insufficiently examined. Xanthorrbxas,
called Grass-Trees in Australia, are very different in habit from the
remainder : their shrubby stems, which emulate small palm-trees in

appearance, bear tufte of long wiry foliage at their extremities, from
the midst of which rise very long cylindrical spikes of densely-
compacted flowers, resembling Bullrushes. [TYPHA.]
Atparayece are Lilies with a succulent fruit. They consist of plants

extremely dissimilar in appearance, the Common Asparagus and the
Lily of the Valley being associated under this title. In general their
leaves are brood; in the genus Cordyline they even acquire the
expanded form and diverging veins of the Auiomal Alliance : their

stems, although among the dwarfest that the Lilies comprehend, are
in the Common Asparagus branched and of considerable size, and in
the Dragon-Trees they acquire the dimensions and age of large trees.
A tendency to the reparation of sexes occurs here on the part of the
genus Jtuicut, but it is not carried so far as to constitute a diclinous
structure.

With respect to AtpidUtna, concerning whose structure we have
very insufficient information, they are principally known by a Inrgo
mushroom-shaped stigma. Their foliage is that of Zinyiberacex.
Their flowers are dingy purple or green, with a cauipanulate perianth,
on whose sides the stamens are inserted. In many respects they are

very like Orontiacca, to which perhaps they ought to be referred.
In like manner the Ojikiopogoneft, or Teat-Worts, have a foliage

hardly belonging to Lilies, Pdiotanlhet Teta resembling a Qinger more
than a plant of this order. They are remarkable for their seeds
bursting through the sides of the ovary at a very early period, growing
freely though exposed to air, and finally acquiring the succulent
appearance of a tuber. It is very uucertian whether they have any
claims to the rank of Lilies.

The geographical limits of this order are as wide a* its differences
of structure. Upon the whole however the species are much more
abundant in temperate climates than in the tropics, where they chiefly
exist in an arborescent state. Aloes are mostly found in the southern
parts of Africa; one species is a native of the West Indies, and two
or three more of Arabia and the East. Dractcnos, the most gigantic
of the order, attain their largest size in the Canaries; a I>. Draco
there is described as being between 70 and 75 feet high, 464 feet in
circumference at the base, and was known to have been a very ancient
tree in the year 1804. The northern flora comprehends for the most
part plants of the genera SciUa, Hyaeinllau, A Ilium, and Ornit/io-

yalum. In the East Indies LilyworU ore rare; in Australia they
form a distinctly-marked feature of the vegetation ;

and in New
Zealand they are represented by the Phormium, or Flax-Bush. A
very considerable number are employed for useful purposes. Among
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them are those whose fibre is strong enough to furnish cordage, such
as P. tenax, New Zealand Flax. The Onion, Garlic, and Leek, long
known as articles of diet, Chives, Shalots, and Rocambole, are species
of the genus. Allhtm. [AlilUM.] Aloes and Squills indicate the
value of some Liliaceas in medicine. As purgatives the Aloes are in

extensive use. Resinous matters are yielded by some species, whence

they have been useful in dysenteries. Of these the most celebrated is

Dragon's Blood, a tonic astringent resin. The roots of Asparagus
racemosus and A . adscemlens are both employed medicinally in Northern
India. Polianthes tuberosa, or the Tuberose, is well known for its

delicious fragrance. Other species are found to contain special

properties, which render them serviceable to man in various ways.
There are 133 genera in this order, and 1200 species.

(Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
LILIALES. [ENDOOENS.]
LI'LIUM (the Latin Lilium and Greek \tiputv), a genus of Plants

the type of the natural order Liliacece. It has a perianth of 6 leaves

spreading or reflexed, with a longitudinal nectariferous furrow at the
base of each

;
an undivided style, capitate stigma, and flat seeds. The

colour of the flowers is either white, yellow, or red.

L. candidum, Common White Lily, has lanceolate scattered leaves

attenuated at the base ; a bell-shaped smooth corolla ; the petals of a
beautiful shining white on their inside, ridged and not quite so trans-

parent or luminous on their outside. The flowers are large, white,
and in a cluster at the top of the stem. It blossoms early in the

summer, and has been cultivated in our gardens from time immemorial.
Great doubts had existed respecting the native habitat of this species,
till Mr. Hawkins, the friend and companion of Dr. Sibthorp, found it

growing wild in that classical and celebrated spot the Vale of Tempe.
It is the itplmy of Theocritus ('Id.' 23) and of Dioscorides (3, 106).
Both Pliny and Ovid have added their testimony to the general
admiration in which this plant has been universally held. The
flowers have a pleasant sweet smell, and were formerly used for medi-
cinal purposes, particularly as an anti-epileptic and anodyne. A water
distilled from them had reputation as a cosmetic, but the odorous
matter they contain is so exceedingly volatile that it is impossible to

preserve it, as it is wholly carried off by evaporation. The roots

only are found available in medicine, and they are frequently employed
aa emollient poultices, owing to the mucilaginous matter which they
contain. It is however doubtful whether they are more efficacious

than poultices formed of bread or farina. Gerard prescribes the lily-
root internally in dropsies, and for this purpose bread was made of

barley-meal with the juice of the roots instead of water, and eaten
for a considerable length of time. This species, as well as others, is

cultivated in Siberia, and eaten as the potato. The scent of the Lily
ia exceedingly powerful, and peculiarly distressing in some cases.

Murray mentions an instance of death ensuing from exposure to the
odour of this plant.

L. bulbiferum, Bulb-Bearing or Orange Lily, has linear-lanceolate

scattered leaves
;
a bell-shaped erect corolla, glandular and rough on

the inside, downy without. The flowers are large and handsome, of
a beautiful red or orange colour, pale on the outside, and without

any scent. The bulb is composed of numerous thick white loosely-
imbricated scales. This species, and L. chalccdmicum, is probably the

Kplrov of Theophrastus (' Hist. Plant.,' 6, 6), and undoubtedly the

^/wpo/coAAif of Dioscorides (3, 127). It is a native of Italy, Austria,
and North America.

L. tuperbum, Superb Martagon Lily, has a revolute corolla, the
lower leaves whorled, the rest scattered. The flowers form a
branched reflexed pyramid, and are large and handsome, one at the
end of each branch, red or yellow with dark spots ; their smell is

disagreeable. The bulb is aa white as ivory. It is a native of North

America, whence it was imported by Mr. Peter Collinsou in the year
1738.

L. Martagon, Turk's-Cap Lily, has whorled elliptic lanceolate

leaves, a pubescent scabrous stem, nodding flowers, and a reflexed

perianth. Though not a native of Great Britain it is naturalised in

copses in many places.
The species enumerated are those most commonly cultivated in our

gardens, each of which has many varieties and sub-varieties. They
are capable of being propagated by planting the offsets of the roots

and by Bowing seeds to obtain new varieties. Every year the roots

produce many offsets, which however, unless greatly wanted, are

better left on for two or three years. The proper time for separating
them is in summer and autumn, when the winter is past and the
stalks decayed, cither by taking them from the mother-bulbs in the

ground, or removing the whole and dividing the offsets from the main
bulb when uncovered ; they should then be planted in beds a foot

asunder and three inches deep, to remain a year or two ; the large
roots set again in the borders singly. The sowing of seed is chiefly

practise!
1 to obtain new varieties of Martagons ;

it should be done in

the autumn, soon after the seed is ripe, in pots or boxes of rich light

sandy earth, with holes in the bottoms half an inch deep. The pots
or boxes should be placed in a sheltered position during the winter,
and refrenhed often at first with water. The plants will appear in

the spring ;
in August they should be transplanted into nursery-beds

in flat drills an inch deep and three or four inches asunder. After

having grown in this situation till the August or September following
HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

! they should be again transplanted into another bed, and at greater
' distances ; after which they may be finally removed into the pleasure-

|

ground. The bulbs should be planted singly, as they soon increase

by offsets into large bunches. All the species and varieties of Lilium
are valuable as plants of ornament for the beauty of their flowers,
which have a noble appearance. They are proper for the pleasure-
ground, and if planted with judgment succeed each other in blooming
upwards of three months. The Common White Lily, the Orange-
Lily, and Martagon will thrive under trees. The Orange-Lily also

answers well for small gardens and confined situations in towns and
cities.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany ; Fraas, Synopsis Plantarum
fierce Classicce ; Rees, Encyclopedia.)
LILY. [LILIUM.]
LILY-BEETLE. The Crioetrii merdiyera, a species of Coleoptera, is

thus named. [CRIOCERID.E.J
LILY-ENCRINITE. [ENCMNITES.]
LIMA. [PECTINIBBANCBIATA.]
LIMACELLA. [LIMAX.]
LIMACID^E. [LIMAX.]
LIMACINA. [HYAL*ID>E.]
LIMACI'NEA, M. De Blainville's name for his third family of

Pulmobranchiata, the first order of his second sub-class, Paracephalo-
phora Monoica. M. de Blainville thus defines the family, which
comprises the genus Helix of Linnceus :

Animal very variable in form ; the head provided with two pair of
tentacula completely retractile into the interior, the posterior pair

longest, carrying the eyes on their extremities ; one tooth in the upper
lip ; the lingual mass small, and covered with a skin beset with

microscopic teeth.

Shell of a form as variable as the body of the animal, rarely sub-

ampullaceous, often normal, oval, or globular, sometimes turriculated,

pupaceous, or discoid, almost constantly without an epidermis, rarely
hairy (velue), with the summit always blunt; the aperture round,
semiluuar, oval or angular, but never notched.
M. De Blainville adds, as an observation, that all the animals of this

family are terrestrial
; and that, with the exception of Testacella, all

feed on vegetable substances.

The following are the genera comprehended under the Limacinea
in the '

Malacologie
'
of the author above quoted :

Succinea, comprehending also Amphibulimus of Lamarck.
Hit/tin us, comprehending also Bulimnlus of Leach.

Achatina, comprehending also the genera Liyuus of Denys de

Montfort, and Polyphemus of the same author.

Clausilia.

Pupa, comprehending also the genera Chondrus of Cuvier, Gibbus

of Denys de Montfort, Vertigo of Miiller, and Partula of De Fdrussac.

Tomogeres of De Montfort (Anostoma of Lamarck).
Helix, comprehending the genera Carocolla, Lamarck ; Iberus, De

Montfort; Caracolus, De Montfort; Acav us, Da Montfort; Helicdla,
Lamarck

; and Zonites, De Montfort.

Helicolimax (Vitrine), including the genus Helicarion of De Fdrus-

sac ; Testacella, Parmacella, Jjimacella.

Limax, including the genera Arion, De Ferussac; Philomique of

Rafincsque ; and Eumele of the last-named author.

Onchidium, including Veronicetta, Blainville. [HELICID.E; LIMAX.]
LIMAX, the Latin name for those air-breathing naked Gastropodous

Molluscs, so injurious to the agriculturist and horticulturist, vernacu-

larly known by the name of Slugs.
Linnaeus employed the term Limax as a generic appellation for the

Naked Slugs, placing the genus at the head of his ( Vermes) Mollusca,
and comprehending under it eight species, all terrestrial excepting the

last, namely, L. papillosus, to which he assigns the European Ocean
as a locality, adding that the animal is submarine, and should probably
be rather referred to the genus Doris.

The following is the definition given by LiniKuus :

Body oblong, repent, with a fleshy shield above and a longitudinal
flat disc below. A dextral lateral foramen for the genitals and
excrements. Four tentacles above the mouth. (' Systema Naturte,'
ed. 12, 1767.)

In addition to this employment of the term, Linnieus used the

word Limax to designate the soft parts of most of the genera of his

( Vermes) Testacea, indeed of all that progress upon a flattened disc or

foot, marine as well as terrestrial
;
for the very imperfect information

of the time when he wrote did not enable him to make those dis-

tinctions which modern zoologists have pointed out, aided by more

copious materials, and by the labours of accurate zootomists and
observers bestowed upon those materials. Thus we find in the
'

Systema Naturae :'
" Conus. Animal Limax." "

Cyprcea. Animal
Limax." "

alla. Animal Limax." " Valuta. Animal Limax." In

short, the animal of each genus of his
' Univalvia spirit regulari,' with,

the exception of Argonattta and Nautilus, is stated to be a Limax ;

and the same animal is also assigned to Patella, which stands at tho

head of his ' Univalvia absque spinl regulari.'

Cuvier, in the first edition of his '

Rfcgne Animal
'

(1817), places the

'Limaces' (Limax, Linn.) at the head of his Pulmonds Terrestres,

nearly all of which he describes as having four tentacles
;
two or three

only of very small size not having exhibited the lower pair
" n'ont

2 r
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peelais.rfvoir lpirmKri<mr." Those among them, ho add*, which

ban DO apparent shell formed, according to Linnieua, the genus Lima*,

which CuTHir ubdivide into the group* of the Limaeea, or Slug*

property called(, Linn.) ; the Testacelle. (Tai^dla, Urn.) ;

and the Parmaeelles (ParmmcttU, CUT.). In the last edition of the

Bin* Animal* (1830), be adds under XMMUC the subdivisions din-

sswiiitiH by D Ferussae, namely, jlrio* and l>ywW.
IB both edition, he describes the Limaoe* proprement dita* M

Urine an elongated body, and for mantle a fleshy compact due,

which occupies the anterior put of the body alone, and coven the

pulmonary oarity only. Thi* due contain*, be adds, in many species,

a (mall oblong and flat hell, or at leait a calcareous accretion in lieu

of it The orifice of respiration is on the right side, towards the front,

and the anna U pierced at it* posterior border. The four tentacles

are pat forth and withdrawn by unrolling themselves (en ae deroulant)

like the fingers of gloves, and the head itself can be withdrawn in

part under the duo of the mantle. The organs of generation open
under the right upper UnUclc. There ii but one jaw (upper), in the

form of a dentilated crescent, which serves them to gnaw with much

voracity the herbs and fruits to which they do so much damage.
Their stomach is elongated, simple, and membranous.
Lamarck ('Histoire Naturelle des Animaux sans Vertebras,' torn,

vi. part u. 1822) thus defines his Limaciens : Branchitc creeping

(rampantes), under the form of a vascular net upon the wall (paroi)

of a particular cavity, the aperture of which is a hole which the

animal contract* or dilates at its pleasure. They respire the free

air only.
The same zoologist remarks that the Limacians constitute a natural

family and a very remarkable one, inasmuch as the animals which

compose it are the only ones among the Gastropoda whose respiratory

organ, which is truly branchial, breathes nothing but free air, and he

thence names them Pneumobranches. These molluscs, he continues,

or nearly naked. Their body is elongated, creeping upon
a ventral disc which is not separated from it, and bordered on the

aides by a mantle which U most frequently very narrow. Originally
from the waters (originaires des eaux), they live habitually in their

neighbourhood ; but some inhabit, nevertheless, places which are at a

distance from the water, but nearly always in cool and humid locali-

ties. They have accustomed themselves (Us se sont accoutumes) to

breathe air with their branchial; so that this habit ban become a

necessity to them. Here it is, for the first time, as regards the

oBisini. that the free air is the fluid breathed. This fluid penetrates

by a bole, and without either trachea or bronchia; into n particular

cavity which is not divided into many partitions (loges) or cellules,

bat on the walls of which little lace-like vessels or a vascular net-

work (des eordonneU ou des Ucis de vaisseanx) creep in divers forma
and receive the influence of the respiration. A similar or analogous
cavity is found in a great number of the Trochelipods ; but in those

which respire sir only, the influence of this fluid, being very superior
to that of water, requires in the organ presented to it only a very
mall surface. Thus the vascular lace-like work (cordonnets vascu-

lures) which creeps over the walls of the cavity, and which in that

respect resembles the same part* in the Lunarian*, projects very little;

whilst So those which respire water only the cavity offers very pro-

jecting and vascular parts (uch as pectinated lamina) of different

ties) to the inflames of the fluid respired. The branchial cavities of
which we an speaking, even that which is adapted for breathing air

only, cannot be reasonably confounded with a lung, which is a respira-

tory organ of a particular fashion, adapted to organisations of a

superior order, an organ which is essentially cellular, and into which
the fluid respired is introduced at least by an internal trachea, and
Us* by bronchia) besides. This modification, then, of the respiratory
organ has peculiar characters which branchial or gills, whatever be

air form and situation, never offer. If, in order to determine the
name or the kind (eepeco) of a respiratory organ, that organ is consi-

dered only with reference to the fluid respired, then all animals which

respire
free air may be said to pesetas a lung ; but if, in order to

facilitate the stody of the different modifications of organs which
*sr for respiration, and in order to seize the means which nature
has employed to effect the progressive composition of the animal

nfgsulsalluli u well as Its perfection, one considers the characters

proper to each sort of respiratory organ, it will then be evident that
OB"** ant Jay BUM liatUUaU animal respires by means of a

I*** lHfcnA many among them respire the free air. Besides, inde-

pepdeotly of the particular and well-known structure of every luug,
the air new ; iisUrtu except by the mouth of the animal, whilst in

every respiratory organ dUtioct from a lung the fluid respired, what-
ever H be, is always Introfcmd by another passage. To confound
objects so diflerent, each of which is appropriated to the degree of
organisation to which it belongs, and can only exist in an organisation
of that degree. Is, in our opinion, to render the knowledge of the
order of aatare in her MUllJutiuui impossible. In fact, in the course
of UM animal kingdom, such a function could not be executed except
by an organ or system of organs differently modified, because it must
be in relation with the utate of organisation of which it forms a part.To return, continue Lamarck, to the particular object before us,
I will sav that braMUav hho.^L they present themselves under a
moltfeode oT IbniM art diftmtit situation*, never resemble, notwith-
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standing, a lung. This respiratory organ, then, U peculiar ; and we
know that it has the power of habituating itself to respire air. In

fact many Crustaceans which live nearly constantly on land respire

there this last fluid only with their branchiae. If the Colitnacds, aa

well as the Liinneans, have a branchial cavity similar to that of the

Limacians, and breathe the free air only, this cavity is also the same

as that of the Melanians and other Trachelipods which breathe water

only. But in the first the respiratory organ presents a small surface

only to the fluid respired ; whilst in the second the organ in question
offers a much larger extent of surface. In each case these organs
are always branchial, but adapted to the power of the influence of

the fluid respired, and situated in analogous cavities.

Thus far Lamarck, who concludes by comprehending under big

Limacians the following five genera : Onchidinm, Parmacdla, Lima,
Teitacclla, and Vitritta.

The second section of the Limacmeans of M. De Blainville, or

those which have the anterior border of the mantle enlarged into a

species of buckler, the shell being null or nearly membranous, consist

of the genera Vitrina, or Ifelicolimax, TestacMa, Parmacetta, Lima-

cella, Limax, and Onchitlium [LiMACTXEA], With regard to the marine

species, which Cuvier has approximated to these, M. De Blaiuville

observes that they constitute his genus Peronia in his order of

Cyclobranchians. [NDDIBRANCIIIATA.]
M. Rang arranges the Limaces of Fdrussac (Limaciens of Lamarck,

Limacinda of De Blainville, Nudilimacea of Latreille) aa the first

family of the Pulmouea Inoperculds of De Fdrussac (Pulmobrauches
of De Blainville), and makes it consist of the genera Onchit, For. ;

Oncbidie, Cuv. ; Peronia, De Blanv. ; Onchidium, Buchanan ; Keren*-

cclta, De Blanv. ; Vayinuliu, De Fdr. ; having a general cuirass.

The genera Limacclla, Blainv. ; Limax, Lam. (including Arion,

For.) ; Parmatella, Cuv. ;
which have a partial cuirass : and

The genus TettaceUa (including the Plectrophore) of Fdrussac, which
ia without any cuirass.

M. Deshayea makes the following remarks on Lamarck's classification

of thia group of Molltuca :" We have already oenaured in the method
of Lamarck the separation of the Gastropoda and the Trachelipods a

separation artificial and useless, especially aa regards the grand series

of molluscs, where thia division ia the less tolerable, because there it

ia that the passage of the Gastropoda, properly so called, and of the

Trachelipods is effected in the most imperceptible manner and by
means of a curious series of modifications. Cuvier, who, in his

memoir on the Limacei and Jlclicct, has justly advanced the proposi-
tion that there scarcely exist any zoological characters proper for the

distinction of these two genera, could not coincide in the opinion of

Lamarck, and in this he was wisely imitated by the greatest number
of zoologists. M. de Fdrussac collected into two orders all the air-

breathing molluscs, according as they were or were not provided with
an operculum. Those which are operculated are few, and consist of

two genera only, which we find among the Trachelipods of Lamarck.
Those which are not operculated comprise a considerable number of

genera grouped in families. The first ia that of the Limaces, corres-

ponding exactly enough with the family of Limacians of Lamarck.
It comprehends however twelve genera, whilst that of Lamarck only
contains five ; but when we come to examine attentively these different

genera admitted by M. de Fdrussac, we soon perceive that many are

too uncertain to bo definitely adopted. M. De Blainville himself has

rejected many of the genera of this family which he had at first

adopted; and in his ' Treatise on Malacology' he has reduced them
to five. M. Cuvier, in the last edition of the '

Regne Animal/ has not

adopted more than the genus Vaginultu, to which M. De Blainville has

given the name of Peronia, which occasions a sad confusion in nomen-
clature. It will suffice then to add the genus Vaginaltu to the family
of Limaciatu of Lamarck, to render it as complete aa the most positive
observations require."

Dr. J. E. Gray is of opinion that at present only a few genera, as

Arion and Jfelicarion, Fdr., Nanina, Gray, and Sltnoput, Guilding, can

be referred with certainty to the Arionida;, though he thinks it very

probable that, when the animals of other sheila are known, many of

them may be found to belong to that family. In this state of our
information we shall confine ourselves in this article to those forms of

the naked truly terrestrial Limaculir., which are for the moat part

popularly known under the name of Slugs, and shall notice the genera
with external shells under their respective titles, though we quite agree
in the principle of the general similarity of the zoological characters

of the Limacei and Ildicei, and the almost imperceptible gradation of

form among them. [
I li:un n.v.]

VayinHltu (Fdrussac). Animal oblong, elongated, often very slender

in its state of extension, convex above ;
a cuirass covering the whole

of the body, extending beyond it, and forming in front a sort of hood,
wherein the head can be withdrawn ;

mouth armed with an upper
jaw ;

four contractile tentacles, the two upper ones long and oculiferous,
the anterior short, and, as it were, palmated or bifurcated at their

extremity ; the foot oblong, elongated ; the respiratory cavity towards
the middle of the body having its orifice behind, at the extremity of

a long canal, and separated from the anus by a membrane only : organs
of generation very distinct on the right, the male organ being near the

small tentacle, and the orifice for the egga towards the middle ; no
terminal mucous pore.
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Shell null, there being neither rudimentary internal shell nor
calcareous concretion. (Rang.)

V. Taunaiti (Onchidium lave, Blainville), may be taken as an

example.

Taginului.

a, the animal contracted (under Bide) ; t>, the animal extended and in pro-

gression.

The genus Vaginvlug is found in East and West Indies, if. Rang,
who remarks that they have been said to be both terrestrial and fresh-

water, states that he never met with them in Bourbon and Martinique,
except in the woods and gardens under old fallen trunks.
There is great confusion about the nomenclature of Onchidnm,

Peronia, Veronicclla, and Vayinulus. Cuvier observes that Vaginulua
is different from Onchidium, with which M. De Blainville has united

it, at the same time that he has detached the true Onchidia, to form
his genus Peronia. It appears in fact, as M. Deshayes observes, that

M. De Blainville has made of the marine Onchidia of Cuvier his (De
Blainville's) genus Peronia, which he places ill his family Cyclo-
Iranchiata near Dora, and that he collects the fresh-water species
under the genus Vaginulut, to which he unites his genus Veronicella,
which last he has himself rejected.

Limacella (De Blainville). Animal elongated, sub-cylindrical, pro-
vided with a foot as long and as large as itself, from which it is

separated only by a furrow ; enveloped in a thick skin, forming at the

anterior part of the back a sort of buckler for the protection of the

pulmonary cavity, the orifice of which is at its right border; the
orifices of the generative apparatus distant, that of. the oviduct at the

posterior part of the right side, and communicating by a furrow with
the termination of the male organ, situated at the root of the right
tentacle.

L. Elfortiana is a good example.

Limacella Elfortiana,

Limax. Animal oblong, more or less elongated, demi-cylindrical,
furnished with a cuirass at the anterior part; head sufficiently

distinct, retractile under the cuirass, carrying two pairs of tentacles

equally retractile, terminated in a rising (bouton), the upper pair long
and oculiferous, the lower pair short ; foot great and oblong, the

pulmonary cavity situated under the cuirass, and opening under its

right border ; orifice of the anus at the posterior border of that of

the respiratory cavity ; organs of generation united and showing them-
selves at the right side anteriorly, near the great tentacle ; sometimes
a terminal mucous pore. A rudimentary internal shell, or calcareous

concretions in the thickness of the cuirass.

Such is the general definition of Limax by M. Rang. He observes
that M. De Fcrussac seized on certain anomalies in the characters of

these molluscs, which led the latter to separate a certain number,
out of which he forms his genus Arion. M. Rang observes that this

distinction has not been adopted by M. De Blainville, excepting for the

establishment of two sections ; but M. Rang thinks it better to form
the whole into two sub-genera, namely, Arion, Ferussac, and Limaj;
the latter consisting of the slugs properly so called.

M. De Blainville divides the genus Limax into four sections : the
1st consisting of those species in which the pulmonary orifice is very
anterior, the tail carinated, and the rudiment of the shell moat
evident. This section consists of the Gray Slugs ;

Limax grisew is

given as an example.
The 2nd section consists of species whose pulmonary orifice is more

posterior;
the tail not cariuated, hollowed at its extremity into a

blind sinus, and the rudiment of the shell granulous. This section

consist* of the Red Slugs (genus Arion, De Fdrussac). The example
given i L. rufut.
The 3rd section consists of species whose buckler is not distinct,

and which have the ocular tentacles club-shaped, and the others lateral

and oblong (genus Philomique of Rafinesque). The example given is

L. Ojcyurtu.
The 4th section comprehends those species whose buckler is not

distinct, and which have the two pairs of tentacles cylindrical, nearly
on the same line, the smaller ones being between the greater (genus

Eumeles, Rafiuesque). The example given is L. nebidosus.

The two last sections are not noticed by M. Rang ;
and Cuvier is of

opinion that the two genera recorded by M. Rafinesque are too im-

perfectly indicated to be admitted into his (M. Cuvier's) work. M.

Rang also declines to admit them till there is more information on
the subject.

Sub-genus Arion. Respiratory orifice situated comparatively for-

ward, towards the anterior part of the buckler, which is rough
(chagrinee) and contains small calcareous concretions. There is a

terminal mucous pore.
A. rufui, De Fe"r., Limax rufus, Linn. This species ia sometimes

nearly quite black.

Bed Slug (Arion t-w/iu).

Sub-genus Limax. Respiratory orifice situated comparatively back-

wards ;
the buckler is marked with fine and concentric striae, con-

taining a testaceous rudiment which is solid but without any volutatory

impression. There is no terminal mucous pore.
L. antiquorum, De Fe"r., L. maximus, Linn., Gray Slug.

o
Gray Slug (Limax antiquorum, De F6r. ;

Limax maximvi, Linn.).

a, internal shell
; , the same enlarged ; c, internal view of the shell from

another individual.

The geographical distribution of this genus is very wide ; but the

northern and temperate countries of both continents seem to be

plagued with a greater number than those of the torrid zone. They
are found in Africa, and have been noticed at each extremity of that

quarter of the globe. Messrs. Quoy and Gaimard describe some
from Australia, and M. Rang saw them in India and in the island

of Mauritius.

The species of this genus can hardly be of any direct utility to man,
with the exception of the supposed virtues of a decoction or ' bouillon

'

of Red Slugs in disorders of the chest, whilst the injury which they
inflict on the garden and the field is most devastating, notwithstand-

ing the number of birds which prey upon them. Gardeners are con-

stantly racking their invention to free themselves from these devouring
hosts. Quicklime, soot, fine coal ashes, and saw-dust have been used

as defences for young and tender plants. The virtue of the first is

soon exhausted and the slugs do not care much for the second after

a while, but if the soot be plentifully and frequently renewed it will

keep them away in great measure. Coal-ashes, not too coarse, a_ud
saw-dufci annoy them by sticking to their foot and impeding them.
A stout coarse horsehair line, such as is used for hanging clothes out

to dry, coiled round the stems of wall fruit-trees and stretched along
the wall, will operate as a protection to the fruit from both snails and

slugs, in consequence of the bristly surface presented to them, and
which they shrink from encountering. Care must of course be taken
that they do not get under it. Watering evening and morning with

strong fresh lime-water is said to have a good effect, for it penetrates
about the roots of the plants and into the earth, where they lie hid.

Thin slices of any vegetable of which they are more fond than of the

crop to be protected will allure them, and they may be thus killed by.

scores early in the morning by dividing them suddenly with a sharp
instrument. The dead bodies should be left on the spot as a bait,

for we have seen the living slugs preying upon the exposed bowels of

the dead ones, most probably attracted by the half digested vegetable
matter. Ducks destroy great numbers of these pests, whilst they

improve themselves, but they are apt to trample down a young and
delicate crop of vegetables.
M. Deshayes, in his edition of Lamarck, remarks that the great

genus Limax is not so easy to study as might be supposed ;
the

colour of the species is easily modified, and everything leads to

the belief that they have been multiplied by those authors who have
attached too much importance to these characters. M. Deshayes

presumes that the European species are less numerous than some
naturalists suppose. In passing from the north to the south the

Limacet undergo modifications similar to those undergone by other

Molluscs ; and when we have under our eyes a series of modifications

impressed upon a species which has lived under different circumstances
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with regard to temperature, and when we remark that thoso modifi-

cation* are capable of (Ming reduced to constant lawn, we may beliove

that modifying asjsauies which have acted with to much power on

certain races hare had an equal effect on othen ;
and we may foreaee,

by an induction not at all forced, the future rmulu of observation ou
this subject If we etc, in fact, species of Htlictt modified we may
believe that aimilar modification* hare taken place in the Linacn.
These modifications are doubtless let* easily recognised in the last-

BMotiooed genus ; for there U no solid ahell by means of which they

may be traced. In this state of things M. Deshayee is of opinion that

the only means which science offers for the distinction of the different

spidss of Limojc coming from the warm and cold regions of Europe
are to be found in a minute dissection. A comparison resting on the

form and disposition of certain internal organs would lead, he doubts

not, to satisfactory results. Curier, continues M. Deshayes, in his

ssMhinslosl memoir on the Hiiictt and Limacri, has demonstrated all

which exists between these two genera. Thus those

_ whose habits of obserration enable them to discover the

ordinary march of nature might expect
to see filled up the consider-

able interval, in reference to the shell, which would seem to exist

beimm the two genera. The Marine Molluscs have already offered,
if not in the same family, at least in the same group, a.phenomenon
safficienUv similar to that which is exhibited among the Limaca and
HtUem. In many of the species of Umax we find no trace of a shell ;

in others some calcareous grains are observed in a sac included in the

thickness of the buckler, placed above the heart and bronchia. These

grain* agglutinated constitute in a considerable number of species a

fat calcareous plate, entirely internal ; soon we find this plate coming
out and showing some of its parts externally, while the remainder is

till embedded in the thickness of the mantle, but its free extremity
begin* to be twisted spirally. This sub-internal shell, quite incapable
of containing the least part of the animal, increases gradually, changes
its place when the organ of respiration changes its situation, and
finishes by possessing by very insensible degrees a development suffi-

ciently considerable to contain the entire animal, as in certain Vitrina;

and in all the Jldica. Of the different degrees which exist between
these two extremes of the series of these different modifications

oologist* have made so many genera.
X. Deshayes concludes his observations by remarking that the

history of the Limaeet is at the present day become very considerable,
sod be finds it impossible to exhibit a complete view of it ; for even
the greatest brevity would lead htm to overstep the limits which he

necessarily imposed on himself in editing the work from which we
have quoted. He refers the reader particularly to the memoirs of
Cuvier for the anatomical part, and to the great work of De Fdrusaac
for the history of the genus, the distinction of the species, and the
discussion of their character*.

The reader will find parts of the organisation of gome of the
Limaett in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons. Numbers
2S97 to 2802 (Gallery), both inclusive, exhibit the generative system
Of the Slugs. Numbers 2303 to 2311, both inclusive, illustrate the
same system in the Snails (Helix). No. 2315 is a specimen of
the spiculum amoris or calcareous dart of a Snail ; and Numbers

4 to 2849, both inclusive, are illustrative of the coitus in J/eli.>-

Parmaatta. Animal elongated, oblong, demi-cylindricol, covered
00 the middle of the back by a rounded oblong fleshy cuirass, which
U to a great extent free in front ; head sufficiently distinct, carrying
two psirs of retractile tentacles, the one superior, long and oculiferoue,
the other anterior and short; foot large and oblong; respiratory
cavity under the posterior part of the cuirass, opening, us well as the
anus, by a common solution of continuity under its right border, a
little backwards ; orifice of generation single, near the right tentacle.

Shell flattened, calcareous, with a membranous epidermis, oval,
slightly bent in the direction of its width, with a summit marked by
a deep sinus ou the right side posteriorly, placed in the thickness of
the cuirass, above the

respiratory cavity. Cuvier remarks that the
sheU exhibit* behind a slight commencement of a spire.
De BUaville divides the genus into two sections : the first consisting

of .pecies whose tail is not carinated and whose shell is subspiral
(example, P. Tatuta.ti and P. PaUioltm.DtTtr.); the second species
Which in more depressed, the tail oarinated, and the shell soutiform
(example, /'. fHiritri.)
Ds HUinviU. CMalacologie') observes that only two species are

known, on. from Sooth America, the other from Persia. Cnvier, in
his '

Keen. Animal,' notices the
species first known, P Olivitri, and

an that there U another from Bra.il (P. Pall.olw*, De F5r.), and some
oders from the Indies, meaning probably the East Indies. M. Rang,who remarks that the PanuuxUn form a very natural genus, very
elotely approximating

to the Slug*, stats* that in Brazil they inhabit
the woods, but that at Bourbon and Madagascar he never found them
except anon rocks near fresh-water torrent*. He adds that Olivier
brought the Brat specimen from Mesopotamia, and that it was this
Which served for the anatomical researches of Cuvier, under the name
of P. Wtrirrt; that I)e Porussac has described another under the
name of P. PmttMmm; and that he (M. Rang) brought back from
his voyage in the Indian Seas two others, one of which, P. Ran-
gia*t, has been described by M. De Fcrussac as an Arion ('Bull des

Sciences,' February 1827); this was from the Isle of Bourbon and

Madagascar.
/'. (Mirieri may be taken as an example. It U a native of Meso-

potamia.

Olicitr

M. Deshayes (2nd ed. Lam., tome viL, 1836) does not add to tho

single species given by Lamarck, namely, P. Oiivieri, Cuvier, (P. Meto-

potamia, Oken) ; but he states that an animal coming from Brazil hod
been sent to M. De Fc'russac, and anatomised by M. De Blainville ;

and had been assigned by those authors to the genus Parmacella.

This animal, according to M. Deshayes, offers nevertheless remarkable
differences in the disposition of the organs of generation ;

but ho
thinks that these characters do not appear sufficient for the establish-

ment of a genus. Since then, he adds, Messrs. Webb and Bertholet,
who have explored the Canaries with such scrupulous attention, have
observed there a mollusc closely approaching tho Parmacdltr, and

especially that from Brazil, and in their synoptic Prodromu* (' Ann.
des Sci. Nat,' March 1833) they hare proposed to establish for it

a genus under the name of Cryptrlla ;
but M. Deshayes states that

he waits for the description and figure before he pronounces on its

admission or rejection.
The little fish the Lancelot was at first referred to the genus Limax.

[BRANCHIOSTOMA.]
LIMBILITE, a Mineral so called by Saussure, which occurs in the

volcanic hill of Limburg. It is found in irregular grains. Structure

compact. Hardness 6'0 to V'O. Scratches glass easily. Colour

honey-yellow. Melts into a black enamel

LIME, one of the Earths, an oxide of a metal called Calcium. It

combines with various acids, forming conspicuous materials of the
earth's surface. \JTith the exception of nitrate of lime, none of the
native salts of lime ore soluble except in minute proportions. They
give no odour and no metallic re-action before the blow-pipe. The
principal native salts are Sulphate of Lime [Qn-susi; ANHYDRITE],
Carbonate of Lime [CALCAREOUS SPAR; AURAOONITE], Magnesian
Carbonate of Lime [DOLOMITE], Phosphate of Lime [APATITE], and
Fluoride of Calcium, or Fluate of Lime [FLUOR-SPAR],

In addition to these the following salts of lime have been
observed :

Oj-alatc of Lime. It occurs crystallised. Its primary form an

oblique rhombic prism, and from one-tenth to one-fourth of an incli

long.' Colourless. Fracture conchoidal. Hardness rather less than

calcspar. Very brittle. Lustre similar to that of sulphate of lead.

Transparent to opaque. Specific gravity 1'833. Supposed to have
come from Hungary. Its analysis, by Sandell, showed its composition
to be oxalate of lime with one equivalent of water.

J/ayaitie, or Hydrous borate of Lime, found in South America.

Ilydroboracite, a Hydrous borate of Lime and Magnesia.
Nitratt of Lime, found in the form of a white delicate efflorescence.

It occurs iu caverns in many parts of the world, and is used for the
manufncture of gunpowder.
LIME. [CrtKOs.1
LIMK, OXALATE OF. [LIME.]
LIMKTHKK. [TII.IA.]
LIMESTONE. This term is applied to a great variety of earthy

compounds, in which carbonate of lime is the predominant ingredient.
The chemical, molecular, and structural characters of limestone are

extremely interesting to mineralogy, and deserve from geologists a

greater share of attention than has usually been given to them. In

regard to the chemical composition of limestones, we may notice that

some, as statuary marble, are nearly pure carbonate of lime
; others,

as the dolomitic rocks of the Alps, contain a certain proportion of

carbonate of magnesia ; and some are penetrated by bituminous

matter, as the black marbles of Yorkshire. Limestones also vary iu

quality, aud become debased by admixture with sand, clay, oxide of

iron, pyrites, 4c. ; so that there is in fact a real gradation from lime-

stone to schist, to sandstone, to shale, to ironstone, &c. Limestones
have a crystalline aggregation, as statuary marble, and generally the
limestones mixed with primary systems of strata ; or they are com-

posed of small crystalline grains, as the magnesian limestone of

Mansfield in Nottinghamshire ;
full of round concretionary parts, as

the oolites of Portland, Bath, and Oxford
; earthy, as chalk and some

magnesian limestones ; or compact, as the lithographic stone of

Solenhofen. The limestone rocks of Building Hill, Sunderland,
r. scmblc a coral reef. The beds of calcareous rocks are of every
thickness, from a mere lamina to some yards thick ; they are traversed

by divisional planes more or less regular, and very thick beds assume
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a prismatic structure, aa in Yorkshire. The colours of limestone vary
indefinitely. When argillaceous matter is mixed with the calcareous
basis of the rock, the colour generally approaches to blue

; magnesian
and oolitic limestones are often yellow ; primary limestone and chalk
are generally white

;
the Tiree marble is red

; some of the Derbyshire
and Kilkenny marble is black

;
and there are many veined and parti-

coloured marbles, as those of Babbacombe, Sienna, Ac.
Limestones contain a very large proportion of the organic bodies

which diversify the stratified rocks, few except the early primary
limestones being wholly deficient of shells, corals, fishes, &c. Occa-

sionally shells and zoophytes contribute to the beauty of particular
marbles, as the shell marble of Carinthia, Purbeck, &c., the criuoidal

marble of Derbyshire, and the coralliferous limestone of Weardale.

[MOUNTAIN LIMESTONE FORMATION.]
LIMN^EA. [LIMS^AD^:.]
LIMN-iEAD^i, a family of fresh-water Testaceous Mollusca, con-

sisting of the genera Planorbis, Limrwea, Physa, and A ncylta.
Two of these forms (Planorbis and Limiuea) were included by

Linnaeus under his great genus Helix ; the third was arranged by him !

among the heterogeneous assemblage of testaceous animals, which he

placed under his genus Sulla. Ancylus is placed in this family by i

Forbes and Hanley. Miiller separated the first of these under the
name of Planorbis, and the second under the name of Succinum, a

name already pre-occupied by Linnxus for a genus of Marine Testa-

ceous Gastropods entirely different, and Lamarck changed the name
to Lymncea, or, as it should be more correctly written, Limncea.
Adanson appears to have been the first who established the genus
afterwards named Phyia by Draparnaud, and the former gave it the

appellation of Bulin. Bruguieres followed Mttller as far as regards
Planorbis, but he placed the other two forms under bis genus Bulimns.

[BULIMCS.]
Lamarck collected these three genera in the following order, Planar-

bit, Phya, and lAmntta under one family, his Lymne'ens, with the

following definition :

Amphibian Trachelipoda, generally deprived of an operculum, and

having flattened tentacles. They live in fresh-water, and come to

respire the air at the surface.

Their shell is spirivalve, most frequently smooth on the external
|

surface, and always having the right edge of its aperture sharp, and
not reflected.

The general opinion seems to be that these three genera are well
|

associated in forming the family Limnaadce.
( 'uvier, though he gives them no common family name, places the

three genera together, observing that the Planorbes are the faithful

companions of the Limmea in all our stagnant waters.

M. De Blainville makes his first family of Pulmolranchiata(Limnacea)
consist of these three genera ; and M. Rang, retaining Lamarck's name,
places the Limne'ens, consisting of the same genera, as the fourth

family of the Pulmone's Inopercul5s of FeVussac (Pulmobranches of

De Blainville).
Mr. O. B. Sowerby however is of opinion that the genera Physa and

Limnaia ought not to be separated. He observes ( Genera. Limnea,'
No. 8), that he finds himself obliged either to unite two genera which !

have appeared distinct to Lamarck and Draparnaud, and which have
been adopted by some succeeding writers, or, contrary to his wishes,

and, as he thinks, to the interests of conchological science, we must
not only separate the Phyite from the Limnceae, but we must also adopt
Dr. Fleming's Aplexa, and Dr. Leach's Myxat, each of which would,

j

aa far as we yet know, only contain one species. These, he adds, are

all fresh-water shells; and the only describable difference in the shells,

except mere specific differences, consists in the Aplexa and Physa,

being heterostrophe shells, while the Limncea, and Myxas are dextral.

Greater differences he acknowledges are found in the animals, chiefly
in their tentacula and in their mantles

;
the Myxas of Leach and the

Physa of Draparnaud having the power of extending the edges of

their mantle over a large portion of the external part of their shell,

which the Limncca of Lamarck and the Aplexa of Fleming have not,
while the tentacula of all but Physa are compressed and triangular,
and even in Physa they are compressed according to Lamarck, though
filiform : in all of them the eyes are found at the internal base of the

teutacula, supported on very short tubercular pedicles. He concludes

by uniting the whole of these genera under the generic appellation of

Limnwa, and divides them into four sections, thus :

1. Shell very thin, subglobose, polished ; internal lip dilated
; aper-

ture ovate, dextral. Animal with the mantle reflected ; the tentacles

short and trigonal. Myjas, Leach's manuscript ;
Helix ylutinosa,

Mont.
;
Limnrea glutinoia, Drap.

2. Shell thin, obovate, polished ;
internal lip dilated, the aperture

ovate or ovato-lanceolate, sinistral. Animal with the mantle reflected;
the tentacles subulate. Physa, Lamb. ; BMa, Linn.

3. Shell thin, oblong, polished ;
the internal lip equalling the external,

the aperture lanceolate and sinistral. Animal with the mantle not

reflected ; the tentacles trigonal. Aplexa, Fleming ; Physa, Drap. ;

Bulla Injpnorum, Linn.

4. Shell thin, generally oblong, rather solid; the aperture oval and

dentral, the inner lip equalling the external one. Animal with the

mantle not reflected, the tentacles compressed and trigonal. Lymncea,
Lam.; J/elis, Linn.

M. Deshayes rejects this opinion, and retains Physa as a genus, for
reasons which the reader will find under that head in this article.

Returning to Lamarck, we find him remarking upon the cause
which led to the peculiar organisation of his Lymne'ens, in accordance
with one. of his favourite fanciful theories. It would seem, says he,
that those fluviatile Trachelipods, which inhabited waters of little

depth, such as those of small rivers, ponds, and marshes, which are

exposed to the accident of being dried up, were often reduced to live

in mud more or less desiccated. They then found themselves forced
to habituate themselves to the air, to breathe it. This habit having
modified their branchiae, like those of the Colitnaee's, is become to

them a matter of necessity ; so that though living in the water, they
are now obliged to come from time to time to its surface in order to
breathe the free air. This circumstance in their manner of life seems
to have had its influence in rendering an operculum useless to them

;

and they are in general deprived of one. Those fluviatile Trachelipoda,
on the contrary, which we know to be unable to respire anything but

water, have all an operculum. .

It is only necessary to reflect for a moment on the principle involved
in these suppositions, to reduce them to their true value.

Leaving his theoretical views for his practical observations, we find
Lamarck thus neatly pointing out a leading character for distin-

guishing the family. "The Limneans have only two tentacles; they
are flattened, and never oculated at their summit."

M. De Blainville thus defines his family Limnacca :

Body very variable in form ; two tentacles eminently contractile,

carrying sessile eyes at the internal side of their base.

Shell delicate, with the external border constantly trenchant.
He further observes that the animals of this family are always found

in fresh waters, stagnant or running, often at their surface, and some-
times in their depths. The shell he remarks, presents very variable

forms. He arranges the genera in the following order : Limncea,
Physa, Planorbis.

M. Rang gives a more extensive definition of the Limnaceans of
Lamarck (Limnacea of De Blainv. ; Limnocochlides, without a collar,
of Latreille), thus :

Animal elongated, having the body distinct from the foot, and
twisted spirally backwards; never any buckler (or cuirass), but a
collar formed all round the neck by the edge of the mantle ;

head
surmounted by a sort of veil which is very large ;

tentacles two in

number, the eyes differently situated at their base
; pulmonary cavity

showing its orifice upon the collar
; organs of generation separated ;

anus near the orifice of the lung.
Shell always complete, very much rolled up (tres enroulde),

delicate, and with the external border or lip trenchant.
All fluviatile.

M. Rang arranges the genera in the following order : -Plunorbis,

Limncea, Physa. This is the order given by Cuvier, and, as far as

these three genera are concerned, by Draparnaud, who however makes
Ancyha intervene between Planorbit and Limmeia.

Planorbis. Animal elongated, compressed, slender, and very
strongly rolled up ;

head furnished with two tentacles, which are

contractile, setaceous, very long, and oculated at their internal base ;

mouth furnished superiorly with a crescent-shaped tooth, and belo~.v

with a lingual mass armed with small hooks, and surmounted by a

sort of veil which is short and notched
;
foot oval and rather short ;

respiratory orifice on the left, upon the collar, and approximated by
that of the anus

; organs of generation separate, on the same side ;
the

male organ near the tentacle, and the ovary at the base of the collar.

Shell rather delicate, sinistral, very much rolled or coiled up on the
same p'ane ; concave on each side, the spire re-entrant (rentrant) ;

aperture rounded with a sharp border, and interrupted by the con-

vexity of the whorl which precedes it. (Rang.)

Flanorliis, Shell and Animal, and eggs.

a, Planorbit carinatus ; b, mass of eggs of Planorlii cornem on a leaf.

The species are widely diffused. Very few fresh waters, either

running or stagnant, are without some of the species.
M. Rang remarks that the genus Planorbis offers a curious anomaly,

namely, that the animal as well as the shell is sinistral, and conse-

quently the orifices, instead of being situated on the right side, as in

other Gastropods, are placed on the left.

Mr. Sowerby (Genera, No. 4) remarks that the principal peculiarity
in this genus appears to him to consist in the fact that the shells of

the genus are what are called reversed, a fact doubted by some, who
have described the species as umbilicated above. A careful examina-
tion of many of the species in a living state satisfied Mr. Soworby
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that UM animal carry their thclls in a direction opposite
to that of

UM MtMnlity of turbinmUJ molluscs, and that the heart U placed in

th ff-nr*ff oo the right aide, and the respiratory orifice on the left,

xactiy UM reverse of their position iA most other*. But, he further

observes, the knowledge of UM animal U not indispensably necessary

to peon this a. the shell itaelf earrie* the demonstration, it being

only needful to obwrre on which aide of the obeli the very apex of

the wire U to be Men ; if we take that side for the upper, in con-

formity to the strict rule* of analogy, it will, he remarks, be evident

that the aperture U on the left-hand aide. Mr. Sowerby had for a

long time entertained great doubt about the identity of some of the

fowl specie*, which he U now satisfied are reversed shell/., in the

r~*~ jn*"** as the other Plcuutrlx*, although the lower part of the

disk U almost flat and carinatod at its edge, and therefore bean a con-

siderable resemblance to the flattened spire of some land shells,

particularly the Jltlir albtlla.

Mr. Sowerby thus defines the genus Planorlit : Shell discoid with a

depressed spire, whose apex is always distinct : its whorls turn from right

to left, so that when the spire is held upwards and the aperture seen, it

is on the left-hand side. The shells are vcutricose, frequently cari-

natrd, either above or below ; the aperture is entire, its breadth equal

to ita length, sometime* greater but (Mr. Sowerby believes) never lea;

sometime* the peritreme, or lip, is thickened and expanded, and its

lower part
is always extended forwards : the umbilicus U very much

expanded, and there is no operculum.
Mr. Sowerby further remarks that some specie*, particularly when

young, are covered with a hairy epidermis.

M. Deshaye* (ed. Lamarck, torn, viii., 1833) does not make any allu-

(ion to Mr. Sowerby'i observations ; but he comes to a very different

conclusion. The Planarba, says he, as all naturalists know, are

discoid shells, generally delicate and fragile, found in abundance in

stagnant waters. Some of the species are so much flattened that they

seem perfectly symmetrical, so that it is difficult, in these last at

Inr*. to distinguish the upper surface from the lower. This difficulty

brings with it another, namely that of determining whether the

species are dextral or sinistraL These interesting questions had not

been deeply discussed when M. Desmoulins published (1831), in the
' Transactions of the Linnean Society of Bordeaux,' a well executed

and very extensive memoir, in which be examines these different

questions.
" In my preceding works," continues M. Deehayes,

"
I

above, widely unibilieated beneath ; of a horny or brown-chestnut

colour ;
the whorls transversely striated.

questions.
have not_ave not perhaps attached sufficient importance to those researches

for which it was necessary to examine the living animals, but never-

theless in 1824 I disposed conchologically of a part of the difficulty

by laying, in my work on the fossils of the Paris basin, that the upper
side of the Plamrrbt* may be distinguished from the lower by means

of the obliquity of the aperture, the upper part of which is most

prominent (avancl). This mode of distinguishing the upper surface

bom UM lower, and of placing the shell in it* normal position, once

granted, it become* easy to recognise which species are dextral, and

which sinistral. By these means we perceive, as M. Desmoulins has

very well demonstrated, that nearly all the known species of Planorba,
both living and fossil, are dextral; even those which the most

teemed author* had judged to be sinixtral, from the depth of the

umbilicus. But if by the observation of the aperture we come to the

conclusion that the shell of the Planorba is dextral, a difficulty pre-

sents iterlf, namely, that the animals which inhabit these dextral

shells ire sinistral, if we judge by the position of the three orifices
'

which the pnhnoniferou* mollusc* exhibit exteriorly. Thus Cuvier

has well remarked this transposition of the orifices in Planorbit

conttu, and ha* not hesitated to declare this species sinistral, con-

trary to the opinion of Linnaras, of M tiller, and of Draparnaud, who
state that UM species is umbilicated above. Cuvier corroborates his

opinion by an important fact, namely, that the heart is on the right
ids in Puutorbit, whilst it is on left in dextral shells of other genera ;

but Cuvier did not
pay attention to the organs of digestion : finding

the heart on the right and the orifices on the left, he came to the con-

clusion that Planorba content is sinistral ; he ought nevertheless to

have se*ti, before he delivered this definite judgment, in what real

position the organs are. It is to this point that M. Desmoulins has

specially applied himself, and he saw that all the organs of digestion
and gmcration remain in the p titin which they hold in the doxtral

moHrnfl*, and that the orifice* only have an auormal position. Thus
UM observations of M. Deamoulins explain how, in the genus Planorbit,

appearancM place a sinwtral animal in a dextral shell (a phenomenon
which we cannot conoeivs) and how, in reality, the animal is dextra

a well a* it* shell, and that there is no other derangement in the

reMlonship of the** organs excepting in renrd to the heart, and the

termination of UM dig-tire organs and thoM of generation."
The species are numerous. Lamarck recorded twelve recent species

including P. Con* An* it, which U not a Planorbu, but a discoid

AmpvUaria, as iu animal and operculum testify. M. Deshayes adds
ten more in the last edition of Lamarck; Conrad, Troschel, and

Brodsrip have each described one in addition ;
and new species are

brought home by almost every expedition. M. Rang states that he
ha* known individuals of P. Itucottoma collected at Seise near Bor

tons, by M. Durie.i, where UM animals had closed the shell by a

kind of epiphragma analogous to that of the /feliet*.

P. cvnstM (/Mir conwo, Linn.). Shell opaque, piano-depressed

Shell of Plaaorbit corncut.

This, the largest living species of Europe, if not the largest

{enerally, is found in sluggish rivers and stagnant waters, such as old

water-courses and drains in low swampy (situations. Thus it is

plentiful about Oxford. Montagu says that it is certainly more local

;hau it U described to be by Da Costa, who states that it is common
in all ponds, rivers, and lakes throughout England. This, adds

Montagu, is far from being the case, although it is sufficiently plen-

tiful in some parts, and be state* that he never found it further west-

ward than in Dorsetshire, where, about Wureham, it U abundant.

Lamarck records it as an inhabitant of France in the rivers, and very

common, about Paris, in that of Gobelins.

Montagu, as well as others, have observed that this species yields a

beautiful purple dye (whence perhaps De Ferussac's name, P.purpura),
all attempts to fix which, either by acids or astringents, have hitherto

proved ineffectual. The inside of the mouth of the shell in fine

specimens is occasionally of a colour approaching to violet.

Phyta. Animal of an oval form, more or less spiral; head

furnished with two long tentacles, which are setaceous and oculated

at their internal base
;
mantle with two lobes digitated ou the edges,

which can be turned back so as to cover a considerable port of the

shell
;
the foot is long, rounded anteriorly, pointed posteriorly ; the

rest of the organisation as in Limnaa, with the exception that the

orifices are generally on the left.

Shell generally sinistral, oval, elongated or nearly globular, smooth,
delicate, and very fragile ;

the aperture oval, a little narrowed behind ;

edge of the right lip sharp; columella a little twisted, but without any
plait ; spire more or leas sharp and elongated ;

the last whorl larger
than all the others conjoined. (Rang.)

Phyui. Shell and animal, with eggs.

a, rhyia kypnorvm ; fr,
mau of eggt, natural sUc ; r, the same, magnified.

The geographical distribution of the species is very extensive.

Species have already been found in the tranquil fresh waters of all

the four quarters of the globe. Europe has several species, and the

form occurs in America, in Africa (there being little doubt that the

Ilulin of Adanson is a Pliyia), in Australia, where it was found by
M. Quoy, and in the isles of Bourbon and 'Mauritius, whence it was

brought by M. Rang. Dr. Gray has named two species from the East

Indies and one from Peru.

Mr. O. 11. Sowerby, as we have already seen, unites Phyta and

Limnaa, making the latter include the former for the reasons above

given. M. Rang, who notices their inhabiting the same places as the

Limntra,, and their resemblance in organisation, observes that the

animal of J'kyta is distinguished from that of Limnaa by the form of

ite tentacles, as is the shell by its generally sinistral disposition like

that of the Planortia. Ho also notices the observation of M. De Blain-

villc that there exist dextral species.
M. Deshayes, in his edition of Lamarck, remarks that the genus

Phyia, established at first by Adanson under the name of Dulin, was
not definitely introduced till Draparnaud presented it anew under the

name which it still bears. Adanron, ho continues, had too much

nagacity not to perceive the relationship of his liulin with the

I'lanorlvt, and fails not to insist upon this point, although he

point* out the characteristic differences of the two genera. After

some observations on the doubts of naturalists as to the analogy

presented by the animals of Ptanorbii and those of Phyia and

Limnaa, and the absence of doubt as to the distinguishing characters

of the two last-mentioned genera, M. Deshaye* thus continues:
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"Certainly, if we consider the shells only, there is a very great
resemblance between a Physa and a Limncea, but all the Physic are
sinistral the Limncece are dextral ; the Physce have a polished and
shining shell, because the animal has its mantle lobated and turned
back upon the shell, which is not the case in Limncea

;
the animal of

Physa carries on its head elongated and narrow tentacles, like those of

Planorbig, and not triangular and thick ones, like those of Limncea.
These characters seem sufficient to retain the two genera in the

system, and consequently to reject the opinion of Mr. Sowerby, who
unites them in his genera."
Lamarck recorded four species of Physce (recent). M. Deshayes,

in the last edition of the '

Histoire,' increases the number to ten
; and

he regrets that M. Michaud has given no detail with regard to some
species indicated as found in France, but which do not appear to live
there. He observes that Lamarck has recorded two Physce (P. castcmea
and P. tubopaca), the first from the Garonne and the last from the
environs of Montpelier, which M. Michaud does not mention. M. Des-

hayes adds, that we must probably conclude, from the silence of
M. Michaud, that these species have not been found, and that

Lamarck, deceived by a false indication, has given them a habitat not
theirs. Conrad has described an additional species.

P. foHtinalis, Drap. (Bitlla fontinalis, Linn.). Shell sinistral, oval,

diaphanous, smooth ; of a yellowish-horn colour
; spire very short

and rather pointed.

Bhell of Phyia fontinatu.

It is found in England, France, and North America (Claiborue,

Alabama). Conrad.

Colonel Montagu (' Testacea Britannica ')
notices the species as not

uncommon in stagnant pools, as well as running waters, in many
parts of the kingdom, and as most frequently found on the under part
of the leaves of aquatic plants. He gives a description of the animal,
and says that when in motion it covers a great part of the shell with
a thin pinnated membrane, thrown out on the right side, extending

quite behind and partly on the left side, covering the smaller volutions :

this membrane (mantle) is, he says, very deeply divided, or digitated,
the points of which meet and sometimes intersect on the back of the

ihell, and it is so transparent as scarcely to be distinguished but by
the assistance of a glass. The foot he describes as long and narrow,
and the foramen on the left side,

" as must be the case with all the

animals of this kind inhabiting heterostrophe shells." Colonel

Montagu concludes his remarks on this species as follows :
"
It has

a very considerable locomotive power, and transports itself by
adhering to the surface of the water, with the shell downwards,

against which it crawls with as much apparent ease as on a solid

body; and will sometimes let itself down gradually by a thread

affixed to the surface of the water, in the manner of the Umax flans

(' Linn. Trans," iv. 85, t. 8) from the branch of a tree. The property
of crawling under water against its surface is not wholly confined to

this species ; but we know of no other testaceous animal capable of

suspending itself tinder water in the same way except a species of

Litiopa. [LiTIOPA.] It has the power of throwing its shell about

in an extraordinary manner, either in defence or to remove obstruc-

tions, continuing at the same time fixed by its foot. Probably this

singular motion is sometimes occasioned by a minute species of

Mirvdo (Gcrrdiut inquilinus, Mull.,
'
Verm.') which infests this and

many other fresh-water testaceous animals; twenty or more may
be seen adhering to its sides like slender white filaments."

Limncea (Limneus, Limnreiu, Lymncea). Animal of oval form, more
or less spiral ;

head furnished with two flattened triangular tentacles,

carrying the eyes at their base, on the internal side ;
mouth furnished

with an upper piece for mastication, surmounted by a sort of very
short veil

;
foot oval, bilobated anteriorly, narrowed posteriorly ; orifice

of the pulmonary cavity on the right side, on the collar, in form of a

furrow, and capable of being covered by a fleshy appendage which

borders it below; anus on the side; organs of generation distant,

the orifice of the male intromissive organ being under the right

tentacle, and that of the vagina at the entry of the pulmonary
cavity.

Shell delicate, fragile, of an oval oblong, with a spire more or less

sharp and elongated, and an aperture longer than it is wide, oval,

sometimes very large, with a sharp edge, not continuous, on account

of the convexity of the preceding whorl ;
on the coluuiella an oblique

plait. (Rang.)
M. Deshayes observes (last edition of Lamarck), that the animal of

Limnrea presents peculiar characters. On the head are two triangular
tentacle* very much enlarged at the base, and having the eyes rather

projecting on the upper and internal part of that base. The head is

large and flattened, separated from the foot by a shallow furrow. The
foot inclines to oval, terminated in a point posteriorly, and delicate

and flattened on the sides. The mantle, closed anteriorly and narrow,
forms a nort of collar, as in the Helicei. There is a great cavity
behind its border. The upper wall of this cavity, delicate and trans-

parent, is covered on its internal surface by a very well-developed
vascular net-work, destined for respiration : it is near the aperture
of the mantle, and a little below it, that the orifice of the anus
is seen.

The Limncece appear to occur in almost all parts of the world, but
the form is most seen in the temperate and northern regions.

l.ininira stagnalis,

Fresh waters, especially those which are stagnant, are the resort of

the Limncece ; in such situations they abound, feeding on the aquatic
plants on whose stems they creep, and coming to the surface to respire
the air. Here they may often be seen in a reversed position, and

probably maintained in it by the air in the branchial cavity. Like
the Physce they have the power of locomotion when so situated, and

may be observed moving their ventral disc, as if they were employing
it against a solid surface, whereas the animal only touches an extremely
thin lamina (so to speak) of water, which offers sufficient resistance

for its progression. In the reproduction of the species the animals
are employed somewhat differently from the Helicidcu and Limacidce,

though, like them, each individual is furnished with both male and
female organs of generation ;

for the same Limncea is capable of

serving at the same time as a male for a second and as a female for

a third, and by this connection of one individual with two others a

continuous chain of some length is not unfrequently produced.
No. 2313 of the fifth or allotriandrous series of preparations illus-

trating the principles of generation, in the museum of the Royal
College of Surgeons in London

(' Catalogue,' vol. iv.,
'

Physiological

Series'), exhibits the soft parts of the generative, anal, and respiratory
orifices of Limncea stagnalis, and shows how this Gastropod differs

from the Limaciclce and Helicidce in the separation of the above-

mentioned orifices from one another. The number of eggs is very
great, and they are deposited on stones, stems of vegetables, &c., in

elongated masses enveloped iu a glairy substance, which is said to

increase iu proportion to the development of the embryoes. For
details on the reproduction and embryogeuy of these Molluscs

we refer the reader to the works of M. Pfeiffer and of M. Dumor-
tier ;

also a paper by Mr. Hoff in the ' Transactions of Microscopical

Society,' 1854.

The recent species are numerous : Lamarck recorded twelve, includ-

ing L. columnar!*, which is considered to be an A chatina ; Deshayes,
iu the last edition of Lamarck's '

Histoire,' has added eight more ;

Bean and Troschel have each added one.

L. stagnalis. This is Helix stagnalis, Linn.
; Buccinwm stagnate,

Miill. ; and Bulimus stagnalis, Brug. Shell ovate-acute, ventricose,

thin, pellucid, substriated longitudinally, of a horny colour ; the last

whorl subangulated above ; the spire conico-subulate
;
the aperture

large.

Limnrra itat/nalii.

a, the animal in the shell ; ,
mass of eggi, magnified.

Montagu observes that it is frequently covered with a green epi-

dermis, and sometimes a concreted stony matter that almost obliterates

the upper volutions ;
he adds that some authors have made this shell

into two or three species, apparently from size only.
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It U found in the fresh sluggish or stagnant water* of England,

L. mrieulari*. TbU U 7/r/^r onrirWuriu, I.iun. J

J*/icW<i, MulL ;
/?<iwiu a*Hcn2aniu, Brug. Shell ampulUceou*,

TeotricoM, onto, thin, tnuuparent, of a horn; colour, marked with

wry delicate close-eet longitudinal itruo; the ipire very short aud

It occur* in the tame place* with L. ttaynalis.

Limnita aurieularia.

The following U a lilt of Britilth species of Limnaada from Forb.V

and Hanley
1
* '

British Mollusca :'

Pkyta : Linnttu* :

P. foxlinalit. L. pereger.
P. AyjuiontM. L. auricuJaritu.

Plauorbit : L. BunuUi.
P. forntuf. L. ilaynala.
P. alttu. L. IrunctUatiu.

P. gtaber. L. glaber.
P. ntaUilta. L. paluttra.
P. cartxalm. L. ylutinonu.
P. maryutat*!. L. inrolutu*.

P.tortsr. Ancyliu:
P. Spirmbit. A. jturialilit.

P. contort tu. A. oblonytu.
P. niliilut.

P. lactutrii.

Fouil Limnaada;.

Planoriii. M. De Blaiuville ('Ualacologie') mention* the number
of foaiil specie* a* four or five, adding that Defiance, who increases

the number to eighteen, acknowledge* that the fossil state of some of

them U doubtful ;
he notice* four a* analogue*. Mr. O. B. Sowerby

('Genera') *UU> that sever*! fossil specie* abound in the distinctly
freah-water trata of the Isle of Wight and the neighbourhood of

Parv, where they are Terr abundant, and accompanied by as great
a profusion of Ltmnatt and some other decidedly fresh-water shell*.

Lamarck record* only three fossil specie*, nor doe* he mark any of
the recent ipeciw

a* occurring in a fossil state, H. Deahaye*, who in

hi* Table* (Lyell) makes the number of specie* 23 living and 26 fossil

(tertiary), record* in the same place the Planorlu rorneiu, P. margina-
Itu, P. carinaliu, P. tfiirorbit, and /'. nititliu as both living and fossil

(tertiary). We cannot find P. Marginalia in Lamarck's first edition

nor in that edited by II. Deahayes (torn, viil) in 1838, except a* a

synonym to P. eomflamaltu. In thi* last work the following recent
ncie* an marked by M. Deahaye* a* occurring in a fossil state :

P. conwtt, P. ipirorfru, P. rortex, P. contortui, P. nitidut, P. compta~
MJU, and !**fo*oma, on the authority of M. Bouillet; and the
number of foasfl species is made to amount to nine. Dr. Kitton, in his

Stratigraphkal and Local Distribution of Fossils,' in the strata below
th* chalk, notice* an indistinct specie* of Planorbii (Purbeck, Oxford-
shire and Buck*).

U M. De Blainville, in his
'

Malacologie/ state* that it would
that no Phyxr had at the time of hi* publication been found
If. Deahaye* In hi* Table* (Lyell) give* the number of apecie*

a* nine living and one fostil (tertiary) : in the last edition of Lamarck
the number of recent specie* given U ten

; but the number of fossil

vpeeie* b the earne a* that stated in the Table*.

Limmaa.*. de Blainville (' Malacologie') remark* that if it were
clear that the specie* of thi* genus established by geologists, and
among others by Mesa*. Lamarck, Brard, Brongniart, Sowerby, and
De Feruasac were true, there would be at least twenty fossil species in
France alone; but he adds that 1L Defiance doe* not carry the number
further than ten, two of which (from the PUisantin) are analogue*
according to Brooch L Mr. O. B. Sowerby, who unite* the genera Phyta
and JUamaa, observe* (' Genera') that several fossil specie* of this
MM* occur abundantly in company with various Paludina and
I'lamorla in the fresh-water formations ; the**, he adds, occur in the

neighbourhood of Paris, and in the upper and lower of these forma-
tions at Headen Hill, and in other part* of the I tie of Wight. He
also found them sparingly

" in the mixed stratum commonly called
the Upper Marine Formation, between the two," but he believe* that

they do not occur in any other. Lamarck noticed but one specie* as

fossil, namely, l.tn*ita paltutru, thi* being in hi* opinion really the

analogue of the recent specie* of that name. M. Deahaye* hi hi*
Table* (Lyell) five* the number of Limncea a* fifteen livingand twenty-

seven fossil (tertiary), and the species L. jxrtgra, L. auritularu,
L. rivalii, and L. jialuitru a* both living and fossil (tertiary). In the
last edition of Lamarck the following recent species are marked by
him as also occurring in a fossil state : L.paltutrit, L. orata, L. peregra,
and L. minata. L. auricnlttrta is not marked a* fossil in this edition,
and we do not find L. riralu a* a species in either. The number of

strictly fossil specie* recorded in the last edition of Lamarck is eleven,
and in that edition M. Deahaye* remark* that a sufficiently great
number of Limtunc are found in a fossil state, but that up to the time
when he wrote no species was recorded in the bed* below the tertiary,
and even in these the Limtuta only appear in the lower freah-water

strata. They show themitelve*, he adds, in the
upper

beds of the Paris

Calcaire Grossier, and are also recognised in nearly all the Lacustrine

deposits, not only of the Parisian epoch, but also in the two great

tertiary groups that surmount it Dr. Fittou, in the table above

quoted, record* a Limncca (with a note of interrogation) as occurring
in the Purbeck strata, Oxfordshire, in the malm, Oarsington.

Dr. Lea, in hU 'Contributions to Geology' (Svo. Philadelphia,

1838), notices the tufaceous lacustrine formation of Syracuse, Onandaga
county, New York. He found the substratum which lined the side

of the canal to consist of a calcareous marl of a whitish colour, bor-

dering on that of ashes, friable, and rather soft to the touch. A
subsequent analysis by Professor Yanuxem proved it to be nearly pure
carbonate of lime. Numerous perfect specimens of the genera Limnaa,
Phyia, Paludina, and Ancyliu were obtained, all being analogous to
the species inhabiting at that time the fresh-waters of that region;
and Dr. Lea states that it was evident that the deposit was caused by
the drainage of the lake. The specimens were found to be com-

pletely bleached, and were generally in an unbroken state. "A
lacustrine formation of so recent a nature," says Dr. Lea in continua-

tion,
" as this appears to be, is not, I believe, of frequent occurrence.

It is the result however of one of those causes which are now in
action

;
and another instance might be mentioned, in which the effect

of this cause, though striking, has not advanced to that period when
it would make a finished deposit ; I mean the small lake, or pond, in
in Sussex county, New Jersey, well known by the descriptive name
of Milk Pond. Here countless myriads of bleached shells of the
families Lym<eana and Perutomiana, analogous to the species now
inhabiting the adjacent waters, line and form the shores of the whole
circumference of the lake, to the depth and breadth of many fathoms.
Not having visited this interesting lake myself, I repeat what has been
communicated to me by intelligent scientific friends who have examined
it, and on whose report the most implicit reliance may be placed.
Such is the quantity of bleached shells now remaining there, that
thousands of tons of these small species, in a state of perfect whiteness,
could be obtained if any useful purpose required the removal of them.
For agricultural purposes this mass might prove of great utility. One
friend, I remember, mentioned to me that he had obtained a sharp
pointed pole, which he inserted ten or twelve feet perpendicularly
into the mass, on the shore, near to the edge of the water, without its

having passed through it As far as can be ascertained, this mass
seem* to form the whole basin of the lake, and it may at some- future
and perhaps not far distant period form a tufaceous locuxtriue deposit
similar to that of Syracuse."
LIMNORIA. [IfWPODA.]
LIMO'NIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Aurantiacar, so called from the original Indian names, Neemoo and
Leemoo, of the Lemon. Several of those described under this genus
by Dr. Roxburgh have been referred to A tulant ia and Gtycosmit. The
specie* still included are rather heterogeneous in nature, and will

probably require further separation. As most of the family abound
in essential oil, so the leaves of some of the Limonia* are fragrant,
and the fruit, though small, of L. aciditiima and L. crenulata is very
acid. L. laurtola, referred to this genus by Dr. Wallich, in bis
'
Plautos Aaiat Kar.' t 245, U remarkable as the only plant of this

family found on the tops of cold mountains. The people of the

Himalayas, remarking it* highly fragrant leaves, fancy that it in

by feeding on them that the musk-deer acquires its strong and
peculiar flavour.

LIMONITE. [IROX.]
LIMOSA. fScOLorAciDJtl
LIMPET. [PATKLLID*.]
LIMPET, FRESH-WATER. [AscTLOs.]
LIMULUS, a genus of Animal* belonging to the order Cruilacca,

and which, on acoount of its anomalous characters, M. Milne-Edwards
placed in a family by itself, which he called Xijihuiura. He arranged
theee at the end of his system, next to the suctorial Crustaceans. He
observe* that the singular animals which compose this small group
are so remote from all the other Crustaceans that some naturalists
have been inclined to exclude them altogether from that class, and
arrange them among the Arachnul(r,nnA that in entirely rejecting this

npiniou it become* necessary to isolate them as much as possible, and
to form a particular sub-class, which is connected with that of the

liranchiopoda and that of ttfe THlobita, but U distinguished from
those Crustacean* and all the other animals of the same class by the
character of ita organisation. The natural position then of these

Xiphosures should, in the opinion of M. Milne-Edwards, have been
near the Branchiopodn, but he has preferred the place which he has
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assigned to them, in order that he might not break the connection
which unites all the Maxillated Crustaceans.
The body of these animals is described by M. Milne-Edwards as

composed of three portions a cephalo-thorax, an abdomen, and a
tail : the two first portions are each covered by a horny shield, arid
the third assumes the form of a long stiletto. The cephalo-thoracic
buckler, which represents the carapace of Apia [BINOCULUS] and of
the superior Crustaceans, is the largest : it is convex above, concave
below, and rounded in front and on the sides, whilst posteriorly it is

deeply notched for the reception of the base of the abdomen. On its

upper surface is an unequal space, slightly or not at all convex, which
is circumscribed in front and on the sides by two curved crests, and
occupies behind the whole length of the straight portion of the poste-
rior border articulated with the abdomen. This space, which may ba
termed the occipital region, is subdivided longitudinally into three
lobes by two furrows which curve inwards anteriorly; and on the
median lobe may be also remarked a median ridge or elevation more
or less distinct, at the anterior extremity of which is a small smooth
tubercle having the aspect of a stemma, and on each side of which in
fact is a very small smooth eye. This conformation led Latreille and
others to attribute three stemmata to these animals. Towards the
middle nd on the outside of the lateral ridges which circumscribe
the occipital region on each side are situated the composite eyes,
which are of an oval form, and exhibit hexagonal divisions on their

transparent cornea. The anterior and lateral or marginal region of
the cephalo-thoracic buckler forms in front and on the sides a very
inclined plane, and presents nothing remarkable

; the only point that

requires notice is, that posteriorly it is prolonged beyond the occipital
region, so as to constitute on each side a sort of horn directed
backwards.
The second buckler, or abdominal portion of the body, is much

less wide than the preceding, but long also, and of an inequilateral
hexagonal form, whose posterior border is more or less concave. Its
anterior border is articulated with the posterior border of the occipital
region of the carapac--, and its latero-anterior edges correspond to the

oblique borders by which the marginal region of the same buckler is

terminated behind. The latero-posterior borders, which are in general
longer than the preceding, form with these last a very obtuse angle,
and present a series of eight teeth separated from each other by six

depressions,
in each of which is inserted a large moveable spine whose

point is directed backwards. Above, this abdominal buckler is convex
and divided into three lobes, of which the two lateral are very large,
and the median lobe narrowed behind and separated from the preceding
by two rows of small depressions. From the middle of the posterior
bonier of this second portion of the body springs a long styliform
piece, which, being situated above and behind the anus, should be
considered as the analogue of the caudal ring.
On the lower aspect of the body appears anteriorly a flat and

triangular surface, which is on a level with the frontal border ; but in
the rest of its extent ihe cephalo-thoracic buckler is deeply excavated
for the lodgment of the feet These last immediately surround the
buccal aperture, and are so disposed that their basilary joint performs
the functions of the mandibles and jaws of the ordinary crustaceans,
whilst their internal branch is elongated in order to constitute an
ambulatory and prehensile member : there are six pairs of these feet.

The first, termed Mandibles by Fabricius and Latreille, and Palps by
Cuvier, are much smaller than tl:e others, and situated before the

mouth, near the median line : they are inserted on an unequal mem-
branous eminence which fulfils the functions of a labrum, and are

composed of three joints, the two last of which are disposed so as to
constitute a claw. The four following pairs of feet, or rather jaw-
feet, much resemble each other, and are each composed of six joints :

the first of these joints is very large, and terminates on the inside by
a lamellar prolongation, armed with strong spines, and performing the
function of a jaw : there is also, under its internal and anterior angle,
a small moveable piece. The succeeding joints constitute an elongated
and slightly-compressed foot; and in the females the penultimate
joint is prolonged below the last, so as to form with it a claw with

equal branches : this is sometimes the same in the male ; but in some
species of Limuli this sort of hand is wanting in the feet of the
second and third pair, the prolongation representing the immoveablc
finger not being developed. The sixth pair of feet differs much from
the preceding : their basilary joint is larger, terminates on the internal
ide in a toothed surface bearing some resemblance to that of a grind-
ing mandible, and carries at its external angle a flabelliform appendage.
Sometime* there exists a small lamellar appendage at the extremity
of the fourth joint, and .the next joint carries on its anterior border

many of those aubfoliaceous and elongated laminre which hide nearly
entirely the succeeding jaint, as well as the small didactylous hand which
terminates it. Lastly, between the base of these feet, at the posterior
part of the thorax, are two small lamellar pieces which are obtuse at
the end, and furnished with spines, which seem to be the vestiges of a
seventh pair of limbs. The abdomen is hollowed out into a rather

deep cavity, which is very analogous to that in Spharoma and mauy
other ftopoda. In this cavity are lodged the abdominal false feet and
the branchin> fixed to their posterior surface. There are six pairs of
these members, but the most anterior are not distinct, and are united
on the median line, so ag to constitute a great foliaceous and nenrly
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circular valve, but which is truncated anteriorly, and which entirely
covers the succeeding false feet : in each half of this operculum are to
be distinguished one or two basilary pieces and two terminal lamina;,
which represent the two branches which ordinarily terminate these

organs : one of these pieces, situated near the median line, is small,
and separated from that of the opposite side by a fissure ; the other
is very large : finally, on the superior or posterior surface of this
first pair of false feet the two orifices of generation are found. The
succeeding false feet are equally foliaceous, and united on the median
line throughout the whole extent of their basilary piece ; but the two
branches which terminate each of these organs are free and more
developed. The internal branch is composed of two joints, the first

of which is quadrilateral and elongated, the second foliaceous and
oval. The external branch is represented by a very wide lamina,
which is rounded externally, and resembles that of the operculum.
The two external thirds of the posterior surface of the basilary por-
tion of these limbs are occupied by a great gill formed of a consider-
able number of laminse, or rather of cutaneous folds, disposed trans-

versely, and piled one on the other like the leaves of a book. These
leaves adhere to the false feet throughout the length of their base
or anterior border, and are free in the rest of their extent. They are

triangular, with a curved border, and increase in size from the upper
extremity of the branch to its base, so as to give to this last the form
of a pyramid, the posterior ridge of which is curved, the two free
surfaces convex, and the base rounded. The free edge of each leaf
is furnished with a small horny band destined to sustain it, but
throughout the rest of their extent these folds are membranous: there
are about 150 of them in each of the first pair of ^ills, and a few
less in the succeeding gills ; the last has only about 130.

Limuhis Moluccanus, reduced onc-fourtli, and seen from above.

a, position of the two smooth eyes ; b, b, lateral composite eyes ; c, c,

respiratory aperture*.

The mouth, situated towards the posterior third of the lower
surface of the cephalo-thoracic buckler, is surrounded, as has already
been noticed, by the feet, the basilary joint or haunch of which is

armed with spines or teeth and disposed so as to serve for the work
of mastication. This aperture is infundibuliform, and continued
with the digestive tube, which is directed at first directly forward,
then curves upwards and backwards, and proceeds in a direct line to
the extremity of the abdominal buckler, where it presents anew a
small curvature in its course to the anus. The first portion of this

canal, directed forwards and situated below the intestine, constitutes

2o
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it is narrow, rather long, and furnwlied internally
with longitudinal plait*. The atomach ia repreaented by the curved
ami anterior portion of thia aame tube ; it ia email and directed

vertically ; ita walla are very fle*hy , and puckered (fronceea) internally ;

aa internal furrow aeparatea it from the ceaopbacua, and iU pyl>rie

xtrmity advance* in form of a cone in the cavity of the inteotiue,

ao aa to constitute a apeoiaa of ralvulr. The third portion of the

iaUatiaal tab* oocupiee nearly the whole length of the body, and

repreMtnU the duodenum, or ohylifio ventricle: it U cylindrical,

Anight, and baa toward* ita two extremities some transverse folds of

the internal membrane, and more or leas projecting papilla?. On each

aid*, a little above the level of the mouth, are two small circular

orifice*, which belong to the biliary apparatus, and ita posterior

ittvmity i *uddenly contracted in order to ita continuation with the

fourth |>ortiou of the digrative tube, which may be considered as the

iateaiinuui rectum. It ia very abort, plaited longitudinally in ita

interior, and curved downward* at ita extremity in order to reach the

anu*, which i* *ituated in front of the inwrtiou of the caudal sword.
The liver 611* in the cophalo-thoraz the apace situated between the

inteatine and the muscles of the fet : it extends also into the abdo-

men, and ia oompowd of blind and contorted canals, which are oon-

tinurd with the excretory conduit*, the four trunks of which open
in the anterior part of the duodenum.

I. l*miJmt rWOTtamU. MO from below. , fronll portlnn of the tanu
pew ; . aalcriof frt ; , anoail pair of fn-t ; t, ilxth pair of fret ; r, ibdomen ;

/, o*mUr Umln. forawd bjr IB* nrt pair of filM frrt, *nd rnminf thr
natkUrnnn r*M

; ?. braa*hl, or gttU , *, c.od.1 .Ijlrt, or xiphoid proem.
MU*j*-Kd aid*.

. * of ta* Mwond pair of jaw.frrt. Milrw.fxl.nrd..

. OM W ta* WCUMI pair of J.w.fm la a male /.;*; Hnl<uc<u. Mllnr.

. OM f the W.m-h.frrna. f*jM frt. *, hnncblv.
. 0|ii>i*l>r IMBIM ef Uw (bdoKnt Km on It* Intmul *aif*cr, and .how

Ike orUka* f ta* erfaa* W (*a*r*Uo. Mila*-K<]..ul..

The heart bean much resemblance to that of the f-'yttilltr. [STOMA-
FODA.] It ia a long dorsal veaael with flethy walla, which present on
each aide aeven transverse aperturea furuiahed with valvulea, and
which give origin to various arteries.

The nervou* system consist* in a medullary ring which surround*
the oywphagua, gives origin to the cephalo-thoracic nerves, and i con-

tinued backwards with a stout cord, from the posterior part of which
the abdominal nerves spring.
The organs of generation open externally by the aperturea at the

base of the first pair of false feet. In the female theae orifices each
communicate with an oviduct, which when Arrived in the thorax ia

divided into two branches, the ramifications of which constitute the

ovary and embrace the liver. In the male, in place of the vulva:,

thero is a small cylindrical penis. (' Histoire Naturelle des Crustacea/

1640.)
Such ia the statement given by M. Milne-Edwards of the organisa-

tion of this highly interesting form.

Professor Owen, in his ' Hunteriau Lectures' (1343), ha* drawn
attention to certain points in the structure of these animals.
He states that the Xijiliosura, typified by the Ltmuliu, or
Molucca Crab, have the head and thorax more completely blended

together than in the true crabs, which they resemble in the general
form of the body ; but that they are peculiarly distinguished from all

other Criutacra by having the office of jaws performed by the first

joint of the thoracic legs, which surround the mouth. The large

cepholo-thoracic segment is, he remarks, protected above and laterally

by an expanded crescentic shield obscurely divided by two longitudi-
nal impressions into three lobes, supporting the organs of vision on
their highest port The tergal parts of the segments of the second
division of the body are also blended, he observes, into one trilobate

clypeiform piece, their original separation being indicated by the
branchial fissures, and the number of the segments by that of the
lamelliform appendages attached to their inferior surface. The termi-

nation of the intestine beneath the last segment of the second division

of the body of the Limului proves, in Professor Owen's opinion,
that division to answer to the abdomen in the MaJacoKraca ;

but

admitting the sessile eyes to indicate a distinct segment, not more
than sixteen segment* can, he remarks, be determined by the

appendages to enter into the composition of the entire crust of the

Limulut, including the sword-shaped appendage, which is analogous,
in the Professor's view, to the last or post-anal segment of the

higher Cnutacea, and consists of a single modified segment.
Professor Owen then advert* to the small Entonwutraca, in which

the number of the thoracic and abdominal segments generally exceeds
that in the Malarottraca, and adduces, aa an example, the Sranchiput
(Chiroctpltalut) itaynalu [BBANCHIOPODA ; ('iiiuoiK.rii.ujV, which baa
eleven thoracic segments and nine abdominal or caudal rings, besides

a distinct head protected by a thoracic shield. In the Itanrn, in which
this shield is developed, as in Cyprit, Daphnia, and other Knlonuatraca,
to the extent and in the form of a bivalve shell enveloping the whole

luxly, the number of thoracic and abdominal segments exceeds, ho

remarks, twenty-four.
These observations relative to the segments of the Cruttacta are

interesting when considered with reference to a race of that class of
which no living analogue exists ; and he thus points out the value of
this part of their conformation as applicable to the subject :

" The distinction between the Knlnmotlraca and the Malacostraca
in the number of the segments of the body is of the first importance
in MI ti-riuining the affinities of the ancient extinct CYtufocro called

TnlMla. These remarkable animals were nlinost the sole repre-
sentatives of the present class in the periods which intervened between
the deposition of the earliest forailiferous strata to the end of the
Coal Formation. They appear to have been without antenna; and
feet

;
the structure of the tergal part only of their body-segmenta ia

yet known ; but these are grouped together to form a distinct head,
thorax, and abdomen or tail. The bend is formed by a large semi-
circular or creaoeut-shaped shield

;
the thorax consists of from ten to

fifteen segments, and the abdomen or tail includes at leaat eight
segments in this Vaiymene (Prep., No. 208), in which it is bent under
the thorax, as in the Crab ; the abdomen, post-abdomen, or tail, as

the third segment is variously termed, contains fifteen fettered seg-
menta in Aiu;,/,ui caudalut : the segments of both thorax and
abdomen are very similar to each other, and gradually decrease in
lice. They are divided by two longitudinal furrows into three lobes.

The head support* a pair of large compound eyes situated near the

side*, like the large outer pair of eyea in the Limultu, which they
resemble in form and structure. .

" The Maltuottraca are divided into two groups, according to the
attachment of the eyes : those with immoveable aeasile eyes form the

Kdriopklhalna ; those with moreable pedunculated eye* the J'oilnjili-

(halma.
" The lower organised or Edriophtholmous forms of Malacostracoua

Crmlacta resemble the TrilobiUt in the non-confluence and uniformity
of the aegmenU of the thorax and abdomen. Certain genera, aa
Serolu and Eojiyrtu, have the tergal arc* of the segment* trilobed ;

but they exceed not the characteristic number in the Matacoilraca,
: and the aevt-u rings of the thorax are clearly indicated in each by the
seven pain of articulated feet which they support, although these are
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very small in the parasitic Bopyrus. In the Cymothoa the seven thoracic

and seven abdominal segments are more distinctly characterised."

With regard to the nervous system and senses Professor Owen, after

alluding to Cuvier's description of that part of the organisation in the
Common Crab, Mr. Swan's illustrative dissections and beautiful plates
of the same, and the able display of the corresponding structure in

the Maia by Audouin and Edwards, observes that an analogous con-

centration of the nervous system, but with interesting modifications,
hag been described by Professor Van der Hoeven in the Limulus, or

Kiii2-Crab. the most gigantic form of the Entomostracous tribe, and

probably the only existing genus from which we may derive an insight
into the organisation of the extinct Trilobitic Crustaceans. Professor
Owen was therefore induced to put the well-preserved specimens of

Limulta given to the College of Surgeons in London by Mr. Boot, of

Boston, United States, into the hands of Mr. Goadby, the anatomical
assistant to the college, whose beautiful dissections and preparations
will be found in the museum of the College.

Professor Owen observes, in his Lectures, that the large lateral com-

pound eyes of this crustacean are sessile. The cornea, he proceeds
to state, is divided into a considerable number of small circular facets,
each of which corresponds to an ocellus ; and the optic nerve, after its

long course as a simple chord without forming a ganglion, divides

near the eye into a pencil of fine filaments, which severally receive the

impressions from their respective ocelli, of the aggregate of which the

large lateral eye is composed : the two small simple median eyes,
which are almost in contact, command the space before the head
which is out of th>, range of the large compound eyes. Each simple
eye, he further informs us, receives its distinct nerve from the anterior

apex of the corresponding cerebral lobe.
" In the sessile eyes of the Edriophthalma, as, for example, in the

Serolit, the inner layer only of the cornea is divided into hexagonal
facets, corresponding with the number of the conical crystalline lenses

of the compound eye. But in the Trilolitet the cornea presents the
same subdivided surface as in the Liiiiulus ; and the position of the
two eyes agrees with that of the corresponding compound pair in the

large existing Entomostracan. The eyes are more elevated in the
Trilobilei. In iheAiaphui caudatui the cornea is divided into at least

400 compartments, each supporting a circular prominence; its general
form is that of a frustum of a cone incomplete towards the middle
line of the head, but commanding so much of the horizon in other

directions, that where the distinct vision of one eye ceases that of the
other begins. In the Mandibulate Crustaceans, distinguished by
having their compound eyes supported on moveable peduncles, the
form of the corneal facets varies

; they are square in the river Craw-
Fish, hexagonal in the Hermit and Common Crabs. There is a conical

crystalline lens behind each facet imbedded in a small vitreous humour,
upon which the optic filament expands, and each ocellus is lodged in

a pigmental cell, which likewise covers the bulb of the optic nerve
;

the cavity containing the compound eye is closed behind by a mem-
brane continuous with the inner layer of epiderm, and pierced for the

passage of the optic nerve. In the Podophthalmous Criulacea there
is generally a spacious furrow or cavity, in which the eye can be

lodged and protected, and it i termed the orbit. In one or two
species the eye-stalks project beyond the margins of the carapace."
(Owen.)
The same acute observer, speaking of the organs of digestion of

these large crustaceans, which form the only genus represented by
species which co-existed with Trilobites, remarks that the Limuli differ

from all other living Crustacea in their organs of mastication, which
are the modified hard joints of the five posterior pairs of legs : the
first small pair, serving to bring the food to the mouth, are supported
on a rudimental labrum. He refers to the discovery by Mr. Charles
Stokes of a distinct subquadrate labrum deeply emarginate anteriorly
in Aiapkiu platycephalus [TRILOBITES], and remarks that the nearest

approach to this the only known part of the trophi of the Trilobitet

seems to be made by the Entomostracous genus Apia, in which
however the labrum is truncated. A few of the lowest organised
Criutacta, as Caliytu, Nymphon, and Pycnogonon obtain their aliment,
he adds, like the Epizoa, by suction.

After referring to the structure of the month in the Malacostracous

Cnutacea, and pointing out that the alimentary canal is most simple
in the Suctorial Crustaceans, in which it presents no noticeable differ-

ence from that in the Epizoa, the hepatic appendages however being
more localised and better developed, he thus describes this part of the

organisation in Limulut :

" In the Limulut the mouth is situated nearly in the centre of the
inferior surface of the great cephalo-thoracic segment ;

the oesophagus
is continued from it in a very unusual course forwards, and expands
into a stomach, which is situated at the anterior part of the head.
This organ is abruptly bent upon itself upwards and backwards, and
if continued by a gradual diminution of diameter, as appears upon
an external view, into the intestine, which passes backwards, with a

flight vertical bend, to the base of the penultimate abdominal segment.
When we examine the interior of the alimentary tract, the distinction

between the stomach and intestine is effected, as Van der Hoeven has

shown, by a conical valvular pylorus, which projects into the com-
mencement of the intestine. The stomach is lined by a vi ry dense
and corrugated horny membrane. The hepatic mass which, with

the generative glands, fills the greater part of the cephalo-thoracic

cavity, pours its secretion into the commencement of the intestine by
two ducts on each side." (Prep., No. 477, A.)

In the heart of the Cnutacea, we may trace a gradational series of

forms, from the elongated median dorsal vessel, to the short, broad,
and compact muscular ventricle in the lobster and the crab

;
and in

all the Crustacea, as in all the other articulate animals, the heart is

situated immediately beneath the skin of the back, above the intes-

tinal tube, and is retained in situ by lateral pyramidal muscles. In
the lower, elongated, slender, many-jointed species of the Edriophthal-
mous Ci*u&tacea the heart presents its vasiform character: it its broadest
and most compact in the crab.

" In this series," says Professor Owen,
" we may trace a general

correspondence hi the progressive development of the vascular as of
the nervous system, concomitant with the concentration of the
external segments, and the progressive compactness in the form of the

entire body. But there is a remarkable exception to this concomitant

progress in the Limulta, indicative, with the general condition of the
instruments of locomotion and respiration, of the essentially inferior

grade of organisation of that genus, which, as has already been
observed, seems to be the last remnant of the once extensive group
of Trilobitic Crustacea which swarmed in the seas of the ancient

secondary periods of the earth's history." We have seen in the compact and broad existing representative
of those extinct gigantic Eutomostracans, that the nervous system
exhibits a concentration of its principal central mass around the

mouth, analogous to the condition in the common crab, but with a

ganglionic double chord continuing from it. The heart however is

far from presenting a corresponding degree of concentration : it

remains an elongated fusiform tube, extendiug parallel with the
intestine from the pylorus to the rectum : it is contained in a peri-
cardium with thin membranous walls, formed by the central sinus of

the venous system, and it receives the blood from that sinus and
from the branchial veins by a series of from seven to ten lateral

vertical slits, defended by valves as in the higher Cntstacea. An aortic

trunk proceeds from each extremity of this heart. The anterior aorta

is the largest, and immediately divides into three branches. The
middle and smallest branch passes forwards to the anterior edge of

the cephalic shield, following the curve of its middle line, and sup-

plying the small median ocelli in its course. The two larger lateral

branches form arches, which curve down the side of the stomach and
the oesophagus, giving branches to both those parts and to the intes-

tine, and becoming intimately united with the neurilemma of the

ocsophageal nervous collar. They unite at the posterior part of that

collar, and form a single vessel, which accompanies the abdominal
nervous gangliouic chord to its posterior bifurcation, where the vessel

again divides. Throughout all this course the arterial is so closely
connected with the nervous system as to be scarcely separable or

distinguishable from it. The branches of the arterial and nervous

trunks, which accompany each other, may be defined and studied

apart.
" The posterior aorta is chiefly destined for the supply of the

sword-like tail of the Limulus : the first part of its course is wavy, to

adapt it to the strong inflections of that appendage. The aerated

is mixed with the venous blood in the heart, and is propelled in

that mixed condition throughout the body, in the Limulus as in the
lobster."

With regard to the generative apparatus, Professor Owen observes

that most of the small JSntomostraca carry the impregnated ova in

appended ovisacs, like those of the Lernete. [LERNEAD.fi.] These
sacs are not developed, he remarks, in the Limulus, which also differs

from the smaller Entomtatraca, inasmuch as the ovarian mass inter-

blends its lobes and processes with those of the liver : the oviducts,
he adds, form more frequent communications with each other than in

the higher Crustacea, but ultimately terminate, like the vasa deferentia,

by two distinct but continuous orifices on the back part of the first

abdominal lamelliform appendage.
The Limuli undergo in their youth considerable changes of

form. At first there is no sword-like or styliform tail, which in the
adult Limulut equals, at least, the rest of the body in length ;

their

abdominal buckler is rounded posteriorly, and the last pairs of false

feet are not developed. M. Milne-Edwards observed this in the

embryos on the point of exclusion from the egg, at which period the
abdomen supports only three pairs of appendages.
The species of Limulus inhabit the sea, and sometimes come upon

the sandy beaches. They are found in the Indian and Japanese seas,
and in the Atlantic, on the coast of North America ; but they do not

appear to have a higher range than 44 N. lat, and seem confined
to the northern hemisphere. Their food consists of animal substances

;

and when stranded, they often bury themselves in the sand as a pro- ..

tection against the heat of the sun, which is soon fatal to them.
M. Milne-Edwards remarks that Leach, it is true, has restricted

this generic name of Limulus to those species the whole of whose
feet^n .

are cheliform, and has proposed a new genus, under the designation of
e(j

Tachypleus, for those whose anterior feet are monodactyle ;
but he

oel!

observes, it is now well known that this last character is only met*ne
with in the male of certain Limuli, and does not coincide with othec*.^
peculiarities of structure of any importance, so that it does not appea
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a sumcirnt basis on which to found a g.'n.-ric division. M. Milne-

Edwards thiu arrangr* the species known to him, five in number :

Section I. Species who** noaod and third pun of jaw-feet

(two firat pairs of Latreille) are monodactyle in the male, and in

which the moveable
(pines

of the Uteral border of the abdomen
are of two sort*, namely, very long and very short

L. Molutcauut, the Molucca or Common King Crab. The cephalo-
thuracic buckler U regularly rounded anteriorly in both sexes, and

above showing three rowi of amall spinifonn pointa, situated one on

the median crest, the other* on the crests which separate the occipital

region from the lateral regions ; the posterior and lateral borders

finely dentilated. The abdominal buckler smooth above, and termi-

nated by two very short teeth, the internal border of which is very

long, and the external border (comprehended between the point and

the insertion of the last spine) very short ; tooth of the latero-anterior

border moderate, and situated towards the middle of that border ;

movrable spines of the latero posterior border moderate, and all nearly
of the same length in the male; the first three rather long in the

female ; but the last three extremely abort, and much wider than they
are long. Caudal stylet triangular, spiny on iU upper border, and

slightly concave on its inferior surface. Last pair of jaw-feet furnished

towards the end with four elongated appendages, which are lamellated,

flattened, and subbnceolate. (Milne-Edwards.)
This is the Cancer Moluccanui of Clusius ;

C. penerna of Rum-

phius; Limuitu PulyfJirmtu of Fabricius ;
L. gigat of Mullur; and

L. HoittccaiKU of Latrxille.

M. Milne-Edwards is of opinion that Leach's L. Lalreilli probably
belongs to this species, as well as L. tridental tu of the same author.

L. Moluccantu is apparently the Cancer figured by Bontius in the

fifth book of his
' Natural and Medical History of the East Indies,'

p. S3, in which he notices its sword-like appendage, and states that il

any incautious fisherman is wounded by it the pain is like that

caused by a scorpion, adding, that its flesh is not so delicate as that ol

the other Crabs. The chapter is beaded by the following verses,

which refer to the painful wound inflicted by the tail

'
Quitquii caodatl aeiuMi Ma Pagor!
Disc* meo ricmplo montu riure doloMt,
Dente leonlno quo* aulm volubilis infert

A teifro, et IM-JUS retinet fors cauda vencnura."

L. firtKtm. M. Milne-Edwards states that this species, the female

only of which is known to him, bears a strong resemblance to

L. Molucca***, but is distinguished from it by the conformation ol

the posterior feet, the penultimate joint of which is extremely short

and surrounded at iU base with seven spines, which, instead of beinj

flat, very much elongated, and rather wide, are rounded, conic, am
very much pointed. The first four pairs of feet were broken in the

only individual which M. Milne-Edwards had examined, so that he
could not verify the character indicated by M. Latreille, the uamer
and describer of the species, drawn from the monodactylous con
formation of the second pair (the first pair of Latreille). It is also

worthy of note, M. Milne-Edwards add, that the cephalo-thoraci
buckler is leas convex than in the preceding M
The same author observes that thu Limului preserved in the Paris

Museum under the name of PolyjJttmut heterodactytui, Lam., am
ticketed by Utreille, seems to him to be the male of the preceding
species; but the absence of the posterior feet prohibits positive

certainty on this point.
L. lonyupina. M. Milne-Edwards notices this as a species closely

approximating to L. Molucca***, but having the teeth or posterior
angles of the abdominal buckler larger and more regularly triangular;
the external border of these teeth being nearly as long as the internal

border, and their base much lees wide than the space left between
them and occupied by the caudal stylet Upper surface of the
abdomen covered with small spines ; the tooth of iU latero-anterior
border large, and situated very near that which separates that border
from the Utrro-posterior border ; moveable spines of the six pairs in

the male* and of the first three pairs in the female very long ; last

three pairs very thort, but sharp in the female. Caudal stylet trian-

gular, and
spiny

on iU borders. Frontal border of the male strongly
notched and sinuous, so as to appear trilobate.

It I* found on the coast* of Japan, and probably of China.
This is the Kabuto-Oani (Helmet-Crab) of the Japanese; Un-Kiie,

or Umi do-Oame, of the Chinese.

Section 1 1. -Specie, in which the third pair of jaw-feet are
oheUfonn in both sex**, and in which the moveable (pines of the

latero-posterior border of th abdomen diminish gradually in

length in both male and female.

a. Second pair of jaw-feet monodactylou* in the male. Caudal
stylet triangular and spiny on its upper border.

/ l''Jn*rm*t. Cephalo-thoracic buckler more convex than in the

preceding speck**, and preserving for a longer period the seven *\<w<*
ituaUd on it* upper surface. Posterior teeth of the abdomen very

large, and rrprearathig an equilaUral triangle, or even being longer
than they are wide at their ban. The moveable spine* of the latero-

jxMtcrfor border are moderate, and similar in both texes; the three

teeth of the median line project more than in the preceding species,
.1 the caudal stylet U leas long. (Milne-Edwards.)
U inhabits the Atlantic Ocean and the coast* of North America

and the Antilles.

This U the Arantui marinui of De Laet; Cancer Afoluccanut of

Wuruiius; Monuoiliu Puli/fiheMin of Linntous, but he confounds

lU'liT this name both the Oriental and American species ;

of Kabricius ; L. A mtricaiHu of Leach ; Pulyitkemtu occidentals of

.Atuarck ; and L. Ptlypkemiu of Uanzani.

John De Laet, in hU 'Novua Orbis' (1633), gives a very fair i

of this species in the 19th chapter of his second book, and states that

he arms of the Indians (Almouchiquosy) of '

Wijugaerden K\

n ' New France,' are lances, clubs, bows and arrows, which, for want

of iron, they sharpen with the crustaoeous tail of the m<>:

Signoc, Siguenoc, or Araneut marinut, by which name the LimiUtu

.here engraven i* known to the Indians aud Dutch. 1 >e I .art give* a

;ood description of it, aud says that it loves the shallows, a

mostly taken in actuaries, of various sizes, not a few having a tail

exceeding a palm in length.
M. Milne-Edwards observes that L. Soverbii of Loach is a variety

of this species, having the last median tooth of the upper surface of

the abdomen more projecting than it is ordinarily to be seen in adults.

a a. All the jaw-feet cheliform in the mole, as well as in the

female ; caudal stylet rounded above.

L. rotundicautla. Cephalo-thoracic buckler wi.ler than in the pre-

ceding species, less convex, and deprived of the aeries of small spines
between the great teeth of ita upper surface, but with a great number
of these spiniform points scattered on the occipital region ;

terminal

teeth of the abdomen short, and having their internal border about

twice as long as the external border ;
the moveable spines nearly as

in the preceding. Caudal stylet obscurely triangular, with rounded
borders. (Milne-Edwards.)

It is found in the Moluccas.

It U the Cancer marinut pervertut of Seba.

Fouil Limtili.

The fossil forms of this group, contemporaneous as gome of them
were with the Trilobtta, to which they bear so strong u relationship,
are among the moat interesting. One fossil species, Limulut Inlnlii-

toidtt, Buckland, from the ironstone of the coal-formation, Uoalbrook

Dale, figured on plate 46 of the '

Bridgewater Treatise,' is very trilo-

bitic in appearance, and in the early state of the animal, before the

development of the caudal stylet, the resemblance must have been

still more striking ;
nor will it escape the observation of our paltoo-

logical readers that gome of the Trilvbitet are furnished with a long
caudal appendage.

Limuiiu, as Dr. Buckland remarks in the work above n ..tic..;.), has

been found fossil in the coal-formation of Staffonl-hhv ami I )erm

and in the Jurassic limestone of Aichstadt, near Pappeuheiui, together
with many other marine crustaceans of a higher order.

M. Milne-Edwards notices the numerous species which have been
recorded. That figured by Desmarest under the name of Limulut
Walchii (t'tincir pervenut of Walch and Knorr) is found, he ob
in the lithographic slate of Solenhofen ami Pappeuheim. In Milin'-

Edwards's opinion it approaches Limulut lonyittimat more than any
other existing species, but appears to have the latero-posterior pi-o-

longatious of the cephalo-thoracic buckler less developed, and the

abdomen wider, with its latero-anterior borders very short; as to tin-

moveable spines, they are, he remarks, six ill number, aud are all

long and slender.

Other fossil Limuli have been discovered not only in this formation,
but also in the Muschelkalk and the Jurassic limestone, by Count

Munster, who has given figures of them in the excellent work of Van
der Hoeven on the Limuli ; but M. Milru- K.lwar.U thinks that these

fossils have not been as yet described with sullu-icnt details to enable

naturalists to assign specific characters to them
;
and he confines him-

self to the observation that Limuliu inttrmediut. Minister, found at

Solenhofen, and Limulut breticauda (brevicaudatui I), Muuster, found
at Aichstadt, are remarkable for the form of the abdomen, which

represent* a rhomboid rather than a hexagon, its anterior border being

nearly confounded with ita latero-anterior borders. Limulut ornatui

of the same author, in the opinion of M. Milne-Edwards, appears to

approach Limulut Walchii closely, but presents a much deeper furrow

throughout the length of the caudal stylet
M. Milne-Edwards finally calls attention to Limulut trilobitoitla,

Buckland, above mentioned, remarkable for the
spiniform prolonga-

tions of the lateral angles of the cephalo-thoracic buckler and many
other characters.

LINA'CE^E, Plazvortt, a small natural order of Plants, related to

Cittactir, from which it differs in having on ovary with many cells,

containing one or two seeds each, several styles, a definite number of

stamens, itc., and to Geraniacetc, from which the separate styles and

peculiar fruit of Linacat abundantly separate that order. The defini-

tion of Linacea may be briefly expressed thus : polypetalous, hypo-

gyuous, monadelphous exogens, with a broken-whorled calyx ;
a

many-celled many-styled ovary, containing one or two pendulous
ovule* in each cell, aud a capsule xplitting at the point into as many
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valves as there are cells. The fruit is remarkable for having each of
its carpels divided into two cells by a. spurious dissepiment originating
iuside the back, so that; in reality each cell is 2-see,')ed, although from
the presence of this spurious partition it seems to be 1-seeded.
But although Linacetx approach the two orders already named in

the structure of the organs of fructification, the vegetation is essentially
different, the leaves being alternate, free from all trace of a volatile

secretion, ami destitute of stipules, and the nodes of the stem not

being capable of disarticulation. The whole order contains but two
genera, Linum and Radiola : the former comprehends many species,
the most important of which is common flax, Linum usilata.nnu.m,
the woody tissue of whose stems is so valuable for its toughness and
fineness, and whose seeds furnish linseed oil. [FLAX, in ARTS AND Sc.
Div.

; LINUM.]
LINA'KIA (from \ivov, flax, owing to a similarity in the leaves), a

genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Scrophulariacecc. It
has a 5 parted calyx, a personate spurred corolla, the lower li|> 3-fid

with a prominent palate closing the mouth. The capsules open by
valves or teeth at the top. The species are annual or perennial plants,

very rarely small shrubs, and the flowers of a beautiful appearance,
racemose or spicately racemose at the tops of the branches.

L. Cymbalaria, Ivy-Leaved Toad-Fax, has roundish heart-shaped
leaves, 5-lobed and glabrous; the stem procumbent, slender, and
rooting. The flowers are solitary, axillary upon long stalks, and of a

pale blue colour. It is a native of Europe, chiefly ou old walls. It

grows abundantly in Italy and Sicily, and is found in Great Britain.
There are several varieties of this species.

L. Elatine, Halbert-Leaved Toad-Flax, has ovate hastate leaves, the
lower ones ovate, the peduncles glabrous, stem procumbent, and the

spur straight. The flowers are solitary, on long slender stalks, small,
and of a yellow colour, with the upper lip purple. It 13 a native
of Europe and Africa, and is found in chalky corn-fields in Great
Britain.

L. tpuria, Spurious Toad-Flax, has roundish ovate entire leaves, the

spur curved upwards, the peduncles hairy, and the stem procumbent
The appearance of this plant is similar to the last, but the flowers are

larger, and the whole plant not so slender. It is a native throughout
Europe in corn-fields, and is found in Great Britain.

L. minor, Smaller Toad-Fiax, is distinguished by its linear-lanceo-
late leaves, which are obtuse, glandular, pubescent, and mostly
attenuate. The flowers are solitary and axillary, the peduncles three
times as long as the calyx, and the seeds oblong sulcate. It is found
in sandy corn-fields throughout Europe and Great Britain.

L. Pelifgeriana, is known by its racemose flowers, which are of a
dark purple colour with darker veins. It is native of the south and
middle of France and of Great Britain.

L. repent, is distinguished by ita lanceolate sepals and angular seeds
with transverse elevated lines. The flowers are of a bluish colour, the
tern erect, branched, and leafy. The seeds are much smaller than
either of the following species. It is found on calcareous soils, parti-

cularly near the sea, in Great Britain.

L. Italica has scattered linear-lanceolate leaves, lanceolate oblong
sepals, and orbicular scabrous seeds, with a membranous margin. The
corollas are of a deep yellow colour. This species is found plentifully
in the west of England and near Cork, in Ireland ; it is also native of

Switzerland, Italy, and Hungary.
L. vulgarig, has ovate -acute glabrous sepals, shorter than the

capsules and the spur. The flowers greatly resemble those of L.

Italica, but are twice the size. In Worcestershire this plant is called
' Butter and Eggs.' Gerard names it Wild-Flax, Toad-Flax, and Flax-
Weed. It abounds in an acrid oil which is almost empyreumatic.
Taken inwardly, it induces nausea. It has been advised in dropsy,
but Haller and others disapprove of it. When united with milk the

juice ia a poison to flies. The flowers are employed in gome places to

give a yellow colour.

The whole of the species of Linaria have an elegant appearance,
and are therefore suited for flower-gardens. They grow well in common
garden earth, but prefer a dry sandy soil. The seeds of the annual

species require to be sown early in the open border where they are

intended to remain.

Linaria has also been adopted as the generic name of some species
of birds. [LINOTA.]

(Don, Dicldamydeout Plantt; Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
LINAKITE, a Mineral consisting of Cupreous Sulphate of Lead. It

occurs crystallised. Ita primary form is an oblique rhombic prism.
Colour deep azure-blue. Streak pale blue. Fracture uneven. Hard-
ness 2*5 to 3*0. Lustre vitreous or adamantine. Transparent, trans-

lucent. . Specific gravity 5'3 to 5'4. It is found at Linares in Spain,
and at Lead Hills, Scotland. Its analysis by Brooke gives

Sulphate of Lead 74 -4

Oxide of Copper . . .

'

. . . 18'0

Water 47
97-1

UNCOLNITE. [HEULANDITE.]
LINOUELLA. [IBFEBOBKAJTCHUTA.]
LI'NUULA, a genus of Brachiopodous Mollusca, of which several

pecica have been found fossil. They are found in the Silurian, Old
Itexl Sandstone, and Green Sand rocks. [BuAcmorODA.]

LI'NKIA. Nardo has proposed this name for a group of Stelleridia,

included in Asterias by Lamarck. (Agassiz, on Edunodermata,
' Ann.

of Nat. Hist.,' vol. i.)

LINNET. [LINOTA.]
LINOSYRIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Composites. The heads are not radiant
; florets all perfect and tubular

;

receptacle naked, pitted ;
the pits with elevated dentate margins in the

British species ; phyllus imbricated ; pappus pilose ;
fruit compressed,

silky, without a beak.
L. vulgaris is an herbaceous Plant, found iu middle and southern

Europe and iu Great Britain. It has linear glabrous leaves, corymbose
heads, the involucre lax ; the stem from 12 to 18 inches high, simple
and leafy ; leaves single ribbed, smooth or scabrous, very numerous,
more or less dotted : flowers yellow. It grows on limestone cliffs. It
is the Chrysocoma Linosyris of Smith.

LINOTA, a genus of Birds belonging to the family Fringillidte.
The genus is thus defined by Yarrell : Beak straight, conical, pointed.
Nostrils basal, lateral, concealed by short feathers. Wings long, some-
what pointed; the first, second, and third feathers nearly equal in

length. Tarsi short
; feet with lateral toes of equal length ; the hind

toe and claw as long as that in the middle ; claws slender, acute, and
curved. Tail forked.

L. cannabina, the Common Linnet, is a hard-billed singing-bird,
which though well known under one or the other of its various appel-
lations to every English bird-catcher, has, in consequence of the

changes of its plumage and the names applied to it when it appears
under those changes, given rise to much confusion in our systems and
catalogues, and considerable error among the learned as well as the
unlearned.

Mr. Selby, in his '
British Ornithology,' says of the ' Common or

Brown Linnet Fringilla cannabina, Linn. :'
" This bird has been

considered by most of our authors as two distinct species, under the
titles of the Common or Brown Linnet and the Greater Redpole.
This error has evidently arisen from the altered appearance it bears at

particular ages, and during the different seasons of the year. These
changes in all probability had not been suspected, as they certainly
had not been traced by the earlier naturalists ; and, on the authority
of their reputation, succeeding writers sanctioned such mistakes, with-
out giving themselves the trouble of further investigation, till Montagu,
who united practical research with scientific knowledge, professed (in
the '

Ornithological Dictionary') his conviction of their forming one

species ; and my own observation and experiments tend to confirm his

opinion." Giving all due praise to Montagu and Mr. Selby for their

diligence and acuteness in rectifying an error which seems to have
been going on from the time of Willughby to the time of the publica-
tion of Bewick's '

Supplement,' we must say a word in favour of one
of the fathers of Natural History at the revival of letters. A little

investigation would have proved that of Bdlon at least it cannot be
said that the changes of plumage had not been suspected nor traced

by him. That acute observer, in his ' Histoire de la Nature des

Oyseaux
'

(Paris, 1555), says, in his description of La Linote, or

Linotte,
" Les Linotes ont la poictriue et le dessus de la teste, grande

partie de 1'auude, de couleur eutre rouge et oreugee : car elles ont lors

la couleur si vive qu'elle resemble a du sang ;
mais cela, est seulement

sur la fin du printemps ;

"
having previously described the more

sombre state of plumage.
Willughby, whose '

Ornithology' was edited by Ray, and contains

many observations by the latter, devotes a chapter (xi.) to the subject
' Of the Linnet.' The first section of the chapter is headed ' Of the
Linnet in General," and is as follows :

" The characteristic notes of
this kind are 1, a size of body something less than a chaffinch

; 2, a
testae jous or earthy colour, mixed of cinereous and dusky or brown;
3, a tail a little forked

; 4, a peculiar colour of the outmost feathers
of the tail, namely, brown, with white borders or edges ; 5, a sweet
note. Of Linnets we have observed four sorts in England : 1

,
the

Common
; 2, the Greater Red

; 3, the Lesser Ked ; 4, the Mountain
Linnet." Here is probably thu principal origin of the subsequent
confusion. These four Linnets are afterwards described and dis-

tinguishtd at length in the same chapter under the names of 'The
Common Linnet, Linaria vtdyaris.' 'The Greater Red -Headed
Linnet, Linaria rubra major.'

' The Lesser Red-Headed Linnet,
Linaria, rubra minor.' ' The Mountain Linnet, Linaria montana.'

Bechstein, under his description of the Common Linnet (Fringilla

cannabina, Linn. ; La Linotte, Buff. ; Der Hiinfling, Bechst.), states

that, instructed by long experience and the observations of many
years, he hopes to show in his description that the Common Linnet

(Fi-inyilla Linola, Linn.), the Greater Redpole (Fringilla cannabina,

Linn.), and, according to all appearance, the Mountain Linnet (Frin-

gilla montana, Linn.), are one and the same species. With regard to

the identity of the two first-named species, ornithologists are now
generally agreed : with regard to the last the better opinion is against

Bechstein, and in favour of the Mountain Linnet being a ^distinct

species.
M. Temminck, who observes (' Manuel d'Ornithologie') that Frin-

gilla cannabina and Frangilla Montium have been often confounded,
and that he has endeavoured to distinguish them by a small number
of characters placed at the head of the short descriptions and of the

synonyms, applies the same mode of distinction to Fnnyilla linaria
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ad P. Jtvufimm, which h remarks have Uo been confounded. The
hort character given by him to hu Gro*-Bee Linotte ( Fringitla r<mi-

KM, Una.), is,
"

Bill hort, of the width of the front, bUckuh ; throat

rhiUh. marked in the middle by *ome brown ipoU;" n<i he thus

deecribre the various state* of plumage, ud the synonym* of the bird

Old Male in the Spring. Feather* of the front, of the breast, ud
of the lateral part* of the Utter, of a crimson-red, terminated by

a

narrow bonier of rosy-red ; throat and front of the neck whitish, with

longitudinal brown marking* ; top of the bead, nape, and side* of the

neck of a pure ash ; back, scapulars, ud wing-covert*, chestnut-brown;
tank* redduA-brown ; middle of the belly ud abdomen white ; some
of the quills black, bordered externally with white ; tail forked, black ;

the feather* edged externally with white ud bordered internally by a

large white (pace; iris brown; bill deep-bluish; feet ruddy-brown,
more or lee* pale. I/ength 5 inches.

Male after the Autumnal Moult, at the Age of a Full Year. On
the top of the head large black rpots ; the back reddish, with spota of

chestnut-brown, bordered with whitish-brown ; breast red-ash brown,
or red-brown, with border* of whitish-red ; brown spota well marked
on the flanks, upper tail-covert* black, bordered internally with white
and externally with grayish-red. (On raising the feathers of the front

and those of the breast the trace* of the red colours which ornament
the bird in the spring may be seen.)

In this state M. Temminck consider* it to be Prinyilla Linota,

Oroelin; Latham,
'

Ind.,' v. 1, p. 457, sp. 81; La Linotte Ordinaire,
Buflbo, Ois.,

1

v. 4 p. 58, t 1; Id.. 'PL EnL,
1

151; f. 1; Glrard,
'Tab. EU<m.,' v. 1,

p.
188; Common Linnet, Lath., 'Syn.,

1

v. 3, p. 802.

The female, which does not change colour after arriving at the adult

state, is smaller than the male ; all the upper part* are of an ashy-
yellowish, sprinkled with blackish-brown spota ; wing-coverts of a
tarninhed red-brown ; lower parta bright-reddish, but whitish on the
middle of the belly, and sprinkled on the flanks with numerous
blackish-brown spots.

Young male* till the spring have the top of the head and the back
reddish-brown, marked with deep-brown lanceolate spota ; cheeks and

nape ashy ; all the lower parta of a slightly reddish-white, marked on
the middle of the throat and on the breast with longitudinal spota of
a deep brown*, large reddish-brown spota on the sides ; and large
lanceolate blackish spota on the covert* of the tail; feet flesh-colour

;

base of the bill livid-blue : it i* then the bird given by Meyer,
'

Vog.
DeutachL' ud by Fri*ch,

'

Vog.,' t 9, f. A and a
For the old birds, male and female, M. Temminck brings together

the following synonyms and reference* : Fringilla cannabina, Omel.,
Syat,' 1, p. 916, sp. 28: Lath., 'Ind.,

1

v. 1, p. 458, *p. 82; Retz.,
' Kann. Suec.,' p. 247, No. 226 ; La Grande Linotte de Vignes, Buff.
'

Ois.,
1

v. 4, p. 58 ; Id.,
' PL EnL 1

486, f. 1 (the male putting on his

plumage), and 'PI. EnL 1

151, f. 2 (the very old male, under the faUe
name of Petite Linotte de Vignes); Id.,

' PL EnL' 151, f. 1 (either a

female, or perhaps a male in autumn); Gerard, 'Tab. Elt'm.,' v. 1,

p. 1M; Greater Red-Headed Linnet or Redpole, Lath., 'Syn.,' v. 3,

p. 304; Id.,
'

Supp_.,' p. 176; ISlutbunfling, Bechst,
'

Naturg. Deut.,'
v. 3, p. 141 ; Id.,

'

TssKbenb.,
1

p. 121 ; Meyer, 'Tasschenb.,' v. 1, p. 163 ;

Id.,
'

Vog. Deut,' v. 1, t, f. 1 and 2 ; Frisch,
'

Vog.,' t 9, t 1 ud 2
;

Naum., V.ig.,' t 6. f. 10 (old male) ud f. 11 (female); Vhuvink,
'Sepp. Nederi. Vug.,' v. 2, t. p. 157 ; Montanello Maggiore, 'Stor. deel.

UOC,.'T. 3, pi. 857, f. 1.

In the third part of hi*
' Manuel

1

(1835) M. Temminck add* the

following reference* and synonym*: 'Atlas du Manu. !,' pi. lithog.
(male); VieilL, 'Faun Fruc.,' p. 77, pL 88, fig,. 2 and 3; Roux.
Oroit Provenc.,' v. L, p. 148, tab. 91 (old male in the spring), and 92
(male in antomn) ; Fichten und Busch Bluthiinfling, Brehm., v

I>ut,' p. 278 ; La Petite Linotte de Vigues, Buff,
'

PI. EnL' 161, f<j. 2
(male in moult); Naum.,

' Neue Ausg.,
1

tab. 121.

Returning to the two first part* of M. Temminck's '

Manuel,' we
find him observing that the varieties of the young described by Meyer
nader the letter e ud that under the letter t ought to be arrug.'d
under Frnyilia Montimm.

M. Temminck remark* that this bird moults but once a year in
the autumn ; bat nevertheless the spring or nuptial plumage i* of a
beautiful red tint on the bead and breast He ascribe* this to friction
and the action of the air. which wear away the sombre ud ashy
border, of the feathers, and cause the red colour, partially hidden in
winter trader the ashy edge* with which these feather* are terminated,
to appear in the spring. He adds that one may conceive that age ud
the more or lets) distant time of moulting may varv this t>lumare
grertly.
The reader however should not forget the changes of colour that

'arrell and other* have shown to take place in the plumage of binU
wrthoot change of feather, and where friction could hardly have been
theafent

Mr. Helby, after the remark* already quoted, proceed* thu* :

."*{ nowevrr, in the Supplement to hi* work on ' British
Bird., eUll continues to believe in the existence of two distinct

pede* ; for so we must understand him (although be baa broughtUM synonyms of the two supposed sjxcies together), since in note
foUowtof the dearription and figure oThi* Greater Redpole, or Brown
Lfamet, tie eay* that 'it lost, the red breast in autumn, and regains it

Syn. of

young
male after

1st autumnal
moult

in spring ; in this it diners from the Gray Linnet, whose plumage
remains the same at all seasons.'

" From hi* dewription of the Gray
Linnet (the usual Northumbrian name of this bird), as given in the
first volume of hi* work, it can be no other than the Common or

Brown Linnet of a particular age, although he ha* attached t
Linmcan synonyms of the Leaser

Kedpole.
"

If." continues Mr. Selby," Mr. Bewick'* observations on the plumage of the Linnet were made
upon caged birds, I am not surprised at hi* assertion of its always
retaining the same appearance; for I have repeatedly v. riin-,1 tl,.-

fact of its never acquiring under confinement those brilliant tint*

which distinguish it at a particular period of the year when in a state

of liberty. 1 will adduce one instance strikingly to the point in

question. For some particular purpose of observation a linnet was
shot more than two years ago, towards the close of summer, when
the plumage showed its most perfect nuptial

tint ; ud, happening to

be only winged, it was put into a cage, where it soon became familiar-

ised to its situation, and still continues. About the usual time, in

the autumn of that year, it moulted, and acquired the winter dress of
the Common Linnet, which it has retained ever since, without din-

playing at the accustomed season any of tho brilliant red that adorned
it in the wild state."

Mr. Selby, who give* in his great work the figures of a male bir.l in

summer plumage, and of the natural size (pL 65, fy. 3), and of n female,
natural size (Ibid., fig. 4), collect* the following synonyms for tliit

species :

frinyiOa cannabina, Linn.,
'

Syst' i. p. 322, sp. 28.

Grog-Bee Linotte, Temm.,
' Mn. d'Oruith.,' v. L p. 3rt4.

Greater Redpole, or Brown Linnet, Mont,
' Omitb. Diet.'

The Linnet, Ix>w,
' Faun. Oread..' p. 63.

Greater Kedpole Finch, Shaw,
'

Zool.,' 9, p. 516.

(PringUla Linota, GraeL.
'

Syst' i. p. 916
; Lath.,

'
Ind.

Omith./ 1, p. 457, sp. 81.

Linaria, Haii '

Syu.,' p. 80, X 1 ; Will., p. 190; Id.

(Ang.), 258
; Brisa., 8. p. 131, 29.

La Linotte Ordinaire, Buff,
'

Ois.,' v. 4, p. 58, 1 1
; Id.,

'PL EnL' 1J1, f. 1.

Common Linnet,
'
Br. Zool.,' No. 130; Lewin '

T.r.

Birds,' 2, t 83
; Lath..

'

Syn.' 8, p. 402, 73
; Pult,

'Cat Dorset,' p. 12 ; Wale.,
'

Syu.,
1 t 221.

Linnet, Bewick,
'
Br. Birds,' 1, p. 171.

( frinyitta cannabina, Gme.l., 'Syst,' 1, p. 916, sp. 28;
Syn. of Lath.,

'
Ind. Oruith.,' v. 1, p. 4*58, sp. 82.

adult
|
Linaria rubra major, Briss., 3, p. 135, 30; Raii 'Syn.,'

male in p. 91, A. 2
; Will., p. 191, t 46.

summer La Grande Linotte de Vignen, Buff.,
'

Ois.,
1

4 p. 68 ;

plumage. Id.,
' PL Enl.,' 485, f. 2, old male under the title of

Petite Linotte des Vignes.

Bluthiinfling, Bechst,
'

Nuturg. Deut,' 8, p 141 ; Id.,

'Tasscheub. Deut,' 3, p. 141; Id.,
' Tnsschenb.

Deut,
1

p. 121
; Meyer, 'Tasacheub. Deut,' l,p. 163 ;

Syn. of Id.,
'

Vog. Dcut,
1

1, f. 1 and 2 ; Frisch,
'

Vog.,'
adult t 9, f. 1 and 2.

male in Greater Redpole or Red-Headed Linnet, 'Br. Zool.,'
summer 1, No. 131, t. 64;

'
Arct. Zool.,' 2, No. 161; Will.

plumage. (Ang.), 260; Lewin, 'Br. Birds,' 2, t 84; Lath.,

'Syn.
1

3, p. 304; Id., 'Sup.,
1

p. 167 ; Wale., 'Syn.'
2, t 222; Pult, 'Cat Dorset, p. 12; Bewick,

'
Br.

Bird*.,' 1, t, p. 173; Id, 'Sup.,' p., t 22.

Mr. Gould, in his beautiful work on the ' Birds of Europe,' figure* a
male in the spring or nuptial plumage, and a female of the natural
size, under the name of Linaria cannabina (Le Oros-Bec Linotti-,
Common or Brown Linnet), ud refers to Mr. Selby principally for the
account of the changes of plumage. He also notices the confusion
which formerly obtained about this specie*.
M. Temminck states that the bird varie* accidentally to pure white ;

whitish, with the wings and tail a* they ore ordinarily ;
the colours

feebly traced on the plumage ;
a part of the body white, or variegated

with white feathers. All the plumage blackish, or more sombre than
ordinary ; the feet often red. He says that it is then Fringilla argen-
toratentit, Omel., 'Syst,' 1, p. 918, sp. 69; Lath, 'Ind.,

1

1, p. 460,
sp. 87 ;

I Gentyl de Strasbourg, Buff.. 'Ois.,' 4, p. 73; Gerard,
'Tab. Eli'm,' 1, p. 194.

Tbi* bird is very abundant in Holland. (Temm.) Very common
throughout Britain, extending as far ns to the Orkneys, where it is

abundant (Selby.) Indigenous to the British Inlands, over the
whole of which, and Europe generally, is is plentifully dispersed.
(Gould.) Kr/rruuui in Turkish Armenia,

In Britain it resort* to waste lauds and commons in the upper parts
of the country, where it breed*. It assembles in winter in very large
flocks, ud descends to the sea-coasts, where it remains till pairing-
time stimulates it to seek the uplands. The food of the Linnet
consist* of small seed* generally ; those of the cruciform plants are
favourite*. The nest is built in a low bush, most frequently in fur*.',
of mo** and stalks of gnu* interwoven with wool ud lined with hnir
and feather* ; egg* four or five, bluish- white dotted with purplish-red.
(Sfll.y principally.)
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I provincially termed Greater Redpole, Rose Linnet, Gray
vhite and Lintie. Belon is of opinion that this species is

The bird is

Linnet, Lintw
the bird named Salm by the Latins, and Aiyiflui by Aristotle,
in the 15th chapter of his 19th book ('Hist. Anim.'). The
French and German names have been given above. It is the Fanello
of the Italians, and Llinos and Llinos Bengoch of the Welsh.
The Common Linnet is prized for its sweet song, and has been

taught to imitate the human voice. The Hon. Daines Barrington
mentions the celebrated talking linnet at Kensington. He heard it

repeat the words '

pretty boy.'
L. canescens, the Mealy Redpole, is the L. canecens of Gould and

Eyton, L. borealit of Macgillivray, Frinyilla borealis of Temminck.
This bird is not so common as the last

;
it has however a wide geo-

graphical range. It is found as far north as Greenland, and is very
general in the northern regions of Europe, Asia, and America. The
beak is larger than the Common Redpole, but it is not so large a bird
as the Linnet. It measures about 5 j inches. From the carpel joint
to the end of the wing 2j inches. The first, second, and third quill-
featbera nearly equal in length, but the first and second rather longer
than the third ; the fourth feather two-twelfths of an inch shorter
than the third. The irides are dusky brown

;
in winter the feathers

of the forehead dark red ; back of the head, neck, upper part of the

back, and the smaller wing-coverts, a mixture of dark and light brown,
the middle of each feather being the darkest part; the smaller wing-
coverts tipped with dull white, forming a short bar; the greater

wing-coverta uniform dark brown, with broader ends of dull white
;

lower part of the back, the rump, and upper tail-coverts mealy or

grayish-white, with a few dark-brown streaks
;

tail-feathers grayish-
brown, with light-brown edges, the two in the middle short ; the form
of the tail deeply forked

; the chin almost black ;
the cheek, ear-

coverts, neck, breast, belly, and under tail-coverts pale brownish

white, streaked with darker brown, except on the middle of the breast
and belly, which are plain ; the dark streaks are largest on the flanks

;

the legs, toes, and clawa dark brown.
L. linaria, the Lesser Redpole, or Common Redpole, is the smallest

of the British Linnets, and is even a trifle smaller than our diminu-
tive Siskin. This is more especially a winter visitor to the southern
counties of England, appearing in amall flocks from Michaelmas till

April ; but it is not often seen in the south of England in summer.
It is at once distinguished from the Mealy Redpole, last described, by
its smaller size

;
and though not attractive from its notes, which are

little more than a lively twitter, its sprightly habits and engaging
confidence render it a general favourite, since it is of all the small
birds one of those that are most easily tamed. In some of the
northern counties of England, and in Scotland particularly, this little

bird is resident all the year ; during the summer it retires to the
underwood that covers the basea of our mountains and hills, and that

often fringes the banks of our precipitous streams, in which sequestered
situation it breeds. The eggs are four or five in number; their colour

pale bluish-green, spotted with orange-brown principally towards the

larger end. The young are produced late in the season, and are seldom
able to fly before the end of June or the beginning of July. This
little bird is common in Ireland and Scotland. It inhabits Denmark
and Scandinavia generally ; and ao hardy is it, that it is a permanent
resident in the Fur Countries of North America, where it may be seen
on the banks of lakes and rivers in the coldest weather. The beak is

brown, the upper mandible pale-brown ;
the irides dusky-brown ;

forehead deep red ; the head, neck, back, wing-coverts, rump, and

upper tail-coverts, a mixture of dark and light brown, the centre of

each feather being darkest ; the outer feather only of the small wing-
coverts tipped with wood-brown

; all the feathers of the greater coverts

tipped with pale-brown, forming one conspicuous bar. Quill-feathers

brownish-black, the primaries with a very narrow edge and the laterals

with broader edges of pale wood-brown; tail feathers not so deeply
forked or near so long as those of the Mealy Redpole, but similar iu

colour. Chin with a patch of black ; cheeks, sides of the neck, Hides

of the breast and flanks, with dark-brown streaks on pale-brown ; the

breast strongly marked with vermilion-red; belly and under tail-

coverts dull brownish-white
; legs, toes, and claws, brown. The whole

length of the bird is 4 j inches. From the carpal joint to the end of

the wing, 2J inches. The first three quill-feathers nearly equal iu

length, but the second is the longest ;
the fourth one-twelfth shorter

than the third. The females are without the red ou the breast, aud
the dark-coloured parts about the head are rather brown than black.

//. Sfontium, the Mountain Linnet, or Twite. It is distinguished
from the Common Linnet, and from both the Redpole Linnets, by the

greater length of its tail, which gives this bird a more elongated and
slender appearance; and it is further distinguished by having a

reddish tawny throat, but does not exhibit any red colour either on
the head or breast at any season of the year. There is however a

tinge of red on the rump of the male iu summer, and in the general
character of the plumage of both sexes there ia considerable similarity
to that of the other species of the genus. The Mountain Linnet, a<

ita name would imply, prefers high bills and mountains, or at least an

interchange of moor and fell. It is not uncommon in certain localities

iu Ireland. It 'n plentiful in the Hebrides; and the Rev. Mr. Low
state* that it remains in the Orkneys all the year. The egga are

bluiah-white, marked towards the larger cud with light brown and

purplish-red, sometimes with a few blackish spots. The Mountain
Linuet inhabits Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, but is said to be rare
in Russia, particularly in the eastern portions. It is observed periodi-

cally on its passage in Germany and France, and some are said to
remain and breed in the mountains of Switzerland. It ia found in

Proveuce, at Genoa, and even as far south as Rome in winter
;
but

retires to the northern mountains to breed in summer. The beak is

yellow, aud hence the term '
flavirostris

'

has by some authors been
attached to this species ; the irides hazel

; the forehead, crown of the

head, ear-coverts, neck behind, back, aud wings, are of two shades of

brown, the darker colour pervading the middle of the feather, the

lighter wood-brown colour on the edges ; the greater wing-coverts
only tipped with pale wood-brown, forming one bar across the wing.
Quill-feathers brownish-black, the primaries with narrow edges, the
tertials with broader margins of pale brown. The rump red

; upper
tail-coverts like the back in colour

;
tail-feathers brownish-black with

narrow white external edges, and broader light-brown inner margins ;

tail deeply forked
;
chin and throat uniform reddish yellow-brown,

without streaks, but streaked ou the sides of the lower part of the
breast and flanks with dark-brown

; lower part of the breast, belly,
aud under tail-coverts dull browuish-white

; legs, toes, and claws very
dark brown. The red colour on the rump is a sexual as well as a
seasonal assumption, peculiar to the male only in summer. The whole

length of the bird is 5$ inches ; but the body being slender, and the
tail-feathers lengthy, this bird has a more elongated appearance than
the Common Linnet, or the Mealy Redpole. The female is without
colour on the rump, and is also lighter iu colour on the back

;
her

beak, less decidedly yellow at the base, is dusky-brown at the tip.

Young birds like the females are lighter in colour generally, and are
thus distinguished from old males.

(Yarrell, Uritith Birdt.)

LINSENERZ, a Mineral consisting of Arsenate of Copper. Its

primary form is a right rhombic prism. It occurs in octohedral crystals.

Cleavage parallel to the primary planes. Colour light-blue and occa-

sionally dull-green. Streak pale-blue or green. Hardness 2'0 to 2'5.

Lustre vitreous. Transparent, translucent. Specific gravity 2'926.

It is found near Redruth, Cornwall, and in Hungary. Its analysis by
Dr. Thomson gives

Arsenic Acid . . . ... . 43'39
Oxide of Copper . . . ... 30-10
Water 26'69

100-18

LINU'CHIA. Eschscholtz gave this generic name to certain forms
of the l.inn;" m genus Medusa. (' Actinologie,' p. 289.)

LINUM, a genus of Plants which gives its name to the small

family of Linaccce, and is characterised by having 5 distiuct sepals,
5 petals, 5 stamens, and from 3 to 5 styles, which are either distinct

from the base, or united as far as the middle, or even the apex. Cap-
sule globular, divided into 10 cells, each containing a single seed.

Herbs or small shrubs; leaves
entire,

without stipules; flowers

having the petals falling off shortly after flowering. The species are

chiefly found in Europe and the north of Africa, but a few likewise in

other parts of the world.

Few of the species of Linum are of any importance, except that

which has been an object of culture from the earliest times of which
we have any record, that is L. usilaluiimum, the Flax Plant, which is

valuable as well for its seed, as for the ligneous fibre of its cortical

layer, which forms the tow spun into yarn and woven into linen cloth.

It is distinguished by its glabrous capsules within the sepals ; ovato

pointed ciliated lanceolate leaves, and solitary stem. The flower is

blue ;
stem from one to one and a half feet high ; sepals 3-nerved. It

is a native of Great Britain.

It has been sometimes said that cotton is the substance from which
cloth was made in Egypt in ancient times. Cotton was no doubt
known to the Hindoos at very early periods, and may have formed
an article of commerce to Egypt from India, but that it was not much
used is proved by none of the mummy cloth, which has been examined

by the best microscopes, being found to be composed of cotton. The
seed is valuable for the condensed mucilage contained in its seed-coats,
while the almond contains a fixed oil, valuable for burning, and in the

arts as a drying oil ; the oil-cake is used for fattening cattle. Linseed
is extensively imported from Russia, Italy, aud Egypt, for crushing,
but of late years it has been imported in large quantities from India

for the same purpose ;
this is found to yield a larger proportion of

oil than Ruasiau linseed, and the commerce will no doubt continue to

increase. Seed ia also imported from Holland, America, and other

placea for the purpose of sowing, as it is found to yield a finer and
more abundant crop than the British seed. It is curious that the

Hindoos make no use of the ligneous fibre
;
but the plants, though

they there produce fine seed rich iu oil, are very dwarfish, and mtfy not

therefore be found profitable culture for a people who have cotton in

such abundance, and who wove it into cloth in ages when even linen

was unknown in Europe.
L. angustifolium is found in sandy and chalky places. It has

downy capsules within the sepals, elliptical, pointed, ciliated ; leaves

linear-lanceolate ; stems numerous. Flowers of a pale blue ; stem one
or two feet high.

L. perenne has obovate-obtuso sepals obscurely 4-nerved, glabrous,
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Flux-runt (I.ii.vm vtilaliuimtim).
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lu cad Into valves.

leave* linear-lanceolate ;
stems numerous ;

fruit-stalks erect. Flowers

blue ; item one to two feet long, erect, or drcumlxmt. It is found in

dulky place* in Great Britain.

(Babington, Manual of Srituh Botany.)
LION. [FKLID*.]
LIPAKIS. [DISCOBOLI.]
LtPYLE. [ADIPOSE TISSUE.]
LlyriUAMHAU, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

Italia mijttur of Blume, which has been altered to J)alnamace<t by Dr.

Lindley. The name U derived from '

liquidum,' fluid, and
'

ambnr,' the

Arabic name of amber. The genus is closely allied to the Willow and
Plane tribes, but dutinguuswd from both by its 2-lobed 2 celled

maoy-Keded capsules, and their albuminous embryo. The species
are only three in number, all forming fine tree*, and occurring in Java,
the Levant, and North America.

L. timxifna U the specie* found in Mexico and the United State*,

in the Utter of which it is called Sweet Gum, and forms a large and
fine tree, bearing some resemblance to the lesser maple (Acer cant-

fotn) : the wood u of a hard texture and fine grain, and make* hand-
some furniture, but the tree is more noted for the fragrant liquid
rain wtiich exude* from incisions in the stem, though not very

copiously. This i* called Li<)iiidatnb*r, Oil of Liquidambor, and

Copslm Balsam, which has a pleasant balsamic odour, and an aro-

matic bitter taste. This becoming dry and o|que, forms wlmt ia

railed Soft or While Liquidambar, which resembles very thick turpen-
tine, ha* a feebler odour than the liquid balsam, and contain* less

volatile oil, but more brnzoic acid
L. friemlmlii is a small tree, a native of Cyprus and other part* of

the Ea*t Indie*; was introduced into the Jardin de* Pinnies, Paris,
from Smyrna, and i* said to occur along the Red Sea. Dr. Pooocke, a*

quoted by Dr. Undley, state* that It i* called Xylon Kflendi (the Wood
of our Lord), in Cyprtw, where it produce* an excellent white turpen-
tine, especially by incision* made in the bark. It i* lhi ub*tance

prrhap* which is alluded to in many work* by the name Rosa malla
or mallo*, described a* a balsamic fluid produced upon the island of

Cabrosa, at the upper end of the Red Sea near Cade**, which is three

days' journey from Sues. But there are no reerat account* of this

ubatance, which is thought by some authors lo be procured from the

following species.
L. aliimyia of Blum* is a native of the forests of Java, at elevation*

of 2000 to 3000 feet above the level of the sen. It form* a gigantic
tree, with bark having a hot and bitterish ta*te, yielding a frxgrant
Balaam, or liquid atorax, the Rasamola of the Malayan Archipelago,
though there i* no proof that the liquid nlorax known in Europe U
obtained from it, and H does not grow near the localities whence

liquid atorax ha* so long been obtained. It i* therefore probable that

MOM portion U obtained by boiling the branches of Styraj offcin,ilt,

or acting upon them with oil, aj>irit, or naphtha. [SrriiAX, in Aura AMD
8c.Dnr.J
The subject I* intre*t!ng a* connected with ancient commerce, inas-

much as old writer* mention a liquid with the solid storax. By the

Arab* the former i* described under the name Mia-Saileh, liquid
storax ; and the latter, Mia-Yabseh, solid storax. Both are described

by Serapion under the head Miha; by Avicenna under the several

heads of Lubnee, Aslaruk, and Mihn. The name Mia-Saileh, with

the affix
'
ni<t' (juice), would appear to be the origin of the Malayan

'Rasamoln, and thus one which has been variously corrupted.

LIQUORICE. [GI.TCYRHUA.]
I.IKIOCON1TE. [Copi-ER.]
LIKIODKNDRON (from \tlpior and ttrtpor), a genus of Plant*

belonging to the natural order Magttoliaeea. The character* of the

genus are as follows : Carpels 1-2-aeeded, disposed in spike*, inde-

hisceul, deciduous, drawn oul into a wing at the apex ; calyx of throe

deciduous sepals ; corolla of 6 petals forming a bell-shaped flower.

L. tulipifera, the Tulip-Tree, White-Wood, Canoe-Wood, Tulip-

Bearing Lily-Tree, Virginian Poplar, and Poplar, is the only species
of the genus. It U n handsome tree, with large 4-lobod truncate leaves

resembling a saddle in shape, and large elegant flowers coloured with

green, yellow, and orange. There are three varieties of this tree

described : the L. I. otttuiiloba, which ban it* leaves with blunter lobes

than the original species, and on account of the yellowness of the

wood is called Yellow-Wood, or Yellow-Poplar. The L. t. acutif,,lia

ha* the leaves smaller and more acutely cut than the other varieties.

The L. I. Jtara is known by its flowers being entirely yellow.
Thin tree is one of the most magnificent inhabitants of the forests of

the temperate part* of North America. According to Michnux, the

northern limit of this treo is the southern extremity of Lake Champ-
i.iin. ill 45 N. lat ; and its eastern limit is the Connecticut llivrr, in

72 W. long. It abounds in the middle states of the North At:.

union, in the upper part* of the Carolina* and of Georgia, and is still

more abundant in the western country, particularly Kentucky. These
tree* sometimes attain a height of 120 feet or more, and their trunk*

measure 20 feet in circumference. The most common dimension*

however are from 70 to 100 feet in height, and from 18 inches to 3

feet the diameter of the trunk.

It is uncertain at what period the Tulip-Tree was introduced into

Europe, In England it was cultivated by Compton at Fulbam in 1688.

Evelyn, in hi* '

Sylva,' referring to it, says :

"
They have n poplar in

Virginia with a very peculiar-shaped leaf, which grows well with the

curious amon? us to a considerable stature. I conceive it won first

brought over by John Tradescant, under the name of the Tulip-Tree,
from the likeness of its flower

;
but it is not, that 1 find, taken mucli

notice of in any of our herbals. I wish we had more of them, but

they are difficult to elevate at first" They are now planted very

generally in Europe, having a geographical range from l'rlin ami
Warsaw on the north to the shores of the Mediterranean and Naples
on the south, Ireland on the west, and the Crimea on the east. In

this country many of the trees have attained a height of 70 or 80 feet,

and a circumference of the trunk of 6 or 7 feet. The trees blossom

in Great Britain, but do not ripen their seeds, although they do in

many parts of the continent.

The timber of the Tulip-Tree is seldom used in Europe, as the tree

is too much valued ag an ornament ;
but in America, where it is so

abundant, it i* found to yield a light compact fine-grained wood, which
i* useful for many purposes. It is easily wrought, and rec-i

good polish. It is used by cabinet- and coach-makers for making
furniture and the panels of carriages. The Indians of the west

country prefer this tree for the construction of their canoes. In

America the bark of this tree has a reputation as being a substitute

for the cinchona bark ; and in 1792 Dr. Young of Philadelphia pub-
lished a paper on it* remedial agency in the ' American Museum.'

The bark has a bitter and an aromatic taste, properties which probably

depend, as in other barks, on the possession of an alkaloid and an

essential oil ; but it doe* not yet appear to have been chemically
examined.
The best mode of propagating the Tulip-Tree is by seeds, which

should be obtained from the native country of the tree. These should

be sown in heath soil, very fine mould, or sandy loam, and kept moist

in a shady situation. When the seeds are sown in autumn, they mostly
come up the following spring ; but if Ibey are nol sown till the spring,

they remain a year in the ground. The varieties of this plant may bu

propagated by budding, grafting, or inarching. This tree does not

bear transplanting well, nor the use of the pruning-knife.
(London, Arlmrelum et FrtUicctnm Jlritannicum, vol. i.

; Don,

IH'-hliimydeout Plant*)
LISSA. [MAUD*.]
LIS80MUS. [ELATERID*.]
LISSOTR1TON. [AMPHIBIA.]
LISSURA. [HVHAX.]
LISTEKA, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

Orchidactir. It ha* a ringent perianth; a deflexed 2-lobed lip; the

stigma transverse ; rostellum elongated, entire, acute, with a minut.

globose appendage at it* somewhat reflexed apex ; column very short.

//. main, Tway-BUde, i* found in woods and pastures in Great

Dritain. It ha* 2 opposite ovate leaves, the lip bifid, the column with

a crest which includes the anther ;
the stem a foot high ; spike elon-

gated, very lax ;
flower* small, and greenish ; leaves large.

L. eordata ha* 2 opposite cordate leaves, 4-lobed lip, column without
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a crest. Height 3 to 5 inches. The stem is slender. Flowers very
small, in a lax spike, and of a greenish colour ; the lip with 2 basal
and 2 terminal linear lobes. It is found on turfy mountainous moors
in Great Britain.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
LI-TCHI, or LEECHEE, a fruit commonly sold in the markets of

China, and occasionally brought to England It is the produce of the
Euphoria (Nephellum) Litchi of botanists, a tree belonging to the
natural order Sapindacece. The eatable part is a pulpy flesh, which
covers a stone inclosed in a hard dry tesselated prickly pericarp. The
Rambutan and another fruit, called the Long-yen, or Longan, are

yielded by species of the same genus. The Chinese cultivate many
varieties of each.

LITHOCARPUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Corylacea. Blume tells us that his L. Javensis is called Papau Batu,
or Stone-Bark, because of its hardness. [CORYLACE.E.] (Lindley,
Vegetable Kingdom.)
LITHODENDRON, a generic name of some Zoophyta, proposed by

Goldfuss to include Caryophyllia and Oculina of Lamarck, and
adopted by many geological writers in a rather vague sense. De
Blainville rejects the term. ('Actinologie/p. 347.) The species ranked

by Dr. Goldfuss in the group of lAthodendra offer many diversities

of structure, and lie in strata of various antiquity (' Petrefacta

Europte '), especially in the Transition and Carboniferous Limestones.
LITHODES. [HoMOLiDJ!.]
LITHODOMUS. [MYTILIM:.]
LITHOMARGE, a Mineral which occurs massive. It is spheroidal.

Colour white, gray, red, yellow, blue. Streak shining. Structure

compact Soft. Dull. Opaque. Unctuous to the touch. Adheres
to the tongue. Specific gravity 2'2 to 2-5. It is found in Cornwall
near Redruth, in Saxony, aud some other places in Europe. Friable

Lithomarge occurs in scaly glimmering particles, which are phos-
phorescent in the dark. It is found at Ehrenfriedensdorf in Saxony.
The analysis by Klaproth gives

Silica 32-0
Alumina 26'5
Oxide of Iron 21'0
Chloride of Sodium 1-5

Water 17'0
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LITHOPHA'GID^E, a name applicable to all Marine Conchifera,
AfoUutca, Radiata, &c., that penetrate stone.", masses of madrepore,
and other hard corals, forming therein a nidus for themselves; but
more particularly applied to the Conchifera. [CLAVAGELLA ; GASTRO-
CH3 A.] This boring however is not confined to the Conchifera ;

for Petricola has the power of perforating certain rocks to a limited
extent : nor to the Mollusca generally ;

for some of the Echinidce

(Radiata, for instance), are known to make shallow basin-like lodge-
ments in the rocks whereon they dwell. The means by which these
animals bore hag been the subject of anxious discussion and observa-
tion for many years. It has been attributed to various causes. These

may be divided into chemical and mechanical. The chemical causes
ascribed are two, first, a secretion of a chemical or acid substance, by
which the rock bored U supposed to be dissolved, and second the
influence of carbonic acid hi the liquid forming the respiratory
currents. The first set of chemical re-agents have not been found to

exist, and the last will not account for boring in wood, clay, and
sandstone.

The mechanical causes described are also several. The moving
round of the shell is one; the use of the tongue, which contains

siliceous particles, SB another
;
whilst a third theory ascribes the boring

to the action of particles of sand between the shell and the rock. It

is not impossible that all these causes may be in operation in different

animals, but at present no one is regarded as the universal agent.
In the '

History of British Mollusca,' Messrs. Forbes and Hanley
have given a full account of the various theories advanced, and from
this work we borrow the materials of the following sketch :

" All the species of Pholas are endowed with the remarkable power
of perforating various substances of considerable hardness, such as

stone, shale, or wood ; some indifferently, some selecting one or other
for their habitations. They are never naturally found free. This
habit of boring is common to the whole tribe of which Photos is the

type, and is presented also by certain members of other tribes. The

majority of Lamellibranchiate Mollusca may be said to be borers,
so far as the power of burying themselves in sand, clay, mud, or gravel
can give them a claim to such appellation, but the boring of the Pliolas,

Teredo, Xyloj,haga, Pholadedea, of the Gastrocluena and its allies, and
of certain species of Mytilidte, appears to be effected by very different

means. The question how the boring Mollusca excavate their dwell-

ing-places has long been discussed, and is still at issue among
naturalists, and the name J'hola((rom <t>v\iw to bore) [?] was applied by
the ancients to certain shell-fish whose power of perforating the solid

rock attracted their notice. A shell-fish is mentioned by Athenams
under the name of Pholas, probably not one of the members of the

genus now so called, but the Lithodomus lithophagus, or Date-Shell,
which ia very abundant in the seas of Greece, and used by the people
for food, wliilut the true Pholadei are very scarce in the vEgean, and
not likely to have attracted popular attention. The earliest observa-
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tions made upon the boring of Pholas were those by the celebrated

Re'aumur, one of the most excellent of practical naturalists. They
are published in the ' Memoirs of the French Academy

'

for 1812. He
figures the Pholas Candidas in its cavity, and attempts to account for
its presence there. He remarks that it is always found in cavities

either of soft stone or clay, that these are made by the efforts of tho
animal itself and by means of its foot, for when it was placed by him
upon soft clay, it buried itself in that substance by the action of its

foot. He argues that they bore only in soft clay, and that their

presence in stone (soft stone, which he terms ' La Banche,') is owing
to the former being petrified around the Pholades. He shows that
the dimensions of the cavity in which the full-grown Pholas is found,
are, as compared with shell and aperture, such that the former must
have remained in it since it first perforated, and could not have

changed its habitation. He states that the young are always found
in clay and the old in stone, and concludes that the stone is only clay

petrified by means of a viscous matter derived from sea-water. It

need not be said now that Reaumur's observations and conclusions
were fallacious, but as a first step in the inquiry they had great merit.

" Mr. John Edward Gray, in an interesting paper on the habits of

Molluica published by him in the 'Philosophical Transactions' for

1833, gives his opinion on this question. He holds that Pholades,
Petricola, Venerupis, and Lithodomus bore into shells and calcareous

rocks by dissolving them. His reasons for holding this opinion are

several : 1st, Because the animals of most of them are furnished
with a large foot more or less expanded at the end ; 2nd, because the
holes fit the shell in Petricola and Gastrochaina, so as to prevent
rotation and the use of the asperities on its surface

; 3rd, because all

borers are coverd with a periostracum (thin in Teredo, Pliolas, and

Lasca, thick hi Lithodomus), which would be rubbed off during the

operation of boring ; 4th, because though some borers have spiny
shells others have smooth ones ; 5th, because all bore into calcareous

substances, wood excepted, and into sandstone only when it has lain

a long time under the sea and become as soft as clay. These objections
of Mr. Gray to the mechanical theory are some good, some bad

;

several not consistent with a correct knowledge of the habits and
structure of the genera he quotes. The same naturalist, in a paper
on the structure of the Pholades in the first volume of the '

Zoological
Journal' for 1825, held an opposite view to that quoted above ;

for he
here maintains that the Pholades bore by means of rasping. Dr.

Fleming's most recently expressed opinion on this subject is in favour
of rasping and rotatory motion.

"
Among the best memoirs on the subject of the boring molluscs ia

that by Mr. Osier, published in the '

Philosophical Transactions
'

for

1826. It is entitled
' On Burrowing and Boring Marine Animals,' and

contains the fruit of much careful and original observation. According
to this gentleman, the instinct to bore is exhibited at a very early

stage of the animal's life. He found Pholades completely buried when
so minute as to be almost invisible. He regards the curved processes
or apophyses within the shell of Pholas as characteristic of an animal
which bores mechanically by employing its shell as a rasp, holding
that the shell is the chief instrument by means of which Pholas bores.

He remarks, with respect to Pholas candidus, a species whose habits

he observed with great care, that it is by means of the anterior and
lower part of the shell, which is thicker and spiny, the boring is

effected. He considers the peculiar arrangement of the muscles, and
the suppression of the ligament in this genus, as peculiarities in its

organisation connected with its perforating habits. Teredo, he holds,
bores in like manner with Pholas, and by the same means, effecting
the stroke during the operation by the contraction of the posterior
adductor muscle.

"Tiie boring of Saxicava however Mr. Osier maintains to be
effected by very different means, most probably by an acid solvent.

Its hole is not round
;
and if there are siliceous particles in the stone

they are left projecting into the cavity. Mr. Osier was unable never-

theless to detect any direct evidence of free acid, either by the test of

litmus paper, or by any experiments he could devise. The account

given by Mr. Osier of the operations of Pholas when boring is so

circumstantial that we quote it in his own words :

" ' The Pholas has two methods of boring. In the first, it fixes

itself by the foot, and raises itself almost perpendicularly, thus

pressing the operative part of the shell upon the substance to which it

adheres. It now proceeds to execute a succession of partial rotatory

motions, effected by the alternate contraction of the lateral muscles,

employing one valve only, by turning on its side, and immediately

regaining the erect position. I have observed that this method is

almost exclusively employed by the very young animals ;
aud it

certainly is peculiarly adapted for penetrating in a direction nearly

perpendicular, so that they may be completely buried in the shortest

possible time. It may be observed that the posterior extremities of the

valves are much less produced in the very minute Pholades thau they
afterwards become'; and thus the time required to complete a habita-

tion is still further diminished ;
but when the Pholades have exceeded

two or at the most three lines in length, 1 have never observed them
to work in the manner I have described the altered figure of the

shell, and the increased weight of that part of the animal behind the

hinge, would prevent it from raising itself so perpendicularly as at

first, independent of the narrow space it occupifs. In the motions
2 II
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required to enlarge iti habitation the adductors perform a very
essential part The animal being attached by the foot brings the

anterior part of the shell into contact. The lateral muscles now
contract, and raiting the posterior adductor bring the dorsal margins
of the valve* into contact, so that the strong rasp-like portions

are

suddenly separated, and scrape rapidly and forcibly over the substance
on which they press. As soon as this is effected the posterior extre-

mity sinks, and the stroke is immediately repeated by the successive

contraction of the anterior adductor, the lateral, and the posterior
adductor muscles.

" ' The particles rubbed off, and which in a short time completely
clog the shell, are removed in a very simple manner. When the

projected syphon is distended with water, the Pholat closes the
orifices of the tubes, and retracts them suddenly. The water which

they contained is thus ejected forcibly from the opening in the mantle,
and the jet is prolonged by the gradual closure of the valves to expel
the water contained within the shells. The chamber occupied by the
animal is thus completely cleansed; but as many of the particles
washed out of it will be deposited before they reach the mouth of
the hole, the passage along which the Pholat projects its syphon is

constantly found to be lined with a soft mud.'
" In a valuable paper' On the Anatomy of the Lamellibronchiate Mol-

luscs,' published by Mr. Garner, in the 2nd vol. of the '

Zoological Trans-

actions,' that excellent observer has some short remarks on the means
by which Pholat and other molluscs bore. He mentions that the boring
is effected by currents produced by vibratile cilia, aided in some cases

by rasping. He remarks that the valves of Lithodomut are not adapted
for mechanical boring; that the crypts of Saxicava are not circular;
that the valves of Teredo, probably do not correspond to the bore ;

that Pholat conovlti is often found in hard timber, though its valves
are not adapted for any boring or filing. He further observes,

' There
is a cartilage between the two small spinous processes of the binge
in the Pholat amdidui ; in other species of Pholat which have no rudi-
ment of it, and allied genera which have a particular character of arti-

culation, I consider the motion of the valves as but a secondary cause
in the perforation of the substances in which the animals are found.'

" Mr. O. It Sowerby objected to the notion that the cavities of
Pkolat were produced by rotatory motions of the shell, since they
are fitted to the latter, and since some of the shell bones are externally
xmeoth. He also objected to the notion of a solvent. Mr. W.
Thompson, in his paper

' On Teredo,' expresses his belief that the

smoothly-rounded termination of the cell made by that animal is due
to the action of a solvent supplied by the proboscis, which thus acts
as a pioneer in mining the passage that is afterwards increased to
its final dimensions by the boring action of the primary valves."

I >r. Drummond, in his ' Letters to a Young Naturalist,' suggested
the possibility of the animal of the boring molluscs decomposing the
ana-salt as its wants may require, and applying the liberated muriatic
acid to the solution of the calcareous rocks.
X. Deahayes, in his work ' On the Mollusca of Algeria,' maintains

that the Teredo bores by means of a solvent The foot be regards as
a special secreting organ. M. F. Caillaud holds a similar opinion with

respect to the perforating power of animals of the genus Claragclla.
In the Anunles des Sciences Naturelles' for 1839, M. L. A. Necker
published some very interesting and important observations on the

mineralogical nature of the shells of Mollutca, in which he points out
difference* of structure as indicated by polarisation of light In it

he has the following observations on the subject in question :

"
It is

very remarkable that two genera of perforating shells, the Pholat and
the raterupii, radiate strongly calcspar. Thus the asperities which
roughen their shells may, with the aid of the acids with which they
are provided, excavate the calcareous rocks inhabited by them. The
notion that their shells are formed of calcspar seems to render impos-
aible the perforation by the shells themselves of calcareous rocks
equally bard with the bodies perforating. But now that we know
these shells are composed of amgonite, it is plain that they can act

mechanically even on the hardest limestones."
Sir Henry da la Beche has given a table of the specific gravity of

ome shells as observed by himself, in which he states that of Pholat
cfitptla to be 2*2, and of a number of other bivalves and univalves to
be nearly the same ; indicating a constitution which, allowance being
made for amount of animal matter, approximates their shells much
more nearly to amgonite than to calcspar, the former having a specific
gravity of -JUS and the Utter of 2-71.

Mr. Albany Hancock has put forward one of the most definite
and important opinions ever expressed on this disputed question.He sUtes that "the excavating instrument of Pholat and Teredo
is formed of the anterior portion of the animal, in the surface of
which are embedded siliceous particles. The particles penetrating
the skin give to it much the character of rasping-paper. The whole
forms a nibbing surface, which, being applied closely to* the bottom
of the cavity l,y the adhesion of the foot, enables* the animal to rub
down ami no penetrate shale, chalk, wood, or even the hardest
limestones and marble. Saricara rtu/ona is also furninhed with
a rasping surface covered with siliceous particles. This surface
however in this specirs is formed entirely of the anterior portion of
the mantle, the margins of which being united are so much thickened,
forming sort of cushion capable of considerable protrusion at the

will of the animal. The foot is small, and, passing through a much-
constricted orifice, gives origin to a byssus, which anchors the shell

close to the base of the excavation, and thus holds the rubbing
apparatus in immediate contact with the part to be excavated."

In summing up all these theories, Messrs. Forbes and Hauley give it

as their opinion that " the chemical one, so far as a secreted solvent is

concerned, bears the least examination in the case of the Pkoladida,
The substances perforated are wood, limestones hard and soft, argilla-
ceous shales, clays, sandstone, and, in the case of a Pltolca iu the magni-
ficent collection of Mr. Cuming, wax. The notion of a secreted solvent
that would act indifferently on all these substances is, at present at least,

purely hypothetical, and since all attempted tests hare failed to detect
an acid, gratuitously so ; for we can hardly suppose that any of those
who have taken this view of the cause would maintain that the animals
have the power of secreting different acids at will, according to the
substance they have to attack. Vet this notion has been most favoured

by naturalists who, sceptical as to the perforating power of such fragile
instruments as are the shells of many of these creatures, endowed the
animals with supernatural chemical qualifications. Even good expe-
rimental observers, Mr. Osier for one, whilst they proved that the
Pholat could bore mechanically by the rotation of its valves, could
not free their minds from the prejudice in favour of a solvent. The
important statement put forward by Mr. Albany Hancock respecting
the instruments by which Molliuca bore, and which, BO far as Gattero-

poda are concerned, appear to furnish us with a true explanation,

namely, that it was effected by means of siliceous particles variously
arranged in certain portions of the animal's body, led us to hope that
a better cause than any yet alleged had been discovered. But we
cannot bear it out with respect to the Pholadidic. We can find no
such particles in the mantle of Teredo, nor have any been noticed by
Home or Deshayes, or by the most recent observers, Frey and
Leuckart, who paid especial attention to the structure of the tissues
of this genus. Nor could we, though aided by the anatomical and
microscopical skill of Mr. Buak, detect any siliceous particles in

either the mantle, foot, or siphon-tube of Pliolas candidui. If present
in any species therefore they are exceptional, so far as the genus
Pholat and its allies are concerned. The shells of several British

species of Pkolat and that of Plioladulix have been chemically
examined by our friend Mr. Trenham Reekes with a negative result as

regards the presence of particles of silex in their substance, where,
after the statement of Mr. Hancock respecting the structure of the

mantle, we thought they might possibly be found. On the other hand,
taking into consideration its mineralogical nature as stated by M.

Necker, there is no reason for supposing that the shell of the Phola-
diila is so weak a perforating instrument as some have fancied. With
its peculiar form and the saw-like asperities of its surface, especially
of iU autial extremity, it is well adapted for an auger when wielded
fresh and elastic by iu well-muscled inhabitant, whose foot in all the
members of this tribe, even in Teredo, where it is least developed,
seems especially organised to serve as a fulcrum. We have no evidence
that they perforate any substances essentially harder than their shell*,
or BO hard. The sandstones iu which they occasionally occur are
either friable or marly when fresh, though cabinet-specimens seem so
solid. The explanation of Necker accounts for their perforations in
the hardest limestones. Wood, wax, and other substances in which

they occur, offer no difficulty. The statements put forward respecting
their boring in lava and granite have long ago been shown to be mis-
takes. That they exhibit a rotatory motion during the action of boring
has been proved by competent observers ; and the cavities they exca-

vate, if examined fresh, invariably show transverse groovings, which
could have been caused only by such motions. Currents of water set

in motion by cilia doubtless aid materially the animal's operations,
and possibly may be the means by which the larva) effect their first

lodgment ; but considering the arrangements of the parts of the body
in the adult animal, it seems to us that Mr. Garner's view of their

being the primary cause of the perforation, whilst the rasping of the
valves is secondary, should be reversed. Such currents must be most
effective in clearing away loosened and loosening particles. If there
be any chemical action aiding, it must be due to the carbonic acid set

free during the respiratory process. Evidences of a secreted solvent
there is none."

\Vc proceed in this article to the examination of some of the

excavating Lamellibranchiate Conchifers which are most remarkable
for their boring powers.

upit. This form in placed by Mr. Garner in that section of
the Dimyaria (with two adductor muscles) which is distinguished by
having the branchiae united medianly ;

and the characteristic of Vent-

rupii, as given by the same author, is to have the tubes large, and the
foot short and prominent behind.

Tic animal in oblong, rather thick, having the borders of the
mantle simple, slightly open before for the passage of a compressed
and elongated foot; tubes two in number, rather long, united in a
connidcrablc portion of their length, and having their orinces radiated;
branchhe little and unequal ; labial appendages very small.

Shell solid, striated, or radiated, a little elongated, gaping posteriorly,
more or less irregular, equilateral, very inequivalve, the anterior side

being always shorter than the posterior side, which is generally trun-

cated as it were, the other being more or less rounded
;
uniboned
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marked, nearly contiguous ; hinge composed of slender, approximated,
and nearly parallel teeth, two in the right valve, and three in the left,

or three in each
; posterior ligament a little elongated, and in great part

external ; muscular impressions oval, the posterior one the most rounded,
both united by a pallial impression deeply excavated posteriorly.
Such is the character given by M. Rang, who apparently restricts

the generic name to those species which excavate stones, &c. " The
shells," says M. Rang,

" which compose this genus are lithophagous,
and excavate in stones and madrepores cavities more or less propor-
tioned to their form and to their volume, wherein they lodge them-

selves, and out of which when adult they cannot go, the aperture of

the excavation being too small to admit of their egress. They are

without an epidermis, and generally of a dirty white."
M. De Blainville, who knew not the animal when he published his

'

Malacologie,' divides the genus into three sections : the first exem-

plified by Venerupit Irus ; the second by V. Rupellaria (Rupellaria,
Fl. de Bell.) ; third, by V. lamellosa (Petricola, Lam.) ;

and he remarks
that if the system of '

engrenage' of the species of excavating Veneres

be regarded rigorously, we should be compelled to establish as many
genera as there are species. He adds that he has chosen Venerupii
from among the denominations proposed for some of these genera,
because it well indicates that the species composing it are Veneres of

the rock.

Mr. G. B. Sowerby (' Genera," No. xxviii.) notices the difficulty of

ascertaining any distinguishing character between the Lamarckiau

Venerupis &aH VenusPullastra&ud V. detussata, and others, except in the

apparent habits ot the animals
; a difficulty which had prevented him

from endeavouring previously to clear up a point to which his attention

had been frequently directed, but which he thinks he has at last

overcome. "
It is well known," continues Mr. Sowerby, "that Venus

perforans, Mont., Venerupii perforans, Lam., and some of its congeners,
live in cavities perforated in chalk and limestone rocks, and that the

Venus Pullastra, V. decussata, and several other species that resemble
them in general form and appearance, are found buried in the sand

;

an apparently well marked difference therefore exists in the habits of

their respective animals. We think however that we have evidence to

prove that there exists in reality very little difference, and that the

cavities hi which Lamarck's Venerupea live are rather the natural con-

sequence of the action of the sea-water in conjunction with some of

the excretions of the animal upon the chalk or limestone, than of any
power of the animals themselves to pierce independently of such
action ; so that the difference is really only in the nature of the shore

on which the very young shells are accidentally deposited, those

which are thrown upon a sandy bottom burying themselves in the

sand, and such as are deposited upon limestone or chalk producing a

cavity in which they live." Mr. Sowerby then proposes to unite

together under one appellation Lamarck's Venerupes, and the following
of his Venerei : V. Malobarica, V. papilionacca, V. adspena, V.

punctifera, V, turgida, V. litterata, V. rulcaria, V. textile, V. tezturata,
V. geoyraphica, V. rarijlamma, V. decussata, V. Pullastra, V. aurea,
V. mrginea, and some others : and for the genus thus constituted he

proposes the name of Pullattra, rejecting the term Venerupis, or

Vcnerirupit, because it would convey the false idea that at least

the greater number of tho species were inhabitants of rocks.

M. De Blainville and M. Rang, as we have above seen, restrict the

genus Venerupis to the species that excavate rocks.

Lamarck makes his Lithophages consist of the genera Sa.ticava,

Venerupis, and Petricola ; and quotes the opinion of M. Fleuriau de
Bellevue that boring shells generally do not pierce stones by the attri-

tion of the shell against the stone, but by means of a softening or

dissolving liquor which the animal sheds a little at a time.

Lamarck observes that it is not his intention to assemble under this

family of Lithophages all the boring bivalves, or all that pierce stones ;

for, as he truly says, such an assemblage would be rather extravagant.
He refers to shells equally excavating with his Lithophages, which
cannot be separated, some from the Veneres, others from the Modiolce,
others from the Lutraria, others again from the Carditce, and remarks
that it is not of these that he is then treating. His Lithophages con-

sist of those shells, among the boring or excavating conchifers, that

gape more or less anteriorly, and have the posterior side short,

rounded, or obtuse, with the ligament of the valves always external,

which live habitually in stones, and for the reception of which he then

knew no particular family, or any family to which they might con-

veniently be approximated. He observes that he nevertheless places

among them some species the habits of which were not known to

him. To this M. Deshayes adds in the last edition (1835) a note

stating that upon the same ground that it would not be rational to

establish a genus or family for the JUodiolte, or the Carditce, which

pierce stones, it would not be right to reject from the family of the

Lithophages shells which do not perforate, but wherein we neverthe-

less find all the essential characters of the species which it contains.

For this reason it would be convenient to approximate the Byssomycs
and the HiateUa to the Saxicava, and to leave in this genus species
which do not perforate. M. Deshayes (loc. cit.), who does not appear
to have seen the observations of Mr. Garner and Professor Owen above

alluded to, refers to the discussions relative to the means by which

perforation is brought about by certain acephalous molluscs. Some

uthors, he remarks, have supposed that the attrition of the valves

against the stone sufficed to wear it away by degrees, and that thus the

animal formed a lodgement sufficient to contain it. Olivi, he observes,
who was of this opinion, grounded it on the fact that he pretends to

have observed that perforating molluscs can attack lavas or other
rocks which are not calcareous.

" Since this assertion of the Italian

author," continues M. Deshayes,
" no well made observation has

occurred to support it, whilst, on the contrary, a great number of

proofs have been collected showing that perforating molluscs are

never lodged except in calcareous stones. This mode of life render.-*

very probable the opinion of M. Fleuriau de Bellevue, who believed

that the animal was provided with an acid secretion, by means of

which it dissolved, in proportion to its growth, the walls of the cavity
which it inhabits. An observation of my own is that the greatest
number of perforating molluscs are contained in close-fitting cavities

by no means made to permit of rotatory motion
;
that they are oval

when the shell is of that form
;
and that we almost always see rising

between the umbones of the valves a calcareous crest which forbids

any movement of rotation." M. Deshayes then proceeds thus :

"
Many zoologists have believed that there was but little necessity for

preserving the family of the Lithophages. M. De Fe'russac places the
Saxicava! in the neighbourhood of the Gastrochcente and the Solens,
and he places the Venerupes near the Venerei. M. De Blainville has

adopted a nearly similar opinion. We do not admit it any more than
that of M. De Fe'russac, and we shall preserve the family of the Litho-

phages as Lamarck established it in this work. We rest our opinion
on the knowledge of many animals belonging to the three genera

Saxicava, Petricola and Venerupii; they are bound by a common
relationship (par des rapports communes) ;

thus the mantle, which

scarcely opens for the pasaage of the rudimentary foot in certain

Saxicaoce, opens a little more in the Petricolce, and more still in the

Venerupes. The foot follows a nearly analogous development, always

remaining however proportionally smaller than in other molluscs in

which this organ is necessary for locomotion."

Lamarck says of the Venerupes, or Venuses of the Kock, that they
seem in fact to have a hinge analogous to that of the Venerei, but
that nevertheless a slight difference in the disposition of their cardinal

teeth suffices to enable us to recognise the genus. They are, he adJs,

lithophagous or perforating shells which are very inequilateral, and
which are not distinguished from Petricola, except in having three

cardinal teeth at least in one valve.
" The greater part of the Venerupes," observes M. Deshayes in his

commentary on this genus,
"
differ scarcely from the Petricolce ; they

offer most frequently three cardinal teeth in one valve, two and rarely
three in the other. When in some individuals one of these teeth is

abortive, which often happens, the same species may be comprised in

the two genera at once. The animals of the perforating Venerupet
are scarcely to be distinguished from those of the Petricola!; only
the mantle is a little more slit and the foot a little longer. In the

Venerei these parts are different ; and this proves that it is necessary
to keep separated two genera which Cuvier and M. De Blainville have

thought it right to unite or approximate. We do not pretend to

dispute, nevertheless, the analogy which is evidently exhibited between

certain Venerupes and the Veneres. We think that the Venerupes ouly

ought to be withdrawn from the genus and placed among the Veneres,

because the animals are iu fact similar ; only some plunge themselves

into hardened mud, whilst others live in the sand. An.}, although

they may enjoy the faculty of perforating stone, this would not be

a sufficient reason to reject them from the Veneres, because we have

seen that in a great number of genera belonging to very distant

familie' there exist perforating species ;
thus we may well conceive

that there may be perforating Venerea, but that does not hinder us

from admitting a genus Venerupis, the characters of which appear
sufficient to us."

The number of recent species of Venerupis is 19, and their range is

wide. Species are found on the coasts of England and France, in the

Mediterranean, in the South Seas, and in those of India, China, and

Australia.

V. perforans is the Tapes Pullastra of Wood, the Venus perforans
of other authors. Shell sub-rhomboidal, concentrically striated,

running into strong wrinkles or ridges at the anterior side ;
some-

times, though very rarely, with very fine longitudinal stria! ;

colour light-brown ; umbo very near to one end, small, and turned a

little sideways; the longer side much truncated; hinge with three

teeth in each valve, one of which is small, tho others long, slender,

and curving outwards; middle tooth a little bifid. Inside smooth,

white, with generally some purple at the truncated end ; margin plain ;

valves moderately concave. Length rarely exceeding 3-8ths of an inch,

breadth more than 5-8ths.

Montagu, whose description this is with very slight alteration, says,

that with respect to shape it is difficult to fix any as a permanent

character; it is however, he adds, most frequently sub-rhomboidal;
sometimes nearly as long as it is broad, generally straight on the front

margin, but in some instances deeply sinuous or indented.

It is very common on the coasts of England. Lamarck records a.

variety smaller and narrower, with sub-striated lamellae, from the

coasts of France, on the authority of M. Fleuriau de Bellevue.

V. Irus is a common species on the British coasts.
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, froi lloaUfv-t nre ; , from th .hell.

r-.,wL-M. Deshayes, in hU 'Table.' (Lyell), make, the

number of livine species eight and of the fowl species (tertiary) six.

He aUo quota K. 7nwM being found both living and fowl (tertiary).

PsfrKofa, Urn. (including RtptUeria, FL <le. Belt). Animal oral,

thick, especially at the upper put ;
mantle with simple border*, which

are a little dilated in front, where they form a rather small opening
for the pMBtge of a tongue-hped and feeble foot; tubes small, in

the shape of cones, truncated at their summits, separated for two-

think of their length, and finely radiated at their orifices ; branohin

Shell rather delicate, without an epidermis, white, radiated, oral,

abtrsjoul, gaping anteriorly, more or less irregular, equivalve, ine-

quilateral, the anterior aide much shorter than the posterior side ;

unbones not projecting much, and contiguous ; hinge composed of

small cardinal teeth not diverging much, one of which at least is bifid,

to toe number of two in one valve, and one in the other, or two iu

each; ligament external, posterior, short, and convex: muscular

impressions oral, united by a pallia! impression which is often not

TOT distinct, and has a verv deep nnd rounded excavation posteriorly.

I nd t, /Mrfawfo

F. rmfotra ; 6, /'. (uiy/otoM.

i I, /'.

ftuwcrbj-.

'>, 4, P. rlmtntm; 4,

rota and R*)Uaria, the first with two cardinal teeth in one valve and
on* in the other, the second with two teeth in each valve ; but

Mr. Sowerby entirely agrees with Umarck in the propriety of uniting
them. He is not so well satisfied with the place assigned by Lamarck
to this and some other genera which form the hollows iii stone wherein

they dwell ; and he thinks that a great degree of similarity iu external

figure and appearance, as well as habit, should have brought them
nearer to the Pkolc
The geographical extension of Pttrieola is nearly coequal with that

of I'enerttpu, as far as the localities of that genus are recorded ; and

rather numerous on the ooasU of the warmer parts of America.

(Coming.) Also found on the Oallapagos Islands. (Cuming.) The

special are about 30.

Their habits also are much the same with those of Vcncrupit, in

the same rock with which, and in its olote neighbourhood, Pelricola is

often found. Mr. O. R Sowerby speaks of the cavities in which they
live as being evidently of their own working, though on account of

their form they cannot possibly hare been produced by a rotatory

motion, for they are exactly of the shape of the shell itself, and a very
little larger. Pelricola. has been found at depths ranging from the

surface or near it to a depth of 1 1 fathoms.

The foregoing cut*, from Mr. O. B. Sowerby's
'

Genera,' represent
some of the forms of this genus.

foail Petricolce. The number of recent species given by
M. Deshayes in his

' Tables' (Lyell) is 13, but many more have been

described since. The number of fossil (tertiary) he places at 10, and

gives the species P. ockrotleuca, P. lameUota, and P. ttriata as both

living and fossil (tertiary).

Coralliophaga (Cypncardia, part, Lam.). Shell oval, elongated,

finely radiated from the summit to the base, cylindrical, equivalve,

very inequilateral, the dorsal summits very anterior and but little

il-veloped ; hinge consisting of two small cardinal teeth, one of which
is subbifid, in front of a sort of lamellar tooth, under a rather weak
external ligament ; two muscular impressions, which are small,

rounded, and distant, united by a narrow pallia! impression, a good
deal excavated posteriorly.

M. De Blainville established this genus for some species of living
shells placed by Lamarck among his Cypricardia, and which appeared
to the former to be approximated to the Vcxerct. M. De Blainville

states that M. Deshayes had caused him to remark shells of the same

species as that cited by M. De Blainville as the type, and which had
modified their forms so as to resemble a LModomta in which they
bad lived.

M. Rang thinks that this genus is well distinguished from the

Cypricardur, because, in one part the excavation of the muscular

impression announces that the animal has tubes, whilst the other
shows that it perforates.

C. carditoidea, Blain. ; Cyi'ricanlia coralliophaya, Lam. ;
Cardila

Daetyhu, Brug. ; C'hama coralliophaga. Gruel. It occurs in the rnsuna
of madrepores and other corals at St Domingo. M. Rang observes
that it is in the maues of madrepores so common at the Antilles

that the species of this genus should be sought for.

Mr. O. a Howerby observe*
(^

Genera,' No. xv.) that the genus
Pifricolo, as it iitands at present, is composed of several shells which

~r thought sufficiently different to form two genera, hi* Pttri-

The species here figured as recent is also noted by Lamarck an fossil

in Italy, under the name of Cypricardia coralliophaga,

t 'luiho (fossil only). Shell oval, subregular, striated longitudinally,
r.|iiivalve, and subequilaternl ; hinge formed of a bifid tooth, curved
back into a hook, rather longer in one valve than in the other;
ligament external.

C. Fuj<uii. Thin, the onlv species that appear* to be known, was
detected by Kauja* in the sbeUa of Cyprirordur, which were still lying
in tho stone which they had eroded when alive. M. De Blainville and
M. Rang both adopt the genus ; but the former says that he had not
observed it himself.

l'Hlina. Shell longitudinal or transverse, irregular, not gaping,

equivalve, subequilatoral ;
umbones sufficiently developed and eroded ;

hinge formed by a cardinal tooth, nbich is short and subbifid in each

valve, and an oblong marginal furrow or depression, divided into two
parts by a contraction ; ligament subintenial, and inserting itself in
these depressions ; muMular impressions elongated ; pallial impression
not flexuoiu. (Rang.)

It in aaid to have been found in the seas of Senegal.
(*. Iranncrxt may be taken as an example.
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Unguliita trantrerta.

Saxicava. Animal elongated, eubcylindrical, having the mantle
closed on all sides, prolonged backwards by a long tube, double inter-

nally, a little divided at ita summit, and pierced inferiorly and ante-

riorly by a rounded orifice for the passage of a small, elongated,
delicate, and pointed foot ; mouth moderate, labial appendages small ;

branchial lamina; for the most part free, and very unequal on the
.-ame side.

Shell thick, solid, covered with an epidermis, elongated, rounded in

front, truncated as it were posteriorly, gaping, irregular, equivalve,
very inequilateral, the posterior side being much longer than the
anterior ;

umbones not very distinct ; hinge without teeth or with two

separated tuberosities more or leas developed ; ligament external ;

muscular impressions rounded and a little approximated, united by a
small straight pallial impression, very narrow, and occupying the
middle of the vnlve. (Rang.)
M. De Blainville and M. Rang place the genus among the Pylorideans.

The former is of opinion that it differs little from Glycimeris.
. Mr. O. B. Sowerby ('Genera,' No. xxv.) includes in the genus Saxicava
sheila which, he observes, have had, in conformity with the various
views of authors, at least six different generic names. He apologises
for the conclusion to which he has coine in contradiction to so many
great authors, but gives the following reasons for his opinion. He
premises that it will not be disputed that Solen mimUus of Chem-
nitz and Montagu, Hiatella arctica of Daudin, Cardita arclica of

Bruguiere, and the Byssomya of Cuvier, are one and the same species ;

and that Leach's PhoUobiut includes as distinct species of the same

genus the Solen minutus of Montagu and the Mytilui rugosus of
Linnaeus.

" Now the former of these," continues Mr. Sowerby,
"

is

Ifialclla arclica of Lamarck and Turton, and the latter Saxicava

rugota of the same authors : thus all the six genera are reduced to

one by Dr. Leach, whose authority is indisputably very great in such
matters ;

we do not however propose to our readers to take it as

conclusive, but will state that we possess, as Dr. Leach did, a series of

specimens, the young ones of which are more regular in shape and
more strongly spinose than the older, and are to all intents and pur-
pOMg Hiatella arctica, or Solen minutiu ; and the older specimens,
losing the strongly-marked double rows of spines, though always

retaining indications 'of them, arid assuming a much less regular form,
become characteristic specimens of Saxicava rugosa ; the hinge teeth

of the younger specimens may be advanced as an argument against
the identity of these shells : it is however well known that in many
shells, particularly those that are irregular, the teeth become obsolete

with age : thus if the hinge teeth, the general form of the shells,

or the double row of spines, cannot be depended upon as generic
distinctions, the Lamarckiau genera Iliatella and Sa.ricava, and his

Solen ininutua, merge into one : to show that the shells described as

distinct species under either of these generic names are identical is

not important to the present work ;
it is therefore sufficient to observe,

that in all irregular shells that are either found attached to or imbedded
in rocks, corals, roots of sea-weeds, &c., the general form cannot be
taken as a character ; and we believe the Myttius prcecisus and several

of the Saxicavcc described by Lamarck and Turton to be merely varia-

tions of S. rugosa, than which there is perhaps no shell more subject
to variety of form." To illustrate this exposition Mr. G. B. Sowerby
gives in his ' Genera' the following figures of Saxicava rugosa in dif-

ferent stages of ita existence.

Saxicava rugosa.

1, the young shell ; 2, inside, showing the teeth ; 3, a full-grown specimen
of the same

; 4, the inside, showing the muscular impressions.

The distribution of the species is very extensive. The Northern

Ocean, the Britannic seas, the Mediterranean, the South Seas, Austral-

asia, and the warmer coasts of America, are recorded as localities.

Mr. G. B. Sowerby remarks that the Saxicavis are frequently
found upon the outside of oysters, protected by their irregularities,
and in the clefts of rocks or corals, roots of sea-weeds, and perforating

oysters, chalk, limestone, and hardened clay. Those, he adds, which
themselves perforate the hollows in which they live are more regular
than others.

Mr. Garner states that the crypts of Saxicava are not circular :

hence M. De Bellerue and Mr. Osier, in this instance, believe them to

be formed by the phosphoric acid secreted by the animal, and they
suppose this animal to inhabit those rocks only which are composed of

carbonate of lime, which last supposition Mr. Garner declares to be
not correct from his own knowledge.

Mr. G. B. Sowerby observes that the species of this genus are not

numerous, and that they are not easily distinguished from each other,
as the reader may imagine from the confusion which has prevailed on
this subject. Lamarck recorded five species. Of the first two of

these (S. rugosa and S. Qallicana), one, according to M. Deshayes,
must be suppressed, being in reality only a variety of the other. S.

Australia and S. veneriformis, Lamarck's fourth and fifth species,
are identical, as we have already seen. To these M. Deshayes adds
S. Guerini, from tho Mediterranean, and S. rhomloides (?) as recent

species. Mr. G. B. Sowerby (' Zool. Proc.,' 1834) has added three

recent species collected and brought home by Mr. Cuming.
Fossil Soxicavce. M. Deshayes, in his '

Tables,' gives the number of

fossil species as 11, all from the tertiary. He notes two species, S.

minuta and S. Pholadit, as both living and fossil (tertiary).

For, the species of Pliolai and Lithodomus, see MYTiLiDiE and
PHOLADID,E.
LITHOPHYTA. [POLYMFERA.]
LITHORNIS, a genus of extinct Fossil Birds, described by Professor

Owen in the 6th volume of the '

Geological Transactions.' The most
conclusive evidence of the existence of birds at the period of the
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of the early English tertiarie* is afforded by the remain.

of this bird BOOM of UMM are DOW in Ui Hunurian collection, and
consist of sternum and sacrum, two of the most characteristic prU
of the skeleton of bird. In hi.

'

British and Fossil Mammals and

Bird*,' ProfessorOwn my* :

" The Hunterian fossil includes with the mutilated sternum, the

sternal end* of the two coraooid bone*, a donal vertebra, the lower
rod of UM Uft femur, and the proximal end of the corresponding
tibia, portion* of two other long bones, and a few fragment* of the

Jaadir rib* ; all of which are cemented together by the gray indurated

clay usually attached to Sheppy fossils. The entire keel and the

posterior and right margin* of the (termini are broken away ;
but the

obriom remain* of the origin of the keel and the length of the sternum
forbid a reference of the fossil to the Struthious, or itricUy terre*trial

" The lateral extent and convexity of the body of the (ternum, the

procure and ooone of the aeoondary and intermuscular ridge*, and
the commencement of the keel close to the anterior border of the

ternum, remore the fossil from the Bracbypteroua family of Web-
Footed Bird*, and lead u* to a comparison of the fossil with the

corresponding part* of the skeleton in the ordinary birds of flight
" Sufficient of the sternum remain* for the rejection of the Oallinatra,

and those OraUatorial and Passerine bird* which hare that bone deeply
incised ; and the field of comparison is thus restricted to such species
as hare the sternum either entire or with shallow posterior emargina-
ttona. Between the fossil and the

corresponding part* of the skeleton
of such birds, a close comparison has been instituted in regard to

many minor detail* and modification* ; as, for example, the secondary
muscular impressions and ridges on the broad outer convex surface of
the sternum, it* costal margin and anterior angle, the form and extent
of the coraooid groove, the conformation of the sternal end of the
coraooid boos, together with the form and relative size of the preserved
articular extremities of the femur and tibia,

"
But, without repeating all the details of these comparisons, it may

be sufficient to state, that after pursuing them from the Sea-Gull and
other aquatic species, upward* through the Orallatorial and Passerine

orders, omitting few of the species and none of the genera of these
orders to which belong Itritiah birds approaching or resembling the
fossil in sue, the greatest number of correspondences with the fossil

were at length detected in the skeletons of the Accipitrine species.
The resemblance was not however sufficiently close to admit of the
fossil being referred to any of the existing native genera of Raptorial

.

" The breadth of the proximal end of the ooracoid removed the
fossil from the Owls (Stngida), and the shaft of the same bone wan
too slender for the FaUmtdtr ; the femur and tibia were likewise

relatively weaker than in most of our Hawks or Buzzards. But in
the small Turkey-Vulture (CaU>rtet Aura), besides the same general
form of the bones, so far a* they exist in the fossil, there is the same
degree of development, sod the same direction of the intermuscular

ridge on the under surface of the sternum, which divided the origins
of the first and second pectoral muscles. The outer angle of the

proximal end of the ooracoid is produced in the same degree and
form, and a similar intermuscular ridge in present on the anterior and
toward* the outer part of the ooraooid.

" The preserved extremities of the femur and tibia have the same
conformation and nearly the same relative site in the fossil u in the

existing Oaikaria. ID this genus nevertheless there is a deeper
dsprsssinn on the outer surface of the sternum external to the ooracoid

groove than in the fossil ; but this difference is less marked in some
of the large VtUlunda. The vertebra, the shaft of the coraooid, and
UM preserved portion, of the sternal ribs are relatively more slender.
The fossil moreover indicates a smaller species of bird than is known
amongst

the existing Vmllttnda.
" flM anterior or inner wall of the ooracoid groove U broader, the

anterior angular prooeee narrower, and the body of the sternum more
the Heron or Bittern ; and the proximal end of the

ooracoid has a different form in the fowil. In the Sea-Gull the keel
rises from a more curved surface of the sternum than in the fossil

;

UM inner wall of the coraooid groove is broader ; and the outer angle
of UM sternal end of the ooraooid has a diflerent form and position."

I regret that I have not yet bad the opportunity of comparing
with this interesting specimen UM skeleton of the small European
Neophron ( \'mJimr /Vnwpfenu). but in the meanwhile I deem it beet
to retain the sul gennki distinctive appellation originally proposed

aMe Hnnlsrkn fns*fl"

Professor Owen propoees to call UM specie* Ltlkontii ntlttriinu, the
Vulture-like Uthornia.

L1THOSPKKMUM (from A/fcf, a stone, and eW^ie, a seed, in
reference to the bard semis or nuts), a genus of Plant, belonging to
the natural order fforaginecen. It has a deeply-cut calyx in five seg-
ments, a funnel-shaped corolla, with a nakrd or minutely 6-ecaled
throat The filament* are very short ; the stamens included in the
tube. The nut* are smooth or tubercular, stony, and attached by
their truncate flat bass to the bottom of the calyx.

L. o/ftnao/r (Qromwtll), bss an erect much-branched stem, lanceolate
acute veined leaves, with tubercles and adpreesed brittle* above, hairy

beneath ; the throat of the corolla has minute scales within, and is

of a pale yellow or greenish colour. The nuts are white, shining, and

very bird, two or three ripening in each calyx. They were esteemed
in ancient time* as an infallible lithouthriptic ; their virtues in thi*

respect are however entirely imaginary. This species is a native oi

Europe, Asia, and North America. It is fouud in dry and stony
places in Great Britain, but sparingly.

L. pnrpuro*imUtu ha* herbaceous stems, the barren ones pros-
trate and creeping, the others erect The leaves are lanceolate, acute,
and scabrous, of a dark-green, with revolute margins. The flowers

are showy and large, at first red, and afterwards of a bright blue.

The nut* are white, highly polished, and hiipid. This species has no
scale* in the throat of the corolla, but merely fire longitudinal downy
folds. It i> a native of Middle and South Europe, of the Caucasus in

woody mountain places, and of England and Wales in chalky soil.

L. arrente. Bastard Alkanet, or Corn Orumwell, has an erect branched

stem, lanceolate leaves, rather acute, hairy, and subciliated ; the calyx
a little shorter than the corolla; the nuts tubercular, wrinkled,

polished, and of a pale-brown. The throat of the corolla is destitute

of scales, as in the former species. The flowers are white and small ;

the root of a bright red, communicating its colour to paper. It is a

native of Europe, Asia, Africa, and some parts of North America, and
is found plentifully in the corn-fields of Great Britain.

/.. tiiictorium has herbaceous procumbent stems, lanceolate obtuse

leaves, hairy calyxes a little shorter than the tube of the corolla. The
upper leaves are half-clasping, the lower ones on petioles. The flowers

sessile in simple or conjugate leafy spikes ; they are of a fine blue
colour with a white throat It is a native of Spain, South of France,

Italy, and Hungary, in sandy sterile places.
L. trnuiiiorum has an herbaceous erect branched stem, lanceolate

obtuse hairy scabrous leaves, the lower ones opposite ;
the calyx is

shorter than the tube of the corolla, conniving when bearing fruit

It is a native of Egypt and of the island of Cyprus, and has the habit
of L. arraut, but i* much smaller. It is the Aif&mp/uor of Dioscorides

(iii. 148), and the Litkoipermum of Pliny (xxvii. 74). L. ajiulum ia the

2<top-ioiiJ<i of Dioscorides (iv. 192).
All the species of Lithotjxrnium are noted for the stony hardness of

their pericarps, which have the brittleness and lustre of porcelain.
This membrane when analysed is found to contain nearly 60 per cent,

of earthy matter, which is more than is known in any other organised
substance. According to Spanner, L. officinale is the only true Litho-

tpermum, none of the other species having a crown of scales in the
throat of the corolla. The perennial and herbaceous species are plants
of very easy culture, requiring hardly any care. They are always
propagated by seed, which may be sown in the open ground. The
annual species chould be treated as greenhouse plants, and the shrubby
kinds may be grown on rockwork or on wall-tops, where they will

maintain themselves if allowed to scatter their seeds. They do very
well in pot* among other alpine plants, and cuttings of them may be
rooted under a hand-glass. In general they are however short-lived
and apt to rot

(Don, JHMamydroaj Planli ; Babington, Manual of Britith Botany ;

Burnett, Oittlina of Botany.)
UTHOSTKOTION, the name given by Llwyd, and adopted by

Fleming, to some fossil
'

Madrepores,' as the Lamelliferous Corals are

commonly termed, which appear confined to the older strata (espe-
cially Mountain Limestone). They are included in C'yathophyUum of
Goldfuss by Professor Phillips (' Geology of Yorkshire,' voL ii.), and
in CWumiinrm by Blainville (' Actiuologie

'

p. 350).
UTHOTKYA. [CmmmMA.]
LITI'Ul'A, a genus of Pectinibranchiate Molltuca, established by

M. Rang, with the following characters :

Animal transparent, spiral,
furnished with a rather short and narrow

foot, and a head provided with two elongated conical tentacles, with
the eyes at their external base.

Shell not thick, horny, with a slight epidermis, slightly transparent ;

conoid ; the whorls of the spire rather rounded, the last whorl larger
than all the others put together, the apex pointed and furrowed longi-
tudinally ; aperture oval, wider anteriorly than it is posteriorly, borders
disunited, the right border or lip uniting itself to the left without
forming a very distinct notch, but only a deep

'

contour,' in the place
of one

;
left lip returning inwards (rcntraut en dedans) so as to form

a projection with the anterior extremity of the columella, which is

rounded, arched, and a little truncated anteriorly. No operculuni.

Shell of Ltliopa, magnified.

M. Rang plsces this form between Jmthina, and I'luuiantUa, and
observes that the habits of this Pelagic Mollusc are very curious. He
states that he had many years ago observed the shell, but time had
not permitted him to study the animal M. Ballanger, captain in the
French navy, was the first who recognised it, but that gentleman
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unfortunately had not studied its external organisation ; he observed
however the singular fact that this animal, which lives upon floating

plants, quits them sometimes, but holds itself fixed by a thread.

[LIMX/EAD^E.] M. Rang dissected some specimens preserved in spirit
of wine given to him by that officer, and detected some small glairy
masses which appeared to M. Rang to be attached to the foot, and
which were easily drawn out to considerable length. M. Rang looked
in vain for an operculum, the absence of which establishes a great differ-

ence between this genus and Phasianella, and has described two species,
different as regards the shell, but with apparently similar animals.

M. Rang observes that the genus Litiopa, like some others, proves
that it is not possible to establish divisions founded on the presence
or absence of an operculum.
LITTORELLA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Plantaginaceee. It is monoecious ;
the male flowers stalked ; sepals 4

;

tube of the corolla cylindrical; limb 4-parted; stamens hypogynous;
filaments very long. The female flowers sessile ; sepals 3 ; corolla

oblong, narrowed at both ends; styles long ; capsules 1 -seeded.

L. lacuitru, has white flowers ;
the fertile flowers sessile ;

stalks of

the male flower one or two inches long; leaves all radical, linear

fleshy, somewhat channeled. It is found on the margin of lakes.

LITTORINA. [LiTTOBiNiD^.]
LITTORINIDJE, a family of Gasteropodous Mottusca living in the

sea or in brackish water. The animals are bisexual
; they have muzzle-

shaped heads provided with tentacular and sessile eyes. Their tongues
are long, and armed with transverse bands of teeth, each row consist-

ing of a broad and hooked central denticle, flanked on each side by
three oblong hooked laterals or uncini. The branchial plume is

single ; the foot has a distinct linear duplication in front, and a groove
along the sole. The form and appendages of the operculigerous lobe

afford important generic distinctions. There are no neck-lobes or lateral

cirrhi. The mantle exhibits traces of a rudimentary canal, or respira-

tory fold. Members of this group inhabit all regions of the sea, but

by far the greater number live near the shore, and a very considerable

portion of them are found between tide-marks.

Liltorina. The species have turbinate shells, solid, sub-conic, or

sub-globose, with a short spire ;
surface smooth or spirally grooved,

protected by a more or less developed epidermis ;
mouth subcircular,

peritreme entire, outer lip sharp-edged, columellar lip expanded,

imperforate ; operculum pyriform, corneous, of few rapidly-increasing
whorls

;
the spiral nucleus laterally placed.

The animal has a muzzle-shaped head, with two tentacula, bearing
the eyes on bulgings at or near their external bases

;
no neck-lobes ;

operculigerous lobe without filamentary processes ;
foot rounded at

both extremities, grooved below for the two posterior thirds of its

length ;
branchial plume single. They all live strictly between tide-

marks, and many of them can exist without inconvenience in localities

where the sea only occasionally sprinkles them with its spray.
The Liltorirue, or Periwinkles, to call them by their popular name,

are distributed through the seas of all climates. Fossil species are

enumerated likewise from all formations, even the most ancient, but

many are placed in this genus which no doubt belong elsewhere.

L. Neritovlei is small, smooth, ovate, conic, usually more or less

black
;
whorls much shelving, flattish, or merely convex ; spire short

but acute
;
mouth angularly contracted posteriorly ; outer edge of the

pillar-lip but little if at all concave ; throat very dark. The shell is

found on the very edge of tide-marks, and often at considerable dis-

tances above it, where only the dash of the spray can moisten it with

sea-water. It is common on our rocky shores all round Britain and

Ireland, and is distributed all round the coasts of Europe, and extends

through the Mediterranean.
L. littorea is solid, not smooth, yet rarely ridged ;

whorls not

rounded, but more or less flattened ; base and pillar not so produced,
and aperture not so filled up anteriorly, as in L. rudis; outer lip joining
the body at an acute angle, and more arched below than above

; pillar-

lip not peculiarly broad, usually white, its inner edge for the most part
well arcuated. This is pre-eminently the Periwinkle of our shores, a

name said to be a corruption of '

petty-winkle.' In Suffolk they are

called '

Pinpatches.' Great quantities are sold in London, and eaten

on many parts of our coast, after being boiled, when the animal is

extracted by means of a pirn This is a poor man's delicacy, but by no
means to be despised. It inhabits the third sub-region of the littoral

zone or belt, between tide-marks, that of which Fucu articulatus and
P. nodotu* are the characteristic plants, and is found in every district

long our shores.

L, rudi* is solid, rarely ridged; whorls rounded; spire acute, more
or leu abort ; mouth small, more or less rounded, not contracted

above, but lessened at the base by the broad confluence of the pillar
and outer lip, which latter is rather more arched above than below,
and joins the body at nearly right angles; base generally a little

produced. This strong shell closely resembles the preceding, but
does not attain to its size, and chiefly differs from it in the rouudness

of its well-defined proportions. The colour ranges from yellowish-
white to orange, and is either uniform or banded with about two or

three zones of liver-colour or chocolate, of which one at least is broad.

The animal differs from that of the preceding species in being of a.

lighter hue, with the exception of the head, which is more uniformly

dusky. It is found almost everywhere on stony and rocky shores,

often in considerable numbers, though not strictly gregarious. It

inhabits the first and second sub-regions of the littoral zone
;
those

of fucus canaliculatus aud Lichina, usually below the next species,
and always within the reach of the tide. Its continental range is like

that of Littorea.

L. littoralis is semi-globose, solid, smooth, or at most striolate, the

general surface flattiah; body bluntly subangulated above, peaked
below in the young ; spire remarkably depressed, its whorls not

rounded; pillar-lip decidedly broad. The animal is usually of a

bright-yellow colour ; but occasionally, as in a specimen taken in the
Isle of Man, is tinged with dusky, and has the tentacula aud muzzle

nearly jet-black. This species is abundant all round the British aud
Irish coasts, living on Pud between the tide-mark, but more especially

inhabiting the third sub-region of the littoral zone, that of Fucus

seiTatus, where it is found in company with Trochus cinerarius. It

ranges along the shores of the Northern and Celtic provinces on the

European side of the Atlantic.

Messrs. Forbes and Hanley admit the following additional species
in their ' British Mollusca" : L. fabalis and L. palliata. L. paiula,
L. tenebrosa, and L. sa.ralilin they are disposed to regard as L. rudis.

The other British genera of this family are Lacuna, of which there

are the following species : L. pallidula, L. puteolus, L. vincta, aud L.

crassior; Assiminea, including two species, A. Grayana and A. littorea;

Ilissoa [RISSOA] ; Jeffreysia [JEFFHEYSIA] ;
and Skenea [SKENEA],

LITUITES, a group of Fossil Cephalopoda, confined to the strata of

the Silurian and older systems. The shell is partly straight and

partly convoluted, nearly as in Spirula (Lam.).
LIVER. The liver is the secreting organ or gland by which the

bile is formed. Its existence has been traced very low in the scale of

animals ; and parts supposed to have been an analogous function havo
been found in insects, but their nature is at present a disputed question.
The differences in regard to size, form, and colour, which the liver

presents in the higher animals (Mammalia, Birds, Reptiles, Amphibia,
and Fishes), are of no great importance.

In man the liver is a large solid viscus, of a reddish-brown or

mottled red and yellow colour, situated immediately beneath the

diaphragm, in the right hypochondriac and partly in the epigastric

region of the abdomen. [ABDOMEN.] When enlarged, it can be felt

by the hand applied below the ribs on the right side. It is flattened

in the vertical direction, is thinner at its anterior than at its posterior

border, and its outline, when viewed from above, is irregularly ovoid.

The upper surface, which is convex, is applied to the diaphragm ;
the

lower, which is irregularly concave, lies above and in coutact with the

stomach, large intestine, and right kidney, has attached to it the gall-

bladder, and presents two deep furrows, which divide it into several

compartments, termed by anatomists lobes. Of the furrows, one

running from before backwards (the longitudinal fissure) transmitted,

during uterine life, the vessel which conveyed the blood from the

placenta to the heart of the foetus ;
it afterwards contains merely the

cord-like remains of that vessel, now impervious in the greater part
of

its extent. The second furrow, in the under surface of the liver, is

called the transverse fissure, since it crosses the former at right angles,

lying however chiefly to its right side
;

it serves to allow the entrance

of blood-vessels and nerves to the liver and the exit of the bile-duct?.

Like other viscera of the abdomen, the liver receives an investment

from the lining membrane of that cavity, the peritoneum, which, being
reflected from it at different points, forms broad bands connecting the

liver with surrounding parts.
The substance of glands generally is constituted of minute ramified

or convoluted canals, closed at their radical extremity, and communi-

cating only with the principal duct, by which the secretion is conveyed

away, and of a great number of blood-vessels which surround the

above-mentioned canals in their whole extent, and afford the com-

ponent matters of the secretion ;
these matters find their way into the

interior of the glandular canals, not by distinct openings from the

blood-vessels, but by transudatiou through their walla. In the human

subject all other glands than the liver receive one kind of blood only,

namely, arterial blood, from which the component1) of the secretion

are derived, and the organ at the same time nourished, and the only
veins are those wbich convey away the same blood after it is rendered

venous by the changes it undergoes in the gland. But the liver, like

the lungs in man and the kidneys also in some animals, receives two

kinds of blood arterial blood in small quantity, destined principally

for the nourishment of the gland, and venous blood in much larger

quantity, from which the bile is principally formed. The vessel

which brings the arterial blood, the hepatic artery, is small, and comes

off the aorta [AORTA], together with the arteries supplying the stomach,

spleen, duodenum, and omentum. The venous blood is brought by
the portal vein, a large vessel resultiug from the union of all the veins

returning the blood from the spleen, omentum, pancreas, aud gall-

bladder, and from the viscera directly engaged in the function of

digestion, namely, the stomach and intestines. The hepatic artery

and portal vein enter the liver at the transverse fissure or furrow of

its inferior surface, where the bile-duct issues, and ramify together
with the branches of that duct through the substance of the organ.

After the materials for the nutrition of the liver itself, and for the

secretion of the bile, have been derived from the blood of the two sets

of vessels already mentioned, it is returned to the general circulation
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by a third set, the hepatic wine, which iesue from the liver at it* poste-

rior border, and immediately enter the inferior vena cava near the heart

The ultimate arrangement of these different Wood-vessels in the

Hirer it wry peculiar : it was first accurately described by Mr. Kiernan.

When the substance of the liver U torn, it is seen to be composed of

innumerable granule* of about the of a pin's head ;
each of these

contain* the ileeaenta of a liver. They are connected most intimately
with the branches of the hepatic vein, a small twig of which is con-

in the interior of each, while on their exterior surface and in

interstices ran branch** of the portal vein, hepatic artery, and

The mass of each granule or lobule is constituted in great

put of a dose network of capillary blood-vessels, which communicate

on the exterior with the email branche* of the portal, and on the

interior with the twig of the hepatic vein. The blood brought by the

portal vein therefore is poured into the
capillary

network of each

granule or lobule of the liver, and, after yielding in it the constituents

of the bile, is received into the branches of the hepatic vein, whence
it is transmitted to the general vascular system. The branches of the

htcsitk artery soon become very minute on the exterior of the lobules,

and few can be traced into their interior; it is probable that, after

having nourished the coats of the vessels and ducts, and other tissues

of the liver, the blood of the hepatic artery is poured into the minute
d by the ultimate division of the portal vein, and con-

with the blood of that win to yield the constituent* of

thebOe.
The form and disposition in the liver, of the primitive radicles of

the secreting canals or bile-duct*, have been the subject of much dis-

isstsinn Dr. Handfield Jones, in a paper in the 'Philosophical

Transactions,' arrive* at the following conclusions :

" The liver in all vertebrate animals may be regarded as consisting
of a eeoretory parenchyma and of excretory duct*. The size of the

excretory apparatus bean only a small proportion to that of the

'Then two portions of the liver are not continuous with one

rtber, bat are disposed simply in a relation of juxtaposition.
" The action of the liver seems to consist in the transmission of bile

at U is formed from cell to cell, till it arrive* in the neighbourhood
of the excretory duct, by which it U absorbed. This action is pro-

bably slow and very liable to be interfered with, contrasting remarkably
with that of the kidney, where a particular apparatus U added to insure

completeness and rapidity of action. The secretion of the hepatic
wilt is very liable to be retained within the gland, either in the cells

or in a free state. This circumstance, at well at it* structural rela-

tions, teem* to point oat the liver at approximating to the clars of

dnetleas glands." For the same reason it U highly probable that a part of the

secretion of the cells i* directly absorbed into the blood which traverses

the lobules."

From an exteualTe series of reeearche* in all classes of Vairhrala,
I'r. H. Jones comet to the conclusion that the excretory system of the

liver always terminates in doted tube*. He describes the duct* of

the eheep't liver, which in all essential particular* agrees with that of

man and the pig, at follows :

" In the minuteet branche* (of the biliary dncte), which seem to be

Tr********"*; their termination, and which can sometimes be examined
and isolated in the most satisfactory manner, the epithelial particle*
are remarkably modified ; they can scarcely be said to exist as sepa-
rate individuals, but rather their nuclei, which are often large and

distinct, are eat doe* together in a tnbgranular or homogeneous basis-

In duct* where this condition of epithelium exist* then is

any distinct trace of basement-membrane, the margin, though
eoOcientiy even, yet exhibiting the buhring outlines of the component
nuclei; still lees Is there any proper fibrous coat, though the dncte

may be more or less involved in the filamentary expansions of the

capsule of Oliaeon. Dncta of this character have usually a diameter
of about 1-lOOOth of an inch ; they can sometime* be followed for a

soneiderahl. distance without being seen to give off any branches, or

to diminish much in calibre. Their mode of terminating it various :

several have been distinctly teen to terminate by rounded and doted
extremities, which have nearly the same diameter as the duct iUelf ;

others teem to lose their tubular character, their nuclei become lees

closely set together, and the uniting substance more faintly granular
and indefinite, the duct in short gradually on***, losing all determi-

nate *troettu. In tome of rather minute site, 1 -3000th to 1 -2000th of

an inch in diameter, the exterior form remain* distinct, but the canal

is almost obliterated by the doee approximation of the nuclei of the

opposite wall*. These structures now described I believe to be truly
the terminal branches of the hepatic duct, from which they certainly

originate. They seem gradually to lay aside the several component
I of the Urge doota, the fibrous coat blending with the ramifi-

of Oliam'a capsule, the basement-membrane imperceptibly
. and the epithelium becoming resolved at lost into it* simple

important to remark that in a dog Dr. H. Jones found Mliary
matter in the interlobular fissure.. From the fact that In the contents
of the hepatic ducte of man and the sheep, extracted by means nf a

forceps and without injuring the organ, hepatic cells may be detected,
Mr. Wharton Jonee ( Phil. Trans.,

1

1848) draws the conclusion that

the hepatic cells are endogenous cells, answering to the epithelium of

other glands.
The view taken by Dr. H. Jnnes that the liver is essentially of the

same order as the '
ductless

'

glands, and should be placed in the same

category a* the Peyerian follicle*, spleen, Ac., is probably correct

In fact, startling at this view may at first appear, a very clear

transition between the Peyerian follicles, kc., and the liver is afforded

by the -tonsils, which on the one hand are identical with Foyer's

follicles, in so far a* they are solid vascular networks whose meshes
are filled by a morphologically indifferent tissue

;
while on the other

band, without differing from the liver in this respect, they resemble it

in having these element* arranged around diverticula of the intestinal

mucous membrane.
The biliary canals, reduced in number by successive re-union to two

tubes, one from the right, the other from the left lobe of the liver,

issue at the transverse fissure of its under surface, there soon unite,

and form one main trunk, the hepatic duct After running a short

distance, together with the portal vein, hepatic artery, and nerves, in

a quantity of dense cellular tissue inclosed within the fold of the

peritoneum that connects the liver with the stomach, the lesser

amentum [PERITONEUM], the hepatic duct meet* and unites with the

duct of the gall-bladder, or cystic duct. The tube resulting from the

junction of the hepatic with the cystic duct is called the Ductus
Comnmnis Choledocbus : it is about 3 J inches in length, and termi-

nates by opening, together with the duct of the pancreas, into the

portion
of the intestine named Duodenum, at the distance of a few

inches from the stomach.
The Gail-Bladder is a pyriform membranous sac, lodged in a shallow

depression at the inferior surface of the liver, which communicates,
as we have stated, with the excretory duct of the liver, by means of

a tube called the Cystic Duct At times, when a supply of bile is not

required in the intestinal canal for instance, during fasting the bil-.-

flowing from the liver is impeded in its progress through the ductus
communis choledochus into the intestine, and U consequently obliged
to regurgitate through the cystic duct into the gall-bladder, which
serves as a temporary reservoir for the secretion, discharging it again
when the presence of bile is required in the intestine to aid the

digestive process. At the neck of the gall-bladder, close to its termi-

nation in the cystic duct, the lining membrane forms a spiral fold,

which seems destined to retard the flow of the bile from the reservoir.

The gall-bladder is not constantly present ;
the animals in which it

does not exist are for the most part, though not universally, herbivo-

rous, and such in which digestion is constantly going on, and a

reservoir for bile consequently not required. But many herbivorous
animals have a gall-bladder ;

and sometimes, where it is absent, the

bile-duct present* a considerable dilatation of its cavity near the

intestine : such is the case, for example, in the horse and elephant
The functions of the liver are important The analysis of the fluid

which it secretes shows that it frees the blood from on excess of
matters composed of carbon and hydrogen ; and by this means, and

probably also by effecting some changes in the matters which have
been added to the blood during it* circulation through the viscera of

the abdomen, the liver assists in preparing that fluid for the nutrition

of the body. The bile seems also to have a direct influence in the

formation of the chyle, the nutritive fluid derived from the food ; and
some of it* ingredient* serve a* a natural stimulus of the peristaltic
action of the intestines. [BiLB.1
The liver is developed upon the tame plan as the other glands.

According to the latent observations, particularly of BUchoff and

Remak, the development of the liver may be thus best understood :

" The primary rudiment of the liver, which appears at a very early

period (about the 55th to the 58th hour in the chick ; in Mammals
after the Wolman bodies and the alUntou), consist* of two masses of

cells, an external, proceeding 'from tho fibrous membrane of the

intestine, and an internal epithelial, which at first form a simple and
afterwards a dichotomously-divided sac. Solid procesucs, the hepatic
cylinders of Kemak, are now developed from the epithelial lamina,
which, as in the intestine, consists at first of round cells, probably iu

many layers, by the multiplication of it* cells, and extend into tho
outer lamina, branching out and anastomosing, while at the same time
the cells of the outer lamina included in the meshes of this net-work

multiply and become successively changed into vessels, nerves, con-

nective tissue, 4c. The difficulty is to say how this peculiar reticulated

parenchyma of cells and rudimentary vessels become* ultimately
arranged a* we know it to be. In the first place, as regards the

hepatic-cell net-work, to which by a continual new development of

o-lls fresh processes are added, which unite into new networks, so

that the hepatic-cell net-work of the adult liver is the direct progeny
of the original reticulation. More detailed information concerning
the separate steps of the formation of the hepatic-cell net-work is at

present wanting ; yet from what is known it would appear to take place
in somewhat different modes. Sometimes, in the subsequent stages,
free cylindrical processes of the hepatic-cell net-work do not exist to any
extent; but it would appear to Increase by the continual addition of new
meshes at it* edges, perhspn also by the constant elongation of the exist-

ing columns nf hrpatio evils and the development of fresh anastomoHea
between them

;
this is, if I have observed rightly, the cose in man, where

in the seventh week I did not succeed in clearly distinguishing free
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hepatic columns. At other times free terminations of the hepatic
columns are apparently developed for a considerable period, perhaps
until the whole organ has nearly arrived at perfection, their formation

appearing to precede by some time that of new anastomoses, as ia the
case in the chick and other birds, and, according to J. Miiller, in a

few mammals
;

in the latter of which, according to Muller's figures,
the hepatic columns are grouped in lobes. These free superficial

hepatic columns may perhaps throw some light upon the meaning of

Weber's and Krause's statements respecting the biliary ducts with
ccecal ends upon the surface of the liver. With regard to the biliary
ducts they are nothing but secondary excavations of a part of the

primarily solid hepatic columns and of the larger internal tracts, which
border upon the original epithelial diverticulum, and which all con-

sist of many series of cells. The excavation commences iu the
common biliary duct, proceeds towards its branches, and must be con-

sidered to take place exactly as in other glands, namely, either by
solution of the inner cells of the rudimentary structures, or by the

excretion of a fluid between them, and the consequent production of a

cavity. In this mode of regarding the matter, there is only one point
for consideration, namely, that according to Remafc all the hepatic
columns, even the largest, form anastomoses, whilst, as is well known,
the biliary ducts ramify without anastomosing. The only solution of

this difficulty consists in assuming that the anastomoses of the primary
largest hepatic columns do not continue in the course of the further

development, but that they are re-absorbed, a process which has
its analogue in many phenomena of foetal growth. In man alone

might we find au exception, for it seems that the anastomoses of the

right and left hepatic duct, in the fossa hepatis, described by E. H.

Weber, are perfectly well explained by Remak's observations, and
are simply the embryonic anastomoses of the rudiments of these

canals, which have attained to some though no very great develop-
ment. The mode of origin of the fibrous membranes of the biliary
ducts becomes readily comprehensible, if we reflect how the net-works
of hepatic columns and the fibrous layers of the liver interdigitate ;

so that layers of connective tissue, &c., might be readily formed
around the hepatic cylinders from those elements of the fibrous layer
which are nearest to them. The further development of the vessels,

nerves, Ac., presents no difficulties, taking place in the same way as

in other organs. The gall-bladder in the chick, according to Remak,
is a process at first solid, of one hepatic duct, which subsequently
becomes hollow and rapidly increases in size. I saw the folds of its

mucous membrane as early as in the fifth month in a human foetus.

The investigation of the liver is best undertaken in the pig, in which
animal the distinct demarcation of the lobules greatly facilitates the

comprehension of the relations of the secreting parenchyma to the
vessels and hepatic ducts. The hepatic cells may be isolated with
the greatest ease in all animals, either singly in series or in reticulated

fragments; but to comprehend rightly their collective arrangement, no
better means exist than the making of fine sections in a fresh liver with
the double knife, for which sections made off hand with a razor, even
in a liver previously hardened in alcohol, pyroligneous acid, chromic

acid, &c., are by no means sufficient substitutes. We do not mean to

say that the hepatic cell net-work cannot be seen at all in this manner,
for it is visible even in opaque sections of liver by reflected light, but

merely that no complete view can thus be obtained. The finest

hepatic ducts are not readily found, though a careful search in nearly
all sections, which include many lobules, will almost certainly detect
scattered fragments of them, readily distinguishable by their small

polygonal cells, at the edges of the lobules, and long examinations

may perhaps eventually discover such a fragment in connection with
the hepatic cell net-work, which however I have not yet succeeded in

doing. The coarser biliary ducts present no difficulties. Their glands
are seen readily, partly with the naked eye, partly by the use of dilute

caustic soda. Weber's anastomoses of the two hepatic ducts in the
fossa transversa are visible in good injections. The vasa aberrantia in

the left triangular ligament and in other localities are readily per-
ceived even without injection on the addition of acetic acid or of
caustic soda. The nerves and lymphatics of the liver are, except their
finest portions, easily seen in man. The blood-vessels require good
injections, for which purpose, in the human subject, I especially
recommend children's livers, in which the distribution of the arteria

bepatica in the serous coat, on the vessels, &c., is beautifully distinct.

The capillary net-work of the lobes may readily be filled with fine

injection, and a series of excellent preparations of this kind by various
masters of the art are everywhere to be met with."

(Valentin, Text-Book of Physiology ; Carpenter, Manual of Human
Physiolor/t/ ; Kolliker, Manual of Human flittoloyy.)
LIZARD. [SAURIA.]
LIZARD-SLEKER, a name given to the species of Samothcra, a

genus of Birds. [CuccLtDJS.]
LLAMA (Auchenia of Illiger; Lama of Cuvicr and others), the

generic name for that form of the Camelidce which is confined to the
New World. Dentition :

2 i i

Incisors, _ ; Canines, ; Molars,
6 1 1 44

= 30.

The difference between the dentition of the two sub-families of

Candidas, Camdiu and Auchenia, appears to consist mainly in the

HAT. HIST. DIV. vou III.

absence of the two small pointed teeth, which are found in the interval

or ' bar '

between the canines and the molars in the Camels, from the

jaws of the Llamas. Thus the Llamas have four false molars, as they
may be termed, less than the Camels. In other respects the dentition

of the one is, as nearly as may be, the dentition of the other. The

following cut exhibits the dental arrangement of the Dromedary, and
will convey a sufficiently accurate idea of the same parts in the Llamas,
if the spectator will suppose the absence of the four teeth above
mentioned. The difference was considered by F. Cuvier to be of

such small importance that he has not considered it necessary to give
a figure of the dentition of Auchenia.

Teeth of Dromedary, f. Cuvier.

Baron Cuvier observes, that the Camels and Llamas differ in many
points from the Horned Ruminants. Considered as a whole, the head
of the former presents a narrower and more lengthened muzzle (un
museau plus aminci), a cranium larger in proportion, orbits placed
more forward, and the edges of those orbits more prominent, in

consequence of the temples being more sunk.

In the Llama the bones of the nose are short, and their extremity
notched ; their base is slightly enlarged ;

the lacrymal bone is but
little advanced upon the cheek, and leaves a wide space between its

anterior angle and the upper external angle of the nasal bone. It does

not cover the orbitary part of the maxillary bone, but stops above the

suborbital internal hole ; nothing of the vomer is to be seen above
the spheno-palatine hole, and a small portion of the pterygoid internal

apophysis scarcely shows itself there. The parietal bones are soon
united into a single bone much wider than it is long ;

the posterior
suture of which remains, nevertheless, before the occipital crest. The

temporal wing of the posterior sphenoid bone has a descending pro-

minence, and its pterygoid wing terminates in a sharp point, which

projects more than that of the pterygoid apophysis. The tympanic
bones are compressed, but project very much

j
the occipital crest is

well marked.
The true Camels, according to the same author, have the occipital

crest still more marked and the temples still more sunkeu than they
are in the Llamas, and almost as much as they are in the Carnassiers.

The occipito-temporal suture is very much in front of this crest. The
bones of the nose are of much less width at their bases, and there-is a

great space between the small membranous portion which exists at

their angle and the lachrymal bone, which is extremely small on the

cheek
; it does not reach in the orbit even to the eJge of the suborbital

internal hole. There is, as iu the Llama, a small membranous space
between the lachrymal, frontal, and palatine bones, which advances to

that spot by a small tongue-shaped portion. The wing of the vomer
shows a small portion above the analogous hole of the spheno-palatine
bones. The internal pterygoid apophysis does not exist except towards

the point of the wing : it does not rise till it reaches the body of the

sphenoid bone, and there is no space between the wing of that bone

and the wing of the palatine bone.

In all other respects, as regards the head, the Camels and Llamas
offer a singular resemblance. The sockets of the incisors are smaller

than in other Ruminants, and the canal analogous to the pterygo-
2 I
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terminal** in the palate by more numerous holes. The oval

k imaller. Internally the floor (plancher) of the cerebral cavity
>ited than it i* in the Deer and the Sheep ; the clinoid

i form together only one amall plate ; and the region
i Uw optic nerve* art lodged i* nearly on a level with that of the

pituitary gland.
. The anterior teeth of the Camel* exhibit a considerable ilifference

from those of the other RuminanU : they have, in the first place, both
above and below, the ftnt molar, or rather false molar, detached from
the other*, and situated forward*, a* we bare Men above ; and which,
from it* ieolated poaition and pointed form, put* on the appearance of

a canine tooth. They hare moreover a true canine tooth implanted
at the anterior border of the maxillary bone. ThU tooth becomes in

aged subject* developed like the canine of one of the great Camaaniers.

Laetly. they have a true upper incisive tooth implanted in the inter-

maxillary bone, and this alio put* on the form of a canine tooth :

thus the Camels seem to have in the upper jaw three canines on each
aide. In the lower jaw they have only the eight ordinary indoors ;

but beaides that the detached molar performs the office of a canine

tooth, the external inciaor ha* a pointed form, and rises to interlock

(s'engrener) between the upper canine and incisor : this then again

represents a canine tooth, and in the old camel it has the entire

appearance of a strong canine of a Carnamier.
" In the Llamas," continue* Cuvier,

" whilst they have, like the

Calash, only five molars in a series, and often even only four below,
I do not find the detached anterior molar, or at least I must think
that it fall* very early ; but the upper canine and incisor, and tlic i

external incisor below, are disposed as in the Camels, and are only
'

more roni[ireeil and trenchant at their edges. In both thesa sub- i

genera the lower incisors are Urge, strong, a little unequal, and I

directed forward*."

The metatarsal and metaearpal bone* of the Camels and Llamait
are earily recognised, because they are divided higher than in the
other Ruminant*, and well above the articular pulleys. In the Camels
the scaphoid and cuboid bones of the tarsus are not soldered, and
always remain distinct The two edges of the rotatory rulley (poulie
rotulienue) of the femur are in the Camel nearly equal, an in the

Hog. In the RuminanU generally the ulna is scarcely more than an

appendage
to the radius, but the distinction generally remains marked

throughout the length of the bone*, though they become soldered by
age, a* in the Ox, Deer, Sheep, and Gazelles : in other cases the ulna

disappear* soon after pawing the olecranon, as in the Giraffe, and still

more in the Camel in the Camels and the Llamas the tuberosities
of the upper head of the humema are not elevated a* in the other
Iluminant*. With regard to the pelvis, the Camel ha* the external

angle of the ischium pointed and without truncation, and the spinal
angle Urge and rounded ; but this last is as much and more advanced
than the other. The posterior front of the

pelvis is enlarged, and its

posterior horde* much more like that of the Hone ; and so it is in the
LUm*. ( Osermeo* Foseile*.')

Professor Owen ha* detected an osteological character, not noticed

by Cuvier, which peculiarly mark* the Candida, namely, the absence
of the perforations in the transverse processes of the cervical vertebra
for the*snmiseion of the vertebral arteries.

In the structure of the stomach the Camelida exhibit a marked
difference from other Ruminant* [CMEU's], and though doubt* have
been thrown on the tact, the stomach of the Llama i* formed upon
the same peculiar principle a* that which govern* the development of
this viacu* in the Camel Sir Everard Home maintain*, that though a por-
tion of the stomach of the Llama is, a. it were, intended to resemble the
reservoir, for water in the Camel, these have no depth, are only super-
ficial cells, and have no muscular apparatus to cloee their mouth* and
allow the solid food to paas into the fourth cavity, or truly digesting
tomaeh. without going into these cells. Dr. Knox, on the contrary,

that the real difference* between the stomachs of the
Camel* are much leas than bad been imagined. The

is, that in making observation* on parti of this description a
great deal depend* upon the care taken to keep the body of the sub-

ject in a fixed position. Thus we find Mr. Spooner, on the occasion
at hi* reading his note* on the poet-mortem examination of a dromedary
that died in the Oirden of the Zoological Society, observing that
though he found nothing to add to the account* already given by
DMbenton and Sir K. Home, the cells of the first cavity in the subject !

on which be was reading contained food; and he was therefore induced
*o mgisf that doubt* might be entertained of the correctness of the

generally received opinion, that these MCI are destined to act a*
leaiiioiii for fluids.

Upon this, Professor Owen stated that he also had found in the cells
of the stomaob* of llama* which be bad directed more or leu of food;
bat be suggested the probability that thi* might have been forced into
them by moving the animal about after death, when muscular power
being aboliabed resistance to the admission of food into the cells would
have ocaaed. He added, that in the instance of the camel which was
killed some years since at the Royal College of Surgeons (the purlieu-kn of the examination of which have been published by Sir E. Home)
the cells of the seoond and first cavities of the stomach were found tx>

be filled with water only : in that caw the animal bad been kept
without drink for three days, was then allowed to drink freely, was
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killed three hours afterwards, and was opened without being moved
from it* erect position. Mr. Cox, on the same occasion, suggested
that the existence of food in the cells in the instances referred to

might perhaps be accounted for by the fact that the animal* in ques-
tion had been kept for many year* in this country, where they were
at all times provided with water : under these circumstances a recep-
tacle for the preservation of fluid would not be called into use

;
and

the cell* having therefore ceased to be applied to that purpose the

muscular power of their aperture* would have been consequently
diminished. Colonel Sykes added that on examining, in India, the

stomach of a camel he had found the cells devoid of food. (' Xool.

Proc.,' 1832.) Professor Owen informs us that the camel killed at

the College of Surgeons had been a long time in England ; but the

function of the water-cells was not altered, as the experiment clearly

proved.
The student, if he be disposed to doubt at all, will have his doubts

on this point cleared up by an examination of the part* in the Museum
of the Royal College of Surgeons, prepared by Professor Owen ; and,
as this part of the subject is peculiarly interesting, we proceed to

give a description from the pen of that gentleman of the preparations
there preserved. No. 566 B (Physiological Series), is the stomach of a
foetal Lltaati(Aufhfniti tf/ama,Desmarest). This singular form of rumin-

ating stomach, observe* Professor Owen, is peculiar to the Camel tribe
;

it is in some respect* simpler than that of the horned ruminants, and
in others more complicated. Like the stomach of the small species of

Moschus (No. 554), the psalteriuin is leas distinctly separated from
thu abomasus, and at this early period of existence it exhibits in the

Llama a similar deficiency of the characteristic laminae. The reti-

culum however is much more complex, each of the larger iilv. .,],,

being developed into many smaller ones, a structure partially indicated

in the reticulum of the Goat (No. 664), and more strongly marked in

that of the Ox (No. 464 A). There are moreover two groups of cells

developed from the rumen, which differ from those of the reticulum
in being shallower, and being visible from without, giving a socculated

character to those parts of the paunch. The several compartments
of the stomach have been laid open in this preparation to show their

communications with each other and the character of their inner

surface. The rumen is lined with cuticle, but is wholly destitute of
the villi which characterise it in the horned ruminants. It is partially
divided into two compartment* by a strong fasciculus of muscular

fibres, which, commencing on the left side of the cardiac orifice,

traverse* the paunch longitudinally. On the right side of this ridge
about fourteen smaller muscular fasciculi pas? off at right angles, end
these ridge* are connected by still smaller fasciculi, running trans-

versely between them at different distances from each other; the

quadrangular space* which result from the above arrangement of
fasciculi are partly closed by a production of the lining membrane,
leaving a circular aperture in the centre of each square for the

paaeage of liquids into the cells beneath. The compartment of the

paunch to the left of the great longitudinal ridge terminates in two
saoculi, at what may be considered the cardiac extremity. The sac-

culus nearest the oesophagus is simple; the one farthest from it is

developed into a series of cell*, of a smaller size but of precisely
similar construction to those on the opposite side of the paunch a
series of smaller muscular bands passing off at right angle* from the

larger one, which separate* the two sacculi, and these lesser bands

being connected by transverse fasciculi, in the intervals of which the
cell* are developed. The reticulum, or water-bag, U laid open, showing
that the cells are situated between a series of parallel muscular fasci-

culi, as in the rumen ; but their further subdivision is carried to a

greater extent, and their orifices are not guarded by membranous
production*. The external muscular coat of this cavity is so disposed
that it* exterior is smooth and uniform, and the cells are scarcely
visible from without The oesophagus is laid open, BO as to show the
muscular ridge which traverses it longitudinally, and winds round
the upper part of the reticulum to terminate at the orifice of the

paalterium.
"

It is obvious," continues Professor Owen,
" that by the

contraction of this fasciculus, all communication between the first

two cavities and the oesophagus would be cut off, and the reinasticated

food would be conducted, as in the honied ruminants, into the third

cavity. A slighter degree of contraction would cut off the communi-
cation with the rumen, and allow the passage of fluids direct into the

reticulum, or water-bag, which probably takes place when the Camel
or Llama drink*." A free communication however subsists between
the water-bag and paunch. A porcupine's quill i* passed through the

oblique canal leading to the third cavity ; this cavity in the Camel is

a amall sacculus, distinct from and intervening between the reticulum
and pealterium ; it is not so distinct in the Llama ; but on a close

inspection, the inner membrane nearest the orifice above-mentioned

may be seen to be produced into ridge*, which are arranged in n
reticulate or alveolar form

;
and as a similar structure is more dis-

tinctlyobservable in the Camel, this cavity was considered by Daubenton
as the true analogue of the reticulum, and the water-bag as a peculiar
super-addition. The remainder of the stomach in the foetal Llama

may be seen to form one elongated continuous cavity, bent upon itself

at it* lower third without rugae or laminae, the latter being afterwards

developed at the cardiac half of this cavity. The pylorus is a small
transverse aperture protected by a large oval protuberance. The
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duodenum is considerably dilated at its commencement. No. 566 C
exhibits a small portion of the stomach of an adult Llama, showing
the canal which passes along the upper part of the reticulum, and

conducts the ruminated food from the osaophagus to the third cavity.

The muscular fibres of the greater ridge, forming the upper boundary
of this canal, are displayed : some of the fibres wind round the

aperture of the third cavity, while others return and pass into the

lesser ridge. It is these latter fibres, observes Professor Owen, which,

by a forcible contraction, draw up the orifice of the third cavity
towards the cardia, and close the communication between the oesophagus
and water-bag. The commencement of the reticulum, analogous to

the third or supernumerary cavity in the Camel, is kept distended by
a bristle. No. 566 D is a portion of the greater group of cells from

the paunch of an adult Llama. The cuticle which lines these cells

is turned down, and the subjacent membrane removed, to show the

muscular fibres of the larger fasciculi, and also those of the lesser

connecting bands, which are distinctly muscular, and evidently calcu-

lated to close the orifices of the cells. Professor Owen further

observes that, after death, when these contractile parts have ceased to

act, the smaller matters contained in the paunch, such as grains of

oats, &c., may pass into these cells
;
but their contents he always

found to be chiefly fluid. No. 566 E is the reticulum, second cavity,

or ti \v;iter-bag of the Llama. This cavity, Professor Owen remarks,
ia not lined with cuticle, as in the horned ruminants ;

the other

differences are pointed out in the description of the following pre-

paration. The muscular fibres of two of the larger ridges have been

dissected ; they form by no means such powerful fasciculi as in the

corresponding ridges of the paunch-cells. The middle fibres in each

ridge become tendinous ; but the lateral fibres continue muscular, ami

pass off to the different connecting ridges, from which they spread
over the entire circumference of the cells, and constitute the second

or internal muscular tunic of this part of the stomach. On the

opposite side of the preparation a portion of the external layer of

fibres is exhibited. (' Catalogue,' voL i.)

We here see that the structure in thU very essential part of the

organisation is similar in both the forms of the Candida, and that

the Llamas of the New World, as well as the Camela of the Old

World, are provided with the means of preserving fluids in cells

appropriated to that office. Such a provision is consistent with the

localities and habits of both
;
for if the parched deserts wherein the

lot of the Camel ia cast require such a modification of the stomach,
the Llama, whose stronghold is the mountain-chain that traverses the

southern parts of America, and which is found high up on the Andes,
often out of the reach of lakes, requires little less.

Professor Owen, in his interesting paper
' On the Anatomy of the

Nubian Giraffe,' states that the action of the abdominal parietes in

rumination is much stronger in the Camel than in the Giraffe
;
and he

observes that it is a singular fact, and one which has not hitherto been

noticed, that the Cameline Ruminants differ from the true Ruminants
in the mode in which the cud is chewed. In the Camels it is ground
alternately in opposite directions from side to side : in the Oxen,

Sheep, Antelopes, and Deer, the lower jaw is ground against the upper
in the same direction, by a rotatory motion. The movements may be

successively from right to loft, or from left to right, but they are

never alternate throughout the masticatory process, as in the Camels
and here again, he remarks, in the rotatory motion of the jaws of the

Giraffe, while masticating the cud, we have evidence of its affinity to

the Horned Ruminants. (' ZooL Trans.,' vol. ii.)

With regard to external characters, we have, both in the Llamas
and the Camels, the long neck and comparatively small head, and the

prolonged moveable upper lip, deeply fissured vertically ;
we miss, in

both, the naked muzzle, and find the apertures of the nostrils mere
fissures capable of being shut at pleasure. The differences in the

dentition have been already noticed ;
and though we look in vain for

the humps of the true Camels on the backs of the Llamas, yet there

is, according to Molina, a conformation in the latter resembling that

excrescence, and consisting of an excess of nutritious matter, in the

shape of a thick coat of fat under the skin, which is absorbed as a

compensation for occasional want of food. The most marked difference

appears to exist in the structure of the feet
;
and this difference is, as

we shall presently see, demanded by the several localities and habits

of the two groups. No structure can be imagined more admirably
contrived for the support and passage of an animal over arid sands

than the elastic pad which forms the sole of the Camel's foot, and on
which the conjoined toes rest.

But the problem to be solved was the adaptation, in an animal of

generally similar structure, of a foot to the exigencies of the case. The

pad which connects the toes of the Camel beneath would have

afforded no very sure footing to an animal destined to climb the

precipices of the Andes; and we accordingly find, in the Llama, toes

with strong and curved nails, completely separated from each other,

and each defended by its own pad or cushion, so as to present the

moot perfect modification of the parts with a view to firm progression,
either in ascent or descent, whilst there is nothing ift the structure

calculated to impede great rapidity upon comparatively plain ground.
Considerable doubt is still entertained as to the number of species

belonging to the genus A uchenia, and we shall endeavour to trace

eornj of the accounts given, beginning with some of the earlier

Camel's Foot ; skin removed. Foot of Llama, with the skin on.

historians and zoologists, and continuing the inquiry down to the

present time.

The Spaniards, when they conquered South America, found the

Llama, which seems to have been the only beast of burden possessed

by the natives, to whom it likewise gave food and raiment ;
for the

flesh was eaten by them, and the hair or wool was woven iuto cloth.

We cannot be surprised that so useful an animal should have been
called by the conquerors a sheep, especially when we recollect the

qualities of its flesh and of its wool; and accordingly we find the

Llamas described as sheep by the earlier Spanish writers. Thus,
Au?ustin de Zarate, treasurer-general in Peru in 1544, in his account
of the conquest, speaks of the Llama, as it was observed in the moun-
tains of Chili, as a sheep of burden. He says that in situations where
there ia no snow, the natives, to supply the want of water, fill the
skins of sheep with that fluid, and make other living sheep carry the
skins

;
for he remarks that these Peruvian sheep are large enough to

serve as beasts of burden. De Zarate evidently had the eye of a

zoologist, for he says that these sheep resemble the camel in shape,

though they have no hump. He states that they can carry about a

hundred pounds or more, that the Spaniards used to ride them, and
that then- rate of travelling was four or five leagues a day. His descrip-
tion appears to be that of an eye-witness, and bears upon it the

impress of truth. When they are tired, says De Zarate, they lie down,
and the load must be taken off, for neither beating nor help will

make them get up. Their weariness ia manifested in a very disagree-
able way when a man is on one of them

;
for our author says that if

the beast is pressed on under such circumstances, it turns its head
and discharges its saliva, which has a bad odour, into its rider's face.

He speaks of them as of great utility and profit to their masters,

praises their good and fine wool, particularly that of the species
named '

pacas,' which have very long fleeces
;
and shows that their keep

costs little or nothing, either in money or trouble, for they are satisfied

with a handful of maize, and are able to go for four or five days
without water. He declares that their flesh is as well-flavoured as

that of a fat Castilian sheep, and notices the public shambles for the

sale of it in all parts of Peru then frequented by these animals. But,
he remarks, this was not the case on the first arrival of the Spaniards;
for v> hen an Indian killed a sheep at that time, his neighbours came
for what they wanted, and then another Indian would kill a sheep
in his turn.

The Llama soon found its way to Europe; for we find, in the
' Icones Animalium '

(Gesner, &c.), a figure of one with a collar round
his neck, led by a man, apparently his keeper. This figure is by no
means badly executed, and is given as the AllocamdiLs of Scaliger,
who speaks of it a s an animal '

in terra Gigantium
'

(Patagonia probably),
with the head, the ears, and the neck of a mule, the body of a camel,
and the tail of a horse :

" Quamobrem ex Camelo et aliis composi-
tum 'A\\oKa/t7)Aoi' appellavimus." The figure, it appears, was taken

from a print, with the following account :

" In the year of our Lord

1558, on the 19th day of June, this wonderful animal was brought
to Middleburgh (Mittelburgum Selandia), having never before been

seen by the princes of Germany, nor recorded by Pliny nor other

ancient writers. They said it was an Indian Sheep from Piro (perhaps

Peru), a region nearly 6000 miles distant from Antwerp." Then
follows the description, from which it may be gathered that the

animal was either a brown Llauia or a pied one. The neck is stated

to have been very white,
"
cygneo colore caudidissimum," and the

body rufous,
" rufum aut puniceum."

John de Laet (fol., Leyden, 1633) appears to have collected most
of the Spanish authorities up to his time. He quotes Garcilasso as

saying that the domestic animals of the Peruvians are of two kinds,
the greater and the less ;

which the Peruvians, as a common name,
call Llama, that is, cattle or sheep (pecudes) ;

thus the shepherds say
Llama Miehec. They call the greater cattle (majits pecus) Huanacu-
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1Jana, on account of iU similitude to UK wild animal which is named
lltuuucu, and from which it differ* in colour only; for the domestic
Uama* (domestkum peciu) are found of various colour*, like the

hone ; but the wild Llama U
only

of on* colour, like chestnut The
greater kind hTe a great resemblance to a Camel, except that they
want the hump, and are not so large. The imall kiud (minus pecus)

they call Paoc-Llama, aad thu U only fed for U fle*h and its wool,
which U the beat and longest, aa it U unequal to the carrying of

bunion*.
De Laet then tonu to Acorta. "

Peru," says the Utter,
" has

nothing better or more useful than iU cattle, which our countrymen
call Peruriaa sheep, but which the Peruvians, in their tongue, name
Llama; for they bring large profit, and are kept for next to nothing
(riUsnmo aJitur). Three cattle furnuh the natives with wool for their

vestments, like our
sheep,

and are used by them as beasts of burden.

There is no necessity fur shoeing them, guiding them by a rein, or

feeding them with oat*; for these animals serve their masters gratui-

tously, being content with the wild herbs which they meet with

everywhere. There are two kinds (species) one which is woolly and
called Paco by the natives, the other covered with a slight fleece (villia

levibus) only, and nearly naked, whence it is more fitted for carrying
burdens, called Quanaco. They are rather larger than sheep, but
IMS than heifer*, with a long neck like camels, lofty legs, and a com-

pact body : the colour is various, for some are white, some black,
some brown, and some piebald (venicolores), which they call Moromori.
Their flesh U good, although rather gross (spissior), but that of the

lambs U much the best and the most delicate ; but they are rarely

killed, because they are of by far greater use as beasts of burden, and
their wool serves for making cloth. This wool the barbarians clean,

spin, and weave into garments ;
but it is of two sorts, one coarser and

more common, which they call Havasca, the other finer and more
loose (absolutior), which they call Cumbi (according to Garcilasso,

Compi) : from this hut they weave various curtains and hangings
(aulea et peristromata) of most elegant workmanship, which last a

long time, and in splendour do not yield to silk ; nay, what is wonder-
ful for barbarians, they are so neat in their weaving that the elegance
is nearly equal throughout, nor is the web or woof ever apparent.
The ancient Peruvian rnonarchs kept up many works for weaving
Cumbi, the principal artificers in which lived at Capachica, on the
banks of the Lake Titicaca. These wools they dyed with the juice of
various herbs, according as the nature of the work required. But
most of the Peruvian barbarians are cunning in this weaving, and
have in their huts instruments adapted for the art

; and from these

sheep they draw most of the neoessaries of human life. By far the

greatest use of these animals however is in carrying burdens ; for
sometimes 300, sometimes a drove of 1000, carry various articles of

merchandise, skin* of wine, chocolate (cocam), maize, Chunno, and
quicksilver to Potosi and the other mines and towns." Acosta then
peaks of their employment in conveying silver from Potosi, Ac., and
observe* that he ha* often wondered how droves of these animals,
sometimes consisting of 1000, sometimes of two only, and not un-

freqnently laden with 3000 ban or plate* (Uunintc) of silver, worth
8000 ducats, should make their way, accompanied by a few barbarians

only, who direct them, and load and unload their burdens, and hardly
attended by one or two Spaniards, passing the night in the open air and
without a guard and that so safely that a bar is scarcely ever missed,
such is the security of travelling in Peru. " The burden of each beast,"
continues Acosta, "amounts to 100 Ibs. and sometimes 160 Ibs., which
they carry three or at the most four leagues a day, according to the

length of the journey. But their leaden know their stations, where food
and water for their cattle abound ; here they pitch their tents, and
unk*d their beasU. When however they have only one day's journey
to nuke, the Lhuns* are able to bear a load of even 200 Ibs., or to
move forward ss many as eight or ten leagues. These animals rejoice
rather in a cool than in a fervid temperature, and therefore they are

propagated immensely in the mountain), whilst they fail in the plains,
on account of the too gnat heat The bald sheep (calvum pecus),
or Quaoacoe*. are of a fawning (vernile) and gentle aspect : often, as

they walk along, they stop and regard the passers-by without any
expression of fear or plca.utr, so attentively with erected neck, that
it Is difficult to abstain from laughter ; sometimes they are so suddenly
terrified, that they run off to the mountain precipices with the

Ctest
swiftness, so that it is necessary to shoot them to save their

s. The Paooes also become *o enraged sometime*, or are so wearied
with their burdens, that they lie down with their burdens, and can-
not be nude to rise either by threats or blow*

; whence a proverb has
risen, and stubborn or obstinate men are said to be Impacato*. For

this there U no better remedy than for the conductor to stop and sit

down by (he animal, until by his blandishment* he prevail* on the
animal to rite spouUaeouilr."

It further appears that the Llamas are nibject to scab, called by the
barbarian* '

caracben,' which 1s deadly not only to the animal which
lias Uken it, but spread* by contagion among the flock, so that almost
the only remedy is immediately to bury the dscessed animal Oarcilawo
however mentions other remedies : the moet powerful is stated to be

very simple one, namely, anointing the affected parts with lard

(adip* suilla). The price of a Llama varies in different provinces ; but
the barbarian who poateeee* two or three is considered sufficiently

rich. Oarcilanso adds that the Peruvians, before the arrival of the

Spaniards, did not milk their flocks, which give that secretion \ rv

sparingly,
and only in sufficient quantity for their young ; neither did

they make cheese* of their milk.

De Laet then proceeds to state, that besides these domestic herds,
Peru produces certain wild animals which are not easily to be seen in

other parts of the New World, except in the neighbouring country of
Chili Some of these are called Quanaco, or Haunacu, from a simili-

tude to which the domestic kinds obtained the same name. The flesh

of these is good, according to Garcilaaso, but not so good as that of the
domestic Haunacu Llamas. The males keep a look-out on the highest
hills whilst the females are feeding in the valleys; and when the
former observe the approach of men from afar they neigh almost like

a hone to worn the females. If the men come nearer they flee, driving
the females before them. The wool of these is short and rough, but
it is notwithstanding used by the barbarians for making cloth. Theee
animals are taken in snares and nooses. Others again are called

Vicunas : these are not very unlike goats, except that they have no
horns, and are larger, and are of a leonine colour or more ruddy ;

these live in the highest mountains or groves, and love the colder

regions, but especially the solitudes which the Peruvians designate by
the common name of Punas

; neither ore they annoyed by snow or

frost, but are rather recreated thereby. They go in flocks, and run
most swiftly. Such ia their timidity, that at the sight of men or wild
beasts they hurry instantly iuto inaccessible or hidden fastnesses.

There were formerly a great number of these animals here, but they
are now become much more rare on account of the promiscuous licence

in hunting. Their wool is very fine, and like silk, or rather like the
wool of the Beaver, and the natives deservedly estimate it highly :

for besides other properties, it is also said to resist the heat and

impart coolness, whence it ia especially used for caps. Next to these
come the Tarugas, or Tarucas, which are larger and more swift than
the Vicunas, and of a more burnt colour, with pendulous and light
ears : they rarely collect in herd*, and generally wander about the

precipices singly. Garcilasso says that these are a species of Deer, but
less than those of Europe. They were innumerable in the time of
the Yncas, so that they entered the very towns

;
nor was there any

deficiency of their fawns and does. Thus far De Laet, who says that
all these animals produce bezoar stones, of which those of the Pacoes
and Guauacoes ore the smallest and lowest in estimation, whilst those

from the Vicunas are rather larger and better, and those of the

Tarugas the best of all.

We now turn to Hernandez. We find in the Roman edition (fol.

1651) a figure of the Pelon Ichiatl Oquitli, Ovit Peruviana, with a

description. Both figure and description leave no doubt that the
Brown Llama is the animal represented. There is a very long com-

mentary, well worth the attention of the curious reader. Of this

'Aria sive Ovit Peruviana.,' two kinds are mentioned : the first like

the animal represented ;
the other small and stunted (porva; et

pygmies), with short legs, but strong and able to carry domestic

burdens, such as water, corn, &c. Another kind, the Pacoes, are stated

not to be so corpulent. In the catalogue of Hernandez the IVlou
Ichiatl Oquitli is called Peruichatl.

Morcgrave gives a figure of the long-wooled and larger Llama,
undi-r the name of Ovi-Camelus. In some parts it is not bod

;
in

others, the muzzle and fore feet for instance, it is monstrous. He says
that the larger kind of Ovi-Camelus is called Paco. His description
is worth consulting ; and he says, among other statements, that they
bore the ean of these 'sheep,' and run ropes through them, by which
their masters manage them and lead them where they please. He
then gives another figure, much better executed than the other, of a
second species, which is nearly naked in regard to fleece, and is only
covered by a light and short one (calvum pecus of De Laet ?) ; and

says that it partly resembles a camel and partly a deer, so that it

might be well called in Greek Ao^oKd/niAor.
We gather then from those and other early writers that there were

three kinds of these animals Guanacoes or Huanacoes, Pacoes, and
Vicunas the term Llama being applicable to each of them, and merely
signifying cattle or sheep, but these kinds are by no means clearly
defined. " Until the lost half century," says Mr. Bennett,

" the great
majority of naturalists, including Kay, Klein, Briason, and Linmuus,
concurred in reducing them to two species the Llama, or Guanaco,
commonly used a* a beast of burden ; and the Paco, or Vicugna, culti-

vated for it* flesh and its wool. Of this opinion was Bufibn when he
wrote the history of the Llama and the Paco

;
but the observation of

living specimens of the Llama and the Vicugna, and the communi-
cations of the Abbd Bvlianly on the subject, induced him afterwards
to admit the latti-r animal on a third species distinct from the precciling.
In this he was followed by Molina, who, in his ' Natural History of

Chili,' separated also the Quanaco, and added a fifth species, the

Hueque, or Chilian sheep of the older authors. Qmeliu, Shaw, and
almost every subsequent compiler, have adopted these five species
without examination, giving to them such synonyms as they could

pick up almont imlincriminately from the writers on the natural his-

tory of America, and thus creating a mass of confusion which it would
be both vain and useless to attempt to unravel" (' Gardens and
Menagerie of the Zoological Society.')
Peuuaut give* a* species the Llama, the Vicuna, the Paco, the
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Guanaco, and the Chilihueque, but gives figures of the two first

oaly.
F. Cuvier makes the number of species three the Llama, the Paco,

.ind the Vicuna; M. Lesson gives the same. Dr. Fischer records
the same three and a fourth, Auckenia Articana (Chilihueque), as
doubtful. In his ' Addenda et Emendanda '

he notices L. Huanaca
(Auckenia Huanaca, Hamilton Smith

; Cereocameltu of Jonston) with
a query if it is not a mere variety of L. Peruana. As a synonym to
Lama Paco he adds A wchenia Paco (Hamilton Smith), Camelus Guanaco
(Traill). To Lama Vicuna he adds Aucheuia Vicugna (Hamilton
Smith), less than the former; and to LamaArucana,AuclieniaArucana
(Hamilton Smith).

LLAMA. 49<)

Male Brown Llama. V. Cuvier.

ruco. F. Cuvitr.

Mr. Bennett observes that it seems to be the general-opinion among
the leading writers of the present day that the subdivision of the genus
baa been carried to too great an extent. He thinks that F. Cuvier

is fully justified by the imperfect accounts of Molina in rejecting as

species the Guanaco and the Hueque of that writer. Mr. Bennett
states that he should have little hesitation in proceeding still further,
for he is strongly inclined to agree with Baron Cuvier in regarding the

Paco as a mere variety of the Llama with the wool more amply deve-

loped; and in considering the Vicuna as the only animal of the group
that deserves to be specifically distinguished from the latter. Skeletons

of both the Llama and the Vicuna are preserved in the museum of the

College of Surgeons, London.
The Cordillera of the Andes, below the line of perpetual snow, is

the region inhabited by these creatures. They are found in Peru

(but not in Mexico) and Chili principally, though now much reduced

in number ; in Columbia and Paraguay they are more rare. Most of
the navigators to the Straits of MagalLaens and south-western coasts
of America mention Guauacoes from early times down to the expe-
ditions under Captain King and Captain Fitzroy inclusive, and the
Besh of these animals has afforded a salutary refreshment to the
crews.

Vicuna. Buffon.

Brown i, exhibited in England.

The habits of the Llamas may be in a great measure gathered from
the descriptions of the Spanish writers above given. In a wild state they
keep together in herds, sometimes of one or two hundred, feeding on a
sort of rushy grass or reed called ycho, which grows on the mountains,
and it is said never drinking when they have sufficient green herbage.

They resort to a particular spot to drop their dung, which a good deal

resembles that of a goat, sheep, or giraffe, a habit which is often fatal

to them from betraying their haunts. Modern observers have noticed

the careful look-out that they keep, and the rapidity with which they
flee, then turn to gaze, and again swiftly gallop off. Molina says that

the Guanacoes leave the mountains, where they passed the summer,
at the beginning of winter, when they descend to the plains. Here

they are hunted down, at least the young and inactive, with dogs by
the Chilians. During the chace they are said frequently to turn upon
their pursuers, neigh loudly, and then take to their heels again.
Another mode of capturing them by the Indians is for many hunters
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to join o.l drive them into a narrow pat*, acro-s which cords have

bMB drawn about four feet from the ground, with bit* of cloth or

wool U*t to them at tmall distance*, tomewbat in the way adopted

by gardener* to keep email binl from the teeda. Thi* apparatus
wiUi iu prndant trumpery frighten* the animals, and they get toge-

ther, when the hunter* kill them with (tone* tied to the end of leathern

thong*. If there are any Ouanaooe* among them they leap the cords,

and are followed by the Vicuna*. Thoae that we hare teen in cap-

tivity hare been tolerably mild and tame, but very capricious, accept-

in*; biacuiu and *uch da&eaote* from visitors, but ejecting a copious
ahower of aaliva in their foes at the lea*t real or fancied affront. This

shower, though sufficiently unpleasant, ha* not, a* far as our expe-

rience goea, the acrid and blistering properties ascribed to it by some

authors.

We need not here repeat thon on* to which these animals have

been applied by man. Cord* and sacks, a* well as stuffs for ponchos,

*c^ are fabricated from the wool, and the establishment* for their

manufacture in thi* country employ thousands of artisans. In Mexico

the bone* are converted into instrument* for weaving the wool. Nor
it even the dung neglected, for it is used as fuel Theae animals seem
to have been to the aborigine* what the reindeer (with the exception
of the milk) is to the Laplander. Surrounded by herds of such

which required almost no care, and by the spontaneous pro-

> of the toil, the Indian had no incentive to improvement.
Humboldt ha* an eloquent pataage on this subject

" When we atten-

tively
-ni~ thi* wild part of America, we seem to be carried back

to the first age* when the earth waa peopled step by step ;
we appear

to assist at the birth of human societies. In the Old World, we
behold the pastoral life prepare a people of huntsmen for the agricul-

tural life. In the New World, we look in vain for these progressive

development* of civilisation, these moment* of repose, these resting-

place* in the life of a people. . . . Those species of ruminating
.nin..l. which constitute the riches of the people of the Old World
are wanting in the New. The bioon and the musk-ox have not yet
been reduced to the domestic state ; the enormous multiplication of

the Llama and the Guanaco have not produced in the natives the habits

of the pastoral life." Theae multitudes are already lessened, and the

form itself will probably ere long be extinct. Civilisation has brought
with it the animal* of the Old Continent. The horse and the mule
have almost entirely superseded the Llamas a* beast* of burden, and
the sheep and the goat, in a great measure, as contributors to the food

and raiment of man.
The White Llama, according to Feuillde, is said to have been the

m, deity of the native* oi Callao, before that province was
I to the empire of the Yncas.
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The similarity to the Camel appear* to have struck every writer

who ha* treated of the Llama.
Lnnsrus place* the genii* Camflta at the head of hi* Ptcora, and

make* (,/ama and Pact* specis*) of that genus. Catr.dm it followed

Pennant also arranges the Llama and Pacos, &c. under his genus
C'umef, which is placed between the Musk and the Hog.
Gmelin retains the Linntean arrangement, adding three (so called)

species to those recorded by LJnnnu*.
Cuvier place* the great genus Camtltu at the head of the Ruminant*,

and makes it consist of the Camels properly so called, and the Llamas
(Anchmia). Camdtu is followed by .VwrAiu.

M. Lesson arrange* the Llama* a* the third genus of his Camelees,
the two first being Camdta and Mcricothrrium. This third and last

genus i* immediately succeeded by the Moschineea.
Dr. Fischer, following Linnaeus, places Camtltu at the head of the

Ptcora ; that genus is followed by Lama, and Lama by Motchut.
Mr. Ogilby (1836) gives the Candida as the first family of the

order llauiinantia, with the following characters :

Feet subbisculcate, callous beneath, toes distinct at the tip from
the sole

;
no spurious hoofs, no horns; incisor teeth, two above, six

below. Two genera :

1. Camtltu, whose characters are : Toes conjoined, immoveable
;

muzzle furnished with a chiloma,* the upper lip (labrum) divided ;

lachrymal sinuses, none; interdigital pits, none; inguinal follicles,

none ; teats, four.

2. A uchenia. Toes disjoined, moveable
; muzzle furnished with a

chiloma, the upper lip divided ; lachrymal sinuses, none ; interdigital

pits, none; inguinal follicles, none; teats, two.
Mr. Ogilby goes on to state that the Camelida form what Mr.

M'Leay would call an aberrant group. "They differ essentially,"
observes the former.

" from other Ruminants iu the structure both of
the organs of locomotion and of mastication, and their generic dis-

tinctions consequently depend upon characters which have no applica-
tion to the remaining groups of the order." On the other hand, the

principles of generic distribution which subsist among the rest of the
Kuminautia appear, in Mr. Ogilby's opinion, to furnish negative
characters only when applied to the Camelidie ; but though neces-

sarily expressed negatively, the absence of lachrymal, inguinal, and
interdigital sinuses forms, in reality, positive and substantial charac-
ters ;

and as such should be introduced iuto the definition of these
as well as of other genera, in which they unavoidably appear in a

negative form. The Camelida, in Mr. Ogilby's arrangement, are

immediately followed by the Cervida. (' ZooL Proc.,' 1836.)
Dr. Gray makes his sub-family Camtlina, the third of his family

HvviJa, consist of Camel us and Lama, He recognise* four species :

L. Vicugna, the Vicugna ; L. Guanacat, the Quanaco ; L. glauca, the
Llama ; L. Pacot, the Alpaca.
No fossil species of AucJtenia has yet been discovered; but Mr.

Darwin brought home from South America the remains of a most
interesting animal nearly allied to the Llamas, which Professor Owen
has characterised under the name of Macrauclumia. [MACRAUCHENU.]
The cervical vertebra; in this form present the same character in the
absence of the holes for the vertebral arteries iu the transverse pro-
cesses as in the Llamas and Camels. (Owen.)
LOACH. [COBITIS.J

LOADSTONE, a name given to Magnetic Iron-Ore. [IRON;
MAGNETISM, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.J
LOASA'CE/E, Loatadt, a small natural order of Polypetalou*

Exogens, consist* of herbaceous and frequently annual plant* covered
over with stiff hair* or stings, which produce considerable pain by the
wound* they inflict They have alternate lobed leave* without stipules ;

large yellow, red, or white flowers; numerous polyadelphous stamens,
within which are stationed singular lobed petaloid appendages, and an
inferior ovary with parietal placenta}. The fruit is a dry or fleshy
capsule, with the valves sometimes twisted spirally. The order is

nearly allied to Cucurbitacttr, llomaliacea, and Cattacta ; all the known
specie* are American, and the greater part from Chili and Peru. The
genera in gardens are Lvaia, Mcnlzdia, and Elumenbachia. It ha* 15

genera and 70 specie*.

LOBELIA, a genu* of Plant* belonging to the natural order Lobe-
liaeea. The limb of the calyx is 5-parted ; the corolla irregular and
tubular; the tube slit on the upper side, and ventricoae at the base ;

the limb bilabiate
; the filament* are lyngenesiou* ; anther* either all

bearded or the two lower one* only ;
the capsule i* 2-celled, 2-valved,

many-ceeded, dehiscing at the apex.
L. injtntn, Indian Tobacco, i* an annual plant, growing in most dis-

trict* of North America. In height it is from 6 inches to 2 or 3 feet
The small plant* are nearly simple, the large ones much branched ;

the root fibrous; item erect in the full-sized plant, much branched,
angular, very hairy ; the corolla is bluish-purple ;

the tube prismatic
and cleft above

;
the segments spreading, acute, the two upper ones

lanceolate, the throe lower one* oval The aeeds are numerous, small,
oblong, and brown. The leaves are oval and obtuse, and have an
undulated and irregularly-toothed margin, rough surface, and slightly
pilose below, possessing a taste which gradually becomes acrid and
pungent The inflated capsule* possets the same virtue*.
The action on the human system is nearly the same as that of

tobacco when chewed, producing a copious flow of saliva, and if

wallowed iu a considerable dose causing great relaxation of all mus-
cular structures, including the heart and arteries, accompanied with

* Tumid upper lip cjntinuous with the now or nostril.
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grandijtora.

1, one of the appendages within the stamens ; 2, an ovary with all the sepals

cut off except one
; 3, a transverse section of the ovary, showing the parietal

placentation.

debility and cold perspirations, and also paleness of the surface. In

large doses it proves decidedly poisonous. It frequently acts as an
emetic and expectorant when given in small and regulated doses.

It has been found eminently useful in warding ofl' or cutting short a

paroxysm of asthma, either taken internally iu substance, or in the

form of an ;rtheriul tincture, or inhaled as smoke along with aromatic

herbs. It hag been found beneficial as an expectorant and relaxant

in hooping-cough, but neither in it nor asthma does it prove more
than a palliative, or afford more than temporary relief

;
as such how

ever it is very serviceable in some nervous affections with irregular
action of the heart. [LOBELIA, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]

L. itphilitica, grows in the United States. It is a bright but rather

pale-green perennial growing about 2 feet high ; the stem is erect,

angular, very slightly hairy ;
leaves ovate-oblong, acute at each end,

rather wavy, unequally serrated, slightly hairy ;
raceme terminal,

leafy, cylindrical, dense; peduncles bracteolate, hairy, shorter than the

acuminate hairy bracts ; calyx leafy, with ovate acuminate hairy

segments half as long as the tube of the corolla, and reflexed at the

sinus ; corolla deep-blue in the tube, paler in the limb, the lower lip

of which is convex and white at the base
;

all the segments ovate and

acute ;
the tube of the stamens deep-blue, elevated through and

beyond the dorsal slit of the corolla. The whole plant has a rank
nmell. Its root is acrid and emetic, and has been used as a remedy
for syphilis ;

it has the reputation of acting as a speedy cure for this

disease, but European practice does not confirm its American

reputation.
L. Dorimanna has linear entire leaves of two parallel tubes, the

stem simple and nearly naked
;
the root-stock fleshy, with filiforir

runners ; leaves blunt, from 1 to 2 inches long ;
stem 12 to 18 inches

high ; the flowers are light blue, distant, in a simple raceme, slight!;
raised above the water, the rest of the plant submersed. It is fouuc

'

in lakes with a gravelly bottom in Great Britain.

L. went has a nearly upright stem, the lower leaves obovate 01

oblor>2, slightly toothed, upper ones lanceolate serrate, flowers in lon|

terminal racemes ; the stem from 12 to 18 inches high, leafy, branched

angular, and roughish ; racemes erect, simple, and lax ;
flowers of

light-blue colour. It is found on heaths near Axminster, Devonshire.

(Bubington, Manual of lirituh Botany ; Lindley, Flora Medica.)
LOBELIA'CE^E, LoMiadi, an important natural order of Mono

petalous Exogens, differing from Campanulacece in having irregula
flowers and syngenesious stamens, but otherwise resembling them

ery nearly ;
of these two characters the last is the most absolute,

r
sotoma, a lobeliaceous genus, being so called because its flowers are

egular. The species principally inhabit the warmer parts of the

world ; in Europe they are rare, in North America much more com-

mon, especially in the southern states, and they are abundant in the

lotter countries of South America. Many are found at the Cape of

Good Hope and in the north of India
;
their favourite haunts being

amp woods or situations freely supplied with moisture. They abound
n a milky juice, which in all is acrid, and in some so intensely so as

a produce dangerous or even fatal consequences when applied to the

urface of the body or taken internally. Among the most virulent is

he Hippobroma longijlorum, a West Indian species, and the Lobelia

^upa, a Chilian plant now common in gardens. Nevertheless certain

pecies have proved in skilful hands valuable curative agents, especially
he Lobelia inflata, or Indian tobacco. [LOBELIA.] Many of the

ilants of this order are cultivated in gardens for the sake of their

irilliant blue or scarlet flowers : white and yellow are rare in the

rder. There are 27 genera and 375 species of the order.

LO'BIPES, Cuvier's name for a genus of Wading Birds (family

'rtngirostres, Cuvier), the type of which is Tringa hyperborea, Linn.

?he genus is identical with Phalaropua of Vieillot.

LOBOITE. [IDOCBASE.]
LOBOPHY'LLIA. A portion of the Animals included in Lamarck's

;enus Caryophyllia is thus named by Blainville. [MADREPHYLLICEA.]
LOBSTER. [ASTACUS; CRUSTACEA; HOMARUS.]
LOBULA'RIA, a group of recent Zoophyta, separated from the

jinnsean Alcyonia. [ALCYONID.S.]
LOCOMOTION IN ANIMALS. The constitution of a vast assem-

>lage of animals requires that they should possess the power of moving
>om place to place in search of food, and for a multitude of other

objects incidental to their sphere of action.

In order to effect this object it is requisite that the framework of

animals which are destined to move on the earth should be more

lense, and possess greater strength, to enable them to bear the shocks

ncidental to terrestrial progression, than that of those species which
move in air or water. The bony framework of the higher orders of

animals, such as man and other Mammalia, is composed of a great
number of pieces which are hinged together at the joints in such a

manner as to allow of more or less mobility, according to the purposes

;hey are intended to fulfil. Thus, the legs and arms are united to the

trunk by a ball-and-socket joint, a species of union permitting the

jreatest possible freedom of motion. The knee, elbow, and ankle, on
:he contrary, are furnished with the hinge-joint, which admits of

motion back and forward in one plane only ; but, although the move-
ments of these joints are thus in some measure restricted, greater

precision is secured.

The vertebral column, which comprehends the bones of the back,
is composed of a long chain of bones, acting as a flexible lever to

support the head, neck, and trunk, and forming the connecting link

between the several parts of the body. For this purpose the move-
ments of each of the several bones of the back upon each other are

restricted
; but, in consequence of the great number of joints with

which the spinal column in man is furnished, it has a considerable

degree of motion. The extremities of those bones which terminate in

joints are tipped with a very hard, smooth, pearly-white, opaque
substance, termed cartilage, lined with a delicate thin membrane,
called the synovial membrane, which secretes an oily fluid into the

joints ;
so that the limbs, in their movements upon each other, are

protected from friction throughout the life of the animal.

The elastic cords which bind the bones together at their joints are

termed ligaments, and such is their strength that bones are often

broken without the connected ligaments being torn or injured.
The long bones which support the trunk of an animal above the

surface on which it moves are hollow cylinders, a form which presents
a longer surface for the attachment of the muscles by which the

limbs are moved, and confers greater strength with less expenditure
and weight of material than if they were solid. It is found that the

lateral strength of two cylindrical bones of equal weight and length,
one of which is solid and the other hollow, are to each other as the

diameter of their transverse sections. For instance : let a, 6, d, c,

fiys. A, B, represent the figures of the two bones
; then, the strength

of the tube d c is to that of the solid a b as the length of the diameter

d c to that of a, b. In consequence of this principle it was long since
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by Galileo that the strength of bodies U augmented in a

thousand ways without increasing their weight ;
and that if a wheat-

straw, which support* the ear which is heavier than the whole stalk,

were made of the same quantity of matter, but solid, it would break

or brad with far greater ease than is now found to be the case. The
feathers of birds present, as well as the bones of animals, similar pro-

vision for the combination of strength, lightness, and economy of

material It must however be borne in mind that neither the strength
of bodies nor the size of animals can be increased with the same

quantity of matter without limit ; because when the diameter of the

tuba exceeds certain dimension* it becomes so thiu and fragile as to

break without offering any sensible resistance.

The bones, ligaments, and joints of animals are denominated the

passive organs, and the muscles the active organs of motion. The bones

serve the purpose of levers, which are acted upon after the principle
of what is called the first, second, and third orders of lever, so named

according to the relative positions of the prop or fulcrum, the power,
and the resistance or weight.
The power of the muscles which move the limbs is so great that if

toe resistance to their action be sufficiently strong, they are often

known to break the bones upon which they act It is in consequence
of the great force which the muscles are capable of exerting that they
are generally attached to the bones very near the axis of the joint
about which the bone moves. The advantage of this disposition is,

that a greater power of the muscle U made equivalent to a greater

velocity in the movement of the limb. The action of the biceps
muscle affords a good example of this principle. In the annexed

figure (1) we observe that this muscle p is attached to the bone of the

fore arm at a, very near the axis of the elbow-joint /, the effect of

which is that in raising the weight in the band b to b', the muscle
moves the point a only to c ; but then, as the distance between 6 and b'

is much greater than the distance from a to c, it is manifest that a

very small contraction of the muscle ia sufficient to produce a very

great range in the movement of the extremity of tbe limb.

Fig. 1

In this case tbe muscle is acting under a mechanical disadvantage

owing to the obliquity of it* direction, and its proximity to the joint :

but, as it is endowed with great power, these circumstances do not

constitute defects. On the contrary, not only can the limbs be moved

upon each other with much more velocity, but the symmetry and

beauty of
proportion

in tbe human figure are preserved. It is mom-
over said that a muscle cannot contract upon itself beyond one-fourth

of its entire length ; so that its work must of necessity be done by
acting in some such manner as we find in the case already mentioned.

A* the muscles have the power of contracting throughout nearly
their whole length, they are capable of drawing the moveable parts
attached to them at both their ends ; for example, we can, with the

same set of muscles, either bend the thigh upon the body, or body
upon tbe thigh. If the muscles had not been endowed with the power
to more the limb* under a mechanical disadvantage with tbe velocity

they do, the sledge and the hammer, now so daily in use, would have
been instruments of no value to the smith, nor the axe and hammer
to the carpenter ; and tbe numberless uses to which rapid motions of

the limbs are applied must have been effected by some other mean*.
Toe figure of the arm affords an illustration of the principles of the
third order of lever; that i, the power of the muscle is applied
betsresn the weight 6 and the fulcrum / ; and the power of the muscle
i> is to tbe weight 6, as the length of the line bf to tbe length of the

line ft : from this proportion we can readily find the power of the
miwcle when tbe weight is known.

If we select four animal* of tbe same order, having similar figures,
whose dimensions of one kind are as 1, 2, S, 4, the weuchta of the
animal* and of all their corresponding parts will be an the cubes of
these number* ; that is, as 1, 8, 27, 64

; but since it is found that the
faro* of a muscle depend* on the number of iU fibre*, this force must
luui'ssss in tbe ratio of iu transverse section, that is, as the square of

one of the dimension* of the animal, or as 1, 4, 9, 16. The contractile

force of the muscles in a healthy man, according to Dr. Young, is

equivalent to about 600 Ibs. for each square inch of the surface pre-
sented by their transverse sections. We msy then easily understand
from tbe preceding remarks why it is that tbe most powerful men have
their muscles most developed ; and why the largest mutcles are placed
in those part* of the body where they are subjected to tbe greatest

quantity of work. For example, tbe force of the muscles that close

tbe lower jaw in man is estimated at 500 Ibs. ; indeed the force of
nnscles is well known to be sufficient to crash the soundent

teeth when a hard substance is placed between them. Some indi-

viduals are capable of holding between the teeth and of supporting
by the lower jaw 240 Iks. and upwards. In many of the lower animals,
such as the C'arnivora, the muscles which close the lower jaw are
much stronger and more

developed
thin in man, as is exemplified in

the ease with which the lion ana tiger lacerate their prey.
It is well known that the quantity of labour which the muscles will

endure, and the length of time they will continue to act, increase,
within certain limits, in proportion to their daily exercise. If the
muscles of the arms or legs, or any others, be called suddenly into

action for a longer period than that to which they have been

accustomed, they soon communicate to the individual a sense of

weariness, and evince a disposition to yield to the action opposed to

them, and, unless they are allowed some repose, mischief speedily
succeeds. But when their action is very gradually increased day
after day, it is observed that the bulk of the muscles, and consequently
their power, U augmented. For it has been already stated that the

force of muscles is directly proportioned to the square of the surfaces

which they present on making transverse sections through them : and
if we take the estimate of Dr. Young for the basis of a computation
of the additional force they acquire by exercise, we shall find that an
increase of a quarter of a square inch in a single muscle is equivalent
to a gain in strength of -

j", or 125 Ibs. Now, as a great number of

muscles act at the same time in moving the limbs, it follows that they
must all become enlarged, in proportion as they contribute to produce
that motion. It is therefore practicable, by gradually increasing the

exercise of the different muscles of the body daily, and thereby

augmenting their bulk, to attain a vast increase of animal strength ;

and when we consider that health is the result of such exercise, if it

ia not carried too far, no stronger argument can be adduced for its

adoption. But there is a limit to the amount of exertion which the

muscular system will bear : if that limit is passed the muscles lose

their vigour, and lassitude and a flaccid state supervene. Experiment
teaches us how long the muscles may be continued in action, and the

quantity offorce which they are capable ofexpending during that period.
We have before stated that the weight of the body is proportional
to the cube, and the power of the muscles to the square, of some one
of its dimensions : for instance, in two similar-formed men, whose

heights are respectively 5 and 6 feet, the muscular power of the

former to that of the latter will be as 25 to 36, but their weights will

be as 125 to 216, or as 25 to 43 very nearly ; the weight therefore

increases much more rapidly than the muscular power, and conse-

quently a small man is stronger, in proportion to his size, than a

larger one. The same law holds good in all animals of the same kind.

In persons predisposed to corpulency, and who neglect to use the

proper means of checking it, the quantity of fat continues to increase

and the muscles to decrease in volume until they exhibit the deplorable

phenomenon of an inability to move even their own weight without

pain and difficulty : for it is found on dissection that the quantity of

muscular fibre is less, and the fibres themselves more flaccid, in fat

persons than in others.

The attitudes and movements of every animal depend on the

position of the centre of gravity* and base of support. When a man
stands erect a plumb-line passing through bis ceutre of gravity will

fall between bis feet. It is a subject of mathematical investigation,
when the feet are equally advanced and equally inclined (as in fig. 2)

Fif . S.

to determine the angle ab c, which they must form with the pro-

longation of tbe line joining the heels in order to afford the greatest
base of support In general, where the leg* are perfectly vertical, it

will be found that the line joining the centre of the heela is just equal
to the length of the foot, and in this case the required angle will be
60* exactly ; as the heels approach each other this angle diminishes,
and when they are close together it is rather more than 45. Opera
dancers, besides curving the body, employ their arms to bring the

ceutre of gravity over the base of support, which is often limited to

the ball of the great toe of one foot ; the weight of the raised leg and
foot is also concerned in producing the equilibrium of the body in

resting on the other foot Rope-dancers use a long heavy pole for the

same purpose : the pole is grasped by both hands, and carried nearly
at right angles to tbe axis of the rope, as the centre of gravity muftt

be continually brought over the very narrow base which the rope

afford*, and the rope itself, if slackened, having a motion both lateral

and vertical, and being at a considerable height above the ground :

the process of rope-dancing requires great muscular activity and

precision in tbe attitudes of the body to secure the performer from

falling. The celebrated Madame Saqui, as is well known, lost her life

by a fall from a rope. The centre of gravity has always a tendency

The centre of (purity of sny body Is thut point upon which the body, acted

on only by the force of gravity, will balance itnelf In ill positions ; consequently,
If s line or plane which pawn through the centre or gravity be supported, the

body nil) be unpnortrd In nil portions.
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to oscillate on each side of the rope, and the eye of the performer is

fixed on one end of it, by which means he is enabled to keep his body
steady, and moreover, when his centre of gravity falls on the left side
of the rope, a sufficient portion of the pole is shifted to the right side
in order to restore the equilibrium. A long rod is then a very good
auxiliary for keeping the body steady in positions of difficult equili-
brium, such as walking over narrow parapets, or wooden bridges
thrown across rivulets without a hand-rail, which may often be met
with in country districts. When a porter carries a burden, the

Fig. 3.

attitude of the body must accommodate itself to the position of the

common centre of gravity of himself and his load. Thus, in the

above figures it will be observed that when the man stands upright
the centre of gravity of the man G falls within the base of support,
and if his load L falls without the base, as does likewise y, the com-
mon centre of gravity of the man and load, the consequence would
be that he would fall backwards ; but this is prevented, or which is

the same thing, the point y is brought within the base by the man
bending his body forward. The reverse happens when the load is

carried in front ; as, for instance, by the laundress, whose basket is

carried in front, as in fig. 4. In this case, instead of bending forward,

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

as in the former case, the body is thrown back, in order that the
centre of gravity common to the woman and the basket may be

brought within the base of support. In these and similar cases the

person will be prevented from falling when the line G g multiplied by
the weight of the man is equal to the line y L multiplied by the

weight of the load. When a person stoops to place a load, such as a

pail of water, on the ground, the hips are thrown backward so as to

bring the point y within the base of support. Just as the pail reaches
the ground the common centre is for a moment however beyond the

base, and there is great danger of the body falling forwards, which is

sometimes prevented by the person instinctively clinging to the edge
of the pail. Corpulent persons are observed to walk very erect, in

order to throw the centre of gravity immediately over the hip-joints,

upon which the body rotates, as in fig. 5. They are also observed to

take very short steps, and walk more slowly than others.

The erect attitude, which contributes, amongst many other things,
to distinguish man from the lower animals, is chiefly owing to his

organisation, and not the effect of mere mental development. It is

found that animals instinctively adopt that position of the body which
enables them to bear their own weight with the least expenditure of

muscular labour, and that in all other positions the support of the

body becomes irksome. Let us now turn our attention to what takes

place in the erect posture in man. The position in which the muscular
force is least expended is that in which the bones of the skeleton, and
all other parts, are poised upon each other at the joints about which

they move : the muscles in this case have merely to perform the office

of keeping the superincumbent parts exactly balanced. When a man
stands erect, with the eyes directed horizontally forwards, or slightly
inclined upwards, the centre of gravity of the head lies vertically
over the centre of the joint that connects the head with the neck :

also, the weight of the body and head is equally supported on the
AI. HIT. DIV. VOL. lit

hip-joints; these again, with the thighs, rest on the centres of the

knee-joints, and these on the elastic arches formed by the bones of
the foot which are placed on the ground.

Fig. 6.

Thus, in fiy. 6 it will be

Fig. 7.

seen that the vertical line x, y, passes through all the points just enu-
merated

; and, whilst the body is erect, there is required only suffi-

cient muscular power to keep it balanced on the joints, and the joints
from bending. Now, to show that the several parts are most easily

supported in the erect position, let us see what happens when the

body is horizontal. Take the head, for example. The centre of

gravity of the head Q (fig. 7), instead of lying vertically above the

joint of the neck y, as when erect, is distant from it by the length of

the line Gy, so that the muscles which keep the head in the horizontal

position have to support it with a mechanical disadvantage at the end
of a lever G y ; and it will be found that it cannot be sustained in

that position, even for a short period, without great fatigue, which is

not felt in the erect posture. It will also be observed that the eyes
would be directed towards the ground, so that a man could not look

horizontally forwards without difficulty, nor vertically upwards at all,

both of which actions are essentially necessary to the pursuits and
habits of the human race. In the lower animals the case is quite
different

; for, if we take the horse as an example, we find that the
centre of gravity of the head is brought nearer the joint uniting the
head with the neck in the horizontal than in the erect position.
From the position of the eyes in the head, if the animal were

standing erect on its hind legs, it would look directly upwards,
and could not direct them to the ground. These considerations,
alone are sufficient to enable us to come to the conclusion that

man is not organised to move as a quadruped, nor quadrupeds as

man
;
and moreover, in the posture of the quadruped, the whole sole

of the human foot would not reach the ground, but the toes only ;

and he would become a digitigrade, instead of being, as he is now, a

plantigrade animal. In the position of a quadruped, also, if the hands
and arms were employed to contribute to the support of the head and
trunk, ihey would no longer be free to perform all those various offices

to which these organs are manifestly adapted.
There is a considerable difference in the figure of the vertebral

column of man and of the lower animals ; in the former it is con-

structed to bear the greatest weight in the erect, but in the latter in

the horizontal position. In man the vertebral column (or, as it is

more commonly called, the back-bone) is divided, from the head to

the lower part of the loins, into 24 joints. Between each bone of

the back there is a very elastic substance interposed, of such a nature

as to bear the pressure of the bones without injury, to enable them
to be twisted and bent upon each other without coming in contact,
and thus to avoid the injury that would result from friction. It

might be supposed at first sight that a chain of bones, piled upon
each other, separated by so many joints, and capable of moving in

various directions, would be a weak and imperfect organ, when
considered as a pillar to support the head and body : this, however,
is by no means the case ; for, independently of its office in upholding
the head and trunk, each bone is hollow, so that the vertebral column
forms a tube for the passage of the spinal marrow or cord, which it

encases, and protects from external violence, in all the varied occu-

pations of life. Destined, then, as the bones of the back are to

protect so important an appendage of the brain, and to support the

weight of the head and trunk, special care has been taken by the

all-wise Creator to construct each bone with sufficient strength for

these purposes ;
we consequently find the bones of the neck, which

have the least weight to bear, the smallest, and that they gradually
increase in size down the back to the loins, where they are the

2 K
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_m Each bone of the back is bound 10 strongly by ligaments to

the ooe above and below it, and iU figure U so constructed to lock

into the adjoining bones, that no common force will duuuite them :

indeed, to firmly an the bone* of the back bound and locked

together, that a force sufficient to cnuh the body of the bone will

loo* separata them. A fracture of thu kind U, accordingly, one of

UM molt serious accident* that can befal a man, and, in tact, death

most commonly result* from it. The verte-

bral column in not straight, but curved in three

place*, a* shown in ></. 8. At a, the ucck, the

spinal column lies in front of thu vertical line

jr y ; at 6, the back, part of the column sup-

porting the shoulders lies behind the same

line ; and at c, the loins, the column again lies

in front of it Now, it may be imagined by
some persons that this curved condition of

the back is a defect and a source of weak-

ness, but it is, on the contrary, a condition

of security and strength; for, the jars inci-

dental to walking, leaping, and heavy blows,

coming vertically on either extremity, are

thus transmitted obliquely through the whole

column, so that much of their violence is lost,

Moreover, it has been found by Euler that an

elastic rod, when slightly curved, will bear

upon its end a much greater weight than if

straight ;
and if the number of small curves

be three, the weight it will sustain will be the

square of three, with one added, or 4 x 4, that

U, 16 times greater than if it were straight.

Now, if we may consider it admissible to apply this principle to

the human vertebral column in bearing a burden on the head in the

erect posture, we shall see that, in this posture, a man U capable of

carrying, or rather supporting, such a load as would almost break the

back in a prone position.We observe that the bones of the back, or vertebral column, are

also curved in the lower animals; but, instead of forming several

curves in opposite directions, as in man, it forms one large arc, which
is convex upwards, when the spine of the animal is directed horizon-

tally. This form of the bones of the back in quadrupeds is con-

rpicuous in the Rumauintia and Pacliydermata ; for instance, in the

Rhinoceros, as seen in fg. 9, the whole of the column lying between

in which it is found when standing perfectly e,rect : and for this

purpose the legs are furnished with three joints, the first of which

connects them to the trunk, the second is the hinge-joint of the knee,
and the third U the ankle-joint, the structure of which partakes of

the hinge-like action of the knee, but has also a small extent of lateral

motion. It is owing to the power of flexion and extension of the legs

that it is possible to carry the centre of gravity of the body almost in

a perfectly horizontal line and with a uniform velocity. The length

of the legs in man, if measured from the hip-joint to the ground
when standing erect, in found in most pcnons to be greater than tho

length of the rest of the body above that point Of the three joints

of the leg, the first, or hip-joint, allows it only to move forwards ;

the second, or knee-joint, allows it only to move backwarks ; and the

third, or ankle-joint, either backwards or forwards. In fg. 10 we

Fif. .

'

* and y forms one Urge arch with its concavity directed downwards ;

and, a* rach boo* which enters into the composition of the arch is

bound to Uu adjacent bone* by ligament, or fibrous cord of great
ttrength, any force or load laid upon the back of the animal, in its

natural prone position, by tending to bring that portion of the spine
lying between x and y into a straight line, tightens those cords ; and
tim UM spin* iUelf is capable of bearing as much, or perhaps more
sight than the limbs of the animal could carry in its natural

position : but, if UM load were laid on the top of the spine, instead
of aero** it, on the supposition that the body of the animal assumed
an not posture, UM arch of the back would increase, and the spine
would be broken by UM same load which it would easily bear when
laid across it Hen, then, we have another illustration of a

quadruped requiring a prone position derived from the constitution
of its vertebral column. Independently of thin, if we were to
examine UM relative positions of the joints, we should find that,
when a quadruped is placed in an erect posture, a vertical line passing
through the centre of gravity of the head and the axis of the joint
which unites it to the trunk, does not, and cannot pas* through the
centre of gravity of the animal, (?, and the hip, knre, and ankle

Joints at the same time, a* in man ; neither can the horizontal line
* y be brought to coincide with the vertical line r' y' : and, that

therefore, UM erect position of a quadruped in not that of least

expenditure of muftcular action, which we maintain is the position
natural to every animal in the act of xtanding.
Tbe human body is supported during progression on one or both

legs, and the condition* of it* locomotion diner from those of almcwt
all other animal.. We may observe that when locomotion take* place,
UM centre of gravity of the body must be lowered from the position

Fig. 10. Fig. U. Fig. 12.

observe the greatest length the leg can assume by the complete
extension of all its joints, this length being the distance between a,

the hsad of the thigh-bone, and c, the convex surface of the ankle-

joint luflj. 11 we have the least length of the leg, produced by the

simultaneous flexion of all the joints, but this bending of the leg is

evidently much greater than is necessary in the act of quickest walk-

ing, during which the bending of the leg is as represented in fg. 12 ;
so

that the range of motion in the several joints of the legs is greater
than is necessary for the common purposes of walking, but is esscutal

to some other attitudes. It will be observed that the length of the

thigh-bone is nearly equal to that of the leg from the knee to the

ankle, and in consequence of the opposite directions in which the

Fig. 13.

limbs move upon the joints, we are enabled to perform tho following
curious function : If the heel be raised from the ground about 41 ,

so that the body rests on the ball of the foot only, the centre of

gravity may be made to descend in n vertical line by bending all the

joints of the legs simultaneously (fig. 13) : a reference to the figure
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will show how this is accomplished. The entire range of the kuee-

joint being, in round numbers, 144, the least angle that can be formed

between the leg and thigh is 36 ;
and since the distance from the

hip-joint to the knee when bent is equal to tha distance from the

knee to the ankle, the hip-joint a will always be found in the vertical

line x y, and when the knee-joint is fully bent, that is, when the leg

and thigh are inclined at an angle of 36, each of the angles at the

base of the equilateral triangle ale will be 72 ; now, the utmost

forward range of the leg upon the ankle is only 31, therefore the

heel must be raised 41 in order to throw the leg sufficiently forward

to make the angle between itself and x y, the vertical line 72, by
which means the point a will have descended to the lowest possible

position in that line. This is a property peculiar to the structure of

the human frame. In the act of standing both legs concur to the

support of the trunk, and for this purpose alone there is a considerable

expenditure of force employed to keep the centre of gravity of the

body above the ground ;
and we all know that in standing for a con-

siderable length of time great weariness is experienced ; and although
the force exerted in standing is less than in walking and running, it is

nevertheless estimated to be equal to the height of the centre of gravity

multiplied by the weight of the body.
In walking, as well as in running, we may divide the body into two

portion a : first, the portion which constitutes the burden to be borne,

consisting of the trunk, head, neck, and arms : and, secondly, that

which supports the burden, and propels it along, consisting of the

legs. In walking, the trunk, fl<th its appendages, is carried forward

on the heads of fhe thigh-bones, like a rod poised lengthwise on the

tip of the finger ;
and we know that if the finger be moved onwards

when the rod is poised vertically, it will fall backwards, and that it

must be inclined forwards to preserve its position on the finger, indeed

its inclination must be very nicely adjusted to prevent it falling as

the finger moves forwards, and this inclination must be greater as the

movement of the finger is increased ;
and if the wind moves in an

opposite direction, a still greater inclination of the rod becomes

necessary ; and those who have made the experiment must be aware

of the difficulty, unless after much practice, to keep the rod thus

balanced from falling. Now, the human body is balanced on each leg

alternately, in a manner precisely similar to aud subject to the same

conditions of equilibrium as the rod ;
the trunk must therefore be

inclined forwards during progression, and its inclination must be

greater or less, according to the velocity of the movement and the

resistance of the air. It is for this reason that we see persons inclin-

ing then- bodies very much forward in walking against a strong wind,

and almost erect when walking in the name direction as the wind.

Bearing, then, these principles in mind, we can easily understand why
it is that every movement of the arms, head, neck, and trunk, and

every position of the legs, require a simultaneous movement of all

the rest of the body to keep the whole poised on the heads of the

thigh-bones during walking.
The measures of the inclinations of the trunk due to different

velocities have been taken by Messrs. W. and E. Weber. The arms,

being attached to the upper part of the trunk, and considerably above

the axis of motion, or line through the hip-joints, and being more-

over free to move in almost every direction, except in that which

would tear them from the body, contribute a great deal towards keep-

ing the trunk in a state of equilibrium on the legs, and thus dispense

with that large amount of muscular force which would otherwise be

required for that purpose : hence in walking we observe the arms in

constant motion, oscillating backwards and forwards at every step, and

we find, on more closely inspecting the order in which they move,

with respect to the legs, that whilst the right leg swings forwards, the

trunk is turned round horizontally on the head of the left thigh-bone ;

which tends to advance the right shoulder before the left
;
but this is

counteracted by the right arm, which swings backwards, and by the

left, which at the same time swings forwards, and the combined effect

of these two motions is to neutralise the twisting of the upper part of

the trunk on the legs during each step. A corresponding effect takes

place when the left leg swings forwards; so that a good walker can

move without any sensible twisting of the body, which is however

generally apparent in the female sex, arising from the greater distance

between the heads of the two thigh-bones in them than in males. The

swinging of the arms then is attended with considerable advantage ;

for not only do they lessen the amount of muscular exertion, but

give a greater freedom to the attitudes assumed by the trunk in walk-

ing and a more easy style of movement, and a graceful gait results

from their well-regulated oscillation. When the arms however are

made to describe very large curves externally to the vertical plane in

which they swing naturally, a trick which youths are prone to, under

the erroneous idea of thereby adding to the manliness of their appear-

ance the effect is in reality extreme awkwardness, for the shoulders

are thrown alternately forwards, and much muscular strength is

wasted, as may be verified by any one who tries to walk in this manner

for a long time and at a rapid pace.

In walking, the centre of gravity does not move m a perfectly

horizontal line, but is raised and depressed during each step. Weber

found, by an apparatus designed for that purpose, that in ordinary

walking, when the length of the step taken was 2'39 feet, the mean

elevation and depression was I'l inch, and this quantity of vertical

motion was very nearly the same whether the speed was increased or

diminished. In walking on the ball of the foot the mean elevation

aud depression of the trunk did not exceed 0'8 inch.

We have already mentioned what quantity of force is necessary to

be expended to support the body in standing; but in walking, each

leg has not only to sustain in its turn the whole of the superincum-
bent parts, with the additional weight of the swinging leg, but to

push the body forwards, and for these purposes the force is very con-

siderable. The resistance to the forward movement of the body arises

from the friction of the joints, the friction of the sole of the foot upon
the ground, and of the air, but the principal resistance is that of the

advanced leg when it reaches the ground.
It has been always supposed, until a very recent period, by those

whose business it is to study the structure and operation of the several

organs of animal bodies, that the swinging of the legs in walking and

running depended on the action of the muscles. It has however been
discovered by Messrs. W. and E. Weber that the leg swings after it has
been raised from the ground by the force of gravity alone, aud that it

obeys the same laws as the pendulum of a clock. In fact they regard
the supporting leg as the substitute for the weight of a clock, aud the

swinging leg as the substitute for the pendulum, each leg exchanging
its office successively. We have here, then, an illustration of the con-

nection between the laws which govern the solar system and those
which govern the locomotive actions of the organs of human beings.

Now, as the leg swings according to the laws of the pendulum, and
moves forwards without the active interposition of its muscles, we
must see how much the economy of the power which is destined to

enable us to move upon the earth has been provided for in the forma-
tion of the human race

;
for were the muscles of the legs employed in

this movement, their force would soon be exhausted, and we should
be able to move over a very limited space in a long time.

It is well known that a short pendulum will vibrate much quicker
than a long one, and that the time of one vibration of the pendulum
of all clocks is regulated upon this principle ;

but to be more precise,
the times of the periodic oscillations of any two pendulums are

respectively as the square roots of their length. By applying these

principles to the swinging leg of a man in walking, we can easily under-
stand why persons with short legs take more rapid steps than persons
with long legs, and why males and females rarely step together, unless

the former accommodate the length of their step to the time of the

latter.

Those who have studied the theory of walking have found it conve-
nient to divide the time of a step into two portions, namely, that in

which one leg and that in which both legs rest on the ground ;
at

least this arrangement has been adopted by Borelli, Weber, and Bishop.
In walking it is necessary that there should be at least one foot always
on the ground, and there is no instant in which the body is not sup-
ported either by one or both legs. In running the case is different,
as we shall hereafter see.

The period wherein both legs are on the ground is shorter than
that in which the trunk is supported by one leg only. During the
time the body is supported by one leg the other leg swings from
behind forwards ; and, being again placed on the ground, the first

interval ends, and the other, namely, that in which the body is sup-

ported by both legs, begins, and terminates with the raising oi the

other leg. The time that the body is supported by both legs diminishes

continually as the velocity is increased, and when it vanishes alto-

gether, as in quickest walking, we arrive at the common limit of the

quickest pace in walking and the slowest in running. Thus the two
states in which the body is supported either by one or both legs
alternate in such a manner that one begins at the instant the other

terminates; and it is found by experiment that only in very slow

walking is the time wherein both legs are on the ground equal to half

that in which one only supports the body.
We will now endeavour to illustrate the preceding remarks by means

of a diagram. In jig. 14, which may be conceived to be a horizontal

Fig. 14.

I' c' d"

plane, let us suppose the upper series of lines to represent the left

leg, the lower series the right, the straight lines the leg resting on

the ground, the curved the leg swinging, and the letters a, b, &c:, to

denote the different periods of movement in walking. During a both

legs are resting on the ground, aud at the beginuing of 6 the left leg

rises from the ground, and swings forward until c commences, when

both legs are again on the ground. During d the right leg in its turn

rises and swings from behind forwards, whilst the trunk is supported
on the left leg, represented by the upper straight line. At a' both

legs are again in contact with the earth ;
at V the left leg again rises

in its turn, and swings as before; and thus the two legs alternate their

offices in succession. We observe that the period a, in which both

legs are on the ground, is about half of b, during which the left leg is
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(dilating, and the figure is consequently an illustration of very slow

walking, agreeably to what ha* been already mentioned. It should
alto be remarked that 6, the period of twinging, is the middle of the

paoe -, 4, ,
which together constitute a single step. la Jig. 15 an

outline of the human skeleton is represented in twelve positions as

iVnigned by Professor Weber, on a scale of one-tenth the natural size

of man. The simultaneous relative positions of the head, trunk, and

legs an piesenedjtt each of these twelve instants, as viewed through
a revolving optical instrument like a stroboacope, which has been

adapted for this purpose by Stampfer. By means of this instrument
the consecutive positions of the trunk and legs may be taken at very
minute intervals of time, a subject of great importance to the sculptor

described. This excellent figure is necessarily complicated owing to
the number of positions depicted, but it is easily understood if studied
with the attention it deserves.

In very slow walking the centre of gravity is borne along in a more
elevated position than in quick walking ; indeed, whatever tends to
elevate the centre of gravity tends also to decrease the velocity of

walking ;
for the length of the hindmost leg, which is nearly the same

in all paces, is equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of
the height of the centra of gravity from the ground, and of the length
of the step ;

and consequently, the shorter the step the greater is the

height of that centre, and vice versa. This is observable in corpulent
persons, and in porters bearing burdens on the head and shoulders
the scientific law being thus confirmed by experience.

and painter of animals, but which under ordinary circumstance!
could not be accomplished. In fg. 15 the numbers 1, 2, 3 show the

right leg on the ground, and the left log swinging in advance of it,

pint before it reach?* the earth at the end of the step seen at number 4.

The number* 6, 6, and 7, which are omitted to prevent coiifunion, are
the successive positions of the two Irgs resting on the ground before
UM next stop commence* with raising the right leg : during thix pi-riod
the centre of gravity move* forward, and the right leg when raised is

a* it wr left behind, and i* found in the position of number 8.

Numbers 9, 10, and 1 1 show the successive positions of the right leg

winging behind the left; and 12, 13, 14 iU positions when it overtakes
and ftmn the left leg, until it reaches the last position, number 15,

correspond* with the number 1 of the other leg, a* above

ind pass**
.hicTcor.

In slowest walking, the swinging leg passes through a less curve
than in quick walking, la fig. 16 we observe the leg is placed on the

ground in advance of the vertical line passing through the head of the

thigh-bone ; and as a vertical line passing through the centra ofgravity
falls behind the bane of support, the posterior leg cannot be lifted

from the ground until the swinging leg has partially swung back again
into a vertical position. During this period, both legs being on the

ground, the time of the step is a maximum, because the duration of
a step consists of the time employed by the swinging leg in describing
its curve, and the time wherein both legs are on the ground, both
which quantities increase as the velocity diminishes. In this case the

straight lines, a, fig. 14, have the greatest relative length with respect
to the curved lines, 6.
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Fig. 16.

Ill quickest walking, the advanced foot reaches the ground in the

vertical line which passes through the head of the thigh-bone, as in

fig. 17. Here the centre of gravity being entirely supported by the

forward leg, the hinder leg is in a condition to rise from the ground
the instant the other reaches it, and the time wherein both legs are

simultaneously on the ground becomes evanescent. If the joints of

the legs did not possess, as we have seen, a considerable freedom of

motion, we should not be enabled to vary our speed as we now do,

because as the length of the step increases the height of the centre

of gravity decreases ;
and to accomplish the latter, the forward leg

must be much more bent when it reaches the ground than in slow

walking, as seen in figt. 1 6 and 17, the velocity of the man in fig. 16 being

ittle more than one-half of that in fig. 17. It is also in consequence of

Fig. 17.

the power we possess of bending the legs that we are enabled to move
the centre of gravity nearly horizontally, and thereby to move with

a much greater velocity than we could do if our limbs were inflexible ;

for a man with inflexible wooden legs is restricted from walking

beyond a velocity within very small limits, however great may be

his muscular power. For example, when a man is walking with

wooden legs, aa in fig. 18, the centre of gravity describes small arcs of

a circle, of which each leg is alternately the radius. Now, according
to Dr. Young, if the velocity could be sufficiently great to create a

centrifugal force exceeding that of gravity, each leg would be raised

from the ground immediately after touching it, which would constitute

running ;
for in walking the body is always supported either by one

or two legs; and supposing the inflexible leg to be three feet iu

length, the centrifugal force would become equal to that of gravity
when the velocity in walking became equal to that which a heavy body
acquires in falling through half the length of the leg, or one foot and
a half, which is very nearly ten feet in a second, or seven miles in an
hour. This then is the extreme limit of velocity which a man could
reach with wooden legs, or with legs whose joints have been rendered
useless by disease ;

but in reality he cannot move with anything like

this speed, because he must place his swinging leg on the ground as

much before the vertical through his centre of gravity as the other

leg is behind it, and therefore his steps must be very short, and taken
at a greater mechanical disadvantage than in the slowest walking of

ordinary persons. In consequence of the flexibility of the legs, the

path taken by the centre of gravity undulates without forming any
abrupt angles during its elevation and depression, as seen in fiy. 20,
where the actual path resulting from the flexibility of the limb is

delineated; whilst infy. 19 we see the abrupt manner in which the
centre of gravity moves, and the curves begin and terminate ;

and we
can readily imagine the jars to which the trunk would be subject in

locomotion if the legs were destitute of joints at the knee and ankle.

Fig. 18.

Fig. 19.

The greatest velocity with which a person can walk (unless by an
enormous expenditure of muscular action, which could not be main-

tained) is when the time of a step is equal to half the duration of the
motion of the swinging leg ; that is, the time which elapses from the

raising of that leg until it is again placed on the ground, having
described half its arc of oscillation, the hind leg during the same time

pushing the trunk sufficiently forward, so that the centre of gravity
may be vertically over the base of support, as iu fig. 17. Hence, if

we suppose the leg capable of describing its arc freely in "730 of a

second, the least time of the step will be '730 divided by 2, or '375 of
a second. When the swinging leg is first raised from the ground the
trunk propels the head of the thigh-bone horizontally forwards, and
communicates a retrograde motion to the lower extremity of the leg
in the direction of the tangent of the curve in which the leg oscillates

This retrograde force tends to retard the movement of the leg forward,
and vould materially lengthen the time of a step, but the leg being at
the same time bent, and consequently shortened, to allow it to swing
freely above the ground, its movement is thereby as much accelerated
as the retrograde action tends to retard it, and the result is that the

leg swings in- the same time as if these accelerating and retarding
influences did not exist. The velocity in walking then, in the same
person, depends on the time taken in making each step, and on the

length of the steps ; and both of these are again dependent on the

height at which the centre of gravity, or the heads of the thigh-bones,
are carried above the ground ;

for as the height of the latter dimi-
nishes the length of the step is increased and the time of the step is

decreased, and vice versa. The velocity of walking in different indi-
viduals depends greatly on the relative proportions of their framework,
and on the vigour of their muscular system ;

but it must be borne in
mind that it is always the hind leg which has the work to accomplish,
and by throwing it into the required position, and regulating its

extension, the speed may be adjusted to the figure of the individual.
It is indeed owing to the dimensions of the several organs concerned
in locomotion, and to the habit of the individual in applying them,
that each person has a step peculiar to himself, so that the very sound

produced by the contact of the foot with the ground is sufficient to

enable us to recognise the approach of individuals with whom we are
familiar long before we see them. Compared with numerous species
of the lower animals, the velocity of man in walking is very inferior.

The best constituted persons are incapable of acquiring a speed of
little more than five miles in au hour

; and even at this rate of motion

they are quickly exhausted. Our expenditure of muscular power for
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the accomplishment of every stop U Tory great, even when walking on
a perfectly horiiootal path ; but it become* much greater when

sn<iiiillii|), inelined surfaces, luoh aa climbing the ridea of hill* and
mountaina. Under theaa circumstances the

spaed
i* diminUhed, and

the muscular power U expended in railing the body upward*. During
tht* petrol the number of respiration*, a* well a* the number of put-
ntion of the heart in a second, augment*, and a feeling of

languor and fatigue communicate* to the pedestrian the convic-

tion that he ha* done a* much work a* hi* system will sustain

without danger of over-fatigue and too great a prostration of

strength a condition from which it often takes a long time to

recruit. On the other band, a due exercise of muscular action

in walking i* necessary, aa we have already seen, to the healthy
aud rigorous play of the several organ* of the human body.
We now come to consider Running. The object of calling

into action the locomotive organ* aa we employ them in running
U to acquire a greater velocity than can be attained in walking.

take* place, and the time in which the leg is resting on the ground is

shorter than that in which it hang* suspended from the tnink.

We will now illustrate these periods by a diagram. In fig. 22 let

the upper line represent the motion of the left, and the under line

that of the right leg, in the act of running, the curved portion* being
the period* of the leg swinging in the air, and the straight portions

Fig. 22.
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Fig. 24.

greater space in a given time. Messrs. Weber found that when the
time of the step was 0"'301, the length was about 1 foot, and when
the time was diminished to 0"'268, the length of step was about
5 feet, so that with a decrease of only thirty-three thousandths of a
second the velocity increased by more than a five-fold proportion. In
fact the time of a step in running differs scarcely in a perceptible
manner from that of quickest walking, it being nearly equal in both
canes to the duration of a semi-oscillation of the leg.

Running requires a vastly greater expenditure of muscular force
than walking, and cannot be long maintained without completely
exhausting the strength.

It appears that a man named Jackson some years ago ran a mile in

4 minutes and 54 seconds, so that he passed over rather more than
18 feet in a second, or at the rate of 12'3 miles in an hour, a velocity
very rarely exceeded.

Leaping, Springing, orJumping. In leaping, the object to be attained
is different from that of running. In the latter we aim at taking the

longest step in the least possible time, but in the former we want to

take the longest possible steps without regard to their duration, and
the longer the step the greater will be the time in taking it. In leap-
ing with both legs at thejsame time, as in jigs. 25 and 26, there must

Figs. 25 and 26.

be a pause between each step, and this is not resorted to as a mode of

progression, but rather to accomplish a single step of great length ;

for the expenditure of muscular action is so enormous, that a succes-

sion of steps with both legs, alternately resting on the ground and
lift<'<! from it together, is rarely had recourse to, except for such

purposes an leaping across rivulets or narrow chasms, descending abrupt
surfaces, &c.

When the object in view is to maintain a mean uniform progressive
motion by leaping, the legs interchange their offices alternately as in

running. The step in leaping, like that in running, may be divided

into two periods, during the first of which one leg rests on the ground,

supports the body, and propels it upwards and forwards ; and during

the second period, both legs swing in the air simultaneously. The
undulations of the centre of gravity are greater in leaping than in

walking or running, in consequence of the body being projected higher
into the air, whereby the swinging leg is enabled to pass beyond the
vertical line through the centre of gravity, and to perform the whole
of its arc of oscillation before it is placed on the ground ;

whereas iu

running it is arrested at the instant when it arrives at the vertical

position; and this constitutes the principal difference between the
two motions.

If we begin the step, as in running, at the moment when the hinder

leg, being fully stretched, projects the trunk upwards and forwards,
and itself quits the ground, we find the other leg still swinging, which
it continues to do for a much longer time than in running ;

after the
latter has reached the earth, it rotates round the ball of the foot, and
from being iu an oblique position in front of the body, it comes into
a similar one behind it, the two extreme oblique positions forming
equal angles with the vertical. The first-mentioned leg has been all

this time swinging, and so continues after the other has left the ground,
and at length it comes to the earth obliquely, and rotates into the

position with which we commenced our description.
As the swinging leg is suffered to perform an entire oscillation, it

follows that the duration of the step is greater in leaping than in

running, but in consequence of the greater length of the step, the

velocity in the former is not so much less than in the latter as might
have been expected. For example, let us suppose the length of the

step in running, as is found by experiment, to be 5 feet, and the time
of the step to be 0"'268, also the length of the step in leaping to be
6'485 feet, the corresponding time of which is 0"'404, then the velocity

in running will be to the velocity of leaping as . to -
, or as

0-268 0-484
1 to 0'718. Thus we observe the velocity of leaping to be less than
that of running, both being estimated at the greatest speed ; but then
in leaping, the steps, being taken in greater time, do not excite the

pulsations of the heart, or increase the number of respiratory move-
ments so much as in running ;

and persons when fatigued with running
find that if they wish to relieve the respiratory and arterial systems
without materially slackening their speed, they can accomplish this

object by converting the running into a leaping movement, better than

by converting the quick into a slow running.
It is found much safer to descend the sides of steep hills with rapi-

dity by means of small leaps than by running, because in the former
the foot may be placed on and pressed against the ground in advance
of the trunk, and so arrest its motion and prevent the body from
falling to the ground, which cannot be done in running.
The movement in leaping, being of all the foregoing motions most

under control, is varied by the peculiar manner in which the step is

made, and is therefore not so susceptible of accurate demonstration
as those of walking and running.
The laws which regulate the locomotion of man admit of mathe-

matical analysis, and those of walking and running are found to be
as fixed as those which govern the solar sytsem.

Having given an outline of the mechanism by which the human
race perform their movements from place to place by means of then-

locomotive organs, and having also detailed the leading principles by
which these movements are effected, we shall now turn our attention
to the means and methods by which the locomotion of animals inferior

to man in the scale of organisation is performed. It will be convenient
to take in succession the lower animals in classes as grouped by zoolo-

gists, and begin with those which are most nearly allied to man. It

is true that by this arrangement we shall have to pass from bipeda to

quaarupeds, and trace our steps back again to bipeds ;
but these objec-

tions will not embarrass our subject, as would the grouping together
of animals of widely different classes whose organs of motion are very
dissimilar, although they perform movements which involve some of
the laws common to each. In following the plan already indicated,
we arrive at a group of animals which excite no common degree of
interest iu the minds of zoologists, namely, the Quadrumana,. If we
take a glance at the solid bony framework, as represented in figs. 27,

28, 29, we shall at once see, without being acquainted with anatomy,
that the general outline is nearly the same in all the figures, and that
there are many parts in common, or having bones of similar figures,
in each of the three skeletons. Upon closer inspection however we
shall perceive that some bones are common to the three : some have
additional bones, such has an extra pair of ribs ; other bonea, again,
are common between fiys. 27 and 28, 27 and 29, and 28 and 29. On com-

paring heads in figs. 30, 31, and 32, we observe that the face and jaws
are much more extended anteriorly iu the chimpanzee (Jig. 31) than
in man ( jig. 30), and that they are still further prolonged in the orang-
outan (fy. 32) : the proportion in each may be obtained by taking in

each case the length of the lines x y. We see also that the forehead
is lower and the head flatter in the orang, and still more so in the

chimpanzee. The head of each turns by a hinge-joint on a pivot at

y; and in the erect position the distance of x y is least in man,
greater in the chimpanzee, and greatest in the oraug : and. as the force

necessary to support the head in standing erect is proportional to the

weight of the parts multiplied by their distance from the axis of
motion iu the direction of these lines, it follows that the power
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to support the bead U least in nun, and greatest in the onuig-outan.

Again, w see that the proportion* between the length of the arms
nJ ten we different in each ; the arm* are longMt ID

proportion
to

the height in the orang, shorter in the chimpanzee, and shortest in

man. The leg* are longest in man, lev in the orang, and least in the

rtiimnenmi In the orang we observe that the arms nearly reach the

sole U much narrower and turns inwards, and the outer margin of the

foot only presses the ground.
In man the heel projects a considerable distance behind the axis of

motion in the ankle-joint, and acts as a powerful lever in raising the

weight of the body on the toes, whereas the bone of the heel U shorter

in the chimpanzee, and shortest in the orang ;
also in consequence of

Flf. IS. Chlmpantet. Fig. 27 Man.

[Skeleton* of Man and Monkey*.]

Fig. 19. Orang.OuUn.

ground in Handing; also that in man the spine has three natural

curves, but in the other two. there U but one, the consequence of

which u, that the head is thrown forwards in front of the vertical

line x'r, and the heads of both orang and chimpanzee are supported
n the erect position at a mechanical disadvantage, proportional to the

r

the inward direction of the soles of the feet in the latter animal, the

muscles act on the heel with less effect than in man
; added to which

the muscles which raino the body on the foot are much smaller and
weaker than in man. But the greatest peculiarity in the hinder

extremities of the chimpanzee and orang-outan is, that the inner toe of

Fi. II. Kknll of Oranr-Outan. Fl(t. JO. Skull of Man.
-Kiii: of Man and Monkej-n.]

Fig. 31. Skull of Chimpanzee.

line x i (Jig*. 28 and 89). Bat one of the greatest peculiarities existing
between nan and the other two animals i in the structure of the i

fewC In man the entire sole of the foot U either in contact with the
rro'ind. or. owing to iu arched figure, the weight of the whole body
i* equally distributed orer it

;
but in the chimpanzee and orang the

the foot is attached in an oblique manner, so as to move, like a

thumb, in a direction cxcentric to that of the other toes; whereby the

foot in these animals answers the double purpose of a foot and a

hand. In the performance of the latter function, the inversion of the
sole of the foot, which obstructs plantigrade movement, tends to
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perfect the organ as an instrument of prehension, and adapts it for

climbing trees. Thus we find these animals are endowed with four

hands ; and hence their generic name of Quadrumana. The limbs,

being thus organised, may be used either as those of bipeds or of :

quadrupeds during progression. When the legs only are employed in
|

locomotion on the ground, they obey many of the same laws as those ,

of man, and the reader is referred to the account given of them in the

preceding part of this article for the general principles ; but the

mechanical structure of the chimpanzee and orang-outan renders their

gait peculiar, and their power of progression on two legs is inferior to

that of man. We observe amongst the higher orders of Quadrumana
that in walking the long arm of the orang is frequently placed on the

ground to prevent the trunk and head of these animals from falling

forwards. This is chiefly owing to the single curve of the spine

having its concavity anteriorly, the effect of which is to throw the

shoulders and head forwards, so that the weight of these organs falls
j

in front of the vertical line passing through the joints on which the
,

legs move. The muscles of the legs of the Quadrumana having far

less power than in man, they walk more feebly, and their bent figure

give* them the attitude which is assumed during decrepit old age in

the human race. If we descend further in the scale of species, we
find gome of the Quadrumana, such as the C'ercopithccus, furnished

with long tails. The tail in this order of monkeys may be considered

as a fifth organ of locomotion, and is of essential service in the act of

climbing. The strength of the tail in some species is sufficient to

enable the animal to suspend its solid weight to the limbs of trees,

leaving the hands nearly free to perform many of the offices necessary
in procuring food, and often to enact performances accompanied with

grimaces, for which many of the monkeys are remarkable. Few of

the monkeys below the orang-outan walk on the lower extremities

alone, but they move on their four arms precisely like quadrupeds, as

the Red Howling Monfcpy in fg. 33. The lemurs, perhaps, never

V//?-
Fig. 33. Kfd Uowlinj Monkey.

attempt to walk erect, and they are less capable of doing so, by their

organisation, than the higher orders of Quadrumana. Now, although
the monkeys are denied the erect attitude and power of moving as

bipeds, like man, still they move with great facility as quadrupeds;
thus distributing the weight of the body on four pillars of support,
instead of two

; besides which, by means of their four hands, they
can climb trees with a facility and precision which would cause the
most agile school-boy to despair of outstripping them even for an
instant. The long arms of the gibbons enable them to pass from tree
to tree with wonderful rapidity, so that if they are inferior to man as

bipeds, they outstrip him in moving in woods of such density that

impediments present themselves at almost every step, and of such a

nature as tends to obstruct the progress of the pedestrian. Indeed
the conversion of the foot into a hand in these animals, instead of

being a sign of degradation, has been asserted by some foreign natu-

ralists to be no proof of inferiority in a zoological point of view ; and
in support of this opinion it is said that in certain districts (as the
Landes of Aquitaine) the peasants, who obtain their livelihood by
collecting the resin of the Pinna maritima, and who are termed
'

resiniers,' acquire a power of opposing the great toe to the others like

a hinder thumb ; but on this subject Professor Owen remarks, that
"
supposing the extent of the motion of the great toe to be sufficiently

increased by constant habits of climbing, or in connection with a

congenital defect of the upper extremities, still it does not appear
that the os calcis (that is, the bone of the heel), or other bones of the

foot, have lost any of the proportions which so unerringly distinguish
man from the ape." Indeed, whether we turn our attention to the

figure of the head, the length of the arms and legs, the structure and

figure of the spine, or more especially to the conformation of the foot

or band in man, compared with those organs in the Quadrumana, we
see differences which at once (at least in the eye of the zoologist)

distinguish man from the highest of the lower animals; and, if these

characters are prominent in the framework, still more conspicuous are

the mental qualities which elevate and distinguish man far above all

other beings inhabiting this earth.

The Bat. [CHEIROPTERA.] Bats present locomotive organs of a very
IfAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. HI.

peculiar construction. Destined like birds to move in the air, their

skeleton is adapted in conformity to that purpose. The bones are

light, the body small, the arms and fingers greatly developed, to

afford a great number of points for the attachment of the delicate

membrane of which the wing is partly composed, as may be

observed in the annexed figure (34) of the Short-Eared Bat. The hand
of the bat rotates outwards and inwards like the wing of a bird,

so that when the wing is folded the little finger lies on the smaller

bone of the fore arm. The thumb is not included in the membrane
of the wing, but projects beyond its margin, where it forms a hook
for holding objects. The four succeeding fingers support the

membranous wing, which when expanded presents an extensive

surface for striking the air during flight. The legs are small, twisted,

and so weak as to bs incapable of supporting the body when on the

ground. The toes, terminating in sharp claws, are well adapted for

grasping elevated objects, to which the animal suspends itself in an

inverted position ; by thia means it can easily launch itself into the air

on the slightest alarm.

Fig. 34.

As the bat is incapable of chasing and capturing its prey on the

ground, and its food is chiefly composed of insects taken on the

wing, it requires the attainment of a much greater velocity of move-
ment 'than it would be able to accomplish by means of its lower

extremities, were they even much stronger than they are. It has,

therefore, been furnished with a peculiar apparatus adapted to aerial

progression. The principles of its locomotion may be best studied in

connection with the locomotion of birds. [FLYING.]

Quadrupeds. The movements of quadrupeds differ in principle
from those of bipeds, and also from those of hexapods (Insects).

In all quadrupeds the axis of the trunk is directed more or less

horizontally, the angle of inclination depending chiefly oil the

difference between the length of the anterior and posterior extremities.

In some animals the giraffe, for instance the fore legs are the

longest, and the axis of the trunk inclines upwards ;
in others, such

as the hare, grayhound, and especially the jerboa and kangaroo, the

hinder limbs preponderate in length : the axis consequently (sup-

posing the animal to stand with the four feet on the ground) inclines

anteriorly downwards. The difference between the lengths of the

anterior and posterior limbs produces a very sensible effect on the

movements of such animals.

In quadrupeds the weight of the body is transmitted to the

ground by means of their four legs, but we shall find on examination

that they do not all bear an equal share of the burden, and that fie

different species present a diversity of structure which influences

i their movements very perceptibly. In the elephant, for example, the

I legs are nearly straight, a conformation which enables the animal to

1 support the mass of its body with the greatest mechanical advantage :

but, great as it is well known to be, the strength of the bones and
muscles of its legs is far from being in proportion to the mass of its

body when compared with that of many smaller quadrupeds; and
we consequently find that the speed of the elephant is not propor-
tional to its bulk.

Quadrupeds move their four legs either singly and successively,
or in various orders, which correspond with the different velocities

of the animal. These different kinds of movement of the legs are

known under the terms walking, trotting, galloping, and leaping.
As everybody is familiar with the horse, we shall select that animal

to illustrate the manner in which the locomotion of quadrupeds in

general is effected. The subject possesses more or less interest to

. iiici-t persons, yet of the millions of people who are in the daily
habit of seeing the horse in motion, how very few consider the means by
which the movements of that valuable animal are performed. Let us

suppose the horse to be standing on its four legs, as in fig. 35, number 4,

and that it commences the walking step by moving its left hind leg,

as in number 1 ; this having been advanced and placed on the ground,
the right fore leg is next raised and advanced, as in number 2, and having
been placed on the ground, the right hind leg performs a similar

movement, and the legs of the animal are in the position number 3
;

lastly, the left fore leg is advanced, and placed in the position of

number 4. These four movements complete the step, and during the

series the centre of gravity of the animal passes over a corresponding

space. This is the order in which nearly all quadrupeds move their

legs in slow walking; but some authors do not coincide in this

statement, amongst whom is Borelli, who has figured the horse as

moving both the legs on the same side at once in walking, as some
horses are taught to do in the amble, and as the giraffe is known to do

naturally.
It
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A little consideration will clear up the error into which Borelli

and others bare fallen respecting the horse. It will be observed

from the foregoing statement that the left hind leg moves first ; the

right fore leg second ;
the right hind leg third

;
and the left fore leg

fourth. Now if we do not analyse this order of motion from its

commencement, we may easily be deceived ; for in walking by a horse,
the two legs appear indeed to move together on the same side, but

thu arises from the continuity of the series of movements, which we
find begins with the left hind leg, and terminates with the left fore

leg; the movement of the right fore leg being in like manner
followed by that of the right hind leg ; which continuity of move-

ment, if not carefully discriminated, gives an impression that the

animal moves both legs on the same side simultaneously.
The Trot, In trotting the horse moves its legs in pairs diagonally :

thus, if the legs a d (Jig. 36) be raised and advanced first, the legs 6 e

will be raised the instant those desig-
** S8> nated by a d reach the ground. On

the other hand, when the legs 6 t are

raised before the legs a d reach the

ground, there is a minute interval

during which all the legs are raised

above the ground at the same time.

In trotting each leg moves rather
more frequently in the same period
of time than in walking, or nearly
as 6 to 5. But the velocity acquired
by moving the legs in pairs, instead

of consecutively, depends on the cir-

cumstance that, in trotting, each leg
rest* on the ground a short time, and swings during a long one

; whilst
in walking, each leg swings during a short period, and rests during a

comparatively long one. In walking, the trunk oscillates laterally,
whereas in trotting it oscillates vertically ; but in each of the* kinds
of movement there appears to be a slight motion of the trunk of the
animal both laterally and vertically.

It may be observed that the vertical line traversing the base of

support passes through the horse in such a manner as to leave by far
the greater part of the weight of the body to be supported by the two

The Gallop. In galloping, the horse adopts three different methods
of using iU organs of locomotion, which are distinguished by the
number and the order in which the feet reach the ground.

First order of Motion. When a horse begins to gallop on the right,
the left hind leg reaches the ground first

; the right hind leg and left

fore leg next follow at the same time, and the right fore leg last This
is called the gallop of three beats.

Second order of Motion. If the four legs roach the ground in sue-

cession, the left hind foot reaches the ground first, the right hind foot
second, the left fora foot third, and the right fore foot fourth. Thin
is the gallop of four beats, sometimes denominated the canter. This
order of movement is not adapted for great speed, but is an agreeable
motion in riding on horseback for ladies, or for gentlemen who ride

lazily or badly.
Third order of Motion. In this kind of action the horse moves the

legs in the same order as in trotting ; that is, the left bind and right
fore feet reach the ground simultaneously, then the right hind and
left fora feet. This is the order in which the feet move in racing, and
whenever the greatest speed is required. It is called the gallop of two

Leaping. In leaping, the horse raises the fore legs from the ground,
and projects the body upwards and forwards by the hind legs alone.
It is well known that they leap rivulets, hedges, and ditches with

great ease, even under the burden of heavy riders ; but to accomplish

this an enormous expenditure of muscular action must be required ;

since the muscles which produce the effect act at a great mechanical
..:- idTMtl If*

Horses which are constituted for great speed have the shoiil'U-r-

jointe directed at a considerable angle with the arm. Saintbell haa

given the relative
proportions

of the several parts of the skeleton of

the celebrated race-horse '

Eclipse,' together with the angles of inclina-

tion and range of motion belonging to the joints of the legs. Accord-

ing to his account, that hone, when galloping at liberty, and at iU

greatest speed, passed over twenty-five feet at each
step

: these stride*

were taken two and a half times in a second, being at the rate of about
four miles in six minutes and two seconds, or forty miles in an hour
and twenty seconds.

Those quadrupeds are best adapted as beasts of burden, or to take

long and often repeated journeys, which have the anterior and posterior
limbs of nearly equal length, such for instance as the horse, ass, camel,
and many other aniinaU), and these have also the power of ascending
and descending hills with ease and safety. But such is not the cam;

with those quadrupeds in which the length of the anterior and posterior
extremities is remarkably disproportionate. The hare, for example,
has the hinder legs much longer than the anterior ones ; the conse-

quence of which is that, when pursued, it can often outstrip the

grayhound in running up the sides of hills ;
but in descending it must

run iu a sflfczag direction, or it would tumble over. The rabbit pre-
sents the same conformation. In the jerboa and kangaroo the length
of the posterior legs predominates exceedingly over that of the anterior,
and their mode of progression is effected by a succession of leaps pro-
duced by the simultaneous action of their hinder extremities. \Vln-n

pursued the jerboa is said to clear uino feet at each leap, and mi

rapidly that the Cossacks, though mounted on the fleetest horses, are

unable to overtake it Iu these leaps the body flies through t \

with the legs inclined backwards, as in .liy. .'IT, number 7.

X?

In the kangaroo the length of the hind legs is nearly double that

of the foro legs, which is a disproportion far too great to permit them
to move with the same advantage as other quadrupeds. When the

kangaroo rests on its four legs the head and trunk incline to the

ground, as seen in number 8. They usually bit on the two hauiu h. -,

u.-ing the tail as the third leg of a tripod, as iu number 0.

Amongst the Jiuminantia, the deer and the antelopes are beautifully

organised for speed ; but as they move on the same principles as the

horse, we need not stop to dwell on them.

It may be remarked that those animals which are least furni -In .1

with the means of defence, and arc least protected, are often endowed
with the greatest speed of motion, Mich as the hare, antelope, deer,
,\ ,-. On the other hand, the lion, tiger, leopard, and carnivorous

quadrupeds which are endowed with great strength, have not the

speed of the above-mentioned animals. This shows that, with the

same number of locomotive organs, the speed of an animal depends on

other conditions besides mere strength. The structure of the several

joints ;
the relative length of the different portions of the limbn

;

the proportion which the length of the limbs bears to that of the

body ;
the angular disposition of the limbs with respect to each other

;

the distances at which the muscles act with respect to the axes of thu

jjints; all concur to modify the speed of an animal, independently of

its muscular power.
Birds. As birds are constituted for three kinds of locomotion, that

in, in air, in water, ami on dry land, it is obvious that they must have

organs adapted for these several kinds of progression. Their arms,
which form the wings, are not organised to be employed for prehen-

sion, as in man, or for moving on them in the manner of quadruped*.
Birds are essentially bipeds when moving on solid surfaces

;
and OH

the feet of birds are so constituted that the toes only reach the ground
they may be denominated Digitigmde Bipeds.
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The head, neck, and body of the bird are poised upon its legs in

such a manner that the head may be elevated or depressed without

danger of its falling. Those portions of the body situated in front of
the legs tend to depress the head towards the ground, and those
situated behind the legs tend to raise the head in the opposite
direction ; the weight of these parts being equal keeps the body
balanced on the heads of the thigh-bones, which are not only the

points of support of the body, but likewise the axis of motion on
which the body turns.

We observe in most birds which move entirely on the land, such as

the turkey, pheasant, partridge, and numerous others, that the axis of

the body is inclined to the horizon, the head being the most elevated

portion of the whole animal. As a line passing through the heads of

the thigh-bones is the axis on which the body moves and is supported,
the centre of gravity of the body must pass through that axis, or the

body of the animal would rotate on it. We know, by daily experience,
that the beam of a weighing-machine is made to turn on a pivot ;

and
that if unequal weights be attached at the extremities, as loaded

scales, for instance, the arm will be depressed in the direction of the

greatest weight, and the arm on the opposite side of the beam will be

elevated ; but if the weights be equal the beam will remain stationary.

Now, the body of the bird is poised similarly to the beam and weights;
and it is curious to observe the methods by which the equilibrium of

the body on the legs is maintained.

The head of the bird, being placed at the extremity of the neck,
which in many species is very long and mobile, acts as a weight
placed at the eud of a long lever, whose length is the distance of the

head from the axis already mentioned, about which the body of the

animal turns. Now, as the distance of the bead is varied by every

change in the direction of the neck, the mechanical effect is the same
as the shortening or lengthening of one arm of the beam of a weighing-
machine would produce ;

that is, the force increases in proportion to

the increased length, and vice versa. The vertcbrte of birds are

firmly joined together, and do not move on each other as they do in

man and in quadrupeds, so that the animal cannot twist and turn its

body on itself to adjust the trunk on its legs, and it is only at the

extremities of the trunk that the parts are moveable. The tail when

spread out like a fan furnishes a large surface to strike the air, and in

this manner its action is important to some birds when walking, as is

very conspicuous in the moorhen and others. The head, neck, and
tail then are the parts employed in keeping the trunk of the bird

poised on its legs in such a manner that it can stand very steadily, and
walk and run without falling ; thus we observe that whilst the animal

moves the head, neck, and tail are in constant motion. The length of

the legs varies considerably in different kinds of birds, and controls

the velocity of their movements very sensibly, as does also the mode
in which the legs are employed. Cranes and herons whilst walking

swing one leg partly round the other, that is, one leg in swinging
describes a portion of a circle around the other which is resting on
the ground. The Oi-aUatora are furnished with long leg*, which

being destitute of feathers are well calculated for walking in water and
for making long strides in search of food. There are many other

birds which move one leg at a time, whilst the other supports the

body, the two legs interchanging their offices alternately, as in human

progression. Thus, when the bird walks slowly the body is supported

finches, and others, do not move the legs alternately, but simulta-

neously, performing a succession of small leaps. This mode of

i progression is common to birds which are furnished with very short

legs, a circumstance which would make the step excessively short if

performed by moving the legs alternately in the ordinary manner.
Even this method however does not enable them to advance with
much celerity, and on the least alarm they adopt the more ready and
effectual mode of escape by taking wing.

In the parrot, cuckoo, and woodpecker the internal toes and thumb
I
are turned backwards (fig. 38),

j

a structure which enables these

birds to grasp objects in the
manner of a hand. By this

means also they have the

power of climbing trees with

great facility, during which
action the tail is frequently

Flg ' M- ??* of Woodpecker,

employed to aid in keeping-the axis of the body in a vertical position
as in

liy. 39.

\WiFl <: *".-

Fig. 39. Green Woodpecker.

Some birds, such as the ostrich, emu, or cassowary, are not eudowed
with the power of flight, the weight of the body, compared with the

size of the wings, being too great to enable them to sustain themselves
in the air; but in walking and running they far surpass all other

birds. Their legs are of enormous length, a construction which
enables them to take steps of great magnitude with considerable

rapidity. The ostrich (jig. 40) runs with amazing fpced, and can

outstrip the fleetest Arabian horse.

Fig. 10. Hunting the Ostilch.

(luring u short period by both legs, and during a longer period by one;

but if the bird adopts a very rapid pace the body is supported by one

leg only at a time, as one leg rises the instant the other reaches the

ground ;
but at no period of walking are both legs raised at the

name moment from the ground, as that would constitute running or

hopping.

Many birds, such as blackt'irdo, sparrows, the various kinds of

Next in size and speed to the ostrich are the cassowaries. Of those

in Australia the speed exceeds that of the swiftest grayhound, and

the length of their legs is very considerable.

In fast walking the hinder leg, having been extended to its greatest

length, is raised the instant the head of the thigh-bone in the forward

leg comes vertically over the foot, and the position of the two legs at

the moment the hind leg is about to be raised is such that they form
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with UM> length of the step a rightnuigled triangle, o that the height
of UM bead of the thigh-bone from tbe ground and the length of the

extended i leg being given the length of the step may be found. In

Trjr quick running the forward leg, which supports the body, is much
bent, and the centre of gravity of the body brought nearer to the

ground. ThU U nirnmrj in order to accomplish the greatest Ifiigtli

of
stop

in the leatt portion of time ;
the time of each atep is also

one reaches the ground, so that the bind leg performs a portion of ita

are of oncillatiou whilst the body move* through the air unsupported
by either leg, and the bird U thus alternately supported by one leg

during a abort period and left altogether unsupported by either leg

during a longer period,
as in man.

As we find that the ostrich in speed excels the horse, and the

cassowary the grayhound, which are reckoned among the swiftest of

quadrupeds, we at once perceive that these birds do not require the

aid of their wings to raise them in the air in order to escape from
their enemies; and if the intelligence of the ostrich were in pro-

portion to its speed the mounted Arab would never be able to over-

take it in the chase, but as it direct* its flight in a circular instead
of a straight course, as in Jig. 40, its pursuer takes advantage of ita

ignorance of one of the most simple geometrical facts, namely, that
toe nearest path between two distant points is a straight line. Hence
it

appears
that though its safety absolutely depends on the knowledge

of toe oourae it should take in flight, it has never solved this important

problem; and, notwithstanding its greater bulk of brain, it is far

inferior in point of sagacity to the dimunitive bee, and many other
insects which display considerable skill in the geometrical construction
of their habitations, and are known (by careful observation) to take
the shortest road in their flight from one place to another.
The Lizards and Crocodiles present divers! Bed organs of motion.

Amongst the former, the gecko is supplied with a peculiar pneumatic
apparatus in the feet by means of which it has the (lower of exhausting
the air beneath the toes, and U thus enabled to climb vertically the
smooth surfaces of walla, and to walk in an inverted position along
the ceilings of rooms. This provision is advantageous to the animal
when pursuing the insects on which it preys. In many of the lizards,
such aa the chameleon, the tail is in like manner used to secure them
more steadily on the branches of trees : the hand is furnished with
two thumbs opposite to three fingers, and the foot with three thumbs
opposed to two fingers. By this arrangement the animal is endowed
with considerable facility in taking hold of the branches, being thus

provided, as it were, with four hands.

straight line, and from this cause may be easily avoided by man
should he be pursued by one of these amphibious monsters.

The Tortoises are slower than the crocodilean reptiles. Like the

latter, they cannot twist the body on itself; and the ponderous case

within which they are inclosed, and which they drag along witii the

body, resists the freedom of motion of the legs at those points where

they pass out of the solid case at a and 6 in the following figure (41).

This renders their pace exceedingly slow. Their carapace or shield

serves however to protect them from injuries arising from the tread

of heavy quadrupeds, and is essentially useful to them during their

occupation of burrowing. They move on the principles of mamuiife-

. rous quadrupeds.

\ I

Fig. 41. Amboyna Box-Torloite.

Serpents. We have seen that the crocodiles and tortoises possess
i little or no power to turn their bodies to the right or to the left ; and
also that it occupies the last-named animals a long time to change
their course from one direction to another. Serpents, on the contrary,
have a very great range of lateral motion ;

and indeed, destitute as

they are of legs, were the bones of the back as iinmoveable as those

of the tortoise, they would be deprived of the power of locomotion
;

but being endowed with very great mobility of the vertebra;, they
are enabled, notwithstanding the wont of legs, to climb trees, to run

with considerable speed on the ground, and to swim rapidly in riven

and lakes. The scales, which are seen on the belly of the animal,

/-- ''"&'

'

Fig. 42. Hinged Knake. Vertical motion.

Tbe Crocodile* are furnished with four leg*, and can walk and run
oo solid* like mamuiifcrotu quadrupeds. The bones of the neck and

enable it to lay hold of fixed object* on the ground, and by tho

alternate elongation and contraction of the body, it glides along with

Hg. 43. Ringed *nake. lateral motion.

are however no locked together that they cannot turn or twist great celerity. There are several ways in which serpents move, but

body skUwmys except in an exceedingly limited degree. They the most common arc the vertical and the lateral modes, seen in

consequently obliged when moving rapidly to keep in nearly a Jiyi. 42 and 43.
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The Frog, like the crocodile and tortoise, has not the power of

twisting its body ; it moves by a succession of leaps. It is said that

the bull-frogs, which are abundant near the great lakes of North

America, can leap 6 feet at a bound, and repeat these leaps so rapidly,
that they cannot be captured without great difficulty. They will

leap over walls 5 feet in height. The hyla, or tree-frog, has each of

its toes furnished with a concave disc, which acts as a sucker ; and

by this means the animal haa the power of laying hold of the

branches of trees with considerable force, and can leap from branch
to branch with great agility. It is by means of the hind legs, which
are much longer than the anterior, that the body ia projected ; the

movements are performed on the same principle as those of the

kangaroo and jerboa.
In descending the scale of organised beings we shall pass from

Ophidian reptiles to the Gastropods, such aa the Helices, or Snails,

and the Limaces, or Slugs. The movements of these animals are

well known to be exceedingly slow. The snail, after creeping from
its shell a, expands its body in such a manner that the shell lies

poised upon its back (aa in f'j. 44).

Fig. 44.

halt, and wait till the cool of the evening. They are sometimes three

months in getting to the shore." The order in which the five pairs
of lega of the crabs move in walking and running does not appear to

have been accurately observed.

Spiders. The Arachnidce, or Spiders, are furnished with four pairs
of legs (the female being provided with an additional pair for the

purpose of carrying her eggs). The lega of the different species of

spiders vary considerably with regard to length, but the order in

which they move appears to be the same. The joint which connects
the legs to the body is a kind of ball-and-socket joint, which gives the

animal the power of turning the limbs in various directions, but all

the other joints of the legs are on the principle of the hinge-joint,
thus securing firmness and precision in movement. The extremities

terminate in either a single or double hook for the purpose of

prehension.
The apparent complexity of the motions of the limbs of these

animals is dissipated by first investigating the order in which they
move the legs on one side, and afterwards that of those on the

opposite side. By thia means it will be found that the spider
advances first the fore leg, then the fourth, then the third, and lastly
the second leg ;

that is, in the order 1, 4, 3, 2. (Fiy. 45). By corn-

Fig. 45.

The shell is carried with the animal in all its perambulations, and
the body is withdrawn into it on the slightest alarm, or when in a

state of repose, leaving the foot '<',
l> only, which ia in contact with

the surface on which it treads, without the shell.

The single foot of the snail is moved by numerous muscular fibres,

by means of which it is successively expanded and contracted at

various portions of its disc
;

so that when one portion of it has

advanced, and laid hold of an object on the plane of its motion, the

next is drawn forward, and so on in succession, until every portion of

the foot has advanced ; but the length of each step ia so small, that

the anail takes a long time to walk over a path not more than a foot

in length. The movements of slugs are performed in a similar

manner, and although they have no house to carry on their back, their

progression is also very slow. They appear to move with greatest
freedom over vegetable substances, but cannot easily traverse fine

loose soils; because the segments of the foot cannot find on such
moveable surfaces the requisite fulcrum whereby to drag the body I

along. Gardeners avail themselves of this peculiarity to preserve
tender plants from their ravages, by strewing loose ashes, or, what is

still better, dry sawdust, over the beds. These Gasteropoda aecrete

a viscid fluid on their track, which enables them to climb the walls of

houses in a vertical path. The adheaive fluid, when dry, reflects the

light, so as to present a shining silvery appearance, with which most

persons (at least those who live in the country) are familiar.

Crabs. These animals are, it is well known, inclosed in a solid

case, or shell. The body is usually either nearly square or a pear-

shaped figure, and the tail is not so long and flexible as in the

lobsters. They are furnished with five pairs of legs, which are

attached to the under side of the trunk, in that portion of it termed
the cephalo-thorax. The hinge-like joints of the legs not having
their axes of motion perpendicular, but either parallel, or oblique to

the mesial axis of the trunk, they are unable to walk directly

forwards, but move on solids either in a lateral or in a retrograde
direction. Some species, such as the Land-Crab, or Cancer cursor, run

with considerable rapidity. It is even said that they are capable of

running with such speed that a man on horseback has great difficulty
in keeping pace with them. According to Labat, "these animals

not only live in a kind of orderly society in their retreats in the

mountains, but regularly once a year march down to the sea-side in

a body of some millions at a time. The sea is their destination, and
to that they direct their march with right-lined precision. No
geometrician could send them to their destined station by a shorter

course : they neither turn to the right nor to the left. They will

attempt to scale walls to keep the unbroken tenor of their way.

They are commonly divided into three battalions, of which the first

consists of the boldest and strongest males. These are pioneers, who
march forward to clear the route, and to face the greatest dangers.
The main body ia composed of females, which never leave the

mountains till the rain has set in for some time ; they then descend

in columns of 50 paces broad and 3 miles deep. Three or four days
after this, the rear-guard follows, consisting of males and females,
neither so robust nor so numerous as the fonner. The night ia the

chief time of proceeding ;
but if it rains by day, they do not fail to

profit by the occruion. When the lun in hot, they mnke a universal

paring this order with that of tho legs on the opposite side, when
acting simultaneously, it will be found that they begin by moving
the first right leg, then the fourth left; then follow the first left, and
the fourth right ;

then the third right, and the second left. The first

two sets of lega are thus moved consecutively in the order 1', 4, 1, 4',

a mode of progression which resembles that of quadrupeds : the

remaining legs move in pairs simultaneously, namely, 3', 2, and 3, 2'
;

and thus it ia found that whilst the legs of one side of the animal

are moving consecutively, in the order 1, 2, 3, 4, the legs of the other

side are moving in pairs, in the order 4', 1', 2', 3'. Most persons are

aware of the facility with which spiders spin the beautiful but fragile

cord, by means of which they safely descend from heights that would
be fatal to larger animals unprovided with some means of breaking
the shock which would result from a fall from such elevations. In

descending their newly-spun thread, they suspend the body to it by
one of the hind legs : on returning by the same thread, they make
use of three legs, the first two on one side, and the first or second on
the other. The spider is endowed with the power of running with

considerable speed on its web, in the chace and capture of its insect

prey ;
and is capable of leaping a considerable distance, many times

its own length. It throws its thread across chasms, and thereby
forms for itself a suspension-bridge in an incredibly shorter period
of time than our most celebrated engineers are capable of accom-

plishing; thus showing that, inferior as the spider is to man in

strength and organisation, it has yet been amply provided by an all-

watchful and omnipotent Creator with the means of transporting itself

from place to place, and of procuring its sustenance. The same

cordage which serves to give it a ready passage across cavities which
could not otherwise be traversed without great labour aud expenditure
of time, serves also as the best material with which to weave its net

for entrapping its prey.
Insects. Many insects are endowed with the triple powers of walk-

ing, running, and leaping on solids; of flying in the air like birds; and
of swimming in water like fishes. For these manifold purposes it is

obvious that they must possess a peculiar organisation. To enable

them to move on solids they are furnished with six legs : the first pair
is attached to that part of the trunk called the prothorax ;

the second

pair to the mesothorax ; and the third pair to the metathorax, which
ia the last segment of the thorax. In some insects the legs are arti-

culated to the trunk by a ball-and-socket joint ;
in others by a hinge-
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joint : the succeeding portions of the liuibs are linked together by
hinge-joinU. The axe* of these joint* are turned at right angles to
ach other, so that they have the power of executing increments in

different plane*, some in a vertical, and others in a horizontal direction.

When the perfect insect walks, it is observed to move three of its

legs simultaneously, whilst the other
Hj. 16. three remain on the ground, supporting

\-*
the body and urging it forwards. The

f feet which move simultaneously are the

/ fore and hindermost feet on one side,

/ and the middle foot on the opposite
Hide ; consequently the whole of the nix

feet are moved to accomplish two steps.
In the first movement the legs 1, 2', 3

(fy. 46) remain on the ground, whilst

those marked 1', 2, 3' are raised and

advanced, to take a new position on the

plane of support : afterwards, whilst
the legs 1', 2, 3' support the body in

a similar manner to those which pre-
ceded them in that office, the legs 1, 2',

3 are raised, and again advanced ; and
by the alternate action of the six lees in the order just described, the

progression of tho insect when walking is accomplished. The extra-

ordinary power with which insect* are endowed of walking with perfect
ease and security up tho smooth polished surface of glass, and in an
inverted position on the ceilings of rooms, is found to depend on different
varieties of structure. The feet of the house-fly are found to be fur-

Fig. 47. Fig. 48.

nulled with two membranous suckers, as seen in fg. 47 ; and in the

Bitriofcbnlu there are three of these suckers, as shown infy. 48. These
tuckers are membranous sacs, which are acted on by numerous muscles,
so that when the foot is placed on n smooth surface the suckers become
enlarged by means of their muscles, and a vacuum is produced. The
pressure of the air without becomes by this means sufficient to keep the
foot firmly pressed on the surface to which it is applied. We here see
the reason why the house-fly chooses the smoothest surfaces of an apart-
ment to walk upon, unless it happens to be moving horizontally ; for
if the surfaces were rough, the vacuum under the feet would not be

perfect,
and it would fall. In other instances the hairs are found

hooked, whilst some insects secrete a viscid substance, which causes
them to adhere to the objects on which they are placed. Many insects,
as the fly, are in the larva state destitute of legs, but even these con-
trive to drag themselves nlong by the alternate expansion and contraction
of their body. We are familiar with an instance of this kind of move-
ment in tho maggot commonly found in the hazel-nut. As soon as it

is out of the shell it strides along ; but, its trunk being cylindrical, it

frequently rolls over in it* course. Other larva;, not content with the
low piTigrsM made by the method above-mentioned, raise the central

portions of the body high above the plane of support, and by means
of alternately extending and contracting the body, take steps of con-
siderable length. This kind of movement is shown in ty. 49. The

Fif. 49.

trunk i first drawn forward from a to 4, ami the Vd is tlicn extended
from e to rf .- and thus at each step these larva; pass over a space equal
to a i or c <t I Miritii: thin process many larvas, such as the Geomdra,
i-pin a silken thread, the length of which is consequently tho measure

f ilirir progress made in walking.
Leaping. -Man* insects, such as the flea, the grasshopper, and tin-

cricket, are capable nf performing extraordinary leaps compared with
their bulk. In all the leaping InsecU the binder legs greatly exceed
the rest in length and strength, and it Is in consequence of the length

and power of this pair that insects are capable of projecting them-
selves to the great distances they are known to traverse. The legs are
first bent as much as possible, and then suddenly expanded with great
force, so as to propel the body through the air. As the grasshopper
resides amongst the long grass of meadows, such a mode of progres-
sion is requisite to enable it to pass over the rugged surfaces surrounding
it on all sides

;
and we well know with what ease and unerring preci-

sion this little creature leaps from point to point.
Worms. Amongst the A nnelidit, or Worms, we find a great diversity

of form, and of locomotive organs, suited to the habits and economy
of each animal. Some live entirely on land, others reside in water,
and are excellent swimmers. The Lumbi-ici, or Earth-Worms, being
those with which people generally are most familiar, will be selected
to give an idea of their mode of progression. The body of the earth-

worm ia cylindrical, and nearly of equal diameter from head to tail.

It is supported by numerous rings encircling the long axis of the
trunk throughout, and each ring is furnished with eight conical spines,
which are called into action when the animal walks. Between these

rings two sets of muscular fibres pass from ring to ring, one set of
muscles passing longitudinally, and the other set obliquely. By the aid

of these fibres the body of the animal can be either lengthened or

contracted, as also twisted in various directions. When touched, the
worm immediately assumes the form of the letter S. In walking it

expands one portion of the body, and contracts the next successively,
so that it requires a series of expansions and contractions throughout
its entire length to accomplish a single step. For this reason the

progress of the worm is very slow, not being capable of effecting more
than about the rate of 30 feet per hour.

For a further account of the special movements of animals see
FLYING

;
SWIMJIINO.

[In this article we have had the advantage of using the greater
portion of an admirable series of articles which appeared in the
'

Penny Magazine,' and which were written by Mr. J. Bishop, F.R.S.,
n gentleman eminent for his physiological attainments, and the author
of the profound and original article on '

Motion,' in the '

Cyclopaedia
of Anatomy and Physiology.']
LOCUST. [LOCTSTA.]
LOCUST-TREE is the Bobinia Pteudacacia of botanists, a North

American forest-tree. [ROBINIA.] The same name has also been given
to the Ceratonia Siliqua, the Carob- or Algaroba-Tree, which is found
in the Levant, and bears large pods filled with nutritious pulp.
LOCUSTA (Geoffrey ), a genus of Insecte belonging to the order Orthoi*

tera and the section ScUtatoria. The species of this genus have been

recently referred by English authors to the genus Gryllns. [On YLLID.E.]
The terms Locust and Grasshopper are applied to various insects of
the order Orlhoptera, and belong to a section of that order to which
Lutreille applied the name Saltatoria, on account of the power of

leaping which they possess. The insects belonging to this section are
remarkable for the great size of the thighs of the posterior pair of legs,
which are generally very long, and adapted for leaping. The males of
souie of the species make a shrill sound by the friction of the elytra.
The part by which the sound is created is situated on the inner side
and near the base of each elytra, is often transparent, and lias been

compared to a piece of talc. In other species the sound is produced
by the friction of the thighs against the elytra.
The section Saltatoria contains three families, to which the names

AcheticUe, GryUida, and Locuttida are applied by Dr. Leach. The
family Ac/teltda is thus defined: Elytra horizontal; wings longitu-
dinally folded, often produced beyond the elytra; tarsi S-joiuted.
This family contains the genera (,'njllotalpa of Kay, Leach, and others,
of which the Mole-Cricket (<J. nUyarit) of this country affords an

example, and Acheta of Fabricius, which is the tii-ylltu proper of tho
'

Ilcgne Animal.' The Common Cricket in our houses (A ditto, donut-

tica) belongs to this genus. The genera Trittaclytnt nml .!////,
-
.<,/,/, <l<

arc also included in the present family. In the family GrgMda tin-

wings are disposed in an oblique manner when folded, the tarsi are

4-jointed, the antenna: are long and setaceous, and tho oviduct is

exerted in the friuale, of a long and compressed form, and recurved.
Tho insects of this family form tho genus Loctuta of tho '

Kegno
Animal.' The Acrida (Gryllut, Lociuta) viridiuima, is the largest
among the British species of the present group. This insect is not
uncommon in Home parts of England, and is about two inches in

length, and of a bright green colour. [l!nYi,ui>..]
The family Loctutida is distinguished by the following characters :

Wings when folded meeting at an angle ;
tarsi 3-jointed ; antenna;

filiform or usiform ; oviduct not exserted. The tocutlida of Dr.
I-c.-K.-h are comprised in tho genus A cridinm by Latreille. Unfortu-

nately there is much confusion as regards the names of some of the

genera and sub-genera contained in this as well as the other families
above noticed. Names originally applied to large groups are restricted
to smaller flections, and as entomologists differ in opinion as to which
particular division shall retain the original name, the same names are
used to designate different groups; henco the references made to
Latreille's jrortion of the '

U6gne Animal.'
Tin? principal genera contained in tho family Lociulidte are the

following :

Loctula (Leach), in which the hinder legs arc about equal to tho
whole body in length, and the antennrc filiform or terminated in a
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club. Upwards of twenty species of this genus are enumerated by
Mr. Stephens in his '

Catalogue of British Insects," and it is to this

group that the Gnjllus migratorius of Linnaeus belongs, a large species
which has occasionally been found in Britain, and which in some parts
of Europe sometimes multiplies to such a degree as to devastate large
districts. Africa at all times appears to have been peculiarly subject
to the ravages of these insects. Of their extraordinary devastations in

this portion of the globe we have records from the earliest authors,
and the works of the most recent travellers confirm them. Mr. Barrow
in his ' Travels

'

states, that "
in the southern parts of Africa an area

of nearly two thousand square miles might be said literally to be

covered with them. When driven into the sea by a north-west wind

they formed upon the shore for fifty miles a bank three or four feet

high, and when the wind was south-east the stench was so powerful
ae to be smelt at the distance of 150 miles." In Messrs. Kirby and

Spence's
' Introduction to Entomology

'

numerous accounts of a similar

nature will be found. In some parts of Africa they are cooked and
eaten by the natives. The natives of Senegal are said to dry them,
and, having reduced them to powder, use them as flour.

Gomi'hocerui (Leach). Hinder legs exceeding the body in length ;

antenna capitate, having a spoon-shaped club iu both sexes ; anterior

tibiae simple. This genus contains numerous species, six or seven of

which are found in England. They are usually of .-mull size, and,

together with the smaller species of the preceding genus, are

commonly called Grasshoppers.

Acrydium (Leach). The species of this genus may be distinguished

by the large size cf the scutellum, which is produced posteriorly, and
covers the wings. They are found on hot sandy banks.

Pneumora (Thunb.) has been established for the reception of certain

African Locuttidce, which have a membranous pellet between the ter-

minal hooks of the tarsi, the antennae filiform, the posterior legs shorter

than the body, and the abdomen vesicular at least in one of the sexes.

Protcopia of Klug contains numerous apterous species peculiar to

South America, in which the body is long and cylindrical, the head

destitute of ocelli and prolonged anteriorly, the antenna? short and

(iliform, the posterior legs long, and approximated to the intermediate

pair, which are remote from the anterior pair.
LODESTONE. [LOADSTONE.]
LOCUSTELLA. [SALICARIA; SYLVJAD.E.]
l.i K i.\ XIACK.K, Loganiadi, a natural order of Exogenous Plants,

consisting of shrubs, herbaceous plants, or trees. It is characterised

by having opposite entire leave?, usually without stipules, which
adhere to the leaf-stalks or are combined iu the form of interpetiolary
sheaths. The flowers are racemose, corymbose, or solitary; the

calyx valvate or imbricated, inferior 4- or 5-parted ; corolla regular or

irregular, 4-5- or 10-cleft, with valvate or convolute aestivation ;

stamens arising from the corolla, all placed upon the same line, and
not always symmetrical with the divisions of the corolla, pollen with
3 bands ; ovary superior, 2-celled

; ovules absent or solitary ; fruit

either capsular, 2-celled, with placenta; finally becoming loose or

drupaceous, with 1- or 2-seeded stones, or buried with the seeds

immersed in pulp ; seeds sometimes winged, usually peltate, albumen

fleshy or cartilaginous; embryo small, with the radicle turned towards
the hilum or parallel with it. All the species are either tropical or

inhabit countries near the tropics, a few in America and Australia

forming the only exceptions. It would be difficult to name a more

poisonous order than this, of whose qualities the celebrated Nux
Vomica may be taken as the representative. Notwithstanding the

active qualities of these formidable plants, some are used in medicine

with great advantage. Several of the species of fibydtaM are used in

the east as remedies for various diseases, and the seeds of Jijiiatia

amara, St. Ignatius' Beans, are employed in India for cholera. Spiyelia

yields also several species which are employed for useful purposes.
The order consists of 22 genera and 162 species. It is related to

Apocynacea, Gentianacea, Uinchonacece, and JUtizophoracece. The uses

of the species will be found under their respective heads, SPIGELIA ;

SiiircHXOa, &c. (Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
LOGWOOD. [H^MATOXYLON.]
LOLIGO, a genus of Cephalopodous Mottmca belonging to the tribe

Teuthida. It has a firm fleshy cylindrical elongated body, towards its

posterior extremity flanked by two triangular fins, which run to

the tail. The locomotive apparatus is formed of two oblong margined

pits placed at the base of the fuunel, and of corresponding linear

prominent crests on the inner margin of the sleeve. The eyes are

covered by an epidermic expansion pierced with a small opening; no

lacrymal sinus. There are ten arms, two of them tentacular, im-

perfectly webbed. Pen corneous, flexible, lanceolate, as long as the

body, terminating in an obtuse point. The Cuttle Fishes of this

genus are known popularly by the name of Squids. Their spawn is

enveloped in oblong gelatinous tubes, numbers of which are found

adhenLg to a common mass by their lower extremities.

L. vulgarii has fins flanking two-thirds of the body, and forming an

oblong rhomb. The body of this handsome animal is cylindrical

anteriorly, tapering, and gradually contracted from some distance in

front of the middle to the caudal extremity. The angles of the fins

are obtuse : these organs extend quite to the tail, and join there. The
head is short and broad, not over prominent iu the region of the eyes.
The eight ordinary arms are stout and rather short, slightly webbed

together at their bases
; on their inner side they are furnished with

two rows of oblique suckers with eccentric openings, of which the

horny hoops are armed on their broader side with teeth. The tenta-
cular arms are long, stoutly pedunculated, and furnished at their
lanceolate extremity with suckers, large centrally, small towards their

tips, and ranked in fours. The general hue of the animal is bluish,
with purplish specklings, which are numerous and areolated in the
centre of the back, and are close set and dark on the head and hinder
portions of the tentacula ; beneath it is yellowish-white. The pen is

lanceolate
;
that of the female is said to be broader and more obtuse

than the male. The jaws are brown, with white tips. The body
grows to a length of nearly a foot aud a half

; the head and arms add
about half a foot to the total length. Dr. Johustou says it makes an
excellent bait for cod, but does not occur iu sufficient numbers to be used
by our fishermen. The ink is jet-black. It appears to be generally dis-

tributed around the British Mauds, though met with only occasionally.
L. media has an elongated subulate body, produced and acuminated

posteriorly ;
fins narrow aud rounded. This cuttle-fish is sup-

posed to be the Lesser Calamary, or Teuflis of Aristotle, an opinion
opposed by Professor Forbes. It is a much elongated animal,
subcylindrical anteriorly, diminishing gradually posteriorly, and
much prolonged and pointed at the tail. In specimens preserved in

spirits its extremity is singularly sharp and produced; the neck
margin of the back is prolonged into a sort of obtuse lobe

; the fins

are widely apart, above long, somewhat rounded, broad anteriorly,
tapering and converging behind, aud becoming decurreut on the tail

;

the head is short, very prominent in the region of the eyes, and is

crowned with rather short lanceolate very unequal arms, provided
with double rows of suckers

; these arms are very much squared at
their edges ; the tentacular arms are short in proportion to the length
of the body ; on their lanceolate extremities there are two rows of

large suckers, and two rows of smaller ones outside
;
the mouth is

surrounded by an augulated membrane. It is a transparent glassy
creature when alive, speckled with dots of red or purple ;

the pen is

lanceolate, narrowing above.

L. Marmora has a shorter aud stouter body than the last species ;

tentacular arms longer; tail not much produced; the arms are short
aud stout, and provided with two regular rows of suckers

;
the tenta-

cular arms are borne on long peduncles, which can reach to a level with
the middle part of the fins

;
the length of the body and ordinary arms is

about four inches. The skin appears to have been strongly dotted
with purple or red. Some naturalists affirm that L. JfariMrce is

only the female of L. media.

(Forbes and Hanley, History of British Mollusca.)
LOLIGOPSIS. [SEPIAD.E.]

LO'LIUM, a genus of Grasses, containing a few species common iu

many parts of the northern hemisphere, It is known by the spikelets

being many-flowered, distichous, contrary to the rachis, sessile.

Flowers not bearded at the base ; glumes 2, nearly equal, one of them
very often deficient in the lateral spikeleta, herbaceous, awuless

; palero

2, herbaceous ;
the lower concave and awnless, or awued under the

apex ; the upper with two keels. Stamens 3
; ovary smooth ; styles 2,

very short ; stigmas feathery ; hypogynous scales 2, fleshy, entire or
2-lobed

;
rachis not jointed.

L. perenne, the Common Ray-Grass, or Rye-Gi-a?s of the farmer,
with lanceolate awnless spikelets which are longer than the glume, n

naked stem, and a perennial root. This species is oue of the most
valuable of our pasture grasses. [llYE-GBASS, in AUTS AND Sc. Div.]

L. temulentum, or Darnel, with elliptical awned spikelets, straight
awns longer than the paleic, glumes the length of the spikelet, aud
an annual root. Of this species mention is made not only in all

parts cf Europe, but in Japan, Australia, China, and South America;
it is remarkable as being the only well authenticated instauce of
a plant belonging to the order of Grasses, in which narcotic or
even deleterious properties have been found. The grains are said

to produce intoxication in man, beasts, and birds, and to bring
on fatal convulsions. According to Christison, darnel, when mixed
with flour and made into bread, has been known to produce headache,

giddiness, somnolency, delirium, convulsions, paralysis, and even
death. A few years ago, the same author tells us, almost the whole of

the inmates of the Sheffield workhouse were attacked with symptoms
supposed to be produced by their oatmeal having been accidentally
adulterated with Lolium ; and a case is on record of a small farmer
near Poitiers in France having killed himself by persevering in the use

of darnel flour for making bread ;
his wife and servant, who discon-

tinued to eat it, escaped, but were violently affected with vomiting
aud purging.

L. Italicum, Italian Rye-Grass, has the spikelets 9-14-flowered
;

outer palea with a long awn ;
root with leafy barren shoots

; the

margins of the young leaves involute. It is cultivated in Britain.

L. linicola has 7-11-flowered spikelets, exceeding the glumes; outer

palea longer than its awn or awuless : no barren shoots. The stem is

erect. Outer palea cartilaginous below, narrower than the inner, tumid
in front. It is found in cultivated fields in Sussex and Yorkshire.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
LOMATO'CERAS. M. Bronn has given this name to a generic

group embracing certain of the LimiEcan Graptolithi [GiiAi'TOi.iTHus]
instead of I'i'iodon, which had been assigned to them by Nilsou, but
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nrrriouJy employed by Cuvier for a genus of fishes. (

eu/orit and 0. tayittaritu, Linn., belong to this group, which M far as

ret known U confine*! to the Transition Strata, in which it occurs in

Norway. Bohemia, France, North Germany, Shropshire, Ac., generally

accompanying trilobite*. (Bronn, Letkcra Geognottica.)
LOUIS. [HOMOLIDJK.]
LONCHE'RES, llliger's name for a genus of Rotlentt, including

t'ckimyi of (Jeoffroy, a species of ffytlrix of Schreber and others, and

a specie* of ilyonu of Zimmerman and othem. [HvsTRU ID.K
]

LONCHO'PTERIS, a genu* of Fossil Ferns established by M.

Adolpbe Brongniart. The species belong principally to the Coal For-

mation, but one, Lonchoptcrit Mantdli, is found in the Wealden deposit*
and in the Greenland.
The leaves are multipinnatifid, the pinnules adnate to the rachis,

marked by a midrib, and equal reticulated nervures, and uniform

areolte. [Co.vi.-Pi.Asrs.]

LONCHU'RA, a genus of Frinyillidtr, separated from Fringilla

(Trinm.) by Lieut-Colonel Sykes.
The bill is strong, short, broad ; mandibles entire, the upper one

extending in an angle on the forehead, and with it forming the arc of

a circle. Wings moderate, subacuminate ; first quill very short and

Biibspurious ;
the second, third, and fourth nearly equal and longest.

Tail graduated, lanceolate; middle tail-feathers a little exceeding the

others in length. Feet moderate, rather slender. .

Colonel Sykes observes that the peculiar spear-head form of the tail,

and the ridge of the upper mandible and the forehead, forming a

segment of the same circle, together with the habits of Lonchura

Huoria, L. Vkttt, and L. leuconota, afford sufficient characteristics for

thrir separation. Colonel Sykes adds that the Uros-Bec Longicone of

the PI. CoL 96 (Embrriia tjuddricvlor, Lath.), belongs to the same group.
The three specie! are found in the Dukhun (Decoan). The first two

are recorded as found only in the Ghauts.
L. Ckttt (Sykes) is described as of a pale cinnamon-brown ;

the

body below and the rump white ; quills and tail-feathers deep brown.
I rides deep red-brown. Female with the colours less intense. Length
of the body 3] inches; of the tail 2 inches.

Colonel Sykes states that these birds live in small families, and that

bo frequently found them in possession of the deserted nests of the
I'locttu Pkilippentit ; their own nest, which he exhibited on a subse-

quent occasion, U a perfect hollow ball, made of a delicate Agrostis,
with a lateral bole for the entrance of the birds. It was found in the

fork of a branch of the Mimosa Arabica, and contained ten oblong
minute white eggs, not much larger than peas, being yths of au inch

long by ,th* in diameter. The cry of the bird is
'

cheet, clieet, cheet,'
uttered simultaneously by flocks in flight. (' /.out. Proc.')
LONDON CLAY. The most considerable of the Tertiary Forma-

tion! of Great Britain is thus designated, from its development in the

valley of the Thames under and around the metropolis. It may be
viewed in three parts, occupying the following series :

Upper part,
'

Bagshot Sand,' in which several remarkable fishes

have been noticed.

Middle part,
' London Clay,' containing a few bands of sand, nodules

of septaria, and multitudes of marine shells.

Lower part,
'
Plastic Clay* and Sands.' Various coloured clays and

*and*, with lignite, and marine, icstuary, and fresh-water shells.

[TERTIARY SYSTEM.]
LONDON riMI >K. [SAXIFRAOA.]
LONDON ROCKET. (SISTMBHIOM.]
I.ONGICOKNE3, the fourth family of Tetramerous Coleoptera in

Latnille'i arrangement of Insects, ft includes a vast number of

Urge and beautiful Beetle*, all remarkable for (lie length of their

antenna;, which in many specie* are aeveral times longer tliau their
bodies. They inhabit woods, where the females deposit their eggs
beneath the bark of trees, effecting the operation by means of a long,
strong, horny ovipositor with which they are provided. The females
ar* iiKually larger than the male*. The larva live beneath the bark
of tree* or in the wood, in which they bore deeply and do much
damage. The greatent assemblage of *pecic* and the largest forms
are found in South America; but Ixmgicorn Beetle* are very generally
dupcned. This family i divide.) into three great groups, of which
the genera Prtonui, (.'rramliyr, and /xyrfiira are the respective type*.
LOXOIPKXNKS, ( 'iivier'n family name for the long-winged Oceanic

Bird* (Grand* Voiliers), *uch a* the Petrels, Albatroues, &c. The
genera which he inclinl>- in HIM family are J'wdlarin, I'uffinvt,

llalodroma, Pachyj-tila, and Jtivm'ilrn. [DioMrDF.tx.t:; AUIATIIOSS;

I.MNGIROSTKE.S. Cuvier
1

* name for a family of Wading Birds
(Oi*eanz de Rivage), in which he include* the genera I bin, Nummiut,
Kcolopoj; Miynckira, ZMUMO, (,'alulru and Tringa, Arenaria (C'alidrit,

Vig.), /V/irfna, PaMntUa (EnJia, Vieill. Scolopaf pyymira. Linn.),
Markela, /frmi/Hilama, Kurinorkyncktu, I'kalamptu, filrepulai, Totantu,
Lnbipet, and J/imaniopui the greater part of which, as he observes,
would come under the great Linnean genus Scolopas. He remarks
that one can hardly place the Avotctt, Renurinulra, Linn., in any other

position than at the end of the Lmyirodm. [ScoLorAClDX.]
I.OMl'K'liA, a genus of Plant* named after Adam Ixniicer, a

German botanist, who was born in 1528 and died in 1686. He prac-
ti**d a* a physician at Frankfort-on-the-Main, and wrote a Herbal,

which was merely a compilation of what had been done by others.

There is olio a John Louicer mentioned who wrote a commentary on
Diosoorides.

Thi* genus is the type of the natural order Caprifoliaeea:, and has
the tube of the calyx 5-toothed, the corolla tubular, campanulate or

funnel-shaped, with a 5-cleft usually irregular limb ; 5 stamen* ; a
filiform style ; a capitate stigma ; 3-celled berries, and crustaoeou*
seed*. The species are erect or climbing shrubs, with opposite
exstipulate leaves and axillary flowers. There are about 60 species of

l^onicera, most of which have handsome flowers and emit a delicious

perfume.
L. Caprifolium, Goataleaf, or Pale Perfoliate Honeysuckle, ha*

ringent whorled terminal and sessile flowers ; deciduous obtuse leave*,

glabrous on both side?, the upper leave* connate perfoliate ; the style

glabrous. It ha* a twiuing stem, with white or purplish flowers and

orange-coloured berries. It is a native of the middle and south of

Europe, and is found in woods and thickets in many parts of England
and the south of Scotland.

L. Periclymenum, the Woodbine, or Honeysuckle, has climbing
branches, the leaves all separate, deciduous, sometimes downy, glau-
cous beneath, ovate, obtuse, attenuated at the base, upper ones the
smallest

;
the heads of flowers all terminal ovate, imbricated

;
the

flowers ringent The flowers ore pale yellow; the berries red, and

accompanied with permanent bracts. This plant in early time* was

supposed to possess powerful medical properties, but it is not now
used. It is however extensively cultivated in the gardens and shrub-
beries of Europe on account of the delicious perfume of its flowers.

This plant is the true Woodbine of the poets, and Milton has applied
to it the name Twisted Eglantine. This plant has obtained the name
of Woodbine, a corruption of wood-bind, from its habit of twisting
round the stems of tree*.

Thus Shakspeare says

" So doth the woodbine, the sweet honeysuckle,

Gently cntwist the maple."

The name Honeysuckle is derived from the habit of children, who
draw the corolla out of the calyx and suck the collected honey from
its nectary. Several varieties of this plant are recognised by botanists.

All these are beautiful climbers and very fragrant ; and trained against
a wall, twining round a pole, or climbing and rambling amongst bushes,
are very ornamental in gardens. It is a native of middle Europe, and

very abundant in some parts of Great Britain.

L. Xylotteum, Fly-Honeysuckle, has 2-flowered woolly peduncles as

long as the flowers ; the calyx-limb deciduous ;
the berries slightly

connected at the base
;
the leaves oval, downy ; the stem erect. The

flowers are of a pale yellow, and the berries ore scarlet. It is a native

of nearly the whole of Europe, in thickets, hedges, and rocky place*,
and by the side of woods. It is found in the same situations, but is

a rare plant, in Great Britain.

L. Tartarica, the Tartarian Honeysuckle, has a glabrous erect stem;
cordato-ovate sub-acute leaves

;
the peduncles shorter than the leaves ;

the berries distinct when young and nearly globose, but at length
connate at the base

; flowers rose-coloured, short, somewhat gibbous
at the base

;
the fruit black, with one of the berries usually abortive;

the peduncles 2-flowered. It is a native of Tartory, and is one of the
most hardy of European shrubs, growing in the open air in the

gardens of St. Petersburg and Stockholm. It is very common in

British gardens, and is valued much on account of its early leafing
and flowering.

L. Iberica, the Georgian Honeysuckle, is an erect plant, with

petiolate, cordate, roundish, tomentose, or pubescent leaves
;

the

peduncles 2-flowered, shorter than the leaves, the bracteas oolong,
ciliated ; the berries globose, blood-coloured, joined together to the

middle; the ovarium tomentose. This plant is a native of Georgia, about

Teflis, and is a neat little bush with which to form garden-fences.
All the species of Lonicera may be cultivated, and are well adapted

for gardens, shrubberies, &.C. The climbing species may be trained on

trellis-work, or in arbours, or against walls. The upright hardy specie*
are best adapted for shrubberies. They will grow in any common
garden soil, and may be propagated by cuttings planted in autumn,
either in a sheltered situation or under a hand-glass, according as they
are more or less tender.

(Don, Dicklarfiydeout Plantt ; London, Arborelum et FnUicetum;
Uabington, Manual of JlriiM Jiotany.)
LOON. (COLYMIIID.K]
LOOSESTRIFE. [LYTIIRUM; LYSIMACIHA.]
I.O'PHIAD.K, a family of Fishes of the order Acanthopterygii.

The fishes of thi* family (which forms the Pcctorales P&liculce* of

Cuvier) are distinguished by the bonesjof the carpus being elongated,
and forming a kind of arm, which supports the pectoral fins. The
f-keleton is semicartilaginous. The family contains four genera :

l.n],liiut (Cuv.), Antcnnaritu (Commerson), Maltht (Cuv.), and Balra-
ckui (Bloch., Schn.).

Lopkiiu is thus characterised : Skin without scales
;
the ventral

fins situated in front of the pectorals : opercule and branchiostegous
rays enveloped in the skin ; gill-opening situated behind the pectorals ;

branchiostegous membrane forming a Urge purse-like cavity in the

axilla ; two distinct dorsal fins, in front of which are some free rays
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produced into long slender filaments : head broad and depressed
extremely large in proportion to the body.

L. piicatoritis, the Angler, or Fishing Frog, is thus described b
Mr. Yarrell :

" The head is wide, depressed ; the mouth nearly as wid
as the head

; lower jaw the longest, bearded or fringed all round th
edge ; both jaws armed with numerous teeth of different lengths
conical, sharp, apd curving inwards

; teeth also on the palatine bone
and tongue ;

three elongated unconnected filaments on the upper par
of the head, two near the upper lip, one at the nape, all three situatec
on the middle line; eyes large, irides brown, pupil black; pectoral fin
broad and rounded at the edge, wide at the base

; branchial pouche
in part supported by the six branchiostegous rays. Body narrow
compared with the breadth of the head, and tapering gradually to th
tail ; vent about the middle of the body ;

the whole fish covered with
a loose skin. The number of fin-rays are : Dorsal, 3 spinous am
.2 soft

; pectoral, 20 ; ventral, 5 ; anal, 8 ; and caudal, 8. Colour o
the upper surface of the body uniform brown

;
fin membranes darker

,

under surface of the body, ventral and pectoral fins, white
;
tail dark

brown, almost black."
The Angler is usually about 3 feet in length, but has been known

to measure 5 feet. It lives at the bottom of the water, crouching
close to the ground ; and by means of its ventral and pectoral fins i

stirs up the mud and sand in such a manner as to conceal itself from
other fishes. The long filament at the tip of the nose is elevated, anc
the glittering appendage at its extremity is said to attract the smaller
fishes as a bait ; and when they are sufficiently near they are seizec

by this voracious fish.

In the genus Antennarius there is the same sort of free rays on the
head, the first of which is slender, often terminated by an appendage
the following rays, augmented by a membrane, are sometimes mud
enlarged, and at others are united to form a fin. The dorsal fin occupies
nearly the whole extent of the back

; the body is often beset with
cutaneous appendages. These fishes, says Cuvier, by filling their
enormous stomachs with air, expand themselves like a balloon ; their
fins enable them to creep on land, where they can live for two or three

days, the pectorals, from their position, performing the functions of
hind feet. These fishes inhabit the seas of hot climates.
The species of the genus ifalthe are remarkable for their projecting

snout, beneath which the mouth, which is of moderate size and pro-
tracted, is situated. The body is studded with bony tubercles, and
the dorsal fin is small.

The fourth and last genus of the present family, Balrachut, is dis-

tinguished by the following characters : Head horizontally flattened,
broader than the body ; the mouth deeply cleft

; operculum and sub-

operculum spinous ; the ventral fins narrow, inserted under the throat,
and containing but three rays, the first of which is broad and elongated.
The anterior dorsal fin is short, and supported by three spinous rays ;

the posterior dorsal is long, and supported by soft rays ; the anal fin,
which ia opposed to the last, is also supported with soft rays. The lips
are frequently furnished with filaments. The species of this genus
keep themselves hidden in the sand to surprise their prey, like those
of the genus Lophiuu, and the wounds inflicted by their spines are said
to be dangerous.

LO'PHIODON, an extinct genus of Mammalia, nearly approaching
in the structure of the teeth to the Tapirs and Rhinoceroses, and in
some respects to the Hippopotamus, separated by Cuvier from
Palvothtrium (with which, as well as Anoplotlterium, it is closely
connected) under the name at the head of this article. M. De Blain-
villc named the geuus Tapirotherium.

Lophiodon differs from Pakeotherinm in that the lower molar teeth,
instead of exhibiting a continuous series of double crescents running
longitudinally, have transversal elevations (des collines transversales),
more or less oblique. Cuvier gives the following as the generic charac-
ters of Lophiodon :

1. Six incisors and two canines in each jaw; seven molars on each
side of the upperjaw and six in the lower, with a vacant space between
the canine and the first molar : points in which they resemble the

Tapirs.
A third elevation (colline) on the last lower molar, which is

wanting in the Tapirs.
3. The anterior lower molars are not furnished with transversal

elevations as in the Tapirs, but present a longitudinal series of

tubercles, or a conical and isolated one.
4. The upper molars have their transversal elevations more oblique,

and in this respect approach the Rhinoceroses, from which they differ

by the absence of crochets on these elevations.

The dental formula of Lophiodm then will be

a
Incisors, -

6
canines, ; molars, - . = 42.

1 1 6 6

The rest of the osteology of this extinct form indicates the affinities

above-mentioned
;
but many parts of the skeleton are still unknown,

and particularly those essential portions the nasal bones and those of
the feet, the number of toes not being ascertained.
No lesg than 15 species are recorded, 12 of which are named.

They belong to the first great fresh-water formation of the Eocene
period of Lyell ;

and if we are to judge from analogy, and the other
animal remains (those of reptiles especially) with which they are
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associated, they must have lived iu a temperature suitable to the
existence of Crocodiles and fresh-water Testudina,ta(Emys and Trionyx),
creatures which at present inhabit warm climates.
The localities are Issel for three species, one of which is also found

at Epplesheim and another also at Argenton and Soissons
; Argenton

for three other species ; Buchsweiler for two more
; Montabusard for

two more, one of which is also found at Gannat
; Boutonnet near

Montpellier for one
; Orenburg for one (L. Sibiricum of Fischer) :

these species are named. Others have been found at Argenton, in the
Laonnois, near Paris, and near Frankfurt.

1, lower back molar, from the great species of I.ophiodon of Argenton (Cuvier) ;

2, upper molar, (back) of the same (Cuvier) ; 3, canine tootb of tbc same
Cuvier) ; 4, incisor teeth of the same (Cuvier).

In the '

Regne Animal,' Cuvier places Lophiodon between Palceo-
Iterium and the Tapirs. Professor Owen, in his 'British Fossil

lammals,' refers Lophiodon to the Tapiroidte, and describes a species
rom teeth found in Great Britain. He calls this species L. minimus.
LOPHIUS. [LOI'HIADJE.]

LOPHOBRANCHII, a family of Fishes in which the gills, instead
f being pectinated, are separated into small rounded tufts, which are

rranged in pairs along the branchial arches, and covered by a large
perculum, so fixed as to leave only a single small orifice for the pass-
ge of the water outwards. The Pipe-Fishes, Synifnathm, Hippo-
ampui, Solenostomus, and Pegasus, are the genera included in this

amily. [SYNGNATHID.E.]
LOPHOGNATHUS. [DRACONINA.]
LOPHOPHORUS. [PAVONID*.]
LOPHORINA. [BIRDS OF PARADISE.]
LO'PHOTES, a genus of Falconidce established by M. Lesson ; but

liat term having been previously employed by Giorua to designate a
enus of Acauthopterygious Fishes, Mr. Gould and others adopt the
.tie Lepidogenys, proposed by Dr. J. E. Gray for this gonus. Mr.
ould describes a species among his Australian birds under the name
f Lepidogmys cristatus. The form is somewhat allied to Pernis.

?ALCONIDjE.j
LOPHOTES. [T^KIOIDES.]
LOPHOTUS, a name applied by G. Fischer to a genus of Simiadie.

LOPHU'RA, a genus of Saurians established by Dr. Gray, but

mnged by Cuvier for Istiurus, because in his opinion the term
ophura, cornea too near to tho term Jjophyrus. [IGUANID^E.]
LO'PHYRUS, a genus. of Birds. [CoLUMuiD<.J The term is also

mployed by Dumeril to designate a genus of Saurians (Ayama
igantea, Kuhl.), and by Latreille as a name for a genus of Hymenop-
erous Insects.

LORANTHACE^E, Lorantlia, a natural order of Exogenous Plants,
eferred by most systematic writers to either tho polypetalous or

mouopetalous sub-class, but by others regarded as more closely in

liance with the apetalous Santolacece and Proteacox. They are in

a it
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nearly all cam true parasite*, growing upon the branches of tree*,

below whoee bark they insert their roots, incorporating them with the

wood, and feeding upon the vital juices of the plants which they attack.

The principal marks of distinction in the structure of Lormtkacta are

a 1 -celled inferior fruit containing a single erect ovule, a fruit con-

sisting of a peculiar viscid matter resembling birdlime, and a valvate

corolla with the stamens opposite the petals. There is but one species,

the Common Mistletoe, Vttcm* album, found wild in England; a

species of larmtkta occurs in the south of Europe ;
but in the hot

dry parU of tropical countries the species abound, swarming over the

branches of trees, of which they often form a conspicuous feature,

with their long clustered gaily-coloured flowers. As in this country
the Mistletoe does not injure in any considerable degree the plant
which it attacks unless it exists in unusual quantity, so in India,

where Aoran/Ai are common, the injury sustained by vegetation is

according to the reciprocal size of the parasite and its stock. Sir.

Griffith states that a
species

called LonuUkut Scumla, which is

generally attached to Melattoma malabathrica or other shrubs, fre-

quently destroys them to a considerable extent; others which are

minute in comparison with the stock, especially such as grow upon
trees, produce no appreciable injury.

Although the nature of the pericarp of plants seldom forms a

part of their ordinal distinctions, yet it is here employed for this

reason, that the viscidity of the fruit and the parasitical habits of the

order are dependent on each other. The seeds sticking by their own

glue to the branches on which they fall insure to the young parasite,
when it begins to grow, a suitable substance in which to push its

roots ; and as the viscidity of the fruit causes the greater part of it to

catch upon branches before it falls to the ground, the young plant
would die immediately after germination if it were not a parasite, and
thus the race would become extinct

Mr. Griffith has shown (' Linn. Trans.' xviii. 71) that in Loranthu*

and ViKtun the ovules are not formed till after impregnation has taken

place a most curious and before unheard-of fact.

The order seems to be equally dispersed through the equinoctial

regions of both Asia and America, but on the continent of Africa to

be much more rare, only two having been yet described from equi-
noctial Africa and five or six from the Cape of Good Hope. Two are

named from the South Seas and one from Australia ; but this number

requires doubtless to be enlarged. Three only are known in Europe.
Xuytoia Jtoribunda, a very beautiful shrub with large thyrses of bright

orange-coloured flowers, is a singular instance of a plant of this para-
sitical order growing on the ground. Such is the abundance of the

orange-coloured blossoms that the colonists at King George's Sound

compare it to a tree on fire ; hence it has gained the name of Fire-

Tree. The bark of the tree is usually astringent, as in the Common
Mistletoe. In medicine they are of little value. There are 23 genera
and 412 specie*.

(Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
LORANTHUS (from lorum,

' a strip of leather,' and Mot,
' a flower,'

in allusion to the long linear shape and leathery substance ot the petals),
a genus of Plants the type of the natural order Loranthacta. It has
dkcciou* or hermaphrodite flowers, the calyx cup-shaped, adnate, with
an entire border; the petals 5 or 6, linear, rcflexed; the stamens
inserted into the middle of the petals ;

the filaments short, anthers

globose ; the style thickish ; the stigma simple ;
the berry globose,

1 -celled, 1 -seeded. The species are evergreen shrubs parasitical
trees.

L. EurofKTtu, the European Loranthus, is a glabrous much-branched

plant ; the branches terete ; the leaves opposite, petiolate, oval-oblong ;

the racemes terminal, simple ; the flowers dioecious, of 6 petals. This

plant is an evergreen parasitical plant, and has the habit of the
Common Mistletoe ( Vitcnm aUnm). It is a native of the southern

parts of Europe, and is found on the oak, but inhabits no other tree.

"This circumstance," aavs Burnett, "has led some naturalists to

suppose the ioronMw to have been the Mistletoe of the Druids, and
to believe, as it U not now indigenous to Britain, that when Druidism
was supprasMd every vestige of that stupendous superstition was so

completely swept away that even the sacred plant was extirpated here."
The fact however of the scarcity of the mistletoe upon the oak renders
it probable that it was on this account more sought after, and thus
contributed to make it an object of superstition Several other specie*
of larmmlAtu have been described, but none of them are easily culti-

vated on acrount of their parasitical habita. The seeds of the ioranf,,,
like those of the Mistletoe, contain tannin, and are astringent
t.. Mramdnt is used for dyeing black in Chili.

(Burnett, OK//IMS; London, Arterttvm tt /VneMeetam.)
LORICA'RIA, a subdivision of the Linnnan genus tW/ario, pro-

posed by Lamouroux. It is also employed by Linmcus to designate a
Cras of Malacopterygiona Fishes.

I.OR1CATA, the name applied by Metmn and FiUingcr to the

Crocodiles, Emydoeauriana of De Blainville. [CftocooiLUi/E.]
LORIS. [LracBlDJLl
LORY. [PUTTACIDA]
LOSS, a peculiar loamy deposit in the Valley of tho Rhine, and

ttawttnc to *om* breadth beyond that area, which may be conjectured
to be analogous with accumulations in valUys of South America con-

tuning the Jfr^oMmsM, and with other 'valley formations' In

different parts of the world. It borders the valley-plain of the Rhine,

reaching, though not continuously, from Schaffhauaen to Cologne,
enters many of the lateral dales, lies against the hills, and constitutes

nills itself. In the line between Basle and Bingen it occupies the left

bank by Worms, Oppenheuu, Flonheim, Ac., and the right bank by
the Schwarzwald to Basle. Compared to the usual character of

diluvium, the Loss is a fine-grained deposit; fine sand, clay, and
calcareous earth, easily pulverised, and containing some nodular

concretions, constitute the mass of the deposit. It sometimes (at

Heidelberg) alternates with gravel

Principally in the upper parts of the Loss are found shells of land,

fresh-water, and marsh Molliuca now living in the vicinity. These
sometimes retain their colour. Bones and teeth of quadrupeds
usually met with in diluvium occur locally in Loss, as at Weinlieim
and Bensheim. These bones

appear
sometimes to have been drifted to

their present repositories, as at Rixheim, where upon and in cnvitim

in the fresh-water tertiaries bones of stag, rhinoceros, hytena, elephant,

horse, &c., occurred. Cannstadt yielded bones and teeth of elephant,

rhinoceros, tiger, hyicna, wolf, bear, stag, roebuck, oxen, horses, boar,

mouse, hare, birds, and remains of vegetables. (Meyer,
'

Pakoologica.')
Between Strasburg and Sulzbad the Loss reaches 600 French feet

above the sea, and on the Kaiserstuhl 1200 feet, an elevation
supposed

to be explained by the volcanic character of the vicinity. The thickness

of the Loss is stated to reach 200 or even 300 feet Near Andernach,
Loss alternates with volcanic sediments (Trass), but generally over-

lies them, and in some places fills old craters (as the Roderberg,
near Bonn).
The deposition of LOBS in the upper Rheiuthal has been often viewed

as the effect of a lake supposed to have extended from Basle 'to

Mayence, and to have been drained by the opening of the narrow

gorge at Bingen ; but from the continuation of this deposit below that

gorge, the elevation it has attained on the flanks of the Siebengebirge,
and other circumstances, Mr. Lyell, who has specially examined the

subject, proposes a different hypothesis. He thinks that the whole

country drained by the Rhine has undergone changes of level, such
that after having formerly stood for some unknown period with nearly
its actual height and physical features, it experienced a great and

general depression, so as to receive river deposits in great abundance
;

and that it was again raised, so as to permit the partial re-excavation

of the ancient valleys, and the removal of much of the fluviatilo

sediments : what remains is the Loss.

(Meyer, Paltroloyica ; Lyell, in Edinb. Philotophical Journal, 1834,
and PrmcipUt of Geology.)

LOTA, a genus of Subbrachial Malacoptcrygious Fishes belonging
to the tribe Oadidce. It ia distinguished by having an elongated

body, with dorsal fins and one anal fin, a chin with one or more
barbules.

L. molra, the Ling, is a very valuable fish, scarcely less so than the Cod.

Large quantities are taken among the Western Islands, the Orkneys, on
the Yorkshire coast, and the Scilly Islands

; and may be traced nearly all

round the Irish coast The fishing for them is by hand-lines and long-
lines ; and besides a portion that is consumed fresh, the fish are split

from head to tail, cleaned, salted in brine, washed, and dried, but the

demand generally falls short of the quantity cured, and the hardy
fishermen are but poorly requited. The ports of Spain are the

markets supplied ; and so valuable an article of commerce was Ling
considered formerly that an Act for regulating the price of Ling, Cod,
&c., was passed as early as the reign of Edward HI. The air-bladders,

popularly called Sounds, are prepared separately, and with those of

the Cod-Fish are sold pickled. The roes, which are of large size, are

also used as food, or preserved in brine, are sold to be used for

attracting fish. The liver produces oil, which is used by the poor to

supply
the cottage lamp, also as a medicine. In Zetland the principal

fishing for Ling is from May to August. On the Yorkshire coast the

young are called Drizzles. In Cornwall they are caught in January
and February, and their favourite haunts are about the margins of

the rocky valleys of the ocean.

The Ling is exceedingly prolific, and has a most voracious appetite,

feeding on young fish, not sparing anything that has life, and the prey
is swallowed whole, so that no great art is required to catch it It is

> tenacious of life, and survives great injury. Mr. Couch says he once
saw a Ling that had swallowed the usual largo hook, shaft foremost,
of which the point had fixed in the stomach, and as the line drew it,

it turned round, entered the opposite side of the stomach and fastened

the organ together in complicated folds; yet having escaped by
breaking the line, it survived to swallow another hook and was taken

several days after.

The most usual length of the Ling Is from three to four feet; Pennant
mentions having heard of one which measured seven feet ; and Mr.
Couch has known them weigh 70 Ibs.

The body of the Ling is slender, more elongated than that of the

Hake
; roundish ;

head flat
; gape large, lower jaw shorter than the

upper, with a single barbule at its extremity j
teeth in the upper jaw

email, and very numerous, those in the lower jaw longer and larger,

forming but a single row ; lateral line straight, scales small, firmly

adhering to the skin ;
two dorsal fins of equal height, the first short,

commencing near the head, not pointed as in the Hake, but with most
of the rays even ; second long, immediately behind the first, reaching
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nearly to the caudal ; the posterior portion the most elevated
;
vent

in a line with the eighth or ninth ray of the second dorsal fin
;
the fin

immediately behind it is long, resembling the second dorsal fin, and

terminating on the same line with it ; caudal rounded at the extremity.
The back and sides are gray, inclining to olive ; sometimes cinereous

without the olivaceous tint ; belly silvery ; ventrals white
;

dorsal

and anal edged with white ; caudal marked near the end with a

transverse black bar ; the extreme tip white.

L. vv.lga.ris, the Burbolt, or Eel -Pout, is the only British species of this

numerous family of fishes that lives permanently in fresh water, and

prefers in this country slow running rivers ; but it is neither so gene-

rally known, nor so much esteemed and encouraged, as from the good-
ness of its flesh it deserves. It is said to be found in various parts of

the north of Europe, Siberia, Asia, and India. In this country it is

rather local. It occurs in the Cam, and in some of the rivers of Norfolk
and Lincolnshire. The Trent produces it, and Nottingham market is

occasionally supplied with samples for sale. The Burbolt is not unlike

the eel in some of its habits, concealing itself under stones, waiting
and watching for its prey, which consists of aquatic insects and young
fishes, under arches and near eddies, into which such small and weak
auimaJa are likely to be brought by the current of the water. It

feeds principally during the night, and like the eel is most frequently

caught by trimmers and night-lines. The Burbolt is sometimes called

the Coney Fish, from its habit of lurking and hiding itself in holes like

a rabbit. It spawns in February and March, is very tenacious of life,

and is said to have lived a considerable time in a cold and damp
situation, fed on small fishes and raw meat. In this country it has

been known to attain the weight of 4 i Ibs., but a common weight is

about 2 Ibs. The flesh is firm, white, and of good flavour, and is by
some considered superior to that of the eel. As the Burbolt is

extremely hardy, it might be increased in any quantity, while

the value of the fish would amply rqpay the trouble and cost

of the experiment. It would thrive well and multiply in large lakes.

The length of the fish is from one to two feet ;
the head depressed,

smooth ; jaws equal ; chin with one barbule
;
the gape large, with

small teeth above and below
; eyes of moderate size

; gill-opening

large; the length of the head as compared to that of the body as one
to four

;
the form of the body cylindrical, compressed posteriorly ;

the first dorsal fin is small and rounded, the second elongated, reaching

nearly to the tail ; both dorsal fins nearly uniform in height ; ventral

fins placed very forward, narrow, and pointed ; the
'

pectoral fins

large and rounded
;
the anal fin begins on a line behind the com-

mencement of the second dorsal fin, but ends very nearly on the same

plane ;
the tail oval and slightly pointed ; the colour of the body

yellowish-brown, clouded and spotted with darker brown, and covered

with a mucous secretion; the under parts lighter; the lateral line

indistinct and straight ;
scales small ;

the fins partaking of the colour

of the part of the body from which they emanate, those of the lower

surface being much the lightest.

(Yarrell, British FMes).
LOTUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Legumi-

noKe. It has a calyx with 5 nearly equal teeth
;
keel ascending with

a narrowed point ;
the wings are connivent at their upper margin ;

longer filaments dilated upwards ; stylj
kneed at the base, filiform,

subulate ; pod linear, many-seeded, 2-valved, imperfectly divided by
transverse partitions.

L. corniciiiatui, Common Bird's-Foot Trefoil, is found in pastures
and on dry banks in Great Britain. The claw of the standard is

obovate, transversely vaulted ; calyx-teeth straight in the bud, subu-

late from a triangular base, the points of the two upper ones con-

verging; heads 5-10-flowered. The plant is glabrous or slightly

hairy ;
stem ascending ;

leaflets obovate
; stipules ovate ; angle

between the two upper calyx-teeth rounded.

L. major has the claw of the standard linear ; calyx-teeth spreading
like a star in the bud, subulate from a triangular base, two upper
ones diverging; heads 8-12-flowered; leaflets obovate; stipules

roundish-ovate.

L. anyuttissimus is found in the south of England, near the sea.

It has the claw of the standard linear; calyx-teeth straight in the bud,
subulate ; pod linear, eight times longer tlian the calyx; beak straight;

head about 2-flowered.

L. hifpidui is found near the sea in Devonshire and Cornwall. It

has the claw of the standard subulate ; calyx-teeth straight in the bud,

subulate; pod rugose, terete, twice as long as the calyx; beak elongate,

Kotaceous, bent downwards ;
heads few-flowered ; leaflets obovate-lauceo-

late ; stipules half cordate; stem procumbent. There are many other

European species of this genus, none of which are of any importance.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
LOTUS of the Ancientt. The plant or plants referred to by classical

author* under the name of Lotus is a subject which has engaged the

attention of numerous commentators as well as of botanists. To the

difficulty of ascertaining the identity of a plant but imperfectly
described has in this case been added that of the same name having
been applied to several very distinct plants. Fde, the latest author

(' Flore de Virgile '), enumerates no less than eleven to which the name
iMut was applied : it is unnecessary here to enumerate more than the

most remarkable. Of these some are herbaceous, others perennial

Among the former are the L. saliva and L. eyjreitris of Dioscorides :

the first, he states, is also called L. trifolium ;
it is supposed by some

botanists to be Mdilotus officinalis, and by others to be M. cwulea.

Dr. Sibthorp has fixed upon M. Messanensis as the plant.

The L. lylvestrit of Dioscorides, also called L. Libyan, a native of

Libya, and about two feet high, with leaves like those of L. trifolium,

and fruit like that of Fenugreek, is thought to be the Tritjondla elatior

of Sibthorp, which he found in Asia Minor and in Cyprus. Both kinda

are described by the Arabs under the name of Handachocha, or Hund-

kookee, with Garch and Thusf as other Arabic names. From the

great number of similar plants of the tribe of Lotece, which are em-

ployed by Asiatics as articles of diet or as medicines it is impossible,
without specimens, to identify either of the above, but they are

probably allied to the Melilotus.

L. jEgyptica, or the Egyptian Lotus, is no doubt one of the Nym-
phceacece, being described as springing up in Egypt in fields inundated

by the river, with a stem like that of the Kvafios, or Egyptian Bean

(Nelitmbium speciosum), and a white liliaceous flower, which rises out

of the water at sunrise and sinks down again at its setting ;
a capsule

like that ofthe poppy,iu which are contained seeds which the Egyptians
roast and make into bread

;
with a root which is likewise eaten, both

in a dressed and undressed state. The plant is no doubt the Nymplxea
Lotus of botanists; but as in the most ancient monuments a blue-

coloured lotus is likewise represented, there is no doubt that the

Egyptians were also acquainted with the Nymphcea, carulea. At the

present day the seeds of several Nymphffias roasted in sand are eaten

by the natives of India, as are likewise the stalks and the rootstocks,

which is said to have been the case with the Egyptian species. As
the flowers of the Nymphaacece are so highly esteemed by the Hindoos,
and notices respecting them constantly occur in their poetry and my-
thology, it is possible that an Eastern legend may have given origin to

the transformation of the nymph Lotis flying from Priapus into the

'aquatica lotos.' (Ovid,
'

Metamorph.,' ix. 341.)
The Egyptian Lotus however is not so celebrated as another less-

known tree, to which exaggerated description has assigned a fruit of

the most delicious kind, upon which the Lotophagi lived, and which,
when strangers had once tasted, they ceased to wish to return to

their native country. This is specially described as a tree, but there

is no doubt that several have been confounded under this name. One
is described both by Dioscorides and Pliny as a native of Italy of great

size, forming excellent wood, with fruit about the size of pepper and

resembling that of the cherry. This description applies very closely
to the Cektis auslralis, or European Lote or Nettle-Tree, which is one

of the largest timber-trees of the south of Europe, with wood of con-

siderable hardness and toughness. It produces berries about the size

of small cherries, and with long stalks like them, eaten both by birds

and children.

This however comes far short of the character of the Lotus of the

Lotophagi, of which the best description, according to Sprengel,
is that of Polybius, who states that it was a moderate-sized thorny
tree, with leaves like those of Rhamnus, but broader ; that the fruit

at first was like the white berries of myrtle, but became as large as an

olive, of a reddish colour, and containing a small nut ; taste sweetish,

resembling that of figs or dates ;
and that a wine was prepared from

it. That this tree was a native of Africa we know from the Loto-

phagi, who employed the fruit as their chief food, being a people of

the African coast near the Syrtes. (Herod., iv. 177.) Arabian authors,
in their translation of the works of the Greeks, give the synonyms iu

both languages, and we have, in the chapter of Serapion, retranslated

into Latin, 'De Loto Arbore,' the name Sidr, or Sidar, given as the

Arabic name of the tree, and Nabach, Nibuk, or Nabk as that of its

fruit. This name has been long known as that of a species of Zizy-

phus, and has been applied by botanists to one species, Z. Napeca.
Dr. Shaw, in his

' Travels in Barbary,' figures a species of Zizyphus,
which he calls

' Seedra Arabum, qua; et Lotus Verterum.' It is a

prickly branching shrub, with fruit of the size of a wild plum, and of

a sweetish taste and saffron colour. He found it sold in the markets,
cattle fed with it, and a liquor drawn from it. Desfontaines also

found this Z. Lotus on the same coast, and has fully described it.

Mungo Park found a species of Zizyphua in the interior of Africa,

which forms a large tree with yellow farinaceous berries of a delicious

taste. The natives, he says, convert them into a sort of bread, by
exposing them some days to the sun, and afterwards pounding them

gently in a mortar until the farinaceous part is separated from the

stone. This meal is then mixed with a little water and formed into

cakes, which when dried in the sun resemble the sweetest gingerbread.
It may be added, that the fruit of several species of Zizyphus is eaten

in India. One kind, commonly known by the name Eer, forms a

moderate-sized tree in a cultivated state, with oval fruit of a yellowish
or reddish colour, and about the size or somewhat smaller than a com-

mon plum, which is much esteemed. The taste is mild and sweet,

with a slight degree of acidity, probably coming nearer to the taste of

dates than any other fruit. In Persian works Berree andjharree aro

given as its Hindustanee, Kinar and Khial as its Persian, and Sidr as

its Arabic name, with Nebbe for the fruit. The fruit of the wild kind

is dried and powdered, as was done with the Lotus of the Lotophagi.
This powder, in Arabic, is called Savikoon-Nebbek ;

in Persian, Arud-

i-Kinar
;
and in Hindoo, Ber-Choonee.

LOUGH DIVER, a name for Meryiis albellui. [DUCKS.]
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LOUSE. [PEDUTLf*; Axorn-nv]
LOUSK PLANT. [Arms.)
LOUSE-WORT. [PEDICliLARB.]
LOVAGE. [HALOSCIAS.J
LOVE-APPLE. [Soui.xuM.1
LOXAltAKK. [ONCIIOXA.]
l.oXIA. [LOXIAW.K.]
LOXl'AD.K, Mr. Vigor*

1

* nuie for a family of Bird* placed by
him a* the extreme of the tribe of Conirottrri, which is the third

tribe of hu /luruoro, or Perching Bird*, and intervene* between the

Uentirostral and Seaoaorial tribe* in hi* system.
Mr. Vigor* remark*, that notwithstanding their inferiority of size,

OHM speciM of the family may be obaerred to equal even the Horn-

bill*, allowance being made for their relative proportion*, in the extreme

enlargement of the bill.
" The curved and serrated bill of the latter

family" (Hornbill.), ay* Mr. Vigor*, "perceptibly hortening itself,

as we have perceived in J/omo/m, U still carried on to a corresponding

group in the present, the Phytotoma, Orael., where these characters

are preserved, though the curve is slighter and the serration less

strong. United to that genu* by some intermediate but uncharacterised

species, the Cofcoikraiuta, Briss., conducts us to several groups, among
which P,tylta, Cuv., Stntilophaga, VieilL, the true Loxia of authors,

and PiittiroHra, Temm., may be distinguished ;
whence we pus to the

shorter-billed groups, among which Colim, Linn., and Cittopu, VieilL,

may be particularised. These are but few of the natural genera
which abound in this extensive family. Many intervening species,

possessing strong genuine dutiuctions, may be introduced among these

groups, which at length terminate in some of the shorter and strouger-

billed specie* of the Unnean Tanager*. These, it will be remembered,
commenced the present tribe (Couirottret) by their union with the

Pri*yillida : and thus here also the circular succession of affinities

extends uninterrupted through the whole sub-division." (' Natural

Affinities that Connect the Orders and Families of Birds,'
' Linn.

Trans.,' vol. xiv.)
Mr. Swainson (' Classification of Bird* ') appears to reject the family

altogether; for we find J'kytotoma among the Phytotomina, a sub-

family of Mutofhagidce ; Coccothrauttn under the sub-family Cocco-

Ihrauttintt ; Pitylut under the sub-family Tanagnwz ; Slrobilopltaga

under the ' Oeneric names not adopted ;' Loxia, and Ptittirolra in the

sub-family Pyrrhuliiut ; Coliiu in the sub-family Colitue (family
MtuopAayida) ; Ciuopia (Ciuopit) cancelled ;

and the Tanagers under

the sub-family Tonagritur ; the sub-families, with the exception of

the two placed under the M u*>i>liagi<lir, being arranged under the

family Pringillida. Mr. Swainson's Controttra (his second tribe ol

Jntfuortt) conairt of the families Corrida, Sturnida, FnngiUida,
Mutopkagidtz, with their sub-families, and Bueeritltr.

The most important genu* is Loxia, of which M. Temminck remarks

that its character* exclude all other species, being proper to the Cross-

bills only, llliger, be observes, in his 'Prodromus' is also of this

opinion.
Loria (Crossbill). Bill moderate, strong, very much compressed .

the two mandibles equally curved, hooked, and the elongated points

crowing each other. Nostrils basal, lateral, rounded, concealed by
hairs directed forward*. Feet with three toes before and one behind

anterior toes divided. Wings moderate, the first quill longest Tat

forked.

M. Temminck, who gives the above generic character, records two

specie*, L. Pytioptillaciu and L. cumrottra, in his second edition

(1820), and L. Itueoptera in his thud part of that edition (1885). The
same three species, the first under the name of L. pinetorum, are

recorded by Mr. Swainson.
The specie* are found in the north both of Europe and America.

One specie* however, L. currirottra, is found in Japan as well as in

Mffc
L. furriroj/ro, the Common Crowbill. Buffun speaks of the bill ii

thai* birds a* an error and defect in nature a deformity. If he ha<

ever kept these birds in a cage, be would soon have found that no
instrument could have been better adapted to the work required of it

and if they bad ever vuitod hi* orchard* he would have been con
vinoed to his cost of its efficacy in iplitting fruit* for the purpose o

getting at the kernels.

Mr. Yarrell has well illuntrated the structure and moving power o

this organ, which, conjoined with the peculiar tongue, will be founc

a most perfect and beautiful piece of mechanism for attaining the cm
in view.

" The beak of the Crowbill," (/,. CNrrirorfra) writes the author la*

mentioned,
" U altogether unique in its form ; the mandibles do no

lie upon each other with their lateral edges in opposition, as in otho

bird*, but curve to the right and left, and alway* in opposite direction

to each other. In some specimens the upper nmndihlo i turned tc

the right, the tower mandible curved to the left; in other*, the po*i
lion of the mandible* is reversed as to their direction. In the spec
men I examined the upper mandiblo curved downward* and to th

left, the under portion turned upwards and to the right. Whei

holding the head of this bird in my fingers, I found I could bring th

l-iinl of the under mandible in a line underneath and touching th

point of the upper, but not beyond it toward* the left side ; while 01

it* own side the point paued with ease to the distance of 3-8th* of a

nch. The upper mandible has a limited degree of motion on the

cranium, the superior maxillary and nasal bone* being united to the

rontal by flexible bony laminic."

Head of Crowbill.

Mr. Yarrell then proceeds to the detail* of the anatomy, whic'j be

llustrates by the seven figures copied below. He first notices the

sculiarity of the form, as well as of the magnitude of the processes
if some of the bones of the head in this bird, and points out that the

>terygoid processes of the palatine bones are considerably elongated
lownwards (fig. 3, a) to afford space for the insertion of the large

>teryj?oid muscles. The os omoideum (fig. 3, 6) is strongly articulated

a the os quadratum (jig. 3, c), affording firm support to the movcable

portion of the upper mandible. The jugal bone (fig. 8, rf <i) is united

a the superior maxillary bone in front, and firmly attached by its

Tosterior extremity to the outer side of the on quadratum. Thus,
when the os quadratum is pulled upwards and forwards by its own

proper muscles, the upper mandible is elevated by the forward pressure
if that bone.

d t

1. Skull of CroMblll, ilile rlew ; , temporal mniclr ; , (Treat pyramidal

muMle.
3. Head viewed from below ; , frreal pyramlibl muwle ; f, r, pterygold

muacle* ; 4, d, gracilr* muKln.
5. He*d viewed from the ldo ; a, ptcrygold procew ; 4, o* omoideum ; t, o*

quadrature ; rf, <*, o jiinnlo.

4. Head viewed from behind ; a, right temporal mmcle
; i, great pyramidal

mulc.
5. Lower Jaw, tide view ; a, cavity for articulation ; '<, , coronold prod>e.
8. Tonirur, wen from above; a, horny ncoop; , *, extnor mucle.
7 . Tiinjtne, >ido view ; a, horny wooji ; , extensor mucl< ; c, flexor mucle.

(Tamil, 'Zool. Journ.,' vol. iv.)

In most other birds the inferior projecting process of the os

quadratum, to which the lower jaw in articulated, is somewhat linear

from before backward*, and compressed at the sides, permitting
vertical motion only upwards and downwards; but in the Crossbill
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these processes are spherical (fig. 3, c), and the cavity in the lower

jaw destined to receive the process is a circular cup (jig. 5, a) : from
the union of these two portions there results an articulation with all

the motion and flexibility of the mechanical ball-and-socket joint.
The lower jaw is very strong and the sides or plates are elevated

;

the coronoid processes (fig. 5, 5, b) are prominent, and to these, as well
as to the whole outer side of the plates, the temporal muscle is attached.

In a head of this bird which had been divested of all the soft parts,
Mr. Yarrell found that, on sliding the lower jaw laterally upon the

other, as performed by the bird, before the coronoid process is brought
into contact with the pterygoid process on its own side, the extreme

points of the mandibles were separated laterally to the extent above
mentioned (3-8ths of an inch).
The right side of the head was that to which the lower jaw inclined

in the specimen examined by Mr. Yarrell, and on that side the temporal
and pyramidal muscles were considerably larger than those on the
left (figs. 1, 2, 4, a, b), indicating by their bulk the great lateral power
which the bird is capable of exerting. The pterygoid muscles (jig. 2,

c, c), on each side were unusually large, the great distance to which
the articulated extremities of the lower jaw were removed affording

ample space for them, and as the food of the bird consists of small

Reeds, a narrow pharynx is sufficient for the purposes of deglutiton.
For depressing the lower mandible three muscles are called into

action; but only one of these, the great pyramidal (Jigs. 1, 2, 4, b),

which covers two other small ones, the triangular and square muscles,
is visible. All three have their origin on the occipital portion of the

cranium, and are inserted by strong tendons on the under and back

part of each extremity of the lower jaw, behind the centre of motion ;

they consequently, by their simultaneous contraction, raise the point
to which they are attached, and depress the anterior part of the
mandible. The lower parts of the ossa quadrata are pushed rather

forwards by this compression, with the help of two small muscles

(not figured), but whose situation may be explained by a reference to

fig. 3. One of these, a small flat muscle, arises from the septum of

the orbits behind the small aperture in the septum, and passes down-
wards for insertion upon the projecting styloid process of the os

quadratum ;
the second is a small pyramidal muscle, arising also

from the septum, anterior to the other muscle ; and passing down-
wards and backwards, is inserted upon the os omoideum : both these,
when they contract, pull the os quadratum forwards, and so elevate

the other mandible. Thus the depressors of the lower jaw, and the

elevators of the upper jaw, act together to separate the mandibles.

To close them, the temporal and pterygoid muscles elevate the lower

jaw, assisted by the slender slips (Jig. 2, d, d), which, extending
forwards to the superior maxillary bones, act in concert by bringing
them down. To work the lateral motion, the great pyramidal muscle
on the right eide pulls the extremity of the lower jaw, to which it is

attached, backwards, the pterygoid muscles of the left side at the

same time powerfully assisting by carrying that side of the lower

jaw inwards.

Mr. Yarrell then quotes Mr. Townson, to show the adaptation of

these parts to the wants of the bird in feeding.
" The great pine-

forests, such as the Hartz in Germany," says Mr. Townson,
" are the

natural places of residence of the crossbeaks, and the seed of the cones

of these trees their food
;
and it is to pull out the seeds from between

the squama;, or scales of the cones, that this structure is given them.
Their mode of operation is thus : they first fix themselves across

the cone, then bring the points of the maxilla;, from their crossed or

lateral position, to be immediately over each other. In this reduced

compass they insinuate their beaks between the scales, and then

opening them, not in the usual manner, but by drawing the inferior

maxilla sideways, force open the scales or squaimc." It is at this

stage of the proceeding, observes Mr. Yarrell, that the aid of the

tongue becomes necessary ; and here again we have another instance

of beautiful adaptation. There is articulated to the anterior extremity
of the os hyoides, or bone of the tongue, an additional portion,
formed partly of bone, with a horny covering (figs. 6, 7, a). This is

narrow, and about 3-8ths of an inch in length, extending forwards

and downwards, with the sides curved upwards, and the distal

extremity shaped like a scoop somewhat pointed and thin on both

edges, the proximal extremity ending in two small processes elongated

upwards and backwards above the articulation with the bone of the

tongue, each process having inserted upon it a slender muscle

(fg>. 6, 7, ft) extending backwards to the glottis and attached to the

os hyoides ; and these muscles, by their contraction, extend and raise

the scoop-like point.
" Underneath the articulation of this horny

grooved appendage," continues Mr. Yarrell,
"
is another small muscle

(Jig. 1, c), which is attached at one extremity to the os hyoides, at the

other to the moveable piece, and by its action, as an antagonist to the

upper muscles, bends the point downwards and backwards
;
whilst

therefore the points of the beak press the shell from the body of the

cone, the tongue, brought forward by its own muscle (genio-hyoideus)
U enabled, by the additional muscles described, to direct and insert

its cutting scoop beneath the seed, and the food thus dislodged is

transferred to the mouth : it will be seen by a reference to the first

figure, that when the mandibles are separated laterally in this

operation, the bird has an uninterrupted view of the seed in the

cavity, with the eyo on that side to which the under mandible is

curved." So much for Buffon's "error and defect of nature, and

deformity."
Loxia cwvimstra has the following characters :

Adult and Old Male. -Principal colours of the plumage ash strongly
tinged with greenish; front, cheeks, and eyebrows gray, with yellowish
and whitish spots; back, small coverts of the wings, and scapulars
greenish ; rump yellow ; lower parts yellowish-green ;

abdomen gray,
with deeper spots; wing- and tail-feathers blackish, bordered with

greenish ; great and lesser coverts bordered with yellowish-white; iris

and feet brown ; bill horn-colour. Length, about 6 inches.

Male from its first Moult to the Age of One Year. All the upper
and lower parts of the body brick-red, more or less tinged with greenish
and yellowish ; wing and tail-feathers black, bordered with reddish-

green ; lower coverts of the tail white, with a great brown spot in the
centre.

Young of the Year. -Upper parts gray-brown, clouded with greenish ;

rump yellowish ; lower parts whitish, with longitudinal brown and
black spots.

Female. In all agea differing but little from the young ;
the plumage

is clouded with greenish and yellowish tints. Neither in this species nor
in L. Pytiopsittacus does the female ever assume the red livery, which
is only peculiar to the male after its first moult up to the age of one

Loxia cm-virostra (male). Upper figure, young of the year ; lower, adu'.i.

Such is M. Temmiuck's description in the second edition of his

'Manuel' (1820); but in the third part (1835) he states that the

principal tints under which the male presents itself are more or less

of a brick- or vermilion-red, the middle of the belly being whitish.

The males of a year old are of a tarnished-red, of a yellowish-red, of a

greenish-yellow, or tarnished-yellow clouded with reddish. The old

females have the upper part of the body deep gray, the rump of a

yellowish-green, the lower part of the body of a bright-gray clouded
with greenish. M. Temminck adds that he has seen males with the
summit of the head, belly, and rump of a beautiful yellow, with a

large brown band behind the eyes, and the rest of the plumage like

the old female. M. Temminck says (in the same part) of the genus
generally, that the red or reddish livery of the males is not, as had
been erroneously believed, peculiar to a limited period of life, but is

the perfect state of plumage in the male sex : after quoting M. Brehm's

proofs of the nidification, M. Temminck goes on to state that the old

males have a red plumage ;
the young a reddish plumage, reddish-

yellow, or yellowish ; the females a yellowish-green, and the young a

gray or grayish plumage.
. Mr. Gould (' Birds of Europe ') observes that in the minds of many
naturalists some doubts still exist, and that they existed till lately in

his own, as to whether the rich rosy-red colouring assumed by this

bird is characteristic of the breeding season, or the permanent livery
of the adult male. He states that during his recent visit to Vienna
he had an opportunity of observing both sexes in every stage, an
examination of which afforded him abundant proofs that the red

plumage is acquired during the first autumn, for he saw many lately

fledged that had their plumage thickly spotted ;
others that had

partially lost their spotted appearance, and had partly assumed the

red colouring ;
and others that had their feathers entirely tinted of

this colour ; while the adults, as most ornithologists have stated,
were characterised by a plumage of olive-greon, which appears to be

permanent.
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This bird U Losia wriroetra of I.inmcus
;
Baooo in Croee, Crociono,

and Croaiero, of the lUlUni ; Bee CroU<$ and Bee CroM Commun of

the French ; Kichten Kreunchnabel, or Kreutnohnabel, and Mittlerer

Oebirgs-und-FichU-n-KreuUachnabel, of the German*: Kruisvink of

the Netherlander. ; Mindre Korsnabb of the ScandinaTiani ; Crowbill.

Common Crowbill, or Shell-Apple, of the English; and Gylfingroes of

the Welsh.

Willughby. who notice* iU change of colour, uye that it U a most
Toracioo* bird ; much delighted and feeding very fat with hemp-seed.
"It aUo." he adds,

" loves fir-kernel*. . . . They say that with one

troke of its bill it will in a trice divide an apple in halves, that it

may feed upon the kernel*, by that means doing a great deal of mis-

chief in orchard*." Mr. Townson, who kept some, states that the

degree of the lateral power of these birds is surprising ;
that they are'

fund of exercising it for mere amusement
;
and are therefore not a

little mischievous. " My pets," says the last-mentioned author,
" would often come to my table whilst I was writing, and carry off

my pencils, little chip-boxes in which I occasionally kept insects, and
other similar objects, and tear them to pieces in a minute. Their
mode of operation is by first pecking a little hole ; in this they insert

their bill, and then split or tear the object by the lateral force. When
I treated them, as I often did, with almonds in their shells, they got
at the kernel in the same manner

;
first pecking a hole in the shell,

and then enlarging it by wrenching off pieces by the lateral power."
Mr. Tamil who, in his paper in the '

Zoological Journal,' from which
we hare taken the organisation of the bill, observes that, notwith-

standing Buflbn's assertion to the contrary, they can pick up and eat

the smallest seeds, and shell or husk hemp and similar seeds gives
the following interesting account of the habits of a pair in captivity.
We must premise that Willughby also remarked that when kept in

cages they climb up and down the sides with their bills and feet, after

the manner of parrots.
" My friend Mr. Morgan," says Mr. Yarrell,

'

kept a pair of these birds for some time, and had opportunities for

observing their curious habits. They were impatient under confine-

ment, and restless, climbing over the wires of their cage, by the use of

their beak and claws, like parrots. One of their principal occupations
was twisting out the ends of the wires of their prison, which they
accomplished with equal ease and dexterity. A short fiat-headed nail

that confined some strong net-work was a favourite object on which

they tried their strength ; and the male, who was usually pioneer in

every new exploit, succeeded by long-continued efforts in drawing the
nail out of the wood, though not without breaking off the point of his

beak in the experiment. Their unceasing destruction of cages at

length brought upon them sentence of banishment. During the period
of their captivity a complete change took place in the colour of their

plumage, without the shedding of a single featlier."

The nest is generally placed in the fork of a lofty branch in fir and
other trees ; it U built of moss, lichens, and other such materials, and
lined with feathers. Eggs four or five, grayish or dirty white, with

irregular bright blood-red patches at the larger end, and smaller

specks dispersed over the remaining portions. Temminck says that
in Livonia it builds in the month of May, but the general period of
nidification mentioned by authors is during the winter or very early
in spring. Whilst they are at work on the fir-cones their note is a

gentle twitter, and they may be seen climbing about the branches
like parrots; but they are said besides to Lave a pleasant song,
which is only poured forth in the winter months, or at the season of
incubation.

M. Brebm declares that the nidification and laying of eggs takes

place in all seasons, and he attributes this peculiarity to the com-

parative abundance or scarcity of food. It appears to be certain that
Crossbill* nuke their nests in December, as well as in March, April,
and May.

Localities. Germany, Poland, Sweden, Ac., America (.'), and Japan,
in which but locality it U called Isuga. Prince C. L. Bonaparte
notes it a* very rare and] accidental in Italy, appearing only in
the coldest winters near Home ; but as not rare in Philadelphia in
the winter. It can only be considered as an occasional visitant to the
British Island*. Willughby says, "Sometimes they come over to us,
and in the western part of England, especially Worcestershire, make
bad work, spoiling a great deal of fruit in our orchards." About the
commencement of the present century a large flight came to the south
of Ireland in the autumn, and did much damage to the apples, Ac. ;

numbers of these birds were taken and kept in cages at that time.
Mr. Selby notices the immense flocks that visited England and Scot-
land in 1821. They spread themselves through the country, and were
to be seen in all woods and plantations where the fir-tree abounded.
Their first appearance was in the early part of June, and the greater
pert of the flocks seamed to consists of females snd the young of the

year (the male* rmssnalns; the red plumage assumed from the first

moult to the end of that year). Many of the females killed by Mr.

Selby showed plainly, from the denuded state of their breast*, that

they had been engaged in incubation some time previous to their
arrival ; which circumstance, he observes, agrees with the account
riven of the early period at which they breed in higher latitudes.

They continued in Britain till towards the autumn, but kept moving
northward, for Mr. Selby found them in September particularly
abuidant in all the fir-tracts of Scotland after they had nearly disap-

peared
south of the Tweed. Since that time (he writes in 1825) none

had come under his observation. He alludes to the great havoc they
commit in the apple and pear orchards in their occasional visits to the

south, by splitting the fruit in halves for the sake of the inclosed pips.
Mr. Hoy, of Stoke by Nayland, in Suffolk, who gives an interesting
account op the habits of these birds, says that from 1821 to the
middle of May, 1822, Crossbills were very numerous in that county,
and, he believes, extended their flights into many parts of England.
(I.oudon,

'

Magazine of Nat Hist,' January, 1834.) Mr. Knapp notioes
its occasional visits in small parties, and the damage it does to
the orchard. He says that a pair was brought to him very early in

August, and the breasts of the female being nearly bare of feather*,
as is observed in sitting birds, he thinks it is probable that she had a
nest in the neighbourhood. There are a few instances recorded of its

breeding here.

The flesh of the Common Crossbill is well flavoured. Mr. Gould
saw in the bird-market of Vienna multitudes of Crossbills exposed
for sale with swallows, martins, and many others of the smaller birds,
for the purposes of the table

;
of these the Crossbill appeared to be

especially in request from its superiority of size and its sweet and
well-tasted flesh, to the good qualities of which Mr. Gould bears

testimony. The same author notices it as seeming to be of all the
small birds the least distrustful of man, and states that when flocks

arrive in this country numbers are taken by a bird-limed twig attached
to the end of a fishing-rod.

LOXOCLASB, a Mineral belonging to the anhydrous silicates of

Alumina. It has nearly the form of Felspar, but is distinguished by
a cleavage parallel with the longer diagonal. It contains 8 per cent
of soda and 3 per cent of potash. It is found at Hammond in the
state of New York, in company with Pyroxene, Graphite, and

Calcspar.
LOXONE'MA (Phillips), a group of spiral (ituttropoda. The species

occur in Silurian, Devonian, oud Carboniferous strata. (Pal-
PiariU of ]>cronthirt.)
LOYDI A, or LLOYDIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Liliaeea. The perianth is persistent and patent; stamens
inserted at the base of the perianth ; anthers erect

; style filiform
;

stigma trigonous ; seeds angular above, flat beneath.

L. Krotina is native of Welsh mountains. It is a rare plant, but is

found on Mount Snowdon. The root-leaves are semicylindricol ; stem-
leaves dilated below and sheathing ; flowers mostly solitary, nectary
a transverse plait The height of the plant is 5 or 6 inches. Stem
and leaves springing separately from the root ; stem-leaves several,
short; flowers white, with reddish lines internally.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
LUCA'NIDjfi, the family of Stag-Beetles, a name popularly applied

to these insects on account of the very large and powerful mandibles
with which the moles are furnished. These iu the genera Clii/uo-

gnathtu and J'holulotut equal the entire length of the body, and in the
Litcanut cerru* of our own country are very formidable instruments
of offence. They live during the day iu the trunks of trees and old

wood, and take flight at dusk. The females are sluggish, and not so
numerous as the males, which fight with great ferocity among them-
selves for possession of their mates. The larva, which is supi>o*ed to
have been the animal called Count by the Romans, and esteemed by
them as a delicacy, lives in the willow and the oak, and remains
untransformod for several years. When full grown it forms a cocoon
of the dust of wood which it bos ground down by its powerful
jaws, and after remaining some time as a pupa it undergoes its final

transformation to pass a very brief portion of its life as a perfect
insect. Some of the foreign genera of Stag-Beetles are remarkable
for their brilliant colouring. In Britain we have four species, which

belong to as many genera. (Westwood, Introduction to the Modern
f'lauiiitation of Intecti.)

LUCE. [Esocin*.]
LUCEKN. [MEDICAOO.]
U I'KliNAKI AII.K, a family of Helianthoid Antho:oa, including

the single genus Lwrnaria, which is characterised amongst all other

Polyps by its species having the tentacles arranged iu little tufts.

The body is somewhat campanulate, and fixed when at rest by a
narrow disc or stalk ; the mouth is quadrangular, in the centre of an
umbellar expansion ;

the tufts of teutacula are arranged around
the expanded margin of the mouth.
Three species ore described by Dr. Johnston as inhabiting the

British coasts.

L. fatcicularii has the peduncle of the body produced ; tufts of
tentacula in pairs, about a hundred in each. Professor E. Forbes says
it is common in Zetland, and has been found on various parts of the
British coast When irritated in the dark it gives out brilliant flashes

of bluish phosphorescent light.
L. auricula has a campanulate disc, with eight tufte of tentacula

with intermediate tubercles.

L. campanulata has a sub-sessile campanulate body, eight tufts of

tentacles, without intermediate tubercles. It inhabits sea-weed at

low-water mark. It has been taken at Torbay, Berwick, the Isle of

Wight, and other parts of the English coast.

1 >r. Johnston gives the following account of this species :

"It U about an inch in height, of a uniform liver-brown colour
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empoth, adhering by a circular disc, above which there is a deep
stricture, or short peduncle ; the disc even, strengthened by an interior

cartilaginous lamina, which rises up the short peduncle, and forms a
minute hollow firm centre. The margin of the oral expansion is
somewhat thickened, and divided into eight equal arms, each furnished
with a tuft of numerous short tentacula tipped with a gland, and
brighter-coloured than the body. The interior ia hollowed like the
blossom of a flower, the square extensible mouth projecting in the
centre

; and in the space between the arms there is a complicated
structure composed apparently of two series of foliaceous processes,
arranged on each side of a white line, that seems to spring from the
sides of the mouth.

" These processes are formed by the complicated foldings of a thin
membrane attached by one side in the manner of a mesentery ; there
are no vessels in the membrane, but some portions of it exhibit when
magnified a kind of net-work of irregular cells, and the outer and free

edge is bounded by a thread-like line. The white central line which
divides them is formed of small roundish bodies arranged in two or
three close series, and some of these ova can at times be traced along
the margin of the circumference to the tentacula.

The latter are cylindrical, and terminated with a globular head,
which is seemingly imperforate. The stomach is a loose thin

plaited extensible bag, having attached to its inner surface numerous
filiform ctcca, that, after their removal from the body, retain
their irritability for a long time, and writhe themselves like a lot of
worms."

Dr. Coldstream says of it: "I find the animal very hardy ; it is

constantly in a state of expansion, and does not contract except when
very rudely handled. One specimen has lived with me for three

weeks, although the water has not been very often changed. When
I first procured it, the two rows of spots running from the mouth
along each arm were prominent, and of a dark reddish-brown colour.
Since that time they have increased in size, and have become studded
with numerous white oval bodies which I suppose to be ova. I see
some of these have made their way into the web connecting the arms,
but I have not observed any expelled from the body."

In his '

History of British Zoophytes,' Dr. Johnston makes the

following observations on the general structure and habits of these
curious animals :

"The Lucernaria are of a gelatinous consistence. The skin, or

corium, in smooth and thickish. After covering and giving form to
the body it is reflected over the oral disc, and incloses within the

duplicature formed by this reflection the internal viscera. The body
is more or leas distinctly campanulate, and is prolonged inferiorly into
a pedicle, very variable in length, which has its bottom conformed
into a sucker. From this point four ligaments, probably of a mus-
cular nature, rise up within the peduncle, dividing at the expansion
of the body into eight distinct fasciculi, one proceeding to each arm.
These fasciculi are composed of long parallel fibres, are analogous to
the lamella! of the Actinirp, and like them divide the body into eight
equal compartments, for the inner fold of the corium is intimately
connected with them on both sides. The vermiform casca lie in these

compartments, and the ova appear also to be generated in them, but
whether they have an appropriate ovary is doubtful.
"A specimen which had undergone a certain degree of putrefaction

and dissolution exhibited these ova forming a complete circle rouud
the mouth, with rows running up the arms to the base of the tentacula.
The ova were proportionably large, roundish, or oval, and irregularly
grouped. The change produced in the appearance of the tentacula
was considerable, for the globular apex had disappeared, and all had
assumed a linear or conical figure, the centre filled with an opaque
granular matter forming a dark speck at the apex, and covered with
a clear mucous skin. The vesicle presented precisely the same
structure, but no aperture was visible in either part." The Lucernaria can swim with some rapidity in the water by
alternate dilatations and contractions of the body, but they are usually
found adherent to sea-weeds, the first species in a dependent position,
the two latter invariably erect, so that Lamarck is in error when he
describes the mouth as behig inferior. When in a state of expansion
few marine worms exceed them in beauty and singularity of form

;

when contracted they are shapeless, and easily overlooked. They
feed on small crustaceous animals brought within reach by the tide,
and to arrest them more certainly the tentacula are widely displayed ;

but no sooner have they felt the prey than they instantly contract,

envelope it in their joint, embrace, and carry it.to the mouth by an
involution of the whole marginal circumference. I have found that
the glands with which the tentacula are tipped perform the office of

suckers, as Lamarck conjectured, and thus retain their captives with

greater certainty."
Mr R. Q. Couch says,

" Their mode of progression differs under
different circumstances. If intending to move to any great distance,
they do so by loosening their attachments, and then by various and
active contortions they waft themselves away, till they meet with an
obstruction where they rest ; and if the situation suits them, they fix

themselves- if not, they move on in the same manner to some other

spot. If the change be only for a short distance, as from one part of
the leaf to the other, they bend their campanulate rims, and bring
the tentacula in contact with the fucus, and by them adhere to it.

The foot-stalk ia then loosened and thrown forward, and twirled about
till it meets with a place to suit it ; it is then fixed and the tentacula
are loosened, and in this way they move from one spot to another.
Sometimes they move like the Actinia, by a gliding motion of the
stalk. In taking their prey they remain fixed with their tentacula
expanded, and if any minute substance comes in contact with any of
the tufts, that tuft contracts, and is turned to the mouth, while the
others remain expanded watching for prey."
LUCINA. [LUCINIDJS.]
LUCINID^E, a family of Conchiferous Molltisca. The species

have a -free-closed orbicular shell; hinge-teeth 1 or 2, laterals 1-1, or
obsolete

; Anterior dull, obliquely furrowed ; pallial line simple ;

muscular impressions 2, elongated, rugose ; ligament inconspicuous,
or sub-internal. The animal has mantle-lobes open below, with one
or two siphonal orifices behind; the foot elongated, cylindrical, or

strap-shaped, protruded at the base of the shell; gills one (or
two) on each side, large and thick, oval ; mouth and palpi usually
minute.
The animals belonging to this family are distributed chiefly in

tropical and temperate seas. They live in sand or mud, and arc
found from the shallowest parts of the sea to the lowest depths at
which life can inhabit its abysses. Woodward, in his treatise on
'Shells,' includes the following genera in this family : Lucina,
Corbis, Tancredia, Diplodonta, Ungulina, Kettia, Montacuta, Lepton,
and Galeonura. The four last genera are referred by some authors
to the family Kettiadai (Forbes and Hanley). [KELLIAD.E.]

Lucina has the following characters :

Shell suborbicular, inequilateral, with email pointed oblique urn-
bones. Two divergent cardinal teeth, one bifid, and which are variable
or disappear with age. Two lateral teeth; the posterior one more
approximated to the cardinal teeth. Two yery separate muscular
impressions, the posterior of which forms a facial prolongation, which
is sometimes very long.
M. Deshayes observes, that the genus Lucina, as Lamarck and

Bruguieres perceived, is very natural ; the shells have a particular
contour (facies) ; they are obicular, the interior surface of the valves is

punctuated or striated, sometimes deeply ; the pallial impression is

always simple, which is an essential character of the genus, as well
as the form and position of the muscular impressions. When the

genus is studied by means of a great number of species, one soon

perceives that the hinge varies much, and that the characters afforded

by this part in other groups are here but of small value. Some
species have the hinge toothless, others have one or two cardinal teeth,
at first obsolete or rudimentary, afterwards larger and more constant.
To these cardinal teeth are added, according to the species, the anterior
or posterior lateral tooth

;
and the hinge is not complete, that is to

say, is not provided with cardinal and lateral teeth, except in a small
number of species. Notwithstanding these continual variations of
the hinge, one may perceive that the 86 species, both recent and
fossil, actually known, bear so natural a relation to each other, that

they could not be better placed elsewhere, neither could they con-

stitute other genera. Some zoologists, after the example of Cuvier,
retain the genera Lucina of Bruguieres and Loripes of Poli. But M.
Deshayes observes, that though the animals of the principal Lvjncc
are not known, one may conclude by analogy and from the resemblance
of the shells, that the identity of the two genera cannot be well con-

tested. He therefore thinks that, as it is not convenient to retain both

genera, and as that of Bruguieres is best known and as old as Poli's,

Bruguieres's name should be preferred.
Linnicus placed the greater part of the Lucince among his Veneres.

In separating these genera, Brugui&res, Lamarck, and the other

couchologists left among the Venerea some shells which have all the
characters of the Lucina;.

The number of species recorded by M. Deshayes in his ' Tables
'

is 20
recent and 59 fossil (tertiary) : of these L. tigrina, L. punctata, L.

columbella, L. divaricata, L. lactea, L. gibbosula, L. sqwamosa, L, radula,
and L. amphidesmoldei are noticed as recent nnd fossil (tertiary).

Mr. Lea adds six species from the tertiary of Alabama.
In a recent state Lucina has been found at depths varying from 5

to 11 fathoms in sandy-mud and mud. Species occur principally in

the seas of warm climates.

Woodward gives 70 recent species and 200 fossil, and the locality
the Upper Silurian Rocks.
The following species are British : L. borealis, L. spinifera, L.

divaricata, L. flexuosa, L, leucoma, L. ferruginosa.
C'orbw has an oval ventricose subequilateral shell, with concentrically

sculptured margins, denticulated within ; hinge-teeth 2, laterals 2, in

each valve
; pallial line single, umbonal area with an oblique furrow

;

muscular impressions round and polished ; pedal scars close to

adductors. The animal has the mantle open below, doubly fringed ;

foot long, pointed; siphonal opening single, with a long retractile

tubular valve
; lips narrow ; palpi rudimentary ; gills single on each

side, thick, quadrangular, plaited, united behind. There are two
recent species inhabiting the seas of China, India, Australia, and the

Pacific. There are 80 fossil species chiefly in the Lias.

Diplodonta, has a smooth suborbicular shell
;
a double rather long

submarginal ligament ; hinge-teeth 2 2, of which the anterior in the

left valve and posterior in the right are bifid
; muscular impressions
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polished, anterior elongated. The animal has the mantle margin*

nearly plain, united; pedal opening large, ventral; foot pointed,
hallow ; palpi large, free ; gilli 2 on each aide, distinct, the outer

oral, inner broadest in front, united behind ; branchial orifice small,

imple ; anal larger, with a plain valve. 1). nlumlala is found in the

British sees. There are IS recent specie* found in the West Indie*.

the Mediterranean, Red Sea, India, Australia, and America. Fossil

ipecie* have also been found in the tertiaries.

(Forbes and Hanley, llutory of ISriluh Moiltuca; Woodward,
RmKmnlary TrnHite on Krtent and Fouil SMU.)
LUCU'LLA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

CitdumtKftr, tribe Oittdumeat, and sub-tribe Kucinchoneit ; thus indi-

cating the close affinity of this genus to that of the trees yielding
Peruvian Bark, or true Cinchonas, in which indeed the only known

species, L. yratiuima, was plaoed by Dr. Wallich and figured in his
1 Tent. FL Nepal,' t 21.

It is found in great abundance on Nag-Urjoon and some of the other

smaller hills in the valley of Nepaul ;
also at Bechiaco and Koolakan. It

delights in exposed rather naked situations, blossoming, according
to the situations where it is found, nearly the whole year round. It

is also found on the Pandooa Hills in Silbet, flowering in the month
of September. As seen by Dr. Wallich it attains a height of 16 feet,

but he was informed of its growing to a larger size. It has been
introduced into and has flowered in this country ; but from the

nature of the climate where it is indigenous, it is only suited to the

greenhouses of England. Its locality and affinity are interesting,

particularly when coupled with the prevalence in the same mountains
of two other genera, llymenwlictyon and Jfymenojtogon, belonging to

the same sub-tribe Eudnckonea, and therefore equally allied to the
true Cinchonas ; all indicating the part of the Indian territory where
these valuable plants might most certainly be grown, and yield a pro-
fitable article of commerce. "

It is impossible to conceive anything
more beautiful than this tree when covered with its numerous rounded

panicles of pink-coloured very fragrant large blossoms." (Wallich,

La, p. 30.)

LU'CUMA (a native name for one of the species), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural order Sapotactte. It has a 5-parted calyx ;

a 5-cleft corolla ; 10 stamens, 5 of which are sterile and 5 fertile, alter-

nating with each other ; an ovarium 5-10-celled ; the fruit 1-10-seeded;
nuts or seeds bony, marked by a large umbilical areola without albumen.
The species are trees, yielding a milky juice, with scattered entire

coriaceous leaves, and 1 -flowered axillary or lateral peduncles.
L. Mammota, the Common or Mammee Sapota, has obovate-lanceo-

late oblong-cuspidate glabrous leaves, with solitary flowers. This

plant grow* from 50 to 100 feet in height. It is a native of the tropical

parts of South America, and of many of the West India Islands,
where it is also cultivated. The fruit of this tree is eaten in the
West Indies. It is of a large size, oval-shaped, and covered with a
brownish rough akin, under which is a soft pulp of a russet colour,

very luscious, and which, on account of its flavour, is called Natural
Marmalade. P. Browne calls a variety of this tree Bully-Tree, because
it grows the tallest of all the trees in the woods of Jamaica.

Several other species of this genus have been described. They are
all natives of various districts of South America, and yield edible
fruiU similar to the preceding species. They were at one time referred to

the genus Achrat, the species of which also yield edible fruits, fACIIKAS.]
(Don, Diddamydanu J'la*tt.)

LUDLOW ROCKS. The upper part of the Silurian System of
Sir Roderick Murchison is thus designated. They include the three

following terms :

UpperLudlow Rock, a thick mass of laminated arenaceous deposit*,
seldom acquiring considerable hardness, and suggesting the notion of

having bean deposited as a muddy sediment ; from which circumstance
it has also been called Mudstone by Sir 11. Murohuon. It is very rich
in fossili

Aymestry Limestone, a concretionary and polypiferous limestone,
of local occurrence and small thicknots, merely separating the other
terms. Many fossils.

Lower Ludlow Rock, chiefly an argillaceous, shaly, and flaggy
deposit, with a few calcareous nodules, yielding shell.-.

The Limestone of Wcnlock and Dudley lies below. [SiLuniA.x

I.I 'KFA, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order Cucurii-
tacta. The male flowers are panicled and yellow ; the tube of the

calyx hemispherical, segments longer than tlie tube
; petals distinct,

dropping off by the base; stamens 6, distinct; anthers very wavy.
The female flowers are solitary ; the tube of the calyx oblong, cUvatc,
egmills shorter than the tube ; stamens abortive ; stigmas reniform ;

gourd ovate, 8-cellcd, fibrous, internally opcrculate.
L. amara is found in hedges and dry uncultivated places in the

East Indies. It has several stems, slender, running to a great extent,
but with few tranche*, pretty smooth, 6-sided ; tendrils 3 cleft

; leaves

lightly 5 7-lobcd, rough ; stipules axillary, solitary, cordate, with

glandular marks on one side. Male flowers pretty largo, yellow, on
long erect axillary racemes ; the pedicels with a glandular bract near
the base, and articulated a little abuve it Female flowers rather

larger, axillary, solitary, pedunculated ; fruit oblong, 3 or 4 inches

long, and 1 inch in diameter, tapering equally towards each end,

10 angled ; when ripe dry, gray, and filled with dry fibres; the :'
culum deciduous; seeds blackish-gray, with elevated minute black
dots ; every part is extremely bitter. The fruit is violently cathartic
and emetic ; the juice of the roasted young fruit is applied to the

temples
to cure headache by the natives of India; the ripe seeds are

used either in infusion or substance by them to vomit and purge.
L. Bindaal is a native of Hindustan. It is a climbing dioecious

plant ; the leaves are tojthed and 5-angled. Male flowers in racemes.
Female flowers solitary ; fruit round, echiuate, with long, straight,
ciliate bristles. It it considered in northern India a powerful drastic

ill cases of dropsy. The leaves of L. aculanyula are a favourite

potherb of the natives of India, aud nre esteemed very wholesome.
LUG-WORM. [ABE.MCOLA.]
LUIDIA. (KOHIXUUEHMATA.I
LUMACHELLE. [MARBLE.]
LUMBRICARIA, a genus of fossil Annelida, from the Silurian

Strata of Tyrone. ( Portlock.)
LUMBRICUS. [ANNELIDA.]
LUMINOSITY OF ORGANIC BEINGS. Organic bodies under

certain circumstances become luminous, and upon the supposition
that this appearance depends on the combustion of phosphorus at a
low temperature, the phenomenon has been called phosphorescence.
This luminosity is very constantly developed under the same circum-
stances in both animals aud plants. It is observed both during the

decomposition of the bodies of plants and animals as well as whilst

they are still living. The oldest observations on this subject were
made on the wood of trees whilst in a state of decay. This however
takes place only under peculiar circumstances. It generally occurs
when the wood of trees is buried in the earth whilst they are in a

green state, and does not take place when wood is allowed to decompose
in the usual way and in free contact with the air. It is also found
that the phosphorescence does not take place when the wood is

allowed to decompose in a damp place. Wood exhibiting this property
will retain it for a long period when kept in a dry place. Albrecht
observed luminosity in a tree during the night at a spot where one of
its branches had been toru off. Decaying fungi have been often
observed to emit this light Travellers in tropical climates have
observed that when plants containing a milky juice are wounded, the

juice frequently becomes luminous, whilst it is descending the sides
of the tree. The cause of this phenomenon in decaying plants in

probably owing to a alow decomposition of the tissues attended with
a union of oxygen gas, but what determines the development of light
under these more than other circumstances is still unknown.

In living plants luminosity has been frequently observed. It is

most constant amongst some forms of fungi, especially of the genus
Rhiiomorpha. In the coal-mines in the vicinity of Dresden the species
of Jihizumorjihcc are so numerous as to " dazzle the eye by the brilliant

light they afford." [BYSSACE.K.] The light from decaying wood, as
also from the living Rhisomorpha, continues although they are
immersed in irrespirable gases, linseed oil, phosphoric acid gas, oxygen,
&c. The phenomenon in both the living and the dead plants in

probably due to the same cause.

Another class of plants in which light has been observed is the
Mosses. Several species of the genus Schutottcya, which grow in
caverns and other damp places, have been observed to give out light
Mr. Babington and other botanists have observed it in this country
in the S. pennata ; whilst Funk, Brandenburg, Nees von Eseubeck,
Homschuchc, Struve, Unger, Bridel-Briderei, and Agardh, have
observed it on the continent of Europe. The two latter attributed
this light to a small- alga, which Bridel-Briderei called C'aloptridium
tmaragdinum, and Agardh called Protococcui tmaragdintu, which they
supposed was parasitic on the moss. Unger however has examined
the moss accurately, and finds that at certain seasons the utricles of
this moss assume a globular form, and being partly transparent, the

light is refracted and reflected in such a way as to present a luminosity
on the surface of the vesicles.

Another class of these phenomena is that which is exhibited by tin;

flowers of some plants. The first observation on this subject was
recorded by Liumuus, and made by his daughter Christina Liunc.
She was walking in the garden one hot summer's evening, when she
observed the flower* of Tropaolum majut to give forth a stream of

light This was attributed by many to an optical illusion, but the
fact has since been repeatedly observed on this as well as other plants.
We are not perhaps in a ]>osition to say this was not an optical
illusion; but if it was, one would expect that it should be more
constant It has also been seen by several observers at the same
time in different positions, and when one has seen it, the others have
seen it also. A correspondent of the 'Gardener's Chronicle,' Oct,
1843, says,

"
I have frequently observed the luminous appearance of

garden plant*, and have looked for it in each succeeding summer on
the double morygold, and more especially on the Paparer }>iloium, the

hairy red poppy, in my garden at Worcestershire. In the evening
after a hot dry day, the flashes of light have afforded much amuse-
ment to myself and others." It is to this phenomenon that Coleridge
alludes in the following lines :

" Tis (aid on rummer's evening hour
Fluhei the goldcn-colour'd flower
A fair electric flame."
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Decaying animal bodies frequently emit a Itimiuous appearance,
which has generally been attributed to the presence of phosphate of
lime in their skeletons, which become decomposed and yield phosphorus
when exposed to the action of organic compounds in a state of

decomposition. It is to this cause that the luminosity of putrefying
fish is attributed. But the emission of light is a very constant

phenomenon of many of the invertebrate animals under peculiar
circumstances. Thus during warm weather, when a vessel passes
through the ocean, the waves frequently exhibit a diffused lustre
with here and there streaks and stars of a brighter light. This occurs
in our own climate, but the phosphorescence is much more brilliant

in tropical seas. Poppig, in hia ' Reise in Chili, Peru, und auf dem
Amazonstrome,' describes this phenomenon in an equatorial sea.
" Whilst one side of the vessel is still illuminated tiy the last fading
rays of the evening sun, and the opposite side darkened by the shade
of the sails, the sea in this direction already becomes brilliant. One
spot after another begins to be illuminated, indistinct stripes of light
commence glimmering from greater depths, till at last, with the

approach of night, a new creation seems to be called into existence.

These illuminated beings move in various directions, sometimes

appearing like sparks, sometimes like a radiating ball of fire, at others

darting through the dark surface of the water like a rapid flash of

lightning. A great number of these beings are undoubtedly true

night animals which conceal themselves during daylight in the dark

depths of the ocean."
These lights in the sea are principally produced by various species

of the family Acalephce, or Jelly-Fishes. [ACALEPHA;.] The light emitted

by these animals seems to be due to the secretions on the surface of
their bodies, for when this secretion is removed it retains for some
hours its luminous character, and will even impart it to milk or water.
But this property is not confined to the Acalephai; many species of

Polypi/era, some of the Echinodermata, and the lower forms of

Molluica also exhibit this appearance. Some few of the Crustacea
and even Fishes have been observed to possess the same property.
Amongst insects this phenomenon is not uncommon. Those which

possess the greatest luminous power belong to the Coleoptera, the

Beetle-Tribe, and of these the two families represented by the Fire-

Fly the Elateridce, and the Glow-Worm the Lampyrida:, are the
most distinguished. [ELATERID.E ; LAMPYRID*:.] Some of the species
of the tribes of Myriapoda and Annelida give out light occasionally,
as the Centipede and the common Earth-Worm.

(Meyen, Pjlanzen-Phyiiolcgie, Band ii. ; Carpenter, Animal Physi-
ology; Lankester, in Gardener's Chronicle, 1843).

LUMME, a name for the bird called the Speckled Diver, or Speckled
Loon (Colymbia Arcticus, Linn.). [COLYMBID.E.]
LUMP-SUCKER. [DISCOBOLI.]
LUNGS, the organs of respiration in the higher animals. In man,

whose lungs may be taken as a type of those of all Mammalia, they
are thus formed : The trachea, or windpipe, is a rounded tube
continued from the larynx [LARYNX], and commencing about an inch
above the upper edge of the breast-bone. Its front and sides are

chiefly composed of portions of cartilage forming about three-fourths

of rings an eighth of an inch wide ; and its back'part consists of trans-

verse and longitudinal fibres of elastic (and, according to some,

muscular) tissue. The rings are connected by tough cellular and
elastic tissues, and by numerous strong longitudinal bands

;
and the

whole tube, as well as its farthest ramifications, is lined by a mucous
membrane continued from the larynx, and covered on its free surface

by a fine epithelium composed of cells with vibrating cilia; attached to

tbern. [CILIA.]
The trachea divides into two main branches, the bronchi, one of

which goes to each lung, and in it divides into smaller and smaller

branches, whose structure is in all essential respects similar to that of

the trachea. (Fig. 1.) Around the extremity of each of the finest

branches of the bronchial tubes there are arranged a number of delicate

rounded cells or vesicles, all opening into the end of the branch, but

having no communication with each other. On the walls of these

cell* the blood circulates in the minutest capillary divisions of the

pulmonary artery and veins, and it is also in these cells that the air,

which is admitted to them through the bronchial tubes, comes nearly
into contact with the blood. For the mode in which the blood is

conveyed to the lungs see the article HEART. The pulmonary artery

arising from the right ventricle carries to the lungs all the blood that

has been circulating through the body ;
one main branch goes to each

lung, and, accompanying the bronchus, divides, like it, to extreme
minuteness. At the last its branches terminate in the capillaries,
which are arranged in the most delicate network on the walls of every
pulmonary cell. Each of these cells is about^ of an inch in diameter;
the capillary vessels are about 7r>'so f "" ''"''' '" diameter; and the
network which they form is so close that its meshes are not more
than irtan of a" inch wide. In its passage through these the blood

undergoes the changes which convert it from venous to arterial, and
render it again fit for the maintenance of life. [BLOOD.] From the

capillaries it passes into the pulmonary veins, and through them to

the left side of the heart.

Kiilliker in his 'Manual of Human Histology' gives the following
account of the bloodvessels of the lungs: "They occupy," he says," a unique position, inasmuch as they possess two complete vascular

NAT. HIBT. D1V. VOL. III.

I, larynx; 2, .trachea; 3, right hronchus ; 4, left bronchus; 5, left lung,
the fissures denoted by the two lines which meet at C, dividing it into two lobes,
and the smaller lines on its surface marking the division of the lobes into
lobules

; 7, large bronchial tubes
; 8, minute brcnchinl tubes terminating in the

air-cells or vesicles.

systems for the most part distinct from each other that of the bron-
chial vessels, for the nutrition of certain portions, and that of the

pulmonary vessels for the fulfilment of their proper function. The
branches of the pulmonary artery follow pretty nearly the course of
the bronchial tubes, which are most usually placed below and behind

them, with this difference, that they divide dichotomously with greater
frequency, and consequently diminish more rapidly in diameter.

Ultimately a twig goes to each secondary lobule, which then subdi-
vides into still finer ramuscles, in general corresponding in number
with the smallest lobules, and supplying the individual air-cells.

The course of these finest lobular arteries, as they may be termed, is

very easily traced in injected, inflated, and dried preparations ;
and it

is apparent that, whilst traversing the uniting tissue between the
lobules (infundibula), they supply not one lobule alone, but always
two, or even three of them with finer twigs. These penetrate from

without, upon, and between the air-cells, divide repeatedly while

running in the larger elastic trabeculae, anastomosing also occasionally,

though not regularly with each other, or with branches of other lobular

arteries, and finally terminate in the capillary plexus of the air-cells.

This plexus, which is one of the closest existing in man, as estimated
in moist preparations, presents rounded or oval meshes 0'002"' O'OOS'''

wide, and vessels of 0-003"' O'OOS'" in diameter. It lies in the wall

of the air-cells at a distance of about O'OOl'" from the epithelium, in

the middle of the fibrous tissue, and is continuous, not only over all

the alveolae of one of the smallest lobules, but also, at all events in the

adult, is partially iu connection with the plexuses of the contiguous
lobules. The pulmonary veins arise from the above described capillary

plexus, with roots which lie more superficial than the arteries, and
more externally. On the smallest lobules these run deeply between
them and unite with other lobular veins into larger trunks, which

proceed in part with the arteries and bronchial tubes, in part more
isolated by themselves, through the pulmonary parenchyma.
"The bronchial arteries are distributed, firstly, to the greater

brouchiso, whose vessels present the same conditions as those of the

trachea, then to the pulmonary veins and arteries, the latter of which
in particular possess an extremely rich vascular plexus, which may be

traced as far as branches of "' and less
; lastly, to the pleura pulmo-

nalis, the branches destined for which are some of them given off

even at the hilus and in the fissures between the main lobes, some
also from the vessels accompanying the bronchia) coming out between
the secondary lobules. Small vessels moreover which are not derived

from the bronchial arteries pass on the pulmonary ligaments to the

pleura."
The lungs are thus mainly composed of air-cells and of branches of

the pulmonary artery and veins. Each lung is divided into two or

three large portions called lobes (the right lung has almost always
three lobes, the left two lobes), each of which receives one of the

main divisions of the bronchus, artery, and vein
;

and these are

again divided into lobules, the outlines of some of which are marked

by the angular figures on the surface of the lung. Lastly, the cells

are grouped together in still smaller lobules not more than a quarter
of an inch in diameter.

The lungs are placed in the two principal cavities of the chest. The
annexed figure (fiy. 2) represents the bony frame-work of the chest,

bounded behind by the spine and the ribs as far outwards as their

angles, in front by the sternum, or breast-bone, and the cartilages of

the ribs, and on each side by the bodies of the twelve ribs. The space
which is left below in the skeleton is, in the entire subject, filled up

2 N
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r | ( ipinal column
; 2, rib ; 3, cartilages of ribs

; 4, sternum.

by the diaphragm, a large muscle represented in /</. 3 whom form mny
be roughly compared to that of the expanded part of an umbrella

UM thorax ; 2, portion of catUjr of the abdomen ; 3, lateral or

portion* of the diaphragm ; 4, central or tcmlinoui portion of the

iU concavity downward*. The diaphragm forma a moveable
the. cavity of the chart and that of the abdomen,

permitting only the panage of certain TMM!*, Ac., from the one tom other. By it* alternate contraction* and relaxation* it increases
awl diminubei the capacity of the chad
The ipaoe* between the Mveral ribs are filled by the intercostal

mtucUc, of which two are nrpraented in fg. 4. Between each
two rib* there are two layer" of mtucle, the fibres of each of which
croat thoM of the other. The fibre* of the outer layer, which
are raunnuUJ between the two

upper
rib* in the annexed figure,

paw obliquely from above downward*, and from behind forward*;
thoee of the Inner layer, here drawn between the two lower rib*, paat
with a similar obliquity from before backward*.
The upper aperture of the chest between the pine, firrt rib*, and

Hernum (*y. 2) in that at which the trachea paaee* into the chert to
the lung*, and at which the great artcrien of the head, neck, and arm*

paw out of the chert from the aorta. The space* left between them
and the bone* are occupied by the ouophagna, by certain muwle* and

by the great rein* of the upper part of the body, and by
.

The whole chert thn* form* a cavity cloeed on all tidea, but per-

itting the pwMg) of certain tube* (the trachr*, conophagn*, Wood-mitting

Tonnoln, 4c.) through iU walla. Thin cavity contains within it three

subordinate cavities ; the middle one contains the heart in the peri-

cardium, and each of the two at the aide* contains one of the lung*
These are called the pleura! cavities.

Flf. 4.

Each lung is as it were hung into the cavity appropriated to it by
its bronchus and by the trunks of its pulmonary artery and veins,

which, inclosed together by cellular tissue, form what is called the

root of the lung. The lung exactly fills the cavity in which it is

placed, BO that their surfaces are everywhere in contact, or separated

only by the very small quantity of fluid necessary to keep them suf-

ficiently slippery to move upon each other without difficulty. For

the sake of more easy motion, the wall of the cavity is lined and the

surface of the lung is covered by a fine smooth membrane, the pleura,

which is arranged like other serous membranes [MEMBRANES], that

is, having lined the cavity, it is reflected upon the root of the lung,

and then passes over its surface and those of its great divisions

or lobes.

Fisr. 5.

l.traolica; J, right lung ; 3, left lung; 4, fluurc* dividing each lung into

large portion* (5) In med lube* ; 8, mailer dlriiloni termed lobule*
; 7, ] ii.

cardium; 8, heart ; 9, aorta; 1 0, diaphragm ntparating tlic cavity of the thorax

from that of the abdomen.

The plcural cavities are completely closed on all side*, so that no

air can enter them, but the lung in each communicates with tin-

external air by its bronchus, which lead* to the trachea anil larynx ;

and hence, when the chest is enlarged by the contraction of the

diaphragm, the elevation of the ribs, &<., the air passes not into the

cavity of the chest, but through the windpipe into the interior of the

lung. It in as if one had a pair of bellow* with the valve closed, and
the tube of the n-i/.zlr opening, not as it usually docs, into all the
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space inclosed by the boards and leather, but into a bladder contained
within that space. In this case, when the handle of the bellows is

raised so as to enlarge the cavity, the air will pass into the bladder,
and distend it so as to keep it everywhere in contact with the interior

of the cavity containing it.

The acts of breathing are inspiration, by which air is drawn into
the lungs, and expiration, by which it is again expelled from them.
In inspiration the muscles that are attached to and form part of the
walls of the chest contract, and by raising the ribs and sternum, and
flattening the diaphragm, increase its capacity. The air within the

lungs (which are never empty even after the deepest expiration) is

thus for the instant rarefied
; but by the proportionally increased

pressure of the atmosphere upon the upper part of the larynx, a fresh

quantity of air immediately passes into the air-tubes, and maintains
the equilibrium of pressure between the air within and that without
the lungs.
As soon as the action of the muscles of inspiration has ceased,

expiration commences; the lungs, distended in inspiration, contract

by their own elasticity, and expel a volume of air which in ordinary
circumstances is equal to that which they had just previously received.
As fart as they contract they are followed by the walls of the chest,
which ollapse partly by their elasticity, and partly by the pressure
of the atmosphere upon their exterior, which, when the lungs begin
to contract, is no longer exactly balanced by the pressure exerted

through the medium of the lungs upon their interior. The lungs
having thus contracted to a certain extent, the parts are restored to
the same condition as before inspiration, and in ordinary circumstances
that action is soon again commenced.
The enlargement of the cavity of the chest in common inspiration

is thus effected : the diaphragm (figt. 3, 5) contracts ; its muscular
fibres, which are attached on the one hand to the interior of the lower

ribs, the tip of the sternum, and the front of the spine, and on the
other around a tendon (4, fy. 3) in its middle, shorten, and thus (as
the first set of attachments are fixed) they draw down the middle of
the muscle, lessen its convexity towards the chest, make it flatter, and

press its under surface upon the contents of the abdomen, so that the
abdominal walls become more prominent. At the same time, or just
previously, the intercostal muscles contract ; the two upper ribs, being
quite or nearly fixed at one end to the spine, and at the other to the

upper part of the sternum (fy. 2), serve as fixed points towards which
the upper intercostal muscles contracting draw the second ribs; these

being thus fixed, the second pair of muscles contract, and draw up
the third ribs ; and so on through the whole of the ribs, the lowest

serving, at the same time that they are drawn xipwards, for fixed

points, towards which the diaphragm, contracting all round its tendon,
may draw down its middle part and become flatter.

The effect of the contraction of the intercostal muscles is not so

much to approximate the ribs (which would decrease the capacity of
the chest) as to force them further outwards and forwards, and thus

give the chest a greater width and depth at each part. Infiys. 2 and 4

it is seen that the ribs descend obliquely outwards and forwards from
the spine, and then ascend towards the sternum. They increase in

obliquity as they are taken from above downwards, and, except the
four last, they also increase in length in the same succession. The
length of the arc represented by each rib from the spine to the sternum
is fixed, for the substance of the ribs is bony or cartilaginous, and
almost unyielding ; when therefore one rib is fixed, and the intercostal

muscles between it and the one next below it contract, they must not

only draw the latter upwards, but must also turn it somewhat out-

wards, and raise the sternum, which is fixed'to its anterior extremity.
The direction of the rib becomes less oblique, but its length remaining
the same, the distance from the spine to the moveable sternum must
be increased at the same time with the distance from each rib to the

corresponding one on the opposite side.

By these actions the cavity of the chest is increased in every direc-

tion
;
in height by the descent of the diaphragm ; in width by the

turning outwards of the ribs
;
in depth by the ascent of the sternum.

In quiet inspiration the greater part is effected by the diaphragm ; in

deep inspiration not only are all the muscles already mentioned con-

tracted, but a number of others capable of raising the ribs are called

into play, and the capacity of the chest is thus yet further increased
in the manner just described.

In their medium state the lungs of a person of ordinary size and
[

in good health contain about twelve pints of air ;
in perfectly easy I

breathing about a pint is drawn into them at each inspiration ;
but

j

from this the quantity may vary to as much as seven pints, according !

to the force of inspiration, increased as it is, for example, when pre-

paring for a great muscular effort, or during singing, or before

coughing.
f^uLt expiration does not need any muscular exertion; the elasticity

of the lungs, of the cartilages of the ribs, and- of the other parts dis-

tended in inspiration, is sufficient to restore them all to their previous
xtate. A limit is set to the collapse of the lung* by the unyielding
tissues of the walls of the chest. These cannot follow the contracting

lungs beyond a certain extent, and the elasticity of the lungs is not

sufficient for them to overcome the unbalanced pressure of the atmos-

phere upon their interior, which it would be necessary for them to
,

do before they could contract from the interior of the walls of the
|

chest. If a wound be made into either pleural cavity, the lung at

once collapses completely, and expels nearly all the air it contained ;

for in this case the atmospheric pressure being admitted alike to the
exterior and the interior of the lung, its elasticity has but little to

overcome, and the air-cells and tubes immediately contract to the
smallest size of which they are capable. By the same means, when
both pleural cavities are opened at once death speedily follows, in

consequence of the collapse of both lungs and the suspension of all

breathing.
The limit which the rigidity of the walls of the chest sets to the

elastic collapse of the lungs is never reached in ordinary respiration,
nor in extraordinary cases, except by the influence of other expiratory
powers besides those of the lungs. These powers are supplied chiefly

by the muscles of the abdomen, which contract with great force, and

through the medium of the contents of the abdomen force up the

diaphragm to an unusual height into the chest, at the same time that

certain muscles capable of depressing the ribs and sternum draw them
down and decrease the capacity of the chest in its depth and width.
Efforts of this kind are observable in coughing, sneezing, and all other

strong expiratory acts.

For an account of the chemical changes accompanying these actions
see RESPIRATION.
The development of the lungs has been recently investigated, and

the following is Kolliker's summary of what is known :

" In the Mammalia the lungs appear a little after the liver, in the
form of two hollow protrusions of the anterior wall of the pharynx,
which are in close apposition, and soon become furnished with a
common peduncle the rudiment of the larynx and trachea and in

the composition of which the epithelial tube and the fibrous membrane
of the intestine take an equal share. In the further course of develop-
ment there springs from the extremities of the original protrusions a

continually-increasing number of arborescent processes, which differ

entirely in what may be observed in most other glands. From their

first formation they are always hollow, and in the sixth month the
air-cells are developed from their invariably clavate dilated extremities.

During this growth of the glandular elements the interior epithelium
extends itself by spontaneous multiplication of its cylindrical cells

(probably by division), whilst at the same time the fibrous layer sur-

rounding them also grows, and finally constitutes the fibrous membrane
of the bronchise and air-cells, together with the vessels and nerves.
In the second month, in the human embryo, the large pulmonary lobes
are already formed; and besides them smaller divisions also,

-16'"
in size, may be recognised, originating in the dilated extremities of the

bronchia?, which even at this time are considerably ramified. As
development proceeds, and the ramifications of the bronchia; are multi-

plied, these gland-granules, as they are termed, become more and more

numerous, and ultimately, in the fifth month, are aggregated so as to

form smaller lobules of 0'24"' (H8"' in size, each of which in all

probability is produced from a single gland-granule, or bronchial

termination, of the second month. Each of the gland-granules of

these lobules, which correspond with the secondary lobules of the
future lung, by continued budding, finally constitutes a primary lobule,

which, with air-cells of 0'025"' 0'03'" in size, first becomes distinctly
visible in the sixth month, although up to the time of birth uew
alveoli are constantly superadded. In the new-born child the secondary
lobules measure 2'" 3'" 4'"

;
the alveoli, before they are filled with

air, 0-03'", and after the first inspiration, 0'03'" 0'04'" 0'06"' ;
the

latter at this time appear to exist in the same number as in the adult,
the further increase of the lungs proceeding only from the expansion
of all its parts." TLe investigation of the lungs," continue the translators of

Kiilliker, "presents no real difficulty, except in one point; that is,

with respect to the relation of the pulmonary cells to the terminations
of the bronchia! ; but here the difficulties are very considerable. In
recent preparations it is obvious that the air-cells communicate in

many ways, and in any case that they are not merely terminal on the
extremities of the bronchise. If it be desired to investigate the whole

subject, inflated and dried lungs (it is better in an inflated lung to tie

off an end and dry it by itself), or corroded preparations, or lungs
injected with uncoloured substances (wax and resin), are most suitable

;

and with such a definite result will be obtained, after a series of

observations. Before the injection of the bronchia) is proceeded with
the air must be exhausted in the air-pump, for which purpose also,

though less conveniently, a well-fitted syringe may be employed. Tho

injection of the bloodvessels is readily effected, and the preparation
should be kept wet ;

sometimes when injected with opaque material,
sometimes following the processes of Schroder and Harting, with

transparent substances (Prussian blue, &c), dried preparations are to

be preferred. The air-cells and bronchia:, the larynx and trachea, are

readily examined. The epithelium of the air-cells is obtained in largo

quantities in every section through the lung, as well as ciliated cells.

If it be wished to study the alveoli, the air must previously be care-

fully removed. These are best displayed in man, in whom also all

other parts, such as cartilage, elastic elements, muscles, and glands,
are easily obtainable."

(Kolliker, Manual of Human Ilistoloyy, translated for the Sydenham
Society by Busk and Huxley.)
LUNG-WORT.
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LUNULITES. [ClLLARIJKA.]
LUPEA. [PoBTi-.xiDi.]
I.rPI'Xrs, a very extensive genus of hardy annual, perennial,

and half-shrubby Plant*, belonging to the natural order Lfyuminotir,

commonly cultivated in gardens for the take of their gaily-coloured
flnwers. The species inhabit Europe, the basin of the Mediterranean,
and the temperate parts of both North and South America, espe-

cially of the former, where they are extremely abundant ; but they
are unknown in a wild state throughout all the tropics, except on

mountains, and in the principal part of Asia, Australia, and South
Africa. Figures of great numbers have appeared in the volumes
of the ' Botanical Register and Magazine,' and there is a monograph
of the genus published at Lund by the younger Agardh in 1835,
under the name of '

Synopsis Generis Lupiui.'
The calyx is profoundly bilabiate; corolla papilionaceous, the

vexillum with reflexed sides, and the keel acuminated
;
the stamens

monadelphous, with the tube or sheath entire, 5 of the anthers are

smaller, rounder, and earlier, and the other 5 oblong and later; style

filiform; stigma terminal, roundish, bearded; legume coriaceous,

oblong, compressed, obliquely torulose ; cotyledons thick, but con-

verted into leaves at the time of germination. The species have

digitate leaves, constantly composed of from 5 to 15 leaflets, very
rarely simple. The leaflets are complicated before expansion, and
while asleep, or through the night. The flowers are alternate or

verticillate, sessile or pedicellate, disposed in racemes and spikes, with
one bractea under each pedicel, and with two bracteoles adhering
laterally to the calyx, which are caducous, or wanting. It is a very
extensive genus, and many species are cultivated in our gardens for

the purpose of decorating flower-beds.

L. atbiu, the White Lupine, has alternate pedicellate flowers

destitute of bracteoles
;
the upper lip of the calyx entire, lower one

tridentate ; leaflets obovate, oblong, usually 7 or 8, villous beneath.
It is a native of the Levant, and is cultivated in the south of Europe.
The flowers are white, and almost sessile. It is grown in Italy and
some other parts of the south of Europe as food, also in France, on

poor dry plains, as an ameliorating crop to be ploughed in for the
sake of improving the land. This is an ancient Roman practice which
existed in the time of Pliny.

L. Termit, Egyptian White Lupine, has alternate pedicellate
bracteolate flowers; the upper lip of the calyx entire, lower one
somewhat tridentate

;
leaflets 5 or 6, obovate, oblong, villous beneath.

It is a native of Egypt. The flowers are white, but with the vexillum

tipped
with blue. Tennis is the Arabic name of the plant. The

peduncles after being peeled are eaten raw, and the seeds are boiled
as other pulse by the Arabians. The Creeks, who called them Thermos,
employed Lupines not only as an article of food, but medicinally,
esteeming them vermifugal and emmenagogue, &c. (Dioscor., lib. i.,

c. 132). What species was cultivated by them is unknown
; their wild

Thermos is supposed by Sibthorp to be the L. anyiulifoliiu. The
two species most common in Greece now ore L. kintUiu and
L. jiilona.

Lupines are said to derive their name from '

lupus,' a wolf, because
of their devouring the substance of the land on which they are

grown.
(Don, Dichlamytlcoiu flanti.)
LUPONIA. ICrpKJtiDje.]
LUPUS. [CAMS.]
LU'RID^E, a name given by Linntcus to one of his natural orders

of Plant*. It is equivalent to Solanacete of modern botanists.

LUTRA, a genus of Mammalia belonging to the family Muttdida.
The specie* are known by the common name of Otters. They form
a natural group of Carnivorous Animals whose habits are aquatic,
and whose food is fish. The common term Otter is applied to two
form* and nearly allied : the first, including the River-Otters, Lulra
of Storr ;

the second, the Sea-Otter, Kahytlra of Fleminp. \V,- .<!,;,11

first describe the genus Lutra. In the skull ct Lulra the suborbital
hole i* larger than
it is in the badgers,
the grison*,and the

martens, almost a* K >fcv- ,

large, indeed, as it . aMBD**. V> '. \
is in the rodent*;
their muzzle is

shorter, and the an-

terior part of the
cranium between
and behind the
orbit* more com-

pact; their tvui-

lnic cavities are lea convex ; their entire cranium more depressed,
and it* base wider and flatter. The lachrymal bone is entirely within
the orbit, and it* aperture is above the interior nuborbit.il hole. The
circular aperture is blended externally with the sphcno-orbital hole,
bat internally it is separated by a considerable interval from it by
a bony plate. The internal pterygoid process is soldered. The
whole nknll has a good deal in common with that of the Seal (Pkoca
rUulina) ; and its rel Uiouahip is to be traced in the short muzzle, tho

compression of the interorbital region (which is carried still farther

in the seal), the width and flatness of the cranium, and the flatncos and
enlargement of the whole inferior region, with the exception of the

tympanic cavities, which in the seal are large and convex.
In the other parts of the skeleton there is nothing needing a

detailed description, the variations being such as might be expected
to suit the habits of an aquatic, carnivorous, hairy quadruped.
Thus, the articulation of the limbs admits of such freedom of motion,
that the animal can turn them in almost any direction, and bring
them with ease on a line with the body, so as to act like fins.

The teeth of the Otters are
sharp and strong, and the tubercles of

the molars very pointed, a modification necessary to secure the

prehension and speedy destruction of their agile and slippery prey.
In the length of the intestines there is a difference between the
Common Otter and the Sea-Otter ; the latter, like the seal, has very
long intestines. Sir Everard Home gives the length of the intestines

of the Sea-Otter as twelve times that of the animal; but those of
the Common Otter as only three times and a quarter the length of
the animal. ('Phil. Trans.'} Professor Owen however informs us
that in a female Common Otter dissected by him, the intestines were
9 feet 6 inches, the body from nose to vent being 1 foot 5 inches ;

and we should expect, physiologically, to find longer intestines in a
Common Otter than in one of the land Feree.

The kidney is lobulated or conglomerated, consisting, in fact, of an

aggregation of small kidneys, connected by cellular substance; but
these small kidneys are not so numerous as in the seal and porpoise.
(Home, on the '

Sea-Otter,'
' PhiL Trans.'). In the Museum of the

Roysl College of Surgeons (Physiological Series, No. 2519) is a

preparation exhibiting the reproductive organs of a male of the
Common Otter.

The genus Lutra has the head compressed ; eyes rather large ; ears

very short; whiskers very stiff; tongue rather rough; body MTV
much lengthened ; legs short ;

the feet with five toes and webbed ;

tail long, stout, flattened horizontally, and covered with short hair.

6 1-1 fi_5
Incisors,

JT
; canines, j^j ; molars, 5^5

~ 36.

L. vitlgaru, Erxleb. (Muttda Lutra, Linn.). This, there can be
little doubt, is the "EvvSpls of Aristotle and the Greeks, and the

Lutra of the Romans. It is the Lodra, Lodria, and Lontra of

the Italians; Nutria and Lutra of the Spanish; Loutre of the

French
;
Otter and Fisch Otter of the Germans ; Otter of the Dutch ;

Utter of the Swedes ;
Odder of the Danes ; Dyfigi of the Welsh ;

Balgnir, Cu-donu (Brown Dog), and Matadh, of the Northern Celts ;

and Otter of the English.
The head and nose are broad and flat ; neck thick

; body elongated ;

tail broad at the base, compressed horizontally, and tapering to a

point ; the eyes, which are not laiv c, are placed comparatively near

to the nose ; the ears are very short, and the auditory opening rather

narrow
;
the mouth is small, and the lips are capable of being firmly

closed together; the whiskers are very long; the legs very short,

strong, stout, and muscular ;
the 5-toed feet nrj furnished with strong

broad webs, like those of water-fowl which have these accessories best

developed. Hence Soinerville terms the Otter '

goose-footed.'

The colour is brown (deepest on the upper parts), with the

exception of two small patches of white on the lips, one on each side

of the nose.

This species varies much in size. The length of one sent to Mr.
Bell from Sutherlaudshire was 2 feet 1 inch and 6 lines. Mr. Macgil-

livray notes the length f two males; one measured 42 inches, and
the other 38 inches. By the same author, the length of a female i>

given at 40 inches. These measurements are from the nose to the

point of the tail. Mr. Bell states that the usual weight of a fine male

English Otter is from 20 to 24 Ibs., and that of the female about 4 Ibs.

less; adding however that Pennant records one found, in 171' I, in

the river Lea betwi'rii Stratford mid Wiire that weighed 40 Ibs.

The natural food f the (_'omi::on Otter in fish, for the chn<

capture of which
its whole frame is

beautifully adap-
ted. How silently
is the water en-

tered ! The eyes
are so placed that
whether the ani-

mal is Hwimming
below its prey, be-

hind it, above it,

or beside it, their

situation, or, at

most, the least motion of the head and neck, brings it within the

sphere of the pursuer's vision. The whole frame-work of the ani-

mal, its short fin-like legs, oary feet, and rudder of a tail, enable

it to make the swiftest turns, nay, almost bounds in the water,

according as the rapidity of its agile prey demands a sudden down-
ward dive, an upward spring, or a side snap. The short fur, which
is close and fine, keeps the body at a proper temperature, and
the longer and outer hair.* directed backward? enable it to glide

Ski It-ton of European Biter-Otter (Lulra tulgarit).
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Teeth of Otter. F. Cuvier.

through the water, when propelled horizontally by its webbed feet

beneath the surface, noiselessly and speedily. Easy and elegant in

its motions, there are few objects more attractive in menageries than

the pond, especially if it be kept clean and supplied with clear water,

wherein the Otter is seen to hunt its living prey. When it has seized

a small fish, it instantly leaves the water and devours it, beginning
with the head, whilst the body is held between the fore paws.

Larger fish are held down by the paws, and the head and tail are

often left uneaten. The havoc made by these animals in the rivers

and ponds is great ;
for they will go on killing, and eat but a small

portion of each fish, if it be large, when they find plenty of prey.

When fish is scarce, and it is pressed by hunger, Mr. Bell states that

the Otter has been known to resort far inland, to the neighbourhood
of the farm-yard, and attack lambs, sucking-pigs, and poultry. Mr.

Macgillivray tells us, also, that it has been known to attack young
domestic animala, and the latter zoologist found the stomach of one,

which was killed in June, filled with a curious collection of larvae and

earth-worms. The period of gestation is said to be nine weeks, and

the number of young produced varies from three to five. The Otter's

places of refuge near rivers and lakes are beneath the roots of trees

or in holes.

But it must not be supposed that the Common Otter is, as it baa

been asserted, confined to the fresh-waters. They are knowu to fre-

quent the sea in the north of Scotland, and to hunt far out. In the

south of England (Cornwall) the Otter will go a mile from the shore

in the summer and good weather after its prey, according to Mr. Couch.

On the sea-shore, rocky coves with scattered blocks, hollows, and cavi-

ties under large stones are its haunts. These Marine Common Otters

must not be confounded with the Sea-Otter (Enhydra).

That the Common Otter is capable of domestication and attachment

we have ample testimony. Albertus Magnus, Aldrovandus, Gesner,

and others attest this. Every angler will remember the passage in

Walton, where good Mr. Piscator is anxious to possess himself of one

of the young otters which the huntsman, after the death of the 'bitch

otter,' had found :"' Look you,' says the huntsman, 'hereabout it

was she kennelled ; look you, here it was indeed, for here's her young

ones, no less than five; come, let's kill them all.' 'No,' exclaims

Piscator,
'
I pray, Sir, save me one, and I'll try if I can make her

twne, as I know an ingenious gentleman in Leicestershire, Mr. Nich.

Seagrave, has done ; who hath not only made her tame, but to catch

fih, and <lo many other things at pleasure.'
"

Buffon, who could be

as hard of belief in some points as he was credulous in others,

disbelieves the Otter's capability for domestication. The testimony
above noticed has been confirmed by a cloud of modern witnesses.
Goldsmith mentions an otter which went into a gentleman's pond at

the word of command, drove the fish up into a corner, and having
seized on the largest brought it out of the water to its master. Daniel,

Bewick, Shaw, record instances of the animal's docility in this way.
Mr. Bell and Mr. Macgillivray both corroborate the fact. The latter

has collected the following anecdotes :

" Mr. M'Diarmid, in his

amusing
' Sketches from Nature,' gives an account of several domesti-

cated otters, one of which, belonging to a poor widow, when led forth

plunged into the Urr or the neighbouring burns and brought out all

the fish it could find. Another, kept at Corsbie House, Wigtonshire,
evinced a great fondness for gooseberries, fondled about her keeper's
feet like a pup or kitten, and even seemed inclined to salute her cheek,
when permitted to carry her freedoms so far. A third, belonging to

Mr. Monteith, of Carstairs, was also very tame, and though he fre-

quently stole away at night to fish by the pale light of the moon and
associate with his kindred by the river side, bis master, of course,
was too generous to find any fault with his peculiar mode of spending
his evening hours. In the morning he was always at his post in the

kennel, and no animal understood better the secret of keeping his own
side of the house. Indeed his pugnacity in thia respect gave him a

great lift in the favour of the gamekeeper, who talked of his feats

wherever he went, and avowed besides, that if the best cur that ever

ran '

only daured to girn
'

at his protegcS he would soon ' mak his

teeth meet through him.' To mankind however he was much more

civil, and allowed himself to be gently lifted by the tail, though he

objected to any interference with his snout, which is probably with

him the seat of honour." They are however dangerous pets ; for, if

offended, they will bite grievously.
The capacity of the Otter for domestication being proved, there is

no doubt that the animal might be trained to catch fish or assist in

fishing. For this purpose Mr. Bell states the following method has

been recommended : They should be procured as young as possible,
and be first fed with small fish and water. Then bread and milk is

to be alternated with the fish, and the proportion of the former

gradually increased till they are led to live entirely on bread and milk.

They are then taught to fetch and carry, as dogs are trained, and
when they are brought to do thia well a leather fish stuffed with wool
is employed as the thing to be fetched. They are afterwards exercised

with a dead fish, and chastised if they attempt to tear it. Finally they
are sent into the water after living fish.

As an article of food, though the flesh is rank and fishy, the Otter

was not rejected by the Roman Catholics. Their church permitted it

to be eaten on maigre days ;
and Pennant saw one in the kitchen of

the Carthusians near Dijon, under preparation for the dinner of the

religious of that rigid order, who, by their rules, are prohibited

during their whole lives from eating flesh. Mr. Macgillivray states

that he knew a man in Harris who procured a considerable number

every year, when the skins were more in request than now, and who

generally cooked the flesh, of which Mr. Macgillivray ouco partook
with the family. It was "

dark-coloured, rank, sapid enough, but

not agreeably so. ;

" and under the skin was a layer of fat, as in the

Seals, which might, he adds, render it pleasant food to a Greenlander

or starving Hebridiau.

Europe. River-Otter (Lutra vulgarii).

Before referring to the undoubted varieties of this species, it is

necessary to notice an Irish Otter, which Mr. Ogilby has elevated to

the rank of a species, under the name of L. Jioensis, on account of the

intensity of its colouring, which approaches nearly to black both on the

upper and under surface ;
of the less extent of the pale colour beneath

the throat, as compared with the English L. vulgaris ;
and of some

difference of the ears, and in the proportions of other parts. The
marine habits of, the animal, which is found chiefly in hollows and
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formed by mattered masses of the basaltic columns of tlie

t of Antrim, where a price U set upon iU head, in consequence
of iU destruction of the salmon, strengthen Mr. Ogiluy in this opinion,
from which Mr. Bell differs, observing that Mr. Ogilby states that he
had not hud an opportunity of comparing it with the Common Otter,
that ho (Mr. Bell) does not find in the stuffed specimen presented by
Mr. Ogilby characters sufficiently distinct to lead to the belief that it

is more than a very dark and handsome variety, and that two skins of

Zetland otters (which are equally marine in their habits) presented to

him (Mr. Bell) are almost as dark-coloured ; Mr. Bell adds that these

skins are larger than those usually found in England, and that the fur

is nearly as fine at those imported from America,
The variety spotted with white is supposed to be the '

King of the

Otters' of the Scotch vulgar, who hold that it bears a sort of charmed

life, in so for that its death is never unaccompanied by the death of a

man or some other living creature. The skin is considered precious
as an antidote against infection, wounds, and the dangers of the sea.

One of these spotted otters U in the Museum at Paris, near which

place it was found. Mr. Macgillivray says that he has heard of white

otters, but had never seen an albino.

In the older annals of sporting in this country otter-hunting holds
no inconsiderable place. Somerville describes it at some length and
with much unction in his fourth book (' Cliacc ') towards the end. It

is now fast dying away, but is still kept up in some places, as in Wales
and Scotland. The pretty vignette at the close of Mr. Bell's interest-

ing history of the Otter waa taken as one of the memoranda of a

day's sport in Glamorganshire. Mr. Macgillivray informs us that

Mr. Lomare hunted the Dumfriesshire rivers in 1833, 1834, and

1835, and that Lord John Scott keeps a pack of otter-hounds for the
streams in Roxburghshire.
The Common Otter is found generally throughout Europe.
L. Kair has the fur deep-chestnut, lightest on the sides ; lower part

of the neck and cheeks, as well as the throat, reddish bright-brown ;

above the eye a ruddy yellow or yellowish-white spot.
Thin is the Nir-nayie of the people of Pondicherry, and is probably

the species seen by Bishop Heber, who passed a row of nine or ten

large and very beautiful otters, tethered with straw collars and long
strings to bamboo stakes on the banks of the Malta Colly.

" Some
were swimming about at the full extent of their strings, or lying half

in and half out of the water ; others were rolling themselves in the

nun on the sandy bank, uttering a shrill whistling noise as if in piny.
I was told that most of the fishermen in this neighbourhood kept one
or more of these animals, who were almost as tame as dogs, and of

great use in fishing ; sometimes driving the shoals into the nets, some-
times bringing out the larger fish with their teeth." Another proof,
if any were wanting, of the feasability of taming these animals and

rendering them useful to man.
It is a native of the East Indies. Colonel Sykes notes, in his list of

Mammalia obtained in Dukhun (I)eccan),
" Lulra ffair, F. Cuv., Juhl

Marjur, or Water-Cat of the Mahrattas. The Otter of Dukhun differs

only from the ffair in wanting the white spots over the eyes, in

having a white upper lip, and in being somewhat larger." ('ZooL
Proc.,' 1830-81.)

L. C'ai,mtii (genus Aonyr of Lesson), the Cape Otter, has the fur

soft, full, and thick, chestnut-brown, deepest on the rump, limbs, and

tail, brighter on the sides, and brownish-gray upon the head
;
under

part of the body white. Length 2 feet 10 inches from the muzzle to

the tail, which is 1 foot 8 inches.

M. Lesson allows that this species, which he has elevated to the
rank of a genus, possesses the same general characters as the Lntrir,
such as the dentary system and form of the body ; and makes the
difference solely consist in the form of the feet and toes, which ho

nyi are hardly joined by a membrane. Ue states that the second
toe would seem conjoined to the third throughout its first articulation.

These toe* are both more elongated than the succeeding ones, and all

the toes are without claws, or rather, a vestige of a rudimentary nail

U only observed on the second and third toes of the posterior feet
He records the species as Aonyr Dtlalan-lii (L. inunguit of O. Cuvicr
and F. Cuvier),

' Diet Sc. Nat.' But Cuvier, in his last edition of
the '

Itegne Animal,' writing on the Cape Otter (A,. Capetuit, F. Cuvier),
remark* that the white of the throat, the sides of the head, and of

the neck, is more pure than that of the Javanese Simung (L. 1.

I lorsfield), and that there is some of this colour at the end of the nose ;

but, he add*, what most distinguishes it is that (at a certain age at

least) it ha* no nails, a character on which M. Lesson established his

genus Atmyr. Nevertheless, continues Cuvier in conclusion, young
individuals have been brought from the Cape which have nails, and
it remains to be proved whether these are of the same species. This

specie* haunt* the salt pools of the sea-shores of the Cape, and lives

on fish and crustaceans.

L. Canadmtii (Sabine), the Canada Otter
;
the 1 /outre de Canada of

I In (Ton ; Land-Otter of Warden ; Common Otter of Pennant (' Arct
Zoo).'); Ltttra Branlientit of Harlan ; the American Otter of Oodman ;

Neekeek of the Croc Indians
;
and Capucca of the inhabitant* of Nootka.

Sir John Richardson, who gives these synonyms, states succinctly
the various opinions of authors a* to this species, and concludes by
following Colonel Sabine's opinion that it is peculiar to the northern
district* of America,
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It has the fur above and below shilling brown, and much
that of the Beaver. Size much larger than that of the European Otter,
Lutra rulijarit. Length from nose to tip of tail (which is 18 inches)
about 5 feet

In its habits and food Sir John Richardson states that the Canada
Otter resembles the European specie*. In the winter season it fre-

quents rapids and falls for the advantage of open water ;
and when

its usual haunts are frozen over it will travel to a great distance

through the snow in search of a rapid that has resisted the frost

When seen and pursued by the hunters, as it is on these journeys, it

throws itself forward on its belly and slides through the snow for

several yards, leaving a deep furrow behind it This movement is

described by Sir John as being repeated with so much rapidity, that
even a swift runner on snow-shoe* has much trouble in overtaking it

It also doubles on its track with much cunning, and dives under the
snow to elude its pursuers. When closely pressed it will turn and
defend itself obstinately. When Sir John Richardson's party were at

Great Bear Lake, in the spring of 1826, these otters robbed their nets

which had been set under the ice a few yards from a piece of open
water. They generally carried off the heads of the fish, leaving the

bodies sticking in the net
The female brings forth one litter in the year, consisting of two

or three.

The Mackenzie and other rivers nearly to the Arctic Sea are the
common residence of this otter. There appears however to be no
difference between the skins obtained on the shores of the Pacific ami
those in the neighbourhood of Hudson's Bay. ('Fauna Boreali-

Araericana.')
The fur is valuable, and a considerable article of commerce ; it varies

with the season. In summer the hair is very short, and then it is

almost black ; in winter it becomes a rich reddish-brown, with thu

exception of the grayish spot under the chin. The fur is nearly as

fine as beaver-wool, but not HO long, and consequently is not so well

adapted for felt Sir John Richardson says that 7000 or 8000 arc

annually exported to England.
L. BraiUtentit (Ray). It has the fur short and close, of a bright

ruddy yellow deepening into chestnut towards the extremity of the

limbs and tail
;
lower part of the neck and throat pale yellow. Length,

male, 3 feet 6 j inches ; tail, which is very thick, 18 inches. The largest
female possessed by D'Azara was 31 inches long, including the till,

which was 15 inches. Another measured 36 inches, 12 inches for

the tail.

M. Lesson states that this is the only otter which is deprived of the

glandular apparatus round the nostrils.

This is the Lobo de Rio (River-Wolf) of the colonists
;
but D'Azara

observes that it is not a wolf, but an otter, belonging to the same

family ax the European species,
from which it differs

;
and he accord-

ingly calls it .Vu(ri. It is. the Miatda Lutra (Sratitieiuit ft) of

Omelin.
D'Azara says that this species lives iu troops, which sometimes,

rising to the surface of the water, lift their heads and bark like dogx,
with a hoarse voice, in a menacing and snapping manner, without
however injuring voyagers or swimmers. Each family seems to possess
a separate domain. It spends nearly as much time in the water as it

does upon land, where it devours the fish which it has taken, and rears

its young in holes which it excavates in the banks. The same author

was informed by the Payaguas Indians, who sail continually up .ui I

down the river, and are better acquainted with this animal than others,
that the female brings forth two at a birth covered with hair, and that

many females bring forth anil roar their young at the same time and
in the same place, their usual resort throughout the year. The
motions of this otter are generally slow, and it drags, as it were,
its belly and muzzle along the ground: when it runs it is not at

all swift

D'Azara further states that a neighbour of his purchased a young
whelp which at six months old was 34 inches long. It was permitted
to run loose about the house, and was fed with fish, flesh, brood,

mandioca, and other food, but it preferred fish. It would walk into

the street and return, knew the people of the house, came when called

by name, and would follow them like a dog, but its short legs soon

failed it, and it soon grow weary. It would amuse itself with dogs
and cats as well as with their masters ; but it was a rough play-fellow,
and required to be treated cautiously, for it bit sharply. It n. v IT

harmed poultry or any other animal excepting sucking-pigs, which
were not safe within its reach, and it would have killed them if it hm!

not been prevented. It entered all the rooms, and slept always below
the bed, was very cleanly, and always visited one particular spot for

the deposit of its excrements.

According to D'Azara it inhabits the lakes, river.", and rivulets of

Paraguay, who at first stated that he did not believe that it entered

salt-water, and that it* geographical range did not extend to the river

Plata
;
but in his French abridgement he states that the species is

found in that river.

From M'Culloch's lists it appears that the number of otter-skins

exported from Quebec in 1808 amounted to 7230, at II. per skin. In

1826 the numbers were less, 1608 having been exported from that

place in that year. In 1829, 14,862 were imported into Britain : of

these 39 came from Germany, 13,104 from the British North American
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colonies, 1707 from the United States, 2 from Buenos Ayres, and 49
from all other places. They were almost wholly re-exported to Ger-

many and the Netherlands. Mr. Bell states that the number of

otter-skins imported into this country in 1830 was 713,115 ; in 1831,
494,067; in 1832, 222,493; and in 1833 only 23,889. In 1850 the

importation did not exceed 18,000.
Fossil Otters. Jiiger notices the remains of a Lutra in the Beau

iron-ore (Bohnerz) of the Rauh Alp (tertiary) ;
and Messrs, de Serres,

Dubrueil, and Jean-Jean record an extinct species (L. antiqua) in the

bone-caverns of Lunel-Vieil. The form was also detected in the Puy-
de-Dome by Messrs. Croizet and Jobert. The remains of L. vulgaris
are common in the fens qf Cambridgeshire.

Enhydra. Dr. Fleming gives the following generic character of the

Sea-Otter under the above name : Six incisors above, and four below.
Tail much shorter than the body. No anal scent-bags.

In Cook's '

Voyage
'

it is stated that a young Sea-Otter was brought
on board with six lower incisors. Steller and succeeding systematists

give four as the number in the lower jaw. Sir John Richardson

suggests that two of the lower ones may drop out before the animal
become* adult.

The fur is thick, woolly, and very soft, with the addition of a few

silky hairs of a lustrous black
;
most of the upper parts are of a deep

velvety maroon-brown, and the anterior parts silvery-gray. Body
elongated ; tail short and stout ;

hinder feet very short.

. marina is the Sea-Beaver of Krascheninikoff ; the Sea-Otter of

Cook, Pennant, Meares, Menzies, and Godman ;
the Kalan of the

Kamtchatkadales; MustelaLtttrisof Linnscus; Lutra marina of Steller,

Krxleben, and Harlan ; Loutre du Kamtchatka of the French.

Sea-Otter (Enhydra manna).

Captain Cook, in his last voyage (chapter on King George's Sound
Nootka), says

:

"
It might have been sufficient to have mentioned

that this animal (the Sea-Otter) abounds here, as it is fully described
in different books, taken from the accounts of the Russian adventurers
in their expeditions eastward from Kamtchatka, if there had not been
a small difference in one that we saw. We for some time entertained
doubts whether the many skins which the natives brought really

belonged to this animal ; as our only reason for being of that opinion
was founded on the size, colour, and fineness of the fur

; till a short

while before our departure, when a whole one, that had been just
killed, was purchased from some strangers who came to barter

;
and

of this Mr. Weber made a drawing. It was rather young, weighing
only 25 Ibs. ; of a shining or glossy black colour, but many of the

hairs being tipt with white gave it a grayish cast at first sight. The

face, throat, and breast were of a yellowish-white or very light-brown

colour, which in many of the skins extended the whole length of the

belly. It had six cutting teeth in each jaw ; two of those of the lower

jaw being very minute, and placed without, at the base of the two
middle ones. In these circumstances it seems to disagree with those

found by the Russians, and also in not having the outer toes of the

hind feet skirted by a membrane. There seemed also to be a greater

variety in the colour of the skins than is mentioned by the describers

of the Russian Sea-Otters. These changes of colour certainly take place
at the different gradations of life. The very young ones had brown

hair, which was coarse, with very little fur underneath
;
but those of

the size of the entire animal which came into our possession, and just

described, had a considerable quantity of that substance
;
and both in

that colour and state the Sea-Otters seem to remain till they have

attained their full growth. After that they lose the black colour, and
assume a deep brown or sooty coloar

;
but have then a greater quantity

of very fine fur, and scarcely any long hairs. Others, which are sus-

pected to be still older, were of a chestnut-brown ;
and a few skina

were seen that had even acquired a perfectly yellow colour. The fur

of these animals, as mentioned in the Russian accounts, is certainly
softer and finer than that of any others we know of; and therefore the

discovery of thi part of the continent of North America, where so

valuable an article of commerce may be met with, cannot be a matter
of indifference."

The Sea-Otter haunts sea-washed rocks, livea mostly in the water,
and approximates to the seals more than to the otters in its habits.
The food is fish. The female brings forth on land, and notwithstand-
ing the general marine habits of the animal it has been occasionally
seen very far from the shore.

It is found in the North Pacific, from Kamtchatka to the Yellow
Sea on the Asiatic side, and from Alaska to California on the American
coast. (Richardson.)
The fur was eagerly sought after, and is still prized, but not so

highly as formerly. Coxe quotes Pallas for the fact that the old and
middle-aged sea-otter skins were sold at Kiachta by the Russians to
the Chinese at from 80 to 100 roubles a skin, or from 161. to 20/. each.
Sir John Richardson observes that the trade was for a considerable

period in the hands of the Russians, who, soon after the discovery of
the north-west coast of America by Behring and Tschirikow, sent mer-
cantile expeditions there. The passage above quoted from Captain
Cook's ' Third Voyage* drew the attention of the English, and both

private merchants and the India Company sent vessels to collect skins
on the American coast and transport them to Canton. Pennant's hint
at the profitable trade which might be carried on with China by a

colony, were it possible to penetrate to that part of America by means
of rivers and lakes, seems not to have been lost. Sir Alexander Mac-
kenzie having traversed the continent of America and reached the

Pacific, his partners in trade established fur ports in New Caledonia
and a direct commerce with China; but, as Sir John Richardson
remarks in conclusion, the influx of furs into that market soon reduced
their price.
LUTRARIA. [PYLOMDEA.]
LUTRICOLA. [PYLOEIDEA.]
LU'ZULA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Jun-

cacece. It has a 1-celled 3-valved capsule, without dissepiments, with
three seeds at the base of the cell. Several species of this genus have
been described.

L. sylvatica, the Great Wood-Rush, has linear-lanceolate hairy
leaves, the panicle sub-cymose, doubly compound ; peduncles elon-

gated; segments of perianth bristle-pointed, as long as the ovate

mucronate capsule ;
filaments very short

;
seed minutely tubercled at

the end. It is the Juncus sylvaticus of Hudson. It has an under-

ground woody stem.

L. Fasten has a 1-flowered erect peduncle, with both flower- and

fruit-style equalling the stamens ; capsules acute; seeds with a straight
blunt crest.

L. Barren has a peduncle 1-2-flowered, the upper ones reflexed

after flowering ; style equalling the stamens ;
filaments about half as

long as the anthers. The seeds are as large as those of L. Fosteri, and
with a long crest folded back upon the seed.

L. pilosa has peduncles 1-3-flowered ; capsules blunt, scarcely as

long as the perianth ;
seeds with a falcate crest.

L. campestris has a panicle of 3 or 4 ovate, dense, sessile, or stalked

clusters ; filaments much shorter than the anthers ; seeds nearly

globular, with a basal appendage. The root of this species has a

popular reputation as a diuretic, and ia used in China and the ntvth

of Europe.
L. multiflora is known by the filaments being about as long as the

anthers
;
seeds nearly twice as broad, with a basal appendage.

L. spicata has a panicle with an oblong lobed nodding spike. It is

found in mountainous districts.

L. arcuata has a sub-umbellate panicle of few 3-5-flowered clus-

ters ci long drooping peduncles ;
the stem is slender, 2 to 5 inches

long. It is found on the highest summits of the Cairngorum and
Sutherland Mountains. All the species here described are British.

(Babingtou, Manual of British Botany.)
LYCAON. [HY.ENA-DOG.]
LYCESTA, Savigny's name for a genus of Crustacea which M.

Desmarest views as coming very near to the genus Miera of Leach.

LYCHNIS (from Kvjfvos, a lamp), a genus of Plants belonging to

the natural order Caryophyllacece, and to the sub-order SUeneat. It has

a 5-toothed naked calyx ; 5 petals, clawed ;
10 stamens ; 5 styles ; the

capsules 1-celled, or half 5-celled, opening at the top with 5 or 10

teeth. The species are smooth, hairy, or woolly herbs, with terminal

corymbs of flowers, rarely solitary.
L. Clialcedonica, the Scarlet Lychnis, is a smoothish clammy plant,

with corymbose flowers in bundles; the calyx cylindrical, clavate,

ribbed ;
the calyx 2-lobed, the carpophore long ;

the leaves lanceolate,

slightly cordate at the base, and clasping the stem. This plant, which

produces scarlet, rose-coloured, or white flowers, and is a great favourite

in our gardens, is a native of Siberia and Japan. Several varieties of

this plant have been named.
L. grandiflora is a glabrous plant, the flowers solitary or ternate,

terminal and axillary ; the calyx terete, clavate, ribbed
;
the petals

lacerated
; carpophore elongated ;

the leaves ovate, almost sessile. It

has large beautiful scarlet flowers, and is a native of China and Japan.
L. Flos Cuculi, Ragged Robin, has deeply 4-cleft petals, with a very

short carpophore. It has rose-coloured petals, and is an abundant

plant in the moist meadows and pastures of Great Britain, aa well as

the whole of Europe.
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L. ntffrlina. White Campion, ha* the petals half-bifid, and the

ralyx-tecth of the fertile flower* linear-lanceolate, elongated ; the
cap-

rale conical ; the teeth erect It U a common plant in the hedge-bank*
of Europe. Thin and the following specie* are frequently regarded as

varieties, and then named L. ilioica,

L. dmrita. Red Campion, hu the petal* half-bifid ;
the calyx-teeth

of the fertile flower triangular ; the capsule nearly globular ;
the teeth

reflexed.

The other British specie* of the genus Lycknit are/.. Qithago, tlic

Corn-Cockle, a pretty plant blossoming in corn-field* from June to

September ;
L. alpina, found on the mountains of Forfarshiro ; and

/.. ritcaria, a rare plant
Many of the foreign specie* are cultivated in our gardens. They

thrive well in a light rich loamy soil, and may be propagated by
cuttings or seeds.

(Don, DicUamydtoui Plaxli : Babington, Manual of Brit'uh Botany.)

LYCIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Solan-

acetr. It has an urceolate calyx regularly 6-toothed, or irregularly
3-5-cleft ; permanent corolla funnel-shaped or tubular ; limb 6- or

10-cleft, or toothed, imbricate in restiration, sometimes plicate ;
stamens

5, usually exserted ; filaments banded and widened at we base ; stigma

peltately depressed, or capitate, bisulcate
; berry roundish, 2-celled,

propped by the permanent calyx ; placentas adnate ;
seeds numerous,

reniform. The species are trees or shrubs usually spinose. Corollas

whit.', yellow, rose-coloured, purple, blue, or scarlet

L. Ewnpa-um has erect loose branches ; buds spinescent ; leaves

fascicled, obovate, lanceolate, obtuse, or spathulate, bent obliquely ;

flowers twin or solitary ; corolla funnel-shaped ; stamens exserted, but
shorter than the limb. It is a native of the south of Europe and the

north of Africa : in the Grecian Islands common in hedges, but scarcely

indigenous. The calyx is 5-cleft, ruptured at the side : the corollas

pale violet, reticulated with red veins
;
tube greenish. Clusius says

that the young shoots are eaten in Spain with oil and vinegar.
L. Barbarom has dependent branches ; bud* spiny ; leaves lanceo-

late, flat, glabrous, acute; flowers twin, extra-axillnry, pedicellate;
corolla funnel-shaped ; stamens exserted, about equal in length to the

limb. It is a native of the north of Asia, Africa, and south of Europe.
There is a variety having pale corollas and yellowish red berries.

There are about 30 species of this genus described, many of which
are to be found in our gardens. They are commonly known by the

name of Box-Thorn.
I.Y'CIt'M. Many ancient authors, and among others Dioscorides,

describe under the above name a substance as used in medicine,
which is stated to be of two kinds; one obtained from Lycia and

Cappadocia,
and the other from India. The former is said to be the

produce of a thorny shrub called Pyxacantha. The latter is stated

to be more valuable and efficacious as a medicine, and to be pro-
duced also by a thorny shrub which is called Lonchitit.

Most modern author* have stated these plants and the substance

they produce to be totally unknown ; others consider species of

JOkamnut, or the Common Box, to be alluded to. Prosper Alpinus
thought Berbrrii Cretico, to be one of the plants ; while Gordon ab
Orto thought Catechu to be the substance, and Acacia Catechu the

plant yielding it It is possible that some species of JUiamnut, as

K. ia/rcioritu, of which both the root, wood, and berries possess
medicinal properties, and which are in the present day used for dyeing
yellow, may have formed one of the kinds of Lyciuin, as it is common
to the countries where the firxt kind is said to have been produced,
and some species of llhamnut were by the older botanists called

Ijycium. Though there in uncertainty about the Lyoium of Asia
Minor, that of India seemed to have been quite unknown until the

publication
of a paper

' On the Lyciuin of Dioscorides,' by Dr. Royle,
in the 'Linnican Society's Transactions' for 1833, where it is stated
that there is no proof that Catechu was the AUKIOC '\vttx6r (Lycium.
/</iat) of the ancients

; in fact is incompatible with the evidence
adduced on the subject from Oriental writer*. The Greek authors
on medicine having been translated into Arabic, and from this language
into Persian, and these, with additions, forming the works now in use
in India, we may expect to find in them some trace of Lycium ; and
in fact in that called Makbxun-al-L'dwieb, Loofyon is mentioned as
the plant which yield* Huziz, and in Persian it is called Frcl-Zukreh.

Ixxofjon is evidently written for Ixwkyon, through an error of the
transcriber in a diacritical point, in the same way that Kilafoo* (1'liilip
of Macedon) has bean changed in some of these works into Kilakoos.
This is farther evident indeed from referring to the Utin transition*
of tVrapkm and Avicenna, where Uadad and Keel-Zuhuraj are
translated l,y,m and l.yctom hdittim. In the Persian work, Hoo/uz
r.r H.Kiziz (the same word a* Hadad) is described as being of two
kind* : one from India, of which the Hindoo name is Kusot

;
and

the other from Arabia. The Persian name Feel-Zuhreh i* translated
in our bnt dictionaries '

box-thorn,' that is, Pt/jracanika. The best
kiti-1 "f Kusot is said, in the Mnkhzun-aM'dwieh, to be brought from
Nuggur-Knte in the nrightiourhood of Lahore, and that it is an
extract made from a decoction of the fresh wood of Dar-Huld. On
inquiring in the (hops of the druggist* in the bazaars of India, Dr. R.
learned that both the wood DarHuld and the extract Kusot wore

imported into the plains of India from the Himalayas. On travelling
in these mountains, and on wUhing to be shown the plant which

produced the wood called Dar-Huld as well a* that from which the

Kusot was procured, species of Barberry were immediately pointed
out, and it was stated that both the wood and the extract were

procured indifferently from Berbrri* Anatica, B. aiutata, B. Lycium,
and B. pinnala. On cutting into the wood of each, and having some
converted into extract, be found both to correspond in every respect
with what he had bought in the plains under the name of Dar-Huld
and Rusot. The extract Rusot is procurable in the bazaars of India,

being much employed by the native practitioners of medicine in

India, as an external
application

rubbed over the swollen eye-lid
either simply or in combination with opium and alum and a little

water or oil, both in incipient and chronic inflammation of the eye.
The wood of Barberry being employed both in Europe and India as

a yellow dye, it has been suggested by Mr. E. Solly, in a paper read
before the Royal Asiatic Society, that the root, wood, or extract

might be imported from India for the use of the manufacturers of

Europe. This notice may appear disproportioned to the importance
of the subject, but it is interesting as showing the knowledge whicli
the Greeks bad of the products of India, at the name time tint it

proves
the great extent to which the influence of their own works

has spread.

LY'CODON, a genus of Ophidian Reptiles, of which L. Cajxniii,
Smith (L. llontokii, Schlegel), may be taken as an example. This
snake is shining greenish-brown above, head without variations, and
the scales along the middle of the back less distinctly marked with
white specks than those of the sides.

Li/cuduii C.jcniii, var. Su.itli.

Dr. Smith, who recorded this species in 1831, in the 'South African

Quarterly Journal,' figures and describes, in the 4th number of the
'
Illustrations of the Zoology of South Africa

'

(1838), a variety of a

shining blackish-green colour above, tinged with purple, the head
reticulated with white lines, and the scales white at the tips ; greenish-

yellow below ; eyes livid-green. Length from nose to tail 1 2 inches ;

of the tail 2 inches.

The variety above described was found among decayed wood, near
a small stream, immediately beyond Kurrichane, about 25 S. lot

"
When," continues Dr. Smith,

"
by the removal of some of the

rotten masses, the reptile was exposed, it moved slowly among the

remaining ones in search of a place of concealment ; and when it was

interrupted in its advance, it simply coiled itself up without manifest-

ing any disposition to resist the opposition offered
;
a similar course I

had previously observed others of the same species pursue when

attempts were made to secure them
;
and neither did the one here

described nor the others ever move with any considerable rapidity, nor

appear much in fear of their assailants. All the specimens which I

have seen of this species were obtained in damp situations, and never
remote from localities where they could rapidly and without much
exertion conceal themselves if necessary ;

and in the latter respect

they resemble most of the innocuous snakes of South Africa, which
are not endowed with the powers of effecting rapid movements."

LYCOPERDACE,, or GASTEROMYCETES, on order of PlanU

belonging to Lindley's Alliance Pungaltt, characterised by having the

spores generally quaternate on distinct sporophores; hyiniMiiuin
inclosed in a peridium. [Ki MM.]
I.Vml'KUDINA. [EcMOlU'HUg.]
I.VCUPERDON, a genus of Fungi, emitting when burnt, cither by

violence or natural dchiscence, o quantity of dust-like seeds or uporrs.
whence the species are commonly called Puff-Balis. Tim old hot

collected under this name a variety of plants, very different from each
other in many respect*, although agreeing in the circumstance juxt
mentioned

;
recent writers have distinguished them ns so many

distinct genera. The only two which it is necessary to mention here
ore the Common Puff-Bolls, which burst irregularly, and the Starry
Piiff-l Sails, which split in a definite stellate manner. They are each
inhabitants of meadow*, postures, woods, lawns, &c., and some of the

species are exceedingly common. When the Common Puff-Ball, L.

gemmatum, firt appears, it forms a whitish ball, looking like a common
eatable mushroom, but by degrees it changes colour, becomes brown,
and tearing irregularly at the apex, discharges a cloud of brownish

dust, connoting entirely of its spores. The Qeasters, Starry 1'nll'-

lialls, are much less common ; instead of bursting irregularly at the

]>ex when ripe, their outer rind separates into a definite number of

lobes, which spread open, curve backwards, ond at last elevate upon
their centre a bag containing the spores, No use bos ever been mode
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of any of the Lycoperdons, except in the case of L. giganteum, a very
large indehiscent epecies, often many feet in circumference, and filled

with a loathsome pulpy mass, which has been employed as a styptic,
aud for tinder.

LYCOPODIACE^E, Clul-Momes, a natural order of Vascular

Acrogens, consisting of plants with creeping stems or conns, which

produce- leafy branches somewhat resembling Mosses. The leaves are

small, sessile, and imbricated or verticillate ; the fructification occurs
in the axil of leaves and often in a spike-like form, and consists of

kidney-shaped 2-valved cases, which contain antheridian or sperma-
tozoidal cells, and roundish or 4-sided bodies called oophoridiae,
opening by two valves, and containing four large spores. In the
interior of the latter a pro-embryo is developed, in which archegonia
are produced, and thereafter impregnation gives rise to the germinat-
ing body. The species are natives both of cold and warm climates,
and are abundant in the tropics, especially in insular situations. There
are about 200 of them. Some have emetic and purgative properties.
The powdery matter contained in their fructification is inflammable.
This family has an especial interest from its resemblance to an extinct

race of gigantic plants found in the coal beds, and called Lepidodendron.
Evidence is daily increasing which renders it probable that a large

proportion of the coal in this and other countries has been deposited
through the agency of plants belonging to this natural order, or closely
allied to it (See British Association '

Report,' 1854.) [CoAL PLANTS ;

LEI'IDODEXDRON
; LEPIDOSTROBL]

(Balfour, Claubook of Botany.)
LYCOPODITES. The affinity of many fossil plants to some of

the various genera composing the Lycopodiacea is very distinctly

pointed out by M. Brongniart, both in the ' Prodrome' (1828) and in

the ' Histoire des Vegdtaux Fossiles." Such of these as agree in the

following characters are ranked under the title of Lycopodites.
Branches pinnate ;

leaves inserted all round the stem, or in two

opposite rows, not leaving distinct and circumscribed cicatrices.

Several species are described from the coal deposits and oolitic for-

mations. We give below a drawing of part of Lycopodites falcalus
(Phillips's

'

Geology of Yorkshire ') from the Oolitic shales of Gris-

thorpe near Scarborough. [COAL PLANTS.]

a, leaf magnified, to show the direction of the ncrvurcs.

LYCOPODIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Lycopodiacea. It has Vcelled 2-valved capsules, containing powder,
or 3-valved, containing 1 to 4 granules.

L. claralum, Common Club-Moss, has scattered leaves, incurved, with
a filamentous point; spikes stalked, 2 or 3 together, cylindrical; scales

ovate, triangular, membranous, finely incised, serrated. The stem is

prostrate and long ; branches short and ascending ; spikes on long
stalks, pale-yellow ;

scales on the stalks irregularly disposed in whorls.

The powder contained in the spore-cases is highly inflammable :

shaken out and collected it is employed under the name of Lycopode,
or Vegetable Brimstone, on the Continent, in the manufacture of fire-

works, and in pharmacy to roll up pills, which when coated may be

put in water without being moistened. The plant has long been used
ax an emetic ; a decoction of it is said to be serviceable in removing
Plica Polonica.

L. annotinum has scattered lanceolate leaves; spikes sessile, solitary,
terminal ; scales roundish, with an alternated point, membranous, and

jagged. The branches are rather long and erect, each year's growth
is marked by a spot where the leaves are adpressed. The spikes are

cylindrical, greenish-yellow, not persistent. It is found on stony
mountains in Cumberland and Caernarvonshire, and is common in the

Highlands of Scotland.

L. alpinum, Savin-Leaved Club-Mosa, has leaves in four rows, imbri-

cated, acute, keeled, entire
; spikes sessile, solitary, terminal ;

scales

ovate-lanceolate, flat
; branches erect, clustered, forked, level-topped.

The stem is prostrate and long. Fertile branches' usually twice

dichotomous, each division ending in a short cylindrical yellowish-
green apike, rather thicker than the branch. It is found on elevated

mountains in Great Britain.

L. Selayo, Fir Club-Moss, has leaves in eight rows, crowded, uniform,
linear-lanceolate, acuminate ; capsules not spiked, but in the axils

of the common leavea; stem erect, forked, level-topped. The stem
is short, erect, or slightly decumbent, densely leafy. Occasionally in

sheltered positions the stem becomes elongated. In the Highlands of

Scotland it is made into an irritating ointment, which is applied with

advantage to the neighbourhood of the eyes as a counter-irritant.

Internally administered it acts as an emetic and cathartic. Linmous

nays the Swedes find the decoction serviceable as a detergent lotion,
and in destroying the vermin that infest cattle.

L. inundatum and L. eelayinoides are the other British species, both
found in boggy places. The most remarkable species is the L. rubrvm
of Chamisso, Yatum cmdenado, Great Devil. Sir William Hooker,
HAT. BMT. DIV. VOL. III.

who calls it L. catharticum, states that it acts most violently as a

purgative, and has been administered successfully in Spanish America
in cases of elephantiasis. According to Vastring, Club-Mosses are

likely to become of importance in dyeing : he asserts that woollen
cloths boiled with, Lyeopodiums, especially with L. clavatum, acquire
the property of becoming blue when passed through a bath of Brazil-

Wood. L. phlegmaria is reputed an aphrodisiac. L. aquamatum is

remarkable for its hygrometrical properties, rolling up into a ball

when dry and expanding when moisture is applied.

(Balfour, Classbook of Botany; Babington, Manual of British

Botany ; Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
LYCOPSIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Boraginacece and the tribe Anchusece, which have their 4 nuts placed on
a hypogynous disc, with an excavated space surmounted by a tumid
ring at their base.

Lycopais has the calyx in 5 deep segments ; the tube of the corolla

curved ; the limb oblique. The species closely resemble those of

Anchwa, except in the above characters.

L. arvensis, the Bugloss, has lanceolate erose-dentate very hispid
leaves ; the calyx of the fruit is bell-shaped, erect. The flowers are
small and blue. The whole plant is very hispid, with strong hairs,
each rising from a scaly tubercle. It is common in the fields and
hedges of Great Britain and Europe.
LYCOPUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Labiahc. It has a 4-fid corolla, scarcely longer than the equal
5-toothed calyx; stamens 2; anther-cells parallel or ultimately
divergent; 2 upper stamens wanting, or rudimentary, or rarely
perfect.

L. Europ&ui inhabits wet ditches and sides of ponds, and is known
popularly under the name of Gipsey-Wort, because gipsies are said to
stain their skins with its juice. It has stalked ovate-oblong leaves,

glabrous or pubescent, opposite. Flowers small, in dense whorls. It

is found on banks of streams and ditches in Great Britain.

LYCO'RIS, Siwigny's name for a genus of Doraibrauchiate Annelida

(Nereids, properly so called) of Cuvier.

LYCUS. [LAMPYRID.E.]
LYDIAN STONE. [FLINTY SLATE.]
LYGODYSODEA'CE^E, a natural order of Plants closely allied to

Cincltonacece. It differs from thia order in poasessing an ovary com-

posed of two confluent carpels, 1-celled, with two ovules, and a single

style ;
the pericarp, brittle, bursts in four directions from the base, not

adhering to the seeds, 1-celled
;
two free placentae rising up between

the pericarp and the back of the seeds
;
two seeds pendulous from

the apex of the placentae, with the embryo straight, foliaceous, com-

pressed ;
the radicle short, inferior. The apecies are twining shrubs,

and have single stipules between the petioles.
This little order was constituted by Bartling, but was afterwards

examined by De Candolle, who thought there was no reason for sepa-

rating it from Cinchonacece,
"
According to De Candolle, what

Bartling calls pericarp is calyx, and hia seeds are carpels, and conse-

quently all the most remarkable features of the order disappear, with
the exception of the absence of the albumen." (Lindley.) This is a

subject that merits further investigation. The only geuus of this

order is Lyyodysodea, of which two species, L. fcetida and L. cilir.ta

have been described. They are both natives of Peru and Mexico.
LYME-GKASS. [ELYMUS.]
LYMNEA. [LINNEAM:.]
LYMNO'REA, a genus of Fossil Zoopliyta, proposed by Lamouroux

(' Expos.,' p. 79). Also the name of a genus of recent Medusa'. (De
Blainville, Actinologie, p. 290.)

LYMPH, the fluid found in that part of the absorbent system of
the higher animals called Lymphatics. [ABSORBENT SYSTEM.] The
lymph, with the chyle [DIGESTION], is carried into the thoracic duct
before being poured into the circulating fluid. When taken from the

lymphatics it forms a colourless or yellow fluid, which is only red
when blood-globulea are accidentally mixed with it. Its reaction is

usually alkaline ; it coagulates from 4 to 20 minutes after its discharge.

Floating about in it can be seen fat-globules and small granular bodies,
such as are seen in chyle, and also the true lymph-corpuscle.
Lymph is very difficult to procure in its pure condition hence the

variety of descriptions which have been given of its character and
contents. The chemical constituents of the lymph in general are very
similar to those of the blood without its red corpuscles. The sub-

stance which spontaneously coagulates in it is perfectly identical with
the fibriue of the blood. The albumen of the lymph has the same

'

general properties as that of the blood. According to Geiger the

lymph contains a large quantity of the strongly basic albuminate of

soda, which, in the absence of other alkaline salts, communicates no
alkaline reaction to the solution, and even when coagulated retains

much alkali. The fat of the lymph is in small quantities, and that

for the most part in a saponified form ; chloride of sodium is the prepon-

derating mineral ingredient. Lymph contains a larger amount of

water than blood. In humau lymph Marchand found 96'926 and
L'Heritier 92'436 of water : in the lymph of horses the quantity has

been found to vary from 92 to 98 parts in 100.

The elementary granules found free in the chyle and lymph are

immeasurably minute. They are said by H. Miiller to consist of fat

and a protein envelope. They are very much more abundant in chyle
2 o
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than in lymph. Beside* these Kbllikcr describes free nuclei fruin

O-OOl'" 0-008"' in size : thews re found principally in the lacteal*,

and never in the thoracic duct. The lymph-corpuscles, or chylu-

corpuscle* for they both have the same characters are found every-
where in the lymph. They are rounded pale cells 0-0025"' 0-0055'"

in diameter. When examined in their native fluid they appear homo-

geneous or finely granular, and contain a usually indistinct transparent

homogeneous sUgntly-glistening round nucleus. On the addition of

water the nucleus and contents are rendered turbid by a granular

deposit ; and on that of acetic acid they become transparent and pale,

exhibiting the strongly-granulated contracted nuclei with extreme

distinctness, bursting at the same time and allowing the contents to

escape.
This change also frequently takes place in the smaller cells

on the addition of water, preceded by the apperance of clear albumi-

nous drops. In size, quantity, and shape the lymph-corpuscles present
diversities according to situation. With regard to the origin of the

lymph-corpuscles, Professor Kblliker says they are formed like cells, by
the development of membranes around free nuclei, a process which is

effected, in the first place, in the commencement of the lymphatic
reesels, but also, and chiefly, in the vasa efferentia of the lymphatic
gland. To this is added the multiplication of cells by division, which
does not always take place.
The importance of the lymph-corpuscle in relation to the blood has

been pointed out by Mr. Wharton Jones in a paper on the ' Blood-

Corpuacle' in the 'Philosophical Transactions' for 1846. In this

memoir he says :

" The lymph-corpuscle of the Vertebrata is identical

with the corpuscle of their blood. In the Oviparous Vertebrata it

occurs, like the corpuscle of their blood, in the three phases of granule-
cell, uucleated-cell, and free celUcform nucleus. The only difference

that cxi-ts between the corpuscle of the lymph and the corpuscle in

the blood is, as regards the Oviparous Vcriebrata, the little degree of
coloration which the coloured stage of the nucleated cell as yet pre-
iwnts ; and as regards the Mammifera, the small degree of coloration
which the coloured stage of free celkcform nucleus has yet attained."
In the same paper Mr. Jones describes what has since been observed

by other investigators, that the lymph-corpuscle presents a power of

moving its cell-wall similar to that possessed by some of the lower
forms of plants and animals, as the Amtebte, Xottochinca, &c.
From these observations it will be obvious that the old notion that

the function of the lymphatics was to carry the effete matters of the
tissues into the blood is erroneous. The chemical analysis of the

lymph, as well as the nature of its morphological elements, forbids
this view. Lehmann, in his 'Physiological Chemistry,' concludes
from bis analyses of the blood and lymph, that " the function of the

lymphatics consists not merely in conveying those parts of the tissues
which have become effete into the blood, from which after undergoing
further changes they are separated by the organs of excretion, but also
in elaborating the still plastic portions of the blood into cells, namely,
the blood-corpuscles ;

for how, if this were not the case, could cells

occur directly in the lymph if it merely carried off the disintegrated
remains of the tissues .' For what purpose would its action through
the lymphatic glands be suspended, or at all events considerably
impeded, if the absorbents were not, like the lacteals, organs for the
elaboration and formation of the blood f"

( Kulliker, Manual of //tunon Jlutoloyy, translated for Sydenham
Society ; Lehmann, Pkyiiological C/temiitry, translated for Cavendish

Society.)
LYMPHATIC& [AWOBBBSW.]LYNX [FLLID*.)
LYO'NSIA, a genus of Conchiferous Molltuca belonging to the

Myaceous group. Mr. O. B. Sowerby has described two species : one,
L.

ptcjo,
found by Mr. Cuming at the island of Muerte attached to

particles
of sand in eleven fathoms water, and which becomes rather

irregular in form as it increases in size; and the other, L. brcvifroru,
found at St. Helena, in sandy mud, at depths ranging from six to

eight fathoms, attached to particles of sand.

I.YPOKNIX, Wagler's name for a genus of Birds with a moderate
ill .Icfended by very long bristles, and both mandibles nearly equal,

.^"R,/ hort *nd K"""**1."d the tail narrow. [HALCTOSIDA]
LYKlfc. UfJHDOnOM&l
LYBIOCKPHALU& [DIUOOHIHA.]
LYKURUa [BLACK-COCK.]
I.YSI'DICE, Savigny-s name for a genus of Dorsibranohiate Annelida,
neb, with jaws like those of MMCC (Cuvier), or even more numerous

than in that frirm, and often unequal in number, have only three
tentacle*, and cirrhi for branch!*). [AKHILIBA.]
LYSIMACHI'A, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

ArssMrioMsk It has a 5-parted calyx, a rotate corolla with scarcely
any tube, and a 6-parted limb ; the stamens are inserted at the base of
the corolla, and are S in number

; the capsules open with 6 valves.
L. tkyrtiflora. is distinguished by its axillary stalked dense racemes;

its leaves are opposite and lanceolate ; the corolla is divided almost to
the bane into narrow petals, often separated by a minute tooth, which
as well as the calyx is yellow, spotted with orange. It is found in
marshes in the north of England.

L. riUyarii has an erect stem, with compound terminal and axillary
panicles ; ovate or ovate-lanceolate leaves, nearly sessile, or 8 or 4 in a
whorl ; the petals are entire, with glabrous edges; the stamens 6, and

I.YTHIUJM. Ml

combined for half their length. This species is the Z. iiunclata of
some botanists, and probably thcA vai^x 10* *A*> j Xfuaotiois of Dice-

oorides, lib. iv. cap. 3.

Z. Nunmuluria, Money-Wort, has a prostrate creeping stem, solitary

axillary flowers, ovate-acute sepals, and glandular filaments connected
at the base ; the leaves are opposite, roundish, and shortly stalked

;

the peduncles shorter than the leaves. It is found in damp places in

Great Britain.

Z. neuioruin lias linear-lanceolate sepals, smooth distinct filament*,
and opposite ovate-acute leaves. It is found in woods and damp shady
places in Great Britain. Z. atropvrpurea is the AiKTi/uExior 'AvBot Uuffiw
of Dioscorides (lib. iv. cap. 3).

(Fraas, Synopiu Plantarum Flora Churica ; Babington Manual of
Sritith Botany.)
LY'SMATA, Risso's name for a genus of Macrurous Decapod

Cnutacea allied to the Shrimps.
LYSTRONICHUS. [CTSTKMDKS.]
LYTHE. [MERLANOUS.]
LYTHRA'CE^E, Lootalrifa, a natural order of Polypetalous

Exogens, the essential character of which is to have a tubular calyx
with conspicuous complete ribs, petals inserted into the orifice of the

calyx, stamens springing from its base or middle, and a superior poly-

spermous ovary. They are most near Melfutomacea: and Onayracta;.
The order contains few plants of any interest. Some of the genus
Lagerttromia are handsome Indian large-flowered bushes, represented
in South America by JMpltuodon ; a few Ammanniat have acrid leaves,
which act as vesicants when applied to the skin ; and the Heund dye
used by Oriental women for their nails is the juice of the fruit of

Lairtonia. Lylhrum, Salicaria, the subject of the following cut, is on

English type of the order. It is also found in Australia, and has
been prescribed in diarrhoea.

Purple Loosestrife [Lythmm Salicaria).

1, a flower-bud; 2, a calyx cut open and showing the Insertion of the

stamens; S, a transverse section of an ovary !
4

i a ripe capsule, with its four

valves.

LYTHRUM (from Xi/fti<,
' black blood,' from the purple colour of

the flowers), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Li/lh-

racrrr. It has a tubular cylindrical calyx, with from 8 to 12 teeth ;

from 4 to 6 of the teeth are broader than the rest and erect, the

alternate ones being subulate and opposite to the
petals.

It has from
4 to 6 petals and a very short style. The capsules are 2-celled and

many-seeded.
L. Saiicaria, Purple Loosestrife, has lanceolate leaves from a cordate

base, and whorled. The flowers are in whorled leafy spikes, almost
sessile. It is a native of Europe, in ditches and watery places,

especially about the margins of ponds and rivers, and is found in

Britain very plentifully. The colour of the flowers varies from crimson
to purple. The herbage is generally almost smooth, and of a dark-

green, but in dry situations it becomes hoary and downy, or in some

degree hairy, as well as more dwnrfy in stature. This species is the

I.yiamachia of Pliny, lib. xxv. cap. 7; lib. xxvi. cap 12, 14.

L. hyitopifotia has alternate linear-lanceolate blunt leares. The
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flowers are axillary and solitary, with two minute subulate bracts.
The calyx teeth are all short, and the stamens are usually six iu
number. The flowers are small and of a light purple-colour. The
whole plant is glabrous, and is found ill damp places in Great
Britain.

L. Hunleri, Hunter's Purple Loosestrife, is a native of the East
Indies. The leaves are opposite, the calyx tubular and 6-lobed, the

stamens 12, and the style subulate. The petals, 6 in number, are of
a very beautiful red-colour, and are used for dyeing iu India. The
hardy perennial species of Lythrum are handsome garden-flowers;
they grow in any common soil, and are easily propagated by dividing
at tho root. The seeds of the annual kinds require to be sown in
moist situations in the spring.

(Don, Dichlamydcous Plants; Babiugton, Manual of British Botany.)

M
AfAASTRICHT ROCKS. Tlie rock of St. Peter's Mountain is

"A
generally of a granular texture, and to geological observers presents

a sort of middle character between Chalk and particular parts of the
Calcairo Grossier of the Paris basin. The geological relation thus

suggested is confirmed by the organic remains, which, with many
points of apeci6c resemblance to the ordinary fossils of the chalk,
exhibit likewise some generic relations to the Tertiary series. Accord-

ingly, the place in the scale of strata now assigned bycotnmon consent
to the Maastricht Rocks is in immediate superposition above the
Chalk of England, and at some small interval below the Calcaire

Grossier of Paris. It may be considered as an upper part of the
Chalk Formation, ind is paralleled by observed cases in the south-west
of France. It is principally to Dr. Fittou (' Proceedings of Geol. Soc.
of London,' 1829) that English geologists owe the establishment of

this important classification.

St. Peter's Mountain is rich in fossils, some of which lie in flint

nodules, and others in the stone. A few years ago the bones of some
ruminant quadrupeds were offered for sale at Maastricht, and were
described as from this hill, but they did not really belong to the
ancient rock. The genuine remains are however very remarkable;
in particular the great aquatic reptile, imagined to be a crocodile by
Faujas St. Fond, but determined to have other analogies to the Lacer-
tiada by Cuvier, who named it Mosasaurus : vertebra of this animal
have been found in the chalk of England and Sweden. A very large

species of marine turtle (Chdonia) has also been completely examined
by Cuvier from this locality. Beautiful teeth of fishes, shells of

Xautiti, Baculiteg, Bdemnitet, Hlppuntes, Inocerami, Ottreai, Echinida,
TerebraluUx, and Polypiaria may by seen in some of the interesting
collections at Maastricht, and go far to prove the truth of the prevalent
"pinion, that the strata of St. Peter's Mountain are more allied to
the Chalk than to the Calcaire Grossier the newest of the Secondary,
rather than the oldest of the Tertiary rocks.

(Dr. Fitton in Geol. Proceeding! and Transactions ; Meyer, Palmolo-

ijica; Von Dechen, Hantlbuch, &e.)
MACACO. [LEMCRIM.]
MACA'CUS, a barbarous word founded on the term Macaco (written

by the French Macaque), which, according to Cuvier and the author
of ' Natural History of Monkeys, Lemurs, and Opossums,' appears for
the first time in Marcgrave's

' Natural History of Brazil,' as the native

appellation of a kind of monkey found in Congo and along the coasts
of the Gulf of Guinea. The author of the ' Natural History of

Monkeys,' &c., observes that its application to an Asiatic species, of a

genus totally distinct from that to which the animal properly bearing
it really belongs, is one of the many similar errors of nomenclature
committed by Buffon, at that time indeed unavoidable from the very
limited knowledge which naturalists possessed on the subject of

specific distinctions, and especially from the confusion which reigned
in the geographical part of zoology.

Laeupede seems to have been the first who Latinised this term, and
he was followed by other French zoologists as well as by those of
other countries. The Ouanderow or Wauderow appears to be con-
sidered the type of the genus, at least it stands at the head of tbe

heterogeneous species comprehended under the title.

Thus Cuvier arranges under the Macaques the following Simiadce :

fUlmui, Sinica, 8. radiata, S. cynomolgut and S. cynocephalus, S.

Rherut, S. nemettrina, IK.
Dr. J. E. Gray arranges the genus as the last of his sub-family

C'ercopithecina (family llominidte).
M. Lesson, who makes the characters of the genus consist in a facial

angle of from 40 to 45 degrees ;
in a very strong development of the

(uipraciliary and occipital crests ; the presence of pouches and callosi-

ties, and a tail more or less long, gives as its dental formula thnt
which is common to so many of the Simiadce, namely :

Inciaom, ; canines, ;

4 11 molars, L_5 = 32 ;55
and he arranges under it the following species : Silenus, Sinicus, S.

carbonariut, S. radiatut, S. cynomolgui, S. Rlierus, S. nemeitrinus, and
S. rpeciona.

Sir William Jardine adopts the genus with the following species :

Macacia Silenui, M. Sinicui, M. radiatus, M. cynomolgus, M. Rhesus,
M. nrmettrinuf, and M. niger.

Mr. Swainson, who also adopts the genus, gives the species the

Knglish appellation of Ape-Baboons ; and he considers that they nre

distinguished by an elongated muzzle, as in M. carbonarius, much
more prominent than in the Cercocebi, and by a tail more or less

lengthened; he is also of opinion that they differ from the Cyano-
cephali (Cynocepliali) of Cuvifr, or True Baboons, because their nostrils
"
open obliquely on the upper part of the muzzle." Mr. Swainson

thinks that the form of these animals, nevertheless, shows a strong
resemblance to the Cercocebi, which is further increased by their

possessing a tail
; although this member is generally so short that it

seldom equals a third of the length of the body. The muzzle, he
observes, is so much elongated, that the facial angle does not exceed
45 degrees, and the canine teeth are strong and large. He further
remarks that it deserves attention, that some of the species (as M.
Silenus, M. Sinicus, and M. radiatus) are remarkable for having crests,
which either assume the form of a mane or of a radiated tuft. Tho
Chinese Bonnet-Monkey has the hairs disposed in this manner, while
its elongated muzzle, in Mr. Swainson's opinion, is very characteristic
of the genus, and he states that the form of these animals separates
them widely, from the monkeys : it is, he says, strong and compact,
while their disposition is cunning and mistrustful. He concludes by
remarking, that the crested species inhabit India, and that the others
are African. (' Nat. Hist, and Classification of Quadrupeds.')
The author of the 'Natural History of Monkeys, Lemurs, and

Opossums' rejects, for substantial reasons given in that work, the

genus Macacos, and applies the term Baboons, as usually understood

j

and applied in the English language, to a group of Simice co-ordinate
with the Apes and Monkeys, as described by him, distinguished from
the Apes by the equality of their members, their cheek-pouches, and
ischial callosities

;
and 'from the Monkeys by the short robust make

of their bodies and extremities, their tubercular tails, too short to
execute the functions usually assigned to that organ, and the moun-
tain rather than sylvan habitat which this conformation necessarily
induces.

" The most prominent of these traits of structure," continues the

author,
" the abbreviated or tubercular nature of the tail, is the idea

usually attached to the word Baboon, and it is certainly the moat
prominent and characteristic attribute of the group ; since, as we have

frequently had occasion to observe, the comparative development of
this organ, if not the immediate cause, is at all events the most certain
index of the habits and economy of these animals :" and he makes
the Baboons thus defined comprise two distinct genera, Papio and

Cynocephalus, respectively confined, with one or two exceptions, to
the continents of Asia and Africa.

The author then introduces to the reader's notice the genus Papio
as the last and lowest of the groups which inhabit the Asiatic con-
tinent and the great isknds of the Indian Archipelago, and which
appear to occupy in these regions the situation which the Cynocephali
fill in Africa. Of the forms placed by the author under this genus
the Wanderoo and Gelada (Papio Silenua and P. Gelada) are the only
species in which the tail acquires any length : it never readies, he
remarks, beyond the houghs, nor is it ever employed to assist the

progressive motions of the animals as among the Cercopilheci. These

species therefore, he thinks, cannot be separated with any kind of pro-
priety from the Papios with tuberculous tails, merely on account of
their comparative length; because that organ, though rather more
developed in the Wanderoo and Rhesus than in the Magot and Papio
niger, is still greatly abbreviated as compared with the tails of the

Cercopitheci, and entirely devoid of influence as an element iu the
habits and economy of animal life.

Reverting to the arrangement of the author of the ' Natural History
of Monkeys,' &c., we find the Papios divided into two small groups,
distinguished by the greater or less length of the tail on the one hand,
and its tuberculous form or total absence on the other

;
of the latter

the well-known Magot, or Barbary Ape, is an example, and the

Wanderoo (Macacus Silenus of authors, Papio Silenus of the author
of the '

Nat. Hist, of Monkeys ')
is an illustration of the former.

The Wanderoo has its hair deep black throughout, with the exception
of the long beard or mane, which descends on each side of the face in

the form of a ruff, extending downwards over the chest, and varying
from an ash-gray to a pure white. The upper part of the face between
the eyes naked and flesh-coloured

;
the muzzle perfectly black. Cheek-

pouches large, callosities of considerable size, and flesh-coloured. Tail

about half as loug as the body, and when perfect, which in captivity
is not often the case, terminating in a brush of tufted hairs. (Bennett.)
It is the Lion-Tailed Baboon of Pennant.
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It U an inhabitant of the peninsula of India, Ceylon (?) (Knox )

If. Duraucel ww the animal in the menagerie at Barracpore, an d
state*, according to F. Cuvier, that the Indians give it the name of

Nil Bandar, or perhaps, as the author of ' Nat Hint of Monkeys
'

observes, more properly Nyl or Necl Bhunder, signifying the ' dark-

blue or black bhunder' ; but this, oontinuea the last-mentioned author,

evidently refers merely to the colour of the hair, and can scarcely be
the real appellation of the animal, which, not being a native of Bengal,
U not likely to have a Bengalee name.

'KtS

Wanderoo rrtw).

Father Vincent Maria gives the following quaint account of this

species :

" There are found," says the Padre,
" four sorts of monkeys

on the coast of Malabar ; the first is quite black with glossy hair and
a white beard round the chin, measuring rather more than a palm in

length. The other monkeys pay to this so profound a respect that

they arc humble in his presence, as though they appreciated his supe-

riority. The princes and mighty lords bold him in much estimation

for his endowments of gravity, capacity, and the appearance of wisdom
above every other monkey. He is readily trained to enact a variety
of ceremonies and affected courtesies, which he goes through with so

grave a face and so perfectly, that it is a most wonderful thing to Bee

them so exactly performed by an irrational creature."

The general posture of the species is on all-fours or seated, in which

positions it usually takes its food, either by the hands or by bringing
the mouth to it Its first operation in feeding is generally to fill the

cheek-pouches.* It sleeps either on its side or sitting, bent forward,
and with the head on the breast. Those which we have seen in cap-

tivity have exhibited varied temperaments. One in particular was all

life, spirit, and mischief, while another was melancholy and staid in

iu deportment ; and yet the health of both these animals appeared to

be equally good, nor was there much difference in their ages.
The following species of Macariu are given in the ' BritUh Museum

dialogue:'
If. raJiatu, the Zati, or Capped Macaque.
M. Sinictu, the Munga, or Bonnet-Macaque.
3f. ntmntrintu, the llnili.

M. cynomolgut, the Macaque.
M. /Menu, the Rhesus.

M. Oinoj*, the Oinops.
M. ipecionu.
M. /MM* the Magot.
M.nigtr.

In the same Catalogue the Wnnderoo is referred to Silrnut vtter.

In his
'
British Fossil Mammals,' Professor Owen describes a species

of Macaou under the title of M. eoeentu ; teeth of this extinct specie*

having been found in the Tertiary clay at Hyson, near Woodbridge,
Suffolk.

* tint moolhed, lt swallowed." ttumM.

The following is given by M. F. Cuvier as the dental developmen
of the Macaques and Cynocephalen, and is taken from the Chinese

Bonnet-Monkey (Macaque Bonnet Chinois).

t>A~>

Toclh of Uncatiu,

MACAQUE. [MACACUS.]
rfACAUCO. ILEMURID*.]
MACAW. [PsnTACiD*.]
MACE. [MYRISTICA.]
MACHjEUIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Isguminoiie. One species, M. Sdtomlmrgldi, produces the Itaka Wood
of Guyana, remarkable for iU brown and black streaks, on which
account it is employed in cabinet-work.

MACHAIRODUS. [FKUD.K.]
MACHE'TES, Cuvier's name for the Ruff (Tringa pvgnax, Linn.).

[SCOLOPACID*.]
MACKEREL. [SCOMBER.]
MACLE (Chitutolite), a Mineral occuring crystallised. Its primary

form is a right rhombic prism. Cleavage parallel to the lateral

faces of the primary form. The crystals appear to be composed
of two substances : one of a yellowish white, sometimes translucent,
and of a glassy fracture; the other bluish black, opaque, and dull.

Fracture scaly, slightly conchoids!. Hardness S'O to 5'5. Streak white.

Lustre vitreous, or vitreo-resinous. Specific gravity 2'944.

The white portion is infusible by the blow-pipe, but becomes
whiter

;
with borax it fuses with difficulty into a transparent glass. The

black portion fuses into a black glass. Nitric acid dissolves it entirely.

It occurs imbedded in clay-slate on Skiddaw in Cumberland, iu

Wicklow, in the Pyrenees, and in many other places.

It yields, by the analysis of Landgrabe :

Silica ........ 68-49

Alumina ....... 30'17

Magnesia ....... 4'12

Oxide of Iron ..... 270
Water ...... 0'27-10675

MACLURA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Morafea. The fruit of M. aurantiaca, the Osage Orange, is as

large as the fist, orange-coloured, and filled with a yellow fuetid slime,

with which the native tribes smear their faces when going to war.
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The wood of M. tinctoria is the dye-wood called Fustic ; it contains

morine, a peculiar colouring substance ; its fruit is pleasant, and used
in North American medicine for the same purposes as the black

mulberry in Europe. According to Martius, both the other species of
the genus yield fustic in Brazil. (Lindley, Vegetable Kindgom.)
MACLUREITE, Condrodite, Brueite, a Mineral, occurring imbedded

in rounded masses, the larger of which present occasional crystalline

appearances of rhombic prisms with dihedral terminations. Cleavage
parallel to the lateral planes. Fracture uneven. Hardness 6'5.

Specific gravity 3'15 to 3-25. Colour yellowish or brown. Lustre
vitreous. Becomes negatively electrical by friction. Transparent,
translucent.

Infusible by the blow-pipe, but becomes colourless. With borax
fuses into a transparent glass, colouned by oxide of iron. Not affected

by acids.

It occurs in New York and New Jersey, and also at Pargas.
Analyses No. 1, by D'Ohssor, from Pargas; No. 2, from New

Jersey, by Seybert :

No. 1. No. 2.

Silica 38-00 32-66

Magnesia .... 54-00 54'00
Oxide of Iron . ... 5'10 2'33
Alumina .... 1*50

Potash 0-86 2-11

Fluoric Acid.... 4'09

99-46 95-19

MACO'MA, Leach's name for the Venus tennis of De Blaiuville,
and similar species. [VENERID.S.]
MACHA'SPIS (M'Leay), a genus of Coleopterous Insects of the

section Lamellicomei, and, according to Latreille's classification,

belonging to the third division of that group, the Xylophili. The

genera Macraspii and Chasmodia constitute two closely allied groups
of the family Rutdida, the species of which inhabit the warmer parts
of South America, and are remarkable for the large size of their

scutellum. They are of tolerably large size (averaging about three-

quarters of an inch in length, or rather more), usually very smooth
and glossy, and often exhibit brilliant colours, green, brown, and

yellow being the most common hues observable in the various species.
There are some however which are of a glossy-black colour, and
others which have yellow markings on a black ground (Maeraspis
quadrivittata, Olivier). The body is of an ovate form (the head and
thorax having an outline continuous with that of the abdomen, or

nearly so), convex above and beneath. The sternum is produced
anteriorly into a pointed process, which projects between the anterior

pair of legs.
In the genus Macraspu the mentum is longer than broad, slightly

contracted anteriorly, and without any fringe of hairs on the anterior

margin; the mandibles are almost triangular, and have the apex
pointed and notched

;
the maxillae have several denticulations.

The genus Chasmodia (M'Leay) is chiefly distinguished from

Macraipix by the obtusely terminated mandibles, which have no notch
at the extremity ; the maxilla; having a tuft of hairs and only two

denticulations, and the mentum being of a somewhat ovate form,

distinctly contracted towards the apex and furnished with hairs.

The claws of the tarsi are simple, whereas in Maeraspis one of the

claws of each tarsus, at least of the four anterior legs, is bifid.

The insects of these two genera fly by day about trees, emitting a

humming noise, and feed upon flowers. Collections formed in Brazil

usually contain many of these insects.

Dejean, in his '

Catalogue des Coldopteres,' enumerates 26 species
of Macraspii and 5 species of Chasmodia.

MACRAUCHE'NIA, Professor Owen's name for a large extinct

Mammiferous Animal, referrible to the order Pachydermata ; but

having affinities with the Jluminantia, and especially to the Camelidte.

The remains on which the Professor founded this genus included

two cervical vertebrae ; seven lumbar vetebrac, all more or less frac-

tured
;
a portion of the sacrum and ossa innominata ; fragments of

the left scapula ;
of the right radius and ulna, and right fore foot

;

the right femur nearly entire ; the proximal and distal extremities of

the right tibia and fibula ; and a metatarsal bone of the right hind

foot. These portions of the skeleton were discovered by Mr. Darwin
in an irregular bed of sandy soil, overlying a horizontal accumulation

of gravel on the south side of Port St. Julian, on the east coast of

Patagonia, and belonged to the same individual.

Professor Owen observes that what is described as a perforation of

a single transverse process in a cervical vertebra is essentially a space

intervening between two transverse processes, a rudimental rib, and
the body of the vertebra!, and the Professor alludes to the manifestation

of this structure in the cold-blooded Saurians and in the Ornitliorhyn-

chiu. He observes that the Candida differ not only from the other

Kuminants, but from all other existing Mammalia, in the absence of

perforations for the vetebral arteries in the transverse processes of

the cervical vetebrae, the atlas excepted ; and though it is true that in

other Mammalia the two transverse processes are manifested on each

Hide with their extremities united by a distinct cartilage, this appears
in the fcctal state only, for the cartilage afterwards becomes ossified

Mid anchylosed to them. After referring to the structures of the

inferior transverse process, or its representatives, in the Hippopotamus,
the Marsupials, and the Giraffe, Professor Owen proceeds thus : "In
the long cervical vertebrae of the Camel and Llama the upper and
lower transverse processes are not developed in the same perpen-
dicular plane on the side of the vertebra;, but at some distance from
each other

;
the lower transverse processes (f.y. 1, a) being given off

Cervical Vertebra (I, 2) of ifacramhenia, and (3, 4) of Amhcnia, one-half

natural size.

from the lower part of the anterior extremity of the body of the

vertebra ;
the upper ones (fig. 1, 4) from the base of the superior

arch near the posterior parts of the body of the vertebra. The extre-

mities of these transverse processes do not become united together,
but they either pass into each other at their baae or continue through-
out life separated by an oblique groove. This groove would not

however afford sufficient defence for the important arteries supplying
those parts of the brain which are most essential to life

;
and accord-

ingly the vertebral arteries here deviate from their usual course, iu

order that adequate protection may be afforded to them in their

course along the neck. From the sixth to the second cervical vertebra

inclusive in the Aticheniai, and from the fifth to the secoud inclusive

in the Camdi, the vertebral arteries enter the vertebral canal itself,

along with the spinal chord, at the posterior aperture in each vertebra,

run forwards on the outside of the dura mater of the chord, between

it and the vertebral arch, and when they have thus traversed about

two-thirds of the spinal canal they perforate respectively the superior
vertebral lamina;, and emerge directly beneath the anterior oblique or

articulating processes, whence they are continued along with the

spinal chord into the vertebral canal of the succeeding vertebra, and

perforate the sides of the anterior parts of the superior arch in like

manner; and so on through all the cervical vertebra; until they reach,

the atlas, in which their disposition, and consequently the structure

of the arterial canals, resemble those in other Ruminants. The two

cervical vertebra; of the Macrauchenia present precisely the structure

and disposition of the bony canals for the vertebral arteries which

are peculiarly characteristic of the Camelidoe among existing Mam-
malia." Fig. 2 shows the groove and orifices of the canal for the
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vertebral artery in a section exposing the spinal canal Professor

Owen then goei on to show that the vertebra of the Macrauckcnia
alo closely resemble the middle cerrical vertebra of the Vicuna and
Llama in their elongated form; approaching the Auchenial division of

the CameUdrr, and deviating from the True Camels in the relation! of

the length of the body of the vertebra to its breadth and depth, and
in the much smaller size of the inferior processes. The author
observes that, excepting the Giraffe, there is no existing Mammal
which possesses cervical vertebra so long as the Macrauchene ; but
that the cervical vertebra of the Giraffe differ in the situation of the

perforations for the vertebral arteries, and in the form of the terminal

articular surfaces. Both the cervical vertebnc described by Professor

Owen are of the same size, and each measures 64 inches in extreme

length, 2 inches 10 lines in breadth, and 2 inches 4 lines in depth.

Among the peculiarities of structure, a small longitudinal process

(Jig. 2, e) is given off immediately below the base of the anterior

process, and this is not observable in any of the cervical vertebra of

the Giraffe or Camettdte. In the form of the articulating surfaces of

the bodies of the vertebra, the Macraucheue deviates from the Giraffe

and Camel, but resembles the Auclttnice. The anterior articulating
surface is convex and almost hemispheric in the Giraffe and Cume),
whilst the posterior surface is proportionally concave, so thnt the

vertebra) of the neck are articulated by ball-and-socket joints, yet nut,
as in most reptiles, with intervening synovia! cavities, but by means
of the concentric ligamentous invertebral substance characteristic of

the Mammals. The degree of convexity and concavity in the articular

surface of the bodies of these vertebra! in the Llama and Vicuna is

much less than in the Camels, and the former consequently carry their

necks more stiffly and in a straight line. The anterior articulating
surface in Macrauclienia is less convex than it is in the Llama, ana
the posterior surface is less concave. From an analysis of the com-

parative structure of these vertebnc in the Camels, the Llamas, and
the Macrauchene, Professor Owen infers that the latter carried its

neck in the same stiff and upright position as is manifested in the

There is not in the collection a fragment of dorsal vertebnc, ribs,
or sternum ; but the seven lumbar vertebra) form a consecutive series

from the same individual as that to which the cervical vertebnc

belonged; and though these lumbar vertebra do not possess such
distinctive characters as those of the neck, they contribute not unim-

portantly to the illustration of the osteology of the animal and its

affinities. No existing Pachyderm has more than six lumbar vertebra
;

the Camels and Llamas only, among the Ruminants, possess seven ; and
here Professor Owen discovered modifications of form in which the
Macraucbene deviates from the Vamrlida; and approaches the Horse and
Hippopotamus. In the Maerauchenia, as in the Rhinoceros, Tapir,
Hippopotamus, and Horse, the transverse processes of the hist lumbar
vertebra are of considerable thickness and extent^ and are joined by
eoarthrosis to the transverse processes of the sacrum

;
but the bony

structure of these joints would indicate that they were not subject to

be obliterated by anchylosis.
Sufficient of the sacrum and ossa innominata remain to enable Pro-

fessor Owen to state that the sacrum was anchyloscd to the ilia : the
lower boundary of this anchylosis is marked below by an external
: '.' .-.. I !-y

x I* '.1 .1- 0*ad|SJsd POOD - ill tin- .MI) -t'.IK ..ftli.- I...,,,..

as in the Hippopotamus.

Lut lumbar vertebra of Jfarrauclirnia, one-third natural ilxc.

Of the remaining portions, the anrhyloncd fore arm and leg, ami the
fora foot are the most characteristic. The portion of the antebrachium
which is preserved presents

a condition of the radius and ulna inter-

mediate to those which respectively characterise the same bones in

the Pachyderms and Camels. In the former the radius and ulna are

separate bones, united in the same
position by a ligament, but so

organised that the movement of supmation cannot be effected. A
bony confluence joins these bones partially in the ordinary Ruminants,
but this rarely extends to the proximal extremities. In the Camel
and the Llama the anchylosis is complete, so that no trace of the

original separation of the radius and ulna is perceptible; and the

olecranon, or elbow, appears as a mere process of the radius. The
anchylosis in Macrauclienia is also complete, but the boundary-line is

clearly denned, and the proportion which each of the bones contributes
to the great articulating surface for the distal end of the bumerus is

easily distinguUhable.
Professor Owen goes on to remark that the confirmation of the close

affinity of the Macrauckenia to the Pachydermatous order, which the
iitructure of the cervical vertebra above might have rendered very
doubtful, is afforded by the bones of the right fore foot.

Proximal extremity of anchyluicd ulna and radius of the Mocrauchenf, one.

fourth natural sine.

These are in so perfect a condition as to make it certain that the

Macrauchene had three toes on the fore feet, and not more ;
and that

the fully-developed matacarpol bones are distinct, and correspond in

number with the toes, not being anchylosed into a single cannon-bone
as in the Ruminants. The bones preserved are the rnat.tcarp.iU,

proximal phalanges, and middle phalanges of each of the three toes,

and the distil or ungue.il phalanx of the innermost toe.

a, bonci of the light fore foot of the Macrauchcnt, one-fourth natural t'm
;

li, necond snd but, or ungueal phalanx, one-half natural *ir.r.

The author observes in continuation that the bones of tlie leg of the

Macrauchene exhibit the same transitional structure as is afforded l.y

the definable limits of the nnchylonod bones of the fore arm. In the

Pachyderms the fibula is entire and distinct. In the Ruminants (the
small musk-deer excepted, and, in an inferior degree, the elk) the

fibula appears only as a short continuous process sent down from the

under part of the external condyle of the tibia. In the CanuKdai the

only trace of the fibula is a still more rudimentnl state of this process,
whilst in the Macrauchene the fibula is indeed entire, but it is con-

fluent with the tibia through nearly its whole extent The fibula and
tibia are distinct bones in both the Palceothcre and Anoplothcrr.
It is to the former genus, and especially to Pala-olherinm magnum,
that the Macrauchene presents the nearest approach in the general
form of the tibia, the principal leg-bone ; but in the Macrauchene the

tibia is relatively shorter and thicker and etruighter, and less expanded
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at its extremities, especially the upper one, than in any of the
Palicotheres.

Of the few bones of the parts which are preserved the astragalus is for-

tunately one. Professor Owen has compared this bone (which he justly

says is the very one that an anatomist would have chosen had his
choice been limited to a single bone) with the astragalus of the Giraffe

and other Ruminants, the Camel, the Anoplothere, the Hippopotamus,
Rhinoceros, Tapir, and Palaeothere ; and he comes to the conclusion
that it is with the Pachyderms having three toes to the hind foot
that the Macrauchenia agrees in the main distinguishing characters
of thia valuable bone. The results of a paper of miuute detail,

great research, and happy combination, are thus summed up by the
Professor :

" Thus we obtain evidence, from a few mutilated bones of the trunk
and extremities of a single representative of its race, that there once
existed in South America a Pachydermatous quadruped, not probos-
cidian, which equalled in stature the rhinoceroses and hippopotamuses
of the Old World. But this, though an interesting and hitherto

unsuspected fact, is far from being the sum of the information which
is yielded by these fossils. We have seen that the single ungueal
phalanx bespeaks a quadruped of the great series of Ungulata, and
this indication is corroborated by the condition of the radius and ulna,
which are fixed immoveably in the prone position. Now, in the

ungulated series there are but two known genera the Rhinoceros and
PaUeotherium which, like the quadruped in question, have only three

toes on the fore *bot. Again, in referring the MacraucJtenia to the

tridactyle family of Pachyderms, we find, towards the close of our

analysis, and by a detailed comparison of individual bones, that the

Macrauchenia has the closest affinity to the Palceotherium. But the
Pain u/htriuiii, like the Rhinoceros and Tapir, has the ulna distinct

from the radius, and the fibula from the tibia ; so that even if the

Parisian Pachyderm had actually presented the same peculiarities of

the cervical vertebrae as the Patagonian one, it "would have been

hazardous, to say the least, while ignorant of the dentition of the

latter, to refer it to the genus Palceotnerinm.
" Most interesting indeed will be the knowledge, whenever the means

of obtaining it may arrive, of the structure of the skull and teeth in

the Macrauchenia. Meanwhile we cannot but recognise in the anchy-
losed and confluent state of the bones of the fore arm and leg a marked

tendency in it towards the Ruminant order, and the singular modifi-

cations of the cervical vertebra have enabled us to point out the

precise family of that order with which the Macrauchenia is more

immediately allied. In first demonstrating this relationship it was
shown in how many particulars the Camelidce, without losing the

essential characters of Rnminantia, manifested a tendency to the

Pachydermatous type; and the evidence which the lost genera,
Macrauchenia and Anoplotherium, bear to a reciprocal transition from
the Pachyderms to the Ruminants through the Camdldie, cannot but
be viewed with extreme interest by the zoologist engaged in the study
of the natural affinities of the animal kingdom."

" The Macrauchenia is not less valuable to the geologist in reference

to the geographical distribution of animal forms. It is well known
how unlooked-for and unlikely was the announcement of the existence

of an extinct quadruped entombed in the Paris Basin, whose closest

affinities were to a genus (Tapirut), at that time regarded as exclu-

sively South American. Still greater surprise was excited when a

species of the genus JHdelphyt was discovered to have co-existed hi

Europe with the Palceotherium. Now, on the other hand, we find in

South America, besides the Tapir, which is closely allied to the

PaUeothere, and the Llama, to which the Anoplothere offers many
traces of affinity, the remains of an extinct Pachyderm, nearly akin

to the European genus Palceotherium ; and lastly this Macrauchenia
is itself in a remarkable degree a transitional form, and manifests

characters which connect it both with the Tapir and the Llama."

(Zoology of (lie Voyage of II.M.S. Beagle, 1839.)
MACROCEPHALI. [AMMONITES.]"
MACROCHE'ILUS, a genus of Fossil Gasteropoda, proposed by

Professor Phillips (' Palaeozoic Fossils of Devon ') to include several

species which occur in the Devonian and Carboniferous strata.

MACROCYSTIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Pucacea, and the tribe Laminaridce. The enormous fronds produced
by M. pyrifera have been spoken of by many navigators. They
appear to be from 500 to 1500 feet in length ;

the leaves are long and

narrow, and at the base of each is a vesicle filled with air, without
which it would be impossible for the plant to support its enormous

length in the water, the stem not being thicker than the finger, and
the upper branches as slender as common pack-thread. This plant
was seen by Dr. Joseph Hooker in 61 S. lat., in large vegetating patches
wherever the water was free of icebergs.

MACRODA'CTYLES, Cuvier's name for a family of Wading-Birds
(Echassiers) [GBALLATORES], which have very long feet, formed for

running over marshy or water plants, or even for swimming, especially
in those numerous species which have the feet fringed or bordered.

There is not however any membrane between the bases of their toes,

not even between those of the external ones. The bill, which is more
or IBM compressed on the sides, is lengthened or shortened according
to the genera, without however arriving at the fineness or weakness of

Cuvier'a preceding family. [LOHOIROSTHJSS.] The body of these birds

is also singularly compressed, a conformation which is governed by
the narrowness of the sternum : their wings are moderate or short,
and their flight weak. The hind toe in all is rather long. Cuvier
observes that this family has been divided into two tribes, according
to the presence or absence of the spur on the whig ; but he adds that
this character is not without exceptions. The following genera are

arranged by Cuvier under this family, which terminates his order
Echassiers : Parra, Palamedea, (including Charina), Megapodiw,
Rallus, Fulica (including Gattinula and Porphyrio), Chionis, Forst.

(Vaginalis, Lath.), Glareola, Gm., Phcenicopterus. Cuvier's sixth

order, Palmipedes, immediately succeeds this family, which is some-
what heterogeneous, and composed of birds whose habits are not
similar. P/icenimpterus cannot be said to be without any membrano
between the bases of the toes," &c., for its anterior toes are united

to the nails by a lunated membrane. [DUCKS : COLTMBID.E.]
MACRODIPTERYX. [GOAT-SUCKERS.]
MACRODITES. [FORAMINIFBRA.]
MACROGLOSSA. [CHEIROPTERA.]
MACRONYX. [ALAUDINS.]
MACROPHTHALMUS. [QONOPLACIM.]
MACROPIPER, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Piperacece. M. methysticwn, the Ava, is the most celebrated of the
narcotic Pepper-Worts. It has cordate acuminate many-nerved
leaves ; solitary axillary spikes, very ahort, pedunculated, and spreading.
The rhizoma is thick, woody, rugged, and aromatic. It is used in
tincture against chronic rheumatism. Macerated in water it forms an

intoxicating beverage, of which the Otahetians make use as a medicine ;

they make themselves drunk, after which very copious perspiration
comes on : this lasts three days, at the end of which time the patient
is cured.

MACROPODIANS. [MACROPODIM.]
MACROPO'DID^E, a tribe of Brachyurous Decapodous Onistacea,

being the first of the family of O.cyrhyncld (Milne-Edwards), and

nearly corresponding with the genus Macropus of Latreille, remark-
able for the enormous length of their feet, which has obtained for
them the name of Sea-Spiders and Spider-Crabs.
Form of the carapace various, but in general triangular, very often

not extending upon the last thoracic ring ; the anterior feet short,
and nearly always very slender : those of the succeeding pairs always
more or less filiform

;
the length of the second pair often nine or ten

times the length of the post-frontal portion of the carapace, and

always much exceeding the double of that portion ; the succeeding
feet in general very long also

;
the basilary joint of the external

antenna; nearly always constitutes the major part of the lower wall

of the orbit, and proceeds to solder itself to the front. In the greater

portion of the tribe the third joint of the external jaw-feet is inclined

to oval or triangular, longer than it is wide, and does not support
the succeeding joint on its anterior and internal angle, as in the other

Oxyrhynchi. (Milne-Edwards.)
The localities of the Macropodidce are considerable depths in the

sea, where they lie hid among the sea-weeds
; they are also found on

oyster-banks. They walk slowly and unsteadily. The weakness of

their claws must render them not formidable to other marine animals,
and the probability is that they live principally on Annelida, PlanarM,
and small Molluscs. (Milne-Edwards). Several species of this family
have been exhibited in the Aquavivarium in Regent's Park, but like

other deep-sea creatures, they soon perish. For a short time they are

veiy lively, and the awkwardness of their gait and habits out of

water quite disappears when they are plunged in deep water.

This tribe is sometimes called Leptopodiadce, after the genus
Leptopidia.

Leptopodia (Leach), established at the expense of the genera Inachut
of Fabricius, and Macropus of Latreille. M. Milne-Edwards observes

that it is very remarkable for the general form of its body and the

excessive length of the feet; and states that it presents in an

exaggerated manner all the distinctive characters of the family and
of the tribe to which it belongs.

It has the carapace nearly triangular, and not covering the last

ring of the thorax ; rostrum styliform and of enormous length ; eyes

large and not retractile
; internal antennse, when folded back, following

the longitudinal direction of the body; first joint of the external

antenna very long and completely confounded with the neighbouring

parts of the shell, the second inserted at a considerable distance in

front of the orbits and below the rostrum ; epistome much longer
than it is wide

; third joint of the jaw-feet nearly triangular, and

carrying at its external angle the succeeding joint, which is very much

developed. The sternal plastron as long as it is wide, but very much
narrowed between the first pair of feet, which are very slender and

extremely long, but less than any of the rest
;
the length of those of

the second pair equals nine or ten times the length of the post-frontal

portion of the carapace; abdomen in both sexes composed of six

joints, of which the first, which is very much developed, and as long
as it is wide, occupies the dorsal surface of the body, while the last

is formed by the soldering of the sixth and seventh abdominal rings.

(Milne-Edwards.)
The species are found on the coasts of America and of the Antilles,

as far as is at present known.
L. lagittaria, Leach (Cancer seticornii, Herbst, ; Inachus sagittariui,
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Fibricius) ; of which wo subjoin a drawing, may be Uken u a good

example of UiU genus.

Leptopodia UfitlaHa.

Latrtiltia (Ram.). Carapace triangular, truncated anteriorly, and
not covering the last ring of the thorax ; epistome much longer than
it is wide; second and third joint* of the external jaw-feet very
narrow

;
feet filiform and very long ; abdomen of the female of five

joints only, though the sutures of two others may be distinguished ;

structure of that of the male not known.
L. elegant is the only species known. Carapace smooth, front armed

above with two large divergent horns, and with a spine directed for-

wards between the antenna;
; feet of the last four pairs with the third

joint spiny, the penultimate joint a little dilated above towards its

extremity, and the tarsus very short ; abdomen armed with six spines,
two of which are situated on the median line and four near the edges.
Length about an inch. Colour yellowish.

It is found on the coasts of Sicily.
M. Milne Edward* thinks that the 3faia icticornu of Bosc should

be placed near this species.
Acktnu (Leach). This genus is very nearly allied to StenorKynchui

and Inarhut, but is distinguished from all the other genera of this

family by the form of the posterior feet and some other characters.
Toe carapace is, as in the greater part of the family, not extending

on the last segment of the thorax, nearly triangular, and convex on
the branchial regions. Rostrum nearly null ; eyes not retractile, and
curved upon rather long peduncles ; first joint of the external antennae
soldered to the front and advancing above the level of the internal
canthus of the eyes; the second joint inserted on the sides of the
rostrum and entirely exposed above. Epistome nearly square ; third

joint of the external jaw-feet longer than wide, nearly triangular, and
giving attachment to the succeedingjoint near its anterior and external

angle. Sternal plastron suddenly narrowed between the anterior feet,
which are slender and short, while those of the succeeding pairs are
filiform ; the second pair are nearly twice and a quarter longer than
the post-frontal portion of the carapace, and terminate by a stylifurui
and entirely straight joint; the succeeding feet are much shorter, and
the terminal joint of the last four is large, compressed, and falciform.
Abdomen composed of six joints in both sexes. (Milne-Edwards.)Adam hss hitherto been found only in the British Channel

A. Cnauhii is the only species of the genus. The rostrum is formed
of two small triangular teeth, and not extending beyond the second

joint of the external antenna
;
a spine on the anterior face of the

ocular peduncles ; genital and cardial regions elevated in the form of
tubercles ; feet with very long hairs, and hooked. Length from 6 to
8 line*. Colour brown.

It Is found at Falmouth in England, and the mouth of the K&nce
near St Malo. The species lives among the sea-weeds and oysters.

StauirkynchuM (Lamarck ; Latreille). Carapace triangular, and not
prolonging itself above the last thoracic ring. Rostrum advanced,
bifid, and sharp; orbits circular, eyes rather projecting and not
retractile. Internal antenna; capable of being folded back longitudi-
nally, and the fonwte in which they are lodged not completely
separated from each other; the first joint of the external antenna;
confounded with the neighbouring parts, and very narrow; the second
inserted on the sides of the rostrum, and the third much longer than
the second. Kpistome longer than wide, and the pterygottomian
regions rudimentary ; buccal frame longer than it is wide. External
jaw-feet narrow, third joint oral, and the fourth rather long ; sternal

plastron narrow between the anterior feet, but afterwards wider, and
pramoting on the median line a suture which occupies the last segment
of it ; feet of the first pair short, but much larger than the succeeding

ones, the claw (manus) which terminates it convex, and the fingers a
little curved inwards

;
four last pair of feet filiform and extremely

long ;
the length of those of the second pair equal five or six times of

the width of the carapace ; the others become progressively shorter ;

their penultimate joint is a little dilated towards the end, and the last

joint is stylifnrm and a little recurved. Abdomen hi both sexes com-
posed of six joints, the last of which is formed by the union (aoudurc)
of the sixth and seventh rings. (Mime-Edwards.)
The species of this genus are found in the European seas.

& Phalangium (Cancer PHaJ.anffiu.rn, Pennant; Cancer roilratut,

Linn.; Macrojiut Phalanytim, Latreille; ifacrojiodia Phalanyium,
Leach). This species is found on the coasts of the English Channel.

Stenorhynchui rhalanylum.

S. tenuirottrii, Bell (Leptopodia tenuirottrii, Leach), the Slender

Spider-Crab, is also found on the British coasts.

Vompoida (Leach ; Latreille). Carapace convex and nearly pyri-

form, but truncated anteriorly; rostrum rudimentary and scarcely

reaching beyond the internal canthus of the orbits. Eyes supported
upon peduncles, which are rather long, recurved anteriorly, and very
large at their bane

; they are capable of being reflected backwards, but

they are not retractile, for there is no post-foramiuary orbital cavity
for lodging them, their extremity being ouly protected by a spine of

the lateral part of the carapace. The internal antenna; are reflected

a little obliquely forwards
;
the foasets which lodge them have this

particularity, namely, that they are not separated, as they are ordi-

narily, by a longitudinal portion, and form only a quadrilateral cavity.
The first joiut of the external antenna; is long and delicate, and is

continued nearly as far as the rostrum, carrying at its extremity a

moveable stem, which is consequently completely exposed. The

epistome is nearly square, and the external jaw-feet are very much
elongated, and only close the mouth imperfectly. The feet are slender

and very long ; in the female the first pair are the shortest, and are

not stouter than the succeeding ones ; those of the third, the fourth,
and the fifth pair are a little longer, and are also terminated by a

cylindrical nail slightly curved downwards. Form of the feet of the

male, and disposition of the abdomen in this genus, not known.

(Milne-Edwards.)
The species are found in the seas of Asia,

('. return may be taken u an example.
Enrypodin* (Gucrin). A genus forming in certain points a passage

between the Macropodians already noticed, and some of the Maiidie,
such as I/itlimui auritui ; approaching the hitter in the form of the

feet, and resembling the former in the length of those members and
in the disposition of the eyes.
The carapace triangular, twice as long as it is wide, rounded

posteriorly, narrow anteriorly, convex and unequal above ; rostrum
formed by two long and horizontal horns

; eyes carried on peduncles
of moderate length and not retractile ; disposition of the internal

and external antenna; nearly the same as in Stenorhynchiu, fnachut,
Ac. ; epistome wider than it is long ;

third joiut of the external jaw-
feet nearly square, as wide as it is long, and deeply notched anteriorly
and internally, in order to give insertion to the succeeding joint.
Anterior feet of the length of the body in the male and much shorter

in the female
; they are a little convex, and the fingers are slightly

curved inwards
;
the succeeding feet are very long, their third joint

is cylindrical, but the fifth is compressed, and dilated below
;

its

greatest width is below the middle
;
the finger is large, recurved, very

sharp, and capable of being Ivut back against the lower edge of the
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Campotcia retusa. a, details of head.

preceding joint, after the manner of a sub-chelifonu claw ; the length
of the second pair of feet is nearly twice and a half that of tlie post-
frontal portion of the carapace, and the succeeding feet diminish

successively in length but very little ;
abdomen composed of seven

juints in both sexes. (Milne-Edwards.)
B. LatrdUii. This species is found in the Falkland Islands.

Eurypodiiu Latreillii.

Amathia (Roux). This genus agrees in some respects with the

Pericerce of Latreille ; indeed the aspect of both is the same, but the

external antennae of Amathia have not the peculiar disposition which
is visible in Pericera, and the space which the orbits leave between

them is scarcely wider than the base of the rostrum, whilst in Pericera

it is more than double,
It has a carapace in the form of an elongated triangle with a

rounded base
;

its upper surface and its borders beset with enormous

spines ;
the rostrum, which is terminated by two large divergent

horns, nearly as long as the post-orbitary portion of the carapace.

Eyes small, and partially protected by a spine which occupies their

external canthus, but, as in the preceding genera, they are not retractile

and always remain projecting. External antennas presenting nothing
remarkable ;

the basilary joint is long, very narrow, and soldered to

the front
;
the stem is inserted under the rostrum, at some distance

before the level of the eyes; it is very slender, and its first two joints
are of equal length ; epistome large, and nearly as long as it is wide

;

the third joint of the external jaw-feet is dilated outwards, and trun-

cated at its two internal angles. The first pair of feet are shorter

than the succeeding ones ; they are filiform in the female, and a little

convex or swollen in the male
;
the succeeding feet are long and

filiform
;
the second pair are more than thrice as long as the post-

orbitary portion of the carapace, without including the posterior spine ;

the others are much shorter, their terminal joint is long, sharp, and

without either spines or teeth on its inferior surface ; abdomen com-

posed of seven joints in both sexes. (Milne-Edwards.)
A , Rimoana. Carapace armed with thirteen enormous spines, three

of which elevate themselves from the stomachal region, one from the

cardial, and the others occupy the border of the buckler; one on

the intestinal region, three on each side upon the branchial region,

and one upon each of the hepatic regions : there is a small spine in

front of the eyes, and a larger one at the anterior angles of the buccal

frame ; feet, as well as the carapace, covered with a sort of down
;

length about two inches ;
colour yellowish, with two spots, red upon

the front It has been found at Toulon.

KAT. HIST. DtV. VOL. III.

Inachus (Leach). This genus, as established by Fabricius, com-

prehended nearly all the Oifyrhynchi, with the exception of the

Parthenopida;. The genus is now much restricted.

The carapace is nearly triangular, not much longer than it is wide,
and highly embossed above ; rostrum very short, disposition of the

eyes different from that in the previous genera in the system of M.

Milne-Edwards, the peduncles being capable of being reflected back-

wards, and being lodged in an orbitary cavity, which, though not

deep, is very distinct
;
internal antennoe without anything remarkable :

the first joint of the external antenna; soldered to the front before the

internal canthus of the eyes, and the second advanced on the sides of

the rostrum ; epistome rather wider than it is long : third joint of the

jaw-feet much longer than it is wide, nearly of the form of a triangle,
with its base in front, and giving attachment to its succeeding joint
near its anterior and external angle ;

sternal plastron narrowed

suddenly between the feet of the first pair, and with its length not

equal to its greatest breadth; fset of the first pair very small in the

female, but very large in the 'male, and sometimes thrice the length
of the body ; the claws always pointed and curved inwards. The

succeeding feet cylindrical, slender, and more or less filiform ; the

second pair, always longer than the first, are three or four times the

length of the post-frontal portion of the carapace ;
the others

diminish successively in length, and all terminate in a very long

cylindrical joint, which is pointed and but little or not at all curved.

The abdomen is composed of only six distinct joints.
All the species are small, and have hitherto been found on the

coasts of Europe, particularly those of England and France. In the

latter country they have been taken both on the northern and
Mediterranean shores. They often haunt coves where there are

oysters, and all of them have the body covered with down and hairs,

to which sponges and corallines attach themselves ; colour brownish.

(Milne-Edwards).
M. Milne-Edwards divides the genus into three sections : the first

containing one species, having the stomachal region furnished with

five spines or tubercles, including one (median and posterior) very

strong, and four small ones anteriorly on a transversal line.

/. Scorpio (I. Dorsettensis). It has been taken in the British

Channel, &c.

Inachus Scorpio.

a, male ; &, female ; c, abdomen of male
; d, abdomen of mature female ;

e
t abdomen of immature female.

The second section consists of /. Dorynchus and /. thoracicus, and
the third of /. leptochirus. The last is a British species.

Etjeria. This genus is Asiatic in its geographical distribution, and
M. Milne-Edwards divides it into two sections : the first with the

third joint of the external jaw-feet deeply notched at its anterior and
external angle (E. arachnoides and E. Ilerbttii), and the second with

the third joint of the external jaw-feet not notched at its anterior

and internal angle (E. Indica). [EciEiiiA.]

Doclea (Leach). Carapace nearly globular, hairy, and more or less

beset with spines ;
front raised, and the lateral edges of the carapace,

instead of joining the orbits, directed towards the anterior border of

the buccal frame
;
I'ostrum short and very narrow

;
the orbits directed

obliquely forwards, and entirely lodging the eyes, which are very

small, and have no trace of a spine at the anterior angle of their

upper border, a character which renders them easily distinguishable
from the Libinue. The basilary joint of the external antenna)

advances much beyond the internal canthus of the eyes, and termi-

nates nearly in a point under the front, to which it is intimately united ;

2 p
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the Moond joint of them antennas is short, and placed
near the edge

of the rostrum ; the third and the fourth joints are very small.

Epistome very little developed, and much wider than it Is lunp ; the

third joint of the external jaw-feet U nearly square, slightly dilated

outward*, and rather deeply notched at the internal and anterior

angle; sternal plastron nearly circular; the anterior feet weak and

very small, not more than once and a half of the length of the cara-

pace ;
the hand nearly cylindrical; the succeeding feet very long,

though not always equalling those of the Byeria, slender, and cylin-

drical ; their terminating joint long and stylifonn ; the second pair

from twice to thrice as long as the
post-frontal portion of the carapace,

and the succeeding pain diminishing progressively. The abdomen

rariee; sometimes only five distinct joints are to be detected in that of

the female ; sometimes there are seven, as in the male.

1L Milne-Edwards,- who gives the speciBo character here stated,

obserrrs that the DocUn bear the greatest analogy to the Egervx, and

establish the passage between those Macrojiodidte and Libima; which

belong to the tribe of Maiiatl*. [MAUD*.]
The species are found in the Indian Seas.

D. Jiiuonii, whose locality U uukuowu, U given as an example.

Doelea Kumitii.

(Milne-Edwards, Uittoire ffaturtUe da CrtutacSci ; Bell, Jlritith

Slalt-Eytd CVtufoceo.)

MACKO'POMA, a genus of Fossil Fishes, proposed by Agassiz.
The species belong to the Cretaceous Strata.

MACROPTERU8. [Ducita.]

MA'CROPUS, the scientific name for the Kangaroos. [MAU.SU-

I-IATA.] The term U also used by M. Latreille to designate a genus of

Brachyurous Decapod Crustaceans. [MACROJ-OWD-E.]
MACRORHAMl'UUa [ScoLOi'ACiDJs.]
MACKolUII NITS. [Pnocin .:.]

MACKOSE1IIUS, a genus of Fossil Fishes, proposed by Agassiz.
From the Oolite.

MACROURA, or MACRU'RA, the scientific name for that section

of Crustaceans which hare the abdomen, usually called the tail, long,
in contradistinction from that section (lirachyura) which have the

tail short. The Common Lobster is an example of a Macrurous

Crustacean, and the Common Crab of a Bracbyurous Crustacean.

[CRUSTACEA.]
MACROXUS. [SciuniD*.]
MACTRA. ICoscHACEA.]
MADATUS. (CHEIROPTERA.]
MADDER. [RuBU.]
MA'DIA, a genus of South American Herbaceous Plants belonging

to the natural order Comjxatia. one of the specie* of which, M. talita,
is of value for the oil yielded by its seeds upon pressure. The genus
forms the type of Madieac, a division of the Seneoionideoua Tribe of
De C'andulle, and is distinguished among its congeners by it* roundish
1-rowed involucre, the bracts of which are keeled and envelop the

grains, by a plane receptacle paleaceoul at the margin and naked in

the middle, and by its bald achenla, which have four or five angles,
and Uper to the base. il. saliva, which forms the only species, is an

upright hairy glandular viscid Chilian annual, with oblong entire

leaves, half atnplexicaul, opposite at the bottom of the stem and
alternate at the top ; the flower-heads sre racemose, and the flowen

pale-yellow. It has long been cultivated in Chili, and apparently in

California, for the sake of iU oil, which is of excellent quality. It

has also attracted attention in Europe in consequence of Mr. Bosch,
the su|wrintendentof the gardens of the King of Wurtembrrg, having
successfully cultivated it in Germany on a large scale. He found that
as compared with rape and poppies the amount of oil yielded per
Ovrman acre was as follows :

Rape yields 240 Ion. of oil per Oerman acre.

Poppies yields 264 Ibs. of oil per Qerman acre.

Madia yields 442 Ibs. of oil per Qerman acre.

This oil does nut congeal at 19 below zero of Reaumur, but only
becomes a little leu fluid, which makes it a valuable material for keep-

ing machines in order. The seeds are sown in October, and from four

to six pounds are required per acre (German). The crop is of the

easiest management, and the only precaution to be taken by the culti-

vator, which it is important to notice, is that the seeds must be thnutlied

out soon after the crop is cut, otherwise the glutinous stalks, when

heaped up, ferment and injure the seeds.

(Gardener', Magazine, March. 1839, p. 142.)

MADOQUA. [A>-Tiix)rE*.]
M ADHASTK.KA. This name is given by De Blainville to a sub-

section of the Ma<lrr]ih</lln,a, including Attrcta, Kekinatlnta, Otulina,
and Branchatlraa. He attaches but little importance to it as a
division. [MADIIKI'IITI.I.KKA.]

MADREPHYLUCEA, the first section of the Stony Zoanlhana of

De lilainville, who styles the other section of this family of Zuantharia,

ifadreponca. [MADREPORJBA.] The Linmrain genusMadrepora included

nearly all the species, and obviously required analysis, the more so

that geological naturalists referred to the same genus a vast number
of previously unknown forms, and thus encumbered recent and

impeded fossil zoology, and prevented any right notion of the successive

forms of zoophytic life on the globe.
Solander proposed some useful divisions of this unmanageable genus,

derived from the growth of the ooral. Lamarck established many im-

portant genera, especially characterising some fossil groups. Lamouroux
also laboured to improve the classification. Ooldfuss has since

described additional fossil groups; and M. De Blainville has re-

organised the labours of his predecessors, with a special regard to the

soft animal parts figured and described by Lesueur, Quay, Qaiuiard,
and other voyagers.
The Madrtphylliaa of this writer seldom acquire that highly ramose

figure which belongs to the Lamarckion genera Madrepora, Pocillopora,
&c. ; they are furuiahed with cells of various figure, always how-
ever radiated by lamella), which are frequently numerous. There is

no general distinctive character of the soft parts, or '

polypi,' as they
have usually been termed. The following ore the principal genera of

this group :

Cyclolitet (fossil). Animal unknown; solidified by a calcareous

polypidom, of a short, simple, orbicular, or elliptical figure, flattened,
and marked with concentric lines below, convex above, with a great
number of very fine entire lamella), convergent to a sublacunoae centre.

Lamarck founded the genus ; Ooldfuss includes it with the Fungiir.

Only fossil species aro known
; they occur in the tertiary and upper

secondary strata chiefly. Mr. Lonsdale notices it in the Silurian

system.
C. numitmaiit (Madrepora porpita, Linn.) may be taken aa an

example. (Goldfuss, tab. 14, fig. 4, a, b.)

fungia. Animal gelatinous or membranous, generally simple,

depressed, orbicular, or oval ;
mouth superior, transverse in a large

dine, which is covered by many thick cirriform tentacula ;
the disc U

solidified internally by a calcareous solid polypidom, of a simple figuie

Fitngia patellarit.

a, upjKT face ; I', lower face.

(seldom complex), ornamented above by a star of radiating aculeitcd

lamella, and below by simple rugose rays.
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There are about nine recent (mostly from Indian Seas), and as mail
fossil species. De Blainville arranges them in three groups : simpl
and circular ; simple and compressed ; complex and oblong.
The animal, according to Quoy and Qaimard, ia very like that o

Caryophyllia ; it covers the upper face, and returns over the lower
so that the whole polypidom is internal. M. Stutchbury has describee
the growth of this coral in the ' Linnsean Transactions.'

P. patdlaria (Ellis and Soland., t. 28, figs. 14) may be taken as an
example.

Montlivoltia (fossil). Animal unknown
; solidified by a calcareoui

polypidom of sub-conical or pyriform figure (fixed); transversely
wrinkled below; enlarged, excavated, and lamellato-radiate above
From the Oolite of Caen. Goldfuss refers it to Anthophyllum o

Schweigger ; and De Blainville says it is closely allied to Cydolites.
M. caryophyllata (Lamx., 'Zooph.' t. 79, figs. 8-10) is an example.
Polyphyttia. Animals numerous, confluent, with a rather prominent

mouth, lobed at the margin; numerous tentacula, not round the

mouth, but scattered on the surface of a fleshy part, which entirely
envelops and incloses a calcareous solid polypidom, which is a free
oval elongated plate ; above rather convex, and covered with lamellar

ridgec. which are denticulated, prominent, very slender, and transverse,
but without stelliform disposition ; below rather concave, and

roughened by close-set tubercles.

The whole mass is free on the sea-bed.

Fungia talpa of Lamarck (' Actinologie," pi. 52, fig. 1) belongs to
this genus.

Anthophyllum. Animal unknown, containing a calcareous polypi-
dom of a conical or pyriform figure, fixed in the lower part, enlarged,
flattened, excavated, and multilarnellous in the upper part. This

genus includes fossil species from ancient rocks, and appears imper-
fectly distinguished from Turbinolia unless the species of that genus
were all free, which is at least doubtful.
A . Huettardi, Defr., is an example.
Ehrenberg unites in one genus Monomycet, the AnlhophyUa, Mont

Urn/lite, and the two first groups of Fungia.
Turbinolia. Animal simple, conical, ribbed externally with larger

and smaller ribs; terminated above by a mouth begirt with numerous
tentacula, and solidified by a calcareous polypidom which is free,

conical, furrowed externally, attenuated to one extremity, enlarged at
the other, and ending in a large shallow radiated cell.

Most of the species are fossil: they occur in rocks of all age?,

particular species belonging to each
; but if the genus is not very

obscurely characterised, the use of the term is not very accurate.

According to De Blainville, the recent T. amicorum has twenty-four
ribs

; but this number is exceeded vastly in some of the fossil species
referred to the genus ; and in others there are fewer than twenty-four.

IHplocttniitm of Goldfuss is a compressed Turbinolia, according to

De Blainville.

T. amicorum, Bl., from the South Seas, may be taken as an example.
T. borealit and T. milleliana are found in British eeas.

Turbinoloptif (fossil). Animal unknown, solidified by a calcareous

polypidom, of a simple turbinated figure, and free. This polypidom
is lacunose, furnished above with radiating lamella;, united at short

equal intervals, and marked externally by longitudinal flexuous

strife, inclosing between their united edges vertical lines of pores or
cells.

M. Lamouronx describes this genus. It has been since adopted
by Mr. Lonsdale for specimens which occur plentifully in strata below
Old Hed-Sandstone. (' Silurian System," by Murchison.) De Blainville

appears to think it should be reunited with Turbinolia, but he had not
examined the specimens noticed by Lamouroux.

T. ochracea. Lamouroux. ' Gen des Polyp.,' t. 82.

Caryophyllia. Animals actiniform, subcylindrical, provided with a

simple or double crown of short thick

perforated tentacula, which project from
the surface of stars or cylindriconical
cells ; cells furnished with radiating
lamella; internally complete, externally

striaU-d, and aggregated into a solid

couical polypidom, fixed at the base.

The species are grouped according to the

simple or fasciculated character of the

mass. There are both recent and fossil

examples of each group.
Lamarck id the author of this genus,

distinguishing it from Turbinolia and
Oculina. He has been followed by
nearly all zoologists; but Goldfuss has

reunited Caryophyllia and Oculina into

his genus JAlhodcndron.

C. C'yathiu (Elli and Sol., t. 28, f. 7)

is an example. It hag occurred in the

British seas.

Khrenberg divides this genus, and
forms the following new ones :

Detnurphyllwm. Example, C. dianthus.

Cyathina. Example, C. Cyathut.
Cladocera. Example, O. calycularie.

\

CaryopliyUitt Cyflthus.

Sarcinula. Animals unknown, contained in cells at the end of long
cylindrical tubes

;
cells lamelliferous, stelliform

;
tubes striated exter-

nally, parallel to the axis, united by a cellular transverse mass into a
solid calcareous polypidom, whose upper and under surfaces are plane
and parallel.

This genus, established by Lamarck, includes both recent and fossil

species. It seems to bear the same relation to Caryophyllia that
certain tubular Astrcece bear to the ordinary forms of that genus.
There is no suflicient reason for the conjecture of De Blainville, that
Lithostrotion of Llwyd should be referred to this genus : it has more
resemblance to the following group, with which indeed De Blainville
lias joined it.

Columnaria (fissil). Animals unknown, contained iu shallow
multi-radiate stelliform cells, at the ends of prismatic tubes

; tubes

aggregated, contiguous, more or less parallel, forming by their union a
solid thick calcareous polypidom.

This is a genus of Goldfuss, established on fossils of the Transition
Strata.

Stylina (fossil). Animals entirely unknown, contained in radiated
cells at the end of long cylindrical vertical tubes

;
tubes furnished

internally with distinct lamella;, which radiate from a solid more
or less prominent axis, and are united by a cellular mass so as to

form a stony polypidom, more or less extended, thick, and echinated
above.

A genus of Lamarck (originally named Fascicnlaria by him), which
includes perhaps only one species. The prominent axis occurs how-
ever in several madreporic fossils not usually referred to this genus
as certain Cyathophytta of Goldfuss. Sarcinula conoidea of this author
is ranked by De Blainville as a Stylina.

Catempora (fossil). Animals unknown, contained in tubular cells ;

cells terminal, often oval, furnished with radiating plates, and united

laterally into a calcareous polypidom, which may be described as of a
conical figure, fixed, composed of vertical anastomosed lamellae.

Tubipora catenulata of old writers is the type of this Lamarckian

genus, which, with some surprise, we found to be, as De Blainville

states, really a lamelliferous coral. He draws this inference from

examining a fine specimen, at Bonn, of C. escharoides, which he con-

siders the only species. It is peculiar to the Transition Rocks, though
not perhaps to the Silurian System.

C. etcharoides (Lamarck ; Goldfuss, t. 25) is an example.

Ca ten ipora cscJl n roides.

Fischer's genus Halysitcs is identical with Catenipora.
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Syrimgopora (fossil). Animals unknown, contained in long sub-

flvxuoua tubular vertical cells ; opening of the cell* round, terminal ;

numerous *mall horizontal tubuli branch off from the colls, aud unite

by anastomosis the whole ramified man into one polypidom.
Goldfuss is the author of this genus, the species of which were, by

older writers, always ranked aa Tubipora. In our own examinations
of Syrixffopora, from the Carboniferous Limestone (S. ram*tota (?),

Qoldfuss). we have had reason to think the interior of the tubes had

formerly been radiated ; but the traces of the lamella) are never clear,

or even certain. The species belong to Silurian and Carboniferous

Bocks chiefly, perhaps not exclusively.
& rerltctHala (Goldfuss, t. 25, f. 6; & geniculata, Phillips, 'QeoL of

Yorkshire,' ii. t. 2, f. 1 ) may be token aa an example.

Syt itigopora gfniculata.

DtndnpltyHia. Animals actiniform, furnished with a great number
of bifid tentacula, in the midst of which is a polygonal mouth ;

the

cells containing the animals are rather deep, and radiated by nu-

merous prominent lamella; ; the polypidom which these compose is

widely attached, arborescent, striated externally, lacunose inter-

nally, and truncate at the extremities. The species are both recent

and fossil.

I), raiitta (Sol. and Ellis, t. 88) is an example.
LaiopkyllM. Animals actiniform, furnished with many cylindrical

tontacula ; cells conical (sometimes elongated or sinuous), with a sub-

circular opening, laciniato-lamelliferous, terminating the few branches
of the polypidom, which is fixed, of a turbinated shape, externally
striated, and internally lacunose.

The species were included in Lamarck's genus Caryophyllia ; the

fossil species are chiefly from the OoUtic Formation.
/,. Cat-iluiu (CoryopkyUia Carduut, Lamarck) is an example.
iframlrina. Animals more or lens confluent, in one surface, in

long sinuous series, having each a distinct mouth and lateral series of

very short tentacula, contained in shallow cells, which are not really

separate, but form by their lateral union sinuous valleys ; these valleys
are furnished on each aide of the mesial line with transverse sub-

parallel lamella), ending against ridges which separate the valleys ;
the

whole calcareous polypidom is fixed, simple, turbiniform when young,
aud globular when old.

This genus, established by Lamarck, in universally adopted by
Eoophytologists. The recent species belong to the Indian or South
Atlantic seas. The fossil species arc few, and chiefly belong to the

Oolitic Formation.

if.
dadahra (KUis and Sol., t. 40, f. 1) may be taken as an example.

VraJ,ma teinlit*.

,
rnlirc 6;nrt reduced

; t, portion, natural tiic.

Dictyopkyllia (fossil). Animals unknown, contained in polygonal
rather

irregular
cells of a considerable size; cells separated by parti-

tions denticulated on both sides; the calcareous polypidom which
results is fixed, deeply reticulated on the surface, and encrusts other

bodies. The base of the cells is finely tuberculated.
The best marked species is I), rdiculata, which is found in the

chalk of Maastricht Qoldfiiss, t 21, fig. 3.

Agaricia. Animals wholly unknown, contained in cells, which
often appear incomplete or confused, and sublamellar internally : they
constitute by their union a stony polypidom, fixed, formed of flattened

foliaceous irregular expansions, stelliferous on one side only.
The recent species are not numerous. We receive them from the

Indian Ocean and the South Sea, Qoldfuss refers some fossils to this

genus.
A. cucullata (Ellis and Sol., t 42. f. 1, 2) is an example.
Tridacophyllia. Animals actiniform, confluent, very depressed,

enlarged, and attenuated to a finely crenulated edge ; mouth central,
a little tuberculous, but without tentacula ; cells deep, irregular,
foliaceous in the borders, lamellato-radiate, and denticulate within,

externally and irregularly striated ; the polypiferous mass thus formed
is calcareous, foliaceous, not porous, striated, turbinated and fixed at

the narrow part.
Lamarck included the principal species (T. Lactuca) in his genus

Paronia ; another he named Erplanaria atpera.
T. Lacluca (Ellis and Sol, t 54) is an example.
Mvnticularia. Animals unknown, contained in cells imperfectly

circumscribed, sometimes even confused or confluent : the lamella- of
these cells are very prominent, very distinct, rather numerous, and

diverge from a tubercle
;
the union of the cells ii marginal and in one

surface; the polypidom is calcareous, very lacunose and polymor-
phous : sometimes it encrusts other bodies, is agglomerated into a heap,
or spreads in sinuous expansions, striated externally.

This genus of Lamarck is supposed to be identical with Ifydnopora
of Fischer. The recent species are from the Indian seas. Mr. Lousdalo
refers a fossil species of the Silurian system to this genus.
M. exeta (Sol. and Ellis, t. 49, f. 3) may be taken as an example.
Pawnia. Animals without tentacula; the cells which contained

them confluent, conical, small, rather oblique, furnished with many
very close lamella] disposed irregularly, though sometimes in series ;

the polypidom thus composed is solid, fixed, running into various

agglomerations and expansions, with sharp edges.
The recent species are from the East and West Indian seas. The

few fosail species are from Transition and Oolitic Formations.
P. bokliformi* (Ellis and Sol, t. 32, f. 3, 4) is an example.

J'armtia bolrtiformit.

The following genera, namely, Ailnra, Echiruutraa, Brancliattrcea,

and Oculina, are grouped by De lilninville under tho sub-sectional

title of Madrattract :

Aitnea. Animals short, more or less cylindrical ; mouth rounded,

placed in the midst of a disc covered with few and rather short

tantncula ;
colls shallow, lamella; radiating, and forming by their uni> n

n fixed polymorphous polypidom, which often encrusts other bodies,
or is agglomerated on itself. This great genus is divided into the

following sections.

Section A, Attneoida of Quo! and Oaimard. Stars round and often

disjoined.

A.calycularii (CaryophUlia calyculara of Lamarck), from the Medi-

terranean, is an example.
Section II. Meondriniform JWratf. Stars distinct, unequal, oblong,

more or less diffluent, forming encrusting or agglomerated mosses.

A. I'm may be taken as an example.
Section C. Otmmtulrira. Stars circular, very distant, prominent,

and forming encrusting milmitt

These are chiefly fossil.

A. Lufniiana, Defr., from the Oolite of Beannoofl, if) an example.
Section D. Tubattrcea. Cells tubular, vertical, more or less distant,

with a round opening, the edges being hardly prominent, and radiated

by a moderate number (12 to 24) of complete lamella;. This section

includes many recent and fossil species.

A.faveolata (Ellis and Sol., t. 53) may be taken as an example.
The animal is described by Quoy and Oaimard.
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Section E. Cells roundish, approximate, sometimes irregular,
rather shallow

; the lamellae very distinct, cutting, complete, extended
over the rounded interstices

; masa encrusting or agglomerated.
A. Ananai (Ellis and Sol., t. 47) is an example.

Ananas.

Section F. Siderastrcea. Cells superficial or shallow, iudefined,
with numerous very fine lamellae, radiating from an excavated centre,
aud continued to meet or even to join those of neighbouring cells.

A. riiJTea (Ellis and Sol., t. 49) may be taken as an example.
The fossil species are numerous, especially in the later Secondary

and Tertiary Rocks.
De Blainville makes several groups of them according to the manner

of their growth.
Section G. Dipsastraa. Of a globular figure ; cells profound,

infundibuliform, sub-polygonal, contiguous, with common partitions,
which are elevated, sulcated, and echinulated on the edges.

A. dipiacea (Lamarck; Madrepora favosa, Ellis and Sol., t. 50) is

an example.
There are fossil species in the Secondary and Tertiary Strata.

Section H. Montcutrcea. In thick masses composed of tubular

cells, which acquire a polygonal figure from juxta-position ; their

edges not prominent ;
the cavity not deep, furnished with numerous

lamella: united to a solid prominent axis. The known species are
fossiL

Section I. Favaatrtza. In a thick mass composed of large polygonal
excavated cells, pluriradiate, depressed in the centre, and hollowed
towards the margin. (Acervularia of Schweigger ; Cyat/iopkyllum of

Qoldfuss.)
Ooldfuss's generic name is much employed for fossils of the Silurian

Rocks.

Recent, Attract magnifies; Indian Sea: Fossil, A. Baltica, De Bl.

(A. Ananat, Linn.) are examples.
Mr. Lonsdale has proposed a new genus, allied to Cyathophyllum ;

and from its vesicular internal structure calls it Cystiphyltun. From
the Silurian Rocks.

Section K. Slrombattrcea. In corticiform masses composed of

infundibuliform polygonal radiato-lamelliferous cells, which are

proliferous, or succeed one another vertically. Goldfuss calls the

group Strombodet. Its distinctness is doubted by De Blainville.

Stromboda pcntagonut, Goldfuss, fossil, in the North American

limestone, may be taken as an example.
Section L. Cdlaatrcea. Ths species of this group differ from the

Diptattraai principally by the fineness of their radiating lamella;,
aud by a peculiar cellular structure. The fossil species are found in

Tertiary Strata.

A. incerta (SoL and Ellis t. 47, 3) is an example.
In concluding his examination of the great genus Atlnea (which

includes several other genera adopted by Goldfuss, Schweigger, &c.),
De Blainville acknowledges the probable imperfection of the arrange-
ment above given, and notices the transitions which it presents to the

generic groups of Caryophyllia, Pavonia, Oculina, &c. Perhaps until

the relation of the lamelliferous cells to their contained polypi is

known from a very general investigation of recent types, zoologists
will do wisely not to propose new genera from ill-understood specimens
of ancient corals.

Ethinattrccn Animals unknown, contained in raised cells which
are strongly radiated, rather irregular, echinulated, and occupy only
the upper surface of the coral. The mass is either fixed or free,

expanded into a lobate or reflexed plate, internally echinated, striated,
but not porous externally.

Part of Explanaria, Lamarck, is included in this new group, as

well as Echinophura, of that author.

K. ringera (Lamarck) may be taken as an example.
Jiranchiulnca. Animals unknown

;
the cells which contained them

are of a cylindrical figure, channeled internally, prominent, radiating
from the general mass, and united into a ramose, cylindrical, solid

coral. Only one species, ]). limbata (Goldfuss, t. 8, f. 7) ;
from the

Jura Limestone, Suabia.

Oculina. Animals unknown, contained in regular, round, radiated

cells, more or less prominent, and scattered on the surface of a solid,

compact, arborescent, fixed polypidom.
Lamarck established the genus ; Schweigger has united it to Aatnna,

and Qoldfuss to Caryophyllia.
0. axillari* (Ellis and Sol., t. 13, f. 5) is an example.
0. prolifcra has been taken in Zetland. [POLYPIFERA.]

Oculina axillaris.

MADREPOR^EA, the second section of the Stony Zoantharia of De
Blainville, and placed by him after Madrephyllicea. [MADKEPHYLLICEA.]
The corals of this section are generally arborescent, with small

partially lamelliferous cells, and constantly porous in the interstices
and walls of the cells. This last is the most important character.
The Lamarckian genus Madrepora included many of the genera of
De Blainville.

Deniipora. Animals unknown
;

cells deep, circular, mammillated,
furnished with 10 dentiform lamelltC prominent towards the margins,
scattered in the polypidom, which is compact, expanded, its parts anas-

tomosing together, and echinulated with strong interstitial tubercles.
The species are ranked with Ocvlina by Ehrenberg and earlier authors.
D. virginea (Ellis and Sol., t. 36) may be taken as an example.

Dantipora virginea. .

a, magnified ; l>,
section of the lamcllifcrous cell.

Aitrceopora. Animals unknown (probably provided with a single
crown of 12 tentacula) : the cells which contained them are prominent,
mamillary, internally sulcated, and irregularly scattered on the surface

of the polypidom, which is extremely porous aud echinulated, enlarged
into thin expansions. Astrcea myriopktltalma of Lamarck belongs to

this genus.

Sideropora. Animals unknown ;
cells deep, immersed, circular or

sub-hexagonal, with six deep notches at the border, and a prominent
central axis, irregularly dispersed ou the arborescent, palmated, finely

granulated, but not porous polypidom. Several of Lamarck's Parties

are placed in this group. S. digitata is an example.

Stylopora. Animals unknown ;
cells with few lobes at the circum-

ference, internally striated, with a pistilliform axis, irregularly aggre-

gated into an arborescent or subpalmated fixed polypariuin, whose
interstices are porous and eehinulated.
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ThU group of Schweigger if not considered u really generic.

Cttciuopora. Animal* unknown ; cell* infundibuliform,quincuncial,

forming the openings of capillary tabes laterally adherent into an

attached polymorphous polypidom.
This group, established by Goldfnss, is ranked by that author near

to Rdrpora. There is apparently no evidence that it should be placed

among the Madrrporaa.
a ifumditmltfarmit(ao\AtoM, pi 9 and pi 80, f. 10) is an example.

Gemmipora. Animals without tentacula; cells deep, cylindrical,

channelled, and almost lamelliferous within, prominent in a mnminil-

lary furm on the surface of a fixed, porous, urborescent, or laminifonn

polypidom. Several of Lamarck's Erfltmarue come into this group.
U. mrtatttrina (Ellis and Sol., t 43) may be taken as an example.

Cfmmipora mrteHlerina, diminished.

a, portion, natural rite.

tfmlipora. Animals actiniform, short, provided with small tenta-

eula to the number of twelve, placed in a single series ; cells very
small, rounded, impressed, regular, with few internal grooves.

Polypidom incrnsting or agglomerated, very porous, much echinulated,
and marked by mammillary prominences on the free surface. Some of

Lamarck's Puritci are included in this genus.
Portia rermrota, Lamarck, an Australasian genus, in an example.
Madrrpora. Animals actiniform, rather short, with twelve simple

Uadirpora atrrvtammJrii, iliminilict!.

, tmnlnilion of on* of Ike (tmnch, natural ;/

tentacula; cells deep, prominent, scarcely stelliferous, irregularly
scattered on the surface, and accumulated towards the terminations
of the polypidom, which is very porous, arborescent or frondescent,
and fixed.

ThU restricted genus includes several recent species, and a few
fossils.

M. alirotanoiila, Lamarck; M. muricata, Linn. (Ellis and Sol., t, 57),

is an example.
1'almipora. Animals unknown ; cells very small, unequal, com-

pletely immersed, obsoletely radiated, scattered ; polypidom fixed,

cellular within, very ,fincly porous and reticulated externally,

expanded in a palmate or digitated form.

The genus includes MUlepora alcicornit of Linnaeus and others

like it.

M. alcicornit, Linn., may be token as an example.

ilitlepora atricorhu.

Udiopora. Animals short and cylindrical, with a crown of 15 or

16 broad and short tentacula; cells cylindrical, vertical, or subdiver-

gent, immersed, internally crenulated by partial lamella; ; polypidom
largely porous in the interval of the cells.

ff. ctrrulca (Madrrpora cirrulca, Kllis and Sol.,' 1 1 2, f. 4 ; Pocillopora

carulea, Lamarck), a species from the equatorial seas, is an example.

A fossil
species

in the Tranition Limestone (A tinea porom, Gold.),

usually ranked in this genus, in put in Portia by Khrenberg and Long-

dale. (Murchison's
' Silurian Region.')

Alreopora. Animals actiniform, with 12 simple tentacula; cells

Atrropora reltfora.
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deep, polygonal, irregular, unequal, internally tuberculiferous, with
perforated or reticulated parietes, echinulated on the terminal edges;
polypidom porous, cellular.

A. retepora; Madrepora retepora, Linn. (Ellis and SoL/t. 64, f. 3-5),
may be taken as an example.

Goniopora. Animals actiniform, elongated, cylindrical, with a crown
of more than 12 simple tentacula

; cells polygonal, internally sulcated,
echiuulated on the edges ; polypidom extremely porous.
One recent species (G. pedunculata of Quoy and Gaimard).
Poritei. Animals urceolate, with 12 very short tentacula; cells

polygonal, unequal, imperfectly defined, incompletely radiated by
filamentous pointed rays, with echinulated intervals; polypidom
diversiform, porous, and echinated. This is a genus of Lamarck, but
somewhat contracted by De Blainville.

P. davaria, Lamarck (Ellis and Sol., t. 47, f. 1), ia an example.

Put itt-s clavaria.

Serialopora. Animals without tentacula (?); cells immersed,
ciliated on the edges, but not internally lamelliferous, ranged in

longitudinal series on the cylindrical branches of a porous finely
ramified polypidom. This in a genus of Lamarck modified. It

includes only a few species, much like the type, Madrepora seriate,

Linn. : figured in Ellis and SoL, t. 31, f. 1-2. Ehrenberg ranks them
with Millepores.

Pocillopora. Animals without tentacula (?); cells small, shallow,

subpolygonal, echinulated on the edges, and sometimes rather lamel-

liferous within ;
towards the terminations of the branching polypidom

the cells are contiguous and adherent, but separated by granular
interstices near the base of attachment. The polypidom is not

porous.
Lamarck established the genus, which ia generally adopted. Ehren-

berg doubts if there be any tentacula.

P. damicornis, Lamarck, recently found in the Indian Sea may
be taken as an example. P. intcrstincla has been found in the British

geas. [POLYPIKERA.]
MADREPORITE (A ntliraconite ; Columnar Carbonate of Lime)

a Mineral occurring in roundish masses, the structure of which is

columnar and diverging. Fracture indistinctly lamellar. Hardness

3'0 ; yields easily to the knife. Colour grayish-black. Lustre vitre-

ous. Opaque, or only translucent on the edges. Specific gravity 2'7.

It is found in Norway at Stavern, in transition rocks; at Gyphytta
in alum slate ; in Greenland, and in Salzburg.
The following Snalysis is by Klaproth :

Carbonate of Lime .... 83'00

Carbonate of Magnesia . . . 10-30

Carbonate of Iron .... 1'25

Silica 4-50

Carbon 0-50

99-55

MJENU'RA, or MENU'RA, Dr. Shaw's and Dr. Latham's name
for a singular geSius of Birds, whose place in the system has occa-

sioned some difference of opinion among ornithologists.

In 'An Account of the English Colony of New South Wales,
from it first settlement in January, 1788, to August, 1801, &c., to

which are added some particulars of New Zealand, compiled by
permission from the manuscripts of Lieutenant-Governor King ;

and

an Account of a Voyage by Captain Flinders and Mr. Bass, &c.,

abstracted from the Journal of Mr. Bass, by Lieutenant Collins of

the Royal Marines,' Ac. (4to. 2 vols., 1802, London), it appears that

in January, 1798, in consequence of the determination of certain

Irishmen to go out for the discovery of a settlement for themselves,
the governor, after ineffectually trying corporal punishment, deter-

mined, with a view of checking the spirit of emigration, to convince

these Irish by their own experience of the danger and difficulties

which attended it, and accordingly he caused four of the strongest
and hardiest among them to be chosen by themselves, and properly

prepared for a journey of discovery. They were to be accompanied
by three men, upon whom the governor knew he could depend, and
who were to lead them back when fatigued and exhausted with their

journey over the worst and most dangerous part of the country. A
conspiracy to murder the guides was discovered, and counteracted by
the addition of four soldiers to the guides, and on the 14th they set
off from Paramatta. On the 24th the soldiers returned with three of
the deputies, who, having gained the foot of the first mountains,
were so completely sick of the journey, and of the prospect before

them, that they requested to return with the soldiers, whose mission
here terminated. The three persons who had been sent out with the
Irishmen returned on the 9th of February.

" On arranging their
courses and distances on paper, they appeared to have travelled in a
direction south-west three-fourths west about 140 miles from Para-
matta. They brought in with them one of the birds which they had
named pheasants, but which, on examination, appeared to be a variety
of the Bird of Paradise. The size of this curious and handsome bird
was that of a common hen ; the colour a reddish-black, the bill long,
the legs black and very strong. The tail, about two feet in length, was
formed of several feathers, two of which were the principal, having
the interior sides scalloped alternately of a deeper or lighter reddish-
brown inclining to orange, shading gently into a white or silver colour
next the stem, crossing each other, and at the very extremity termi-

nating in a broad black round finishing. The difference of colour
in the scallops did not proceed from any precise change in the colour

itself, but from the texture of the feather, which was alternately
thicker and thinner. The fibres of the outer side of the stem were
narrow, and of a lead colour. Two other feathers of equal length,
and of a bluish or lead colour, lay within those

; very narrow, and

having fibres only on one side of the stem. Many other feathers of
the same length lay within those again, which were of a pale grayish
colour, and of the most delicate texture, resembling more the skeleton
of a feather than a perfect one." Lieutenant Collins then gives a

figure of the bird " from the pencil of a capital artist," which seems
to have been handed down from author to author, and is indeed upon
the whole correct, with the name of Mtenura superba.
M. Temminck arranged the form under his order of Insectivorous

Birds (Insectivores), among the Thrushes, giving it a position between
Cinclm and Pitta.

Cuvier does not differ much in his views from M. Temminck ; for

he places it among his great group of Passereaux (Cuvier's second

order), and it stands in the '

Regne Animal '

in the following relative

position : Oriolut, Gymnops, Mcenura, Motacilla.

M. Vieillot differs almost entirely from both Temminck and Cuvier ;

for, though he includes it in his second order, which corresponds
with the Inseisorct of Mr. Vigors, the Lyriferi stand in M. Vieillot's
'

Analyse
'

at the extremity of that order, and near the groups of

Columba and Penelope.

Illiger, in his '

Prodromus,' arranged it among the Rasores.

Before we proceed to a consideration of the views of more modern
authors, it is right to put the reader in possession of Cuvier's

description, with his reasons for classing Mamwa as he did. He says
that the size of the bird (a little less than that of a common pheasant)
has caused it to be referred to the Gallinaceous Birds, but that rt

belongs evidently to the Passerine order from its feet, whose toea

(excepting the first articulation of the external and middle toe) are

separated, while the form approaches the Thrushes (Merles) in the
structure of the bill, which is triangular at its base, elongated, and a
little compressed, and notched towards its point ; the membranous
nostrils are large and partially covered with feathers as in the Jays.
Manure, he adds, is to be distinguished by the great tail of the male,
which is very remarkable for the three sorts of feathers that compose
it. The twelve ordinary feathers are very long, with loose and very
distant barbs

;
two more in the middle are furnished on one side only

with close-set barbs, and two external ones are curved in the form of

an S, or like the branches of a lyre, whose internal barbs, which are

large and close-set, represent a broad riband, while the external ones
are very short and do not become enlarged till towards the end of

the feathers. The female haa only twelve feathers of the ordinary
structure.

Mr. Vigors (' Linn. Trans.,' voL xiv.), who alludes to the position

assigned to the bird by the authors above mentioned, places it at the

extreme of his third order (Rasores), among his family of Cracidce.

M. Lesson speaks of the position of Mamma as far from being
fixed, and though he follows Cuvier in placing it among the Passe-

reaux, he observes that some authors think that it would stand better

at the side of Merjapodius, in the Gallinaceous order. After quoting
the words of Cuvier given above, he says,

" The Mcenura has then
been arranged sometimes among the gallinaceous birds under the name
of Lyre-Pheasant, or Pheasant of the Woods, and sometimes at the end
of the Calaos [HOBBBQXj, and the Hoazins [CRACID.*;], as M. Vieillot

classed it, while, scientifically speaking, it is. near the Thrushes that

Mcenura ought to take its place, though it departs distinctly from
them in the form of the body."

Mr. Swainsou ('Classification of Birds,' vol ii. 1837) alludes to the

place assigned to Mcenura and Meyapodius by Mr. Vigors, and says
that they certainly accord more with that family than with any other
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group of the Gailituuxa. Mr. Swainaon observes tht both these

guera hare the feet uncommonly large, and that both seem to repre-
sent the scansorial genus Orthonyx, a bird indeed scarcely larger than
a iparrow, but agreeing in the very remarkable scansorial character of

baring the three fore toes of nearly the same size.
"

If," continues
Mr. Swainson,

" the Cracitlir, as we believe, in the scanaorial family of
the Ratortt, thU singular analogy is precisely what we should expect
in two groups representing the same tribes." In the synopsis at the
end of the volume Mr. Swainsou cancels the term Cracida, and
substitutes in its place the family Megajmlina (Megapodidce I),

remarking, that as he has every reason to believe, from an attentive

study of this family, that Crax is an aberrant genus, he has thought
it better to correct his former error, and to name the whole from that

group which is one of the chief types; and he makes iftenura the first

genus of his 'Family Megapodina, Oreatfoots,' with the following
generic character: BUI moderate, depressed at the base, straight;
the tip obsoletely notched. Nostrils naked and placed near the
middle of the bill. Feet very large, strong, and robust ; nearly all

the anterior toes equal ; the claws enormous fur the size of the bird,

obtuse, and slightly curved. Wings short Tail very long, lyre-

shaped ; the feathers singularly developed. The typical or conirostral
form of the whole family.
M. tuptrba (M. Lyra, or lyrata, M. Nova Jfollandur, Shaw, Lath.,

M. faradiiea, VieilL) is the only species known.

I.rr-Tlt (Itfnura in/win), mil*.

Lieutenant Collins, in the work above quoted, gives, towards the
end of his second volume,

" a more minute and ornithological descrip-
tion (with which he had been 'favoured') than that stated above."
The second description is M follows.

" The bill of this bird, which
has been named the M. nptrba, is straight, having the nostrils in the
centre of the beak. The base of the upper mandible is furnished
with hairs like feathers turning down ; the upper mandible is at the

base, somewhat like that of the pigeon. The eyo is a dark hazel, with
a bare space around it. The throat and chin are of a dark rufous
colour

;
the rest, with the body, of a dusky gray. The feathers on the

rump are longer than those of the body, and more divided. The
colour of the wings, which are concave, is dark rufous. The legs and
claws an Urge in proportion to the bird, particularly the claws. The
outward toe is connected with the middle one as far as the first joint
The tail is long, and composed of three different sorts of feathers, of
which the upper aide is of a dark gray, with ferruginous spots. The

first two lower feathers, which are a little curved in two directions,
are beneath of a pearly colour, enriched with several crescent-shaped

space*, of a rich rufous and black calour. The laminn are iiuwebbed,
turned round toward the extremity, and ornamented with a black

bar, the breadth of an inch, and fringed at the end. The shaft of the

second, which U likewise long, is fringed with long hair-like filaments;
and the third, which is also long and curved, is plumed on the inner

side only, except at the extremity, where there are a few separated
filaments of a dark gray colour.
" The female M. tuperba differs very little from the male, except in

the tail, which is composed of twelve feathers, a little curved and

plumed, having the upper side dark rufous and gray, and the under
of a pearly colour."

The more modern descriptions of the tail of the female state it to

be simply brown, and composed of long uniform feathers, which are

straight and graduated.

...
-

Some of the tal'.-fcatbcru of Manura lupcrba.

Notwithstanding the sombre hues of this extraordinary bird, the

magnificence and peculiar structure of the beautiful tail of the male,
which imitates the form of an aneicnt Grecian lyre, give it a superb

appearance.
New South Wales, principally in the forests of Hucalyptni and

i''irvnrina which cover the blue Mountains, and in their rocky and
retired avenues, is the habitat of this bird.

Lieutenant Collins says that " the following particulars relating to

these birds were observed by persons resident in the country, and
who were eye-witnesses of what is here told. They frequent retired

and inaccessible parts of the interior ; have been seen to run remark-

ably fast, but their tails are so cumbrous that they cannot fly in a

direct line. They sing for two hours ui tlio morning, beginning from
the time when they quit the valley, until they attain the summit of

the hill, where they scrapo together a small hillock with their tail spread
over them, imitating successively the noto of every bird known in the

country. They then return to the valley." If dependence could be

placed upon this account as far as relates to the singing, it would
assist the views of those who would place Manura near the Thrushes;

! among the gallinaceous birds, singing, in the common acceptation of

|

the word as applied to birds, is not known. But this sort of state-

ments, taken as they mostly are from the relation of those who are

not very careful as to the truth of their communications, if they can

only surprise and please their auditors, must be received with many
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grains of allowance. The singing is not corroborated by subsequent
observers.

Mr. Caley informed Mr. Vigor?, that from the observations he wag
enabled to make on these birds during his stay in Australia, it was
his opinion that they were gallinaceous. Mr. Caley generalK found
them in flocks, and for the most part on the ground. M. Lesson
states that they come forth in the evening and the morning, remaining
quiet during the day on the trees whereon they perch. He says that

they are becoming more and more rare, and that he only saw two
skins during the whole of his stay at New South Wales. Mr. Swainson
informs us that chief-justice Field, of Gibraltar, who was long a
resident in Australia, assured him (Mr. S.) that Mcmura in all its habits
was a gallinaceous bird, living on the ground in small societies, and
being very fond of rolling in the dust.

Mr. Bennett, in his '

Wanderings in New South Wales,' &c., remarks
that this Native Wood-Pheasant, or Lyre-Bird of the colonists, the
Be'leck-Beleck and Balangara of the aboriginal tribes, is abundant
about the mountain ranges in all parts of the colony. The tail-feathers
are detached entire from the bird, and are sold in the shops at Sydney
in pairs. Mr. Bennett observes that the price was formerly low

; but,
now- that the bird, from continued destruction, has become rare, their
tails fetch from 20j. to 30*. the pair. About the ranges however of
the Tuinat country, where they have been seldom destroyed, they are
more frequently seen.

The same author states that it has its young in December, the
season when all th? wild animals in the colony are produced, and can bo
then procured with facility.

"
It is," says Mr. Bennett in continuation," a bird of heavy flight, but swift of foot. On catching a glimpse of

the sportsman it runs with rapidity, aided by the wings in getting
over logs of wood, rocks, or any obstruction to its progress ; it seldom
flies into trees, except to roost, and then rises only from branch to
branch : they build in old hollow trunks of trees which are lying upon
the ground, or in the holes of rocks

;
the nest is formed merely of

dried grass or dried leaves scraped together. The female lays from
twelve to sixteen eggs of a white colour, with a few scattered blue

spots. The young are difficult to catch, as they run with rapidity, con-

cealing themselves among the rocks and bushes. The Lyre-Pheasant,
on descending from high trees on which it perches, has been seen to

fly some distance. It is more often observed during the early hours
of the morning, and in the evenings, than during the heat of the day.
Like all the gallinaceous tribe, it scratches about the ground and
roots of trees to pick up seeds, insects, &c. The aborigines decorate
their greasy locks, in addition to the emu feathers, with the splendid
tail-feathers of this bird, when they can procure them."

Mr. Bennett laments the rapid disappearance of the races of animals
found in a new country, and which are pursued, whether useful or

dangerous, even to extermination. He states that in the settled parts
of the colony the harmless kangaroos and emus are rarely seen, when
they might easily be domesticated about the habitations. " The same
remark," he adds, "applies to the Lyre-Pheasant. Why are they
not domesticated, before, by extermination, they are lost to us for
ever?"

M^ERA, Dr. Leach's name for a genus of Amphipodous Crustacea.
M. yrostnmana, Leach (Cancer Gammarus yrossimanus, Montagu)

' Linn.
Trans.,' ix. tab. 4, fig. 5, is very common on the English coasts, where
it is found \inder stones and rooks at low water.

MAGI'LUS, De Montfort's name for a genus of Testaceous Mollusca,
the form of whose shell varies very much according to its different

stages of growth and the circumstances in which it is placed.
The genus was placed by Lamarck among his Annelida, in the

family Serpulacea, containing the genera Spvrorbis, Serpula, Vtrmilia,
Galeoiaria, besides that under consideration.

M. De Blainville arranged it among the Mollusca (family Cricoito-

maJa), between Siliquaria and Valvata, observing at the same time
that Guettard clearly saw the relation of the form to Vermetta.

Cuvier, in his last edition of the '

Regne Animal,' gives it a position
between Verme'iu and Siliquaria, in his seventh order of Gastropods
( Titbulibranchiata).

M. Rang remarks that, when he was seeking the animal in India, he
was struck, like M. De Blainville, with the analogy which the genus
presents not only to Vermetus, but also to many other genera of
Pectinibranchiata. This analogy, M. Rang further observes, is espe-
cially remarkable when a young individual whose shell has not yet
become tubular is examined.

M. Rang states that he saw some fragments of the animal, and that
it is certainly a Gastropod. In his descrip-
tion however he notes the animal as unknown.
Dr. Kupprll states that it is furnished with
an operculuin.

Hhell. Young: Fragile, with an epidermis,
pyrifonn, ventricose, with a short spire of
from three to four turns; aperture longer
than it is wide, oblong, without any notch

anteriorly, where the lip nevertheless forms
an angle. Dr. Ruppell thinks that M. Rang,
when he wrote the above description, had
before him the young of Leptoconchus.

shc" of (young).

Adult : The last whorl abandoning altogether the spiral form to

HAT. HLJT. DIV. VOL. III.

produce an elongated tube, which is irregularly sinuous, or irregularly
contorted, conical, compressed laterally, especially on the side of the
base of the shell, carinated beneath, and free

; aperture elliptical.

Shell olMagilus (old).

When in this state the shell presents all the characters of a regularlv
spiral univalve. The animal establishes itself in the excavations of

Madrepores (Astrasas, &c.), and as the coral increases around it the
Mayilui is obliged, in order to have its aperture on a level with the
surrounding surface, or near it, to construct a tube, which is more or
less eccentric according to circumstances, the growth of the coral

determining the length of the tube. As this tube goes on increasing
the animal abandons the spiral for the tubular part of the shell, and
in this operation it leaves behind no septa, or partitions, but secretes
a compact calcareous matter which reaches to the'very summit of the

spiral part, and is deposited from time to time as the tube is length-
ened

;
so that in an old specimen the posterior part of the shell presents

a solid and almost crystalline mass : indeed the fracture of this mass
is radiated and saccharoid. One species only, Mayilus antiquvs, is

known. The colour is white, more or less pure. [LEFTOCONCHUS.]
MAGNESIA, the Oxide of the metal Magnesium. Magnesia, as

well as several of its salts, occur as minerals. The sulphate and
nitrates of magnesia are soluble, and have a bitter taste. The other
native salts are insoluble. The specific gravity of all the salts is

below 3.

Shepbardite, also called Brucite, is a hydrate of magnesia. It occurs

rarely, in hexagonal prisms, generally in laminar masses, and fibrous.
Its primary form is a rhomboid. Colour white, greenish-white. Streak
white. Lustre pearly. Transparent, translucent. Hardness I'O to
1-5. Specific gravity 2'33 to 2'63. It is found at Hoboken, in New
Jersey, North America, and in the island of Unst, Shetland. Bruce,
after whom it has been named, gives as its composition

Magnesia 70
Water 30

100
Nemalite is a name given to a fibrous form which contains some

iron and carbonic acid. It occurs with the first form in North
America.

Sulphate of Magnesia is the well-known Epsom Salts. It is often
found in solution in mineral springs, also in sea-water. In some
places it has been found crystallised. At Helderberg it occurs as an

efflorescence, and it is called Hair-Salt. [ErsoMITE.]
Magnetite, Carbonate of Magnesia, occurs in acicular crystals,

massive, and in powder. Its colour is usually white, occasionally
grayish and yellowish. The massive varieties are found amorphous,
reniform, nodular, and stalactitic. Fracture splintery, or flat con-
choidal. Its hardness exceeds that of calc-spar. It is dull, nearly
opaque. Specific gravity 2'8. It is found in several parts of Europe,
as Styria, Moravia, Spain, and Silesia, in India, and at Hoboken, iu

New Jersey, North America. Its analysis by Rauimelsberg gives
Carbonic Acid 52'214

Magnesia . 47786
100
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/fydromaynnile u a name given to an earthy white pulverulent

hydrous carbonate of magnesia found at Hobokcn, New Jersey, North
America.

Roraif of Maynena, Boracitr, is a common form of magneaian
mineral. [BoHox.]

fiilrale of Maynttia occurs in white deliquescent efflorescences,

Mnociatnil with nitrnte of lime, in limentone caverns. It is used in the

iiiMitifactiire of saltpetre.

Poiyhalilt, n brick-red saline mineral, consists of the sulphates of

lime, potash, and magnesia, with 6 prr cent, of water.

Maynnitt a a phosphate of magnesia, from Snlzberg, in Germany.
Mudiiitt resemble* Boravite. It occurs with the red tourmaline

of Siberia.

Mag*uia Alum occurs massive, lit structure is fibrous, also com-

pact. Colour and streak snow-white. Lustre shining. It is found at

Cape Verd, in Southern Africa, where it covers the floor of a grotto to

the depth of six inches. Its analysis by Stromeyer gives

Sulphate of Alumina 38-398

Sulphate of Magnesia 10'820

Sulphate of Manganese .... 4-597

Chloride of Potassium 0-205

Water 45739
99759

ifagnetian Pharmacolite occurs massive. Cleavage fulinted in one
direction. Colour dirty white, or honey-yellow. Hardness 5 to 6.

Brittle. Lustre waxy. Specific gravity 2'52. Found at Liingbansbyt-
tm in Wenneland. IU analysis by Kiihn given

Arsenic Acid 58.52

Lime . . .
-

Magnesia
Protoxide of Manganese
Iron ....
Loss by Ignition

23-22

15-68

2-13

a trace.

0-30

99-85

The silicates of magnesia are an exceedingly numerous group of

minerals. They enter into the following : Tale, Chlorite, Serpentine,

Mrpkrite, Meenchaum, Schiller Spar, Pyroxene, Hornblende, Chryiolite,
Clxmdrodile.

MAQNESIAN LIMESTONE, or Permian System, is the name
given to the rocks which immediately underlie those of the Triassic or

Upper or New Red-Sandstone series of England. In Russia a large

group of deposit* of this date exists, and is marked by distinct pecu-
liarities. The abundance of carbonate of magnesia is characteristic of

part of the series hence its name. The Magnesian Limestone rock

is Men to greatest perfection in England between the rivers Tyue and

Tees, between the rivers Wharf and Dun, and between this last river

and Nottingham. We mention these ports of the great line of mngne-
sian limestone in the north of England for the purpose of pointing
out some interesting differences in the composition and other characters

of the rock. It is in the middle part of the coun-c here indicated,
from north to south, that the stratification of the rock is moat

developed. Between the Dun and Wharf, and for some space north
and south of these riven, this limestone occurs in fact in two rocks

separated from each other by beds of red and bluish clay, with gypsum
(inditinguihable from some of the upper or Keuper marls of the Red-
Sandstone .Formation); but in the northern and southern parts this

difference docs not obtain. Of the two limestones thus separated the

upper one has but a limited extent (Smith's
'

Geological Map of York-
shire '); the lower one in almost uninterrupted from beyond the Tyne
nearly to the Trent. The upper rock is about 12 yards thick

;
the

lower one reaches 50 yards, or perhaps in some cases 1 00 yards : the

upper one contains almost no magnesia, and lime burnt from it is

extensively employed in agriculture ;
the lower one is very often com-

posed of atomic aggregations of carbonate of lime and carbonate of

magnesia, and, both as stone and when burnt to lime, is more useful
in building. IU mode of aggregation varies extremely.

' In many
situation* (Thorp Arch, in Yorkshire) it is a soft powdery stone,
traversed nevertheless by veins of calcareous spar ; about Tadcaater,
and generally between the Nid and the Dun, it is a firm though hardly
compact rock, often traversed by sparry veins and full of irregular

crystallised cavities. The crystals are generally carbonate of lime,
sometimes mixed with oxide of iron. In a few cases sulphate of

barytas appear* in the form of veins dividing this rook, as at Huddle-

ston, n<-ar Ferrybridge, Ac. Still less commonly thin veins of car-

bonate of copper (sometimes apparently epigene, on sulphuret) line

the joints of the rock about Newton Kymc, near Tadcaster, and in

other places.
Some of the beat building-stone of this description is dug in the

quarries of Huddleston, Broadsworth, and Warmsworth, and it i

generally really or nearly an atomic combination of carbonate of lime
and carbonate of magnesia, a fact determined by the late Dr. Henry
of Mancherter.
A further state of arrangement of the materials of this rock is

noticed in several localities between the Aire and the Dun, where the
rocks assume locally and for limited areas the oolitic texture

; and,
finally, as one of the most valuable building-stone* in the range of the

msgnssitn limestone, my be signalised the white limestone of Roche

Abbey, which in that noble ruin has stood the ravages of time better

than almost any freestone of the north of England.
Farther south the grain of the rock changes; it becomes continually

more and more crystalline, ami from Bolsover to Nottingham the

magnesian limestone may be described, with little inaccuracy, as a real

dolomite, partially debased by small admixtures of sand. The small

rhomboids! crystals of this rock are very evident in specimens which
we collected many yean ago at Mansfield Woodhouse and near

Nottingham. The atone used for building the present Houses of

Parliament consists of the magnesian limestone from this district.

A crystalline structure of the magnesian limestone rock is however
not confined to the southern portion of its range, though there it is

manifested in connection with very useful qualities in architecture.

In the county of Durham we find it exhibited in the purely calca-

reous rocks of Hawthorn Hive, near Easington, in the romantic,

contorted, and broken cliffs and pinnacles of Marsden, and in the

singular coralloidol quarries of Building Hill. At Marsden it is

curious to notice in near contrast, in the cliff, the 6exible laminated

limestone, and in the detached pinnacles an equally laminated rock

traversed by complete planes of crystalline structure. What does

this teach ? obviously, the important fact, that, since its deposition in

lamina;, the sedimentary mass of carbonate of lime has been subject
to a new molecular arrangement, which, predominating over the

original structure, has readjusted the particles and generated a new
structure. In the some vicinity are brecciated rocks, which seem to

require the hypothesis of reaggregation of fragmented portions of

previously-indurated magnesian limestone bed*. Thus various are the

aspects of the mineral aggregation of the magneaian limestone of

England. These divenities belong almost exclusively to the lower

rock, for the upper laminated non-magnesian portion is usually of a

uniform close texture, except in the lower beds, which are somewhat

cellular (and of little value to the lime-burner) at Knottingley.
It flhould be added, that the general colour of the magnesian lime-

stone (lower portion) is white, yellow, rich pale-brown, or reddish,

while the upper rock is commonly of a gray, smoky, or purplish hue.

This rock is usually interstratified with thin clay partings, the lower

one very rarely.
The specific gravity of magnesian limestone is usually greater than

that of common carbonate of lime. This however may be overlooked

in the usual incomplete mode of trying such experiments, unless the

observer makes the easy correction due to the absorption of water by

many of these stones. Tried in powder (for example, by Leslie's pro-

cess), the magnesian limestones of England betray by their Wright
their affinity to the dolomitic rocks of the Alps and the Eifel, though
the introduction of the magnesia is probably not at all due to the

same cause in the two cases. [DOLOMITE.]
Professor Sedgwick, in his admirable memoir in the 'Geological

Transactions,' on the Magnesian Limestone, has pointed out clearly

the most common organic fossils of this rock. We shall only observe

here, that in respect of fishes (Molliuca and Zoophyta) this rock shown

an extreme analogy with the Carboniferous System. Its place, by
mineral analogies, may be rightly fixed in the Pojcilitic System ;

but

by the affinities of organic existence it will be classed with the more

ancient rocks. Let any one, for example, contrast iU marine fossils,

whether derived from Durham, Yorkshire, or the Thuringerwald,
with those of the Muachelkalk ;

the former are seen to be analogous
to forms common in the Mountain Limestone, the latter to those of

the Lias. In neither case is the resemblance perfect ;
the species are

not identical, but the result above announced i unequivocal, and

must soon be felt in geological classification.

The following is a list of the fossils in this formation as given in

Tennant's ' List of British Fossils
'

:

Polyparia,

Tul>idicli<li tpinifera.
PtntttMa. ancepi.
P. fliutracea.
P. rnmoia.

P. virytUacea,

Crinoidea.

Encriniu ramotui.

Jirachiopoda.

Terebraiula dongata.
T. inflata.
T. Schlotkeimii.

Atrypa pectinifera,

Spirifer undultUut.
~

S. rriitatia.

Productta horridut.

/'. M vrruiCHMU.

1'. xpinifcrui.

f,inyula Mytiloida.

Itimyaria.

AUoruma elegant.

ScJiizodtu obncurtu.

8. paralltliu.
S. truntattu.

S. rotundattu.

S. parrui.
S. UH'fa'lU.

*. pvMlut.
S. mini tn in.

tfucvla rinti.

A rca tumiila.

M/tiilta Hcnmtnalut.

M. teptifenu.
Modiola coitala.

Monomyaria.

A ricula ipeluncularia.
A. keratophaga.
A . antique.
A. injlata.

A. Xinntyi.
A. ditcort.

A. Gervillia.

Peclen putitlv*.

Ottrea, puiilln.
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Gasteropoda.

Nalica minima.
Pleurotomaria carinata.

P. nodulosa.

Turbo Mancunientit.
T. minutus.

Jfacroclteilut symmetrical.
Loxonema nufifcra.
L. Vrii.

Rissoa puiilla.
11. Leigkii.
11. rninulissima.

K. Giltsoni.

R. obtusa.

Pisco.

Palceonitcut comlui.

P. elegans.
P. glaphyrus.
P. longissimus.
P. macrophthalmut.

Platysomus macrurus.
P. panw.
P. striatus.

Acrolepis Sedgwicki.
Pygopterus mandibularis.

Cailacantkus granulatui.

Reptilia.

Palteosauna Cylindrodon.
P. Platyodm.
Tkecodontosaurua antiquus.

The Magnesian Limestone assumes a variety of forms simulating
those arising from organic causes. Amongst these are the round
masses which are found on the coast of Durham. At a distance these
masses look like cannon balls, and the rock ii which they occur
has obtained the name of Cannon-Ball Limestoue. In many parts
the rock has a pisiform or oolitic appearance, from being composed
of small round bodies. These little masses, when submitted to the

microscope, afford no evidence of having been deposited from organic
causes. They are evidently concretionary, and have probably been

slowly deposited from a solution of the magnesia and lime of which

they are composed." In the quarries of Askern and Campsall, round or oval projections
are seen, which vary from a pin's head to several feet in circumference.
The layers of which they are composed are continuous with those of
the limestone, and seem to be formed by some foreign substance

serving as a nucleus upon which the limestone is deposited layer after

layer ;
in some cases, the nucleus may be formed by the escape of

carbonic acid or other gas, for I have frequently observed that the

protuberance is hollow within.
" There is another class of bodies which have a conoidal form, the

base being always uppermost ; their size ranges from that of a pea
to that of a large pear ; they are not continuous with the layers of
the limestone, but lie in distinct cavities, from which they may be
removed almost entire, by a blow of the hammer. The cavities in

which these bodies are found have probably been at first made by the

rotatory action given by running water to a small stone, or other

substance, whilst the limestone was forming, a fresh deposit having
afterwards taken place from the water : cavities of this kind may be

frequently seen in streams running over loose sand, or other matter.
" Another striking feature in the physical character of the magne-

sian limestone is, the existence, in some places, of an immense number
of cavities, which are frequently lined with beautiful crystals of
carbonate of lime

;
some of these cavities are very small, as in the

oolitic limestones
; they are to be seen at Smeatou several feet square :

the greater proportion of them contain crystals, and vary in size from
a marble to an orange. Some geologists imagine that these cavities

have been formed by the deposition of the rock upon gelatinous
animal bodies, which, being gradually removed by decomposition, have
left their- mould or cast behind

;
others suppose that they have

originated from the escape of gaseous matter, which, whilst the rock
was hardening, was incapable of rising to the surface. By the subse-

quent passing of water, charged with carbonic acid, through these

cavities, many of them would become enlarged by the dissolving

power of this gas over the limestone.
" The productions called Stalactites and Stalagmites are often found

in the dislocated and over-hanging portions of Maguesiau Limestone ;

the former are long, depending like icicles ; the latter are flat, and

thinly extended over the surface of the rock. At Askern many beauti-

ful specimens of stalagmites have been taken from the quarry."
(Lankester,

'

History of Askern.')
The Magneaian Limestone series may be traced in the north of

France and in Burgundy, but is most fully developed at Mansfield in

the Thuringian Forest, in the district of the Hans, and in Franconia.

Throughout the south of France it appears to have no representative,
and is most likely altogether absent. When most perfectly expanded,
the whole series is divisible into two groups, the lower one for the
most part argillaceous, and the upper calcareous, and the series then
rests immediately upon the conglomerates of the Rothe-todte-

liegende.
The upper or calcareous portion in Germany is called Zechstein,

and is chiefly a compact limestone, but the highest beds are marly
consisting of, 1st, a grayish,' bluish, or greenish clay, called Letten,
often containing rolled fragments of dolomite and crystals of gypsum.
This reposes on a fetid limestone called Stinkstein, which is a compact
or granulated rock of a blackish-brown or greenish colour, and ex-

tremely bituminous, giving out an offensive odour when struck or

rubbed. The lower bed of the Zechstein is called Rauwack<5, and
consists of a hard lint cellular magnesian limestone, abounding in

long, irregular, and narrow cavities, which are most numerous where
the bed attains a considerable thickness, but are almost obliterated in

the thinner and more compact portions. The whole thickness of the
Zechstein is rarely more than 20 or 30 yards.
Of the schistose beds, which form the base of the Magnesian Lime-

stone series, the lowest is sandy, and forms a kind of transition from
the underlying sandstones. It is of no great thickness, apd is suc-
ceeded by a bituminous band, remarkable for great uniformity both
of mineral character and fossil contents, being traceable over a con-
siderable district in Germany, and forming an excellent geological
horizon for an extent of at least 250 miles. According to M.
D'Aubuisson one-tenth part of the mass of this bed consists of .

bitumen aud carbon
;
and although not more than a foot in thickness

it contains so considerable a quantity of iron and argentiferous copper
pyrites as to be worth working as au ore, whence it has received the
name of Kupfer Schiefer, or Copper-Slate.
The lowest bed of the magnesian limestone group is called, from its

lithological character and relative geological position, the Lower New
Red-Sandstone

; but it might very fairly be associated with the upper
coal-measures, for it contains numerous remains of extinct vegetables
not to be distinguished from species found throughout the carboni-
ferous system. It differs somewhat however from the coal-grits in
mineral composition, being more discoloured with oxide of iron, besides

being chiefly made up of conglomerate, in which quartz and decom-
posed granite abound. This conglomerate, although in its lower

portion exceedingly coarse, passes upwards into a, fiue-grained sand-

stone, and so by finer sands mixed with marl shows a gradual transition
to the upper and marly beds. Beds of freestone are sometimes but

rarely found alternating with the fine sands and clays of this division;
and the mass is altogether very irregular both in thickness and extent,

appearing to have presented an uneven surface at tho commencement
of the deposit of the more recent magnesian limestones, and in some
places to have undergone considerable degradation before those beds
were superimposed. The irregularity thus described as affecting the
lower strata must have been owing, in all probability, to subterranean
movements disturbing the bed of ihe ocean during the period of their

deposition. The marls associated with the fossiliferous bands in the

county of Durham are also sometimes bituminous, and traces of
bitumen occur in thin bedded compact limestones of the same
geological date.

The lower new red-sandstone, or Rothe-todte-liegende, as observed
in Germany, is perfectly similar in almost all respects to the contem-

poraneous beds in our own country, being made up of coarse conglo-
merates alternating with marls and shaly beds, the conglomerates
being generally composed of fragments of the neighbouring crystalline

rocks, cemented by a fine ferruginous and sometimes argillaceous
sandstone. In France this deposit is exhibited wrapping round the
old rocks which form the central axis of the Vosges. It consists of a
coarse incoherent sandstone, generally of a red but sometimes of a

bluish-gray colour, alternating with shaly and micaceous marls, the
whole formation being extremely variable both in its mineral character
and in the extent of its development. It passes insensibly into the

upper beds called the ' Gres des Vosges/ or Vosges Sandstone, there

Deing no intermediate bed of magnesian limestone.

The Permian system of Russia exactly corresponds to the magnesiar
imestone and lower new red-sandstone of our own country; but it lias

Deen judged advisable to give a distiuct name to the continental group,
and the district in which the rocks are most perfectly exhibited being
ncluded in the ancient kingdom of Permia, that name has been selected

or reasons similar to those which induced Sir R. Murchison on a former
occasion to apply the term Silurian Formation to a group typically
exhibited in the region of the ancient Siluri. The Permian district

extends for about 700 miles from north to south along the western or

European flanks of the Ural chain, and for nearly 400 miles between
;hose mountains and the river Volga. The strata within this area

are described as lying in an enormous trough of carboniferous lime-

stone, and though occasionally thrown into anticlinal axes of some

ength, are often traceable for great distances without any break or

nterruption of the sequence. The Permian rocks of Russia consist of

a great number of distinct strata of very varied lithological character.

They are composed for the most part of white limestones with gypsum
find rock-salt, of red and green gritstones with shales and occasionally

copper-ore, and of magnesian limestones, marlstones, conglomerates,
fcc. The whole series is fossiliferous, and contains the remains of

extinct animals and vegetables, greatly resembling those of the car-

xmiferous period. In the Russian beds also there have been discovered

eptilian remains like those of the Bristol magnesian conglomerate,
ind fish identical with the species from Durham and from Mansfeld in

he Thuringian forest.

(Sedgwick, in Geological Transactions; Smith, Geological Map of
forks/lire, &c.

;
notices of contemporaneous deposits in the midland

ind southern counties of England occur in Murchison'a Silurian

System ; Conybeare and Phillips, Geology of England and Wales, &c.
;

Ansted, Elementary Course of Geology.)
MAGNESITE. [MAGNESIA.] ,

MAGNET, NATIVE. [IRON.]
MAGNO'LIA, a genus of Plants named in honour of Piert'e Magnol,

who was professor of medicine and prefect of the botanic garden of

rfontpellier. He was born in 1638, and died in 1715. Ho gave an
ccouut of the plants growing wild about Montpellier, in a work
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entitle*! ' Botanicum MonipelienM ; seu Plantarum circa Monspelium J

nasceutium Index,' Svo., 1686. This work, illustrated with plates, |u wall u one published in 1689 with the title
' Prodromus Historic

Qenenlis Plantarum in quo Plantto per Families disponuntur,' was

arranged according to a natural system of hi* own. la another
work embracing the planU growing in the Montpellicr Harden,
entitled

' Hortuj Kegiua Monspeliensis,' he has arranged the plants
according to the system of Tournefort
The genus Magnolia is the type of the natural order Magnoliacca.

It has a calyx of 3 deciduous sepals that resemble petals ; the corolla

is composed of 6 to 9 petals ; the stamens and pistils numerous ;
the

carpels are disposed compactly in spikes, opening by the external

angle, 1-2 seeded, permanent ;
the seeds baccate, somewhat cordate,

pendulous, hanging out beyond the carpels by a very long umbilical
white thread. The species of Magnolia are trees or shrubs, with

alternate, stipulate, deciduous, or evergreen simple leaves, and large
terminal solitary odoriferous flowers. They are all natives of North
America and Asia.

M. grad(jtora, Great-Flowered Magnolia, or Laurel-Bay, is an ever-

green tree, reaching sometimes a height of 70 feet It has oval-obloug
coriaceous leaves with the upper surface shining and the under surface

rusty; the flowers erect, with from 9 to 12 petals expanding. This

plant is one of the tallest and handsomest trees of North America.
It has large pale-green shining leaves nearly 10 inches long, with Urge
white flowers. It has been cultivated in England for the last century,
and in this country attains a height of from 20 to 30 feet. Several
varieties of this species have been named and described. Amongst
the most constant and best known varieties are 1, M. g. obovata

; 2,

M. g. Sxonientu; 8, M. g. angiutifolia ; and 4, If. g. pnecox. The
first is known in the Carolinas by the name of the Big Laurel ; the
second is the Exmouth Magnolia; the third and fourth are varieties

which have been produced in France.
In the cultivation of this species a deep sandy loam, dry at bottom,

and supplied with vegetable mould, suits all the varieties. In planting
it against a wall, almost any aspect may be chosen except a north-east
This plant may be propagated by stools, which should be laid down
in autumn, and require two years before they are fitted for separation.
They are then potted, and kept in pits or under glass during the
winter. It may be also propagated by seeds from America,

11. ijlnuca, deciduous Swamp Magnolia, is an almost deciduous

plant, with obtuse elliptical leaves, glaucous on the under surface ;

the flowers from 9-12-petalled, contracted; the petals ovate, concave.
This species is a tree rising from 15 to 20 feet in height It is a
native of North America, in low moist swampy ground at a little

distance from the sea, from Massachusetts to Florida and Louisiana.
This plant is also cultivated, and a number of varieties have been
described. The bark has a bitter and aromatic odour resembling
sassafras. On this account it has been used in America as a substitute
for other aromatic bitter barks as Cascarilla, Conella, &c., and, it ia

said, with great success. Although not much used in Europe, very
favourable reports of its efficacy in chronic rheumatism, ague, and
remittent fever have been given. All the species of Magnolia possess
more or less the properties which are most evident in At. glanea.
When used, a tincture made from the bark, seeds, or cones is equally
efficacious. It is said that when the tincture is made from the leaves
and cones whilst green, it is more efficacious. In America this tree
is known by the names White Laurel, Swamp Laurel, Swamp Sassafras,
Sweet Bay, and Beaver-Tree. The last name is given to it on account
of the fondness of the beaver for it The flowers are of a cream colour
and have a sweet scent, which Kalm says may be smelt at a distance
of three miles. The flowers are followed by red berries, which give
the tree a handsome appearance. The berries are steeped in brandy
and used as a domestic medicine for various complaints.
M. umbrella is a deciduous tree with lanceolate spreading leaves,

the adult ones smooth, the younger ones pubescent underneath ; the

petals 9-12, exterior ones pendent It is a native of North America,
in the Carolina*, Georgia, Virginia, and New York. The leaves are
one to two feet long, placed at the ends of the branches in a circular

manner, somewhat in the form of an umbrella, from which circum-
stance it has been called the Umbrella-Tree. The wood is soft and
pongy, and on the mountains of Virginia is called Elmwood.
M. ocMmi'no/a, a deciduous tree with oval acuminate leaves, the

under surface pubescent, the flowers with from 6 to 9 petals. It is a
native of North America, from Pennsylvania to the Carolinas. The
flowers are large, 3 or 4 inches in diameter, of a yellowish colour,
mixed with faint blue or pea-green, but not remarkable for their

beauty. The fruit is about 3 inches long, and resembles a small
eucumber, whence in America it is called Cucumber-Tree. A tincture
is made of the fruit, and is used in cases of rheumatism. Several
varieties of this plant have been described. It is often used in the
London nurseries as n stock on which to engraft the other species.

There are several other species of this magnificent genus foun.l in
the forests of North America, all of which are valued in Great
Britain for ornamental culture. The best known of these are M.
rordata, the Heart- 1.caved Cucumber-Tree, with yellow flowers streaked
with red, and having a disagreeable odour

; and M. auriculala, Indian
Physic, or Long-LenTe<l Cucumber-Tree, having white flowers and a
bitt<T bark, which is used as a medicine by the Indians.

M. Yulan, or M. cotupicua, a deciduous tree with obovate abruptly
acuminated leaves, the younger ones pubescent, expanding after tin-

flowers ; the flowers erect, li-9-petalled ; the styles erect This plant
attains a height of 30 or 40 feet ir its native country, but reaches

only 8 or 10 feet in our gardens. It grows in China, where it has
been cultivated since the year 627. Its native name ia Yulan. It is

a very showy tree, haying white flowers sometimes suffused with

purple, which give out a most delicious perfume. It blossoms in this

country from February to April, and is distinguished from the other

species by the flowers appearing before the leaves. It is not quite so

liordy as the American species; still, unless the weather is unpro-

pitious, it will put forth an abundance of blossoms during the dreary
months of February and March.
M. purpurea, the Purple-Flowered Magnolia, is a deciduous shrub,

with obovate-acuto reticvlately-veined leaves, almost smooth ; the
flowers erect, of 3 sepals and 6 obovate petals ;

the styles very short
This plant is a native of Japan, and seldom attains a greater height
than 10 feet The bark when bruited has on aromatic odour. The
flowers are more or less purple without, and always white within. It

is a very ornamental species and worthy of cultivation. The best

situation for it is against a wall, when its branches will reach from
15 to 20 feet

In their cultivation the hardy kinds may be treated in the same

way as At. grand\ftora. The Chinese kinds are often inarched or

budded on M. obovata. When the plants are replanted after layering
or propagation by seed, neither the roots nor leaves ought to be cut

off, otherwise they will not succeed so well.

(Don, Dichlamydeota I'lanli ; Loudon, Eacycl. of Trees and Shrubt.)
MAGNULIA'CK/E, Magnoliadt, an important natural order of albu-

minous polypctaloua Exogenous Plants, consisting of bushes and trees,

inhabiting the temperate parts of both the Old and New World.

They have the numerous disjoined carpels and hypogynous stamens
of Jtanunculaceic, to which they are closely allied ; they differ not

only in their arborescent habit, but in the young leaves being

enveloped in stipules, either horn-like and convolute, or bivalved,
which are thrown off as the leaves unfold. The flowers are usually

large and sweet-scented, and the leaves are firm, broad, and large, in

consequence of which many of the species ore objects of cultivation

in all civilised countries. In England, where they are exotica, they
are among the most highly-valued of ornamental plants, and every

species which can bear the climate, or which will thrive in conserva-

tories, has been collected with great care, whenever opportunities have

offered, so that few now remain to be imported. Among the most

A branch of Ttilanma pvmila.

I, a head of ripe fruit with the iwcd hanging down by their cord*; 2, a vcr.

Ueal section of a wed, (bowing tbc minute embryo lying in copioun albumen.
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ornamental of the hardy kinds are the Magnolia grandifiora of Carolina ;

M. glauca, of which there are many varieties
;
M. macrophylla, the

flowers of which are among the largest in the vegetable kingdom ;

and the Tulip-Tree, Liriodcndron tulipifera, a large tree with singular
truncate leaves. In Bengal the air is often perfumed with the

fragrance of the Tsjampac, a species of Michelia ; while in China and
the Malayan Archipelago others are equally well known for their

ornamental characters. Nor are the plants of this order less useful
than beautiful. It is probable that they are all valuable for the

febrifugal qualities of their bark. M, glauca is among the best bitter

and aromatic species known in medicine, and the Tulip-Tree affords

to the North American settler a substitute scarcely inferior to it.

The genera Tdfauma and Magnolia have the very singular property
of dropping their seeds out of the hack of the seed-vessels when ripe,

allowing them to hang down, each suspended by a long extensible

elastic cord, composed of delicate spiral vessels.

In consequence of the seeds of Magnoliacece containing an abund-
ance of oil which often becomes rancid soon after they are gathered,
it is difficult to transport them to a considerable distance in a living
state. The best method of succeeding in that object is to pack the

seeds in earth as soon as they are ripe, pressing them close and

securing them in a box. Under such circumstances they will preserve
their vitality for several mouths.

There are 11 genera and 65 species of this family.

MAGONIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Sapindacea. The dowers are polygamous ;
the male flowers have a

5-parted unequal reflexed calyx ; petals 5, linear, and unequal ; disc

unequal between the petals and stamens, on one side long and double,
in the other short, simple, and rugose ;

stamens 8, diclinate. Herma-

phrodite flowers as in the male, but stamens much smaller and not

diclinate ; ovary 3-celled, many-seeded ; styles curved
; stigma 3-lobed;

capsule large, woody, 3-valved, loculicidal
;
seeds large, flattened, sur-

rounded with a wing; hilum in the edge. The species are trees with
a corky bark; leaves alternate, abruptly pinnate, without stipules;
flowers panicled.
M. pubescent is a small tree common in the western deserts of the

province of Minas Geraes in Brazil. It has downy branches ; leaflets

8, ovate or oblong, sessile, deeply emarginated and downy ;
the flowers

in a terminal sessile or stalked panicle from 9 to 16 inches long; calyx

downy, yellowish-green ; petals linear, obtuse above, in the middle
smooth and dark purple, at the edges and point downy and green ;

fruit a large, woody, globose, 3-cornered, somewhat depressed capsule,
with 3 valves, 3 cells, and many seeds. The ashes of this plant are

extremely alkaline. The bark is used for subduing the swellings

produced . in the skins of horses by the stings of insects. The leaves

of this species and M. glabrata are poisonous to fishes.

(Lindley, Flora Medico.)
MAGPIE. [COKVID^.]
MAIA. [MAIID.E.]
MAIAD.E. [MAiiDvE.1
MAIANTHEMUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Asparagacea. It has a 4-parted perianth ; the segments hori-

zontally patent or reflexed, deciduous ;
stamens 4

; style 1
; stigma

blunt
; berry 2-celled

;
cells 1 -seeded.

M. bifolium has a stem with two alternate, stalked, triangular, cordate

leaves
;
the stem is from 6 to 8 inches high ; root filiform

;
leaves very

deeply cordate ;
raceme terminal, resembling a spike; flowers small

;

segments reflexed ; berry yellow with brown spots. It is found in

woods in the north of England.
MAID, a Fish. [RAIIDJJ.]
MAIDEN HAIH, the common name of the Adiantum Capillus

Venerii, a fern found wild in many parts of Europe, on damp shaded

rocks. It ia the Adianton ('ASiWroi') of the Greeks, and has probably

gained its trivial name from its having formed a part of the prepara-
tions used by the ladies for stiffening their hair. (Dioscorides, 1. iv. c.

136.) [ADIANTUM.]
MA1GRE. [SciiifiDJE.]

MA'IID^E, or MAIAD^E, a tribe of Ci-uilacea, the second of the

family of Oxyrkynchi, according to the system of M. Milne-Edwards.

It is composed of Brachyurous Crustaceans, whose carapace, nearly

always very spiny, is, with some exceptions, much longer than it is

wide. Rostrum generally formed of two elongated horns. First joint
of the internal antennae but little developed ; that of the external

*"
antennae, on the contrary, very large, and soldered with the neigh-

bouring parts so as to be confluent with them
;

its external bordei

always constituting a considerable portion of the lower wall of the

orbit, and iU anterior extremity united to the front before the leve!

of the internal canthus of the eyes. The moveable stem of the antenna)

always of considerable length. The epistome generally considerably
wider than it is long, whilst the buccal frame is longer than it is wide

The third joint of the external jaw feet is as wide as it is long, more

or less dilated on the external side, and truncated or notched at its

anterior and internal angle, by which it is articulated with the fourth

joint, which is very small. The anterior feet of the female are in

general hardly larger or longer than the others, and sometimes they
are even shorter. The same conformation obtains in some of the

males
;
but in general the first pair of feet in these last are longer am

much larger than the second pair, and their length sometimes is equa

o twice that of the carapace ; they are directed obliquely forwards
and outwards

;
the hand is never triangular, and the iinmoveable

inger of the claw is not inclined downwards, so as to form a decided

ingle with the lower edge of the hand. The succeeding feet are

generally of moderate length; those of the second pair are most

commonly once and a half the length of the post-frontal portion of

.he carapace, but they are never twice as loug as that portion ; those

>f the third pair are hardly ever more than once and a quarter as long
13 the post-frontal portion of the carapace, and the other feet shorten

'u succession. The abdomen is ordinarily composed of seven distinct

joints in both sexes ; but sometimes this number varies in the different

species of the same genus. (Milne-Edwards.)
The genera and species of this family are numerous. We shall

describe the principal genera :

Libinia (Leach). This genus has the greatest relation to Doclea and

Pisa, between which genera it establishes, in the opinion of M. Milne-

Edwards, a nearly insensible passage. The general form of the body
.11 Libinia approximates closely to that of Doclea.

Carapace very convex above, in general nearly circular, with its

orbito-frontal portion placed sensibly above the level of its lateral

borders, which are prolonged towards the mouth rather than towards
bhe external canthus of the eyes. Sometimes the carapace is elongated
a little, and bears a considerable resemblance to that of some of the

Pises. Rostrum small, narrow, and notched in the middle : the front,
measured between the orbits, is much narrower than the anterior

extremity of the buccal frame
;
the anterior angle of the superior

orbital border is projecting, but never reaches beyond the basilary

joint of the external antenna! ; the orbits are nearly circular, and
directed very obliquely forwards aud outwards; their external angle
is formed by a large compressed tooth, which is separated from the

rest of the wall of this cavity by two fissures ; one superior and very

narrow, the other inferior aud more or less open. The stomachal

region of the carapace is but little developed, but the branchial regions

highly so
;
and their lateral border, which is armed with spines and

very much curved, is directed towards the anterior angle of the mouth.

The eyes are small and very short ; the basfery joint of the external

antennas is short, but very much developed, and always wide in front,

a disposition which occurs in Pisa, whilst the contrary is to be
remarked in Doclea; the second joint of these antennas is stout, short,

cylindrical, and inserted on the sides of the rostrum at a distance

nearly equal from the orbit and the antennary fosset; the third

joint is rather smaller than the second, and the fourth is very slender

aud very short. The epistome is very small, and the whole of the

autennary region is not more than half the length of the buccal frame.

The external jaw-feet and the sternal plastron have the same form as

in Pisa. The anterior feet are much longer than in Doclea, but less

developed than in Pisa ; they are always nearly of the same size as

those of the second pair, and in general are much shorter even in the

males
;
the hand ia very nearly cylindrical, and has little convexity ;

the pincers are rounded or trenchant, aud finely dentilated, and touch

nearly throughout their length, a disposition which is rare in the Pis(e.

The remaining feet much resemble those of the Piste, except that

their last joint is longer, and never armed below with horny spines,

as in them ;
the length of the feet diminishes progressively, and those

of the second pair are not more than about once and a half as long
as the post-frontal portion of the carapace ; they are in general much

shorter, and this character suffices to distinguish the Libinice from the

Doclea. The abdomen is composed of 7 joints in each of the sexes.

The species of this genus are found in the seas of America, as far

as is known.
M. >j.ilne-Edwards divides the genus into two sections : the first

consisting of species which have the anterior and external angle of

the basilary joint of the external antenna! obtuse, and not prolonged

beyond the level of the internal one, and the slit of the inferior orbital

border very narrow
;
the second consisting of species which have the

anterior and external angle of the basilary joint of the external

antenna) spiniform, and prolonged much beyond the level of the

internal angle, and the slit of the inferior orbital border very wide.

Libinia spinosa belongs to the second section. The body is entirely

covered with a short and brownish down, and it is about four inches

(French) hi length.
It is found on the coasts of Brazil.

llerbstia (Milne-Edwards). Intermediate between the Libinia;, the

Piste, and the triangular Mil/traces.

The carapace is more triangular than in Libinia ; the stomachal

region nearly as much developed as the tmuichial regions. Rostrum

small, hardly longer than it is wide, and formed of two flattened horns,

which are pointed and divergent, and the base of which occupies all

the width of the front. Orbits oval-shaped, and directed obliquely

forwards, outwards, aud upwards; their superior border with two

small fissures, which terminate anteriorly in a small spine, less pro-

jecting than that situated below, and belonging to the basilary joint

of the external antenna! ;
their inferior border is complete, and presents

only a small fissure. Eyes large and retractile. Disposition of the

autennary region, the jaw-feet, the sternid plastron, and the feet,

essentially the same as in Pisa. The tarsi of the last four feet present

small horny spines placed irregularly.

II. cimdyliata is the only species known. It has the body covered
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l.ihinia iplnota.

a, under ilr of brail in detail ; *, abdomen of female.

with a tliiu and fine down, ia about two inches in length, and of a
reddinh colour.

It inbabita the Mediterranean.

Ilribtlia nndyliata.

Pita (Leach). The carapace in gradually narrowed anteriorly for
about three-fourth*, and its latero-auterior borders prolonged obliquely
hi a nearly straight line up to a small distance from its posterior
border ;

the surfuce very convex ; the regions in general sufficiently
distinct, and the stomachal region in particular very much developed ;

the front wider than the buccal frame, and armed with four horns
directed forwards, the two external of which occupy the anterior

extremity of the superior orbital border, and the two middle of which
form the rostrum, which is always at leant once and a half as long as
H is wide ; eyes carried on very short peduncles, and bent backward*
in the orbits, which are of an oval

shape, and directed outwards and
downwards ;

the upper border of these cavities with two slits,

separated from each other by a triangular tooth, and their external

angle situated rather below than above the lateral border of the cara-

pace,
which is there terminated ; the orbital border interrupted below

by a Urge notch
;
the internal antenna! without any peculiarity ; the

basilary joint of the external antennn much longer than it is wide,
only slightly narrowed forwards, and exceeding the level of the internal
canthua of the eya*, but completely hidden above by the spiniform
prolongation of the superior orbital border ; the second joint of the
antennas slender and cylindrical, and inserted at a distance nearly
equal from the antennary fosset and the orbit, a little without the
level of the external border of the rostrum, so as to show itself
between this prolongation and the lateral horns of the front

; the
third joint small and cylindrical, and the fourth rather long; anten-

nary "sgiao Dearly of the sin of the buccal frame, and the epistomeUrn and Dearly square ;
the second joint of the external Jaw-feet

prolonged from the internal side much beyond the level of its external

angle; and the third joint much longer than it is wide, strongly
dilated outward*, and deeply notched at its anterior and internal

angle ; sternal plastron longer than it is wide. In the female the

anterior feet are in general nearly of the same length as those of the
second pair ;

but in the male they are remarkably longer and stouter ;

the hand is convex, and the fingers trenchant, and finely dentilated on
their terminal moiety; the remaining feet are cylindrical, and of
moderate length ;

those of the second pair are not much longer than
the post-frontal portion of the carapace ;

the length of the other feet

diminish successively, and, in nearly all the species, their last joint is

furnished below with small horny points, which are placed very
regularly on one or two longitudinal lines, like the teeth of a comb ;

abdomen composed of seven distinct joints.
The whole of the body of the Pu<e is ordinarily covered with hairs,

which are recurved at the end, and catch up foreign bodies which they
touch

; it is not rare therefore to see these crustaceans covered with
sea-weeds and sponges. This disguise most probably answers the
double purpose of enabling them to surprise their prey and of protecting
them from their enemies.

Nearly all the species live in the European Seas at considerable

depths, and ore often dredged up by the fishermen. After spring-tides

they are frequently found hidden under stones at low-water. They
are not used as food.

The species are divided into two sections, depending on the absence
or presence of spiniform teeth on the upper border of the third or
third and fourth joints of the last four pairs of feet, to. The first

of these sections' is separated into two subdivisions, dependent prin-

cipally upon the rounded or triangular form of the posterior portion
of the carapace.

P. Mraodon, the Four-Homed Spider Crab, is two or three inches
in length, and has the body entirely covered with a kind of down and
some crooked hairs

;
it is of a brownish colour ; the lateral margin

with four spines, the posterior part of the carapace rounded without
spines; a small tubercle near the posterior margin. This species is

very common on the English and French coasts. They are found con-
cealed under the long hanging fuei which clothe the rocks at some
distance from the shore. Like all the slow-moving Crustacea they
ore frequently covered with Fuei. Their movements ore exceedingly
slow and measured, but they seize their prey easily and hold it firmly.

Four.Honied Spider-Crab (Pita Mraodon).
a, male

j *, female ; c, abdomen of female
; d, abdomen of male

; e, antenna;
pcili|>alp.
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P. Gibbsii is also a British species. It has ' no spines on the lateral

margin. It is found on the southern coasts of Devon and Cornwall.
Litsa (Leach). Very much resembling Pisa, and perhaps ought

not to have been separated from it. The distinguishing characters of
Litsa consist in the disposition of the rostrum, which is formed of
two lamellose horns, truncated anteriorly, and wider anteriorly than

they are at their base, and in the absence of spines on the tarsi.

L. ehiragra is the only species known : its length is about two
inches, and the colour an intense red

; the feet are furnished with
some hairs, but the trunk is unarmed.

It is found in the Mediterranean, and is said to have been taken on
the coast of Cornwall by Mr. Swainson, but it is not mentioned in

Bell's 'British Crustacea.'

Lilta chiragra.

a, abdomen of female ; 6, abdomen of male ; e, antenna.

M. Milne-Edwards remarks that L. fatirottrii of Mr. Say seems to

bear much analogy to Uya* araneitt ; but Milne-Edwards cannot be

certain that it belongs to the same genus from the author's description.

Ilyat (Leach) Approaching very nearly to Pita, and especially to

Herbttia, but easily distinguished by the form of the first joint of the

external antennae, which, instead of being cylindrical, as in nearly all

the Oxyrhynchs, is flattened and enlarged on the external side. Cara-

pace rather large, especially anteriorly ; rostrum, which is formed of

triangular horua that are flattened and convergent, moderate, and

leaving the insertion of the moveable stem of the external antenna;

completely visible
;
front large ; orbits directed a little forwards

; edges

not spiny, and with a single fissure above ;
external edge of the basilary

joint of the antennae straight, and separated from the external por-

tion of the orbit by a very large notch ;
the third joint of the external

jaw-feet i\ little dilated outwards ; feet disposed as in Pita, except that

the four last pairs are longer, and have no spines on the inferior

surface of the tarsus.

H. coarctata (Leach). The carapace of this species is strongly con-

tracted beneath the external orbital angles. Length about two inches.

Colour yellowish.
It has been taken in the English Channel.

II. aranfiu has the carapace not contracted behind the post-orbitnl

hastiform process. This is also a British species, and, with the

exception of Maia Srjuinado, is the largest of the family found in the

British Fauna.
Naxia (Milne-Edwards) Establishing, in the opinion of M. Milnc-

Edwards, the passage between the genera Lino, and Chorinut of Lead).

General form of the body as in Pita and Lima, and the disposition of

the rostrum very analogous with that which is proper to Litsa.

Naxia is however distinguished from the preceding genera by the

deposition of the antennae and orbits. Carapace nearly pear-shaped ;

rostrum much resembling that of Lima ;
orbits very small, nearly

circular, deep, and marked with a fissure above and below, but with-

out any hiatus at their inferior border ; basilary joint of the external

antenna) wide, but narrow forwards, very much advanced, and com-

pletely hidden by the rostrum and the anterior angle of the superior

orbital border ;-the moveable stem of these appendages inserted under

the rostrum, near theantennary fosset, and not beyond the edge of the

external border of that prolongation, as in Pita. Epistome very large.

ff. tcrpulifera (Pita terpulifera, Milne-Edwards). Length about

4 inches. Body covered with a brownish down, and tho carapace often

Jlyns coarctata.

a, male ; b, female.

encrusted with Flmtrw, Serpnlce, Sponges, and the like. It is brought
from Australia.

flnxia acrjntlifwfr, one-third natural tize.

o, liinl ] side of the head in detail ; *, one of the protiuding points, -with the

eye in profile ; c, abdomen of the female.
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OAorimu (Leach). Carapace longer and narrower than it is in

nearly all of the Maiidtt ; but in general form not differing much
from Pita. Rostrum formed of two great pointed horizontal horus.

Eyes retractile, and the orbits directed outwards and downward* ;

but the lower wall of these cavities is very incomplete; basilary joint

of the external antenna narrow, their moveable stem inserted under

the rostrum, and in great part concealed by it. Epistome, jaw-feet,

sternal plastron, and abdomen, disposed nearly as in Pita ; anterior

feet longest, especially in the males, and the claw strongly curved

inwards, dentilated and pointed, but a little hollowed out into a sort

of gutter; the succeeding feet are cylindrical ; those of the last three

pain of moderate length, but the second pair are very long : in the

male they are in general once and a half or even twice as long as those

of the third pair.
M. Mime-Edwards divides the species of this genus into two

lections : the first consisting of those which have the superior orbital

border scarcely marked, and formed by three spines, the anterior one

very Urge, and the two posterior rudimentary ;
the second consisting

of those species which have the superior border lamellose and

advanced.
C. Uarot is the only species of the first section. Length from two

to three inches, or rather more. Rostrum, sides of the carapace, and

four hsl pair of feet, hairy. Colour yellowish-red.
It is taken in the seas of the Antilles

Chorinta Ittra, reduced onf-ha'f.

ItMrax (Leach). Carapace always a little convex above, and a

^ood deal narrowed forwards; disposition of the different regions as

in the other Oxyrhynchs ; rostrum bifid, generally very short, and

separated from the internal canthus of the eyes by a rather consider-

able space ; orbits nearly always armed with two or three spines at

their superior border, one at their external angle, aud one or two at

their inferior border ; latero-anterior borders of the carapace spiny, or

at least toothed ; internal antenna; bent a little obliquely outwards,
and the frontal portion of the partition which separates them armed
with a recurved spine ; basilary joint of the external antenna; large,
and nearly always armed forwards with two strong spines ;

the second

joint of these appendages is, on the contrary, narrow and cylindrical,
and inserted on the sides of the rostrum, nearer the antennary fosset

than the orbit ; third joint nearly as large and as long as the second ;

the terminal and articulated stem rather short. External jaw-feet

presenting nothing remarkable ; sternal plastron nearly circular ; ante-

rior feet generally in the male longer and stouter than that of the

second pair, the band or claw always stout and convex, the pincers
distant at their base, enlarged at the end, deeply hollowed into a

spoon-shape, and terminated by a semicircular treuchaut cdtte ; feet

of the second pair about once and a
quarter

as long OH the post-frontal

portion of the carapace ; the succeeding feet gradually shorten' <1 ;
t li-

tarsi short, booked, and often armed with some point* at their inferior

surface. Abdomen generally formed of seven joint* in both sexes
;

but sometimes only four are to be perceived in young females, the

second, third, fourth, and fifth segments being soldered.

M. Milne-Kd wards remarks that Mithrax estnhliidm some connection

between the family of the Oxyrhynchs and that of the Cyclomctopes.
The specie* are found In the teas of America fur the most part,

where some of the species attain to a considerable size.

M. Milne-Edwards divides the genus into two sections : the first

consisting of those species which have the superior edge of the orl.it

armed with strong spines; the second, of those which have the supe-
rior border of the orbit unarmed. The first of these sections is

further subdivided into two sub-genera, the first sub-genus consisting
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of those triangular species whose last four feet are not spiny ; and the

second sub-genus, of those transversal species whose last four feet are

armed with spines. The second section contains the third sub-genus,
consisting of the depressed species.
M. dichotomtu is about two inches in length. Colour, yellowish. It

is found on the coasts of the Balearic Island*.

Mithrax dicfiutomtu.

a, under part or the bead ; 6, abdomen of tbc male
; c, termination of one of

the posterior feet.

Paramithrax (Milne-Edwards) Establishing, in the opinion of M.
Milne-Edwards, the passage between Mithrax and Maia.

General form of the carapace very closely approaching that of the

triangular Milhracet. Rostrum formed of two stout horns, and consi-

derably less wide than the front, which, in its turn, has nearly as

much extent as the buccal frame. Orbits oval-shaped, their upper
border arched forwards as in the Maia;, and with three strong spines

posteriorly separated by two notches more or less deep ; their inferior

border widely notched or incomplete. Eyes retractile, with slender

peduncles, which are rather long and recurved, as in the Maia. The
antennary region and antennary pits resembling those of the Maite.

Basilary joint of the external antenna) large and armed with spines,
one of which (the external) advances in general beyond the border of

the front, and separates the orbit from the insertion of the moveablo

stem, which is not covered by the front. External jaw-feet and
sternum nearly as in the Maia. Anterior feet of moderate strength,
and terminated by pointed and rounded claws, which are not dentilated

as in Pita, nor hollowed into a spoon-shape as in Mithrax. The suc-

ceeding feet are cylindrical, very little or not at all spiny, and of

variable length, according to the species ;
there are no miml! horny

points nt the lower end of the last joint, as in most of the Mithracti.

The species are Australasian.

M. Milne-Edwards divides Paramithmjc into two sections : the

first consisting of those species which have the orbits very incomplete
below, and whose eyes do not reach to the external angle of the

cavities ;
the second, of those whose orbits have only one notch below,

and whose eyes, when turned back, touch the external orbital angle.
P. Peronii is an example of the first section, aud P. Oaimardii of the

second.

Maia (I.amarck). This genus was established by the author of the
' Animaux sans Vertebras,' for the reception of the genera /nachtut

and Parthenope of Fabricius, or, in other words, for all the Ofyrhynehi
properly so called. More modern authors have cut the Laiuarckian

genus down to the group formed by the small number of epecies which

may be arranged in close approximation to M. ,^/iiinndo.

Carapace about a fourth longer than it is wide, and much narrowed

anteriorly ;
its upper surface is rough, with multitudinous tubercles

and spines, and the regions are not strongly marked on it ; rostrum

horizontal, and formed of two divergent horns; the latero-anterior

Ixirder of the carapace armed with strong spines ; orbits of an oval

chape, rather deep, and with their superior border, which is elevated

and rounded anteriorly, divided behind by two fissure*. Internal

antenna; exhibiting nothing remarkable, but the portion of the front

which separates their fossets or pits is prolonged into a strong curved

Kpine, which is directed downwards. First joint of the external

antenna: very large, and constituting more than half of the inferior

floor of the orbit, which it only exceeds anteriorly a very little
; its

extremity is armed with two stout spines, and carries the succeeding
joint at its superior and external bonier, so that the moveable stem of

these appendages springs in the internal canthus of the eyes. E pistome
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wider than it is long; buccal frame the same. Second joint of the
external jaw-feet prolonged a good deal, from the internal side.
Sternal plastron nearly circuit'", and its median suture, although suffi-

ciently long, only occupying the last thoracic ring. First pair of feet
not a great deal shorter than the others, slender, nearly cylindrical,
and terminated by a claw, the fingers of which, nearly styliform, are
never hollowed into a spoon-shape nor dilated towards the extremity,
and present few or no dentilations. Length of the second pair hardly
exceeding once and a half the width of the carapace ;

the succeeding
feet gradually shorter

; their terminating joint is styliform, and presents
neither spines nor dentilations on its inferior border. Abdomen
consisting of seven distinct joints in both sexes.
The species are found in the seas of Europe.
if. Sguinado.the Corwich, or Spinous Spider-Crab. Body covered

with hooked hairs
; length four or five inches

; colour reddish.
It is a native of the British Channel, the oceanic coasts of Europe,
nd the Mediterranean.

6
^ ""
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A

Corwich, or Spinous Spider-Crab (Jfoio Squinado), reduced.

I, female (young) ; c, abdomen of female ; d, abdomen of male
; e, antenna :

f, pedipalp.

This species is often dredged up, and the fishermen sometimes eat

it, but its flesh is not much esteemed. It was considered by the

ancients to be endued with reason, and was by them represented

suspended from the neck of Diana of the Ephesians, as an emblem of

wisdom. It is also figured on ancient coins and medals. We take from

Bell's
' British Crustacea

'

the following interesting communication

from Mr. R. L. Couch, on the habits and reproduction of this species :

" This is the most abundant of all the crabs found on our coast,

but it does not make its appearance so early in the season as the

Common Crab, the Lobster, or indeed any other ;
it is rarely found

earlier than May, but from that time till the end of the fishery in

August and September these crabs make their appearance in vast

numbers, to the great vexation of the fishermen ; for it is found that

from the time these begin to enter the pots the more valuable kinds

considerably decrease in number, and this is supposed to arise from

their restless activity. No sooner are they in the crab-pot than they
are continually in motion, scrambling from one part to another, and

in this way frighten the Crab and Lobster, and prevent them from

entering. In the spring and early part of the summer they lie con-

cealed beneath the sand in deep water. About May they leave their

places of concealment, but never come into shallow water, as does the

Common Crab; the Utter is often found in crevices of rock, or

beneath stones left by the receding tide, but this is never the case

with the Corwich. They shed their spawn about August or Sep-

tember, at some short distance from the shore, probably in the sands.

In this too they differ from the Common Crab, for even when the

spawn is quite mature for
'

casting' they enter the pots as readily

as at any other time ; whilst, on the other hand, it is a very rare

occurrence to catch the Common Crab with spawn, unless it be with

a dredge-net. It would eeem either that they grow very fast or that

the young differ considerably in their habits from the larger ones ;

for whilst it is very common to find specimens measuring nine or ten

inches in the length of the carapace, it is very rare indeed to get one

less than three inches ;
and a fisherman tells me that after many years

fulling he caught one about the size of a half-crown, which was the

smallest he ever saw. The ova, when quite ready for shedding, are

about the size of a very small mustard-seed, and of a reddish-brown

colour, besprinkled with small dark spots.
" After keeping them suspended in sea-water for twenty-four hours

some of the ova dropped from their attachments, and soon after the
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young escaped, and this evidently by their own exertions, as distinct
motions were easily observable under the microscope while they were
yet inclosed. When they first escape they are, as it were, rolled on
themselves, the caudal extremity being bent on the body ;

but this
is soon changed for a different position."

I could detect no spine on the anterior part of the carapace, which
was quite smooth, but marked with dots. The eyes are sessile and
large ;

the claws, particularly towards the extremity, covered with
minute hairs."

_
Micippa (Leach). Post-frontal portion of the carapace nearly quad-

rilateral, slightly convex, rounded backwards, and hardly narrowed
anteriorly ; its fronto-orbital border is straight and very wide, and
its lateral borders are armed with spines. Rostrum lamellar, and
directed vertically downwards so as to form a straight angle with the
axis of the body and the epistome. Orbits placed above and on the
sides of the rostrum; at their superior border a deep slit; ocular

peduncles retractile, rather long, narrowed in the middle, and pro-
longed to the extremity of the cornea. The stem of the internal
antennas in bending back remains vertical, instead of becoming
horizontal, as in nearly all the other brachyurous crustaceans. The
basilary joint of the external antennce very large, and wider in front
than it is behind ; the second joint of these appendages is inserted

against the edge of the rostrum, at a considerable distance from the
orbit. The thircl joint of the external jaw-feet is extremely dilated
on the external side, and very deeply notched at the point where it

articulates with the succeeding piece. Sternal plastron nearly circular.

Feet cylindrical and of moderate length, there being little difference
in size and length between the first and succeeding pairs. Abdomen
consisting of seven distinct joints in both sexes.

The species occur on the coasts of the Indian Ocean.
M. Philyra. Length about 2 inches; colour yellowish. It is found

in the Indian Ocean and on the coasts of the Isle of France.

ippa FhHyrft.

C'riocarcinus (GueYin). The principal characters of this extraordinary
genus are found in the disposition of the orbits and of the eyes. The

orbitary cavities have nearly the form of a long and truncated tube
directed outwards

;
but they do not sheath the eyes as in Pericera, fn-

the ophthalmic ring advances nearly to their extremity, and the ocular

peduncle, which is long, slender, and, like that of Maia, is inserted

so as to be completely exposed, and to be capable of reflection back-

wards, and of applying itself throughout its length against the

external border of the basilary joint of the external antennae, a

position in which it is concealed under the post-orbital spines of the

carapace.
C. superciliosus (Cancer superciliosus Herbst). Length 18 lines.

Criocarcinus tupfrciliosus.

Paramicippa (Milne-Edwards). Approaching nearly to Micippa.

Carapace nearly as wide as it is long ; rostrum bent back below, and
the latero-anterior borders armed with teeth. Disposition of the

external nntenntc nearly the same as in Micippa, except that the

second joint, which is placed on the same level as the upper part of

the front, is flattened, enlarged, very short, and triangular or heart-

2 R
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The disposition of the eyes is very diflorrnt, for they cannot

be reflected backwards, and there is no post-foraminal orbitary cavity ;

their peduncle shoots much beyond the edges of the orbit, and pre-

sents the same disposition as in the Oiocarcim, except that they are

immoveable. Form of the external jaw-feet the same as in Pita ; but

the epistome is extremely short. The feet are short, those of the

Mcond pair hardly longer than the post-frontal portion of the carapace ;

the succeeding feet are gradually shortened. The abdomen of the

female is composed of seven joints.
The only certain locality of the species stated by M. Milne-Edwards

is the Red Sea.

P. tubercMlota. There are some hairs on the feet, and even on the

carapace. Colour brownish.

Its locality is unknown.
Pericera (Latreille) Bearing much resemblance to Pita, but differ-

ing from that genus in many characters, and especially in the disposi-

tion of the orbits. Carapace very much elongated, and more or less

triangular, a little convex and unequal above. Rostrum horizontal,

and formed by two great conical horns. Front very wide, and

occupying nearly twice as much space as the base of the rostrum.

Orbits circular, very small, and extremely deep, directed outwards,

and entirely filled by the ocular peduncles, which are inclosed therein

as in a sheath, scarcely proceed beyond it, and cannot be reflected

forwards or backwards ; their upper border is very much produced,
and presents a fissure. The basilary joint of the external antennae is

very large, and presents nearly the same dispositions as in Micippa,
for it is much wider in front than it is behind, and terminates by a

very extensive transversal border, which is soldered to the front or

the sides of the rostrum. The position of the moveable stem of the

external antenna) varies a little ; sometimes it is inserted under the

rostrum, sometimes a little outside the lateral border of that pro-

longation, but always very near the antennary fosset, and very distant

from the orbit Disposition of the external jaw-feet, as well as that

of the sternal plastron, the feet, and the abdomen, nearly the same

as in Pita.

The species are found in the seas of the Antilles, as far as is yet
known.

1C. Milne-Edwards divides the genus into two sections. The first,

consisting of those species in which the anterior angles of the superior

orbitary border are prolonged into a strong spine, which much exceeds

the basilary joint of the external antenna: ; the second, of those

npecies which have the terminal tooth of the basilary joint of the

external antennte going much beyond the anterior angle of the superior

orbital border.

P. cornula, M. Milne-Edwards (Cornejo cornuto, Parra; Cancer

cormudo, Herbst ; Mai* Taurw, Lam.), Homed Crab of Hughes, who
describes the whole animal as

" covered with brownish plushy hairs."

Length from 3 to 4 inches.

It is a native of the seas of Barbadoes and the Antilles.

frriftra fomula (reduced one-fourth).

_ I (Latreille) Approaching Pericera, the principal differ

Iwing in the disposition of the eye*. Carapace narrow, very

unequal, and furnished posteriorly with a large triangular prolonga-
tion, which covers the insertion of the abdomen ; rostrum formed ol

two styliform and divergent horns ; upper border of the orbit nrniwl

with a horn analogous to that of the rostrum, but directed more

obliquely. Ocular stems delicate, immoveable, and very projecting ;

internal antenna: presenting nothing remarkable; first joint of the
external antenna) much longer than it is wide, the second slender,
and inserted under the rostrum a little in front of the level of the

eyes, Epistome nearly square, and the third joint of the external

jaw-feet dilated towards the external and anterior angle. Feet slender
and cylindrical : in the female thoce of the first pair are hardly stouter
than the others, and are much smaller than those of the second pair.
Abdomen of the female composed of five joints only, the three rings
which precede the last being soldered together. Neither Herbst,
I jitreille, M. Uuerin, nor M. Milne-Edwards appears to hare examined
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S. ctrvicornm, Latr. (Cancer cervicornu, Herbst), u the only specie
Down. Length from about two to three inches.

It is a native of Mauritius.

Stenocinopt txrricornu.

a, tinder side In detail ; t, termination of one of the first pair of feet ; r, ter-

mination of one of the succeeding feet.

MtnvtJiiits (Milne-Enwards) With much of the habit of Pita, and

establishing the passage between that genus and Jfalimw. Carapace
about once and a naif as long as it is wide, very much narrowed ante-

riorly, and of the form of a triangle rounded at its base; rostrum

formed by a large pointed process, which is placed on the median lino

of the body, and occupies about a third of the total length of the

carapace ;
the anterior angles of the orbits surmounted by a largo

pointed and horizontal tooth directed forwards ; the borders of these

cavities without fissures, and exactly surrounding the base of tho

ocular peduncle, which is short and but little moveable. The dispo-
sition of the external antenna), of the external jaw-feet, and of tho

thoracic feet, the same as in Pita, except that there exists on tho

lower surface of the tarsi two rows of horny points. The abdomen
of the male composed of seven distinct joints ;

that of the female of

five only, of which the penultimate is formed by the soldering of

three rings.
M. ifonoceroi. Length about 10 lines. Rostrum fringed with

hairs. Colour brownixh.

It is found in the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean.
Halimtu (Latreille). M. Milne-Edwards looks upon this genus as

establishing the passage between the Eurypods, the Pita, the Mcna:-

thii, and the next genus.

Carapace, including the rostrum, about once and a half as long as

it is wide, and convex above
;
rostrum advanced, and formed of two

divergent horns; superior orbitary border projecting, and the latero-

anterior borders of the carapace nearly always straight, and armed
with strong spines ; eyes not retractile, and exceeding considerably
the edges of the orbit, which is prolonged backwards, with a groove
which represent* the post-foraminary portion ; first joint of the exter-

nal antennic very long, straight, and nearly of the same width at iU

extremity as at its base, the insertion of the moveable stem of these

appendages not covered by the rostrum. The epistome very large,
and nearly square; third joint of the jaw-feet strongly dilated out-

wardly ; ptervgostomian regions very small; anterior feet slender, and
of moderate length in the male as well as in the female ; the succeed-

ing feet long, slender, and compressed, their penultimate joint enlarged
below, and truncated like a subohcliform claw. Abdomen of the
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male composed of seven segments ; that of the adult female of five

segments.
The species are found in the Indian Ocean.
H. Aries, Length about an inch.

Halimus Aria,

a, head in detail ; b, eye ; c, pcdipalp.

Acanl>umyx(L&trei\le). Carapace nearly as elongated as in Halimua,
but less convex, and much less spiny ; rostrum horizontal, and formed
of two flattened and divergent horns ; orbits circular, and occupied
entirely by the base of the ocular peduncle, which passes beyond
them remarkably. Disposition of the antennae, of the epistome, and
of the jaw-feet nearly the same as in Ifalimut. Feet short and stout

;

those of the last four pair very much compressed ;
fifth joint enlarged

below, notched near the end with a hairy tooth, against which the

finger is bent back in manner of a claw; those of the second pair
show this structure most clearly.
The form is widely spread. Species are recorded from the Mediter-

ranean, from the Antilles, and from the Cape of Good Hope.
A. lunulattu. Length about 8 lines; body smooth, with some

fasciculi of hairs on the front; colour deep green. It inhabits the
coasts of Provence and the Bay of Naples, where it is found in

crevices of the rocks overhung with A Igoe.

Acanthuityx lumilatu*.

a, bead in detail ; b, eje ;
e. termination of foot of second pair ; d, antenna.

Epialttu (Milne-Edwards) Establishing in some respects, according
to the opinion of M. Milne-Edwards, the passage between Dodea and

Acanthonyx, but much more nearly approximated to the latter.

Carapace between circular and hexagonal, scarcely longer than it is

wide, regularly convex and smooth above ; rostrum narrow, triangular,
and little or not at all divided ;

latero-anterior borders of the carapace
very short, and forming with the lateral borders a very open angle ;

eyes very short, and not projecting much beyond the orbit, which is

circular and with entire borders : but the eyes nevertheless appear
susceptible of being recurved a little backwards; antennary region
very small ; moveable stem of the external antenna: inserted under
the rostrum, at a considerable distance in front of the orbit, and the

basilary joint of these appendages nearly triangular, and very narrow
nt its extremity. It would seem to form ihe whole of the lower

orbitary wall. The second joint of these antenna; is a little enlarged,
and nearly twice as long as the third ; epistome small and square ;

external jaw feet- large, and their third joint nearly square, not

sensibly enlarged externally, and only a little notched at its anterior
and internal angle, where it joins to the succeeding articulation ; the
sternal plastron nearly circular

;
anterior feet rather strong, and the

claws slightly spoon-shaped ; the succeeding feet cyliudrical, and on
their penultimate joint a small setiferous tubercle more or less

projecting ; their last joint is furnished below with two rows of small

spines, and has but little flexibility : the tubercle is only well apparent
in the posterior feet; the second pair are much longer than the
others : segments of the abdomen varying from six to seven in

the male.

The species are found on the coasts of Chili, as far as is yet
known.

E. tuberculatus. Length 3 or 4 four lines
; colour brownish-yellow.

It is a native of Chili.

Epialtiit tuberculatus.

Leucippa (Milne-Edwards). M. Milne-Edwards sees iu Leucippa
much analogy to Acanthonyx, and he is of opinion that the former
establishes in some points a passage between the Maians and the

Parthenopians. Carapace resembling that of Emynome, save that

instead of being unequal and beset with spines as in them, its surface

is perfectly smooth
; its length exceeds its width only a little, its

anterior portion is nearly triangular, and its latero-anterior borders
are projecting and trenchant; rostrum horizontal, projecting, very
wide, and formed of two lamellar horns

; orbits incomplete, so that

the eye cannot be hid therein completely; the superior border of

these cavities is straight, and goes to rejoin the base of the first

tooth from the latero-anterior border of the carapace, so as to form
a triangular notch ;

the external edge of the basilary joint of the

external antennae constitutes the internal portion of their inferior

wall or partition : but backwards and below they are limited by
nothing, and it may be said that there is no post-foraminary portion
of the orbit ; the eyes are small, and carried on a very short peduncle :

when they are folded backwards they only reach a little beyond the

transversal line, and they are applied on the angle of the latero-

anterior border of the carapace ;
the first joint of the external antennae

is straight throughout its length ;
the second and the third are com-

pletely hidden under the rostrum, and this last is nearly twice as

long as that which precedes it
; epistome not very much developed ;

external jaw feet with their third joint very much dilated outwards,
and slightly truncated at its anterior and internal angle ; feet short,

compressed, and surmounted nearly throughout their length by a

trenchant crest ; abdomen of the female composed of seven segments,
and covering the whole of the sternal plastron : that of the male
unknown.

This form, as far as is known, belongs to the Pacific Ocean.

L. penlagona, the only species, is about four lines in length ; colour

pale-gray (female).

Leucippa pentagons.

a, under view of the head, magnified.

(Milne-Edwards, Histoire Naturelle ties CruetacSes, &o.
; Bell, British

Stalk-Eyed Crustacea.)

MA'LABATHRUM, a name which occurs frequently among the

writings of the ancients, and which was applied to a leaf imported
from India, whence it was likewise called <piiM.ov 'lv$H<6v, and also

simply Folium. It was employed by them both as a medicine and
as a perfume. From it there was prepared both an oil and a wine

by maceration of the leaves in these menstrua. Many fabulous state-

ments accompany the earliest accounts, as that of Dioscorides, by
whom it is stated that by some they are thought to be the leaves of

the Indian Naud
;
that they are moreover found floating on Indian

marshes, and that they grow without roots (lib. i., c. 11), and that (lib.

ii. c. 10) it is by feeding on them that the animal affording the Ony-
chia, or Unguis Odoratus of the ancients, becomes aromatic. In the
works of the Arabs Saduj is given as the synonyme of MalaJiathrum ;

and Saduj, both in Persian works and in India, is applied to Tej-Pat,
or the leaf of the Tej, which is a species of Cinnamomum, C. albijlorum,

growing in the dense forests of the valleys of the Himalaya, which
extend from Rungpore to the Deyra Doon in 30 N. lat. Dr. Hamilton
found the same name applied to a very nearly allied species, the
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C. Tomato. Both species mo*t probably yield the leaves which were BO

highly esteemed in ancient times, and are still as extensively employed
in eastern countries, and may be found in every Indian bazaar under
the names of Tuj, or Tej-Pat, or by the Arabic name of Saduj-Hiudee.

They are analogous in all respects to bay-leaves produced by the

La<tna nobUit, and are in fact the bay-leaves of India. The name
Malabalhrum no doubt is derived from Tamala-putra, or Tamala-leaf,
as was first indicated by Oaroias :

"
Appellant

autem Indi folium

Tamalapatra quam vocem Oneci et Latini imitantes corrupt* Malafia-

tlkrtim nuncnparunt" These are brought from the interior of almost

inaccessible forests, and necessarily stripped from the branches for

the facility of carriage ;
hence most probably originated the fables

with which their early accounts are accompanied.
MALACANTHU& [UaBlDi]
MALACHITE. [COFFER.]
HALACHIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Catyopkyllacar. It has 5 sepals ; 5 bifid or entire petals; 10 stamens

and 5 styles ; the capsules opening with 5 bifid valves.

If. aqttaticutn, Water Chickweed, has a decumbent stem, angular,

ascending, and covered with glandular hairs; cordate-ovate leaves,

acuminate, Semite, the lowest one stalked ; flowers scattered, solitary,

in the forks of the stem ; petals bipartite, rather exceeding the calyx ;

capsule exceeding the calyx. It is usually found in wet places in

Great Britain.

(Babington, Manual of Britith Botany.)

MALACOLITE, or MALAKOLITH, a Mineral belonging to the

Pyroxene series. [AUGITE.]
MALACO'LOGY. The science of Molluscous or Soft-Bodied Animals

(MoAoxii and Adyor) includes the knowledge of such animals, whether

protected by shells or entirely naked, and their distribution into

classes, sub-classes, families, genera, and species. In this more extended
and philosophical view of the subject, the science of Conchology may
now be considered as merged ; and the more modern classifications are

based upon the anatomy of the soft parts and the habits of the animals,
as well as upon the structure of the shells in those molluscous forms
which have that protection. [CoxcHOLOOY.]
The shell-collector of former days looked upon his drawers, if they

were rich in rare species or varieties, as containing an assemblage of

gems ; and indeed the enormous prices given for fine and scarce shells,

joined with the surpassing beauty of the objects themselves, almost

justified the view which the possessor took of his cabinet of treasures.

They were to him really
" Les Delices des Yeux et de 1'Esprit ;

"
and

the energetic zeal with which he collected and the sacrifices that he

made to procure a fine and perfect Many-Ribbed Harp, a Gloria Maria,
or Cedo Nulli, among the cones; an Aurora, or Orange-Cowry, a
Valuta avlica, or Valuta Junonia, Ac., were only comparable to the

extravagances of those visited by the tulip mania when it was at its

height But though they were the delight of his eyes, they were, in

nine cases out of ten, little more to the owner of them : they were
mere trinket* on which he looked dotingly without knowing, and

xcarcely wishing to know, the organisation of the imiml whose
skeleton only was before him. This innocent trifling came at last to

be viewed in iU true light by some collectors worthy of better employ-
ment, who put off childish things, and went deeper into the subject.

Lister, Adanson, Linnaeus, Poli, Cuvier, Lamarck, DC Blainville, and

others, gave dignity to this department of zoology, and gradually
raised the science to its proper rank ; whilst the

comparatively
im-

perishable nature of the covering of the testaceous mollusks became,
in the bands of such men as William Smith and his followers, among
the most valuable records by which the stratification of the earth's

crust could be demonstrated, and iU geological history deciphered.

[QlOLOOY.]
We must first examine what animals are included under the general

name of Afotliuca, or, if M. De Blainville's term be adopted as being
the more comprehensive, Malacoiaa, or ilalacoioaria.

The MoXitia of Aristotle, his "Oorpw, or 'OffrptutASipfta, and his

MoAoxArrfNua, are distinguished by him from the Fishes as not having,
like the latter, blood ;

which must be understood as meaning that

they were without red blood. The MaAdxia are further described as

having all the fleshy parts external and the solid or firm parts internal,

and are thus distinguished from the 'Uarpax/Sipua, which are defined

as having the fleshy parte internal and the solid parts external The
are described as also having the solid parts of their

bodies external, and the soft and fleshy parts internal, but as being

protected externally by a crust instead of a shell, and having ambula-

tory feet
Thus the MoAoWia and 'OarptutMtfia of Aristotle, who is followed

by .,-Klian and the Greek naturalists generally, correspond with the

Nuked and Testaceous Molltuta of the moderns.

Pliny and the ancient Latin zoologists employ the same denomina-
tions an the Greeks, though they have translated them by the terms
Moliia fur the Naked, and Ttttacea for the Shell-protected Molluscs.

Upon the revival of letters, we find Bel on, Koudelet, Geimcr, and
Aldrovandus adopting the denominations of the ancients, and Jonston,
in his general compilation, continuing the same under the general
terms of Usanyuia, or Hcangnia a>i>tatica ; and the more particular
ones, as applicable to the animals immediately under consideration, of

MoUw, or Moiltuca, and Talatta, or C'onchylta,

Our countryman John Kay, who has justly been called the Precursor
of Linnaeus, and whose systematic views on the subject of zoology
are well worthy of the attention of the student, appears to have been
the first who applied the term Permit, or Worms, to all Invertebrate
Animals (with the exception of Insect* and Crustaceans), whose blood
or circulating fluid is white, and who employed the term Forma
(Mollmca) and Vtrmet (Tatacea) to denote the divisions of Aristotle.

Lister, in his '

Synopsis Methodic* Conchyliorum,' cannot be con-
sidered as having done much as a systematist, and though that zoolo-

fist
gave the anatomy of many molluscous animals, as had been done

y Fabius Columns before him, and Willis, Swammordam, and others
after him, little appears to have been effected for a principle of classi-

fication resting on their external organisation or their form, and still

less for one resting on their internal structure.

Linnams, in his
' Natural Division

'

of Animals into three sections,

depending on the structure of the heart and on the circulating fluid,
makes hia third section consist of those animals which have an uni-

locular heart without an auricle (inauritum), and a white and cold

circulating fluid (sanie frigida, albida). This section he separates into

two sub-divisions : the first (Antennata) consisting of the Insects

(Imecta) ;
the second consisting of the Worms ( Vermei).

The following is his definition of his class Vcrma: Cor (heart)
uniloculare, inauritum, sanie frigida. Spiracula (respiratory organs)
obscura. Maxillae (jaws) multifarim, variaj variis. Penes (intromis-
sive generative organs) varii Hermaphroditis Androgynis. Sensus

(organs of sensation), tentacula. Caput nullum, vix Oculi, non Auras,
Xarcs. Tegmenta (covering or integument) calcarea aut nulla, nisi

spinae. Fulcra (organs of support or motion). Nulli Pedes aut
Pinnae.

The class so defined and the very definitions will show how very
limited the knowledge of the structure of such animals was in the

time of the writer -consists of the following orders in the '

System*
Naturae

'

: 1, Intettina ; 2, Molliaca ; 3, Tettacra ; t, Lithophy/a ; fi,

Zoophyta.

The order Mollutca consists of the following genera arranged in the

subdivisions here given :

MOLLUSCA.

0. Mouth above. Animal fixing itself by its base.

Actinia. Atcidia.

ft. Mouth anterior. Body perforated with a small lateral foramen.

Limax. Aplytia. Dorit. Tethii, or Tetkyi.

y. Mouth anterior. Body surrounded anteriorly by tentacles.

Jfotothuria. Tcrelella.

8. Mouth anterior. Body brachiatod, or furnished with arms.

Triton. Sepia. Clio. Lcriuea. Scyltea.

1. Mouth anterior. Body pedated.
Aphrodita. Nereit.

f. Mouth below, central.

Meduta. Atteria, or Atteriat. Kchinut.

In the above assemblage of animals we find a very heterogeneous
arrangement ; AfoUtuca, Radiata, and the genus Lerntra (which last

belongs to Cnutacca) [LEKN.EAD.K], being there collected together.
The order Tatacea,

' Testaceous simple Molluscs, covered with a

calcareous shell,' consists of the following subdivisions and genera :

TISTACIA.
* Multivalvia.

Chiton (Animal Dorit). Lepai (Animal Triton). Pholat (Auim.i

Atcidia). " Bivalvia: CONCH*.

Mya (Animal Atcidia). Solen (Animal Atcidia). TMina (Animal
Tetiiyt). CarUium (Animal Tetliy*). Mactra (Animal Tethyt.) Donax

(Animal Tethyt). Fcnui (Animal Tethyt). Spondylia (Animal Tethyt).

Chama (Animal Tethyt). Area (Animal Tethyt!) Ottrea (Animal

Telhyt). Anomia (Animal Corpus Ligula, emarginata, ciliata, ciliis

valvulae superior! amxis. Brachiis 2, linearibus, corpora longioribus,

cimiiivontibus, porrectis, valvulio nlternis, utrinqtie ciliatis, ciliis

affixis valvulis utrisque). Mytilui (Animal Ascidiat). Pinna (Animal

Limax).
*** Univalvia Spira regular! : COCHLEA

Argonauta (Animal Sepia). Naulilut (Animal
'

Rumpb. Mn ,'

t. 17, f. D). Conut (Animal Limou). Cypraa (Animal Lima*). Bulla

(Animal Limax). Valuta (Animal Limax). Buccinum (Animal /,.'.

Strombut (Animal Limax). Mwtx (Animal Limax). Trochiu (Anim.il

Limax). Tnrbo (Animal Limax). Helix (Animal Limax). Ncrita

(Animal Limax). llaliotit (Animal Limax).

**" Univalvia absque Spira regularl

Patella (Animal Limax). Dentalium (Animal Terebella). Serpula

(Animal TerebcUa). Teredo (Animal Terebetta). Snbella, (Animal
Xereit).

This arrangement makes each of the generic characters reside in the

shell, which in treated aa the habitation of the ' animal.' Any one
who examined this method soon found that it was impossible to affix

any definite idea to many of the inhabiting animals, and but a vague
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one to most. To the bulk of the Bivalves, or Conchas, a Tethys is

assigned as the animal; to the bulk of the Univalves with a regular
spire, a Limax or Slug, which last is stated to be the animal of Pinna
among the Bivalves

;
and yet the wonder is how Linnseus approached

so nearly to a natural arrangement with the scanty materials for

scanty they were when compared with the information that we now
possess which formed the groundwork of his classification. Upon
this system almost all scientific collections of shells were arranged
till within these few years ; and so bigoted were many of the followers
of this great man, who would have been the first to remodel his

arrangement as new light poured in upon him, that every attempt at

adopting the views of Cuvier, Lamarck, and others, and even those
of Bruguiere, founded upon the structure of the animals, was for a

long time resisted, and almost resented as a presumptuous attempt at
'

genus-making.'
Daubenton had read to the Academy of Sciences at Paris a memoir

on the systematic distribution of shells, in which, whilst he admitted
that an acquaintance with these alone might suffice for arrangement,
he remarked that a knowledge of the animals, or soft parts, was
indispensable for forming a complete system of conchology and a
natural distribution of these exuviae. But though this indefatigable
anatomist broached this opinion, he does not appear to have carried
his plan into execution.

Guettard seems to have been the first who carried out the suggestion
of Daubenton; for in 1756 he read a memoir inserted in the ' Trans-
actions' of the same academy, and therein established upon sound

principles the necessity, in forming a classification of shells, of haviug
recourse to the animals, or soft parts which they inclose, and a part
of which the shells are. He did more; for he well characterised,

upon the principle advocated by him, several genera, especially among
the Univalves, as they were then called. And although he acknow-

ledges that his information with regard to the Bivalves was not
sufficient to enable him to carry out his views in the same manner
with regard to them, he observes that they must be susceptible of

being characterised with reference to the animals, or soft parts, as
well as the Bivalves. Guettard further pointed out the division of
shells into Terrestrial, Fluviatile, and Marine, and paid particular
attention to the presence or absence of the operculum. There can be
little doubt that these observations determined D'Argenville to add
to his second edition of '

Conchyliologie
'

(1757) a number of figures
of the animals, or soft parts, under the name of Zoomorphoses : these,
it is true, are many, if not all of them, very bad.
The principles of Guettard were in the same year (1757) more

extensively applied by Adanson in his ' Histoire Naturelle du Senegal
Coquillages.' He distinguishes all the external parts of the animals

and the shells. In the Univalve shells, as they were then called, or,

as Adanson denominates them, the Lima^ous, he points out the whorls

(spires), the apex (sommet), the aperture, the operculum, &c. ; and
in the Bivalves, under the name of Conques, he treates of the valves,
which he terms battans, and notices their equality or inequality
whether they shut close or gape at any point the hinge, and the
number and form of the teeth composing it, with the cavities which

they form the ligament, considering it as to form and situation the

muscles, or rather muscular impressions, with regard to their figure,

size, and number
;
the nacre, &c. Out of the modifications of these

parts of the bivalve shell he forms divisions as five depending on the

variations of the hinge ; three depending upon the relative situations

of the ligament externally, internally, &c. ; three depending upon the

modifications of muscular attachment, namely, 1 at, Couques with one
muscular attachment; 2nd, Conques with two muscular attachments;

and, 3rd, Conques with three muscular attachments ; and three depend-

ing upon the presence or absence of the nacre and its modifications.

In the animals, or soft parts, of the Limaeons, he directs his

attention to five principal parts :

1. The Tentacula, or tentacles, which he names horns (cornes), and
which he considers with regard to their number and shape as fur-

nishing specific character, according as they are absent, or as there

are two or four, or according to their conical or cylindrical form, the

absence or presence of convexity (renflement) at their origin, and
their situation at the root, or at the extremity of the head.

2. The Eyes their absence or presence; and in the latter case, their

situation upon the head at the internal side of the root of the tentacles,

behind the tentacles, towards their internal side, at the origin of the

tentacles on their external side, above the root of the tentacles on
their external side, at the middle of the tentacles on their external

side, and at the summit of the tentacles.

3. The Mouth, as provided with two jaws without a proboscis, or

with a proboscis without jaws.
4. The Trachea, or respiratory orifice, as formed by a simple hole

situated on one of the sides of the animal, or by a long pipe which
has its exit near the back.

5. The Foot, according as it is divided by a transverse furrow at its

anterior part, or not.

The Conques are regarded by Adanson with reference to four

principal parts, namely :

1. The Mantle, which may be cither divided all round into two

lobes, or divided on one side only, or form a sac, open only at the

two opposite extremities.

2. The Trachea, or tube, which may be either single, and in the
form of an aperture, double in the form of apertures, double in the
form of separate and distinct pipes, or double in the form of united

pipes.
3. The Foot null, or not appearing externally, or appearing

externally.
4. The Byssus, or Threads, which exist in some species, and do not

exist in others.

The shells which he had observed at Senegal are figured and
distributed generally in the following order, under two families :

Family I. LIMAQONS.

Section 1. Lima9ons Univalves.

Genera: Cymbium. Sulinus (Physa of the moderns). Corelus

(Planorbis of Guettard).- Pedipes (Auricula of Lamarck). Cochlea
(Bulimui of Bruguiere). Lepas (Patella of modem authors, and also

embracing the Chitons). Haliotis. Yetus (Valuta of Lamarck,
Cymba of Broderip). Terebra. Porcdlana (Marginella and Oliva of

authors). Cypraa. Peribolus (young of Cypnea and small Margl-
nellw).

Section 2. Limacons Operculiis.

Genera : Strombus (Conus of the moderns). Purpura (including,
with the true Purpurce, Dolium, Cassidaria, Murex, Strombui of the

moderns, some Mitral, &c.). Buccinum. Centhium. Yermetut.
Trochus. Turbo. Natica. Nerita,.

Family II. CONQUES.

Section 1. Couques Bivalves.

Genera : Ostreum (Ostrea of the moderns). Jataronus (Spondy-
lus (?) of the moderns). Perna (including Mytilus, Modiola, Avicula,
Pinna, and Cardita}. Chama (including Venus, Cytherea, Mactra,
Cardita, and some of Solen; but apparently none of the Ohamce of
modern authors). Tellina (Donax of the moderns). Pectunculus

(including Cardium, Area, and some true Pecttmculi of Lamarck).
Solen.

Section 2. Conques Multivalves.

Genera : Pliolas. Teredo.

Such is the system of Adanson
;
and although it presents errors,

which would very probably have been avoided by so good an observer
if he had lived at a later period, when this branch of knowledge
became better known, we must allow him the merit of being the first

who practically applied the principle of classification based on the
structure of the soft as well as the hard parts, or, in other words, on
the organisation of the animal and shell.

Geoffroy, a physician of Paris, applied the same principle in his

little
' Treatise on the Terrestrial and Fluviatile Shells

'

in the neigh-
bourhood of that city. His genera of Univalves amount to five only,

namely, Ancylus, Cochlea, Succinum, Planorbis, and Nerita. His

genera of Bivalves consist of two, Chama and Mytilus, in the first

of which he places Oyclas, and in the second an Anodon and a Una.

Miiller, the Dane, presented zoologists with a system founded on
the same principle, which, whilst it was more complete than that of

Guettard, inasmuch as it extended to all couchiliferous animals, was
less natural than that of Adanson, and altogether inferior to it, as far

as Adansou's went ; but it was much more elaborate, and demands a

great share of praise. The author of the '

Zoologia Danica,' in his
' Vermi'im Terrestrium et Fluviatilium Historia," adopts three primary
divisions Univalves, Bivalves, and Multivalves.

He divides the Univalves into three sections :

1. Those Testaceous Univalves whose shell is pierced through and

through ;
and in this section he places the Echini and Dentalium.

2. Those which have a very large aperture, consisting of Akera

(Sulla of modern zoologists), Argonauta, Sulla (Physa of Draparnaud
and others), Succinum (Limnma of the moderns), Carychium, Vertigo,

Turbo, Helix, Planorbii, Ancylus, Patella, and Haliotis.

3. Operculated Testaceous Univalves, in which he places the genera
Tritonium (Succinum of Linnwus), Trochus, Nerita, Valvata, and

Serpula.
The Bivalves are divided by the same author into two sections

only : the first consisting of those which have a toothed hinge, including

Terebratttla, a new genus; the second, of those which have a toothless

hinge, including two new genera, Anomia, and Pecten, which he sepa-
rates from the Oysters.
The Multivalves comprise the genera Chiton, Lepaa, and Pholas.

There can be little doubt that it was to these authors (among whom
we do not include Muller, whose works appeared subsequently, nor

Geoffroy, whose treatise appeared nearly simultaneously) we owe the

amended arrangement of Linnseus as it finally appeared in his last

edition of the '

Systema Natura)' (the 12th, 1767), and as we have given
it above. In the earlier editions the term Mollusca does not seem to have

occurred to him. The Naked Molluscs are distributed among the order

Zoophytes, of his class Vermes, and the Testaceous Molluscs formed
his third order of that class, Testacea. Among the first we find

Tethys, under which he arranged the Holothuria ; and Limax and

Sepia, which he placed near the Hydra. The second were not yet
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divided into Univalves and Bivalves. The genera Patella and Cochlea

aeem to hare embraced all the Turbinated Univalve* ; and Cyprtsa,

Haliotii, and Xautiltu the Simple Univalve*. All the Bivalve* appear
to be collected under the term Concha; and the Atcidia, under the

name of Micrototmut, teem to have found a place under hia Tatarca.

It is in the tenth edition (1758) that we first trace considerable

augmentation*, which increased in the last that received the correction

of the great Swediah naturalist'* own hand, and which appeared in

three volvme* : the first part of the first volume being published in

1766; the second part of that volume, containing the Intccta, and

Ytnut, in 1767 ; the second volume, containing the Plante (' Regnum
VegeUbile'), in 1767 ;

and the third, containing the Minerals ('Regnum

Lapideum ') in 1768. Adanson's work wag published at Paris in 1757,

ten yean before the second part of the second volume of the last

edition of the '

Systema Nature.' But Linnaeus appears to have only

profited by the labours of Guettard and-Adanson to add to the

genera of the orders Molltuca and Tettacea of his Vcrmet, and to

define them more closely. Geoffrey's publication appeared nearly at

the same time with his own last edition. The object of Linnaeus

seems to have been to establish a nomenclature and form a system of

choochology renting on the modifications of structure in the shell

alone ; in net an arbitrary system, which has now generally given

way to systems founded upon more natural principles.

Pallas ('Miscellanea Zoologies,' 1766) seems to have been the first

to point out the unsteady foundation on which the system of Linnaeus

rested. He shows that the subdivision of the Testaceous Molluscs,

a* adopted by Linnaeus and his followers, resting on the shell only,

without taking the animal into consideration, is far from natural ; and

in that spirit of prophecy which is now fulfilled, he remarks that it

cannot be preserved.

Bruguiere, nevertheless, weighing the great influence which the

system of Linnaeus had exercised on zoology in general, and the power-
ful aid which it afforded to the student of that science, clung, in hia
' Dictionnaire des Vers," to the method of the Swede in so many
points that he may be said almost to have done little more than

imitate him.

Bruguiere admits the division of the two orders Molluscous Worms
and Testaceous Worms. The first of these he subdivides into two

sections, according to the presence or absence of tentacula, and conse-

quently jumbles together a very heterogeneoua mass of animals
;
for

the same reason his second section is even more heterogeneous than

the first He however separates into a distinct order the Echini and

Star-Fishes.

In the second order, or that of Testaceous Worms, though the

Limuean principle is kept in view, the genera are more multiplied
and their characters better defined ; and as Bruguiere is one of those

authors who has greatly contributed to the advancement of this

branch of zoology, we shall give an outline of his system of

-[;:.' /v.

He, like Linnaeus, divides the Testaceous Worms into three sections,

according to the number of the valves.

In the first (Multivalves) he places the Chitons, Salanut, and
A not ifa (Lcpaiot Linmous), Teredo, fuiulana, Pholai, Char (a new
and imaginary genus), Anomia, and Crania. We here have for the

first time a separation of the Pedunculated and Sessile types of the

Cirripeds (Campylotomata and Acamptwiomata) pointed out under the

generic appellations of Anatifa and Jialanui, and the new genera
FiitMlana and Crania.
The Bivalves (second section) are divided into the regular and

irregular.

Among the Regular Bivalves are three new genera, namely, Acardo,
Plactuta, and Perna.

The Irregular Bivalves contain the new genera Triyonia, Pectin

(previously separated from the Oyster* by M tiller and Poli), Tridacna,
Cardila (formed at the expense of Chama, Linn.), and Terebratula,

containing a division of Atiomui.

The Univalve* are subdivided into the Unilocular, or those without

any partitions, and the Multilocular, or those which are furnished
with regular partions or septs.
The Unilocular Univalves without a regular spire contain Patella

and fumrcila, divided for the first time, and, notwithstanding the
observations of Pallas, Dentalium, Strpula, Siliquaria, and Aiper-
yiUtim, among others

; PinurtUa, SUiqwtria, and Aiperffillum, being
MW.
The Unilocular Univalves with a regular ipire present a leia hetero-

geneoux assemblage. We find among them Vuluta reduced to a more
uniform genus by withdrawing from it some of the widely different

iipecie* which Linnaeus had congregated under that name, and the

following new geuena : Orula (or rather OrtUum), (Hira, Purptu-a,
Cauit, Terebra, futui, Ceritltium, Bulimia, Planorbit, and Natica.
The Multilocular Univalves not noticed by Linntcus, but pointed

out by Breyn or Breyniu* of Danxig, in hi*
' Disertttio do Poly-

thalamiU, nova Teitaceorum Claiae' (1732), comprise the genera
Camtrima, Ammmita, and Ortkoctrat, at the expense of the genus
ffamliltu of Linnteu*.

Gmclin, whose edition of Linnaeus appeared about the same time
with the work of Bruguiere, requires but little notice. Four or five

MW genera wet* added to the '

Systema Natures,' which received in

this edition a great number of species, too many of them added care-

lessly and in a manner to create confusion, instead of dissipating it
In 1791 Poli published the first volume of his splendid work,

' Testacea utriusque Sicilito eorumque Historia et Anatome.' Of the
care with which the details are wrought out, and the magnificence
and accuracy with which they are illustrated, it is impossible to speak
too highly. But while Poli avoids the errors of those who sought to
establish a system of testaceous molluscs on the structure of the
shell alone, he runs into the opposite extreme, and rests hi* arrange-
ment on the soft parts of the animal only, without any reference to
the hard part or shell He divides the Molliuca into three orders :

1, Mollusca Brachiata (Fepift, 4c., of Linnaeus, and the Tritons and
Serpulcc of the same author). 2, Mollusca Reptantia (Gastropods of
the more modern authors). 3, Mollusca Subailientia (Multivalves and
Bivalves of the old school, and characterised as being provided with a

long foot, as being fixed to rocks or free, and as always wanting a head
and eyes).

Of these families the most natural are the Bivalves, and their arrange-
ment is based upon the structure of important parts.

Little seem* to have been done for the science from 1789 to 1798,
a period which included the French revolution and its reign of terror ;

but in 1798 a new era commenced, and George Cuvier published his
'Tableau Elerneutaire de 1'Histoire Naturelle des Animaux.' This

great man, clearly perceiving that Guettard, Adanson, Geoffrey, Miiller,
and Poli took a right view of the principles of classification when they
proposed ,the organisation of the uaimal aa its basis, adopted that

method, and united, a* Pallas had done, under the name of Mollutca
both the Vermct (Mvlliuca) and Vermet (Teitacca) of Liumcus. Consi-

dering the absence or presence of a shell as a contingency of secondary
importance, he divided the Mollusca into three sections, the Cephalo-
podous Molluica, the Gastropodous Molliuca, and the Acephalous
Mollusca. finally he arranged this ' Second Grand Division of the
Animal Kingdom

'

in six classes, and gave the following method in

his last edition of the 'Itegne Animal' (1S30).

Class I. CEPHALOPODA.

1, Sepia of Linnams, containing the following genera and subgeuera :

Octoput, Polypus, Eledone, Argonauta, HclUrophon, Loliyo, Loligoptit,

Onycliolcuthis, Sepiota, Sepioteuthit, and the Cuttles properly so called,

namely, Sepia of Lamarck. 2, Nautilus of Liunteus, containing
Spirula, the Nautili properly so called (Nautilus pompiliut, &c.),

Lititui, Ifortolui, And Orthoceroi. 3, Selemnitet, including Actino-
comox ( ?)*. [CEPHALOPODA.] 4, Ammonitci, including the Ammonites

properly BO called (Simplegodet of De Montfort), Planita of De Haau,
Ceratitet, Orbulites, Globitet, Goniatilel, Pelagut, Scapkitet, llacuiitct

(Tirantics, JUiabditet, fcMyotarcolita), Uamilet, Turrilitet (the last

with M. Audouin's doubt). 5, Camcrina (Nummulilet of Lamarck),
with their infinity of genera. [FOIIAMIXIFERA.]

Class II. PTEROPODA.

1, Clio. 2, Cymbulia. 3, Pneumodcrmon. 4, Limacina. 5, Jfyalcea.

6, Cleodora, including Cretea, Cuvieria, Ptyche, and Eurybia, of M.

Rang, and perhaps Triptera of Quoy and Gaimord. 7, Pyrgo (fossil).

Class IIL GASTEROPODA.

Order 1. Pulmonifcra.

Section 1. Pulmonifera Terratria.

1, Umax, including Limax properly so called. Arion. Vaginulut.
TataceUa and ParmaceUa. 2, Helix, including Helix properly so

called, Vitrina (Helicolimax of Ferussao). Bulimia. Pupa. Chan-

drut, and Succinea. 3, Claiuilia. 4, Acltatina (including Polyphcmut
of De Moutfort).

Section 2. Pulmonifera Aytatica.

1, Onchidium. 2, Planorbit. 3, Limncnu, or Limnaa. 4, Phyta,
near which Cuvier would place Scarabtu of De Montfort. 6, Auricula

(including Carychium of De Fdrussac). 7, Jfelamptu (Conovulia, Lam.).

Order 2. Nudibranchiata.

1, Dorit. 2, Onchidori*. 3, Ptocamocerot. 4. Polycera. 5, Trilonia.

6, Thethyt, or Tethyi. 7, Scyllaa. 8, Giaucut. 9, Laniogci-us. 10,
Eolidia. 11, Carolina. 12, Flabellina. 13, Tcryipet. 14, liiuiru.

16, Placobrancbui.

Order 3. fnfcrobranchiata.

1, Phyllidia. 2, Diphyllidia.

Order 4. Tectibranchiala.

1, Pleurotrancliui. 2, Plcurobranchtca (Pltumliranchidium of De

Hlniuville). 3, Aplysia. 4, Dolabdla. 6, Notarchiu. 6, Bur*

7, Aktra, including Bulfaa, JiuUa, and the Akcr& properly so c.illid
'mm of Meckel, and Lobaria of De Blainville). 8, Qaitropteron.

9, Umbrella.
Order 5. Heteropoda (Lam.).

These were all comprised by Forskal under hi* genus Plcrolrachea,
and comprehended

*
In the toil Actinncomax 1 Included In the ncotion appropriated to the genus

Itclrmniltt, though it is upokon of as a Rcnus. In the 'Table Mctliodiquo,'
Actirwcomax it printed as genns, not a tub-genus.
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1, Carinaria. 2, A tlcinta. 3, Firola. 4, the Timoriennes of Quoy
and Gaimard. 5, the Monophores of the same. Phylliroe of PeVon is

placed here, but with doubt.

Order 6. Pectinibranchiata.

Family of Trochoids. 1, Trochua (including Tectus, Calcar, Rotella,

Cantharidui, Infundibulum, Telescopium, Solarium, and Euomphalus).
2, Turbo, including, as genera and sub-genera, Turbo properly so called

(which com prises both Turbo and Mdeagris of De Montfort), Delfhinula,

Pleurotomaria, Turritetta, Scalaria, together with certain terrestrial

and fresh-water sub-genera, namely, Oyclostama, Valvata, and Palti-

dina; and the following: Littorina, Monodon, Phagianella, Am-
pullaria (including Lanistei of De Montfort), Hdicina, Mdania, Rissoa,

Melanopsit, Pirena, Acteon (Tornatella, Lam.), Pyramidella, JantMna,
Nerita, Natica, Peloronta, Velaies, Neritina, and Clithon.

Family of Capuloids. 1, Capulus (Pileopsis of Lamarck). 2, Hip-
ponyx. 3, Crepidula. 4. Pileolus. 5, Navicella (Cimber of De Mont-

fort). 6, Calyptraa. 7, Siphonaria. 8, Siyarelus. 9. Coriocella.

10, Cryptosoma.
Family of Buccinoids. I, Conus. 2, Cyprcea. 3, Ovula, or rather

Oiulurn. including Volvo, (Radius ?) and Calpumus of De Montfort.

4, TerdtMum. 5, Valuta, including Oliva, Volvaria, the true Valuta

(subdivided by Broderip into Cymba Cymbium of De Montfort

Mdo, and Valuta), Marginella, Columbella, Mitra, and Cancdlaria.

6, Buccinum, including JSuccinum of Bruguiere, Nasea, Eburna, Ancil-

laria, JDolium (the Tuns, and Partridge Tuns), Harpa, Purpura,
Unicornua (Monoceros, Lam.), Ricinula (Siitrum of De Montfort),

C'oncholepas, Cassis, Caitidaria (Morio of De Montf.), and Terebra.

7, Cerithium (including Potamides). 8, Murex, including Murex,
Brug., which comprises the Muricei properly so called (Murex, De
Moutf.), and Brontet, Typhit, Chicoreus, Aquillus, Lotorium, Triton,

and Trophon of the same ; Randla (including Apotton of De Montf.) ;

Pusui (including Pusui and Latirui of De Montf.) ; Struthiolaria,

Pleurotoma, Clavatula, Pyrula (including Fulyur of De Montf.), and
Faiciolaria. 9, Strombut (including Strombus, Lam., Pterocerag,

Rattdlaria, and Hippochrenti).

Order 7. Tubulibranchiala.

1, Vermetw, including Vermilia. 2, Magilua. 3. SUiqwiria.

Order 8. Scutibranchiata.

1, llaliotit, including Padollus as a sub-genus, and Stomatia. 2,Fis-
luretta. 3, Emarginula (Palmarium of De Moutfort). 4, Parmophorue
(Scutut of De Montfort).

Order 9. Cyclolranchiata.

1, Patella. 2, Chiton.

Class IV. ACEPHALA.

Order 1. Accphala Tettacea (with four branchial feuillets, or

leaflets.)

Family of Ostraceans. 1, Arcado, Brug., or Oitracitet, La Peyrouse,

including Radiolitei, Sphcerulitet, Calceola, Hippurites, and Batolites,

2, Ottrea, Linn., including Ottrea, Brug., Gryphata, Pecten, Lima, and

Pedum. 3, Hinnitet. 4, Plagioatoma. 5, Pachytes. 6, Dianchora.

7, Padopsit. 8, Anomia. 9, Placuna. 10, Spondylut, from which

Lamarck has separated Plicatula. 11, Malleus. 12, VulieUa. 13,

Perna, from which have been separated Crenattda, GerviUia, Inoce.ro-

mui, Catillw, and Pulvinitei. 14, Etheria. 15, Avicula, including

Maryartia. 16, Pinna. 17, Area, Linn., including Area, Lam.,

Cucullaia, Pectuncoius, and Nucula. 18, Trigonia.

Family of MytiJaceans. 1, Mylilut, Linn., including Modiola and

Lithodomui. 2, Anodon, including Iridina, Dipaas, &c. 3, Unio,

including Hyria and Cantalia. 4, Cardila. 5, Cypricardia, and the

Coralliophaga of M. De Blainville, Venericardia, and Crassatella

(Paphia, Roiss).

Family of Chamaceanu. 1, Chama, Linn., including Tridacna

Hippopui, Chama (Brug.), Diceras, and hocardia.

Family of Cardiaceans. 1, Cardium, includiug Hemicardium,. 2,

Donax, 3, Cyclas, including Cyrena, Cyprina, and Qalalhcea. 4,

Cvrbit, Cuv., J'imbria, Megerle. 5, Tettina. 6, Loripes. 7, Lucina.

8, Ungulina. 9, FCTKM, including Astarte (Cranina, Lam.), Cytheraa,

Capia, and Petricola. 10, Corbula. 11, Mactra.

Family of the Enfermds. 1, Afyo, including Lutraria, Anatina,

Solemya, Glycymerii, Panopea, and Pandora. 2, Byssomya. 3, Hiatdla.

4. &Mh including Sanguinolaria, Ptammobia, and Piammothea. 5,

Pholat. 6, Teredo. 1, Fittulana. 8, GastroclKena. 9, Teredina. 10,

C'latayella. 11, Asperyillum.

;

Order 2. Achephala without shells.

1st Family (Simple). 1, Biphora, including Tlialia, Salpa, and

Dagysa. 2. Aicidia, including Cynthia, Phallusia, C'lavellina, and

Boltenia.

2, Family (Aggregate). 1, JBotryllut. 2, Pyrosoma. 3, Polyclinum.

Class V. BBACHIOPODA.

1, Linyula. 2, Terebratula, including Spirifer and Tkecidea. S,

Ortricula, including Ditcina and Crania.

Class VI. CIRBHOPODA.

(Lepas and Triton, Linn.)

1, Anatifa, including Pentalasmis, Pollicipes, Cineras, Otion, and
Tetralasmw. 2, Balamn, including Acasta, Conia, Asema, Pyryoma,
Ochthosia, Creusia, Coronula, Tubicinella, and Diadema.
Such is the method finally proposed by Cuvier ; and, while perusing

it, the reader should remember that he had the advantage of refer-

ence to almost every author of note who had written on the subject,
down to the year 1830. Not that this at all detracts from the excel-

lent use which he has made of the materials at his command, and the

grand philosophical views which he took of this intricate department
of zoology.
We must now go back to 1798, when Lamarck began his publica-

tions on the MoUusca, by a paper in which he separated the great
genus Sepia into three genera ; and in 1799 he gave to the world his
' Prodromus '

of a new classification of shells, wherein he established

several new genera. In this work he states his adhesion to the prin-

ciples and views of Bruguiere, whilst profiting by the observations of

Cuvier as to the organisation of the animals, but remarks that he has
been compelled to restrict still more the characters of the genera, and

consequently to augment their number. In 1801, when he published
his ' Animaux sans Vertebres,' he seems to have been convinced of
the justice of the views of Cuvier ; and no longer confining his atten-

tion to the shells, he followed very nearly the example of that great

zoologist, and rested his system upon the organisation of the soft

parts, as well as on the form of the shell of the animal. The first

vol. of the last edition, which received the corrections of Lamarck's
own hand, was published in 1815, and the last vol. in 1822. The
following is the arrangement left by him :

Before we enter upon that part of the system which in strictness

belongs to the subject before us, it will be necessary to give a succinct

view of Lamarck's Annelids. This he divides into three orders :

I. The Apod Annelids, containing the Hirudinidx, or Leeches, and
the Lumbricidce, or Worms (Echiurles).

II. The Antennated Annelids, containing the Aphroditidte, the

Nerddidce, the Eunicididce, and the Amphinomidce.

III. The Sedentary Annelids, containing the 2)orsalida, which
include Arenicola and Siliquaria; the Maldanidce, which include

Clymene and Dentalium ; the AmpMtritidce, which comprise Pectinaria,

Sabdlaria, Terebella, and Amphitrite; and the Serpulidas (SpirorTjis,

Serpwla, Vermilia, Qaleolaria, and Magilun).
The Annelids immediately precede Lamarck's

Class X. ClRRHIPEDES.

Order 1. Sessile Cirrhipedes.

Section 1. With a quadrivalve operculum.
Genera : Tubicinella. Coronula. Ealanus. Acasta.

Section 2. With a bivalve operculum.

Pyryoma. Creusia.

Order 2. Pedunculated Cirrhipedes.

Section 1. Body completely enveloped by its tunic; shell com-

posed of contiguous pieces, leaving a free issue to the animal when

they are opened.

Anatifa. Pollicipei.

Section 2. Body completely enveloped by its tunic, which never-

theless has an anterior opening; shell formed of separate pieces,
which have no need to open themselves for the issue of the arms of

the animal.

Cineras. Otion.

Class XL CONCHIFEBA.

Order 1. Conchifera Dimyaria.
Two muscles of attachment at least; shell, internally, with two

muscular impressions, which are separate and lateral.

(1) Shell regular, generally equivalve.

(A) Shell gaping, in general, at the lateral extremities, its valves

being approximated.

(*) Crassipede Conchifers. Mantle with its lobes united anteriorly,
either entirely or partially ; foot thick posterior : gape of the shell

always remarkable, often considerable.

(1) Shell either contained in a tubular sheath, distinct from its

valves, or entirely or partially incrusted in the wall of the sheath, or

projecting externally.

Family Tubieolidce.

Aspergillum. Vlavagella. Fistulana. Septaria, Teredina, Teredo,

(2) Shell without a tubular sheath,

(a) Ligament external.

(t) Shell either furnished with accessory pieces, foreign from its

valves, or gaping very much anteriorly.
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Family Pkotadida.

Pholai. Gaitrockirna.

(ft) Shell without accessory pieces, and gaping at the lateral

extremities only.

Family Solenida.

Sole*. Panopaa. Glyeymeru.
(b) Ligament internal.

Family Myida.
Mya. Anatina.

() Tenuipede Conchifers. Mantle with its lobes not united, or

hardly united anteriorly ; foot small, compressed ; gaping of the shell

often considerable,

(t) Ligament internal.

Family Mactrida.

Ligament internal only.
Shell gaping on ita aides.

Lutraria. Mactra.

(b) Shell not gaping at ita sides.

CnutateUa. rycina.

(2) Ligament visible externally, or double, one part being internal,

the other external

UnjftUina, Solemya. A mphidetma.

Family Corbulidft.

Shell incquivalve. Ligament internal

CorbtUa. Pandora.

(ft) Ligament external only.

Family Lithophagidte.

Boring shells without accessory pieces, without any particular

sheath, and more or less gaping at their anterior side. Ligament of

the valves internal.

Saj-icara. Peiricola. Venerupit.

Family Nyntfhida.

Two cardinal teeth at most in the same valve. Shell often gaping
a little at the lateral extremities. Ligament external. Nymphs in

general gaping outwards.

(1) Solen-like Nymphida,
Sangninolaria. Piammobia. Ptammotaa.

(2) Tellen-like Nymphida.
(a) Lateral teeth, one or two.

Trllina. TMinidf*. Corbit. Lucina. Donax.

(b) No lateral teeth.

Capta. Cratnna.

(B) Shell closed at the lateral extremities, when the valves are

closed.

(") Lamellipede Conchifers. Foot flattened, lamelliform, not

posterior.

Family Conekidee.

Three cardinal teeth at least in one valve, with as many or less in

the other. Lateral teeth sometimes.

(1) Fluviatile Conckida. Shell with lateral teeth, and covered with
a false epidermis.

Cyclai. Cyrena. Oalatliea.

(2) Marine Conckida. No lateral teeth in the greater number;
rarely an epidermis, which covers the whole shell except the umboues.

typrtno. Cytkerea. Ventu. Venericardia.

Family Cardiidir.

Cardinal teeth irregular, either in their form or situation, and

accompanied in general by one or two lateral teeth.

Cardnun. C'ardita. Cypricardia. JJiatclla. Iiocardia.

Family Arcida.

Cardinal teeth small, numerous, intrant, and disposed in each valve
on a line which is either straight, or arched, or broken.

C*c*llaca. Area. Pectunculut. Nucula. Trigonia. Cattalia.

Family Naiidir.

Fluviatile shells, whose hinge is sometime* furnished with an irregu-
lar cardinal tooth which is simple or divided, and with a longitudinal
tooth which is prolonged under the corselet; and sometimes is with-
out any tooth at all, or is furnished along it* length with irregular
granular tubercles.

Muscular impression posterior and compound. Umbones with the

epidermis peeled off, and frequently eroded.

l.'nio. Ifyria. Anodonta (or rather Anodvn). Iridina,

("") Ambiguous Conchifers.

Family Chamiilir.

Shell irregular, inequivalve. A single cardinal tooth, which is

oblique and subcrenato, inserted into a little pit in the opposite
valve.

Muscular impressions two, distant, lateral. External ligament
depressed.

JXctrat. C'Aamo. Klheria.

Order 2. Conchifrra Monomyaria.

Only one muscle of attachment, which seems to traverse their body.
Shell with an internal subceutral muscular impression.

() Ligament marginal, elongated on the border, nub-linear.

(a) Shell transverse, equivalve, with an elongated muscular

impression bordering the upper limb.

Family Tridaenida.

Tridacna. Hlppoput.

(b) Shell longitudinal or subtransveree, with a muscular impression
contracted into an isolated space without bordering the limb.

(t) Ligament at the lateral border of the shell, and always entire.

Family Mytilidce.

Hinge with a subinternal ligament, which is marginal, linear, MTV
entire, occupying a great port of the anterior border. Shell rarely
foliated.

Modiola. Myliltu. Pinna.

(tt) Ligament at the lower border of the shell, or divided.

Family MaUfida.

Ligament marginal, sublinear, either interrupted by crenulations or
serial teeth, or altogether simple. Shell sub-inequivalve, foliated.

Crenattila. Perna. Malleta. Avicvla. Udeayrina.
(**) Ligament not marginal, contracted into a short space under

the umboues, and not forming a tendinous tube under the shell.

(a) Ligament internal or demi-internaL Shell regular, com^u-l,
not foliated.

Family Pcctinid<e.

Pedum. Lima. Plagiostoma. Pecten. Plicattda. Sjioiidyltw.

Podoptit.

(&) Ligament internal or demi-iutemaL Shell irregular, foliated,

sometimes papyraceous.

Family Ottreida.

(1) Ligament demi-internaL Shell foliated, but neverthelesi often

acquiring great thickness.

Oryphtfa. Oitrea. Vulsella.

(2) Ligament internal Shell delicate, papyraceous.
Placuna. Anomia.

('") Ligament either null or unknown, or represented by a

tendinous cord which sustains the shell.

(a) Ligament and animal unknown. Shell very incquivalve.

Family jRudi*'

Sphrrrulila. Radiolita. Calceola. Sirottritet. Ditcina. Crania,

(b) Shell adherent, either immediately or by a tendinous cord

which sustains it, and serves as a ligament. Animal with two opposed
arms, which are opposed, ciliated, and cirrhous.

Family Brachiopodidac.

Conchifers having near the mouth two opposed elongated ciliated

arms, rolled spirally when in repose. Mantle bilobated, the lobes

separated anteriorly, enveloping or covering the body.
Shell bivalve, adhering to marine bodies, either immediately or by

a tendinous cord.

Orbicvla. Terc>iratuia. Lingula.

Class XII. MOU.USCA.

Order 1. Pteropoda.

No foot for creeping, nor arms for progress or seizing the prey.
Two fins opposed and similar, proper for natation. Body free and

floating.
Clio. Clcodora. Limacina. Cymbulia. Pneumodermon.

Order 2. Oattcropoda,

Animals with a straight body, never spiral nor enveloped in a ahull

which can contain the entire animal ; having under the belly a font or

muscular disc united to the body nearly throughout its length, and

serving for creeping.
Some naked, others protected by a dorsal shell, not imbedded ;

itnd

others, on the other hand, containing a shell more or leu hidden in

their mantle.

Section 1. IfydrobranMata.

Brancliiec, whatever be their position, elevated either in a net-work,
in laminic, in a pectinated form, or in a ribbon-like shape. The
animals of this section breathe water only.

(a) Branchiae external, placed above the mantle, either on the back

or on the sides, and being in no particular cavity.

Family Ti'iloaidte.

tilancu*. Kola. Tritonia. Scyllira. Telhyi. Dorit.

(b) Bronchia placed under the tarder of the mantle, and disposed
in a longitudinal series round the body, or on one side only ;

not

being in any particular cavity.

Family Phyllidtdtr.

Phyllidia. ChUonMu*. Chiton, Patella.
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Family SemiphyUididce.

Branchiae placed under the border of the mantle, and disposed in

a longitudinal series on the right side of the body only.
Pleurobranchut. Umbrella.

(c) Branchiae placed in a particular cavity upon the back, situated

anteriorly near the neck. Shell always external, and covering the
soft parts.

, Family Calyptrmdoe.

Parmophorui. Emarginula. Piisurdla. Pileopsis. Calyptraea.

Crepidula. Ancylut ( ? ).

(d) Branchiae placed in a particular cavity towards the posterior

part of the back, and covered either by the mantle or by an opercular
escutcheon.

(t) No tentacula.

Family Bullidce.

Akera. BuCLaa. Sulla.

(ft) With tentacula.

Family Zaplytidce.

Laplyiia. Dolabetta.

Section 2. Pneumobranchiata.

Branchke creeping, in the form of a vascular net-work, on the wall

of a particular cavity, the aperture of which is a hole which the
animal contracts or dilates at its pleasure. Animals of this section

breathe nothing but air.

Family lAmacidce.

Onchidium. Parmacella. Lima*. Tettacella. Vitrina.

Order 3. Trachelipoda.

Body spiral in its posterior part, this part being separated from
the foot, and always enveloped in the shell. The foot free, flattened,
attached to the lower base of the neck, or to the anterior part of the

body, and serving for creeping. Shell spirivalve and sheathing
(engainaute).

Section I. (Phytiphagous.)

Trachelipods without a projecting siphon, and respiring in general

by means of a hole. The greater part phytiphagous and furnished
with jaws. Shell with the aperture entire, having at its base neither
dorsal sub-ascending notch nor canal.

(*) Trachelipods respiring air only. Shell spirivalve, unarmed

(mutique), not distinctly nacreous.

Family Colimacida (terrestrial).

(a) Four tentacles.

Helix. Carocolla. Anoiloma. I/elicina. Pupa. Clautilia. Bidimut.
Achatina. Succinea.

(b) Two tentacles.

Auricula. Oyclotloma.

Family Limnaidce.

Amphibious. Living in the water, but coming to the surface to

breathe. Shell with a sharp edge to the lip.

Planorbii. Phyta. Lymncea, or rather Limncea.

(**) Trachelipoda breathing water only. Branchitn projecting in

form of filaments, lamina) or tufts in the branchial cavity. Shell often

nacreous, and often also having protuberant parts on the surface.

(a) Shell fluviatile, operculated, the left border of which does not
resemble a demi-partition.

(t) Shell with disunited borders.

Family Melanida.

Mflania. Melarwptis. Pirena.

(tt) Shell with united borders.

Family Pcrlitomida.

Valrnla. Paludina. Ampullaria.

(b) Shell fluviatile or marine, whose left border or lip resembles a

demi-partition.

Family Neritidce.

Navicella. Neritina (fluviatile). Nerita. tfatica (marine).

(c) Shell marine, whose left lip does not resemble a demi-partition.

(t) Shell floating at the surface of the water.

Family Janthinidce.

Janthina.

(t+) Shell not floating, having the aperture very wide
;
no cola

mells.

Family Afacroitomidce.

Sigaretut. Stomatella. Stomatia. Haliotii.

(Kt) Aperture without any particular width ; plaits on the colu-

mella.

Family Plicacida.

Tornatella. Pyramiddla.

(t-f-H) No plaita on the columella.

(a) Borders of the aperture united circularly.
AT. HIT. DIV. VOL. III.

Family Scalaridce.

Vermetits. Scalaria. Delphinula.

(b) Borders of the aperture disunited.

Family Turbinida.

Solarium. Rotella. Trockus. Monodonta, or rather Monodon. Turlo.

Planaxii. Phasianella. Tumtella.

Section II. (Zoophagous.) .

Trachelipods with a projecting siphon, and which only breathe the

water which arrives at the branchiie by means of this siphon. These
'eed on animal substances only, are marine, have no jaws, and are

'urnished with a retractile proboscis.
Shell spirivalve, sheathing the soft parts, with an aperture which is

ither canaliculated, or notched, or turned up at its base.

(a) Shell with a canal more or less long at the base of its aperture,
and the right border of whose lip does not change with age.

Family Canalifendce.
Section 1. No constant bourrelet on the right lip of the species.
Cerithium. Pleurotoma, Tnrbinella. Cartcellaria. Fasciolaria.

Fusus. Pyrula.
Section 2. A constant bourrelet on the right lip in all the species.

(0) No bourrelet on the spire.

Struthiolaria.

($) Bourrelets on the spire.
Ranella. Murex. Triton.

(b) Shell with a canal more or less long at the base of ita aperture,
and the right border of whose lip changes its form with age, and has

a sinus inferiorly.

Ptei-idce (Aile"es, or Wing-Shells).

Rostellaria. Pterocera, or rather Pteroceras. Strombus.

(c) Shell with a short canal, ascending posteriorly, or with an

oblique notch at the base of its aperture, this demi-canal being
directed towards the back.

Family Purpuridce (Purpuriferes).
Section 1. An ascending canal, or recurved towards the back.

Caisidaria. Cassis.

Section 2. An oblique notch directed backwards.
Ricinula. Pwpura. Monoceros. Concholepas. Harpa. Dolium.

Buccinum. Ebuma. Terebra.

(d) No canal at the base of the aperture, but a subdorsal notch and

plaits on the columella.

Family Columellidce (Columellaires).

Columella. Mitra. Valuta. Margindla. Volvaria.

(e) Shell without a canal, but having the base of its aperture
notched or versant, and the whorls of the spire large, compressed,
and enrolled in such a manner that the last whorl nearly entirely
covers the others.

Family Comiolutidce (Enrouldes).

(hula, or rather Ovulum. Cyprcea. Terebellum. Ancillaria. Oliva.

Conns.

Order 4. Cephalopoda.

Mantle in form of a sac, containing the lower part of the body.
Head projecting from the sac, surrounded by arms, which are not

articulated, but furnished with suckers (ventouses), and which environ

the mouth ;
two sessile eyes ; two horny mandibles to the mouth ;

three hearts. Sexes separate.

1st Division. Polythalamous Cephalopoda.
Shell multilocular, enveloped completely or partially, and which is

inclosed in the posterior part of the auimal, often with adherence.

(*) Shell multilocular, with simple chambers.

(1) Shell straight or nearly straight ;
no spiral.

Family Orthoceratidce.

Selemnites. Orthoceras. Nodosaria. Hippuritei. Conilites.

(2) Shell partially spiral ; last whorl continued in a straight line.

Family Lituolitidce.

Spirula. Spirolina. Lituola.

(3) Shell semi-discoid ; spire eccentric.

Family Cristacidce.

Renulina. Cristellaria. Orbicnlina.

(4) Shell globulose, spheroidal, or oval, with enveloping whorls or

partitions united en tunique.

Family Spherulidai.

Miliola. Gyrogona. Melonia.

(5) Shell discoid, with a central spire, and partitions radiating from

the centre to the circumference.

Family Padiolididce.

Rotalia. Lenticulina. Placentula.

(6) Shell discoid, with a central spire, and partitions which do not

extend from the centre to the circumference.

2s
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Family ffautiiidtt.

Diteorbit. Siderolita. Polyttomella. rortidalit. Nummulitet.

tfautilta.

(") Shell mul tUooular, with chamber* pinked (decoupe's at the edges).

Family Ammcmilidce.

Ammonitti. Orbulittt. Ammonoctrtu. Turrilitet. SaevlittM.

2nd Division. Monothalamous Cephalopoda.
Shell unllocular, entirely external, and enveloping the animal

Argonauta.

3rd Division. Sepiary Cephalopoda,
No shell, either internal or external A solid free cretaceous

or horny body, contained in the interior of the greater part of the

animal.

Oetopiu. Loliyopiit. Lollgo. Sepia.

Order 5. Heteropoda.

Body free, elongated, swimming horizontally. Head distinct ;
two

eyes. No arms surrounding the head. No feet under the belly
or under the throat for creeping. One or more fins, without any

regular order, and not disposed by pairs.

Carinaria. Ptcrotrachea. Phyliirvr.

Such was Lamarck's arrangement, as be finally left it, after various

modifications in the course of his publications, from the commence-
ment of them to the second edition of his

' Animaux sans Vertebres.'

During that interval many authors had presented their views to the

public, and we proceed to notice some of them.
In 1800 M. d'Audebard de Fdrussac (the father) produced a system

of Conchology based on the consideration of the animal and its shell

He introduced some observations on the complete or incomplete state

of what he calls the 'spiral cone* of the shell, and the point of attach-

ment of the foot, under the neck or under the belly of the Gastropods.
lli< views were limited to the Terrestrial and Fluviatile Molluscs, or

Musculites, as he calls them, and subdivides them into orders almost

as numerous as his genera, among which we find Hdicolimax, forming
the passage between the lAmacrs and the Helica.
The work of M. Bosc, in the supplements to Buffon (Dei, 1802),

may be considered as rather of a retrograde character, for it still

clung to the system of Linnaeus as amended by Bruguiere ; and, not-

withstanding the progress already made, we find him adhering to the

terms Molluscous Worms and Testaceous Worms, as designating the

Naked and Testaceous Mollutca. His divisions were nearly those of

Bruguiere, though he adopted the new subdivisions which Cuvier and
Lamarck had established, and appears to have been conscious of the
value of those innovations. Bosc was an observer, and had studied

many of the Mollutca in a living state. He established many new
facts and some new genera.

In 1803 appeared the 'Prodromus' of the work of Draparnand, which
was not published till after his death in 1808, on the Terrestrial and
Fluviatile Atolluica of France. This work is conceived and executed
in a philosophical spirit, and with rational views of a natural system
of classification. He abandoned the arbitrary method of Linnaeus, and
returned to the principle proposed by Rcaumer (1711) in his ' Memoir
on the Progressive Motions of Shells,' making his classification that of
Cuvier.

The 'Natural History of Molluscs,' for Sonnini's edition of Buffon,
was hardly commenced by Denys de Montfort, and almost entirely
executed by M. I)e Roissy. The classification is carried out on the

principles of Cuvier, but the author differs from Cuvier on some points,
as, for instance, in thinking that the section of the Anodons ought not

immediately to follow that of the Oysters, and that the aperture which
('iivirr regarded as anterior in Siphora was really posterior an
opinion in which he is supported by Messrs. Bosc, Pdron, Do Blainville,
Chamiiuo, and Kuhl. In this work the analogy of the Polythalamous
or < 'numbered Shells is pointed out M. De Roissy appears to have
perceived the passage from the Univalve to the Bivalve Molluscs by
means of the Patella, and he seems to have been the first who placed
AtpergiUum near to Fittulana, a position which it still holds.
M. Dumenl, in 1806, published, in his 'Zoologie Analytique,' a

clanification of Moilmen nearly similar to that of Cuvier. M. Dumcnl
divides the MoUutca into five orders : Cephalopoda, Pteropoda, Gattero-

poda, Acrphala, and Braehiopoda. The principal novelties in this

publication were a division of the Qaiteropoda, according to their

organx of respiration, into three families Dtrnobranchiata, Siphono-
brtuichiata, and Adelobranchiata which correspond nearly to the
three divisions established on the structure of the shell ; and a separa-
tion of the Brachiopnda as a distinct order.

In 1808 Denys de Montfort published his 'Univalves Cloisonnees,'
and in 1810 the second volume of his '

Conchyliologie Systematiqtie,'
containing the 'Univalves non Cloisonnees. His genera are very
minvrou*, and not many of them are retained at present by zoologists,
though they arc for the most part neatly defined. His method is only
carried out with regard to the Univalves ; but his primary division
rests upon the number of valves, and is separated into Univalves,
Multivalves, and Bivalves, as in the systems of the older oonchologist*.He differs however in restricting the term Multivalves to shells made

up of several united pieces, without any solution of continuity;
whilst he applies the term Dissivalves to shells made up of many
pieces,

but not coherent nor adherent to each other, as Teredo, Fitlu-

(ono, Salantu, Ac.

Oken, in 1810, read to the Society of Qottingen a paper upon the

knowledge of Mollutca apart from their shells and upon a natural
classification established upon this basis; and carried out this principle
in his ' Manual of Nat Hist,' published at Jena in 1816. Our limits

will not allow us to do more than call the reader's attention to this

work, which he will find well worthy of perusal, though it does not
contain any new principle of arrangement, and there is somewhat too
much of change of name :>.lx>ut his genera, of which there are but few

really new. Nor can we do more than hint at the work of M. Rafinesque
(Palermo, 1814). About the year 1816 much light was thrown on the

Aggregated Mollusca by Lesueur, Desmarest, and above all by the

great Savigny, and in 1817 M. De Blainville first made known the

principles of his system, which he afterwards carried out to its com-

pletion. The systems of Goldfuss and Ranzani appeared in the same

year, 1820, the first at Nuremberg and the second at Bologna ; the
first may be regarded as a compilation of the labours of those malaco-

logists who had embraced the natural system ; and the basis of the

second, as far as the Cirrhipeds are concerned, rests on the structure

of the shell and its opercnlum without regard to the animal, and, as

far as relates to the Acephalous Molluscs, does little more than give
new denominations to the four sections of that division.

M. De Ferussac (the son) divided (1 81 9) the Mollusca into two grand
sections, the Cephalous and the Acephalous.

Cephalous Mollutca.
These are divided into three classes Cephalopoda, Pteropods, and

Gastropods.
The first class, Cephalopoda, contained the two orders, Decapods

and Octopods, as in the arrangement of Dr. Leach. This class in the

system of De Fdrnssac embraces all the naked Cephalopoda and all

the animals with multilocular shells ; but was subsequently consider-

ably modified in a joint-work with M. D'Orbigny.
The second class, Pteropods, which originally consisted of the

families Jlyalttce, Limacince, the Clios, the Pneumoderms, and the

Phyllirhoes, also underwent considerable changes in a subsequent and

joint-work with M. Rang.
The third class, Gastropods, are divided into the following orders

and suborders: 1, Nudibrauchians (Anthrobranchians and Poly-

branchians). 2, Inferobranchians (Phillidians and Semi-Phillidians).

3, Tectibranchians. 4, Pulmonians without an operculum (Geophilians,

Gehydrophylians, and Hygrophilians). 6, Operculated Pulmonians.

6, Peotinibranchians (Pomastomes, Hcmipomastomes, Apomastomes,
and Adeloderms). 7, Scutibranchians, Ormiers (Huliotis, &c.), Calyp-
tracians, Heteropods. 8, Cyclobranchians (Chismobranchiaus and

Polyplaxiphores).

Acephalous Molluica.

These are divided into four classes Cirripedes, Brachiopods, Lamel-

libranchians, and Tuniciers.

The first, Cirripedes, is divided into the orders Sessile Cirripedes
and Pedunculated Cirripedes.
The second, Brachiopods, contains the three families Lingulidrr,

Terebratulida, and Cranida;.

The third, Lamellibranchians, comprehends five orders the Ostra-

ceans, Mytilaceans, Benetiers(7Vi'<i<idu>and IJippoptu),t\ie Cardiaceans,
and the Enfermea (Myidte, Solenidcf, Pholidte, and Tubicolidce).
The fourth, Tuniciers, consists of the two orders Tethid Ascidians

(Tethidcc and the Pyrosomes) and Thalid Ascidians (liiphora, &c.).

In England Dr. Leach had been active in introducing a natural

system, as appears from his published papers, descriptions, and works.
He had it in contemplation to publish a general history of English
Molluica; but the most distressing of maladies deprived zoology
of one of its most zealous cultivators, and the work has never

appeared.

Dr. J. E. Gray published in the ' London Medical Repository' (1821),
his system, which divides the Mollutca (taken in the largest sense of

the word) into seven clases.

The first, Antliobrachiophora (Cephalopoda), consists of three orders

Anotteophora, Srpitephora, and Kantilophora.
The second, Oasteropodophora, is divided into three sub-classes

Pneumobranchia, Cryptobranchia, and (lymnobranchia.
The first of these Sub-classes contains two orders Addopnewnona

and Phaneropneumona. The second embraces nine orders the

Clcnobranchia, which are divided into six sections by the application
of a new principle, namely, the form of the operculum : the Troche-

lobranchia ; the Monopteurvbranchia ; the Nolobranckia ; the Chitma-

tobranchia; the Dicranobranchia ; the Cyclobranchia ; the Poly-

placophora; and the l>ij,Uuroljranchia. The third class consists of

two orders Pygobranchia and PolybrancMa.
Dr. Gray's third class, Oatteropterophora, corresponds with the

Heteropoda of Lamarck, and is similar to M.'Do Blainville' order

Pfucleobranchiata.

The fourth class, Stomatopterophora, corresponding with the Ptero-

poda, contains two orders, Pterobranchia and JJactyliubranchla.
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The fifth class, Saccophora (Tunieiers of Lamarck), consists of thre
orders Holobranchia, Tomobranchia, and JDiphyllobranchia.
The sixth, Conchophora, consists of orders depending on the numbe

of muscular impressions, and denominated from the form of the foo
as Cladopoda, Leptopoda, Phyllopoda, Pogonopoda, and Micropoda.

The seventh, Spirobrachiopkc-ra, corresponds with the Brachiopoda

M. De Blainville, who in 1814 had published his first sketch of
methodical arrangement of the Malacozoa, as he designates th
animals on which we are treating, still further developed that methoc
in 1817 in his ' Prodromus' of a general classification of the anima
kingdom. The organ upon which that arrangement ia based is th
organ of respiration, and it was finally perfected in the method whic
appeared in his ' Manuel de Malacologie

'

(1825). We here give an
outline of it.

Type. MALACOZOA.

Class I.Cephalopkora.
Order 1. Cryptodibranchiata.

Family 1. Octocera, containing the genus Octopus, which include
Eledme (Leach) and Ocythoe (Rafinesque).
Family 2. Decacera, including the genus Loligo (Sepiala and Cranchia

Leach. Onychotmthis, Lichtenst., the Sagittated Calamaries, Ptero

(futhit, Sepioteut/iit), and the genera Sepia, Beloptera,

Order 2. Odlulacea.

Family 1. Spherulacea, consisting of the genus Miliola, including
Pollontes of De Montfort

; Melonia, including Borelis of De Montfort
Saracenaria ; and Textularia.

Family 2. Planvlacta, comprising Rtnulina, including Frondicularia
of Defrance ; and Ptneroflu, including Planularia of Defrance.

Family 3. Nummulacea, containing Nnmmulitei, including Lycophrw
of De Montf.

; Hdicitet, including Rotalitet and Egeon of De Montf.

Siderolita, including Tinopona and Siderolithea of De Montf. ; OrK
culina, including Hotel, Helmis, and Archaicu of the same; Placen-

Ma, including Eponides and Florilus of the same ; and Vorticialis,

including Themeon, Sporilut, and Andromedet of the same.

Order 3. Polythalamacea.

Family 1. Orthocerata. Genera a. (with simple chambers or parti-

tions), Beltmnites, including CaUirhoe, Hibolithes, Porodragus, Cetori*,

Acamat,Kn& Paclitet of De Montf.; Conularia ; Conilites, including
Achelois, Amimonus, and Thalamus of the same ; Orthocerai, including
Nodotaria (Lam.), Reophax, and Molosna of De Montf. ;

b. (with
sinuous chambers), Bacidila, including Tiranitei of the same.

Family 2. Lituacea. Genera o. (with simple chambers), Ichthyosar-
colithes ; Lituola i Spirula, including Hortoliu and Liiuites of De
Montf., and Spirolina of Lain. 6. (with sinuous chambers), Hamitet
and AmmonoceratUa.

Family 3. Crutacea. Genera, CrepidiUina, including Astacolus,
Cancrii, and Periplet of De Montf. ; Oreo* ,- and Linthuris.

Family 4. Ammonacea. Genera IHscorbitn ; Scaphitei; Ammonites;
and Simplegai, including Ammonilet, Planulites, and Amaltheut of De
Montf.

Family 5. ffautilacea. Genera, Ortnlitet, including Aganides and
Pelagut of De Montf. ; Nautilus, uicluding A ngulithes, Oceanus, and
Sinphytei of the same ; Polystomella, including Geophonus, Pelorus,
Elphidium, Phonemus, Chrysolus, and Melonis of the same ; Lenticu-

lina, including Patroctes, Nonicm, Macrodites, Robulia, Lampas, Phara-
mum, Antenor, Clitiphontei, Rhinocurus, Herion, and Spincterules of the
same.

Family 6. Turbinacea. Genera, Cibicidei; Sotalitet, including
Storiliu, CidaroUut, and Cortalus of De Montf.

Family 7. Turriculacea. Genus, Turrilites.

Class II. Paracephalophora.
Sub-Class I. Paracephalophora Dioica (Aquatic, but capable

of living for some time out of water).
Section 1. Organs of respiration, and shell non-symmetrical, and

almost constantly turned spirally from left to right.

Order 1. Siphonobranchiata.

Family 1. Siphonostomata (Murex, Linn.). Genera (no persistent
bourrelet on the right lip), Pleuroloma, including Clavatula, Lam.

;

RoileUaria, including Eippochrenes of De Montf.; Fusus, including
Lali.ru* of De Montf. ; Pyrula, including Pulgur of De Montf., and
JUelongena, and Rapana of Schum. ; Fasciolaria ; Turbinella, includ-

ing Polygmum of Schum. ; Triton, including Lotorium, Aquillus, and
Perttma of De Montf., and Struthiolaria of Lam. ; Kanella, including
Jlvffo and Apollon of De Montf. ; Murex, including Jirontee, diicoreus,
Typkii, ind Pho of the same.

Family 2. Enlomottomata, (Buccinum, Linn.). Genera, a. (Turricu-
lated Entomostomes), Centhium, including Vertayws of Schum. ;

Triphora, or Trittoma, of Deshayes ; NMnt of Defrance, Potamida of

Brongniart, Pyraztu of De Montf., and Pirena of Lam.; Melanopia,-
Plamaxii ; Sulsula. b. (Turbinaceous Entomostomes, or those whose
spire is moderately elongated and rarely subturriculated), Terebra ;

Ebwrna ; uccinwm, iacluding Alectri/m and Cyclopi of De Montf.,
and Naua of Lam. c. (Ainpullaceous Entomostomes, or those whose
hell ia ia general globulous), llarpa, ; Dolium, including Perdix of

De Montf.
; Cassidaria, including Oniscia of Sowerby ; Case's ; Ricin-ula,

including Sistrum of De Montf.; Cancellaria ; Purpura, including
Monoccros of De Montf. d. (Patteloid Entomostomes, or those whose
shell ia in its totality very wide, very flat, with a spire but little

marked, and no columella), Concholepas.
Family 3. Angyostmnata. Genera, a. (an operculum), Strombus,

including Pteroceras of Lam. ; Conus, including Rhombus, Cylinder,
Rottus, and Hermes of De Montf. b. (no operculum), TerebcUum,
including Seraphs of De Montf.; Oliva ; Ancillaria; Milra, including
Turns of De Montf. ; Imbricaria of Schum., and Concelix of Swain-
sou; Valuta, including Turbinellus of Oken and Cymbium of De
Montf. ; Marginella, including Volvaria of Lam. ; Peribolus ; Cypr&a ;
Omla, including Calpmnus, UUimiin, and Radius of De Moutf.

Order 2. Asiphonobranchiata.

Family 1. Qoniostomata (Trochus, Linn.). Genera, Solarium, includ-
ing Maclurites of Lesueur and EmmpTialus of Sowerby; Froclms,
including Infundibulum, Phorus, Calcar, Tectus, Telescopium, and
Cantharidus of De Moutf., and RoteUa of Lam.
Family 2. Cricostomata (Turbo, Linn.). Genera, Turbo, including

Clanmlua and Meleagris of De Moutf.; Labio of Oken, Monodonta of
Lam., and Littorina of De FeVussac; Pleurotomarium ; Delphimda,
uicluding Trigonostoma, ; Turritella ; Proto; Scalaria, including
Aciona of Leach; Vermetus ; SUiquaria; Mayilus ; Valvata; Cyclos-
toma, includmg: Cydophorus of De Montf. ; and Paludma.
Family 3. Ellipsostomata. Genera, Melania; JRissoa, including

Alvania of Risso; Phasianella ; Ampullaria, including Lanistes of
De Moutf. ; ffelicina, including A mpullina and Olygira of Say ;

Pleurocerus, including Oxytreme of Rafiuesque.
Family 4. Hemicydostoma (Nerita, Linn.). Genera, Natica,, includ-

ing Polinices of De Montf. ; Nerita. a. (right lip dentated, Nerita,
Lam.), Peloronta of Oken

; and Clithon of De Montf. b. (right lip
not toothed), Neritina, Lam. ; Velates, De Montf.

; Pileolws, Sowerby ;

Septaria.

Family 5. Oxystoma. Genus, Jantftina.

Sub-Class II. Paracephalophora Moiwica.

Section I. Organs of Respiration, and Shell, where it exists, non-

symmetrical.

Order 1. Pulmobranchiata.

Family 1. Limnacea. Genera, Limncea, including Radix of De
Montfort and Omphiecola of Rafiuesque; Physa; Planorbis.

Family 2. Awriculacea ( Valuta, pars, Linn.). Genera, Pedipes,
ncluding Tornatella and Conovulus, Lam.

; Auricula, including
Scarabus of De Moutf., Carychium of Mull., and Phytia of Gray;
Pyrimidella.

Family 3. Limacinea (Helix, Linn., teiTestrial). a. (anterior border
of the mantle elevated into a roll -bourrelet and not a buckler ;

a

shell). Genera, Succinea, including Amphibulimus, Lam. ; Bulimus,
ucluding Bulimulus, Leach; Achatina, including Ligims and Poly-
phemut of De Montf. ; Clausilia ; Pupa, including Chondrus of Cuvier,
j/ibbus of De Montf., Vertigo of Miill., and Partula of De Fdruss. ;

Tomogeree (Anostoma, Lam.) ; Helix, a. (circumference of the shell con-

stantly carinated or subcarinated at all ages, Carocolla, Lam.), including
'berus, Caracolus, Acavus, and Zonites of De Montf., and Helicella of
./am. b. (anterior border of the mantle enlarged into a kind of buckler ;

ihell null or nearly membranous), Helicolimax, including Helicarion of
)e Fdruss. ; Teitacella ; Parmacella ; Umacella ; Limax, including
Arion of De Fdruss. ; Philomique and Eumcle of Rafin. ; Onchidium,
including Veronicella of De Blainv.

Order 2. Chiamobranchiata.

Genera, Coriocella, Sigaretui, Cryptostoma, Oxino'e, Stomatella,
Velutina.

Order 3. Monopleurobranchiata.

Family 1. Subaplysiacea. Genera, Berthella ; Plewdbranchus ; and
'leurobranchidium.

Family 2. Aplysiacea. Genera, Aplysia, including A cteon of Oken;
Dolabella ; Bnnatella ; Nolarchus ; and Elysia.

Family 3. Patelloidea. Genera, Umbrella (Acardo of Megerle) ;

iiphonaria; and Tylodina.

Family 4. Akera. Genera, Bulla (including Aplustre of Schum.,
ud A tys and Scaphander of De Montf. ; Bellerophus / BMcea ;

Lobaria; Sormetus; Gasteroptera ; and Atlas.

Section II.

Order 1. Aporobranchiata,

Family 1. Thecosomata. Genera, Hyalcea ; Cleodora, including
r
aginella of Daudiu and Styliola of Lesueur; Cymbulia, including
.rgivora of Lesueur ;

and Pyrrjo,

Family 2. Gymnosomata. Genera, Clio, including Cliodites, Quoy
nd Gaimard ; and Pneumoderma.

Family 3. Pailosomata. Genus, Phylliroe.

Order 2. PolybrancMata.

Family 1. Tetracerata. Genera, Qlaucus ; Xianiogerus ; Teryipes ;
^avolina ; Eolida; Dermatobranclms ; and Placobranchus.

Family 2. JDicerata. Genera, Scylkca ; Tritonia; and Tethys.
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Order 8. Cyclobrantkiata.

Genera, Dorii, including Polycera of Cuvier; Onckidorii; and

Pcronia.
Order 4. Inferobranchiala.

Genera, Phyllidia and Linguella.

Order 5. Ifucleobranchiata.

Family 1. Ktctopoda. Genera, Pterotrachea, including Firola,

Firoloida, and SagitcUa of Lesueur; and Carinaria.

Family 2. Pleropoda. Genera, Atlanta, Spiratella, and Argonauta.

Sub-Class lll.Paracephalophora Hermapkrodita (Patella, Linn.).

Section I. Organs of Respiration and Shell symmetrical.

Order 1. Cirrhobranckiata.

Genus, Dentalium, including Entale of Defrance,

Order 2. Cervicobranchiala.

Family 1. Sett/era. Genus Patella, including Helcion of De Montf.

Family 2. Branchifera. Genera, Fitiurella ; Emarginula, including

Simula of Defrance ; and Parmophorui.

Section IL Organs of Respiration and Shell non-symmetrical.

Order 3. Scuiibranckiata.

Family 1. Otidea. Genera, Haliotit, including Padollus of De

Montf., and Stomatia of Lam. ;
and Ancylut.

Family 2. Calyptracea. Genera, Creptdula ; Calyptrcea ; Capului ;

Hipponyx ; and Notrema.

Class IIL Acephalophora.

Order 1. Palliobranchiata.

Section I. Shell symmetrical

Genera, Lingula ; Terebratula, including Pentamtrut, Spirifer, and

Productut, Sow.; Strygocephalui, Defr.; and Magat ; Thecideat

Strophomena ; Pachyta ; Dianchora ; and Podopiii.

Section IL Shell non-symmetrical, irregular, constantly adherent.

Genera, Orbicula, including Ditcina, Lam., and Crania.

Order 2. Rudi.ita.

Genera, Sphendita ; Hippuritct; Jtadiolitet; irotritei, including

lodamia of Defr. ;
and Calceola.

Order 3. Lamellibranchiata.

Familyl. Ottracea. Genera, Anomia; Placuna; Harpax ; Oitrea;

and Gryphon.
Family 2. Suboitracea (Oitrea, Linn.). Genera, Oitrea; Spondylut

Plicalula; Hinnitet ; Pecten, including Amutium and Pandora of

Megerle, and Ifeithea of Dronet ; Peilum ; and Lima.

Family 3. Margaritacea. Genera, Vultella; Malieut ; Perna; Ore-

natula; Inoceramtu; Catillut; Pulvinita; GerviUia; and Aricula,

including Margaritiphora of Megerle, Margarita, Leach, Meleagrina,
I >:ilj. i! ' k.

Family 4. Mytilacea. Genera, Mytilut, including Modiola and

Lithodomut (Lithophaga of Megerle) ; Pinna.

Family 5. Polyodonta, or Arcacea (Area, Linn.). Genera, Area,

including Tritit of Oken, and Cucullaa of Lam. ; Pectunculut ; and

Nucula.

Family 6. Submytilacea. a. (Species with an epidermis and nacreous

freshwater). Genera, Anodonta, including Berpolit, Leach, Iridina,

Lam., Diptat of I-each, Alatmitodonta of Say, and Crittaria of

Schum.
; Unio, including Hyria and Cattalia of Lam. 6. (Species

without an evident epidermis, not nacreous, and more or leas pecti-

nated ; marine). Cardila, including Venericardia and Cypricardia of

Lamarck.

Family?. Chamacea. a. (Shell irregular). Genera, Chama, inclii

Chamottrea of De lloisey ; Dicerat ; Etheria, b. (Shell regular)

Tridacna, including I/ippoput, Iiocardia; Trigonia, including Ojnt

of Defrance.

Family 8. Conchacea.

Section 1. Regular Conchacca, with lateral distant teeth. Genera

f'ardium, including Hemicardium ; Donor, including Capta, Lam.

THliiia, including Trllinidfn, Lam. ; Lucina, including Loripu of Poli

AmphiJttma of Lam., Fimbria of Megerle, Corbit of Cuvier ; Cyclat

including Cornea, Corbicula, and Pitum of Megerle, Cyretia ant

tialaJkitaot Lam. ; Cyprinai Mactra; and Erycina.
Section 2. Kegular Conchacra, without lateral distant teeth

; Crat

Kii'lla ; Venut, including Arthemit of Poli, Vrnui, Cyiheraa, an<

Crtutma of Lam. (Aitarle of Sowerby, Nicania, Leach), Triguetra o'

De Blainville, and Macoma of Leach.

Section 3. Irregular Conchacea ; Venerupit, including Rupellaria of

FL de BelL, and Petricola of Lam.; CoraUiophaga ; Clotho ; and

I'nyulina.

Family 9. Pyloridea,
Section 1. Ligament internal Genera : a, Corbula ; Sphrrna ;

Otteodetma, including Rupicola of Fl. de Bell. ;
Thracin ; Hcmiry-

dottoma; and Anatina, b. Mya, including Erodona of Daudin
;

Lulricola, including Ligula of Leach, and Lutraria of Lamarck.

Section 2. Ligament external and eouvex.Ptammocola, including

>iammol>i<i and Piammolta. of Lam. ; Soletellina ; Sanyuinolaria ;

Solecurtiu ; Sole* ; Solemya ; Glycimera, including Xyoeondia ( ? ), Pano-

xea, Sajricara, Byttomya, RJiomboida ; Jfiattlla, including Biapholiiu
of Leach ; Gaitrocktena ; Clavagella ; and Atptryillum.

Family 10. Adamacea. Genera, Pholat, including ifarietta of

Leach ;
Trrtillna ; Teredo ; Fittulana ; and Septaria.

Order 4. Heterobranchiata.

Family 1. Atddiacea (Aicidia, Linn.).
Tribe 1. Simple Ascidians. Genera, Aicidia; Bipapittaria ; Podia.

Tribe 2. Aggregated Ascidians. Genera, Pywa ; Dutoma, including

SigeUina of Savig. ; Hotryllnt, including Diazoma and Pohjclina uf

Savig., and Polycycltu and Solryllta of Lam.
; Synoicum, including

Enoalium, Itideonuin, and Aplidium of Savig., and Pulmonella of

Lam.

Family 2. Salpacea.
Tribe 1. Simple Salpians. Genus, Salpa, including the genera

Monophore and Timoriennt of Quoy and Gaimard.
Tribe 2. Aggregated Salpians. Genus Pyrosoma.

Sub-Type MAI.EXIOZOAUIA.

Class I. Nematopoda.

Family 1. Lepadicea. Genera, Lepat ; Gymnolepai, including Otion

and Cintra* of Leach ; Pcntalcpas, including Pentalatmit and Pollicipei

of Leach ; Polylepat, including Sealpellum of Leach ; and Lithoitjvu.

Family 2. Balanidea (Balama, Brug.).
a. Operculum articulated, and more or less vertical. Genera,

Balanui, including Acaitn of Leach ; Ochlhmia ; Conia, including
Asemu* of Ranzani; Creuria, including Pyrgonia of Savig.; and

Chthalamtis.

b. Operculum not articulated, and more or less horizontal Genus,

Coronida, including the genera Chelodobia of Leach, Cetopira and

Diadfina of Ranzani, and Tubicinella of Lam.

Class IL Polyplaxiphora. (Chiton, Linn.)

Genus, Chiton, including the genera Chitonellm of Lam., and CAifo-

ncllm of De Blainv.

Our limits will not allow us to do more than refer to the systems
of Schumacher, Latreille, and Rang, though they will, the latter

especially which is in many respects a happy combination of the

systems of Cuvier, Lamarck, and De Blainville, with some alterations

well repay the student for their perusal.

The recent publication of the work of Professor Edward Forbes

and Mr. Sylvanus Hanley on the ' British Mollusca,' enables us to give

the classification adopted in that work, and also the names of the

British genera of Mullutca :

ACEPHALA TL-XH ATA.

BOTRYLLID.E, or True Compound Ascidians. Aplidium. Sid-

nyum. Pulycliiium. Amouroucium. Ltptoclinum. Dittoma, Botryllta.

Botrylloidet.

CLAVELIICID.B, or Social Ascidians. Clavelina. Perophora, Syn-

telhyi.
AsciDiAD.e. Aicidia. Molgula. Cynthia.
PELONAIAD& Pelonaia.

SALPIDA Salpa. Appendiculana.

LAMELI.IBHANCHIATA.

PnoLADlDjE. Teredo. Xylophaga. Pholat. Pholadidea.

GASTROCBXKIDA Gattrochtena. Saxicava. Petricola. Venerupit.

MVAD.E. Mya. Panopaa.
CORBULID*. Corbula. Natra, Poromya,
PANDORID*. Pandora. Lyontia,
ANATISID*. Thracia. Cochlodetma.

SOLXMDA. Solen.

SOLECUBTJD*. Ceratitolen. Solccurtut.

TEI.I.IMDJR. Piammobia. Diodonta. Tcllina. Syndotmya, Scrobi-

cularia.

DONACIDA Donax. Ervetia,

MACTRIDJL Mactra. Lutraria,

Vr.NKRlDfi. Tape*. Cytherta, Venut. Artemit. Lucenoptit.

CVPRINID*. Cyprina. Circe. Attarte. Iiocardia.

CARDIADA Cardium.
LI;CINIDJB. Lucinia, Diplodonta,
KELLIADA JUoHtacuta. Turtonia. Kcllia. Lepton. Galeommti.

CvcLAOlOJt Cyclat. Pitidium,

USIONID*. Unto. Anodonta.

MTTILIOA. Dreittena. Mytilut. Modiola, CrencUa.

ARCAD.B. Nucula. Leda. Area. Pectunculut.

ATICOLACKJE. Avicula. Pinna.

OSTRBAU.E. Lima, Pecten. Oilrca. Anomia.

AOEPIIALA PAIXIOBRANCHIATA, or BRAOHIOPODA.

TERF.BRATCI.ID.F.. Ifypothyrit. Terebratula. Argiope.
CBANIAD.E. Crania.

LAIIEI.UBRANCUIATA.

PTKROPODA. Hyalea,. Spiralit.
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GASTEROPODA PROSOBRANCHIATA.

CHITONIDA Chiton.

PATELLID.E. Patella. Acmcea. Pilidium. Propilidium.
DENTALiAD.fi. Dentalium.
CALYPTR.EID.E. Pilcopiis. Calyptrcea.

-

FISSURELLID*. Fissurella. Puncturella. Emarginula.
HALIOTID.E. Haliotis.

TROCHID^. Trochut. Phasiandla. Adeoi-bii. Scipurella.
JANTHIXID.E. Janlhina.
NERITID.E. Neritina.

F&L.vmyiDJE.Paladina. Sithuria. Valvata.
LITTORIXID.S. Liitorina. Lacuna. Assiminea. Ritioa. Jeffreysia.

Skenea.

TURRITELLID.K. Twritella. Coxtim.
CEHITHIAD.E. Aporrhaia. Cerithium.
ScALARiADiB. Scolaria.

PYRAMIDELLID.E. Aclis. Stylifer. Etdima. Chtmnitzia. Odos-

tomia. Eulimella. Truncatella. Olina.

NATICIDJE. Natica.
VELUTINID.E. Velutina. Lamellaria.

CANCKLLABIAD.E. Trichotropi*. Cerithiopsie.
MURICID.E. Mwex. Lachetii. Pwrpura. Nona. Succinum.

Faxus. Trophon.
CONID.E. Mangelia.
0'YpR.EAD.ffi. Cyprcea. Ovula. Maryindla.

GASTEROPODA OPISTHOBRANCHIATA.

BULLION. Cylicltna. Ampltisphyra. Tornatella. Alcera. Sulla.

Scaphander. Philinc.

APLYSIAD.E. Aplyiia.
PLEUROBHAXCHID.E. Pleunbranchut.
DiniiDiD.K. Dori. Goniodorii. Triopa. jEgirut. Thecactra.

Polycera. Malta. Avcula.
TRITOXIAD*. Tritonia. Scyllaa.
EOLIDID.S. Loi.'onotut. Dendronolui. Doto. Olthona. Eolii.

Embletonia. Proctmiotut. Antiopa. Herman. Alderla. Runcina.

Limapontia. Acttonia. Cenia.

GASTEROPODA PPLMONIFERA.

ONCIHDL&D.S. Onchidiutn.

I, I M ACID. K. -Arion. Geomalacus. Umax.
TKSTACELLID.E. Tettacella.

HKI.KID.E, Vitrina. Zonitet. Helix. Sulimut. Pupa. Balea.

Clatunlia. Zita. Azeca. Acltatina. Succinea.

LIMX.K.UI.K. Phyea. Planorbis. Limnwus. Ancylus.
AUIUCULID.E. Conovulut. Carycliinm.
CYCLO8TOMID.E. Cfyctortonw. Acme.

CEPHALOPODA DIBRANCHIATA,

OCTOPODIT.S. Octoput. Eledonv.

TEUTHID.E. Sepiola. Jtouia. Loligo. Ommaitrephct.
SKI'IAD.E. Sepia.
The organisation of the animals above treated of will be found under

the titles CEPHALOPODA, CONCHIFEHA, GASTEROPODA, MOLLUSCA, and

many of the families and genera.

MALACONE. [ZIRCON.]
MALACOPTERY'GII, according to Cuvier, the second great

division, or order, of Osseous Fishes, the species of which are distin-

guished by all the rays of the fins being soft and cartilaginous;

exhibiting minute articulations and often divided into small fibres ai

their extremities. It frequently happens however that the anterior

ray of the dorsal or of the pectoral fins is hard and bony, a character

observable in nearly all the species of the Siluridce, and in many
belonging to other families.

The greater portion of the fishes of this order have the scales

formed of simple lamina; and with smooth margins ;
in this respect

differing from the species of the Percidce, Scicenidce, &c., in which the

edges of the scales are pectinated or serrated. The Pleuronectidce, or

Flat-Fishes, however present the latter structure of scale ;
and yet

according to Cuvier, are placed in the Malacopteryyii. M. Agassiz, on

this account removes this group to another section, and he also arranges
the SUurtdce in another group, owing to the structure of their scales

.

The Malacoptenjyii are divided into three sections. First, thi

Abdominalet, in which the ventral fins are situated in the abdomen
far behind the pectorals. In the second section (Subbrachiales) the

ventral fins are situated immediately beneath the pectorals, and the

pelvis i? suspended to the bones of the shoulder. In the third section

(Apodet) the ventrals are wanting.
The section Abdominalet contains the following families:!. Cypri

nida;, or fishes allied to the Carp, such as Barbel, Gudgeon, Teuch

Bream, Roach, &c. [CrPRlNlD^.j 2. Esocidie, of which the Common
Pike may be regarded as the type. [EsociD/K.] 3. Siluridce, a family
cf which there are no representatives in this country, at least not we]

authenticated. [SiLCRiD/E.] 4. Salmonida;, or fishes of the Salmon

Tribe. [SALMONIDA.] 5. Ctupeidas, of which we have familiar exam

pies in the Herring, Sprat, Whitebait, Pilchard, Shad, &c.

The section Subbrachiates contains the families Gadidte (Cod-Fish,

laddock, Whiting, Ling, &c.) [GADID.S] ;
the Pleuronectidce, or Flat-

Tishes, such as the Flounder, Halibut, Sole, &c. [PLEUROXECTID^;] ;
the

Discoboli, of which family the common Lump-Fish will furnish an

sample [DISCOBOLI]; and, finally, the Echeneidida;, containing the

pecies of Remora. [ECHENEIS.]
The third section (Apodes) contains the Eels, Lance-Fishes, &c.

MALACORHYNCHUS. [DOCKS.]
MALACO'STRACA (Ma\o/cii<rTpoKa), a term employed by Aristotle

;o designated the Crustacea generally, but confined by Dr. Leach
in his arrangement to the second order of the class.

The Malacostraca of Leach are divided into three tribes :

1. Brachyuri, including the families Canceridce and Oxyrliyncidte.
2. Macrouri, including the families Pagurid(e, Palinuridce, Astacidie,

and Squillidce.
3. Gasteruri, including the families Gnathida, Gammaridce, Ooro-

phiidce, CaprelUdce, and Apseu'diida. [CRUSTACEA.]
MALACO'TA, Schumacher's name for a genus of Cirrhipeds, Otion

of Leach. [CIRRIPEDIA.]
MALACOZOA. [MALACOLOGY.]
MA'LAXIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Orchidacece, and to the tribe Malaxidece. It has a patent perianth,
the lip posterior, erect, entire, similar to the petals and smaller than
the sepals ;

the spur absent ; the stigma rhomboidal ; the rostellum

short, entire, acute ;
the anthers terminal, continuous with the short

column, out of the apex of which it appears as if it were excavated

with two imperfect cells ;
the pollen-masses connected at their apex ;

the germen upon a twisted stalk.

Of this genus there is one British representative, 3f. paludosa. It

is a small plant, with a stem from one to four inches in height. The
leaves are remarkable for being fringed at the end with bulbous

gemmae or leaf-buds. It is a native of spongy bogs, where it growj

upon the moss, hi the character of an epiphyte, and not amongst it

as other bog-plants.

MALDANIDjE, or Maldanians, the second family of Sedentary
Annelids in Lamarck's system, including Clymene and Dentalium,
which last is not an Annelid, according to the latest and best autho-

rities, but a Mollusc. [DENTALUM.] Savigny established the family.
MALE FERN. [ASPIDIUM.]
MALENTOZOA'RIA, Articulated Mollusca, the second sub-type in

the system of M. De Blainville. [MALACOLOGY.]
MALESHERBIA'CEjE, Crownworts, a natural order of Polypetalous

Exogenous Plants, with a tubular inflated inferior calyx, within the

throat of which are inserted five petals, five or ten stamens, and a

short rim or crown of the same nature as that of Passifioracece, but

more rudimentary. The ovary is stipitate, superior, 1-celled, with

parietal-or free placentation. The order is therefore nearly allied to

Passijlorace<z, from which however it differs in habit. The species

are in many cases remarkable for the beauty of their yellow or blue

flowers, and have been cultivated in this country, their seeds having
been brought from Chili. They are however seldom seen, and are of

no known use.

MALLARD. [DUCKS.]
MALLEA'CEA, or MA'LLEID/E, a family of Monomyariau Con-

chifera according to the system of Lamarck, most of the genera of

which are to be found in the family Margaritacea of De Blainville.

They belong to the Ostracea of Cuvier, and the Oxygones of Latreille.

Lamarck makes the family consist of five genera only Crenatula,

Pema, Malleus, Avicula, and Meleagrina, It has the following
charactv rs :

Animal, with the mantle non-adherent, entirely open in its whole

circumference, without tube or particular opening, prolonged into

irregular lobes, especially backwards
;
foot canaliculated, and almost

always furnished with a byssus.
Shell black or horn-colour, inequivalve, inequilateral, very irregular ;

hinge without teeth
; marginal ligament sublinear, simple, or inter-

rupted by ereuulations
;
muscular impression subceutral, fixed generally

by a byssus furnished by the animal.

M. Rang places the fossil genus Posidonia at the head of the family,

so that the position of that genus is approximated to Lima, which is

arranged as the last of the Pectinidce.

Posidonia (Bronn). Animal unknown. Shell very delicate, nearly

membranous, equivalve, inequilateral, oblique, rounded, not gaping (?) ;

cardinal border straight, a little prolonged on each side, so as to be

auriculated; hinge toothless; no pit for the ligaments; nor passage
for a byssus.
M. Rang remarks that this genus had been established in 1829

for impressions sufficiently common in the schists of Dillemburg,
and which some naturalists had been tempted to refer to rudi-

mentary shells of Aplyiia or Pleurobranchus. M. Rang agrees with

M. Bronn is opinion that these are the impressions of bivalve shells,

and assigns to Posidonia the position above stated. M. Deshayes

however, hi the last edition of Lamarck (1836), does not mention the

genus among the Matteacea.

VuUetta (Lam.). Animal elongated, compressed ;
mantle very much

prolonged backwards, and bordered with two rows of papillary
tubercles which are very close set

;
foot small, canaliculated, without

a byssus ; mouth large ;
labial appendages very much developed and
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The species ore found in the seas of warm climate*, more particularly

those of the East Indies, though some species are found westward, as

at the Antilles, Cape Verd, and the Azores. The species are moored

to the rooks and mangrore-trees by means of their byssus, and have

been found at depths ranging from the surface to ton fathoms.

P. Itoynomum is an example. It is found in the East Indian Ocean.

From specimens in IrUh limestone.

triangular; branch ito narrow, very long, and united nearly throughout
their extent.

Shell subcorneous, delicate, elongated, flattened, irregular, inequi-

lateral, subequivalve, the umboues nearly anterior, distant, and a little

recurred ; hinge toothless, and offering simply
on each valve a project-

ing caloeity comprehending a pit for the insertion of the ligament ;

muscular impression subcentraL

The species are found in the seas of warm climates, where the

species, none of which are furnished with a byssus, are found in

Altymia, Sponges, &c.

V. liogulaia may be taken as an example. It is found in the East

Indian Ocean.

Tvlulla li*f*lata.

a, V.ITW eloaed ; 6, inside view of rain, .bowing the hinge and muscular

Imprewion.

Crtnaltda (Lam.) Animal not known, but very probably bearing a

close relation to that of I'erna, Shell foliated, flattened, subequivalve,

inequilateral, irregular, a little gaping behind, but without any aperture

for a byssus ; hinge linear, marginal, marked with serial crenulations,

which are callous and hollowed into rounded pits for the reception of

the divisions of the ligament ; muscular impression subcentral.

The species inhabit the seas of warm climates, principally those of

the East Indies and Australia, as far as is yet known. The species,

which are not numerous, are not fixed by their valves nor by a byusus,

but, like the Vultelia, are found in submarine bodies, such as

sponges, Ac.

C. wriculoidtt is an example. It is found in the seas of America,

especially those of the south.

Ptrna (Brug.). Animal compressed;
mantle very much prolonged

backwards, and fringed at its lower border; foot very small, with a

byssus. Shell corneous or black, lamellar, very much flattened, sub-

equivalve .inequilateral, very irregular, gaping in front for the passage
of the byssus ; hinge straight, marginal, having on each side a row of

small parallel furrows, which are transverse, not intrant, and in which

the divisions of the ligament are inserted ; muscular impression
subosntnL

Pcrna IioynomHm*

a, Valves closed, showing the bj-ssm ; i, inside view of valrc, showing hinge

and muscular impression.

The number of recent Pernce given by M. Deshayes, in his 'Tables,'

amounts to ten recent and four fossil (tertiary). In the last edition

of Lamarck, the same recent number is stated, but the fossil species
amount to six. Professor Phillips notes one (P. quadrata, not men-
tioned by Lamarck or Deshayes) in the Coralline Oolite (Malton), and
also in the Bath Oolite. He also notices a Perna in the Oxford Clay.

('Geology of Yorkshire.') The genus is recorded in the Inferior

Oolite, and in the Coral Rag, by Mr. Lonsdale (Oolitic District of

Bath, in
'

Geol, Trans.'), and by Dr. Fitton, in the Lower Qreensand

nnd the Blackdown Sands.

Malleia (Lam). Animal considerably compressed; mantle prolonged
backwards, and fringed with very small tentacular appendages ; foot

very distinct, canaliculated, and furnishing a byssus; buccal appendage*

sphericc-triangular ;
branchiic short and semicircular. Shell foliated,

black or corneous, subnacreous, subequivalve, inequilateral, very

irregular, often auriculated, and presenting a hammer or T shape ;

mubones not distant; an oblique notch in front for the passage of a

byssus ; hinge linear, very long, toothless ;
with a conical oblique pit,

partially external, for the reception of the ligament, which is triangular
and subexternal; muscular impression of considerable size and
subcentral.

The species inhabit the East and West Indies (Oundaloupo and

Martinique) and Australasia. They are found at depths ranging from
the surface to seven fathoms. M. Rang speaks of the species from

Quadaloupe and Martinique as having occurred at great depths. The

species, which are not numerous, are moored by their byssus to

submarine rooks, tc. They are very variable, and indeed M. Deshayes
observes that he never saw any two individuals of a species alike. Age
makes a considerable change in the shape of the shells, especially in

the auricles.

M. De Blainville divides the genus into three sections : 1, consisting
of species scarcelv auricnlated (U. rultellaltu); 2, consisting of

uniauriculated species (M. normalit); and 3, consisting of biauriculated

npecies (M. vulgarii). M. Desbayes thinks that the greater part of

the individuals occurring in collcctioiin under the name of M. vultel-

lattu may be the young of the variety of if. rutyarii with short cars,
and he considers M. viUfeUatiu and M. anatinui as identical.
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3f. vulgaris is the most common species, and we subjoin an illustra
tion as an example. It is found in the East Indian and South seas.

ifallcus vulgaris.

a, Valves closed, showing the byssus ; ft, inside view of valve, showing the

hinge and muscular impression.

Oervillia (Fossil only).
Inoctramut (Parkinson). (Fossil only). Though some malacologists

consider fnoceramut and Catillus to be identical, M. De Blainville,
M. Rang, and M. Deahayes consider them as distinct species, and as

belonging to this family. M. Deshayes gives the following description
of Inoceramut :

Shell gryphoid, inequivalve, irregular, subequilateral, with a
lamellar shell, pointed anteriorly, and enlarged at its base

;
umbones

opposed, pointed, and strongly recurved ; hinge short, straight, narrow,
and forming a right angle with the longitudinal axis, with a series of

crenulationa gradually smaller for the reception of a multiple ligament.
Muscular impression unknown. The species are of moderate size.

Inoceramui tulcatia, natural size. From the Folkestone Blue Marl.

The smaller specimen ihows the hinge of one valve, the other valve being
a cast.

Dr. Mantell records several species in the Chalk, two in the Chalk-

Marl, two in the Gault or Folkestone Marl, and one (from Martin) in

the Shanklin Sand (Lower Qreensand). (' Organ. Remains of Sussex,'
' Geol. Trans.,' 1829.) Some of the species in the Chalk /. Bronyniarti.
I. Lamarckii, and /. Mytiloidei are Catilli. Professor Phillips records

three (one a Catillut) in the White Chalk, one in the Red Chalk, and

one in the Lias. (' Geology of Yorkshire.') Mr. Lonsdale notices two
in the Lower Chalk (Oolitic District of Bath). Dr. Fitton records six

named species and one undetermined from the Upper Greensand,

Gault, and Lower Greensand. (' Strata between the Chalk and Oxford

Oolite,' in
' GeoL Trans.,' 1838.) In Tenant's 'List of British Fossils

'

17 species
are recorded as present in the Cretaceous Group. Woodward,

in liis 'Treatise,' says there are 40 species.

Catillut (Brongn.). (Fossil only). M. Deshayes thus defines Catillus:

Shell sometimes flattened, elongated, or suborbicular, sometimes

convex, cordiform, subequivalve, inequilateral, with umbones more
or less projecting. Hinge straight, a little oblique or perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis, its border furnished with a row of small

cavities which are very short and gradually increasing ;
structure of

shell fibrous
; muscular impression unknown.

M. Deshayes observesthatamong the genera proposedby Mr. Sowerby
in bis ' Mineral Couchology,' there is one to which he has given the
name of Pachymya. This genus appears to M. Deshayes to possess all

the external characters of Catillus, and he states that he has been led
to remark the approximation of that genus to Catillus by studying a
fine specimen in the collection of M. Duchastel. M. Deshayes proceeds
to observe that M. Brongniart has established a genus under the
name of Mytiloides for those Catilli which are very much elongated,
and that consequently the genus Mytiloides cannot be retained. The
genus Catillus then, as reformed by M. Deshayes, will consist of the

genera Pachymya, Mytiloides, and Catillus. Some of the Catilli are of
enormous size, and are mentioned as being many feet in length.
M. Deshayes thinks that the animals of Inoceramus and Catillus both
wanted a byssus.

C. Cuvieri, may be taken as an example. It is found in the White
Chalk in England and France.

Oatillm Cuvieri. a, the hinge.

Pulrinites (Defrance). (Fossil only). Animal unknown. Shell

delicate, rounded, equivalve, subequilateral, with the umbones inclined
a little forwards ; hinge composed of eight or ten divergent teeth,

'orming so many pits.

PuMnites Adamonii. Inside view of valve.

The genus Avicula, which is placed by Lamarck among his italic-

cea, but is arranged by M. De Blainville, with many of the genera
bove described, under hia family Margaritacea, is separated by M.

lang into a family which immediately succeeds the Malleidce under

tie name of Avicule"s, containing the sub-genera Avicula (properly so

ailed) and Meleagrina [AviCHLA.]
The following is M. Deshayes' description of the genus : Animal

val, flattened, having the lobes of the mantle separated throughout
leir length, thickened, and fringed on the edges ; body very small,

aving on each side a pair of large branchiae, nearly equal ;
mouth

val, rather large, with foliaoeous lips, and with a pair of labial palps
n each side, which are large and obliquely truncated ;

foot conical,

ermiform, rather long, with a rather large byssus composed of stout

laments, united in some species at its base.

There are about 25 recent species known, and 300 fossil species.

M. Deshayes, in his '

Tables," states the number of recent Aviculce

ncluding Mdeagrina) at 30, and gives 5 as the number of fossil

tertiary). In the last edition of Lamarck he makes the number of
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recant Aricula 21, and the number of total species 6. (Paris, Gripnon,

Senlia, ftc. ; Chaumont, Parii Basin, Maastricht, and Cypli ; the Corn-

braah in England and France, the Middle and Upper Oolite in England
and Prance, and the Muschelkalk in Germany, Lorraine, and Toulon.)
The Meleayriiue are two in number, both recent. Dr. Mautoll men-
tions species in the Chalk HarL (' Organic Remains of Sussex.')
Professor

Phillipa reoordi species in the Coralline Oolite and Calcareous

Grit, in the Oxford Clay, Kelloways Rock, Bath Oolite, Inferior Oolite,
and MarUtone. (< Geology of Yorkshire.') Mr. Lonsdale notice* species
in the Lias, Inferior Oolite, Fuller's Earth, Bradford Clay, Cornbrash,
and Kclloway Rock. (' Oolitic District of Bath.') Professor Sedgwick
and Sir H. Murchison mention the genus among the Gosau Fossils.

(' Geological Transactions.') Dr. Fitton records species in the Upper
Qreenamiid, the Gault, the Lower Greensand, and the Portland Sand.

(' Strata between the Chalk and Oxford Oolite,'
'

Geological Trans-

actions.') Sir R. Murchison figures species from the Old Red-Sand-
stone (middle and lower beds only), from the Upper Ludlow Rock,
the Amestry Limestone, the Lower Ludlow Rock, the Wenlock
Limestone, and the Caradoc Sandstone.
M. Deahayes also concurs in merging the genus ifeleagrina in that

of Aricvla, which, according to M. Deshayes's reformation of the

genus, will contain also the fossil genus Monotu of Broun.
VulttUa. M, Deshayeg, in his

' Tables' (Lyell), gives the number of

recent species as 5 and 1 fossil (tertiary). In the last edition of

Lamarck he makes the recent species 6, with no addition to the fossil

species. (Grignon, Lamarck; Paris, Deshayes.) Woodward, in his

'Treatise,' gives 4 as the cumber of fossil species from the Upper
Chalk.

MALLEUS. [EAR.]
MALLOW. [MALTA.]
MALLOW, MARSH. [ALTHJEA.]
MALLOW-WORTS. [MAUVACEA]MALOPE, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Mai-

vaeta, consisting of two species, one of which is commonly cultivated
as a favourite hardy annual This plant, Malope malacoida, is com-
mon in Barbary, where it is found among stones and rocks, which it

ornament* with its large crimson flowers ; it is also met with in

Sardinia and other parts of the south of Europe. The genus differs

from Afalra in having ife carpels distinct, and heaped irregularly over
a central receptacle, instead of being placed in a whorl and consoli-

ilaU-d. Three or perhaps four other species are known to botanists.

MALPIGHIA'CE^E, Malpiyhiadt, a natural order of Exogenous

IfalpifMa mirropliylla.

I, An entire (lower, mneh magnified i I, the tUmeni and pUtlli ; 9, a tioni.
T*nt Mttion of the rip* trait.

Plants, with polypetalous flowers, trygynous pistils, usually mona-

delphous stamens, and alternate cxstipulate leaves, inhabiting various

parts of the tropics. They are usually shrubs or trees, and but seldom
herbaceous plants. In addition to the more general characters already
mentioned they have, in a majority of case*, a pair of convex oval

glands an the face of each sepal, and in many species the hairs are

attached to the leaves, Ac., by the middle; so that hairs of that

description have acquired the name of Malpighiaceous. Many of them
are beautiful objects, especially the Qalphimitu and climbing species
of Ilirini and Banttttria. A few only are useful. The bark of Mai-

pighia Moureila and M. crtutifolia is a kind of febrifuge. The fruit of

Malpighia glabra is the Barbadoes Cherry of the West Indies ; it varies

in size from that of a large pea to a small cherry, is smooth, shining,
and has three triangular stones ; its flesh is juicy and sweet, but

insipid. The fruit of Bynonima coriaeta, or Lotus-Berry of the West

Indies, is of much better quality ; it is yellow, and contains a single
stone. A few kinds produce timber of a bright yellow colour. The
bark of some of the species is used for tanning and as a touio and

astringent.
The order is nearly related to the Acemcetr, or Sycamores of colder

climates, differing in little except the ternary division of the fruit,

the symmetrical flowers with unguioulate petals, and the pendulous
or suspended seeds.

There are 42 genera and 555 species of the order.

MALTHA. (PETROLEUM.]
MALTHACITE, a Mineral, occurring in thin plates and massive.

Fracture uneven or couchoidaL Colour white or yellowish. Streak

shining. Soft like wax. Lustre waxy, weak. Streak shining. Trans-

lucent. Specific gravity 1'99 to 2'01. It is found at Stendorfal,
between Lobau and Bauzen, and near Beraun in Bohemia. Its analysis

by Meissner givea
Silica 60-2

Alumina .

Lime
Peroxide of Iron
Water

107
0-2

3-1

35-8

-100
MALVA (the Latin Malra), a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order Afalvacea. It has numerous styles, a double calyx, tin 1

outer one 3-leaved, the inner one 5-leaved. The capsules are orbicular

and many celled ; the cells 1-seeded and circularly arranged.
it. Moichata, the Musk Mallow, has an erect stem, kidney-shaped

leaves, with five or seven deep pinnatifid lobes, the lower leaves iuciso-

crenate, the stipules lanceolate-acute, the fruit-stalks erect, and the

fruit hairy. The flowers are large and rose-coloured, on axillary

single-flowered peduncles, crowded at the extremity of the stem and
branches. It is native in many parts of Europe, and is found in

Britain in grassy borders of fields and by waysides.
M. tylvettrit, Common Mallow, bos an erect stem, and is distinguished

by its kidney-shaped leaves with seven deep crenate lobes
;
the fruit

is glabrous, reticulate-rugose. The flowers are large and of a purple
colour, much longer than the calyx, which is hairy. It grows on waste

places and roadsides in Britain, and is native in most parts of Europe.
The whole plant, but especially the root, yields when boiled a-plenti-
ful tasteless mucilage, which is used in some cases of internal irritation.

Decoctions of the leaves are employed in dysentery and in general for

removing supposed acrimonious humours, but their chief utility is in

clysters, fomentations, and poultices. The fruit of this and the next

species are eaten by children and are called Cheeses, and in France,

Fromagions. This species is the Mairaof Pliny, lib. 20, cap 21
; also,

in Columella, lib. 10, cap. 247 ;
it is the MaAdxi of Theophrastus, lib.

9, cap. 17, and the KTJTJUTTJ /ioArfxi of Dioscorides, lib. 2, cap. 144.

M. rolundifolia, Dwarf Mallow, has a decumbent stem, roundish

heart-shaped leaves with five shallow acutely crenate lobes, the outer

sepals linear-lanceolate, shorter than the ovate acuminate stellately

hairy inner ones. The flowers are small and purple, and two or three

times longer than the calyx. It is common in waste places in moat

parts of Europe, and is native of Britain. It is the M, rulgaru of

Fries, the 'Aypla /uiAcixq of Dioscorides, loc. cit., and the Malache

sylvestris of Pliny, loc. cit.

M. bortalit has its outer sepals linear, as long as the ovate-acute

glabrous but strongly-ciliated inner ones ;
the petals as long as the

calyx ; the fruit pubescent, margined, reticulate-rugose. It is the If.

putilla of Smith, the M. rolumdifoKa of Fries. It is found in Britain,
near Hythe in Kent There are many other species of Mallow.
M. vrrticillata has an erect stem, cordate leaves, with five deep

erenote-dentate triangular acute lobes; flowers axillary, clustered, nearly
sessile ; outer sepals linear, half as long as the reticulated diaphanous
pilose enlarged inner ones

; petals about as long as the calyx ; fruit

glabrous ; carpels rounded on the edge, reticulated. The flowers are

small
; carpels separated by a deep furrow, into which the clavate

reticulated surface extends. Central disc very small ; stem quite erect,
like a little hollyhock. Petioles several times longer than the clusters.

It is found near Llanelly, South Wales.
Those mentioned are the only natives of Britain, and the others are

of little importance excepting as ornamental plants. Those best worth
cultivation for this purpose are M. Motchata, M. Morenii. M. alcta

M. Mnrgano, and M. ftuynutUa. The stove species will succeed iu
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any kind of rich soil, and cuttings of them will strike root freely if

planted in light soil underneath a hand-glass. The greenhouse species

may be propagated in the same manner. The hardy perennial kinds
should be planted in the open border, and may be propagated either

by seed or by dividing the roots.

(Don, Dichla mydeous Plants ; Babington, Manual of British Botany!)

MALVA'CE^E, Mallowworts, are a large natural order of Exo-

genous Plants, the distinguishing marks of which are polypetalous

flowers, monadelphous stamens, unilocular anthers, and a valvate

calyx. They alscv have alternate leaves, the hairiness of which, if

present, is usually stellate ; and conspicuous stipules. A large pro-

portion of the order consists of herbaceous or annual plants, inhabiting
all the milder parts of the world, but much the most plentiful in

hot countries, where alone a comparatively small number of species
become trees. In many cases they are remarkable for the large size

and beautiful colours of their flowers, which are however fugitive,

expanding for a single day only ;
but the great number of them and the

regularity of their succession during the flowering season make this

of little importance. Among the very numerous species several are of

essential service to man. As emollients they are well known in

medical practice, the Marsh-Mallow (Althcea officinalis) being one of the

most useful among this kind of remedial substances, and a large propor-
tion of the whole order being capable of supplying its place. [ALTHAEA.]
The hairy covering of the seeds of the various species of Gostypium forms

the raw cotton so important to our manufacturers. [GossYPiOM.] Malva

trlcuspidata is used by the negroes in the West Indies as a substitute for

soap. [MALTA.] The seeds of Hibiscus abelmoschus are warm and musky,
and are employed in perfumery as a substitute for musk ; those of

H. etcultntui form the ochra, so much used in hot countries as a

mucilaginous ingredient in soups. A few species are acid, especially
11. yibdariffa. Finally the tenacious fibres procured from the inner bark

of many kinds of Malvaceous Plants form a good description of cordage.

[HIBISCUS.] II. dams and //. tiliacem, and several kinds of Sida, are

principally used for this purpose. [SlDA.] The order is related to

Sterculiacca and JJyllneriaeetr. There are 37 genera and 1000 species.

liossyitiiim IrieulpUnliim.

1, a section of a corolla, ycith adhering monadelphoug stamens.

The only modern systematical account of the genera and species o

(be order \* to be found in the first volume of De Caudolle's
'

I'roilromus;' tut the genera have been since constructed upon

principles so much more precise, and the number of species has beei

o very considerably increased, that this enumeration is of little use

at present. There is a good account of Indian species in Wight anc

Arnott'a ' Prodromus Flora Peninsula; India Orientals ;'
of Brazilian

SCAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. HI.

pecies in Augusta de St. Hilaire's 'Flora Brazilise Meridionalis ;' and
if Mexican kinds many are described in the various volumes of the

Linnsea.' A few African species are also to be found in Guillemiu

and Perrottet's ' Flora Senegambias,' vol. i.

MAMMA'LIA, MAMMALS, a term employed by Linnaeus to

lesignate those animals which suckle their young, and which seems
ireferrible to the term Mammiferes generally used by the French

zoologists. Mammals are vertebrated animals whose blood is red and

warm, and whose system of circulation is double
;
whose frctus, ill

most species, is nourished in titero by means of a placenta; whose

'oung, when born at the proper period, give signs of life at their

lirth, and are, in a state of nature, afterwards fed with milk secreted

by the mammfe of the mother [MAMMARY GLANDS], till they are old

enough to procure their food, or to have it supplied from other sources.

"Linnteus, who makes the Mammalia the first class of the Animal

iingdom, gives the following definition : Heart with two auricles

and two ventricles ; blood warm, red ; lungs respiring reciprocally ;

aws incumbent, covered : armed with teeth in most
; penis intrans,

viviparas, lactiferas ;
senses tongue, nostrils, eyes, ears, papillie

touch) ; covering hairs, &c. ; support (fulcra) four feet, except in

,hose which are entirely aquatic, in which the posterior feet are bound

ogether (compedes) into the fin of the tail
;
a tail in most.

This class Linnaeus divides into orders, principally resting on the

sasis of dentition. His name for the incisor teeth is Primores
;
for

the canine or cuspidate teeth, Laniarii
;
and for the back or grinding

teeth, Molares.

The orders, which are six in number, are comprised in three

sections, depending on the nature of the extremities: 1. The

Unguiculata, containing the orders Bmta, Glires, Primates, and Ferce.

2. The Ungulata, comprising the Belluce and Pecora. 3. The Mntica,

consisting of the order Cele (Whales) only.
1. The Primates consist of the genera JJomo, Simia, Lemur, and

Vespertilio. 2. The Bruta comprise the genera Elephas, Trichechus,

Bradypus, Myrmecophaya, Manis, and Dasypits. 3. Under the Ferce

are arranged the genera Phoca, Canis, Fells, Virerra, Mustela, Ursus,

Didelphit, Talpa, Sorex, and Erinaceus. 4. The Glires embrace the

;enera Hystrix, Lepm, Castor, Mus, Sciurus, and Noclilio. 5. The
Pecora comprehend the genera Camelus, Moschus, Cervus, Capra, Oi'is,

and Bos. 6. To the Belluce belong the genera Eyuus, Hippopotamus,

Sus, and Rhinoceros. 7. Under the order Cete are arranged the genera
Monodon, Balcena, Physeter, and Delphinwi.
The following Table exhibits the

geographical
distribution of the

species of Mammalia contained in the collection of the British Museum,
one of the most extensive collections in the world :

PRIMATF.S.

Simiadtp .

CMda
Lemuridtz ,

Gnleopitliccidft .

Feliila

Urridte .

Talpidif .

Macropidte
Phocidtx .

CETE.

Baltrnida

Manatidte
Halicoridtf .

Jtyteiiadtr ,

Gums.
Muridts

Ifyitricida; .

Leporldte , .

Jerboida .

Aspaiacidte .

UKGUI.ATA.

Borida; . .

llrtidypidce

Total
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the AunffiM of Mammalia, compared with UIOM of the Museum of

the Zoological Society of London and of the Senkenbergian Society
t Frankfurt (the only two Urge collection* of which, u far a* I am

aware, complete catalogue! hare been
publiahed), may be deduced

from toe following statement The number* in the two latter columns
of the Ublo are derived from Mr. Waterhouse'* '

Catalogue of the

Mammalia in the Miueum of the Zoological Society,' and iU Supple-
ment, publiahed just before the packing up of that collection in store

in 1839, and from Dr. RuppeU'a
'

Catalogue of the Mammalia in the
Mtueum of the Senkenbergian Society,' published in the summer of
1843. It U much to be regretted that there are no means of continuing
the comparison with reference to the museums of Paris, Leyden, Ber-

lin, Vienna, or Brussels; no catalogue, or even estimate, of the con-
tents of any of those collections having, to my knowledge, been given
to the world. It U almost unnecessary to add, that such a comparison
as that now given cannot be at all points perfectly correct, Mr. Water-
house or Dr. Ruppell occasionally regarding as species what in the

present catalogue are considered varieties, and the reverse ; but this

difference of opinion will be found to have very little influence on the

general results."
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About a year before the death of Linnaeus (1777) Erxleben pub-
lished his '

Systema Regni Animalis." It contained several new genera,
as for example Papio, Cercopithecus, Cebus, Callithrix (all at the expense
of the great Linnaean genus Simia), Lutra, Cavia, Gli, Spalax, Dipus,
Antilope, and Hydroch&rus, all of which are still retained; and indeed
his work, which should be in the hands of the student, seems to have
been intended aa a further development of the Linnaean system, and
of the principles contained therein.

The excellencies of the work last-mentioned are strongly contrasted
with the edition of the '

Systema Naturae
'

which Gmelin gave to the
world in 1788. It is not passing a severe judgment to characterise
it as a jumble of all that had been previously contributed to this

department of zoology, and a farrago of species heaped together,
without care, and in many instances without inquiry. The student
whose lot it may be to follow out the synonyms of the Mammalia
will perceive in what a labyrinth he gets involved as soon as he sets

to work upon the names and references which swell out the '

Systema
Naturae

' from the neat proportions which graced it when it left the
hand of Linnaeus, to the undigested and overladen mass which Gmelin
has made it.

Previous to this publication, a work of a very different character
had made its appearance. In 1780 Professor Storr published his
'
Prodromus,' which gave a direction to those employed in classifying

the Mammalia still in a great measure followed. He divided the class

into three phalanxes : the first consisting of those Mammals which
have f'-et proper for walking ; the second, of those whose feet are fin-

Bhapeil, but with distinct toes ; and the third, of those which have
true fins without any apparent toes. These phalanxes are separated
into cohorts, orders, tribes, sections, and genera; and the system is

well worthy the deep attention of the reader.

Boddaert (17t>5), in his ' Elenchus Animaliurn,' divided the Mam-
malia into two great groups, the Terrestrial and the Aquatic. In the
first (Terretlria) he placed I. The Unguiculated Mammals, divided
into two sections : . The Quadrumania ; 0. The Unguiculata, with
long claws (Sloth, Bats, Armadilloes, Pangolins,'and other Ant-Eaters).
II. The Carnivorous Mammals (Ferce). III. The Rodent Mammals
(Gliret). IV. The Ruminants. V. Ungulata not Ruminants (Hog,
Horse, Tapir, Rhinoceros, and Elephant). In the second group (Aqua-
tilia) were arranged the Hippopotamus, Beaver, Otter, Walrus, the
Seals and Dugongs, and the Manatee.
Not to detain the readerwith the anatomical system of M. Vicq.-d'Azyr,

which broke up the Mammalia into 15 classes and 38 genera, and is

seldom referred to, we proceed to notice the system of Blumenbach,
who separated the Mammalia into 9 orders. I. Bimana (Man).
II. Quadrumana (Apes, Monkeys, and Macaucos). III. Cheiroptera
(Bats). IV. Digitata, consisting of three sections, the Rodents (Gliret),
the Carnivorous (Feras), and the Edentata (Srula). V. Solidungula
(Horse, 4c.). VI. Bitcula (Ruminants). VII. Multungula (Hog, Tapir,
Elephant, Rhinoceros, &c.). VIII. Palmipeda, consisting of three
sections, namely, the Rodent Palmipedes (Gliret, Beavers), the Carni-
vorous Palmipedes (Seals, Otters), and the Edentate Palmipedes (Bruta,
Ornithorhynchui, Walruses, Dugongs). IX. The Cetacea (Whales).

In 1798 Cuvier published his Elementary Table of Animals, which
was afterwards further developed in his 'Anatomie CompareV and
the '

Rcgne AnimaL' The method of thia great zoologists bears con-
siderable resemblance in some of its parts to the ' Prodromus '

of

Storr, as Cuvier himself remarks : it is so generally adopted that we
shall presently give it in detail.

M. Desmarest (1804
'

Dictionnaire d'Histoire Naturelle"), prin-
cipally taking Cuvier and Storr for his guides, divided the Mammalia
into three great sections. I. The Unguiculated Mammalia. II. The
Hoofed Mammalia (Mammiferes a Sabots). III. The Finned Mam-
malia (Mammiferes a Nageoires), containing the orders Amphibia,
Seals, Walruses, Dugongs, &c., and Cetacea (Whales). Our limits will
not permit us to enter at length into the classification of M. Desmarest,
which should however be carefully perused by the student.

We now proceed to lay before the reader Cuvier's arrangement after
it had received the benefit of the joint labours of M. Oeoffroy and
himself, and as it finally left his hands in his last edition of the
'

Kegne Animal.'

Class Mammiferes.

Order I. Bimana. Man.
Order II. Quadi-umana. Two families. 1. Apes and Monkeys

(Simia, Linn.). 2. Macaucos (Lemur, Linn.).
Order III. Camassiers. Family 1. Cheiroptera (Bats). 2. Insectivora

(Hedgehogs. Tenrecs. Ta.pa.ia. Shrews. Myyale. ChnjsoMoris. Talpa.
Condylura. Scalops). 3. Carnivora. Tribe 1. Plantigrades. Bears
(Uru, Linn.). Raccoons (Procyon, Storr.). Panda (Ailurus,V. Cuv.).
Benturongs (Ictidet, Valenciennes). Coatis (Nasua, Storr.). Kinka-

jous or Pottos (?) (Cercolepta, Illiger). Badgers (Meles, Storr.). Glut-
tons (Oido, Storr). Ratela. Tribe 2. Digitigrades. Martins (Mustela,
I.inn.;. Skunks (Mephilii, Cuv.). Otters (Lulra, Storr). Dogs (Can'a,
Linn.). Civets ( Viverra). Genets (Gcnctta, Cuv.). Pa.radoxu.rut.
Ichneumons (fferpata, Illiger). Suricates (Rt/zcena, Illiger). Ci'ossar-

chia. Protelei. The last subdivision of the Digitigrades is composed
of the Hyenas (Hyaena, Storr), and the Cats (Fdu, Linn.), in which

last the sanguinary development is at its height. Tribe 3. Amphibia.
The Seals (Phoca, Linn.). The Walruses (Ti-ichechus, Linn.).

Order IV. Marsupialia. Subdivision 1. Opossums (Didelphis,
Linn., including Cheironectes, Illiger, and Thylacinus and Pliascogale,

Temminck). Dasyurus (Geoffroy). Perameles (Geoffrey). Subdivi-
sion 2, Pkalangista (Cuv.), including the true Phalangers (Balamtia,

Illiger) and the Flying Phalanger.s (Petaurus, Shaw
; Pkalangista,

Illiger). Subdivision 3, the Potoroos, or Kangaroo Rats (ffypsiprymnus,

Illiger). The Kangaroos (Macropus, Shaw
; Jlalmaturus, Illiger). The

Koalas (Lipurus, Goldfuss; Phascolarctos, Blainville). Pliascolomys

(Geoffroy).
Order V. Rodenlia. The Squirrels (Sciurus, Linnaeus, including

Tamia ? Illiger ; Pteromys and Cheiromys, Cuvier). The Rats (Mm,
Linnaeus, including Arclomys, Gmelin; Spermophilus, F. Cuvier). The
Souslik (Cynomyi of Rafinesque) ; Myoxtw, Gmelin ; Echimys, Geoffroy
(Lonckeres, Illiger) ; Hydromys, Geoffroy ; Capromys, Desmarest. The
Rats, properly so called (3fus, Cuv.). The Jerbilles, Gerbillus, Des-

inarest; Meriones, Illiger; Meriones, F. Cuvier. The Hamsters,
Cricetus, Cuv., and Arvicola, Lace]pede.

The Ondatras, Fisher, F. Cuv.
The Field Rats and Mice, Arvicola, Cuv., Hypudceus, Illiger. The
Lemmings, Georychus, Illiger; Otomys, F. Cuv. The Jerboas, Dipus,
Gmelin ; Helamys, F. Cuvi ; Pedetes, Illiger ; Spalax, Guldenstadt ;

Bathyergus, Illiger; Geomys, Rafinesque; Pseudostoma, Say; Axomys,
Lichtenstein ; Diplostoma, Rafinesque. The Beavers (Castor, Linn.),

Myopotamus, Commerson. The Porcupines (Hystrix, Linnaeus, includ-

ing the Ursons, Ere'tisons of F. Cuv., and the Coendous, Synetheres of

F. Cuv.). The Hares (Lepia, Linnaeus, including Lagomys Cuvier).
The Capybara, Bydrochcerus, Erxleben. The Guinea Pigs (Anosma,
F. Cuv. ; Cavia, Illiger, including Keradon, F. Cuv.). The Agoutis
(Chloromys, F. Cuv., Dasyprocta, Illiger). The Pacas (Codogenys, F.

Cuv.) ; and the Chinchillas.

Order VI. Edentata. Tribe 1. Tardigrades. The Sloths * (Bradypus,
Linnaeus, including Adieus, F. Cuv.). Tribe 2. Ordinary Edentata.

The Armadilloes (Dasypus, Linnaeus), and the sub-genus Chlamyphorus,
Harlan. The Aard-Vark (Orycteropus, Geoffroy). The Ant-Eaters

(Myrmecophaga, Linnaeus). The Pangolins (Manis, Linnaeus). Tribe 3,

The Monotremes. The Echidna, Cuv. (Tachyglossus, Illiger), and the

Ornithorhynchus, Bluraen. (Platypus, Shaw).
Order VII. Pachydermata, Family 1. Probroscidians. Elephants

(Elephas, Linnaeus) and Mastodons (Mastodon, Cuvier). Family 2,

Ordinary Pachydermata. Hippopotamus (Linn.). The Hogs (Sus,

Linnaeus, including Phascochaeres, F. Cuvier, and Dicotyles, Cuv.).

Anoplotherium (Cuv., extinct). The Rhinoceroses (Rhinoceros, Linnaeus).
The Damans (ffyra.a, Hermann). Palceotherium (Cuv., extinct).

Lophiodon (Cuv., extinct). The Tapirs (Tapir, Linnaeus). Family 3.

Solipeda. The Horses, &c. (Equus, Linn.).
Order VIII. Ruminantia. (Pecora, Linnaeus), a. No Horns. The

Camels (Camelut, Linnaeus, including the Llamas, Auchenia, Illiger).

The Musks (Moachus, Linnaeus), b. True Horus shed periodically.
The Stags or Deer (Cervus, Lnnaeus). c. Persistent Horns. The
Giraffe (CamdopardaUs, Linnaeus), d. Hollow Horns. The Antelopes
(Ait'itope). The Goats (Capra, Linnaeus). The Sheep (Ovis, Linnaeus).
The Oxen (Box, Linnaeus).
Order IX. Cetacea. Family 1. Herbivorous Cetacea. The Manatees

(Manatus, Cuvier). The Dugongs (Halicore, Illiger). R>jtina (Illiger).

Family 2. Ordinary Cetacea. The Dolphins (DelpMnus, Linn.,

including Delphinus, Cuvier, Delphinorhynchus, De Blainv.). The Por-

poises (Pkoccena, Cuv.). Delphinapterus, Lacdpede ; Hyperoodon, Lace-

pede. The Narwhals (Monodon, Linnaeus). The Cachalots (Physeter,

Linnaeus). The Whalebone Whales (Balcena, Linnaeus, including

Balanoptera, Lac^pede).

Illiger (1811), iu his ' Prodromus Systematis Mammalium et Avium,"
divided the Mammalia into 14 orders, 39 families, and 125 genera,
most of which last are characterised with great neatness. We have only
room for a mere sketch of this system, which has considerable merit :

Order I. Erecta (Man).
Order II. Pollicata. Family 2. Quadrumana (Apes and Monkeys).

Family 3. Prosimia (the Lemurs, &c.). Family 4. Macrotarsi (Tarsiers.

Galago, &c.). Family 5. Leptodactyle (Cheiromys). Family 6. Marsu-

pialia (except the Potoroos and Kangaroos).
Order III. Salientia. Family 7. Salientia (Uyysiprymnua and

Halmaturus, Potoroos and Kangaroos.)
Order IV. Prcnsiculantia. Family 8. Macropoda (Jerboas, &c.).

Family 9. Agilia (Myoxus, the Squirrels, and Pteromys). Family 10*

Murina (Marmots, Hamsters, Rats, &c.). Family 11. Ctmicularia

(Lemmings, Hypndams, &c.). Family 12. Palmipeda (Hydromys and

Beavers). Family 13. Aculeatea (Porcupines and Loncheres, or

Echimys). Family 14. Duplicidentata (Hares, &c.). Family 15. Suban-

gulata (Paca, Agoutis, Guinea-Pigs, Capybara).
Order V. Multimgulata. Family 16. Lamnunr/uia (Ifyrax, &e.);

Family 17. Proboscidea (Elephauts). Family 18. Nasicornia (Rhino-

ceroses). Family 19. Obesa (Hippopotamus). Family 20. Nasuta

(Tapirs). Family 21. Setigera (Hogs).
* It is here that Cuvier mentions the extinct genera Megatherium and

Meyahnyx, noticing however the differences, and observing that the former,
though it has a skull very like the sloths, wants the canine*, and inclines, as to

the rest of the skeleton, partly to the sloths, and partly to the ant-eaters*
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Order M.
Order VI I. BitcmU

Family 82. (Horee, Ac.).

Family 23. TyU,pod (Camels and Llama.).

Kamily SI. yVrr-ra (Giraffe). Family 25. frjutoii (D^r and Hunk.).
Family 24. Caricomia ( AnUlopes, GoaU, and Oxen).
Order VIII. Tardiynda. Family 37. Tardiynda (Sloths, tridacty-

loos and bidactyloue), Sloth-Bear, or PtaAUut,
Order IX. Eftdientie. Family 28. C,y,lt (AnnadiUow).

Family 89. Vvmitinfm* (Aard-Vark. Ant-Eaten, and Pangolins).
Order X. Rcptantia. Family 30. Jtrptmlia (Monotremei and

Pmmfknici*i, which but U no Mammal, but a Tortoise).
Order XI. Volilantia. Family 31. Dtrmoptera (OaltopiOteeui).

Family 32. Ckfirvptera (Bate).
Order XII. Palcolata. Family 33. Stbterrava (Hedgehogs,

Shrews, Moles, 4c.. Family 34. Plantignda (Kiukajou, Coatis,

Raccoon, Glutton, Badgers, and Bean). Family .15. an</inaria
(Fsanee, Dog*, Hyroa, Cats, Civets, and Suricate). Family 36.

Uracilia (Ichneumons, Skunks, Weasels, Otters).
Order XI IL Pitniptdia. Family 37. Pinniped* (Seals and

Wabw .

Order XIV. .Varan/to. Family 88. Sirenia (Manatee, Dugong, and

Kytina.) Family 39. CtU (Whalebone Whales, Narwhals, Cachalots,

Dolphin*, 4c.).

If. De Blainville (1816) divided the Mammifcres into two sub-classes,

1. The Monodelphea, containing the six order* Quadrumana, Camas-
aiers, Edentata, Kodeolia, Gravigrades, and Ongulogradeg. 2. The
Diddphee. All the order* of the Monodelphes, with the exception of
the fourth and fifth, are subdivided into the Normal and Anomalous,
and so U the sub-class of Didelphes, the Normal forms being the Car-
nMeiers and Kongeurs, and the Anomalous Echidna (for burrowing)
and OniiMorAyii<-Aiu (for swimming). M. De Blainville observes that
It may be that the i'rlaera should form a separate order or degree of

organisation ; and that the Echidna and Ornilhorhynchi may make a
distinct sub class.

In 1825 Dr. J. E. Gray published his ' Outline of an Attempt at the

Disposition of Mammalia into Tribes and Families, with a List of the
Genera apparently appertaining to each Tribe.' For the details we
mujit refer the reader to the ' Annals of Philosophy

'

(vol. xxvi), and
the '

Catalogues of the British Museum.' We present here his '

Syste-
matic List of the Genera of Mammalia.' The indented names are

synonyms of the one that precedes them.

Order I. PRIMATES.

Family 1. ffomixidte.

Jlomo, Linn.

Family 2. Simiada.

Tnglodftu, Geoff.

PMrcta, CUT.
A nlMnpMecMi, De Blainv.

:.

Po*go, L
Q. Fischer.

Gray.
Geoff

,, llliger.

, Eachsch.

StmntpMeau, F. Cuv.

Lanopyya, llliger.

fitualn. Geoff

Ptgatkrix, Geoff

CUofcu, llliger (not Dum.).
Ault, Oeoff

OintfMtemt, Baffon, ErxL, Geoff.

Oneno* Macaque, Lewon.
Maeaemt, Lac^p.

Kktrnt, Lesson.

Vtrcocdnu, Leswn (not Geoff).

/*MU, Oeoff

Jfeyw, Lesson.

CfimptAent, Blainv.

Kil'nui, Leesou, Gray.

(M<a,Leseon,Gniy.
Cfnoctfkatmt, BrUson.

OuvofMent, De BUinv.
*M. Leswrn.

lamadijat, Lesson. .

, BrUson, Oeoff
ormon, Lesson.

Family >. CMd,r.

Layotkrix, Geoff.

Oattrumaryiu, Spix.
Afyceta, llliger.

Sientor, Geoff.

AlotMta, Laodp.
Cclnti, Erxl , Cuv.

Sapagou and Sai, Lnc<!

j>.

Caliiilirix, ErxL
Sayuiinu, Lac<5p., Lesson.

Pithaciunu, Lesson.

Bruchyunu, Spix.

Chiropatn, Lesson.

Caeajao, Lesson.

PitJiecia, Deem.

Ynrkcn, Lesson.

Kyctipithcrtu, Spix.
Aoltu, llliger.

Nocthora, F. Cur.

Aot<t, Humb., Swain.

C/tiroyaUiu, Vig. and Hun-f
,

Wagler (not Ueoff.).

Jacckut, Geoff.

///fr, llliger.
''

. I.. -
!,

ArctopilAecu*, Geoff
itliris, Wagler.

, Oeoff
Lesson.

LtoHiopitluciu, Lesson.

ICsjrsHka, Mikan.

Family 4. Lemrt,ttr.

Lrm*r, I. inn.

Prutimia, Briaaon.

ProjMectu, Dennett

Macromtnu, A. Smith.

UdUsMtaS, Illiger.

Pillulemur, Lesson.

AWIJ, Geoff

StoWfw, llliger.

Arachnoctttu, Leswn.

) 1 OeoC

/. --
/

, Swain son.

ftlitcettu, lesson.

fffdictlnu, Oeoff.

, llliger.

Bnulylemmr, De Blainv.

C*caxy, Cuv.

Pcndirtiou, Bennett.

T'of/o, Bosm. (f, Lesson.

/it<?ri. Geoff.

/.iflianiitiu, llliger, Wagler.
Indru, Geoff

^roA, Jourd.

Srinnoceliut, Lesson.

(Molicnui, llliger.

Macropta, O. Fischer.

Oalayo. Cuv.

AV,,,j^A, Cuv.

tUroyoleiu,.Geoff (not Vig ).

Cfbuyale, Lesson.

Oalago, Oeoff

Myaj-iccbut, Lesson.

Micmcclnu, Geoff.

Tan'nu, Storr.

Protimia, Bodd.

Macroiarsiu, Lacep., Link.

Tartier, Cuv.

Ctphalopadita, Swainson.

Jfypticcbui, Lesson.

ificrocebut, Geoff (?)

Chciromyi (f), Cuv.
Ate-Ait, Lacop.
Daubeatonia, Geoff.

MytpMecui, Blaiuv.

Chiromyt, llliger.

Family 5. Galeopithccula:.

GaUopit/tcctu, Pallas.

OaleoUmur, Leason.

Oaleopititccui, Teunn.

Family 6. Vapertilivnida.

a. Pliyllottomina.

Stvrnii-a, Gray.
Arclibciu, Leach.

JHedatetu, Leach.

Vampynu, Geoff, Leach.

/'/ijiHottoma, Geoff, Gray.
Pleroput, Erxl.

Phylloilomui, llliger.

Carollia, Gray.
Lophattoma, D'Orbig.
Ouandira, Gray.
MacropliylluHi, Gray.
P/iyllophora, Gray.
(Xottophaga, Geoff.

MonophyUat, Leach.

Xitoura, Gray.
Diphylh, Spix.
Stenodtrma, Geoff.

Endostoma, D'Orbig.
Bruchyphylla, Gray.
Detmodiu, Pr. Max.

iVacrodu, Gray (not Leacli).

fikino/nma, Geoff

Phyllottvmta, llliger.

Laria, Gray.

o. Rhinolophina.

.Iritctu, Gray.
Ittiophoriu, Gray (not Cuv.).

Rhinnlophtu, Geoff.

Noctitio, Bechst., Kuhl.

//ipporiderot, Gray.
I'hj/llurhina, lioimp.

4*c#ici, Gray.

c. rapcrtiliontna.

Nycttrit, Geoff.

Petalia, Gray.
XytnjJiilut, Leach.

liarlxutettut, Gray.
BarkutcUut, Gray.

Syiiodu, Blasius.

PUeotut, Geoff.

MacrotMi, Leach.

Romiria, Gray.
rpfr<iiio, Linn.

Trilitliliu, Gray.
Myotii, Gray.

Gray.
Furia, F. Cuv. (not Linn.),

Ftaiptenu, Bonap.
Natal**, Gray.
Minloptenu, Bonap.
CVi/mccmtu, Bonap.
Scolophilut, Leach.

Vetpenu and Taperuyo,

KcysL and Itlasius.

Nydaltu, Bowditcb, Lesson.

.Yortu/inio, Gray.
Fep<m^o, part, Keys!, and
Blasius.

Laiiunu, lUfin., Gray.
Alalapha, Ksfin.

Nycticeyx, Wagler.
Mttrinia, Gray.
//n,-/iincephalia. Gray.
.\ycticejtt, (?), HaBn.

llypexodo* (f), Kafin.

Taphozotu, Geoff

Saccopteryx, llliger.

Suceolaiuiut, Kubl.

.Vorti/to, Linn., Cuv.

Cf/<rno, Leach.

Pteroput, ErxL

ProboKidea, Spix.

OaUronycterit, Gray.
I'mballonura, Kuhl., Teuim.

Umcrypliu, Temui.

^ft'Uo, Leach.

JUona, Gray.
Myttacina, Gray.
Ckilonycterit, Gray.

Lobosloma, GundL
Phyllodiaj Gray.
Mormoops, Leach (not F. Cuv.).

Center-io, Gray.
Diditlurui, Pr. Max.

Pleronottu, Gray.
Cheiromelet, Horsf.

Nyclinomut, Geoff

Dytopes, part, Temm.
Thyroptera, Spix.

Thyropterui, Bonap.
Molostut, Geoff

Dysopa, llliger (not F. Cuv.).

Dinopt, Savi.

Tarrfari'na, Blainv.

Mijopteru, Geoff.

JHyvpUnu, Lesson.

Jtfo/)(f), 'F. Cuv.,' Lesson.-

. Pleropina.

Pteroptu, Brisson (not Bechst.).

Spectrum, Lacdp.
Eleutittrnra., Gray.

/Jturus, Bennett.

Xantharpyia, Gray,
IM, F. Cuv.

J'"<-fty.-<'nnfi, I. Geoff.

L Trillin.

ilacroylvenu, F. Cuv.

MarrniftoMa, Lesson,

//(((//.via, llliger.
(
'r/'/Kilatet, Oeoff.

Oclatiniu, Lesson (?).

Cephalote*, Geoff, F. Cuv.

J/o/mlcrma, Geoff.

JcoWon, Jourdan.

Order II. FKRJS.

*
Normales.

Family 1. Fe/i(/r.

A. Sanyuinaria.

a. Felina.

Leo, Leach, Gray.
7V0TM, Qrfty.

Lcopardui, Gry.
/uma, Jardine.

/U'*, Linn.

Callus, BrissOD, Lesson,

C7iM, Gray.
C'arocoia, Gray.
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Lyncut, Gray.
Lync/ms, Jardiue.

Lynx, Swaina.

Gueparda, Gray.
Cynailums, Wagler.
Cffi>

f
tfc[i#, Lesson.

Guepardus, Duvern.

b. UJMMIM,
Jfycetut, Brisson.

Crocuta, Gray.

Crocoita, Wfigler.

B. Necrop/taya.

i, I. Geoff.

Geocyon, Wagler.
Yiverra, Linn., Gray.

Ciretta, Geoff.

Virerricula, Hodgson.
L'HKtng, Miiller.

Prionodon, Horsf. (not Cuv.).

/'riniiodmiies, Lesaon.

Geattta, Cuv., Gray.
', I. Geoff.

Galirtit, Geoff, (not Bell).

Galidicti*, I. Geoff.

Ratsarig, Licht.

Mtmgot, Ogilby.

Atylax, F. Cuv.

Ichneitmia, I. Geoff.

Latiopiu, I. Geoff.

Una, Hodgson.
Mctobema, Hodgson.

Herpettei, Illiger.

Afangiuta, Olivier.

Ichneumon, Lacep., Geoff.

Martes, Wagler (uot Cuv.).

Cynictlt, Ogilby.

Cynopitt, I. Geoff.

Crostarchia, F. Cuv.

Rkyztena /3, Wagler.
Suricata, Desm.

Rysana, Illiger.

Hcmigalca, Jourd.

Nanoinia, Gray.
Arctictit, Temm.

Ictida, Valenc.

Paguma, Gray.
Ambliodon, Jourd.

faradoxurut, F. Cuv.

Platytck'wta, Otto.

Cynogale, Gray.
PulamophUiu, Miiller, Temm.
Lamictii, Blainv.

Cryptoprocta (?), Bennett.

KiijJcrci (?), Doyere.

d. Camilla.

Cilon, Hodgson.
Primcnta, Lesson.

Cam'', Linn.

/,/, Swains.

Lycaon, Lesron.

Sacaliti, H. Smith.
<>.' >Wiut, Hodgson.
Yulpicanii, Blainv.

Valpei, Ray.
o/,,/imus, O. Fischer.

lf"i'ilolit, Illiger.

Galayo, Desm.

Penntmt, Desm., Child.

Nyctertuta, Temm.
Otoryon, Licht.

.Weyiilotii, H. Smith.

Lycaon, Brooki.

Cynltyaina, F. Cuv.

e.

i, Cuv.

Putorluji, Cuv.

I'niiiriiu, Keys, and Bias.

W "'if/a, Linn.

1'iiinritu, part, Cuv.

'/", Gray.
Viton, Gray.
/ 'Ha, Gray.
Oalera, Brown.

Eraria, Lund.
'riionia, Gray.
Galictis, BeU (not I. Geoff.).

Hum, I. Geoff.

Eraria, Lund.

Mettivora, Storr, F. Cuv.

Urms, Shaw.
RateI us, Gray.
Ursitaxia, Hodgson.

Gulo, Storr.

Helictis, Gray.
Mdoyali, I. Geoff.

Mephitis, Cuv.

Chinchia, Gray, Lesson.

Marputius, Gray.
Thiwmus, part, Licht.

Conepatus, Gray.
T/tioimus, part, Licht.

Mydaus, F. Cuv.

Mephitis, Desm.

Arctonyx,, Cuv.

Afelcs, Brisaon.

Taxia, Cuv.

Taxidea, Waterh.

Mde, Sabine,
Lalaxina, Gray.

Latax, Gray (uot Gloger).

Lontra, Gray.
Saricoria, Lesson.

Lutra, Linn.

Aonyx, Lesson.

Aonix, Lesson.

Leptvmijc, Lesson.

Pteronura, Gray.
Pteronurw, Lesson.

Enhydra, Fleming.
Enhydrii, Fischer,

Piua, Oken.

Latax, Gloger (not Gray).

Family 2. Uriida.

a. Unina.

Urtus, Linn.

Danix, Gray.
Htlarctm, Horsf.

Mdurtm, Meyer.
Prochilw, Illiger.

Chondrorhymjuu, G. Fischer.

Tltalantos, Gray.
Thalaaarctoi, Wiegm.

b. Procyonina.

Procyon, Storr.

Lotor, Tiedem.

Qamptiurut, Link.

Nasua, Storr.

Coati, Lacdp.

Campfiurus, Link.

c. Cercoleptina.

Cercolepta, 111., Desm.

Jfintajou, Lacdp.
Potos, Cuv., Geoff.

Caudivolvulia, Dum., Tiedem.

Lemur, Penn.

Urstia, Linn.

Campsiurui, Link.

d. Ailnrlna.

AilurnifV. Cuv.

** Abnormales.
4

Family 3. Talpidie.

* fotiorei.

a. Talpina.

Talpa, Linn.

Jfylomyi, Temm.

4. CfiryiocNhrina.

Scalops, Cuv.

Tulpaiorex, Lesson (not Schiuz).

(JlartyoMorii, Cuv.

vlopa&u;, Wagl. (not Oliv.).

Aitromyctei, Harris.

XJiinatter, Wagler.
Cvndylura, Illiger.

Talpasorex, Schinz. (not Lesson),

** Ambulatores.

c. Tutpaina.

Tupaia, Raffles.

Cladobates, F. Cuv.

Sorexglis, Diard.

Glisorez, Desmar.

Hylogale, Temm., Wagler.

d. Erinacina.

Macroscelides, A Smith.

Rhinmnyi, Licht.

Sorex, Linn.

Pachyura, Selys.

Crocidna-a, Wagler.
Sunctis, Ehrenb.

Myosorex, Gray.
Corsira, Gray.
Amphworex (No. 1), Duvern.

Blaria, Gray.
JSlarina, Lesson.

Otvsorex (!), Dekay.
Crossopus, Wagler.

Hydrosorex, Nath. Duveru.

Pinalia, Gray.
Solenodonta, Brant.

Solenodon, Lesaon.

Myngalca, Fischer.

Hfyyale, Cuv. (not Fab.).

Caprioa a, Wagler.
Golcmya, Wagler.

Mygolina, I. Geoff.

Caprioi ft, Wagler.
Gymnura, Raffles, Lesson.

Echinosonx, De Blainv.

Echinops (?), Martin.

Erinaceus, Linn.

e. Centetina.

Cenletes, Illger.

Centenet. Deam.

Setifer, Cuv.

Tenrec, Lrcdp.
Ericulia, I. Geoff.

Family 4. Macropida.

a. Plutlangiitiaa.

Acrobales, Desm.

Pkalany'wta /3, Wagler.
Petaunu, Shaw, F. Cuv.

Phalangiila, Illiger.

Pha.la.nger, Lacup.
PlUotut, G. Fischer.

11. 1 films. Waterh.

Petauriita, Desm.

Sfhoinobales, Lesson.

Cusctu, Lacep., Lesaon.

Coescoei, Dum.
Ailwopi, Wagler.
Ceonyx, Temm.
Sipalue, G. Fischer.

Pithechier (?), F. Cuv.

Hepoona, White, Gray.
Pscudocheiru*, Ogilby.
Tricltosunw, Lesson.

flenos, Jourd.

Dromicia, Gray.
Phalanyuta, Cuv.

Balantia, Illiger.

Tarripti, Gervais, Gray.
Phascolarctoi, De Blainv.

Koala, Cuv.

Wombat, Knox.

Lipurus, Goltlf.

Morudactylus, Goldf.

4. Macroplnu,.

DcndroUgw, Temm.
Marropus, Shaw.

Knnyarut, Lacdp.
llalmaturiu, Illiger.

Onidioyalea, Gray.
Halmaturus, Illiger (?),

F. Cuv.

Tliylogale, Gray.
Setonix, Lesson.

Osphranter, Gould.

Petrogale, Gray.
Helcnpui, JourJ.

Hctlonyia, Gray.

Pelandor, Gray.
Conoyces, Lesson.

ffypsiprymnus, Illiger.

Potorous, Deam.

Lagorchestes, Gould.

Phascolomys, GeoiF., Illiger.

Wombatus, Geoff.

Amblolis, Illiger.

c. Pcramelina.

Pcmmeles, Geoff.

Tliylacis, Illiger, Wagler.
Jsoodon, Geoff.

Eclti/mipera, Lesson.

Pcriyalea, Gray.
Chai-opia, Ogilby (?), Gray.

d. Dasyiirina.

Pcracyon, Gray.
Thylacinus, part, Temm.
Lycaon, Wagler (not Less.).

Diabolw, Gray.
Sarcophilus, F. Cuv.

Thylacinw, part, Temm.
urui, Geoff., Temm.

Phasmgale, Temm.
Antechinus, M'Leay.

Pliascoijale, part, Waterh.

Jfynnecobius, Waterh.

e. Didelphina.

Didelphit, Linn.

Philander, Brisson.

Micoureus, Lesson (?).

Tliylamys, Gray.
Peramys, Lesson

(?).

Chironfctes, Illig.

Family 5. Phocida;.

a. Stenorynchina.

Pelagltis, F. Cuv.

Stenorhynchus, F. Cuv.

Leptonyx, Gray.

b. Pkocina.

Phoca, Linn.

Calocephalus, part, F. Cuv.

Calocephalus, part, F. Cuv.

c. Trichecina.

ffaliciiaerui, Hornsch., Nilson.

Trichecus, Linn.

Odobenui, Brisson.

Rosmarus, Scopoli.

d. Cijstophoi-ina.

Cystophora, Nilson.

Slemmatopua, F. Cuv.

.Worunga, Gray.
Macrorhlnus, F. Cuv.

Rldnophoca, Wagler.

e. Otariarina.

Otaria, Pdron.

Otuci, G. Fischer.

Platyrhynchus, F. Cuv.

Antocephalus, F. Cuv.

Order III. CETE (Liun.).
*

Cete.

Family 1. Balanidu;.

Baliena, Linn., Lacdp.
liala-noplera, Lacep.

Myslicetta, Wagler.
Catodon, Lacdp.

Physalus, Lacdp.

Phyteter, Linn.

, Brisaou.

Family 2. Dclptuuidie.

Delphinus, Linn.

Tunio, Gray.
Ddphinurkynchus, Lacdp.
Bduga, Gray.
Phonena, Cuv., Gray.
Grampus, Gray.
. Globiocepkalus, Lesson.

Cetui, Wagler.
Gray.
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ZMJkiM^ -.Ucrfp.
Vagler.

/.<j. D'Orbign.
Tra. Wagler.'

,DeUUinr.
, Gray, Wa^r.

JVoMfM, Fab.. Linn, (not Sw.).

Ctratodo*. Brias., Illig.

,

A'onAWiu. Laeop.

ffrrW... Udp.
fVuMMllM. Illig.
N .;..
^/o. Lon.

jMBMmu, Lao^p.
Epiodun (1). lUtin.

Oryptcnu (fi, Rafin.

&'mta.

Family 3. ifanaiiJ<r.

Hanoi**, Rondel, G. Cur.
7ViVAriu. Linn.

Manatl, Bodd.

Family 4. llalicorida.

Malicort. Illig.

.

'

J>mgvtg<u, Tiedem.

D*yo*3, Lac^p.

Family 5. Kyiinada.

Rytina. Illig.

AcOenu, F. Cur.

l/ydrodamalu, Retx.

Order IV. GLTBU.

Family 1. iluridir.

a. Murina.

Aamtkomyi, Gray.

J<Mty(, L Geoff., Ms*.

JomMoaiyt, part, Leaton.

Linn.

yt, Selys.

Bapmmm, Waterh.

Pkyilolit, Waterh.

Scptcromfi. Waterh.

Valomyt, Waterb.

El-fmodontia, F. Cur.

ffaotia. Gray.

KStf-^-ray.

OWmdo, Gray.

u, Brandt
, Leon.

Oxy**r(rnu, Waterh.

(WMtomy.. Waterh.

,
A. Smith.

Uapalrtu, Licht

Otmilunu,

fwyM&Mttf

Ugilby.
LMMU.
IV. Mas.

Ptammoutyt, Rupp. (not Lcconte.)

Mtrioma, F. Cur.

Jc*l<u, Wacler.

Eniyolu, Brandt

Otoy, F. CUT.

Otowy., A. Smith (not F. Cor.).
Somite*. Say and Ord.

AWcMM,8i.y.
.Gray.

XtMndon. W.terh.

lmc*te,Uo<p.

Hypmdtrui, Illigrr.

Brackytnu, Q. Kiacher.
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e. Cenina.

Muntjacus, Gray.
Stylocerus, H. Smith.

Cerculus, De Blainv.

Prox, Ogilby.
Coassus, Gray.

Subula, H. Smith, Lesson.

Cariacus, Gray.
Mamma, H. Smith (not Rafin.).

Capreolm, Brisson, Gray,H. Smith

(not Ogilby).

Caprea, Ogilby.
Cervug, Linn,

Kliiphtu, H. Smith.

Axis, H. Smith, Ogilby.
Kitsa, H. Smith, Hodgson.

Rucemus, Hodgson.
Jlippelapkus, Gray.

Peudocervus, Hodgson.
Panolia, Gray.
Dama, Gray, H. Smith (not

Bennett).

Ibmr/ifer, H. Smith.

', Gray, Ogilby.
: II. Smith, Ogilby.

Family 2.

Equtu, Linn., Gray.
Asimu, Gray.

** Belliue ai,d Bruia, Linn.

Family 3. Elepli'nit'i<l:r.

". Kit ill" * iiiini.

Elephai, Linn.

Loxodonta, F. Cuv.

6. Tapirina.

Tapinti, Brisaon,

Tapir, Zimmerman.
Khinofhcerus, Wagler.

c. Suina.

Sia, Linn., F. CUT.

Babirussa, F. Cuv.

Porcu, Wagler.
Suclcoteirut (?), Shaw.

Koiropolamta, Gray.
Phafcochotrui, Cuv.

Eureodon, G. Fischer.

Dicolylei, Cuv.

w, G. Fischer.

rf. Rhinocerina,

Rhinoceros, Linn.

Hyrax, Henn.

Lipura, Illiger.

Cavia, Pallas.

e. Hippopotamina.

Hippopotamus, Linn.

Family 4. Dasypidce.

a. Manina.

Manig, Linn.

Pamphractus, Illiger.

Pholidotus, Brissou.

Pangolinus, Raf.

Phatigintu, Raf.

J. Dasypina.

Datypiu, Linn.

Tolypeutes, Illiger.

Cataphracta, Storr.

Daaypui, Linn., F. Cuv.

Armadillo, Brisson.

Tatunia, F. Cuv.

Euphractm, Wagler.
Xenurus, Wagler.
Priodontes, F. Cuv.

Prlonodon, Gray (not Horsf.).

Chttoniscus, Wagler.
Chlamyphnrus, Harlan.

c. Oryrteropina.

Orycteropua, Geoff.

d. Myrmecophagina.

Myrmecophaga, Linn., Gray.
Tamandua, Gray, F. Cuv.

Uroleptei, Wagler.

Cydothwu, Gray.

Myrmydon, Wagler.

Didactylit, F. Cuv.

e. Ornithorhynclint".

Platypus, Shaw.

Ornithorhynchui, Blum.

Dtrmipe*, Wiegm.
Echidna, Cuv.

Tacliyyloiiui, Illiger.

Family 5.

Cholceptu, Illiger.

Bradypus, F. Cuv.

Bradyput, Linn., Illiger.

Tardiyradus, Brisson.

Arctopitheciu, Gesner.

Achaia, F. Cuv.

Mr. Swainson, who does not admit Man into the zoological circle for

reasons stated in his ' Natural History and Classification of Quadrupeds'
(1836), gives in the third part of his book an arrangement of ' the Class

Mammalia, according to its natural affinities.' He makes the Quad-
rumana, the first order, consist of the following families : \,Simiadee.

2, Cebida. 3, Lemurida. 4, Veipertilionidff, consisting of Dr. Gray's
sub-families Rhinolophina, Pkylloitomina, Pteropina, Noctiltonina, and

Venpertilionina.
The second order, Fere?, includes the families 1, Felida. 2, Mas-

telida, consisting of the sub-families Viverince ( Viverrina), Mvxtdinas,
and Urrinn. 3, DidelpTiida (Opossums). 4, Soretida. 5, Phocidee.

The third order, Cetarea, comprehends the families 1, >V,Y /,/'</

(Herbivorous Cetacea). 1, Cete, with the sub-families Delphirwe and
Battfninai (?).

The fourth order, Ungitlata, embraces Tribe 1, Pachydermea.
Tribe 2, A noplotheres. Tribe 3, Edentate*, including the Monotremes.
Tribe 4, Rinninn.nte (comprehending the families 1, Honda. 2,

Antilopiflir. 3, C'em'tlte. 4, Motchidce. 5, Camelopard<e). Tribe 5,

Snlipeda.
The fifth order, Glim, consists of Division 1, Glirea proper, with

clavicles. Division 2, Clavicles rudimentary or none.

Immediately following the genus Cariti and its sub-genera we find

the '

Marsupial Rwlentia, situation uncertain ;' and next to them the

family
'

Afartnpidtc' (Herbivorous Marsupials), formed of the genera
Htilmatiifiu, BfptmrfauHU, and P/<'ilri>iglxtri, thd latter with two

sub-genera, Petaaritta and Peltmrits.

The works of Buffon can hardly be said to present any principle of
classification as applicable to the Mammalia. Pennant indeed gives
what he calls a systematic index of the genera, species, and varieties,
and divides th Quadrupeds into two grand divisions (the first without
a name, and including: !, Horse; 2, Ox; 3, Sheep; 4, Goat; 5,

Giraffe; 6, Antelope; 7, Deer; 8, Musk ; 9, Camel ; 10, Hog; 11,

Rhinoceros; 12, Ilippopotame; 13, Tapir; 1 4, Elephant, ai generic

appellations : and the second grand division, with the name of Digi"
tated Quadrupeds, including the genera (Section 1) 15, Ape; 16>

Macaueo; (Section 2) 17, Dog; 18, Hyjena ; 19, Cat; 20, Bear;
21, Badger; 22, Opossum ; 23, Weasel; 24, Otter; (Section 3) 25,

Cavy; 26, Hare; 27, Beaver; 28, Porcupine; 29, Marmot; 30,

Squirrel; 31, Jerboa; 32, Rat; 33, Shrew; 34, Mole; 35, Hedgehog;
36, Sloth; 37, Armadillo ; 38, Mauis

; 39, Ant-Eater; 40, Walrus;
41, Seal; 42, Manati; 43, Bat); but this catalogue can hardly be
called systematic. In his later editions he formed his catalogue into

a more complete
'

Method,' with four grand divisions: 1, Hoofed

Quadrupeds; 2, Digitated; 3, Pinnated; 4, Winged; but his work
will always be consulted more for the natural history of the '

Quad-
rupeds

'

there treated of than for their arrangement.
For further information the reader must consult the works of

Pallas, Allamand, Schreber, Shaw, Marcgrave, Catesby, Hernandez,
D'Azara, Sonnerat, Steller, Sparrman, Le Vaillant, Bruce, Barrow,
Burchell, Humboldt, Peron, Lesueur, Fischer, Lesson, Riippell, Smith,
Richardson, Bennett, Bell, Owen, Ogilby, Sykes, Darwin, and a host of

others, who have enriched the subject by their writings or the obser-

vations which they have made in their travels.

MAMMARY GLANDS, LACTEAL GLANDS, or MAMMAE, are

organs of considerable interest from their occurring ouly in that

important class of animals to which they give a name [MAMMALIA],
and whose greatest peculiarity is that, while young, their food is the
milk secreted by the mammary gland of their mother.
The number of mammary glands varies in different animals. They

are composed of ramified ducts which open on the surface of a nipple
or teat by a very minute orifice. In some animals, as ruminants,
there is but one orifice at the extremity of each nipple < in others, and
in man, there are several. Each orifice leads into a fine canal, which
however soon dilates, and ramifies with irregular and tortuous branches
in the substance of the breast or udder. Each branch has either a

simple closed extremity or terminates in a minute cellule, and nume-
rous capillary blood-vessels ramify on their walls and secrete the
milk into them. When the mouth of the young animal, by the action
of sucking, produces a partial vacuum over the nipple, the weight of
the surrounding medium presses lightly and equally upon the surface
of the breast or udder, and propels the milk from the ducts in minute
and gentle streams.

With respect to their structure, the lacteal glands, in all essential

particulars completely correspond with the larger racemose glands,
for instance, the parotid and the pancreas. Each gland consists of 15,

24, or more irregular flattened lobes, \" to 1" wide, with a rounded,
angular outline, which, although their cavities are quite distinct from
each other, eannot externally always be definitely separated. Each- is

composed of a certain number of smaller and smallest lobules, and
these lastly of gland-vesicles. The latter are rounded or pyriform,
0'05'" 0'07'" in size, with a distinct construction between them and
the smallest excretory duct, as for instance in the small mucous
glands, and as everywhere else are formed of a structureless membrane
and tesselated epithelium, which at the time of lactation undergoes
peculiar metamorphoses. All these glandular elements are surrounded

by dense white connective tissue, particularly abundant between the

gland vesicles and smaller lobules, and are united into a compact large

glandular mass, which is ultimately covered by a quantity of adipose
tissue, or in part by the skin. The lacteal glands are properly
speaking not simple glands, but like the lachrymal, aggregations of
these. From each glandular lobfi by the coalescence of the excretory
ducts of the smaller and larger lobules, there ultimately proceeds a
shorter or longer duct, 1'" 2'" in diameter, the lacteal duct or
canal (ductus lactiferus or galactophorus), which 'running towards
the nipple dilates beneath the areola into an elongated sacculus,
2"' 4'" wide, the lacteal sac or receptacle (sacculus or sinus lacti

ferus), afterwards coutracting to 1'" or J'" it bends round into the

nipple, and ultimately opens at its apex, in an independent orifice,

not, more than J'"
'"

in diameter, between the papilla; that exist

in that situation. All these excretory ducts, besides an epithelium,
which in the largest of them presents cylindrical cells 0'006'" O'OOl'"

long, and in the finer ramifications rounded polygonal smaller cells,

and a homogeneous layer beneath them, also possess a white dense
fibrous membrane longitudinally plicated in the larger canals, in which
hitherto no muscular fibres have been discovered, nothing but a

nucleated longitudinally fibrous connective tissue, with fine elastic

fibres. Heule however more recently thinks that he has noticed

longitudinal muscles in the lacteal ducts ; not those of the nipple, but
more deeply within the gland.
The nipple (mamilla) and the areola present numerous smooth

muscles to which the contractibility of those parts is owing. The
bloodvessels of the lacteal glands are numerous, and surround
the gland'Vesicles with a rather close plexus of capillaries. The
veins in the areola constitute a circle which is not always quite

complete. The lymphatics are equally abundant in the skin covering
the gland, whilst in the gland itself they have not yet been demon-
strated. The nerves of the skin covering the mamma are derived from
the supraclavicular nerves, and the cutaneous branches of the second,

third, and fourth intercostals. In the interior of the gland no other
nerves can be traced than a few fme twigs accompanying the vessels,
whose termination is unknown.
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The lacteal gland in it* development follow, the same course u
UM other cutaneous glands, and i, according to I-angcr, originally

nothing but *oli<l papillary projection of the mucous Uycr of

UM e|*lrrmi.. which U inverted by a layer of denser dermal

tusoe. In UM aixUi to UM MTtnth month it throw* out a certain

Dumber of bud*, and in this way aruw the Brut rudiment* of the

mhetquent lobe*. TbtM arr, at first, nothing but minute pyri-

form or Baak-ahaped propane* of the common rudiment of the

gland, which do not separate from each other until towards the

cod of forta! life, at which time they open externally; whilst at the

nine time rounded or elongated buds begin to
appear

at their end*,

which at thi* time are also aolid. At the period of birth the gland
measure* from 14'" 4", and already distinctly exhibit* a certain

number (IS IS) of divisions, of which the internal still approximate.
The rudimentary papilla* in fact have either simple flask-like rude, or

terminate in two or three sinuoaitie* ; whilst the others are in con-

nection with a greater number. The excretory duct of each of these

rudimentary lobule*, which i* either simple or possesses two or three

branches, i* composed of a 6l>rous membrane of immature nucleated

conuectire tiaaue, and an epithelium of small cylindrical cells, and ia

manifestly hollow ; whilst the dilated ends, which cannot in this cose,

any more than in other glands in the process of development, at this

time be termed terminal vesicle*, are still solid
; being wholly com-

posed, beaidea the fibrous tunic continued upon them, from the ducU
of minute nucleated cell*. From this very simple form the latter one

U thus developed ; by the long-continued germination of the primary
and subsequently-formed clavate ends, and their simultaneous.exca-

ration, a much-branched duct, beset in iU onsets with whole groups
of hollow gland-vesicles, is at last formed.

At the commencement of pregnancy the mammary glnnd, which up
to the period of puberty had been but little developed, enlarge* ;

its

increaM of ize keep* pace with the progress of gestation, and before

it* termination a thin serous milky fluid begins to be secreted.

Directly after parturition the quantity of milk increases, and it

become* more thick and rich, combining in itself all the best prin-

ciple* for the nourishment of the young animal. It continues to

flow for a length of time proportioned to the age at which the

young animal can >eek its own food, and then gradually sub-

aiding, the gland decreases to the came size which it hod before

The Milk, the secretion of the mammary glands, consists of a fluid,

the milk-plasma, and innumerable spherical opaque corpuscles, with

the brilliant aspect of fat-drops suspended in it These corpuscle*
the milk-globules vary in size from immeasurable minuteness up to

0-001"' 0-002'", and more, and most probably do not consist of the

fatty part of the milk alone, but have aim a delicate investment of

casein, and it i* to them that the whiteness of the milk is owing.
Will. re*pect to the formation of the milk, it i* to be remarked that,

except at the periods of lactation and pregnancy, the glands contain

nothing but a small quantity of yellowish viscid mucous, with a certain

number of epithelial cells, and arc lined up to their extremities by an

epithelium, which in that situation i* teaselated, but externally is more

cylindrical. With conception this state of things is altered. The cells

of the gland-vesicles begin to develop, at first a little, and subse-

quently more and more fatty matter within them, and to enlarge, so

a* to fill the terminal vesicle*. To this is added, before the end of

pregnancy, a new formation of fat, containing cells in them, by which
UM older cells are forced into lactiferous ducts, which they gradually
fill. Thus it happen*, that although a true secretion is not at that

time set up, (till in the latter half of pregnancy a few drop* of fluid

may be expressed from the gland, which, a* is shown by it* yellow
colour, i* not milk, but nevertheless contain* a certain number of fat-

giobulc* from UM more or les* disintegrated fatty cells, exactly resem-

bling UM subsequent milk-globule*, and also contain* such cell* either

with or without a tunic, UM so-termed colostrum corpuscle*. On the

commencement of lactation after
parturition

the cell-formation iu the

gland-VMtcle* proceed* with exceaaive energy, in consequence of which
UM accretion collected in the lactiferous duct* and glaud-veiicle* i

evacuated a* UM colostrum or immature milk, the true milk taking
it* place. The Utter in the extremities of the gland consist* only of

some fluid and cells entirely filled with fat-globulw, which sometimes

occupy UM gland-veaicle* alone, sometime* associated with pale

epithelial cells, which however always contain more or lea* fat, and'

originate either in a free* cell-formation or from epithelial cells, in a

way analogous to tl.at in which the cutaneous sebaceous matter is

formed, by their continued multiplication. These cell*, which Kiillikcr

designate* a* milk-cell*, break up so soon a* they reach the lactr

duet* into their element*, the milk-globule*, the membrane, and for

UM Boat part al*o the nucleus, disappearing without a vestige being
left, eo that the milk when accreted usually present* no indication of
it* mode of origin. At most there occur in it a very few larger or
smaller aggregation* of milk globule*, which from their similarity to
thoce met with in the colostrum may likewise be termed colostrum

eorpoKles. The secretion cf the milk therefore depend* essentially

upon a formation of fluid and fat containing cells in the gland-vesicle*,
aod consequently falls into the category of those secretions into the

competition of which morphological element* enter
;
above all to the

fatty, secretions, such u the cutaneous sebaceous matter, in which cells

of a precisely similar kind occur to those met with in the glsml-vcaiclc*
of the lacteal gland* and in the colostrum.

( KI. Hiker, Manual of Human Hittology.)

MAMMKA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

liutlifinr. It has two deciduous equal sepals ; 4 or 6 petal*, coriaceous,
somewhat equal, and deciduous; stamens distinct, or slightly united
at the base, indefinite, deciduous ; filaments short ; anthers adnate,
2-celled, opening longitudinally ; ovary 4-celled ; ovule solitary, erect ;

style short; itipma 4-lobed, with emarginate lobes ; fruit pointed by
the remain* of the style, with a hard put&inen and fleshy rind ; 4- or

by abortion 2- or 3 celled ; seeds thick and large.
M. Atntricana, or the American Mammee-tree, the only species of

this genus, forms a handsome tree with a spreading elegant head,
which is compared with that of a Magnolia. The Sower* are odorifer-

ous, and employed as an aromatic addition to liqueurs called Eau and
Crfiine des Creole* in some of the West India Islands. The fruit i*

large and ho* a double rind, of which the outer is thick and leathery ;

the inner one is thin and bitter, and contain* the pulp closely adher-

ing to it, which is of a yellow apricot-colour, whence it it sometimes
called Abricot de Saint Domingue. This pulp ha* a pleasant but

peculiar taste with an aromatic smell ; it may be eaten raw, or cut
in slices, with wine or sugar ;

or cooked, which deprive* it of its

gummy portion. It U also preserved in wine sweetened with sugar,
or iu brandy. (Labat) The fruit is considered nourishing and
pectoral, and is much esteemed in America. The bark abounds in a

strong resinous gum, used by the negroes for extracting chigoes from
their I'eet. A bath of the bark renders the sole* of the feet like

Mangrove bark. Attempt* have been made to cultivate it in stove*
iu this country. According to Sweet, it grows freely in sandy loam ;

and ripened cuttings, with the leaves not shortened, root in sand under
a hand-glass in heat.

MAMMKLLI'PORA. Bronn proposes thi* name instead of Lymno-
rea, Lam., for a genus of Fossil Zoophyta, analogous to Alcyoniuia.
[LYMNOHEA.]
MAMMOTH, a term employed to designate the Fossil Elephant*.

The name has been erroneously applied sometimes to the Mastodon.

[Er.KI'HANT.]

.MAX, the highest being in the animal series. Although attempts
have been often mode to establish a close affinity between man and
the highest forma of Mammalia, the most recent writer* on the
structure of the higher forms of animals are inclined to place him
not only as a species and genus distinct from all other?, but as occupy-
ing a position of ordinal value. Thus Professor Owen nays,

" Man is

the sole specie* of his genus, the sole representative of his order."
The study of man may be pursued under three different beads.

Thus we may examine the structure of the organ* of his body nnd
the functions they perform, and this constitutes the sciences of Human
Anatomy and Physiology. We may also compare his structure with
that of the lower animals from a zoological point of view, using our
anatomical and physiological knowledge for this purpose. This is

called the science of Anthropology. In the third place we may study
him in his relations to himself, and consider the varieties he presents.
This constitute* the science of Ethnology. All these departments of
science are contemplated in the natural history of man.

In this work the anatomy and physiology of man are treated under
the various separate heads of the organs and functions of man. In the

present article we address ourselves to the principal features of the
sciences of Anthropology and Ethnology. The following apothegms
by Dr. Robert Gordon Latham, to whom the science of ethnology
i* .deeply indebted, will present to the reader a view of the object
and range of these science* :

1. The natural history of man is chiefly divided between, two sub-

jects Anthropology and Ethnology.
2. Anthropology determines the relations of man to the other

iliimmalia.

3. Ethnology the relations of the different varieties of mankind
to each other.

4. Anthropology is more immediately connected with zoology ;

ethnology with history.
5. Whilst history represents the actions of men as determined by

moral, ethnology ascertains the effects of physical influences.

(i. History collects it* facts from testimony, and ethnology doe*
the same; but ethnology dealt with problems upon which history
is -ili-iit, by arguing backwards, from effect to cause.

1. This throws the arena of the ethnologist into an earlier

period of the world's history than that of the proper historian.

8. It is the method of arguing from effect to cause which

gives to ethnology its scientific in opposition to its literary aspect ;

placing it, thereby, in the same category with geology, as a pattoon-

tological science. Hence it is the science of a method a method by
which inference does the work of testimony. Furthermore, ethnology
is history in respect to its results

; geology in respect to its method.
And in the same way that geology has it* zoological, physiological,
and such other aspects as constitute it a mixed science, ethnology has
them also.

9. The chief ethnological problems are those connected with

1, the unity; 2, the geographical origin; 3, the antiquity; 4, the
future destination upon earth of man.
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10. Ethnological facts are physical or moral physical, as when we
determine a class from the colour of the skin ; moral, as when we
determine one from the purity or impurity of the habits.

11. Moral characteristics are either philological (that is, connected
with the language), or non-philological (that is, not so connected).

12. A protoplast is an organised individual, capable (either singly
or aa one of a pair) of propagating individuals ; itself having been

propagated by no such previous individual or pair.
13. Hence, a species is a class of individuals, each of which is

hypothetically considered to be the descendant of the same protoplast,
or of the same pair of protoplasts.

14. A variety is a class of individuals, each belonging to the
same species, but each differing from other individuals of the same

species in points wherein they agree amongst each other.

15. A race is a class of individuals concerning which there are

doubta as to whether they constitute a separate species or a variety
of a recognised one.

Two interesting questions arise out of the study of man's relation

to the lower animals, and the differences he presents in various parts
of the world. The first is his distinctness as a species from all the

lower animals ; and the second, the specific unity of all men. In

pointing out the structural differences between man and the lower

animals, we shall find tonclusive evidence of his specific distinctness

from the highest forms of Mammalia,. The second question has been

put in the following form by an eloquent writer :

" Does the Bosjes-
mai who lives in holes and caves, and devours ants' eggs, locusts,
and Miakes, belong to the same species as the men who luxuriated in

the hangiug gardens of Babylon or walked the olive-grove of

Academe or sat enthroned in the imperial homes of the Caesars or

reposed in the marble palaces of the Adriatic or held sumptuous
festivals in the gay salons of Versailles ? Can the grovelling Wawa,
prostrate before his fetish, claim a community of origin with those
whose religious sentiments inspired them to pile the prodigious

temples of Thebes and Memphis to carve the friezes of the Parthe-
non or to raise the heaven-pointed arches of Cologne ? That ignorant
Ibo, muttering his all but inarticulate prayer is he of the same
ultimate ancestry as those who sang deathless strains in honour of

Olympian Jove or of Pallas Athene or of those who, in a purer
worship, are chanting their glorious hymns or solemn litanies in the

churches of Christendom ? That Alfouro woman, with her flattened

face, transverse nostrils, thick lips, wide mouth, projecting teeth, eyes
half-closed by the loose swollen upper eyelids, ears circular, pendulous,
and flapping, the hue of her skin of a smoky black, and (by way of

ornament !) the septum of her nose pierced with a round stick some
inches long is she of the same original parentage as those whose
transcendant and perilous beauty brought unnumbered woes on the

people of ancient story, convulsed kingdoms, entranced poets, and
made scholars and sages forget their wisdom ? Did they all spring
from one common mother ! Were Helen of Greece, and Cleopatra of

Egypt, and Joanna of Arragon, and Rosamond of England, and Mary
of Scotland, and the Eloises, and Lauras, and lanthes were all these,
and our poor Alfouro, daughters of her who was fairer than any of

them Eve ? The Quaigua, or Saboo, whose language is described as

consisting of certain snapping, hissing, grunting sounds all more or

lew nasal is he too of the same descent as those whose eloquent
voices

' fulmined over Greece,' or shook the forum of Rome or aa

that saint and father of the church surnamed the '

golden-mouthed
'

or as those whose accents have thrilled all hearts with indignation, or

melted them with pity and ruth, in. the time-honoured halls of

Westminster ?" x
We shall find as we proceed that the evidence of relation of structure

is so strong, and of descent from a common pair so evident, that we
cannot but answer this question in the affirmative.

We shall first speak of the bony or osseous structure of man, refer-

ring the reader to the articles CHIMPANZEE, LOCOMOTION IN ANIMALS,
and SKELETON, for illustrations of the various points of structure

spoken of, and also for comparison with the lower animals.

In every part of the human frame we find adaptations to the erect

attitude, the most peculiar characteristic of mankind. Examining the

skeleton, we find that the two condyles, or articulating surfaces of the

occiput, by which the skull is connected with the spine, are so placed
on each side, that a vertical line passing through the centre of gravity
of the head would fall almost exactly between them and on the top
of the spine. The condyles are not placed at the very centre of the

bate of the skull, but just behind it, so as to compensate in some
measure for the greater specific gravity of the posterior part of the

head, which is composed chiefly of thick heavy bone and brain, while
the anterior is formed in part by the light bones of the face, and
contains numerous cavities. Still however there is a slight preponder-
ance in front of the condyles, which, when the head is not held up by
some external force, tends to carry it forwards and downwards, as we

may see in persons falling asleep in the erect posture. But the muscles

attached to the back of the head are far larger and more numerous,
as weli as more conveniently arranged for the full exercise of their

power, than those in front of the coudyles ;
and the effort required of

them to hold up the head is so slight, that it may be made throughout
the day without producing fatigue.
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The surfaces of these coudyles moreover have a horizontal direction

(when the head is held upright), and thus the weight of the skull falls

vertically upon them and the top of the vertebral column. Comparing
with these arrangements the position and direction of the occipital

coudyles in other Mammalia, we find that in the latter they are placed
much nearer the back of the head, and that their plane is more oblique.
Thus, if a line be drawn in the median plane along the base of a
human skull, the foramen magnum and occipital condyles will be found

immediately behind the point at which that line is bisected ; while in

the chimpanzee (in which also the coudyles are proportionally smaller)
the same parts are placed in the middle of the posterior third of a line

similarly drawn, and in other animals are still farther back. Hence
there is in all animals a greater proportion of the weight of the head
in front of the vertebral column than there is in man

;
and all the

parts anterior to the condyles are proportionally shorter in man than
in other Mammalia, in which the jaws, the bony palate, the basilar

part of the occipital bone, and the petrous portions of the temporal,
are always long and large.

Besides being placed so far behind the centre of gravity of the head,
the condyles of other Mammalia, are directed more obliquely down-
wards than those of man

; so that, if the head were supported on the

top of a vertical column, its weight (even if it fell entirely upon the

condyles) would press on an inclined plane, and constantly tend to

carry the head forwards and downwards. The degree of obliquity in

the direction of the coudyles varies in different animals. It may be

nearly estimated by the angle formed by two lines, one of which is

drawn in the plane of the occipital foramen, and the other from its

posterior edge to the lower margin of the orbit. This angle is of 3"
in man, and of 37 in the orang-outan ;

but in the horse it is 90, the

plane of the foramen being vertical. If therefore the natural posture
of man were horizontal, he would in this respect be circumstanced
like the horse, for the plane of his condyles, which is nearly horizontal
in the upright position, would then be vertical ; the head, instead of

being nearly balanced on the top of the column, would hang at the
end of the neck, and its whole weight would have to be suppported
by some external and constantly-acting power. But for this there is

neither in the skeleton nor in the muscular system of man any ade-

quate provision. In other Mammalia the head is maintained in such
a position by a strong and thick ligament (ligamentum nuchie), which

passes from the spines of the cervical and dorsal vertebrae to the most

prominent part of the occiput, but of which in man there is little or
no trace. In the horizontal position therefore he would have the
heaviest head, with the least power of supporting it.

The position of the face immediately beneath the brain, so that its

front is nearly in the same plane as the forehead, is peculiarly charac-

teristic of man ; for the crania of the chimpanzee and orang, which

approach nearest to that of man, are altogether posterior to and not
above the face. This form, at the same time that it remarkably
distinguishes the human from the brute features, is exactly adapted
to the erect attitude. In that posture the plane of the orbits is nearly
horizontal

;
the cavities of the nose are in the best direction for

inhaling odours, proceeding from before or from below them ; the

jaws do not project in front of the forehead and chin. But suppose
the posture changed, as painful an effort would be required to examine
an object in front of the body as is now necessary to keep the eyes
fixed on the zenith, and the heavens would be almost hidden from our

view; the nose would be uimUu to perceive any other odours than
those which proceeded from the earth or from the body itself; and
the teeth and lips would be almost useless, for they would scarcely
touch an object on the ground before the forehead and chin were in

contact with it ; while the view of that which they attempted to seize

would be obscured by the nose and cheeks.

The vertebral column in man, though not absolutely straight, yet
has its curves so arranged, that when the body is in the erect posture,
a vertical line drawn from its summit would fall exactly on the centre

of its base. It increases in size in the lumbar region, and is therefore

somewhat pyramidal in form. The lumbar portion of the human
vertebral column is also of considerable length, and is composed of

five vertebra
;
while in the chimpanzee and orang there are but four.

The processes for the attachment of muscles upon it are long and

strong; an arrangement well adapted to overcome the tendency which
the weight of the viscera in front of the column has to draw it

forwards and downwards. Thus the spiuous processes of the cervical

and dorsal vertebrae, which are in other Mammalia, large and strong
for the attachment of the ligameutum uucha) to support the head, are

in man scarcely prominent, and his head is nearly balanced on the

vertebral column ; while those of the lumbar vertebrae, by which the

weight of the thoracic and abdominal viscera is partly supported, are

proportionally much larger in man than in other Mammalia.
The base of the human vertebral column is placed on a sacrum of

greater proportional breadth than that of any other animal, and

remarkably arched forwards. The sacrum is again fixed between two

widely-expanded haunch-bones, forming the lateral walls of a pecu-

liarly broad pelvis. By its great width the pelvis forms an ample
cavity for the support and defence of many of the viscera, and espe-

cially of the pregnant uterus : by the distant separation of the haunches

and thighs the basis of support is rendered wider, and by its oblique
direction the weight of the body is transmitted more directly from

2 u
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Man M farther rratarfcabl* for hit ilow growth, and for th length
of tint* during which he remain* in a utate of helple infancy and
of youth. The process of ossification and the closure of the suture*

of the .kull are completed later in him than in any other animal :

he it unable to seek his own food for at least the first three yean of

hi* life, and due* not attain to the adult period or to hii full stature

till he u from 15 to 20 year* old. The length of time to which his

life may be prolonged i* however proportionally greater than that of

any animal, and i* especially interesting when compared with that

of thoee who in many respects reeemble him. The greatest longe-

rity to which the otangs attain is about 30 years, while in all nations

of men instance* occur of life being prolonged to upwards of 100

yean.
Howercr widely man may be distinguished from other animals in

the pcculiaritie* of bis structure and economy already detailed, yet
we must agree with Pr.Prichard (' Researches,' &c., i. 175) that " the

sentiments, feeling*. sympathies, internal consciousness, and mind,
and the habitude* of life and action thence resulting, are the real and
meenliil characteristics of humanity." The difference in these respects
betneeu man and all other animals is indeed so great that a com-

panion i* scarcely possible. The highest moral endowments of

TJfp'1* are shown in their attachment to their offspring; but this

rsanii when the period of helplessness is past, and there is no evi-

dence of attachment between individuals, except in the associated

labour* of some species, and the consentaneous actions of the male
and female for the safety of the offspring. The arts of which animals
are capable are limited and peculiar to each species ; and there seems
to be no evidence of a power of invention, or of construction for

any purpose beyond that to which the original and instinctive powers
are adapted. Among the monkeys the adults exercise authority over
the young, and it is said maintain it even by chastisement; but
there is no instance in wbich the stronger species has exercised

authority over the weaker, or brought it into a state of servitude.

Kren when made the associates of man, and instructed by him, how
little have animals learned : a few unmeaning tricks unwillingly per-
formed, a few words uttered and constantly repeated, without choice
or a conception of their meaning, and sullen passive submission, are
in general the best results that can be found. There is not a proof
in the whole history of animals that any species or individual has
ever made an advance towards an improvement, or an alteration in

its condition ; whether solitary or living in herds, the habits of all

remain the same ; all of the same species appear endowed with the
same faculties and dispositions, and each is iu mental power the same

throughout his life.

Contrast with these the progress of man. In his origin weak, naked,
and defenceless, he has not only obtained dominion over all the animate
creation, but the very elements are mode toserve his purpose. Of the
earth he ha* built hi* bouses, and constructed weapons and the imple-
ment* of art ; he uses the wind to carry him in ships and to prepare
his food

; and when the wind will not suit him he employs fire and
water to replace or to resist it. By artificial light he has prevented
the inconveniences of darkness; he has stopped and made rivers, and
ha* forced deserts, marshes, and forests alike to bear his food ; he has
marked out and measured the course of the celestial bodies, till he
has discovered from them the size and form of the earth that he
himself inhabit*.

In intimate connection with his exalted mental endowments is man's

peculiar possession of language. Other animals are naturally speech-
let*, not from any material difference in the form of their organs (for
man can teach some of them to imitate him), but from their inability
to form those associations of ideas which are essential to the construc-
tion and utterance of words.
The peculiarities above described will probably be deemed sufficient

to justify the separation of man as a distinct species from all others
in the animal kingdom. In these respects indeed the difference between
the lowest man sod any animal U far greater than the change which
any ipecie* can be proved or supposed to have undergone in any period
of time, and under however varied circumstance*

; so that if degrees
of difference of this kind could be measured, there would probably
be a* much justice as convenience in the classifications of those
naturalist* who have separated man from other animal* to the greatest
possible distance by constituting of the single species a separate genus
and order.

We come now to the consideration of the variations to which the
fsoeral cbaracterutic* of the human race are subject

Varietien in form are of course chiefly referrible to differences in
the itnicture and proportion of the

parts of the skeleton, and we find
the most marked character* of the different races in the varied forms
of the .kulL Dr. Pricbard (' Researches,' L 281) refers the varieties
in the form i.f the "kull to three

principal
divisions : 1st. The sym-

metrical or oval form, in which are included all those of the In.lo-

AUantic, or Iranian, nations, comprising the countrici from the

llimnUya Mountains to the Indian Ocean, including the whole of
Hindustan and the Deccan, a* well a* Persia and Arabia

; ami from
the dances to the border* of the Atlantic, including the north of
Africa and nearly the whole of Europe. In thi* variety the bead is

rounder than in th other., the forehead is more expanded, and the
upper jaw bone* and lygomatic arches are so formed as to give the

face an oval shape, while it is nearly on a plane with the forehead
and cheek-bones, and does not project towards the lower part. The
cheek-bones neither project outwards and laterally, nor forwards.

The alveolar process of the upper jaw i> well rounded and slightly
curved vertically, so that the teeth are almost exactly perpendicular.
2nd. The narrow and elongated or prognathous skull, which i found
in the negroes, the Papua*. Alfouroun, Mew Zeolanders, Australians,
and other neighbouring Oceanic nations, and of which the most
marked specimens occur in the negroee of tin; Gold Coast. The chief

character of these skulls is that they give the idea of lateral com-

pression and elongation. The cheek-bones project forward and not

outward. The upper jaw is lengthened and projects forwards, giving
to the alveolar ridge and the teeth a similar projection, and thus

diminishing the facial angle. 3rd. The broad and square-faced, or

pyramidal skull, which is that of the Turanian, or northern Asiatic

nations, Sainoiedes,Yukager*, Koriacs, Tachuktschi, Kamtchatk&dales,

Tuugusions, Chinese, Indo-Chinese, Taugutiana, and Japanese, part of

the Tartar race, and of the Finnish nations of Europe, the Esqui-
maux, the aboriginal Americans, and the Hottentots. The Mongols
afford a good specimen of thU form, and the Esquimaux an exag-

gerated one. Its most striking character is the lateral or outward

projection of the zygomata, so that lines drawn from each, touching
the sides of the frontal bone, will meet only a little above the apex
of the forehead. The cheek-bones project from umli r the mi.!

the orbit, and turn backwards in a large arch or segment of a circle.

The orbits are large and deep ;
the upper part of the face remarkably

plane and flat ; and the nasal-bones, as well as the space between the

eyebrows, nearly on the same plane with the cheek-bones.

The varieties of features dependent on the differences in the form
of the frame-work just described will be at once evident The first

variety is distinguished by an evenness and regularity of features, an
absence of any excessive prominence of one part in proportion to the

other, a smooth and gently-rounded cheek, compressed and small lips,

a full and prominent chin, and the whole face of a tolerably regular
oval form. It is probable that among European nations the Greek*
have displayed the greatest perfection in the form of the head, at

least according to the European standard of perfection. Blumenbach
has described a Greek skull in his collection, which, iu the beauty of

its form, agrees perfectly with the finest works of Grecian aculpttuv,
and renders it probable that the latter were actual copies of nature,
and not, as some have supposed, ideal compositions, intended to give
the expression of exalted intellect or of dignity. The same author
describes also the skull of a Georgian woman, equally remarkable for

its elegance and symmetry, and says that its form agrees exactly with

that of the head of a marble statue of a nymph iu the Townli'y
Collection at the British Museum.
The features corresponding with the narrow elongated skull are

distinguished by the prominence of the jaws, from which they acquire
a peculiarly ferociousand animal character. The compressed, narrow,
and retreating forehead ; the scarcely prominent nose, with its wide

expanded nostrils ; the thick protruding lips, and the retreating chin
;

the projecting cheeks, and the heavy jaws, combine to add to the

characteristics which approximate, though they do' not identify, the

form of the negro with that of animals.

The features of the third variety differ scarcely less from the

European than those of the negro, but in a different direction. Instead

of the long and prominent face, we here find a face which is broadest

transversely from one cheek bone to the other; and which, as it

gradually narrows, both above and below, acquires somewhat of a

lozenge shape. The nose is flat, the space between the eyes generally

depressed, and the eyes themselves most frequently placed obliquely,
with their internal angles descending towards the nose, rounded and
open ;

the lips large, but not so prominent as those of the negro ;
the

chin short, but not retreating under the lips.

But these varieties are not separated by very definite limits. There
are numerous instances of negroes remarkable for the beauty and

European character of their features; and daily observation shows

Europeans who, in the narrowness of the skull, the lowness of the

forehead, ami the prominence of the jaw*, closely approximate to the

negro ;
while others in their features resemble the broad and flat-

faced Tartars or Chinese. Within each of these varieties moreover
are included numerous smaller divisions, which are certainly, though
less prominently, distinct in their features. The varieties of national

appearance between the Scotch, English, French, and Germans, for

example, are in general distinguiehablc, though it would be difficult

to define their differences. Similar subdivisions of character exist

among all the varieties, and so fill up the intervals between the

extreme specimens of each as to form a regular and nearly perfect

series, of which the Esquimaux and negro might occupy the

extremities, and the European the middle place, between the br..ad

and high features of the one, and the narrow, elongated, and depressed
skull and face of the other.

Differences in the shape of the pelvis (on which depend some

important differences in the external form of the body) have been
often supposed characteristic of different races of men. Hut from
an extended series of observations by Professor Weber, it has been
shown that every form of the pelvis which deviates from the ordinary
type, in whatever race it may most frequently occur, finds its analogues
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in other races. He has arranged the various shapes of the human
pelvis in four classes, the oval, the round, the square, and the
cuneiform or oblong; and he shows that although the first is the
most general form in Europeans, the second in the Americans,
the third iu the Mongolians, and the last in the Africans, yet that

specimens of each kind may be found in all tho different races.

The chest of the negro is somewhat more expanded than that of

the European, the sternum more arched, the ribs larger, and more

roundly curved. In general also the negro's fore arm, measured in

proportion to his upper arm and to the height of the body, is longer
than in the European. The knees of negroes often appear to Euro-

peans misshappen, the bones of the leg bending out from beneath

them, and the feet turned outwards in the manner commonly called

splay-footed. The tibia and fibula also are rather more convex than
in Europeans ; the feet are flat, and the 03 calcis, instead of being
arched, is nearly in a straight line with the rest of the tarsus ; and
the gastrocnemii muscles have the greater part of their mass high up
in the legs, so that the calves seem to encroach upon the hams.
The hands are generally narrow ; the fingers long and very flexible.

It is from these modifications which the negro presents, and taking
extreme cases of each peculiarity, that there has appeared some

ground for supposing the negro to form a grade intermediate between
the European and the monkey. But there is no character in which
the difference between the lowest negro and the highest ape is not

many times greater than that between the ame negro and the highest
European ;

and in all the important points of structure which we
have already mentioned the differences which the negro presents are

but slight, never amounting to what would be regarded as a specific
character amongst the lower animals. The length of the base of the

skull, the somewhat more backward situation of the foramen magnum,
the decrease of the facial angle, and the projection of the teeth,

depend almost entirely on the prominence of the alveolar process of
the upper jaw ; and if a slight allowance be made for it, the negro in

these points resembles the European. So also, in the prominence of
his two ossa nasi, the position of the cranium over the greater part of
the face, the equal length and approximation of all his teeth, the full

development of the mastoid and styloid processes, which are nearly
or quite wanting in all apes, and numerous other essential character-

istics, there is no difference between the two races. At the same time
therefore that it is allowed that the characters of form which the
lowest class of negroes presents are more like those of the monkey
than those of the European are, it is certain that the approximation
is but slight, and that a vast space is still -left between them. It is

true that there coincides with this degradation of form a very low

degree of intellectual development, but it is not lower than that of
the Esquimaux and Hottentots and many of the third variety, who
in some respects, as the breadth of the skull and face, are even more
distantly removed from the monkeys than Europeans are.

Considerable differences occur in the general stature of the several

races of mankind. In the temperate climates of Europe the general
height varies from 4J to 6 feet; the instances in which individuals

have fallen far short or have much exceeded this standard are too

exceptional to be taken into a general account. [GiA.vr.] Among
the native inhabitants of America great varieties occur. The Peru-

vians, the natives of Tierra del Fuego and of Nootka Sound, the

Esquimaux, and the Chaymas are all described as very diminutive;
while the Payaguas, Caribees, Cherokees, and the natives of the regions

immediately north of Canada are said to be generally much above the
standard of Europeans. The height of the Patagonians also, though
often exaggerated, is yet remarkable

;
the most authentic accounts

agree that they commonly attain the height of 6 feet, and that they
not uufrequently surpass it. The standard of height among the
Africans appears about the same as that of Europeans. The Hotten-
tots are below the general size, .and the Bushmen still more so, for

among them 44 feet ia said to be the average height of the men, and
4 feet that of the women. The Kaffirs on the contrary, the neigh-
bouring tribe to the Hottentots, are distinguished for their height and

strength. The people of the north of Asia and the Laplanders and
Samoiedes in Europe are generally shorter than the inhabitants of

the warmer climates, but the Chinese and Japanese, who in other

respects much resemble them, are about the same stature as the
rest of the Europeans.
With these varieties in stature it ia interesting to compare the

amounts of physical power possessed by different nations. The result

of all observation has been the exact contrary of popular belief, which
ascribes a decrease of physical strength proportionate to the increase

of intellectual power acquired by civilisation. The Spaniards in their

first intercourse with America found the natives in general much
weaker than themselves ; and the inability of the natives to sustain

the severe labour of the mines led to the introduction of African

slave*, one of whom was equal to three or four Indians. Hearne
and others have found the same feebleness in the natives of various

part* of the North American continent, and Pallas in the Buriats.

I !<it the most exact observations were made by Peron with the dyna-
mometer upon 12 natives of Van Diemen's Land, 17 of Australia,
56 of the Island of Timor, 17 Frenchmen belonging to the expedition,
and 14 Englishmen in the colony of New South \Va|^. The mean

< were as follows :-
-

Van Diemeu's Laud
Australia .

Timor .

France

England

Strength
of the Arms.

Kilogrammes.

. . 50-6

. 50'8

. . 5S7
. 69-2

. . 71-4

Strength
of the Loins.

Kilogrammes.

10'2

11-6

15-2

10-3

The substance on which the varieties of colour in the human race

depend, is seated chiefly in the soft and most internal layers of the
cuticle

;
the true skiu (cutis, derma), ia similar iu all nations, and the

outer hardened layers of the cuticle have .only a light tiuge of the
colour of those beneath them, which constitute what is often called

the rete mucosum. [SKIN.] The human complexion depends in part
on the coudition of the cutis and its vessels, and in part on that of

the cuticle. In white nations, according to the fulness or comparative
emptiness of the bloodvessels of the skin, we find all the gradations
of complexion, from the deep ruddiness of full health, to the blanched

pallor of sickness ; and in negroes, the same changes are indicated by
a greater intensity of the blackness and by a dull leaden hue. These
differences however chiefly characterise individuals; the national
variations depend rather on the cuticle. A thick and opaque though
colourless cuticle, obscuring the blood of the cutis, assists greatly in

giving that deaduess of hue and phlegmatic aspect which distinguishes
some Europeans from others who with a thiuuer and more translucent

epidermis are marked by a florid ruddy complexion. As the cuticle

becomes darker in colour, it obscures more completely the colour of

the blood iu the subjacent tissue, and hence it is only iu nations of

light complexion that sudden blushing or paleness is at once

perceptible.
With the varieties in the colour of the skin there generally coincide

analogous differences iu the hair and eyes. It is probable indeed that

the colouring matter is the same in all; being combined in the cuticle

with its peculiar cells and scales, in the hair with a horny substance,
and in the choroid membrane and uvea with their minute roundish

particles.
Dr. Prichard refers all the differences of complexion iu man to three

principal varieties : 1. The Melauocomous, or black-haired, which ia

the complexion generally prevalent, except iu the northern parts of

Europe and Asia. The coincident colour of the akin varies from a

deep black, as in some Africans, to a much lighter or more dilute

shade. In the copper-coloured nations of America and Africa the

dusky hue is combined with red, while in the olive-coloured races of

Asia it ia mixed with a tinge of yellow. In iutensity of colour there is

every ahade from the black of the Senegal negro to the light olive of

the northern Hiudoos, and from the latter there may be traced every
variety of ahade among the Persians and other Asiatics, to the com-

plexion of the swarthy Spaniards, and of black-haired Europeans in

igeneraL 2. The Leucous, or Albino variety, examples of which occur
in all countries [ALBINO], but perhaps most frequently in hot climates.

They are distinguished by the total absence of the colouring matter
of the cuticle, hair, and eyes ; hence their shin is of a milk-white or

pinkish-hue, the hair silky-white or at most yellowish, the iris rosy
and the pupil intensely red. 3. The Xanthous, or yellow-haired

variety, which includes all those iudividuals who have light-brown,
auburn, yellow, or red air. Their general complexion is fair, acquiring
on exposure to heat and light not a brown hue, but more or less rf a

red tint. The eyes are light-coloured. This is the variety most pre-
valent in the temperately cold regions of Europe and Asia, whose
climate seems peculiarly favourable to the constitution of body con-
nected with it. This variety may spring up in any black-haired

tribe; as it has in the Jews, who, though generally black-haired,

present many examples of the light fair complexion and reddish hair.

Dr. Prichard also adduces
(' Researches,' &c., i. 228) ample evidence

that instances of this variety occur not only among the Greeks,
Romans, Russians, Laplanders, Tartars, and other melanocomous
races of the least swarthy shade, but among the Egyptians, African

negroes, and the islanders of the Pacific. The majority of these last

cases have been confounded, under the term of white negroes, with the
real Albinos

;
but they differ from them in the more ruddy hue of the

skin, the colour of the iris, the blackness of the pupil, and the flaxen

or red colour of the hair.

Other varieties besides those of colour occur in the skin and its

appendages. The skin of many tribes of negroes is peculiarly sleek

aud oily, from the abundance of sebaceous aud perspiratory secretion.

From many also there is emitted a peculiarly strong odour, and
Humboldt says that the Peruvians can by the sense of smell alone

distinguish the European, the American Indian, and the negro. The
cuticle of the dark tribes is thicker and coarser than that of white

nations, and, from the greater difficulty of separating the latter into

two layers, it has been imagined that there is no rete mucosum, or
soft cuticle, in Europeans. The hair also varies almost as much in its

texture as in its colour. Its chief varieties are observed in the copious,

long, soft, and more or less curly hair of various colours in the

European; the strong, straight, and scanty hair of the South Sea
islanders ;

aud the black, fine, wiry, crisp hair of the negro. A very
general characteristic of the darker-coloured nations U either an entire

want of beard, or a very scanty one developed later in life than iu the
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white race*. Mr. Lawrence (' Lecture*,' 272) ha* adduced proof* of

this in the Mongols, UK Chute**, Japanese, Malays, South Sea

Island***, negro**, and the Indian* of North and South America ; but

the bet has been somewhat obscured by the practice, which is gene-

rally prevalent among the** nations, of extirpating the little hair which

they have.

In the performance of the several functions of the economy, it has

not yet appeared that any fixed difference exist* in the several races

of men, except in caos in which the variation is due to the difference

of climate, and occurs alike in all race* when subjected to the tame

influence*. In physical endowments also, however great may be the

distance between 'the degrees of intellectual and moral elevation

poaaeseed by civilised and uncivilised nations, yet there is sufficient

evidence to prove that in all there may be traced the same mental

endowment*, similar natural prejudices and impressions, the same

consciousness, sentiment*, sympathies, propensities, in short a common

physical nature, or a common mind. (Prichard, 'Researches.')

This accordance in the physiological and psychical properties of all

nations affords one of the strongest possible arguments in favour of

the whole human race being but one species ; for, as Dr. Prichard

observes,
" the physiological characters of race are liable to few and

unimportant variations ;" and therefore when we find that in a number
of individuals spread over the greater part of the globe no other

differences occur, either in the average length of life, or the extreme

length occasionally attained, in the periods of gestation, of infancy, of

puberty, and of other changes in the economy, or in the habits,

instincts, affection*, and intellectual faculties, than may be fairly

attributed to the differences of external circumstances, it may be at

once concluded that they are all members of the same family, and

the offspring of one common stock. This argument receives support
from the fact that in many animals, of which from their forms alone

it mii;ht be difficult to determine whether they belonged to the same
or different specie*, a diversity occurs in their physiological characters.

Thus the wolf and dog, though in many other respects closely resem-

bling each other, differ in the period of gestation, the she-wolf carrying
her young ninety days, and the bitch (of whatever variety) only sixty-

two or sixty-three. In like manner the dog is strongly distinguished
from the wolf in his inclination, which is everywhere observable, to

associate with man ; and the fox, from both the wolf and dog, in his

solitary habits. Yet in form these three agree so nearly, that some
naturalist* have deemed them to be the same species. Similar

difference* may be observed in the ox kind, between the domesticated

ox and the bison and buffalo, which, though nearly related to him in

form, are totally opposite in disposition and habits. So also the most
marked difference* between the sheep (in all its varieties) and the goat
are to be {bund in their instinct* and consequent modes of life

; and
ao on through numberless other instances, all tending to prove the

permanence of physiological and psychical characters in each species,
and their comparative independence of those influences by which
modifications in form and colour are produced.

It is necessary however to show that the structural differences

which seem to distinguish so clearly the several nations of mankind
coincide with similar variations in other animals which are descended

from a common stock. Such variations occur especially in animals

which have been domesticated, and thus subjected to influences in

many respect* analogous to those under which man has fallen in the

progress or decline of civilisation. No one, for example, will be inclined

to deny that the varieties of dogs (which, according to Professor Owen,
are undoubtedly all of one species) present far greater differences in form
and colour, and in some part* of their habits and instincts, than any
that are observed in man. And it is worthy of observation that in the

most highly domesticated race*, as the spaniel, the cranium is more

fully developed, and recede* further from the form of the skull proper
to the wolf, than in those which are less cultivated, a* the mastiff. In

this we can trace a serie* of varieties very analogous to those of the

monkey, the negro, and the highly civilised European.
The race* of swine present even more remarkable instances of

variation, which have been particularly described by Bltimenbach.

(' Beytrage xur Naturgosch.'). It is certain that these all descend from
the wild boar; and it is equally certain that swine were unknown in

America till carried there by tho Spaniards. Yet in that country they
have already degenerated into breeds very different from each other

and from their original Those taken to Cubagua became a race with
ton half a span long, and those of Cuba became more than twice as

Urge a* their progenitor*. In Normandy the swine are remarkable
for the length of the bone of the bind leg. Swine with solid hoofs

were known to the ancient*, and large breed* of them are found in

Hungary and Sweden. In some also the hoof is divided into five

cleft*. In Guinea they have long ear* couched upon the back ; in

China, a large pendant belly and very abort Irg* ; at Cape Verd and
ether place*, very large curved tusks. Thus then in one species we
find changes even greater than thoee which occur among men ; and as
to the mo*t

important,
Blumenbach says that the whole difference

between the cranium of the negro and that ofa European is by no means
greater than that which exf*U between the cranium of the wild boar
and that of the domestic swine. An examination of the different

breed* of sheep, horse*, even, goat*, cat*, rabbit*, and still more o!

doaestic fowl, would in like u aimer *how that sll these specie*, even

while under observation, arc subject to greater variations than are

bund in the different races of men.
In respect of colour, a perfect analogy holds between the varieties

of domestic animals and those of men. In all those enumerated
above example* occur of the melanocomous, leuoous, and xanthous
varieties springing up casually or existing constantly in particular
jrceds. Thus even in England the cattle of different counties may
ye recognised by their colour as well as their forms. Azara remarks
of the horses and oxen of Paraguay (where both species have run
wild and multiplied very rapidly), that while all those that are domes-
ticated vary considerably in colour, those that are wild have all the

same colour ; the horses a chestnut or bay-brown ;
the oxen reddish-

arown on the back, and black on the rest of the body.
The analogy between the variations to which domesticated (and

more rarely wild) animals are subject, and those which are observed

in men, is a strong argument for the unity of the human species.
Another which possesses much weight is drawn from the propagation
of the several races. It is well known that among all other animals

the hybrid productions of parents of different species are either quite
barren or so little prolific that they soon become extinct, and that

au intermediate race cannot be maintained even to the second genera-
tion without a return to the pure blood of one or other parent. On
the other hand it is observed among domestic animals that the

progeny of different varieties of the same species exceed in vigour,
and are even more prolific

7 than their parents ; so that intermediate

races are apt very soon to become more numerous than the original*
from which they sprung. Exactly the same principle holds in the

human race. All nations propagate together with equal facility, and
Dr. Prichard has shown that the progeny of parents of different nations

have in many instances exceeded those from whom they sprung in

vigour and in the tendency to multiplication.
What may be the precise nature of the influences which have caused

so much difference to exist between the individuals of the human race

we are unable to say ;
but instances are constantly occurring, which

seem to show us how possible it is that all the varieties of human

beings have occurred in a common family. Even amongst the races

of our own island, when exposed to circumstances which deprive them
of their usual nutriment and means of developing the civilising instincts

of mankind, we find that they sink in character, and become physically

degraded to a level with races whose features at first sight are very far

removed. We need but to travel across the Irish Channel to see many
groups of our Celtic fellow-subjects, who have been reduced by famine

and disease to a degraded condition closely bordering on that of these

savages.

Although tho colour of the skin and the character of the hair give
BO very decided an appearance to many of the races of man, yet there

is on record a great number of cases, in which individuals, with hair

and skin of one colour, have given birth to children with hair and skin

of another colour and character. Dr. Prichard enumerates a great
number of instances of individuals with yellow hair and fair skin,

amongst tribes with dark hair and skin ; and in the temperate regions
of Asia whole tribes, evidently descended from dark-coloured race*,

presented the light colour. The Jews appear to have been originally

a dark-skinned and woolly-haired race
;
but it is well known that the

Jews of Europe very frequently present the characteristics of the

lightest coloured races. On the other hand we have constantly indi-

viduals born of white parents having woolly hair, a dark skin, and
other approaches to the black varieties of men. Even whole nations,
as the Germans, have presented a tendency to become darker.

There is also evidence to prove that even tho forms which the bone*

of the head assume amongst different nations are not fixed. Amongst
the most highly developed races, having the most perfect forms of skull,

we constantly see individuals with the projecting maxilla, which is

prevalent amongst the lowest tribes; whilst, on the other hand, indi-

viduals are often seen among the least civilised races presenting forms

of the skull approaching those of the most cultivated nations. Facts

such as these are constantly accumulating, and clearly point to the

derivation of tho human race from one pair.

A very natural question arises here as to whether we have any
natural history evidence as to the length of time man has existed on
the surface of the earth. Recent inquiries into the history of the

human race have resulted in confirming the view of the comparatively
modern origin of the men, and disproved the statements of those who,

relying on fabulous account* of document* in the possession of the

Chinese and Hindoos, have given to the human race an absurd anti-

quity. Geology reveals to us very clearly the fact, that man has not

been created from the earliest period at which animal and vegetable
life have appeared on the surface of the earth. Geologists can point
to strata which were successively deposited at the bottoms of oceans

and great rivers, and which present, for a long succession of ages, no

evidence of the existence of human beings. These rocks unfold a

condition of tho earth's nurface by which this world was gradually

prepared to receive its highest and most potent inhabitant man I

Estimate* have been formed by Sir Charles I.y. 11 :n.d others of the

period* of time required for the produc < bainchfOgai upon
the earth's surface

;
and comparing geological changes with the evi-

dence* of th**cxikti nco of man, nil the principles of the science of

geology support the notion, that rnau is one of the most recently
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created beings upon the surface of the earth. The same evidence is

also in favour of the supposition that many of the animals and plants

by which man is surrounded at the present moment are contem-

poraneous creations with himself. What the exact date of man's
creation is science cannot answer. Dr. Latham has however shown
that the arguments raised in favour of a much higher antiquity than
is given in the books of Moses, from the civilisation of the Chinese,
are of no value

;
and he has also pointed out, in his ' Varieties of

Man/ that the civilisation of the Chinese is much more modern than
the Chinese believe.

It haa only been within these last few years that the importance of

employing the language spoken by man has been fully appreciated as

a means of affording characters by which our knowledge of the rela-

tions of the races of men might be facilitated. It will be however

speedily felt, when the nature of language is considered, that if pro-
perly studied it must be capable of throwing great light on the

relation that exists between certain races and nations. The great
cause that has retarded the application of the study of language in

this direction has been the assumption of erroneous views with regard
to the derivation and origin of languages. Thus, to take an example,
writers on the English language have constantly assumed that our

language has been derived from the Latin and Greek-on the one hand,
and the Celtic or supposed ancient British on the other. It never
occurred to the old etymologist to inquire whether Latin, Greek,

Celtic, and English might not all have been derived from a common
stock, which is really the case

;
not that we have not, and do not

constantly import words from both Latin and Greek as such words
as '

communicate,'
'

investigate,' and '

condemnation,' from the former,
and '

geology,'
'

anatomy,' and '

ethnology,' from the latter, fully

testify; but we find a vast number of words in Latin and Greek
which correspond as much with words in the Sanscrit and Persian as

they do with the English ; and a complete investigation of the subject
shows that the English, German, French, Celtic, Latin, Greek, Persian,
and other languages, are but branches of a common root, which has
hitherto been traced to the Sanscrit.

Although modern philologists have succeeded in tracing cognate
languages to certain primitive stocks, they are not yet in a position to

demonstrate that there was but one original language, or what was
the probable nature of that language. But if, as we have seen, there

is reason to believe that the human race originated in a single pair,
we must assume an original language, or at least such modes of

expression as would originate in a common family. In the investi-

gation of language however, for ethnological purposes, we are not
allowed to assume one language, and trace its roots through all known
varieties

;
but we proceed from particular forms, and, comparing them

with one another, ascend or pass back in time to those that were

earlier, and have been parents of the first.

This process, although at firat eight it might appear easy, is one
that only can be pursued according to the special laws of change
which it is known words in passing from one language to another
have undergone. It appears that as long as a language is unwritten,
it is subject to change ; but these changes, although they go on more
or less quickly according to circumstances, are never sudden, violent,
or arbitrary. As an instance of the kind of change that take!! place,
we may quote the fact, that in the Teutonic languages the letter c of

the Latin is almost invariably converted into h. Were it not for a

knowledge of this fact, an inquirer would find it difficult to discover
in the Latin word cor the analogue of our word ' heart ;' yet when we
call to mind the regularity of the conversion, the little importance of
the vowels in all spoken languages, we shall see that the r with its

preceding letter constitutes the true root of the word. This brings
u to another point in the study of words, and that is, that for the
sake of denoting a relationship, letters and syllables are either placed
after or before certain words, called prefixes and affixes, and in order
to discover the root of these words, it is necessary to separate such
additions. In such Latin nominatives as cani-s and lupu-s, and accu-

satives, as canc-m and lupu^m, the last letters a and m are no
essential]

part* of the word, but indicate the relations of the word to which

they are attached to other words in a sentence. So with such words
aa ama-b am, mon-c-bam, audi-e-bam, the syllables ba, or eba, are the

sign of the past imperfect tense, whilst the letter m is the sign of the

person or pronoun /. The root of the nouns then, in these cases,
must be sought in the words cani and lupu in the nouns, and ama,
man, and audi amongst the verbs. As illustrations amongst the adjec-
tives, we may take such words as gracilis, similis, docilii, utilii, in

which Hit is evidently the sign of the adjective, and the root is to be
found in the words yrac-, tim-, doc-, and ut-.

In ascertaining the relation of languages to each other, there are
three principal methods by which the relation between the different

words that compose a sentence i.s indicated. Of these three different

methods, the Chinese, the English, and the Latin and Greek, may be
taken as examples. In referring to the roots of words in Latin, we
(poke of the prefixes and affixes whjch altered their form

;
and this

mode of expressing the relation of words in a language is characteristic

of the L;itin and Greek languages, and is called the classical method.
The words added are called Inflections, and such languages Inflectional.

In iuch a proposition aa te-tig-i homin-em, the em in the last word indi-

cates the relation between the object (the man touched), and the action

expressed by the verb tetigi, that is,
' of touching." In tha verb the le

denotes the time, the i the agent.

Now, although the English language has inflections, as is seen in such
words as '

sister-s,'
'

touch-ed,'
'

lov-ed,' yet, as a language, it may be

regarded, in contrast with the classical languages, as non-inflectional.

Thus, instead of saying tetigi, we say
'
I have touched;' and instead of

homin-i, we say
* to a man.'

The Chinese resembles the English language in this respect, that it

has a separate word to express relations and objects, and is thus non-
inflectioual. The great difference however between the English and
Chinese languages is this, that the English has lost inflections which
it once had, whilst the Chinese has never acquired inflections. This

produces a great difference between the two languages, as in passing

through the condition of an inflectional language the Euglish has

acquired certain abstract terms which are not found in the Chinese.

Thus, when we should say
'
I go to London,' the Chinese would say

'
I go end London.' They have no preposition indicating direction.

Instead of saying,
' The sun shines through the air,' the Chinese say,

' The sun shines passage air,' and so on.

In addition to these three kinds of language, we have another.

Instead of the inflections being merely letters or syllables added to

denote relationship, they are sometimes two words
;
so that inflection

is developed as the result of juxtaposition, or composition.

By these methods we can arrange all languages under the four

following heads :

1. Aptotic (from a, not; and ptosls, a case). Languages without
inflections, and monosyllabic ;

as the Chinese.
2. Agglutinate. Languages which are inflectional, but which have

become so from the juxtaposition or composition of different words.
3. Amalgamate. Languages with inflections, which cannot be shown

to have originated in separate and independent words.
4. Anastatic (from ana, back ;

and ptosis, a case). Languages which,
like the English, once possessed inflections, but have fallen back from
or lost them.

In classifying the races of men, it must be remembered that the
divisions and subdivisions which are employed do not resemble those
which are used in the systematic classification of plants and animals.

When the whole of the species of the vegetable or the animal kingdom
have to be arranged, then we divide them into various primary and
subordinate groups, which are called classes, families, or orders,

genera, species, and varieties. Now man himself is but a species ; he

belongs to a subordinate group of a large division of the animal

kingdom. Zoologically considered, man is an animal belonging to the
class Vertebrata, the order Mammalia, the sub-order ffomiuidie, the

genus Homo, and species sapiens.
The characters of this species given by Blumenbach, and generally

received, are :

"
Erect, 2-handed, unarmed, rational, endowed with

speech ; a prominent chin
;
4 incisor teeth above and below

;
all the

teeth equally approximated ;
the canine teeth of the same length as

the others ; the lower incisors erect." The same author divides the

species into five varieties, whose characters are as follows (Lawrence,
'

Lectures,' p. 477) :

1. Caucasian Variety. A white skin, either with a fair roay tint, or

inclining to brown ; red cheeks
;
hair black, or of the various lighter

colours, copious, soft, and generally curved or waving. Irides dark
in those with brown skin ; light in the fair or rosy complexioned.

Large cranium with small face
;
the upper and anterior regions of

the former particularly developed, and the latter falling perpendicu-

larly under them. Face oval and straight, with distinct features
;

expanded forehead, narrow and rather aquiline nose, and small mouth
;

front teeth of both jaws perpendicular; lips, particularly the lower,

gently turned out
;
chin full and rounded. Moral feelings and intel-

lectual powers most energetic, and susceptible of the highest develop-
ment and culture. This variety includes all the ancient and modern

Europaans except the Finns ;
the former and present inhabitants of

Western Asia, as far as the river Oby, the Caspian Sea, and the Ganges
(that is, the Assyrians, Medes, and Chaldaeans ;

the Sarmatians,

Scythians, and Parthians
;
the Philistines, Phoenicians, Jews, and the

inhabitants of Syria generally ; the Tartars, properly so called ; the

tribes actually occupying the chain of Caucasus; the Georgians,

Circassians, Mingrelians, Armenians ;
the Turks, Persians, Arabians,

Afghans, and Hindoos of high castes) ;
and the northern Africans, the

Egyptians, Abyssiuiaas, and Guanches.

2. The Mongolian Variety. Characterised by olive colour, which in

many cases is very light, and black eyes ; black, straight, strong, and
thin hair ; little or no beard ;

head of a square form, with small and
low forehead; broad and flattened face, with the features running
together; the glabella flat and very broad; nose small and flat;

rounded cheeks, projecting externally ; narrow and linear aperture of

the eye-lids ; eyes placed very obliquely ; slight projection of the chin
;

large ears
;
thick lips ; stature, particularly in the countries near the

North Pole, inferior to that of Europeans. It includes the tribes of

Central and Northern Asia, us the Mongols, Calmucks, and Buriats ;

the Mantchoos, Daiirians, Tungooses, and Coreans ; the Samoiedes,

Yukagtrs, Koriacs, Tschuktschi, audKamtchatkadales; the Chinese and

Japanese, the inhabitants of Tibet and Bootan, of Tonquin, Cochin-

China, Ava, Pegu, Cambodia, Laos, and Siam ;
the Finnish races of

Northern Europe, as the Laplanders and the tribes of Esquimaux.
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3. The Ethiopian Variety.-Skiu and eye* bUck ; hair bUck and

woolly ; kull compreMcd laterally, and elongated towards the front;

forehead low, narrow, and abutting; chwk-bone* prominent; jawa
narrow and projecting | upper front teeth oblique ; chin mv.liin:.

The eye* prominent ; the noae broad, thick, flat, and conftued with

toe extended jaw; the lip*, and particularly the upper one, tliick.

All the native* of Africa, not included iu the first variety, belong
to thi*.

4. The American Variety. Skin dark, and more or less of a red

tint ; black, straight, and strong hair ; small beard ;
and a counte-

nance and skull very similar to the Mongolian. The forehead low ;

the eye* deep ; the face broad, particularly across the cheeks, but not

so flattened as in the Mongols ; mouth large ; and lips rather thick.

This variety include* all the native Americans except the Esquimaux.
5. The Malay Variety. Brown colour, from a light tawny to a deep

brown. Hair black, more or lesa curled, and abundant ; head rather

narrow ;
bones of the face large and prominent ;

nose full, and broad

toward* the apex ;
mouth large. In this are included the inhabitants

of MBlff*, of Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Celebes, and the adjacent Asiatic

islands ; of the Molucca, Ladrone, Philippine, Marian, and Caroline

groups; of Australia, Van Diemen's Laud, New Guinea, New Zealand,
and of all the islands of the South Sea.

Cuvier distinguished only three principal divisions the Caucasian,
the Mongolian, and the Ethiopian ; remaining doubtful as to the Malay
and American varieties. Dr. Prichard, on the other hand, divides the

species into seven principal varieties: 1, the Iranians, who in the

form of their skulls and other physical characters resemble Europeans,
iu which are included, as before detailed, all the Caucasian variety.

2, the Turanian, who are nearly the same with the Mongolians of other
writers. 3, the native Americans, except the Esquimaux and some
others resembling them. 4, the Hottentots and Bushmen. 5, the

Negroes. 6, the Papua*, or woolly-haired nations of Polynesia.
7, the Alfourou and Australian races.

The following is the arrangement, with the definitions given by
Dr. Pickering, an American traveller and writer, in his work ' On the
Itaces of Men :'

a. Wl,it-:

1. Arabian. The nose prominent, the lips thin, the beard abundant,
and the hair straight or flowing.

2. Abyuinian The complexion hardly becoming florid, the nose

prominent, and the hair crisped.

b. Brown.

3. Mongolian. Beardless, with the hair perfectly straight and very
long.

4. Hottentot. Negro features, and close woolly hair
;

and the
taturu diminutive.

5. Malay. Features not prominent in the profile, the complexion
darker than in the preceding races, and the hair straight or flowing.

c. BlacJcM-Brown.

6. Papuan. Features not prominent in profile, the beard abundant,
the skin harsh to the touch, and the hair crisped or frizzled.

7. \fffrUlo. Apparently beardless, the stature diminutive, the
features approaching those of the negro, and the hair woolly.

8. Indian, or Telingan. The features approaching those of the

Arabian, and the hair, in like manner, straight or fl<

9. Ethiopian. The complexion and features intermediate between
the Telingan and Negro, and the hair crisped.

d. Slack.

10. Australian, Negro features, but combined with straight or

flowing hair.

11. \eyro. Cloe woolly hair, the nose much flattened, and the
lips very thick.

The most recent writer and greatest authority on the races of men
i* Dr. R. O. Latham, who, in his work on the '

Varieties of Man,'
propon* the following arrangement. In the first place, like Cuvier
and other previous writers, he adopt* but three primary varieties of
the human specie) :

L Moxgolidtr. II. Atlantida. III. Japttida,
The termination in ' idn

'

employed here seems preferable to the
tue of term* such a* claw, order, family, tribe, or other words which
have another use, either in this or other departments of natural

history. It must not however be supposed that by using these terms
any of the varieties of man can be traced up to a common ancestry,
no that we could nay all the Monyolida originated with this man, or
all the AUantida with that man. In tracing back races we have no
evidence so conclusive that any particular variety originated with a
particular pair of human being*, a* we have that all the families of
mankind have originated in a (ingle pair. The terms Mongolida,
AllfftUa, and Japtlida are not derived from a community of meaning
in the things they expresa. Thus, the first come* from a nation, the
Mongoli, who occupied a portion of eastern Asia, and were at one
time the conqueror* of the world, and are regarded as typical of a

large portion of the human race. The Allan! iilic are entirely found
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in Africa ; hence their name. The Japetida include the race* of men
iu Europe, who are traditionally descended from Japheth ; hence the
name (elected to expreat them.

I. MONUOLUML The
people comprised under this variety have

the following physical conformation : The face i* broad and flat,

which either arise* from the great development of the zygomatic
arches, or from the distance between the parietal bone* on each side of
the head. There is often aUo a great depression of the naaal bone*,
which contribute* to give a flat appearance to the face. The profile
of the forehead i* retiring or depressed, seldom found perpendicular.
The profile of the jaw* is prognathic or projecting, seldom found on a
level with the forehead. The eye* frequently present the peculiarity
called oblique. The skin is of a mixed character, never truly white,
and very rarely of a jet-black ; still it often present* what would be
called a black or white colour. The eye* are generally of a dark
colour. The hair, as a general rule, is straight, long, and black ; in

some instances it is curly rarely woolly and more rarely still light-
coloured.

The language* of the prople belonging to this variety arc either

characterised by the absence of case* (aptotic), or having inflections,

they can be shown to have arisen out of the union of different word*

(agglutinate). They are very rarely amalgamate.
The distribution of this variety is very wide over the surface

of the earth. It finds its greatest development on the conti-

nent of Asia
; although even there it is found not to be entire

possessor of the earth. The Persians of northern and western Persia,
the Kurds, the Beluchi, the Afghans, the Tajiks of Bokhara, an.l the

Siaposh must all be regarded as belonging to the Japctida, On the
other hand, although we shall find the Japttida the principal occu-

pants of Europe, there seems to be little doubt that the Lapp* and
Finns of Scandinavia, the Magyars of Hungary, the Turks of Turkey,
the Basque* or Euskaldunes of Biscay and Navarre, and probably even
the Albanians or mountaineers of ancient Illyria and Epirua, all

belong to the Mongolida.
From the analogy of language this variety is made by Dr. Latham

to include the whole of the inhabitant* of the Polynesian Islands, as

well as those of America. Although at first sight the physical differ-

enced between the Asiatic Mongolida and the inhabitant* of the islands

of the South Seas and the continent of America might look a* great
as that between many of the Mongolida: and Japelida, yet it ha* been
found that even physical characters fail to afford a line of demarcation.

Thus, the late Dr. Morton, of America, thought that " the squared or

rounded head, the flattened and vertical occiput, the high cheek-bones,
the ponderous maxilke, the large quadrangular orbits, and the low reced-

ing forehead," were characters that would distinguish theAmerican from
all other varieties. .When however we examine the language* of the

American continent we shall find that the Esquimaux present so strong
a relation to that of the other races that we cannot deny their affinity
to the American races

;
and it is amongst the Esquimaux that we find

a departure from the physical type of a peculiar American form, and
a strong relationship with the Asiatic Mongolida. It is considerations

such as this which have induced recent ethnologist* to regard the

American Indian as a form of the variety of mankind to which the

followers of Uenghis-Khan belong.
The influence of the races included under the variety of Mongol i<t<i

must be regarded a* rather material than moral. They undoubtedly
form by far the larger portion of the human race, and occupy a con-

siderable space in the history of the world. They have, by the sword,
established some of the largest empires that the world ha* seen. China
U at this moment an example. Their empire* have however crumbled
to pieces, and left no deep impression on the world. Such is not the

history of the Atlantida and Japctida, the first of which includes the

Jews and the Mohammedans, and the last the Greeks, Romans, and
modern European races.

The Mongolida: are divided by Dr. Latham into groups as follows :

A. Altaic Mongolida. The term Altaic is taken from the Altai

Mountains iu Central Asia, these being a convenient geographical
centre for the different nations and tribes comprising Uiis division.

It embrace* two stocks, the Svriform, and the Turanian.

Tho Seriform stock has the physical conformation of the Mongol,
and it* language* are either wholly aptotic or with only the run: .

of an inflexion. The area inhabited by these people is China,

Tibet, and the Indo-Chinese or Trana-Gangctic Peninsula as far a*

Malaya; the Himalayan and part* of the Sub-Himalayan range of

mountains.

In this stock the chief people are Chinese, Tibetans, Anameae,
Siamese, Kambogianx, Burmese, the Iiidu ; and several unplaced tribes

are added by Dr. Latham.
The Turanian stock has the physical conformation of the Mongolx,

the language* are not monosyllabic. They are found from Kuint-

chatka to Norway, and from the Arctic Ocean to the frontiers of

Tili.-t and Persia. The countries included are the northern part*
of

the f 'hiiii-M- empire, the greater part of Siberia, Mongolia, Tartar}',
Eastern Turkutan, Asia Minor, Turkey, Hungary, Esthonio, and

Lapland. They are divided into four groups :

1 . The Mongolian branch, including the Mongol* proper, the Burial.--,

the Kalmuks of liussia, and the Eiuiak of Persia.
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2. The Tungusiau branch including the Tshapojirs on the Lena,
the Lainuts on the Sea of Okhotsk, and the Mautshu rulers of China.

3. The Turk branch : this includes the Uighurs, the Turks of the

Sandy Desert, Turks of Khoten, &c., the Kirghis, Uzbeks, Turkomans,
Osmanli, Nogays, Turks of the Russian empire, and the isolated

Yakuts of the Lena.
4. The Ugrian branch includes the Voguls, the Permians, Tchere-

miss, Fiulanders, Esthonians, Laplanders, and Hungarians.

B. Dioicurian Mongolida. The term Dioscurian is taken from
the ancient sea-port Dioscurias. The tribes included in it have a

modified Mongol organisation, the languages are (paucosyllabic) few-

syllabled and agglutinate. Of all the languages not belonging to the
Serifonn stock of the last section they approach nearest to the aptotic
state. They embrace 1, the Georgians; 2, the Lesgians ; 3, the

Mizjeji; 4, the Iron ; and 5, the Circassians.

Of this group, Dr. Latham observes,
" To have used the word

'Caucasian
' would have been correct, but inconvenient. It is already

misapplied in another sense, that is, for the sake of denoting the

so-called Causasian race, consisting or said to consist of Jews, Greeks,

Circassians, Scotchmen, ancient Romans, and other heterogeneous
elements. In this sense it has been used in more than one celebrated

work of fiction. In such and in such only, it is otherwise than out
of place."

C. Oceanic Mongolidce. The epithet Oceanic is applied to this

group, because, with the exception of the peninsula of Malacca, the
tribes belonging to it are the inhabitants of inlands exclusively.
With the exception of Mauritius, the Islo of Bourbon, Ceylon, the

Seychelles, the Maldives, and the Laccadives in the Indian Ocean,
and the Japanese empire, with the islands to the north thereof in

the Chinese Sen, every inhabited spot of land in the Indian and
Pacific Oceans is inhabited by tribes of one and the same race which
are embraced by this division. Not only is this race to be found spread
over these islands, but apparently nowhere else.

" In the peninsula
of Malacca," says Dr. Latham,

" and on no other part of the main-
land of Asia, is an oceanic tribe to be detected," Although united

by Dr. Latham, oceanic races exhibit two types. One class is yellow,
olive, brunette, or brown, with long, black, and straight hair.

Another class is black rather than yellow ; the hair is sometimes long
and straight, but in other cases crisp, curly, frizzy, or even woolly,
The social, moral, and intellectual difference between these two classes

is not less than their physical. The black division inhabits New
Guinea, Australia, Tasmania, New Ireland, and the islands between
it and New Caledonia. The brown division occupies all the rest of

the oceanic area, Sumatra, Borneo, Java, the Moluccas, the Philippines,
the South Sea Islands, the Carolinas, <fec. The names given to these

divisions are as follows :

1. For the lighter-cotnplexioncd straight-haired type Malay.
2. For the type that partakes of the character of the African negro

inhabiting New Guinea, Australia, and what may be called the con-

tinuous localities for the unmixed black Negrito.
3. The tribes with any or all of the Negrito characters, dwelling

side by side with Malays in Malay localities, or in localities discon-

nected with the true Negrito area the blacks of the Malayan area.

D. Hyperborean Stongolida. The physical conformation of this

section is that of undersized Mongolians. Their languages are agglu-
tinate, neither monosyllabic, nor paucosyllabic. They are all sub-

ject to either Russia or China. Their religion is either Shamanism
or an imperfect Christianity. They are found on the coasts of the

Arctic Ocean, and the courses of the Yenisei and Koliina. The

principal divisions are the Samoides, the Yeuiseians, and the

Yukuhiri.

A*. Peninsular Monyolida. This section comprises races very
widely distributed. Some of these lie within the arctic circle, others

as far south as 26 N. lat. Their physical conformation is Mongol.
Their languages are agglutinate, and in some cases excessively mono-

syllabic. The area occupied by these races are the islands and peninsulas
of the north-eastern coast of Asia. The people embraced in it are the

Koreans, the Japanese, the Aino, the Koriaks, and the Kamtchatdales.

F. American Mangolida. This section embraces the original
inhabitants of the whole continent of America. By most writers on

ethnology, the races of America are regarded as a distinct family.
Their connection with Monyolidm s ems however to be established by
the Eskimo, who are physically Mongol and Asiatic, but philologically
American. Of the Eskimo Dr. Latham remarks :

"
Unimportant as are the Eskimo in a political and historical view,

their peculiar geographical position gives them an importance in all

questions of ethnology ; since one of the highest problems turns upon
the affinities of this family.

"
It has long been known that the nation which inhabits Greenland

and Labrador i the nation which inhabits the north-western parts of

Rusftian America as well. It is found on the American side of

Behring's Straits, and it is found on the Asiatic side also. So that the

Eskimo is the only family common to the Old and New World; an

important fact in itself, and one made more important still by the

Eskimo localities being the only localities where the two continents
come into' proximity. Now'if these facts had stood alone, unmodi-
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fled by any phenomena that 'detracted from their significance, the

peopling of America would have been no more a mystery than the

peopling of Europe. Such however is not the case. They neither

stand alone, nor stand unmodified. The reasons that lie against what
is at the first blush the common sense answer to the question

' How was
America peopled ?

'

are chiefly as follows :

"
1. The distance of the north-eastern parts of Asia from any

probable centre of population cradle of the human ruee, so called.

For these parts to have been the passage, Kamtchatka must have
been full to overflowing before the Mississippi had been trodden by
the foot of a human being.

"
2. The physical differences between the Eskimo_"and the American

Indians.
"

3. The difficulties presented by the Eskimo language."
It is only these two last reasons to which I attribute much validity.

The first of the three I put low in the way of an objection ; that id,

not much higher than I put the systems founded upon the Icelandic

and Welsh traditions, the drifting of Japanese junks, and the effects

of wiuds and currents upon Polynesian canoes. Without at present

doubting whether the occurrences here alluded to have happened
since America was peopled by the present race, I limit myself to an

expression of dissent from, the doctrine that by any such unsatis-

factory processes the original population found its way ;
in other

words, I believe that our only choice lies between the doctrine that

makes the American nations to have originated from one or more

separate pairs of progenitors, and the doctrine that either Behriug's
Straits or the line of islands between Kamtchatka and the peninsula
of Aliaska, was the highway between the two worlds from Asia to

America, or vice versa. I say vice versa, since it by no means follows

that because Asia and America shall have been peopled by the same

race, the original of that race must necessarily have arisen iu Asia
;

inasmuch as the statement, that the descendants of the same pair

peopled two continents, taken alone, proves nothing as to the particular
continent in which that pair first appeared. Against America, and in

favour of Asia, being the birth-place of the human race its unity
beiag assumed I know many valid reasons

;
reasons valid enough

and numerous enough to have made the notion of the New World

being the oldest of two a paradox. Nevertheless I know no absolutely
conclusive ones. Omitting however this question, the chief pritna-
facie objections to the view that America was peopled from north-

eastern Asia lie in the
"

1. Physical Differences between the Eskimo and the American
Indian. Stunted as he is ill stature, the Eskimo is essentially a Mongol
in physiognomy. His nose- is flattened, his cheek bones project, his

eyes are often oblique, and his skin is more yellow and brown than
red or copper-coloured. On the other hand, iu his most typical form,
the American Indian is not Mongol in physiognomy. With the same
black straight hair, he has an aquiline nose, a prominent profile, and a

skin more red or copper-coloured than either yellow or brown.

Putting this along with other marked characteristics, moral as well

as physical, it is not surprising that the American should have been

taken as the type and sample of a variety in contrast with the

Mongolian.
"2. Philological Arguments. Few languages, equally destitute of

literature, have been better or longer known than the Eskimo. For
this we have to thank the Danish missionaries of Greenland Egede
most especially. From the grammar of Fabricius the Eskimo was
soon known to be a language of long compound words, and of regular

though remarkable inflections. It was known too to be very unlike

the better known languages of Europe and Asia. Finally, it has been
admitted to be, in respect to its grammatical structure at least,

American."
We need not here enumerate the various tribes embraced iu this

section, as it includes the whole of the original races found on the

American continent.

G. Indian Mongolida;. The races belonging to this section arc

found in Hindustan, Cashmere, Ceylon, the Maldives and Laccadives,
and part of Beloochistan. They are found mixed or contiguous to

the Japetidse of Beloochistau and Cabul, and various Seriform tribes.

They present two extreme forms of physical conformation, one with

the skin dark or even black, the other of a brunette colour, with a

skin of great delicacy and clearness. The social condition of caste

prevails among them. The principal religions are Brahminism and

Buddhism, with a variety of intermediate creeds. Their ancient

literature is in the Sanscrit, and their alphabets are derived from that

language. They embrace the following divisions : 1, the Tamul
;

2, the Paliuda; 3, the Brahui; 4, the Indo-Gangetic ; 5, the Purbutti;

6, the Cashmirian
; 7, the Cingalese; and 8, the Maldiviau.

II. The ATLANTIDA In their physical character the face is not so

broad and flat as in the Mongolian. The jaws project, are prognathic,
whilst the nose is generally flat

;
the forehead is retiring ;

the cranium

dolikocephalic, that is, there is less space between the parietal bones

of the skull, whilst its length remains the same, than there is iu tbe

last variety ;
the eyes only rarely open obliquely ;

the skin is mostly

jet-black, presenting however lighter shades, and very rarely approach-

ing a pure white ;
the hair is crisp, woolly, very rarely straight, and

still more rarely light-coloured. The languages amongst the Atlautidin

2 x
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belong to the agglutinate class. They are seldom or ever found with

a truly amalgamate inflection.

The great district of the development of the native* which are

brought together under the above definition, is Africa. Perhaps there

is no quarter of the globe that present* a greater diversity of inhabit-

ant* than Africa, or race* of men who at first sight appear so evidently

distinct All previous ethnologist* have placed the Hottentot, the

Negro, and the Buihroan in a very different position to the Assyrian,

the Babylonian, the Mohammedan, and the Jew ;
but in Dr. Latham's

classification we find these brought together under the common variety

Atlamiid,r. The analogy of language baa led to this conclusion ; and

the transition from the lowest to the highest of these races is so

gradual, that no investigation of their physical structure with which

we are at present acquainted, would be sufficient to break down the

affinity discovered in their languages. No part of Africa seems to

be inhabited by any races but those of the Atlantidaa. The Syro-
Arabian or Semitic nations, however, which are now classed amongst
the Atlantidc, are found occupying a considerable area in the south-

western part of Asia. The people of these races are far removed
from the Negro and the Hottentot, and present great symmetry of

form, and considerable cerebral development
However small may have been the influence of the lower types of

this race on the world, there can be no doubt of the vast impression

produced by the Semitic nations. We may pass over the early
civilisation indicated by the Assyrian and Babylonian empires, and fix

attention on the religious history of the Jews. Here, amidst the

surrounding Paganism, we find the worship of the one true God
maintained by this small race amongst the Semitic nations; and

through them the religion of Christ, which is destined to react on all

the other races of mankind. It is also among these races that that

compound of Judaism and Christianity, Mohammedanism, has sprung
up ; and however inferior it may be to the Christian religion, there
can be little doubt of the beneficial influence it haa exerted on the
races who have embraced it

The following is Dr. Latham's division of this group :

A. Ktgro Atlantida. The negroes have a black, unctuous, and
soft (kin ; the hair woolly ; lips thick ; maxillary profile prognathic,
frontal profile retiring ; nasal depressed. They inhabit the low land?,

Ma-coasts, and the deltas and courses of rivers, chiefly the Senegal,
Gambia, Niger, and Upper Nile. They are nearly limited to the

tropic of Cancer. They are divided into Western Negroes, Central

Negroes, and Eastern Negroes.

B. Kaffrt Atlantidtc. The language of the Kaffir supplies a
broad distinction between them and other African races. They are

prefixional and allitenttional. Their physical comformation is modified

negro. They occupy a district in Africa (east and west) from the
north of the equator to the south of the tropic of Capricorn. The
chief divisions are, 1, Western, 2, Southern, 3, Eastern.

l/ottentot Allanlida." Th'e Hottentot stock," says Dr. Latham,
"has a better claim to be considered as forming a second species
of the genus Jlomo than any other section of mankind. It can
be shown however that the language is no more different from
those of the world in general than they are from each other." The
Hottentot* occupy the southern extremity of Africa. They are of
low stature ; limbs alight ; colour more brown or yellow than black

;

cherk-bone* prominent ; nasal profile depressed ; hair in tufts rather
than equally di.trit.uted over the head. They are divided into the
Hottentot* proper and the Saabs. The latter are found between the
Roggcveld and the middle portion of the Orange Hiver.

D. \ilolic Allanlida. Tbe*e people have a modified negro con-
formation, and inhabit the water-system of the Upper and Middle
Nile. Their chief divisions are, 1, Dallas; 2, Agoua ; 3, Nubians;
4, Btahari.

B. Amatirgh Atlmtula Atnarirgh is a term equivalent to Berber.
Theee people are found on the coa*U of the Mediterranean and the
whole north-western quarter of Africa, They present modifications

f
both the negro and Arab type.. Their chief division* are. 1, the

Hiwah of the Oas of Siwah, the ancient Ammonium ; 2, Cabyles of
the ranee of Atlas

; J, Tuaricks of the Sahara ; 4, Guanches of the
Canary Ilands.

.t-'ffplicM Allanlidrr. This section includes the ancient
Egyptians, the subject* of the Pharaoh* and the Ptolemies, and tho
modern Opt* a* far as they are of unmixed blood. They dwell in
the vallry and d. It* of the Nile, from Easonan to the Mediterranean
The physical conformation of the ancient Egyptians is gathered from

ir njummir*. The modern
Copt* have the hair black aad cri.p or

eurled; the efaeek-bunea projecting; lip* thick; nose depressed
nottril* wide ; complexion from a yellowish to a dark-brown; eyes
oblique ; frame Ull aad flwhy.

O. Stmitie A ttanttda. This section embraces tho most highly

4loped form, of the Atlantida. The Semitic races are found in
Ibysrinia. Arabia, Palertine, Syria, Mesopotamia, and parts of Kur-
disun. Tlwy *r* light-complexioned, and referrible to three types
the Arab, UK J.w, and the Kaldani. Their influence on the world
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ha* been pre-eminently moral, spiritually a* well as intellectually.
Their religions are pre-eminently monotheistic in the later part* of
their history. Their alphabet is the earliest in the world, and, with
the

exception
of the Ethiopia, is written from right to left The

chief divisions, which are more or leas artificial, are Syrians, Assyrians,
Babylonians, Phoenician*, Beui-Terah, Arabs, ^Ethiopians, Solymi
Cappadocians, Elamites, Cyprians, Philistine*, Canaauites.

With the Beni-Terah (sons of Tenth), father of Abraham, are found
the Jews, who are remarkable amongst the nations of the earth for
their early intellectual culture, and for the moral and religious
influence their writing* have produced on the world.

III. JAPETIDJK. This variety includes most of the nation* of modern
Europe. Physically, they present characters superior to the two
other varieties. Their face ia not flat, and is moderately broad. The
jaws project but little, the nose U often very prominent, and the
frontal profile U not unfrequently nearly vertical The skull is shaped
generally as the last variety ; the opening of the eyelids is straight,
and very rarely oblique ; tho skin is white, or brunette : the hair is

never woolly, varying much in colour, frequently very light; the eyes
are black, blue, or gray.
The languages of the great European races are never aptotic. They

are mostly auaptotic, or having amalgamate inflections. In a few
instances they are agglutinate.

Athough the Japetida form the principal part of the nations of
Europe, they do not exclusively occupy this district of the earth, nor
are they confined to it. We have before mentioned the Lapps and
Finns of Scandinavia, the Euskaldunes of the Basque Provinces, the
Magyars, and Turks. It appears not to be improbable that the former
were the original inhabitants of Europe, and are the remnant* of a
race driven away successively by the Celts and the Indo-Qermanic
races that now occupy this part of the world. As also we find
evidence of the origin of the Japclidrc in the east, so we find trace*
of their existence iu various parts of Asia : as in tho Persians, Kurds,
Beloochi, Affghans, Tajiks, and Siapoah. It is not improbable, also,
that the Armenians ought to be classed with the Japetida:.
The influence of this variety of mankind on the history of the

world, has been much greater than that of the other two. If we arc
indebted to the Semitic races for the truth of Christianity, iU adop-
tion and propagation in a pure form has been mainly due to European
nations. JU became early identified with the civilisation of Greece
and Home ; and passing from the nations where it obtained ita early
triumphs, it has become, in later times, the religion of the great
Anglo-Saxon race, which on both sides of the Atlantic is increasing
with extraordinary rapidity.

Dr. Latham divides the Japctidas into two divisions Occidental
and Indo-Uermanic.

A. Occidental Japetida include the races called Celts or Kelts.
Ihe Keltic language* were separated from the common mother-tongue
subsequent to the evolution of the persona of verbs, but anterior to
the evolution of the cases of nouns. These languages are evidently
agglutinate. The present area of this race is Brittany, Wales, the
Highlands of Scotland, the Isle of Man, and Ireland. The original
area occupied by the Kelts, which have been constantly removed, is
the bcottish Lowlands, England, Gaul north of the Loire, and part of
Switzerland. It is probable also that they occupied parts of Buden,
Bavaria, and northern Italy. The Taurisci of the Tyrol, the Soordiaci
of lllvria, the Galatians of Asia Minor, the Celt-Iberians of Spainand the Cimbri of Jutland are generally regarded as Kelts. Theyhave two types of complexion in the British Islands : the Silurian
type having eyes and hair black, complexion dark with a ruddy tinge,
anil chiefly found in South Wales; the Hibernian type with gray eyes,
yellowish, red, or sandy hair, and light complexion; they arc found in
Ireland. Dr. Latham gives the following aa their chief divisions :

1. Kelt* of Gaul, falling into o. the proper Celtm; 6. the Belgte.
Both extinct or incorporate.

2. British Kelt*, falling into o. the Cambrians; 6. the Picta
which are extinct or incorporate.
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;
c- Manxmen, or Gaelic

Kelt* of the Isle of Man.
4. The Cisalpine Kelt* of northern Italy.
6. The Ligurians, extending from the Etruscan to the Iberian

frontier.

Their lino of population seem* to have been from Calais and
Dunkirk to England, from England to Scotland, and from Scotland to
In l.ni.l.

B. Indo-Gemanic Japetida. The languages of this group were
separated from the common mother-tongue subsequent to tho
evolution of the cases of nouns. They are less evidently agglutinatethan the Keltic. This and the previous group are sometimes called
Indo-European, and thus embracing all the Japetidte. The Indo-
Germanic Japetida are divided into two classes:

I. European Indo-Oermans. These are divided into 1. Gothic
2. Sarmatian; 3. Mediterranean.

1. The Goths embrace
a. The Teutons, which arc again divided into

a. Mesngoths.
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/3. High Germans, including Hesaians, Thuringians, Franks.
7. Low Germans, including

1. Batavians.
2. Saxons, embracing

Saxons of Hanover, and Anglo-Saxons of England.*
Saxons of Osnaburg and Westphalia.*
Nordalbingiaus. Extinct.

3. Frisians.

li. Scandinavians, embracing
1. Icelanders.

2. Faroe Islanders.

3. Norwegians.
4. Swedes.
5. Danes.

2. Sannatians. This comprises the Lithuanic and Slavonic divisions,
and these are its primary sections.

Of the Lithuanians Dr. Latham says
1. Of all the Japetidse they preserved their original paganism

longest.
2. Of all the Japetidte they have had the least influence on man-

kind.

.*?. Of all the Japetidae they speak a language nearest in structure
to the Sanscrit.

The Slavonic division includes
a. Russians.

P. Servians.

y. Illyrians
. Toheks.
. Poles,

f. Serbs,

j;. Polabic Slavonians.

8. Mediterranean Indo-Germans. These include the Greeks and
Romans of antiquity, and their modern descendants.

II. Iranian Indo-Germans. Dr. Latham says "the whole of this
class is hypothetical." It includes the Persians, who embrace the

Kurds, the Beloochi, the Affghans, the Siaposh, and other contiguous
races in Asia. The unplaced stocks are the Armenians and Iberians.

(Dr. R. G. Latham, Varieties of Man ; Lawrence, Lectures on Man ;
Dr. Lankester, On the Physical History of Man, in Family Tutor ;
Nott and Gliddon, Types of Mankind; Dr. Latham, Ethnology of
British Colonies, Ethnology of British Islands, Migrations of Man,
Ethnology of Europe; Dr. Pickering, Races of Men ; Dr. Prichard,
Physical History of Mankind ; Cuvier, Rlyne Animal.)

MAN, FOSSIL. [AsTHROPOLiTES.]
MANAKINS, the name of a group of small birds remarkable for

the rich tints of their plumage (Pipra of authors). Mr. Swainsou
makes them a sub-family of the A mpclidte, under the name of /"//// in"

[PlPRA.]
MANATEE. [CETACEA.]
MANCHIXEEL-TREE. [HlFPOMANE.]
MANDARIN DUCK. [DucKS.]
MANDIOC, the Brazilian name of the Cassava Plant, Jatropha

Manihot. [JATROPHA.]
MANDRAGORA. [ATROPA.]
MANDRAKE. [ATROPA.]
MANDRILD. [BABOOH.]
MANETTIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Cinchonacece, The limb of the calyx is 4- or 5-lobed, often with

secondary lobes interposed between the principal ones ; the corolla is

funnel-shaped, with a terete or quadrangular tube, a hairy throat, and
a 4- or 5-lobed limb

; anthers sessile, in the throat of the corolla
; cap-

sule ovate, compressed, crowned with the lobes of the calyx. Seeds

peltate, girded by a usually toothed border. The species are herba-
ceous plants or shrubs, with slender twining stems and axillary leaves,

many-flowered peduncles.
M. cordifolia is a native of Buenos Ayres and of the province of

Minos Geraes in Brazil. The whole plant is glabrous; the stem suffru-

ticose, much branched, very slender, round, twining ; bark gray, and
exfoliating on the young shoots, green, glabrous, and shining. The
leaves are opposite, petioled, cordate, acuminate, glabrous on both sides,

shining, pale, with prominent veins, and obscure minute articulations,
below dark, and the veins slightly channeled above

; stipules small,
subulate, and at length often reflexed in their upper half, bases broad,
and connate within the petioles, so as to form a small cup, which is occa-

sionally toothed round the branch
; peduncles elongated, solitary,

glabrous, filiform, shining, and single-flowered at the extremities of
the branches, which are subsequently elongated, rendering the pedun-
cle axillary; calyx green, glabrous, 4-parted, with minute divided

intervening teeth
; segments acute, at length reflexed, and nerved

;

corolla very hanrlsome, shining on the outer surface, and glabrous
everywhere except a little above ita base on tho inside, where for some
distance it is densely clothed with inverted while haira

;
tube clavate,

funnel-shaped, with 4 fl.it sides, nectariferous, and only colourless at
the base, every other part of the corolla vermilion orange-coloured,

deepest ou the inner side of the limb, green in the young bud.3
; throat

dilated and naked; limb 4-parted; segments deltoid, revolute. The
seeds are brown, round, flattened, and surrounded by a membranous
wing. The bark of the root is esteemed in Brazil a most valuable

remedy in dropsy and dysentery. It is given in powder of half a
drachm to a drachm and a half. It acts as an emetic.

(Lindley, Flora Medica.)
MANGABEY, a name for two species of Monkeys belonging to the

group of Guenom. [GuENONS.]
MANGANESE, a Metal of which the black oxide, or binoxide, was

first described by Scheele in 1774, and was afterwards determined byhim and Gahn to contain a peculiar metal, which has BO powerful an
affinity for oxygen, that this circumstance alone would prevent its
occurrence in nature in its metallic state. The natural compounds of
manganese, and especially its oxides, are numerous, and are found
abundantly in many parts of the earth. Like oxide of iron, it fre-

quently occurs in minerals in such small quantity as to show that it

exists in them rather in mixture than combination.
Manganese may be procured by mixing any of its oxides with oil,and heating it strongly iu a well-covered crucible. Its properties are,

that it has a grayish-white colour and resembles white cast-iron in

appearance; it is hard, brittle, and has a fasciculated crystalline
structure; its specific gravity, according to Berthier, is 7-05; it is
inodorous and tasteless, but when breathed upou emits a smell of
hydrogen gas. By exposure to the air manganese readily tarnishes by
oxidisement, and even in a very short time attracts sufficient oxygen
to lose its metallic lustre, and falls to a reddish-brown powder ; hence
the necessity for preserving it immersed in naphtha. Even at common
temperatures it slowly decomposes water; and at a red heat the
decomposition is rapidly effected, and in both cases hydrogen gas is
evolved and oxide of manganese formed. It requires an extremely
high temperature for its fusion, and it is fixed iu the fire.

The ores of manganese are chiefly oxides : they are the following :

Haussmannite Occurs crystallised in octohedrons and massive.

Primary form a square prism. Cleavage parallel to the base of the
primary form. Fracture uneven. Hardness rather greater thau that
of phosphate of lime. Colour brownish-black. Powder reddish-brown.
Lustre imperfect metallic. Opaque. Specific gravity 4722.

Before the blow-pipe with borax fuses into an amethystine-coloured
glass. It is found at Ilmenau in Thuringia, at Framont, and in

Pennsylvania, &c.
Dr. Turner's analysis gives very nearly

Manganese 70-9!)

Oxygen 27'33
Silica 0-34

Barytes (HI
Water <H3

-99-19
The equivalent of manganese being 28, this ore is essentially a

compound of 3 equivalents of metal 84 + 4 equivalents of oxygen
32 = 116. It contains less oxygen than any other oxid3 except the
protoxide, which does not occur in nature except ia combination.

Braunite Occurs crystallised and massive. Primary form a square
prism. Cleavage distinct, parallel to the faces of an octoheclron.
Fracture uneven. Hardness 6'0 to 6'5. Brittle. Colour brownish-
black. Streak the same. Lustre imperfect metallic. Opaque. Specific

gravity 4*818. The massive varieties are divergiugly fibrous.

Before the blow-pipe melts and effervesces slightly with borax. It
is found at Elgenberg, Wursiudel, Piedmont, and in Cornwall.

According to Dr. Turner, it consists very nearly of

Manganese . 67'76

Oxygen . 29'03

Barytes 2'26

Water 0-95

100

It is essentially an anhydrous sesquioxide of manganese, consisting
of 1 equivalent of metal 28 + 1 J eqaivalent of oxygen 12 = 40.

Manganite Occurs crystallised and massive. Primary form a right
rhombic prism. Cleavage parellel to the lateral faces. Fracture uneven.
Hardness 4'0 to 4'25. Scratches glass slightly. Colour iron and steel

and blackish gray. Streak reddish-brown. Lustre metallic. Opaque.
Specific gravity 4'328. Masaive varieties amorphous. Structure

crystalline, granular, large fibrous.

Before the blow-pipe, with borax, fuses iuto a transparent ame-

thystine glass; heated in a tube, water is expelled. It occurs at

Hartshill near Coventry, in Devonshire, Ilfeld in the Harz, &c.

Dr. Turner's analysis gives very nearly

Manganese 62'93

Oxygen 26'97

Water lO'lO

100

It is therefore hydrated sesquioxide of manganese. .

Varvicite Occurs massive and in pseudo-crystals. Composed of
thin plates and fibres. Hardness 2'5. Colour gray. Powder black.

Lustre metallic. Opaque. Specific gravity 4'531. When strongly
heated yields oxygon gai and water.
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It ocean ma*-nve at HarUhill ia the comily of Warwick, and tlio

pswodci-fl-ra-tel* U llfeld.

Analysis according to Phillip* :

Manganese
Oxygen .

Water .

81 5
54
-100

It U a compound of 4 equivalent* of metal 112 + 7 equivalent* of

oxvgen 54 and 1 equiralent of water 9.

Pynluiilt, BtHoxiJe of Manya*ete Occurs crystallised and massive,

Primary form a right rhombic priun. Cleavage parallel to the lateral

plane* and ahort diagonal ; indistinct Fracture uneven. Hardness

2-0 to 8*5. Colour blackish-gray and black. Streak black. Lustre

imperfect metallic. Opaque. Specific gravity 4-94.

ilaiaive rarietim amorphous, reniforni, and botryoidal. Structure

granular, fibrous.

It U the most abundant ore of manganese, occnring in large quantity
in Devonshire, Warwickshire, Thuringia, Iirit7.il, and mauy other

places.
Dr. Turner's analysis gives very nearly

Manganese
Oxygen
Silica

Water

35-36

0-56

0-66

1-56

-100

It U a compound of 1 equivalent of metal 23 + 2 equivalents of oxygen
1 >; 44, and is the per- or bin-oxide.

J/y<lrntf<l Bauaride of Manganese has long been known by the

name of Black Wad. It occurs of various shades of brown, and ia

massive, botryoidal, amorphous, and sometimes pulverulent. It is

frequently soft enough to soil the fingers. It occurs largely in Devon-

shire, and U also met with in Cornwall, the Harz, Piedmont, and

many other places.

Analysis of a specimen from the Harz by Klaproth :

Peroxide of Manganese..... CS'O

Oxide of Iron ....... 6'5

Water ........ 17-5

Silica and Barytas ...... 9-0

Carbon........ 1-0-102

Pri'.omtlane is an ore of manganese which contains a considerable

quantity of Uarytes. It occurs reniform, botryoidal, and stalactitic.

Structure granular, compact, and indistinctly fibrous. Fracture

conchoidal, even. Hardness 5'0 to ti'O. Colour dark-gray and grayish-
black. Streak brownish-black. Lustre imperfect metallic. Opaque.
Specific gravity 4-0 to 4*15. It occurs in Devonshire, Cornwall, in the

Harz, and moat manganese mines.

Dr. Turner's analysis gives

. 69-795
. . 7-364

. 16-365
. . 6-216

. . . 260

Red Oxide of Manganese
i *j pa
Barytes .

Water ....
Silica

100

Sulphur is alito found in combination with manganese. The com-

pound is called

Kobellite, Manganese-Blende, A-c. It occurs crystallised and massive.

Primary form a cube. Cleavage parallel to its faces. Fracture uneven,
oooohoidaL Hardness 3*5 to 4'0. Colour brownish-black ; when fresh

fractured, steel-gray. Streak dark-green. Lustre imperfect metallic.

Opaque. Specific gravity 4*014.

Fuses with difficulty, and only the edges with the blow-pipe ; gives

sulphuretted hydrogen when dissolved in an acid. It is found at

Nagysg in Transylvania, and in Mexico.

Analysis by Arfwedson :

Manganese 620
Sulphur 37-6

996

Manganese occurs also in combination with some metals and oxides.

Arsrnturet of Manganese Occurs massive. Fracture in one direc-

tion granular and shining, in the other dull. Structure foliated. Hard.
Brittle. Specific gravity 5*56. Found in Saxony. Colour whitixh-

gray. Blackens by exposure to the air.

Dr. Kane found it to consist of

Arsenic, with a trace of Iron
45-5

51-8

-97-3

jtaityaxett Occurs massive, reniform, and botryoidnl.
Structure compact. Fracture imperfect conchoidal. Hardness about
1"5. Colour bluiah-black. Streak the same. Lustra resinou>. Opaque.
Specific gravity about 8*2. Occurs in Bohemia ami Chili.

Analysis by K.rston :-
Oxide of Manganese
"xiile of Copper
Water

Sulphate of Lime
.silica .

74-10
4-80

20-10
1 M.-,

0-30

LOO-Sf

Carbonic acid and silica also occur in combination with oxide of

manganese, and the latter also with oxide of manganese and iron.

Carbonate of Manganae : Kolilerile Occurs crystallised and mas-
sive. Primary form a rhomboid. Cleavage parallel to the primary
planes. Fracture uneven, couchoidaL Hardness 3-5. Colour rose-

red, brownish. Streak white. Translucent. Lustre vitreous, pearly.

Specific gravity 3-3 to 3-6. Massive varieties globular, botryoidal.
Structure compact, fibrous, granular. Colour yellowish-white.

Opaque. It is found at Hartshill in Warwickshire, Nagysg, Frey-
berg, Ac.

Analysis of the carbonate from Nagyag by Berthicr :

Carbonic Acid 38-6

Protoxide of Mangnneso . . ... 56*0

Lime 5-4

100

Silicate of Manganese Occurs crystallised aud massive. Primary
form an oblique rhombic prism. Cleavage parallel to the lateral faces

of the primary crystal Fracture uneven and conchoidal. Scratches

glass. Colour rose-red. Translucent on the edges. Lustre between

pearly and resinous. Specific gravity 3*538 to 3*685. It occurs in

Sweden, the Harz, Devonshire, Cornwall, tic.

Analysis by Berzelius :

Silica 48-00

Oxide of Manganese . . . . . 49*04

Lime and Magnesia ..... ;! ". I

100-38

Leonhard has described some silicates of maugaucse under the names
of AUayile, Photizite, Rhodonite, &c., which contain admixtures of

various other substances.

Silicate of Manganese and Iron : Knclidite. The locality of this is

not known. It occurs massive. Externally cellular and uneven.
Fracture imperfect conchoidal. Lustre glistening. Colour gray,

spotted dirty-white, red, browu, and green. It is opaque, hard, and
brittle. Specific gravity 3'714.

Analysis by Dobereiner :

Silica 32-5

Protoxide of Manganese ..... 35'0

Protoxide of Iron 3li -0

99-5

Harceline (Anhydrous Silicate of Dettioxidc uf Manganese) Occurs

crystallised in octahedrons with a square base. Colour grayish -block.

Lustre slightly metallic or vitreous. It is found at St. Mar
Piedmont. Analysis by Berzelius :

Silica 15-17
Oxide of Manganese 76-80

Oxide of Iron 4-14

Alumina 2'80

97-91

The analysis by Berthitr gives considerably more silica and lefts

oxide of manganese.
Ifelerodine is a cilicatc of manganese belonging to this group.

Phosphate of Manganese and /ran ; f'llmannite Occurs massive.

Fracture conchoidal. Hardness 6*0 to 5*5. Colour reddish-brown, or

blackish. Lustre resinous. Opaque. Specific gravity 8*439 to' 3 '7 75.

Occurs at Limoges in France.

Analysis by Berzelius :

Phosphoric Acid 32 8

Oxide of Manganese 82*0

Oxide of Iron 81 -9

Phosphate of Lime 3-2

100-fl

Two other varieties have been described under the name of

ffetepolile and Ifuraulite.

MANGEL-WURZEL. [BETA.]
MANGI'FEKA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Anacai-diaccic. Three or four species of this genus arc enumerated
as M.fcetida of Lourciro, a native of Cochin China and the Moluccas;
M. laxijlora, indigenous in Mauritius ; and M. sylratica, of Roxburgh,
a native of the hilly districts bordering on Silhet, where it grows to a

great size, and ia called Lukshmee-Am. It bears a fruit which ripens
in February and March, and is eaten by the natives, though not no

palatable as even a bad mango. It is also dried and kept by them for

medicinal purposes. M. oppositifolia, Roxburgh, a native of Rangoon,
is proposed by Messrs. Wight and Arnott to be formed into a distinct

genus.
M. Indira, the Mango-Tree, is alone of any consequence, and thi* as

forming one of the most grateful fruits of the tropical parts of Asia ;

it extends also as far north as 30, and bos been successfully intro-
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duced into the West Indies. The tree grows to a great size, with an
erect trunk, and dark-coloured cracked bark. The wood is of a
whitish or dull-gray colour, porous, yet pretty durable if kept dry.
The leaves are alternate, petioled, lanceolar, entire, often a little waved
at the margins, firm, smooth, shining, and having, when bruised, a

pleasant resinous smell. The flowers are yellow-coloured and small,
but produced in great numbers, on large terminal erect panicles.

Many perfect male flowers are often found intermixed with the her-

maphrodite ones. Calyx 5-leaved ; petals 5, lanceolate, twice the

length of the calyx, furnished in the inside with a lobed granular
scale or crust

; stamen, a single fertile oue, with three or four filament-

like bodies, which represent the abortive stamens ; ovary with its base
immersed in the torus, obliquely oval, 1-celled, with a single ovule
attached to the side of the cell ; style one, from the upper edge of the

ovary, curved downwards ; drupe oblong, or somewhat kidney-formed,
also a little compressed like a kidney, fleshy, with a smooth rind,

yellow or reddish when ripe, size various, but in general about as large
as a goose's egg ; nut conformable to the drupe, but more compressed,
woody, 1-celled, 2-valved, covered on the outside with many fibrous

filaments, particularly in the worst sorts ; the kernels are large.

Embryo between erect and transverse
; cotyledons thick, fleshy ;

radicle opposite to hilum.
The Mango is so well known as one of the most highly esteemed

fruits of the East, that one is surprised to find it sometimes described
as like nothing so much as a mixture of tow and turpentine. The

is a secretion abounding iu the family to which the Mango
1 m:iy be secreted in larger quantities in neglected varieties,

where also the filaments of the nut will likewise abound. But in well-

cultivated varieties the fruit is sweet and rich-flavoured, juicy, and

nearly as free of fibres as a melon. The kernels contain much nourish-

ment, but are never used for food except in famines, when they are

cooked in the steam of water, and used as an article of diet. From
wounds made in the bark of the tree there issues a soft reddish-

brown resin, which age hardens. Burnt iu a candle, it emits a smell
like that of a Cashue nut when roasting. It softens in the mouth,
and adheres to the teeth. The taste is slightly bitter, with some

degree of pungency. It dissolves almost entirely iu spirits, and to

some degree in water.
The tree is generally raised from seeds, which should be sown soon

after they are gathered, but this is a very uncertain way of getting the

finer varieties. Propagating by layers, and grafting by approach, are

the only modes of certainly continuing fine sorts, as well as of

improving them. These have the advantages also of bearing when
small in size, that is, only a few feet in height, and therefore well

suited to culture in the hothouses of Europe. Sweet states " that

the Mango ripens iu this country when the plants are of a good size.

Sandy loam, or a mixture of loam and peat, is most suitable to it
;

and the pits should be well drained, as the plants are apt to get sodden
with too much water. Fresh seeds from the West Indies vegetate

freely. The plant may also be increased from cuttings, which root

best in sand under a hand-glass." It would be advisable also to

imitate its native climate as much as possible, that is, after winter,

giving it dry heat with watering for some months, and then removing
it into an orchideous house iu the season of ripening its fruit.

MANGLETIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Maynoliaceif, one of the species of which, M. glauca, has a white solid

wood, which is largely employed in Java, and supposed to prevent the

decay of corpses put into coffins made of it.

MANGO-GINGER. [CORCUMA.]
MANUO-TKKK. [MAXUIFEBA.]
MANGOSTEEN. [CLUSIACE^; GARCINIA.]
MANGOUSTE. [HEIU-KSTES.]
MANGROVE. [KHIZOPIIORA.]
MANIHOT. [JATBOPHA.]
MANIOC. [CASSAVA.]
MA SIS. [KlTNTATA.]
MANNA. The concrete juice of the Ornut Europams, a species

of Ash, native of the south of Europe. Other sweetish secretions

exuded by some other plants are usually considered to be kinds of

Manna. These appear to be all produced in warm and dry parts of

the world. The kind which is most abundant is by the Arabs called

Toorunjbeen, which is often translated ' Persian Manna,' and is

produced by a thorny plant, called by botanists Alhagi Maitrorum.
The genus Alttayi (a name compounded of 'haj

' and the article
(

al')

of botanists contains two species, A. Mcturorum and A. desertorum,
found in India, Egypt, Arabia, the north of Persia, and Syria. Both

species are alto called Ooshturkhar, or Camel's Thorn. A. Maurorum
is alone remarkable for yielding a kind of Manna, which by some
authors has been supposed to be the Manna of the Wilderness

;
hence

the plant itself was culled Manna Ilebraica by Mr. Don. The climate

of Persia and Bokhara seems alone suited for the secretion of this

Manna, which in the latter country is employed as a substitute for

sugar, and 'a imported into India from Cabul and Khorassan. A
econd kind, which, though less abundant, is more esteemed than the

former, is called Sheer Kliisht, and is mentioned by Garcias under this

name, and described as produced in the country of the Uzbecs. A
1 merchant reported to Dr. Royle that it was produced by a tree

mil. t] Ound'-l-li, which was about 12 feet high, had a jointed stem,

and grew in Candahar. A third kind of Manna is called Guzunjbeen,
the produce of a species of Tamarisk, called Guz, which is considered

by Ehreuberg to be only a variety of Tamariscus gallica, growing on
Mount Sinai, but which has been called T. mannifera, : by some
authors this is supposed to be the Manna of the Wilderness. It is

said to be produced also in Laristan and in Irak Ajemi. A fourth
kind of Manna is produced on Calotropis procera, called Ashur, and
its sweet exudation or sugar Shukur-al-Ashur, under which name it is

described by Avicenua
; Zuccarum-al-Husar in the Latin translation,

ch. 758. A fifth kind, called Bed-Khisht, is described iu Persian
works as being produced on a species of willow in Persian Khorassau.
Besides these comparatively little known kinds of Manna, a sweetish
exudation is produced on the Larch (Larix Europwa), which forms the
Manna Briyantiaca, or Brianjon Manna of some Pharmacopoeias.
[ORNUS ; ALHAGI

;
TAMAKISCUS ; LARIX.]

MANNA-ASH. [FHAXINUS.]
MANON, a genus of Zoopkyta, proposed by Schweigger, adopted

by Goldfuss, and ranked by De Blainville among the Amorphozoa, with

Spongia, Alcyonium, &c. It is an attached mass, full of lacuna?,

composed of reticulated fibres, with its surface pierced by many
distinct holes. Goldfuss gives niue species, of which five are from
the Chalk, two iu Jura Kalk, and one in Transition Rocks.
MANTELLIA (in memory of the late Dr. Mautell, the geologist), a

generic name proposed by Parkinson for certain Alcyoniform Fossils
of the Chalk. M. Brongniart has also established the use of this

word for certain Cycadiform Plants, to which Dr. Bucklaud has

applied the title of t'ycadeoidea. The specimens are chiefly found iu

the Oolite of the Isle of Portland, but one (M. cylindrica) occurs iu

the Lias of Luneville, according to M. Voltz. The stem of these

plants is cylindrical or spheroidal, and covered with transverse

impressions of leaf-bases. The internal structure resembles Cycas.
(Buckland, in 'Geological Transactions,' 1828.)
The following is an account of the locality in the Isle of Portland in

which these fossils occur : "Immediately upon the uppermost bed of

limestone, which is a coarse rock, full of cavities and imprints left by the

decay of the usual species of marine, univalve, and bivalve shells of the

oolite, are layers of calcareous shell a few feet in thickness, in which
no vestiges of marine fossils have been observed ; and whose laminated
structure and the presence of horizontal seams of carbonaceous earthy
matter, with interspersions of vegetable remains, indicate a fluviatile

or freshwater origin."
Upon these deposits is a layer, from one to two feet thick, of a

dark-brown friable loam abounding in lignite, and so similar in appear-
ance to common vegetable earth or mould, as to have acquired the

name of dirt-bed from the quarrymen. In and upon this bed are,

numerous petrified stems and branches of coniferous trees and plants
allied to the Zamia. Many of the trees and plants are standing
erect, as if petrified while growing on the spot ;

the trunks of the

trees extending upwards into the limestone above, and vestiges of the

roots being traceable into the dirt-bed. The upright stems are in

general a few feet apart, and but 3 or 4 feet in diameter ; portions of

prostrate trunks have been collected, indicating a total height of the

originals of 30 or 40 feet. In many instances fragments of branches

remain attached to the stem. The cycadeous plants occur in the

intervals between the upright trees, and the dirt-bed is so little

consolidated, that specimens evidently standing in the position in

which they originally grew, may be dug up with a spade.
" The strata above the dirt-bed consists of finely laminated cr^am-

coloured shaly limestone, in which casts of the freshwater crustaceans

(Cyprides) so abundant in the Wealden, are the only organic remains
hitherto noticed. These deposits are covered by the modern vegetable

soil, which but little exceeds in depth the ancient oue above described,
and instead of supporting Cycadece and pine forests, barely maintains

a scanty vegetation. Here then we have the remains of a petrified
forest of the ancient world, the trees and plants like the inhabitants

of the city in Arabian fable turned into stone, yet still retaining the

places they occupied when alive."

Specimens of Mantellia nidiformii and M. cylindrica from the Isle

of Portland, are to be seen in the British Museum.
MA'NTID^H, a family of Orthopterous Insects, the species of which

may be distinguished by the following characters : Head exposed

(not hidden by the thorax), furnished with three ocelli, or simple

eyes, besides the ordinary pair of compound eyes; palpi short, slender,

and cylindrical ; antenuie generally setaceous, but sometimes pecti-

nated
;
short in the females and long in the males

; body elongated ;

the thorax usually very long, often dilated at the sides and dentate;
abdomen long, and with the terminal segment small in the male sex,

more or less dilated, and with this terminal segment large in the

females
;
the apex furnished with two small appendages ^ legs long ;

the four posterior legs slender, the anterior legs with the coxae very

large and elongated ;
the femora also very large, dilated, and furnished

with a double series of spines on the under side, between which (when
the animal is in a state of repose) the tibise are placed: the tibiic

are rather short, armed with spines, and having a strong spine at the

apex, which is recurved ;
tarsi usually 5-jointed, but in some species

the posterior tarsi have only three joints ; wings horizontally folded

when at rest.

Thn principal genera contained in this family Rre-.ffeteromylarsns
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. and .VoiUu. The species of UK fint of these three

ffnn r readily distinguished by than being only three joint* to

UM posterior tani. there being 6re joint* to the Urai in all the species

comprised in the remaining two gran*. In tba genus Ertmiajhila,
UM palpi are obtaasly pointed, and the head in partially enveloped in

the thorax ; the two posUrior pain of legs are long and slender, and
UM thigh* are sometime* terminated by a small apine ;

the penulti-
mate segment of the abdomen ia furnished with two spines in the

female*. The elytra and wing* are always very short The genus
Mo*tit (as now restricted) is distinguished from the hut by the bead

being free, the palpi very slender and almost pointed, and the wings
as long aa the body, or nearly so ; the penultimate segment of the
abdomen ia never furnished with spines.
The Maniidrr are found in all warm countries, are exceedingly

numerous, and remarkable for the grotesque forms which they usually
assume. Their resemblance to a portion of a plant is often so great,
that it is only by their motions they can be discovered. The names It.

nUyiatu, M. prtemria, If. tone/a. Praying Mantis, to. have been applied
to certain species on account of a peculiarity in their habits that of

noting the thorax at an angle with the body, and placing together
the Urge fore legs, like the hands of a person when at prayer; in this

position they will sometimes remain perfectly motionless for several
hour*. Their food consists of flies and other insects, which they are

exceedingly dexterous in catching by means of their fore legs ; the

prey is held by the fore leg by bending back the tibia against the
lemur ; the opposing surfaces of these two portions of the legs being
covered with

spines,
enables them to retain their prey in this manner,

and to convey it to the month.
The eggs are deposited by the female ifantii upon plants, and are

covered by a glutinous substance, which soon becomes hard and forma
a kind of case, in which they are arranged in a symmetrical manner.
The form of the case varies according to the species. The young,
when batched, resemble the parents, except in size and in being
destitute of wings.
Mania gonyylodtt has been selected to illustrate a common form

of the insects of the present family. This species inhabits the East
Indies, and when alive is most probably of a green colour. The
female is about 4 inches, and the male is about 3J inches in length.

Linnscut.

MANTIS. [MASTIDJS.]
MANUCODK. [BIRDS or PARADISE.]
MAPLE. [Act*.]
MARABOU. [CICOXIA.]
MAKAXTA, a genui of Plants belonging to the natural order

Haraxlacta. The root-stock is white, horizontal, annulated, from
which proceed root-fibres, some of which swell into tubers and become

jointed stocks, similar to the rhizoina, but covered with scales. These
often elongate, curve upwards, and rUin.- out of the ground become
new plants. Tba stem is 2 or 3 feet high, much branched, slender,

finely hairy, tumid at the joints ; leaves alternate, with long leafy

hairy shsaths, ovate-lanceolate ; panicles terminal, lax, spreading,
with long linear sheathing bracts at the ramifications ; calyx green
and smooth ; corolla white, small, unequal, ouu of the inner segments
in the form of a lip; anther attached to the petal-like fikuu-tit;

style hooded, petal-shaped; ovary 8-celled, smooth ; stigma 8-slded ;

fruit even, dry, 1 -seeded.

M. armidinaeea yields the arrow-root of commerce, but it is also

procured in Urge quantities from a variety of closely-allied, and even

many distinct, plants. Thus the Surinam and Bermuda arrow-root is

the produce of the Hf. arnndinaera, wbila the Jamaica arrow-root is

obtained from the Jf. Indira (Tunao) ;
which plant, along with several

Curcuma*, yields also the East Indian arrow-root. The West Indian

arrow-root boa mostly a pure white colour, tbo East Indian a yellow

tinge.
The tubers, root-stocks, or offsets, are grated or brused, and

repeatedly washed with water, which is passed through a fine hair-

sieve, so long u it runs off with a milky appearance. It is allowed

to subside, the supernatant water drained off, and the powder dried :

100 parts of the fresh plant yield 10 parts of arrow-root; but Beiizon

states 100 parts to yield 23 or 26 parts.

According to the analysis of this chemist it consists of

Volatile Oil . 0'07

Starch

Vegetable Albumen
Gummy Extract .

Chloride of Calcium, insoluble fibre

Water .

M-00
1-58

0-60

6-00

The volatile oil imparts a Blight odour to the solution in warm
water, which helps to distinguish genuine arrow-root from several of

the articles substituted for it Arrow-root has scarcely any taste,

being bland and insipid ; the powder, when pressed in the hand, emits

a crackling noise, and retains the impression of the fingers, which
common starch from wheat does not Cassava (Manioc, from Jatropha,
or Janipha Manihot) also retains the impression of the fingers, but it

has more odour and a somewhat acrid taste.

Canna Indira.

1, a flower with the ralvx and petals cut off, the pctalold, itamen, and style
alone remaining. 2, a upiulc.

The menls of any cereal grain may cisily be distinguished from
arrow-root by the nitrogen which they contain, and the aminoniacal

products which they yield hy distillation. Potato-starch is however
most frequently used to adulterate arrow-root, or as a substitute for

it Microscopic observation of the form and size of the grains will

point out the difference, as first indicate! by Uanpail (' Annnlos drs
Sciences Nat.,' t. vi.), those of arrow-root bi ing nmallur; the different

habitudes of the ttarch with rcagcutg will also do this. (See
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Messrs. Payen et Chevalier,
'
Traite* de la Pomtne de Terre,' p. 126

;

also ' Journal de Pharmacie,' Aout, 1833.) Potato-starch is not
soluble in cold water, which is the case with arrow-root. Dissolved
in absolute alcohol, arrow-root separates into two distinct portions,
which neither wheat nor potato-starch does. In equal proportions
dissolved in warm water, Arrow-root yields a thinner solution, with
f more slimy aspect than wheat-starch.

Arrow-root dissolved in water, milk, or any other appropriate
vehicle, constitutes, from its easy digestibility, a most excellent article

of diet for delicate persons and young children. It may be given
plain, or with wine or spices, according to circumstances. The
valuable property just mentioned does not belong to either wheat- or

potato-starch. The latter, if prepared from potatoes in spring, is

very liable to disturb the stomach ; but less so if prepared in October
or November. Potato-starch may be prepared at a very cheap rate,
and kept for a long period unchanged, thus affording a protection

against times of scarcity.

(Sir John Sinclair, On tlie Culture and Uses of Potatoes. Edinb.,
1828.)

MARANTA'CEjE, Starantt, a natural order of Endogenous Plants,
which have either no stems or annual ones only, whose leaves have

diverging veins, and whose flowers are constructed with an inferior

ovary surmounted by a 3-leaved calyculus ; very irregular flowers,

white, red, or yellow ; and a single stamen, whose anther has but
one lobe.

With the exception of the genus Culathea, and of C'anna, which is

communly cultivated under the name of Indian Shot, because of its

beautiful flowers, the species included in this order are of small size,

and by no means attractive, but the fleshy tubers of some of them
abound in starchy matter, which renders them nutritious. Arrow-
root of the finest quality is obtained from Maranta arundinacea, and
a similar product is yielded by Canna edulis and others. The order
is known from Zinyiberacea by the anther having but one lobe instead

of two.

All the species are found wild in tropical countries only.
The species are natives of the tropics of America, Africa, and Asia.

Amylaceous qualities prevail in this order, and starch is prepared from

many of the species. The fleshy corms of some species of the Canna
are eaten in Peru, and a sort of arrow-root, called Tous le Mois, is

extracted from some of the species. The seeds of others, called Indian

Shot, have been used as a substitute for coffee, and yield a purple dye.

(Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
MARBLE. A strict definition of this term is perhaps impracticable,

unless, with Da Costa, we limit it to the calcareous rocks " of very
lively colours, and of a constitution so fine that they will readily take

a good polish." In a vague sense other ornamental stones, as granite
and porphyry, may be ranked among marbles, but the catalogue of

the typical or calcareous marbles is long enough without these some-
what inconvenient additions. A limestone which will admit of being
worked easily and equally in all directions is properly called

'

freestone,'
aa the Bath or Ketton freestone

;
a rock of similar chemical compo-

sition, generally capable of being worked equally in all directions, and
also of taking a good polish, deserves the title of marble; when it is

glanular and of a white colour, it may be useful iu statuary.
Da Costa, in his ' Natural History of Fossils,' gives a large catalogue

of marbles, disposed in methodical order, which we shall follow in the

subsequent brief notices of this extensive subject.

Division I. Marbles of one plain Colour. .

Section 1. Black Marbles. Most of these contain bitumen, and are

fetid when bruised.

Examples. The Namur marble, the marble of Ashford in Derby-
shire, Dent iu Yorkshire, near Crickhowell, Tenby, Kilkenny,
&c. The marble, anciently called Marmor Luculleum, and now
Nero Antico.

Section 2. White Marbles.

Examples. The marble of Paros, in which the Laocoon and
Antinous are executed; the Carrara marble, of finer grain,
much used in modern sculpture ;

the Skye marble, noticed by
Dr. M'Culloch

;
that of Inverary, Assynt, Blair Athol, &c.

Section 3. Ash and Gray Marbles.

Examples. A beautiful marble, of compact oolitic texture, at

Orelton, near the Clee Hills in Shropshire, deserves mention,

Section 4. Brown and Red Marbles.

Examples. The Rosso Antico; a rival to which, at least in

colour, has been found on the estate of the Duke of Devonshire,
near Buxton. The mottled brown marble of Beetham Fell,

near Milnthorp, is of good quality.

Section 5. Yellow Marbles.

Example. The Oiallo Antico. Siena marble, also dug at Mafra,
near Lisbon. That used in ancient Rome is said to be from
Nnmidio.

(

Section 6. Blue Marbles.

Example near St. Pons in Languedoc.
Section 7. Green Marbles.

Example. The Marmor Lncedsemonicum of Pliny. It is dug
near Verona.

Division II. Marbles of two Colours.

Section 1. Black Marbles variegated with other colours.

Example. Near Ashburton in Devonshire, Torbay in the same

couuty, Bianco e Nero Antico, the African Breccia of the

ancients, Giallo e Nero Antico.

Section 2. White Marbles variegated with other colours.

Example. Marble imported from Italy. Marbles of this gene-
ral character occur in" Siberia, at Plymouth, at Killarney, iu

Sweden, &c.

Section 3. Ash and Gray Marbles variegated with other colours.

These are very numerous, and occur in various parts of Europe.
Section 4. Brown and Red Marbles variegated with other colours.

Section 5. Yellow Marbles variegated with other colours.

Section 6. Green Marbles variegated with other colours.

Examples. Egyptian Marbles the Marmor Tiberium and Augus-
tum of Pliny; some Verde Antico, as that dug near Susa iu

Piedmont, the "beautiful marble of Anglesey (called Mona
marble), the marble of Kolmerden in Sweden.

Division III. Marbles variegated with many Colours.

Example. Some of the Plymouth marble, the beautiful Brocatello
or Brocade marble of Italy and Spain.

Division IV. Marbles containing Shells, Corals, and other
extraneous bodies.

In this division of marbles the British Islands are rich. Some of the

Plymouth, Ashburton, and other Devonian limestones are extremely
beautiful, from the abundance of fine corals exquisitely preserved iu

them
; the crinoidal marbles of Flintshire, Derbyshire, and Garsdale

in Yorkshire, are elegant examples of the carboniferous limestone
;

the shell marbles of Ranee (Northamptonshire), Buckingham, Which-
wood Forest, Stamford, Yeovil, may be noticed from the Oolitic rocks;
that of Petworth and Purbeck, from the Wealdeu strata, has been

extensively used by the architects of the middle ages. In general the

workiug of the English marbles is costly, and their use limited.

Dana gives the following account of marbles in his ' Manual of

Mineralogy,' with especial references to the American sources of this

substance :

" The finest and purest white crystalline limestones are used for sta-

tuary and the best carving, and are called Statuary Marble. A variety
less fine in texture is employed aa a building material. Its colours are

white and clouded of various shades. It often 6ou tains scales of mica dis-

seminated, and occasionally other impurities, from which the cloudings
arise. The finest statuary marble comes from the Italian quarry at Car-

rara, from the island of Faros, whence the name Parian
;
from Athens,

Greece ; and from Ornofrio, Corsica. Of these the Parian is the most

pure, consisting almost entirely of carbonate of lime
;
whilst that of

Carrara is frequently intermixed with granular quartz, which renders

it more durable. The Medicean Venus, and most of the fine Grecian

statues, are made of the Parian marble. These quarries, and also

those of the islands of Scio, Samos, and Lesbos, afforded marble for

the ancient temples of Greece and Rome. The Parthenon at Athens
was constructed of marble from Pentelicus.

"
Statuary marble has been obtained in the United States, but not of

a quality equal to the foreign. Fine building material is abundant

along the western part of Vermont, and south through Massachusetts

to western Connecticut and eastern New York. In Berkshire county,

Massachusetts, marble is quarried annually to the value of 200,000
dollars. The principal quarries are at Sheffield, West Stockbridge,
New Ashford, New Marlborough, Great Barrington, and Lanesborough.
The columns of the Girard College are from Sheffield, where blocks

50 feet long are sometimes blasted out
;
the material of the City Hall,

New York, came from West Stockbridge; that of the Capitol at

Albany from Lanesborough. At Stoueham is a fine statuary-marble

quarry, but it is difficult to obtain large blocks. The variety from

Great Barrington is a handsome clouded marble. Some of the West

Stockbridge marble is flexible in thin pieces when first taken out.

There are Vermont localities at Dorset, Rutland, Brandon, and Pitts-

ford. Extensive quarries are opened at New York, at Sing Sing ;

also at Patterson,-Putnam county; at Dover, in Dutchess county,
New York. In Connecticut there are marble-quarries at New Preston;

iu Maine, at Thomastown. In Rhode Island, at Smithfield, a fine

statuary marble is found; in Maryland, a few miles east of Hagerstown,
20 miles from Philadelphia, a fine clouded variety is found. A fine

dun-coloured marble is found at New Ashford and Sheffield, Massa-

chusetts ;
and at Pittsford, Vermont.

" The granular limestone, when coarse, usually crumbles easily, and

is not a good material for building ;
but the finer varieties are not

exceeded in durability by any other architectural rocks, not even by

granite.
" The impurities are sometimes so abundant as to render it useless.

For statuary it is essential that it should be uniform in tint, and with-

out seams or fissures.
" The common minerals in this rock are tremolite, asbestus, scapolite,

chrondrodite, pyroxolite, apatite, besides sphene, spinel, graphite,

idocrase, and mica.
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"Vrd Antique Marble, or Verde-Antico, U a clouded green marble

nmnfallm of a mixture of eerpentine and limestone, found at Genoa
and Tuscany, and U much valued for iU beauty. A variety u called

Polxinera di Genoa, and Vert d'Kgypto.
" A marble of this kind is found alo in America, at Millford, near

New Haven, Connecticut, of fine quality ; alao in Essex county, New
York ; at Moria, near Port Henry, on I jike Cbamplain.
"TheCipolin Marble* of Italy are white, or nearly to, with shading*

or MOM of fcmau tale.
" The Bardiglio U a gray variety, found at Corsica, also at Carrara.
"
Compact Limestone usually breaks out into thick slabs, and U a

convenient and durable itone for building. It is not possessed of

much beauty in the rough state. When polished it constitutes a

variety of marbles, according to colour; the shades are very nume-

rous, from white, cream, and yellow shades, through gray, dove-

coloured, slate-blue, or brown, to black.
" The Nero-Antico Marble U an ancient deep-black marble ; the

Paragon ' U a modem one, of a fine black colour, from Bergamo ; and
Panno di Morte is another black marble, with a few white fossil shells.

" The Koaoo-Antioo is deep blood-red, sprinkled with uiiuute white

dots.
" The Ginllo-Antico, or Yellow Antique Marble, is deep yellow, with

black or yellow rings.
" A beautiful marble from Sienna, called Brocatello di Siena, has a

yellow colour, with large irregular spots and veins of bluish-red or

purplish.
" The Mandclato of the Italians is a light-red marble with yellowish-

white spots. It is found at Luggezano.
" At Verona there is a red marble inclining to yellow ; and another

with Urge white spots in a reddish and greenish paste.
" The Bristol Marble, of England, is a black marble, containing a

few white shells, and the Kilkenny is another, similar. There is also

a black marble found in America at Shoreham, New York, and in

other places in that state near Lake Champlaiu. There are several

quarries at Isle la Motte.
" The Porto is a Genoese marble very highly esteemed. It is deep

black, with elegant veiuings of yellow. The most beautiful comes
from Porto-Venese, and under Louis XIV. a great deal of it was
worked up for decorations at Versailles.

" The Bird's-Eye Marble of western New York is a compact lime-

atone with crystalline points scattered through it.

" Ruin Marble is a yellowish marble, with brownish shading* or lines

arranged so as to represent castles, towers, or cities in ruins. These

markings proceed from infiltrated iron. It is an indurated calcareous

marl.
"
Oolitic Marble has usually a grayish tint, and is speckled with

rounded dote, looking like the roe of fish.
" Shell Marble contains scattered fossils, and is of different colours,

as the Petworth and Betheraden marbles. It is abundant in the

United States. Crenoidean or Encrinital Marble differs only in the

fossils being mostly encriuites, resembling thin discs. Large quantities
are found in Onondaga and Madison counties, New York, and the

polished slab* are much used.

"Madreporic Marble consists largely of corals, and the surface

consists of delicate stars. It is called by the Italians Pietra Stellaria.

It U also common in some of the states on the Ohio.
" Fire Marble, or Lumachelle, is a dark-brown shell marble, having

brilliant fire or chatoyant reflections from within.
" Breccian Marbles, and Pudding-Stone Marbles, are the polished

calcareous breccia- or pudding-stone.
"
Stalagmite* and stalactite* are frequently polished, and the variety

of shades is often highly beautiful. The Gibraltar Stoue, so well

known, U of this kind. It comes from a cavern in the Gibraltar rock,
and was deposited from dripping water. It is made into ink-stands,
letter-hoMers, and various small articles.

' Wood is often petrified by carbonate of lime, and occasionally
whole trunks are changed into stoue. The specimens HUOW well the

grain of the wood, and some are very handsome when polished.
44 Marble U sawn by means of a thin iron plate and sand and water,

either by hand or machinery. In poluhing the slab* are first worn
down by the sharpest (and, either by rubbing two slabs together, or

by means of a plate of iron ; finer sand is afterwards used, and then a
till finer. Next emery U applied of increasing fineness by mean* of
a plate of lead

; and, finally, the last polish U given by means of

putty powder, rubbed on with a piece of felt about a third of an inch
in thickness fastened on to a block of wood made for the purpose.
Mora or less water is used throughout the process.

"

MARCASITK, a name for Iron Pyritea, IInoK.1
MARCELINK. [MAXUAKCM.]
MARCORAA'VIACEJC, Marcyrariad,, a natural order of Poly-

petalou* Kinmns, having an imbricated calyx, numerous bypogynous
<timi, Mad a superior ovary with discoid stigma and many
polysperraous cells. They are all inhabitant* of the tropical parts
of America, and are usually scrambling shrubs, which are sometimes
true parasite*. The order is of no known ue, and of but little

interest, except in a systematical point of view ;
unless for the sake

of its very curious bract*, which vary in form in different species, but
which are tuually more or lea pitcher-shaped. The stem, root, aud

leaves of Marcyraaria unbeUala are regarded in the West Indie* ft*

diuretic and antiseptic.

Uarcgracia untbcllala.

1, a pithcr-haped Inverted bract adhering to the peduncle of n unczpandrd
(tower ; 2, a ripe fruit seated in the persistent imbricated calyx ; S, s transverse

eccliou of the same.

MARCHANTIA'CE-iE, Liverworts, a small natural order of Aero-

gens, or Cryptogamic Plants, forming part of the old group called

J/tjiatica. They are plants of a low organisation, in most instance*

having no distinction of leaves and stem, but a thin leafy lobed
thallus in their room, in which respect they resemble lichen?, but are
furnished with breathing pores and an approach to spiral vessel* in

the form of elaters, which latter circumstances elevate them to tho
level of Lycojiodiacece and Xfanileacett.

ATarchintia pitty

I, a vertical nection of an Involucrum, with the young capralci imbedded in

the receptacle.

Marchantiacett differ from ./ . with which they were-

formerly combined under the old name of Mepaticcct, in not having
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A distinct stem, and in their fruit not being 4-valved. Marchantia
itself, a common plant tinder the north side of old walls and hedges,

upon damp ground, forma deep green patches with a lobed lichenoid

thallus, anil has reproductive organs of two kinds arranged separately
below mushroom-shaped heads

;
one of them appears to be male and

the other female. None of the species are of any known use.

Eudlicher separates the order into four, with the following dis-

tinctive characters :

1. Ketiaeeee. Frondose. Involucre none. Capsules bursting irre-

gularly. Elaters none. Aquatics.
2. Anlhocerotea. Froudose or leafy. Involucre none. Capsules

]-2-valved, with a central columella, Elaters.

3. Targioniacete. Frondose. Involucre heterogeneous. Capsules
opening by teeth. Elaters.

4. Marchantiacect. Frondose. Both involucre and iuvolucel.

Capsules various, opening irregularly by teeth. Elaters. Flowers

capitate.
MAKE. [EQUIDJ,.]
MARE'S-TAIL. [HALORAGACIM: ; HIPPURIS.]
MAKECA. [DUCKS.]
MAREKAX1TE. [OBSIDIAN.]
MARGARIN, a peculiar fatty matter contained iu vegetable oils,

and also in animal fats, as mutton-suet and hog's-lard : when these
liave been treated with ether, for the purpose of obtaining stearin

from them, the ethereal liquors, by spontaneous evaporation, deposit
a portion of the solid matter which they contain, and this is to be
collected on a linen cloth, strongly pressed, and then exposed for a

long time to the heat of a salt-water bath. This substance is very
soluble in cold ether, which distinguishes it from stearin. It appears
probable however that by boiling in alkaline solutions it is converted
into stearic acid ;

but additional experiments are required to determine
its nature with precision. [OIL; ADIPOSE TISSCE.]
MARGARI'TA, Dr. Leach's name for the Concha margaritifera, or

' Pfrlarum, Mytilut margaritiftrus of Linnceus, Meleagrina
margaritifera of Lamarck. [AVICULA.] ,

MARGARITA'CEA, M. De Blainville'a name for his third family
of Lamellibranchiata. This family comprises the genera Vuleella,

Malleus, Perna, Crenatula, Inoccramus, Catdliu, Pitlrinitei, (ifrrillia,

and Aricula. [AvicoLA; MALI.EACEA.]
MARGARITE. [MICA.]
MARGARODITE. [MICA.]
MARGINELLA. [VOLUTID.B.]
MARGINOPORA. [MILLEFOBID*:.]
MARIGOLD. [CALENDULA.]
MARIGOLD, MARSH. [CALTHA.]
MARIMONDA.

[ATELES.]
MARJORAM, an aromatic potherb used in cookery, especially

among the French. It is the Origanum Majorana of Linmeu?, or

Majorana hortemit of Mconch, a native of Barbary and the Himalaya
Mountains. In gardens it is little better than au annual : in a wild
state it is a suffruticose perennial. [ORIGANUM.]
MARL. A mixture of calcareous and argillaceous earth is com-

monly called Marl
;

in Norfolk soft chalk used on the lands is called

Marl ;
in Worcestershire and Somersetshire red clays are termed

Marls. In geoloiry we have the Red Marl, the Black Marl at the base

of the lias, the Chalk Marl, the Fresh-Water Marls of Headon Hill in

the Me.of Wight. The term is too vague for scientific descriptions.
It is a useful substance in agriculture. [MARL, in ABTS AND Sc. Div.J
MARLSTONK Sandy, calcareous, and irony strata, which divide

the upper from the lower Lias Clays, are thus designated. [GEOLOGY.]
This mass of rocks is nowhere so well developed as in Yorkshire and
Leicestershire.

MAKMATITE, a name for Blende. [ZlNC.]
MARMOLITE, a Mineral consisting of Silicate of Magnesia, occurs

massive. Its structure is columnar, irregularly intersecting. Columnar

portions foliated, having a cleavage in two directions intersecting each

other. Colour grayish and greenish. Hardness 35. Lustre pearly.

Translucent, opaque. Specific gravity 2'47. Found at Hoboken, New
Jersey, and the Bare Hills, near Baltimore, United States. Analysis

by Nuttall :

Silica

Magnesia
Lime .......
Water .

36
46
2

15
99

MARMOSET. [QUADKUMANA.]
MARMOT. [RoDEKTiA.]
MARRAM. [PsAMMA.]
MARROW, or MEDULLA, i the fat contained in the osseous

tubes and cells of the bones. [BONE.] It consists of an oily fluid,

contained in minute vesicles, which are usually collected into bunches

and inclosed in spaces surrounded by bony walls. It is most abund-
ant in the cavities of the long bones, and in the spongy tissue of their

articular extremities, and of the short rounded bones.

Spinal Marrow and Medulla Spinalis are names sometimes applied
to the Bpinul chord. [NERVES.]
MARRU'UIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Lamiacert, or Labiata:. It has a tubular cnlyx 5- to 10-nerved, equal,
HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

with 5 or 10 acute spiny teeth
;
corolla with the upper lip erect, the

lower spreading and trifitl, with the middle lobe broader and generally

emarginate ;
stamens didynamous, inclosed

; anthers with divaricating
somewhat confluent lobes, all nearly of the same form

; style with
short obtuse lobes.

M. vulyare, White Horehound, is a biennial or perennial herbaceous

plant, common by roadsides. The stem is bushy, branching from
the bottom, bluntly quadrangular; leaves ovate and attenuated into a

petiole, or roundish, cordate, crenate, hoary, rough ; whorls many,
flowered

; calyx-teeth 10, subulate, recurved, patent, woolly below,
their upper half glabrous ;

the flowers are white, in dense convex
whorls. The ofEcinal part is the leaves ; these are to be collected

without the stiilks. They are of a whitish-gray woolly appearance,
possessed of a faint odour, which becomes less by drying, and a bitter

sharp taste. Ten pounds of leaves yield four pounds of extract. Their
chief constituents are a bitter extractive, with a volatile oil, and

probably some astringent matter.

White Horehound, when young, ia apt to be confounded with many
other labiate plants, particularly the Ballota nigra, or Black Hore-

hound, which possesses a disagreeable odour. The medicinial pro-

perties of Horehound are very insignificant, being demulcent, slightly
tonic, and astringent. As a popular remedy it enjoys great favour
in many pulmonary complaints ; but the preparations vended under
the name of Horehound often contain more efficient ingredients, to
which they owe their success.

MARSH-MALLOW. [ALTH.EA.]
MARSH-MARIGOLD. [CALTHA.]
MARSILEACE^E, orRHIZOCARPE.E, Pepperworts or Rhizocarps,

a natural order of Aquatic Plants, with creeping stems bearing leaves,
which are usually divided into three or more cuneate portions, and
have a circinate vernation. The fructification is produced at the base
of the leaf-stalks, and consists of sporocarps and involucres inclosing
clustered organs, which consist of antheridian and pistillidian cells.

The germinating body has an oval form, and occasionally a mammilla
on one side, whence roots and leaves proceed. The species are all

inhabitants of ditches or inundated places. They do not appear to be
affected so much by climate as by situation

;
thus they have been

detected in various parts of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, chiefly
however in temperate latitudes. Their position ia between Lycopodi-
acece smdJungermanniacea. The species number about20, the principal
of which are Pilularia, Manilea, Azolla, and Salrinia. (Balfour,
Class-Book of Botany.)

MARSUPIA'TA, or MARSUPIA'LIA (marsupium, & purse or bag),
an extensive group of Mammalia, differing essentially from all the
others in their organisation, and comprehending genera fed by every
variety of nourishment. Their structure is, as a necessary consequence,
modified accordingly ; and we find among them an adaptation of the

orgaus of progression, prehension, and digestion, to their several

wants and habits, so that we may trace in them analogies to the
carnivorous insectivorous, herbivorous, and rodent forms of the other
Mammalia.
The first> species belonging to this abnormal or aberrant group

brought under the notice of zoologists were those of America, and they
received from Scaliger the appropriate name of Animal ia crumenata,
or Purse-bearing Animals ;

for the leading peculiarity in these Marsu-

pials is, so to speak, the premature birth of their young, which are
born in a state of development not much beyond that of the foetu" in

the other groups at a very early stage of pregnancy, and attach them-
selves by the mouth to the teats, which are situated in the marsupium,
or pouch, of the mother ; and in this nidus, or, as it may be termed,
second uterus, the almost embryotie young one is nourished till the
little knobs that marked the place of the extremities shoot out into

limbs, and till the whole framework of the animal is completed, and
it is able to go alone. Long after this period it flies to the pouch
upon the approach of danger, or enters it when fatigued, and may
often be seen peeping out to ascertain whether it is safe to venture
abroad again.

Linnaeus, who appears only to have known the American species, or

Opossums, arranges them tinder the generic appellation of Didetphis,
in his order Ferae, placing them between the Bears, Badgers, Racoons,
&c., and the Moles (Talpa).

Cuvier, who had the advantage of knowing the great quantity of

species and variety of forms discovered in Australia, arranged the

copious materials which that extraordinary country afforded in

addition to the few American forms, as the fourth order of his Mam-
miferes, dividing the now numerous group into several subdivisions,
and placing the order between his Camaasiers and hia Jiodcnlia.

Illiger makes the Marsupialia the sixth family of his second order,

Pollicata; and his third order, Salientia, consists of the Kangaroos
and Potoroos.

M. De Blainville divides the Mammiferes into two sub-classes
; the

first being the Monadelphes and the second the Didelphes, which last

consists of the Marsujiialia and Monotremes, properly so called
;
we

say properly so called, because, strictly speaking, every Marsupial
female is a Monotreme.

Dr. J. E. Gray collects all the forms under the family Diddphida.

[MAMMALOGY.]
Storr congregates all Mammalia with opposeable thumbs into one

2 Y
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great group, which h divide* into thre lecUoDi : the first consisting
of the genus Homo ; the second of th genera 5imio, Prorimia, Pro-

rtkut, fanitu, Lemur; and the third of the genera Dtddpha and
/

Mr. Ogilby separate* his Cheiropeds (Mammals with opposeable

thumbs) into the three groups, Ihmaxa, Quadrumana, and Pedimana,
which last are charaoterued as having opposeable thumb* on the bind

hands only. The Pedimana consist of the families Simiada (with

anthropoid teeth) and the Didtiphidir (with abnormal teeth). These

last consist of the genera PkoKolarclot, Pltaltmguta, Pelaurut,

iJultlpkyi, (.'keirmecltt, Datyurtu, and Phatcoyale. ('Nat Hilt of

Monkeys, Opossums, and Lemurs,' Menageries.)

Before we proceed to notice the classification proposed by Professor

Owen, it will be better to give an outline of the organisation of these

The Maittii>iaia differ considerably from each other in the osseous

put of their structure, as might be expected in a group whose food

and babita vary so much. Our limits do not permit of n detailed

inquiry into these differences ;
but the examples given in the skeletons,

ftkulla, and teeth represented in this article will convey a general
notion of the formation of the bony parte, and the modifications to

which they are subject. There is however one peculiarity common
to all, which is even found in the true Monotremes, and presents a

marked discrepancy from the osseous systems of the other Mammalia
we allude to the Marsupial bones. These are attached to the pubis,
and imbedded in the muscles of the abdomen, where they afford

support to the niaraupium, or pouch, in the females. They exist also

in the males, to whom their presence seems to be necessary for the

purposes of reproduction. These bones and their situation are shown
in the skeletons of the Kangaroo and Opossum. (Owen,

' On the

Osteology of the Manupialia.' 'Zool. Proc.,' Oct., 1838.)
The organ* of digestion, as might be expected, vary greatly. The

teeth are appropriated to the food or prey to be taken, whether it be

flesh, insects, fruits, herbs, or roots ; and in conformity with the same

law, we have a simple or a complex stomach, and a corresponding
structure in the viscera

;
the flesh-eating tribes being entirely with-

out a caecum, and the others possessing that appendage in a greater or

less degree according to circumstances.

But it is in the organs of generation and mode of reproduction that
the great and striking difference exists between the Marsupials and
all other known Mammals.

Professor Owen, in his paper
' On the Generation of the "Marsupial

Animals, with a Description of the Impregnated Uterus of the

Kangaroo' ('PhiL Trans.,' 1834), observes that in all the genera of

this group the uterus is double, and the introductory passage is

separated either wholly or for a considerable extent into two lateral

canals. Both the digestive and generative tubes terminate within a

common cloacal outlet, and the term Monotremata therefore, he

remarks, though confined to the Edentate ifarsupiata, is so far appli-
cable to the whole of this aberrant division. As the females

approach the Oviparous Vertebrata in their separate genital tubes, so

also the males resemble them in the peculiar structure and connections
"of the reproductive organs. "Bothsexes," says Professor Owen, "in the

Marsupial genera manifest also their affinity to the oviparous classes

in possessing two superior ven;c cava>, and in the want of the inferior

nesenteric artery ; and the marsupial bones, so common in the skele-

tons of reptiles, are limited in the mammiferous class to this division,
in which alone, from the peculiarly brief period of uterine gestation,
and the consequent non-enlargement of the abdomen, their presence
might be expected. But these bones serve important purposes in

relation to the generative economy of the Manupiala. In the female

they assist in producing a compression of the mammary gland neces-

sary for the alimentation of a peculiarly feeble offspring, and they
defend the abdominal viscera from the pressure of the young as these
increase in size during their mammary or marsupial existence, and
still more when they return to the pouch for temporary shelter." In
the males, with the exception of the edentate genera, the marsupial
bone*, from their relation to the cremaster muscles, which wind round
them like pulleys, aUt in the acts of compression and retraction.
The minute size of the young of the American Opossum when found
in the marsupium, their pendulous attachment to the nipples, and
perhaps the mode in which the latter are developed, gave rise among
the earlier observers to a supposition that they were originally formed
from those parti; and the gemmiparous theory, which has subse-

quently been often revived, appears to have been prevalent (it the
time when Tyson first devoted his attention to the subject.

Professor Owen, aft*r concluding, from data stated in his paper, that
it may be inferred that the ovum in the Kangaroo quit* the ovisao
in a condition corresponding to that in the ordinary Mammalia, and
increase* in a similar manner as it descend* in the uterus, goes on to
describe in minute and most interesting detail the foetus and mem-
branes of a Kangaroo (Macro?** major) at apparently the middle.

period of gestation, which in that animal continues for thirty- i^ht
days. The membranes consisted of an amnios, a very large vitelline

to, rendered highly vascular by ramifications of ompbalo-mesenteric
vessels, and a thin unvascular chorion. There was no placenta, nor
any adhesion between the exterior membrane of the 'foetus and the

internal surface of the mother by the opposition and interlacement of

villi, or vessels, a* in those Mammalia, in which the placenta is re-

placed by a uniform villou* and vascular chorion ; the condition of
the fcotus was such as occurs in the viper and other ovoviviparous
reptiles, exoept that there was no trace of the existence of an allantoU
in that stage of the fcatal development. The dissection of very young
mammary foetuses of the Kangaroo, Phalamjiita, and Pttauria,
exhibited the remains of a urachus and umbilical vessels, wheuoo
Professor Owen concluded that at a more advanced stage of the foetal

an allantoia was developed. Professor Owen remarked that as the

jrow th of the foetus advanced, the circulating fluids became necessarily
more charged with decomposed particles of the organised substance ;

and that although the extended surface of minutely subdivided blood-
vessels afforded by the vitelline sac might servo both for respiration
and nutrition at the earliest stages, yet that at a late period, and as

the embryo acquired additional bulk and strength and parts, an

accessory apparatus for that mil appeared to be necessary. In all the

Rtptilia, he observed, in which the respiratory function of the foetus

i- not performed by the extension of vascular filaments from the
sides of the neck, an allantois or cseoil process, organised by umbilical

or hypogastrio vessels, is produced from the terminal portion of the
intestinal tube. In the placeutal Mammalia, where the vitelline sac

and vitellus are relatively smaller, the allantois makes its appearance
much earlier, but is developed in different proportions in the different

orders. It is subservient in all the placeutal Mammalia, to the im-

portant function of the transference of the hypogastric or umbilical

arteries to the exterior enveloping membrane or chorion ; and in these

Mammalia, Professor Owen further remarked, the umbilical vessels

co-extended with the allantoic ciccuin seek a more intimate contact
with the vascular surface of the womb, and proceed to organise the

chorion shooting out into villi, either extended over the whole surface,
as in the mare, or disposed in circumscribed tufts, as in the ruminants,
or limited to one place and forming a single placenta, as in the human
subject, and in all uuguiculate mammals.

^
As connected with this subject Professor Owen subsequently

exhibited a preparation ('Magazine of Natural History,' vcl. i. N. S.)

to the Zoological Society of London, and took occasion to observe that
in the bird and reptile the umbilical vessels are limited to the allantois,
and do not extend beyond that membrane to the chorion

; the allan-

tois therefore plays a primary part in the respiration of the footus. In
the placeutal Mammalia, on the other band, its office as a temporary
respiratory organ is secondary, but it is essential as a means of

transference of the umbilical vessels to the choriou ;
it has therefore a

pre-existence to the placenta, and without it the placenta could not
be formed ; for if it be considered that the embryo is formed within
the bag of the chorion, and is originally free from any connection with
that membrane, there must of necessity be some support for the
umbilical vessels during their passage to the chorion ; but no other is

known except the allnntois, or urinary bladder, and urachus, as its

remains are termed. The existence of a placenta, in Professor Owen's

mind, therefore infers the pre-exUteuce of an allantois, but the reverse

of the proposition does not therefore hold good. In birds and scaled

reptiles the allantois itself performs the functions of the placenta or

vascular choriou
; and the question to be resolved relatively to the

Kangaroo and other Marsupials was whether, the allantois being deve-

loped, it would serve as a medium for the organisation of the chorion,
or remain, as in the Oviparous \\i-tfbi-ala, an independent vascular

bag or caecum. The examination of the preparation alluded to, a

uterine footus of a Kangaroo placed at Professor Owen's disposal by
Dr. Sweatman, contributed to the solution of that question. This

foetus was further advanced than that described by Professer Owen in
'
Phil. Trans.' The digits of the hinder extremities were, in this, com-

pletely formed. The umbilical chord extended nearly three lines from
the abdominal surface of the footus

;
the amnios was reflected from

this point to form the usual immediately investing tunic of the foetus;
and beyond the point of reflection, the chord divided into a very large

superior vascular sac, organised by the omphalo-mesenterio vessels,

corresponding in all respects with tho vitelline sac described and

figured in Professor Owen's
paper

in ' Phil. Trans.': but below tho

neck of this sac there extended a second pyriform sac, abjut one-sixth

the size of the vitelline sac, having numerous ramifications of the

uinliilic.il vessels, and constituting a true allantoU. This sac was

suspended freely from the end of the umbilical chord ; it had no con-

nection at any part of its circumference with tho chorion, and was

equally free from attachment to the parieties of the uterus, in which
the foetus was developed.
The period of gestation (thirty-nine days) was determined in 1833,

in the vivarium of the Zoological Society of London, by Professor

Owen, whose account of thin obscure and interesting portion of the

natural history of the animal we here givo from bis paper in the
' Phil. Trans.' :

" ID order to inure the female to the examinations of tho pouch
when they should become indispensable, they were commenced six

clays after the copulation, which took place on the 27th of August,
and were repeated every morning and evening until the 5th of October,

when, at 7 ft.ni., the foetus was discovered in the pouoh attached to

the left superior nipple. On the preceding day at the same hour a

great quantity of tho moist brown secretion peculiar to the pouch was
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noticed, indicating a commencing determination of blood to that part,
and at different periods during the day the female was observed to

put her head into the pouch and lick off the secretion. When she
was again examined, at six o'clock in the evening, a slight increase of the

secretion was the only perceptible change in the state of the pouch, but
there was no appearance in the nipples indicative of the event so soon
about to take place. The nipple in use by the young one of the previous
year was the right superior or anterior one

;
it was nearly two inches

in length, and one-third of an inch in diameter, while the other three
were about half an inch in length, and about a line in diameter. I

took notes of the appearance of the marsupium on the 6th, the 10th,

15th, 21st, 30th, and 38th days of uterine gestation ;
no material

alteration was however observable till after the death of the young
Kangaroo of the previous year, which took place on the twenty-fifth

day, when the brown secretion first began to appear, and the nipple
that had been in use to diminish. As parturition took place in the

night, the mode of transmission to the pouch was not observed. No
blood or albuminous discharge could be detected on the litter, nor

any trace of it on the fur between the vagina and orifice of the pouch ;

but these might have been removed by the mother. The appearances
presented by the little one thus detected within twelve hours after

being deposited in the pouch were as follows : It resembled an earth-

worm in the colour and semitransparency of its integument, adhered

firmly to the point of the nipple, breathed strongly but slowly, and
moved ito fore legs when disturbed. Its body was bent upon the

abdomen, its short tail tucked in between the hind legs, which were
d shorter than the fore legs, but with the three divisions of

the toes now distinct. The whole length from the nose to the end of
the tail, when stretched out, did not exceed one inch and two lines.

On the 9th of October I again examined the pouch ;
the young one

was evidently grown and respired vigorously. I determined to detach
it from the nipple for the following reasons : 1st, to decide the nature
of the connection between the foetus and the nipple ; 2nd, to ascertain,
if possible the nature of the mammary secretion at this period ; 3rd,
to try whether so small a foetus would manifest the powers of a volun-

tary agent in regaining the nipple ;
and lastly, to observe the actions

of the mother to effect the same purpose, which one might presume
would be instinctively analogous to those by means of which the
foetus was originally applied to the nipple. With respect to the first

point, I was aware that the Hunterian dissections, as exhibited in the

preparations in the museum of the college, and the observations of
Mr. Morgan and Mr. Collie, concurred in disproving the theory of a

vascular mode of connection between the mammary foetus and the

nipple; nevertheless as a discharge of blood had been stated by
Oeoffroy St. Hilaire to accompany marsupial birth, or the spontaneous
detachment of the foetus from the nipple, and even the anastomoses
and distribution of the continuous vessels in the neck of the foetus

had been speculated on by him, it became desirable to have ocular
demonstration of the facts.

" The foetus retained a firm hold of the nipple ; when it was
detached, a minute drop of whitish fluid, a serous milk, appeared on
the point of the nipple. About half a line of the extremity of the

nipple had entered the mouth, which extremity was of smaller
diameter than the rest of the nipple, not being as yet so compressed
by the contracted orifice of the mouth as to form a clavate extremity,
guch as it afterwards presents. The young one moved its extremities

vigorously after being detached, but did not make any apparent effort

to apply its legs to the integument of the mother, so as to creep along,
but seemed, in regard to progressive motion, to be perfectly helpless.
It was deposited at the bottom of the pouch, and the mother was
liberated and carefully watched for an hour. She immediately showed

symptoms of uneasiness, stooping down to lick the orifice of the

vagina, and scratching the exterior of the pouch. At length she

grasped the sides of the orifice of the pouch with her fore paws, and

drawing them apart, as in the act of opening a bag, she thrust her head
into the cavity as far as the eyes, and could be seen moving it about
in different direction!). During this act she rested on the tripod
formed by the tarsi and tail. She never meddled with the pouch
while in the recumbent posture ; but when stimulated by uneasy
sensations, she immediately rose and repeated the process of drawing
open the bag and inserting her muzzle, sometimes keeping it there for

half a minute at a time. I never observed that she put her fore-legs
into the pouch ; they were invariably employed to widen the orifice.

When she withdrew her head, she generally concluded by licking the
orifice of the pouch, and swallowing the secretion. After repeating
the above act about a dozen times, she lay down, and seemed to be at

ease.
" The freedom with which the mother reached with her mouth the

orifices both of the genital passage and pouch suggested at once a

means adequate to the removal of the young from the one to the

other; while at the same time her employment of the fore paws
indicated that their assistance in the transmission of the foetus need
not extend beyond the keeping open the entrance of the pouch while
the fcptus was being introduced by the mouth, when it is thus pro-

bably conducted to, and held over, a nipple, until the mother feels

that it has grasped the sensitive extremity of the part from which it

a to derive its sustenance. This mode of transmission is consistent

with analogy, the mouth being always employed by the ordinary

quadrupeds, as dogs, cats, and mice, for the purpose of removing their

helpless offspring. It accords also with the phenomena better than
those which have been previously proposed ; for it is now ascertained,

by repeated dissections both of the Kangaroo and Opossum, that there
is no internal passage from the uterus to the marsupium : and if the

genital outlet can be brought into contact with the orifice of the

pouch in the dead Kangaroo by means of great stretching of the
relaxed parts, yet such an action has never been witnessed in the

living animal ;* the tender embryo would be more liable to receive

injury from the fore paws ;
and these, from the absence of a thumb,

could not so effectually insure its passage as the lips, which can be

opposed to each other. Lastly, the young one did not by any of its

actions encourage the idea of its possessing the power of instinctively

creeping up to the nipple. When the female had rested quiet for

about half an hour we again examined her, and found the young one
not at the bottom of the pouch, but within two uiches of the nipple ;

it was breathing strongly, and moving its extremities irregularly as

before. I made an attempt to replace it on the nipple, but without

success, and the mother was then released. On an examination two

days afterwards the marsupium was found empty. Every portion of
the litter was carefuHy searched, in the hopes of finding the foetus,
but without success. The mother therefore, owing to the disturbance
of the young one, had probably destroyed it. This was a result I

had not expected, for the head keeper at the Zoological Farm had
twice taken a mammary fetus from the nipple and pouch of the

mother, soon after it had been deposited there, and when it did not
exceed an inch in length, and it had each time again become attached
to the nipple. I afterwards saw this fostus attached to the nipple;
and it continued to grow, without having sustained any apparent
injury from the separation, until the death of the mother, when it

was nearly ready to leave the pouch. A similar result occurred to

Mr. Collie."

Outline of the Kangaroo about twelve hours after uterine birth, showing its

natural size and external development at this period. The elongation of the

jaws has reduced the mouth to a simple round anterior orifice, which subse-

quently becomes even more contracted before the lateral fissures begin to

extend backwards. The eye is concealed by the completely formed eyelids.
Three divisions are now seen at the posterior extremity. A longitudinal line

indicates the separation of the umbilical pedicle, n, the upper nipple of the

left side, to which the above fostus was attached ; t, the lower nipple of the

same side.

The young one observed by Mr. Collie (' Zoological Journal,' vol. v.)
was of nearly the size of the last and half the middle joint of one's

little finger ; and the flesh-coloured integuments were so transparent
as to permit the higher coloured vessels and viscera to be seen through
them. The extremities seemed completely formed, and its muscular

power was testified by its efforts in sucking, during which it put every
part of its body in motion. "According to the testimony of the

person," continues Mr. Collie,
" who preserved the mother with this

little one for me, the latter by no means passes the whole of its time
with the lacteal papilla in its mouth, but has been remarked, more
than once, without having hold of it. It has even been wholly removed
from the sac to the person's hand, and has always attached itself anew
to the teat. Yesterday, on again looking at it, I gently pressed with
the tip of my finger the head of the little one away from the teat of
which it had hold, and continued pressing a little more strongly for

the space of a minute altogether, when the teat, that had been
stretched to more than an inch, came out of the young one's mouth,
and showed a small circular enlargement at its tip, well adapting it for

being retained by the mouth of the sucker. The opening of the mouth
seemed closed in on both sides, and only sufficiently open in front to

admit the slender papilla. After this I placed the extremity of the

teat close to the mouth of the young, and held it there for a short

time without perceiving any decided effort to get hold of it anew ;

when I allowed the sac to close, and put the mother into her place of

security. An hour afterwards the young one was observed still unat-

tached, but in about two hours it had hold of the teat and was actively

employed in sucking."
Professor Owen then refers to a similar experiment tried with a

mammary footus about the size of a Norway rat by Mr. Morgan.
This foatus, after two hours' separation from the nipple, regained ita

* Professor Owen observes that this argument is not applicable to those

Afarmpiata which, like Pcramelca and the smaller South American Opossums,
have the duplicaturcs of integument forming the pouch extended close to the

clouca.
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hold, and sustained no injury from the interruption of the supply of

nourishment. Prof<-uor Owen conclude* therefore that the evidence

dJuee.1 aUbliahM the fact that the mammary fontus at a very early

period U at leut capable of luitaining a Reparation from the nipple ;

and although it may not at this t*ge of growth possess
the power of

regaining iu hold by iU own unaided effort", it U far from being the

inert and formless embryo that it hai been described to be, resembling
on the contrary, in iU Titsl power*, the new-born young of the smaller

Mammalia rather than the uterine foetus of a larger species at a period
of development when such a fcotus corresponds in size to a new-born

Kangaroo; and although the latter possesses greater powe of actiou

than the fame sized embryo ofa sheep, and approximates more nearly in

this respect tothe new-bornyoung ofthe rnt,yet,Profesw>rOwenobserves,
it it evidently inferior to the Utter. For, though enabled by the mus-

cular power of iU lips to grasp and adhere firmly to the nipple, its own
unaided efforts seem incapable of drawing sustenance therefrom. The

peculiar adaptation of a muscle, analogous to the cremaster, to the

mammary gland, for the purpose of injecting the milk from the nipple

into the mouth of the adherent footus, lias been demonstrated by
Professor Geoflroy and Mr. Morgan ;

and Professor Owen remarks that

it can scarcely be supposed that the fictal efforts of suction should

always be coincident with the maternal act of injection. If at any
time this should not be the case, the consequences might be fatal from

the forcible injection of milk into the larynx. To guard against this

there is a special contrivance, first described by M. Geoflroy, the

necessity for which appears to have been foreseen by Mr. John Hunter

in his dissection of two small mammary foetuses of the Kangaroo for

the especial purpose of showing the relation of the larynx to the

posterior nares (Nos. 3781, 8734, 3735, Mus. Coll. Reg. Chir., Physiolo-

gical Series), in which, as Professor Owen states, there are evidences that

Hunter had anticipated most of the anatomical discoveries which have

subsequently been made upon the embryo of the Kangaroo. The

epiglottis and arytenoid cartilages ore elongated and approximated,
and the rima glottidis is thus situated at the apex of a cone-shaped

larynx, which projects, as in the Celacea, into the posterior nares. where

it is closely embraced by the muscles of the soft palate. The air-

passage is thus completely separated from the fauces, and the in-

jected milk panes in a divided stream on either side the larynx to the

oesophagus.

1, the head of nummary Jottus of a Kangaroo, about eight weeks old,

duaeeted to ihow the relation of the larynx to the tongue and posterior nares.

, the epiglottb*, drawn down out of the aperture in the soft palate ; 6, the

cititj in the tongue for the reception of the nipple.

!, the elongated nipple, withdrawn from the mouth
;
the dotted line shows

the extent to which it U grasped : it never extends into the irsophagus or

stosaach, as has been conjectured. Owen.

" Thus aided and protected by modifications of structure," con-

tinues Profcsior Owen,
" both in the system of tlie mother on<l

own, deafened with especial reference to euuhnthvr'a peculiar condition.

and affording therefore the most irrefragable evidence of creative fore-

sight, the feeble offspring continues to increase from suet-

exclusively derived from the mother for a period of about eight
months. The young kangaroo may then be seen frequently to

protrude its head from the mouth of the pouch, and to crop tin-

grass at the same time that the mother U browsing. Il.ivin; tliua

i acquired additional strength, it quits the p u-h, and hops at fir

i a feeble and vacillating gait, but cuntiiiir - to return to the pouch for

occasional shelter and supplies of food till it hai attained the weight
of 10 Ibs. After this it will occasionally insert its head for the

purpose of sucking, notwithstanding another foetus may have been

deposited in tha pouch, for the latter, as we have seen, attaches

itself to a different nipple from the one which had been i'n

in use."

For the observations made by Professor Owen on the structure of

the female generative organ* iu the other Marsupials, M compared
with those of Oviparous, Ovoviviparous, and Viviparous Animals, we
must refer to his paper above quoted, our space not permitting us
to do more than call the reader's attention to the fact that his

itxiii 'Hons rest principally on the examination of those organs in

Diileljikyt dorsigera, Petaurut pyyiuatu, Pelauriu Ta
:
i '-ttyput

rirem'nu*, Dulelpliyi \'iryinin :
i.nnta rFArtei, and Jfd

mojjr. His remarks on the inferiority of the cerebral development
of the Marsupials will be read with great interest as bearing oil

the structure and analogies of those organs, and other points of

resemblance to the lower vertebrate classes, especially to the reptiles.
" Those marsupial quadrupeds which I have had an opportunity of

observing alive in the Zoological Gardens," says the Professor (" and
there are at present (1834) species of Datyurtu, tiiddphyt, Phalli

Petaurut, Jiyptiprymntu, Macropiu, and Phtucalomyt), are all charac-

terised by a low degree of intelligence ;
nor can I learn that tin

manifest any sign of recognition of their keepers or feeders. Another

character, no less uniformly belonging to them, is the want of a

power of uttering vocalised sounds. When irritated they emit a

wheezing or snarling guttural sound
;
that of the Dasyitni*

is the clearest, and is the nearest approach to a growl. Mr. Harris

however states that iu addition to this uoisc, the Ursine Opossum
utters a kind of hollow barking. The Tliylaciaai cynoaithalnt, or

large Dog-Faced Opossum, he observes, utters ' a short guttural cry,

and appears exceedingly inactive and stupid, having, like the uwl, an

almost constant motion with the nictitating membrane of tl.

The Wombat, when irritated, emits a loud hiss, which forcibly reminds

one of that of the serpent. The noise emitted by the Kangaroo under
similar circumstances is equally remote from a vocalised sound ; the

necessary apparatus for producing which, Cuvier long ago observed

'to be wonting in the larynx of this animal. It is interesting to find

these analogies to the Kcptilia, and more might be pointed out if it

were not a comparison which merits a separate consideration." The
reader who would pursue his inquiries as to the generative system of

the Martujiialia may also consult the previom writings of Daubenton,

Hengger, and Leuckart The museum of the Royal College of

Surgeons will afford ample materials for following out the organisation
of this extraordinary group in the skeletons and

preparations pre-

served in the Physiological Series of that noble institution. The

following is the arrangement, based on the organisation of the

animals, proposed by Professor Owen in a paper read to the Zoological

Society of London on the 8th and 22ud of January, 1839 :

Tribes.

Sarcvphafa.

Three kinds of teeth ; cantata long in both jaws ;
a simple stomach

Cl.ASSinuATKlX O THB MAR8CHATA.

Families. Genera.

( Tkylarintis.

Sub-;:

inti-iunam cocam

. no S Deuynndtr

i PhaMCfil'ttheriuiH \

. . Extinct tisHMtional form. .

{ ny,acotkfri ,IM
,

'-''

"1 Ambulaloria .

Thret kinds of tetlh In both jaws ; a simple stomach ;
a moderately long V Sanatoria

Chari'opnt.

Curpopkaga.

Anterior loeiaen Urft and Isng In

; a very long Intcstlnum rcum

AaUfior inci-

I'hnlanpatiila . . J PMangitta . . . . < Puudoelui

both Jaws ; canines Inconstant ; a simple L L /'"/">" (Or

um
|

(_
J'elaurui .... Aicobalel.

'ifdel.

( Ciiicut.

. . ^ Pteudvchcn t.

ray).

j natcalarcliJif I'ltatcolarclol.

canines present in the upper ,

jaw only, or wanting; a complex stoawh |
a long intesunum ca-cum . . J

largt and long In both jaws ;

(

Uacrnpvi
I Jlalmatunil.

1 llacroptu.

Two sealpriform Incisors ill both jaws ; no caninrs ; stomach with a special ^
r/intcohmyijir . < 1 1

Difrot^
'

n
(f,,

(laadj Occam short, wide, with a vermiform appendage . . . . I

The Unns giroi to the tribes or primary groups of Manupiala in tbe classification are not to be understood aa strictly indicating the food of the

i rwslly Included therein, but only their general tendency to scleet for their .upport the substance* implied by those denlgnatlonn.
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We now proceed to give a succinct illustration of the gcr.era aud
some of the sub-genera above mentioned.

Thylacinus (Temminck). Dental Formula :

Incisors, _; Canines, _H- ; Molars, '_J!2_= 4.
6 : '11' '

7-7
The incisors are ranged in a semicircle, equal, and separated in the

middle in each jaw by a vacant space ;
the external incisor on each side

is the stoutest
;
the canines are of considerable size, curved aud pointed

like those of the cats and dogs ;
the last molars are armed with three

obtuse tubercles, resembling those of the two groups of Carmvora last

mentioned ; toes five on each fore foot, and four on each hind foot.
T. cynocephalm (Dasyurus cynocephalus of Geoffroy, T. Ifarrisii of

Temminck), the Tasmauian Wolf, Zebra Opossum, and Zebra Wolf.
Size of a young wolf; the short smooth hair of a dusky yellowish-
brown above, barred or zebraed on the lower part of the back and
rump with about 16 jet-black transverse stripes, broadest on the back,
and gradually tapering downwards, two of which extend a consider-
able way down the thighs ; the ground-colour on the back inclines to

blackish-gray ;
tail much compressed and tapering to a point.

~~~

Tasmania!! Wolf (Tliyla

Mr. Harris (' Linn. Trans.') states that this species, the largest of
the Australian Carnirora, inhabits caverns and rocks in the deep and
almost impenetrable glens in the neighbourhood of the highest
mountainous part* of Van Diemen's Land, where it probably preys
upon the brush (bush ?) Kangaroo and various small animals that
abound in those places. The iudividual from which the description
and drawing were taken was caaght in a trap baited with kangaroo-
flesh. It remained alive but a few hours, and during that period
uttered the cry and presented the appearances quoted by Professor Owen.
In its stomach were found the partly-digested remains of a Porcupine
Aut-Eater (Echidna aculeata). Two of these animals are now alive
in the Gardens of the Zoological Society, Hegent's Park. The following

_ peculiar to Australia,
has the same functions and relations as have the lion and the tiger
among the larger quadrupeds of Africa and Asia. It is probable that
these beasts formerly preyed for the most part on phalangers and
kangaroos ; for it appears, from the observations of Mr. Gunn, that

they obstinately refuse the flesh of the wombat, although it is one of
the commonest quadrupeds in the districts which they inhabit. But
since the introduction of sheep, their favourite prey is mutton, and
their ravages have been so extensive as to oblige the shepherds to

destroy them by every possible means. They are rarely caught alive, or,
if so caught, are killed whilst in the snares, so that it has only been with
the greatest difficulty and by offering large rewards that Mr. Guun
and Dr. Grant have been able to secure the present interesting speci-
mens for the society. They are animals of extreme activity, and
capable of bounding upwards nearly to the height of the deii in
which they are exhibited. No other species of Thylacinut is now
known to exist, and this is entirely confined to the island of Van
Oiemen's Land. In the fossil Fauna of the continent of Australia,
Professor Owen has however discovered indication of a species very
closely allied to it, among the remainn collected by Sir Thomas
Mitchell in the caverns of Wellington Valley, New South Wales."

Druyni-ui (Geoffroy). Head conical, very much pointed ; gape very
wide ; ears moderate

;
toes five on the fore feet ; on the hind feet the

great toe is reduced to a tubercle or is entirely absent.

0-6Dental Formula :- -Incisors,
*

; Canines, . i; Molars, .". ^ = 42.

Teeth of Dasyurus (Dasyurus macnirus].

J>. uriinus (Didelpluji urtina, of Harris). Head, body, legs, and
upper part of the tail covered with Ions; coarse black hair, irregu-
larly marked with one or two blotches of white

; in some specimens
on the shoulders, in others on the throat or rump ;

tail slightly
prehensile, its under part bare. (Harris.)

WJV

Ursine Opossum (Dasyurus urtinui). Hums.

This specie*, which is very voracious, aud burrows iu tlie ground in

Van Diemeu's Laud, is of the size of a badger.
" These animals,"

says Mr. Harris,
" were very common on our first nettling at Hobart

Town, anil were particularly destructive to poultry, &c. They how-
ever furnish the convicts with a fresh meal, and the taste was said to

be not unlike veal. As the settlement increased, aud the ground
became cleared, they were driven from their haunts near the town to

the deeper recesses of forests yet unexplored. They are however
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procured by setting a trap in the mo*t unfrequented parts of

the woods, baited with raw fl. h, all kinds of which they rat indis-

criminately and vorciouly ; they also, it is probable, prey on dead

8b, blubber, Ac., as their track* are frequeutly found on the sands of

the sea-shore. In a state of confinement they appear to be untame-

ably sarage; biting severely,
and uttering at the same time a low

yelling growl. A male and female, which I kept for a couple of

month* chained together in an empty cask, were continually fighting ;

their quarrels began as soon as it was dark (as they slept all day),
and continued throughout the night almoct without intermission,

accompanied with a kind of hollow barking, not unlike a dog, and
sometime* a sudden kind of snorting, as if the breath was retained a

considerable time, and then suddenly expelled. The female generally

conquered. They frequently sat on their hind parts, and used their

fore paws to convey food to their mouths. The muscles of their jaws
were very strong, as they cracked the largest bones with ease asunder

;

and many of their actions, as well as their gait, strikingly resembled
thoM of the bear. Its vulgar name is the Native Devil."

A specimen in the Gardens of the Zoological Society was a snarling

surly animal.

Professor Owen's account of the dissection of A Dati/uriu macruria,
or Long-Tailed Dasyurus (Spotted Martin of Phillips'a

'

Voyage'), will

be found in the '

Zoological Proceedings' for 1835.

Pkaicoyalr (Temmiuck). Differing from Dtayunu,
Dental Formula :

, especially in ita

Incisors,-?; Canines, LJ ;

o 1 1
Molars, "L^L = 46.

P. ptnicillala (Didtlphii pentcillatut of Shaw, Daeyurut penicillatut
of Geoffrey). Size rather larger than that of the Brown Rat (.Vtw

decmmantu) ; tail very bushy ;
fur uniform, ash-colour, whitUh

beneath, short, woolly, and very thick.

This Phnscognle lives on trees in Australia.

rhucomle (Pluurofale penicillala}.

Myrmteebiia (\Vaterhoinc). Fore feet with five toes; hind feet

with four toes, all free ; head elongated, snout produced ;
ears moderate,

narrower, and subacuU at the apex ; body slender ;
tail moderate.

Dental Formula:

Incisors, 1; Canines,!nl; Pseudo-Molars, 5^?; Molars,^=52.
e i i 6 o

Skull tnd loner jaw of Mfrmrcotiia.

M.faKtatvt. Fore part of the body reddish, gradually M. n.l. 1

into the black, which i* the prevailing colour of the posterior half,

and which is adorned with nine white bands. Fur of two kinds:
under hair scanty and whitish-gray ; upper hair rather coarse, short,
and ndpreued on the anterior parts ; long on the posterior and under

parts ;
hairs on the anterior part of the back generally black at the

base and fulvous at the apex ; those on the head very short, brownish

above, being composed of a mixture of black, fulvous, and a few
white hairs

;
a few black hairs spring from the sides of the muzzle

and under each eye; hair of the tail long and rather bushy; most of
the hairs on the under part fulvous at the base and white at the tip ;

those on the under side of the tail generally black at the bate and
white at the apex. Length from nose to root of tail 10 inches ; length
of tail to the end of the hair 7 inches.

UyrmceMua fasciatus. \VateiboUM.

Mr. Watsrhouse, in his paper in the ' Transactions of the Zoological

Society,' descriptive of this animal, gives the following account of the

two specimens on which his description ia founded. The first was

procured by Lieutenant Dale, of Liverpool, whilst on an exploring

party in the interior of the country at the Swan River Settlement, and

was discovered about 90 miles to the south-east of the mouth of that

river. Two of these animals, according to Lieutenant Dale, were seen

within a few miles of each other ; they were first observed on the

ground, and on being pursued both directed their flight to some
hollow trees which were near. The party succeeded in capturing one

of them ;
the other was unfortunately burnt to death in their endea-

vour to dislodge it by fumigating the hollow tree in which it had
taken refuge. The country in which they were found abounded in

decayed trees and ant-hills. Mr. Waterhouse was informed that the

second individual was found in Van Diemen'a Land (but he suspects
some mistake here), and that others similar to it had bsen seen in the

act of burrowing or digging at the roots of trees in search after

insects. Their favourite haunts are elated to be in those situations

in which the Port Jackson willow abounds.

Mr. Waterhouse observes, that although in the structure of the

skull M. fatciatut evinces an affinity to Phascogale, it differs from
that genus in the want of a thumb to the hind feet, and in the strength
and larger size of the claws of the fore feet, which nre shaped some-
what like those in the genus Htrpatu, and are evidently suited to

burrowing. The fore legs are also stouter in proportion, and the feet

are stronger. In their narrow and pointed shape, the ears, he remarks,
resemble those of Peramele* nasulut. and differ from those of Phasco-

gale; they also differ in being tolerably well clothed with hairs.

Mr. Waterhouse imagines that in the present animal he can perceive a

slight approach to the Edentate Marsupialia, or Monotrcma, and he
thinks that analogically it may be compared to the genus Tupaia
among the true latectivora, bearing a somewhat similar connection

with Echidna and Ornilhorlii/ncliiu to that which exists between the

last-mentioned genus and the genera Krinaceiu and Mygale. In con-

clusion, he adds that it muet be allowed that there is a greater

dissimilarity in structure between the last-mentioned genus and the

genera Myrmecobitu and Monoli-ema than between Tupaia and Mygale;
we are however prepared for thin, by the comparatively sudden tran-

sitions from one form to another which we find in the Marnipialia,
which group, it must be borne in mind, stands low in the grade
of organisation among the Mammalia. ('Zoological Transactions,'
vol. ii.)

Ckaroptu (Ogilby). On March 13th, 1838, Mr. Ogilby exhibited to

a meeting of the Zoological Society of London a drawing made by
.Sir Thomas Mitchell of a Marsupial animal found by that officer on
the banks of the river Murray, during his journey in the interior

of New South Wales. Mr. Ogilby stated his original belief that the

animal in question belonged to the genus Ptramtlet, under which

impression be had proposed to name it P. ccatulatut, from its entire

want of tail, a character found in no other species of the same group ;

but a drawing of the fore foot, afterwards found by Sir Thomas

Mitchell, and likewise exhibited to the Society on the present occasion,

had considerably shaken this first opinion, and induced Mr. Ogilby to

sunpect that the animal may eventually form the
type

of a new genus.

According to Sir Thomas Mitchell's drawing, and the notes which ho

took at the time of examining the specimen, it would appear that

there were only two toes on the fore feet, which were described as

having been so perfectly similar to those of a pig as to have procured
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for the animal the name of the Pig-Footed Bandicoot among the

persons of the expedition.
The drawing of the foot in fact very closely resembles that of the

genus Sus in form and characters; two toes only are represented
short and of equal length ;

but there is a swelling at the base of the

first phalanges, which renders it probable that there may be two
smaller ones behind. The Perameles, on the contrary, have three

middle toes on the fore feet, all of equal length, and armed with very
long powerful claws, besides a sm:ill rudimentary toe very distinctly
marked on each side. The form and character of tlie hind feet were

perfectly similar to those of the Perameles, as were also the teeth, as

far as could be judged from the drawing, except that the canines did

not appear to surpass the anterior molars in point of size. The ears

were long, elliptical, and nearly naked ; the head broad between the

ears, and very much attenuated towards the muzzle ;
the body about

the size of a small rabbit, and the fur very much of the same quality
and colour as in that animal. Mr. Ogilby, after expressing his con-

fidence in the fidelity of Sir Thomas Mitchell's drawings, and the care

with which that gentleman assured him he had made the observation

in question, expressed his belief that this animal would be found to

constitute a new genus of Marsupials, and proposed for it the provi-
sional name of Chosropui, in allusion to the described characters of

the fore feet.

The following is tlfe notice of this animal inserted by Sir Thomas
Mitchell in his journal, on the occasion of first discovering it:

"June 16, 1836. The most remarkable incident of this day's journey
was the discovery of an animal of which I had seen only a head in a

fossil state in the limestone caves of Wellington Valley, where, from
its very singular form, I supposed it to belong to some extinct species.
The chief peculiarity then observed was the broad, head and very long
slender snout, which resembled the narrow neck of a wide bottle

;

but in the living animal the absence of a tail was still more remarkable.

The feet, and especially the fore leg.?, were also singularly formed, the

latter resembling those of a pig ; and the marsupial opening was down-

wards, and not upwards, as in the Kangaroo and others of that class

of animals. This quadruped was discovered by the natives on the

ground ;
but on being chased it took refuge in a hollow tree, from

which they took it alive, all of them declaring that they had never

before Been an animal of the kind. This was where the party had
commenced the journey up the left bank of the Murray, immediately
after crossing that river." Such, Mr. Ogilby remarked, was all the

information he possessed at present with regard to this singular
animal

;
but Mr. Gould had promised to examine the original speci-

men on his arrival at Sydney, in the museum of which town it had
been deposited ; and Mr. Ogilby therefore hoped that, through the

kindness of that gentleman, he should shortly have it in his power to

communicate a more detailed description of its form and characters to

the Society. ('Zool. Proc.,' 1838.)
A A i J

Dental Formula : Incisors, ; Spurious Molars, -
; Molars,

3 3 4 *

33 44 , 55
, or

, perhaps
3-3' 44' ' *5 5'

Ciiaropua ecawlatus.

Peramelei (Geoffrey). Head elongated, pointed ;
ears moderate,

hairy ; posterior great toes rudimentary, and the two succeeding toes

united by the skin up to the nails, great toe and little toe of the fore

feet with the form of simple tubercles, so that they wear the appear-

ance of having only three anterior tots.

Tho anterior of theie might be termed canines.

Dental Formula : Incisors, ; Canines,- ; Molars, . -
'

6 'l 1' 77
= 48.

Teeth of Perameles, F. Cuvier.

P. nasutia. Head very long ; muzzle produced ; nose prolonged
above the jaw ;

fur gray-brown above and white beneath.

Peraitteles nasutus.

Dr. J. E. Gray, iu characterising a new species of Perameles

(P. Qunnii), very closely agreeing with P. tutsutim, but peculiar for its

very short white tail, and in having several indistinct white bands

over the haunches, stated that P. Gunnii inhabits Van Diemen's Land,
where it frequents gardens, and commits great havoc amongst bulbous

roots, which it j^ said to devour with avidity. ('Zool. Proc.,' 1838.)

Specimens of P. Lagotia, or Rabbit Perameles, from Swan River, are

to be seen in the Gardens of the Zoological Society iu the Regent's

Park.

Diddphys (Linnaeus). Head very much pointed, gape wide, tongue

rough with horny papilla; ;
ears large and naked

; eyes small
; tail

long and tapering, flexible, and prehensile, with hair at the base only,

the remaining part being covered with scales. Fore feet with five

toes, all armed with strong sharp curved claws
;
thumb of the hind

foot opposeable and destitute of nail or claw, the other toes or fingers

armed with claws like those of the fore feet. Dental Formula :

Incisors,
10

; Canines, t=l
; Molars, = =50.

8 1 1 7~~~"/

This genus, in its geographical distribution, is confined to America.

D. Viryiniana. Size that of a domestic cat. Colour dull white.
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Hair of two kind* ;
that which U lowest, a long fine woolly down,

white at the base, brownub at the tip, through thu pan the long
bain of a pure white on the head, neck, and upper parU of the bod; ;

the hair i short and clew*. Round each eye a brownish circle. Ears

generally bUck at the bate and yellowinh at the tip. Whisker* long,

partly white, partly reddish. Extremity of the nose flesh-coloured,

with a tinge of yellow. l*eg* deep chmtnut browu. Tail not so long
a* the body, covered at the bate by long bain, but only ncnntily fur-

nished with bristles, which come out from between the whitish scales

that protect it for the greater part of iu length.

doubtless breed* her youn- at her toaU, for I hare seen them (tick
fast thereto when they have been no bigger thnn a small rasberry, and
seemingly inanimate. She has a paunch, or falne belly, wherein she
carries her young, after they are from those teats, till they can shift

s for themselves. Their food is root), poultry, or wild fruit*. They
,
have no hair on their tail*, but a sort of a scale, or hard crust, as the

;
beavers have. If a cat has nine lives, this creature surely has nine-
teen ; for if you break every bone in their skin, and mash their skull,

leaving them for dead, you may corae an hour after, and they will
be gone quite away, or perhaps you may meet them creeping away.
They are a very stupid creature, utterly neglecting their safety. They
are most like rats of anything. I hare, for necessity in the wilder-

ness, eaten of them. Their flesh it very white, ami well tasted ;
but

;

their ugly tails put me out of conceit with that fare. They climb trees

|
as the racoons do. Their fur is not esteemed nor used, save that the
Indians spin it into girdles and garters." The tail appears to be not
alone of use as an organ of prehension to the a^lult animal ;

for it is

stated that the little ones when advanced in growth leap upon their

mother's back if they are frightened, and, twisting tin ir tails round

here, escape with her assistance the threatened danger. In captivity
the animal is sullen, snarling, and stupid.

Teeth of Didelphyi Tirginiana. F. Cutler.

The Virginian Opossum is an arboreal animal, as might be expected
from the structure of ita posterior feet or hands especially. It appears

to be to a certain degree carnivorous, for it preys upon insects and

birds, and feeds also on fruits
;
but there is reason for believing that

animal food forms its principal support, for it sometimes invades the

farmyards in its neighbourhood. According to Barton, the period of

uterine gestation in this species is twenty-six days. It inhabits North

America, and was. perhaps is, very abundant in the north of Mexico,
and nearly throughout the United States, where it is called the

Opossum. In the 'Perfect Description of Virginia' (1649), we find,

in the catalogue of animals,
" Passonnes : this beast hath a bagge

under her belly, into which she takes her young ones, if at any time

affrighted, and carries them away." Low-son says :

" The Possum
is found nowhere but in America. She is the wonder of all the land

animal*, being the size of a badger, and near that colour. The female

~ ^s
'*

Virginian Opossum (Didrlphys riryiniana).

The French name Sarigue for the species of this genus is evidently
a form of Carigueya, the Brazilian name for the genus. They are

'

known in Paraguay under the name of Micoun! ; in the American

Islands under that of Manicou
;
and in Mexico by the appellation of

Tlaxjuatzin.

The species of Diihlphgi are numerous, and we subjoin a tobk- of

their distribution from Mr. Waterhouse's '

History of Mammalia :'

DlSTBIBl-TION OF THE SPECIK8 OF DlDELPHTS.

I'nilrd State*. ' California. Mexico. Peru. Guyana.
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Skeleton of Didelphys Yirgmiana. a, the marsupial bones.

Cheironectei (Illiger). The complete dental formula of this sub-

genus does not appeal- to be known. The number of incisors is stated
at 1 above and 8 below. Head rather pointed ;

ears naked, rounded ;

tail scaly, prehensile; an opposeable thumb on the hind feet or hands,
and the toes webbed.

C. palmatut (Cheironectes Yapock of Desmarest ; DidelpKys palmata
of authors). Fur brown above, with three transverse bright-gray
band*, interrupted in the middle

; white below. Size larger than that

brown rat. [DIDELPHIXA.]
The river Yapock, or Oyapock (the boundary that separates the

French settlements from Brazil), in Guyana, is the place where this

species has been found. It swims with facility ; indeed Buffon
describes it under the name of Petite I.outre de la Guyane.

Chcironectti palmatus.

Phalangiala (Cuvier). Head rather short
;
ears hairy ; fur woolly

and short ; no extensible membrane between the anterior and poste-
rior limbs; tail long, prehensile, sometimes without hair on its

extremity.

Sub-genus Phalangiita, properly so called (Salantia, Illiger). Tail

prehensile, but covered with hair; ears long and erect. Dental
Formula :

Incisors, -
; Canines, _;20 Pre- Molars, -

; Molars, _ = 32.28
Lesson gives the dentition of Phalangiita as :

a o Q

Incisors, ; Canines, ; Molars, = 38.

P. i-ulpina (Vulpine Opossum). The following description of this

species is given in Phillips's
'

Voyage :'
" This is not unlike the com-

mon fox in shape, but considerably inferior to it in respect to size, being
from the point of the nose to the setting on of the tail only 26 inches,
the tail itself 15 inches : the upper parts of the body are of a grisly

colour, arising from a mixture of dusky and white hairs, with rufous

yellow tinge, the head and shoulders partaking most of this last colour ;

round the eyes blackish
; above the nostrils 10 or 12 black whiskers,

4 inches or more in length ;
all the under parts of the body are of a

tawny buff colour, deepest on the throat, where the bottom of the
hairs are rust-colour

;
the tail is of the colour of the back for about

one quarter of its length, thence to the eud black ; the toes on the
fore feet are 5 in number, the inner one placed high up ;

on the hind
feet 4 toes only, with a thumb, consisting of two joiuta without a

WAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. Hf.

claw, placed high up at the base of the inner toe

serving the purpose of a hand, as observable in many
; the whole foot

of the Opossum

Teeth of Phalangitta. F. Cuvier.

genus. The legs are much shorter in proportion than those of the
common fox

; the ears about one inch and a half in length." It is

: l^fe/fe

Vulpine Opossum (Phahmgista vu
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the Pbalanger lUnmrd of the Ktvneh, Bruno of Vicq-d'Ajryr, and

WhaUpooroo of the native*. It is found in Australia, in the neigh-

bourhood of Port Jactaoo.

Sub genu. Cotfut (Uce-pede). Tail prehensile, but in great part

naked, and covered with rugosities; ear* very abort. Dental

Formula :

Incison, ?.
; Canines, 0; Molar., t |

- 40.
"

(Leawn.)

ThU genus ii peculiar to the Western Polynesia, orThU gen

C. m**la*H (Didtlpkn Oriental* of Qmelin ; Ouctu A M*auit of

UeepMe; Mo&npu'a .ocWo/a of Oeoffroy). This species, which a
named Coeaooes at the Moluccas, according to Valentyn, varies much

In ita colouring with reference to MX and age. M. Lesson, who, found

h at Wagiou. where the native, call it Scham-Scham, eays that its

fur. which U thick and woolly, U generally whitish, covered with

isolated brown spots, aometimea running together. The same author

itatea that iU habiU are slow and nocturnal, and that it lives on fruits

in the equatorial forests of the great Mollucca and Papuan islands.

subject to tome variation, and bocause .oologista are by no mean.

agreed with reject to it* exact deBnition. The teeth of the Squirre6u Will! rnpOC% U) II* UJMM-fc ucuuiviv/u. i

aur** agree generally, according to M. F. Cuvier, with tho*e of the

Ctuna maculalut.

Pdauna (Shaw). Head rather short ;
ears email and hair; ; skin

of the flanks extended between the anterior and posterior limbe, and

covered with hair ; tail not strictly prqhensilc. Dental Formula :

Incisors, ; Canines, ; Molars, ? <

It will be observed that the number of lower molar teeth given in

the cut amounts only to S, and consequently does not correspond with

the formula above given, or with that stated by F. Cuvier himself,

who makes the total number of teeth 22 in the upper jaw and 16 in

the lower, and the number of upper false molars 8, and of molars 8

also ; the number of lower molars being 6 false and 8 true, 88 in all.

He tells us that this form of dentition is taken from Phalamjitla
tW-ii, Pctaunu Tayiuutoida,

" Le Phalangor Didelphoide, or Lo
Macraure, of M. Oeofl'roy, and a species which has no name."

Mr. Bennett, who in common with Cuvier, Deamarest, and Lemon,
has placed the interesting species which we have chosen as the example
under the genus Petanni, remarks that F. Cuvier, relying solely
on the discrepancy or agreement of the dentary systems, and putting
entirely out of question all consideration of other and essential points
of structure, has reunited the old genus Pkalattguta, in order again
to subdivide it into two incongruous and heterogeneous group. ;

in

the on* confounding two well marked specie* of flying Pelauri not

only with the climbing Pkalanguta of Australia, but with the naked-
tailed and strictlv prehensile Couscous of the Moluccas ; repaying the

other group, which he had so unnecessarily dismembered, by the

addition of a true Phalangiita, whose only pretensions to such an
association are made to dr|wnd on a somewhat similar arrangement of

the teeth. "By thus confining himself to a single character," continues

Mr. Bennett,
" be has broken up the regular eerie* of affinities which

connected together three marked but still closely allied gradation, of

form, to substitute an arrangement which has no other recommenda-
tion than the theoretic views of it* author. In such a case we cannot
heajtat* in giving to the organs of locomotion, combined with the

general habit, that precedence before those of mastication, which,
under other circumstance*, we are generally in the habit of conceding
to the Utter ; and we feel the lea. repugnance to adopting this course,
because it is admitted that tho dentary formula is in these animals

Teeth of Fetmma. V. Cuvk r.

Phalanyitta. They are consequently 38 in number, 20 occupying the

upper jaw, and 18 the lower. The former are divided by the same

eminent iiaturaliBt into 6 incisors, 4 canines, 2 false molars, and

8 true ones; the Utter consisting of 2 incisors, and no canines,

with 8 false and as many true molars. The dentary character of

the orginal species of Petaurut, which he takes as the type of his other

group, diners chiefly in the total want of canine teeth ;
but we may

here be permitted to observe that it appears to us somewhat doubtful

how far those which ore above enumerated as such truly deserve the

name which has been applied to them. In every other respect the

little creature in question perfectly agrees with the group of animals

to which we have restored it
;
and which ore at once characterised by

the broad expansion of their skin on each side of the body, extending
between the anterior and posterior limbs, as in the Flying Squirrels,

to which indeed they bear a close resemblance. In common with

nearly the whole of the mammiferoua quadrupeds of the country
which they inhabit, they possess the abdominal pouch which fixes

their place in the system among the marsupial animals ; and, as in

many of these, the thumbs of the hind-feet are long and distinctly

opposeable to the sole. The other toes are four in number, and fur-

nished with tolerably strong claws, of which the thumbs nre destitute.

The fore feet have long radiating toes, the middle one of which is the

longest, all armed with similar claws to those of the hind feet. The

tail is round, covered with loose hair, somewhat tapering towards tho

point, and not strictly prehensile, having no naked surface at its

extremity beneath. In size the present species is about equal to the

common squirrel, and its tail is rather longer than its body. lt

colour is delicately gray above, somewhat darker on the head, and

white beneath. A black line passes from the point of the nose along
the back towards the tail; and the lateral folds of the skin are

bounded in front and on the sides by a similar band, which confounds

itself gradually in the inside with the gray of the body, and is bordered

at the outer margin by a fringe of white. The eyes are each placed
in a spot of bUck, and a faint blackish line extends along the upper
surface of the hinder limbs. The tail is also of a darker hue, especially

towards its extremity.''
P. tciurtiu, Norfolk Island Flying Squirrel (the Sugar Squirrel),

may be taken as an example of this genus. There are three other

species, P. Auitralit, P. brericrpn, and P. Ariel, all from Australia.
"

I Miring the day," says Mr. Bennett, .peaking of tin- Su^ir Squirrel,
" the animal generally remains quietly neatled in the hollows of trccx,

but becomes animated as night advances, and rkims through the air,

supported by its lateral expansion*, half leaping, half flying from

branch to branch, feeding upon leaves .and insects. This peculiar
mode of locomotion can scarcely be considered as a true flight, inas-

much as the cutaneous folds which serve the purposes of wings seem
rather destined for the mere support of the animal in its long and

apparently desperate leaps, than for raising it in the air and directing
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its course towards any given object. For this latter purpose they are
indeed but little fitted by their structure, the want of proper muscles
in a great measure incapacitating them from performing such offices

as are dependent on volition. It may be doubted however whether
these animals are entirely destitute of the power of exercising their
will in their flight-like leaps. For the following anecdote bearing upon
this subject we are indebted to our friend Mr. Broderip. who related
it to us on unquestionable authority. On board a vessel sailing off

the coast of New Holland was a Squirrel-Petaurus, which was per-
mitted to roam about the ship. On one occasion it reached the mast-

head, and as the sailor who was despatched to bring it down
approached, made a spring from aloft to avoid him. At this moment
the ship gave a heavy lurch, which, if the original direction of the
little creature's course had been continued, must have plunged it into
the sea. All who witnessed the scene were in pain for its safety ; but
it suddenly appeared to check itself, and so to modify its career that
it alighted safely on the deck." Those that we have seen in captivity

k
are in a state of somnolency all day ; one kept at the Gardens in the

Regent's Park was formerly in the possession of the then Marchioness
of Cleveland. At night it was lively and active, and was perfectly
tame, but rather shy. The species inhabits New South Wales, and
is said to be abundant at the foot of the Blue Mountains. There
seems to be no authority for the locality of Norfolk Island as a
habitat of this very pretty little animal, excepting the figure and

description in Phillips's 'Voyage' above alluded to. The fur would be

liighly '>rnamental from its colour, softness, and beauty, as an article

of drew.

Norfolk Island Fljing Squirrel (Petaurut iciumu).

Phaseolarctoi, De Blainville (Llpurus, Gold. ; Amblotii, Illig.). Body
stout

;
head short, ears shaggy ; limbs rather short, robust, and nearly

equal hi length ;
toes five on each fore foot ; the anterior toes divided

into two groups for prehension, the thumb and the fore finger being
in one group, and the remaining three fingers in the other, the thumb
of the posterior foot very large, but without a nail, and the two inner

fingers united ; tail very short, almost null
; Mr. Martin says that it

differs from the Wombat in its dental formula, in which respect it

closely resembles the Kangaroos. Dental Formula :

Incisors, ; Canines, -

'0 0'
Molars, = 30.

5-5
The canines are small, and in the intermaxillary suture. The false

molars are compressed and trenchant, but thicker than in ffypsiprym-
nun, the dentition of which, otherwise, that of the Koala resembles

closely. The lower true grinders are narrower than the upper ones,
and both quadricuspid.

P. cincrtut (Lipuriu cinereta of Goldfuss ; P, fuscus of Desmarest
;

P. Flinderrii of Lesson), the Ashy Koala. It is the only species.
It is as large as a dog of moderate size. Fur long, thick, rather

coarse, and ashy-brown, tufted ears rather lighter. It is said to have
the gait and carriage of a young bear, to be arboreal in its habits,
and to pass its life upon trees and in dens or holes which it hollows
at their feet. Of its powers of climbing there can be no doubt

; the
structure of its extremities would lead to this inference, and actual

observation has confirmed it. Its locality is Australia, and we are

enabled to give figures of the parent and young, taken by the kind

permusion of a friend, from a very accurate and beautiful drawing
executed from the living animals, the first that were known in the

colonies. They were brought in by natives to Colonel Paterson, then

lieutenant-governor of the colony, from the Hat Hill district, to the

southward of Port Jackson, iu 1803.

said to signify
'
Biter.'

The native, name 'Koala' is

--i, j

Ashy Koala (Phascolarcfoi cinereus).

There are old and young stuffed specimens in the British Museum,
and a stuffed specimen (Mr. Caley's) in the Museum of the Linnsoan

Society.
The visceral anatomy will be found in Mr. Martin's paper

' On the

Anatomy of the Koala,' read to the Zoological Society in November,
1836 (' Zool. Proc.,' 1836). It is chiefiy remarkable for the enormous
size and length of the csecum.

Hypsiprymnns (Illiger). Head elongated ;
ears large ; upper lip

cleft. Tail moderate, scaly, covered scantily with hairs. Two teats

only in the ventral pouch of the female. Anterior feet five-toed,

armed with obtuse nails
;
third toe of the hind feet very robust, and

armed with a very strong nail. Dental Formula :

Inciaors,
3
=?; Canines,

1-=-1
; Molars,

5 = 30.
1 1 I) 5 5

Teeth of Hyptiprymnus. F. Cuvier.

H. Potwoo (Macrnpus minor of Shaw ; Potorous minimus and Kan-
gurus Gaimardi of Desmarest

; Hypsiprymnua Wkitel of Quoy and
Gaimard ; Potoroo of White, and Kauguroo-Rat of Phillips's

'

Voyage').
It is the size of a rabbit ; general colour grayish, reddish-brown above,
whitish below; head triangular; ears large; tarsi very long; tail

elongated, flexible, terminated by a pencil of hairs.

The manners of the Kangaroo-Kat are mild and timid : its food
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I of vegetable*, and it 1s Mid to burrow in the ground. A untral ia

U iu looliVr, and Leason my* that it is not rare in the neighbourhood
of Port Jackson, especially near the river WeragambU in the Blue
Mountain!.

Kangu-oo-Ral (ffypiiprynniu Fotaroa).

V. Lesson records two other species, and Mr. Ogilby described

(' ZooL Proc.,' 1 831 ) a fourth, Ilypiiprymnui tftotta, known in the colony
of New South Wales by the native name of Bettong Kangaroo. The

specimen described by Mr. Ogilby wag believed to have been brought
from Swan River. The last-named zoologist bos also characterised six

other new species. (' Zool. Proc.,' 1838.)

Skull of ITypiiprytntHU.

A second specie*, B. GMertii, has been described by Mr. Gould.

Sub-genus Halmaturiu (llliger in part). Differing from the true

Kangaroos in having shorter ears, a toil nearly naked, or only with a
few hairs. Dental Formula :

IncUon, =; Canine,, =;
1 1

Molar* = =

Teflh of ITaliraltina. F. Cnrlrr.

II. tlrgmu (Kangurtu faiciatui of P<<ron and Lesueur). Colou

mouse-gray, bounded transversely with reddish-brown on the back
and loins. Sire of a large hare.

It haunts the under thick bushea, and is said to form subterranean

galleries in the island of St. Pierre.

Sub-genus Macroput (Shaw ; Ualmatunu of llliger in part). Head
elongated ; ears very large; upper lip cleft ; whiskers very short and
few. Posterior limbs like those of Hyptiprymnut, but much longer
and more robust Tail long, triangular, very muscular. Dental

00Formula : Incisors,
|.

; Canines, __ ; Molars, LJl= 24.

If. major and M. gigatiteut of Shaw (A'anjntrui labiatui of
Geoffiroy; Dtdtlphyt gigantttt of Gmelin

; the Kangaroo of Cook).

Gum Kangaroo (Mucioftu tun/or).

This extraordinary animal, discovered by Captain Cook, is now so
well known, that a description, iu addition to our illustrations and
account of its animal economy at the beginning of this article, would
be superfluous. Our countrymen pursued it in Australia with grey-
hounds, and the leaps which it took surprUed those who beheld it

clear obstacles 7 or 8 feet high. In size it equals a
sheep, some of

the largest weighing 140 Ibs., and the flesh i.i represented by those
who have tasted it as being a little like venison. The species breeds

pretty freely in this country, and has been kept with success in our
parks.

It inhabits New South Wales, Southern and Western Australia, and
Van Diemen's Land. It is known to the colonists by the namrs of
' Boomer ' and ' Forrester.' Mr. Gould describes two species, Sf.ocydro-
mtu and it. nelnnopt, which Mr. Waterhouie regards as

specifically
identical with J/. yiyantau.
M. fuliginofut, Sooty Kangaroo (Kanyurut ftdiyinonu, Desmarest;

Kangaroo Giant, F. Cuvier). It is about the same size as the last

species. Mr. Wuti-rhousc thinks this species will turn out to be a

variety of the last. He says
" the name Sooty Kangaroo is most ill

applied to the present animal, since its colouring is anything but sooty,
being for the most part of a brownish-yellow, rather bright on the
sides of the body, and somewhat suffused with dusky-brown on the
middle of the back."

M. unguifer, the Nail-Tailed Kangaroo, first described by Mr. Gould,
has a nail-like horny excrescence at the end of its tail It is smaller
than the foregoing species.

M.franatui, the Bridled Kangaroo, in another nail-tailed species,
discovered by Mr. Gould. Its weight varies from 10 Ibs. to 15 Ibs.

M. auraltu, the Crescent-Marked Kangaroo, is about the size of a
rabbit. It inhabits the Swan River district, Western Autralia.

M.ltporoidtt (Layorchata leporoidct, Gould), the Hare-Kangaroo,
is a pretty little Kangaroo, about the me of the common bare. Its

powers of leaping are very extraordinary.
" While out on the plains

of South Australia," says Mr. Gould,
"

I started a Hare Kangaroo
before two fleet dog; after running to the distance of a quarter of a mile,
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Skeleton of Great Kangaroo (Jfacroput major),

a, the marsupial bones.

it suddenly doubled and came back upon me, the dogs following close

at its heels. I stood perfectly still, and the animal had arrived within

20 feet before it observed me, when, to my astonishment, instead of

branching off to the right or the left, it bounded clear over my head,
and on descending to the ground I was enabled to make a successful

shot, by which it was procured."
M. contpicillatta (Lagarchtsta contpicillatut, Gould) is distinguished

from the last by its ears being considerably shorter, the more brilliant

rusty-red colouring round the eye, and the want of a black patch at

the base of the fore leg ;
the muzzle likewise is more obtuse.

M. faicialia, Banded Hare-Kangaroo (Kangurut fasriatut, Peron
;

Ilettortyia fatciata, Gould). It in about the size of the common hare,

and has very long and soft brown-gray hair. It is very shy and timid,

inhabiting the thick brush of Western Australia.

M. hiriutut, like the rest of the group called by Mr. Gould Lagor-

chata, is about the size of the common hare. It inhabits Western

Australia, where it is known to the natives by the name of '

Woo-rup.'
It is distinguished from the others by the long reddish hairs which are

mingled with those of the ordinary hair on the hinder parts of the

back, and especially near the base of the tail.

if. antilopinui (Halmatumi Anttiopinui, F. Cuvier), Antelopine

Kangaroo, is a large species, nearly the size of M. giganteia. It is

characterised by being clothed with short stiff hairs, and these lie

close to the skin, as in many of the antelope tribe. It inhabits North
Australia.

M. Itabfllinuf (the Yellow Wallaroo), Isabelline Kangaroo. This

species has been described from a flat and imperfect skin procured by
Mr. Gould at Barrow Island.

M. roktutus, Waterhouse (Petroyale robusta), the Great Rock Kan-

garoo. It is the Black Wallaroo of the colonists, and inhabits the

mountain ranges in the interior of New South Wales. The male and

female differ in siza and colour. The male equaU in weight the Great

Kangaroo, and is of a black colour, whilst the female is a small deli-

cate creature of a silvery-gray colour. This animal is living in the

Gardens of the Zoological Society, Regent's Park.

3f. rvfui, Desmarest (M. laniger, Gould). The male is called the

Red Buck ' and the female the ' Blue Doe,' she is also called 'Flying
Doe.' This species is as large as At. giganteui. Four specimens were

procured by M. Gould in Australia, and are now in the British Museum.
It frequents the banks of the Murrumbidgee and the Darling, and is

probably dispersed over the great basin of the interior of Australia.

M. agilia, the Agile Kangaroo, inhabits the north coast of Australia.

It is very agile, and eludes the dogs employed in hunting it by its

extreme activity in leaping over the high crags. The colour of the

fur is sandy-yellow, but the back ia pencilled with black.

M'. Parry i, Bennett (Halmaturus Parryi). It inhabits New South

Wales. It is of a silvery-gray above and white beneath. It is a large

species.
M. Irma (Halmaturus Irma, Jourdan), the Black-Gloved Kangaroo,

is a native of Western Australia. It runs very fast, is about 31 inches

in length or half the size of M. giyanteus, and abounds in the Swan
River district.

M. Greyi, named after the Hon. Captain G. Grey, who presented
two specimens to the British Museum. It inhabits South Australia.

M. rufimllis, Desmarest (Halmaturus elegans, Gray), Kangaroo h,

Cou Roux, the Red-Necked Kangaroo. It inhabits New South Wales

and King's Island. It was discovered by Messrs. Pdron and Lesueur

in King's Island. Mr. Waterhouse regards the M. enneUii,
' Brush

Kangaroo,' as a variety of this species. This animal has bred freely

in this country both in the Gardens of the Zoological Society and in

the menagerie of the Earl of Derby.
M. Ualabatus, the Black Wallaby of Gould, Black-Tailed Kangaroo

of Waterhouse, is an inhabitant of New South Wales.

M. Eugenii, Waterhouse (Halmaturus Eugenii; H. gracilis, Gould),
inhabits Western Australia.

M. Thftides, the Pademelon Kangaroo, Pademelon Wallaby of the

colonists, inhabits New South Wales. It is a small species, about 20

inches in height when sitting. It is highly prized as an article of diet.

M. Parma, Parma Kangaroo, inhabits New South Wales.

M. dorialis, Black-Striped Kangaroo. Like the last it is found in

the scrubby districts of New South Wales. This species is eaten, and

its skin is used for clothing.
M. Derbianus, Derby's Kangaroo, inhabits Western and South

Western Australia. It is about the size of the last, and is found in

the interminable forests of short Eucalypti, which characterise many
districts of Australia.

M. BUlardierii, Waterhouse (Kangurus BUlardierii), Red-Bellied

Kangaroo, is a native of Van Diemen's Land. It is a gregarious

species, hundreds of them inhabiting the same locality. It is called

by the colonists
' The Wallaby.'

M. brachyurus, the Short-Tailed Kangaroo, inhabits the region of

King George's Sound.
M. penicillatus, Gray (Heleropus albogularis, Jourdan), the Brush-

Tailed Rock-Kangaroo, inhabits New South Wales, and its flesh is said

to be most excellent. It is a gregarious and nocturnal species, dwelling in

rocky districts, and remarkable for its power of leaping from rock to

rock.

M. lateralis, the Black-Flanked Rock-Kangaroo (Petrogale lateralis,

Gould). It inhabits western Australia, the Swan River district, and is

nocturnal in its habits, and remarkably shy.
M. inornatus (Petrogale inornata, Gould), inhabits the north coast of

Australia.

M. Brachiotit, the Short-Eared Rock-Kangaroo, inhabits the north-

west coast of Australia.

M. concinnus is also found in the same districts.

M. Brunii, Le Bran's Kangaroo (Filander, Le Brun; Didelphyt
Brunii, Schreber ; Macropue vetema, Lesson ; Hypiiprymnus Brunii,
Muller

;
Halmaturus Aiiaticus, Gray ;

Javan Opposum, Pennant). Head
narrow and very long ; ears short

;
tail moderate ; fore legs strong ;

fur very short, soft, and composed of hair almost entirely of one kind,

radiating from a point on the mesial line of the back a little behiiid

the shoulders; general colour grayish-brown suffused with yellowish,

especially on the sides of the body ; under parts pale dirty yellow ;

ears blackish externally.
This animal was the first of the Marjupiata with which naturalists

became acquainted, having been described by Le Brun as early as

1711. It is an inhabitant of New Guinea. Specimens were obtained

during the French expedition of the Astrolabe, and by an expedition

recently sent out by the Dutch government. Through the last

expedition specimens have been obtained which are now in the British

Museum.
Phascolomya (Geoffrey). Body clumsy ;

head large and bluff; fore

feet with five toes, armed with crooked nails ; hind feet with four,

and a little tubercle without a nail, in place of the great toe
; indeed

it may 1 e said to have but four toes on the hind feet. Tail nearly null.

Dental Formula :

Incisors, 1=1; Canines, T; Molars,
5 = 24.

l_l' 0-0 5-5
P. Wombat, Didclphys ursina of Shaw ;

the Wombat of the natives,

navigators, and naturalists, is the only species of this genus known.
From Lieut.-Col. Cjllins's 'Account of the English Colony of New

South Wales' (1802), we select the following part of a description of

a Wombat found on Cape Barren Island, abstracted from Bass's
' Journal :'

" The Wombat, or, as it is called by the natives of Port

Jackson, the Womback, is a squat, short, thick, short-legged, rather

inactive quadruped, with great appearance of stumpy strength, and
somewhat bigger than a large turnspit dog. Its figure and move-

ments, if they do not exactly resemble those of the bear, at least

strongly remind one of that animal. Its length, from the tip of the

tail to the tip of the nose, is 31 inches, of which its body takes up 23
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Teth of Pkauolamy$, or Wombt (F. Cuvlor), nearly of the natural ilze.

inches and 5-1 Oths. The bead is 7 inches and the tail 5-1 Oths. Its

circumference behind the fore legs 27 inches; across the. thickest part
of the belly 31 inches. Its weight by hand is somewhat between 25

and 30 Ibs. The hair is coarse, and about one inch or one inch and
five-tenths in length, thinly set upon the belly, thicker on the back and

bead, and thickest upon the loins and rump ;
the colour of it a light

sandy brown of varying shades, but darkest along the back." The head
is large, flattUh, and nearly triangular when viewed in front ; the ears

are sharp and erect; the eyes small and rather sunken than prominent,
but quick and lively.

Wombat V'omlat).

From the same work we take tbe following account of the habits,

Ac., of U> specie* :

" Thin animal has not any claim to swiftness of

foot, as mo*t men could run it down. IU pace is hobbling or shuffling,

something like the awkward gait of a bear. In disposition it is mild

and gentle, as become* a graas-eater ;
but it bite* hard, and is furious

when provoked. Mr. BAM never heard it* voice but at that time; it

was a low cry between a hissing and a whizzing, whyih could not be
heard at a dut&noe of more than thirty or forty yards. He chased

one, and with his bands under his l>elly suddenly lifted him off the

ground without hurting him, and laid him upon his back along his

arm like a child. It made no noise, nor any effort to escape, not even
a struggle. Its countenance was placid and undisturbed, and it seemed
as contented as if it had been nursed by Mr. Bass from its infancy.
He carried the beast upwards of a mile, and often shifted him from
arm to arm, sometime* laying him upon his shoulder, all of whk'i he
took in good part ; until, being obliged to secure his leg* while he
went into the brush to cut a specimen of a new wood, the creature'*

anger arose with the pinching of the twine ; he whizzed with all hi*

might, kicked and scratched most furiously, and snapped off a piece
from the elbow of Mr. Bass's jacket with his grass-cutting teeth.

Their friendship was here at an end, and the creature remained

implacable all the way to tbe boat, ceasing to kick only when he was
exhausted. This circumstance seems to indicate that with kind treat-

ment the Wombat might soon be rendered extremely docile ; but let

his tutor beware of giving him provocation, at least if be should be
full grown. Besides Furneaux's Islands, the Wombat inhabits, as has

been seen, the mountains to the westward of Port Jackson. In both

these places its habitation is underground, being admirably formed
for burrowing ;

but to what depth it descends does not seem to be

ascertained. According to the account given of it by the natives, the

Wombat of tbe mountains is never seen during the day, but lives

retired in his hole, feeding only in the night ;
but that of the inlands

is seen to feed in all
parts

of the day. His food is not yet well known ;

but it seems probable that he varies it according to the situation in

which be may be placed. The stomachs of such as Mr. Bass examined
were distended with the coarse wiry gross, and he as well as others

had seen the animal scratching among the dry ricks of sea-weed thrown

up upon tbe shores, but could never discover what it was in search of.

Now the inhabitant of the mountains can have no recourse to the sea-

shore for his food, nor can he find there any wiry grass of the islands,

but must live upon the food that circumstances present to him."

A letter from James Hunter, Esq., Governor of the settlement, dated

Sydney, New South Wales, August fi, 1798, and published in Bewick's
'

Quadrupeds,' states that this animal, there called the Wombach, was
found upon an island on the coast of New South Wales, in 40 36'

S. lat, where considerable numbers were caught by the company of a

ship which had been wrecked there on her voyage from Bengal to

Fort Jackson. The same communication relates that it had "
lately

been discovered to be an inhabitant of the interior of this country
also. The mountain natives call it the Wotnbach."

The specimen dissected by Sir Everard Home in 1803 was brought
from one of the islands in Bass's Straits, and lived as a domestic pet
in the house of Mr. Clift for two years.

The individual dissected by Professor Owen in May, 1836, had lived

at the Gardens of the Zoological Society upwards of five yean.
M. Lesson says that it lives in King's Island and the Furneaux Islands,

but that it does not exist in the neighbourhood of Port Jackson.

The anatomy of the Wombat will be found in Cuvier's ' Lecons

d'Anatomie Comparce,' in Sir Everard Home's paper,
' Phil. Trans.,'

1808, and in Professor Owen's memoir,
' ZooL Proc.,' 1836. The latter

observes that the digestive organs in the abdominal cavity presented a

development corresponding generally to that which characterises the

same parts in the phytophagous Rodents. It has a very short caecum.

Tbe flesh of the Wombat is said to be excellent Mr. Hunter, the

writer of the letter above quoted, terms it delicate meat, and some

have remarked that the animal might be easily naturalised in this

country.
The impression made upon us by Mr. Bass's account of the beha-

viour of the Wombat which he caught, and by one that we have seen

in captivity, ia, that the animal is of a low grade in point of intellect.

In both cases, as long as there was no positive pain or disagreeable

sensation, the animal was content, however new its situation might be.

There was none of that anxiety and uneasiness which all animals of

lively sense show when suddenly placed in new positions, or in strange

places ;
and indeed the following note is appended to Mr. Baas'*

account of the capture of his Wombat :

" The Kangooroo and *ome
other animals in New South Wales were remarkable for being domes-

ticated as soon as taken." This may be one of the consequences of

the low cerebral development generally to be observed in this group.
There are at present (1855) several specimen* in the gardens of the

Zoological Society, which are remarkably tame, and readily present

themselves at the palisades of their inclosure to be caressed.

The following list, showing the distribution of the Marsupiata in

Australia, will supply also the name* of the species not already

mentioned in the preceding account :

South Australia.

Maeroptu giganteut. Macroptu '

M. lunalut. M. Eugenii (Nuyt's Archipelago!
M. Itporoide*. if, Derlianni (from islands off the

M. fracialm. coast).

M. rufut. Jlyptiprymnui Grayi.
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H. penicittatui.

H. Gaimardi.
H. campestris.

Phascolomys Wombat.
P. latifrons.

Phascolarctos cinemts.

Phalangista vulpina.
P. Cookii.

P. concinna.

Petaurus Australia.

ifacropus unguifer,
if. antilopinus.
if. agilis.

if. brachiotis.

if. inornatut.

Echidna aculeata.

ifacropus giganteus.
M. (giganteus) ocydromus.
if. luiiatus.

M. Isabellinus.

M. fatciatus.
if. hirtttus.

M. cont/>icillalM (Barrow Island).
if. Irma.
if. Derbianus.
M. brachyuru* (King George's

Sound).
if. laterals,

jfypsiprymnut Grayi.
H. peniciilatui.
H. Gilbertii (King George's Sound).
H. platyops.

Phalangista vulpina.
P. v. xantltopiu.
P. Cookii.

P. concinna.

Perameles obesula.

P. fasciata.

Chceropus castanotis.

Myrmecobius fasciatus.

Phascogale penicillata.
P. Jlavipes.
P. albipes.
P. crassicaudata.

Dasyurus Geoffroyi.

North Australia.

Afacropus concinnus.

Phalangista wulpina.
Petaurus breviceps, var. Ariel.

Perameles macroura.

Dasyurus hattucatui.

Western Australia.

Phalangusta, Neillii (King George's

Sound).
Tarsipes rostratus (Swan River and

King George's Sound).
Perameles (Macrotii) lagotis (Swan

River and King George's Sound).
P. Bougainvillii (Peron's Penin-

sula, Shark's Bay).
P. obesula.

P. myoriwos (Swan River and

King George's Sound).

Chasropus cattanotis (Swan River).

Myrmecobiusfasciatus(Swan River
and King George's Sound).

Phascogale penicillata.
P. calura.

P. apicalis.
P. leucogaster, var. Jlavipes (?).

P. albipet (?).

P. crassicaudata.

Dasyurus Geoffroyi.

Van Diemen's Land.

Ornithorhynchus paradoxui.
Echidna (aculeata) tetoia.

ifacropus giganteui.
if. rujicotlis, var. Sennettii.

M. JBillardierii.

Jfypsiprymnus cuniculus.

II. murinut.

Phatcolomys Wombat.

Phalanyiita vulpina.
P. Cookii.

P. nana.

Peramelet obesula.

P. Gunnii.

Phascogale Swaituonii.

P. minima.
P. leucopus.

Dasyunis maculatus.
D. civerrinus.

D. ursinut.

Thylacinui cynocephalus (Bass's

Strait).
Echidna.

Macroput rtif.coUis(King's Island).

Photcolomyt Wombat.

Dasyurus maculatus.

Ornithorhynchut parodoxut.
Echidna aculeata.

ifacropus giganteui.
M. frcenatus (interior).
if. leporoidei.
it. robustut (interior).

M. r/w.
M. Parryi.
if. Ualabatut.

M. Thetidit.

if. Purma.
H. dorsal it (interior).
if. peniciilatui.

Hypriprymntu rufetccnt.
II. penicillatus.
II. Gaimardi.
H. murinut.

Phatcolomys Wombat.

New South Wales.

Phatcolarctui cinercus.

Phalangista vulpina.
P. canina (interior).
P. Cookii.

Petaurus taguanoides.
P. Australia.

P. fdureus.

P. breviceps.
P. (acrobata) pygmieus.
Perameles obesula.

P. naiuta.

P. fasciata.

Phascogale penicillata.
P. Jlavipes.
P. marina.
P. macroura.

Dasyurus Geoffroyi.
D. viverrinut.

Fulfil Atartupiata.

Besides the Fossil Opossum (Didelphys Cuvieri) of the Montmartre

Oypsum, figured and described by Cuvier in the 'Annales du Museum,'
and in his ' Ossemens Fossiles,' and the fossil Dasyurus, Ifypsiprimnus,

Halmaturus, Phancolomyi, and Kangaroo, described by Mr. Clift and
Cuvier and Mr. Pentland, from the Australian bone-caverns and bone

breccia, there are some fossil forma now generally considered as belong-

ing to the Martwpiata, which it will be necessary, on account of the

great interest which attaches to them both geologically and zoologically,
to mention more at length. We commence with those fossil jaws origi-

nally described as belonging to the Manupiata which were found at

StonwfiekL

Uuntkerimn, Owen (Amphitherium, De Blainville; Didelphys,

Cuvier). In consequence of strong doubts having been expressed by
M. De Blainville, from inspection of casts, respecting the mammife-
rous nature of the fossil jaws found at Stonesfield, and assigned to the

Marsupiata by Baron Cuvier, a paper
' On the Jaws of the Thylaco-

therium Prevostii from Stonesfield
' was read before the Geological

Society by Professor Owen, giving a detailed account of the fossils from
a careful inspection of the originals. In this communication Professor

Owen confined his description to the jaws discovered at Stonesfield,
characterised by having 11 molars in each ramus of the lower jaw.
He commenced by observing that the scientific world possesses ample
experience of the truth and tact with which Cuvier formed his judg-
ments of the affinities of an extinct animal from the inspection of a

fossil fragment ;
and that it was only when so distinguished a com-

parative anatomist as M. De Blainville questioned the determinations,
that it became the duty of those who possessed the means to investigate
the nature of the doubts, and reassure the confidence of geologists in

their great guide.
When Cuvier first hastily examined at Oxford, in 1818, one of the

jaws described in Professor Owen's paper, and in the possession of

Dr. Buckland, he decided that it was allied to the Didelphys (" me
semblerent de quelque Didelphe "*) ; and when doubts were raised by
M. Constant Prevost, in 1 824)1- relative to the age of the Stonesfleld

slate, Cuvier, from an examination of a drawing made for the express

purpose, was confirmed in his former determination
;
'but he added

that the jaw differs from that of all known carnivorous Mammalia, in

having 10 molars in a series in the lower jaw. ("II [the drawing] me
confirme dans 1'idee que la premiere inspection m'en avoit donnde.

C'est celle d'un petit carnassier dont les machelieres resemblaut beau-

coup a celles des sarigues ;
mais il y a dix de ces dents en sdrie, nombre

que ne moutre aucun carnassier connu." ' Oss. Foss.,' v. 349, note.)
It is to be regretted that the particular data, with the exception of

the number of the teeth, on which Cuvier based his opinion, were not
detailed

;
but he must have been well aware that the grounds of his

belief would be obvious, on an inspection of the fossil, to every com-

petent anatomist : it is also to be regretted that he did not assign to

the fossil a generic name, and thereby prevent much of the reasoning
founded on the supposition that he considered it as belonging to a

true Didelphys.
Professor Owen then proceeded to describe the structure of the

jaw ;
and he stated that having had in his possession two specimens

of the Thylacotherium Prevostii belonging to Dr. Buckland, he had no
hesitation in declaring that their condition is such as to enable any
anatomist conversant with the established generalisations in com-

parative osteology, to pronounce therefrom not only the class but the

more restricted group of animals to which they have belonged. The

specimens plainly reveal, first, a convex articular condyle ; secondly, a
well-defined impression of what was once a broad, thin, high, and

slightly recurved triangular coronoid process, rising immediately
anterior to the condyle, having its basis extended over the whole of

the interspace between the condyle and the commencement of the

molar series, and having a vertical diameter equal to that of the hori-

zontal ramus of the jaw itself : this impression also exhibits traces of

the ridge leading forwards from the condyle and the depression above

it, which characterises the coronoid process of the zoophagous marsu-

pials ; thirdly, the angle of the jaw is continued to the same extent

below the condyle as the coronoid process reaches above it, and its

apex is continued backwards in the form of a process; fourthly, the

parts above described form one continuous portion with the horizontal

ramus of the jaw, neither the articular condyle nor the coronoid being
distinct pieces, as in reptiles. These are the characters, Professor

Owen believes, on which Cuvier formed his opinion of the nature of

the fossil
;
and they have arrested the attention of M. Valenciennes in

his endeavours to dissipate the doubts of M. De Blainville.J
From the examination of a cast, M. De Blaiuville however has been

induced to infer that there is no trace of a convex condyle, but in

place thereof an articular fissure, somewhat as in the jaws of fishes ;

that the teeth, instead of being imbedded in sockets, have their fangs
confluent with, or anchylosed to, the substance of the jaws, and that

the jaw itself presents evident traces of the composite structure.

In answer to the first of these positions, Professor Owen stated that

the portion of the true condyle which remains in both the specimens
of Thylacotherium examined by Cuvier and M. Valenciennes, clearly
shows that the condyle was convex, and not concave. It is situated a

little above the level of the grinding surface of the teeth, and projects

beyond the vertical line dropped from the extremity of the coronoid

process, but not to the same extent as in the true Didelphys. In the

specimen examined by M. Valenciennes, the condyle corresponds in

position with that of the jaw of the Dasyurus rather than the Didel-

phys ; it is convex, as in mamrniferous animals, and not concave as in

oviparous. The entire convex condyle exists in the specimen belong-

ing to the other genus, Phascolotherium, now in the British Museum.
Professor Owen is of opinion that the entering angle or notch, either

above or below the true articular condyle, has been mistaken for
" une sorte d'dchancrure articulaire, un peu comme dans les poissons."

* * Ossemens FOBS.,' torn, v., p. 349.
* ' Annales (les Sciences Nat.,' Avril, 1825 ; also the papers of Mr. Brodcrip

and Dr. FittoD, in the 'Zoological Journal,' 1828, vol. ill., p. 408.

*
' Comtes Kendiu,' 1838, Second Semestre, No. 11, Sept. 10, p. 527, et eeq.
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The specimen of the half-jaw of the Tbylacothere examined by H.

Valenciennes, like that which wa transmitted to Curler, presents the

inner lurface to the obeerrer, and exhibit* both the orifice of the

dental canal and the symphyais in a perfect state. The foramen in

toe fossil it situated relatively more forward than in the recent

OpOMum and Dasyure, or in the Placenta! Jnieclirora. but has tlie

lame place as in the marsupial genus Hyptiprymntu. The symphynis
is long and narrow, and is continued forward in the Fame line with
the grntly convex inferior margin of the jaw, which thus tapers

gradually to a pointed anterior extremity, precisely as in the jaws of

the Marsupial Jnxclirora. In the relative length of the symphysis,
its form and position, the jaw of the Thylacotlierium precisely corres-

ponds with that of the Didrlphyt.
In addition however to these proofs of the mommiferous nature of

the Stonesfield remains, and in part of their having belonged to Harm-
fiata. Professor Owen stated that the jaws exhibit a character hitherto

unnoticed by the able anatomists who have written respecting them,
bat which, if co-existent with a convex condyle, would serve to prove
the marsupial nature of a fossil, though all the teeth were wanting.

In recent marsupials the angle of the jaw is elongated and bent
inwards in the form of a process, varying m shape and development
in different genera. In looking therefore directly upon the inferior

margin of the marsupial jaw, we see, in place of the edge of a vertical

plate of bone, a more or less flattened triangular surface or plate of

bone extended between the external ridge and the internal process or
inflected angle. In the Opossum this process is triangular and
trihedral, and directed inwards with the point slightly curved upwards
and extended backwards, in which direction it is more produced in

the small than in the large species of Didclphyr.
Now, observed Professor Owen, if the process from the angle of

the jaw in the Stonesfield fossil had been simply continued back-

wards, it would have resembled the jaw of an ordinary placenta!
carnivorous or insectivorous mammal

; but in both specimens of

Ttiylacotherium, the half jaws of which exhibit their inner or mesial

surfaces, this process presents a fractured outline, evidently proving
that when entire it must have been produced inwards or mesially, as

in the Opossum.
Professor Owen then described in great detail the structure of the

teeth, and showed, in reply to M. De BlaiuviUe's second objection, that

they are not confluent with the jaw, but are separated from it at their

base by a layer of matter of a distinct colour from the teeth or the

jaw, but evidently of the same nature as the matrix
;
and secondly,

that the teeth cannot be considered as presenting nn uniform com-

pressed tricuspid structure, and being all of one kind, as M. De Blain-

ville states, but must be divided into two series as regards their

composition. Five if not six of the posterior teeth are quinque-
cuspidate, and are molures vcri; some of the molares spurii are

tricuspid, and some bicuspid, as in the Opossums. An interesting
result of this examination is the observation that the five cusps of the
tuberculate molars are not arranged, as had been supposed, in the
same line, but in two pairs placed transversely to the axis of the jaw,
witli the fifth cusp anterior, exactly as in the JJidclphy*, and totally
different from the structure of the molars in any of the Phoca, to
which these very small Mammalia have been compared : and in

reference to this comparison Professor Owen again called attention
to the value of the character of the process continued from the angle
of the jaw, in the fossils, as strongly contradistinguishing them from
the fhocidir, in none of the species of which is the angle of the jaw
so produced. The Thulacotherium differs from the genus Didelphyt in
the greater number of it* molars, and from every ferine quadruped
known at the time when Cuvier formed his opinion respecting the
nature of the fossil. This difference in the number of the molar
teeth, which Cuvier urged as evidence of the generic distinction of
the Ktonesfield mammifernus fossils, has since been regarded as one
of the proofs of their Saurian nature ; but the exceptions by excess
to the number seven, assigned by M. Do Bloinville to the molar teeth
in each ramus of the lower jaw of the insectivorous Mammalia, are
well established, and have been long known. The insectivorous

C'ArjwocUore, in the order Perec, has eight molars in each ramus of the
lower jaw ; the insectivorous ArmaMloi have not fewer

j
and in one

sub-genus (Priodon) there are more than twenty molar teeth on each
aide of the lower jaw. The dental formula! of the carnivorous
Cttacta, again, demonstrate the fallacy of the argument against the
mammiferous character of the Thylacothtrium founded upon the
number of iU molar teeth. From the occurrence of the above
exceptions in recent placeutal Mammalia, the example of a like excess
in the number of molar teeth in the marsupial fossil ought rather to
have led to the expectation of the discovery of a similar case among
existing Marsupial*,

and such an addition to our zoological catalogues
has, in fact, been recently made. In the Australian quadruped
described by Mr. Waterhouse under the name of Mynnecoliui an
approximation towards the dentition of the T/iylatolherium is exempli-
fied, not only in the number of the molar teeth, which is nine on each
tide of the lower jaw in the Myrmecobitu, but also in their relative

i*, structure, and disposition. Lastly, with respect to the dentition,
Professor Owen says it must be obvious to all who inspect the fossil
and compare it with the jaw of a small DidtlfJiyt, that, contrary to

wrtion of M. De BUinville, the teeth and their fang* arethe

arranged with as much regularity in the one as in the other, and that
no argument of the Saurian nature of the fossil can be founded on
this

part
of its structure.

With respect to M. De Blainvillo's assertion that thejaw is compound,
Professor Owen stated that the indication of this structure near the
lower margin of the jaw of the Thylacothmum is not a true suture,
but a vascular groove similar to that which characterises the lower

jaw of Diddphyt, Opouum, and tonic of the larger species of Sorex.

(' Geol. Prof.')

Jaw of nylacothrrivm Prerottii. Upper figure magnified.

Some discussion having ensued, in which Dr. Grant and Sir. Ogilby
expressed opinions in support of M. De Blainville's views, Professor

Owen, on the occasion of reading, on the 9th of December following, his

paper on PhatcoloOirrium, being the second part of the '

Description
of the Remains of Marsupial Mammalia from the Stonesfield Slate,'

gave a brief nummary of the characters of the T/iylacothfrium,
described in the first part of the memoir, and which he conceived

fully proved the mammiferous nature of that fossil. He stated that
the remains of the split condyles in the specimen demonstrate their

original convex form, which is diametrically opposite to that which
characterises the same part in all reptiles and all ovipara ;

that the

size, figure, and position of the coronoid process are such as were never

yet witnessed in any except a zoophagous mammal endowed with a

temporal muscle sufficiently developed to demand go extensive an
attachment for working a powerful carnivorous jaw ;

that the teeth,

composed of dense ivory with crowns covered with a thick coat of

enamel, are everywhere distinct from the substance of the jaw, but
have two fangs deeply imbedded in it ; that these teeth, which belong
to the molar series, are of two kinds

;
the hinder being bristled with

five cusps, four of which are placed in pairs transversely across the
crown of the teeth, and the anterior or false molars, having a different

form, and only two or three cusps characters never yet found united
in the teeth of any other than a zoophagous mammiferous quadruped ;

that the general form of.the jaw corresponds with the preceding more
essential indications of its mammiferous nature. Fully impressed with
the value of these characters, as determining tho class to which the
fossils belonged, Professor Owen stated that he hsd sought in the next

place for secondary diameters which might reveal the group of Mam-
malia to which the remains could be assigned, and that he had found
in the modification of the angle of the jaw, combined with the form,
structure, and proportions of the teeth, sufficient evidence to induce
him to believe that the Thylacotheriwn was a marsupial quadruped.

Professor Owen then recapitulated the objections against the mam-
miferous nature of the Thylocotherian jaws from their supposed
imperfect state, and repeated his former assertion that they are in a
condition to enable these characters to be fully ascertained : he next

reviewed, first, the differences of opinion with respect to the actual

structure of tho jaw ; and, secondly, with respect to the interpretation
of admitted appearances.

1. As respects the structure. It has been asserted that the jaws
must belong to cold-blooded Ycrtebratn, because the articular surface

is in the form of an entering angle : to which Professor Owen replied
that the articular surface is supported on a convex condyle, which is

met with in no other class of Vertcbra'.a except in the Mammalia.

Again, it is asserted that the .teeth are all of an uniform structure, as

in certain
reptiles ; but, on reference to the fossils, Professor Owen

stated that it will be found that such is not the case, and that the

actual difference in tho structure of the teeth strongly supports the

mammiferous theory of the fossils.

2. With respect to the argument founded on an interpretation of

structure, which really exists, the author showed that the Tliylato-
t/icrium having 1 1 molars on each side of the lower jaw is no objection
to its mammiferous nature, because among the placenta! Carnirora
the C'anit Meyaloti* has constantly one more grinder on each side of

the lower jaw than the usual number ; because the Chrytochlore, among
tho JnKcdvora, lm also 8 instead of 7 molars in each ramus of the

lower jaw ; and the Myrmccoliiiu, among the Manujiiala, has 9 molars
on each side of the lower jaw ;

and because some of the insectivorous

ArmadHJoi and zoophagous Cetacca offer still more numerous and

reptile-like teeth, with all the tnie and essential characters of the

mammiferous class. The objection to the false molars having two

fangs, Professor Owen cbowed was futile, as the greater number of the
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spurious molars in every genus of the placental Ferce have two fangs,
and the whole of them in the Marsupialia. If the ascending ramus
in the Stonesfield jaws had been absent, and with it the evidence of

their mammiferous nature afforded by the condyloid, coronoid, and

angular processes, Professor Owen stated that he conceived the teeth

alone would have given sufficient proof, especially in their double fangs,
that the fossils do belong to the highest class of animals.

In reply to the objections founded on the double fangs of the

Basilosaurus, Professor Owen said that the 'icharacters of that fossil

not having been fully given, it is doubtful to what class the animal

belonged ;
and in answer to the opinion that certain sharks have double

fangs, he explained that the widely bifurcate basis supporting the tooth

of the shark is no part of the actual tooth, but true bone, and ossified

parts of the jaw itself, to which the tooth is anchylosed at one part,
and the ligaments of connection attached at the other. The form,

depth, and position of the sockets of the teeth in the Thylacothere
are precisely similar to those in the small Opossums. The colour of

the fossils, Professor Owen said, could be no objection to those

acquainted with the diversity in this respect, which obtains iu the

fossil remains of Mammalia. Lastly, with respect to the Thylacothere,
the author stated that the only trace of compound structure is a mere
vascular groove running along its lower margin, and that a similar

structure is present in the corresponding part of the lower jaw of

some species of Opossum, of the Wombat, of the Balcena antarctica,

and of the Myrmecobius, though the groove does not reach so far

forward in this animal ; and that a similar groove is present near

the lower margin, but on the outer side of the jaw, in the Sorex

Indicia.

Phaicolotherium, Owen, is another genus of fossil Marsupiata.

Description of the half jaw of the Phascolotherium. This fossil is a

right ramus of tne lower jaw, having its internal or mesial surface

exposed. It once formed the chief ornament of the private collection

of Mr. Broderip, by whom it has since been liberally presented to the

British Museum. It was described and figured by Mr. Broderip

(1828, with the provision* name of Didelphys Bucklandii) in the
'

Zoological Journal," and its distinction from the Thylacotherium

clearly pointed out. The condyle of the jaw is entire, standing in bold

relief, and presents the same form and degree ofconvexity as in thegenera

Didelphys and Dasyurus. In its being on a level with the molar teeth,

it corresponds with the marsupial genera Dasyurua and Thylacynus,
OB well as with the placental Zoophaga. The general form and pro-

portions of the coronoid process closely resemble those iu zoophagous

Marsupials ; but in the depth and form of the entering notch, between

the process and the condyle, it corresponds moat closely with the

Thylacynui. Judging from the fractured surface of the inwardly
reflected angle, that part had an extended oblique base, similar to

the inflected angle of the Thylacynui. In the Phaicolotherium the

flattened inferior surface of the jaw, external to the fractured inflected

angle, inclines outwards at an obtuse angle with the plane of the

ascending ramus, and not at an acute angle, as in the Thylacynui and

Dofyurut; but this difference is not one which approximates the

fossil in question to any of the placental Zoophaga ; on the contrary,
it is in the marsupial genus Phatcolomys, where a precisely similar

relation of the inferior flattened base to the elevated plate of the

ascending ramus of the jaw is manifested. In the position of the

dental foramen the Pbascolothere, like the Thylacothere, differs from

all zoophagous Marsupials and the placental fene ; but in the Hypti-

prymnui and Phascolomys, marsupial herbivora, the orifice of the dental

canal is situated, as in the Stonesfield fossils, very near the vertical

line dropped from the last molar teeth. The form of the eymphysis,
in the Phascolothere, cannot be truly determined : but Professor Owen
stated his opinion that it resembles the symphysis of the Didelpltys

more than that of the Datyurvi or Thylacynui.
Professor Owen agrees with Mr. Broderip in assigning four incisors

to each ramui of the lower jaw of the Phascolothere, as in the Didel-

phyi ; but in their scattered arrangement they resemble the incisors

of the Myrmecobiui. In the relative extent of the alveolar ridge

occupied by the grinders, and in the proportions of the grinders to

each other, especially the small size of the hindennost molar, the

Phascolothere resembles the Myrmecobiut more than it does the

(Jpottum, Datyurui, or Thylacynui ; but in the form of the crown the

molars of the fossil resemble the Thylacynut more closely than any
other genus of Marsupials. In the number of the grinders the Phas-

colothere resembles the Opossum and Tliylacinut, having four true and

three false in each maxillary ramus
;
but the molares veri of the fossil

differ from those of the Opottum and Thylacothere in wanting a pointed
tubercle on the inner side of the middle large tubercle, and in the

same transverse line with it, the place being occupied by a ridge which

extends along the inner side of the base of the crown of the true

molars, and projects a little beyond the anterior and posterior smaller

cusps, giving the quinquecuspid appearance to the crown of the tooth.

This ridge, which in P/iaicolotherium represents the inner cusps of the

true molars in Viddphyi and Thylacotherium, is wanting in Thylacynui,

in which the true molars are more simple thau in the Phascolothere,

though tmrdly less distinguishable from the false molars. In the

second true molar of the Phascolothere the internal ridge is also

obsolete at the base of the middle cusp, and this tooth,presents a close

resemblance to the corresponding tooth in the Thylacinut; but in the
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Thylacinus the two posterior molars increase in size, while in the

Phascolothere they progressively diminish, as in the Myrmecobius. As
;he outer sides of the grinders in the jaw of the Phascolothere are

mbedded in the matrix, we cannot be sure that there is not a smaller

cuspidated ridge sloping down towards that side, as in the crowns of

;he teeth of the Myrmecolius. But assuming that all the cusps of the

teeth of the Phascolothere are exhibited in the fossil, still the crowns
of these teeth resemble those of the Thylacinus more than they do
;hose of any placental Insectivora or Phoca, if even the form of the

aw permitted a comparison of it with that of any of the Seal tribe.

Connecting then the close resemblance which the molar teeth of the

Phascolotherium bear to those of the Thylacynus with the similarities

of the ascending ramus of the jaw, Professor Owen is of opinion that

the Stonesfield fossil was nearly allied to Thylacynus, and that its

Dosition in the marsupial series is between Thylacynus and DidelpTiys.
With respect to the supposed compound structure of the jaw of the

Phaicolotherium, Professor Owen is of opinion that of the two linear

impressions which have been mistaken for harmonise, or toothless

sutures, one, a faint shallow linear impression continued from between
the ante-penultimate and penultimate molars obliquely downwards
and backwards to the foramen of the dental artery, is due to the

pressure of a small artery, arid he stated that he possessed the jaw of

a Didelphys Virginiana which exhibits a similar groove in the same
Dlace. Moreover this groove in the Phascolothere does not occupy the ,

same relative position as any of the costiguous margins of the oper-
cular and dentary pieces of the reptile's jaw. The other impression
In the jaw of the Phascolotherium is a deep groove continued from the

anterior extremity of the fractured tase of the inflected angle obliquely
downwards to the broken surface of the anterior part of the jaw.
Whether this line be due to a vascular impression or an accidental

fracture is doubtful
;
but as the lower jaw of the Wombat presents an

impression in the precisely corresponding situation, and which is

undoubtedly due to the presence of an artery, Professor Owen conceives

that this impression is also natural in the Phascolothere, but equally
unconnected with a compound structure of the jaw; for there is not

any suture in the compound jaw of a reptile which occupies a corres-

ponding situation.

The most numerous, the most characteristic, and the best-marked

sutures in the compound jaws of a reptile are those which define the

limits of the coronoid, articular, angular, and surangular pieces, and

which are chiefly conspicuous on the inner side of the posterior part
of the jaw. Now the corresponding surface of the jaw of the Phas-

colothere is entire; yet the smallest trace of sutures, or of any
indication that the coronoid or articular processes were distinct pieces,

cannot be detected
;
these processes are clearly and indisputably con-

tinuous, and confluent with the rest of the ramus of the jaw. So

that where sutures ought to be visible, if the jaw of the Phascolothere

were composite, there are none ;
and the hypothetical sutures that

are apparent do not agree in position with any of the real sutures of

an oviparous compound jaw.

Lastly, with reference to the philosophy of pronouncing judgment
on the Saurian nature of the Stonesfield fossils from the appearance
of sutures, Professor Owen offered one remark, the justness of which,

he said, would be obvious alike to those who were and to those who
were not conversant with comparative anatomy. The accumulative

evidence of the true nature of the Stonesfield fossils, afforded by the

shape of the condyle, coronoid process, augle of the jaw, different

kinds of teeth, shape of their crowns, double fangs, implantation in

sockets the appearance, he repeated, presented by these important

particulars cannot be due to accident ;
while those which favour the

evidence of the compound structure of the jaw may arise from

accidental circumstances. (' Qeol. Proc.,' 1838-39, vol. iii.)

Jaw of Phaacoloilierium liueJtlaniii. Upper figure magnified.

A paper was afterwards read, entitled
' Observations on the Struc-

ture and Relations of the presumed Marsupial Remains from the

Stonesfield Oolite, by William Ogilby, Esq., F.G.S.'

These obpervations were intended by the author to embody only

the most prominent characters of the fossils, and those essential points

of structure in which they are necessarily related to the class of

mammifers or of reptiles respectively. For the sake of putting tha

3 A
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point* clearly nod impartially, he arranged his ubservations

under too two following heads :

1. The relation* of agreement which nb.<lit between the fowiU in

and the corresponding bones of recent Marsupials and
. .

/MJBCftVOra*

a. The character* in which the fossils differ from those families.

Mr. Ogilby confined his remarks to Ifarntpiata and Imtctirora,

because it Is to those families only of Mammifers that the fossils hare

been considered by anatomists to belong ; and to the interior surface

of the jaw, as the exterior is not exhibited in any of the fossil

-
: .:..'.-.

1. la the general outline of the jaws, more especially in that of the

Didilpkyt (PtHUtolotlieritux) AucUandii, the author stated that there

is a very close resemblance to the jaw in recent Jtwectieora and

Insectirorous Marsupials ; but he observed that with respect to the

uniform curvature along the inferior margin, Cuvier has adduced the

same structure as distinctive of the Monitors, Iguanas, and other

true Saurian Reptiles ; so that whatever support these modifications

of structure may give to the question respecting the marsupial nature

of the Stonesfield fossils, as compared with other groups of Mammals,
they do not affect the previous question of their niammiferous nature,

as compared with reptiles and fishes. The fossil jaws, Mr. Ogilby

said, agree with those of Mammals, and differ from those of all

recent reptiles, in not being prolonged backwards behind the articulat-

ing condyle; a character, in conjunction with the former relation,

which would be, in this author's opinion, well-nigh incontrovertible,

if it were absolutely exclusive ; but the extinct Saurians, the Ptero-

dactylet, Jchthyotauri, and Plaioiauri, cotemporaries of the Stones-

field fossils, differ from their recent congeners in this respect, and

agree with Mammals. Mr. Ogilby in of opinion that the condyle is

round both in Diddphyt Prnottii and 1). Bucklandii, and is there-

fore a very strong point in favour of the niammiferous nature of the

jaws. The angular process, he said, is distinct in one specimen of I).

Prtmtii, and, though broken off in the other, has left a well-defined

impression ; but that it agrees in position with the Insectirora, and

not the Manupiata, being situated in the plane passing through the

coronoid process and the ramus of the jaw. In 1). Bucklandii, he

conceived, the
process

i entirely wanting ; but that there is a slight

longitudinal ridge partially broken, which might be mistaken for it,

though placed at a considerable distance up the jaw, or nearly on a

level with the condyle, and not at the inferior angular rim of the jaw.
He is therefore of opinion that D. Btuklandii, cannot be properly
associated either with the Marsupial or Insectivorous Mammals. The

composition of the teeth, he conceives, cannot be advanced success-

fully rg*!n** the mammiferous nature of the fossils, because animal

matter preponderates over mineral in the teeth of the great majority
of the Insectivorous Cheiroptera, as well as in those of the Myrme-
cobmt and other small Marsupials. In the jaw of D. Prevottii, Mr.
(
>gilt>y cannot perceive any appearance of a dentary canal, the fangs

of the teeth, in his opinion, almost reaching the inferior margin of

the jaw,
**"* being implanted completely in the bone ;

but in It.

Buctlandit he has observed, towards the anterior extremity of the

jaw, a hollow space filled with foreign matter, and very like a dentary
canal The double fangs of the teeth of D. Prevottii, and probably
of D. Budelaadii, he said, are strong points of agreement between

the fossils and mammifers in general ; but that double roots necessarily

indicate, not the mammiferous nature of the animal, but the compound
form of the crowns of the teeth.

2. With respect to the most prominent
characters by which the

Stonesfield fouils are distinguished from recent Mammals of the

Insectivorous and Marsupial families, Mr. Ogilby mentioned, first, the

position of the condyle, which is placed in the fossil jaws in a line

rather below the level of the crowns of the teeth ;
and he stated that

the condyle not being elevated above the line in the !)<uyurui I'rrintu

and Tkylarinta J/arritii, is not a valid argument, because those Mar-

supials are carnivorous. The second point urged by the author against

the opinion that the fossils belonged to the Insectivorous or Marsupial

Mammifers, is in the nature and arrangement of the teeth. The
number of the molars, he conceives, is a secondary consideration ; but

be is convinced that they cannot be separated in the fossil jaws into

true and false, as in Mammalia : the great length of the fangs, equal
to at least three times the depth of the crowns, ho conceives, is a strong

objection to the fossils being placed in that class, as it is a character

altogether peculiar and unexampled among Mammals ;
the form of the

teeth also, he stated, cannot be justly compared to that of any known

species of Marsupial or Insectivorous Mammifor, being, in the author's

opinion, simply tricuspid, and without any appearance of interior lobes.

As to the canines and incisors, Mr. Ogilby said that the tooth in

/fcuyww Ituddanilii, which has been called a canine, is not larger than

some of the presumed incisors, and that all of them are so widely sepa-
rated as to occupy full five-twelfth" of the entire dental line

;
whilst

in the Datyurut rirtrrmtu and other species of Insectivorous Marsu-

pials they occupy one-fifth part of the same space. Their being

arranged longitudinally in the same linn with tlie molars, he conceives,

is snothrr objection ; because, among all Mammal*, the incisors occupy
the front of the jaw, and stand at right angles to the line of the molars.

With respect to the supposed compound structure of the jaw, Mr.

Ogilby offered no formal opinion, but contented himself with simply
stating the appearances : he nevertheless objected to the grooves

x-ing considered the impression of bloodvessels, though he admitted
.hut the form of the jaws is altogether different from that of any
mown reptile or fish.

From a due consideration of the whole of the evidence, Mr. Ogilby
stated, in conclusion, that the fossils present so many important and
distinctive characters in common with Mammals on the one hand and
cold-blooded animals on the other, that he does not think naturalists

are justified at present in pronouncing definitively to which class the

fossils really belong. (' OeoL Proc.,' 1838-39, voL iii.)

On the 9th of January, 1 839, ProfessorOwen proved, in a paper read to

the Geological Society, that the so-called Bntilottmriu of Dr. Marian,

upon which M. De lifainville and the other objectors, thinking it to be
a fossil reptile with double-fanged teeth, had relied so strongly as an

argument for the mm-mammiferous nature of the Stonesfield jaws, is

no Saurian at all, but a mammiferous animal forming a most interest-

.ng link between the carnivorous and herbivorous Cctacea ; and in

compliance with the suggestion of Dr. Harlan, who, having compared
with Professor Owen the microscopic structure of the teeth of the

Batilotaurui with those of the Dugony and other animals, admitted the

correctness of the inference of its mammiferous nature, Professor Owen

proposed to substitute for the name of Baiilotaurut that of Zcuylodon.

[CBTACEA.]

Among the fossil remains collected by Sir Thomas Livingstone
Mitchell in the Caves of Wellington Valley, Australia, and which are

now deposited in the museum of the Geological Society of London,
Professor Owen describes the following genera and species :

Macroput. M. Allot, at least one-third larger than the M. major,
the largest known existing species of Kangaroo, approaching iii the

great size of its permanent spurious molar to Hyptiprymnta.
M. Titan, as large as the preceding, but differing chiefly in the

smaller size of the permanent spurious molar, which in this respect
more nearly corresponds with the existing M. major.

Iffptiprymmu.-A.Ji undetermined species, rather larger than any
of the three species with whose crania Professor Owen has had the

opportunity of comparing them. There is no evidence, according to

him, that it agrees with any existing species.

Plialanyiita. A species differing from P. vulpina in having the

spurious molar of relatively smaller size, and the second molar nar-

rower
;
the symphysis of the lower jaw is also one line deeper in the

fossil. Professor Owen states that there is no proof that it correspond*
with any existing species ; but, he adda, that a comparison of the fossils

with the bones of these species (which are much wanted in our osteo-

logical collections) is obviously necessary to establish the important
fact of the specific difference or otherwise of the extinct Phalanger.

Phatcohmyt. P. Milchdlii, a little larger probably than the existing
Wombat.

Diprotodon (Owen). Professor Owen applies this name to the

genus of Mammalia represented by the anterior extremity of the

right ramus of the lower jaw, with a single large procumbent
incisor, of which we give a reduced figure below (a, 6). It had been

formerly conjectured to belong to the Dugong, but the incisor resem-

bles the corresponding tooth of the Wombat in its enamelled structure

and position (6), and the section of the Wombat's teeth. It differs

however in the quadrilateral figure of its transverse section, in which it

corresponds with the inferior incisors of the Hippopotamus.

Anterior extremity of the right ramiw, lower jaw, of Diprotothn. Owen,

a, profile.

Datyitrut. I), laniaritu, closely resembling Datyurtu Urtinut, but

differing from it in being one-third larger, and in having the i

or laniaries of proportionately larger izc. Another specimen leads

Professor Owen to doubt whether it is the lower jaw of the Diuyuriu
laniaritu, or of some extinct Marsupial Carnivore of on allied but
distinct species.
The general result of the examination of the remains found in the
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Wellington Valley bone-caves are 1st, that the fossils are not refer-

rible to any known extra-Australian genus of Mammals
; 2nd, that the

fossils are not referrible, from the present evidence, to any existing

species of Australian Mammal ; 3rd, that the greater number certainly

belong to species either extinct or not yet discovered living in Aus-
tralia ; 4th, that the extinct species of Macropus, Dasymus, and Phas-

colomyi, especially Jlaeropug Atlas and" M. Titan, are larger than the

largest known existing species ; 5th, that the remains of the saltatory

animals, as the Macropi and Hypsiprymni, are all of young individuals,
while those of the Burrowing Wombat, the Climbing Phalanger, and
the Ambulatory Dasyure, are the remains of adults. (Owen, in

Mitchell's ' Three Expeditious into the Interior of Eastern Australia,'

fco
Dr. Buckland observes, that the discovery of the Marsvpiata, both

in the secondary and tertiary formations, shows that this order, so far

from being of more recent introduction than other orders of Mam-
malia, is in reality the first and most ancient condition under which
animals of this class appeared upon our planet ; that, as far as we
know, it was their only form during the secondary period ;

that it was
co-existent with many other orders in the early parts of the tertiary

period ; and that its geographical distribution in the present creation

is limited to North and South America, and to Australia, with the

adjacent islands. (' Bridgewater Treatise.')
The lower jaw of the Phascolotherium presented to the British

Museum by Mr. Broderip will be found in the wall-case Q of that

Institntion with the remains of Cavern Bears.

(Waterhouse, A Natural Hittory of Mammalia, vol. i. ; Dr. J. E.

Gray, British Mincum Catalogue; Owen, British Fossil Mammals;
Proceedings of Geological and Zoological Societies ; Buckland, Bridge-
v/aler Treatite.)

MARSUPIOCRINITES, a genus of Crinoidea, proposed by Pro-

feasor Phillips for some remarkable fossils noticed by. Sir Roderick
Murchinoi in the strata of the Silurian system. (' The Silurian

System,' pL 18,'fig. 3.) The arms are formed of two rows of calcareous

plates. [EXCRINITES.]
MARSUPITES, a fossil genus of Echinodermata, established by

Miller in his work on the Crinoidea. In many respects it resembles

the Crinoidea, but has no stem. [ENCMNITES.] It belongs to the

Chalk.

MARTAGON. [LILIUM.]
MARTEAU. [SQUALID^;.]
MARTEN, or MARTIN, the name of a Carnivorous Quadruped

(Mtutda Maries, Linn.), of the Weasel family. [MCSTELID.E.]
MARTES. [MusTELiD*.]
MARTIN, the name for some of the Swallow Tribe, as the House

Martin (Hirundo urbica, Linn.), the Bank or Sand Martin (Hirundo
riparia), and the Black Martin or Swift. [HIRUNDINID.E ; SWAL-

LOWS.]
MARTINISITE, a Mineral composed of 91 per cent, of chloride of

sodium and 9 per cent, of sulphate of magnesia. It comes from the

salines of Hassfurth. (Dana, Mineralogy.)
MARYSOLE. [PLEURONECTID^E.]
MASARIS (Fabricius), a genus of Hymenopterous Insects, the type

of the tribe Masaridw, the first of the third family of the aculeated

Jlymenopleraihe Diploptera. [DrpLOPTEBA.j
MASCAGNIN, a Mineral, a native Sulphate of Ammonia. It occurs

stalactitic, pulverulent, or efflorescent. Colour yellow or grayish.
Taste acrid, bitter. Translucent, opaque. Found in the fissures of

the earth, and among the lavas of JEtna and Vesuvius, in the Solfatara,

and near Sienna in Tuscany.
The following analysis is by Gmelin :

Sulphuric Acid
Ammonia
Water

53-29

22-80

2391
-100

MASSA'RIUM, a provisional generic name of M. De Blainville for

Alcyonium Minna of M tiller.

MASSICOT. [LEAD.]
MASTERWORT, the ol 1 name of an Umbelliferous Plant with

fleshy tuberous roots, growing in moist meadows and woods in the

north of Europe and in Newfoundland. It baa a stem from 1 to 2

feet high, broad twice-ternate leaves, flat large umbels of white or pink

flowers, and thin orbicular straw-coloured fruit. Botanists calls this

.plant Jmperatoria Oitruthium ; it has acrid, bitter, somewhat aromatic

roots, and formerly had a great reputation as a remedy for toothache,

andu a cure for agues, whence no doubt its names have been derived.

It retains a place in continental medical practice, but it is disused in

England. [IMPEKATORIA.]
MASTICH. [PISTACHIA.]
MASTIFF, the name of a variety of dog of a very old English

breed, now seldom seen in its original state of purity. Manwood states

that the word is derived from 'mase thefese,' because it is supposed
to terriff thieves by its voice, which, when the animal is excited, is

fearfully deep and loud. This is the Dogue de Forte Race of Buffon

and the French, the Maitivu of Ray, the Canis ifolostua of Linnams,
and the Villalicu* or Catenariut of Dr. Caius.

A true-bred Mastiff is of considerable size, and very stoutly built.

The head is well developed and large, the lips deep and pendulous
on each side of the mouth, and the whole aspect noble.

It appears from Claudian and Gratius that the British dogs, mastiffs

probably, were highly prized at Rome; and Camden notices the em-

ployment of a special officer, Procurator Cynegii, appointed in Britain
for superintending the breed of these dogs and their transmission to
that city, where they appeared in the combats of animals at the

amphitheatre, and sometimes upon occasions even more cruel, for
there can be little doubt that they were set to worry those unhappy
Christians whom the tyrants of the time ordered to be sewed up in
the skins of beasts and then exposed to the attacks of those powerful
and savage dogs. Pennant quotes Strabo for the fact that the Gauls
trained British Mastiffs for war, and used them in their battles.

According to Dr. Caiua, three were a match for a bear uud four for a
lion

;
but Stow mentions a lion-fight with three of these dogs, in

which, though two were disabled, and afterwards died, the lion was
so much harassed that he retreated, and refused to resume the
battle.

The Mastiff is capable of great .attachment, and when kept as a

guard is of unfailing vigilance, giving the alarm by its powerful bark,
and never ceasing till it has roused the family or secured the intruder.
It is now comparatively little used as a watch-dog, especially in great
towns, where an active police has almost entirely superseded it.

Mastiff (Cams Jtolotsut).

MASTIGUS (Hoff.), a genus of Insects belonging to the fourth family

(Clairicornei) of the Pentamera.

MA'STODON, the name of an extinct genus of gigantic Pachyder-
matous Proboscidian Mammals (Maatotherium, Fischer), whose remains

are found abundantly in the third and fourth, or Pliocene, divisions of

the tertiary fresh-water deposits, and also, but less frequently, in the

deposits of the second, or Miocene, period.
In the greater portion of their organisation the Mastodons must

have closely resembled the elephants. [ELEPHANTID^.] The tusks,

the proboscis, the general conformation of the body and the limbs were

very similar ;
and the principal distinction between the two genera

was formed by the molar teeth. These indeed were gradually pushed
forward from behind as they are in the Elephant, and displayed the

same relative increase in proportion as the animal was advanced in

life
; but, unlike those of the Elephant, their crowns exhibited on

cutting the gum large conical points of a mammiform structure, whence
the animal derives its name. As these conical paints were worn do'vii

by mastication, the tooth presented discs more or less large, according
to the degree of attrition which it had undergone. The following

cuts, which are very much reduced in size, as will be understood from

what we have already stated, will explain this difference in the tooth

more clearly than words. Before the tooth has suffered from detritus

it presents the following appearance :

Molar Tooth of Mastodon, not worn.

And after exposure to a comparatively small degree of detrition it

has the aspect represented in the following cut :
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Molu Tool! iligbtly worn.

But when from longer use the conical teat-like point* are me ro deeply
worn down, the following appearance in presented :

Molar Tooth of Mutodon, a good deal worn, seen from above.

The war in which these teeth are let in the upper jaw will be seen

from the following cut :

Molar Teeth and Palate of Mastodon.

Awl the mode in which those of the lower jaw are arranged will be

perceived from the figures gi/eu below.

1'orti'ini of Lower Jaw of Mutodon.

Th general contour of the lower jaw as viewed from above mayM collected from the following figure.

Portion of Lower Jaw of Mastodon.

In his
'
British Fossil Mammals' Professor Owon makes the follow-

ing prefatory remarks to his description of these teeth :

" Naturalists are most familiar with that gigantic type of quadrupeds
called, from the peculiar prehensile development of the nose and
upper lip

'

proboscidian,' as it is manifested by the existing species of

Elephants, which have been at different times introduced into Europe
from the tropical regions of Asia and Africa ; and we have seen in the

preceding section that an extinct species of this genus once ranged
over the whole of the temperate and

part
of the arctic zones of the

northern hemisphere of the globe, and has left abundant evidence of
its former existence in our island. In like manner we learn from the

study of fossil remains that other quadrupeds as gigantic as Elephants,
armed with two as enormous tusks projecting from the upper jaw,
and provided with a proboscis, once trod the earth

; the presence of the
latter flexible organ being inferred not only by its necessary co-exist-

ence with long tusks, which must have prevented the mouth reaching
the ground, but also by the configuration of the skull, by the holes
which gave passage to large nerves, and by depressions for the attach-

ment of particular muscles analogous to those which relate exclusively
to the organisation of the trunk of the Elephant. Like the Elephant
also, these other huge proboscidian quadrupeds were destitute of
canine teeth, and provided with a small number of large and complex
molar teeth successively developed from before backwards in the jaws,
with a progressive increase of size and complexity from the first to the
last The broad crowns of the molar teeth are also cleft by transverse

fissures; but these clefts were fewer in number, of less depth, and

greater width than the Elephants ; the transverse ridges were more or

less deeply bisected, and the divisions more or less produced in the form
of udder-shaped cones, whence the name Mastodon assigned by C'uvirr

to the great proboscidian quadrupeds of this kind. A more important
difference presents itself when the teeth of the typical species of

Mastodon are compared with those of the Elephant in reference to

their structure. The dentine, or
principal

substance of the crown of

the tooth, is covered by a very thick coat of dense and brittle enamel ;

a thin coat of cement is continued from the fangs upon the crown of

the tooth, but this third substance docs not fill up the interspaces of
the divisions of the crown, as in the Elephant Such at least is the
character of the molar teeth of the first discovered species of Mastodon,
which C'uvier has termed Mat/odon yigantetu, and Jf. anyuttident.
Fossil remains of proboscidians have subsequently been discovered

principally in the tertiary deposits of Asia, in which the number and

depth of the clefts of the crown of the molar teeth, and the thickness
of the intervening cement, are so much increased as to establish

transitional characters between the lamello-tuberculate teeth of the

Elephant and the mammillated molars of the typical Mastodon,
showing that the characters deducible from the molar teeth are rather

the distinguishing marks of species than of genera in the gigantic

proboscidian family of mammalian quadrupeds." Two dental characters however exist, though hitherto I believe

unnoticed as such, which distinguish in a well marked and unequivocal
manner the genus MaitoJon from the genus Elephat. The first is too

presence of two tusks in the lower jaw of both sexes of the Mastodon,
one or both of which are retained in the male, and acquire a suffi-

ciently conspicuous size, though small in proportion to the upper
lusks; while both are early shed in the female. The second character
.a equally decisive ; it is the displacement of the first and second molars
n the vertical direction, by a tooth of a simpler form than the second,

developed above the deciduous teeth iii the upper jaw, and below them
u the under jaw. These two dental characters, which are of greater
mportnce than many accepted by modern zoologists as sufficient

lemarcations of existing generic groups of Mammalia, have been

ecognised in the species called Mattodon giganteui, most common in

S'orth America, and in the Mcutodon anyuitiili.ni, which in the prevailing

species of Europe.
" To the last named species I refer the comparatively few remains

of the Mastodon that have been discovered in England, and hitherto

exclusively in these
deposits, consisting of sand, shingle, loam, and

animated clay, containing an intermixture of the shells of terrestrial,

resh-watcr, and marine Mollutca, which extend along the coast of

Suffolk and Norfolk, and have been no admirably described by Mr. Lyell
under the name of the Fluvio-Marine C'rag, and referred to the Older
,'lioccne division of his tertiary system."
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The remains of the Great Mastodon (Mastodon yiayanteus, Cuvier),

appear to have been the first that attracted attention. These occurred
in considerable abundance in North America. They gave rise to

much speculation and much erroneous opinion at first
; for though

the form and size of the molar teeth forbade the inference that they
could have belonged to any of the large existing animals, the formidable

appearance of the pointed conical tuberosities of the crowns led to

conclusions directly the reverse of truth, as we shall presently see.

Daubenton, indeed, at first thought that some of these teeth belonged
to the Hippopotamus, but he soon perceived that they must have
formed part of an animal which had no recent analogue, and Buffon

announced that the whole evidence afforded by the remains led to the

belief that this ancient species, which ought to be regarded as the

first and the largest of terrestrial animals, existed only in the first

ags of the world (n'a subsiste que dans les premiers temps), and
never had come down to our time. This opinion of Buffon did not

extend beyond the larger molar teeth, and he still regarded the

middling-sized and worn teeth as those of the Hippopotamus; he
also followed Daubenton in considering the femur found with the

teeth as that of an elephant, though Dr. (William) Hunter had pointed
out the differences between it and the same bone in the elephant, as

well as the distinctions existing in the teeth and lower jaw. ('
Phil.

Trans.,' voL Iviii.).
But while William Hunter did this good service,

he introduced no small confusion and error. He had heard of the

Siberian Mammoth, and not having seen the bones of that animal, he

immediately concluded that it was identical with the North American

fossil, and gave the
name to the latter, a

nomenclature which
was for some time
adhered to both uy
the Anglo-Americans
and the English.
The skeleton of the
Great Mastodon was
exhibited at London
and Bristol as the

Mammoth, and ac-

counts of it under
the same name were

published in London
in 1802 and 1803.

Nor was this the

only error of which
William Hunter was
the parent, for not-

withstanding the re-

jection of such an

opinion by Camper,
the former declared

that, from the struc-

ture of the teeth,

the Mammoth, as he
termed it, was car-

nivorous
;
and men,

ever prone to catch

at the wild and

wonderful, greedily

adopted this marvel-

lous view.and named
Skeleton of llaslodon giganteus

the gigantic beast the Carnivorous Elephant. We well remember in our

early youth hearing the speculations of some as to the sort of prey ou
which the monster lived, and as to the great services that its enormous
tusks, which in the skeleto^ above noticed were placed in an inverted

position, with the curvature downwards, must have rendered when
the animal was on its predatory excursions. The confusion created

by the application of the same name Mammoth to two different genera
was great, and for a long time almost inextricable, notwithstanding
the endeavours of Pallas, who clearly refuted the supposed identity
of the Siberian and American animals, by showing that the Siberian

Mammoth is a true elephant. Cuvier at once dissipated the clouds

that had gathered over the subject, and while he clearly pointed out the

osteological differences between the two genera, gave to the supposed
Mammoth of America the appropriate name of Mastodon (Mannt, a

teat ; oJof/s, a tooth).
The first notice of the teeth and bones of this extinct genus of

Pachyderms appears to be in 'Phil. Trans.' (vol. xxix., 1714), a

century and a quarter ago; and it is not uninstructive to observe

what rapid strides natural science has made since that time, when
the Royal Society of London published in their ' Transactions

'

Dr.

Mather's letter to Dr. Woodward, in which the former gives au
account of a large work in manuscript in two vols. folio, but does

not name the author. Dr. Mather recommends this work, which

appears to have been a commentary on the Bible, with large philo-

sophical remarks,
"
to the patronage of some generous Mecccuas, to

promote the publication of it," and transcribes, as a specimen, a

passage announcing the discovery, in 1705, of enormous bones and
teeth at Albany in New England, aa the bones of a giant, appealing

to them as a confirmation of the text in Genesis (vi. 4); another

example, if any were wanting, of the folly and danger of mixing up
religious questions with scientific inquiries. Portions of remains
were sent to France and England at different intervals, and elicited

the observations of European zoologists, whilst in America materials

were collected for forming two complete skeletons by the zealous

industry of Mr. Peale.

Of these two skeletons one was placed in the museum of Mr. Charles
Wilson Peale in Philadelphia, and the other was exhibited in London
and Bristol by his son Mr. Rembrandt Peale, who published two
accounts of it under the name of the Mammoth above alluded to.

One of the principal deposits of Mastodon bones appears to have
been the Big-Bone Lick in the north part of Kentucky, near the Ohio,
whence the Mastodon has been called

' the animal of the Ohio.' None
of the remains have the appearance of having been rolled, but seem
to have been unmoved since the death of the animal

; and it is worthy
of remark that those which were found at the river of the Great

Osages, which runs into the Missouri a little above its confluence with
the Mississippi, were in a vertical position, as if the- animals had been

bogged or buried in the mud. [MEUATHERIID.E.]
The traditions which were rife among the Red Men concerning

this gigantic form and its destruction must not be passed over in

silence. M. Fabri, a French officer, informed Buffon that the savages

regarded these bones scattered in various parts of Canada and Louisiana
as belonging to au animal which they named the Pere aux Booufs.

The Shawnee Indians believed [that with these enormous animals
there existed men of

proportionate deve-

lopment, and that

the Great Being de-

stroyed both with
thunderbolts. Those
ofVirginia state that

as a troop of these

terrible quadrupeds
were destroying the

deer, the bisons, and
the other animals
created for the use

of the Indians, the
Great Man slew them
all with his thun-

der, except the Big
Bull, who, nothing
daunted, presented
his enormous fore-

head to the bolts,

and shook them off

as they fell, till, being
at last wounded in

the side, he fled to-

wards the great
lakes, where he is to

this day.
Buffon seems to

have been the fii-st

who noticed the oc-

currence of thpse

teeth in the Old

World, and figures
one alleged to have been found in Little Tartary, and given to him

by the Comte de Vergennes. This is very large, having from eight
to ten points, and weighing 11 Ibs. 4ozs. He also figures another

from the museum of the Abbe" Chappe, said to have been brought
from Siberia. Pallas announces another instance ;

and gives a figure
of one from the Ural Mountains. Cuvier states that he for a long
time thought that his Mastodon giganteus inhabited the Old Con-

tinent as well as America, but he confesses his doubts as to this point.
The Abbe Chappe, he remarks, had been in California, and there is

no certain evidence that he brought back his Mastodon tooth from
Siberia. The tooth figured by Pallas, he thinks, may perhaps Lave

belonged to M. anyustidens, aucl he asks, who shall assure us that the

Comte de Vergennes was not in error as to the locality of the great
molar presented by him to Buffon, and which, together with that

formerly iu the cabinet of the AbbcS Chappe, is in the Paris Museum '!

Cuvier sums up by saying that he does not entirely pretend to

invalidate these three proofs, but that he begins no longer to regard
them as sufficient.

The following species have been named : Mastodon yiganlcus, M.

angustidens (Europe, America ? ), M. Andium (Andes), M. Hwnboldlii

(Concep9ion Chili), M. minutus, M. Tapiroides, M. Tuncmsis, M.
Averncnsia (Epplesheim, Puy de Dome), M. dcpliantoidca (Irawaddi,
Sewalik Mountains), M. latidcn-i (Irawaddi, Sewalik Mountains), and
M. longirostris, Kaup. Professor Owen has referred the teeth from
the N orfolk Crag to the last-named species.
Remains of the Mastodon were found by Captain Cautley iu the Se-

walik Mountains ;
and in assigning an age to the formation, the Captain

adopts the views of Dr. Falconer, who considers the deposit to be
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synchronous with that from which Mr. Cnwfurd obtained the remains
nor Promt, on the bank* of the Irawaddi. Captain Cautley having
found jawi in which the front teeth are not to be distinguished from
the tcth of M. laiidau, and thoee in the rear from the teeth of M.

lltpkai9itla, he oonoeire* that the distinction which was established

on detached teeth will be found to be erroneous.

The genus Tetraca*lodt/n of Qodmann is, according to the beat

authorities, the young of the Great Mastodon If. gigantou. One

ipsoiss only, TflratatUodon Mtutodontottleum (Qodmann), ia recorded.

(Harlan, Bull, dee Sc. Nat et de GeoL,' 1830.)
We subjoin Profeeaor Owen's remarks on the comparative age of

the various ipecies of Mastodon :

" From the age assigned to the fluvio-mariue crag, and to some of

the continental formations from which remains of the Maitodon

nyiiiri</CTU
have been obtained, it would seem that this species pre-

ceded the Mammoth hi Europe, and was of older date than the
Hatlodon giyantetu of North America. No remains of the Elephat

frimiyr*i<a at least have hitherto been discovered in the Miocene or

older Pliocene strata at Eppelsheim, which have yielded the most

complete specimens hitherto recovered of the bony framework and
dentition of the Mattodon anyiutUient ; and not a fragment of a bone
or tooth of the Mastodon has yet been found in these new pliocene
and post-tertiary deposits of England, which are so rich in remains of

the Mammoth.
" In other parts of the world the genus Mastodon, under different

specific forms from our European Afcutodon anyiutidfnt, has continued
to be represented during a later epoch, and to have been contempo-
raneous with the Mammoth, or other extinct species of Elephant. In

certain localities in North America famous for remains of the Matlodon

ffi'janlrut, as Big-Bone Lick, the Mammoths bear to the Mastodons a

proportion of one to five. A species of Mastodon nearly allied to the
Mastodon anguttideni by the form of the molar teeth, is associated with
the Elephantoid Mastodon, and with a true species of Eltphat in the

tertiary formations of the Sub-Himalayan range. Another species of

Mastodon, also nearly allied to Mailoilon anguttideni, if we may judge
from the configuration of a molar tooth, has left its remains in the ossi-

ferous caves and post-tertiary or newer tertiary deposits of Australia.

From the conformity of the molar teeth, Cuvier regarded a Mastodon
whose remains hare been discovered in Peru, as identical in species
with the Mattodon anguitident of Europe.

" We may therefore conclude that the gigantic proboscidian modifi-

cation of the Mammalian type was first manifested on our planet
under the generic form of the Mastodon, and with teeth which differed

less from those of the older tapiroid Pachyderms than do the grinders
of the true Elephants." No genus of quadrupeds have been more extensively diffused over
the globe than the Mastodon. From the tropics it has extended both
south and north into temperate latitudes ; and in America remains of

the Mastodon have been discovered on the western coast as high as

the 06th degree of north latitude. But the metropolis of the Matlodon

giaanletu in the United States, like that of the Maitodon anyuttidcns
of Europe, lies in a more temperate zone

;
and we have no evidence

that any species was specially adapted, like the Mammoth, for braving
the rigours of an arctic winter.

" The Mastodon unquestionably possessed a long proboscis,
the chief

office of which in the Klephant is to seize and break off the boughs of

trees for food. There is nothing in the ascertained organisation of the

Mastodon to lead us to doubt that such was also the
principal

function
of the trunk hi that genus. Cuvier however was of opinion that the

Mastodon applied its teeth, as the Hippopotamus and Hoe do, to the
mastication of the tender vegetables, roots, and aquatic plants. But
the large eminences of the grinding teeth, the unusual thickness of

the enamel, and the almost entire absence of the softer cement from
the grinding surface of the crown, would rather indicate that they
had been instruments for crushing harder and coarser substances than
those for the mastication of which the more complex but weaker

grinders of the Elephants are adapted. It has been conjectured that
the Mastodons were more aquatic, or swamp-hunting, quadrupeds
than the Elephants; their limbs were however proportionally shorter,

although constructed on the same type, each foot being terminated

by fire short and stout toes, which were evidently, by the form of the
last phalanx, confined hi one common thick hoot The leg-bones are

stronger in proportion than those of the Elephant, the cranium ia

flatter, and, from the smaller development of the frontal air-cells, it

presents a less intelligent character. The almost complete skeleton of
the Mattodon oiyantitu, so well known to the public as the '

Missouri

Leviathan,' when exhibited, with a most grotesquely-distorted and

exaggerated collocation of the bones, in 1842 and laia, in the Egyptian
Hall, Piccadilly, is now mounted in strict accordance with its natural

proportions in the British Museum."
MASTODON.SAU11U8, Dr. Jajger

1

* name for an extinct Saurian Rep-
tile found hi the Alaunschiefer, or Alum-Slate (Wurtemberg), founded
upon teeth, the largest of which, with part of the stone adhering, is

figured on the next column, one-half of the size of the original. The
other teeth were considerably smaller.

Dr. Jseger is of opinion that these teeth must be held to approach
the nearest to those of the animals belonging to some of the species
of Monitor. The U<utodvntanrV4, from the length of its teeth, may

be said, in bis opinion, to have equalled the JsfofOMNnu of Maastricht
in size ; but in the fonnat inn of the teeth the former differs from the
latter. The small teeth, he observes, agree so much in every respect
with the large one, that their difference ia size is only to be ascribed

to their having belonged to animal* of a different age, but not of a

different genus, and also to their having occupied different places in

the jaw.

Tooth of Ut

(Dr. Jicger's memoir, Ueber die FottUe Reptilien wdche in

berg avfgefunden warden tind, Stuttgart, 1828.)
MATACO. [ARMADILLO.]
MATAGASSE. [LAMAD*.]
MATAMATA. [CHKLONIA.]
MATHI'OLA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

BrauicacM, having tapering pods, converging stigmas thickened
at the back, a calyx with two saccate sepals, and compressed seeds

arranged in a single row and surrounded by a thin membranous
border. It consists of annual and perennial herbaceous plauts inha-

biting the warm countries bordering the Mediterranean, and extending
eastward into Persia and some of the southern Asiatic provinces of
Russia. Between 30 and 40 species are known to botanists, among
which are those which form the Stocks and Gilliflowcrs of gardens,
sweet-scented biennials much valued for the beauty and variety of
their many-coloured flowers. The principal source of these has been
Mathiola iacana, to which are to be assigned the hoary-leaved, or Ten-
Week Stocks, Brompton, and Queen's ; and M. glabrata, which com-
prehends the smooth-leaved, or green Wallflower-Leaved Stocks : it i*

however probable that the numerous varieties now common in gardens
under the name of German and Russian Stocks have been procured,
at least in part, by muling the former species with some of the sad-
coloured species of the genus. The Utter are called Luperiat by De
Caudolle, and are remarkable for their dingy flowers, which are exceed-

ingly fragrant at night, but at no other time. M. lirida, M. trittit,

and L. odoratitrima, are the best known of them, and are frequently
cultivated hi greenhouses.
MATICO. [Pii'EB.]

HATRICA'RIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Compoiita, the sub-order Corymbifcrae, the tribo Senecionidca, and the
section Anthemidece. It has a nearly flat involucre, with an elongated
conical receptacle : the fruit angular, not winged ; the pappus is either

absent, or in its place there is a slight membranous border.
if. ChamomiUa, Wild Chamomile, has bipinnato smooth leaves,

capillary simple or divided segments, solitary heads of flowers, and a
hollow receptacle. This plant is common throughout Europe, on

dung-hills, in cultivated ground, and on way-sides and waste places.
It was formerly used as a medicine, but its place has been taken by
the Common Chamomile and other plants of the same order. It is

the 'Ar0</u't of Dioscoridos, lib. 3, cap. 144.

Tbel'yrtthrum Parthenium, Fever-Few, ii by some botanists referred
to Afatricaria. This plant appears to be the 'Acflc/uiov of Theophrastug,
'
Hist. Plant.' lib. 14, cap. 1 ; and the Uapeinoy of Dioscorides, lib. 3,

cap. 135 ; and of Plutarch (' Sulla,' cap. 13). Other plants, as species
of I'arittaria, Chrytocoma, Ac., were called naf9ino by the Greek
writers. [1'rnETUiiUM.]

(llabingtou, Manual of Jlrititk Botany ; Fraas; Synoptii.)
MATU'TA, the name of a genus of Brachyurous Crustacea.

MAVIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Leg*-
i (MM,
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M. judicalis of Bertoloni is the Mavi of the Kaffirs, and yields a

poisonous bark used by them as a test in judicial trials.

MAYACACE-iE, Mayacs, a natural order of Endogenous moss-like

Plants, creeping over damp places, with narrow leaves, resembling
Spider-Worts, but differing in their 1-celled anthers, carpels opposite
the inner divisions of the perianth, 1-celled ovary and capsule, and

parietal placentas. The species, four in number, are natives of North
America. They are of no known use. (Balfour, Class-Book of Botany.)
MAY-FLY, the popular name of the Neuropterous Insects of the

genus Ephemera and its allies. [EPHEMERA.] Baetis is one of the

genera of Ephemera. The Baetia venosa, an insect inhabiting a great

part of Europe, is the type,
MAY-WEED. [ANTHEMIS.]
MAZAMA. [ANTILOPE*.]
MEADOW-SAFFRON. [CoLCHicuM.]
MEALY-BUG. [CocciD.t.]
MEANDRINA. [MADHEPHYLLICEA.]
MEAT-FLY. [MuscA.]
MECINUS. [CIQJJU3.]
MECISTINA. [PARUS.]
MECISTOPS. [CBOCODILID^.]
MECONO'PSIS (from ufauv, a poppy, and Jtyis, a resemblance), a

genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Papaveracece, and for-

merly referred to Papaver. This genus stands between Papaver and

Arijeoifine. It has 4 petals, numerous stamens, a short style, 5-6-radiat-

ing free stigmas, the capsule obovate, opening by pores beneath the

apex.
There is but one species, M. Camtrica, the Welsh Poppy, a native

of Great Britain, a rare plant. It is also found in many parts of

Europe. It has yellow flowers which are very fugacious, and are seated

on long peduncles which are indexed before the opening of the flower,
BO that the flower-bud is drooping. It is an ornamental plant, and

may be introduced into the garden. It will grow in a rich light soil,

in a shady situation. It may be propagated by dividing the roots, or

by seeds.

M. Nepalemii, a Nepaul plant, is described as being extremely
poisonous, especially its roots.

MEDICA'GO (from MrjSi/ri), the Greek name of one of the species),
a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Leyuminosce, to the

tribe Loteas, and the sub-tribe Trifoliece. It has the calyx somewhat

cylindrical, 5-clrft, the [keel rather removed from the vexillum ; the
stamens diadelphous ; the legume many-seeded, of various forms,
reniform, falcate, or cochleate, but usually twisted in a spiral manner.
The species are herbs or shrubs, with the stipules usually cut

;
the

leaves trifoliate, the leaflet usually toothed, and the peduncles 1-2-many
flowered. They are exceedingly numerous, upwards of 80 species

having been described.

M. tatina, Lucern, has many-flowered racemes ;
the pods compressed,

spiral, with two or three turns, downy, unarmed ; the pedicels shorter

than the calyx or bract
;
the leaflets obovate, oblong, dentate above,

emarginate. This plant is a native of Europe, and is found wild

in England and Scotland. It has an erect stem, with yellow or

violet flowers. It a commonly cultivated in the fields of Europe,
and Babington says that " the wild specimens found are scarcely
naturalised." This is the MrjSoc^ of Theophrastus,

' Plant, de Caus.,'
lib. 2, cap. 20 ; and the Medico of Pliny, lib. 18, cap. 20.

M. falcata has the racemes many-flowered, the pods compressed,

sickle-shaped, downy, unarmed ; the pedicels shorter than the calyx,

longer than the bract; the leaflets obovate-oblong, dentate above,

emarginate, mucronatc. It is a native of Europe on dry moun-
tainous pastures. In England it is a rare plant, but is occasionally
found on dry gravelly banks and old walls. This species is said to be
the Lucern which is cultivated in Switzerland.

if. Lupulina, Black Medick, or Black Nonsuch, has many-flowered
dense oval spikes ;

the pods compressed, kidney-shaped, with a spiral

point rugged with longitudinal branched prominent veins
;
the stipules

obliquely ovate, slightly toothed
;
the leaflets roundish-obovate, den-

ticulate above, emarginate, mucronate. It has a procumbent stem
with yellow flowers, and is a native of Europe in meadows, pastures,
and waste ground, and is plentiful in Great Britain. It affords

excellent fodder for sheep, and must be treated in the same way
as Luoern.
M. arborea, Tree Medick, is a villous shrubby plant ;

it has obovate-

cordate leaflets nearly entire ; the stipules linear, acute, entire
;
the

peduncles racemose ; the legumes stipitate, twisted, reticulated from
transverse veins

; 2-3-seeded, the seeds somewhat kidney-shaped.
This plant is a native of the south of Europe, and appears to be the
Kimrro! of Theophrastus, 'Hist. Plant.,' lib. 4, cap. 5; lib. 1, cap. 9;
' De Caus. Plant.,' lib. 5, cap. 6

;
and the KVTUITOS of Dioscorides, lib. 4,

cap. 113. It is also the Cytuut of the Romans : Pliny, lib. 13, cap. 24
;

Virgil,
'

Eel.,' L 79;
'

Georg.,' ii. 431.

Besides the first three species described above, M. tylvettrit, M. macu-

lala, M. minima, and M. denticulata aro natives of Great Britain.

M. mn-icattt was at one time admitted into the British Flora as

growing on the sea-shore at Orford in Suffolk ;
Mr. Babington, in his

'

Manual,' states that he is
"
convinced, from personal observation,

that no such plant now exists in that locality."
In cultivation the species may be easily raised from seed, and the

shrubby species propagated by cuttings. The perennial herbaceous

species may be propagated by dividing their roots.

(Babingtou, Manual Brit. Bot. ; Fraas, Synopsis Plantarum Flora;

Classics.)
MEDICK. [MEDICAGO.]
MEDJIDITE, , Mineral consisting of Sulphate of Uranium and

Lime. It is of a dark-amber colour, and found near Adriauople
in Turkey.
MEDULLA OBLONGATA. [BRAIN.]
MEDULLA SPINALIS. [Nanvous SYSTEM.]
MEDULLIN, a name given to the Pith of the Sunflower, &c.

MEDU'SA. [AcALEPH*;.]
MEERSCHAUM, a Mineral belonging to the series of Silicates of

Magnesia. It is dull-white, opaque, and earthy, nearly like clay. Its

hardness is 2'0, and specific gravity 2'6 to 3'4. A variety from

Anatolia, analysed by Thomson, gave
Silica 42-0

30-5

Water
Lime
Alumina

23-0

2-3

2-0

-99-8

When heated it gives out water and a fetid smell, and becomes
hard and perfectly white. When first dug up it has a greasy feel, like

soap, and on this account is used by the Tartars in washing their

linen. It is known in Europe from its being made use of in Turkey
to make the bowls of tobacco-pipes, which are hence called meer-
schaums. These pipes are first imported into Germany, where they
are softened in tallow and wax, and then polished.

Aphrodite and Quincite appear to be varieties.

(Dana, Mineralogy.)
MEGACEROS. [CERVID^.]
MEGADERMA. [CHEIROPTERA.]
MEGADESMA, a name given by Bowdich to a genus of Fresh-

Water Conchifera (Potamophila of Sowerby, Galathea, Lam.).
MEGGER A. [CBOTALID.E.]

MEGALI'CHTHYS, a genus of fossil Ganoid Fishes, from the

Carboniferous Strata of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester,

Wigan, &c.

The Megalichthys is one of those genera which may rank amongst
the singular links connecting two great natural divisions, which are

apparently so strongly marked, and separated from one another so

widely, as to offer scarcely any points of resemblance. It combines
with many of the characters of a true fish many close and striking

analogies with reptiles ;
and the teeth more especially so closely

resemble those of some crocodilean animals, that when first discovered

they were immediately referred to that class ; and not only the teeth

but the scales also seemed to Dr. Hibbert (by whom they were first

noticed) to indicate the same affinity.

There exists however a family of Ganoid Fishes, containing many
extinct genera, represented in those existing by two genera, which

together include seven species, iu which the peculiar Sauroid character

of the teeth indicates this approach to the reptiles, which seems
carried to its height in the genus now under consideration. The
dimensions of the teeth of the Merjalichthys far exceed those of any
other fishes teeth that have yet been examined, one of them having
been found to measure nearly four inches in length, with a breadth at

the base of nearly two inches. They are however of two kinds, the

large teeth being accompanied by several very small ones, alternating
with them, and distributed over the whole of the inside of the mouth.
The teeth are conical, and possess a conical hollow at the base, in

which the next tooth is prepared, BO that there may be a constant

succession as in reptiles.
The scales of the Megalichthys are of various forms, and exhibit a

coating of enamel of a nut-brown colour, and of the most brilliant

lustre. They are generally angular, and the surface is punctured like

that of the dermal scutes of the recent crocodile. Besides however
the angular scales, others have been found rounded, and of large size,

having externally a lamellar structure, and not exhibiting the shining
enamel so characteristic of the scales of Ganoid Fishes. The rounded
scales have been found as much as five inches in diameter.

(Ansted, Principles of Geology; Agassiz, Recherches sur lea Poiasona

MEGALOCHILUS. [DRACONINA.]
MEGA'LODON, Goldfuss, a genus of Fossil Conchifera from the

Devonian Strata.

MEGALONYX. [MEOATHERIID*.]
MEGALO'PA (Leach), a genus of Macfurous Crustacea (Macropa of

Latreille).
The external antennaj are setaceous, hardly one-fourth so long as

the carapace, and formed of elongated joints ;
the intermediate ones

terminated by two bristle-like appendages, the upper of which is the

longest. External jaw-feet, with the two first joints compressed, the

second the shortest, and notched at the end for the insertion of the

others; anterior feet equal, iu form of didactylous pincers, rather

short and stout
;
four last pair rather shorter, less stout, and termi-

nated by a single nail, which is a little curved
; carapace short, wide,

and a little depressed, terminated in front by a pointed rostrum,
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which is wide at the bue, and sometime* inflected ; eye* very large,

supported on a very abort peduncle; abdomen narrow, extended,
linear, composed of wren joints, of which the fire intermediate onei

are provided with appendage*, namely, the four first with false feet,

baring their external division very large and ciliated, and the fifth,

on each aide, with a horizontal blade or lamina, which is oral and

ciliated, composing, with the last joint, a sort of fin, differing a little

from that of the other .Vacrura.

If. mulica differs from the other species in baring the rostrum a

little inflected perpendicularly on the carapace and canaliculated in

the middle; also in the absence of a recurred spine on the haunches
of all the feet The shell is truncated posteriorly, and has no point
like that of M. armala. Colour brownish.

It was found by Messrs. Audouin and Adolphe Brongniart at the
mouth of the Loire.

mntica.

, magnified ; , Internal antenna ; e, external antenna
; rf, natural ilse.

MEGALOPHUS. [MusciciPiD*.]
MEOALOSA'URUS, the name assigned by Dr. Buckland and the

Rev. W. Conybeare to an extinct genus of Sauri.ins found in the

Oolitic Slate at Stonesfield, near Woodstock, and other localities.

Though no entire skeleton has yet been discovered, the number of

bones and teeth collected give sufficient data to enable the observer to

pronounce upon the general osseous structure, with almost aa great a

certainty as would be the result of the examination of the bones of

the animal in a perfect and connected state.

The femur, or thigh-bone, and tibia, or leg-bone, are nearly three

feet in length severally, so that the entire hind-leg must have been

nearly two yards long, and the discovery of a metatarsal bone mea-

suring 13 inches indicates that the foot was of a corresponding length.
From these and other remains, including the vertebra;, teeth, Ac., the
size of this gigantic saurian has been calculated and its habits

ascertained.
*

"The most important part of the Megalotaurut yet found," observes
Dr. Buckland, in his

'

Bridgewater Treatise/
" consists of a fragment

of the lower jaw, containing many teeth."

Antrilor extremity of right lover jaw of Uegntoiaurut, ham Monciflrld, one-
fourth Mtarti lice.

a, Tlew of the Inside
j b, rlcw of the outside. Buckland.

"The form of this jaw shows that the head wan terminated by a
straight and narrow snout, compressed laterally like that of the J>el-

jJiinut ftangttictu."
The structure of these teeth [Fcuo*] leares no doubt as to the

carnivorous habits of this immense extinct lizard
; and the internal

structure of the cylindrical and other bones shows that is was a terres-

trial animal, though it may hare occasionally taken to the water in

pursuit of prey, such as Pletiotauri and fishes. Its ordinary food is

supposed to hare been the smaller reptile*, crocodile*, and tortoises,

whose remains occur abundantly in the strata where those of

Mrgalotaurut abound.
The form of the teeth too exhibits a combination of mechanical

contrivances extremely remarkable; and there is a provision for a
constant succession of new teeth to. supply the loss of the old one*.

For this purpose the new teeth are formed in distinct cavities by the

side of the old ones, and towards the interior surface of the jaw ; so

that each as it grew gradually pushed away the one previously existing

there, expelling it by the usual process of absorption, and insinuating
itself into the cavity thus left vacant When young, and first pro-

truding above the gum, the apex of the tooth presented a double

cutting edge of serrated enamel ; but as it adranced in growth its

direction was turned backwards in the form of a pruning-knife, and
the enamelled sawing edge was continued downwards to the base of

the inner and cutting side, but became thicker on the other side,

obtaining additional strength when it was no longer needed as a

cutting instrument.

Tooth of Uegaloiaurui, two-thirds natural size. The' dotted lines Indicate

the compressed conical cavity, containing pulp, within the root of the growing
tooth.

a, transverse section of the same, showing the manner in which the back and

sides arc enlarged, and rounded In order to give strength, and the front Is

brought to a strong and thin cutting edge.

The vertebra of the Megaloaaurui indicate a more decided departure
from the Lacertian type than the mode of dentition ; but by far the

most remarkable difference occurs in the group of fire of these bones,
which anchylosed together form the sacrum, and which are so charac-

teristic of the Land Saurians. Up to the time indeed that these bones

were discovered, there had been no instance recorded of any reptilian

animal possessing more than two sacral vertebrae ;
and when first the

megalosaurian remains were described by Dr. Buckland, three of the

five were referred to by him as belonging either to the lumbar or caudal

series. The whole five however properly belong to the sacrum, and

they were so contrived as to give an amount of strength and resisting

power that must have corresponded to enormous muscular energy and

weight; and, as if to give them every possible advantage of position,

they are not anchylosed in a straight line, but in a gentle curve, form-

ing an arch, and therefore still better able to support the weight

pressing upon them. All the bones of the extremities are exceedingly

large compared with the same parts in existing Saurians; and the

cylindrical ones are hollow, like those of land animals. The thigh-bone
and the tibia each measure nearly three feet in length ; and thus the

contour of the hinder part of the body, raised high abore the ground,
must have been totally unlike that of any existing crocodilean ; and

the large share in the support of the trunk assigned to the hinder legs

of the Mtgaloiaunu probably made it necessary in that genus, as in

the heavy land quadrupeds, that a greater proportion of the spine
should be permanently and solidly fastened together, in order to

transfer the weight through the bones of the pelvis to the legs.

The existence of the bones of the foot measuring" 13 inches long, is

also a sufficient proof that a proportionately large base was prepared
for the immense column which the leg would form. Several bones of

the anterior extremity have also been referred some of them not

without doubt to this singular genus ;
and its dimensions have been

calculated rather with reference to these than to the general anatomy
of the animal.

This mode of calculation has however been objected to by Professor

Owen, and with great reason ; for it is in the highest degree impro-

bable, that in an animal raised six or eight feet from the ground there

should be a tail as long in proportion to the body as that of existing

lizard*. To obtain a correct idea of the probable dimensions it is

certainly safest to calculate by the length of the vcrtebnc and their

probable number, and in that way we shall arrive at the OMOraaian

that the body may bare attained a length of 12 feet; and that

assuming it had a* many vertebra as the crocodile, which is perhaps
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hardly likely, the tail might also have been 12 or 14 feet long; while

comparing the proportions of the bones of the head with those of the
Java monster, the nearest analogue, we shall have an additional 5 feet,

making in all nearly 30 feet ; and this measurement is more likely to

err on the side of excess than of curtailment.

Even however when we have thus halved the length originally

assigned, we shall find that in attempting to picture to ourselves this

strange animal we must draw largely on the imagination. From the
size and form of its ribs, the trunk appears to have been broader and

deeper than in modern Saurians
;
and this monstrous trunk was

elevated on legs of unusual length and massive proportions, being
raised to a height of several feet from the ground. The long narrow snout
and powerful dental apparatus, well adapted to the carnivorous habits
of the animal, would render it an object of terror as well as of aston-

ishment ; and it is difficult for us to appreciate the amount of change
that has taken place, since a portion of the spot now called England
was an island peopled by such reptiles, whose rivers and marshes were
crowded with the aquatic crocodilians just described, and which was
surrounded by an ocean in which the Ichthyosaurus, the Plesiosaurus,
and the Ceteosaurus formed a group of predatory animals never sur-

passed in fierceness, strength, and voracity. (Ansted.)
Dr. Buckland says, speaking of the remains of this animal :

"Although the known parts of the skeleton are at present very
limited, they are yet sufficient to determine the place of the animal in

the zoological system. Whilst the vertebral column and extremities

much resemble those of quadrupeds, the teeth show the creature to

have been oviparous, and to have belonged to the oder of Saurians, or
Lizards. The largest thigh-bone of this animal in the museum at

Oxford is 2 feet 9 inches long, and nearly 1 inches in circumference
at its central or smallest part. From these dimensions, as compared
with the ordinary standard of the Lizard family, a length exceeding
40 feet and a bulk equal to that of an elephant 7 feet high have been

assigned by Cuvier to the individual to which this bone belonged ; and

although we cannot safely attribute exactly the same proportions to

recent and extinct species, yet we may with certainty ascribe to it a

magnitude very far exceeding that of any living lacerta. Large as are
the proportions of thin individual, they fall very short of those which
we cannot but deduce from the thigh-bone of another of the game

species, which has been discovered in the ferruginous sandstone of

Tilgate Forest, near C'uckfield, in Sussex, and is preserved in the
valuable collection of Dr. Mantell, now in the British Museum, together
with many other bones belonging to the same species, aud of the same
size with those from Stonesfield. The femur in question, which has
lost its head and lower extremity, measures in its smallest part, at the
distance of two feet from its extremity, more than twenty inches in

circumference, and therefore, when entire, must have equalled in mag-
nitude the femur of the largest living elephant. To judge from the
dimensions of this thigh-bone, its former possessor must have been
twice as great as that to which the similar bone in the Oxford Museum
belonged ; and, if the total length and height of animals were in pro-

portion to the linear dimensions of their extremities, the beast in

question would have equalled in height our largest elephants, and in

length fallen but little short of the largest whales; but as the longitu-
dinal growth of animals is not in so high a ratio, after making some
deduction, we may calculate the length of this reptile from C'uckfield

at from 60 to 70 feet."

In Cuvier's opinion Megalosaurut partook of the structure of the
Crocodile and the Monitor. (Mantell,

'

Geology of Sussex
'

; Cuvier,
' Ossemens Fossiles,' and ' Geol. Trans.,' vol. iii., 2nd series ; Mantell,
' Fossils of the British Museum.')

Besides the localities above mentioned, we may notice the occurrence
of this animal in the Oolite of Normandy ; Forest Marble, Caen ; and

Jura, near Solothurn (?). (H. Von Meyer.) [SAUBIA.]
MEGA'PHYTON, a genus of Fossil Plants, from the Coal-Measures.

[COAL PLANTS.]
MEGAPODIID^E, Mr. Swainson's name for a family of Raaores,

consisting of the genus Menura, the sub-genus Megapodius, and the

genera Dicholophiu, Psophia, and Crcuc, with the sub-genera Crax,
Ourax, Ortalida, Penelope, and Lophocerui.
MEGAPODIUS. [CIIACIDA]
MEGAPTERA. [CETACEA.]
MEGARI'MA, the name proposed by Rafinesque for those species

of Terebratula which are nearly equivalve and smooth, as T. Icevis,

T. cratta, Ac. [BBACHIOPODA.]
MEGASPITIA, Dr. Lea's name for a genus of pupiform, terrestrial,

testaceous Mollusca, remarkable for the length of the spire of its

shell, which consists of 23 close-set, narrow, gradually-increasing
whorl*, which he thus characterises :

Shell clavate; aperture nearly oval, below rounded; margins
reflected, above disjoined ; columella many-folded, below entire, not
effuse. Animal unknown.

This genus, which is closely analogous to the genera Bulinus, Pupa,
and A uricula, according to Dr. Lea, is founded on a single species,
M. Ktitc/tenberffiana.
The shell is subcylindrical, turreted, thickly striate, brownish,

with longitudinal reddish-brown spots, having a solid apex ; whorls

23, rather flattened
; spire obtuse at the apex ; columella with four

folds ; outer lip reflected.

HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

Mcgaspira Rttscftanbergiana, Lea.

MEGASTOMA.
MEGATHE'RIID^E, Megatkeroids of Owen, who includes under the

family the following genera of extinct Edentata, namely, Megatherium,
Megalonyx, Glossothmum, Mylodon, and Scelidotherium, all of which
have as yet been found in America only.
Megatherium (Cuvier), a gigantic extinct Mammiferous Quadruped,

more nearly allied to the Ant-Eaters aud Sloths than to the Armadilloes.
The dental formula cannot be definitely stated, because the number
of teeth in the lower jaw is not known. The upper jaw, as Professor
Owen has shown, contains five on each side, and from the analogy of

Scelidotherium it may be conjectured that Megatherium had only four
teeth on each side in the lower jaw. In that case the formula wouM
be:

Incisors, 2.
; Canines, -; Molars, ?H^ = 18.

4 4

Cuvier pointed out the skull of this animal as very much resem-

bling that of the Sloths, but observed that the rest of the skeleton
bore a relationship partly to the Sloths and partly to the Ant-Eaters.
The Madrid specimen was for a long time the principal if not tho

only source of information with regard to the genus ;
and as Mr. Clift

remarks in his paper, to which we shall presently allude more largely,*
that magnificent though imperfect skeleton had remained for the last

century altogether unique.
"
Very few additional specimens," says

that able osteologist,
"
appear to have been sent to Europe ; and no

other cabinet save the solitary one at Madrid possessed (as far as I am
able to learn) a single intelligible fragment which could with certainty
be assigned to this great unknown." The zeal and energy of Sir Wood-
bine Parish have added greatly to the materials for arriving at a just
conclusion as to the proper place of this animal in the series ; and the

history of the Megatherium may now be considered to be complete.
According to the description of Don Joseph Garriga,+ Spain pos-

sessed considerable parts of at least three different skeletons. The
first and most complete is that which is preserved in the royal cabinet
at Madrid. This was sent over in 1789 by the Marquis of Loreto,
viceroy of Buenos Ayres, with a notice stating that it was found on
the banks of the river Luxan, west-south-west of Buenos Ayres. In
1795 a second arrived from Lima, and other portions, probably not

very considerable, were possessed by Father Fernando Scio, who had
received them as a present from a lady who had come from Paraguay.
According to Messrs. Pander and D'Alton, they were unable in 1818 to
find any traces of the Lima specimen, or that which had belonged to
Fernando Scio.

The remains collected by Sir Woodbine Parish were found in the
river Salado, which runs through the flat alluvial plains (the Pampas)
to the south of the city of Buenos Ayres, after a succession of three

unusually dry seasons,
" which lowered the waters in an extraordinary

degree, and exposed part of the pelvis to view as it stood upright in

the bottom of the river." This and other parts having been carried

to Buenos Ayres by the country people, were placed at the disposal
of Sir Woodbine Parish by Don Hilario Sosa, the owner of the pro-

perty on which the bones were found. A further inquiry was insti-

tuted by Sir Woodbine Parish, and, on his application, the governor,
Don Manuel Rosas, granted assistance, the result of which was tho

discovery of the remains of two other skeletons on his excellency's

properties of Las Averiaa and Villanueva; the one to the north, the
other to the south of the Salado, but at no great distance from the

place where the first had been found. " An immense shell or case

was found with the remains discovered on the properties of Don
Manuel, portions of which were brought to this country, but most of

the bones associated with the shell crumbled to pieces after exposure
to the air," and the broken pieces preserved had not been sufficiently
made out, when Mr. Clift published his memoir, to enable that zoolo-

gist to describe them satisfactorily ;
but he gives very accurate figures

of a portion of the shell.

The cuts in the following page will convey to the reader move accu-

rately than words the osseous structure of this enormous animal,
which when full grown must have been more than 14 feet long

including the tail, and upwards of 8 feet in height.
The simple outline (from Pander and D'Alton) shows the extent of

the skeleton at Madrid. The pale tint expresses the extent of corre-

sponding parts sent to England by Sir Woodbine Parish. The dark
tint shows the additional parts, which are deficient in the Madrid
skeleton. (' Geol. Trans.')
The thigh bone was twice the thickness of that of the largest

elephant; the fore foot must have measured more than a yard in

* ' Some account of the Remains of tho Megatherium sent to England from

Buenos Ayres, by Woodbine Parish, Jun., Esq., F.G.S., F.K.S.,' by William

Clift, Esq., F.G.8., F.R.S.

f
'

Descripcion del Esqueleto de un Quadrupedo muy corpulento y raro que se

conscrva en el Real Gabinctc de la Ilistoria Natural de Madrid,' (Madrid, 1 796.)

3 B
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length, and more than 12 inche* la width, and waa terminated by an
enormous daw, and the width of the upper part of the tail could

roots, wlii.-h, in all probability, conrtitnUxl the principal part of iU
food. The snout of the animal appears to have terminated in a ihort

Skeleton of Megatherium. Clift.

not hare been lent than 2 feet The following comparative measure-

ments, furnishoil by Mr. Clift, will be found in Sir Woodbine ParUh'H
proboscis, which must have borne a goo,l deal of resemblance in its

proportious to that of the modern Tapir*.

Rketeton at

Boole of 3 feet.

fomhortened, ihnwlnit a Hourly front rlew of the head and anterior and posterior cxtreroitlon. Pander and D'Alton.

inUnsting work,* where a highly characteristic figure of tlie

nkeletoti, drawn from the original bones, under Mr. Cliffs mipcrin-
Uodenc*, shows the part* which are wanting :

Elephant.

The expansion of the ossa ilia .

Breadth of the largest caudal vertebra
Circumference of middle of femur .

Length or the o* calcis

The whole of the structure of thi extinct animnl is admir..My
adapted for digging the earth so a* to enable it to obtain the succulent

B

I

1

Megatherium.
ft. In.

6 1

AJTCI and the Provinces of the Klo de PlaU,' 8 TO, London.

We have seen that an immenso nhcll or case accompanied the
remains discovered to the north and the south of the river Salndo ;

and Dr HuckUnd was led to suppose, not without conai.l

apparent ground for the opinion, that this shell wiis the armour that

protected the 3fffl<ithrri
" The size of the Megatherium," says Dr. Ciickland, in his '

Tiriiip;.'-

water Treatise,'
" exceeds that of the existing Edentata, to which it

is most nearly allied, in a greater degree than any other fossil apinml
exceeds its noarcnt living congeners. With the head and shoulders
of a Sloth, it combined in its legs and feet an admixture of the
characters of the Ant-Kater, the Armadillo, and thr - i; it

probably also still further resembled the Armadillo and C'/Uamyjiliorut,
in being cased with a bony coat of armour. Its haunches were more
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than 5 feet wide, and its body 12 feet long*and 8 feet high; its feet

were a yard in length, and terminated by most gigantic claws ;
its

tail was probably clad in armour, and much larger than the tail of

any other beast among extinct or living terrestrial Mammalia. Thus

Bones of the pelvis of Megatherium, discovered by Sir Woodbine Parish, now
in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, London. The bones of the

left hind leg and several of those of the foot are restored nearly to their natural

place. (Dr. Buckland,
'

Bridgewater Treatise.')

curt.

Tooth of Megatherium, one-third natural size. Clift.

heavily constructed, and ponderously accoutred, it could neither run,

nor leap, nor climb, nor burrow under the ground, and iu all its

movement* must have been necessarily slow ; but what need of rapid
locomotion to an animal whose occupation of digging roots for food

was almost stationary ? And what need of speed for flight from foes,

to a creature whose giant carcass was encased in an impenetrable

cuirass, and who, by a single pat of his paw, or lash of his tail, could

in an instant have demolished the Couguar or the Crocodile ? Secure

within the panoply of his bony armour, where was the enemy that

would dare encounter this Leviathan of the Pampas ? or in what more

powerful creature can we find the cause that has effected the extir-

pation of his race ? His entire frame was an apparatus of colossal

mechanism, adapted exactly to the work it had to do
; strong and

ponderous, in proportion as this work was heavy, and calculated to

be the vehicle of life and enjoyment to a gigantic race of quadrupeds,

which, though they have ceased to bo counted among the living

inhabitant* of our planet, have, in their fossil bones, left behind them

imperishable monuments of the consummate skill with which they
were constructed. Each limb and fragment of a limb forming

co-ordinate parts of a well-adjusted and perfect whole ; and through
all their deviations from the form and proportion of the limbs of

other quadrupeds, affording fresh proofs of the infinitely varied and
inexhaustible contrivances of creative wisdom." Much of this eloquent

passage is unassailable
;
but Professor Owen has demonstrated most

clearly, and, we have reason to believe, to the entire satisfaction of

Dr. Buckland himself, that the tessellated shell or case found with
the Salado remains did not belong to the Megatherium, whose tegu-

mentary covering seems to have been not unlike that of the Ant-
Eaters and Sloths, but to a Dasypodoid or Armadillo-like gigantic
extinct animal, to which Professor Owen has assigned the name of

Glyptodon, whose hind foot, like the fore, appears to be expressly
modified to form a base to a column destined to support an enormous
incumbent weight ; whilst in the Megatherium the toes were free to

be developed into long and compressed claws, such as form the com-

pensating weapons of defence of the hair-clad Sloths and Ant-Eaters.

[GLYPTODON.] Professor Owen, in his paper read to the Geological

Society of London, entitled,
' A Description of a Tooth and Part of

the Skeleton of the Glyptodon, a large quadruped of the Edentate

Order,' to which belongs the tessellated bony armour figured by
Mr. Clift in his ' Memoir on the Remains of the Megatherium brought
to England by Sir Woodbine Parish,' showed that the portions of

tessellated armour described and figured by Weiss ('Berlin Trans.,'

1827) are identical in structure with those brought to England by Sir

Woodbine Parish, and that the bones which were found with the
armour in both cases are the same in their characters, and therefore

that they belonged to animals specifically identical. He next entered

upon the inquiry: Had the Megatherium a bony armour? and he

concluded, from a comparison of its skeleton with that of the Arma-

dilloes, that it had not. In the pelvis of the Armadillo there are 12
sacral vertebrae anchylosed together, and the spines of the vertebrae

are greatly developed anterio-posteriorly, forming a continuous vertical

ridge of bone, bearing immediately the superincumbent weight. In
the Megathere the sacral vertebra) are only 4 in number, and are not

anchylosed, and the spinous processes are comparatively small, not
locked together, as in the Armadifloes, but separated by intervals as iu

the Sloths. In the Armadilloes, the weight of the cuirass is transferred

from the sacrum to the thigh bones by two points on each side. One
of them, the ischium, is anchylosed to the posterior part of the

sacrum, the other point is formed by the conversion of the iliac bone
into a stout three-sided beam passing straight from the thigh joint to

abut against the anterior part of the sacrum, where the weight of

the shell is greatest, a structure which is wanting in the Megathere.
In no species of Armadillo is the ilium expanded, while in the

Megathere it is greatly developed, resembling that of the Elephant
in size, form, and position ; and among the Edentata the nearest

approach in this portion of the skeleton is to be found among the

Sloths and Ant-Eaters. The most striking point however in the

structure of the Armadilloes, with reference to the support of a bony
covering, is the remarkable production of a part of the vertebra from
above the anterior articular process on each side, in a straight direction

upwards, outwards, and forwards, [to nearly the level of the true

spinous processes. Now these oblique processes, which are developed

only in the loricated Edentata, beautifully correspond in form and
use with the tie-bearers in the architecture of a roof, and are entirely

wanting in the Megathere, the structure of this part of the vertebral

column of that animal corresponding with the character of the

vertebra of the hair-clad Sloths and Ant-Eaters. Professor Owen
noticed other supposed adaptations in the skeleton of the Megathere
to sustain a bony covering, as the breadth of the ribs, but the ribs of

the Sloths and Ant-Eaters are broader than those of the Armadilloes.

The paper contained a tabular account of the discovery of twelve

skeletons of the Megathere, and in no instance did any portion of

bony armour occur with or near the bone.* A notice was also given
of the remains of a Glyptodon, found in the left bank of the Pedernal

before its junction with the Sala, an affluent of the Rio Santo, near

Monte Video, and preserved in the museum of that town. From
the accounts which have been given of these remains, they appear to

have belonged to the same species as that described in the paper. An
allusion was also made to some portions of bony armour obtained in

the Rio Seco, in the Banda Oriental, and similar in structure to the

specimen of the Pedernal. One of the portions was the covering for

the tail. It was hollow to its extremity, and presented in its con-

cavity vestiges of caudal vertebrae very distant from each other.

In conclusion, Professor Owen observes, that having brought

together evidence of the remains of five specimens (found in the Rio

Seeo, Rio Janeiro, Villanueva, Pedernal, and the Bauda Oriental) of

Sir Woodbine Parish, in May, 1839, communicated to the writer of this

article a letter received by him, giving information of the discovery of an almost

entire skeleton of an adult Megatherium on the banks of the Rio de la Matanza,
with all the vertebra of the body, all the ribs, all the teeth, the head, and the

legs in short, with the whole of the bones except the tail and one foot. Close

to it was the skeleton of a 'Tatou gigantesque
'

(Glyptodon probably), with its

bony armour complete. There was also found a very small and perfect Mega-

therium, which must have been only just born at the epoch of destruction. No
mention is made of any traces of bony armour or shell about the Mcgatlieria.

In the old animal only one foot is wanting. It has been suggested that the

so-called young Megatherium may possibly be a skeleton of Sceliilotltcrium.
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Urge Edentata
specie* undoubtedly

oorered with armour, and more

or lew corresponding with the characters of the Olyplodm, and

having established the character* of that genus on both dentary and

locomotive organ* ; he trusts at the same time that he hai vindicated

tin- ..piiu..ii of Curier with reference to the Megathere, by proving it

to be, by iU tegumentary covering as well aa iU osseous system, more

nearly allied to the Ant-Eaten and Sloths than to the Annadilloes.

(OeoLProc.; 1839.)

May we venture a luggestion aa to the immediate probable cause of

the extinction of these and other gigantic quadrupeds whose remains

are found in America f The southern parts of that great continent

are even now subject to long-continued droughts, sometimes lasting

for three yeara in succession, and bringing destruction on the cattle ;

and, indeed, the discovery of the remains collected by Sir Woodbine
Parish was owing to a succession of unusually dry seasons, as we
hare seen. The upright position of most of these skeletons found in

situ, with the ponderous vertebra; and bones of the pelvis in their

natural situation, indicates that the animal must have' been bogged in

adhesive mud sufficiently firm to uphold the ponderous bones after

the decomposition of the soft parts. A long continued drought
would naturally have brought these extinct auiumla from the drained

and parched country to the rivers, dwindled by the continued dry
seasons, to a slender stream running between extensive mud banks,

in which these gigantic quadrupeds may have been ingulfed in their

anxious efforts to reach the water.*

Megalonyx (Jefferson). Under this name Mr. Jefferson, fonnerly
President of the United States, described, from some bones found in

caverns in the west of Virginia, an extinct mammiferous animal,

which be considered to be carnivorous. The bones on which his

description was founded were, a small fragment of a femur or a

humerua, a complete radius, an ulna complete but broken in two,

three claws,t and half a dozen other bones of the foot.

From the materials above mentioned, and on comparison with the

analogous bones in the Lion, Mr. Jefferson came to the conclusion

that the Mcyjlonyjc must have been upwards of 5 feet in height, that

it must have weighed nearly 900 Ibs., that it-was the largest of uugui-
culated iim"'', and that it was probably the enemy of the Mastodon

of the Ohio, as the Lion is of the Elephant When once a theory
takes possession of the human mind, there is generally no want ol

materials to confirm it in the imagination of the theorist Thui Mr
Jefferson appeals to certain figures resembling a Lion mentioned by
the most ancient historians of the Anglo-Americans as visible oil a

rock at the mouth of the Konhawa, a branch of the Ohio, which

must hare been traced by the bands of the Indians from their rude-

ness; and to the accounts of travellers, some of them then living

who had heard during the night frightful roarings which terrified the

dogs and the horses ; and he asks if they do not prove the existence

of some great unknown carnivorous species in the interior of America,
and whether this redoubtable animal may not hare been th

Mtgalonyjr I

Dr. Wtar, Professor of Anatomy in the University of Philadelphia,

subsequently perceived some analogy between the bones of the fossi

foot of Jefferson's animal and similar bones in the foot of the Sloth

without other aid than Daubeuton's description.

Cuvier, who saw at once the true analogies of the animal, and wi

ridiculed for his opinion by Faiijas de St. Fond, who mistook the

clear-sightedness of that great zoologist for the blindness of one wh
would constrain nature to bend to the factitious classification of an
artificial system, obtained costs of the bones indicated by Jefferson

from Mr. Peale of Philadelphia, and was afterwards furnished by SI

Palisot de Bcauvois, with two morceaux found in the same cavern
where Jefferson's

specimens
were discovered; fortunately one of these

was a tooth. With these additional materials Cuvier completed hi

labour*, and satisfactorily showed that the Mcyalvny.c belonged U
the Edentata.

Professor Owen, in his description of his genus Mylodon, says,
" Th

greater part of Cuvier's chapter on Mryalonys is devoted to th

beautiful and justly celebrated reasoning on the ungueol phalanx
whereby it is proved to belong not to a gigantic Carnivore of the Lioi

kind, as Jefferson supposed, but to the lest formidable order o
Kd'-ntate Quadruped* ; and Cuvier, in reference to the tooth th

part on which alone a generic character could have been founded

merely observes that it resembles at least as much the teeth of on
of the great Armadillors as it does those of the Sloths. In the last

edition of the 'Kcgne Animal '

Cuvier introduces the Mryatheriui
and Meijalunyx between the Sloths and Armadilloes, but alludes to n

Mr. Darwin itaUi thtt he iru informed by an ejre-wllncM, tint during th
1

gran MCO ' the cattle in herd* of ihoiuand* roahcd into the Parana, ind being
i xhauntrd bj hunger, tbejr were unable to crawl up the muddy tnk>, and were
drowned, (' Voyages of the Adrenturc and Beagle between the year* 18J6 and
1SJ6,' TO!, ill., UI9.) Sir Woodbine ParUh ay,

" la toe but great drought,
which continued doting the lummera of 1830, 1811, and 1832, It was calculated
that from a million and a half to two million! of animal* died ; the border* of
all the lake, and mramieU la the province were limit afterward* white with
their boots." ( Iluenoa Arras and the Provinces of the lUo de la Plata,

1

8ro,

t Toe nagucal phalanx of ittfmlvnyt U much more comprcMcd than that of

ther difference between the two genera than that of siie'
j'autro,

a ilegalonyx, est un peu moindre.' Some systematic naturalists, aa

Desmarest and Fischer, have therefore suppressed the genus, and
made the ilegalonyx a species) of Megatherium, under the name of

tegatherittm Jefertonii. The dental characters of the genus Megathe-
rium are Uid down by Fischer, as follows :' Dent prim. et. Ian.

!i:...;.u -.

4-4
obducti, tritoras, coronidc uuuc plana transreraim

ulcatA, nunc medio excaratd margiuulin prominulU.' That Mega-
onyx had the same number of molars as Megatherium (supposing
hat number in the Megathere to be correctly stated, which it is not)
s here assumed from analogy, for neither Jefferson, Wistar, nor

)uvier the authorities for Meyalonyx quoted by Fischer possessed
ther means of knowing the dentition of that animal than wen

afforded by the fragment of a single tooth." (Owen, in
'

Zoology of

H.M.S. Beagle.'
The same author adds,

" With respect to existing Mammalia, most
naturalists of the present day seem to be unanimous as to the con-

enieuce at least of founding a generic or subgeneric distinction on
well-marked modifications in the form and structure of the teeth,

although they may correspond in number and kind,. in proof of which
t needs only to peruse the pages of a '

Systema Mammalium ' which

relate to the distribution of the Rodent order. According to thU
mode of viewing the logical abstractions under which species are

grouped together, the extinct Edentate Mammal discovered by Jefferson

mist be referred to a genus distinct from Megatherium, and for which

the term Migalonyjc should be retained. ThU will be sufficiently

evident by comparing the descriptions given by Cuvier of one of the

teeth of Megalonyj; Jeffenonii, and by Dr. Harlan of a tooth of his

M. larjueatu*, with those of the Megatherium which have been pub-
lished by Mr. Clift. The fragment of the molar tooth of the Megalvny.c

Jeffenonii, described and figured in the ' Ossemens Fossiles,' seems to

nave been implanted in the jaw like the teeth of the Megatherium by
simple hollow base, similar in form and size to the protruded

crown : its structure Cuvier describes as consisting of a central cylinder
of bone enveloped in a sheath of enamel. The transverse section of

this tooth presents an irregular elliptical form, the external contour

being gently and uniformly convex; the internal one undulating,
convex in the middle, and slightly concave on each side, arising from
the tooth being traversed longitudinally on its inner side by two wide

and shallow depressions. The imperfect tooth of the species called

by Dr. Harlan Megalonyx laqueatui, and of which a cast was presented

by that able and industrious naturalist to the Museum of the Hoyal

College of Surgeons, resembles in general form, and especially in the

characteristic double longitudinal groove on the inner side, the tooth

of the Megalonyx Jrfferionii."
Two claws of the fore foot, a radius, humerus, scapula, one rib, an

os calcis, a metacarpal bone, some vertebra, a femur, and a tibia of

Megalonyx laqueatui, which were discovered in Big-Bone Cave,

Tennessee, United States, are also described by Dr. Harlan, who,
though he does not enter into the question of the generic characters

of Megalonyx, seems, as Professor Owen observes, to feel that they do
not rest entirely on dental modifications; for Dr. Harlan remarks
that " a minute examination of the tooth and knee-joint renders it

not improbable, supposing the last-named character to be peculiar t<>

it, that if the whole frame should hereafter be discovered, it may even

claim a generic distinction, in which case either Aulaxotlon or fleurodon

would not be an inappropriate name." Upon this Professor Owen
makes the following pertinent observation :

" There can be no doubt,
as it appears to me, with respect to a fossil jaw presenting teeth in the

same number and of the same general structure as in the Megatherium,
and with individual modifications of form as well marked as those

which distinguish Megatherium from Megalonyx, that the pahcrmto-

logist has no other choice than to refer it, either as Fischer has done
with Mcgalonyf, to a distinct species of the genus Megatherium, or to

regard it as a type of a sub-genus distinct from both. With reference

however to the Pleurodon of Dr. Harlan, after a detailed comparison
of the cast of the tooth on which that genus is maiuly founded with

the descriptions and figures of the t joth of the Mcgalonyx Jeffenonii
in the ' Ossemens Fossiles,' they seem to differ in so slight a degree as

to warrant only a specific distinction, and this difference even, viewing
the various proportions of the teeth in the same jaw of the Mcjutlif-

riitm, is more satisfactorily established by the characters pointed out

by Dr. Harlau, in the form and proportions of the r.Klius, than by
those of the tooth itself."

Among the bones collected by Spix and Martins in the cave of

Lassa Grande, near the Arraval do Torracigos in Brazil, and described

by Professor Doellinger, t there were no teeth, and only a few bones

of the extremities. The Professor concludes from their shape, the

presence of an osseous sheath for the claw, and from the form of their

articulation, that they doubtless belong to a Megatheroid animal of

the size of an Ox. The bones, according to the Profeesor, are not

those of an immature Individual, and agree sufficiently with Cm i>T'

descriptions and figures of the Megalvnyj- to warrant their being referred

to that kind of animal.

' Medical and Physical Rcsearche*,' p. 323, Ac.

t SpU and Martiu*,
' Kciso ia llrnzil,

1 band U., p. 4.
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Glossotherium, (Owen). The genus is founded on a fragment of a
cranium in Mr. Darwin's collection, discovered in the bed of the same
river in Banda Oriental with the skull of the Toxodon. The fragment
includes the parieties of the left side of the cerebral cavity, the

corresponding nervous and vascular foramina, the left occipital condyle,
a portion of the left zygomatic process, and, though last, not least,
the left articular surface of the lower jaw. No tooth, no locomotive

extremity, was present to lend its aid; and yet, upon the slender

materials above stated, Professor Owen has been enabled to give generic
distinction to the animal to which they belonged, and to fix its place
in the animal series satisfactorily.

Professor Owen remarks, that the importance of the articular

surface of the lower jaw in the determination of the affinities of a
fossil animal has been duly appreciated since the relations of the
motions of the lower jaw to the kind of life appointed for each animal
were pointed out by Cuvier; but he observes that we should be
deceived if we were to establish, in conformity with the generalisation
laid down by Cuvier, our conclusion, from this surface, of the nature
of tlie food of the extinct species under consideration; for the shape
of the glenoid cavity is such as to allow the lower jaw free motion in

a horizontal plane from right to left, and forwards or backwards, like

the movements of a millstone :
"
Nevertheless," continues Professor

Owen,
"
I venture to affirm it to be most probable that the food of

Gloatotitfrium was derived from the animal and not from the vegetable
kingdom, and to predict, that when the bones of the extremities shall

be discovered, they will prove the Glossothere to be not an ungulate
but an unguiculate quadruped, with a fore foot endowed with the
movements of pronation and supination, and armed with claws,

adapted to make a breach in the strong walls of the habitations of

those insect societies upon which there is good evidence, in other

parts of the present cranial fragment, that the animal, though as large
as an ox, was adapted to prey."
The data on which Professor Owen rests this affirmation, are, in

the first place, a remarkable cavity situated immediately behind the

tympanic bone, of nearly a regular hemispherical form and an inch in

diameter. The surface of this cavity does not appear to have been
covered with articular cartilage, because it is irregularly pitted with

many deep depressions, and Professor Owen concludes therefore that

it served to afford a ligamentous attachment to the styloid element of

a large oa hyoides. In addition to this evidence of the size of the

bones of the tongue, there is a more certain indication of the extent

of its soft and especially its muscular parts in the magnitude of the

foramen for the passage of the lingual or motor nerve, which anterior

condyloid foramen is larger than any of those which perforate the

cranium, with the exception of the great foramen ; it is eight lines in

the long diameter, and readily admits the passage of the little finger.
The Professor remarks that it is only in the Ant-Eaters and

Pangolins that we find an approximation to these proportions ;
and

that in the Giraffe, the largest of ruminants, and having the longest
and most muscular tongue in that order, the foramen for the corres-

ponding nerve is scarcely more than one-fourth the size of that of

Glouot/ierium. In the other parts of the cranium Professor Owen finds

more decisive evidence of the relationship of this extinct edentate to

the genera Myrmecophoga and Manii.
The question, Had the Oloitotherium teeth ? is answered by the

Professor in the affirmative, from the rugged surface of the temporal
fossa indicating an extensive temporal muscle

;
from the well-defined

boundary, formed by a slightly-elevated bony ridge, extending to

near the sagittal suture
;
the size of the zygomatic portion of the

temporal bone, and the remains of the oblique suture by which it

was articulated to the malar bone
;
and he is of opinion that they will

probably be found to be molar teeth of a simple structure, as in the

Orycteroput.
Here is evidence of the existence of an os mala;. This bone is

wanting in the Pangolins ;
in the true Ant-Eaters it does not reach

the zygomatic process of the temporal bone. From this evidence of

the completion of the zygomatic arch, the Professor concludes that

/ilottotlicrium was more nearly allied to the Armadilloes and Oryclero-

put; and from the form and loose condition of the tympanic bone,

which, through the care and attention of Mr. Darwin, was preserved
in situ, that the affinity of the animal was closer to Orycteropus than

to the Armadilloes : but the tympanic bone of Orycteroput differs from
that of Glouol/ierium in forming part of the circumference of an

ellipse whose long axis is vertical, and in sending outwards from its

anterior part a convex eminence, which terminates in a point directed

downwards and forwards : in the distance from the origin of the

zygoma to the occipital plane, which is relatively greater in Gloaso-

therium than in Orycteropus, the former is more similar to Myrmeco-
I /"I'/'i and Manii.

The internal surface of the cranial fragment shows that in

Glotiotlterium, as in other Bruta, the cerebellum must have been
almost entirely exposed behind the cerebrum, that the latter was of

mall relative size, not exceeding that of the Ass
;
and that it was

chiefly remarkable, as in Orycteroput, the Ant-Eater, and Armadillo,
for the great development of the olfactory ganglia.
Such are the leading points on which the establishment of this

extinct genus is placed. Our limits do not admit of our following
out the interesting details which confirm the view taken by Professor

Owen, and which c' e reader will find in his ' Fossil Mammalia,' as part
of the '

Zoology of the Voyage of Her Majesty's Ship Beagle, under
the command of Captain Fitzroy, K.N., edited and superintended by
Mr. Darwin, and published with the approval of Her Majesty's
Treasury ;' but we think it advisable, with reference to the succeeding
fossil species described by the Professor, and here noticed, to give the

concluding paragraph in his paper on Qlossotherium.

"A question," says Professor Owen, "may arise after perusing tlie

preceding evidence, upon which the present fossil is referred to a

great Edentate species nearly allied to the Orycteropus, whether one
or other of the lower jaws, subsequently to be described, and in like

manner referrible, from their dentition, either to the Orycteropodoid
or Dasypodoid families of Edentata, may not have belonged to the
same species as does the present mutilated cranium. I can only
answer, that those jaws were discovered by Mr. Darwin in a different

and very remote locality ;
that no fragments or teeth referrible to

them were found associated with the present fossil ; and that, as it

would be therefore impossible to determine from the evidence we
have now before us which of the two lower jaws should be associated
with Glossotherium ; and as both may, with equal if not greater pro-
bability, belong to a totally distinct genus, it appears to me to bo

preferable, both in regard to
' the advancement of our knowledge of

these most interesting Edentata of an ancient world, as well as for

the convenience of their description, to assign to them, for the present,
distinct generic appellations."

Mylodon (Owen), a genus of Edentate Megatherioids, founded on
some fossil remains described by Dr. Harlan in his ' Medical and

Physical Researches," and referred by him to Megalonyx, and on a
mutilated lower jaw and teeth discovered by Mr. Darwin among the

many interesting novelties which have been the result of that zealous
naturalist's researches in the southern division of America.
The fossil last alluded to was found in a bed of partly consolidated

gravel at the base of the cliff called Punta Alta, at Bahia Blanca, in

Northern Patagonia, and consists of the lower jaw, with the series of
teeth entire on both sides : the extremity of the symphysis, the coro-

noid and coudyloid processes, and the angular process of the left ramus
,

are wanting.
The teeth are implanted in very deep sockets, and about one-sixth

only of the last molar projects above the alveolus ; but the propor-

Lower jaw of Uylodon, one-sixth natural size. Owen.

tion of the exposed part increases gradually in the anterior tce*h.

This and the relative distance of the teeth will be seen in the following

figure :

External view of right ramus of lower jaw of Mylodon (profile), one-sixth
natural size.

The implanted part of each tooth is simple, of the game size and
form as the projecting crown, and with a large conical cavity at the

base, for the persistent pulp, and indicating that their growth during
life was perpetual.

Professor Owen remarks that these teeth are composed, as in

Bi'adypua, Megatherium, and Meyalonyx, of a central pillar of coarse

ivory, immediately invested with a thin layer of fine and dense ivory,
and the whole surrounded by a thick coating of cement.
The exterior surface of the symphysis of the jaw (which is com-

pletely anchylosed) is characterised by two oval mammilloid processes,
situated on each side of the middle line, and about half-way between
the anterior and posterior extremes of the symphysis. Nearly 4 inches
behind the anterior extremity of the above process is the large an-

terior opening of the dental canal, which is 5 lines in diameter,
and situated about one-third of the depth of the ramus of the jaw
from the upper margin. The Professor observes that the magnitude
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Teeth of ItyluJo*, showing the depth of their Implantation. The cavity at

Uw base of the tooth is seen at figure a. Two-thirds natural size. Owen.

of this foramen, which gives passage to the nerve and artery of the
lower lip, indicates that this part was of large size; and that the two

symphyseal processes, which probably were subservient to the attach-
ment of large retractor muscles, denote that the motions of such
*> lip were free and extensive. The angle of the jaw is produced
backwards, and ends in an obtuse point, slightly bent upwards; a

foramen, one-third less than the anterior one, leads from near the
commencement of the dental canal to the outer surface of the jaw, a
little below and behind the last molar tooth

; and this foramen pre-
sent* the same size and relative position on both sides of the jaw.
Professor Owen finds no indication of a corresponding foramen, or of

tymphyseal processes in the figures or descriptions of the lower jaw
of the Mtgatherium, nor in that of the Sloths, Ant-Eaters, Arraa-

dilloes, or Manioc*, which, be had examined with a view to this

comparison.
Profesfor Owen further observes that in the .V../'W,'i<i the

inferior contour of the lower jaw is peculiarly remarkable, as Cuvier
ban observed, for the convex prominence or enlargement which is

developed downwards from iU middle part ; but in the Mylodon the

corresponding convexity is slight, not exceeding that which may be
observed at the corresponding part of the lower jaw of the Ai or the

Orytttroptu ; and after entering into further interesting detail-', tin'

Professor comes to the conclusion that the lower jaw of the Mylodon
is very different from that of the Mryat/icrium : with that o!

lonys he bad of course no means of coiu]>:>i in^r it.
"
Among existing Edentata," continues the Professor,

" the Mylodon,
in the form of the posterior part and angle of the jaw, holds an inter-
mediate place between the Ai and the great Armadillo; in the form
of the auchvlosed symptiysis of the lower jaw it resembles most
closely the I'nau, or Two-Toed Sloth ; but in the peculiar external
con figuration of the symphyris, resulting from the mamilloid processes
above described, the Mylodon prenenU a character whi.-h has not
hitherto been observed in any other species of Jtrnla, cither recent
or fosidL"

Two species, Mylodon Ilarlani, founded on the forail described by
1 ir. Marian, and Mylodon Darrinii, on that discovered by Mr. Darwin,
are recorded by Professor Owen ; and he gives the following admeasure-
ment* of the lower jaw of the latter species :

Inchc*. Lines.

Length (as far as complete) . . . . 17 6
Extreme width, from the ouUido of ouo rauius

to that of the other 90
Depth of each rnmus 49
I/etigth of alveolar series 48
From furl molar to broken end of nymphyaia .

Breadth of *ympbyis 37
I/onKitudinaf extent of symphysis . ..46
< ir. uinferenco of narrowest part of each innius 6 9

II- fnrtli. r observes that the teeth and bones of Mylodon ftaricinii,
above described, exhibit all the appearances and conditions of those
of a full-grown animal, and that they present a marked difference of
sue as compared with those of MfMon Ilarlani, which must have
been a much larger animal, for if the lower jaw of the latter species
bears the same proportion to it* teeth as that of Mylodon Darvnnii

docs it must be about two feet in length. ('Zoology of U. II. S.

Beagle.
1

) [MTLODON.]
.Wi'i/vfArriiim (Owen), a large extinct Edentate Mammal, allied to

Mtgnthtrivm and
Orycterojnu.

'I'h" remains on which this genus is founded include the cranium,
which is nearly entire, with the teeth, and part of the os hyoides ; the
seven cervical vertebra, eight dorsal and five sacral vertebra, both
scapula;, the left humerus, radius and ulna, two carpal bones, and an
ungueal phalanx ; the two femora, the proximal extremities of the
left tibia and fibula, and the left astragalus.
These bones were discovered by Mr. Darwin at Puuta Alt* in

northern Patagonia, and in the same bed of partly consolidated gravel
as that wherein the lower jaws of Toxodon and Mylodon were imbedded.
All the parts were discovered in their natural relative position, indi-

cating, as Mr. Darwin observes, that the sublittoral formation in which
they hod been originally deposited had been but little disturbed. This
beach is covered at spring-tides, and many portions of the skeleton
were iucrusted with Fltutrte ; small marine shells were lodged within
the crevices of the bones.

Sufficient of the cranium remains to indicate that its general form
resembled an elongated slender subcompressed cone, beginning behind
by a flattened vertical base which expanded slightly to the zygomatic
region, and thence contracted gradually in all its dimensions to the
anterior extremity.

llemaina of skull of Scelidotherium, reduced. Owen.

" The Cape Ant-Eater (Orycleroptu)
"
[AAKD-VABK], says Professor

Owen,
" of all Edtntata, most nearly resembles the present fossil in

the form of its cranium, and next in this comparison the great Arma-
dillo (Datypus giyat, CUT.) may be cited. [ARMADILLO.] On the

supposition therefore that the correspondence with the above existing
Edentata observable in the parts of the fossil cranium which do exist,
was carried out through those which are defective, the length of skull
of the Scclidothere must have been not less than two feet The
cranium is singularly small and slender in proportion to the rest of
the skeleton, especially the bulky pelvis and femur, of which bones
the latter has a length of 17 inches and a breadth of not less than
9 inches

; the astragalus again exceeds in bulk that of the largest
hippopotamus or rhinoceros

; yet the condition of the epiphyseal
extremities of the long bones proves the present fossils to have

belonged to an immature animal. Hence, although the Si-din

like most other Kdcntals, was of low stature, and, like the Megathe-
rium, presented a disproportionate development of the hinder parts,
it is probable that, bulk for bulk, it equalled, when olive, the largest
existing pachyderms not proboscidean. There is no evidence that it

possessed a tessellated osseous coat of mail."

Professor Owen gives a most minute and interesting description of
the various parts of the cranium, for which we refer to his memoir,
remarking only that the most interestim; features in the region of the

temporal bone consist in the fine condition of the tympanic bones,
aud the presence of a semicircular pit, immediately behind the tym-
panic bone, for the articulation of the styloid element of the hyoid or

tongue bone.

"In these points," observes the Professor, "we trace a most remark-
able correspondence with the Qlossothere, and in the separate tympa-
nic bone the same affinity to the (>ri/deropu$ as has been already
noticed in the more bulky extinct Kdvntal. This correspondence
naturally leads to a speculation as to the probable generic relationship
between the Olossothere and Scelidothoro. Now it may first be
remarked that the styloid articular depression is relatively much
larger nnd much deeper in the Olossothere than in the Scelidothere :

in the former its diameter equals, as we have seen, ouo inch
; in the

Sculi<lotlu:ru it measures only a third of an inch, the whole cranium

being about two-fifths smaller. If we turn next to the anterior con-

dyloid foramina, which in the Scelidotherc are double on each side,
we obtain from them evidence that the muscular nerve of the tongue
could only have been one third the size of that of 'the Qlossothere.
These proofs of the superior relative development of the tongue in

the Olossothere indicate a difference of habits, and a modification

probably of the structure of the locomotive extremities; and when
we associate these deviations from the Scelidothere with the known
difference in the position of tin. oivi|iit.-il plane, which in the Glosso-
there corresponds with that in the M nnnrco^haya aud 7fra</v;it, wo
shall be justified in continuing to regard them, until evidence to

the contrary be obtained, as belonging to distinct genera."
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The bones of the cranium connected with the organ of hearing anc
an accidental fracture of the right 03 petrosum, demonstatiug its usua
dense and brittle texture, and at the same time exposing the cochlea
with part of its delicate and beautiful lamina spiralis, give Professor
Owen occasion to observe that the conservation of parts of the organs
of. vision in certain fossils has given rise to arguments which prove
that the laws of light were the same at remote epochs of the earth's

history as now ; whilst the structure just alluded to demonstrate, in
like manner, that the laws of acoustics have not changed, and that the
extinct giants of a former race of quadrupeds were endowed with the
same exquisite mechanism for appreciating the vibrations of sound as
their existing congeners enjoy at the present day." The brain," says Professor Owen,

"
being regulated in its develop

ment by laws analogous to those which govern the early perfection o
the organ of hearing, appears to have been relatively larger in the
Scelidothere than in the Glossothere : it was certainly relatively
longer : the fractured cranium gives us six inches of the autero

posterior diameter of the brain, but the analogy of the Orycterope
would lead to the inference that it extended farther into the par
which is broken away. The greatest transverse diameter of the crania

cavity is four inches eight lines ; their dimensions however are suffi

cient to show that the brain was of very small relative size in the
Scelidothere

; and both in this respect and in the relative position o:

its principal masses the brain of the extinct Edental closely accords
with the general character of this organ in the existing species of the
same order. We perceive by the obtuse ridge continued obliquely
upwards from above the upper edge of the petrous bone, that the
cerebellum has been situated wholly behind the cerebrum

; we learn

also, from the same structure of the enduring parts, that these perish-
able masses were not divided, as in the Manis, by a bony septum, but
by a membranous tentorium, as in the Glossothere and Armadilloes
in the Orycterope, as has been before remarked, there is a strong,
sharp, bony ridge extending into each side of the tentorium. The
vertical diameter of the cerebellum and medulla oblongata equals
that of the cerebrum, and is two inches three lines : the transverse
diameter of the cerebellum was about three inches nine lines; its

antero-posterior extent about one inch and a half. The sculpturing oi

the internal surface of the cranial cavity bespeaks the high vascularity
of the soft parts which it contained, and there are evident indications
that the upper and lateral surfaces of the brain had been disposed in
a few simple parallel longitudinal convolutions. The two anterior

condyloid foramina have the same relative position as the single cor-

responding foramen in the Glossothere, Orycterope, and Armadillos
;

and the inner surface of the skull slopes outwards from these foramina
to the inner margin of the occipital coudyle."

Dentition of Scelidotherium.

a. Teeth of upper jaw In itu, seen from above ; b, teeth of lower jaw in situ,

nine view
; e, d, teeth, showing the depth of their implantation in the jaw and

their ntruclure ; r, crown of tooth, wen from above. Reduced. (Owen.)

The nine of the orbit U relatively smaller than in the Orycterope,
and still lens than in the Ant-Eaters. "Here however," observes

Professor Owen,
" we have merely an exemplification of the general

law which regulates the relative size of the eye to the body in the
Mammalia. The malar bone does not extend so far forwards in front

of the orbit as in either the Orycterope or Armadillo
;
in the inclina-

tion however with which the sides of the face converge forwards from
the orbits, the Scelidothere holds an intermediate place between the
Armadilloes and Oryeterope."
The Dental Formula of Scelidot/ieriuni appears to have been :

Incisors, ; Canines, ; Molars, = 18.
4 4

Though the teeth of Slylodon and Scelidotherium have a close

analogy to those of existing small Insectivorous Edentals, there is

nothing iu their structure to militate against the presumption that
these extinct genera were fed on succulent plants, such as cabbage-
palms, or on farinaceous vegetables, such as large ferns. Their teeth

are well adapted to chew vegetable tissues of moderate firmness.

(' Zoology of H.M.S. Beagle.')
M. Lund discovered the remains of a large number of fossil Edentata

in Brazil. The portion of the country examined by this zealous zoolo-

gist is comprised between the rivers Rio das Velhas, one of the con-

fluents of the Rio de San Francisco, and the Rio Paraopeba. This
tract forms an elevated plateau of 2000 feet above the level of the sea,
and is traversed in the midst by a mountain chain only from 300 to

700 feet high. The chain is formed by a secondary limestone (calcaire

secoudaire) stratified horizontally, and having all the characters of the
zechsteiu and the hohlen-kalkstein of the Germans (calcaire a cavernes).
It is entirely riddled with caverns, and traversed in all directions by
fissures, the interior of which is more or less filled with a red earth

identical with the red earth which forms the superficial bed of the

country. In this basin of the Rio das Velhas M. Lund has discovered

in company with the remains of Ferce, Gtires, Pachydermata, Rumi-

nantia, Marsnpialia, Cheiroptera, and Semice, the following mammife-
rous fossils, which seem to claim attention here :

"
Family of Edentata.

"A Myrmecopliaga (GloiiOtherium ? Owen) of the size of an ox

(tfyrmecophaga yiyantea).

"
Family of Efodientia.

"
1. Two species of Dasypws ; one allied to D. octocinclus, and the

other twice as large aa the living species.

"2. Xenunu.
"

3. Eta-yodon, a lost genus of Tatou, or Armadillo.
"

4. Heterodon, distinguished from all the living Armadilloes by the

proportion of its teeth.
"

5. C/tlamydotherium, a new genus of Armadillo, representing on a

great scale the genus Euphractus of Wagler (the Eucoubert of Bufibn) ;

two species, one of the size of a Tapir, the other larger than a

Rhinoceros.

"6. Hoplophorus (Glyptodont Owen), a very extraordinary genus,
whether we consider the massive proportions of the species, their

gigantic structure, or the singular combination of different types of

organisation manifested in them. Their characters nevertheless

approach more and more to the family of Sloths.
" These singular animals were armed with a cuirass which covered

all the upper parts of their body, and was composed of small hexagonal
scutcheons, except on the middle of the body, where the scutcheons

put on a square form and were arranged in immoveable transverse

bands. The bones of the trunk as well as the large bones of the

extremities are very similar to the Armadilloes (Tatous) and especially
to those of the Cachicames [AKMADILLO] ;

but the bones of the feet

are so abridged and the articular surfaces present such a considerable

flattening, that nothing similar is to be seen in any animal skeleton,
and one cannot conceive how such feet could serve for digging in

the earth (creuser la terre) : the form of the teeth, too, indicates that

these singular animals could only have been nourished with vegetable

substances, and we must suppose that they fed after the manner of

the great Pachydermata. However this may be, the Hoplophori, of

which M. Lund distinguishes two species, present this particularity,
that their zygomatic arch is furnished with a descending branch, a

character regarded till now as exclusively proper to the Sloths.

These two species were each of the size of an ox. Fragments of these

skeletons have already been described by Messrs. Weiss and D'Alton of

Berlin.
' M. Lund has found fragments belonging to a genus approaching

Hoplophorus, and to which ha assigns the name of Pachytherium. Its

proportions were still more massive and its stature taller.

"
Family of Sradypoda.

'M. Lund is thus conducted to the family of the Sloths, which, 'at

the Antediluvian epoch,' plnyed in these countries a very important

>art, whether the number and variety of their forms, or the great
ize which the species attained, are considered.
" The first genus which he notices is Megalonyx. It is connected

with the Armadilloes (Tatous) by the osseous plates which protected a

mrt of its body ;
but these plates, although of excessive size, fur from

brming a continuous cuirass as in the Tatous, were separated from

each other by great interval?. The Meyalonyx exhibits the greatest

.ffinity to Meyatherium, principally in the structui'r and composition
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of the feet, but UIOM of the posterior limb* present the name torrion

M the feet of Bradyptu tridaelyltu, although proceeding from a dif-

ferent caiue. In the Ai thu tonion ii produced by the particular
mode of the articulation of the leg with the astragalus; in the

Mtyalonyjr. according to M. Luud, the articulation it effected in the

ordinary manner, and it is the carpal lurface of this lait bone which.

by it* anomalous conformation, caused the contortion of all the reit

of the foot
"The molar*, to the number of five above And four below, are

deprived of root* a* in the animals of the order Edentata ; in that

they differ from those of Megatherium, which are described a* having
two root*.

'The Megalonyxe* were provided with a tail, which was exces-

sively strong and probably prehensile, and this, joined to the contorsion

of the hind feet and the enormous size of their claws, leads to the

belief, says M. Lund, that these animals, notwithstanding the enormous

weight of their body, were destined to climb, like their analogues in

the present creation.
" This genus appears to have been very rich in species. M. Lund

already distinguishes five
;
one of which, M. Cavieri, was of the stature

of a very stoat ox
;
and this was not the largest specie*.

"
By the Megalonyxes a new genus (Spheitodon), which was of the

size of a hog, finds its place.

"Still nearer to the Sloths must be arranged a new genus which

M. Land designate* under the name of Colodon, and which consists of

one specie*.
"
Returning to the consideration of the animals which he enumerates,

and which are comprised in the order Bruta, or Edentata of Cuvier,
M. I.und observes :

"
1. That the family of Ant-Eatcrg properly so called, that of the

Tatous, and that of the Sloths, which, at the present epoch, are peculiar
to America, were also found at the preceding epoch.

"2. That then, these same families were exclusively proper to

this part of the worl-J, as they are at the present epoch ; and that

this gives cause for thinking that no species of these three families

ha* hitherto been found in the diluvial beds of the other parts of

the world.
"

3. That this great order of the Edentata was then more numerous
both in genus and species than it now is.

"
4. That the greater part of these mammiferous genera which

once peopled the country have disappeared.
"

5. That every species has been destroyed, two species only exhibit-

ing affinity, but not perfect identity, with the living species.
"

0. Finally, that the animals of this order attained at that epoch
dimensions much greater than those which they now present

" The family of the Sloths has now entirely disappeared in the basin

of the Rio da* Velhas, which is explained by the want of virgin forest*,

all this country being occupied by the form of vegetation called by the

Brazilians 'Campos.' It is probable that at the epoch when these

great animals lived it was otherwise, and that the country was then

covered by immcnes forests. Everything leads to the belief that they
led the same kind of life as their analogues of the present creation,

that is to say, that notwithstanding the colossal proportions of their

bodies, they sought their nourishment on tree*." (' Comptes Rendus.')

MKOATRE'MA, Dr. Leach's name for those species of Pyrgoma
which have a large aperture. [CiRRirEDU.]
MK'iKIM. [I'l-EUBOSECTIDi.]
MKIONITE. [SCAPOLITE.]
MELALEUCA (from n<\a\, black, and Afiwds, white), a genus of

riant* belonging to the natural order Myrtacea. It has the calyx-
tubs nearly hemispherical, the limb S-partite ; the petals 6 ; the

stamens numerous, combined into 5 elongated bundles, which alternate

with the petals ; the anthers incumbent ;
the style filiform, the stigma

obtuse ;
the capnule connate with and inclosed in the thickened tube

of the calyx, which U sessile on and adnate at its base to the flower-

boring branch, 8-celled, many-seeded; the seeds angular. The

species are trees or shrub* with alternate or opposite entire leaves,

equal at the bast, with flower*
perfectly sessile, or somewhat combined

with the branch, arranged in spikes or heads, and of a white, yellowish,
or purplish colour.

M. CajuptUi (Roxburgh), .V. minor (Smith), has the leaves alternate,

elliptic-lanceolate, acutisb, rather falcate, 3-5 -nerved; the flowers

rather ilwtant, in spikes, the racbis and calyxes villoua. This U the

specie* which yields the chief part of the oil brought to Europe
under the name of Csjeput Oil. It is a native of Amboyna and other

East India
inlands.

In it* action on the human frame Cajeput participate* in the

properties
of other volatile oils, and is rubefacient externally, stimu-

lant and antinpumodic when taken internally. Mixed with other

ingredients it ha* proved a useful application to the joints in rheu-

matism and similar affections, while a few drops of it have often

relieved or warded off slight attacks of hysteria or epi'.epny. It by
no mean* realiwd the expectations entertained of it a* a remedy in

spasmodic cholera.

M. lt*fodtdro, White-Tree, or Cajcput-Tree, has alternate long
lanceolate acuminated falcate 3-5-nervcd leaves; the flower-bearing
branches pendulous; the flowers -in spikes rather distant, which, as

well as the rachii, arc quite glabrous. It is a native of the East

India Islands, and was at one time supposed to yield the oil of com-
merce. Roxburgh asserts that it ponesses little or no fragrance in

its leaves, and that it is seldom or never used for the distillation of
the oil which is used in the European markets.

Upward* of 30 ipecie* of MelaUuca have been described, the

majority of which are native* of Australia. Many of them aro fine

plant* with beautiful blossoms, and very desirable for the conservatory
or greenhouse. They grow well in a mixture of peat, loam, and sand,
and may be propagated by cuttings, which will readily take root if

planted in a |>ot of sand and placed under a hand or bell-glass,

(Lindley, Flora MtJica; Don, Dichlamydeotu Plaalt.)

MELA'MPUS, De Montfort'a name for a genus of Turbinated
Afolluica (Conovula or Cunovuita of Lamarck), placed by Cuvier
next to the great genus Auricula, and by M. De Blaiuville and
M. Rang under the family Avriculacea. De Blainviile arranges both

Melamput (CvnortUa) and Turnniilln under Petlipa (Adnnmn).
This genus has, like the A wicula, plaits on the columella or pillar

of the shell, but the external lip has no roll or bourrelet, and is

finely striated internally. The general contour of the shell U that of
a cone, of which the spire forma the base.

M. conifonitit may be taken as an example.

J/ liiiiip'ix coHifoniiig, a little enlarged.

MELASfPY'RUM (from /*Aat, black, and vvptt, wheat), a genus
of Plants belonging to the natural order Scrophularinetr, or Scrophu-
lariacetr. It has a tubular 4-toothed calyx; a ringent corolla; the

upper lip compressed laterally with rcflexed margins ; the lower lip

furrowed, trifid
;
the capsule oblong, obliquely acuminate, compressed ;

one or two seeds in each cell, smooth. The species are annual plants,
with opposite lanceolate linear entire leaves, with opposite usually
secund terminal flowers. Eight species are enumerated by Don, six

of which are European and two American. Of the six European four

are natives of Great Britain.

M. crulatum, Crested Cow-Wheat, has the spikes densely imbricated,

4-siiled, and the bract* heart-shaped. It is a native of woods and
thickets in the eastern counties of England, and also generally of the

north and middle of Europe.
M. arrow, Purple Cow-Wheat, has lax conical spikes, and ovate-

lanceolate attenuated bracts. The bracts are of a purple rose-colour;
the flowers yellow, variegated with rose-colour and purple. It is a
native in fields of wheat in the south of Europe, and is found in

Great Britain, though only rarely, in Norfolk and the \\a of Wight.
M. pro/true has the flowers axillary, secund in distant pairs ; the

calyx closed ; the upper lip protruded. It has large pole-yellow
flowers. It is a native of Great Britain, but not a common plant.
There is one other British species, M, tylvaticum, with an open
and lips equal in length. It is a rare plant, and is found in alpine
wood*. M. tylraticum is the other British species.

(Babingtou, Manual of British Botany ; Don, DicUamydeoul Plantt.)
MELANCHLOK. [Inos.]
MKLA'NIA, a genus of Gasteropodous tfollutca, placed by Lamarck

in his family Meluuiaus ; by M. Do Blainviile in his family Klli/itoi-

tomata [Ei.ursosTOMATA]; by Cuvier in hU order Pectiniiiranchi'itii,

between the genera 1/elicina and Kiaoa; and by M. Rang un.l.-r tin-

order last mentioned, and in the first family of it (Turbin6a <M' !>.

F(5russac), between the sub-genera 1'altulina and Kitsoa.

Animal nd Shell of Mrlat.ia (/Vrra/i) aurila.

a, operculnm.

The animal elongated, with a foot which is ordinarily short and not

thick; head proboscidiform, subconical, truncated, and terminated
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by a buccal slit which is small and longitudinal ; one pair of tentacles

elongated, filiform, carrying the eyes on the external side, sometimes
near the base, sometimes towards one-fourth of their length ; mantle

open, with festooned edges ; operculum horny, elongated, and narrow,
with an apical and paucispiral summit. (Deshayes.)

Shell with an epidermis, of an oval obloug, a pointed spire, which
is often elongated or turriculated, and an oval aperture which is

widened anteriorly, aud has a very sharp edge.
It inhabits the rivers of warm climates generally, and of Asia

especially. Species are also recorded from Africa and North and
South America. Mr. Conrad has described several new species from
the rivers of Alabama.
M. Deshayes thus divides the Melania :

a. Shell oval or sub-turriculated.

Ex. .'/. amarula.

Melania amarula.

0. Shell elongated, turriculated.

Ex. M. truncata.

y. Shell with the inferior angle detached.
Ex. M. coitdlala.

8. Shell with a bordered aperture.
Ex. M. marginata and M. lubvlata.

.Vrlania subulata,

Lamarck gives the rivers of the East Indies, Madagascar, the

Mauritius, &c., as the locality of M. amarula, the animal of which,
he says, is very bitter, and passes for an excellent remedy for the

dropsy.
The apex of all the species is generally eroded as the animal

advances in age.

Woodward, in his 'Manual,
1

says, there are 160 recent species,
The following are sub-genera :Melanatria, Bowdich

; Vikex, Oken;
Ceriphaiia, Sw. ; Jlcmisinue, Sw. ; Melafiunt, Sw.

; Melatoma, Anthony;
Anculotun, Say; Amnicola, Anthony; and Pachystoma, Gray.

Fouil Melanin. M. Deshayes, in his ' Tables' (Lyell, 1838), makes
the number of living species 34, and the number o"f fossil (tertiary)
25. The ppecies recorded as both living and fossil (tertiary) are

Melania inqmnata, M. injlesca, M. Cambessedetii, and a new species.
The habitations allotted to the living species of M. inqmnata, M.
inflexa, M. Cambettedesii, and the new species, are the Philippine
Isles, the Mediterranean, and the lakes of Como and Geneva. M.
looted, M. nitida, and M, costcllata are noticed as fossil species found
in more than one tertiary formation. In the last edition of Lamarck
(1838) the number of recent species in 36, and of these M. inqmnata
only is noted as occurring in a fossil state. The number of fossil

species recor.icd in this edition is 8, and of these M. Deshayes notes

the species M, coslellata, M. maryinata, and M. nitida as not being
Melania, M. nitida having all the characters of the genus Eulima.
The other two M. Deshayes keeps provisionally among the Melania;.

Melania $emipiicata, another of the eight, he conceives to be a variety
of M. lactea, and is of opinion that it should be expunged from the

catalogue.
HAT. HIST. D1V. VOL. III.

Dr. Mantell records two species (M. sulcata and M. costellata ? ) in

the Blue Clay of Bracklesham. Professor Phillips notes a Melania (?)

in the Speeton Clay, and two species (M. Heddinytonensis and M.
striata) in the Coralline Oolite, M. Heddingtonensis and M. vittata iu

the Corubrash, and M. Heddinytonensis and M. striata in the Bath
Oolite. Iu the table at the end of his work (' Geology of Yorkshire')
he records Melania striata in the Coralline and Bath Oolite, M. Hcdding-
tonensis iu the Coralline Oolite, Cornbraah, and Inferior Oolite, M
lineata in the inferior Oolite, aud M. vittata, in the Coralline Oolite

and Cornbrash. Dr. Fittou records Melania Heddingtonensis in the
Oxford Oolite (Dorset and Oxford).
MELANIAD^E, Melanians, Lamarck's name for a family of fluvia-

tile, testaceous, operculated Mollusca, breathing water only, and

belonging to the order Trachelipoda. The family consists of the genera
Melania, Melanopsis, and Pirena, according to Lamarck, aud Mr. G. B.

Sowerby, Jun. (' Conchological Manual '), suggests that to these may
be added Anculosa and Pasitluva. M. Debhayes, iu the last edition of

Lamarck, adds the genera Eulima and Bissoa to Melania, Melanopsis,
and Pirena, the hitter of which, it seems, should be expunged. In
Woodward's 'Manual of the Mollusca' the Melaniada; include the

genera Melania [MELANIA.], Paludomus, and Melanopsis. [MELAN-
Orsis.]
MELANITE. [GAKNET.]
MELANOCHLORITE, a native Chromate of Lead, containing

23'64 of chromic acid. It has a dark-red colour, .with a brick-red

streak. It occurs in tabular crystals reticulat-.-ly arranged. It conies
from Siberia.

MELANOPSIS, a genus of fresh-water Testaceous Turbinated

Mollusca, to which Lamarck assigns a position among his family of

Melanians. M. De Blainville places it in his family Entomostomata,
between Cerithiuni and Planaxli ; and M. Rang, who includes iu it the

genus Pirena, between Scalaria and Planaxin.
The genus Melanopsis was established by M. De Fdrussac, and much

difference of opinion appears to have existed among zoologists as to

its proper place in the series. M. Deshayes, in the last edition of

Lamarck, gives it as his opinion that it should be arranged iu the family
of Melaniaus

;
and he observes that if one considers the zoological aud

conchological characters of the two genera Melania and Melanopsia,
the conviction that they should be united soon arises. He remarks
that M. De Fdrussac gave, in the first volume of the ' Memoirs of the

Society of Natural History of Paris,' an interesting account of the

animal of the Melanopsides, which he had observed iu Spaiu in the

neighbourhood of Seville and of Valencia, and that M. Quoy has siuco

made known the animal of Pirena tercbralis of Lamarck
;
so that tho

means are now at hand for comparing with exactness the three prin-

cipal types of the family of Melaniaus, and of observing the analogy
of their zoological characters.

"
If," continues M. Deshayes,

" we have before us a great number
of species of Melanice and Melanopsides, living aud fossil, we remark
a phenomenon entirely similar to that which we have pointed out
with relation to the genera Bulimia and Achatina ; that is to say,
that we have seen the columellar truncation established by nearly
insensible degrees from the most uncertain commencement to a notcli

as deep as that which marks theBuccina. If, in relying on the identity
of the organisation of the liulimi and A chatinte, we have been able to

reduce almost to nothing the value of the character of the eolumellar

truncation, we are authorised to employ here the same means for

demonstrating the little importance which the truncation of t'ae

columella in the Melanopsides ought to have in the eyes of zoologists
as a ground for separating them from the Melania. Already we have

explained ourselves as to the value of the genus Pirena, aud have
shown that it was composed by Lamarck from heterogeneous materials :

on one side we find true Melanue, and on the other singular shells,

approximating in their characters to certain Ccrithia which Linnaeus

compriped among his Strombi. On approximating these species we
soon find that they have all the principal characters of Melanopsis, and
that they do not in reality differ from them, except by a notch in the

right lip, which notch occupies in these species the place of the

posterior gutter in the bucciniform Melanopsides. M. De Fdrussac

clearly perceived the relation of these shells to the Melanopsides, and

joined them to that group, leaving in the genus Pirena only those

which we actually comprise atnoug the Melanite. Thus dismembered,
the genus Pirena should be expunged from the system."

M. Deshayes observes that the Melanopsides inhabit the fresh-waters

of the south of Europe, and particularly those in the neighbourhood
of the Mediterranean; and that they show themselves abundantly iu

a fossil state in the greater part of the tertiary beds of Europe. He
remarks that M. De Fe'russac has noticed that among the fossil species
in our temperate countries there are some analogous to those which
live in much warmer regions an interesting fact, from which he has

been led to conclude that the lowering of the temperature had been
a sufficient cause for the destruction of the races which once lived in

the centre of France. M. Deshayes states that he had objected to

M. De FcVussac drawing a conclusion so general from so confined a

number of observations ;
and he thinks that, in order to establish a

fact so important as that of change of temperature by the aid of

observations on the molluscs, it would be necessary to find a great
collection of facts, not only regarding the fresh-water molluscs, but

3
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bo rwpectine time which inhabit the sea. He haa, he say*, collected

UMX beta, and U thui able to eatimate approxitnatively the temper-
ature proper to each of the principal tertiary epoch*.

JtfefoM/uu, FVr.. and Pirena, Lam., hare the following generic
character! : Animal with a proboacidifonn muzxle and two con-

tractile teotaeula, which are conical, annulnted, and each with an

oculatvd peduncle at their external baw ; foot attached to the neck,

very abort, oral, angular on each aide anteriorly ; renpiratory
orifice in

the gutter formed by the union of the mantle with the body. Oper-
culum horny, mibepiral.

Shell with an epidermis, elongated, fusiform or couicocylimlricnl,
with a pointed lunimit ; spire consisting of from 8 to 15 whorls, the

last often forming two-thirds of the shell ; aperture, oval, oblong ;

eolumrlla twiated, aolid, callous, truncated at its base, separated from
the external border by a sinus, the callosity prolonging itself on the

convexity of the penultimate whorl, forming a gutter backwards ;

sometimes a sinus at the posterior part
of the right lip.

m. A single sinus at the external border of the aperture, separating
it from the columella. (Genus JiWoMopnt, Lam.)

Ex. if. pnmta (Jf. larigata, Lam. ; Mtlania buccinoidea, Oliv. ;

kccuioid(a, Fir.).

Mrlanofia prtenta.

ft Two distinct sinuses at the external border of the aperture, one
which separates it from the columella, the other situated near the
union of this border with the penultimate whorl.

Kx., if. atra (Pirena tcrebraiit, Lam.; Strombtu ater, Lino.).
It is found at Madagascar.

Uelanoptit atra.

fouil MtlanoiMet- Mr. G. B. Sowerby, who also includes the

genera Milano/ua and Pirena under the first generic appellation, says," We are not aware that any of the Mrlano/nuld aro marine, for all

the recent specie* occur either in rircr* or lake*, ami yet most of the
foasil specie* are found in bed* that ore considered by geologist* (in
this country) to be of marine formation. We know not what degree
of credit i* to be given to the assertion of a celebrated author,

' that
the greater number of the genera of the Pectinibranchia might
formerly hare contained specie* peculiar to river* and lakes as well
a* to the sea,' but this we do know, that wherever the fossil Melanop-
ndt* are found, they are accompanied by many other specie* of genera
that at present only live in fresh -water ; and therefore we think they
ought to be considered a* characteristic of the formation in which

they occur."

M. Deahayes, in hi* '

Tables,' make* the number of living specie*
of

tldanofifii ten, of fossil specie* (tertiary) eleven, and note* Uclanop-
*u btutixoitUa (prttrwa), if. Dufourd, M. rot'ata, if. nodota, U.
atiniarit, if. turn-fa, a* species occurring both living and foaul (ter-

tiary). He a**ign* a* habitation* to the latter, Asia, Spain, Greece,
and Laybach. of Pirena he make* the number of living specie*
three, and of fo*il (tertiary) two. In the last edition of Lamarck, M.

Deahaye* give* nine recent upecie*, and of these he notice* M. cottata,

if. prarota, if. nodon, M. Dtfourti, and M. acicularU (t) (M.

latut, Sow., 'Min. Con.'), a* occurring in a fossil state, observing that

it U to be presumed that the specif* found foeail at Dax is to be

distinguished from .V. hufaurri, which occur* in a foasil state in the

lale of Rhode*. The number of specie* which are foesil only he
make* seven. The number of recent species of Pirena he give* a*

four, but record* none a* fossil only. Under Pirena lerebralii (if.

atra) is a reference to Fe'rassac'a Foasil Mclanoptidei pi. 2, f. 7, &C.

Dr. Fitton record* three specie* with a query, two under the name*
of if. attenuata (?) and if. tricarinala (?), in the Weald Clay (Dorset),

and Hastings Sand (Sunex), and the third, without a name, in the

Purbeck Beds (Bucks).
Woodward give* 20 recent species and 25 fossil The Utter are all

K iif.

MELflUORRH(EA, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural

order Anacardiaeecc, to called from the brown fluid with which every

part of the principal species abounds turning black upon exposure to

the air.

if. utitala, familiarly known as the Birraege Varnish-Tree, or

Theetsee, wa* not described by botanist* until discovered by Dr.

Wallich, and figured in his splendid work ' Planto Asiatics Rariore*,'

t. 11 and 12. The tribe to which it belong* abound* in plant* yield-

ing a blackish, acrid, and resinous juice used for varnishing and other

such purposes, as the Marking Nut and the Japan Varnish-Tree.

This tree was first seen near Prome, and U found in different parts of

Binna and along the coast from Tenasserim to Tavoy, extending
from the latter in 14 to 25" N. lat, as Dr. Wallich ban identified it

with the Kheu or Varnish-Tree of Munipoor, a principality in Hindu-

stan, bordering on the north-east frontier district* of Silhet and

Tippcra. It grows especially at Kubbu, an extensive valley elevated

about 500 feet above the plains of Bengal, and 200 miles from the

nearest sea-shore. There it attains ita greatest size, some, and those

not the largest, having clear stem* of 42 feet to the first branch, with

a circumference near the ground of 13 feet. It forms extensive

forest*, and is associated with the two staple timber-trees of conti-

nental India, Teak and Saul (Tectona grandit and Shorea robtuta),

especially the latter, and also with the gigantic Wood-Oil Tree, a

specie* of Dipterocarpnt.
The Theetsee forms a large tree, with the habit of Scmecarput, and

abounds in every part with a viscid ferruginous juice, which quickly
become* black by the contact of the atmosphere. Its leaves are large,

coriaceous, simple, very entire, and deciduous. The panicles of flowers

are axillary, oblong; those of the fruit simple and lax, with very

large rufous and finally ferruginous involucres. It sheds its leave* in

November, and continues naked until the mouth of May, during
which period it produces its flowers and fruit During the rainy

season, which last* for five months, from the middle of May until the

end of October, it is in full foliage.

BlrnwM VarnUh.Trcc (Ifelanorrhva vtiiala). A branch with leave*.

At Prome a considerable quantity of varnish is extracted
from this tree, but very little at Martaban. It i* collected

by inserting a pointed joint of a bamboo, which ia closed at the
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other end, into wounds made in the trunk and principal boughs,
which are removed after 24 or 48 hours, and their contents, which

rarely exceed a quarter of an ounce, emptied into a basket made of

bamboo and rattan previously varnished over. The collecting season
lasts from January to April. In its pure state it is sold at Prome at

about 2s. 6d. for about 3J Ibs. avoirdupois. (Wallich.) Mr. Smith,
who was long resident at Silhet, aud was acquainted with this sub-
stance in 1812, states that it is procurable in great quantities from

Munipoor, where it is used for paying river-craft and for varnishing
vessels designed to contain liquids. The drug, he says, is conveyed
to Silhet for sale by the merchants, who come down annually with
horses and other objects of trade. In Birma, Dr. Walljch states that
almost every article of household furniture intended to contain either

solid or liquid food is lacquered by means of it. The process consists

in first coating the article with a layer of pounded calcined bones,
after which the varnish is laid on thinly, either in its pure state or

variously coloured. The most difficult part consists in the drying.
It is also much employed in the process of gilding : the surface, being
first besmeared with this varnish, has then the gold leaf immediately
applied to it. Finally, the beautiful Pali writing of the Binnese on

ivory, palm-leaves, or metal, is entirely done with this varnish iu its

native and pure state. Some difference of opinion exists as to the
effects of this juice on the human frame. Dr. Wallich states that it

possesses very little pungency, and is entirely without smell, and that
both Mr. Swinton and himself have frequently exposed their hands to

it without any serious injury, and that the natives never experience
any injurious consequences from handling its juice; but he has known
instances where it has produced extensive erysipelatous swellings
attended with pain and fever. Sir D. Brewster, on the contrary, con-
siders it a very dangerous drug to handle, one of his servants having
been twice nearly silled by it. A second species of the genus, M.
fflabra, was obtained by Dr. Wallich from Tavoy. (Wallich, 'PI. As.

Rar.,' i., p. 9, 1. 11 and 12 ; aud 'Edinb. Jouru. of Science,' viii., p. 96
and 100.)

Birmcse Varnish-Tree (Hfelanorrhiea uiitata).

A naked fruit-bearing branch, with the large involucres.

MELANOSPERMEJE, or FUCALES (Harvey), the first sub-class of

the claaa Alga. [ALG.n.] It consists of plants of an olive-green or

olive-brown colour. Fructification monoDcious or dioecious ; spores

olive-coloured, either external, or contained singly, or in groups, in

proper conceptacles, each spore enveloped in a transparent skin

(periapore), simple, or finally separating into several sporules ; anther-

idia, or transparent cells, fillel with orange-coloured vivacious cor-

puscles, moving by means of vibratile cilia. It includes the following
orders :

Fucaccre. Spores contained in spherical cavities immersed in the
frond. [FucACE.t.]

>/,i,roclinace(e. Spores attached to external jointed filaments, which

are either free or compacted together in knob-like masses.

Laminariacae. Spores forming indefinite cloud-like patches, or

covering the whole surface of the frond.

/,,,.,,,.,, f. Spores forming definite groups (sori) on the surface

of the frond.

Chwdariacece. Frond cartilaginous or gelatinous, composed of

vertical and horizontal filaments interlaced together. Spores
immersed.

Ectocarpacece. Frond filiform, jointed. Spores external.

(Harvey, British Marine Algtx.)
MELANTERITE a native Sulphate of Iron (Green Vitriol). It

occurs massive, fibrous, earthy, and crystallised. Primary form an

oblique rhombic prism. Cleavage parallel to the primary planes.
Colour green, with shades of yellow or brown. Streak white. Frac-
ture conchoidal. Hardness 2'0. Brittle. Lustre vitreous. Trans-

parent, translucent. Taste astringent. Specific gravity 1-84. Massive
varieties amorphous; structure granular, botryoidal, reniform,
stalactitie. It is formed by the decomposition of iron pyrites, and
is frequently found in coal-mines. It is found at Hurlet near Paisley,
and Campsie, Scotland. The following analysis is by Berzelius :

Sulphuric acid 28'8

Protoxide of Iron .... . 257
Water 45'4

99'9

MELANTHA'CE^E, Melantlis, a natural order of poisonous Endo-

genous Plants very nearly related to Liliacea, from which indeed

they are only to be distinguished with certainty by their anthers

being turned towards the sepals and petals, and by their styles or

carpels being distinct or at least separable. The species vary exceed-

ingly in their appearance, some being subterranean-stemmed herbaceous

plants, producing a few flowers without their leaves just above the
surface of the ground, as is the case with C'olchicum; others forming a
stem of considerable size with large leaves aud numerous flowers.

The consequence of this difference in their manner of growth is a con-

siderable variation in the appearance of the species, but they are all

found to conform to the characters of LUiacece, with the difference

above explained. Iridaceie, to which they bear a striking resemblance,
because of the similarity between Colchicum and Crocus, are readily

distinguished by their inferior fruit and triandrous flowers.

The most important species of this order are medical plants, namely,
CoUhicwn, or Meadow Saffron, which is employed as a remedy for gout
and rheumatism [COLCHICUM] ;

Veratrum. album, whose acrid poisonous
rhizoma is White Hellebore [VERATRUM] ; Asagrtea ojicinalis and
Veratrum Sabadilla, both of which furnish the seeds called Cebadilla,
now largely consumed in the preparation of Veratria [CEBADILLA] ;

and a few North American plants of less moment. [TOFIEI.DIA ;

HELONIAS.]

1, a diminished figure of Veratrum Sabadilta; 2, an expanded flower; 3, a

vertical section through part of the ovary ; 4, a ripe seed-vessel.

MELASOMA. [HETEROMEKA.]
MELA'STOMA (from /ue'Aos, black, and ari^a, a mouth, because tho

berries when eaten stain the mouth black), a genus of Plants, the type
of the natural order Mdastomaceas. It has the tube of the calyx ovate,

half-adhering to the ovary, densely covered with scales or bristles ;

the limb 5- rarely 6-cleft, the segments alternating with the appen-
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dages, both decidnoiu ; tb petals 6-(l ; the nUtncnn twice the number
of the prUlu ; the anthem oblong linear, little arched, opening by a

pon at the apex, each furniihed with * stipe-formed connective, which
is in some specie* elongated and in other* abort, but always biauricu-

Ut or emarginate in front; the fine part of the orarium conical and

brintly : the style filiform, somewhat thickened at the apex ; the

tigma a pruinoae dot ; the capsule baccate, 5-$-oelled, opening irre-

gularly ; the seeds cochleate. The species of this genu* are shrub*,

which are usually covered with strigx. The leaves are petiolate, and
cither quite entire or serrulaU-J. The flower* are Urge, white, rose-

colour**!, or purple.
If. MaJakalliricum, Malabar Melastoma, ii a shrubby plant with

tetragonal branches rough from strigto; the leaves elliptic-oblong,
obtuse at the base, acute at the apex, quite entire, green on both sur-

face*, and scabrous from strigte ;
the corymbs 1-5-flowered ; the calyx

clothed with adpreosed strigose scales, with ovate acute lobes
; the

connectives of the anthers short, or very long. It is a native of the

East Indies, and frequent in the Indian Archipelago. The loaves of

this plant are employed by the natives where it grows as a remedy in

diarrhoea, dysentery, and mucous discharges.
Between 30 and 40 species of Mclfuioma. have been described. They

grow in the warmer districts of the Old and New World, and are

found in South America, Asia, and Africa. Their flowers are very
handsome, and all the species may be cultivated for ornament. They
grow well in a mixture of loam, peat, and sand, and young cuttings
root freely in sand in heat under a hand-glass.

ll.indU-y. VtgttaHe Kingdom ; Von, IticUanydcout I'lanti.)

MKLATOMA'C&, Meiatlomtult, an extensive natural order of

Polypetalous Exogenous Plants, nearly related to Myrlacea. They
have opposite ribbed leaves without any trace of dots ; anthers pro-

longed into a beak, and having in the bud their points curved down-
wards, and inserted into sockets between the side of the ovary and
that of the calyx ; the ovary itself is many-celled and many-seeded,
and connected with the calyx by vertical plates, which form the par-
titions between the sockets in which the anthers ore confined. The
species are extremely numerous in tropical countries, where they
usually form bushes or small trees, and are scarcely known beyond
the tropics, with the exception of some Rhexias, which straggle into

North America. In Europe the order is unknown, unless in gardens,
where many species are cultivated for the sake of their gay purple
or white flower*. Some of the species bear berries, which are eatable,
and stain the mouth a deep purple, whence their name Mtlattoma, or
black-mouth. Others arc slightly astringent; some yield dyes and
edible fruits : none arc poisonous.

1, s braiwh of JrA/jV<i tffeiau ; 1, a vertical Kctlon of the flower
; S, a

ralvx ; 4, a tnnivrrie section of the orarr.

MKI.EAORIXA. [AviruLA; MAILKACK*]
M r.l.KACIMS, the specific name of a species of Acontia (Cuvier), a

grnius of Snake*, described in the article ACOXTIAS. By an error in

the '

Rcgne Animal
'

a wrong figure is given : the species to which
Curier refers in 'Seba' is the one given at the top of next column.
MKI.KACUIS. IPAVOXID*.]
MKI.KS. rBAMtk]M K I.I A (Zoology), Latreillo's name for a genus of Cnutaetn (Lylria

nt Milne Kdwi.rda, who ban since withdrawn the name in favour of
IMreille's prior I>|.|M IUti..n). This form approximates to i'ilumntu,
bat has also some analogy with

lifl llrlrufril.

Af. tttteUala: Colour whitish, with red line?. Some hairs on the
feet Length nbout five lines.

It inhabits the island of Mauritius.

Mrlia Irttrlala.

ME'T.IA (so called from Mt\la, the Greek name of the Common
Ash, which one species of the genus Li thought to resemble in foliage),
a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Mrliiweir, to which
it has given its name, and which is, like Mdia, characterised by having
the filaments of the anthers combined into a tube, with the anthers
sessile within it, and opening inwards ; the seeds without wings. The
species are few in number, and chiefly Indian

;
one is naturalised in

the south of Europe, and one is found in North America.

1, TrtMHa iimiilioiJri ; 1, an expanded flower ; 3, a ripe fruit ; 4, a traiu-

verne ncclion of the tame.

M. Azadirathta, the Neem-Tree or Margosa-Tree of the peninsula of

India, has been separated into a distinct genus on account chiefly of
it* ternary, not quinary, structure of the parts of the pistil, and its

single-seeded fruit. Ibis hss been named Azadirachla from the

Persian (Azad-i- 1 lurukht,
' the excellent tree '). Its bark in bitter, and

considered a valuable tonic. The fleshy part of the fruit (like that of

the olive) yields a 'fixed oil, which is bitter, anil considered anthel-

mintic and stimulant The leaves are universally used in India for

poultices, and both the flowers and seeds are irritating and stimulant.

According to Dr. Ainilie a kind of toddy is procured by fermenting
the sap of healthy young margosa-trces.
M. Audarat, sometimes called Persian Lilac, Pride of India, and

Common Bead-Tree (Hill Margosa by Dr. Ainslie), is said by Dr. Rox-

burgh to bo a native of China; it is also a native of the north of

India. It is much cultivated in the southern parts of the United
Status of America. It is called Dek in tho northern provinces of

India, and may be confounded with another species under th<> name
Aztdarach by Avicenuo, When in flower it has some resemblance to
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the Lilac, and its flowers are very fragrant. The berries are sweetish,

and, though said to be poisonous, are eaten by children in the United
States without inconvenience, but are reputed to be a powerful vermi-

fuge. The bark of the root in its recent state has a bitter nauseous

taste, yielding its virtues to boiling water, and is cathartic and emetic,
and considered in the United States an efficient anthelmintic, and also

useful in infantile remittents.

M. Bukayun is distinguished by Dr. Royle from the West Indian
M. sempervirens of Schwarz, with which it was united by Dr. Roxburgh.
This tree appears to be a native of Persia, though common throughout
India. It is called by the Arabs Ban, and by the Persians Azad-i-

Durukht. It is probable therefore that this may be one of the trees

included under the Azedarach of Avicenna. The seeds are bitter, and
considered laxative and anthelmintic, as is also the bark. M. tomentosa

is a species found in the island of Penang ;
and M. composita, in which

are included both M. tuperba and M. robusta, is a species found in

Malabar and Mysore.
MELIA'CEiE, Meliads, a natural order of Polypetalous Exogenous

Plants, distinguished from all others- by their stamens being united
into a complete cup, within and often below the rim of which the

anthers are inserted. It consists of trees or shrubs with alternate

often compound leaves, inhabiting all countries within the tropics,
but very rare in colder climates

;
Melia Azedarach, or Bead-Tree, a

Syrian plant, now naturalised in the south of Europe, forming the

principal exception. [MELIA.] In general the species are bitter and

astringent, but they are sometimes dangerously poisonous, acting

violently as emetics and purgatives. Notwithstanding this, the pulpy
fruit of the Lanneh is esteemed hi the Indian Archipelago ;

and that

of .M ilnea edulis is eaten in Silhet, where it seems to resemble the
Litchi and Longan of China. There are 33 genera and 150 species.

ME'LICA, a genus of Plants belonging to the family of Grasses.

It has nearly equal glumes, with lateral ribs nearly as long as the
ovate spikelet of 1 or 2 flowers, rounded on the back, and a club-like

rudiment of 1 or 2 more ; the paleaj hardening on the loose fruit ;

the styles terminal. There are two British species of this genus,
it. unijlora and M. nutant, which are found in damp shady woods.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
MELICERTA. [ACALEPHA]
MELILO'TUS (from /it'Ai, honey, and \u-r6s, lotus), a genus of

Plants belonging to the natural order Leguminonce. It has a calyx
with 5 nearly equal teeth, the keel obtuse, the filaments filiform, the

ovary straight, the pod subglobose or oblong, 1-celled, 1-4-seeded,

longer than the calyx ;
the petals distinct, deciduous. The species

are herbaceous plants with stipules adnate to the petiole, and trifoliate

leaves with usually toothed leaflets. None of them are ornamental

plants, and they are seldom cultivated except in botanical collections.

Two of the species are used as fodder for animals. Three species are
found native in Great Britain.

if, officinalit, the Common Melilot, has lax racemes, with the corolla
twice as long as the calyx ;

the wings, keel, and standard equal ;
the

pods ovate, acute, compressed, transversely wrinkled, hairy ;
the

leaflets serrate, truncate, narrowly ovate
;

the stipules setaceous,
entire. It grows wild in woods, hedges, and neglected fields. When
cultivated in a dry soil and made into hay it has a powerful aromatic

smell, and mixed in a small proportion with meadow-hay gives it an

agreeable flavour. This plant is used in making the Swiss cheese
called Schabzieger. It is ground in a mill, and mixed with the curd
into a kind of paste, which is put into conical moulds and there dried.

[CHEESE, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]
M. vulgaris has the wings and keel equal, but shorter than the

standard ; the pods ovate, obtuse, mucronate, reticulate, rugose, and

glabrous. It is a rare plant, and is found in sanely and gravelly places
near the sea.

M. arveneii has the wings and standard equal, longer than the keel
;

pods ovate, obtuse, mucronate, rounded, and slightly keeled on the

back, transversely plicate, rugose, glabrous. The flowers are yellowish,
in long racemes. It is found in waste places in Cambridgeshire.
M. Menanenrit, Messina Melilot, has an erect stem, with obovate

cuneated denticulated leaflets; the stipules broad at the base, toothed,
linear at the apex ;

the racemes few-flowered
;
the teeth of the calyx

nearly equal, hardly shorter than the tube
; the legume lanceolate,

acute, very much nerved, 1-seeded
;
the seeds ovate, compressed, large,

Hack, rugged from dots. This plant is a native of Barbary, Sicily,

Piedmont, and the Straits of Messina. It is the Awnfs of Theophrastus,
' Hist. Plant,' lib. 7, cap 9 and M ;

the Aarrcit ^epos of Dioscorides,
lib. iv., cap. 171. It is also the Lotus of the Romans (Pliny, xiii. 17 ;

xxxii. 21 ; Virgil,
'

Georgic.,' ii. 84, and iii. 394).
None of the species of this genus are worth cultivating as orna-

mental plants. They may be easily propagated by seeds, which should
be sown in the open border in spring. A light dry soil suits them best.

(Fraas, Synoptit; Babington, Manual of British Botany; Don,
IMchlamydanu Plantt.)
M KLI'NA, Schumacher's name for the genus Perna. [MALLEACEA.]
1IKLIPHAGA. [MKLIPHAGID*.]
MKUPHA'OID^K, Honey-Suckers, a family of Tenuirostral Birds.

Mr. Vigors, in his paper 'On the Natural Affinities that connect the

Orders and Families of Birds' ('Linn. Trans.,' vol. xv.), thus generally
refers to the Meliphagid<e.

" That extraordinary group, the existence

of the much more considerable portion of which was unknown to the
Swedish naturalist, for which there was consequently no place in

lis system, occupies a prominent and important situation in the

ornithological department of nature. Chiefly confined to Australasia,
where they abound in every variety of form

;
and in an apparently

inexhaustible multitude of species, they find a sufficient and never-

failing support in the luxuriant vegetation of that country. There
the fields are never without blossom, and some different species of

plants, particularly the species of Eucalyptus, afford a constant succes-

sion of that food which is suited to the tubular and brush-like structure

of the tongue in these birds. Their numbers and variety seem in

consequence to be almost unlimited. Like the Marsupial Animals of
the same country, a group to all appearance equally anomalous, which
contains within its own circle representatives of all the other groups
of the Mammalia, this division of birds comprises every form which
is observable among the families of the Insessores. From the power-
fully constructed and strong-billed Corvidte and Orioli, down to the
slender Merops and the delicately shaped Cinnyris, every Insessorial

group has its analogous type in this family. Their approach to the
Scansorial tribe is strongly conspicuous. The hind toe of the greater

portion of the group is long, powerful, and apparently formed for

climbing, as Mr. Lewin has pointed out in his generic description of

Mdiphaga, (' Birds of New Holland '). In this point of view they
seem in Australasia to supply the place of the genuine Pici ; no species
of Woodpecker, as far as I have been able to ascertain, having hitherto

been found in that country. This strong affinity to the Scansores is

preserved by their forming one of the extremes of the present circle,
which conies in contact with that tribe. I have indeed some doubts

whether, in consequence of this affinity, they may not be even still

more intimately united to that group, and form the immediate point
of junction of the present tribe with the Certhiadai. I have conse-

quently entered them and their conterminous families into the tabular
series with a mark of uncertainty. Time, with more accurate exami-
nation of their manners and internal economy, will clear away, it is to

be hoped, these and similar points of doubt respecting groups so

interesting. The following facts however are, I think, sufficiently

decided, namely, that the three groups, the Promeropidce, Mdiphagidte,
and Nectanniadce, constitute distinct and prominent divisions in the

tribe, of which, by that generally stronger and more perfect conforma-
tion which distinguishes them from the more typical families, they
form the aberrant groups; that they are united among themselves by
general affinities

;
and that they connect the tribe on each side with

the conterminous tribes that approach it, that is, with the Scansores

at the one extreme, and with the Fissiroatres, where we first entered

on the order, at the other."

Mr. Swainson ('
Classification of Birds,' vol. i.), after observing that

he never had the opportunity of examining the tongue of the African

Sun-Birds (Cinnyridoi), states that by a fortunate chance he had
discovered that the type among the Australian Honey-Suckers (Meli-

phuijidie) which represents the Trochilidce, has the tongue constructed

precisely the same as in those birds.
" This brings us," continues

Mr. Swainson,
" to the second description of extensible or rather of

suctorial tongues, and which is of a form almost peculiar to the honey-
suckers of Australia and its islands. In these birds the tongue is not

nearly so extensible as in the Trochilidce, being seldom more than
half as long again as the bill ;

nor are the bones of the os hyoides
carried back upon the skull, as in the woodpeckers and humming-
birds. Nevertheless the structure appears especially adapted for

suction
;
the form of the lower part is the same as in ordinary birds,

but the end is composed of a great number of delicate fibres or fila-

ments exactly resembling a painter's brush. Lewin, who drew and
described these birds iu their native region, has figured the tongue of

the Warty-Faced Honeysucker (Meliphuya Phryrjia) (' Birds of New
Holland," pi. 4), and describes the bird as sometimes to be seen '

iu

great cumbers, constantly flying from tree to tree (particularly the

blue gum), feeding among the blossoms by extracting the honey with
their long tongues from every flower as they passed.' What will

appear still more extraordinary to the scientific naturalist is the fact

that some birds of this Meliphagous group are actually woodpeckers, and

yet retain the typical structure of the tongue of their own natural

family. The same observer, speaking of the blue-faced honey-sucker,
describes it as being 'fond of picking transverse holes in the bark,
between which and the wood it inserts its long tongue in search of

small insects, which it draws out with great dexterity.' Now, as

Lewin describes this bird as a honey-sucker, we must conclude, until

facts prove otherwise, that it has the filamentous tongue of the honey-

suckers, but that it is used for the purpose, not of spearing insects,

but of catching them by means of the glutinous matter on the fila-

ments, a mode of capturing its prey by no means improbable, provided
the insects are of small size. It must not be supposed however that

the food of the Melip/iagida; several of which are as large as a thrush,
and three or four much larger, is restricted, any more than that of

the humming-birds, simply to the nectar of flowers. They indeed

feed upon the honey, but, as Lewin declares, combined with the

numerous small insects lodged in most of the flowers, which they
extract in a dexterous manner with their tongues, peculiarly formed
for that purpose. It is clear however, when we come to reflect upon
the matter, that birds which are attached to the secretions of parti-
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eular tree*, u are many of the ililipiutgida, can only enjoy their

favourite food for a comparatively abort teason, that U, while the tree

or plant U in blossom. They nmiit therefore either feed at other

tiuirn upon Muall inaecta or upon fruit. The two first habiU we have

ihuwu them to UOMBM ; and the last, that of devouring fruiU also, u
exemplified in the yellow-eared honey-sucker of Lewiu, who remarki
that ' in the winter aeaion theae bird* have been aeen feeding on the

sweet berry of the white cedar in gnat number*.'
"

Mr. Swalnson makes the MMpkagida the fint family of the tribe

Taaurotlrtt; and he thus characterise* these Honey-Suckers : Bill

the strongest in thU tribe (Trauirottra), having the mandible diatinotly

notched; feet large, atrong ; the hinder toe much developed; tongue
extensible, generally ending in a bunch of filament*.

The following genera and sub-geuera are placed by this author

under the Mtl\i>l.aijid<r.

MdiiJtaga (Lewiu). Bill moderate or short, weak : the under
mandible not thickened ; lateral toes unequal : the inner the shortest;
tail rounded or graduated ; tongue bifid : each division ending in

numerous filaments. (Sw.)

Sub-genera : Ifeliphaya.
Ex. if. boHxtta. ('Ois. Dor.,' pi. 67, and M. Auitralatiana.)

Ptilotit (Sw.), leading to Olycifhila.
Ex. (' Lew. Bds.,' pL 5.)

Zanihomiza (Sw.)
Kx. Z. Phryyia, Shaw (' ZooL of N. H.,' pL 4, the tenuirostral

AnlLochirra (Honfield and Vigors), the rasorial type.
Kx. A. carunculala. (White's

'

Voyage,' pi. 6.)

(Hycipkila (Sw.). Habit of Mdiphaya. Bill either shorter or

slightly longer than the head : the notch in the upper mandible far

removed from the tip ; tongue rather short, termiuated by numerous
fihtmenti ; the third and three following quills longest and nearly

equal ; lateral toes equal ; tail even. (Sw.) .

Ex. G. fulrifroni. (Lewin,
' Nat Hist. Birds,'

pi.
22.)

Antltoini:a. Habit of Meliphaga. Bill rather short; tongue (?);

wings much rounded : all the quills more or less terminating in points ;

tail forked ; lateral toes equal ;
the fiasiroetral type. (Sw.)

Ex. A. camlocepkala. (' Mus. CarL,' i., pi. 5. )

Leptogtoma (Sw.). Habit of Cinnyru. Bill remarkably long,

lender, and curved
; tongue retractile, long, bifurcated, as in Trochiliu ;

lateral toes unequal ; tail nearly even
;
the tenuirostral type. (Sw.)

Ex. L. cucutlatut. ('Oia. Dor.,' pL 60.)
J'tiloturta (Sw.). Bill much lengthened, slightly curved ; the upper

mandible diluted, and folding over the base of the under : the margins
of both inflected towards their tips ; nostrils lengthened : the aperture
linear; wings moderate, rounded; the first quill spurious: the four

next very broad at their base, and euiargiuate at the inner web;
lateral claws unequal ; tail very long, graduated : the middle feathers

lax and narrow
;
the rasorisl type. (Sw.)

Ex. P. Captnri*. (Le VaUL,
'

Af.,' vi., pi. 287-288.)
Maxorhina (Vieill.). Bill short, robust; the under mandible

thickened : culwen arched, and much elevated from the base, con-

siderably compressed its whole length; commissure curved; upper
mandible notched near the tip.

Ex. M. riridit. (' 111. of Orn.,' pL 78.)

Sub-genera: Gymophryi (Gyaawpkryit). (Sw.)
Ex. 0. torqualtu. (Lewin,

' Nat Hist Birds,' pL 24.)

t'iJoixanu (Sw.).
Kx. E. iicinctiu.

Entomiza (Sw.). Bill strong, moderate: culmen much elevated;
nostrils large, naked; the aperture large, oval, and placed in the
middle of the bill, at the termination of the naked membrane :

culmen obtuse, convex; frontal feathers small, compact; hind toe
and claw very large, and as long as the middle toe.

'

Ex. . cyanotii. (Lewin,
' Nat Hut Birds,' pi. 4.)

Pkiltdon (Cuv.). Culmen sharp, carinatcd ; head and face naked ;

front with an elevated protuberance ; hind toe and claw shorter than
the middle.

Ex. P. eomicttlatiu. (White's 'Voyage,' pi. 16.)

Mftomela (Horsfield and Vigors). Bill with both mandibles very
considerably curved : the sides broad and much compressed ; tongue
awl nostrils as in iftlipkaga ; wings lengthened : the third, fourth,
and fifth quills equal ; tail short, even ; middle toe much longer than
the hinder; lateral toes equal.

Ex. M. canlinalu. (Lewin, 'Nat Hist Birds,' pi. 19.)
Mr. Hwainson inquires whether this can be the fifth eub-genus of

Mtlifkaga I or an aberrant Mtlitkrtptt* I

Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield, in their
'

Description of the Australian
Birds in the Collection of the Limit-in Society,' after remarking on
the then (1826) imperfect state of knowledge with regard to this

group, and the constant influx of new species from Australia and
the Australian Islands, observe that the then known species exhibited
five prominent modifications of form, according to the variation chiefly
of the characters of toe bill and tail, and that they wished to consider
the** types of form as sections only of the group which they name
provisionally the genus Mdiphaya. When the s|cics should become
more known, they express their opinions that the sections there
marked out might justly be considered genera, and the higher group be

denominated Meliphagirta.
" When thi* sub-division takes place,"

say our authors in conclusion,
" the section which stands first in our

text may be considered the true Meli^hlya." The Mdiphaga Aotvr
llullandia will form the type. It may be thus characterised : Bill

rather slender, subelougate ; the culuieu arched, subcultroted at the

base; nostril* longitudinal, linear, very narrow, covered above by a

membrane, and exceeding the middle of the bill in length ; tongue
furnished at the u| \ with many l.i i-tl. -

; wing* moderate, somewhat
rounded : first quill t-hort ; second, third, and fourth (which lust U
longest) gradually longer ;

the third and fifth, the second and sixth,

equal : external beards (pogonia?) of the third to the seventh inclusive

widest in the middle ; tail subelongate, rounded ; feet rather strong ;

hallux subelongate, strong ; acrotarses scutellated.

M. A'orie Ifollandiir. Mr. Caley says,
" This bird U most frequently

met with in the trees growing in scrubs, where the different species
of Bantiia are found, the flowers of which, I have reason to think,
afford it a sustenance during winter. In the summer I have shot it

when sucking the flowers of Leplotprrmum Jtaretcent. In the scrubs
about Paramatta it is very common."

a Xorte Holtandiir t

The following are the sections given by Mr. Vigors and Dr.

Horefield :

* Tail rounded ; bill rather long and slender.

it. Nova Jfollandiir, M. Auttralcuiana, and M. melanop*.
** Tail rounded ; bill rather shorter, and rather strong.

it. auricomii, M. chrytotit, and M. leucotit.

* Tail equal ;
bill rather abort, strong. (lUdithrtptut of Vieillot

?)

tf. chrytopt, M. lunulata, M. indalincla, and M. brtrirottra.

* Tail equal ; bill rather short and slender.

M. cardinal*.

Tail equal ; bill rather slender and longer.
M. tcnuiro$trii, and if. fulvifntu.

The other genera recorded by Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield are

Myzantha (V. and H.), Anthocturra, Tropidarhynchvt (V. and H.),

Sericulut (Sw.), JUimela (King), Ptophodei (V. and H.), and Pomalo-
rhinta (Horsf.).

MELISSA, a reference from article HvMEXorrKRA. [MELITTA.]
MELISSA (from n*\uraa, a bee), a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order Labialte, or Lamiacett. This genus has been variously
defined according to the different views of systematic botanists.

Bentham, in his monograph on the Labiata, has referred about
30 species to this genus. They are all known by the common
name of Balms, and some of these species are described under CALA-
xiiMHA. The genus thus extended has the following characters :

The calyx is tubular, 13-nerved, usually striated, bilabiate; the upper

lip generally spreading, tridentate ; the lower lip bifid
;
the thni.it

naked or villous inside ; the tube of the corolla straight or incurvedly

ascending, naked inside, usually exserted
;
the throat generally inflated

;

the limb bilabiate, the upper lip erect, flattisb, entire, or emarginate ;

the lower one spreading, with flat lobes, the middle lobe usually the

broadest, entire or emarginate ; the stamens 4, didynamous, ascending,

approximate by pain at apex, or rarely a little distant, lower two the

longest, the superior two sometimes sterile, the filaments toothless,

anthers free, 2-celled, the connective often thickened, the cells distinct,

parallel, diverging ;
the lobe* of style sometimes equal, subulate with

minute terminal stigmas; sometimes the lower lobe is elongated,

recurved, flattened, with stigmatiferous margins; the achenia dry
and smooth. The specie* are usually herbs, sometimes under-shrubs,
with a variable inflorescence.
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The only species of the old genus Melissa admitted into the British
Flora is M. ojKcinalis, Common Balm. It has ovate crenato-serrate
acute leaves, paler beneath ; the calyx subcampanulate, slightly ven-
tricose in front, distinctly 2-lipped, the upper lip flat truncate, with
three short broad teeth, the lower with two lanceolate teeth. This

plant, although it has a place in the British Flora is a doubtful native.
In its recent state it has a rough aromatic taste, and a pleasant lemon-
like smell. It is frequently used in infusion, under the name of Balm-
Tree, as a common drink in fevers. It was one of the medicines
recommended by Paracelsus, but at the present day it is only used as
a popular remedy.

(Don, Dichlamydeous Planti ; Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
ME'LITA (Leach), a genus of Amphipodous Crustacea, generally

found beneath stones on the sea shores.
.V. fialmata (Cancer palnatus, Montagu). Colour blackish ; antenna;

and feet annulated with pale grayish.

JMita palmata, enlarged.

MELIT^EA. [AcAtEPHjE; POLYPIFERA.]
MELITHREPTA. [CiNNYRiD-E.]
MELITOPHILUS. "[SCAKABID>E.]
MELITTA (Kirby), a name for a genus of Insects belonging to the

order ffymenoptera, and to the tribe Mellifera of Latreille. The genus
as originally constituted by Kirby embraced all the Honey Bees known
at that time. This genus is now split up into numerous smaller ones.

Leach divides the MeUifera into two families, Andrenida; and

Chrytididcf.

The AKDREMD.S include the following genera :

1. Colleto. 15. Epeolui.
2. Protopw. 16. Nomada.
3. Sphccodet. 17. Caslioxyi.
4. Jfalictui. 18. Melecta.

5. Andrena. 19. Anthidium.
6. Ciliwa. 20. Heriade*.
7. Macropit, 21. Cheloiloma.
8. Panurgiu. 22. ucera.

9. Dasypoda. 23. Saropoda.
10. Mcgachile. 24. A nthophura.
11. Osmiu. 25. Apathut.
12. Ant/iocopa. 26. Hombus.
13. Stelit. 27. Apit.
14. Ammobate*.

The CURYSIDID.E

1. Cleptes.
2. Chryrii.
3. Euchrcenu.

(Britith Museum Catalogue I/ymenoptera.)

4. Hedijchrum.
5. Elampus,

MELITTI8, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
Labiala. It has anthers approaching in pairs and forming a cross

bursting longitudinally. The upper lip of the corolla flat, entire,

straight ; lower lip with 3 rounded nearly equal lobes ; calyx mem-
branous, bell-shaped, ample, variously lobed.

M. Meliiiophyllum, Bastard Balm, has oblong, 'ovate, or slightly
cordate leaves. The upper lip of the calyx with 2 or 3 teeth ; flowers

purple, with a white margin, or variegated in different ways, large.
Stem 1 or 2 feet high. M. grandi/ora (Smith) is only a slight variety.

They are both found in woods in the south of England.
(Babington, Manual of Britith Botany.)
MELIZO'PHILUS. [MERULIDJS; SYLVIADJ;.]
MELLIL1TE. [SCAPOLITE.]
MELLITE, or Honey-Stone, a Mineral, consisting of Mellate of

Alumine. It is found in Prussia and Austria. It occurs in square
octahedrons, looking like a honey-yellow resin, and may be cut with
a knife.

MKLLIVORA. [URgiDS.]
MELO (Broderip), a sub-genus of Valuta, [VoLUTA.]
MELOBE'SIA. [CORALUNACE^.]
MKLOCACTUS. [CACTACE*.]

'

MELOCRINITES. [EHCRINITES.]
JIELOCRI'NUS, a genus of Crinoidea, employed by Ooldfuss, in his

' Petrifacta Europe*' for some fossils of the Transition Limestone.

[K.M.IUMTE.]
ME'LOE. The Linnamn genus Meloe included the several genera

of Heteromerous C'oleoptera now forming the family Cantharidce,
intereting on account of its including those beetles known under the
name of '

blistering flies,' and employed in medicine.

The term Meloe is now restricted to the Apterous Cantharidce, and the

species are all beetles with large and swollen bodies, and short oval elytra,

lapping over each other at the base of the suture. They are sluggish
creatures and feed on various plants, especially the species of Ranun-
culus. When alarmed they emit from the articulations of their legs
an oily, yellow, or reddish liquid. Latreille maintained that this

insect was the Buprestis of the ancients, to which noxious qualities
were attributed. (See his paper on the subject in the 12th volume of
the ' Memoires du Museum d'Hist. Naturelle.') The nature of the
larva of ths Meloe has been a subject of considerable discussion

among entomologists, having been supposed to be a minute, active,

parasitic animal found on bees and flies. Most entomologists have
held this view since the time of Linnaeus, but the observations of

Geoffrey, Newport, and Westwood, go far to prove that it is a mistake,
and that there is no anomaly in the case.

MELOLO'NTHID^E, a family of Coleopterous Insects of the
section Lamellicornes, and sub-section Phyllophagi. This family, of
which the Common Cockchafer (Melolontha vulyai'is) is an example,
may be thus characterised : Labrurn transverse, and in most instances

deeply cleft in the middle
; mentum as long as broad, or with the

length exceeding the breadth
;
sometimes nearly heart-shaped, and

sometimes square ; the anterior margin either straight or notched in
the middle, but without any projecting process or tooth

; mandibles

strong and horny, and having at most but a single membranous
appendage, which is situated in a concavity on the inner margin ;

the

apex truncated, and having two or three denticulations ; maxilla;

generally horny, and armed in most cases with five or six denticula-

tions
; antenna; usually with more than three lamellated joints ; all

the tarsi terminated by two claws, which are usually furnished with
a spine on the under side near the base, and sometimes divided at

the apex.
The family Melolonthidce consists of three genera : Melolontha,

Rkizotrogus, and Serica, and some sub-genera of minor importance.
Species of this family are found in all parts of the world. In the

genus Melolontha, the antenna; are 10-jointed; the terminal 5, 6, or
7 joints are lamellated, and form a large fan-like appendage ;

in the
females the lamellated joints form a smaller club than in the males,

owing to their smaller size, and also to a decrease in their number,
their being 6, 5, or 4

; the labrum is deeply cleft on its lower margin;
the claws of the tarsi are furnished with a spine on the under side

near the base ; the abdomen in the male sex often terminates in a

horny pointed process.
Two species of this genus are found in England, the Common Cock-

chafer, M. vulgaris, Fab., of which there is a figure in the article

COLEOPTERA, and the M. fullo, a large species nearly an inch and a
half in length, ad which is of a blackish-brown colour, with irregular
white markings. This beautiful insect is common in some parts of
the Continent, but rare in this country, and has been found chiefly in

the neighbourhood of Deal.

The genus Rhizotrogus differs from Melolontha chiefly in having but
three lamellated joints to the antenna;, which are 9-jointed.

R. tolititialii, an insect which makes its appearance in the month of

June, and often occurs in great abundance in some parts of this

country ; it very closely resembles the Common Cockchafer, but is of
a smaller size, narrower form, and paler colour.

In the species of Rhizotrogus, as in Melolontha, the claws of the
tarsi are furnished with a spine on the under side at their base

;
but

in the next genus, Serica, the claws of all the tarsi are divided at

the apex ;
the body is of a convex ovate form, generally has a silk-

like appearance, and changes in hue according with a change in tho
direction of the light.

S. brunnea, a common insect in England, as well as in various parts
of the Continent, is about three-eighths of an inch iu length, and of
a uniform pale-brown colour; the elytra are rather deeply striated,
and, as well as the thorax, thickly punctured.

S. ruricola, another British species of the present genus, is of a black

colour; the elytra are reddish-brown, and have the suture and outer

margin black. This is a smaller insect than the last (being about three-

twelfths of an inch in length), and of a shorter and more rounded
form : it also differs in having the palpi obtusely terminated, and not

acute, as in <S. brunnea. This difference in the form of the palpi is

considered by many authors of sufficient importance to separate the
two insects generically, and by these authors the S. ruricola is placed
iu the genus Omaloplia.
The genus Serica is found in all the quarlTi-s of the globe, and in

M. Dejean's
'

Catalogue den Coldopteres
'

there are 60 species
enumerated.

In addition to the foregoing three groups, which appear to constitute

the more typical Melolonthidte, Latreille places iu this family the

following six genera :

Uatyus (Lepel. and Serv.). This genus contains but few species,
and appears to be confined to Brazil ; they have the claws of the two
anterior tarsi bifid, and those of the other tarsi entire.

Macrodactylus (Latreille). In this genus all the joints of the tarsi

are alike in both sexes, and all the claws are bifid
; the legs are very

long, and the body is of an elongated and slender form : tue thorax
is narrower than the elytra, and is contracted both anteriorly and

posteriorly.
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tl. motpmonu, a common insect in some puts of North America,
U about three-eighths of an inch in length ; the head and thorax are

black, but covered with minute yellow *oale* ; the elytra are of a

yeUowuh brown-colour, also covered with yellow scales ; the under

parU of the body are nearly white, owing to the dense clothing of

scale* with which they are furnished ; the legs are deep-yellow, and
the tani are black. About seven other species of the present genus
arc known, nearly all of which inhabit South America.

Difkuctpkaia (Dejean). The species of this genus are confined to

Australia. [DU-HUCEPHALA.]
Pltctrit (LepeL and Serr.). The claws of the intermediate tarsi

unequal in sue ; the larger of these two pairs of claws are bifid, and
all the claws of the remaining tani are also bifid. Twelve species are

known ; they inhabit Brazil

Ctnupu (LepeL and Serv.) The species of this genus, all of which
inhabit Brazil, may be distinguished by having two small notches near
the middle of the hinder margin of the thorax ;

the space between
the notches is received into a notch in the scutellum. The antenna]
are 10-jointed : the claws of all the tarsi, with the exception of the
anterior pair, are unequal ; the larger claw of the intermediate tarsi

is entire in the male sex, the other claws are bifid. In the females all

the claws are bifid. The body is covered with minute scales, and is of

an elongated form.

Artoda (Leach). Antenna) 10-jointed; sternum produced an-

teriorly ;
the claws of the tarsi unequal in the male sex, and equal in

the females. The larger claws of the males are bifid. The basal joints
of the tarsi are short, and the terminal joint is very large, and grooved
beneath. These insects are of large size, and adorned with brilliant

colours. In the form of the sternum, and structure of the tarsi and
daws, they depart from the true Mdolonthula, and evince an affinity
to the Ruldida and Anojiloynalhi, where, as in the present genus, the

species have the power of folding the claws backwards against the
under side of the terminal joint of the tarsus (like the closing of the
blade of a penknife) ; and when thus closed the point of the larger
claws is lodged between the penultimate and antepenultimate joints
of the tarsi

A. laniytra, a common species in some parts of North America, is

rather more than three-fourths of an inch in length, of an oval form,
and pale yellow-colour, with green reflections : the under parts of
the body are of a dark green-colour, and thickly furnished with
white hairs.

There are six other known species of this genus : one is found in

Guadeloupe, and the remainder inhabit South America.
MELON, rCucuius.]
MELO'PHUS (Swainson), a sub-genus of Leptonyx (Sw.). It is thus

characterised : General structure of Fringillaria, but the upper man-
dible U notched near its

tip.
Hinder claw lengthened, but rather

shorter than its toe. Lateral toes equal. Tail even. Head crested.

Tertials not lengthened. (Sw.) Ex. M. erythroplcrtu. (' 111. of Orn.,'

I>l. 132.) [KKIXUILLIDJL]
MELt iSIKE.K, a family of IHatomacta, formed by Kutzing. The

specie*
an striated, not having a central opening on the secondary

side. The stria; are interrupted in the median line. It includes the

genera (jallionella, Melotira, Podotira, and others. Meneghiui, in his
' Natural History of Diatomeec,' makes the following critical remarks
on this group :

" The Mclorirtr in general may be regarded as polypariform associa-

tions of C'ydottlUr, and the comparison prevails principally in the second

sub-genus. The distinction of the two sub-genera is also proposed by
Hassmll (SpharoplUH-a, Mdotrira) ;

but it is to Kutzing we are indebted
for establishing it upon the important character of the carina, which
occurs only in the first two species (.I/, talina, M. numuiuioidet), a cha-
racter on whose organographic value we cannot decide anything, but
which merits some consideration in a

morphological point of view :

for that projecting ring bounds the lateral surfaces; whilst in the
other specie*, with sides more or less convex, these are continuous,
as it were, with the primary surfaces. In all the species we may
notice the double furrow which forms a ring connecting the body of
each individual laterally to the interrtitial ring ; this furrow or canal

prcnU apertures dupoeed in a regular manner. Kutzing believes
the** supposed apertures to be sections of the canals themselves, that
is, portions of them seen in projection. Thin opinion is the only one
consistent with the fact that the filament being cylindrical, and there-
fore presenting itself indifferently on every side, these apparent aper-
ture* are always seen arranged near the margin. Kbrenberg's assertion
that they are more numerous in some species, does not seem to be
confirmed. This appearance is still more complicated, inasmuch as
these fine tubular canals project from the internal surface of the
shield, and a slight furrow externally corresponds with them. This
condition is eviilrnt in ifrlorira distant, in which, owing to the greater
depth of the furruw, the apparent perforations remain separated from
the margin. The interstitial ring present* peculiarities uf which we
have no instance in the preceding genera. Its tenuity and the great
variety <>f it* extension are important characters. But here we must
add the very important one of the changes it undergoes during
observation. It is not uncommon to see the two halves of the articu-
lation Mpareto themselves slowly, and enlarge at the same time with
the rug. This fact a not decisive in respect to the great question of

the animal nature of these beings ; for it is not subject to a subse-

quent contraction, and because in plants wo have the analogy of

*l>iroffynr, in which, on the rupture of the outer tube, the extremities
of the articulation, which were inflected like the finger of a glove,

expand themselves as if by elasticity ; but many facts controvert this

inference. In support of the opposite opinion U the frequent enlarge-
ment of a particular articulation, in a manner similar to that of the

(Kduyoaia. But llmsill justly observe*,
' for this eudochrome . . .

never become* condensed into a distinct organ or sporangium.
this reason, the resemblance is reduced to a mere appearance. As to

this supposed endochrome, proofs are certainly wanting that it is an

ovary, as Ehrenberg supposes ; but they are alto wanting to show that

it consists of gum, starch, or chlorophyll, which would be necessary
were it a goniinic substance, as advanced by Kutzing ;

and analogy
even is wanting, for we do not see in any Alya a similar disposition of
the internal substance. The often-quoted resemblance to the Con-

ferra cannot even be deemed apparent ; for in no Conferra are distinct

spherules met so regularly, or disposed so symmetrically. During
desiccation it happens in the marine species, as in the Podotira already
described, that the internal substance adheres to the inner wall in the

form of oily globules surrounded by a distinct transparent margin,
and compressed one against another in the form of regular polygons.

Ehrenberg also speaks of diaphanous vesicular spaces, which he regards
as stomachs. Kutzing enumerates, figures, and describes nineteen

species, marine, freshwater, and fossil, besides the four doubtful ones

placed at the end, and the famous Ferruyinea (if. ochracca, Haifa),
which he proves not to belong to the class of liiatomtue.

" We shall find, as a character common to them all, the circular

figure of the vertical section parallel to the lateral surfaces; a charac-

ter which, as well as the other, of a radiated disposition of the stria

upon the lateral surfaces, we shall find repeated in the family of

Cotcinodiicctr, which, having the shield of a cellular structure, belong
to the tribe of Areolatte. Perhaps we may suspect some Mdorira

(tulcata, decuttala, lirata) to be furnished with the same organic

condition, and hence arises a fresh doubt respecting the systematic
value that has been ascribed to it.

" In general we may also say, that in the Xelorirtte the development
of the lateral surfaces prevails over that of the primary ones, which
we find finally to disappear in certain genera (1'tj.ridicula, Podotira),
as well as in some species of Mdutira (variant, orichalna), the

increased length of the articulations involving the corresponding

development of the primary surfaces : and it is to be observed, that

although in this family the primary surfaces differ precisely as much
in form as they do in the three preceding ones, yet we find in these

the same organic character as in the greater number of the other

genera, namely, the presence of longitudinal furrows or canals. The

separation of one lateral surface or valve from the other, with tho

consequent dilatation of superficies, which the primary surfaces exhibit

before the duplication takes place (though verified to some degree in

other genera, yet in the Melorira better than elsewhere), present*
an

undeniable analogy with the reduplication of Detmidior, which
Brcbisson distinguishes from the deduplication of Diatomea. The

particular disposition of the internal substance, the currents or mucous
threads radiating from a centre, the enlargement of some articulations,
and the dilatation of the interstitial ring, are isolated facts, which
however merit particular attention in the paucity of our knowledge."

[DlATOMACB*.]
ME'LYRIS, a genus of Coleopterous Insects established by Fabri-

ctua for tho reception of certain species of the Linneoan genera
Can/liarit and Dcrmutet. It belongs to the family f^rricornct of

Latreille, and constitutes the type of the family Melyridrr. The
Mdyridte are active and often gaily-coloured little beetles, usually
found on flowers, which they frequent for the purpose of preying on
other insects. They have soft, oblong, or ovate depressed bodies ;

short filiform pointed palpi; exserted heads; dentntcd mandibles;
and usually filiform and serrated antenna;. Some of the s|cies of

JUafifliitu, a genus of Melyridac found in Britain, are furnished with
red bladder-like appendages at the anterior angles of the thorax and
base of the abdomen, capable of being contracted or dilated at tho

will of the insect, and usually exhibited when it is alarmed.
Mr. Westwood regards these bodies ns portions of an apparatus for

emitting an olleusivo effluvium, and Curtis as means of enabling the

insect to increase or decrease its gravity during flight The larva), as

well as the perfect insects, are carnivorous. The family is interme-

diate between the Tdephorida and Cltridcc. The genera Malachiut,

Datylet, Enicopm, Dolichoroma, and Aplocntmut contain British species.

(Westwood, Modern Clawiftcation of IntecU.)
MKMBKANE (in Anatomy) is an expansion of any tissue in a thin

and wide layer. Since the time of Bichat [BICHAT, in Bioo. Div.] the

membranes have been generally enumerated as of three kinds, the

serous, tho mucous, and the fibrous, which are distinguished as well
I'V thrir physical characters and their functions, as by the diseases to

which each is peculiarly subject.
The Serous Membranes are so named from the character of their

secretion, which consists of a very small quantity of thin serous fluid.

In the adult condition of man and tho higher vcrtebrata, they form
what are called shut sacs. In each of the cavities of the chest, for

example, which are exactly filled by the lungs, there is a serous
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membrane, the pleura [PLEURA] which lines the walla of the chest, and
is then reflected on and covers the surface of the lung ; and thus there
is inclosed between the surface of that part which lines the chest and
of that which envelops the lung an extremely narrow space, a sac,
into which a very small quantity of fluid is secreted. During respi-
ration there is a constant friction between the lung and the walls of
the chest, which the fluid, by its lubrication of their surfaces, renders
easy. It is the general condition of serous membranes, that they exist,
with the single exception of the conjunctiva of the eye [EYE], wherever
there is friction between the surface of an organ and the cavity in
which it is contained. They are adapted for this condition by possess-
ing a remarkable smooth polished surface, covered by a very fine layer
of epithelium, through which then- moistening secretion can easily
pass. The basis of their structure is a fine and rather loose cellular

tissue, which by boiling is at once converted into gelatine. The
serous membranes in man are the arachnoid, which is found in the

cerebro-spinal cavity [BRAIN], lining the dura mater, and covering the
brain and spinal chord, and lining the ventricles ; the pluroe, lining the
chest and covering the lungs [RESPIRATION] ; the pericardial serous

membrane, similarly related to the heart and its investing sac

[HEART] ; the peritoneum, lining the abdominal walls and covering
the abdominal part of the digestive canal, the liver, spleen, part of
the pancreas, &c. [PEBITONEUM] ;

and the tunica vaginalis, forming
the sac of the testis.

The Synovial Membranes, by which joints are lined, and the heads
of bones which move on each other covered, may be regarded as a
modification of serous membranes, differing from them chiefly in the
character of their secretion and in some of their diseases. [ARTICU-
LATION.]
A membrane very similar to the serous lines the whole vascular

system, "and form- the internal membrane of the arteries, veins,
lymphatics, and lacteals [ARTERY; VEINS; ABSORBENT SYSTEM], form-
ing a closed cavity with innumerable ramifications, and affording, with
its polished surface and fine epithelium, the least possible obstacle to
the movement of the circulating fluids.

The Mucous Membranes, like the serous, are named from their

peculiar secretion. [Mucus.] While the serous membranes line all

those cavities whose surfaces are in contact with living parts, the
mucous membranes line those canals and cavities which in the adult
condition of man and the higher Vertebrata are exposed to the con-
tact of the air and other inorganic substances. The basis of these
membranes is a compact cellular tissue, which does not yield gelatine
in boiling, and whose areolae do not contain fat. [INTESTINES.] Their
epithelium is thicker than that which covers serous membranes, but
thinner than the epidermis covering the skin, to which they are in

many respsects similar. [SKIN.] In the parts where they line the

organs of sense the mucous membranes are generally beset with fine
nervous papillae ; hi other parts, numerous glands for peculiar secre-
tions open on their surface by orifices through which the membrane is

continued up the branches of the ducts into the very substance of the
gland. [GLAND.] Nearly all the tracts of mucous membrane in man
communicate with each other : they are, the nasal, which lines the
cavities of the nose [NOSE] ; the conjunctiva!, which covers the front
of the eye-ball and lines the eye-lids, and opens by the lachrymal duct
into the nose [EYE] ; the auditory, which lines the cavities of the
ear [EAR] and opens into the pharynx ; the digestive, including that
which lines the mouth, oesophagus, stomach, intestines, and the several

glands whose ducts open into this canal [STOMACH ; INTESTINES] ; the

respiratory, which lines the larynx, trachea, and bronchial tubes

[Luxos ; RESPIRATION] ; the urogenital ; and the mammary. [MAM-
MARY GLANDS.]
The Fibrous Membranes are those which are chiefly formed of

tendinous tissue. They serve either to form strong cavities for the

protection of important parts, as the pericardium, the dura mater, the
fibrous capsules of joints, the sheaths of tendons, &c., or to envelop
and strengthen certain parts, as the periosteum, fascia;, &c.

;
or they

are merely expanded tendons, as aponeurosea. They are tough and
inelastic membranes, composed of the shining dense wavy fibres which
constitute the usual structure of tendons, mixed with more or less of
a dense cellular gelatinous tissue. [AREOLAR TISSUE.]
MEMBRANIPORA. [PoLYZOA.]
MEMECYLA'CE^E are a very small natural order of Polypetalous

Exogenous Plants, consisting of a few tropical species of little interest.
Most of them inhabit the East Indies, the Mauritius, and Madagascar.
They are in habit and foliage like Myrtacea, with which order they
agree in most respects ;

but they have anthers which in form resemble
those of many Melaitomacea, and the leaves have no transparent dots.
From the latter order they are distinguished by their leaves not being
ribbed, and by their cotyledons being convolute. In the opinion of
Brown and Chamisso, it is rather as a section of Mdcutomacece than as
a peculiar order that Memecylacece are to be accounted. No useful

properties have been assigned to any of the species, except to Meme-
cylon edule, an East Indian plant, whose leaves, according to Roxburgh,
are an ingredient in the dyes of Coromandel, and whose ripe astringent
pulpy Mick berries are eaten by the natives.

MKM1NNA, a genus of the sub-family Moschina (Gray).
MKNACANITE. [TITANIUM.]
MKN.-ETHIUS. [

HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. HI.

Memecylacea.

1, Motiriria Guayanensii ; 2, a full-blown flower
; 3, a stamen, with the anther

opening by pores at the upper end
; 4, a transverse section of a ripe fruit. Copied

from a figure by Turpin.

MENDIP HILLS, a long ridge of limestone extending from Wells
in Somersetshire to the Bristol Channel at Bleydon Hill and Brean
Down. Through its whole length it is what geologists term an anti-
clinal axis, the strata dipping to the north under the drainage of the
Avon and the Yeo, and to the south under the low plains watered by
the Axe and the Brue. This axis passes from Frome by the Beacon
Hill above Shepton Mallet, Masbury Castle, Nine-Barrow Hill, and
Black Down, to Bleydou Hill, Uphill, and Brean Down, from whence,
according to Buckland and Conybeare, it may be supposed to be
continued into the Steep Holm in the Bristol Channel.

Along the line of the axis of Mendip old red-sandstone strata show
themselves for considerable lengths, and form the nucleus of this
miniature mountain range. They are exposed on the roads from Wells
to Chewtown Meudip, and to Harptree, in each case evidently lying
below the carboniferous limestone. Upon the slopes of this limestone,
both north and south, rest considerable stratified masses of what is

often justly termed magnesian conglomerate, and this is covered by
the general mass of red marls which fill so large a tract in the low
parts of Somersetshire. The limestone series is estimated by Buckland
ind Conybeare at from 500 to 700 yards thick. The axis of the

Mendip Hills runs irregularly east and west : the geological era of its

principal upward movement appears to be anterior to the red marls,
and probably to the red conglomerate; though near Wells and in other

parts the slope of the conglomerate beds proves a subsequent move-
:ni!iit . There is no better example known of the unconformity of strata
;han that presented in Vallus Bottom, near Wells, by the junction of
;he lower oolite formation and the mountain or carboniferous lime-
stone. Here the upturned and almost vertical strata of mountain-
imestone are found covered by horizontal strata of oolite, each of
ihese contrasted rocks containing the characteristic fossils which belong
;o them elsewhere. What renders the case more curious is the fact

;hat the level surface of the subjacent inclined beds of limestone is

not only worn smooth by littoral action below the oolite, but also

covered by attached oysters, and perforated by the lithophagous
shells of the oolitic sea into large and small holes now full of the oolite,
and partly retaining the boring shells not uncommon in that rock.

o, the Oolite in level beds
; I, the Mountain Limestone in steeply-inclined beds.

The most elevated point of the Mendip Hills is Masbury Castle,
about 999 feet above the sea-level.

The features of these hills remind the observer of some parts of

3D
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Derbyshire, both in the wide bare surface of limestone and

the rugged glens which suddeuly break the dukiess of the open
ThcM narrow valleys appear like cracks and fissures in the

;s, which, in Cheddar Cliffs,
country.

of calcareous rocks, , rise 285 feet per-

pendicularly from the feet of the spectator, and undoubtedly exceed

uTgraodeur the noblest rocks of Derbyshire or Yorkshire. Several of

these glens are called
'
combes,' aud Brockley Combe may be taken us

a beautiful example of the mixture of gray rock and ancient wood.

From the chasms just alluded to the transition is easy to the caves

and internal fissures, which are numerous in Mendip. Many of the*e

hare become familiar to geologists by the uncommon abundance of

booes found in them by a host of explorers since the days of Catcott,

the celebrated and unfortunate explorer of Uuttou Hole.

Dr. Bucklaod, in his ' Reliuuito Diluvianm,' describes, from the notes

of M r. Catoott aud Mr. Conybeare, the circumstances under which the

teeth and bones of elephants, horses, oxen, stag, bear, fox, and other

.ni,r..l. of the Msjstozootic era occurred at Mutton. The bones

were found in the ochre-pits, which were anciently worked; they
were mostly white, well preserved, and appear to have been drifted in

by water, or collected from the falling in of quadrupeds roaming on

the surface.

At Buringdon, in the Mendip Hills, and also in Wokey Hole, a

celebrated cavern near Wells, human bones have been found of high

antiquity, but being accompanied by urns or other marks of sepulture,

it is not supposed they belong to races contemporary with the mammoth
aud large cavern bear. The specimens of this latter animal iu the

cave at Hutton are of enormous bulk.

Not far from Hutton Hole is the no less renowned cavern of

Banwell, explored under the direction of the Bishop of Bath and Wells.

The best collection of the contents of this rich repository was to be seen

near the month of the cave. The complicated parts of this cavern

an accessible by steps made in the rock, and are much visited. The
bones belong chiefly to oxen and deer. Bones of elephants, bears,

and other Canivora occur less commonly. The specimens are usually

in admirable preservation, and contrast remarkably with the frag-

mentary bones of the same nimal at Kent's Hole and Kirkdale.

At the meeting of the British Association held at Newcastle, Mr. Long
communicated a notice of human bones found in a cave at Cheddar.

The Mendip Hills, in their metalliferous products, resemble the

similarly constituted mountains of Derbyshire and Flintshire. They
yield galena, calamine (carbonate of zinc), and ochre. Manganese is

dug about East Harptree. The galena occurs principally in lime-

stone ; the tlmin belongs to the overlying magnesian conglomerate.
In that rock agates occur, and the large geodic crystallisations of quartz
called '

potato-atone*.' The fotsil corals, shell), tribolites, Ac. of the

Mendip Hills have been long known to collectors; but a complete
account of them has, we believe, never been prepared.

(Conybeare aud Phillips, Geology of England and Waht ; Buckland
and Conybeare,

' Ou the South-West Coal District of England,' in

Geological Trantactiont, voL i. new series.)

JIKNGITK. [MOHABITB.1
MKXlSl'KKMA'CEJi, Menitpennadt, an important and extensive

natural order of Exogenous Plants, considered by some to be Polype-
talous, and referred to De Candoile's Thalaniifloral subclass

; by others

placed among the Monochlamydta of that author. The order consists

of twining or scrambling shrubby plants, with alternate leaves with-

out stipules, and small greenish or white unisexual flowers, often

collected in large loose panicles or racemes. The floral envelopes are

arranged in a power of three or four, aud usually in more rows than
one ;

whence arises the opinion that these plants belong to Polypeta-
lous Exogens, the inner series being regarded as a corolla. The
rtinvmi an either distinct or mouadelphous, either equal in number
to the inner aeries of the calyx, and of the same number, or uiucl

more numerous. The carpels are in most oases three, or some multiple
of that number, either distinct from each other or consolidated. Tho
fruit consists of succulent one-celled drupes, with a solitary seed, anc
a horseshoe-shaped embryo, with thin flat cotyledons.
The wood of the stem is arranged essentially upon the Exogenous

plan,
but has some striking peculiarities According to M. Decaiane, it

has no annual conctntrical layers. The woody plates are always
simple, and do not divide longitudinally, as in oilier Dicotyledons, bui

incrwuM each year by the formation of a new woody layer outside the
former and inside the liber. The latter ceases to grow after the firs

year. In Cittampeloi Partim and some others new woody plates, like

the first in appearance, but having no spiral vessels or liber, show
themselves, at the end of several yean, on the outside of the ant, and
produce around them a concentric circle, a formation which may bi

repeaUd a great many times. (' Couiptes Rendus,' v. 393.) The ordei

is common in the tropics of Asia and America, but uncommon out o
these latitudes. All Africa contains but five. North America six, an
Siberia one. The species are universally found in woods twiniu)
round other plants. Cocculi are most common in the Old World, am
Ciaamptti in the New World.

Memupcrmacta an usually bitter and tonic plants ; the species o
CoecWw called Baku, Fibraurto, cineratceui, and others, are used in

their native countries as a remedy for intermittent fevers. Coccultu

palmalHt furnishes the Calumba Hoot of the shops, a valuable bitter

Ferriria medita is used for the tamo reason in Ceylon, as It

Hurmamn in Malnbar, and various sorts of Ciuaiapelot in Brazil. But
he bitter principle, which in its diluted state is thus valuable, becomes

a dangerous poison
if concentrated, as in the seeds of Anamirt*

occvltu, the Cocoulus Indicus of the shops.
There are 11 genera and 175 specie! of this order.

Umuftrmum Ctinadrnst.

1, a male flower ; 2, a female ; 3, the ripe fruit ; 4, a vertical section of the

same, showing the embryo and horse-shoe seed.

MENISPERMI'NA, a vegetable alkali extracted by Pelletier and
Courbe from the Menitpermum cocculut, or Cucculus Jtuliciu, in the

shells of the fruit of which it occurs.

MENISPERMUM (so called from /u^nj, the moon, and nlpiui,

seed, from the cresceut-like form of its fruit), a genus of the natural

family of Menitpermacea, which formerly contained numerous species,

many of them valuable for their mediciual and other qualities, such as

the Calumba Root, and the berries called Coccultu Indicia, which are

now referred to the genus Cocculut. [CoccuLUS.] Matiipermm, as at

present constituted, contains but few species ; and these are climbing
shrubs, which have their sepals and petals in quaternary order, arranged
in two or three whorls. Male, stamens 16 to '20

; Female, ovaries 2 to 4 ;

drupes baccate, round, kidney-shaped, single-seeded. M. Canatleiuit

and M. Smilaeinum are found in the United States of America, and M.
Duuricum in the wooded hills of Daiiria.

MENOBRANCHUS. [NECTURCS.]
MKNOPOMA. [AMPHIBIA.]
MENTHA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Lamia,

eta, or LabiatiF, It has a caiupouulate or tubular calyx, 5-toothed,

equal, or somewhat 2-lipped, with the throat naked inside or villous ;

corolla with the. tube inclosed, the limb cauipanulate, nearly equal,

4-cleft, the upper segment broader, nearly entire, or emarginate ;

stamens 4, equal, erect, distant; filaments smooth, naked; anthers

with two parallel cells ; style shortly bifid, with the lobes bearing

stigmas at the points; fruit dry and smooth.

M. viridit, Spearmint, is a native of Britain, and is also found in

the milder parts of Europe, the Canaries, Cape of Good Hop
America, both North and South. It is a creeping rooted herbaceous

plant, with an erect smooth stem ; leaves subsessUc, ovate-lanceolate,

unequally serrated, smooth, those under the flower* all bract-like,

rather longer than tho whorls, these aud the calyxes hairy or smooth ;

spike* cylindrical, loose ; whorls approximated, or the lowest or all

of them distant. This plant greatly resemble* M. piperita. The colour

however is of a deep green. It is also frequently confounded with

M. critpa, than which it has a stronger and more agreeable odour, but

weaker than peppermint. It has not the aromatic odour of that plant,

nor does it leave the sense of coolness iu the mouth. From it are

prepared a distilled water, a spirit, and a volatile oil, which are used
as the former.

M. piperila, Peppermint, is found by the sides of ditches and rivers

in Britain, all over Europe, iu Egypt, the middle of Asia, India, and
North and South America. It has a procumbent ascending branched

stein, reddish, quite smooth, or fringed with a very few spreading

hairs; petioles generally ciliated; leaves ovate-oblong, or somewhat
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lanceolate, rounded at the base, deep-green, smooth, or hairy on the

under side; the upper floral leaves small, lanceolate, subulate, shorter

than the flowers
;
whorls few, lax, the uppermost collected into a short

oblong obtuse reddish spike, the lowermost remote, with the cymes
shortly stalked ; bracts subulate, the outer ones as long as the calyx :

pedicels quite smooth; teeth of the calyx hispid, subulate, erect.

Peppermint is an aromatic stimulant, and the most pleasant of all the

mints. It is employed in medicine for several purposes ; the volatile

oil is an antispasmodic.
M. Pultgium, Pennyroyal, also a British plant, is found in wet

ditches in most parts of Europe, also the Caucasus, Chili, and Teneriffe.

The stems are procumbent or prostrate, very much branched, more
or less hairy, rooting ; leaves scarcely half an inch long, often much
less, stalked, ovate, obtuse, with a few shallow unequal serratures full

of pellucid dots, and a little hairy, chiefly underneath ; whorls sessile,

numerous, many-flowered, globose, distant, large in proportion to the

foliage ; flowers light-purple, or nearly white
; calyx hispid, 2-lipped,

villous in the inside of the throat. The properties of this plant are the
same as the other mints. It is supposed to possess peculiar power as

an emmenagogue and antispasmodic.
The other British species of the genus are :

If. rotnndifolia, Round-Le,aved Mint, having sessile leaves, crenate,

serrate, wrinkled, shaggy beneath, and lanceolate bracts.

M. sylvestris, Horse-Mint, has subsessile leaves, serrate, hoary
beneath, and subulate bracts.

M. o'/natica, Capitate-Mint, is distinguished by its stalked leaves,
the uppermost being shorter than the whorls

;
whorls few, subglobose,

capitate, the uppermost terminal.

M. pratensis has nearly sessile leaves, the floral leaves acute, serrate,
the smaller ones longer than the whorls

;
whorls distant, subglobose ;

calyx bell-shaped ; teeth hairy. It is a rare plant.
M. tativa, Whorled Hairy Mint, has stalked ovate leaves, the upper

ones similar but smaller, all longer than the whorls
; calyx tubular or

bell-shaped, with triangular lanceolate teeth.

M. anentit, Corn-Mint, is known by its stalked ovate or elliptical
serrate leaves, the upper leaves similar and equally large ; calyx
bell-shaped ; teeth triangular, an broad as long.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany ; Lindley, Flora, Medico,.)
MENURA. [MANUKA.]
MENYANTHES, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

(irntianaceo!. It has a 5-parted calyx ; corolla funnel-shaped, with an

induplicate aestivation
;
the limb spreading, 5-lobed, equal, stupose ;

stigma capitate, furrowed; capsule 1-celled, 2-valved, with the placentae
in the middle of the valves.

M. trifoliata, Buckbean. is common in spongy boggy soils in Europe,
North America, and Great Britain. The rhizoma penetrates horizon-

tally in the bog-earth to a great distance, regularly intersected with

joints at the distance of about half an inch from each other
;
these

joints are formed by the breaking off of the old petioles and their

hcaths; the leaves proceed from the end of the rhizoma on long
stalks furnished with broad sheathing stipules at the base ; they are

trifoliate, nearly oval, glabrous, somewhat fleshy, and slightly repand,
or furnished with many irregularities at the edge, which hardly pre-
vent them from being entire

; scape round, ascending, smooth, bearing
a conical raceme of flowers ; peduncles straight, supported by ovate
concave bracts ; calyx erect, somewhat campanulate, 5-parted, per-

sistent; corolla white, it! tube short; border 5-cleft, spreading, and
at length revolute, clothed on the upper part with a coating of dense

fleshy obtuse hairs
;
stamens 5, shorter than the corolla, and alternate

with its segments ; anthers oblong, arrow-shaped ; ovary ovate ; stigma
bifid, compressed ; capsule ovate, 2-valved, 1-celled

;
seeds numerous,

minute. All the plant, the root especially, is intensely bitter. It is

considered to be a valuable tonic. Large doses produce vomiting,
and frequently powerful diaphoresis. It is recommended in intermit-

tent and remittent fevers, gout, hepatic complaints, rheumatism,
dropsy, scurry, and worms.

(Lindley, Flora Medico,.)
MEPHITIS. [MUSTELID*.]
MERCENA'RIA, Schumacher's name for the Venus mercenaria of

authors, which passes current as money, under the name of Wampum,
among the Indians of North America. [VENERID.S.]
MERCURIA'LIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Euphorb'uKCa. It has dioecious or moucccious flowers
;
the perianth

2-3-parted ;
with 9 to 12 stamens in the male flowers; the style short

and forked in the female flowers
;

the capsule 2-celled
; the cells

1 -seeded, bursting at the back. The species are herbs ; two of them
are natives of Great Britain.

M, perennit, Perennial Mercury, has a simple stem
;

the leaves

stalked, ovate-oblong, rough ;
the female flowers on long common

stalks ;
the root creeping. It is a native of woods and thickets. It

i* considered to be very poisonous, though some old writers speak of

it as being boiled as a pot-herb. According to Sloane, it produces
violent vomiting, diarrhoea, stupor, convulsions, and even death.

M. annua, Annual Mercury, has the stem branched, leaves stalked,
ovate or ovate-oblong, smooth ; the female flowers nearly sessile ; the

root fibrous. It is a common plant in waste cultivated lands. It

once had a place in the British Parmacopceia on account of its sup-

posed efficacy as an emmenagogue, but it is not now used for that

purpose. The leaves abound iu mucilaginous matter, and are cooked
and eaten in Germany in the same way as we eat spinach. Professor
Burnett has pointed out the peculiar instability of the stamens of this

plant. At the period when they are fully developed if they are
touched they become loosened from their footstalks, and vault off

elastically towards the pistilline flowers.

(Burnett, Outlines of Botany; Babington, Manual of British Botany)
MERCURY, or QUICKSILVER. This metal, which possesses the

remarkable property of being fluid at usual temperatures, has been
known from the remotest ages. Although it is met with in very large
quantity, yet the mines occur in comparatively few places ;

those of
Almaden in Spain, and Idria in Carniola, are the most important.
There are however mines of this metal in Hungary, Transylvania, and
the district of Deux Fonts in Germany. Mercury has been obtained
for a very long time in China and Japan, and although the amount of
the produce is unknown, there is every reason to think it considerable ;

it is also found at Huancavelica in Peru.

Mercury is always obtained from cinnabar, which is a bisulphuret of
the metal. It is found at Almaden in a dark-coloured slate intermixed
with quartzite; sometimes, as in the district of Deux Fonts, the cinna-
bar occurs in the subordinate porphyries ; and at Idria it is found in

the subordinate bituminous schist, but rarely in limestone itself.

The cinnabar which is found in coal-sandstone is often accompanied
with argillaceous and bituminous schist, and imprinted with fishes and

plants, often with combustible fossils, and sometimes even intimately
mixed with coal.

Pliny states (xxxiii. 7) that Callias, an Athenian, discovered the

preparation of vermilion, or cinnabar, B.C. 505. He also mentions
the mines of Almaden [ALMADEN, in GEOG. Div.] as producing in his

time 10,000 Roman pounds annually ; but this was not the amount
which the mines could have produced, for the supply was purposely
limited. Le Play, a French geologist, who visited Almaden in 1833,
describes the mines as being richer than at any former period,

furnishing annually nearly 2,244,000 Ibs. of mercury. About 700
workmen are employed under ground, and 200 iu the operations con-

nected with the extraction of the metal from the ore at the surface.

The mines were visited by Capt. Widdrington in 1843. [ALMADEN.]
Formerly mercury was imported in packages of 50 or 60 Ibs. weight;

the metal was poured into a fresh sheep-skin, from which the wool
was taken off, the ends were tied tight, and the sort of bag thus made
was inclosed in a second skin, and that in a third, and three or four

bags were packed in close barrels. Of late years however mercury
has been brought to this country in wrought-iron bottles.

Various processes are adopted for the purpose of separating the

mercury from the ore, all of which depend upon the volatility of the

metal, its conversion into vapour iu distilling-vessels or retorts, and
its condensation by cold. In order to separate the sulphur from the

metal, either iron or lime may be employed ;
the first forms sulphuret

of iron, and the latter of calcium, with the sulphur, and the metal is

thus set free, volatilised, and condensed. The retorts employed are

made of cast or sheet iron, or earthenware.

According to Dumas the following mines yield annually the annexed
number of quintals of mercury (a quintal is 108 Ibs. avoirdupois

nearly) :

Almaden
Idria .

Hungary
Transylvania
Deux Ponts .

Palatinate

35,280 46,400

We may perhaps reckon the average at about 2000 tons.

The properties of mercury are that it is fluid, of a silvery white

colour, and possesses a high degree of lustre
;

it is inodorous, tasteless,
unacted upon or very slightly by exposure to air at common tem-

peratures, and not at all by water at any temperature. The
specific gravity of mercury is about 13'568. It boils at 670 ; the

density of its vapour is 6*976 ;
and yet, as shown by Priestley, it

vaporises at common temperatures, and Faraday has confirmed the

observation. At 40 below Zero, mercury becomes solid, crystallises
in octohedrons, and gives a dull sound like lead ;

at the moment of

congelation it contracts considerably ;
for while its density at 47 is

13'545, that of frozen mercury is 15'612; when in this state it is

malleable, and may be cut "with a knife.

Mercury is a good conductor of electricity and of heat, but its

capacity for heat is extremely small; it expands uniformly at all

temperatures between its boiling and freezing points. When mercury
is pure it assumes the spherical form in small portions, but when it

contains other metals, it forms into long strife
;

a very minute
admixture is sufficient to produce this effect

;
when thus impure it

must be subjected to distillation, by which the mercury is volatilised,

and the metals mixed with it remain
;
or it may be purified to a

considerable extent from the more oxidisable metals by agitation
with dilute nitric acid. The minerals in which mercury occurs are

not numerous.
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Jfatirt Mrreitry. This occurs in but few placet, cod is met with
in small crack* or crevices of the rock* in which the common ore

occur*, and is frequently accompanied by rod silver.

The principal localities are Almaden in Spain, and Idria in Camiola ;

some U al*o met with in the Palatinate,

CUoridt o/ Mercury (Horn Mercury; Baumerile ; Muriate o/

Mtrenry) Occurs crystallised and in tubercular crust*. Primary form
a square prism. Clearage parallel

to the lateral faces and the diagonal

plane* of the primary form; the latter are the more brilliant

Fracture conchoid*! Hardness 1-0 to 2'0. Readily scratched with
the knife. Colour pearl-gray, or yellowish-gray. Lustre adamantine.
Translucent Specific gravity 6-482.

Heated by the blow-pipe, it is entirely volatilised, and it yields by
analysis

Chlorine 14-89

Mercury 85-11

100

It occurs principally at Moschelandnberg in Deux Fonts, but it in

also met with in Spain, Bohemia, and the Palatinate,

Cinnabar; Vermilion; Bitulphuret of Mercury. This is the com-
mon ore of the metal. Occurs crystallised and massive. Primary
form of the crystal an acute rhomboid. Cleavage easy, parallel to

the lateral faces of a regular hexahedral prism. Fracture conchoidal.
Hardness 2*0 to 2-5. Colour carmine red. Lustre adamantine,

approaching metallic. Opaque, translucent, transparent Specific

gravity 8-098.

Heated by tbe blow-pipe, whitens a piece of copper held over it
Unncted upon by nitric or hydrochloric acid, but readily by a mixture
of them.

It occurs in the places which have been mentioned ; as Almaden,
Idria, 4c.

Massive Varieties amorphous. Structure granular/compact Fibrous
and pulverulent
The following ia an analysis by Klaproth

Sulphur 14-25

Mercury 85'00

99-25
This compound ia often made for use in the arts, especially by the

colour-makers.

Native Amalgam Occurs crystallised and massive. Primary form
a cube. Cleavage indicating the form of a rhombic dodecahedron.
Fracture conchoidal. Hardness 3-0 to 3-5. Scratches gypsum ; is

scratched by fluor-spar. Colour silver white. Lustre bright metallic.

Opaque. Specific gravity 14-119.

When heated by the blow-pipe, the mercury is volatilised, and the
silver remains in the metallic state.

The following are the analyses by Klaproth and Cordier

Klaproth. Cortlier.

Mercury 64 7'2'5

Silver 36 27 5

100 100-0

Mauive Variety amorphous. Structure compact Sometimes
semi-fluid by mixture with excess of mercury. Found in France,

Spain, Sweden, Hungary, the Palatinate, &c.

Iodide of Mercury Occurs in spots of a One lemon-yellow colour in

the variegated sandstone of Casas Viejas, Mexico. When exposed
either to the air or ammonia it become* black.

Selenide of Mercury is a dark steel-gray ore, which is wholly evapo-
rated before the blow-pipe. It occurs in Mexico near San Onofre.

MEKCUKY, Herb. [MERCURtAUS.]
MI.KOAN8ER. [Due**.]
MEROELLUS. [Dcciu.]
MKIIOULUS. [AUK.]
MEROUS. [Dues*.]
MERIDION. (puTOMACEi.1
MEIUONKS. [Uranus,]
MERLANGUS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the family Oadidtt.

It is distinguished from the genus Morrhua, to which the Cod-FUh
belong", by the absence of the barbule at the cliin. [MoRRRCA.1
M. rulgari*(Gadui rulyarii, Linnmus), Hie Wbiting. This fish is well

known for tbe excellence and delicacy of its flesh. The pearly whiteness
<>f iu flaky muscle*, added to it* extreme lightness as an article of
food, recommend it particularly to invalids as an article of diet It is

caught in great abundance all round our coast, and may be traced from
tbe Orkneys to Cape Clear. Whitings of several pounds weight have
been caught as far north as the Dogger Bank

; they have also been
taken of nearly equal size on the coast of Cornwall, and on the Nymph
JUuk along the extended line of the south coast of Ireland. In that

country they have also been found on the eastern oosst, from Water-
ford to Antrim, and from thence north and west as far as Lough Foyle.
Tbe iil, in;; for Whiting with lines is pursued nearly all the year
through, but the fish is most plentiful in the month* of January and
February, when it come* in large shoals towards shore for the purpose
of depositing it* spawn, and is taken in abundance within half a mile
and reldom exceeding three mile* from land. Tbe whiting is a vora-
cious feeder, ud seize* indiscriminately Molliuca, worms, email

Oruttacta, and young fishes. Though occasionally occurring in tbe
London market of three or four pounds weight the most usual size is

from 12 to 16 inches in length, and weighing about one pound and a
half. The body of the Whiting, like the bodies of thoie belonging to

this division, is longer for its depth than that of the Cod-Fish ; the
scale* small, oval, and deciduous ; the lateral line dark and straight

posteriorly, but rising gradually throughout the anterior half; the
head elongated ; the mouth and gape large, the tongue white and
smooth ; the

upper part of the head and the back above the lateral

line pale reddish ash-brown ; side* and belly silvery white ; pectoral,
caudal, and dorsal fins pale brown ; ventral and anal fins almost white,
the pectoral fins each with a decided dark patch at the base.

M. cUbut (Oadui albut, Risso), Couch'* Whiting. It is mentioned by
M. Risso, in his volume on the '

Ichthyology of Nice,' published in

1810, but was not caught in the British seas until 1840 by Mr. Couch.
His description U as follows: "Length 15 inches; the depth in a

straight line 24 inches ; from the base of the first dorsal fin to the
vent along the curve, 3 inches ; from the mouth to the edge of the

gill-covers S inches
; from the same to the anterior edge of the eye

one inch ; the eye large, the form a perpendicular oval
;
under jaw the

longest ; the upper maxillary bone terminal, the snout receding from
it backward, contrary to the form of tbe Whiting, in which .the upper
jaw is under a projection. The general form of the body resemble*
that of the Whiting, but rather more slender ; the back rounded as if

the specimen was plump, thus showing its slender form not to be the
result ofemaciation. The distinctions between this fish and the Whiting
are obvious, in the jaws, fins, lateral line, colour, and vertebrae."

M. carbonariui (Gadui carbonariut, Linnaeus), the Coal-Fish. This
is decidedly a northern fish, but being a hardy species, is not without
considerable range to the southward. It was the only fish found by Lord

Mulgrave on the shores of Spitsbergen, and the fry, only 4 or 5 inches

long, were caught with the trawl-net on tbe west coast of Davis's Strait,

during the first voyage of Captain Sir E. Parry. It is found on the
coast of the United States. It abounds in all the northern seas, and
in the Baltic, and may be said to swarm in the Orkneys, where the

fry all the months of summer and autumn are the great support of the

poor. As an article of food it ia more prized when small than when
of large size. The flesh of specimens weighing from 15 to 20 Ibs. is

usually dried or salted. This fish has more provincial names than any
other species, some of which only refer to it when of a particular size.

Among the Scotch islands the Coal-Fish is called Sillock, Piltock,
Cooth or Ruth, Harbin, Cudden, Sethe, Sey, and Gray Lord. In

Edinburgh and about the Forth the young are called Podleys ;
at New-

castle the fry are called Coalsey, and when 12 inches long Poodler*.
The Coal-Fish may be traced on the Irish coast from Waterford along
the eastern shore to Belfast When detained and well-fed in a salt-

water pond they attain a large size, and are very bold and voracious.

The head and body are elegantly shaped ; the scales small and oblong;
the lateral line silvery white and nearly straight ; the upper part of
the head and back above the lateral line almost black, much lighter
in colour below the line, becoming grayish-white with golden reflec-

tions on the sides and belly ; pectoral, caudal, and dorsal fins bluish-

black ; ventral and anal fins grayish-white ; the upper jaw rather the

shortest, the lips tinged with purple red, the mouth black, the teeth

very small, the irides silvery white, the pupil blue.

M. J'ollachiiu (Oadui PoUaehiui, Linnxus), the Pollack. This fish is

much less abundant on some parts of the coast than the Coal- Fish,
but like that species is an inhabitant of the seas all round our shores.

The fish is called Lythe in Scotland, but whether from it* supple
pliant activity, or from '

lithos,' a stone, in reference to its living among
the rooks, is not decided. The Pollack is caught at Hustings and

Weymouth, also in Devonshire, where it is sometimes sold as Whiting.
When only 12 or 14 inches long it possesses a considerable portion of
the flavour and delicacy of that fish. It is also caught along the Irish

coatt under the names of Pollack, Laith, and Lythe. The body is

elongated ;
the upper part of the head and bock above the lateral line

olive brown, the sides dull silvery white mottled with yellow, and in

young fish spotted with dull red ; the lateral line dusky, curved over

the length of the pectoral fin, then descending and passing in a

straight line to the tail ; the dorsal fins and tail brown ; the pectoral
and anal fins edged and tinged with reddish-orange.

M. vifent (Gadut vireni, Linnicus), the Green-Cod. This fish was
first added to the list of British fishes by Sir Robert Cullum, and if a
distinct species, as some doubt it, is not only abundant, but has an
extensive range. It is mentioned as an inhabitant of the northern
seas by Linuicus and others, and is taken on the coast of Scotland, the
Isle of Man, and on the Cornish coast By some it is thought to be
the young of tbe Coal-Fish, and by others ns the young of the Pollack.

The northern naturalists, who have
opportunities

of making constant

comparison between this -fish and the Coal-Fish from the abundance
of both, consider them as distinct species. It seems to combine in

ittelf the colouring of the Pollack, with some of the peculiarities of the

Coal-Fish, but appears also to be deeper for its length than either,

though if the young of a large species, judging by analogy, that would
not be the case. The subject in its present state is open to investiga-

tion, and invites the attention of those who are so located as to be
able to obtain examples of both.

(Yarrell, Brilith fiika.)
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MERLIN, the English name for the Falto jEialon of Linnaeus;
Emerillon, Rochier, and Faucon de Roche, of the French

;
Stein-Falke

of the Germans; Smerlio, Smeriglio, and Falchetto, of the Italians ;

and Corwalch and Llymystem of the Welsh. This species belongs to

the third sub-family, Falconina, of the large family Falconidce.

[FALCONID.E.] The following are the characters of this bird :

Old Male. Bill bluish horn-colour, palest at the base, darkest
towards the tip ;

cere yellow, irides dark brown ; top of the head

blue-gray, with dark lines passing backwards ; the cheeks and thence
round the back of the neck pale reddish brown, also marked with
dark streaks, forming a collar ; the whole of the back and wing-
covers fine blue-gray, the shaft of each feather forming a dark central

line ; wing primaries pitch-black ; upper surface of the tail-feathers

bluish-gray over two-thirds of their length, with slight indications of
three dark bands, the distal third nearly uniform black, the tips of all

the feathers white; breast, belly, thighs, and under tail-coverts

rufous, with brown central patches, and darker brown streaks
;
under

surface of the tail-feathers barred -with two shades of gray, a broad
dark terminal band, and white tips ; legs and toes yellow, claws black.

Female. Top of the head, back, wing-coverts, and secondaries
dark liver-brown, the shaft of each feather darker, the edge tipped
with red

; the tail-feathers browu, with fine narrow transverse bars
of wood-brown ; under surface of the body pale brownish-white, with
darker brown longitudinal patches ; bill, cere, eyes, legs, toes, and

claws, as in the male.

Young Males Resembling the females.
Birds of the Year. The wiugs do not reach so far towards the

end of the tail as those in the adult. (Yarrell,
'

History of British

Birds.')
The length of this, the smallest of the British hawks, is from 10

to 12 inches, according to ex.

Upper figure, young male of the year, which the female, unless very old,
rewmblei. Lower figure, adult male.

"
Assuredly," saith the author of the ' Book of Falconrie,"

"
divers

of these Merlyns become passing good liawkes and verie skilful; their

property by nature is to kill thrushes, larks, and partridges. They
flee with greater fierceness and more hotley than any other hawke of

prey. They are of greater pleasure, and full of courage, but a man
must make greater care, and take good heed to them, for they are

such busie and unruely things with their beakes, as divers times they
eate off their own feet and tallons very unnaturally, so as they die of

it. And this is the reason and true cause, that seldom or never shall

you see a mewed or entermewed Merlyn. For that in the Mew they
do spoyle themselves, as I have before declared." Sir John Sebright
nays that the Merlin will take blackbirds and thrushes, and that he

may be made to wait on, that is, hover near till the bird be pursued
and started again ;

" and though a Merlin will kill a partridge, they
are not atrong enough to be effective in the field." (' Observations on

Hawking.') The nest is placed on the ground, and but poorly made.
The eggs (1 inch 7 lines long, and 1 inch 3 lines broad) vary in number
from four to five, and are mottled with reddish-brown of two shades
of colour.

This bird is found in Europe, as high as Denmark, and as low as

the shores of the Mediterranean; Smyrna (Strickland), Cape of Good
Hope (Smith) ;

North America, according to Sir John Richardson,
who says that "a single pair were seen in the neighbourhood of
Carlton House in May, 1827, and the female was shot. In the oviduct
there were several full-sized white eggs, clouded at one end with a few
bronze-coloured spots. Another specimen, probably also a female, was
killed at Sault St. Marie, between Lakes Huron and Superior, but it

could not be preserved." Sir John Richardson was unable to ascer-

tain the extent of its migrations on the American continent. Neither

Wilson, Nuttall, nor Prince C. L. Bonaparte notices it as occurring in

the United States; but the latter ('Specchio Comparative") mentions
it as very rare at Rome, and he only observed the young, and that in

winter. It
" was formerly considered to be only a winter visitor to

this country ; but it is now very well ascertained that this species
breeds on the moors of some northern counties. Mr. Selby has
found the nest several tunes in Northumberland ; and Dr. Heysham
mentions three instances that came to his knowledge of Merlins' nests

in Cumberland, where, he says, this bird remains all the year. Mr.

Eyton tells me that it breeds on Cader Idris
;
and Mr. Dovastou sent

a notice to his friend Mr. Bewick,
' on the authority of the game-

keeper at Wynstay Park, North Wales, that he had often seen the
nest of the Merlin, and that it built and bred there in the summer of
1826.'

"

" In the more southern counties of Cornwall and Devonshire the
Merlin is considered to be rare, and only seen in winter. On our
eastern coast it is killed, but not very often, in Kent, Essex, and
Norfolk. The specimens obtained are generally young birds, and
these occur most frequently in autumn, or at the beginning of winter.

In Ireland, according to Mr. Thompson, the Merlin is indigenous in

several northern counties. It breeds also in Scotland, in Orkney, and
in Shetland. In North Wales the young birds are called Stone-

Falcons ; but among ornithologists the Stone-Falcon is considered to

be an adult bird. It is not however improbable that the habit of

sitting on a bare stone or portion of rock, by which this species has

acquired the name of Stone-Falcon, is common to it at all ages and
in other countries." (Yarrell.)
The character of the Merlin ia thus summed up in the old French

quatrain :

" L'Esmerillon beau par eitrcmito
A le coDur gay, et fort hardy courage,
Et bien qu'il soil petit, si fait-il rage
A pour suyvir sa prove en gayeteV*

MERLU'CIUS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the Qadidce, or

family of Cod-Fishes, distinguished by the possession of only two dor-
sal fins and one anal fin, and the absence of the barbulo on the chin.

This latter character distinguishes the species of the genus Merlucius
from the Burbots (Lota) and Rocklings (Motella), and there being only
two dorsal fins removes the present genus from the more typical Cod-

Fishes, where there are three dorsal fins.

M, vulgarit, Cuv. (Gail us Merluciu3\, the Hake, affords a familiar

example of this genus. This fish is found on various parts of the
coasts both of England and Ireland. It inhabits also the seas of the
western coast of Norway, and is common on the northern shore of
the Mediterranean. "A hake of 3 feet 8 inches long," says Mr. Yarrell,
in his '

History of British Fishes,'
"
supplied the means of obtaining

the following particulars : The length of the head, compared to the

length of the body alone, as one to three ; the depth of the body not
so great as the length of the head

;
the ventral fins are placed in,

advance of the pectorals, the rays not unequally elongated ; the

pectoral fins commence in a line under the posterior angle of the oper-

culum, the rays ending with the end of the first dorsal fin ;
the first

dorsal fin itself short and triangular in shape ; the second dorsal fin

commences in a line over the vent
;
the anal fin begins immediately

behind tbe vent; both the second dorsal fin and the anal fin termi-
nate on the same plane, near the tail

; the rays strong and stiff; the
caudal rays about three inches long and nearly even.

"The fin rays in number are: Dorsal, 10, 29; pectoral, 11;
ventral, 7 ; anal, 21 ; caudal, 19.
" The head is depressed ;

the inside of the mouth and gill-covers

black; the lower jaw the longest ; teeth slender and sharp, in a single
row in each jaw ; the irides yellow, with a dark outer circle

;
the

lateral line of the body straight throughout the posterior half, then

gradually rising to the upper edge of the operculurn ;
the appearance

of the lateral line is that of one white line between two dark ones ;

the scales large ; colour of the body dusky brown above, lighter
beneath ; dorsal and caudal fins dark

;
ventral and anal fins pale

brown."
The Qadtti Magellanicus of Forster, and the Q. Maraldi of Risso,

are mentioned by Cuvier as species belonging to the present genus.
ME'ROE (Schumacher), a name for certain Cowry-Shells, Cythercea,

siilnalu, C. cripta, O. hians, &c.

MEKO'PID^E, a family of Fissirostral Birds, which, in the opinion
of Mr. Vigors, is most nearly connected with the conterminous tribe

of Tenuiroatrea by the length, slenderness, and downward curvature of

the bill. He adds that it exhibits at first sight a decided discrepancy
with the succeeding family of Hirwndinidoe, where the bill is short

and wide ; and that if we examine only the typical species of each we
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must admit that in respect to these particulars there is a manifest

distinction between them. Independently however of the general
characters in which both families approach each other, such as the

breadth of the rictus of the bill, the snort and feeble legs, the strength
of the wing, and the consequent habit of using that member chiefly in

seeking their support, agradual approximationu found to take place even

in their bills ; those of some of the extreme species of Mrropi becoming
shorter as they approach Jlirvndo ; while those of some of the

latter group partially desert their own type, and by degrees assume

tbe lengthened form of the bill of the Bee-Eaters. The tail of iferopi

again is equally found to desert the typical characters of the group,

namely, tbe greater length of the two middle feathers, in order to

rvei - DM spa . -. t:.-n -ii-iitly forked, and ai li-n^tli to !

identified with the fully-forked tail of Jlirtatdo. Mr. Vigors is further

of opinion that among the Ttnuirottrei the genus Promtropi approaches
nearest to the fiasirostral group by means of Mtropi, the curved bill

of which approaches the structure of its own. (Vigors,
' On the

Natural Affinities that connect the Orders and Families of Birds,'

in
' Linn. Trans,,' vol. XT.)
Hr. Swainson ('Classification of Birds') is of opinion that the

Meropida, or Bee-Eaters, succeed the Swallows, and says of the

Mrropi Apiatter [BEE-EiTEB], that it annually visits Italy in Socks of

30 or 80, and may be seen skimming over the vineyards and olive-

plantations with a flight much resembling the swallow, though more
direct and less rapid. He observes that their bill U indeed consider-

ably longer and more slender, but remarks that this difference is

softened down by the intervention of the genus Euryitomui, containing
the Swallow-Rollers of India, Africa, and Australia, which have this

organ very short. To these, he thinks, succeed the true Rollers

(Coraeiai, Linn.), which arrive in Italy at the same time with the Bee-

Eaten, and associate also in small flocks. "These two genera of

Roller*," continues Mr. Swainson,
" are so indissolubly united, that

nothing but the strongest prejudice in favour of a preconceived theory
could ever have induced certain naturalists (whose labours in other

respects have been of much advantage to science) to have placed them
in two different orders. The whole structure of the Rollers, their

lengthened pointed wings, and their firm and often forked toil, at

once induce the idea that they feed upon the wing ;
while their very

short legs, scarcely longer than their hind toe, might have shown their

incapacity to alight and walk, like the Crows, upon the ground ; but
this question is at once decided by a knowledge of their economy,
which, from personal observation, we have every reason to believe is

much like that of the Bee-Eaters. The intervention of the Rollers at

once IcBscnn the abrupt transition, which would otherwise be apparent,
from the perfect-footed Swallows to the zygodactyle Bee-Eaters ; and
we are thus prepared

for all those birds whose toes, as it were, are

soldered together, like those of the Meropida. Here perhaps we may
notice that most beautiful and rare genus Kyctiornit, or Night-Feeder,
aa being in all probability that particular link by which nature con-

nects this family with the Trogont, thereby uniting tbe three aberrant

groan of the fiairoitrei into one primary circle. M. Temminck,
overlooking its particular structure, placed this genus with Meropi, to

which indeed it has a close resemblance; while its connection to

1'rionita (Illiger) in other parts of its organisation is no leas obvious.

Its precise situation in short requires further investigation." [H AI.-

CTOSIDJB; MKLIPUAGID.E.]
Mr. Swainson gives the following character as distinguishing the

family :

Wings long, pointed ;
the first quill as long, or nearly so, as any of

the others.

He arranges the following genera under it :

Afarofx (Linn,). BUI very long, slender, slightly curved, compressed ;

the oilmen carinatod ; the tip entire, sharp, and not bent downward.

Wings long, pointed ;
the tips of the lesser quills emarginate. Tail

lengthened. Feet gressorial. (Sw.)
M. apuuter [BM-EATKB] is an example.
Kyctionii (Sw.). Bill considerably curved, very long ; the culinen

with a parallel groove on each side. Wings rounded, convex. Plumage
lax. Feet short, insessorial, resembling those of Prionitei. (Sw.)

.V. amiftui is green; crown (in the adult) lilac; front of the
throat and breast bright red. (Sw.) Total length about 13 inches;

wings S
J inches ; tail (beyond) 3 inches ; tarsi hardly half an inch.

(8w.)
It is a native of India.

Coraeiai (Linn.) Bill moderate, straight; the sides broad, but
much compressed. The

tip
of the upper mandible bent over that of

the lower, which is obliquely truncate; nostrils batal, oblique, linear
;

gape very wide, extending beneath the eye ;
the sides bristled. Feet

insessorial, very short ; all the toes cleft to their base ; inner toe much
the shortest Wings moderate, pointed. (Sw.)

C. Abfuinica has white round the bill ; body aquamarine-green ;

back and wing-coverts cinnamon-colour ; shoulders, rump, and quills
blue ; tail green, the two middle feathers blue

; two long loose pro-
cesses terminating the two external quills.

Bub-genus, J-^ryHomta (VieilL). It resembles Coraciai, but the bill

to shorter and wider, and the wings longer ; nostrils very long ; rictus

smooth. (Sw.)
S. Orititlalii. Colour aquamarine-green ; throat and point of the

JV'ye/iornu amir/us. Swainson.

Coracial Abyitinira.

wing (fouet de 1'aile) azure
; quills and tail-feathers block

;
a wliito

stripe upon tbe wing.
It is a native of Java, South Australia, and all the Polynesian

Inlands. It is the Natay-Kin of the natives of the neighbourhood of

Sydney ;
Dollar-Bird of the colonists

; and Tiong-ba-tu of the inhabit-

ants of Sumatra. It is the Coraciai Orienlalii of Linnaeus.

Chloropygia (Sw.). General form between Tamacia and Coraeiai.

Bill short ; the tip
not abruptly bent ; rictus bristled

; nostrils basal,

linear, oblique. Wings, short, convex, reaching only to the rump ;

the two first quills much graduated ;
the four next nearly equal and

longest. Tail elongated, rounded, and broad. Feet as in Coraeiai.

The species are natives of Madagascar. (Swainson.)
C. Leptonmvt (Lesson ; III.,

'
Zoo].,' pi. 22) is an example.

tfptotomui (Vieill.). Bill about the length of the head, robust;
the upper mandible curved and notched near the tip ; gonys straight ;

nostrils oblong, oblique, the margins elevated, naked, and placed
towards the middle of the upper mandible. Feet short; toes in pairs,
as in Tamatia, Wings lengthened, pointed ; the first and second quills

longest. Tail moderate, even. (Sw.)
L. riridii is a native of the country of the Kaffirs and the coast of

Zanzibar, where it is said to live in the forests on insects and fruits.
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Eurystomus Orientalit.

The form is arranged by Lesson and others under the family Cuculida.

[LEPTOSOMCS.]

Mr. Swainson makes the family of Meropidte the first of the

Fiairottru. It immediately succeeds the Paradiiiadce and precedes
the ffalcyonidce in his arrangement.

M. Lesson, in his ' Table Me'thodique,' gives the following genera as

constituting the family of the Meropidte : Meropi, Alcedo, Dacelo,

Ceyx, Syma, Todtramphui, Momotus, and ucerot. [H.ALCYONID.S ;

BIRDS OF PARADISE ; HORNBILLS.]
MEROPS. [BEE-EATER; MEROPID&]
MERTENSIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Sorayinacecf. It has a calyx in 5 deep segments ; corolla bell-shaped,
with a short thick cylindrical tube with 5 minute protuberances in its

throat ; stamens protruded beyond the throat
; filaments elongate ;

style simple; nuts smooth, inflated, rather drupaceous, attached

laterally near their base by a flat surface ;
seeds free.

if. maritima has a procumbent branched stem ; leaves ovate-acute,

rough, with callous dots, glabrous, fleshy, glaucous; nuts smooth;
flowers in racemes, purplish-blue; protuberances in throat of the

corolla yellow ; leaves with a flavour resembling that of oysters ; nuts

free, forming a pyramid longer than the calyx ; pericarp membranous;
need smaller than the cavity. It is found on the northern sea-shores

in Qreat Britain.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
MERULA. [BLACK-BIRD.]
MERU'LID^E, the Thrushes, a family of Dentirostral Birds, placed

by Mr. Vigors between the Laniadae, or Shrikes, and the Sylviudce, or

Warblers. In the former family, he is of opinion that Vanga, Cuv.,

together with Prionops, Laniarius, and Thamnopltilus of Vieillot,

bring us in contact with the Thrushes, and that the extremes of the

family will be found in Graucalua and Ceblyperu of Cuvier, which

last has been latterly arranged with the Thrushes, and both of which,
by their bills, in some degree depressed at the base, lead back to
Tyrannus, and the other broad-billed groups which commence the
family. Mr. Vigors feels inclined rather to leave Ceblyperis in its

original station among the Shrikes, from the peculiarity of its tail-

coverts, which form themselves into a kind of puffed-out cluster on
the back.
" The family of Merulidie," continues Mr. Vigors,

" connected as
above with the Laniadce, comprises a considerable number of species
and many natural genera ; but which, like most of the Insessorial

groups, have hitherto received but partial examination. The general
views by which they seem to be allied among themselves, as far at least
as can be judged from their present unorganised condition, may be
stated as follows; but with that expression of doubt which ever
attends inquiries like the present, where the absence of accurate in-
formation to the economy of the subjects before us, and of extensive

knowledge of the forms connected with them, leaves us no better
foundation for our inferences than partial conjecture. The genus
Myiothera, 111., seems to be the first group of the present family which
is connected with the Laniadce, where it is met by some of the smaller
species of Thamnophilus. This group seems to lead by Pitta, Vieill.,
and perhaps Cinclus, Bechst, through some intervening forms, to the
true Thrushes, or the genera Turdus of authors and Merula of Ray,
which form the type of the family. To these we may add that portion
of the Lmnaean Orioles, which, possessing the curved and notched bill
of the Thrushes, constitutes the genus Oriolus, or true Oriole, of the
present day. Here we meet several groups, generally arranged without
order in the Linnaean genus Turdus, and hitherto entirely uncharac-
terised, which gradually lead from the typical groups to those which
possess a more generally delicate conformation ; until the compara-
tively strong form and robust bill of the Thrushes is lost in the weaker
body and more slender bill of the Warblers. Here again the group of
Rock Thrushes, of which the Turdus saxatilis is the type, appear to

bring us round, by their general habits and assimilating characters of
bill and tarsi, to Myiothera, where we entered the family. Those
birds which constitute the groups which we denominate Chatterers,
and which form the genus Ampclis of Linnaeus, are usually assigned a

place near this family; and I must confess that, from the general
affinity which they appear to bear to it, I have felt, and still feel, con-
siderable doubt whether this be not their natural station. A strong
affinity however on the other hand seems to unite them with the

wide-gaped Piprce, and some of those other groups which, by their bill,
broad and depressed at the base, appear to come in contact with the
earlier divisions of the present tribe, and the extreme of the Fissiros-
tres which precede it. . The general rule of placing groups in a conter-
minous situation, according to what appears to be the predominance
of their more important characters, has inclined me to arrange the
birds of which I speak provisionally among the Pipridce, at the extreme
termination of the tribe before us. In my present view of the caae,
the characters in which they accord with that family and approximate
the extreme groups of the preceding tribe appear to predominate.
More accurate knowledge on these subjects will clear away these and
similar difficulties. But I cannot too often insist upon the point, that
whatever alterations may take place hereafter in our ideas respecting
the disposition of these subordinate groups, they cannot interfere with
the general principles which it is the object of this inquiry to illus-

trate. Instead of impugning our general views, they will merely
remove those doubts on minor points in which our present limited

acquaintance with nature involves us."

In Mr. Swainson's ' Classification of Birds,' the reader will find
elaborate details of his views respecting the affinities and analogies of
this extensive family, which our limits do not permit us to give. The
following arrangement is from the 'Synopsis,' where the family is

placed between the Laniada; and the SylmadtK :

MEHULID.B.

Sub-Family jBrachypodincc.

Feet very short
;
hind toe almost as long as tarsus; claws short,

much curved ; bill distinctly notched
; wings short, rounded ; feathers

on the rump very long and thick-set. (Swainson.)
Micropus (Sw.). Bill as long as the head, straight, somewhat conic,

but the culmen gradually arched ; tarsus remarkably short, feathered

beyond the knees
;
lateral toes unequal ;

hinder as long as the tarsus.

Wings moderate, the first quill almost spurious ;
tail even. (Sw.) Ex.,

M. chalcocephalus, 'PI. CoL,' 453.

Sub-Genus, Hypsipetes (Vig.). Tail forked. Ex. H. psaroides

(Gould, 'Cent. Himala Birds ').

Brachypus (Sw.). Bill shorter than the head ;
the .base broad ; the

sides compressed ; culmen elevated and curved from the base
; rictus

generally furnished with bristles. Feet very short, strong ; tarsal scales

entire ; tarsus longer than the hind toe ; clawa curved, broad, acute,

wings and tail rounded. (Sw.)
Sub-Genera. Brachypus (Sw.). Bill short

;
rictus bristled. Feet

small, weak, lateral toes equal, hinder toe as long as the tarsus. Ex.
B. diipar, 'PI. Col.,' 137. CUoropsis (Jard. and Selb.). Bill more
lengthened ;

the tip much hooked
;
the notch of the upper mandible

forming a small distinct tooth; rictus of gape smooth. Feet small,
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Uterml toe* unequal, the hinder toe rather shorter than the tarsus. (Sw.)
Ex. C. Malabaricui,

' PL Col./ 618, 1 2. Jora, or lira (Horaf.). Bill

nearly M long ai the head, lengthened, somewhat conic, and rounded ;

rictus smooth ; tarsus rather lengthened, the anterior scales divided ;

middle and hinder toe of equal length; tarsus much longer than

either; tail very short, fasciculated ; the tips truncate and even. Ex.

J.teaptUant, Honf., Java. Andropadut (Sw.). Bill very short, re-

sembling that of Brachifptu, but the upper mandible crenated new the

tip ; neck with setaceous hairs ; rictus bristled. Wings, tail, and feet

as in Brachypu*. (Sw.) Ex. A. tociferut, 'Ois. d'Afr.,' 106, f. 2.

ffamalornit' (Sw.). Head crested; bill short; rictus bristled. Feet

short, lateral toes unequal, hinder toe shorter than the tarsus, which
b equal to the middle toe. Wings and tail rounded. (Sw.) Ex., 11.

duytorrkenu.'Oi*. d'Afr.,' Ill, pL 107, f. 2.

Tricoplkonu (Temm.). Culmeu gradually arched ; nostrils and base

of the bill surrounded with lengthened slender hairs ; gape very
strongly bristled ; margins of the mandibles white

;
feathers of the

crown and chin elongated. Nape of the neck with several conspi-
cuous lengthened bristles, considerably exceediug the surrounding
feathers. Feet short. Tarsus longer than the hind toe, and feathered

beyond the knees ; inner toe shortest. Wings and tail moderate, the
former with the three first quills much graduated. Ex., T. olivaceut.

(Swainson,
' Birds of West Africa,' L 264.)

PkyUcutrcphut (Sw.). Bill as long as the head, strong, the tip
rather hooked ; rictus strongly bristled : frontal feathers small, compact,
directed forwards, and compressed on the base of the bill. Wings
and tail moderate, rounded. Feet short, strong, robust ; tarsus and
middle toe of the same length ; lateral toes unequal, the inner
shortest : hinder toe shorter than the inner one ; anterior tarsal

scales divided. (Sw.) Ex. P. Capenta, 'Ois. d'Afr.,' 112, f. 1.

Icteria (VieilL). Bill with the general form of that of Brachypiu,
but the culmen more elevated and arched, and both mandibles entire.

Wings and tail rounded ; tarsus considerably lengthened and strong.
Inner toe the shortest ; middle toe very long. Natives of America.
Ex. / polyglotta. (Wilson, pL 6, f. 2.)

Sub-Family Myotherina; (Myiolherina), Ant-Thrushes.

Bill straight, somewhat cylindrical ; the tip suddenly bent down or
hooked.

Daiyctphala (Sw.). Bill as long as the head, straight; tip abruptly
hooked, base wide, the rest somewhat cylindrical; gonys strong,

ascending; nostrils and front defended by stiff feathers and bristles,

pointing in different directions; rictus strongly bristled. Tarsus

lengthened, slender; lateral scales numerous, small, oval; toes and
claws slender

; inner toe shortest ; outer toe connected to the middle
as far as the first joint ;

hind claw large. Wings and tail rounded.
Ex. D. rvfaoetu. ( Birds of Brazil,' pi. 76.)

Myiothera (111.). Feet lengthened, rather stout ; lateral scales of
tarsus in an entire piece ; claws not brood, nor greatly curved. Bill

as in the small Tkamnophili. Wings short. Tail moderate, rounded.
Sub-Genera. Myiothera. Inner toe longer than the outer, and cleft

to its base ; outer toe with its first joint united to that of the middle
toe ; the tarsus with the anterior scales divided. Drymojihila (Sw.).
Inner toe shorter than the outer, which is only slightly connected to

the middle ; tarsus (typically) very smooth ; all the scales entire. (Sw.)
U.x. D. longipei. (' ZooL,' I1L, ii. 28.) Sraehypterus (Horsf.). [BBACHT-
FTEBTX.] Myiocincla- (Sw.). Legs strong ; inner toe longer than the
outer ; all the tarsal scales divided ; anterior claws small ; hinder claw

nearly straight, and as long aa the toe. (Sw.) Ex. M. Colma,
'
Eul.' 821.

1'iihyi (VieilL). Feet syndactyle ;
the inner lateral toe shortest ; the

outer united by its first and second joint to the middle toe ; all the
Urral scales entire. Ex. P. albifront. (VieilL,

'

Gal.,' pL 129.)
Mr. Swaiuson remarks that i'rotomus, Formicivora, and all the other

small ttyiothrrtr, having the feet weak and the tarsal scales and claws
similar to those of Tfiamnophilut, he thinks it better to refer them to

that group; but, as it has not been analysed, he does not, in the
Classification of Birds,' incorporate those two sub-genera, although
proposed by himself some years ago. (' Zoological Journal,' voL i.

p.
301 ; 'On the natural Affinities that connect the Orders and Fami-

lies of Birds,' by Mr. Vigors.)
Mr. Vigors observes that the line of connection between Thamno-

pkiliu and Mviotkera is fully established by the intervention of several
forms gradually passing into_each other, such as t'urmicivora, I'rotomut,'

', xv.)
thrush-like ; the culmen gradually

curved ; nostrils nearly naked : wings moderate
;
the first and second

quills but slightly graduated. Tail remarkably short, almost hid by
the covers. Feet very long, pale, the scales nearly entire ; inner toe

slightly shorter than the outer. India and Australia. (Sw.) Ex.

P.ffipu. (' PL CoL,
1

217.)
Sub-Genera. Chloritoma (Sw.). Bill as in Pitta, but somewhat

thicker; nostrils protected and nearly covered by incumbent feathers
;

rictus bristled. Wings rounded ; the four first quills much graduated.
Tail moderate or lengthened, graduated. Feet strong, rather length-
ened : the inner toe scarcely shorter than the outer. India. (Sw.)
Ex. C. IhaloMina. 'PL Col.,' 401. OraUaria (VieilL). Bill thrush-

like, as in Pitta. Wings rounded; the two first quills graduated, the

*
Thi< name ii preoccupied. [PALCOXID.B.]

forms gradually passing into each other,
and Drymophila. (' Linn. Trans.,' voL :

Pitta (Temm.). Bill strong, thrusl

first half as long as the second, the three next nearly equal. Tail
short and rounded. Legs very long : the tarsus slender, pale ; the
anterior scales divided, the lateral scales (typically) entire ; lateral toes

nearly equaL Ex. G. Rex. '

EnL,' 702.
Mr. Swainson remarks that it appears to him that CHamma (Vig.)

is more an aberrant species of (t'rallaria than a distinct type in the

genus Pitta, the only species known chiefly differing in having the
tail longer and the lateral scales divided.

Cinclut (Bechst). Bill moderate, rather slender, very straight,

considerably depressed; tip absolutely notched; gonys ascending.
Nostrils naked, membranaceous

; the aperture very small and linear.

Wings moderate, rounded; the firnt quill spurious. Tail very short,

even; feet large, very strong, pale; the lateral toes equal; tarsal

scales entire and smooth. (Sw.)
The CViio/i haunt the banks of clear streams, rejoicing in the

vicinity of some tumbling cascade hurrying over a rooky declivity.

They go into the water till they are quite submerged, walk on the
bottom of the stream, and there seek their insect food. M, Temminck
states that when in this situation they open their wings and con-

stantly agitate them. Their feathers are, he says, furnished with an

oily matter for this purpose, like the feathers of ducks ; and adds,
as an ' on dit,' that when thus walking they appear surrounded with

air-bubbles, which render them very brilliant.

C. aquaticvi, C. mdanogatter, and C. Pallatii are natives of Europe.
M. Temminck expresses a doubt whether the second is a distinct

species; and refers, with some slight doubt, C. PaUatii of the

Himalaya Mountains to the third. He states the geographical
distribution of C. Pallatii to be the Crimea and other parts of

European Russia, and soys that it is very common in Japan, where it

is named Kawagaras.
C. aquaticiu, the Water-Ouzel. It is the Lerlichirollo and Merlo

Aquatico of the Italians
;
Tordo de Agua of the Spaniards ; Merle

d'Eau and Aguasiere a Gorge Blanche of the French ; Watnstsre of
the Swedes; Povodui Koss of Scopoli; Fosse Fold, Fosse Kalcl,

Qutera Kald, Stroem-Steer, and Brekke Engl, of the Norwegians;
Wasser-Amsel, Bach-Amael, and Der Hochkorfige mittlere und
Nordische Waaserschwiitzer, of the Germans ; Waterspreeuw of the

Netherlander*; Mwyalchen y Divir of the Welsh; and Water-Crow,
Water-Pyet, Water-Piet, Dipper, and Bessy-Ducker, of the British.

Waler-Ouiel (Cinclut ayuaticiu). Adult and Young of the Year.

Male. Upper parts deep brown, tinted with ash-colour; throat,
front of the neck, and breast pure white ; belly rusty ; bill blackish

;

iris pearl-gray; feet horn-colour. Length rather more than 7 inches.
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Female. Upper part of the head and back part of the neck
ash-brown ; less white upon the breast ; lower parts yellowish
rusty.

Young of the Year distinguished by the gray feathers which cover
the head and the nape ; feathers of the back and rump fringed with
blackish ; those of the wings with white towards the end ; the white
of the lower parts extends to the middle of the belly and towards
the abdomen; but all these white feathers are finely varied with
brown and ash-colour.

It is found in Sweden, Scandinavia, Siberia, Russia, Germany, the
Alps, the Pyrenees, Holland (rare), Spain, Italy, England, Scotland,
Wales, and Ireland, and in the vicinity of Trebizond, in Asia Minor.
With regard to its habits, Mr. Gould says :

" As far as the fact of
its submersion goes, we have ourselves many times witnessed it

;
but

have never been able to mark unobserved the actions of the bird
under water, so as to say whether it is by a powerful effort that it

keeps itself submersed, or whether it is completely at its ease, as
some have asserted. The Water-Ouzel is a spirited and restless little

bird, full of life and activity, flitting from stone to stone along the
borders of the streams

; and it is especially fond of perching upon
any rock that happens to be elevated in the centre of the current,
where, conspicuous by its white breast, it may be observed dipping
its head and jerking its tail in a manner not unlike that of the wren,
at one moment pouring forth a lively twittering song (and that even
in the depth of winter, when the earth is covered with snow), and at
the next diving down, and rising again at a considerable distance.
When ifi disposed, its flight is straight, low, and rapid ;

in fact, much
like the Kingfisher; and it is equally solitary in its habits. It is

however seldom seen in the same situations as the Kingfisher, the
latter being a frequenter of streams which flow through a fertile

country, while the Water-Ouzel is peculiar to the rapid and limpid
streams which descend the mountain sides and run through glens at
their base."

(' Birds of Europe.')
The food of this species consists of land and water insects and

their larvae, Spltemene, Phryganea, Ac., and fresh-water Testaceous
Molluscs. Mr. Macgillivray found in their stomachs beetles and the
animals of Lymncea; and Ancyli. The Scotch persecute it under the

impression that it feeds on the spawn of the salmon. The justice of
this persecution has been doubted.

Fissures of rocks, crags, and rough stones are selected as the

locality for the curious nest, which is domed, and similar with regard
to materials to those which compose the nest of the wren. "It
builds early," observes Mr. Yarrell, "and conceals its large nest with
great art. If a cavity in a moss-covered rock is chosen, the nest is

formed of a mass of closely interwoven moss, 7 or 8 inches deep, and
10 or 12 inches in diameter, with a hollow chamber in the centre
lined with a few dry leaves, to which access is gained by a small

aperture through the moss on one side. Sometimes the nest is placed
under a projecting stone, forming part of a cascade, and behind the
sheet of water that falls over it. The eggs are from four to six in

number, measuring one inch in length by nine lines in breadth, pointed
at the smaller end, and white." ('British Birds.')

Nest of Wutcr-Ouzel (Cinclus aquaticut}.

Pennant's Penrith Ouzel is probably a young Water-Ouzel of the
first year.

Mr. Gould, in his 'Birds of Europe,' states that, since the publi-
cation of his

'

Century of Birds from the Himalaya Mountains,' he
had received specimens of the young as well as of the adult, in

consequence of which his plate in the ' Birds of Europe
'

is rendered
more complete. He adda that M. Temminck had favoured him with

npecimens of the Japan Water-Ouzel, which differed so slightly from
those killed in India, as not, in Mr. Gould's opinion, to admit of their

being separated.
JUT. HIST. CIV. rOt. III.

There is an American species, Cinclw unicolor (Bonap.), C. Mexi-
canus (Sw.)

Sub-Family Mendinoe (True Thrushes). Wings more lengthened
and pointed. Bill notched, with the culmen gradually curved to the

tip, which is bent, but not hooked over the lower mandible. Feet
formed both for perching and walking. (Sw.)

Petrocincla, Vig. (Rock Thrushes). Bill thrush-like : tip of the

upper mandible abruptly bent down and nearly entire. Wings
moderate

; the first quill spurious ; the second shorter than the three

next, which are equal and longest. Tail even ; anterior scales divided ;

lateral toes equal ; claws small, but slightly curved.
P. saxatilis, the Rock-Thrush, Merle de Roche of the French,

Twdus saxatilis (Gould), is a native of Europe. It inhabits rocky
and mountainous countries. It is found in the Uralian Mountains,
the Alps, and Pyrenees. It also inhabits Germany, France, Switzer-

land, and the Tyrol, Spain, Sicily, Turkey, the Grecian Archipelago,
and Algeria. It has occasionally been shot in England, and on that
account is mentioned by Yarrell in his '

British Birds."

Sub-Genus Petrophila (Sw.) Bill thrush-like : the culmen and tip
of the upper mandible gradually bent and entire. Wings and tail as
in the last. Legs pale ; anterior scales entire ; lateral toes unequal ;

inner shortest; claws moderate and fully curved. (Sw.) Ex. P.

cyanocephala. (Gould,
' Cent, of Himal. Birds.')

Merula (Willughby). [BLACKBIRD.]
Orpheut (Sw.). General structure of Mei-uta. Bill more curved in

the culmeu
;
the notch small, or nearly obsolete

; rictal bristles rather

strong. Wings rounded
;
the three first quills graduated. Tail length-

ened, graduated, or rounded. Inner toe manifestly shorter than the
outer. Ex. 0. Polyglottus. (Wilson, pi. 10, f. 1.)
Sub-Genus Cotiypha (Vig.). General structure of Orpheus, but the

wings more rounded, and the tail less so
; rictus smooth. Africa only.

Ex. C. leucocept. (Sw., 'Birds of West Africa,' 1, pi. 32.)

Chcetops (Sw.). Bill moderate, thrush-like, notched
;
nostrils basal,

large, naked, membranous, the aperture lateral and linear; frontal
feathers rigid, the shafts composed of bristles; chin-feathers the same,
but weaker; rictus bristled. Wings very short and rounded. Tail
rather lengthened, broad, convex, soft, and slightly rounded. Tarsi

very loug and strong ; anterior scales divided ; lateral toes unequal ;

claws small, obtuse, and slightly curved, the three anterior of equal
size. Africa. (Sw.) Ex. C. urchellii. (PI.

'

Col.,' 385.)

Sub-Family Crateropodirux, Babblers. Legs remarkably long and
strong, with the claws but slightly curved. Wings short and rounded.
Tail large, broad, graduated, and very soft. Plumage lax. Bill com-
pressed, straight, hard, the tip nearly entire. (Sw.)

Pellorneum (Sw.). Bill moderate, straight, somewhat conic ; tip

notched; gonys ascending; frontal feathers, small, rigid, directed
forwards ; rictus bristled. Wings very short, much rounded. Tail

moderate, graduated. Tarsus and middle toe of equal length ; lateral

toes much shorter and equal; hinder toe shorter than the tarsus;
anterior claws very small, and but slightly curved; tarsal scales hardly
divided. (Sw.) Ex. P. ruficept.

Crateropus, Sw. (lanthocincla, part). Bill nearly as long as the head,
more or less straight from the base, much compressed, obsoletely
notched ; rictus bristled ; frontal feathers rigid. Wings short, rounded.
Tail large, broad, soft, and rounded. Feet very large and strong ;

tarsus lengthened, the anterior scales divided
; lateral toes nearly

equal ; hind toe large, nearly as long as the middle toe. Plumage
lax, soft. (Sw.) Ex. C. Meinwardii. ('Zoo!.,' 111., i. 30.)

Grallina (Vieill.). Bill slender, straight, rather cylindrical above ;

the sides very little compressed ;
base broader than high ; tips of both

mandibles distinctly notched ; nostrils naked, basal
; rictus with a

few bristles. Wings very long; first and second quills graduated, foul-

next longest. Tail lengthened, even. Feet strong, formed for walking,
black ; anterior toes divided, the rest entire ; lateral toes equal ;

middle
toe and claw short, very little longer than the hind toe. Australia.

Ex. U. mdanoleuca. (VieilL,
'

Gal.,' pi. 150.)
Sub-Genus Cinclosoma (Horsf. and Vig.). Bill very straight; culmeu

and gonys equally curved towards the point, which is slightly notched.

Wings very short
;

the two first quills graduated ; the three next

longest, and of equal length. Tail lengthened, broad, graduated, ths
feathers narrowed towards their tips; under tail-coverts very long.
Feet moderate

;
inner toe longer than outer. Australia. Analogous

to Accentor among the Syh-iadce. (Sw.) Ex. C. pwnctata. (Shaw,
'Zool. of Nat. Hist.,' pi. 9.)

JMalacocimu (Sw.). Bill more or less curved, by being elevated at

the base, having the sides much compressed, and the culmeu high and
arched ; the tip almost entire, and uot suddenly bent over the lower.

Feet very large. Tail soft, graduated, generally lengthened. (Sw.)

Ex., if. striatus. (' Zool.,' 111., ii. pi. 127.)
Sub-Genera. Mc'jalurm (Horsf.). Bill slender ;

rictus bristled.

Wings very short ;
the two first quills graduated, the four next all

of the same length, and longest. Tail lengthened, graduated ;
the

feathers narrow. Feet very large and strong ; toes lengthened ;
the

inner toe rather longer than the outer; claws slender, and but slightly

curved; anterior scales divided, lateral, entire. Ex. M. palustris.

Pomatorhinus (Horsf.). General structure of Crateropus ; but both

mandibles of the bill curved and entire, and the whig shorter and

much more rounded ; four first quills graduated. Tarsal scales

3 E
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entire ; inner to* rather shorter than the outer. Ex., P. monianut.

Timalia (Horsf.). Plumage lax. Bill straight, rather short, much

compressed; culmrn high and arched gradually ; tip olwolctely notched

or entire ; commissure curvet). Wing* abort, rounded. Tail more or

less lengthed, graduated. Feet strong ; lateral toes nearly equal
India, Australia, Africa. (Sw.) Ex. T. Ikoraciea. (' PL Col,' 76.)

Pleroptofhiu (Kittlitz). Feet of extraordinary sire and thickness ;

all the anterior toes nearly equally long ;
claws long, slender, slightly

ourred. Tail consulting of fourteen feathers, rounded and carried

erect Wings Trry short. Representing Mautra and Orthonyx.
Western tropical America only. (Sw.) Ex. P. ncgapoditu. (Kittl.,

pL4;
'

Zool,' III, ii. pi. 117.)

Sub-Family Oriotiint, Orioles. Bill thrush-like, as long as the head,
broad at the base, compressed beyond ; the base and gape devoid of

bristles; nostrils naked, aperture large. Wings lengthened. Kuiop-
feathers thick. Lateral toes unequal (Sw.)

ZtoMcooitu (Sw.). Habit and general structure of the Craleropm.
BUI lengthened, slender ; the cnlmen arched from the base ; the tip
hooked and notched ; nostrils large, naked, membranaceous ; the

aperture large, oral, terminal Wings remarkably short and rounded.
Tail moderate, broad, cuneated. Feet very large and strong ; lateral

toe* equal; claws slender, acute, slightly curved. America only.

(Sw.) Ex. D. TOci/erow ( Zool,' III, u. pi ~'2.)

Sericuliu (Sw.). Bill rather stout, resembling that of Orioltw ;

nostrils naked. Wings moderate ; two first quills equally graduated ;

third nearly as long as the fourth. Tail moderate, even. Feet strong,
robust ; tarsus much longer than hind toe ; inner shortest. Australia.

(Sw.) Ex. & ckryKCtpkaiiu. (Lewin'a
' Birds of New South Wales,'

p.1.)
OrtoliM (Linn.). Bill as long as the head, broad at the base ; tip

distinctly notched, and somewhat hooked ; nostrils short, nearly
naked ; aperture lateral, large, and oval Wings rather lengthened ;

first quill very short
;
second not quite so long as the third, which is

generally the longest. Tarsus rather short, longer than the hind toe
and claw

; anterior scales divided. (Sw.)
Woods and thickets are the haunts of the Orioles ; and there they

live in pairs, congregating however for their autumnal migration.
Their nests are very artificially framed, and constructed at the extre-
mities of the branches of high trees; insects, with different kinds of
berries and other soft fruits, form their food. The prevailing colour
of the plumage of the males is yellow, and this character is constant
in the greater number of species known. The females differ much
from the males, their

plumage exhibiting greenish or tarnished yellow
tints

; and the young in early life always resemble the females. Their
moult is simple and ordinary.
They are found in Asia, Africa, islands of the Indian Archipelago,

and southern and eastern Europe.
0. galbtda, the Golden Oriole. This is supposed by Belon and others

to be the XAwpW of the Greeks; Galgvlut, Vireo, and OrMui of the

Romans, and the Piciu of which Pliny (book x. c. 33) speaks as suspend-
ing its nest on a twig of the topmost branches of a tree, after the manner

r._

of a cup. It is the Becquafiga, Bruaola, Galbedro, Garbella, Giallone,
and Gravolo Gentile, of the Italians ; and Kigogolo Commune of the
'
Stor. degl Uoc.'; Turiol of the Spanish ; Loriot, Compere Loriot, and

Orio, of the French ; Gelbe lUche, Gelber Pirol, Der Pyrold, Wiedewal

&.C., of the Germans and Netherlander* ; Goutmerle of the Dutch ;

Witwall of Willughby and Ray ; and Fwyalchen Felen of the Welsh.
Male. Golden yellow, a blackish brown spot between the eye and

the bill ; wings and tail black ; a yellow spot on the quills, not far

from the middle of the wing when closed ;
and the tail-feathers termi-

nated with yellow ; bill reddish maroon ;
iris red

;
feet bluish gray.

Length rather more than 10 inches. Mr. Boy agrees with Mr. Tarrell

that the male does not obtain its brilliant yellow and black till the

third year.
Female. Greenish olive above ; grayish white with a yellowish tint

below, where the plumage is marked by somewhat distant grayish
brown short stripes or dashes disposed longitudinally ; wings brown
bordered with olivaceous gray; tail olivaceous tinged with black;

yellowish beneath with a brownish black mark, somewhat in the form
of an irregular Y ; no dark streak behind the bill and the eye.
The Young of the Year resemble the female ; but the longitudinal

stripes of the lower parts are more numerous and deeper in colour ;

bill blackish gray and iris brown.

Variety, with block spots on a brilliant yellow ground.
The Golden Oriole is, upon the whole, a shy bird, haunting lonely

groves and thickets on the skirts of woods, excepting in the fruit

season, when it always frequents orchards, to the no small loss of the

owner. It is difficult to get near them, though they are sometimes

approached by the sportsman under the deception
of his imitative

Whistle ;
but it requires great accuracy both of lips and ear to perform

this fraud, for the least mistake, or one false note, will send the bin)

off at once. The food consists of insects and their larva;, berries, and

fruits, among which figs, grapes, and cherries are favourites. The
whistle of the Oriole is loud but flute-like, and Bechstein expresses
the sound by tho word '

puhlo.' The cup, or rather saucer-shaped net,
is formed of wool and slender grass-stems, and placed in the fork of a

branch, usually towards its extremity. The old French quatrain

says:
" On clit qu'un homme one le nid nc troura,
Du Loriot, lequel ne fust pcndu,
A un ramcau, aural ct smpendu,
Voyli pourquoy ce dire on controuTa."

Golden Orlota (Orioltu fallnila').

Lower flfurr, mile
; upper flgurc, female.

Neat of Golden Oriole (Ofiolun gatbula

The eggs are generally four or five, purplish white with a few ash-

gray and claret spots ; and the female watches over them with such

maternal care, that it is said she will suffer herself to be taken rather

than abandon them. In this country nests have been taken in Suffolk

and Norfolk.

This bird is found in Sweden, where it occasionally breeds
;
some

of the districts of Russia, Germany, Holland) France, Spain, and Italy ;

Malta (on the southward migration to Africa), Greece, Egypt, Tunis,

Tripoli, and the whole north coast of Africa ; Trebizond and Smyrna.
In a note to Pennant's '

British Zoology,' by J. L., it is stated that it

is common in India under tho name of Pilluck or Peeluck, and that

drawings of both sexes were sent from Oude to Lord Valentia ;
but

these were probably specimens of 0. aurcta so often received from

India, a species which, though in some degree like tho 0. galbula, is

distinct from it.

In our own country the Golden Oriole has been found in Ham:
Devonshire, Cornwall, near Manchester, near Lancaster, near Walton
in Surrey, and near Godalming, at Cheshnut (Herts), near Saxmundlmm
in Suffolk, in Norfolk, at Tynemouth in Durham, and in South Wales.

It has been seen, though rarely, in Ireland, but never, as far as we
can learn, in Scotland.
The bird can only be considered as an occasional summer visitor in

Britain, where it first appears in April, returning in September. Prince
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C. L. Bonaparte states (' Specchio Comparative ') that it arrives near
Home in the spring, and departs in the summer.
The Golden Oriole gets very fat after its summer feed of fruits.

Willughby saw many of them in the poulterers' shops at Naples,
and says that "it hath very delicate flesh, and yields wholesome
nourishment."

Sub-Genus Irena (Horsf.). Bill of Oriolus ; but the eulmen much
raised and considerably arched from the base, rather hooked at

the tip. Nostrils partly defended by short plumes, which cover
the membrane. Rictus slightly bristled. Wings and tail as in

Sericulus : feet small ; tarsus very short, scarcely longer than the hind
toe and claw; anterior and lateral scales entire; inner toe rather

shortest : rump-feathers very thick, and slightly spinous. The species
inhabit India. Ex. Irena Pv.ella. (Horsf., 'Java.'

'
PI. Col.,' 70.)

Dulus (Vieill.). Bill very short, much compressed, but with the
eulmen elevated and arched; commissure curved; nostrils as in

Oriolus. Wings rather short; first quill not half so long as the

second; third, fourth, and fifth longest; secondaries with the tips
notched

;
tertials lengthened. Tail moderate, slightly forked. Feet

as in Oriolug ; claws strong, broad, much curved. The species are

natives of South America. Ex. D. palmarum. (' Enl.,' 156, f. 2.)

Sphecotheres (Vieill.). Bill rather short, strong, partaking of the

structure both in Dulus and Oriolus ; the base broad
; commissure

straight, gape very wide, extending beyond the eye. Nostrils naked,
the aperture large and oval ; wings, tail, and feet as in Dulus ; tarsus

hardly longer than the hind toe and claw. The species inhabit Aus-
tralia. Kx. S. virida. (Vieia,

'

GaL,' pi. 147.)

M. Lesson, in his 'Table Me"thodique,' makes the Turdusine'es, the
fifth family of the Dentirostral Birds, consist of the following
genera :

Turdui (Linn.), including Merula, Turdus, and Ixoi : Cinclus;
Cinclosoma; Dulus; Sturnella ; Timalia ; Daiyornis ; Jora; Pitta;

Myiothera ; Erachypteryx ; Orallina ; Acridotheres ; Psaroides ;

ifimetet ; Oriolus ; and Sericulus. The position assigned to the family
is between the A mpelidfes and the Menurees (Mcenura).

Prince C. L. Bonaparte, in his '

Geographical and Comparative List

of the Birds of Europe and North America' (1838), places the Turdidce
between the Certhidce and the Muscicapida, and assigns to the first

the following sub-families and genera.

Sub-Family a. Calamoherpince.

Cellia (Bonap.) ; Pseudo-luscinia (Bonap.) ; LocusteUa (Ray) ; Cala-

modyta (Bonap.) ; Cysticola (Less.) ; Erythropygia (Smith, Agnbates,
Sw.) ; Calamoherpe (Meyer) ; Hippolaii (Brehm.). These are for the
most part formed at the expense of the genera Sylvia and Motacilla

(Lino.).
o. Sylvirue.

PhyUopneutte (Meyer, PhyUoscopus, Bole); Melizophilus (Leach);
Sylvia (Lath.); Curruca (Brisson); Nisoria (Bouap.); Accentor

(Bechst.); Calliope (Gould) ; Lutcinia (Br., Philomela, Sw.).

c. Saxicolince.

Dandalus (Boie, Erytluim, Sw., Rubecula, Br.) ; Ruticilla (Br., PTioe-

nicura, Sw.) ;
Saxicola (Bechst) ; Vitijlora (Briss., (Knanthe, Vieill.) ;

Sialia (Sw.) ; Petrocincla (Vig., part) ; Petrocossyphus (Boie).

d. Oriolina.

Oriolus (Linn.).
e. Turdince.

Merula (Ray) ; Turdus (Linn.) ; Oreocincla (Gould) ; Afimus (Boie,

Orj,lteu$, Sw.) ; Cinclus (Bechst.).

/. Afotacillina.

Anthus (Bechst.) ; Budytes (Cuv.) ; Motacilla (Linn.).

g. Parince.

Rerjulut (Ray) ;
Parut (Linn.) ;

Mecisturu (Leach, Paroides, Brehm.);
CalatnophUus (Leach, Myttacinus, Brehm.) ; ^Egilkaliu (Vig., Pendu-

linui, Cuv.).
h. Sylvicolina;.

Panda (Bonap.) ;
Trichai (Sw.) ; Verrnivora (Sw.) ; Sciurus (Sw.) ;

Sylvicola (Sw.) ;
Wilsonia (Bonap.) ; Culicivora (Sw.).

Mr. G. R. Gray makes the Turdidcs (Turdus, Linn.) the second

family of his third tribe (Dentirostres) of his second order (Passeres).
The Dentirottra are placed by him between the Tenuiroslres and
the Conirostres, and the Turdidie between the I/uscinida; and the

Muicicapiacc.

The following are the sub-families and genera into which Mr. G. R.

Gray divides the Turdidce :

Sub-Family 1. Formicarina.

Genera. Nolodda, Less.
; Eupetes, Temm. ; Ajar, Less.

; Dasy-
eephala, Sw.

; 1'itliyt, Vieill. ; Formicivora, Sw.
; Myrmeciza, G. K.

Gray ; Urotomui, Sw.
; Malurio, Less. ; Oorylhopit, Sundev. ; Brachy-

pteryx, Horsf. ; Macronus, Jard. and Selby ; Tinactor, Pr. Max. ;

Formicarius, Bodd. ; Chanucza,, Vig.; Grallaria, Vieill. ; Cissa, Boie;

Bracftyurus, Thunb.
; Myiophoneus, Temm.; Hydrobata, Vieill.

Sub-Family 2. Turdince.

Genera : Petrocossyphus, Boie
; Orocetes, G. R. Gray ; Lamivora,

Hodgs. ; Bcssonornis, Smith ; Saneolides, Less. ; Chaetops, Sw. ; Geo-

cichla, Kuhl. ; Zoothera, Vig. ; Myiophaga, Less. ; Oreocincla, Gould ;

Turdus, Linn.
; Merula (Ray). Boie

; Mimus, Briss. ; Toxostoma,

Wagl.

Sub-Family 3. Timalincs.

Genera: Donacobius, Sw.
; Pellorneum, Sw. ; Aipunemia, Sw. ;

Crateropus, Sw. ; Garrulax, Less.; Aclinodura, Gould; Cinclosoma,

Vig. and Horsf. ; Suya, Hodgs. ; Sibia, Hodgs. ; Fesia, Hodgs. : Mala-

cocercus, Sw. ; Timalia, Horsf. ; Pomatorhinus, Horsf. ; -? Paludi-

cola, Hodgs. ; Icteria, Vieill. ; Tumagra, Less.

Sub-Family 4. Oriolince.

Genera : Duliti, Vieill. ; Sphecotheres, Vieill. ; Oriolm, Linn. ;

Mimeta, Vig. and Horsf. ; Analcipw, Sw.
; Sericuhts, Sw.

; Oriolia, J.

Geoff.

Sub-Family 5. Pycnonotince.
Genera : Microacelis, G. R. Gray ; Microtarsus, Eyton ; Malacop-

teron, Eyton ; Trichophorus, Temm.
; Hypsipetes, Vig. ; Tuhina>

Hodgs. ; Phyllastrephui, Sw.
; ffcematornis, Sw. ; Pycnonotus, Kuhl. !

Andropadus (1), Sw. ; Trichixos (?), Less. ; Setornis (?), Less.

Mr. G. R. Gray, with his usual diligence and accuracy, gives the

synonyms of all these genera ;
and observes, with regard to some of

them, that Drymophila, Sw., has been used in botany; that Lepto-

rhynchus, Menestr., was previously employed ; Petropkila, Sw., used in

botany ; Cossypha, Vig., used in entomology, only the termination is

there in us; Oichla, Wagl., previously used in ichthyology; Palndi-

cola, Hodgs., previously employed in herpetology ;
and Micropus,

and Brachypus, Sw., previously used in other branches of natural

history.

The following true Thrushes belonging to the Linniean genus
Twdui, are natives of Europe :

Black Ouzel, or Blackbird, Merula vulgaris, Ray; the Ring Ouzel,
Merula torquata, Briss. ; the Migratory Ouzel, Merula migratoria, Sw. ;

the Black-Throated Thrush, Turdus atrogularis, Temm.
;
the Field-

fare, Turdui pilaris, Linn. ; the Redwing, Turdus Iliacus, Linn. ; the

Missel-Thrush, Turdus viscivorus, Linn. ;
the Song-Thrush, or Throstle,

Turdus musicus. Linn.
;

Naumann's Thrush, Turdus Naumanni,
Temm. ; the Pallid Thrush, Turdus pallidus, Pall.

;
White's Thrush,

Twdus Whitei, Eyton ;
the Siberian Thrush, Turdus Sibericus, Pall.

;

the Water-Ouzel, or Common Dipper, Cinclus arjuatictts, Bechst.
;
the

Black-Bellied Water-Ouzel, Cinclus nielanogaster, Brehm ; Pallas's

Water-Ouzel, Cindus Pallasii, Temm. ;
the Rock-Thrush, Petrocincla

saxatilu, Vig. ;
and the Blue Thrush, Petrocincla cyaneus, Vig.

Of these, the Water-Ouzel, or Common Dipper ; the Missel-Thrush ;

White's Thrush (occasional only); the Song-Thrush; the Fieldfare;
the Redwing; the Blackbird ;

and the Ring-Ouzel, or Ring-Blackbird,
are British.

T. musicus, Throstle or Song-Thrush ;
Mavis of the Scotch. It is

the Grive and Petite Grive of the French ; Tordo, Tordo Commune,
and Tordo Bottaccio, of the Italians

; Sing-Drossel, or Weiss-Drossel,
of the Germans

;
and Aderyn Bronfraith of the Welsh.

This charming songster inhabits every country in Europe, haunting
gardens and woods near streams or meadows. Bechstein says that in

Germany, as soon as the autumnal fogs appear, the Throstles collect in

large nights to seek a warmer climate, the principal time of passage

being from September 15th to October 15th, and the return about the

middle c r end of March, when each pair seeks its own district. In

Great Britain it is permanent, and spread over England, Wales,

Ireland, Scotland, and its islands. Russia, Denmark, Sweden, and

Norway possesss it. In the south, besides Germany, France, Italy,
and Greece have it. It has been seen in winter at Smyrna and Trebi-

zond. Professor Nilsson states that it leaves Sweden for the winter,
and comes farther south. Mr. Selby observes that such visitors arrive

in Britain with a north or north-east wind, and, after staying a few

days to recruit, move southward.

Worms, insects, snails, and fruits, form the food of the Throstle.

The common Garden-Snail (Helix hortensis) and the Wood-Snail (Helix

nemoralis) are killed and eaten in great numbers by this species. The
bird beats and breaks the shells against a stone to get at the animals.

The nest is made of green moss generally, and fine root-fibres on the

outside, and is lined within with cow-dung and decayed wood, the

lining forming a cement so perfectly spread that it will hold water.

Eggs four or five, of a light blue, the larger end having a few small

black specks or spots. Time of incubation thirteen days. The first

hatch generally comes forth in April, but the young have been known
to be out at the end of March. There are generally two broods in the

year. Both the cock and the hen sit, but the former less than the

latter. He often feeds her on the nest. A holly, a thick bush (a tall

one is mostly preferred), a dense and somewhat high shrub, or a fir is

usually selected ;
but the bird has been known to breed in an open
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abed or tool-house, and does not seem to than the neighbourhood of

man. In 1888 * pair built their nett in a low tree at the bottom of

Gry' Inn Gardens, near the gates, where paasengers an going by all

day long. The hen Uid her complement of egg*, and was aitUng on
them, when a eat climbed up, and killed her on the neat The cock

immediately deserted the place.
Bechstein Utee that in captivity the Throstle is easily taught to

perform airs. For taking it be recommends a perch with a limed twig
a* the beet mode ot capturing a fine-toned male : but in September
or October he says that they may be caught in the water-traps, where

they repair at sunrise and sunset, so late that they sometimes cannot
be seen, and the bird-catcher is only guided by hit ear. He observes

that when the birds enter the water there must be no haste on the

part of the fowler, because they like to bathe in company, and assem-
ble sometimes to the number of ten or twelve at once, by means of a
peculiar call. Bechatein tells us that the first which finds a convenient

stream, and wishes to go to it, cries in a tone of surprise or joy,
'

sik,

sik, sik, siki, Uac, teac, tsac
'

: then all the thrushes in the neighbour-
hood immediately reply in concert and repair to the place. The bath
is entered however with a good deal of circumspection on their parts,
and they seldom venture till they have seen a Redbreast bathe without

danger. But the first that bathes is soon followed by others, and they
begin to quarrel among themselves if the bath is not large enough to

accommodate all satisfactorily. Bechstein further remarks that it is

a good plan to have a tame bird running and fluttering on the banks
of the stream as a decoy to attract them.

T. ricirorni, the Missel-Thrush ; Merle Draine of the French;
Hernia rucirora of Selby. It is also called in various parts of Great

Britain, Mistle-Thrush, Gray Thrush, Holm-Thrush, Screech-Thrush,
Stormcock, and Shrite. The male and female of this bird exhibit
little difference. The beak is dark brown ; the under mandible pale

yellow at the base ; the iridee hazel ; the top of the head and almost
all the upper surface of the body nearly uniform clove-brown ; wings
and wing-coverts umber-brown ; the latter broadly edged with wood-

brown; the wing-feathers with a narrow edge of the same colour;

upper surface of the tail-feathers umber-brown ; the broad inner web
of each outside tail-feather with a patch of dull white ; the second
feather on each aide with a smaller patch at the tip ;

the tail slightly
forked ; all the under surface of the body white tinged with yellow,
and covered with numerous black spots, those on front of the neck

triangular in shape, with one angle pointing upwards ; the spots on
the breast, belly, and sides round ; under surface of the wings and
tail gray ; tarsi and toes pala brown ;

the claws dark brown. The
whole length of the adult bird is about 11 inches.

This is one of the largest of the British species, and although not

very common anywhere it is very generally diffused. It is rather a

shy bird, frequenting small woods and the high trees in hedges bound-

ing large meadows. It remains in this country all the year, and the
male commences his song frequently as early as February. The name
Stormcock is given him from his habit of singing during storm and
rain. It begins to build in April, and fixes its nest in the fork of a
tree. The eggs are four or five in number, of a greenish white-colour,

spotted with red-brown ; sometimes the ground-colour is reddish-white

spotted with dark red-brown. Two broods are produced in the season.

It feeds on worms, slugs, 4c., also fruits, especially those of the

mistletoe, from which it derives its English name. It has been found
in Scandinavia, Russia, and India. It is common in Germany, France,
Provence, and Italy.

T. tt'hitei, White'i Thrush. This very rare bird is a native of Japan
and Java, and has been taken a few times in the British Islands. It

was first killed in Hampshire, and named by Mr. Kyton after White,
the naturalist of Selborne. It is the T. raritu of Temminck.

T. pilarit, the Fieldfare, or Gray Thrush, has the head, hind neck,
and wings gray ; fore part of the back chestnut ; space before the eye*
brownish-buck ; a whitish line over the eye ; fore neck and breast

reddish-yellow ; the feathers
tipped

with a brownish-black elongated
triangular spot ; those of the side* with large dusky spots, and mar-

gined with white; lower wing-covert* and axillary feathers pure
white. Young of the year with duller tints, the feathers of the sides

light, with a pale brown or dusky border within the white margin.
(MaqgUlivray.)
This bird is migratory in the British Islands. It comet from the

north, and is one of the latest species that makes it* appearance. It
seldom appears much before the beginning of November, and returns

again at the end of April In very severe weather they leave these
islands and go farther south

; they are known to go as far south and
to the east as Minorca, Sicily, Malta, Smyrna, and Krzerum. They
seldom breed in this country. In Norway they build their nests on
the spruce fir, and several are found near together. They lay five or six

eggs, closely resembling thoee of the Blackbird ; they are light blue,
mottled over with spot* of dark red-brown. This bird is well-known
in Sweden, Kuuia, and Siberia, where it is found only in the summer;
in Poland, Russia, and Austria it remains the whole year, but in France
and the south of Kurope it is only a summer visitant.

T. I/UI/-IM, the R-dwing; Merula iliaca. Selby; Merle Mnuvis of
Tunmin. k ; the Red-Sided Thrush, Wind-Thrush, and Swine-Pipe, of
the English. Like the last this i a winter visitant ; it arrive* in flocks

about the middle or end of October, departing in the middle of May.

It has a beautiful note, and has been called the Nightingale of Norway.
It feeds on worms, slugs, and berries. Mr. Yarrell says it feeds on
berries injurious to man.

T. tortjuatia, the Ring-Ouzel ; Xentla lorgHata of Selby and Gould.
It is also called in this country Rock -Ouzel, Tor-Ouzel, Mountain-Black-

bird, Moor-Blackbird, White- Breasted Blackbird, and Ring-Thrush. The
male has a yellow bill, the feet olive-brown, the plumage blackish-

brown, the feathers margined with gray; a broad semilunar patch
of white on the fore part of the breast. Female similar, but of a duller

and lighter tint

This bird is a summer visitor to the British Islands; it arrives

from the south in the month of April, and departs in October. They
are seen chiefly in the counties of Surrey, Kent, Essex, Suffolk, and
Norfolk. It only occasionally breeds in this country, and then more

especially in the north ; it builds its nest on or near the ground, and

lays four or five light-blue eggs, speckled and spotted with reddish-

brown. Its food consists of snails, insects, fruit, hawberries before it

leaves for the winter, and ivy berries when they return in the spring.
T. aurigatter, Gold-Vented Thrush; Le Culdor of Le Vaillant;

Hccmatornudirytorkautot Swatnaon ; Pycnonottu chrytorh<t*, Thomp-
son. This bird is a native of Africa, and little is known of its habits.

One specimen has been shot in Ireland, and it therefore takes its rank
as a British visitant. (Yarrell.)

T. erylhrogatler is a native of the Himalaya, and may be taken as
an example of an Asiatic species of Turtliu. The male is gray-caerul-
escent above

; the cheeks, the sides of the neck, and the quills black
;

breast, abdomen, and rump red ; beak and tarsi black. The female
differs in being caerulescent-brown, the lower part of the back obscurely
banded with brown

;
neck in front whitish, marked with dark-brown

;

breast, abdomen, and rump reddish-white marked with] undulations.

Length 8 4 inches.

TurJui rryttirofotttr, male and female. Goulil.

Mr. Gould (' Century of Birds from the Himalaya Mountains') states

that this beautiful species exhibits a marked departure in the style of

colouring from its more typical congener* ;
and were it not that its

form dictated the situation in which it is retained, it would otherwise

seem to be allied in many respects to the genus Pelrocincla.

T. itrcpitant, Smith (liferula Lttiitrirupa of the same), is a native of

Africa. The male has the front and top of head brownish-gray ;

occiput, upper aspect of neck, interacapulars, scapulars, and shoulders

deep yellowish-gray, faintly shaded with brown
; back, rump, and

upper tail-coverts dirty ash-gray. Under parts white, tinted in
:

with ochre-yellow ; sides of the neck, whole of the breast, flank*, and

belly variegated with blackish-brown pyriform spots, one on each

feather, the large eml reaching nearly to its point. Sides of the head

white, slightly tinted with ochre-yellow, variegated below the eyes
with three blackish-brown band* ;

the foremost proceeds from the

base of the lower mandible, the second from the middle of the under

eyelid, and the third from the out -r angle of the eve ;
the first extends

nearly horizontally, and the two other* obliquely downwanls and
backwards till they unite with the horizontal one. Primary wing-
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coverts and primary quill feathers deep brownish-red, the latter tipped
and edged externally with yellowish-white; the first two-thirds at

least of the inner vanes of these feathers are of a clear buff-colour,
darkest towards the shafts

; secondary wing-coverts and secondary
and tertiary quill-feathers dark grayish-brown, the outer vanes lightest,
all margined externally and tipped with dirty white. Eyes reddish-

brown; upper mandible and tip of lower inferiorly as well as the

claws liver-brown ; lower mandible elsewhere pale saffron-yellow, as

well as the cutting edge of upper mandible. Feet and iusides of the

bill deep straw-yellow.

Figure robust and rather short. Bill long and moderately strong ;

upper mandible broad and slightly depressed towards the base, narrow
and distinctly notched near the tip ; culmen between nostrils elevated

and rounded, towards the point of the bill strongly curved ; nasal

fossae large and membranous, the nostrils narrow longitudinal slits

near to the edges of the mandible ; wings short and rounded, and
when folded they reach over the first half of the tail ; the first quill-
feather rudimentary, the third rather the longest; the second and
fourth of equal length, and scarcely shorter than the third ; the fifth

a little shorter than the fourth, and the remaining primaries diminish

in length successively. Tail short and slightly forked. Legs long,
tarsi robust, anteriorly indistinctly scutellated, posteriorly entire;
toes strong, the inner and outer toea of the same length ;

claws strong,
much curved and pointed. Length from point of bill to tip of tail

8 inches 6 lines.

The female differing but little in colour, if at all, from the male.

(Smith

Turdut itrepltans, male. Smith.

Dr. Smith states that immediately upon reaching Kurichane this

thrush began to appear in the thickets, and he continued to acquire

occasionally a specimen even in the vicinity of the tropic. It seeks,

he says, its food upon the ground, and, when so occupied, its resort

is readily discovered by the natives from the noise it makes in

scratching the ground, or in displacing rubbish and decayed leaves

which conceal the insects it is seeking. The name by which it is

known in the country it inhabits is, he informs us, characteristic of

the vigour with which it employs its feet, and the nearest translation

he can give is
'

Ground-Scraper.'
Dr. Smith further remarks that the form of its bill, particularly

towards the base, the length of its legs, and the shortness of its tail,

are all characters which remove it from the more typical species of

the genus Turdus ; but yet there is in its structure and habits what

necessarily constitutes it a true thrush. (' Illustrations of the Zoology
of South Africa.')

T. muttdinta (Gm.) is an American Thrush. It appears to be the

Tardiu melodut of Wilson and Tawny Thrush of Pennant, and is

generally known as the Wood-Thrush. It is of a bright cinnamon-brown

above, brightening into rufous on the head, and inclining to olive on

the rump and tail; beneath whitish, thickly marked with pencil-

shaped dusky spots ;
vent pure white ;

orbits of the eye white ; bill

dusky-brown, slightly notched, lower mandible flesh-coloured towards

the base ; leg and claws very pale flesh-colour ; iris dark chocolate.

I/ength 8 inches; alar extent 13 inches. (Xuttall).

Nuttall states that this solitary and retiring songster inhabits,

during p-.immer, the whole continent from Hudson's Bay to Florida,

and, according to his friend Mr. Ware, breeds as far south as the

vicinity of Natchez, in the State of Mississippi. He remarks that it

is not satisfactorily ascertained whether the species quits the boundaries

of the United States in winter, because the bird is then silent, and

always difficult of access. He thinks it probable that this Thrush may
winter in the Southern States, as a young bird, gleaning insects and

berries, had been caught in a garden in Boston on the 26th of October.

But, wherever the \Vood-Thruah may winter, it arrives in the
Middle States from the 1st to the 15th of April. Nuttall thus
describes its song and habits :

" At the dawn of morning he announces his presence in the woods,
and from the top of some tall tree rising through the dark and shady
forest he pours out his few clear and harmonious notes in a pleasing
reverie, as if inspired by the enthusiasm of renovated nature. The
prelude to this song resembles almost the double tonguing of the

flute, blended with a tinkling, shrill, and solemn warble, which
re-echoes from his solitary retreat, like the dirge of some sad recluse

who shuns the busy haunts of life. The whole air consists usually of

four parts or bars, which succeed, in deliberate time, and finally
blend together in impressive and soothing harmony, becoming more
mellow and sweet at every repetition. Rival performers seem to

challenge each other from various parts of the wood, vying for the

favour of their mates, with sympathetic responses and softer tones ;

and, some wageing a jealous strife, terminate the warm dispute by an

appeal to combat and violence. Like the Robin and the Thrasher, in

dark and gloomy weather, when other birds are sheltered and silent,

the clear notes of the Wood-Thrush are heard through the dropping
woods, from dawn to dusk, so that, the sadder the day, the sweeter

and more constant is his song. His clear and interrupted whistle is

likewise often nearly the only voice of melody heard by the traveller,

to mid-day, in the heat of summer, as he traverses the silent, dark,
and wooded wilderness, remote from the haunts of men. It is nearly

impossible by words to convey any idea of the peculiar warble of this

vocal hermit, but amongst his phrases the sound of '

'airSee,' pecu-

liarly liquid, and followed by a trill, repeated in two interrupted bars,
is readily recognisable. At times their notes bear a considerable

resemblance to those of Wilson's Thrush, such aa ' 'eh rhehu 'vrehu,'
then varied to "eh villia villia, 'eh villia vrehu,' then,

' 'eh villa villu,'

high and shrill.
" The wood-thrush is always of a shy and retiring disposition,

appearing alone, or only in single pairs, and, while he willingly
charms us with his song, he is content and even solicitous to remain
concealed. His favourite haunts are low shady glens by watercourses,
often rendered dark with alder-bushes, mantled with the trailing

grape-vine. In quest of his insect prey he delights to follow the

meanders of the rivulet, through whose leafy shades the sunbeams
steal only in a few uninterrupted rays over the sparkling surface of

the running brook. So partial is this bird to solitude, that I have
known one to sing almost uniformly in the same place, though nearly
half a mile from his mate and nest. At times, indeed, he would
venture a few faltering low notes in an oak near his consort, but his

mellowest morning and evening warble was always delivered from a

tall hickory, overtopping a grove of hemlock firs, in which the dimness
of twilight prevailed at noon. The Wood-Thrush, like the nightingale,

therefore, feels inspired in darkness, but, instead of waiting for the

setting sun, he chooses a retreat where the beams of day can seldom

enter. These shady retreats have also an additional attraction to our

thrush
;

it is here that the most interesting scene of his instinctive

labour begins and ends, here he first saw the light, and breathed into

existence, and here he now bestows his nest in a sapling oak, or in the

next thick laurel or blooming alder, whose berries afford him an

ample repast in the coming autumn. Outwardly it presents a warm
bed of withered beach or oak leaves, above these a layer of coarse

old grass and leaf-stalks is laid, tempered with a mixture of mud and

decayed wood smoothly plastered, so as to form a crust like the nest

of the robin. The whole is then surmounted by a thin lining of the

black fibrous radicles of the fern."

Wood-Thrush (Turdui muteHn\u).

The same author states that the eggs, which are four or five in

number, are scarcely distinguishable from those of the robin, nnd of
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an uniform bright greenish-blue, destitute of spots. Beetle*, cater-

pillar*, and other iiiiecU, and in autumn berries, constitute the prin-

cipal food of the species. Nuttall further states that the young
remain for week* around gardens in quest of berries, and that they
are particularly fond of thote of the various specie* of cornel and
Viiumum. At this season, be lays, they occasionally leave their

favourite glens, and in their devious wanderings, previous to their

departure, sometimes venture to visit the rural suburbs of the city.

The young, it appears, are easily reared, and, like our Throstle, sing

nearly as well in the cage as in their native wilds. (' Manual of the
(
'rnitholofry of the United States and of Canada.')
MERUUTE. [OPAL.]
MERU'LIUS, a genus of Funyi, deriving iu name from Merula, a

Blackbird, some of the species being black. The character of the

genus is to have veiny or sinuous plaited hymenium, with the folds

confluent with the pileus, and forming angular unequal perforations.
Its only interest is derived from one of the species being a common
cause of dry-rot. This plant, the if. lachrymaiu of Fries, and the

Bdcltu lac/iryauuu of Sowerby's 'Fungi,' t 113, is very common on
rotten wood in vaults and cellars, among the timbers in ships, and in

similar damp situations where there is not a free circulation of air. In

general it is found without fructification, its tlmllus, or spawn, being
the only part developed, and resembling a white, dry, cottony matter,
consolidated into a substance like leather. The fructification is com-

posed of fine yellow orange or reddish-brown plicae, so arranged as

to have the appearance of perforations, and occasionally producing
"
pendant proconorn like inverted cones :" it usually forms a circle

varying from 1 to 8 inches in diameter, and when perfect the cavities

contain drops of clear water, which have given rise to the specific
name. The means of preventing the attacks of this and other Futigi

upon timber is a free circulation of dry air, or the impregnation of

wood with corrosive sublimate, chloride of zinc, or creasote. [URT-Ror.]
MKRYCOTHE'RIUM, the name applied by M. Bojanns to a genus

nf Fossil Mammalia, founded on three fossil teeth, according to the

authority of the person who sold them to him. Bojanus records one

species under the name of M. Sibiricum.

Cnvier (' Osa. FOBS.') remarks that if these teeth are really fossil, and
from Siberia, this would be the first authentic example of such remains

belonging to the genus Camdm. He observes that their size, their

form (which is longer than it is wide), and the absence of an '

arete,'

or small cone, between the columns, leave no doubt as to their generic
character. Those of the Giraffe are more square, and with a small

point, as in the stags ; while those of the Ox have a cylindrical
'

arete,'

or ridge. Cuvier further states that Bojanus, who has very well

remarked this general resemblance, has also noticed some differences

which have appeared to him sufficient to justify a new name for the

animal ;
but the French zoologist observes that Bojanus proposes this

distinction with doubt, and declares his readiness to renounce it, if it

should be established that these teeth belonged to a camel, a gigantic

sheep, or an antelope (the only genera in fact which want ridges
between the columns).

Cuvier thinks that the differences of which Bojanus speaks are

owing to the skulls of the Camels examined by the latter, as points of

comparison, being the heads of individuals much older than that to

which the teeth in question belonged. A Dromedary only a little

older, and whose teeth were nearly in the same state of detrition,

appeared to Cuvier to present no difference, save that of individuality.
He remarks that they are, as Bojanus truly pointed out, the penul-
timate and antepenultimate molars of the left side of the upper jaw,
and that it remains to show in what beds they were found, and to

search for other bones of the animal, in order to see whether they will

furnish any specific character. Cuvier concludes by stating that

M. Marcel de Serres, professor of mineralogy at Montpellier, had just
communicated to him a drawing of a fossil femur from the environs

of that city, which resembled much, in the parts of it which were

preserved, that of a CameL [C'AMELi'g.]

Notwithstanding Cuvier's opinion, which is worthy of all respect,
there are those who still think that Mcrycothtrium is a distinct genus,
gee Boian., 'Nov. Act. Acad. Leop. Nat Cur.,' xii. tab. 21, f. 1-8.

MESEMBKYA'CE/K. Picoidt, a natural order of Polypetalous
Exogcns, consisting of herbaceous and shrubby Plants inhabiting
various parts of the world, in very dry temperate climates, but

especially the Cape of Good Hope, where the species are extremely
numerous. They are succulent plants, with an inferior many-celled
polyspermous ovary, numerous narrow petals, indefinite stamens, and
a fruit splitting into regular stellate valves. Home of the plants nro

esculent, others furnish alkaline matter, while a few are diuretic.

Only four genera seem admissible into the order ; the others referred

to it under the name of Picoidtti chiefly belonging to Tetragoniacccc ;

bat llaembryaittltcmum, one of the admitted genera, alone comprehends
more than 300 species. [MttUUBTAXTHEMUM.]
ME8EMBRYANTHEMUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order tfarmlnyactfr, or Picoidea. It has a calyx of 5 sepals,

rarely of 2 or 8, the sepals united to themselves and to the ovarimn
;

lobes unequal, usually leaf-formed; petals innumerable, in one, but
more often in many series, united among themselves at the base;
stamens indefinite, disposed in many series, inserted with the petals
at the top of the calyx ;

ovariun odnate to the calyx, many-Celled

inside ; stigmas 4-20, but usually fi
; capsule many-celled, opening

tollately at the apex, adnate to the permanent calyx ; seed* numer-

ous; embryo curved, at the side of a mealy albumen; cotyledon

thick, very blunt The species are sub-shrubs, rarely herbs, almost

all natives of the Cape of Good Hope. The leaves an usually opposite,

thick, fleshy, flat, terete, or trigonal. Flowers terminating the

branches white, yellow, or purple, the greater part of which open in

the heat of the sun, very few of them opening in the evening. The

species are all known by the name of Fig-Marigolds.

Meftmbryanthrmum aibidutn.

1, a ripe fruit; 2, a vertical section of a flower.

M. nodljlorum has an erectish stem ;
leaves opposite and alternate,

nearly terete, obtuse, ciliated at the base
;

flowers axillary, nearly
sessile

;
lobes of the calyx very unequal, exceeding the petals, which

are small. It is a native of Egypt, Barbary, Corsica, and Naples, in

sandy places by the sea-side. It is used in Egypt for obtaining barilla

from its burnt ashes, and also in the manufacture of morocco leather.

This and other species afford a grateful food to the cattle in the arid

desert districts where they are found.

M. cryitattinum, Ice-Plant, is diffusely procumbent, herbaceous;
covered with large glittering papulcc on every part, which makes the

plant appear as if covered with ice ;
leaves ovate, alternate ; stem clasp-

ing, undulated; flowers axillary, almost sessile. It is a native of the

Cape of Good Hope, Canary Islands, and of Greece about Athens, in

the sand by the sea-side. There are two varieties of this plant, one
a biennial, which is said to be the true M. cryttaUinum, and the other

an annual, which is the Common Ice-Plant of the gardens, called by
some botanist* M. glacialf. The whole plant is covered with glitter-

ing white papulic that shine iu the sun, whence it is called Ice-Plant ;

others name it the Diamond-Plant. Large quantities of the burnt
ashes of this plant are imported by the Spaniards for use in their

glass-works, under the name of Barilla Moradera. M. emarcidiim,

according to Burnett, in fermented by the Hottentots, when it becomes

narcotic, and is chewed by those people like tobacco, tf. albidum is

a sweet-scented species from the Cape.

Don, Dichlamydeout Plant* ; Lindley, VegetaMt Kingdom.)
I'KUIPORA. [POLYZOA.1

M KSF.NTKHY ia that portion of the Peritoneum by which the intes-

tines are attached to the posterior wall of the abdomen. It consists

of a double layer of fine cellular and adipose tissue, which is attached

to the abdominal wall by a comparatively narrow origin, and becom-

ing gradually wider, spreads out like a fan, to be attached to the

whole length of the canal of the small intestines. Between its layers
the arteries pass to the intestines, and the veins and lacteal* return

from them.
The other abdominal organs arc attached to the walls of that cavity

and to each other by layers of membrane similar to the Mesentery.
Those which belong to the colon are called the mono-colon ; those of

the rectum the meso-rectum, Ac.
;

while those which connect the

stomach with the spleen and liver arc named respectively the gastro-

nplrnic and the gastro-hepatic, or lesser omentuin. [PERITONEUM.]
MKS1TINE SPAR, Hinneril(, fi native Carbonate of Iron and

Manganese. It occurs in yellowish rhombohedrons. Its hardness is
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mwHJja*t

[NATROLITE.]
IYX, Rafinesquc, a genus of Pulmoniferous Motttuca

4-0, and its specific gravity 3'3 to 3'6. It includes much that is called

Rhomb-Spar, or Brown Spar, which becomes maty on exposure to the

atmosphere. (Dana.)
MESODESMA. [CONCHACEA.]
MESODESMA, M. Deshayes's name for a genus of Molluica (Erycina,

Lam.) [VENERID.E.]
MESOLE.

'

MESOMPH
separated from Helix.

MESOPHLCEUM. [BARK.]
MESOTYPE. [NATROLITE.]
ME'SPILUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Bosacete, and to the sub-order Pomea. It has the calyx 5-cleft, the

segments foliaceous ; the petals nearly orbicular ;
the disc large, full

of honey ;
the styles 2-5, glabrous ;

the pome turbinate, open, 5-celled ;

the eudocarp bony. The species are trees, natives of Europe, and in

a wild state are furnished with spines, which all disappear on culti-

vation. The flowers are large, nearly sessile, and white.

M. Oermanica, the Common Medlar, has lanceolate undivided leaves,

downy beneath, and solitary flowers. This plant is a native of

Europe and Siberia. It is found in Great Britain in hedges and

thickets, in Surrey, Sussex, and Cheshire. It is cultivated on account

of iU fruit, which is eaten in a state of decay. Its taste and flavour

are peculiar, and greatly esteemed by some persons. De Candolle

describes three wild varieties of this species of Medlar. The following
are the garden or cultivated varieties :

1. Blake's Large Medlar.

2. The Dutch, Common, Large Dutch, Broad-Leaved Dutch, or

Large German Medlar. It bears the largest fruit of any of the

cultivated medlars
3. Stoneless, or French Medlar, has small obovate fruit, not much

esteemed.
4. Nottingham, Common, Small-Fruited, or Narrow-Leaved Dutch

Medlar. It has an obovate middle-sized fruit, and is the best of all

the medlars.

If. Smithii, Smith's Medlar, has oblong elliptic serrated leaves,

pubescent on the nerves beneath, the flowers usually solitary. The
native country of this plant is unknown, but it seems to have the

characters of a true species. It has white flowers, which are one-half

smaller than those of the common Medlar. The stipules of the sterile

branches are large and foliaceous.

The Medlar may be propagated by seeds or by layers, or by grafting

upon seedling stocks of their own species or any kind of Pomacece.

Forsyth remarks that the kinds of MepUui do better by grafting on

their own stocks. The soil best adapted to the growth of the Medlar

is a loamy rich earth, rather moist than dry, but not on a moist

bottom. It may be grown either as a standard or an espalier. The

general horticultural treatment should be similar to that of the

apple-tree. For a further account of the pomaceous genera of Kotacece,

see POME.K.

(Don, Dichlamydeout Plants; Babington, Mcarnal ofBritith Botany ;

Loudon, A rboretum et Pruticctum Brit.)

METALS are elementary bodies constituting the great bulk of

mineral substances on the surface of the earth. They are seldom

found as minerals in their pure form, but united with various other

elements. Different opinions are entertained as to their number,
which arises from the circumstance that a few substances are regarded
as metallic in their nature by some chemists, while by others their

claim to this title is either doubted or denied. Thus by Berzelius a

substance which he discovered and called ' selenium
'

is regarded as

a metal, but it is not so ranked by other chemists ; again, the base of

silica is by some classed as a metal, under the term ' silicum ;' whereas

many consider it as more nearly allied in nature to boron, and call

it 'silicon.'

Independently of these, the metals, including those which have

been longest known, as well as some whose claims are even yet some-

what doubtful, amount to 48
; they are as fallows :

Potassium
Sodium
Lithium
Barium
Strontium
Calcium

Magnesium
Lanthanum
Didynium
Cerium
Yttrium
Erbium
Terbium
Gluciutn
Aluminum
Thorinum
Zirconium

The two last are doubtful.

Titanium
Tantalium
Niobium

Pelopium
Tungsten
Molybdenum
Vanadium
Chromium
Uranium

Manganese
Arsenic

Antimony
Tellurium
Bismuth
Zinc
Cadmium
Tin

Lead
Iron
Cobalt
Nickel

Copper
Mercury
Silver

Gold
Platinum
Palladium
Rhodium
Iridium
Rutherium
Osmium
Ilmenium (?)

Norium (?)

The following are the general properties of the metals. With the

ingle exception of mercury, they are all solid at the usual temperature

of the air, and the colour of most of them is grayish-white. Silver is

of a pure white; tin, cadmium, platina, palladium, mercury, and
iridium, are white, with a slight shade of gray ; antimony is white,
with a slight bluish tint

; cobalt, nickel, iron, manganese, and rhodium,
are more gray ;

lead and zinc are of a bluish-gray ; chromium,
molybden, and tungsten, are of a pure gray colour ; uranium is brown ;

gold, yellow ; copper and tellurium, yellowish-red ; &o.
The lustre of metals is great and peculiar, and is well known by

the name of the ' metallic lustre ;' they differ however very consider-

ably in the degree in which they possess this property. Professor
Leslie arranges them as follows, the first possessing the greatest
lustre : Platina, silver, mercury, gold, copper, tin, and lead. When
reduced to a state of minute division, as by filing, or by any other

means, the metallic lustre is lost, but the colour remains. The metals
are generally reckoned perfectly opaque, even when reduced to thin

leaves; but it is found that gold-leaf, which is l-200,000th part
of an inch thick, suffers light to pass through it, and it has a green
colour

;
it is therefore extremely probable that all metals, if they

could be rendered equally thin, would also be translucent. There
are some metals, such as lead, tin, copper, and iron, which, when
rubbed, emit a peculiar and disagreeable smell. There are others

which yield a peculiar odour when heated and vaporised; this is

especially the case with arsenic, and it occurs also with antimony ;

the greater number of the metals are however inodorous ; a few of

them possess taste, but it is in all cases disagreeable.

Formerly great density and a specific gravity superior to that of

other bodies were considered as among the principal characteristics of

metals. But the brilliant discoveries of Sir H. Davy have proved that

substances which are even lighter than water potassium and sodium
for example possess every property which belongs to metals. The
density of all the metals has not been ascertained. Beginning with
the lightest, their specific gravities are as follows :

Potassium . . . 0-865 Cadmium . .

Sodium
Titanium
Columbium
Arsenic .

Chromium .

Tellurium

Antimony .

Zinc
Iron
Cobalt
Nickel

0-972

5-300

5-610

5-884

5-900

6-115

6-702

7-050

7-191

7-770

7-834

8-279

Copper .

Uranium
Bismuth .

Silver .

Rhodium
Lead .

Palladium

Mercury
Tungsten
Iridium
Gold
Platinum

8-694

8-958

9-000

9-830

10-474
10-649

11-445

11-860

13-568

17-600
18-680

19-361

21-530

ductile or malleable, arranged alpha-The following metals are

betically :

Cadmium
Copper
Gold
Iridium (?)
Iron
Lead

The following metals are so brittle that the greater number of them

may be reduced to powder :

Antimony
Arsenic
Bismuth
Cerium
Chromium

Mercury
Nickel
Osmium (!)

Palladium
Platinum

Cobalt

Columbium
Manganese
Molybden
Bhodium

Potassium
Silver

Sodium
Tin
Zinc

Tellurium
Titanium

Tungsten
Uranium

The degrees of ductility and malleability of those metals which

possess those properties are very different ; and some metals are so

totally devoid of them that they may be broken by the hammer, and

even reduced to powder. Ductility is that property by which metals

are susceptible of being drawn into wire, and malleability is that by
which their form is changed, so that they are beaten into thin leaves

under the hammer or extended by pressure. The annexed tables show
that the metals mentioned in them do not follow in the same order as

to those properties.

Order of Ductility.

Gold
Silver

Platina

Iron

Copper
Zinc
Tin
Lead

Order of Malleability.

Gold
Silver

Copper
Tin
Platinum
Lead
Zinc
Iron

The ductility and malleability of metals are in general considerably
increased by heat, but only to a certain extent. There are some metals

which are malleable only between two very near degrees of tempera-
ture ; such, for example, is the case with zinc.

The degree of tenacity of metals is indicated by the powers of their

wires in supporting a given weight. The following weights are capable
of being sustained by wires of the annexed metals about 0'840 of a

line in diameter :
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There are two metals only which are capable of beiug rendered

permanently magnetic, namely, iron and nickel ; the former of these

only is met with possessing this property in nature ; it is an oxide of

iron, and commonly called the Loadstone. Most of the metals com-
bine with each other, and form compounds differing very materially in

properties from their constituent metals. [ALLOTS.]
All metals unite with oxygen, but with different degrees of facility

and affinity ; most of them combine with more than one proportion
of oxygen, and some of them with several proportions. The nature
of the compounds formed is extremely various

;
thus some metals

form with oxygen comparatively inert compounds or mere oxides,
such as iron and zinc ; others, such as potassium and sodium, when
oxidised become alkalis ; while arsenic and chromium form acids with
this element. It has been already observed that some metals unite

with several proportions of oxygen, and these may be mere oxides, as

in the case of iron ; or oxides and acids, as occurs with manganese ;

but there is no case of any metal forming a mere oxide and an alkali

with different proportions of oxygen, or an acid and an alkali under
the same circumstances.

Chlorine and metals combine with great facility, and the compounds
are extremely important. Every metal is indeed susceptible of this

combination ; but chlorine possesses the remarkable property of form-

ing in general volatile compounds with the metals. Bromine, sulphur,
iodine, and phosphorus, combine with most of the metals.

The action of the air, of water, and the acids, upon the metals, is

extremely various, and depends greatly upon their respective affinity
for oxyg'-n. Few of them are oxidised in dry air, but many of them
tarnish and some oxidise readily in it when moist, of which iron is an

example. Some metals, as potassium, sodium, and manganese, decom-

pose water even at common temperatures, combining with its oxygen
and evolving the hydrogen ; others, as iron and zinc, require to be

strongly heated, or the presence of an acid, to .effect this decom-

position.
Moat of the metals are dissolved by acids, but platina and gold

are exceptions, these and some others requiring chlorine, and that

generally in the nascent state called aqua regia. Few metala however
are acted upon by acids without the presence of water, and in some
instances the water, in others the acid, and often both, suffer decom-

position ;
and it is to be observed that no metal dissolves in acid unless

it be either previously oxidised or acquire oxygen from the mixture
of acid or water in which the solution takes place. The salts formed
ore in many cases of the highest importance in chemical investigations,
in the chemical arts, and in medicine.

Metals are found either native or mineralised by combination with
other substances. The common ores are compounds of the metals

with oxygen, aulphnr, arsenic, carbonic acid, or silica. For example,
the oxides and carbonate of iron are the common workable iron-ores ;

Bulphuret of lead (called galena) is the lead-ore of the arts
;
arsenical

cobalt is the principal source of cobalt and arsenic. Only a few of

the metala occur native in the rocks : of these gold, platinum, indium,
and rhodium are, with a rare exception, found only native. The
bismuth of the shops ia obtained from native bismuth. Native silver,

native mercury, and native copper are sometimes abundant, but are

far from being the main sources of these metals. The other native

metala are mineralogical rarities. Perhaps we should except from
this remark native iron, which constitutes large meteoric masses, though
very rarely, if ever, seen of terrestrial origin. The ores of the metals

are often much disguised by mixture with one another or with earthy
materials. Thus a large part of the iron-ore worked in Great Britain

ia ao mixed with clay of silica that its real character might not be

suspected without some experience in ores.

Occasionally ores contain phosphate of iron, or some arsenical ores,

or certain sulphurets, scattered through them, and on account of the

difficulty of separating the phosphorus, sulphur, or arsenic, the ore is

rendered comparatively useless. By this intimate mixture of species
the difficulties of reducing ores are much increased. When different ores

are not ultimately commingled they are frequently closely dissemi-

nated together through the rock. We find ores of lead and zinc often

thus associated ;
also of cobalt and nickel ;

of iron and manganese ;

the ores of silver, lead, and copper, and often cobalt and antimony ;

platinum, iridium, palladium, and rhodium.
MetaU and their orea occur in the rocks hi different ways :

1. In beds or layers between layers of rock, as some iron-ores.

2. Disaeminated through rocks in grains, nests, or crystals, or

extei/Wl masses, as is the case with iron pyrites, cinnabar, or mer-

cury-ore, and much argillaceous iron.

3. In veins intersecting different rocks, as ores of tin, lead, copper,
and nearly all metallic ores.

4. Very frequently metallic ores, instead of occurring in true veins,

are found in rocka near their intersection with a mass or dyke of

igneous rock, aa in the vicinity of a porphyry or trap dyke. This is

the case with much of the copper-ore in Connecticut and Michigan, as

well as with much silver-ore and mercury in South America, and else-

where ; and often the igneous rock itself contains the same metals

dimemin^ted through it.

The rock immediately enveloping the ore is called the Gangue. A
Vein often consists for the most part of the rock material called the

gangue ;
and the ore either intersects the gangue in a continued band,
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or more commonly is partly disseminated through it in some places,
and is continuous for long distances in others. Often a good vein

gradually loses its character, the metal disappears, and the gangue is

left; but by following on for some distance it will often resume its

former character. The usual gangue in metallic veins is either quartz,

calc-spar, or heavy spar ; less frequently fluor-spar. Calc-spar is the

gangue of the Bossie lead-ore
; heavy spar of much of the lead-ore of

the Mississippi Valley ; fluor-spar, in some places, of the lead of

Derbyshire, England. (Dana,
'

Mineralogy.')
The metala which are found pure, as well as the various compounds

of metals which occur as minerals, will be found described in this

work under the names of the metals. The artificial compounds pro-
duced by the chemist, and the properties of the metals in relation to

one another, are treated of in the ARTS AND SCIENCES DIVISION of
this work.

METAMORPHOSIS, a term employed in natural history to denote
those changes which plants and animals and their various organs
undergo in passing from their simpler and elementary conditions to

those which are more complex and compound. Thus the changes
which an insect undergoes in passing from its egg-state through its

caterpillar and chrysalis stages are called its metamorphoses. [INSECT.]
Another remarkable instance of changes of form to which this term
is applied is found in the Barnacles and Sea-Acorus. [CIRRIPEDIA.]
All animals exhibit these changes to a greater or less extent, and as

far as they have been observed in particular families or species they
are noticed in this work. [AMPHIBIA; CRUSTACEA; ACALEPH./E ;

MOLLUSCA; MARSUPIATA.]
The general results of these changes as exhibited in the forms

which every species of plant or animal assumes at the period of its

highest development, are called the laws or science of Morphology.
[MORPHOLOGY.]
The same general changes are observable in plants as in animals.

In plants however neither their organs nor conditions of existence are

so numerous and complicated as those of animals, and consequently
their metamorphoses are fewer. In animals each great group and
each system, as well as each organ, has its peculiar mode of develop-
ment and law of change, whilst in plants we find all parts resolvable

into the two great elements stem and leaves. Out of these two
fundamental organs all the modifications of bracts, stipules, sepals,

petals, stamens, fruit, and seed, are produced.

Although the development of the organs of plants is now recognised
as a part of the history of the structure of each organ, this subject
has an interesting history, and has been frequently treated of as an

independent branch of botanical inquiry. The tracing back the

history of an organ to its elementary condition is of modern origin.
It seems first to have occurred to Linnscus, who in the second volume
of the tenth edition of the '

Systema Naturse," published in 1759, thus

expresses himself :

" Leaves are the creation of the present year,
bracts of the second, calyx of the third, petals of the fourth, stamens
of the fifth, and the stamens are succeeded by the pistil. This is

apparent from Ornithogalums, luxuriant and proliferous plants, double

flowers, and Cardui."

In December, 1760, these propositions were sustained by Linnseus

in a thesis called the 'Prolepsis Plantarum.' He commences by
remarking that "

as soon aa leaves have expanded themselves in spring,
a bud is observable in the axil of each. This bud swells as the year

advances, and in time becomes manifestly composed of little scales :

in the autumn the leaves fall off, but the bud remains, and in the

succeeding spring swells, disengages itself from its envelopes, and

becomes lengthened : when its outer scales have dried up and fallen

off, the inner ones are expanded into leaves, which are separated by a

gradual extension of the young branch, and presently each new leaf

is found to contain in its bosom a little scaly bud, which in the follow-

ing season will also be developed aa a branch, with other leaves and
other buds. Now, when we see a tree adorned with leaves, and in

the bosom of these leaves provided with its little buds, we naturally

inquire of what do these buds consist ? Can it be of rudimentary

leaves, each with its budlets, the latter of other leaves and buds, and

so on to infinity, or at least as far as the extension of the plant is

likely to proceed ? Nature organises living beings out of such minute

particles, and even from fluids themselves, that the best eye may in

vain seek to penetrate far into her mysteries. I shall however endea-

vour to show that the composition of buds does not extend further

at one time than provision for six years ; just as, among animals, we
find the little Volvox globator containing within the mother its children,

grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and great-great-grandchildren
down to the sixth generation."
The defects of this theory consisted, firstly, in its not accounting

for the modifications of the pistil; and, secondly, in the fanciful

supposition that the organs of fructification are prepared six years

beforehand, and that their peculiar appearance is owing to the time

of this development being anticipated by some unknown but ever-

acting cause. It was this which probably caused the whole theory to

be generally neglected. It was however maintained by Ludwig and

Wolff; the latter of whom in particular improved so much upon the

speculation of Linnseus, by rejecting what was fanciful and supplying
to a certain extent an explanation of the origin of the pistil, that

his paper in the ' Novi Commentarii Academies Petropolitana)
'

for

3F
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1768 would undoubtedly have de*erved to be considered the beginning
of a new en in botanical philosophy if it had been known to

botanist*. But u it wai introduced into a paper upon the formation

of the inUwtinea of animals, it doe* not appear erer to have attracted

attention until it was discovered by Miquel a few yean ago.

It U in reality to the celebrated poet Gothe that the honour justly

belong* of baring brought before the world in a clear and philoso-

phical manner the doctrine of all the part* of a plant being reducible

to the axis and iU appendage*, and consequently of having proved, to

u*e his own word*, that vegetable*
"
develop themselves out of them-

selves progressively." By this means he led to the discovery of the

real laws of structure, and of the analogies which exist between one

thing and another in different tribes of plants; thus laying the

foundation of vegetable comparative anatomy by "establishing a

principle in harmony with all the laws obeyed by millions of isolated

A perfect plant consists of branches successively produced out of

each other from one common stock, and each furnished with exactly
the same organs or appendages as its predecessor. When the fructi-

fication is produced, an alteration takes place in the extremity of the

fructifying branch, which is incapable, generally speaking, of further

prolongation ;
but as the branches, before they bore fruit, were repeti-

tions the one of the other, so are the branches bearing fruit also

repetitions of each other. If a thousand sterile or a thousand fertile

branches from the same tree are compared together, they will be

found to be formed upon the same uniform plan, and to accord in

every essential particular. Each branch is also, under favourable cir-

cumstances, capable of itself becoming a separate individual, as is

found by cuttings, budding, grafting, and other horticultural processes.
This being the case, it follows that what is proved of one branch is

true of all other branches.

It is also known that the elementary organs used by nature in the

construction of vegetables are essentially the'same ;
that the plan upon

which these organs are combined, however various their modifications,

is also uniform ;
that the fluids all move, the secretions all take place,

the functions are all regulated, upon one simple plain ; in short, that

all the variations we see in the vegetable world are governed by a few

simple laws, which, however obscurely they may be understood by us,

evidently take effect with the most perfect uniformity.
Hence it is not only true that what can be demonstrated of one

branch is true of all other branches of a particular individual, but also

that whatever can be shown to be the principles that govern the

structure of one individual, will also be true of all other individuals.

Whatever can be demonstrated to be true with regard to one single

individual is true of all other individuals : whatever is proved with

reference to one organ is proved by implication as to the same organ
in all other individuals whatsoever.

Moreover, the fact of one organ being readily transformed into

another organ is in itself a strong presumption of the identity of their

origin and nature ; for it does not happen that one part assumes the

appearance and functions of another if they are originally different.

Thus, while the functions of the hand may be performed by the feet,

as we know they occasionally are in animals, nothing leads the heart

to perform the function or assume the appearance of the liver, or the

liver of any other organ. This is one of the arguments of Linnaeus.

The first of the organs which are formed by a modification of leaves

are the Bracts ;
these bodies are intermediate between the leaves and

the calyx. Their nature is extremely various ; sometimes they have a

greater resemblance to the leaves, and sometimes to the calyx. In
some roses, as Rota canina, they are obviously dilated petioles, to

which a leaflet now and then is attached
;

in other species, as R.

tpinonuima, they differ in no respect from the other leaves. In the

tulip a bract is occasionally present upon the scape, a little below the

flower ;
this U always of a nature partaking both of the leaf and the

flower. In Abu* e-ccdta the purple scale-like bracts often become

gradually narrower, and acquire a green colour like leaves. It has

been stated by some botanists, that bracts are distinguishable from
leaves by not producing buds in their axils ; but the inaccuracy of
such a distinction U apparent from a variety of cases. In Polygonu.ni

rinpartan, and all viviparous plants, the flowers themselves are con-

verted into buds within the bracts. There is a bud in the axil of every
bract of the rose. The common daisy often bears buds in the axils of

the bracts of its involucre
;
in which state it is commonly known in

gardens by the name of 'hen and chickens.' In the permanent
monster called Afutcari monttmum a small cluster of branches covered
with minute imbricated coloured leaves resembling bracts is produced
in lieu of each flower. Here all the parts of the fructification, instead

of remaining at rest to perform their functions, are attempting, but in

vain, to become organs of vegetation ; or, in other words, to assume
that state from which, for the purpose of perpetuating the species,

they had been metamorphosed by nature. Hence it is clear that bracts

cannot be essentially distinguished from leaves. [IxvoLUCRUM.]
With the Calyx begins the flower properly so named ; it forms what

some morphologists call the outer whorl of the fructification, and with
it commences a new order of leaves, namely those of the fructifica-

tion, said to be distinguished from the leaves of vegetation by their

constantly verticilUte arrangement, and by the want of buds in their

axils. With the leave* of the fructification all power of further

increase ceases : the energies of the plant being diverted from increas-

ing the individual to multiplying the species. The general resemblance
of the calyx to the ordinary leaves of vegetation U well known : its

green colour, and tendency to develop itself into as many leaves as it

consist* of divisions, especially in double roses, is so notorious that it

need not be insisted on. In the case of Mettmbryanthc*i barbatum,
noticed by Linnams, there is no difference whatsoever between the

leaves of the calyx and those of the stem. The resemblance however
between the calyx and the stem-leaves is often not apparent ; but the

identity of the calyx and bracts is usually more obvious. In Crrtui

the transition from the one to the other is so gradual that no one can

say where the distinction lies ; and in numberless Ericas the resem-

blance of the bracts and calyx is perfect The divisions of the calyx
are also occasionally gemmiferous. A case is mentioned by Roper, in

which one of the sepals of Caltha paltutrii was separated from the

rest, and furnished with a bud. And Du Petit Thouars speaks of a

specimen of Brattica naput on which branches were produced within

the calyx. A monster of J/errcria jxxrti.Hora ha* been seen of the same
nature. (Lindley,

' Introduction to Botany,' ed. 2, p. 533.) From
this it is apparent that the divisions of the calyx are not only not

distinguishable from bracts, but that there is often a strong tendency
in the former to assume the ordinary appearance of leaves. There
is however another point to which it is necessary to advert, in order

to complete the proof of the identity of calyx and leaves ; this is,

the verticillate arrangement of the former. Leaves are either opposite,

alternate, or whorled ; and these differences depend wholly upon their

greater or less degree of approximation. If the leaves of a plant are

rightly considered, they will be found to' be inserted spirally round a
common axis ; that is to say, a line drawn from the base of the lower

leaf to that of the one above it, thence continued to the next, and so

on, would have a spiral direction. When leaves become approximated
by pairs, the spire is interrupted, and the leaves are opposite ;

let the

interruption be a little greater, and the leaves become ternate
;
and

if the interruption be very considerable, what is called a whorl is pro-

duced, in which several leaves are placed opposite to each other round
a common axis, as in Qalium. Now a whorl of this nature is exactly
of the nature of a calyx, only it surrounds the axis of the plant
instead of terminating it As we know that such approximations
often take place in the stem in the direct line of growth, where the

propulsion of the matter of vegetation exists in its greatest activity,
there is no difficulty in comprehending the possibility of such an

approximation constantly existing at the end of the system of growth,
where the propulsion of the matter of vegetation ceases. But the

calyx and more inner whorls of the fructification do not always retain

their verticillate position ; on the contrary, they occasionally separate
from each other, and assume the same position with regard to the axis

of vegetation as is naturally proper to the leaves. This is particularly

striking in a very common permanent monster of Liliuni album, known
in the gardens by the name of the Double White Lily. In this plant
the whole verticillation of the parts of fructification is destroyed ;

tho

axis is not stopped by a pistil, but is elongated into a stem, around
which the white leaves of the calyx are alternately imbricated ; and
in double tulips, the outer whorl, representing the calyx, frequently
loses its verticillate arrangement, and becomes imbricated like the

leaves of a stem. The same structure also occurs in the double white
Fritillaria mdeagrU. Hence it cannot be doubted that the calyx
consists of leaves in a particular state.

Tho Corolla forms the second line or whorl of the fructification.

It consists of several divisions, usually not green, and always alternate

with those of the calyx. It is a series of leaves arising within those

of the calyx, from which it is sometimes indeed very easy to distinguish
it

;
but from which it is so often impossible to discriminate it, that

the difference between the calyx and corolla has been one of the most
debateable subjects in botany. No limits can be found in Cerent; the

same is true of Illicium, and several similar plants. In all Liliacea,

Orckidacea, and Zingibcracece, the only distinction that can be drawn
between the calyx and corolla is, that the one originates within the other ;

they are alike in figure, colour, texture, odour, and function. What-
ever therefore has been proved to be true of the calyx is also true of

the corolla. There are also cases in which the petals have actually
reverted to the state of leaves. In a Campanula Rapunculut, seen by
Roper, the corolla had become five green leaves like those of the calyx ;

the same was found in a Ytrbatcum pyramidal urn, described by 1 >u

Petit Thouars ; proliferous flowers of Geum and Rota, in which tho

petals were converted into leaves, are adduced by Linnams. [FLOWER.]
The third whorl or series of fructification is occupied by the

Stamens. These often consist of a single row, equal in number to the

divisions of the corolla, with which they are iu that case alternate.

The exceptions to this in flowers with a definite number of stamens
are not numerous

;
and such as do occur are to be considered as

wanting the outer row of stamens, and developing the second row
instead. Thus in Primvlacca, in which the stamens are opposite to

the petals, and therefore belonging to a second whorl, the first makes
its appearance in Sdanenckia in the form of clavate or subulate pro-
cesses arising from the sinuses of the limb. These, and similar

processes,
which are far from uncommon in plants, and which are

known by various names, such as scales of the orifice of the corolla,

glands, nectary, cup, &c., are in most cases metamorphosed stamens.
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In Narcissus the cup is formed of three stamens of the first row,
become petaloid and united at their margins ; while the six which
form the second and third rows are in their usual state and within the
tube. This is shown, firstly, by the frequent divisions of this cup
into three lobes, which then alternate with the petals ; secondly, by a
distinct tendency in double Narcissi, particularly N. poeticus, to pro-
duce abortive anthers on the margin of the lobes of the cup ; and
thirdly, by the genus Brodicea and its allies. In that genus the crown
of the original species consists of three petaloid pieces, not united
into a cup, as in Narcissus, but wholly separate from each other : in

Leucocoryne ixioides these pieces are not petaloid, but clavate ; and in
L. odorata the species have the same figure as in L. ixioides, but
almost constantly bear more or less perfect anthers. That the anthers
are mere alterations of the margins of the petals there is no difiiculty
in demonstrating. In Nymyhaea the passage from the one to the other

may be distinctly traced. In double roses the precise nature of this

metamorphosis is shown in a very instructive way. If any double
rose is examined it will be seen that those petals which are next the
stamens contract their claw into the form of a filament, and a dis-

tortion of the upper part, or limb, also takes place ; the two sides
become membranous, and put on the colour and texture of the anther;
and sometimes the perfect lobe of au anther will be found on one side
of a petal, and the half-formed misshapen rudiment of another on the

opposite side. In A quilegia vulgaris this transformation is still more
curious, but equally distinct ; the petals of that plant consist of a long
sessile

j, urple horn or bag, with a spreading margin ; while the stamens
consist of a slender filament, bearing a small oblong two-celled yellow
anther. In single and regularly-formed flowers nothing can be more
unlike than the petals and stamens ; but in double flowers the tran-
sition is complete ;

the petals, which first begin to change, provide
themselves with slender ungues ; the next contract their margin,
and acquire a still longer unguis ;

in the next the purple margin
disappears entirely ; two yellow lobes like the cells of the anther take
its place, and the horn, diminished in size, no longer proceeds from
the base, as in the genuine petal, but from the apex of the now
filiform unguis. In the last transition the lobes of the anther are
more fully formed, and the horn is almost contracted within the
dimensions of the connective, retaining however its purple colour : the
next stage is the perfect stamen. The conversion of stamens into green
leaves is far more uncommon : this indeed very rarely occurs. It was
seen by Roper in the Campanula. Rapunculus already referred to

;
and

Du Petit Thouars found the stamens of Brassies, napus converted into
branches bearing verticillate leaves. In Plantago major and Sieversia
montana permanent instances are known of a conversion of the

stamens, with all the other floral organs, into leaves. Thus it appears
that the stamens, like the petals, calyx, and bractese, are merely
modified leaves. [STAMENS.]
The Disc is so frequently absent, and is of so obscure a nature, that

few morphologistg take it into their consideration. It many plants it

consists of a mere annular fleshy ring encompassing the base of the

ovary ; in others it forms a sort of cup, in which the ovaries are

inclosed, as in certain Pceonies, and it very frequently makes its appear-
ance in the form of hypogynous glands or scales : it is almost always
between the stamens and pistil. That it is not an organ of a distinct

nature may be inferred from its having no existence in a large number
of flowers ; but if it is not an organ of itself it must be a modification
of something else, and in that view, from its situation, it would be
referrible either to the stamens or pistil. It has so little connection
with the latter, from which it always separates at maturity, that it can

scarcely belong to it. With the stamens it has a stronger relation : it

consists of the same cellular substance as the connective of the anthers,
is very often of the same colour ; whenever it separates into what are

called hypogynous glands or scales these always alternate with the
innermost series of stamens. In the Pceony the disc may in some
measure be compared to the inner row of scales which exist between
the stamens and pistil of the nearly-related genus A quUegia. Dunal
has noticed half the disc of a Cistus bearing stamens ; and a variety
of instances may be adduced of an insensible gradation from the
stamens to the most rudimentary state of the organ.
The fifth and last series of the fructification is the Pistil. The

simple pistil, that of the pea for instance, consists of an ovary, bearing
its ovules on one side in two parallel contiguous rows, and at its

upper extremity tapering into a style, which terminates in a stigma.
If this organ be further examined, it will be found that there is a
suture running down each edge from the style to the base ; it will be
also seen that the ovules are attached to one of these sutures, and
that the style is an elongation of the other : further, it will be per-
ceived that the two sides of the ovary are traversed by veins

emanating from the suture that terminates in the style, and that these

veins take a slightly ascending direction towards the suture which
bears the ovules. Now if, when the pod of the pea is half grown, it

be laid open through the latter suture, all these circumstances will at

that time be distinctly visible ; and if it then be compared with one

of the leaflets of the plant, it will be apparent that the suture that

bears ovules answers to the two edges of the leaf, the suture without
ovules to the midrib, and the style to the mucro. Hence it might,
without further evidence, be suspected that the ovary is an alteration

of the leaf; but if the inquiry be carried further in other plants, this

suspicion becomes converted into certainty. In the first place, the
suture without ovules, which has been said to be the midrib, is

always external with respect to the axis of fructification, as would be
the case with the midrib of a leaf folded up and terminating the
fructification. In the next place, nothing is more common than to
find

the_pistil
converted either into petals or into leaves. Its change

into pefels is to be found in numerous double flowers, as for example
double Narcissi, Hibiscus Rosa-sinensis, Wall-Flowers, Ranunculuses,
Saxifrages, and others. These however only show its tendency to
revert to petals as the representatives of leaves. The cases of its

reverting to other organs are much more instructive. In the double
Ulex Europceus the ovary is extremely like one of the segments of the

calyx ; its ovuliferous suture is not closed
;
in the room of ovules it

sometimes bears little yellow processes like miniature petals, and its

back corresponds to what would be the back of the calyx ;
no style

or stigma is visible ; sometimes two of these metamorphosed ovaries
are present : in that case the sutures which should bear ovules are

opposite to each other, just as the indexed margins of two opposite
leaves would be. In Kerria Japonica, which is only known in our
gardens in a double state, the ovaries are uniformly little miniature

leaves, with serrated margins corresponding to the ovuliferous suture
of the ovary, and an elongated poiut representing the style ; their
interior is occupied by other smaller leaves. Nothing is more common
among roses than to find the ovaries converted into perfect leaves ; in
such cases the margins uniformly occupy the place of the ovuliferous

suture, and the midrib that of the sterile suture. But the most
instructive and satisfactory proof of the pistil being merely a modified
leaf is to be found in the comnlou double cherry of the gardens. In
this plant the place of the ovary is usually occupied by a leaf alto-

gether similar to those of the branches, but much smaller : it is folded

together ; its margins are serrated, and, in consequence of the folding,
placed so as to touch each other

;
and they occupy the place of the

ovuliferous suture of a real pistil. The midrib of this leaf corresponds
to the station of the sterile suture of the ovary, and is not only
lengthened into a process representing a style, but is actually termi-
nated by a stigma. There is thus a greater identity of function
between the pistil and the other series of the fructification than
would at first appear probable. The pistil is seldom indeed found
converted into stamens ; but it often takes upon itself the form of

petals, as has been shown above ; and although cases are very rare
of pistils bearing pollen, yet several instances are known of ovules

being borne by the stamens. This occurs continually in Sempvrmvwm,
tectorum.

It appears then that there is not only a continuous uninterrupted
passage from the leaves to the bracts, from bracts to calyx, from calyx
to corolla, from corolla to stamens, and from stamens to pistil, from
which circumstance alone the origin of all these organs might have
been referred to the leaves, but that there is also a continual tendency
on the part of every one of them to revert to the form of a leaf.

The pistil in a state of composition differs much in appearance
from its simple form. At section 78 of 'Die Metamorphose der
Planzen

'

of Gb'the, are the following remarkable words :

"
Keeping

in view the observations that have now been made, there will be no

difiiculty in discovering the leaf in the seed-vessel, notwithstanding
the variable structure of that part and its peculiar combinations.

Thus, the pod is a leaf which is folded up and grown together at its

edges, and the capsule consists of several leaves grown together ; and
the compound fruit is composed of several leaves united round a
common centre, their sides being opened so as to form a communica-
tion between them, and their edges adhering together. This is obvious
from capsules, which, when ripe, split asunder, at which time each

portion is a separate pod. It is also shown by different species of

one genus, in which modifications exist of the principle on which
their fruit is formed : for instance, the capsules of Nigella orientalis

consist of pods assembled round a centre, and partially united ; in

Nigella damascena their union is complete."
As it may thus be proved that all the parts of a flower are merely

modified leaves, the following propositions may be stated to constitute

the basis of Vegetable Morphology :

"
Every flower, with its peduncle and bracteolaa, being the develop-

ment of a flower-bud, and flower-buds being altogether analogous to

leaf-bxids, it follows as a corollary, that every flower, with its peduncle
and bracteolse, is a metamorphosed branch.
" And further, the flowers being abortive branches, whatever the

laws are of the arrangement of branches with respect to each other,
the same will be the laws of the arrangement of flowers with respect
to each other.

" In consequence of a flower and its peduncle being a branch in a

particular state, the rudimentary or metamorphosed leaves which con-

stitute bractex, floral envelopes, and sexes, are subject to exactly the

same laws of arrangement as regularly formed leaves." (Lindley,
' Outline of the First Principles of Botany.')

Engelmann has ('De Antholysi Prodromus') attempted to classify
the principal aberrations from normal structure, and has Collected a

very considerable number of cases under the following heads :

1. Retrograde Metamorphosis (Regressus), when organs assume the

state of some of those on the outside of them, as when carpels change
to stamens or petals, hypogynous scales to stamens, stamens to petals
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or il>ls. wp*li to ordinary lrave, irregulur itnioture to regular, and
the like. 2. Foliaceous Metamorphosis (Vireaoentia), when all the

parU of a flower auume more or lea completely the Ute of leaven.

3. Duunion (Dujunctio), when the part* that usually cohere are

separated, as the carpel* of a syncarpous piatillum, the filaments of

monadelphous stamens, the petals of a monopetaloua corolla, Ac.

4. Iiii-location (Apostasii) : in this case the whorls of the flower are

broken up by the extension of the axis. 5. Viviparousness (Dia-

phyais), when the axi> is tiot only elongated, but continues to grow
anil form new parts, as in those instances where one flower grows from
within another. And, finally, 6, Proliferousness (Ecblastasis),when buds
are developed in the axils of the floral organs, so as to convert a simple
flower into a mass of inflorescence. A very considerable number of

instances an adduced in illustration of these divisions, and the work
will be found highly useful as a collection of curious or important facts,

(Outhe, Dit Mttamorjihose tier Pjtanzen ; Miquel, Commmtatio <U

Organorum in t'tgetabihbiu Or/a et Metamorphori ; Roper, De Organi*
Planlamm; Lindley, Introduction to Botany; Balfour, Clou-Book of

Botany ; Schleiden, Principle* of Scientific Botany, translated by Dr.

Lankester.)
METAPOCEROa [IcnAXiDJK.]
METEORIC IRON. [!BON.]

'

METEORIC STONES. fAEBOLlTSS.]
METEORS. [AEROLITES.]
METOTIA. iPiFRiDJE.]
METO'PTOMA, a genus of Fossil MMutca, from the Mountain

Limestone of the north of England.
METRIORHYNCHUS, Dr. Hermann von Meyer's name for a genus

of Fossil Crocodilida, found, according to him, in the Lias, the Oxford

Clay, at Honfleur, and in the Kimmeridge Clay at Havre.
M ETROSIDE'KOS (from nvrpa, the heart of a tree, and ffi'Jijpor,

iron), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Myrtacea. It

is distinguished from allied genera by the tube of the calyx not being
angular, adhering to the ovarium, the limb 6-cleft ; the stamens 20-30,

free, very long, and exserted ; the style filiform, and stigma simple ;

the capsule 2- or 3-celled, the cells many-seeded ; the seeds wingless.
The species are trees or shrubs, with opposite or alternate leaves, with
the flowers pedicellate, not adnate to the branches, as they are in the

genera Melaleuca and Callutemon. The last genus, with Angophora,
has been recently separated from Metrotidcrot.

Jt. rera, true Iron-Wood, has opposite ovate-lanceolate acuminated

quite glabrous leaves, seated on short petioles; the cymes axillary,

pedunculate, many-flowered. It is a native of Java and Amboyna,
among rocks. The Chinese and Japanese value the wood of this tree,
which they apply to many purposes, as the making of rudders, anchors,
4c., for their ships and boats. The bark is used in Japan as a remedy
in mucous discharges, diarrhoea, and dysentery. It is usually mixed
with some aromatic, as penaug, cloves, or nutmeg.
M. pulymorpha has opposite coriaceous leaves, of various forms,

glabrous on both surfaces, but covered with a little silky tomentuui
beneath ; the peduncles 3- or many-flowered, terminal and axillary,

corymbose; the calyxes and branchlets glabrous or clothed with silky
tomentum. This species is a tree, and grows in the Sandwich Islands,
and is said to be the plant from which are made the clubs and other

weapons employed in warfare by the South Sea Islanders.
" The

Aki, or Lignum Vit;o of New Zealand, the Rata and the Pohutu
Kawa of the same country, are all hard-wooded trees belonging to the

genus Mctrotiderot." (Lindley.)
Several other species of Metrotiderot have been described, natives

of Australia and the South Sea Islands. M. lucida, a beautiful

tree, occurs as far south as Lord Auckland's Islands, in lat. 504 S.

The M. lu.rifolia of Allan Cunningham is the New Zealand plant
called Aki, and is a rambling shrub, adhering to trees, and climbing
by means of its lateral roots to the summits of the loftiest trees in

the forests of Wangaroa and the Bay of Islands. In cultivation these

plants may be grown in a mixture of loam, peat, and sand. They
may be propagated by seeds or cuttings. Ripe cuttings will root in
Mod under a Land-glass.

(Don, IKclilamydimu Planli; Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom ; Burnett,
Outline* of Botany.)
MKL'M (from fuittr, smaller), a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order UmoeUiferce and to the tribe Seiclinae. It has an
obsolete calyx ; entire

elliptical petals, acute at both ends, with on
incurved point; the fruit elliptical, terete, or slightly doraally
compressed ;

the carpels with 6 sharp somewhat winged ridges ; the
intention aixl commissure's with many vitto). There are two niiccies

of this genus.
if. Alkamantictm, Common Bald-Money, has bipinnuto leaves with

multipartite leaflet*, the segments thread-shaped, acute. This is a

highly aromatic plant, with numerous white and yellow flowers. It
is a native of Europe, in dry mountain pastures, and is found in

England and the mountains of Scotland. The roots, seeds, and every
part of the plant are aromatic, and are used in the countries where it

grows as stomachics and carminatives. This and the other species,

M.M*ttllina, the Swiss Bald Money, which is a native of the sub-

alpine pnrtures of Europe, enters into the coinposition of the compound
called Venice Treacle.

( Babington, Manual of SriliA Botany ; Lindloy, Vegetable Ki vgdom.)

MEW. CLARID.B.1
MEZEREON. [DAPHNE.]
MICA, a Mineral belonging to the extensive aeries of Silicates of

Alumina. It occurs in oblique rhombic prisms of about 120* and 00'.

The crystals usually with the acute edge replaced. The cleavage is

very decided, yielding easily thin elastic lamina) of extreme tenuity.
It is found usually in thinly foliated masses, plates, or scales : some-
times in radiated groups of aggregated scales or small folia. The
colour is from white, through green, yellowish, and brownish shades,
to black. The lustre is more or less pearly. Transparent or trans-

lucent. Tough and elastic. Hardness 2'0 to 2'5. Specific gravity
2-8 to 8-0.

The composition of mica is as follows :

Silica 46-8

Alumina 36-8

Potash 9-2

Peroxide of Iron . . . . . . 4*5

Fluoric Acid 07
Water 1-8

99-3

A variety in which the scales are arranged in a plumose form is

called Plumose Mica ; another in which the plates have a transverse

cleavage, has been termed Prismatic Mica.

Mica resembles externally talc, and some forms of gypsum. From
talc it differs in affording thinner lamina;, and being elastic. It also

has not the greasy feel of talc. The same characters except the last

distinguish it from gypsum, besides it does not crumble so readily on

heating.
Mica is one of the constituents of granite, gneiss, and mica-slate,

and gives to the latter its laminated structure. It also occurs in

granular limestone. It is found abundantly in the United States, in

Russia, in Great Britain, and other parts of the world. It is not often

found in large isolated masses, but filling up the veins and fissures of

rocks, into the composition of which it enters. It occurs in the oldest

rocks, as well as in those which are new and possess a crystalline
character.

In Russia it is used extensively as a substitute for glass, and hence
it is called Muscovy Glass. The very thin lamina) are employed
for examining objects under the microscope. Haiiy states that these

lamina: are sometimes not more than the l-300,000th part of an inch

in thickness.

Lepidolile, or Lithia Mica, occurs in crystals or lamina) of a purplish

colour, and often in masses consisting of aggregated scales. It occurs

in the Ural. According to Resales, as quoted by Dana, it consists of

the following analysis :

Silica 477
Alumina .

Lime ....
Protoxide of Manganese
Potash ....
Lithia

Soda . . . .

Fluorine .

Chlorine

20-3

6-1

47
11-0

2-8

2-2

10-2

1-2

-1062

Fuelaitc is a green Mica from the Zillerthal, containing nearly
4 per cent of oxide of chromium.
From the crystallisation of Mica two species have been mode out

of the old species so called. The common Mica has an oblique prism
for its primary, but many micas when in perfect crystals have the

form of a hexagonal prism. This species has been called hexagonal
mica, the dark-coloured micas of Siberia, and the brilliant hexagonal
crystals of Vesuvius. There are also hexagonal crystals which have

been found by L)ov<5 to have two axes of polarisation, indicating that

the lateral axes of the primary are unequal, and that the form is a

rhombic prism with the acute edges truncated. This species is called

Rltomvic Mica, or Phlogo]ihite.

Maryarite, or Pearl Mica, occurs in hexagonal prisms, having the

structure of mica, and also in intersecting lamina). It has the appear-
ance of talc, but diners from that mineral in being a silicate of alumina
instead of magnesia. It is found at Stcrziug in the Tyrol, associated

with chlorite.

Maiyarotlite, another schistose talc of Zillcrthal, ii a variety of

common mica.

i'merylite and Eupliyllile ore new species, somewhat related to

Maryarite. They are found in Pennsylvania, United States.

Kamte. resembles talc, but contains no magnesia. It is whitish and

soft, and has a greasy feet

Lcjiidomtlane is a black iron mica, occurring in 6-sided scales or

tables aggregated together.
Ottrelite is an allied mineral occurring in black scales.

Oderit is probably a black mica. It can bo split into thin leaves.

It is opaque, black, and has very little lustre. It occurs in Sweden.

.MICA-SCHIST, one of the earliest groups of Stratified Rocks
known to geologists, and very extensively distributed throughout the

mountain regions of the globe, often in contact with granite, but more

requeutly superposed on gneiss. It is frequently interatratified with
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gneiss, primary limestone, quartz rook, chloritic schist, and clay-slate,
and is deficient in organic remains. There are however certain more
recent assemblages of strata more or less allied to mica-schist in

composition, of very limited area, adjacent to granitic elevations, in

Dauphine
1

, &c., which do contain organic remains of the secondary
periods.
To the British geologists the southern Highlands of Scotland and

the mountains of Donegal offer abundant and striking examples of

mica-schist, with ita associated limestones, quartz rocks, &c., while
round the granites of the Isle of Man, Cumbria, Devon, and Cornwall,
hardly a trace of gneiss or mica-schist has been observed.

Mica-schist, in its most typical state differs from gneiss by the
absence of felspar, but among the early stratified rocks the gradations
and permutations of ingredients are so frequent as to confound all

merely mineral distinctions, from hand specimens. The mica is

usually spread through the rocks of this series in continuous surfaces

overspreading the quartz portions, whereas in gneiss this seldom

happens. In respect of the magnitude, relative abundance, and crystal-
line aspect of the ingredients of mica-schist, there is every possible
variation, so that some specimens approach obscurely to granite, others
to well defined gneiss, and others to clay-slate.

Dr. M'Culloch proposed the following synopsis of Micaceous
Schist:

Division I. Consisting of mica and quartz.
Subdivision 1. Simply laminar or foliated.

a. Composed principally of continuously laminar mica.
4. Composed principally of continuously laminar quartz.
c. The mica discontinuous, the quartz granular.
d. The mica greenish, approaching to chloritic schist.

e. Mica gray, approaching to talcose schist.

/. Approaching to clay-slate.

The rocks of this subdivision are frequently and remarkably con-

torted.

Subdivision 2.- Granularly laminar.
a. Granular quartz, with scales of laminar mica.
6. Laminar quartz, with mica in scattered spots.
e. Laminar quartz, with distinct scales of mica.
d. Laminar quartz, with mica in parallel lines, so as to appear

fibrous on splitting. (Aranturine seems to be of this nature.)
c. The mica bent and contorted round the grains of quartz.

Division II. Compounded of three or more ingredients.
a. With hornblende.

6. With felspar (passing to gneiss).
c. With chlorite or talc (passing to talcose or chlorite schist).
d. With more than one of these ingredients.
e. With carbonate of lime.

Division III. -Conglomerated, or containing superadded fragments
of granite, gneiss, limestone, &c. It occurs in Isla, Garveloch, llau-

noch, &c.

Besides the minerals above noticed, many others occur in mica-

schist, so as universally to modify its aspect. This is particularly the

case with garnet, which is often perfectly crystallised amidst the mass
of fragmentary mica and quartz, and is so frequently met with in

mica-schist, that it seems to mark a particular condition, through
which the rock has passed since its first deposition.
The circumstance which perhaps more than any other deserves

attention in studying these rocks, is the character of their stratification.

Where limestones or clay-slates alternate with the mica schist, its strata

are easily traced ; but in cases where entire mountains are formed of

laminated mica and quartz, the contortions to which the whole is

subject render it very difficult to determine the prevalent dip of the

beds.

It is difficult to avoid the belief that the smaller contortions of

gneiss and mica-schist are due to causes quite distinct from violent

movement ; they are characteristic of a peculiar mode of deposition,
'

or marks of a subsequent modifying process. Whether the great con-

tortions may be thus explained, or require the supposition of great
disturbances of position, is not easy to determine. [GEOLOGY; ROCKS."

MICIPPA, [MAUD*:.]
MICO, or Fair Monkey, one of the common names for that species

of Oiiintili (Ifapale of Illiger) known to zoologists as the Jacchus argen
latui, Geoff., Simia argentata, Linn. It is a very pretty little species.

perhaps the prettiest of the genus. [JACCHUS.] The head is small

and round, the face and hands of a deep flesh-colour; indeed the face

and ears are of so lively a vermilion, that the animal, when in i'ul

health, looks almost as if it had been painted with that colour. The

body is covered with long silvery-white hair, and the tail is of a shining
dark chestnut, sometimes almost black.

MICHASTERIAS. [DESMIDIBA]
MICROCE'BUS, M. Geoffrey's name for a form among the Lc-

muridie ; Lemw (Oalago) Guineensit. [LiEMuniM:.]
MICRODACTYLUS. [CABIAMA.]
MICKOGLOSSUS. [PBITTACIM.}
MICROLITE. [PTROCHLOB.]
MICROLOPHUS. [IoUANiDJS.1

CROPO'GON, M. Temmiuck's name for a genus of Scausoria

Jirds which has the general structure of Bucco. The gape however
s smooth. The first three quills only are graduated. Mr. Swaiuson

arranges it under the Bucmince, or Barbuts, a sub-family of his

"icidce. [Picnwe.]
MICRO'PTERUS, a name assigned by Messrs. Quoy and Gaimard to

a genus of Anatidce, remarkable for the shortness of their wings.
Two species are recorded, namely: M. brachypterus (Quoy and

jraimard, Oidemia Patachonica, King, Aiian brachyptera, Lath., Race-

Horse of Cook and Byron, and Steamer-Duck of King), and M . Pata-

chonicus, King, which is smaller in the body than the first, and is able

to fly.

M. brachypteiiis is above lead-colour, inclining to gray; abdomen
whitish ; the beauty-spot on the wings white, at the bend a blunt spur;
aill yellow, the nail blaok

; legs fuscous yellow. Length from tip of

the bill to end of tail, 40 inches; of bill, 3 inches; of wing, from

carpel joint to apex of second quill-feather, 11 inches; of tail, 5 inches

of tarsi, 2| inches. (King.)

Kaoe-llorse or Steamer-Duck (Microptenu brachypterus).

Captain Philip Parker King, R.N., who has described both species,
one in the ' Zool. Journal,' and the second in the '

Zool. Proceedings,'
first fell in with the larger species at Eagle Bay, beyond Cape San
Isidro (Point Shut-up of Byron), in the Strait of Magalhaens. "Here,"
writes Captain King,

" we saw, for the first time, that most remarkable
bird the Steamer-Duck. Before steam-boats were in general use, this

bird was denominated, from its swiftness in skimming over the surface

of the water, the Race-Horse, a name which occurs frequently in Cook's,

Byron's, and other voyages. It is a gigantic duck, the largest I have
met with. It has the lobated hind toe, legs placed far backwards,
and other characteristics of the oceanic ducks. The principal pecu-

liarity of this bird is the shortness and remarkably small size of the

wings, which, not having sufficient power to raise the body, serve only
to propel it along, rather than through the water, and are used like

the paddles of a steam-vessel. Aided by these and its strong broad-

webbea feet, it moves with astonishing velocity. It would not be an

exaggeration to state its speed at from 12 to 15 miles an hour. The

peculiar form of the wing and the short rigid feathers which cover it,

together with the power this bird possesses of remaining a considerable

time under water, constitute it a striking link between the genera
Anas and Aptenodytes. It has been noticed by many former navi-

gators. The largest we found measured 40 inches from the extremity
of the bill to that of the tail, and weighed 13 Ibs. ;

but Captain Cook

mentions, in his second voyage, that the weight of one was 29 Ibs.

It is very difficult to kill them, on account of their wariness and thick

coat of feathers, which is impenetrable by anything smaller than

swan-shot. The flavour of their flesh is so strong and fishy, that at

first we killed them solely for specimens. Five or six months however
on salt provisions taught many to think such food palatable, and the

seamen never lost an opportunity of eating them. I have preferred
these ducks to salt beef, but more as a preventive against scurvy than

from liking their taste. I am averse to altering names, particularly
in natural history, without very good reason ; but in this case I do

think the name of Steamer much more appropriate and descriptive
of the swift paddling motion of these birds than that of Race-Horse.

I believe, too, the name of Steamer is now generally given to it by
those who have visited these regions."
The same author informs us that Pecten vitreus, whose shell is

found attached to the leaves of Fucua giyanieus, together with other
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Moltiuca, it the food of the Steamer-Duck* St. Iracltyptenu, and if.

(' Narrative of the Surveying Voyages of H.M.S. Adventure and

icropttnu comet very near to tfieropttra, Qravenhorst'a name for

a genua of Coleopterous Insects, and to Microptere of Laccpode, who
OMB the term to designate a genus of Acanthopterygious Fishes.

MTCROPUS (Swainson), a genus of Birds belonging to the family
Brachypotlincr, the first sub-family of the Ueruiida, according to his

arrangement. [McBULUXO.]
M. ckaicocepkalut ; Ixot chalcocqihaliu, Temm. The male has the

whole head covered with a sort of hood of metallic black with violet

reflections ; the neck, the shoulders, the back, and wings, dull gray or

lead colour ; breast deep gray, which becomes brighter on the other
lower parts of the body; wings black, but the secondaries gray,
bordered with whitish on the exterior barbs ;

tail gray, with a trans-

Terse black band, and terminated with a broad white border. Length
6 inches 4 lines. Female : less lively in colour.

It inhabits Java, where Van Hasselt found it in the wild and woody
district of Bantam.

*

Micropus chalcocfphalu* (male).

MICROSCOPE, USES OF THE. There are few instruments that

have rendered such important aid in scientific search as the Microscope.
The chief advances that have been made in the natural history sciences,

embracing physiology, during the latter portion of the first half of

the lyth century, have been effected by its agency. The structure of

this instrument has been gradually rendered more perfect as the
science of optics advanced ; and its nature and arrangement can only
be understood by the study of the principles of this science. In the
articles LIGHT, LENS, ACHROMATIC ABERRATION, MICROMETER, and
MICROSCOPE, in the ARTS AND SCIENCES DIVISION of this work, the
student will find the principles and plan on which this instrument is

constructed fully elucidated. We purpose here referring to its use as

an instrument of natural history and physiological research, and of

those general arrangements and applications by which its utility can
alone be fully secured. It is not alone sufficient that a man possesses

eyes in order to observe accurately, nor is it the possession of a costly

microscope that will enable a person to confirm the observations of
others or make discoveries of his own. The use of the microscope by
uninstructed and incautious observers has given rise to many absurd
errors.

" The fruit of the mulberry has been mistaken for Entozoa ;

calcareous corpuscles have been regarded by several observers as ova,
and the appearance arising from the presence of concentric lamina
has been interpreted to be the coils of an inclosed embryo ;

similar

corpuscles hare also been regarded as nucleated cells, and again as

blood-corpuscles ; minute fossils in chalk have been strung together
with portions of vegetable tissue, and (perhaps) the spores of Alga,
to constitute different stages of a fungus : minute hairs projecting on
the surface of a membrane have been declared to be spiculeo within

subjacent cells ; and quite recently one writer states, that certain
minute bodies which he has examined are either blood-corpuscles or
the spores of fungi, but which is doubtful ! while another recounts,
bow by fortunate accident he discovered that corpuscles, which he
had regarded at first as consisting of fat, were afterwards found
accidentally to consist of calcareous salts !

"
Again, we read in physiological works of the yolk-cells, and the

coloured oil-globules of the yolk ; and a beautiful function of assimila-
tion has been attributed to them; but they exist only in the

imagination of the authors, who have regarded the one as cells, simply
because they are round, and the other as consisting of fat, because

they are highly refractive. Sit co the publication of Schleiden's cell-

doctrine, almost everything i uund bus been regarded as a cell ; any
single body within this, or where there are several, the largest has

been regarded as a nucleus, and any spot within the nucleus has
been viewed as a nucleolus. Whereas many of the so-called cells are

homogeneous spheres, many of the nuelei are vaouoles, and a true
nucleolus is very rarely found except in books." (' Micrographics

Dictionary.')

Against such errors as these a long-continued and careful use of the

microscope can alone preserve the young observer. They are not the
result of imperfect or inferior instruments, but the consequences of

hasty and imperfect observation. They have been made by persons
using the most costly instruments and their erroneousness demon-
strated by those who have used the simplest and most economical

arrangements.
In

microscopic
observations two things must be remembered 1st,

That in the microscope, especially with high powers, we see surfaces,
not bodies. It frequently happens that in looking upon surfaces, we
get a glance into the depths of transparent objects by changing the

adjustment, without altering the position of the object; it more often

happens however that in looking upon such objects, we are unable to

make them out to be bodies until we have changed their position, and
ascertained their dimensions in three different directions; this, in

many cases, from the nature of the object itself, is a matter of great

difficulty. 2nd, That we seldom see the objects under the microscope
in their natural condition ; that we consequently must take into con-

sideration the changes which we ourselves partly produce, either by
the medium in which the object is placed, or by the use of the knife

or other influences. Long and thorough practice with the microscope
secures the observer from deceptions which arise, not from any fault

in the instrument, but from a want of acquaintance with the micros-

cope, and from a forgetfulness of the wide difference between common
vision and vision through a microscope. Deceptions also arise from a

neglect to distinguish between the natural appearance of the object
under observation, and that which it assumes under the microscope.
To these difficulties must be added those originating in the eye

itself, through the so-called
' Mouches volantes,' and those also which

arise from the observer being unacquainted with the appearance, under
the microscope, of the common things which are dispersed through-
out the air and water, such as small

particles
of dust, &c. Lastly,

deceptions are also caused by air-bubbles, by molecular motion, and

by the currents which arise upon the stage of the microscope from
the evaporation of water, or from the intermingling of two fluids.

The observer must learn to know and distinguish all these things
thoroughly, and then no further deception can arise from these causes.
The proper use of the microscope is always the principal thing to

be considered. Hedwig with the microscope of his time, promoted
the advancement of science to a greater extent than many observers
with incomparably better instruments have done.

In order to use the microscope properly, the observer must be
skilful in handling the instrument and the objects, and above all

things, his mode of proceeding must be conducted with accuracy and
judgment, and he must be able to give a sufficient reason for every
thing that he does. His progress hi research will be slow, but sure ;

he must endeavour to obtain objects from every possible source, and
must examine them thoroughly ; he must verify his own observations
as scrupulously as possible, and so, progressing step by step, he will

attain the desired end. Work without method will seldom lead to

any result ; the finest sections of wood made only in one direction, or
in a wrong direction, do not lead to any knowledge of the wood under
observation. Single observations (of wood, for instance), irregularly
made from time to time, only show the condition of the wood at the
time of that particular observation, and throw no light on its condition
at an earlier or later period ;

whilst sections made in a proper manner,
and well-preserved specimens of the successive conditions of the wood,
furnish irrefragable proofs, the one of the construction, and the other
of the development in the growth of the wood under observation.

(Schaoht on the '

Microscope. )

Before speaking of the methods of examining and preserving bodies
for microscopic observation, it will be better to draw attention to the
natural objects, to the examination of hich it bos been applied with
so much success. In both the inorganic and organic worlds the micro-

scope is made subservient to observation. To speak first of inorganic
substances and materials not under the influence of vital action, it

has been found of great use in determining the forms of minute

crystals. In this way it aids the analytical chemist. In the exami-
nation of the saline contents of water, if a small quantity of the

water is allowed to evaporate upon an ordinary gloss slide, its contents

may be judged of by the forms which the crystalline matters assume.
In fluids obtained from organic bodies this plan of examination has
been lately applied with the most interesting results. A series of the

most beautiful illustrations of the microscopic characters exhibited by
crystals obtained by the evaporation

of the blood and other fluids,

will be found in Dr. Otto Funke'a ' Atlas [of Physiological Chemistry,'
and also in the '

Micrographic Dictionary,' by Dr. Griffiths and
Mr. Honfrey. Not only are the natural crystalline constituents

dissolved up in liquids thus obtained, but new combinations obtained

by the addition of re-agents. This mode of inquiry is equally

applicable to the excretions of the human body, and is rapidly

becoming one of the most important means of diagnosis in the hands
of the physician.
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Although dealing with the disposition of large masses of matter, of

which the earth's surface is composed, important knowledge is obtained

by the geologist by examining minute portions of them with the aid

of the microscope. It ia by the aid of this instrument alone that the

question of the manner in which an estensive series of rocks has been

deposited can be determined. Many rocks which present a homoge-
neous surface, when sections are made of them and placed under the

microscope, are found to consist of the remains of the minutest forms
of organic beings. [DiATOMACEJ: ; INFUSORIA.] Whilst, on the other

hand, rocks which, like the Oolites, present to the naked eye the

appearance of being composed of various /orms of organic beings,
on close examination with the microscope are found to present appear-
ances due to purely physical causes. Each of the little egg-like bodies

seen in these rocks is found to contain a particle of sand surrounded

by carbonate of lime. [MAGNESIAN LIMESTONE ; OOLITIC SYSTEM.]
It frequently happens that the fossilised parts of the higher animals
which are left in the solid rock are too small or shapeless to indicate

the characters of the family to which they belonged ; but by the aid

of the microscope this question can be determined in multitudes of

instances. It has been found by the recent researches of Dr. Carpenter
and others, that the microscopic characters afforded by the structure

of shells are frequently so distinct as to afford the means of distin-

guishing between allied species of Molluaca. This is a subject of the

highest interest to the geologist ; for of all the remains of animal life

those of the Molluaca, from the hard nature of their shells, are those

which are furnished to him in greatest abundance for distinguishing
the character of different strata, and determining their relative age.

Amongst the vertebrate animals, next to the teeth, the bones are the

parts which are most frequently left in rocks. When the form of the

bone is no guide, its microscopic structure will determine the family
to which it belongs. The forms presented by the lacuna;, or bone-cells

[BONE], which are only visible by the aid of the microscope, are found
to differ so much in fish, reptiles, birds, and mammals, as to afford the

means of distinguishing each class. The teeth are only modified bone,
and although they present most frequently a very definite external

form, and are usually better preserved than any other part of an
animal body, they afford still more definite characters by the modifi-

cations of the internal portions of their structure. It is thus that the

internal structure of the tooth presents a better character than any
other part of its structure in the gigantic extinct frog, the Laby-
rinthodon. [AMPHIBIA.]
Among the earlier fishes which inhabited the seas of the earth were

principally those which have a cartilaginous skeleton ;
but with this

perishable skeleton they were endowed with hard scales, which have
resisted all decomposing agencies, and these scales, frequently scattered,

are the only record of their existence. From microscopic examination
of the structure of these scales, Professor Williamspn has shown that

the species of those fishes can be detected.

Numerous are the forms of Zoophyta, Polyzoa, and Echinodermata
that have left remains in the strata of the earth which the naked eye
can by no means distinguish, but whose differences are immediately
revealed when sections of their fossilised remains are placed under
the microscope. Examples of these will be found in the second

volume of Professor Quekett's
' Lectures on Histology.'

We pass from this glance at the use of the microscope to the

chemist and geologist, to point out its value in researches connected

with living organised beings. We begin with plants. It is in the

vegetable structure that the ultimate cells, of which all organised

beings are composed, are most easily discerned. The earliest micro-

icopic observers were aware of this. It was left however for Schleiden

to perceive the full significance of this fact in 1838, when he drew
attention to the cytoblast as the source of the growth and life of the

celL [CELLS.] He was followed by Schwann, who pointed out that

the cell was of equal importance in the animal as the vegetable king-

dom. The ultimate cell of the plant or animal is only visible by the

aid of the microscope ; hence whatever importance is attached to the

discovery of cells and the formation of tissues by their agency is due

to the use of the microscope.
The unceasing labours of microscopic observers during the last

quarter of a century have developed a new branch of science called

histology [HISTOLOOT], which embraces a knowledge of the ultimate

structure of the tissues of which all parts of plants and animals are

composed.
One of the most interesting facts connected with the history of the

microscope is the discovery of the existence of minute animals and

plants, inhabiting more especially water, and which are perfectly
invisible to the naked eye. The earliest observations on these minute

beings were made by Leeuwenhoek in the middle of the 17th century;
but it was left for Ehrenberg, during the present century, to make
known to its full extent the immense variety of forms assumed by
these microscopic beings. [DIATOMACE.E ; DESMIDIE.E; INFUSORIA.]
Since the publication of the '

Infusionsthierchen,' these minute organ-
isms have been a source of increasing interest to microscopic observers.

Representing the entire animal or plant in its simplest form, the

observations of their growth, structure, and functions have thrown

light on some of the most complicated problems of animal and

vegetable physiology. Small as they are, they make up for want of

nize by the prodigious numbers in which they occur, and the important

functions they seem to perform in the universe. The unveiling this
world of life is entirely due to the agency of the microscope.

It is not however alone in revealing the minute structure of plants
and animals, as the existence of organic beings of minute size, that
the naturalist and physiologist are indebted to the microscope. By
its aid they have been enabled to investigate the functions performed
by cells. If the tissues of plants and animals are built up of cells it

was a natural inference that these cells performed an important part
in the functions of these tissues. It was soon found that the animal
and plant increased in size by the multiplication of these cells ; that
the tissues were renewed by their agency; that the function of secretion
was performed by them ;

in short, that it was by the aggregate of their
functions that plants and animals lived. Hence the cell theory, or cell

doctrine, has been to the explanation of the phenomena of living
beings what the law of gravitation was to the phenomena of the

physical universe. Till the application of the microscope the myste-
rious function by which new beings in plants and animals were

produced was only imperfectly apprehended ; but since its extended

employment the laws which regulate this process have become per-
fectly obvious, and but little remains to complete our knowledge of
the subject. [REPRODUCTION IN PLANTS AND ANIMALS.]

Having pointed out the objects of the use of the microscope, we
now proceed to give some general directions for examining them. In

giving these directions we shall follow Dr. Schacht, whose work on the

microscope has been translated into English by Mr. Currey.
One of the principal requisites for microscopical investigation,

besides a good instrument, is a proper supply of light. When the

position and nature of the apartment can be selected at pleasure, a
room should be chosen having windows facing the west or the north,
or, what is better, a room with windows towards both those quarters of
the heavens. The windows must be as high as possible, since the

light received from the horizon is the most favourable ; light reflected

from a white wall, or the light of white clouds, is often very
advantageous. The light of scudding clouds fatigues the eye by the

rapid change in the intensity of the light, besides rendering necessary
a continual change in the position of the mirror. No ordinary observa-

tion is possible in direct sunlight ; this light is, in the first place, far

too dazzling for the eye to bear
; and, in the second place, it causes

appearances which give rise to the grossest deceptions. In working
with the microscope in the forenoon and in the middle of the day, a
room lying to the east or to the south must therefore be avoided : by
means of white blinds, or curtains, the inconvenience may, to a certain

extent, be avoided.

Many objects are seen very beautifully by lamp-light, but this light
is far more glaring than daylight. When the fight is made to pass

through blue glass before reaching the mirror, it bears a greater
resemblance to daylight, and is pleasanter to the eye. A piece of

white ground-glass, fastened in a wooden frame, and placed before the

lamp, will have the same effect. By regulating the light of the lamp
in this manner, objects already prepared may be shown very well by
night, but it is hardly possible to make fine preparations with such
an illumination ; for exact observation, therefore, the day-time only
must be selected. In order to intercept the light of the horizon by
means of the mirror, the latter is placed at least three feet from the

window, the microscope is turned with the mirror towards the light,

and the whole instrument, but especially the mirror, is placed in

different positions whilst the observer looks through the eye-glass ;

the light is, in fact, sought after : when the field of view appears
clearest and brightest, the object which is to be observed is pushed
under the microscope.
When it is wished to examine opaque objects with incident or

reflected light, the microscope may often be advantageously brought
nearer to the window. Since for this kind of illumination a much
larger quantity of light is necessary, direct sunlight is sometimes

desirab'e; in the absence of this, the condensing lens is used, by
means of which the greatest possible quantity of light is concentrated

upon the object. In this kind of illumination, the access of light
from below, which would interfere with the observation, is prevented

by closing the diaphragm. For objects which are altogether opaque, a

background which is white, but not glittering, is often advantageous.
The table at which microscopical observations are undertaken must

be sufficiently large, and very firm
;

it must be so arranged that all

the apparatus which is ever wanted shall be at hand. Much time is

spared by attention to this, and in microscopical investigations time

passes only too quickly ; moreover, in a very confined space it is

impossible to make effectual preparations with the simple microscope.

Every object intended for investigation should be examined in the

first instance with a low magnifying power, since by that means a far

larger portion of the object is seen, and thus a better impression with

regard to the whole is obtained. Should the light be too strong, the

plane mirror may be used instead of the concave one. When the

observer has gained as much information as he can with the low-

magnifying power, for instance, one of 50 diameters, or, in some

cases, even a less magnifying power, the object-glass is changed for a

more powerful one. When the most powerful object-glass has been

used, and a still stronger magnifying power is found desirable, then a

stronger eye-glass is taken. As a general rule, the eye-glass of lowest

power should be used, and, if necessary, the magnifying power should
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be increased by pasunir from the object-glasses of lower power to

those of higher power ; out, nevertheless, for seeing with convenience,
and especially for drawing, the use of a powerful eye-glass is often

not without advantage. As long u the magnifying power can be

increased by means of an object-glass, recourse should never be had
to the eye-glass, since both the light and the shsrpness of outline of

the image are necessarily diminished by the use of a powerful eye-

glass, which is not the ease in using a more powerful object-glass.
In some cases, it is a good plan to shade with the left hand, the

eye which looks into the microscope. When an object is thin enough
to be seen with transmitted light, it is first illuminated with light

transmitted directly, and is examined with different, and gradually

increasing, magnifying pqwers ;
should any details of the image remain

undefined, obliquely transmitted light is used, which U insinuated

into all the different corners of the object In some microscopes this

is attained by turning the stage round its axis ; where this arrange-
ment is wanting, the position of the object must be changed by moving
it with the hand. Lines always stand out most clearly when oblique

light falls upon them at a right angle : where, therefore, a line is sus-

pected to exist, or is only dimly seen, particular attention must be

paid to this circumstance. In submitting objects to incident light, the

same rule generally holds good, and particular care must be taken, by
turning either the stage or the object itself, to concentrate the light
in all possible directions upon the object. Object-glasses of very

high power cannot be used with incident light, inasmuch as the

shortness of their focal length prevents the light from falling on the

object ;
in this case recourse must be had to less power object-glasses,

and more powerful eye-glasses. As a general rule, low-magnifying

Objects are frequently examined by polarised light. In order to

effect this an instrument called a polarucope is employed. That most

frequently used is the arrangement proposed by Mr. Nichol. It

consists of two prisms of Iceland spar, one of which is fitted beneath
the stage, the other is attached to the eye-piece. Tourmaline is also

used for the same purpose. Large crystals of iodide of quinine have
also been shown by Dr. Herapath to be applicable in polarising light
for the microscope. ('Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,'
vol. ii.) By the use of polarised light objects frequently exhibit

their structure in a more perfect manner. Various objects, especially

crystals of a spherical or oval form, exhibit a beautiful variety of

colour in this way. In some cases it may be made the means of

testing the nature of an object
In most instances, objects are examined under water : it is but

seldom, as, for instance, in examining pollen or spores, that it is neces-

sary to observe them in different media, and also when dry. In the
case of incident light, water often operates injuriously, especially when
the object is not quite covered by it : it is therefore advisable, for

certain particular objects, as, for instance, the embryoes of grasses, to

observe them first without water, and afterwards under water; by
placing them under a cover, and adding water with a camel's-hair

brush, the object is generally sufficiently and fully immersed. When
low-magnifying powers are used, it is not necessary that the objects
should be placed under a glass cover, in fact in many cases where it

is wished to have the power of turning the object round, or when it is

thought that the object may be improved by any additional cutting
or preparation, it is very advantageous not to cover it ;

when object-

glasses of very high power are used, the focal distance is so short, that

in order to prevent striking the lens against the object, or dipping it

in the fluid upon the object plate, it is necessary to make use of glass
covers. When these are used, the fluid in which the object lies fre-

quently becomes lessened by evaporation during the observation, in

which case a fresh drop is added at the edge of the glass cover by
means of a glass rod, or a clean camel's-hair brush, which may be used
when it is wished to add a solution of iodine, or of chloride of zinc and
iodine, to objects which are already immersed in water.
When any chemical re-agents are used, whether iodine, caustic

potash, or an acid, the object should always be covered with a thin plate
of glass ; in using volatile acids, such as nitric acid and hydrohloric
acid, too much care cannot be taken. The vapour of sulphuretted
hydrogen has a very injurious effect upon flint glass, which is used by
some opticians for the under side of the object-glass.
When the microscope is in daily use, it is a good plan to keep it

under a high bell-glass, or an ornament shade.
The greatest cleanliness and accuracy are indispensable for micros-

copical investigations : it must be laid down a* a rule always to use
the cleanest water, in the cleanest vessels, for moistening the slides.

Even with this precaution it is impossible entirely to protect the

object from becoming soiled with particles of dust Extraneous

thingn of this kind will not easily deceive a practised observer
;
a

beginner however may be easily misled by them. Water which has
been left standing should never be used, since it too frequently con-
tains the inferior sorts of animals and plants; and when different

objects are examined one after another, fresh water should be taken
for every new object, in order that no particles of the objects which
have been previously examined may be mixed with the water upon
the slide. Many errors may be traced to a neglect of small precautions
of this sort

In order to be able to recognise extraneous objects as such, it is

advisable to gain an acquaintance with those things which, notwith-

standing all precautions, cannot always be avoided. To this class of

things belong 1st, Air-bubbles, which, with transmitted light, gener-

ally appear in the form of circles of larger or smaller diameter, with
a dark, black-looking rim : with incident light, on the contrary, their

rim appears of a white colour. When the object U under a glass
cover and in contact with it, the larger air-bubbles frequently assume
a very irregular shape ; the above-mentioned optical fact is generally
however by far the best proof of the presence of air, and by it the

presence of air may be detected both in and between the cells of

plants. 2nd, Colourless or coloured fibres of paper, or of linen,

woollen, or silk-textures, left behind upon the object-glasses, from the
cloths with which they have been cleaned, and also the hairs which
have been detached from the brush. 3rd, Granular particles of dust
of irregular shape, which are frequently coloured, and are probably
produced by the decay of organised bodies. If it is wished to examine

plants, or parts of plants, which grow either in or upon the earth,
or in water, great attention must be paid to the many organised bodies

which are likely to be met with : pains must be taken by careful obser-

vation to become acquainted with the lower forms of animals and

plants: it is necessary, for instance, to be able to distinguish the
common forms of Infiuoria, both those which are provided with
siliceous coatings, and those that are not ; also with the yeast plant,
the different forms of mould, the Oirillaioria, and such like things, in

order to be able to separate them from the particular object under
consideration.

The epithelial cells of the mucous membrane of the mouth are also

objects which may deceive the observer. They occur when the brush
is drawn through the mouth previously to bringing an object upon
the object-plate. It is advisable never to pass the brush through the
mouth. When in cutting small objects, the latter are held between
the thumb and forefinger, or upon the forefinger alone, it often happens
that small fragments of the skin of the finger are cut off at the same
time. The observer must learn to distinguish these fragments, as well

as the small pieces of cork which he will meet with in sections made
between that substance.

Appearances of motion, either usual or accidental, may also give rise

to mistakes, and these must therefore be learnt. Molecular motion is

peculiar to all very small bodies, contained in a thin fluid medium
; it

consists of a somewhat trembling motion of these small bodies ; it is

frequently seen in the interior of pollen grains; it may be observed
still better in certain fluids, for instance milk, when a small quantity
is mixed with water, and placed under the microscope, with a magni-
fying power of from 200 to 400 diameters. When acquaintance is

once made with this phenomenon no further deception can be caused

by it The same result follows from accidental current* upon the

object-plate, which may take place either by evaporation or by the

mingling of two fluids of unequal specific gravity, or by the dissolving
of any salt existing in the fluid.

Observations are made less frequently with reflected than with
transmitted light, but since the latter can only be used for very thin

objects, the principal point to be attended to in dealing with opaque
objects, is to make such an arrangement of them, as to enable the

observer clearly to make out their details. The manner in which the

object is divided must be regulated and altered according to the
nature of the object itself, and the information which it is wished, by
the help of the microscope, to obtain respecting it Firm homoge-
neous textures, suoh as wood, must be treated quite differently from
delicate objects composed of different organs, such as buds aud
blossoms ; in the case of wood it is sufficient to take as thin a slice as

possible, cut in a certain fixed direction
;

in the case of buds and

blossoms, attention must be paid not only to the direction, but also,

particularly, to the point at which the section is made ; it is necessary
to exhibit an accurate longitudinal section through the middle of the
whole bud or blossom, and an equally accurate transverse section made
at different heights, in order to ascertain the arrangement of the

organs with respect to one another; moreover, the different parts of

the organs must be separated and examined by themselves
; in cases

like this, and especially in inquiries connected with the development
of plants, a dissecting microscope is necessary. The same remarks

apply to hard and soft animal tissues.

Succulent or spongy tissues have generally large cells ; it is not

necessary therefore to have thin sections of such tissues, which are

always difficult to make. Delicate animal tissues may advantageously
be placed in spirit or pyroligneous acid for some days, provided it is

not necessary that the tissues should be examined whilst fresh ; but
there is little advantage to be derived from treating botanical objects
in that manner. It is a good plan however, in many cases, to saturate

delicate portions of animals and vegetables with thick gum-mucilage,
and to let them dry slowly in the air.

In dissecting, different methods must be adopted, according to the

magnitude of the different objects ; objects of large size may be held
with the left band, or with the thumb and forefinger of that hand ;

very small or very thin objects, such as the stems of mosses, thin

twigs and roots, leaves, small seeds, and such-like things, may be

placed between two pieces of cork, and thin slices of the object cut

by means of a sharp knife or razor.

Observations are sometimes disagreeably impeded by the presence
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of air, which becomes accumulated in the hairy parts of plants, in the
intercellular canals, in the vessels, and in wood ; it is best removed by
placing the object for a few minutes in a small watch-glass filled with
alcohol

; when taken out of the alcohol it must be put into water, and
then transferred to the slide. When it ia wished to examine the cell

contents, in which the changes are generally produced by the operation
of alcohol, the removal of the air may be advantageously effected by
the use of the compreasorium, which is permitted to operate conti-

nuously upon the object, whilst the observer looks into the microscope.
In the absence of a compressorium, the fingers may be lightly pressed
against the glass cover.

For transferring objects from one fluid into another a very fine

camel's-hair brush should be employed ; needles and other sharp
instruments should never be used for this purpose, since the object
may be easily injured by them. When the object is very small it

will be more easily found if the watch glass is placed upon a dark

back-ground.
The microscope only affords a view of one surface of an object ;

when, therefore, bodies are subjected to examination, it is not sufficient

for a correct understanding of them to examine one side only; a

transverse section and a longitudinal section, and, in fact, frequently
many longitudinal sections in different determinate directions, must
be carefully examined and compared with one another before the
observer can be satisfied that he haa made out the construction of the

body under observation. That which in objects of large size is

attained by the help of the knife, is effected, in the case of very
small opaque. objects, by examining them on different sides. In

examining small bodies which are very transparent, as, for instance,
the ovules of Orchidere, or grains of pollen or starch, the adjustment
of the miscroscope is varied from time to time, by which means the

upper side of the object is first brought into the focus, then the

middle (which may be called an optical section, transverse or longitu-
dinal, as the case may be), and, lastly, the under-side. The more

perfect the object-glass the more exact is the focal plane, and the more
sensitive is the instrument to any small alteration of the focus, on
which account the observer should always keep his hand upon the

fine-adjusted screw whilst he is employed upon observations requiring
much accuracy. The sensitiveness above mentioned increases, iu

good instruments, in proportion to the magnifying power, and also

with the angle of the aperture of the glass.
The accurate adjustment of an object is judged of by the sharpness

of delineation of the image. The adjustment is more accurate in pro-

portion to the delicacy and sharpness of the lines seen upon small

objects, and also in proportion to the fineness and clearness of the

outline, which should be soft, but well-defined. The scales of the

Jfipparchia, Janira, a common brown Butterfly, are well adapted
for enabling a person to judge of the accuracy of an adjustment; the

smallest change of focus causes transverse striae to disappear.
In examining small round bodies, such as pollen-grains, the position

of the object* should be changed, by gently pushing the glass-cover so

as to cause the bodies to roll about ; by this means different sides of

the objects are >een, and from the different images presented to the

eye their true form is made out.

Small objects should never be compressed between two glass sides,

that being too rough a method of proceeding. If however it is supposed
that anything is to be gained by compression, then it is advisable to use

the compressorium, which is an instrument consisting of a mechanical

arrangement by which the thin glass covering an object may be com-

pressed at will. When the compressorium is cautiously used, the

observer, by carefully watching what takes place, can gain a knowledge
of the changes produced by pressure during the time the compressorium
is permitted to work. In certain cases, where, for instance, the question
is whether a particular object is a delicate cell or a drop of some

fluid, the Compressorium may be of service ; since, if a cellular mem-
brane be present, it will burst and discharge its contents as the pressure
w increased, whereas the drop, whether it bo oil, liquid resin, or any
other chemical substance upon the slide, will only change its form.

In examining any object, whether animal or vegetable, it is not

sufficient to observe the nature, form, and arrangement of the cells ;

it is necessary also to pay attention to their contents, which, in the

case of plants, are different according to the functions assigned to

them by nature. It is necessary, therefore, to distinguish 1st,

Whether a cell is empty, that is to say, whether it contains air, as is

the case, for instance, with perfect vessels and wood-cells; 2ndly,
Whether its contents are fluid with a solid substance contained in the

fluid. Another question which arises is as to the nature of the fluid

contents, that is, whether they consist of a homogeneous fluid, or of

fluirls of different consistencies, apparently not intermingling with one

another ;
the manner in which these fluids are affected by chemical

re-agents ban also to be considered. Lastly, the solid ingredients of

the cell-contenta, and their physical and chemical nature, must also be

attended to. There are some substances dissolved in the juices of the

cell, such as sugar, for example, for which no certain chemical re-agents
are known. Gum and dextrine are coagulated by alcohol

;
the presence

of nitrogenous substances is proved, by the use of sugar and sulphuric

acid, which produce a red colour, or by a solution of iodine, or of

chlorfde of zinc and iodine, and also by nitric acid, with ammonia

subsequently added to it; in these three cases an intense yellow
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colour, almost brown, is produced. When the presence of oil or resin

is suspected, the object should be placed in ether or pure alcohol for

some hours, which will dissolve both oil and reain. When the juices
of the cell hold any salt in solution, some re-agent must be used
which operates upon the salt. Starch is detected by being coloured
blue by iodine. [STARCH ; LIGNIN

; CHLOROPHYLE ; PROTEIN.]
The following is a list of re-agents which it will be found convenient

to have close at hand iu the examination of either animal or vegetable
substances :

1. Alcohol, which is used principally for removing air from sections

of wood and other preparations, and aa a means of dissolving certain

colouring matters, &c. It coagulates the albuminous textures of

animals.

2. Ether, which is principally used for dissolving resins, fatty essential

matters, and other oils, &e. This is also useful for removing air.

3. A solution of caustic potash, which is used for the purpose of

dissolving fat, is also useful in certain cases from its effects upon tho

contents of cells, and upon the thickening layers. It dissolves up
substances of an albuminous nature. This solution often works better

after warming.
4. A solution of iodine (one grain of iodine, three grains of iodide

of potassium, one ounce of 'distilled water) for colouring the cell-

membrane, and the contents of the cell.

5. Concentrated sulphuric aci<J. This is principally used for

examining pollen and spores. In the examination of hairs it renders
the cells very distinct.

6. Diluted sulphuric acid (three parts of sulphuric acid and one

part water), for colouring the cells of plants which have been pre-

viously moistened with the solution of iodine. The object is

moistened with the solution of iodine, which is then removed with
a fine camel's-hair brush, and by means of a glass rod a drop of

sulphuric acid is added, and the object is then immediately covered
with a covering-glass. The effect of the sulphuric acid and iodine, as

well as that of the iodised solution of chloride of zinc, is not always
the same over the whole surface of an object. At the points where
the mixture is more concentrated, the colouring is more intense

;

frequently places remain without any colour. The colour changes after

some time
;
iu twenty-four hours the blue is often changed into red.

The iodised solution of chloride of zinc produces generally the
same blue colour in cellulose as iodine and sulphuric acid : the former
is preferable iu many cases, inasmuch as its effect is not so rapid, and
it is not injurious to the cells. Both re-agents should in many cases

be employed, and their effects compared with one another. Besides

maceration, it is advisable, in examining woods, to adopt the plan of

boiling thin sections for about a minute with a solution of caustic

potash ;
after this boiling, the wood-cells, which were not previously

turned blue by iodine and sulphuric acid, become of a violet or blue

colour upon the application of the iodised solution of chloride of zinc.

7. A solution of chloride of zinc, iodine, and iodide of potassium.
A drop of this solution applied to an object placed in a little water,

produces the same colour as iodine and sulphuric acid. This solution

was first recommended by Professor Schultz, of Rostock
;

it is more
convenient to use than iodine and sulphuric acid, and produces almost
the same results

;
it is, moreover, not so destructive as sulphuric acid.

The exact prescription for this solution is as follows : Zinc is dissolved

iu hydrochloric acid ; the solution is permitted to evaporate, under
contact with metallic zinc, until it attains the thickness of a syrup ;

and the syrup is then saturated with iodide of potassium. The
iodine is then added, and the solution, when it is necessary, is diluted

with water.

8. Nitric acid, or, what is better, chlorate of potash and nitric acid.

This is used for separating cells. The method of maceration dis-

covered by Professor Schultz, and which is much to be recommended,
is as follows : The object (wood, for instance), is reduced in size to

the thickness of a lucifer-match ; it ia then thrown into a long and

tolerably-wide boiling-tube ;
to this is added, iu a little while, an

equal volume of chlorate of potash, and as much nitric acid as is at

least sufficient to cover the wood and the potash ; the tube is then
warmed over a spirit-lamp; a brisk development of gas quickly
appears ;

the boiling-tube is withdrawn from the flame, the oxydising
mixture is permitted to work for about a minute and a half or three

minutes, and the whole is thrown into a saucer with water : the small

pieces which adhere slightly to one another are then collected, placed
in the boiling-tube, and boiled repeatedly with alcohol, until the latter

appears colourless
; they are then boiled once more, for the last time,

with water. By the help of the simple microscope the cells ara now
separated from one another with a needle, and selected. The boiling
with nitric acid and chlorate of potash should never be carried on iu

the room where the microscope is kept, because its glasses might be

injured by the evaporation which is developed. Thin sections of

plants, for instance, of woods or leaves, are warmed for half a minute,
or a minute, in a watch-glass ; the boiling is unnecessary in this case ;

the section is taken out with a little rod, and thrown into a small

watch-glass, with water. Nitric acid is one of the best agents for

removing animal or vegetable tissues from silica, as iu the case of tho

Diatomacece.

9. Oil of lemons, or any other essential oil, for examining pollen
and spores.

3 u
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10. A tolerably strong solution of muriate of lime (on* part of dry
muriate of lime, and three part* of diitilled water) for preserving

microscopic object*. Thia it useful for moat tiling*, even for delicate

object*, unlem they contain lUroh. If it is wished to praaenre an

object for a few <Uy without mounting it immediately, it u a very
good plan to put a drop of thii tolation upon the object, and to place
it under a bell-glaw for

protection against dint
11. Glycerine. This is also well adapted for preserving microscopic

object*, and
especially

for celU which contain starch, which latter

substance continue* unchanged by it. In granules which exhibit

lamination, for instance in the potato starch, the lamination U apt to

continue invisible for the first few hoars ; after 24 hours, however, it

appears more clearly.
1 2. Copal Tarnisb, or Canada balsam, also for the preparation of

microscopic object* ; these are only to be recommended for a few thin

section* of wood, such a* fossil woods. They both make the object

transparent than the solution of muriate of lime.

A tolerably strong solution of carbonate of soda for digesting

peat-wood, as well as hydrochloric acid for digesting fossil woods
which have been converted into carbonate of lime. It is also recom-
mended for examining the sweat-ducts in the skin.

14. Acetic acid. This is very useful in examining animal tissues.

It has the power of making the cell-wall clearer, whilst the nucleus
becomes darker and more distinct It also distinguishes phosphate
or carbonate of lime from oxalato of lime, by dissolving the two
former, whilst it has no action on the latter.

15. Very dilute chromic acid. It is used for the purposes of harden-

ing tissues. It is especially useful in examining the structure of

the retina.

16. Ammonia will be found useful in the same canes where caustic

potash and soda are employed.
17. Nitrate of baryta is used as a tot for sulphuric and phosphoric

acids. Sulphate of baryta is insoluble in acids and alkalies, while

phonphate of baryta U readily soluble in acids, but insoluble in

ammonia.
18. Nitrate of silver in solution is used as a test for chlorides and

phosphates. The white chloride of silver is soluble in ammonia, but
insoluble in nitric acid. The yellow phosphate of silver is soluble in

excess of ammonia and nitric acid.

19. Oxalate of ammonia is employed as a test for lime, an insoluble

oxalate being formed wherever lime is present
This list of re-agenta might be increased, as there is scarcely an

operation performed in the laboratory that may not be repeated on a
small scale under the microscope. The above list, however, comprises
those which will be found most useful

In addition to the ordinary optical arrangements of the microscope,
certain forms of accessory apparatus will be found very useful. Some
of these have been already alluded to, and the following will also be
found convenient

1 . A spirit lamp, which may be made of brass, tin, or gloss, fitted

with a ground glass cap. It may be fitted with a stand, and will be
found useful for submitting objects to heat The objection to the

employment of candles, or lamps, is the black smoke they produce.
2. A small warm bath. This will be found of use for drying objects

previous to being mounted in Canada balsam.
3. Watch-glasses are useful for examining substances in fluids with

low powers, as by this means a considerable depth of fluid is obtained
for observation.

4. Plate-glass slides, 3 inches long and 1 inch broad, are useful for

mounting and examining all kinds of bodies.

5. Thin-glass, called cylinder-glass, of different degrees of thick-

ness, U indispensable for placing over object*, especially those which
are soft or fluid when placed upon a slide.

0. Needles of various sixes are used for making minute dissections.

Small handle* may be attached to them, rendering them more easy to
work. Needles or pins may be employed for fastening down minute
organic bodies which are about to be submitted to dissection.

7. Scissors of various sizes will be found serviceable. These may
be obtained of the surgeon's instrument makers.

8. Knives, scalpels, and razors, for cutting soft or hard object*, should
be kept at hand.

9. A pair of thin brass forceps will be found convenient for placing
thin glass on the slides, as well as for placing or removing object*
from the slide*.

10. A guts-cutter's diamond is useful for cutting slips of glass, in
the making of cells, and in writing the names of preserved object*
on the glass slide*.

Cement* of various kinds are necessary to the microscopic observer
who wishes to preserve the object* he examine*. They are used
for making glas* cells to contain objects, on the glass slide, and for

fixing the cover after the preparation has been placed in the cell, and
for other

purpose*.
The principal cement* used are gold-size, sealing-

wax varnish, solution of shell-lac, gum, a French cement composed of
lime and Indian-rubber, Brunswick-black, marine-glue, acd Canada
balsam. These cement* are most' of them sold at the optician's
and directions for making them are found in some books on chemistry
and the microscope.

In order to preserve preparations for a length of time it U neces-

sary to place them in an air-tight vessel. These vewols are c tiled cells

and are best made of glass. They are also sold where microscopes are

procured.
With a little practice however the microsoopUt may make

Lis own cells.

Thin cells may be made of various substances. Even paper answers

exceedingly well in some cases, and is well adapted for dry prepara-
tions. A thin layer of white INK!, which has been allowed to dry,
has also been employed for the same purpose. White lead, made into

a thick liquid with linseed-oil aud turpentine, has been recommended

by some observers. Various varnUhes have likewise been used ; but
where it is required to keep the specimen in some preservative solution

glass is the substance which in all cases forms the best material for

making cells.

Sometimes preparations are of such extreme tenuity that it is only

necessary to place them on the slide with a drop of some preservative
solution, and then to cover them with a square of thin glass, the edges
of which have been anointed with gold size or other appropriate
cement The superfluous fluid is next absorbed with bibulous paper,
and the slide allowed to dry for a few miuutes. A layer of gold-size
or other cement is then applied round the edges of the thin glass in

order to fix it to the slide. In this way an excessively thin cell may
be formed ; but preparations mounted in cells made in this manner
can seldom be kept for any length of time without the entrance of

nir-bubbles. This arises from the outer layers of the gold-size drying
more rapidly than the more internal layers. By the contraction thus

produced the edges of the cement are drawn off from the glass, to

which however it doe* not adhere with great tenacity in consequence
of the surface being highly polished. It is therefore always better to

make very thin cells of glass or other material, which can be cemented
to the glass slides with marine glue or other cement ; or else to make
the cell by painting the slide with a ring of varnish, marine glue, or

Brunswick black, and allowing this to dry thoroughly before the

preparation is placed in it. In this manner the thinnest cell* which
can be required are readily made.

Perhaps Brunswick black is, for the purpose just mentioned, the

best It is painted upon a glass glide with a fine camel's-hair brush,
and allowed to dry perfectly, when, if the cell is not sufficiently thick,
another layer may be applied. If the cell be required immediately, it

is better to warm the slide slightly before applying the varnish. If

too great a degree of heat however be employed the varnish become*
brittle and the cell unfit for use.

Very thin cells may be made of tin-foil. This may be easily accom-

plished by cutting with a pair of scissors a piece of thin tin-foil the

size of the cell which it is desired to make. A hole is cut in the

centra of the tin-foil sufficiently large to hold the preparation which
is to be preserved, and the tin-foil is then attached to the glass slide

with marine glue. When culd the cell may be filed perfectly flat

with a very fine file, or rubbed with a little emery upon a piece of

plate glass, and the marine glue should be afterwards removed from
the centre with a little solution of potash. The cover may be fixed

on with gold-size or varnish, as in other cases. Thin cells have also

been made of gutta percha, but there is great difficulty in fixing the

cell firmly upon the glass slide. This however has been effected by
some observers

;
but in consequence of the difficulty it is a method

not generally employed. Preparations however mounted in cells

composed entirely of gutta percha keep very well for a length of time.

CelU composed of very thin glass are perhaps the most convenient,
and will be found useful for preserving many preparations. They
may be obtained of different degrees of thickness, and are made

usually by perforating the thin cylinder glass which is used for

covering the cells, or by grinding sections of a thick glass bottle to the

required tenuity. Hound cells of thin glass are made as follows : A
great number of squares of thin glass are cemented firmly together
with marine glue, and when cold a hole of the required size U drilled

through them all They are next separated from each other by heat,

and, after being cleaned with potash, may be fixed on the glass slide*

with marine glue in the usual way and kept ready for use. It is a

good plan to roughen the surface of these cells, which renders the

subsequent entry of air less likely, as the gold-size adheres much more

firmly to a ground than to a polished surface. ThU is readily effected

by rubbing the cell, after it has been fixed upon the glass slide, up and
down a narrow hone or strip of plate glass on which some moistened

emery powder hag been placed. In this way also the thickness of the

cell may be reduced if required. (Beale.)
Cells of any thickness or depth may be made for larger objects, but

those described will be found most convenient.

If it is only required to examine the character of a specimen in a

dry state, it may simply be laid upon a glass slide and placed iu the

field of the microscope ; if however the substance be of a very delicate

structure, or in a minute state of division, it U better to place a piece
of thin glass over it in the usual manner in order to protect it.

Dry object* may be mounted in a thin glass cell, or in a paper cell,

or if of extreme tenuity they may simply be placed on a glass slide

and covered with thin glass, which should be fixed to the former by a

small piece of gummed paper (rather larger than the glass cover), in

the centre of which a hole has been cut of sufficient size to permit
the entire object being seen. The paper may of course be of any
colour, or ornamented according to the taste of the operator.
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When objects are to be examined by reflected light they may b

placed in little glass or card-board cells, or in pill-boxes, or they ma
be put up in glass cells. The preparation should be placed upon
dark ground, which may be effected either by cutting a piece of dar
blue or black glazed paper of the exact size of the cell and placing i

within
; or the black paper may be fixed on the posterior surface o

the slide
;
or this surface may be covered with black paint or blac

varnish.

There are various methods by which preparations may be subjectei
to examination, and preserved as permanent objects in a moist state
and the different value of the various preservative solutions which ar
in use entirely depends upon the nature of the substance to b
mounted. Distilled water forms a very good fluid for some objects
while for the preservation of most it is necessary to immerse them in

water impregnated with some antiseptic agent, which is not volatile
at ordinary temperatures. Many again are best preserved in spirit, o
in a solution of some salt. It is very difficult to lay down rules which
will enable the observer to choose a preservative fluid for any particu
lar specimen. A little experience however will soon enable him to

judge which solution is best adapted for the purpose.We take the following account of several preservative solutions
from Dr. Beale's valuable work on the Microscope :

Spirit and Water. Mixtures of spirit and water of various strengths
are required for preserving different preparations. In diluting spirit
distilled water only should be employed ; for if common water be
treated with spirit, a precipitation of some of the salts dissolved in
it not unfrequently takes place, rendering the mixture turbid anc
unfit for use. Proof spirit will be strong enough for all general pur
poses, except for hardening portions of the brain or nervous system,
when stronger spirit must be used. Two parts of rectified spirit,
about specific gravity '837, mixed with one part of pure water, makes
a mixture of sp. gr. '915--920, which contains about 49 per cent, of real

alcohol, and will therefore be about the strength of proof spirit. One
part of alcohol, 60 over-proof, to five parts of water, forms a mixture
of a sufficient strength for the preservation of many substances.

Glycerine. A solution of glycerine adapted for preserving many
structures is prepared by mixing equal parts of glycerine with cam-
phor water. The latter prevents the tendency to mildew. It may be
used as other preservative solutions.

Glycerine is obtained by boiling oil with litharge. The oleate of
lead remains as an insoluble plaster, while the glycerine is dissolved.
It may be rendered free from lead by passing a current of sulphuretted
hydrogen through it

;
and the clear solution, after filtration, may then

be evaporated to the consistence of a syrup.
Thwaites's Fluid. This fluid has been much employed by Mr.

Thwaites for preserving specimens of Damidiea; but it is also appli-
cable to the preservation of animal substances.

Water 16 ounces.

Spirits of Wine 1 ounce.

Creasote, sufficient to saturate the spirit.

Chalk, as much as may be necessary.

Mix the creasote and spirit, stir in the chalk with the aid of a pestle
and mortar, and let the water be added gradually. Next add an equal
quantity of water saturated with camphor. Allow the mixture to
stand for a few days, and filter. In attempting to preserve large pre-
parations in this fluid, I found it always became turbid, and therefore
tried several modifications of it. The solution next to be described
was found to answer very satisfactorily. Water may also be impreg-
nated with creasote by distillation. It should be remarked that
M. Straus-Diirekheim has succeeded in preserving preparations in

camphor-water only.
Solution of Naphtha and Creasote.

Creasote 3 drachms.
Wood Naphtha 6 ounces.
Distilled Water 64 ounces.

Chalk, as much as may be necessary.

Mix first the naphtha and creasote, then add as much prepared chalk
ns may be sufficient to form a smooth thick paste ; afterwards add,
very gradually, a small quantity of the water, which must be well
mixed in a mortar. Add two or three small lumps of camphor, and
allow the mixture to stand in a lightly-covered vessel for a fortnight
or three weeks, with occasional stirring. Pour off the almost-clear

supernatant fluid, and filter it if necessary. Preserve it in well-corked
or stoppered bottles.

I have some large preparations which have been preserved in upwards
of a pint of this fluid, for more than five years, and the fluid is now
perfectly clear and colourless. Some dissections of the nervous

systems of insects have kept excellently the nerves keeping their

colour well, and not becoming at all brittle. Two or three morbid

specimens are al.-io in an excellent state of preservation ;
the colour

being to a great extent preserved, and the soft character of the texture

remaining. I have one preparation mounted in a large gutta percha
cell, containing nearly a gallon of this fluid.

Solution of Chromic Acid. A solution of chromic acid will be found
well adapted for preserving many microscopical specimens. It is par-

ticularly useful for hardening portions of the nervous system previous
to cutting thin sections. The solution ii prepared by dissolving suf-

ficient of the crystallised acid in distilled water, to render the liquid
of a pale straw colour.

The crystallised acid may be prepared by decomposing 100 measures
of a saturated solution of bichromate of potassa, by the addition of
120 to 150 measures of pure concentrated sulphuric acid. As the
mixture becomes cool, crystals of chromic acid are deposited, which
should be dried and well pressed on a porous tile, by which means the

greater part of the sulphuric acid is removed, and the crystals obtained

nearly pure.
Preservative Gelatine.

Gelatine....... 1 ounce.

Honey . 4 ounces.

Spirits of Wine ounce.
Creasote 6 drops.

Soak the gelatine in water until soft, and to it add the honey, which
has been previously raised to the boiling-point in another vessel. Next
let the mixture be boiled, and after it has cooled somewhat the crea-
sote dissolved in the spirits of wine is to be added. Lastly, filter

through thick flannel to clarify it. When required for use, the bottle

containing the mixture must be slightly warmed, and a drop placed
on the preparation upon the glass slide, which should also be warmed
slightly. Next, the glass cover, after having been breathed upon, is to
be laid on with the usual precautions, and the edges covered with a

coating of the Brunswick black varnish. Care must be taken that the
surface of the drop does not become dry before the application of
the glass cover

;
and the inclusion of air-bubbles must be carefully

avoided.

Goadby's Solution.

Bay Salt ...... 4 ounces.
Alum 2 ounces.
Corrosive Sublimate .... 4 grains.

Boiling Water 4 pints.

Mix and filter. This solution may for most purposes be diluted
with an equal bulk of water. For preserving delicate preparations it

should be even still more dilute.

Burnett's Solution. This fluid has been patented. Its preservative
properties appear to depend upon the chloride of zinc. A strong
solution of chloride of zinc forms a very powerful antiseptic, and also
possesses the property of absorbing noxious odours, &c.
Other saline solutions. Many other saline solutions have been

employed by different observers. Of these, a saturated aqueous solu-
tion of chloride of calcium, free from iron, has been much recom-
mended for preserving specimens of bone, hair, teeth, and other hard
structures, as well as many vegetable tissues (Schacht). A solution of
alum in the proportion of 1 part of alum to 16 parts of water has
jeeu found to answer pretty well for some substances. Gannal's

solution, which consists of 1 part of acetate of alumina dissolved in
10 parts of water; solutions of common salt (1 part to 5 parts of

water, with a little camphor), corrosive sublimate, persulphate of iron,
irsenious acid, sulphate of zinc, and solutions of several other salts,
lave been recommended as preservative solutions, but their employ-
ment has not been always attended with the most satisfactory results.

Arseniuretted hydrogen gas has also been recommended for the
reservation of animal substances, but it is not adapted for micros-

copical preparations.
Canada balsam forms a most useful agent for mounting various

ubstances ; and the structure of many can only be clearly made o'-.t

when they are examined in this menstruum.
In this method of mounting objects no cells whatever are requisite,
e balsam should be pale and old. The glass slides must be warmed

>efore the balsam is put on, and for this purpose the glasses may be
leld in a pair of wooden forceps, or in a pair of common forceps, the

egs of which are covered with cork, and heated over a spirit-lamp, or

ipon a brass-plate. The latter plan is the most convenient when
everal preparations are to be mounted at the same time, because

hey may be arranged in a row along the plate, and the balsam placed
pon each slide as it becomes hot.

The Canada balsam may be heated after it is placed upon the slide,
n order to allow the air-bubbles entangled in it to rise to the surface
efore it is applied.
The slide being warm, and the small quantity of Canada balsam

ufficient to contain the preparation having been placed upon it, it

lust be gently moved about while the balsam is hot and quite fluid,
ntil all the air-bubbles have floated to the surface and collected

ogether towards one spot. A pointed wire or needle should then be

iken, and all the bubbles either drawn out upon the end of it, which
lay be readily effected, or broken by the wire after it has been heated,
u those cases in which the preparation is not detached from the
ass slide upon which it has been allowed to dry, it is only necessary

to place the drop of balsam upon it and gently warm it, following
the usual precautions ;

afterwards the thin glass cover may ba applied.
When the preparation has been dried S3parately over the water-bath
and cleaned, it may be taken in a fine pair of forceps, gently warmed,
and carefully placed in the hot and perfectly fluid balsam. After it

has been thoroughly wetted by the balsam, and all adhering air-

bubbles removed, it may be placed in the position it is intended to

occupy. The thin glass cover, adapted to the size of the preparation
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having Won previously cleaned and warmed, may then I* taken in a

pair of forceps, and, after being held over the warm balsam for a

minute, allowed to fall gradually upon the preparation (beginning at

one aide), until it become* perfectly wetted with the balsam. The
Rl*M may now b* alighUy pressed in order to force out the superfluous
balsam, and the preparation allowed to cool.

We uow proceed to give a few direction* for the examination of

particular object*, more especially animal tissues, at then of all other*

are the most difficult to manage. In the examination of tissues

containing blood-vessels, ducts, or other tubular organs, it is frequently
most desirable that inj<-ctions should be made before they are sub-

mitted to the microscope. This operation requires great delicacy.
A very small syringe, or small syringes according to the delicacy of

the structure, must be employed. The fluid injected consists of sixe

or gvlstine, coloured with various substances, as vermilion, aulphuret,
and iodide of mercury, chromate of lead, imligo, Prussian blue, white

lead, Ac., according to the colour wished for.

The following general rules for injection are given by Dr. Beale :

Great attention should b<- paid to the cleanliness of all the instru-

ment* to be used in injecting. The syringe should always be kept
rcrupulously clean anil in good order, and the injecting-cans should
be carefully covered, to prevent the ingress of dust. Before com-

mencing the operation, plenty of warm water should be at hand ; and
the subject should be allowed to soak for some time in a basin of

hot wafer, before it is attempted to inject it, in order that it may be

thoroughly warmed through. The
temperature

of the water must

vary according to the degree to which the injection is required to be
heated : if size and vermilion be used, the water need only be warm ;

but if melted wax be employed, the water must be so hot that the

band can scarcely be borne on it The length of time which the

preparation is allowed to soak must depend upon its bulk ; and the
water should be changed as soon as it becomes at all cool. With

to the length of time after death that is more favourable for

this operation, no absolute rules can be given. Generally, it may be
remarked that we should not attempt to inject while the rigor mortii

lasts. Many days may in 'some cases with advantage be allowed to

elapse, particularly if the weather is cold, while in warm weather we
are compelled to inject soon after death. As a general rule, the more
delicate the tissue, and the thinner the vessels, the sooner should the

injection be performed. Many of the lower animals, annelids, mol-

lusca, Ac., and fishes, should be injected soon after death. In making
minute injections of the brain, only a short time should be allowed
to elapse after the death of the animal, before the injection is com-
menced. Injections of the alimentary canal of the higher animals
should be performed early not more than a day or two after death.
When the preparation is warmed through, the injection properly

atniiued, and the pipe fixed in the vessel, we may proceed carefully
to inject, taking care that the injection is kept at a proper tempera-
tun-, by allowing it to remain in the warm water-bath during the

operation.
The air should be first withdrawn from the upper part of the Teasel

by means of the syringe, after which the stop-cock is turned off and left

attached to the pipe. The syringe is then disconnected, and after being
washed out once or twice with warm water, is nearly filled with injection,
which must be well stirred up immediately before it u taken. The
syringe should not be quite filled, in order that the air in the

pipe
may be made to rise into the syringe through the injection, by the
ascent of the piston, before any of the latter is forced into the vessel.

The end of the syringe is then to be pressed firmly into the upper
part of the stop-cock, with a slightly screwing movement.
The piston is now very gently forced down by the thumb until the

syringe has been nearly empti. d, when the stop-cock must be turned
oil, and the syringe refilled with warm injection at before.

Care must always be taken to keep the syringe in an inclined

in, so that any air which may be in it may remain in the upper
part ; and, for the same reason, all the injection should not be forced

out, for fear of the inclosed air entering the vessels, in which case all

chance of obtaining a successful injection would be destroyed.
After a certain quantity of fluid has been injected, it will be neces-

sary to use a greater amount of force, which, however, must be
increased very gradually, and should only be sufficient to depress the

piston very slowly. If too great force be employed, extravasation will

bo produced before the capillaries are half filled. Qentle and very
gradually increased pressure, kept up for a considerable time, will

cause the minute vessel* to become slowly distended without giving
way to any great extent At th same time it must be borne in mind
that extravasation frequently occurs at various points in a successful

injoction ; but the longer this event can be kept off, the more likely
are we to succeed.

In order to examine the structure of many tissues, it is necessary
to obtain a section sufficiently thin to permit the transmission of the
light readily, and so evenly cut, that the minute structure of the
tisuc may be submitted to exainin itiou in every part of the section.
The difficulty of making thin sections of many textures is often very
groat, and, to effo t this object satisfactorily, a knowledge of certain
mechanical operations becomes nec.-asary. .Sometimes we require to
cut a thin section of a soft pulpy texture, which can scarcely be
lunched without injuring its delicate structure, and altering the posi-

tion of iU constituents ; while, in other instance*, we must obtain a

very thin transparent section of a substance so hard that steel tools

will scarcely scratch it, such as the enamel of teeth, fossil teeth, Ac.

Previous to the examination of a tissue, boiling is frequently of

nn ;..

For instance, the fibres of which tho crystalline lens is composed
are best shown after boiling the lens in water. The branched muscular
fibres in the tongue of the frog, and in other situations may be made
out very readily by boiling the organ in water for a few momenta, and
then tearing up small portions with fine needles. Beautiful sections

of muscular fibre can often be obtained after the texture has been
boiled in water. Various glands and other texture* often require to

be boiled some time in water,' in order to harden them sufficiently to

enable us to cut thin sections; but in all cases the microscopical
characters of the recent texture should be examined, as well as that

which has been hardened by boiling. Small portions of tissue can be

readily boiled in a teat-tube over the spirit-lamp.
Not uufrequeutly we wish to get rid of the soft and more pulpy

part of a tissue, in order to subject the more dense and fibrous portion
to examination. This object is usually effected by soaking the tissue

in water for some little time, and then placing it under a running
stream of water, by which means the softer portions are gradually
washed away. Soaking in water frequently enables us to tear up a

tissue very readily with the aid of needles, and thus to demonstrate
its structure. Occasionally it is found necessary to press the tissue, and
rub parts of it together, before the soft pulpy portions can begot rid of.

In this way we may demonstrate the supporting or trabecular tissue

of the spleen, and the areolar and vascular tissue of the liver, &c.

Thin sections of kidney, liver, and other glandular organs, may be thus
treated when the matrix is to be subjected to examination separately.

Thin sections of various tissues can frequently be obtained only by
first drying the substance thoroughly, and then cutting off a thin

shaving with a sharp knife. In thin way specimens of skin, mucous

membrane, and many other tissues, are often most advantageously

prepared. The tissue is stretched on a board with pins and then

allowed to dry, when a very thin section can be cut off and examined
in Canada balsam; or it may be placed in water for a short time, in

which case, when subject to examination, it will often be fouud to

have regained its first appearance. Portions of muscular fibre, the

tongue, skin, and many other tissues, may be allowed to dry in this

manner, and then we may with a sharp knife readily obtain exceed-

ingly thin sections, which could not be procured in any other manner.

The drying may be effected in a warm room, or iu a current of air. A
high degree of artificial heat should be avoided.

When the inorganic portion of a tissue which we wish to examine
is not altered by exposure to a red-heat, recourse may be had to

ignition, in order to got rid of the animal matter. In this way crystals
of carbonate and phosphate of lime, and granules of siliceous matter,

may be separated from the organic material with which they were
combined. The beautiful siliceous shells of the Dlatomactac may be

separated from organic matter by a similar process. The ignition
should be performed in a small platinum capsule, or upon a small

piece of platinum foil. The carbonaceous residue must be exposed to

the dull red-heat of a spirit-lamp for some time, until only a pure
white ash remains, which will be found to contain the objects of our
search in a very perfect state. If the siliceous matter only is wanted,
the ash should be treated with strong nitric acid, which will dissolve

any carbonate or phosphate. The insoluble residue may then be
washed and dried, and subjected to microscopic examination while

immersed in turpentine or Canada balsam. In many cases this method
is superior to that of boiling in nitric acid in order to remove the

organic matter. Both processes may however be employed where

only the siliceous residue is wanted, but if we require the salts of lime

ignition at a dull red-heat is alone applicable.
In order to subject a portion of tissue or other substance to exa-

mination by transmitted light, the following plan is adopted : One
of the glass slides is carefully cleaned, and the thin section of tissue

which has been removed by the aid of forceps and scissors, or a scalpel,

placed in the centre ; a drop of clean water is then added, and the

whole covered with a square of thin glass, also perfectly clean. If

the under surface of the thin glass be gently breathed upon it becomes
wetted more easily. The substance may be unravelled with needles,

or, if necessary, any other operation performed before covering it with

the thin glass. If the substance bo covered with too much soft pulpy
matter, it may be slightly washed in water before being placed upon
the slide, or a jet of water from the wash-bottle may be forced upon
it. Thin sections will require to be laid flat upon the slide, with

the assistance of needles and forceps.
Hard tissues require a different treatment Here the great object

is to make sections thin enough for tho object to be seen by trans-

mitted light

Many hard substances, such as nail, born, and dried animal textures,

way be cut with a strong sharp knife, or with a razor; on operation
which in easily performed by placing the substance upon a piece of

soft deal board, and, after cutting a smooth edge, removing a thin

shaving, which may be examined dry or in fluid, or may bo placed in

Canada balsam, as occasion may require.
Such substances as bone, ivory, and fossilised rocks, should be first
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cut into very thiii sections with the aid of a sharp saw. These sections

should then be pared down to the necessary fineness upon a hone or
smooth stone. This may be effected in the following manner : The
section, after having been cut off with the saw, requires to be ground
thin before it can be subjected to examination. It may perhaps be
as mucl\ as the tenth of an inch in thickness when the grinding is

commenced, but by rubbing it for a short time upon a smooth stone
it may be reduced to the proper degree of tenuity. Stones which are

well adapted for this purpose are the '

Charley Forest
'

stones, the

Turkey stones, or the Water of Ayr stones, about an inch or more in

width, and six inches in length. Each of the four sides should be

perfectly smooth. Other stones, or even a piece of slate, answer also

very well, and maybe procured at much less cost. The stone is wetted
with a little water, and the section rubbed up and down with the

finger, or with a piece of cork or leather.

A very good plan also is to imbed the section slightly in a piece
of warm gutta percha, which should extend only a very short distance

beyond the edges. This is to be rubbed up and down on the wet hone,
water being added as required, till the surface is perfectly smooth,
when the section is to be taken off, turned round, and ground down
on the opposite side until it is sufficiently thin. The section may also

be ground down expeditiously by rubbing it between two hones. If

very thick, it will be better to reduce it somewhat with the aid of a

flat file before commencing the grinding. After being ground to what
is conBii lered the proper thinness, the section may be placed in the

microscope, when numerous dark lines will be found all over the

surfaces* ; these must be removed by polishing. The deepest of the

scratches may be obliterated by rubbing the specimen upon a very
smooth part of the hone quite dry.

Teeth require a little more attention than other hard substances.

They should be first ground down upon a lapidary's wheel or upon a
dentist's emery wheel. Sections can also be readily cut with a diamond
saw (an iron-wheel, the edge of which is covered with diamond dust).
The thin section is now to be soaked for a short time in ether to

remove the fatty matter, and then allowed to dry.
It is to be subjected to examination in the dry way, moistened with

water, turpentine, or Canada balsam, and the different appearances in

each case should be carefully observed.

The cartilaginous basis is to be examined also in thin sections,
which may be cut either before macerating in acid, or subsequently.
A whole tooth placed in moderately strong acid will become soft in

four or five days, when thin sections of different parts may readily
be cut with a sharp knife.

The dentinal tubes may be isolated from each other by longer
maceration in acid, and afterwards by soaking for a few hours in

dilute caustic soda or potash. It is better in this investigation to cut

the thin section before maceration in acid, or to macerate the tooth
until moderately soft, and then remove a thin section, which is to be
further exposed to the action of the strong acid. A mixture of

sulphuric and hydrochloric acids has also been recommended.
The examination of fluids does not require so much art as that of

solid matters. Where it is wished to examine the whole of the con-

tents of a fluid, all that is necessary is to place a drop upon a glass
slide and to cover it with a piece of thin glass. It frequently happens
however that it is the matter suspended in a fluid that it is desirable

to examine. Under these circumstances the fluid should be placed
in an ordinary test-tube, and after allowing the deposit to settle, the

supernatant liquor should be poured off, and a drop of the deposit

conveyed to the glass-slide. In other cases a pipette may be made use

of to draw up the deposit from the bottom of the test-tube or other

vessel in which it may be held. In examining water for living
animalcules a small muslin-bag or net may be employed, through
which the water may be poured, and the contents of the bag placed
on the slide. In this way the J)e*midiece and some of the larger forms
of Jnfiuoria are best procured for examination.

When the quantity of deposit is very small, the following plan will

be found of practical utility. After allowing the lower part of the

fluid which has been standing to flow into the pipette as above

described, and removing it in the usual manner, the finger is applied
to the orifici', in order to prevent the escape of fluid when the upper
orifice is opened by the removal of the finger. The upuer opening
is then carefully closed with a piece of cork. Upon now removing the

finger from the lower orifice, the fluid will not run out. A glass slide

is placed under the pipette, which is allowed to rest upon it for a

short time. It may be suspended with a piece of string, or supported

by a small retort-stand. Any traces of deposit will subside to the

lower part of the fluid, and must of necessity be collected in a small

drop upon the glass slide, which may be removed and examined in the

u-iial way.
Another plan is to place the fluid with the deposit removed by the

pipette in a narrow tube, closed at one end, the bore of which is rather

leu than a quarter of an inch in diameter. This may be inverted on

a glass slide, and kept in this position with a broad elastic India-

rubber band. The deposit, with a drop or two of fluid, will fall upon
the slide, but the escape of a further quantity is prevented by the

nature of the arrangement.

Amongst the fluids of the human body which may with advantage
bo submitted to examination with the microscope, there is none of

more importance than the urine. This fluid being the great means
which nature employs to rid the system of the used-up and effete

matter of the body, becomes an index by which the completeness,
redundacy, or inefficiency of this function may be examined. The
following hints for the examination of this fluid will be found useful.

The urine which is to be examined should be collected in sufficient

quantity, in order to obtain sufficient of the deposit for examination.
In all cases the urine should, if possible, be examined within a few

hours after its secretion, and, in many instances, it is important
to institute a second examination after it has been allowed to stand
for 24 hours. Some specimens of urine pass into decomposition
within a very short time after they have escaped from the bladder ; or
the urine may even be drawn from the bladder actually decomposed.

In other instances, the urine does not appear to undergo decompo-
sition for a considerable period, and may be found clear, and without

any deposit a day or two, or even longer, after it has been passed.
In those cases in which lithic acid or oxalate of lime are present,

we shall find that the deposit increases in quantity after the urine has
stood some time. The latter salt is frequently not discoverable in

urine immediately after it is passed, but makes its appearance in the
course of a few hours

; depending upon a kind of acid fermentation,
which has been the subject of some beautiful investigations by
Scherer.

In order to obtain sufficient of the deposit from a specimen of urine
for microscopical examination, we must place a certain quantity of the
fluid in a conical glass, in which it must be permitted to remain for a
sufficient time to allow the deposit to subside into the lower part.

Urinary deposits often require to be examined with different

magnifying powers, those which are most frequently used being the
inch and the quarter of an inch. Large crystals of lithic acid are

often readily distinguished by the former, but crystals of this sub-

stance are sometimes so minute that it is absolutely necessary to use

high powers. Octohedra of oxalate of lime are frequently found so

small that they cannot be seen with any power lower than a quarter ;

and, in order to bring out the form of the crystals, higher magnifying
powers than this are sometimes necessary. Spermatozoa may be seen

with a quarter, but they then appear very minute. In these cases,
an eighth of an inch object-glass will be of advantage. The casts of

the tubes, epithelium, and the great majority of urinary deposits can,

however, be very satisfactorily demonstrated with a quarter of an
inch object-glass.

In the investigation of those deposits which are prone to assume

very various and widely-different forms, such as litbic acid, it will

sometimes be found necessary to apply some simple chemical tests,

before the nature of the substance under examination can be

positively ascertained.

The urine is very liable to the introduction of foreign substances.

A paper on this subject by Dr. Beale will be found in the first volume
of the '

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science.' The following
is a list of these substances occasionally found by Dr. Beale :

Fragments of human hair.

Cat's hair.

Hair from blankets.

Portions of feathers.

Fibres of worsted of various colours.

Fibres of cotton of various colours.

Fibres of flax.

Potato starch.

Rice starch.

Wheat starch, bread-crumbs.

Fragments of tea-leaves, or separated spiral vessels and cellular

tissue.

Fibres of coniferous or other wood swept off the floor.

Particles of sand.

Oily matter in distinct globules arising from the use of an oiled

catheter, or from the accidental presence of milk or butter.

Besides the above, there are many other substances, met with less

frequently, as, for instance, fragments of silk, mustard, flour, cheese,

small fragments of the skin of potato, or of different kinds of fruit,

and many others which will occur to the mind of every one. With
the microscopical characters of these bodies the student should be

perfectly familiar as soon as possible ; and, as they may be obtained

without the slightest difficulty, this is easily effected.

For the nature of the deposits found in the uriuft see the article

URINE.
The examination of the other fluids of the animal body present

little difficulty. Next to the urine the blood is of most importance.
In order to examine the blood, a small drop is placed upon a glass

slide, and covered with thin glass, which is to be pressed down until

a very thin, transparent, and almost colourless stratum only remains.

If in this manner the individual globules cannot be seen distinctly,

a little syrup or serum must be added ;
but it is better to avoid the

addition of any fluid, if possible. Upon carefully focussing, the red

globules will appear to present a dark centre and light circumference,

or the reverse, according as the focus is altered, and here and there a

white corpuscle may be observed. [BLOOD.]
If a little strong syrup be added to a drop of blood, the corpuscle?

will be found to have become flatter from exosmosis of a part of tiicir
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content* ; while, on the other hand, It placed in water, they become

sph'rica] from endotmosis, and ultimately bunt. It u not difficult

to make a rotation of similar density to that in the interior of the

oorptucle ; and in thu manner, as Dr. Rees expresses it. We may take

the specific gravity of a blood-corpuscle, if we ascertain the specific

gravity of the solution which baa been added to the blood.

Acetic acid causes the membrane of the corpuscle to become more

transparent and clear, and to swell up from endosmosis. After the

application of thii reagent the blood corpuscle maybe scarcely visible,

but the membrane U not dissolved by it Strong hydrochloric and
nitric acids do not dissolve the globules ; with the latter reagent the

outline is often rendered darker and thicker, while the entire globule
becomes smaller. The corpuscles are entirely soluble in ammonia
and alkalies. They are rendered darker, and the walls corrugated, by
the acid of the gastric juice, and after remaining in acid urine for

some time a similar change occurs ; hence the black colour of blood

which has been effused into the stomach, and the dark smokey hue of

acid urine containing blood.

We have before spoken of the crystals to be obtained from the

blood. These crystals are very readily 'obtained by diluting blood
with water. A drop of blood may be placed upon a glass slide, and
after the addition of a drop of water, alcohol, or ether, the whole
should be lightly covered with thin glass. A hair, or a small piece of

thin paper or wood, may be placed between the glasses, in order that

a stratum of fluid of sufficient thickness may be retained. Whenever
it is possible, it is preferable to use defibrinated blood. Often the

corpuscles and a little serum may be removed from the clot by firm

pressure, and from this very perfect crystals may frequently be
obtained. The blood-corpuscles become ruptured by endosmosis,
their contents escape, and crystallise as the solution gradually becomes
concentrated. The time which elapses before crystallisation takes

place varies from an hour to several hours or days in different speci-
mens of blood. Crystals may also be obtained in a similar manner
from the coagulum of blood.

The form of the crystal often varies slightly in the same specimen,
but the blood of different animals yields crystals of very different

forms. The prismatic form is that most commonly obtained from the
blood of man, the Carnirora, and fishes. Tetrahedral crystals appear
most common in some of the Rodentia, as the guinea-pig, while six-

sided tables are formed in the blood of the squirrel, mouse, and some
others. Teichmanu has succeeded in obtaining crystals from frog's
blood by the addition of a very large quantity of water at a very low

temperature.
The crystals form more readily in daylight than in the dark, but

most rapidly when the slide is exposed in the light of the sun.

Guinea-pig's blood crystallises in the course of half an hour, or even

sooner, if it be diluted with a little water or alcohol. Dog's blood
also crystallises in the course of a short time upon the addition of a
little alcohol. Human blood crystallises after the addition of water,
slowly if only just removed from the body, but more quickly if the
blood has been drawn a few hours.

It is obvious from what has been said above that the microscope
is one of the most important instruments of research that has been

placed in the hands of man. Its practical value has not however been

yet fully recognised. It U employed by the medical man in the

diagnosis of diseases, but in medico-legal investigations in the detection
of adulterations in food, in ascertaining the value of fibrous materials
in the arts, and in many departments of industry, it has yet to
find its way. Dr. Beale gives the following instances of its utility as
a means of diagnosis :

" Diseases of the Kidney. There is no class of diseases in which
its powers have been more advantageously brought to bear by the

practical physician than in those of the kidney. By a microscopical
examination of the urine we are frequently enabled to ascertain the
nature of certain morbid changes which are going on in the kidney,
and eren to distinguish during life the existence of certain well-defined

pathological conditions of that organ. The laborious researches of
Dr. Johnson have shown us how, by the peculiar character of the
casts of the uriniferous tubes, which are found in the urine, we can
ascertain whether the epithelium be desquamating, or, on the other
hand, whether it presents no such tendency, but remains firmly
attached to the basement membrane of the tube. If the epithelium
be undergoing that peculiar change termed fatty degeneration, we
shall often be able to ascertain the fact by examining a specimen of
the deposit from the urine by the microscope. So again, by the pre-
sence of certain other deposit*, and a knowledge of the symptoms
usually associated with them, the physician is enabled to direct his

attention, as the casn may be, to the existence of local changes affecting
some

part
of the genito-urinary mucous membrane, or to more general

disturbance in the changes which take place in primary and secondary
assimilation.

"
Fatty Degeneration. Of late years the remarkable changes which

take place, and which have been described under the name of Fatty
Degeneration, in some of the highly complex textures of the body,
in consequence of which their properties become changed, and their
functions impaired, or altogether destroyed, have been undergoing
careful investigation by a vast number of highly-talented investigators." Th recent discovery of a state of fatty degeneration affecting the

arteries of the brain, in the majority of cases of apoplexy, by which
the strength of their coats becomes deteriorated, and their elasticity

entirely destroyed, would tend to lead us to infer that this disease is

dependent rather upon complicated changes affecting nutrition, than

upon the presence of a condition of plethora or hyperacmh, as was

formerly supposed and acted upon." The connection between fatty degeneration of the margin of the

cornea (arcus smilis), and similar changes taking place in the muscular
tissue of the heart (a subject which has been carefully investigated by
Mr. Canton), or in the cerebral vessels, must be regarded with great
interest by every practitioner.

" The microscopical examination of the matters vomited in certain

cases has proved to us that the presence of minute fungi, originally
discovered by Professor Ooodsir, and named by him Sarcina Yen-

Iriculi, occurs in connexion with certain morbid conditions of the
stomach. These remarkable cases are much more frequently met with
than was formerly supposed, and form an exceedingly interesting class

of diseases. [ENTOPHYTA.J" Tumours and Morbid Growths. The microscope has many times
afforded important aid in the diagnosis of tumours, although it has

certainly failed in many instances
; which circumstance has been

brought forward by some, as an argument against its employment
altogether. After careful microscopical examination, the best observers

have failed in deciding as to the nature of a particular tumour sub-

mitted to examination
;
and they have been unable to pronounce as to

its malignant or non-malignant character.
" On the other bond, not unfrequently this question has been

positively and correctly answered in the affirmative or negative, and
therefore it would surely not be right altogether to discard the

use of an instrument which, although eminently useful in many
instances, is not infallible ; for it would appear to be the opinion of

some, that the use of the microscope ought to be altogether abandoned
in the diagnosis of tumours."

" For the discovery of Imposition the microscope is invaluable, as it

almost necessarily follows that, in consequence of the frequency with
which urine is subjected to minute investigation, patients often resort

to various expedients to deceive the practitioner. Perhaps flour, starch,
. sand, and milk are more frequently employed for this purpose than

any other substances. The microscope will obviously enable any one
to detect the first three. If milk be added to urine, the mixture may
very readily be mistaken for a specimen of the so-called chylous urine.

Although a considerable quantity of fatty matter is present, in either

case this fatty matter exists in a very different state. In milk we find

the oil-globules, so characteristic of this fluid, while in true chylous
urine not a single oil-globule can be found, although the specimen may
contain a large quantity of fatty matter in a molecular state.

" Larvae of the Blow-Fly in Urine. A specimen of urine containing
several bodies of about half an inch in length, and of a rounded form,
was once sent to Dr. Todd for examination. The bodies in question
looked not unlike the larva: of some large fly, but, as it was con-

fidently affirmed that they were passed by the urethra of a gentleman,
the accuracy of this view of their nature was doubtful.

"
Upon placing a portion of one of them under the microscope,

trachea: (the air-vessels characteristic of the class of insects) were
observed in considerable numbers; and this circumstance alone
enabled me to say positively that they were not Jintozoa, and that

they could not have been passed in the manner stated. They were
afterwards proved to be the larvae of a fly.

Thn claws of Echinococci and portions of hydatid cysts have on
several occasions been discovered in the urine, sputa, &c., upon sub-

mitting portions of these fluids to microscopical examination, proving
beyond a doubt the existence of hydatids. [KNTOZO.V.]

"Substances passed by the Bowels. If the practitioner have a good
knowledge of the use ofthe microscope, he can often ascertain the nature
of substances passed from the alimentary canal ; and by the aid of this

instrument he can often at once decide as to the nature and origin
of substances, which, to the unaided eye, only present most doubtful
characters. Considerable perplexity has arisen from the presence of
bodies in the stools of patients, which afterwards proved to be por-
tions of almonds, gooseberry-skins, portions of potato, the testa of

the tamarind, husks of wheat, 4c.
;
not many years ago the uredo of

wheat was mistaken for, and described as, a peculiar fungus, to

which it was supposed tho phenomena observed in coses of cholera
were due.

" Portions of vessels which, unlike the other constituents of the

food, have resisted the process of digestion, have been met with in

the fteces, and mistaken for small intestinal worms, which they much
resemble when examined by the unaided eye. Upon being subjected
to microscopical examination their true nature was readily discovered.

" In Medico-Legal Inquiries the microscope has often afforded

valuable aid. The distinction between blood-spots and red stains

produced by fluids resembling blood in colour between human hair

and that of animals and the detection of spermatozoa iu cases of

rape, need only be adduced as examples of the importance of the

microscope in such investigations.
" For Detecting Impurities in Food and Drugs the microscope has

afforded important aid, and there are several other purposes to which
it may be applied."
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In preparing this article we have been greatly indebted to Dr. Beale's

most useful work on the '

Microscope, and its Application to Clinical

Medicine,' also to the translation of Dr. Schacht's work on the
'

Microscope in its special Application to Vegetable Anatomy and

Physiology,' translated by Mr. Currey, and to Professor Quekett's
admirable * Treatise on the Microscope.' For those who would wish
to refer to the subject further we give a list of the principal works
devoted to this instrument: Robert Hooke,

'

Micrographia, 1667.

Leeuwenhoek,
'

Papers in Philosophical Transactions," from 1673.

Baker,
'

Employment for the Microscope,' 1744. Adams, 'Micrographia
Illustrated ; or, the Knowledge of the Microscope Explained," 1746.

Adams, jun. 'Microscopical Essays, 1787. Pritchard,
'

Microscopic
Cabinet.' Chevalier,

' Des Microscopes et de leur Usa;e.' Sir David

Brewster, 'Treatise on the Microscope." Joseph Jackson Lister,

'Philosophical Transactions," 1829. Ross, article 'Microscope,' in
'

Penny Cyclopaedia," 1839, Carpenter, article
'

Microscope," in '

Cyclo-

paedia of Anatomy and Physiology." Mandl,
' Traite Pratique du

Microscope,' 1839. Schleiden,
'

Principles of Scientific Botany,' trans-

lated by Dr. Lankester, appendix
' On the Use of the Microscope,"

1849. Robin, 'Du Microscope et des Injections.' Hannover, 'On the

Microscope," translated by Professor Goodsir, 1853. Bennett, 'An
Introduction to Clinical Medicine.' 1853. Hogg, 'The Microscope,
its History, Construction, and 'Application,' 1854. ' The Microscopical
Journal.' '

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Sciences." Griffith and

Henfrey, 'The Microgrnphical Dictionary,' 1854-55.

MICRoSPORON. [ENTOPHYTA.]
MICROTUS, Schrank's name for a genus of Murine Rodents,

embracing our English Water-Rat, Mui ampkibius, Linnaeus, &c.

[MUBID-E.]
MICROZOA'RI^ (literally 'little animals'). This is the title

employed by M. De Elainville for the Animalcula infusoria of earlier

writers, who commonly classed these singular objects of microscopic
research among the Zoophyta. Baker, Needham, Buffou, and Spal-

lanzani, occupied with the singular facts and hypotheses regarding the

origin and vitality of these animated points, gave little attention to

their zoological relations ; the works of Limueus contain almost no
notice of more than the larger Vorticella, Brac/iioni, and Volvoces,

which are ranked among the Vermet Zoophyla. The great founder
of all the classifications of the minute Infusoria, the first; careful

observer of their permanent characters of form, surface, movements,
and internal structure, is the accurate 0. F. Mttller, author of the
'

Zoologia Danica.' Considering that in 1786 (the date of his work)
the microscope had been scarcely at all improved since the days of

Hooke, the numerous figures which Miiller presented were highly
creditable to his eye and hand. They have been frequently copied

(as in the '

Encyclopedic Me'thodique '), and yet retain a high value.

Muller'a classification, founded upon the figure and surface of the

animal, is convenient to the observer who desires to name the active

molecules which pass under his microscope, but unsatisfactory to the

zoological student.

The genera are arranged in some degree according to their apparent

simplicity.
A. Without external organs.

* Substance thick.

Monat. A mere point.
Proteia. Of variable figure.

Volrox. Spherical.
Enchdit. Cylindrical.
Vibrio. Round, elongated. (Several of the animals included in

this group should have been ranked among the Vermes.)
* Membranaceous.

Cyclidium. Oval, complanate. (Generate by division.)

Paramecium. Of an oblong figure. (Generate by division.)

Jfolpoda. Sinuate, complanate. (Generate by division.)

ftonium. An angular mass.

Burtaria.. Hollow like a purse.

B. With external organs.
* Naked.

Cercaria. With an extension like a tail Some are said to have

eyes.
Trichoda. Named for its hairiness. (Generate by division.)

Kerona. With little horny protuberances.

Himantopui. With slender extensions or cirri.

Leucopkra. Ciliated over all the surface. (Generate by division.)

Vorticdla. Ciliated about the mouth, contractile. The ciliao have

a whirling motion.
** Covered with a shell.

Brachionui. Ciliated nearly as Vorticella.

On thU classification Lamarck ('Animaux sans Vertebras') has

made few alterations ;
he preserves the same genera nearly in the same

order in all the naked Infutoria, but rejects from those with external

organ* (Infusoires appendicules) Vorticella and Brachionui (which he

place* among his Polypi), and re-arranges the others thus :

Infusoires appendicule's.

No tail [
Frieda (including Leacophra of Miiller).

1 Kcrona (including ffimantopus of Miiller).

A tail [
t?erca'~ia -

\ Fitrcocercaria.

The remaining groups are thus classed among the Polypi :

Polypi ciliati.

Section 1. Tibratiles with oral cilia;, having vibratory movement.
Rattulus. (Trichoda Rattus and T. clavus of Miiller.)
Trichocerca. (Cercaria forcipata, &c., Miiller.)

Vagirticola. (Trichoda inquilina, &c., Miiller.)

Section 2. Rotifers, with orral cilise having rotatory movement.
Polliculina. ( Vorticella ampulla, V. raginata, &c., Miiller.)
Brachionui. (Divided into sections, with or without a tail.)

Furcularia. (Includes the Vorticella rotatoria, or wheel-animal and
others allied to it.)

Urceolaria. (Vorticella viridis, Bursaria, &e., Miiller.)
Vorticella. (The pedunculated species of Miiller, both simple and

compound.)
Tubicolaria.

Cuvier constitutes for the Infusoria his fifth and last class of

Zoophyta, observing however, what always struck the least informed

zoologist, who contemplated the various forms and habits of these

animals, that among them were several grades of organisation, and
some forms which could not be reconciled to zoophytic structure.

Bory de St. Vincent had adopted ('Encyclope'die Me'thodique,' 1826)
82 genera, but Cuvier even reduces the number of Lamarckian gentra.

De Blainville
(' Actinologie ') gives the following arrangement of

the Microzoaria :

Division I. Microzoaria heteropoda.

Section 1. Rotiferw.- Body distinguished in parts anterior, mediul,

posterior (sometimes really showing head, thorax, and abdomen), with
anterior bundles of cilise, which in their rapid movement resemble
wheels. Posterior appendices simple, terminal.

The genera are as in Lamarck, with indications of the sub-genera
adopted by Bory de St. Vincent.

Section 2. Ciliiferce, with lateral ciliform appendices. The genera
are taken from Miiller, namely, Kerona, Himantopus, Paramacium,
Trichoda, Leucophra, Volvox, Cyclidium, Monas, with indications of
the sub-divisions adopted by Bory de St. Vincent, &c.

Division II. Microzoaria apoda.

With no external appendices, including Bursaria, Jfolpoda, Traclie-

Una (Vibrio, Miiller), Proteus, Cercaria, Enchelis, and Gonium.

Many of them are thought by De Blainville to be young Planarite or
Hii-udines.

Nearly all the real information which accompanied these slight
transformations of Miiller's system of classification was derived from
the numerous and acute observations of that eminent naturalist,
whose figures and descriptions we have often compared with the
indications of the microscope before this instrument received the
marvellous improvements of Amici, Chevalier, Pritchard, Plosl, and
Schiek. By their inventions, and the able use made of them since

1828, a new mine of knowledge has been opened on the history,

structure, and zoological relations of the Infusoria. [INFUSORIA;
DIATOMACE.E ; DESMIDIE,E ; ROTIFEHA.]
MIDAS, M. Geoffroy's name for a sub-genus of the small South

American Monkeys called Ouistitis. [JACCHUS.] The common name
for the species of this sub-genus is Tamarin.

It has the following characters : Muzzle short, facial angle 60 ;

foreheaa with an appearance of prominence, arising from the great

angle of the upper edge of the orbits; upper incisors contiguous,
under incisors same size as the upper. Nails like claws, excepting
those on the thumbs behind. Tail as in Jacchus. General dental

formula as in Jacchui.

There are seven species, of which we select as the example
M. Rosalia, the Marakiua, or Silky Tamarin. This pretty little

monkey is entirely of a golden-yellow, varying to a redder tint, and

palest on the back and thighs. The hair, which is fine and silky, is

so long about the head and neck as to form a ruff or mane, whence it

has been called the Lion-Monkey. Its beauty and gentleness render it

a very interesting pet; but great care is required to keep it from

damp, which is destructive to it. It is supposed to live almost

entirely on trees, and to be squirrel-like in its habits.

It is a native of Guayana, and the south of Brazil from Rio Janeiro

to Cape Frio.

Desmarest notices a red and black variety (Guyana), and one of a

bright shining red from Brazil.

The species must not be confounded with M. Leonina, Simia
Leonina (Humb.), the Leoncito, or Leonine Tamarin, which is pro-

bably the smallest monkey known. The last is brownish, and has a

very well developed mane of that colour, which it bristles up when

angry, so as to look like a little lion. The face is black, the mouth
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white, and the tail black above and white below. It inhabit* the

plain* bordering the eastern tlope of the CordilK-ra, and U rare.

Silky Tamarin (J/irfii ftoialia^.

MIDAffS EAR. [AURICULA.]
MIDDLETONITE, a Carbonaceous Mineral, occurring in rounded

irmnnn seldom larger than a pea, or in layers a sixteenth of an inch

or less in thickness, between layers of coal. Colour reddish-brown by
reflected light, and deep red by transmitted light. Powder light
brown. Transparent in small fragments. Hard and brittle. Lustre
resinous. No taste or smell. Blackens on exposure. Specific gravity
1-6. Found about the middle of the main coal or Haigh Moor seam
at the Middleton collieries, near Leeds; also at Newcastle. The
following is an analysis by Johnston :

Carbon 88-437

Hydrogen 8-007

Oxygen 6-566

100

MIKA'XIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Compotitrr, to the sub-order TubnliJIora, to the tribe Eupatoriace,
and the subtribe Adenotlylter. It has a 4 flowered head, a naked
narrow receptacle, four involucral leaves, with a bractlet added at

the base or below it ; the tube of the corolla short, with the throat

dilate and somewhat campanulate ; the anthers somewhat protruded ;

the aohenium angular ;
the pappus in one row, rough and hairy.

if. oficinalit has an erect, smooth, nearly simple stem, with leaves

decimating somewhat triangular-ovate, cordate with a great sinus,
toothed at the sides, entire towards the point, drooping ; the panicles

corymbose and terminal. This plant i a native of Brazil, where it

is called Coracoa de Jesu. It is a handsome plant The leaves con-

tain a bitter principle and an aromatic oil, and are used in the same

way and for the same diseases as the Cascarilla and Cinchona barks.

They are said to bo an especially valuable remedy in remitting fevers

and in atonic dyspepsia. They are administered in the form of extract
or decoction.

M, (iuaeo, Quaco Plant, has an herbaceous twining stem ; the
branches round, sulcate, hairy ; the leaves stalked, ovate, somewhat
acuminate, shortly narrowed at the base, remotely toothed, netted,

ruughish above, hairy beneath ; the corymbs axillary, stalked, opposite ;

the Deads somewhat ternate, sessile ; the bractlrts linear, shorter than
the involucre ; the involucral scales linear-oblong, obtuse, downy ;

the achenia smooth. This is one of the plant* called Uuaco in South
America, and is used both internally and externally as a remedy
against the bites of poisonous serpenU. This plant is cultivated by
the Indians for the purpose of being used. It is easily known from
other plants by the large indigo-blue spots that mark the under
surface of it* rough leaves. It U probable that the spotted character
of the leaves of this and plants similarly employed, as the Calladitun

h-ltthonfoliutn and a species of A riitolocMa, have led to their use in

the bites of poisonous snakes. " The mode of using this remedy,"
says Piippig,

"
is very simple : the wound is somewhat distended, and

the fresh-pressed juice is dropped into it ; the surrounding parts
being repeatedly covered with the pressed leaves; and the juice is

also taken by the mouth. The tincture, made with common brandy,
U also much celeb'rated, and recommended to travellers as a secure
and portable means of cure. In Guayaquil little cakes are formed
out of the fresh-bruised plant*, which, when dric.l in the sun, r. tain

their activity a long time. The effect of the Ouaco is not in all <

alike quick and decided ; but observations, both in Maranon and Kg,
prove that after 24 hours' use the swelling had ceased, the pain

vanished, and, with the exception of littla ulcers, the cure had been
effected. In Vurimaguas, and especially about Muniebea, every year
several persons are bitten by snakes; but the Ouaco had acted so

efficiently that in the memory of man only two children were known
to have died of such wounds." Although Poppig has given so

favourable an account of this remedy, he says in another place that
" the excision and cauterisation of the wound immediately after it U
received is undoubtedly the safrtt plan." Besides the Quaco there

are several other plant* used in South America, some of which are
called Quaco, as the Hcrpata colubrina, Jhrttenia tubicina, Aruto-
lockia ci/nanchifolia, Ac. The Quaco has been tried in this country
as a remedy in hydrophobia, but without success. The Urali, or

snake-poison of the Indians of British Quiana, is a compound, and
contains in it strychnia. (STRYcriNos.]

M. opifera is a smooth climbing plant, with an angular stem ; it has

stalked, cordate, acuminate, repand-toothed or nearly entire leaves,
when full grown rather blunt ; the heads stalked in corymbose panicles ;

the involucral scales oblong, rather acute ; the bractlets lanceolate ;

involucre rather shorter. This plant is a nativo of Brazil, where it is

called
' Kroa da Cobia.' It is also eniployed against the bites of

snakes, and is said to effect a cure by its powerful diuretic action.

An account is given of this plant by Qomez in the Memoirs of the

Royal Academy of Lisbon for 1812, where it U described as the

i'upatorium crenatum.

The genus Mikania is closely allied to Eupalorium, and they
belong to a group of plants in the order Compotita, the most remark-
able for their activity. Dr. Lindley states, in his

'

Vegetable Kingdom,'
that the famous styptic

' Matico' is the produce of Enpalorium gluli-

notum, and not of Artanthe clongata, as has been usually supposed.
Of this plant Mr. Hartweg says, in a communication to Dr. Limlley," Miitico is the vernacular name applied by the inhabitants of Quito to

Eupatorium gliUinotum, or the Chuttalonga in the Quichua language.
It forms a shrub from 3 to 5 feet high, and is common in the higher
parts of the Quitinian Andes, where its properties were discovered
some years back by a soldier called Mateo, better known under his

nick-name Matico (little Matthew), who when wounded in action

applied accidentally the leaves of some shrub to his wound, which
had the immediate effect of stopping the bleeding. This shrub hap-
pened to be the Chuttalonga, which has since been called, in honour
of its discoverer, Matico. That it is the true Matico of the inhabitants
of Quito and Hiobomba I have not the slightest doubt

;
both leave*

and specimens have been gathered by myself, and upon comparing the
latter with Kunth's description I found them to agree exactly with
his Eupalorium ylutinotum." The Matico has been used in Europe,
and is said to be an exceedingly efficient styptic, and of great value in

stopping the bleeding from small wounds.

(Poppig, Reitc i* Chile, Pern, &c. ; Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom;
Lindley, flora Medico.)
MILDEW is a disease which attacks both living and dead vegetable

matter, and is believed by the vulgar to be owing to fogs, dew,
meteors, and noxious exhalations, but in reality is caused by the

ravages of parasitical Fungi. This malady is often of little importance
to the subjects of its attack, as it appears towards the close of the

year, when the moat essential of the vital functions of plants are

fulfilled, or in such a small degree as to produce no appreciable effect

upon the general health of the plants infested. But it very often
becomes a most serious evil, destroying the straw of corn, and so

preventing the maturation of the grain, ravaging the fields of peas
an<l beans, destroying the hopes of the gardener by seizing upon his

peaches and nectarines, especially when forced, and not unfrequeutly
extending its evil influence to the orchards and every description of

kichcu-garden crop.
The species of fungi which produce these effects are always very

minute, and often of microscopic smalluess. Some are int.

attacking plants internally, and only becoming visible when they
break through the surface of the plant for the purpose .of shedding
their spores ; others iu-<> superficial, rooting and fructifying upon the
outside of the epidermis. These two classes of tl'Mev-Fungi require
to be carefully distinguished.

Of the Intestinal Fungi the following are the more common,
namely :

1. i'rido fiftiila, called the Pepper-Brand. This plant attacks

wheat, filling the young seed with its jolly-like sp.iwn, and producing
myriads of foetid deep-brown spores, which end by occupying the
whole interior of the ripe grain.

2. Srinr.um griteum, and other species of the same genus, which
overrun the leaves of the mountain ash, the sycamore, Ac., forming
broad-gray, orange, or brown blotch.

3. Various kinds of Puccinia. The mildew of wheat-straw U caused

by P. gramintum, which is generated in cavities below the epidermis
of the stem, and protrudes when ripe in the form of dull grayish-brown
broken stria;. P. /feraclei occasionally attack* crops of celery and
endive, spreading over the field, and producing the appearance of

scorching.
4. .fii-ulium canccllalum occasionally docs much barm to pear-trees
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in the orchards of Herefordshire. It appears at first like bright
yellow spots upon the upper surface of the leaves ; by degrees a liquid
matter is exuded from them

;
at the same time small conical processes

appear in clusters from the under side of the leaf ; these processes
enlarge, become fibrous, open at the sides by numerous slits, and
thence discharge their spores. This fungus often produces the most
destructive consequences, appearing upon the leaves, stems, and fruits,
and generally destroying the tree. Another species, JE. laceratum,
sometimes spreads over hawthorn hedges ; and the common orange-
red mildew of the Berberry is jE. Serberidis.

5. Sclerotium, a hard kernel-like fungus, is a less common but some-
times very troublesome visitor. S. compact-urn occasionally establishes
itself in the rind of fruits, rendering them uneatable

;
S. Cyparissice

and others attack the leaves of various plants, particularly of the

pear-tree.
In all these cases it is usually found that the most vigorous indi-

viduals are the first affected by the mildew, especially in the case of

Uredo and Puccinia ; and it is probable that the spores from which
these plants are propagated are drawn into the circulation from the

soil, along with the fluid matter on which plants feed ; that they are
carried along into the stem, and begin to grow as soon as they find

themselves in a suitable situation, disturbing and disorganising the
tissue by the production of their spawn, and taking to themselves that
nutriment which would otherwise have been applied to the general
maintenance of the plant attacked. Mr. Bauer found that he could

always < aise wheat to produce the Uredo foetida by rubbing its grains
with the spores of that fungus previous to their being sown ; and Mr.

Knight ascertained that by sowing pear-seeds in soil infested with
the sEcidium, the very youngest leaves of the seedling plants were
attacked.

Of superficial Fungi the following are the most remarkable :

1. Cylindrotporium concentrlcum, a pulverulent species, which

appears in dots arranged in a circular manner upon the leaves of the

2. Acrotporittm monilioidet. A frequent cause of the whiteness of
leaves and stems in roses, &c. It consists of vast multitudes of fila-

ments jointed like a necklace.

3. Botrytis difftaa and species of the genus Aspergillus, whose fila-

ments bear tufts or branches, covered with spores. These form the
white mealy appearance of the leaves of onions and similar soft-leaved

plants.

4. Erytiphe communif, which forms the mildew of peas. It con-
gists of white cobweb-like spawn, radiating from a solid gray spherical
centre, filled with the spores of the species. Peach mildew is often
caused by another of this genus, the E. pannosa.

The attacks of superficial Fungi are generally brought on by the

debility of the species attacked
;
and it is probable that unhealthy

individuals only are suited to the growth of these parasites. This is

like what occurs among animals, which, when healthy, are scarcely
attacked by parasitical vermin, but as soon as they become sickly are
overrun by them. Heavy rains occurring suddenly after long drought
are mentioned as a cause of this kind of mildew ; and it may be sup-
posed that the plants are debilitated by the dry weather, at which
time the Punyi seize upon them, and that as -soon as rain falls they
grow with rapidity and quickly overrun the plants. It is said that

deep-coloured roses and peaches are more liable to mildew than others;
this may be referred to constitutional debility, for their colour is con-

nected with a want of power to decompose carbonic acid, which is one
of the most indispensable of vital functions in the vegetable kingdom.
Transplanted onions, which are less vigorous than untransplanted
ones, are the most subject to mildew.
These causes of mildew being rightly understood, the methods of

preventing the evil are sufficiently obvious. To cure intestinal mildew
the soil should be neither too rich nor too freely watered, and every
precaution should be taken to prevent the spores of the mildew-plants
from being communicated to the soil. Mr. Knight stopped the attacks

of jEcidium cancellatum by taking up his mildewed pear-trees, washing
their roots clean, pruning them closely, and removing them to a new
situation ; thoso removed became healthy, those left in the soil event-

ually perished. It would also appear that in some cases plants may
be rendered incapable of taking the mildew. Mr. Bauer says that if

corn attacked by pepper-brand is soaked in lime-water for at least
twelve hours, and then well dried in the air before sowing, not only
are all the Fungi adhering to it destroyed, but the plants themselves
are incapable of nourishing the fungus ;

at least he found that pre-
pared grains could not be inoculated, although unprepared grains
could be. With regard to destroying superficial mildew, a restoration
of vigour or its preservation seems to offer the best chances of success.
Mr. Knight prevented his peas from mildewing by watering them
abundantly and constantly ;

in Scotland, where the climate is more
equable than in England, and the night dews more abundant, pea-
mildew is unknown. The writer of this has seen a crop of onions

perishing under the attacks of Botrytis diffusa gradually restored to
health by a constant supply of water. As to the schemes of stopping
superficial mildew by the application of sulphur, quick-lime, fresh

wood-ashes, and similar substances, all of which have been recom-

mended, it does not appear that any advantage follows their employ-
ment. When trees are attacked by superficial parasites the best plan
of removing the evil is by cutting off all the mildewed branches and
destroying them, together with shreds, nails, or whatever else may
have been made use of in training the plants. Mr. Hayward recom-
mends in addition that peach-trees, which are very liable to mildew,
should be subsequently washed with a fluid consisting of 4 gallons of

rain-water, 21bs. of soft soap, lib. of flower of sulphur, lib. of roll

tobacco, 1 quart of fresh-slaked lime, and 1 pint of spirits of turpen-
tine, the whole boiled together for half an hour.

For a further account of the Fungi which produce diseases of plants
see FUNGI.
MILIOBATIS. [SQUALID*:.]
MFLIOLA. [FORAMINIFERA.]
MI'LIUM, a genus of Grasses belonging to the tribe Agrostidea. It

has membranous glumes, nearly equal, unarmed
; the palete 2, nearly

equal, unarmed, about as long as the glumes, and hardening on the
the fruit

;
the spikelets convex on the back, or slightly dorsally com-,

pressed. There is but one British species of this genus, M. effusum.
It has a diffuse panicle, with acute palese, a smooth stem, and
linear-lanceolate leaves. It has a. stem 3 or 4 feet in height, and
is found in damp shady woods. (Babiugton, Manual of British

Botany.}
MILK is an opaque fluid, secreted by the mammary glands of the

females of the animals belonging to the class Mammalia, and adapted
to the nourishment of their young offspring. It is of a specific gravity
somewhat greater than that of distilled water, and possesses a peculiar
odour, which is due to several acids. It consists, in addition to the

watery portion, serum, &c., of globular particles, which are not more
than half the size of the globules of human blood, having a diameter
of about 1-10,000th of an inch. They are composed of a fatty matter

(butter) and a coagulable substance, which in many points resembles

albumen, termed '

caseum,' or '
caseine.'

The globules are specifically lighter than the fluid in which they are

suspended, and easily ascend to the top when the milk is allowed to
stand. This constitutes the cream, and consists of the butter, with
some caseine and a portion of serum. By agitation, such as is effected

by the various modes of churning, the fatty globules unite into a
mass (butter), leaving the buttermilk, which consists of caseine and
serum.
Milk from which the supernatant fluid, or cream, has been removed is

termed '

skim-milk,' and still retains a considerable q uantity of coagulable
or caseous matter, which may be separated from the serum, or whey, by
means of a rennet or any acid. This coagulated portion constitutes
the curd, and is the basis of cheese. If a rennet be used, and all the

portion coagulated by its means be separated, the addition of vinegar
causes some of what remains to coagulate ; and this has been termed
'

zieger' by Schubler, but it is not certain that it differs from caseiue.

What remains after both these coagulated principles have been removed
is the whey, which contains sugar-of-milk, some azotised substance

(perhaps osmazome), lactic acid, and various salts.

The different constituents of milk, and the differences in the rela-

tive proportions of them in some of the common domestic animals
will be best seen in the following tables :

[Fatty matter, solid at ordinary temperatures Stear'me.

fBy saponification, yielding Butyric, Caproic, Capric, Margaric, and Oleic Acids, and)

[
Liquid Fatty] Glycerine I

Ji""Jr '"e-

Matter .1

saponification, yielding no Butyric, Caproic, nor Capric Acids

Milk

I Skim-Milk .

(_
Serum or Whey

Oleine.

............. Caseine or Curd.

st, but by Acetic Acid .......... Zieger.

f Azotized Matter Osmazame (1)

Lactic Acid.

Sugar Sugar of Milk.

Salts

f
I Soluble in Alcohol

.

goluble in Waterj
not in Alcohol ,

Lactates of Potash, Soda, Ammonia, Lime, and Mag.
nesia.

Chlorides of Potassium and Sodium.

Sulphate of Potash.

Phosphate of Potash and Soda.

HAT. HI8T. DIV. VOL. III.

(^Insoluble in Water Phosphates of Lime, Magnesia, and Iron.

3 H
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Ctriofora. Animals unknown ;
celli poriform, round, close, irregu-

larly ilwtribiiU-il in concentric layer* ; polyparium polymorphous,
often globular or UmelUr.

Thi genus was established by Goldfuss, but is curtailed by a stricter

definition by Da Blainville, to suit fossil* which appear in the Chalk of

liaeatricht and the Transition Rock* of Bamberg. Ex. (J. micropor*.

(Goldfuss, tab. 10, f. 4.)

Clurytaora. Animali unknown ; cclU porifomi, very fine, with a
round opening, accumulated on the intervals of ridges, which anasto-

mose on the surface of the fixed irregularly ramose polyparium.
It is a genus of Lamouronx. to which DC Blainville refers many of the

Crriopora of Goldfu**, which belong to the Oolitic Formations. Ex.

<.,,.iMta. (ljun.pl. 81, f. li.)

Tilaia. AnimaU unknown
;

the polyparium formed of tortuous

verrucow cylindrical branches
;
cells small, accumulated in irregular

patches, which project above the general surface, and are separated by
smooth intervale. Ex. T. dittoita. (Lam., pi. 74, f. 5, 6.) From the

Oolite of Caen.

Sfinopora. Animals unknown ; polyparium adherent by a concave

concentrically striated face below ; above reticulated, tuberculated,
and bearing between the tubercles poriform cells. Fossil from the

Chalk. Three species. Ex. S. mitra. (De Blain., pi. 70, f. 3.)

Dittickopora. Animals unknown
; cells of two kinds ; some stelli-

form, scattered, superficial, shallow; the others poriform, deep,

unequal, forming three lateral rows on each side of the branches of

an arborescent polyparium these branches are compressed, obtuse,

subflexuous, and tubulose within.

This Lamarckian genus contains the Miltepora riolacea of Liuuaeus.

(De. Blainv., pi. 55, f. 2.)

IJeteropora. Animals unknown ; cells round, poriform, completely
immersed, of two sorts ; some, larger than the others, are regularly

dispersed on the whole surface of the polyparium, which is fixed,

lobed, or branched, and formed of superposed lamina}.
It is a genus of De Blainville, formed to include certain Ctriopora of

Goldfuss which have two sorts of pores. Ex. H. eryptopora. (Gold-
fuse, tab. 10, f. 3.)

Jlrtfropora eryptopora.

a, 6, two specimens ; r, porea magnified.

Fossil from the Chalk of Maastricht
Mr. Lonadale mentions one from the Silurian Rocks. (Murchlsou's

'.Silurian System.')

I 3. Cells round, and more or less tubular and prominent.

Ptututopora, Animals unknown
; cells rather prominent, pustulose

or mammilUted, distant, with round openings ; polypnrium formed
of superposed laminae, cylindrical, digitiform, or a little branched,
fixed.

The few fostils which have these characters are separated from the

Ceriopora of Ooldfuss by De Blainvillo. They are from the Chalk
and Oolite. Ex. P. nadreporacea. (Goldfuss, tab. 10, f. 12.)

//orncra. -Animals unknown ; cells with a circular opening, promi-
nent, detached, dispersed almost quincuncially on the inner face of the
branches of a fragile ramulose polyparium, which is fistulose and
furrowed on the non-polypiferous face.

It i a genus of Lamourpux, formed from Rdepora of Lamarck. It
includes several living species, from the seas of Europe and Australasia,
and more fonilx, chiefly from the Tertiary Strata, but Mr. Lonadale

< one from the Dudley Limestone. Ex.// fronJtculata (Lam.,
!!. 71, f. 7,8,9.)

Jfonttra frondmlato.

m, natural i!/c ; , e, frsfnu-ati of the upper ind lowr sides,

Idmonta. Animals unknown; cells prominent, sub-conical, distinct,

with a circular opening, arranged in half rings or short cross-lines, on
two-thirds of the circumference of the branches of the polyparium,
which is not porous, but slightly channelled on the uon-culluliferou*

face
; the branches an divergent and triquetral

One living species belong* to this genus of Lamouroux, and several

fossils from the Oolite of Caen, and Chalk and Tertiaries of Muvtricht
and Paris. Qoldfuss has included two of them among Ktteponz.
Kx. /. triqvetra. (Lam., pL 79.) From the Oolite of Caen.

Cricopora. Animals unknown; cells tubular, rather prominent,
with a circular opening, arranged in rings transversely or obliquely on
the surface of a fragile polyparium, which branches into cylindrical

parts obtuse at the extremity.
This genus was named Spiropora by Lamouroux, but it is only rarely

that the cells take anything approaching to a spiral arrangement. The
coral is alveolar through its mass. Some of the moat characteristic

species are fossils from Caen. F. Faujtuii is from the Chalk of

Maastricht, and De Blaiuvillo joins to the group two recent species,

Seriatopora annulata and S. niula (Lamarck). Ehrenberg calls the

group Myriazoon, and Wiegumnn Truncularia.

MILLER'S DOG. [SQUALID*.]
MILLER'S-THUMB. [Conoi.1
MILLET. [SORGHUM.]
MILLSTONE-GRIT is the title of a remarkable group of strata

which belong to the Carboniferous System, and separate the Coal
Formation from the Mountain Limestone. It may be regarded as

one of the many instances of transition on a large scale, which reveal

to the geologist local changes of level and position of the ancient

hinds, whereby new currents were occasioned in the sea, and new
depositions produced in iti bed. Instead of the deposiU of mountain
limestone generated by processes almost purely marine, we have in

the .Millstone-Grit group evidence of streams from the interior of

elevated lands and periodical currents which spread pebbles, sand, and

clay, with land-plants, over surfaces where previously corals and shells

were accumulated in the quiet sea. The character of this group varies

according to a certain law of development in passing from the south
to the north of England. It is of little importance in the south-west
of England, South Wales, or any of the midland coal-fields ;

but in

Derbyshire it acquire* great thickness, and appears in some of the
most striking scones of that romantic county. Here it is a series of
thick arenaceous rocks, alternating with shales and flagstones below
the coal and above the limestone. Perhaps no more remarkable
feature in English geology can be noticed than the bold crag* of

millstone-grit which are crossed as the traveller proceeds from the
coal of Sheffield to the limestone of Castleton.

Farther to the north, between the deep limestone dales of Yorkshire,
the millstone-grit rocks appear on the summit of Ingleborotigb, Peny-
ghent, and Wharnside, mixed with shales, limestones, ironstones, and
beds of coal. At least three distinct bands of coarse pebbly millstone-

grit here occur, though not in one hill, and a similar character belongs
to the series in Durham and Northumberland. Through all the
extreme north of England indeed the millstone-grit group passes by its

coal, ironstone, 4c., to the coal formation above, and by its limestones
and peculiar shales to the mountain limestone below, by so easy a gra-
dation that the whole appears one vast series of associated deposits.
The rock from which the group is named the Millstone-Grit, is a

very coarse-grained quartzoso sandstone, with layers of pebbles, often

defining the upper or under surfaces of beds, and sometime* (as near

Kvighley) containing remarkable masses of laminated mica, which is

not common in the substance of the stone. The most coarse and
quart zose parts of the stone have a vague resemblance to unmicaceoua

granites (as that of Ravenglass), and this is strengthened by the
occasional abundance of felspar, in large masse* crystallised within,
but fragmented or worn to a pebbly aspect externally. This discloses

probably the true history of the rock. It is a re-aggregated mass of
the disintegrated materials of granite ;

and as almost every sandstone
of the coal district* is liable to assume locally the coarseness of grain
of the millstone-grit, and all appear to contain felspar grains and

fragments (often decomposed to porcelain clay), the importance of a

study of the Millstone-Grit becomes evident. The organic remains are
a mixture of those belonging to the Coal Formation (Plants), and
those of the subjacent Limestone (C'oncliifera, JUoUiuca).
MILVUS. IFALCOHIDA]
MIMOSA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Lryu-

minotat. It has polygamous flower* ; petals
4 or 5, connected together

into a 4- or 5-cleft funnel-shaped corolla ;
stamen* inserted in the base

of the corolla, or in the stipe of the ovary, equal in number to the
lobe* of the corolla, or double or triple that number

; legume cotn-

preuwd, flat, 1- or many-jointed; joints 1 -seeded; ribs permanent;
stipules petiolar ; leaves bipinuate, with one or more pairs of pinna;,
each pinna bearing 2 or many pairs of leaflet* ; flowers rose-coloured
or white, disposed in head*. The leave* are frequently sensible to

touch, as in the Sensitive Plant The species are very numerous.
It. tentitiva, the Sensitive Plant, has prickly stem* and petioles ;

leaflet* ovate-acute, dotted, with adpressed pili beneath, but glabrous
above. It is a native of Brazil. The flowers are rose-coloured and
tetrandrous. The leaflet* are sensitive to touch, but not so much so
as the following specie*.
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M. pudica has a prickly herbaceous stem, with the petioles and
peduncles more or less beset with stiff hairs or bristles

; leaves some-
what digitately pinnate, with 4 pinnae, each pinna bearing many pairs
of linear leaflets. It is a native of Brazil, and is commonly grown in

our gardens under the name of Sensitive Plant, the leaves falling on
the slightest touch. The roots of this plant and its allies emit a most
offensive smell, resembling the odour of a sewer at the time of

impending rain. The legumes of M. saponaria, according to Royle,
form a considerable article of commerce in India on account of their

saponaceous qualities. [SENSITIVE PLANTS.]
(Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom ; Don, DicUamydeow Plants.)
MIMO'SEJi, a sub-order of Plants belonging to the natural order

Leguminoxe, whose flowers are regular, the stamens long, usually
indefinite in number, and hypogynous, and the flowers valvate in

aestivation. They are in many cases polygamous, and their leaves are

always more or less compound. The principal genus of the division
is the Ar'tcifi. [ACACIA.] Mimosa itself consists of a considerable
number of species, many of which are remarkable for the irritability
of their leaves, a curious property which has always rendered them
objects of interest. [SENSITIVE PLANTS.] The species commonly
cultivated for the exhibition of this phenomenon is the Mimosa pudica,
a South American annual. Among the useful plauts belonging to

JUirnoieie, and not included in the genus Acacia, are the fngas sapida,
I. dulcit, I. biglobosa, and some others, whose pods contain a sweet
nutritioui fcecula, which renders them fit for food

; and several kinds
of Protoi.it, the astringency of whose pods and bark renders them
valuable for tanning purposes. In general, in the northern hemisphere,
Mimosetz are confined to tropical countries, or to those which have a

high summer heat ; but in the southern hemisphere they extend

beyond such limits, as in Van Diemen's Land, where Acacias, called

Wattles, are the commonest wood. [LEGDMINOS.E.]
MIMULUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Scoi-phulariactce. It has a tubular calyx, 5-angled and 5-toothed ;

corolla ringent, upper lip 2 lobed, lower one trifid, usually bigibbous
at the base, segments all flat

; stamens 4, didynamous, inclosed ; cells

of anthers diverging or divaricate, at length subconfluent; stigma
bilamellate ; capsule hardly furrowed, 2-valved, valves entire with
flat margins, dissepiment at length free

; placentas aduate. The
species are erect or procumbent, glabrous, rarely villous herbs, with

usually tetragonal stems
;
leaves opposite, usually toothed, rarely quite

entire
;
flowers axillary, solitary, pedicellate, superior ones sometimes

racemose.

M. luteiti, Yellow-Flowered Monkey-Flower, has leaves closely

toothed, lower ones on long petioles, ovate or somewhat lyrate, supe-
rior ones rounded cordately, stem clasping ; calyx ovate, but campa-
nulato in the fructiferous state, with ovate-acute teeth, the upper
tooth larger. It is a native of Chili. Babington says it has become
naturalised in Great Britain. The corolla is yellow, with a dark mark
in the mouth.

if. moschatui, Musk-Scented Monkey-Flower, has diffuse stems
clothed with woolly villi ; leaves petiolate, ovate, or ovate-lanceolate,
a little toothed, rounded at the base, rather pilose, and somewhat

clammy ; calyx tubular, but oblong in the fruit-bearing state, with
lanceolate unequal teeth. It is a native about the Columbia River, on
the north-west coast of America. The plant exhales a strong scent of

musk. The flowers are small and yellow. The plant is diffuse, rooting
at the base.

(Don, Dichlamydeous Plants ; Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
MIMUS, a genus of Birds belonging to the family Merulidie.

[Mvuun*] M. polyglottus (Boie), the Mocking Bird, the Mimic
Thrush, is the Tardui polygloltut of Linnseus, and the Orpheus poly-

i/iottus of Swainson. The male of this bird has the upper parts of the

head, neck, and back, dark brownish ash, and when new-moulted a

fine light gray ; wings and tail nearly black, the first and second rows
of coverts tipped with white; primary coverts in some males wholly
white, in others tinged with brown. Three first primaries white from
their roots as far as their coverts

; white on the next six, extending
from an inch to one and three-fourths farther down, descending equally
on both sides of the feather ; the tail is cuneiform, the two exterior

feathers wholly white, the rest, except the middle ones, tipped with
white

;
chin white

;
sides of the neck, breast, belly, and vent, a

brownish-white, much purer in wild birds than in those that have been
domesticated ; iris of the eye yellowish cream-coloured, inclining to

golden ;
bill black, the base of the lower mandible whitish

; legs and
feet black and strong.

Female very much resembling the male, but the white is less pure,

spreads over only seven or eight of the primaries, does not descend so

far, and extends considerably farther down on the broad than on the

narrow side of the feathers. The black is also more of a brownish
cast.

Young birds with the breast spotted like that of a thrush : young
male with the white on the wing broader and of greater purity than

in the female. (Wilson.)
The extraordinary vocal powers of this wonderful song-bird, and his

lively habita, as recorded by eye and ear witnesses, are so uncommon,
that we should think we were reading of some magical bird in a fairy

tale, did we not -know the fidelity and accuracy of the excellent

observers who describe it. Wilson thus portrays thin polyglot :

" The ease, elegance, and rapidity of his movements, the animation
of his eye, and the intelligence he displays in listening and laying up
lessons from almost every species of the feathered creation within his

hearing, are really surprising, and mark the peculiarity of his genius.
To these qualities we may add that of a voice full, strong, musical,
and capable of almost every modulation, from the clear mellow tones
of the wood-thrush to the savage scream of the bald eagle. In measure
and accent he faithfully follows his originals. In force and sweetness
of expression he greatly improves upon them. In his native groves,
mounted on the top of a tall bush or half-grown tree, in the dawn of

dewy morning, while the woods are already vocal with a multitude of

warblers, his admirable song rises pre-eminent over every competitor.
The ear can listen to his music alone, to which that of all the others
seems a mere accompaniment. Neither is this strain altogether
imitative. His own native notes, which are easily distinguishable by
such as are well acquainted with those of our various song-birds, are
bold and full, and varied seemingly beyond all limits. They consist
of short expressions of two, three, or at the most five or six syllables,

generally interspersed with imitations, and all of them uttered with
great emphasis and rapidity, and continued with undiminished ardour
for half an hour or an hour at a time. His expanded wings and tail,

glistening with white, and the 'buoyant gaiety of his action, arrest the

eye as his song most irresistibly does the ear. He sweeps round with
enthusiastic ecstacy ;

he mounts and descends as his song swells and
dies away ; and, aa my friend Mr. Bartram has beautifully expressed it,
' he bounds aloft with the celerity of an arrow, as if to recover or recal
his very soul, expired in the last elevated strain.' While thus exert-

ing himself, a bystander destitute of sight would suppose that the
whole feathered tribes had assembled together on a trial of skill, each

striving to produce his utmost effect, so perfect are his imitations.
He many times deceives the sportsman, and sends him in search of
birds that perhaps are not within miles of him, but whose notes he
exactly imitates

; even Birds themselves are frequently imposed on by
this admirable mimic, and are decoyed by the fancied calls of their

mates, or dive with precipitation into the depths of thickets at the
scream of what they suppose to be the sparrow-hawk.

" The Mockiug-Bird loses little of the pow* and energy of his song
by confinement. In his domesticated state, when he commences his

career of song, it is impossible to stand by uninterested. He whistles
for the dog ;

Csesar starts up, wags his tail, and runs to meet his

master. He squeaks out like a hurt chicken, and the hen hurries
about with hanging wings and bristled feathers, clucking to protect
its injured brood. The barking of the dog, the mewing of the cat, the

creaking of a passing wheelbarrow, follow with great truth and rapidity.
He repeats the tune taught him by his master, though of considerable

length, fully and faithfully. He runs over the quiverings of the canary
and the clear whistlings of the Virginian nightingale, or red-bird, with
such superior execution and effect, that the mortified songsters feel

their own inferiority, and become altogether silent, while he seems to

triumph in their defeat by redoubling his exertions. This excessive
fondness for variety however, hi the opinion of some, injures his song.
His elevated imitations of the brown thrush are frequently interrupted
by the crowing of cocks ; and the warblings of the blue-bird, which he

exquisitely manages, are mingled with the screaming of swallows or
the cackling of hens : amidst the simple melody of the robin we ara

suddenly surprised by the shrill reiterations of the whip-poor-will,
while the notes of the kill-deer, blue-jay, martin, baltimore, and twenty
others, succeed with such imposing reality, that we look round for tLe

originals, and discern with astonishment that the sole performer in

this singular concert is the admirable bird now before us. During
this exhibition of his powers he spreads his wings, expands his tail,

and throws himself around the cage in all the ecstacy of enthusiasm,
seeming not only to sing, but to dance, keeping time to the measure
of his own music. Both in his native and domesticated state, during
the solemn stillness of night, as soon as the moon rises in silent

majesty, he begins his delightful solo
;
and serenades us the live-long

night with a full display of his vocal powers, making the whole

neighbourhood ring with his inimitable medley."
Audubou is of opinion that' in song it is far beyond the nightingale.

He pronounces the notes of that bird to be equal to those of a sou-

brette of taste, who, could she study under a Mozart, might perhaps
iu time become very interesting in her way. But he thinks it quite
absurd to compare her essays to the finished talent of the Mocking
Bud. In confinement its melody, though vary beautiful, falls far

short, in his judgment, of its
" wood-notes wild." He describes its

imitative powers as amazing, and says that these birds mimic with
ease all their brethren of the forests or of the waters, as well as

many quadrupeds ; but though he has heard that the bird possesses
the power of imitating the human voice, he never met with an instance

of that mimicry.
The last-mentioned author gives us a most interesting detail of the

loves of these charming birds amid the rich scenery where the great

Magnolia, with its thousand beautiful flowers, Bignonias, the white-

flowered Stuartia, and the Golden Orange, are intertwined with
innumerable vines.

" For awhile," continues this graphic describer,
" each long day and pleasant night are thus spent ;

but at a peculiar
note of the female he ceases his song, and attends to her wishes. A
nest is to be prepared, and the choice of a place iu which to lay it is
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to become a matter of mutual consideration. The orange, the fig,

the pear-tree of the gardens, are inspected ; the thick briar patches
are also visited. They appear to be well-suited for the purpose in

view ; and so well don the bird know that man is not his most danger-

cm enemy, that, instead of retiring from him, they at length fix their

abode in his vicinity, perhaps in the nearest tree to his window.

Dried twigs, leaves, grasses, cotton, flax, and other substances are

picked up, carried to a forked branch, and there arranged. The female

has laid an egg, and the male redoubles bis caresses. Five eggs are

deposited in due time, when the male, having little more to do than

to sing his mate to repose, attunes his pipe anew. Every now and

then he spies an insect on the ground, the taste of which he is sure

will please his beloved one. He drops upon it, takes it in his bill,

beats it against the earth, and flies to the nest to feed and receive the

Warm thanks of his devoted female."

The eggs are pale-green, blutclied and spotted nearly all over with

umber-brown. The female sits 14 days.

Mocking Bird (Uimiu polyylottta).

The enemies of the Mocking Bird are cats, the Falco Slanldi, and

makes, especially the Black Snake, which Wilson describes as the

mortal enemy of our songster's eggs and young, and as the object of

his especial and deadly vengeance ; for the bird rarely leaves his foe,

when he has found him, alive.
"
Children," says Audubon, " seldom

destroy the nest* of these birds, and the planters generally protect
them. So much does this feeling prevail throughout Louisiana, that

they will not willingly permit a Mocking Bird to be shot at any time."

The food of this species consists, according to Wilson, of the berries

of the red cedar, myrtle, holly, and many species of Smilar, together
with gum-berries, gall-berries, and a profusion ,of others with which
the swampy thickets abound, as well as winged insects, of which it is

exceedingly
f<md.

" The Mocking Bird," says Wilson,
" inhabits a very oonoiderable

extent of both North and South America, having been traced from the

state* of New England to Brazil, and also among many of the adjacent
islands; much more numerous in those states south than in those north

of the river Delaware, being generally migratory in the latter, and
resident (at least many of them) in the former. A warm climate and
low country, not far from the sea, seem most congenial to their nature ;

accordingly we find the species less numerous to the west than east

of the great range of the AUeghany, in the same parallels of latitude.

In the severe winter of 1808-9 I found these birds occasionally from

Predcricksburg in Virginia to the southern parts of Georgia."
Nnttall states that it inhabit* the whole continent and the adjacent

island*, from Kbode Island to the larger islands of the West Indies,

continuing through the equatorial regions and as far south as Brazil.

Nor is it confined to the eastern or Atlantic states ; for it is found
in the State of Arkansas, and more than a thousand miles from
the mouth of Red River. Say notice* it as breeding at the western
sources of the Platte, near the base of the llocky Mountains. Bullock

saw it on the table-land of Mexico. Mr. Litchfield informed Nuttall

that it is commonly heard in Venezuela.

Mr. Darwin ('Journal and Remarks') notices, in his account of

Maldonado, a Hocking-Bird, Orpktut modulator, called by the inhabit-

ants Caland ria, as remarkable for possessing a song far superior to

that of any other bird in the country : indeed it was nearly the only
bird in South America which he observed to take it* stand for the

purpose of singing. He compares the song to that of the Sedge-
Warbler, but saj that it is more powerful, and that some harsh notes

and some very high ones are mingled with a pleasant warbling. It is

heard only during spring : at other times its cry is harsh, and far from
harmonious. He states that near Maldonado these birds were taine

and bold, constantly attending the country-houses in numbers, to pick
the meat which was hung up on the posU or walls ; but if any other
small bird approached, the Calaudria drove it away. Mr. Darwin adds,

that, on the wide uninhabited plains of Patagonia, another closely
allied species, Orpkeiu 1'atayaniciu of D'Orbiguy, which frequents the

valleys clothed with spiny bushes, is a wilder bird, and has a slightly
different tone of voice. (' Voyages of H.M.S. Adventure and Beagle,'
vol. iii.)

Mr. Swainson (' Fauna Boreali-Americana,
1

vol. ii., and '
Classifica-

tion of Birds,' voL ii.) notices the striking analogy between the Mock-

ing Bird and Laniut C'arolinnuu (the Loggerheaded Shrike). Both
the birds, he remarks, are typical examples of two distinct groups :

they are of the same size, clothed in nearly the same coloured plumage,
seek the same kind of food, agree in the structure of their wings and
tail (almost in that of their feet), build the same kind of nest and in

similar situations, imitate the notes of other birds, eject their unser-

viceable food in the same manner, and yet, iu his opinion, are totally
distinct in real affinity.

The term ' Mock-Bird' is sometimes used to designate the Sedge-
Bird (Curruca talicaria of Fleming, Sylvia Phragmitii of Bechstein,

Culamodyta Phragmitii of Bonaparte) ; and that of Mock-Nightingale
is sometimes applied to the Black-Cap [BLACK-CAP], and also to the

Fauvette, Cttrruca hortetuit, Br. and Flem., Mulacilla hortauii, Om.,
Sylria, hortentii, Bechst.

MIMUSOPS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Sapotacctr. It has a calyx 0- to 8-parted ; segments disposed in a twin

order; corolla with a double row of segments, the outer row containing
from to 16 in number, which are either entire or divided, the inner
row containing 6 or 8 entire segment* ; antheriferous stamens 6 or 8,

opposite the inner segments of the corolla, alternating with as many
sterile ones ; ovarium 6-8-celled ; berry 1- or few-seeded from abortion.

The species are trees with alternate quite-entire glabrous coriaceous

leaves, and axillary fascicles of 1-flowored pedicels. The flowers are

small and white ; the fruit edible.

M. Klmiji has oval-lanceolate or oblong leaves, acuminated, glabrous ;

pedicels many together, shorter than the petioles, which are glabrouf.
It is a native of the East Indies, where it is much planted on account
of its fragrant flowers, which come out chiefly iu the hot season. A
fragrant water is distilled from the flowers. The seeds yield an
abundance of oil in request for painters. The leaves are said to produce
an extraordinary noise when burnt.

M. Kaki hag obovate leaves, very blunt, silvery or hoary beneath,
hardly three times as long as the petioles, crowded at the ends of the
branches ;

flowers fascicled, hexandrous. It is a native of the East
Indies and Australia within the tropic. The tree yields a gum, and the
fruit has a sweetish taste, and is much eaten by the natives of India.

(Don, JHMamydeoui J'lanti; Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
MINERAL VEINS. The principal inorganic constituents of the

crust of the earth are in general capable of arrangement as the products
of water or of heat; and to each of these classes belong peculiar
characteristic features of composition, aggregation, and arrangement.
The product* of water are mostly laid in the form of strata ; the pro-
ducts of heat are often seen to cross, penetrate, and overlie or underlie
these layers of rock, iu dykes or in huge amorphous masses. But
there is a third lesa distinctly limited class of aggregations in the crust
of tin- earth, whose form U different from either of the preceding
types, and whose origin, though perhaps not independent either of

heat or water, is yet not to be understood without the consideration
of other and peculiar conditions. Such are metallic and mineral veins,

spar veins, and other crystallised and concretionary accumulations,
common in both stratified and amorphous rocks, under a great variety
of circumstances, the essential conditions of which appear however to

be few in number. To ascertain these conditions is the first object of
a philosphical inquiry into the origin of mineral veins; for the laws
of the phenomena may thus become correctly known, and the true

theory, the ultimate end of the inquiry, be satisfactorily indicated.

The most frequent form in which metallic and mineral veins occur
is that of a vertical or slightly inclined mass, occupying what was
once a fissure, or narrow open space, traversing the stratified or amor-

phous rocks for a variable but often considerable length horizontally,
and a limited or unknown depth in a perpendicular direction. This
is called a Rake Vein. Occasionally the mineral masse* are found

arranged iu a narrow vertical or oblique tubular form, like an irregu-

larly expanded chimney, traversing the strata: such are sometimes
called Pipe Veins. From these two sorts of veins parts occasionally

pass Literally, and are called Flat Veins, and there are frequently
ramifications from all of them, called Strings, and wholly or almost
detached lumps, or bunches, or nests, of ore and spar, in the contiguous
rocks.

Now the general condition of all these occurrences is the existence,

anteriorly to the accumulation of the metallic and sparry substances

in the rake, pipe, flat, 4c., of a cavity in the substance of the rocks,
or a separation between the bods or blocks of stone. The same forms
of occurrence belong to various spars and other substances, and the

same general condition is predicablc of them. That cavities really did
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exist in these situations, previous to the formation of the veins, is

often evident from the fact that the sparry or metallic matters lie in

the interior of closed originally hollow shells, or fill lines of fracture

and fissure across corals, shells, and fishes. It is further evident from
the fact that along the line of a rake-vein the strata are commonly
found to have been violently displaced, and moved upwards or down-
wards many inches, feet, yards, or fathoms, even to fifty or more

fathoms, and reunited in this broken state by the subsequently intro-

duced mineral crystallisations. This consideration supplies ua with a

definition of veins, identical, except by the omission of the words in

brackets, with that given by Werner :

" Veins are rents produced in

rocks, which were afterwards filled [from above] with certain sub-

stances." (' On Veins,' p. 57.)

In such cavities, spars of several kinds, as carbonate of lime, quartz,

sulphate of barytes, sulphate of strontian, are frequently found,

entirely unconnected with metalliferous districts, and as a usual and

ordinary occurrence. In metalliferous districts the same and other

minerals occur, associated with carbonates, phosphates, arseniates,

sulphurets, &c. of lead, iron, copper, silver, &c., in almost every pro-

portion. Between the most valued mineral vein, such perhaps as

ores of precious metal, and the unprofitable massses of ' dead spar,'

which occur in almost every limestone-quarry, there is an almost

uninterrupted gradation ; they must all be taken into the induction of

phenomena, as a basis of theory ; yet there are peculiarities in the

geograph n,il and geological relations of the metalliferous or true

mineral veins which require separate classification, and justify some

special inferences touching the local conditions and geological times of

their formation.

1. In a mining district, however rich, not all the cavities in the

rocks yield metallic minerals, even though they contain spars such as

often accompany these. Generally the ores of lead, copper, silver, &c.,

are limited in their occurrence to such great fissures of the rocks as

are accompanied by displacements of the masses of rock which bound
the fissure. Thus great fissures, Nos. 1 and 2, in the figure, which

are marked by dialocations, may be richly filled with valuable ores,

and yet the detached cracks and fissures (j) may contain only unpro-

fitable spare or thin partings of clay.

2. When, a<i frequently happens in mining districts, veius accom-

panied l>y dislocation cross each other, the veins commonly become

either richer or poorer in metal, and exhibit other peculiarities, about

the junctions.
3. Such veins which cross may be of quite different natures : No. 1,

for example, may yield copper-ore, and No. 2, lead-ore. This differ-

ence of contents in adjacent or meeting veins is even very frequently

the case when the direction of the veins on the surface differs by a

quadrant of a circle. Thus in Cornwall, veins which pass east and

west may yield tin or copper, and those which run north and south

produce lead. In Aldstone Moor, veins running east-north-east and

west-south-west are rich in lead, those ranging north-north-west and

south-south-east are often unproductive.
4. The same veins vary in respect of the nature of their contents ;

norne yielding lead or copper, and others copper or tin, according to

depth from the surface, the nature of the inclosing rock, and other

lew known conditions. Below the surface, 100 or more yards, veins

may yield principally sulphuret of lead, with a variable admixture of

the double sulphuret of copper and iron, and near the surface these

may be exchanged for carbonate, phosphate, and arseniates of lead,

carbonates of copper, and red oxide of iron. We may believe these

metallic salts to be derived from the sulphurets by processes of change

originating from the surface. Again, veins which cross different sorts

of rocks, a limestone, sandstone, and argillaceous shale, may be very

rich in limestone, very poor in shale, and of variable value in sand-

stone. Now, as the effect of dislocations in such countries is frequently

to cause, on the two sides of a vein, very different beds to be ou the

name level, so that limestone is opposite to shale, or to sandstone, or

to the same or a different bed of limestone, the complexity of the

phenomena met with in practical tniuing, even in one vein, need not

urprii* a prudent reasoner. Generally speaking the miner looks for

a change in the quality of the vein with every marked change of the

including ground (or
'

country," as it is termed in Cornwall).
" In the older rocks we see the same vein intersecting clay-slate

and granite ;
it is itself continuous, and there is no doubt of its

identity ;
and yet the contents of the part inclosed by one rock shall

differ very much from what is found in the other. In Cornwall, a
vein that has been productive of copper-ore in the clay-slate, passing
into the granite becomes richer, or, what is more remarkable, furnished

ores of the same metal differently mineralised. If we pursue it

farther into the granite, the produce of metal frequently is found to

diminish." (Taylor, in '

Report to the British Association,' 1833.)
5. This dependence of the productiveness of veins on some quality

of the rocks which they traverse, is a phenomenon of the same order

as the relation of veins in general to particular classes of strata or

particular masses of igneous rocks. Dislocations of the strata occur

in almost every district, yet it is chiefly in certain assemblages of the

strata that metallic veins are abundant. In Great Britain and Ireland,

generally speaking, the only districts of mineral veins are situated

among the ancient strata ; perhaps no metallic veins occur in these

islands above the Palaeozoic Strata [PAL/EOZOIC SERIES] ;
and though

in other parts of the world strata of much more recent origin do

yield some valuable ores, it is under peculiar and limited conditions.

6. Among these conditions appears to be the proximity of rocks of

igneous origin. Thus, in the Pyrenees, rocks of the age of the chalk

yield iron-ores near igneous rocks, and not elsewhere. On a general

survey of mining district?, without regard to their age, some relation

of this kind appears. It is near the granites of Cornwall and Brittany,
near the porphyries of Caldbeck Fells in Cumberland, near the green-
stone of Aldstone Moor, that metallic veins are abundant ;

but ou the

other hand there is no metallic vein known in connection with the

sienites of Malvern or Charuwood, while the rich lead-mines of Flint-

shire and Grassington Moor in Yorkshire are not accompanied by traps
visible at the surface, or known in the mines ;

and the toadstoue of

Derbyshire has been thought to actually cut off the lead-veins.

Perhaps ou this important point prudence will be best satisfied by
admitting the real influence of certain igneous rocks on the productive-
ness of mineral veins, not merely as being of igueous origin, but as

being of particular chemical qualities, and haviug certain definite pro-

perties iu relation to the passage of thermic and electric currents.

7. A certain relation of veins to the physical geography of the

country is traceable. It is chiefly in or near to mountainous regions
that mineral veins abound

;
aud this appears to be mainly owing to

the fact that, in such countries, the strata are more broken than else-

where, and more divided by masses aud dykes of igneous rocks,

circumstances already known to influence the occurrence of mineral

veins
;
but several authors mistake the nature of this relation, and in

particular Werner, whose treatise 'On Veins' is very valuable, attaches

too much importance to it. He says,
" The occurrence of veins

depends much upon the external form of the mountains, on the posi-

tion of the whole chain of mountains in respect to its extent aud

declivity, on the particular position of the country where they [the

mountains] occur, whether the country be composed of hills with

gentle declivities and roundish or flattish summits, or whether it be a

place in a principal valley." (Werner,
' On Veins,' p. 54.)

Before a satisfactory theory of veins can be possible, we must

possess correct general iuferences on two points the origin of fissures

and cavities in rocks, and the nature of the forces by which those

fissures have been filled. Each of these points has been thought
difficult of approach: the former has certainly been reached; the

way to the latter is perhaps only indistinctly perceived.

Fissures and other cavities in rocks exist as effects of several natural

causes, aud present diverse appearances characteristic of these.

Caverns in limestone rocks are sometimes independent of real

fissures, and other evidence of movements of the rocks, and may even

be thought in some cases to be original, or left such when the rock

was formed in the sea. Such cavities actually occur in modern coral

reefs, left by the peculiar growth of the lithophytes : in certain cases

(for instance magnesian limestone) the small cavities may have been

formed by gas extricated in the course of the formation of the atoue.

Now in such closed cavities, large or small, the crystallisations which

we find (carbonate of lime, sulphate of barytes, sulphate of strontiau,

quartz, oxide of iron, sulphuret of iron, &c.) are of the same kinds,

and may be due to the same causes, as the crystallisations in originally

hollow shells, or in the cavities left by the dissolution of these from

the rocks. To the above catalogue may therefore be added sulphuret

of zinc, arscniuret of iron, sulphuret of lead ;
for these minerals occur

in the situations just named, especially near faults
pr^vems.

Cracks i

those above-named,
liferous fissures, lintu ni<ji* oiiin.. j /

t

carbonate of copper. (In Magnesian Limestone of Yorkshire.)

Joints are open cracks traversing beds of stone, and come under

the same description as other often very large open fissures unaccom-

panied by dislocation. These fissures are often arranged with so much

symmetry as to leave no doubt of the influence of polarities among

the molecules of the rocks when they were formed. Joints and

fissures, especially near veins, often partake of the minerals which

they contain.
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Fault*, or fissure* accompanied by dislocations, offer, in addition

to all the feet* already mentioned, the very important information that

lit* crust of the earth baa been broken at different time*, a* well an in

different direction!. In the drawing of two intersecting vein*, which
illustrates thia article, it will be seen that the vein No. 2 cuts through
and displace* the strata, which had been already broken and displaced

by the rein No. 1. The relative antiquity of these two veina baa been

generally allowed to be in the order of the number*. Now a* the
ntetalliferoua oontenta of the fissures No. 1 are divided by No. 3, ai

well aa the atrata which bound it, there appear* reason to conclude
that the rein No. 1 wai filled with ita mineral content* before the

disturbance of the ground by the Ensure No. 2.

We are thna conducted tu the remaining part of the general inquiry

proposed, namely, the cause* concerned in filling the cavities of all

kin. In, already classed. The evidence of the dislocation of strata on
the side* of most mineral veins leads, when generalised, to the recog-
nition of several (ystoms of veins, even in one district, of unequal
antiquity. It is also found that these systems pass in different

directions respectively, one set east -north -east, another north-

north-west, others to intermediate points; and further, there are
observed in these systems of veins unlike in direction, and unequal
in antiquity some general and characteristic differences m the contents

of the veins.

Werner gives eight successive systems of veins in the Freyberg
Mines, but the definitions are far from clear. M. Came gives eight
successive groups of veins and slides in Cornwall, more clearly
characterised

;
the oldest are tin .veins (lodes), underlying (dipping)

to the north, ranging nearly east and west by compass. The second are

tin veins, underlying to the south, ranging east and west nearly (by

compass). The third includes east and west copper reins. The
fourth are diagonal (or contra) veins, ranging north-west and south east,
and yield copper. The fifth class includes cross-courses, ranging north-

north-west and south-south-east, and rarely yielding metal, except lead.

A sixth group yields copper. A seventh includes '
cross flukans

'

(clay

veins), ranging nearly north and south, and an eighth, the 'slides,'
which are formed of soft clay, and cut through all the others.

This classification, though too hard and precise for exact adaptation
to nature, is valuable as an index to many complicated phenomena ;

bat the relative antiquity of so many seta of fractures is a difficult

problem, requiring much mechanical science, and a knowledge of the
relative hardness and resisting power of the masses broken. .Sir 11 .

De la Beche has shown ('Ordnance Report on the Geology of Cornwall,'
Ac., p. 299) a simple case of this nature, in which the intersecting
elvan dyke is probably not the newest of the two fractures. In the
elaborate volume just quoted the reader will find a vast body of

digested information regarding the phenomena of the Cornish and
Devon mineral veins. As a combined result, we find in the veins of

Cornwall a manifest tendency to two sets, one (the oldest) east-north-

east, yielding most of the ores, the other north-north-west, crossing
the preceding almost from sea to sea. In Devonshire also two sets

appear, one (the oldest) nearly east and west, yielding most of the

ores, the other north and south, crossing the other. Continuing the

investigation, we find this system of cross courses (ranging north and

south) extended into Dorsetshire, and there dividing the chalk, so that
a comparatively recent geological date for some of the great cross

courses of Devon and Cornwall may be probably inferred. Adopting
the views of this author, we find evidence of four systems of east and
west frocturei in the district of Cornwall and Devon : 1. That of the

upheaval of granite, and the arrangement of the strikes of the beds
of slate. 2. The elvan (porphyry) courses, which traverse alike the

granite and the strata disturbed with it 3. The east and west sys-
tems of veins. 4. The system (indistinctly traced) of east and west

clay slides
; and adding to them tho north and south traps, elvann,

cro courses, and flukans, we see clearly how many and various have
been the fractures and fissures, and how complicated the conditions
under which these fissure* were stored with their content*. What
was the agency by which this was acccomp)ihed f

Werner (1791) believed that fissure* were filled from above, by
precipitations of earthy and metallic salts held in solution by waU-r.
As some of the substances common in mineral veins are not known to

be soluble in water, separately or in combination, we can only adopt
this view upon the supposition that the crystallisations in veins are
the result of double decomposition* in the liquid ; nor even with this

aid is the process at all clear by which the metallic masics were
formed.
Lehman had previously (17.18) Introduced the notion of lublimed

vapour* and exhalations
;
and if we believe that sulphuretted hydro-

j

gen gas was abundant in these, the formation of sulphurets from salts
j

of lead, copper, ftc. might become a possible case. Neeker revived '

thi* idea. ('OeoL Society Abstract*,' 1832.) Dra. Button and Play-
,

fair maintained that the vein-spars and metallic ores were injected into

fissures not in a state of solution in water, but in a state of fusion
'

through heat. They were a sort of metalliferous dykes.
In consequence of the

experiment* of Mr. Fox, which show in

certain case* the passage of electrical currents between different parts
of the metalliferous veins of Cornwall, and an augmentation of tem-

perature in them a* we descend into the earth, a fourth general view
ha* gradually and obscurely grown up to importance. In this view

electrical forces are appealed to for determining the deposition of
matter brought into the fissure* by water operating on metallic aggre-
gations, at great depths and under considerable heat Such heated
water* would circulate upward* and downwards in the open spaces of
the rocks ; in the upper parts of the fissure* they would b cooled,
and might deposit part of their dissolvent contents ; these would be

arranged by electrical affinities under the influence of the various

nature, direction, and Closuring of the rocks.

Such affinities might be dependent on local electrical currents,

generated by the local differences of the rocks and minerals, or on t h

general terrestrial currents which govern common magnetism, or on a
combination or opposition of these. Under any circumstances,
evidence of these general currents must be looked for in the general
phenomena, and the local currents must be sought in the local pheno-
mena. Adopting this theory as at least partially true, we may venture
to refer to general currents the remarkable fact of the frequent
arrangement of metals in east and west veins, or in veins pointing a
little north or a little south of east and west

;
for within such limits:

in European and Mexican latitudes these general electrical currents

may be conceived to pass, varying most in Europe, according as the

polarities varied from time to time. We may refer to local currents
the limitation (which is seldom really, though often in appearance,

arbitrary) of the metallic contents of a vein to particular adjacent
rocks, to particular oblique parallel shoots or pipes, to particular sides

or ends of a vein, to particular depths, or particular nidiform masses.
To a succession of such operations we may refer the successive vertical

lamination of several sorts of crystals (fluor, carbonate of barytas,
lead-ore, blonde, &c.) in the same vein ;

and after a principal vein was

partially filled, we may conceive without difficulty the deposition <(

nearly similar contents in neighbouring fissures or joint*, or even
closed cavities, if these should then become the lines of easiest

electrical conduction.
The reader will find a comprehensive view of this hypothesis

compared with characteristic phenomena in the ' Ordnance Report on
Devon and Cornwall' Indeed anything approaching to the strict and
severe process of deductive reasoning from known physical truths,

applied to conditions like those ascertained in the districts of Cornwall
and Aldstone Moor, has been hardly attempted elsewhere. Yet the
occasion is favourable. Sir H. De la Beche has embodied a vast mass
of available results in the Report already quoted. Mr. Fox has expe-
rimentally almost made mineral veins by imitating the natural

arrangements of the rocks of Cornwall : the electrotype process is

daily revealing new and unexpected phenomena of electrical transfer

under manageable conditions ; and there are these great inducements
for an earnest general investigation of the whole subject, that in the
first place crystallography and the doctrines of molecular forces would
assuredly be advanced by it ; and, what is still more important, laws
of judgment and practice in mining operations would be satisfactorily
established and confidently applied to cases entirely beyond the range
of ordinary experience. We must however caution the reader who
prefers this new view of the origin of veins against any contemptuous
disregard of the opinions of Werner, Lehman, and Hutton, on the

ground of special difficulties in regard to solutions iu water, subli-

mations of vapours, or igneous fusions of minerals. There is abun-
dance of facts known to redeem their speculations from a hasty charge
of absurdity ;

there are many insulated facts which seem to agree
with them ; and at all events the descriptions furnished by Pryce,
Werner, Carne, Fournet, Fox, Henwood, Taylor, and De la Beche,
must be carefully and respectfully considered, and combined with the

general laws of the earth's structure and established principles of

physics, before we can boast of a theory of Mim-nil Veins.

(Pryce, Mineralogia Cornubiauil; Werner, On Veint, 1791 English
edition, 1809

; Hawkins, Carne, Davy, and others, in Transaction* of
the Geological Society of Cornwall ; Williams, Mineral Kingdom ;

Fournet, in D'Aubuisson's Geology, vol. iii.
; Fox, in Proceeding! of

linic Society ; Henwood and Neeker, in Aliitractt of Geoloyical
Society of London, 1832; Taylor, in Report to British Auoci
1833; Becquerel Traitt <f Electricitf, 1885; Murchison, Marian
Syitem ; Phillips, in Lardner's Cyclopedia, 1889; De la Beche,
Ordnance Report on Cornwall, Deron, antl \\'ot Somerict, 1839; Lyell,

i:la of Ueol'Kjy.)
MINKHAI. i V, according to the definition given by Kirwan, is

the art of distinguishing mineral substances from each other. It in:iy
bo regarded both a* a science and an art : as a science, in reference to
the knowledge requisite for supplying accurate descriptions of minerals,
and forming what may bo termed a natural classification

; and an art,
in reference to the arrangement of the descriptive characters for the

purpose
of afterwards distinguishing minerals from each oilier.

Mineralogy then must be considered as including the chemical

coiujionition of bodies, and an account of their external or physical
properties. Both are requisite, for substance* occur which agree in

their chemical composition, and exhibit differences in their external

characters; while there are other bodies which differ in their chemical

constitution, but agree in their external properties.
Various methods of arrangement of minerals hare been proposed by

different authors. According to Werner, minerals were divided into
the four classes of earthy minerals, saline minerals, inflammables, and
metal*: Karsten classed them under the heads of earths, salts, com-
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bustibles, and metals : Haiiy divided minerals into acidiferous earthy
substances, earthy substances, non-metallic combustible bodies, matallic

bodies, substances not sufficiently known to admit of classification,
rocks, and volcanic products. In Phillips's

' Elements of Mineralogy,'
the classes are earthy minerals, alkaline-earthy minerals, acids, acidi-
ferous earthy minerals, acidiferous alkaline minerals, native metaU,
metalliferous minerals, and combustible minerals. Berzelius attempted
a strictly chemical classification of minerals : he has however candidly
admitted that considerable difficulties attend this method, owing, in

part at least, to the uncertainty which exists as to what are the essen-
tial and what the accidental constituents of a mineral.
The following is the arrangement of Dufrenoy as given in Professor

Ansted's '

Elementary Course of Geology,' &c. :

Class I. Simple Bodies, or Binary Compounds never bases, generally
essential ingredients in combinations, and serving as proximate
elements.

Group 1. Hydrogen.
2. Carbon.
3. Silicon.

4. Sulphur.
5. Selenium.

Class II. Alkaline Salts.

Group 1. Salts of Ammonia.
2. Salts of Potash.
3. Salts of Soda.

Class III. Alkaline Earths, and Earths.

Group 1. Salts of Barytes.
2. Salts of Strontia.

3. Salts of Lime.
4. Salts of Magnesia.
6. Salts of Yttria.

6. Salts of Alumina.

Clasra IV. Silicates.

Group 1. Anhydrous Aluminous Sililcates.

2. Hydrous Aluminous Silicates.

3. Silicates of Alumina and Lime, or their isomorphs.
4. Aluminous and Alkaline Silicates, and their isomorphs.
5. Hydrous Aluminous Silicates with Alkaline and Lime

bases, and their isomorphs.
6. Non-aluminous Silicates.

a. With Lime as a base.

b. With Zircon as a base.

c. With several bases.

7. Silico-Aluminates.
8. Silico-Fluates.

9. Silico-Borates.

10. Silico-Titanates.

11. Silico-Sulphurets.
12. Aluminates.

Class V. Metal?.

Group 1. Cerium.
2. Manganese.
3. Iron.

4. Chromium.
5. Cobalt
6. Nickel.

7. Zinc.

8. Tellurium.
9. Cadmium.

10. Antimony.
11. Arsenic.

12. Mercury.
13. Titanium.
14. Tantalium.
15. Niobium.
16. Pelopium.
17. Ilmenium.
18. Lead.

19. Tin.

20. Bismuth.
21. Iran him.

22. Tungsten.
23. Molybdeum.
24. Vanadium.
25. Copper.
26. Silica.

27. Gold.

28. Platinum.
29. Indium.
30. Osmium.
31. Rhodium.
32. Palladium.

Dana, in his useful ' Manual of Minernlopy,' adopts the following
clanification :

JCAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

Class I. Gases ; consisting of or containing Nitrogen or Hydrogen.
Class II. Water.

Class III. Carbon, and Compounds of Carbon.

Class IV. Sulphur.

Class V. Haloid Minerals : Compounds of the Alkalies and Earths
with the Soluble Acids, or of their Metals with Chlorine or
Fluorine.

1. Salts of Ammonia.
2 .Salts of Potash.
3. Salts of Soda.
4. Salts of Barytes.
5. Salts of Strontia.

6. Salts of Lime.
7. Salts of Magnesia.
8. Salts of Alumina.

Class VI. Earthy Minerals : Silica and Siliceous or Aluminous
Compounds of the Alkalies and Earths.

1. Silica.

2. Lime.
3. Magnesia.
4. Alumina.
5. Glucina.

6. Zirconia,

7. Thoria.

Clasa VII. Metals and Metallic Ores.

1. Metals easily oxidisable : Iron, Lead, Copper, Mercury,
fa,

2. Noble Metals : Gold, Silver, Platinum.

We have already observed that Mineralogy includes a knowledge
of the chemical composition and of the external and physical pro-

perties of minerals, and they are all divisible into two great classes of

crystallised and uncrystallised. With respect to regularly crystallised

minerals, we refer for an account of their forms to what is stated
under CRYSTALLOGRAPHY. There are some substances which do not
assume regular forms, but have an imperfect crystalline structure

;

while those bodies which are not either crystallised or crystalline,
unless they are pulverulent, are described as massive, and these are
subdivided into such as possess particular forms, as botryoidal, mam-
mellated, nodular, stalactitic, reniform, globular, and amorphous, or
without any particular form.

The structure of minerals is an important feature. It may be

Columnar, Lamellar, or Granular. The following are explanations of

the terms used in describing the different kinds of columnar struc-

ture :

Fibrous : when the columns are minute and lie in the same direc-

tion, as gypsum and asbestus. Fibrous minerals very commonly have
a silky lustre

;
a fibrous variety of gypsum, and one of calc-spar have

this lustre very strongly, and each is often called satin-spar.
lleticulated : when the fibres, or columns, cross in various directions,

and produce an appearance having some resemblance to a net.

Stellated : when they radiate from a centre in all directions, and

produce a star-like appearance. Stilbite and gypsum are examples.
Radiated, divergent : when the crystals radiate from a centre

without producing stellar forms. Examples, quartz, gray antimony.
In the Lamellar Structure the lamina; or leaves may be thick, or very

thin
; they sometimes separate easily, and sometimes with great diffi-

culty. When the lamina; are thin and separate easily, the structure

is said to be Foliaceous. Mica is a striking example, and the term
Micaceous is often used to describe this structure. When the lamina;
are thick, the term Tabular is often applied ; quartz and heavy spar
afford examples. The lamina: may be elastic, as in mica, flexible, as

in talc, or graphite, or brittle, as in diallage. Small lamina; are some-
times arranged in stellar shapes ;

this occurs in mica.

When the grains in the texture of a mineral are coarse, it is said

to be Coarsely Granular, as in granular marble ; when fine, Finely
Granular, as in granular quartz ; and if no grains can be detected with
the eye, the structure is described as Impalpable, as in chalcedony.
Granular minerals, when easily crumbled by the fingers, are said to

be Friable.

Massive minerals also take certain imitative shapes, not peculiar to

either of these varieties of structure. The following terms are used
in describing imitative forms :

Globular : when the shape is spherical or nearly so : the structure

may be Columnar and Radiating, or it may be Concentric, consisting of
coats like an onion. When they are attached, they are called Im-

planted Globules.

Reniform : kidney-shaped. In structure, they are like globular

shapes.

Botryoidal : when a surface consists of a group of rounded promi-
nences. The prominences or globules usually consist of fibers radiating
from the centre.

Mammillary : resembling the botryoidal, but consisting of larger

prominences.
Filiform : like a thread.

81
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slender like a needle.

Stalaetitio : baring the form of a cylinder or cone hanging from

the root* of carities or caves. The term stalactite it usually restricted

to the cylinders of carbonate of lime hanging from the roofs of

carenu ; bat other mioeraU are laid to hare a stalnct itie fonn when

resembling these in their general ahape and origin. Chalcedony and

brown iron-ore are often stalactitic.

Reticulated: net-like.

Drniy : a surface U said to be dnuy when oorcred with minute

crystal*.

Amorphotu shapeless : baring no regular structure or form, either

crystalline or imitative.

Crystals are also called Pseudomorphous. A pseudomorphous crystal

is one that has a form which is foreign to the species to which the

substance belongs.

Crystals sometimes undergo a change of composition from aqueous
or some other agency, without losing their form ;

for example, octa-

hedrons of spinel change to steatiU), still retaining the octahedral

form. Cubes of pyrites are changed to red or brown iron-ore.

Again, crystals are sometimes removed entirely, and at the same
time and with equal progress, another mineral U substituted

;
for

example, when cubes of fluor-spar are transformed to quartz. The

petrifaction of wood is of the same kind.

Again, cavities left empty by a decomposed crystal are refilled by
another species by infiltration, and the new mineral takes on the

external form of the original mineral, as a fused metal the form of

the mould into which it is cast.

Again, crystals are. sometimes tncrusted over by other minerals, as

cubes of fluor by quartz ;
and when the fluor is afterwards dissolved

away, as sometimes happens, hollow cubes of quartz are left.

The first kind of Pseudomorphs are Paeudomorphs by Alteration ;

the second, Pseudomorphs by Replacement ; the third, Pseudomorphs
by Infiltration ; the fourth, Pseudomorphs by Incrustation.

Pseudomorphous crystals are distinguished by having n different

structure and cleavage from that of the mineral imitated in form, and
a different hardness, and usually little lustre.

A large number of minerals have been met with as pseudomorphs.
The causes of such changes have operated very widely and produced
important geological results.

The characters of minerals depending on light are also arranged.

They are of five kinds, and arise from the power of minerals to reflect,

transmit, or emit light They are as follows : 1, Lustre ; 2, Colour;

S, Diaphaneity ; 4, Refraction ; 5, Phosphorescence.
The lustre of minerals depends

on the nature of their surfaces,

which causes more or less light to be reflected. There are different

degrees of intensity of lustre, and also different kinds of lustre.

The kinds of lustre are six, and are named from some familiar

object or class of object* :

Metallic : the usual lustre of metals. Imperfect metallic lustre is

expressed by the term Sub-Metallic.

Vitreous : the lustre of broken glass. An imperfect vitreous lustre

is termed Sob-Vitreous. Both the vitreous and sub-vitreous lustres

are common. Quartz possesses the former in an eminent degree;
calcareous spar often the latter. This lustre may be exhibited by
minerals of any colour.

Resinous : lustre of the yellow resins. Opal and zinc-blende are

examples.
Pearly : like pearl. Talc, native magnesia, stilbite, &c., are examples.

When united with sub-metallic lustre, the term Metallic-Pearly is

applied.

Silky : like silk ; it is the result of a fibrous structure. Fibrous
carbonate of lime, fibrous gypsum, and many fibrous minerals, more

especially those which in other forms have a pearly lustre, are

examples.
Adamantine : the lustre of the diamond. When sub-metallic, it is

termed Metallic-Adamantine. Varieties of white lead-ore are examples.
The degrees of intensity are denominated as follows :

Splendent : when the surface reflects lights with great brilliancy,
and gives well denned images. Elba iron-ore, tin-ore, some specimens
of quarts and pyrites are examples.

Shining : when an image is produced, but not a well-defined image.
Calcareous spar and celestine are examples.

Glistening : when there is a general reflection from the surface, but
no image. Tale and copper-pyrites are examples.

Glimmering : when the reflection is very imperfect, and apparently
from points scattered over the surface. Flint and chalcedony nro

examples.
A mineral is said to be Dull when there is a total absence of lustre,

as chalk.

In distinguishing minerals, both the external colour and the colour
of a surface that has been rubbed or scratched, are ulnervud. The
latter is called the Streak, and the powder abraded, the Streak-Powder.
The colours are either metallic or non-metallic.
The Metallic are named after some familiar metal, as copper-red,

bronze-yellow, brass-yellow, gold-yellow, steel-gray, lead-gray, iron-

The Non-Metallic colours used in characterising minerals, are various
shades of white, gray, black, blue, green, yellow, red, and brown.

There are thus snow-white, reddish-white, greenish-white, in ilk-

white, yellowish-white ; bluish-gray, smoke-gray, greenish-gray, pearl-

gray, ash-gray ; velvet-black, greenish-black, bluish-black ; azure-blue,

violet-blue, sky-blue, indigo-blue; emerald-green, olive-green, oil-

green, (Trass-green, apple-green, blackish-green, pistachio-green

(yellowish) ; sulphur-yellow, straw-yellow, wax-yellow, ochre-yellow,

honey-yellow, orange-yellow; scarlet-red, blood-red, flesh-red, brick-

red, hyacinth-red, rose-rod, cherry-red ; hair-brown, reddish-brown,

chestnut-brown, yellowinh-brown, pinchbeck-brown, wood-brown.
The expression a Play of Colours is used when several prismatic

colours appear in rapid succession on turning the mineral. The
diamond is a striking example ; also precious opal.

Change of Colours : when the colours change slowly on turning in

different positions, as in labradorito.

Opalescence : when there is a milky or pearly reflection from the

interior of a specimen, as in some opals, and in cat's eye.
Iridescence : when prismatic colours are seen within a crystal ; it is

the effect of fracture, and is common in quartz.
Tarnish: when the surface-colours differ from the interior; it

is the result of exposure. The tarnish is described as Irisoil, when it

has the hues of the rainbow.

Polychroism : the property, belonging to some prismatic crystals, of

presenting a different colour in different directions. The term Dichro-

ism has been generally used, and implies different colours in two
directions, ai in the mineral iolite, which has been named dichroite

because of the different colours presented by the bases and sides of

the prism. Mica is another example of the same. The more general
term has been introduced, because a different shade of colour has been
observed in more than two directions.

These different colours are observed only in crystals with unequal
axes. The colours are the same in the direction of equal axes, and
often unlike in the direction of unequal axes. This is the general

principle at the basis of polychroism.

Diaphaneity : the property which many objects possess of trans-

mitting light ;
or in other words, of permitting more or less light to

pass through them. This property is often called transparency, but it

is properly one of the degrees of diaphaneity. The following terms
are used to express the different degrees of this property :

Transparent : a mineral is said to be transparent when the outlines

of objects, viewed through it, are distinct Glass and crystals of

quartz are examples.

Sub-Transparent, or Semi-Transparent : when objects are seen, but
their outlines are indistinct

Translucent: when light is transmitted, but objects are not seen.

Loaf-sugar is a good example ; also Carrara marble.
Sub-Translucent: when merely the edges transmit light faintly

When no light is transmitted, the mineral is described as opaque.
Those minerals whose faces emit light exhibit two sets of pheno-

mena, Refraction and Polarisation. [HEFBACTIOX, and POLAHISATION, in

ARTS AND Sc. Div.]
The index of refraction has been obtained for many minerals, of

which the following are a few :

Air
Tabashccr .

Ice .

Cryolite .

Water .

Fluor-Spar
Hock-Salt .

Quartz

Many crystals possess the property of refracting light in two
directions instead of one, and object* seen through them conse-

quently appear double. This U called Double Refraction. It is most

conveniently exhibited with a crystal of calc-spar, and wns first noticed
in a pellucid variety of this ininer.il from Iceland, called from the

locality Iceland-Spar. On drawing a line on paper and placing the

crystal over it, two lines are seen instead of one one by ordinary
refraction, the other by an extraordinary refraction. If the crystal,
as it lies over the line, be turned around, when it is in one position
the two lines will come together. Instead of a line make a dot on
the paper, and place the crystal over the dot : the two dots seen will

not come together on revolving the crystal, but will seem t<> revolve

one around the other. The dot will in fact appear double through the

crystal in every direction except that of the vertical axis, and thin

direction is called the Axis of Double Refraction. To view it in thin

direction the ends must be ground and polished. Tho divergence
increases on passing from a view in the direction of the axis to one
at right angles with it, where it is greatest. In some substances the

refraction of the extraordinary ray is greater in the latter direction

than that of the ordinary ray, and in others it is less. I

it is lew, it diminishing from 1-654 to 1-483. In quartz it is greater,
it increasing from 1-64S4 to 1-6582. The former in said to have a

Negative Axis, the latter a Positive.

This property of double refraction belongs to such of the funda-

mental forms as have unequal axes
;
that is, to all except those of the

monomctric system. Those forms in which the lateral axes are equal
(the diinetric and hexagonal systems) hare one axis of double rofrac-

. 1-000

1-211

1-308

1-349

1-335

1-434

1-557
1-548
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tion ; and those in which they are unequal (the trimetric, mouooliuate
and triclinate systems), have two axes of double refraction.

Both rays in the latter are rays of extraordinary refraction. In
nitre the two axes are inclined about 5" to each other ; in arragonite
18" 18'

; in topaz 65. The positions of the axes thus vary widely
in different minerals.

The extraordinary ray exhibits a peculiar property of light, termed
Polarisation. Viewed by means of another doubly-refracting crystal,
or crystalline plate (called from this use of it an analysing plate), the

ray of light becomes alternately visible and invisible as the latter

plate is revolved. If the polarised light be made to pass through a

crystal possessed of double refraction, and then be viewed in the

manner stated, rings of prismatic colours are developed, and on

revolving the analysing plate the coloured rings and intervening dark

ring successively change places.
Several minerals give out light either by friction or when gently

heated. This property of emitting light is called Phosphorescence.
Two pieces of white sugar struck against one another give a feeble

light, which may be seen in a dark place. The same effect is obtained
on striking together fragments of quartz, and even the passing of a

feather rapidly over some specimens of zinc-blende is sufficient to

elicit light.

Flour-spar is the most convenient mineral for showing Phosphor-
escence by Heat. On powdering it, and throwing it on a shovel heated

nearly to redness, the whole takes on a bright glow. In some varieties

the light is emerald-green ; in others purple, rose, or orange. A
massive fluor from Huntington, Connecticut, shows beautifully the

emerald-green phosphorescence.
Some kinds of white marble, treated in the same way, give out a

bright yellow light.
After being heated for a while the mineral loses its phosphor-

escence ; but a few electric shocks will in many cases to some degree
restore it again.

Many minerals become electrified on being rubbed, so that they will

attract cotton and other light substances; and when electrified some
exhibit positive and others negative electricity when brought near a

delicately suspended magnetic needle. The diamond, whether polished
or not, always exhibits positive electricity, while other gems become

negatively electric in the rough state, and positive only in the polished
state. Friction with a feather is sufficient to excite electricity in some
varieties of blende. Some minerals thus electrified retain the power
of electric attraction for many hours, as topaz, while others lose it in

a few minutes.

Many minerals become electric when heated, and such species are

said to be Pyro-Electric.
If a prism of tourmaline, after being heated, be placed on a delicate

frame, which turns on a pivot like a magnetic needle, on bringing a

magnet near it, one extremity will be attracted, the other repelled,
thus indicating the polarity alluded to. Several other minerals exhibit

electrical phenomena, especially boracite and topaz, which, like tour-

maline, are hemihedral in their modifications.

Magnetism is exhibited more especially in the ores of iron. The
loadstone, as the magnetic oxide of iron is called, is common where
ths ores of iron are found. When mounted like a horse-shoe magnet,
a good loadstone will lift a weight of many pounds. This is the only
mineral that has decided magnetic attraction ;

but several ores con-

taining iron are attracted by the magnet, or, when brought near a

magnetic needle, will cause it to vibrate
;
and moreover, the metals

nickel, cobalt, manganese, palladium, platinum, and osmium, have been
found to be slightly magnetic.

Minerals vary in their specific gravity. This must be ascertained

as for any other substance. [SPECIFIC GRAVITY, in ABTS AND
Sc. Div.]
The Hardness of minerals differs much, and is the point first attended

to by the mineralogist. In order to ascertain the hardness of a mineral

it is only necessary to draw a file across the specimen, or to make trials

of scratching one with another. As standards of comparison, the

following minerals have been selected, increasing gradually in hardness

from talc, which is very soft and easily cut with a knife, to the

diamond, which nothing will cut ; this table is called the Scale of

Hardness :

1. Talc, common foliated variety.
2. Rock-Salt.

3. Calc-Spar, transparent variety.
4. Fluor-Spar, crystallised variety.
5. Apatite, transparent crystal.
6. Felspar, cleavable variety.
7. Quartz, transparent variety.
8. Topaz, transparent crystal.
9. Sapphire, cleavable variety.

10. Diamond.
If on drawing a file across a mineral it is impressed as easily, as

fluorspar, the hardness is said to be 4
;

if as easily as felspar, the

,. sa is said to be 6; if more easily than felspar, but with more

difficulty than apatite, its hardness is described as 5J or 5 '5.

The file should be run across the mineral three or four times, and

care ihould be taken to make the trial on angles equally blunt, and

on parts of the specimen not altered by exposure. Trials should also

be made by scratching the specimen under examination with the
minerals in the above scale, as sometimes, owing to a loose aggregation
of particles, the file wears down the specimen rapidly, although the

particles are very hard.

Minerals differ in their state of aggregation. Solid minerals may be
Brittle t'when parts of the mineral separate in powder on attempting

to cut it.

Sectile : when thin pieces may be cut off with a knife, but the minera

pulverises under a hammer.
Malleable : when slices may be cut off, and these slices will flatten

out under the hammer, as native gold and silver.

Flexible : when the mineral will bend, and remain bent after the

bending force is removed, as talc.

Elastic : when after being bent it will spring back to its original
position, as mica.
A Liquid is said to be Viscous when on pouring it the drops lengthen

and appear ropy, as petroleum.
When a mineral is broken its cut surface presents different aspects.

The following are the several kinds of fracture in minerals :

Conchoidal : when the mineral breaks with a curved or concave and
convex surface of fracture. Flint is a good example.
Even : when the surface of fracture is nearly or quite flat.

Uneven : when the surface of fracture is rough with numerous small
elevations and depressions.

Hackly: when the elevations are sharp or jagged, aa in broken iron.

Soluble minerals may have taste : the kinds are

Astringent : the taste of vitriol.

Sweetish-astringent : the taste of alum.
Saline : taste of common salt.

Alkaline : taste of soda.

Cooling : taste of saltpetre.
Bitter : taste of Epsom salts.

Sour : taste of sulphuric acid.

Excepting a few gases and soluble minerals, minerals in the dry
unchanged state do not give off odour. By friction, moistening with
the breath, the action of acids, and the blow-pipe, odours are some-
times obtained, which are thus designated :

Alliaceous : the odour of garlic. It is the odour of burning arsenic,
and is obtained by friction and more distinctly by means of the blow-

pipe from several arsenical ores.

Horse-Radish odour : the odour of decaying horse-radish. It is the
odour of burning selenium, and is strongly perceived when ores of
this metal are heated before the blow-pipe.

Sulphureous : odour of burning sulphur. Friction will elicit this

odour from pyrites, and heat from many sulphurets.
Fetid : the odour of rotten eggs or sulphuretted hydrogen. It is

elicited by friction from some varieties of quartz and limestone.

Argillaceous, the odour of moistened clay. It is given off by
serpentine and some allied minerals when breathed upon. Others, aa

pyrargillite, afford it when heated.

Without submitting the mineral to a regular analysis, advantage is

often taken of the effects of heat by meaus of the blow-pipe, with or

without the aid of certain fluxes, as soda, phosphoric salt, &c.
;
and the

mineral is stated to be either fusible alone, or with the assistance of

the different fluxes, and the nature of the resulting compound is

described ;
sometimes it is a colourless glass, at other times coloured,

transparent, or opaque, &c. [BLOW-PIPE, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.J

(Dana, . Manual of Mineralogy ; Dana, A System of Mineralogy ;

Ansted, Elementary Course of Geology, Mineralogy, &c. ; Phillips,
Introduction to Mineralogy ; Phillips, Elements of Mineralogy ; Jack-

son, Minerals and their Uses ; Sowerby, Popular Mineralogy.)
MINIM. [LEUCISCUS.]
MINIUM. [LEAD.]
MINK, a name for the Vison-Weasel, Muatela (Pulorius) Viaon.

[MUSTELiD.fi.]
MINNOW. [LEUCISCCS.]
MINT. [MENTHA.]
MINX, a name for the Vison-Weasel. [MuSTELlD^;.]
MINX-OTTER, Pennant's name for the Visou-Weasel. [MusiEHD^:.]
MINYAS. [ACTINIAD.E.]
MINYAS, a genus of Echinodermota.

MIRE-CROW, a name for the Laughing GulL [LAHID.E.]
MIRE-DRUM, a name for the Bittern (Bolaurus stettaris). [BiTTEUN.]
MIROUNGA, Dr. Gray's name for a genus of Seals. [PuociDiE.]
MISCOPHUS. [LARID.E.]
MI'SILUS. [FORAMINIFEEA.]
MISPICKEL. [IRON.]
MISSEL-THRUSH. [MERULnxB; THRUSHES.]
MISSELTOE, or MISTLETOE. [Viscum.]

MISTONUSK, one of the Cree Indian names for the American

Badger (Melee Labradoria, Sab.). [BADUER.]
MITE. [ACARIDJE.]
MITHRAX. [MAIID^.]
MITRA. [VOLUTION;.]
MITU, a name for some of the Curassow Birds.

MNEMIA. [AcALEraa:.]
MOA. [DlNORNIS.]
MOCHA-STONE. [AQATE.]
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MOCO. [

MOCKING BIRD. [MINUS.]
MODIOLA. [MTTIUDJLJ
MOEHRINGIA, a genus of Plant* named after Paul Henry Gerard

Moehring, a German physician, author of ' Hortua Propriu*,' and other

work*. ThU genus belong! to the natural order Caryupkytlacetr, and
baa 5 sepals, 4 or 5 petal*, either entire or slightly emarginate ; 8 to

10 stamens, 2 or S styles, the capsule opening with 4 or 6 valve* ; the

weds numerous, with an appendage at the hilum. The species are

alpine plant* with the habit of A rawirio.

if. fruMrrta has ovate-acute stalked 3-5-nerved leaves, the upper
ones sessile, the petals shorter than the calyx, the sepals lanceolate-

acute, 3-ribbed ; the intermediate rib strongest and rough. This plant
was formerly referred to Artnaria, but it may be distinguished from
that genus by the appendage to the hilum of the seed. ThU plant is

found in damp shady places, and is a native of Great Britain. Four
other species of this genus are described by Koch in his ' Flora Germa-

nica;' H. muicoia, M. prona, M. polygonoida. and M. rillota.

The species are alpine plants, and adapted for cultivation on rock-

work or in small pots. They may be propagated by dividing them
at the root They are best growu in pots, in a mixture of sand, loam,
and peat.

(Babington, Manual of Britith Botany ; Don, Dichtamydeotu Planlt.)

MOENCHIA, a genus of Plants named after Conrad Moench, pro-
fessor of botany at Marburg, who wrote several works on botany ;

amongst others, 'Enumeratio Plantarum Indigenarum Hessisc, pne-
sertim Inferior!*,' Cassel, 1777, 8vo ; also a work on the cultivation of

North American forest-trees in Germany.
The genus Moenchia belongs to the natural order Caryophyllactce,

and has 4 erect sepals, 4 entire petals, 4 stamens, a many-seeded
capsule opening at the end with 8 teeth.

M. ertcla is the only British species. It is a small glaucous plant

growing in dry gravelly and sandy places.

(Bubington, Manual of Brituk Botany.)
MOHOLL [LEMIRID.K.]
MOHR [ASTILOPKJS.]
MOHSITE, a Mineral, consisting of Titaniate of Iron. It occurs

crystallised. The primary from is a rhomboid. The crystals occur

attached and macled. The cleavage is not observable. The fracture

is conchoidal. The hardness is sufficient to scratch glass. The colour

and streak are black. The lustre metallic. It is opaque ; not attracted

by the magnet. It is found in Dauphiuy.
MOLASSES. [SUGAR.]
MOLE. [TALPIDJK.]

'

MOLE-BAT. [OBTHAOOBI8CCS.]
MOLE-CRICKET.
MOLE-RAT. ..
MOLENESIA, a genus of Fishes belouing to the lamily

The specie* are American.
MOLOE. [AMPHIBIA.]
MOLGULA. ITL-SICAT*,]
MOLI'NIA, a genus of Grasses belonging to the tribe Patucinetc.

It ha* unequal glumes without lateral ribs, shorter than the lanceolate

spikelet, of 2 or 3 semicylindrical flowers and a subulate rudiment of

another; the paleto hardening on the loose fruit, and the stylos
terminal. There is one species which U British

.'/. cftrulea, which has an erect elongate narrow panicle ; spikolets
from 1- to 3-flowered; the outer paleao 3- rarely 5-nerved, downle&s;
the upper part of the stem naked. The leaves are long, linear, and
alternated. It grows on wet heaths in alpine situations. ThU species
U the M. depauperate of Lindley.

(Rabington, Manual of Brilith Botany.)
MOLLUSCA. Referring to the articles COXCHIFKRA, GASTEROPODA,

CEPHALOPODA, and MALACOLOGY, for information as to the zoological

arrangement and subdivision of the various families of the MMutca, we
shall in the present article consider the animals which constitute this

great group in a purely anatomical and morphological point of view
;

that is, we shall endeavour to show firstly, what Common Plan or

Archetype is discoverable among the varieties of Molluscan forms ;

secondly, in what way the Common Plan is more specially modified

in the leading sub-typical groups of this great divUion of the animal

kingdom ; thirdly, the various modes in which the organs are arranged
being thus comprehended what peculiar characters are presented by
the** organ* themselves; and fourthly, the development of the Moilmen,
so far as it bean upon the idea of a Common Plan, will bo discussed.

1. Tke Common Plan or Archetype of '.he Molliuca. By the

Common Plan or Archetype of a group of animals we understand

nothing more than a diagram, embodying all the organs and ports
which are found in the group, in such a relative position as they
would have, if none had attained an excessive development. It U,
in fact, simply a contrivance for rendering more distinctly compre-
hensible the most general propositions which can be enunciated with

regard to the group, and ha* the same relation to such propositions as

the diagrams of a work on mechanics have to actual machinery, or

tboM of a geometrical work to actual line* and figure*. We are

particularly desirous to indicate the sense in which such phrases as

Archetype and Common Plan are here used ; as a very injurious
realism a sort of notion that an Archetype U itself an entity

appears to have made it* way into more than one valuable anatomical
work. It is for this reason that if the term Archetype had not so

high authority for it* use, we should prefer the phrase 'Common
Plan

'
as less likely to mislead.

There are two modes in which the Archetype or Common Plan of

any group of niml. may be set forth. In the first, the community
of plan among the members of each group would be demonstrated ;

and then, the minor plans thus obtained being compared together,
tha general Common Plan would be deducible. But this analytical
method (which has been carried out to a certain extent for the Mvlliuca

by the writer in a Memoir in the '

Philosophical Transaction*
'

for

1852), would require more space and more illustration than can here

be devoted to it ; we must, therefore, take the opposite course, and,

assuming a Common Plan, trace out it* modifications in the sub-

ordinate plans, and explain the laws by whose operation they are

Jhatad.
ThU assumed Common Plan or Archetype of the Mulliaca may

be represented byfiy. 1, L :

III.

IV.

v.

> i>

I. The Ideal Archetype or Common Plan of the ifolliuca.

II. lt modifications In consequence of the development of an abdomen and

consequent neural flexure of the intestine. 1, Hypothetical; 1, I'tcropod ;

3, Cephslopod.
III. Modifications resulting from the development of a post abdomen and con.

sequent heinal flexure. I, Hypothetic*!; 2, I'ectinlbranchlate Oaiteropod.

IV. Primarily neural flexure modified by subsequent changes. 1, Lamclli-

branchiute Mollusc ; Neural Uolliufoiita. 2, Drachiopod ; 3, I'olycoon.

V. Ilirmal Uollutcoidn (AKidlani). 1, simple hmmal flexure, as in Appcti-

dinilaria ; 2, after hiviiial flexure the Intestine is bent back, and an atrium

Is formed ; the branchial sac remains compara'ively small
; 3, the branchial

sac comparatively large.

a, oral aperture ; 6, anal aperture, or extremity of the intcntine ; r, renal

organ ; pp, propodium ; mi, mesopodium ; ml, mctupodium ; if, ci>ipo<l>um;

t, branchial ; ,
auricle ; r, ventricle ; z, cerebral ganglia ; y, pedal ganglia;

II, hnmal region ; ff, neural region.

[The letters hare the same signification In these and all the other figures,

with the exception of figure 10.]
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This figure is supposed to be bilaterally symmetrical, and the

following parts and regions are to be distinguished in it : (If). The
Haemal Region, or that upon which the heart is situated, and which

corresponds with what is commonly termed the dorsal region. The
word dorsal, however, is vague, being used in different senses in

various divisions of the animal kingdom, and should therefore be,

abandoned in philosophical anatomy. For the same reason, the

opposite region (A') is termed, not ventral, but Neural, inasmuch as

it is the region in which the great centres of the nervous system are

placed. The termination (a) is the anterior or oral; the end (b),

the posterior, or anal. Between these extremities the intestine takes

a straight course. The neural surface is that upon which the

majority of Molluscs move and by which they are supported ;
and it

is commonly modified to subserve these purposes into a muscular

expansion or disc called the Foot Three regions again, often very

distinctly divided from one another, may be distinguished in this foot :

an anterior, the Propodium (pp) ;
a middle, the Mesopodium (ms) ; and

a posterior, the Metapodium (mt). In addition to these, the upper
part of the foot or middle portion of the body may be prolonged into

a muscular enlargement on each side, just below the junction of the

haemal with the neural region the Epipodium (ep). The mass of the

body between the foot proper and the abdomen, or post-abdomen, which
bears the Epipodium, and whose limits cannot very well be denned,

though it would be very convenient to have a name for it, may be

termed the Mesosoma (mid-body) ;
and for what is loosely called the

head the name Prosoma might advantageously be adopted. On the

upper part of the sides of the head or Prosoma are two pairs of

organs of sense : the Eyes (which may be supported on pedicles

Ommatophores), and the Tentacles. In the haemal region the integu-

ment may be peculiarly modified and raised up at its edges into a

free fold, either in front of or behind the anus, and when so modified

it is called a Mantle (Pallium). In front of the anus again the

Branchiae () project as processes of the haemal region. Among the

internal organs we need only point out the position of the Heart (ut v)t

which lies in front of the branchiae in the haemal region ;
and the

Nervous Ganglia (x, y, 2), of which there are three principal pairs

arranged around the alimentary canal, which they encircle by means

of their commissures.

Such is the Common Plan of which all Molluscs whatsoever may
be regarded as modifications ; the next question is, to consider the

laws according to which the plans of the great sub-classes of the

ifollutca may be derived from it.

2. Modification* of the Common Plan. The structural peculiarities

of all known Molluscs may be very simply accounted for by the

excessive or defective relative development of certain regions in the

Archetype, more particularly of one or other parts of the Haemal

Region. Of this region the portion which lies in front of the anus may
be conveniently termed the Abdomen, while to that which lies behind

it the term Post-Abdomen may be applied. Now, if it be supposed
that the Abdomen grows out of proportion to the rest of the body,

constituting a kind of prominence, and that the intestine passes into

the outgrowth so as to form a sort of loop (n.), it is clear that the

open angle of this loop will be turned towards the Neural surface ;

and the intestine may be appropriately said to have a Neural flexure.

On the other hand, if it be supposed that the Post-Abdomen grow
out in the same way, and draws into itself a loop of the intestine,

then the open angle of the loop will be in the opposite direction, thai

is, it will be directed towards the Haemal surface ; the intestine there-

fore may in this case be said to have a Haemal flexure (in.). It will be

readily understood that either Abdomen or Post-Abdomen may
develop a mantle or not, and that the existence or absence of this

mantle has nothing to do with the essence of the change in question

however much it may affect the external appearance of the resulting

form.

Again, the extent to which the Abdomen or Post-Abdomen is

developed, may have a great influence on the relative position o

certain organs of the Mollusc. Thus, in the first place, the position

of the anus may become greatly altered. When there is a neural

flexure it will acquire a direction towards the neural surface and

backwards, the final approximation to the oral end depending on the

amount of the development of the abdomen on the one hand, and

that of the neural region on the other. Again, if the outgrowth of

the abdomen take place, not symmetrically, but more or less on one

side of the median line, the final position of the anus will be towards

the opposite side and to the right or left, as the case may be.

It is even conceivable (this amount of modification indeed actually

obtains in nature) that by an exceedingly one-sided development of the

abdomen, the anus may be thrust quite round on to the haemal side.

Its final position therefore must not be regarded as certainly indica-

tive of the direction of the flexure by which it obtained this position.

Where there is a haomal flexure again, the direction of the anus will

bo normally towards the haemal (that is, dorsal) side, and forwards; its

npproximation to the head, its asymmetrical position, and the amount

to which it may be thrust backwards and towards the neural side,

depending upon conditions of the same order.

It is not merely the anus which is affected by these changes however;

the branchia; (and the heart which follows them) undergo similar trans-

positions, whose nature and origin it is very necessary to understand

n order to appreciate their value as organic characters. M. Milne-

Edwards long since pointed out the singular fact that, in certain

Molluscs, the branchiae are in front of the heart, while in others they
.re behind it. The latter he termed Opisthobranchiala, the former,
Prosobranchiata. It will be seen that our Archetype is Opistho-
jranchiate. Now, it is easy to understand that if an Abdomen were

developed in front of the heart, without involving the cardiac region,
the Mollusc would remain opisthobranchiate ; if however it were
more extensively developed so as to involve the heart and branchiae,
,he heart, from having been in front, would eventually take a position
josterior to the branchiae, and the Mollusc would thus become proso-
Dranchiate. So with regard to the development of a Post-Abdomen ;

its effect on the position of the heart and branchiae would depend
wholly on the extent of haemal surface which it involved. It follows,

therefore, that Opisthobrauchism may co-exist with either a haemal or

a neural flexure, or with none
;
while Prosobranchism indicates one or

the other, but not which
;
and that these organic characters, however

valuable, are secondary to and therefore of less importance than the
neural and haemal flexurea (that is, development of an abdomen or

post-abdomen), on which they depend. Dealing with the facts fur-

nished by adult structure alone then, there are two primary modifica-

tions of the Molluscan Archetype, which may be shortly termed tlie

Neural and Haemal Plans. The Cephalopoda, Pulmonata, Pteropoda,

Lamellibranchiala, Srachiopoda, and Polyzoa, are the molluscs
which present madifications of the Neural Plan. The Heteropoda,
Gasteropoda, Tectibranchiata, Inferobranchiata, Cyclobranchiata, Tubuli-

branchiata, Nudibranchiata, and Aicidioida, are those which present
modifications of the Haemal Plan.

3. The Neural Plan and its Principal Modifications. Milne-Edwards
has proposed a division of the Mollusca into the Mollusca proper, and
the Molluscoida (Molluscoidcs), including under the latter class those

Polype-like forms, the Polyzoa and the Ascidioida. Believing that

the Molluscoida, are as truly and wholly Molluscau as any other

Mollusca, we nevertheless consider the distinction drawn by the eminent
French naturalist to be very important, and that it should be retained

as a primary subdivision of the great Haemal and Neural Divisions.

In the haemal division the limits of the Molluscoida are the same for

us, as for M. Milne-Edwards ; but in the neural we include somewhat
more. In fact, if the most fitting definition for this subdivision be

those Molluscs which have the neural region comparatively little

developed and the nervous system reduced to a single or at the most
a pair of ganglia, while the mouth is usually surrounded by a more or

less modified circlet of tentacles, then we shall find that, in the neural

division, we must include the Srachiopoda with the Polyzoa. Commenc-

ing our study of the morphology of the special groups of the Mollusca

with the Neural Division ; and with the Molluscoid sub-division of

the neural forms then, we have to consider first, the Polyzoa and the

Srachiopoda :

Fig. 2.

. 1, Membranipom. 2, Boiecrliankia. 3, riumatella. 4, 2'ediccllina.

5, Avicttlarium.

The Polyzoa. Conceive the abdomen of the Archetype to be greatly

prolonged, the neural region with its appendages, the organs of sense,

and the heart, remaining undeveloped ;
so that the anus comes into

close apposition with the oral extremity, while the edges of the latter

are produced into long ciliated tentacles, and the result will be a

Polyzoon, which needs only the power of gemmation to give rise to

those composite aggregations which are so characteristic of the

group.
The Polyzoic type itself presents five subordinate modifications m

the five principal orders of the group -.the Cyclostomata, Cteiw-

stomata, Cheilostomata, Ilippocrcpia, and Pcdicillinida.

In the first three, the body of the Polyzoon when fully expanded is

completely straightened, there being no permanent fold or inversion
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of the integument In the last two there is such a permanent
inversion.

In the Cyciatlomala the horny or calcareous deposit in the iutegu-
meat of the abdomen joins the soft parts by an even level edge, and
there is nothing which serves as a cover or operculum, for the retracted

Polygon.
In the Ctcaottomata (fg. 2, 2) the margins of that portion of the

abdomen which in inverted in the retracted state are produced into

a toothed horny sheath, which can be retracted by special muscles,
and which serves as an operculum.

In the Chrtluitomala (Jig. 2, 1) the horny or calcareous deposit takes

place in such a manner that the hardened integuments ^of the front

portion of the eternal region constitutes a sort of lid, regularly articu-

lated upon the hinder portion, and provided with proper occlusor (and

perhaps levator f) muscles. It should be noted that the anal aperture
la directed away from this lid or operculum.

In each of the previous divisions the tentacles are arranged on a

circular disc, or lophophore, of whose edges they are prolongations ;

but in the great majority of the Jfippocrtpia (Jig. 2, 3), which are all

fresh-water forms, the lophophore is so produced into two arms on the
anal side as to assume a horse-shoe shape. It is important to con-

sider this in connection with the peculiar features presented by the

Bratkiopoda,

Thirdly, we venture to regard the peculiargenus Paliccllina (Jig. 2, 4)
as constituting on order by itself. Essentially a Polyzoon, it is neverthe-

less distinguished from all other Polyzoa by the circumstance that its

tentacles are united together by a membrane into a cup, which cup is

never protruded far beyond the general boundary of the body.
The CKMnttomata arc remarkable for possessing two kinds of moveable

appendages Flabeliaria, whip-like processes, articulated to a bulb

containing muscles by which they are moved ; imdAricularia or bird's-

head processes (Jig. 2, 5). The structure of the latter is of great interest

in a morphological point of view, and demands particular attention.

They consist of a larger piece, or valve (;>), shaped like a bird's head
and produced into a longer or shorter process of attachment, to which a
smaller valve (o), representing the bird's lower jaw, is articulated.

Stalked or sessile, these avicularia present during life an incessant

mapping action, produced by the alternate contraction of two seta of

muscles, which arise from the concavity of the '
skull

'

of the bird's

head by wide fan-shaped origins, aud seem to be inserted by narrow
tendons into the smaller articulated valve. The one tendon (<) is inserted
into the smaller valve in front of the line of articulation, and the
other {) behind it, and therefore by their alternate action they raise

and depress the lesser valve upon the larger.

Fig. S.

friltacta.

a, oral aperture ; , anil tpcrturr, or extremity of the intwtinc ; I, adductor
sales of BrmtUefoda ; n, cardinal muscle* of llrachiupoda ; p, pedicle ;

/ r-, pcdkl* mujclw ; f, pedal ftaglion.

The Brackiopoda. Now, if we compare the relative positions and
mode of articulation of the operculum and cell of a Chcilostomatous

Polyzoon, or of the two valves of an avicularium, with those which
obtain in the nhtlU of the

typical Brachiopoda, such as the Ttrtlra-
ItUitla and flfiytidumdlidcr. the resemblance will be found to be very
striking ; and still more so, if in addition the arrangement of the muscles
be taken into consideration. In such a Brachiopod, in fact (Jig. S), the
bell is composed oftwo valves one large, excavated, and produced into
a canal or tube, through which a pedicle of attachment passes ; while
the other is smaller and more or leas flattened. The two valves are
articulated together by means of a socket in the smaller valve and a
tooth in the larger, on each side, the intermediate space being free,
iust as the operculum'of the Polyzoon is united with its cell, or as the
leaser valve of an avicularium is articulated with the larger. So
Ukewue the anal extremity of the Brachiopod is turned from the
mailer valve. Then the arms of the Brachiopod are essentially com-
parable to those of the lophophore of a Hippocnpian Polyzooa,
except that their direction is different; the calcined rapports to which
they are fixed in taany Brachiopoda, are so variable in form and so

extensively absent in others, that their existence can in nowise affect

the homology of the parts. Again, if we leave out of consideration
the pedicle-muscles (which are however, in all probability, as Mr. Han-
cock as shown, the homologues of the retractors of the Poltpoa), the

arrangement of the other muscle* is precisely what wo have seen to
obtain in the nvicularium : the adductors which pass from the larger
valve to be inserted into the smaller, in front of its point of support,
corresponding precisely with the occlusor muscles of the avicularium

;

while the cardinal muscles, which arise from the larger valve, and past
to be inserted into the cardinal process of the smaller, behind the

point of support, are identical with the divaricator muscles of the
avicularium.

The existence of distinct muscles for the purpose of separating the
valves of the shell is characteristic of the 1'olytua and Brachiopoda,
the only approximation to such an arrangement at present known
among the Lamcllibranchiata being presented by the Pholada.

Finally, if the great proportional size of the Brachiopoda, their

pedunculated attachment, their thick and solid shells, and their

simple forms, be brought forward as arguments against the view we
take of their essentially polyzoic nature, we would remind the objector
of the like opposition in such features between Soltenia and JiotryUiu,
or Aplidium, among the Ascidians.

Two principal modifications of the common Brachiopod plan are to

be observed. In the Tercbratulid<K and JUiynchonettida, and in all

probability in their extinct allies the Spirifcrida, Orthidd, and Pro-

ductiiltt, the muscles are always arranged in three sets Adductor,
Cardinal, and Peduncular. At the same time the mantle (whose
homology with the produced edges of the non-retractile port of tho
abdomen of a Polyzoon is at once appreciable), though divided into

two distinct lobes in front, is continuous and entire behind, that in,

towards the peduncle. A still more remarkable feature in their

organisation is that, at least in Waldlieimia and RhynchoneUa, there is

no anal aperture, the intestine terminating in a ccocurn directed
towards the middle of the large valve.

In the Craniada, Ditcinida, and Linyulid<e the muscles have a very
different arrangement, which could only be rendered intelligible by
detailed descriptions and illustrations, as the homologies of these
muscles with those of the other division are not yet determined.
The lobes of the mantle again are completely separated (Ditcina,

Linyula, Crania ?), and the intestine opens upon one side of the body
between these lobes. There are no teeth, and the articulation of one
valve with the other and the modes of attachment vary remarkably;
Linywla having a long peduncle ; Croatia being attached by the surface

of its lower valve; and/>ucina having an aperture in the correspond-
ing valve through which a portion of the adductor passes, aud

spreading out at its extremity into a sort of plug, acts as a pedicle.
Neural MuUtuca. The La.mcllAranckia.ta. In all JUolliaca proper

the neural region is developed to a much greater extent than in

the Mottuicoida, and there are always three pairs of ganglia, two
Cerebral, two Pedal, and two Parieto-Splanchnic (or branchial). Tho
especial characters of the Lauulliuranchiata, as modifications of the

Archetype, are the following : The haemal region is well developed
in its abdominal portion, but forms no prominent sac-like abdomen,
into which the viscera enter in the adult condition. Ita edges aru

produced into extensive pallia! lobes, which are arranged on each side
of a longitudinal plane, and not above and below a horizontal one

(or more properly before and behind a transverse one), as in Hi

Brachiopoda. The mouth is surrounded by a fringe, representing
the tentacles in the Moliutcoida (as may be well seen in I'tctai, Jig. 4,4)
which is produced laterally into elongated

'

palps,' but is totally unpro-
vided with any manducatory apparatus. The intestine passing from tho
stomach either forms a simple loop with a second open angle directed

hicmally, or this loop may be much coiled aud convoluted : tin:

intestine finally passing over the great posterior adductor and termi-

nating between the lobes of the mantle behind it
The foot may bo more or less largely developed, but never presents

any clear distinction into pro- meso- and meta-podium, unless indeed,
as we are inclined to suspect, the whole free portion of tho foot of the
LamcUibranckiata ought to be regarded as a modified metapodiuui.
Besides the pedal muscles, the Lamellibrauchs possess one or two charac-
teristic muscles the adductors, which approximate the valves of the

shell, and whose greater or less development seriously aflects tho
ultimate form of the animal
The gills deviate but little from their archetypal form and position

in some Lamelu'bnuichs, such as Triyonia and Pectcti, being merely
thrown downwards by the development of tho mantle. In A'. c/a

(Jig. 4, 8), their inner edges are united posteriorly, but they remain com-

paratively small lu the majority of Lamellibrauchs however, tho

gills are exceedingly large in proportion to the real of the body, and
consist of two double plates, which are united with the mantle and
with one another, in such a manner as to divide the pallia! cavity into
two chambers, a supra- and infra-branchial, which communicate only
by the passage between the anterior edge of the bronchia and tliu

foot, and by the multitudinous perforations in the branchial plates
themselves.

It is in the absence of external organs of sense or of any buccal mas-

ticatory apparatus, and in the peculiar arrangement of the gills, that
the main difference between the LamMibranchiata and the 0'iutero-

lies; and hence the great resemblance which the ideal section of
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LamfUilrant-hinta. 1, Lutraria. 2, Vnio. 3, Nucula. 4, Ptcten.

a, oral aperture ; i, anal aperture, or extremity of the intestine ; c, renal

organ ; w, mantle ; r, labial palpi ;
* *', anal and branchial siphons ; f,

branchiic
; r, ventricle; y, pedal ganglion; A, anterior adductor; If, posterior

adductor.

a typical Lamellibranch bears to a typical Gasteropod. Compare
(fig. 4) 4 with with 1, 3, and 2.

It may seem at first sight inconsistent with our own principles to

consider as neural molluscs these Lamellibranchs, which confessedly
have flle principal loop iu the intestine open to the h:einal side. But the

position of the largely-developed mantle, completely in front of the anal

aperture, and the direction of the aortic end of the heart, unchanged
from what is observable in the Archetype, are sufficient, apart from

developmental considerations, which will be adduced by aud bye, to

prove that the second flexure of the intestine in this case is to be con-

sidered accidental, the result of the great development of the meso-

soma, to serve as a chamber for the viscera, and of the enlargement
of the great posterior adductor, thmsting up the rectum which

passes over it.

As for the leading varieties of form of the Lamellibranchs, there

are none which, in reality, depart very widely from the Common Plan.

Perhaps Teredo or Pholai, on the one hand, and Ostrcca, on the other,

may be regarded as the extreme forms, the former being as much as

possible elongated longitudinally, the latter attaining the extreme of

concentration about a centre. At the same time there is a reduction

of parts to a minimum, as shown in the absence of a second adductor,
and of any foot in the adult state. The differences between these

forms are however decidedly less than those which may be observed

between the extreme forms among the Ctphalopoda or Gasteropoda.

The Pteropoda and Pulmonata. The Lamellibranchs are, as we
have said, curiously exceptional in presenting the general features of

the Mollusca proper, without that singular buccal apparatus which we
meet with in all other members of the subdivision, whether neural

or htemal, and whose peculiar nature is described below. Again, they
are exceptional in the vast development and symmetrical longitudinal
division of their mantle, and in the corresponding division of their

pallial shell into two pieces or valves characters we shall not meet
with again in any modification of the Common Plan.

In the Pteropoda and Pulmonata the mantle is never developed into

such lateral lobes, and the shell to which it gives rise never consists

of two pieces, but is constituted by a single mass, which either has

the form of a flat plate or presents some modification of a cone.

Again, the foot (or some part of it) is always well developed, present-

ing no obvious distinction into regions in the Pulmonata ; but in the

Pteropoda often exhibiting a well-marked meso- and meta-podium, aud

always presenting a characteristically large epipodium an organ which
iu these Molluscs constitutes the so-called '

wings," from which their

name is derived.

Fig. 5.

Pteropoda. 1, Pneumodermon. 2, Cleodora. 3, Psyche (foot and head only).
Letters as in figure 1 .

There is usually a well-developed mantle iu the Pteropoda and

Pulmonata, and its walls act as a branchial surface without being
produced into true gills (Hyalcea ?) the sea-water in the marine

Pteropoda and the air in the terrestrial aud aquatic Pulmonata being
inspired and expired into its cavity.

In the Pteropoda in general, the aperture of the pallial cavity and
that of the anus, are situated upon the posterior surface of the body,
in accordance with the neural flexure of the intestine. The anal

aperture however is usually thrust to one side of this surface, and, iu

Limacina and Spirialis, this lateral thrust has taken place to such an

extent, that not only the anal aperture, but that of the mantle cavity,
is thrown up completely on to the dorsal surface. This latero-dorsal

,

or dorsal position of the anal and respiratory apertures, is as regular
in the Pulmonata as it is exceptional in the Pteropoda.

In the Pteropoda and Pulmonata some most important modifications

of form are produced by the greater or less development of the meso-

soma on the one hand and of the mantle on the other. The predomi-
nance of the latter is to be observed in such forms as Oriseis, Cleodora,

Hyalcea, and Heli:c ; while the former may be seen in Pneumodermon
and in Limax. In the latter the mautle is very small, and in the

former it is almost if not entirely absent ;
what is ordinarily considered

as the mantle in this mollusc being in fact nothing more than the

mesosoma. The like confounding together of parts so essentially
different has taken place, we shall find, in the Nudibranchiata, and in

the lleteropoda.
The Cephalopoda. In the Pteropod forms, Pneumodermon aud Olio,

a hood, giving off long processes covered with suckers from its inner

surface, surrounds the oral aperture, and there is every reason to

believe corresponds with the propodium, whose lateral halves have

united over the mouth. If the like process were to take place in a

Criecis, but to a greater extent, so that the mouth were thrust back

between the halves of the mesopodium, and the propodium aud

mesopodium formed one continuous tentaculigerous sheath around

the oral aperture ;
and if at the same time the two halves of the

epipodium united posteriorly into a funnel-shaped tube, the Griseis,

BO far as its external organisation goes, would no longer be a Pteropod,
but would have become a Cephalopod. In fact, the Cephalopod may
be derived from the Archetype by supposing these modifications. The
mantle ia always well developed, and its cavity incloses one or two

pair of gills. The two halves of the epipodium are united behind into

what is called the funnel, a peculiar apparatus, of great importance
in the economy of many Cephalopoda ;

and in the majority of the

group the sides of the foot, having united in front of, and forming a
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complete sheath for, the head, are produced into eight or ten procoates,
UK so-called anna, on which are act the acetabula, or tuckers.

Vertical Section of Lollga mrrlia.

, oral aperture ; , anal aperture, or extremity of the Intmtine
; m, mantle;

m, >bell ; I, bnnchlB ; z, cerebral ganglia ; y, pedal ganglia j , paricto-
splanchnic ganglia ; rp t funnel.

Beyond thii peculiar arrangement and development of the external

organ*, we are not aware that any character* exist by which the

Ctphalopoda, on a clam, can be distinguished from the other Mol/iuca.

Among themselves they present a remarkable harmony, differing
chiefly in the number of their branching in the internal or external

poaition of their shell, and in the nature of the appendages into which
the edges of the foot are modified characters which do not attain to
ordinal importance in other divisions of the Molliuca.

Having thus glanced at all the leading modifications of the Neural
Plan, we may next turn to the Hmmal Plan, commencing with its

Mnltuacoid modification constituted by the Aicitlioida alone.
The Aiddioida. A* a Molltucoid group, the Ascidians are charac-

terised, in the first place, by the rudimentary condition of their whole
neural region, and by the reduction of their nervous system to a

ingle infra-cosophageal ganglion. Betides these however, their organ-
isation present* certain characters which appear at first sight very
remote from such a Common Plan as has been described, and
hardly deducible from it An Ascidian, in fact, is usually fixed by
one extremity of iU body, and presents at the other two apertures.
One of these leads into a wide cavity, whose entrance is fringed with
a circlet of tentacles, and whose walls

(except along the middle line

anteriorly and posteriorly) are perforated by innumerable ciliated

apertures, and often thrown into folds, by which their surface it

greatly increased. At the bottom of this cavity the branchial sac
a second wide aperture leads into the alimentary canal, which invari-

ably present* a ha>mal flexure, and then almost always bends back-
wards neurally to terminate in a second wide cavity. This, the

atrium, whose more external portion is usually termed the cloaca,

open* externally by the second or cloactl aperture, and extends along
each aide of the branchial sac tip to its median line of attachment

communicating freely with its cavity by means of the small ciliated

apertures which have been mentioned. The tingle ganglion lies

between the oral and cloaca] aperture*.

AtriJioula,\, Bollenia. 2, Oynlhia. 3, BotryUut. 4, Intestine of Ptnpkara.
5, Clarelina. 6, Salpa. 7, Apprndicularia.

a, oral aperture; *, anal aperture, or tbe extremity of the InteMlne; rf,

cloacal aperture and atrium ; /, branchial sac ; f, hypo.phar}-ngeal band
; m',

tent
; y, genitalia ; y, pedal ganglia.

Now, in what manner is thia form derivable from the Archetype ?

It is to be remarked, in the first place, that the pharynx, large in tin-

Polyzoa, becomes comparatively enormous in the Ascidians; whiK-

the tentacles, which were very large in the Polyzoa, are in the Ascidians

comparatively small. Next, with the development of a post-abdomen,
the intestine acquires a htemal flexure; but instead of the anal

aperture remaining on the hrcmal side, it is bent round, by the same

process as in Spirialit and Limacina, but in the inverse direction.

Suppose with all this that a mantle has been developed, and that iu

free margin remaining small and narrow, has followed the anus to tho

neural side, while its cavity has extended up on each side of the

pharynx to the middle line of the haemal surface of the latter, carry-

ing to a great extent a process of which the outline may be seen in

Cymbulia, and giving rise to the atrium
; imagine also that the aac

thus constituted externally by the inner surface of the mantle (third

tunic), and internally by the pharynx, becomes perforated by minute

apertures and the result would be an Ascidian.

Such is the manner in which the Ascidian type is derivable from the

Common Plan. Of this type the group present* three subordinate nx >. I i

fication*. The first is that presented by the extraordinary and instructive

genus Appcndiculana (fg. ~, 7), which in a manner represents per-

manently the larval state of the more
perfect

members of the group-
swimming by means of a long rapidly-vibrating tail, like that of a

tadpole. In Appendicularia there is no cloacal aperture or atrium.

The mouth opens into a wide pharynx representing the branchial

sao of other Axcidians ; from this a gullet leads into the storanch.

The narrower intestine passes from the stomach, forwards and to the

lurtnal surface, where it terminates without bending downward*, and

without being surrounded by any special cavity. Appendicularia
therefore might be said to be a form in which the process of modifi-

cation of the HolluRcan Archetype into the Ascidian Type is arrestrd

half way.
In all other Ascidians this process is complete, and there is a distinct.

cloacal aperture and atrium ; but these forms again may be arnmi.;.-.!

under two great sub-typical modification*, according to the develop-
ment of the branchial sac relatively to that of th<) post-abdomen.
In such form* as Cynthia, Bollenia, Perophora, Botrylltu, the branchial

sac attains so great a proportional size as to occupy the whole, or

nearly the whole, length of the body, the intestine lying on nnr si.],'

of it : these might therefore be well denominated Atci'lim Rranrli inln,

Branchial Aftcidians. On the other hand, in Clavdina, Aiiliilittm,

1'olyclmum, Satpa, the alimentary canal lies completely behind the
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branchial sac, which 13 proportionally small, and these might therefore
be termed Asctdice Intestinales, Intestinal Ascidians. A very complete
mutual representation will be found to obtain between the members
of these two groups.
Hmnal Mollusca. In passing from the H;cmal Molluscoida to the

Hoemal Mollusca, we find the same new features presenting themselves
as in the Neural Division, the transition being even more abrupt, from
the absence of any representative of the Lamdlibranchiata. In all
these Mollusca, in fact, there is a more or less well-developed foot

;

a distinct head, with its organs of sense and buccal armature ; and
three pairs of ganglia cerebral, pedal, and parieto-splanchnic.
The modification of the Common Plan is carried to a less extent in

this than in the Neural Division, the chief varieties of its forms
depending on the changes in the shape of the shell with which the
majority are provided; on the greater or less development of the
different regions of the foot

; but most of all in the relative pro-
portions of the mesosoma and mantle.

If we divide the Haemal MoUueca, into two great groups the one
consisting of the Hettropoda, Scutibranchiata, Tubulibranchiata, Pectini-

brandtiata, and Cydobranchiata, families which are most intimately
allied, and which are connected as a group by the dicecious arrange-
ment of their reproductive organs ; and the other of the Nudibran-
chiata, faferol/ranchiata, and Tectibranchiata, families in like manner
united, among other characters, by their common hermaplirodism,
then we shall find in each such group two extremes of form the
one resulting from the great development of the pallial region, the
other from that of the mesosoma. In the Dicccious Division, Dentalium,
Ytrmetut, Atlanta, and the ordinary 1'ectinibranchiata may be regarded
as examples of the former case ; and in the Moncccious Division the

Inferobranchiata and Tectibranchiata ; while the mantle becomes
rudimentary or absent altogether in the Dicocious Firoloides, in the
Monoecious Phyllirhoe, and the Nv.dibranch.iata in general, where the
region from which the so-called branchial processes arise, and which
i commonly called the mantle, is not the homologue of the mantle of
Atlanta for example, but of its mesosoma, which here, as in Firoloidei,
constitutes the main portion of the body.

Fig. 8.

Hcteropoda. 8, Atlanta ; 9, Firohid^t.

a, -oral aperture; b, anal aperture, or the extremity of the intestine; mt,
mantle

; mt, mcsopodium ; pp, propodium ; r, ventricle.

The foot in the Moncccious Eternal Molluica rarely presents any
special development of its different regions, except that in certain

forms namely, Aplysia and Gasteropteron the epipodium is as well

marked an in the Pteropoda, and serves the same end in locomotion.

This is well known in Gaiteropteron, and we have seen a tropical

Aplyria 'By' through the water in precisely the same way as a

Pteropod would do. These epipodial lobes have been frequently
called mantle, although the true mantle ia a most distinct and obvious

tructurt.

In the Dicccious group the epipodium is never well developed,

presenting itself at most under the form of little lobes and processes
at least it would seem probable that the neck-lappets and head-

lappeU of tho Trochidce are rudiments of the epipodium. On the
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other hand, it is in this group that the propodium, mtsopodium, and
metapodium attain their most complete and distinct form

;
as in

Atlanta, where the propodium constitutes the anterior flattened fin,
the mesopodium the rounded sucking disc, and the metapodium
extends backwards, as the tail-like lobe which carries the operculum.
In Firoloides we find that the mesopodium has vanished, and the
metapodium has taken the form of a mere filament, while the pro-
podium constitutes the great swimming fin.

Fig. 9.

Foot of Pectinibranchiata. 1, Trochtts
; 2, 3, Nutica.

a, oral aperture; mt, metapodium ; mt, mesopodium; pp, propodium.

In the ordinary Pectinibranchiata, on the other hand, the foot may
not be differentiated into its subdivisions at all, the metapodium being
marked only by the position of the operculum, when this exists, as in

Buccinum. In other cases, as in Oliva and Sigaretus, a deep cleft

marks off a very distinct propodium from the conjoined mesopodium
and metapodium ; in others, as in Pteroceras, the metapodium is as

specialised as in Atlanta; while again, in such forms as Natica, the

three constituent parts are distinguishable the propodium consti-

tuting the hood in front of the head ; the mesopodium the creeping
disc ; and the metapodium the operculigerous lobe. (Fig. 9, 2 and 3.)

Having thus passed in review those modes of arrangement of the
various organs of the Mollusca which constitute the Common Plan of

the group and the subordinate plans of its leading subdivisions, we
have next to consider the peculiarities presented by these organs
themselves, or, in other words, those more striking features in which
the organs of the Mollusca differ from those of the Vertebrala, Annu-

loia, and Radiata. The most important organs, in this point of view,
are those of 1, the Alimentary ; 2, the Circulatory ; 3, the Kespira-

tory ; 4, the Renal
;
and 5, the Nervous System.*

1. The Alimentary Organs, in certain Mollusca, present two kinds
of apparatus which are met with in no other division of the Animal

Kingdom. The first of these is that peculiar manducatory instrument

usually called the '

tongue,' which is possessed by all the Mollusca,

proper, except the Lamellibranchiata ; and for the first description of
whose true structure and mode of action we are, we believe, indebted to

Mr. Thompson (see article
'

Tongue,' in the '

Cyclopaedia of Anatomy
and Physiology '), although the organ itself had been more or less au

object of attention ever since the time of Cuvier.

Fig. 10.

Tongue of Patella.

1. aa, the cartilaginous plates which constitute the pulley over which the

elastic plate 2, b
t supporting the series of teeth c, plays ;

d and e are the

anterior and posterior insertions of the intrinsic muscles of the tongue. 3 ifl

a side view, and 4 a view from above, of the entire apparatus.

The tongue is essentially composed of a cartilaginous mass, with a

pulley-shaped upper and anterior surface, which projects from the

bottom of the oral cavity. An elastic plate plays over the pulley, and
ia attached at each end to muscles which arise from the upper and

* Our limits preclude the consideration of the tcgumentary and genital

systems, whose peculiarities however are less exclusively Molluacan.

3 K
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lower surface* of the cartilaginous mass. Along the middle Una of
thi* elastic plate snooestiv* transverse serial of strong recurred teeth
re set new one* being continually formed behind u the old are worn
way in tort of persistent dental sac.

When the tongue is brought into play it is protruded by appro-
priate muscles from the cavity of the mouth, and it extremity ia firmly

applied against the body to be rasped. The superior and inferior nets

of muscles, which are inserted into the corresponding ends of the
elastic plate, now contract alternately, and the resulting action is pre-

cisely that of a circular saw. It U by means of this apparatus that
the Carnivorous ifoiltufa bore through the shells of the animals upon
which they prey ; and perforated sheila which hare been thus emptied
abound on every coast.

The other appendage of the alimentary canal peculiar, so far as we
at present know, to the Molliuca, is what is termed the Crystalline
Style, transparent, usually elongated body, which projects by one
cud into the stomach, and is lodged for the rest of its extent in a
sac formed by a diverticulum of that organ. The Crystalline Style
is found in a great number of Lamellibroncbs (to which group it has

erroneously been supposed to be confined), but has hitherto been
observed in only a few Pectinibranch Molliuca, such as Plerocenu,
Slrombta, Trochut, and Afarex. Its function is wholly unknown.
Among the alimentary appendages, the Liver in one group, the

Ascidisng, departs sufficiently from the ordinary plan to deserve par-
ticular notice. In these animals (fig. 1, No. 4, t) it always consists of a
series of narrower or wider anastomosing tubules, commencing in casca

upon the outer surface of the intestine, which they envelope in a close

network, and terminating by a narrow duct in the stomach. In the

Jiotryllulir the hepatic tubules are remarkably wide.
'i. The nature of the Circulatory System in the Afollutca is at pre-

sent in some respects a vexed question, more especially as regards the

important point whether they possess a true closed system of vessels

or not. Without entering into any discussion of tho various arguments
used on both sides of a dispute which is in some respects verbal, we
may be permitted shortly to state our own conclusions on the

subject
In the Polytoa there ore no special circulating organs, if we except

the cilia with which the perivbceral cavity is often lined, and which

keep up a continual current in the perivisceral fluid ; nor do we
imagine that any one will insist that in them the perivisceral cavity is

not a sinus, but has a truly venous lining membrane.
In the Aicidiaiu there is a heart, but it is a simple muscular sac,

open at each end, and possessing the extraordinary power of reversing
the direction of its contractions, and thus circulating its blood first in
one way and then in the opposite. The blood thus poured out ia

driven through channels in which assuredly no separate lining mem-
brane is demonstrable. Indeed it is difficult to comprehend how any
one with a living Ascidiau under his microscope can question that

here, at any rate, the circulation takes place through lacuna-, and not

through vessels with distinct wall*.

In the Brachiopoda a very remarkable vascular system has been said
to exist, consisting of two hearts (in RlimchoncUa of four), each com-
posed of an auricle and a ventricle ; the former being in free com-
munication with the perivisceral venous sinuses (perivisceral cavity,
nobit), while the latter ends in on aorta, whose branches undergo a

regular distribution. Such is the circulatory system in the llrachio-

poda according to ProfessorOwen ; but ourown inquiries have tended
to strengthen very greatly the doubts first raised by Mr. Hancock as
to the true nature of this so-called circulatory system. In fact these

inquiries lead us to doubt whether the so-called 'hearts' of the

Brachiopoda have anything at all to do with the circulating system ;

Inasmuch as, in the first place, we are pretty confident that no '
arteries'

are given off from the apices of the '

ventricles,' as has been said, and
think it more than probable that they open externally. Secondly,
there is no evidence at present, either indirectly from structure or

directly from observation during life, that the so-called
'
hearts' of

any Urachiopod are contractile. Thirdly, the multiplication of these
hearts to four in flhynchonclla seems not a little to militate against
their cardiac nature.

We may fairly conclude then that, for the present, the nature of the

circulatory system in the BtmtMofoda must be regarded as an open
question.

Molltuea Proper. Tbo doctrine first advocated by M. Milne-Edwards
that in thete Molluscs the circulating system is always more or leas

incomplete, ban met with a wide acceptance, but also with no small

opposition. So far as the minute transparent Molluscs, which can be
submitted to direct microscopical observation during life, are concerned,
we do not understand how the truth of M. Milne-Edwards's doctrine
can be questioned. If the term 'venous lining* is to have any
meaning but a non-natural one, assuredly it cannot be said with truth
that anything of the kind exist* in the sinuses of Piroloidei, or of
Atlanta, or in those of the Plcropoda.

In the larger Multutcn, on the other hand, much depends on the
verbal question what is the definition of a '

vein,' or ' venous mem-
brane f

'

If a lamina of connective tissue separable from the surround-
ing part* be a venous wall, then doubtless the venous blood-channels
of many I>anitllibrancbs and Gasteropoda, and perhaps of all

Cephalopoda, or* veins. If on the otter hand a greater histological

differentiation corresponding to that which exists in the Vertcbrata be

required to constitute vein, evidence of the existence of anything
of the kind in the greater proportion of the venous blood-channels of

these creatures is at present wanting.
As regards the grosser structure of the circulatory apparatus in the

Molltuca proper, it may be observed that, in the Lamtllibranchiata

there is either single auricle and a single ventricle (Ottrtta), a single
ventricle and a double auricle (most Lamellibranchs), or two auricles

and two ventricles (Area). In all other Mollutca, except the Cephalo-

poda, there is single auricle and a single ventricle. In the

Cephalopoda the heart is essentially similar to that of the Lamelli-

branch", inasmuch as it consists (in the Dibranchiata) of a single
ventricle and of two contractile, so-called

' Bronchio-Cardiac Veins,'
which represent the two auricles of the Lamellibranchs. The circu-

lation in these creatures is assisted (at least in Loliyu media, in which
we lately had opportunities of convincing ourselves of the fact), not

only by the regular contraction of the so-colled ' branchial hearts,'
which are dilatations of the afferent branchial veins, but by that of

the gills themselves.

The nature of the so-called Pericardium in the A/ullutca has been
much misunderstood. It is most important to recollect that in no
case is there evidence of its being a closed serous sac comparable to

the pericardium of the higher animals. On the contrary, wherever it

has been examined with sufficient care (Lamtllibranchiata, Pteropoda,

J/cteropoda, Nudibranehiata, and Cephalopoda), it has been found to

be a blood-sinus, which in some cases (Pteropoda, Cephalopoda ('.),

Lamcllibranchiata(i), and J/eteropoda) communicates with the ex-

terior by the mediation of the renal organ.
3. The Respiratory Function is performed by modifications of several

distinct parts in the Molliuca. 1. By the general surface of the

pallial cavity, which may be more or less adaptively modified : this

kind of respiratory organ is to be found in the Brachiopoda, Ptero-

poda, and Pulmonata. 2. By specially modified parts of the walls of

the pallial cavity into true gills : the whole tendency of the modifica-

tion of form which these gills undergo ia to increase their surface,
and this end, generally speaking, is effected in one of three ways :

a. By the development of simple processes, as in Patella or Atlanta.

b. The simple processes become ramified, so that the gill eventually
consists of a stem with lateral branches, and these again may be sub-

divided into smaller and smaller branchleta Pectinibranchiata and

Cephalopoda, c. In the Lamcllibranchiata each gill essentially consists

of a stem with lateral undivided branches, and in such forms aa

Trigonia and ffucnla (Jig. 4, No. 3, t.) ;
the branchiae have precisely this

structure. In Nucula the lateral branches are comparatively short,
but in Trigonia they are much longer. In Pectea they turn up at

their free ends upon themselves and form a close
loop,

so that the

Tree end takes a position near the fixed extremity ;
at the same time

lateral processes are given off from the branches which unite and
connect them together by a very loose and open vascular network.

Each gill has thus become a flattened jR>uch, completely open,
both laterally and superiorly ; the sides of the pouches are very

open, and are constituted superficially by the parallel produoed
and reflected portions of the gill -branches, and more deeply by the

very loose network formed by the anastomosing lateral processes.

Now, if we suppose that the reflected portion of the outer gill-pouch
adheres to the mantle, while the reflected portion of the inner gill-

pouch remains free on each side of the foot, but adheres to its fellow

behind the foot, thus forming a complete partition across the pallial

cavity, the deep vascular network becoming very close, and giving
off vertical septa, by which tho pouch becomes divided into successive

antero-posterior chambers ; then the result will be such a gill as we
meet with in the Oyster, the Unto, and the great majority

of IMUI.UI-

branchiata. The minute structure of these bronchia! strikingly
resembles that of the branchial sac of the Ascidians, as has been long
since pointed out by Siebold and others, and has given rise to the

prevalent idea that the two organs are homologous. Structural

resemblance, however, is in itself no true basis for the establishment

of homologies, and here there are abundant means of demonstrating
the resemblance to be simply analogical. 3. The ' branchial' of the

Xudiliranchiala again doubtless subserve respiration, but they are

developed from the mesosoma, and contain the gastro-hepatic processes
of the alimentary canal features by which they are essentially

distinguished from true gills. 4. The branchial sac of the Ascidiaus

is, as we have shown, a modification of their pharyngeal sac, resembling
the gills of fishes (especially Amiihionu) more than any structure to

be found in other Jnrcrtebrala (the nearest approximation perhaps is

in the cloacal bronchia: of Neuropterous Larvtc and of some Annelida).
Like the wall of the gill-pouch of Lamcllibranchiata, that of tho

branchial sac of the Ascidians is fundamentally composed of two ele-

ments a superficial strong framework of branchial bars corresponding
with the 'gill-branches,' and a deeper vascular network connecting these.

The more obvious peculiarities in the structure of the branchial sac

of Ascidiaus are produced by the plaiting of its wall into tho so-called

branchial folds, which may vary in number from four (Cynthia) to a

number so great that tho wall of the sac appears crimped (Phattutla).
4. The Renal Organs. The existence of a special organ fur the urinary

secretion has now been demonstrated in all the great divisions of the

iloUtuca except the Polytoa and Vrachiopoda. The essential feature
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of the molluscan kidney is the deposition of a quantity of urinary ex-

cretion beneath a free surface, which in all aquatic Mollusca, is, by
some means or other, freely bathed with water. In Phallwgia, for

instance, minute rounded sacs, each clothed with a delicate epithelium,
and containing one or many concretions, are scattered over the intes-

tine immediately beneath the lining of the atrial cavity. It is

probable that the constant current setting through this cavity carries

away some portion of the secretion
;
but the greater part seems to

remain, and eventually coats the whole parietal surface of the atrium.
Here the secreting part of the apparatus appears to be out of pro-

portion to the excretory. In the Pteropoda and Heteropoda the
reverse relation would appear to obtain. In these animals in fact the
concretions have not yet been detected ; but the excretory apparatus
is an elongated sac which opens at one end by the side of the anus,
and at the other communicates with the pericardial blood-sinus. The
sac contracts rhythmically and with great rapidity, so that the blood
in contact with its delicate walls must be very effectually washed.
How far the internal communication with the blood-sinuses is avail-

able for the same end, is not at present understood. In the Laimlli-

branchiata, (at least in Unio) the pericardial sinus is connected

anteriorly with the internal cavities of two spongy bodies the glands
of Bojanus in which a great quantity of concretionary matter may
be detected; on the other hand, the outer surfaces of these glands
lie in a cavity which admits the water freely by an opening placed
anteriorly close to the genital aperture. This cavity clearly corresponds
witli the contractile sac of the Pteropoda and Heteropoda, but no
evidence of contractility has yet been observed in it or in the renal

organ iUelf. Keber also denies that any direct communication exists

between the interior of the kidneys and pericardial sinus and the outer

sac, but it is somewhat difficult to make sure of this. However this

may be, the arrangement of the kidney in Vnio is very interesting from
ita close analogy with what obtains in the Cephalopoda, where the
' serous cavities,' which open at the base of the gills and contain
the peculiar spongy venous appendages attached to one of their walls,

correspond exactly with the excretory sacs of the Lamellibranchiata,
while the spongy appendages themselves are but the glands of Bojanus
in another form. Our limits will not permit of the description of the
structure of the renal organ in A'udioranchiata and Pectinibranchiata,
but it might readily be shown to resemble in all essential points that
of the Lamcllibranchiata and Cephalopoda.

5. The Nervous System of the Mollusca. The Mottuscoida and the

Molliuca respectively present a remarkable agreement in the general

Fig. 11.

Diagram* of the Central Nervons System 1, WaMrimia ; 2, Phalluaa ; 3,

fjimfllibrantfiiata ; 4, Pteroeerag ; 5, Atlanta; 6, Firola ; 7, Patella; 8,

Dullaa ; 3, Eoli (aflcr Alder and Hancock); 10, Crileil ; 11, Ommaitrcplies

(Hancock) ; 12, Nautilta (Owen). The circle* with central dots represent the

indltory resides.

ff, ciliated sac ; r, cerebral ganglia j y, pedal ganglia ; z, paricto-splanchnic

ganglia.

arrangement of their nervous apparatus, which consists in the Polyzoa
and Ascidioida of a single ganglion placed in the midst of the neural

region of the body ;
in the former case between the oral and anal

apertures, in the latter between the oral and cloacal apertures. In
the Brachiopoda the nature of the nervoua system is only known with

certainty in the Terebratulidce, where it consists of a single elongated

ganglion having the same position as in the Polyzoa, sending on each
side a commissural branch to surround the inouth, and giving off

numerous branches to the mantle. In the Brachiopoda no distinct

organs of sense have yet been observed, but in the Hippocrepian
Polyzoa a little tongue-shaped organ projecting from the lophophore
close to the ganglion, probably represents the 'languet' of the Ascidi-

ans, an organ whose function is not known, but which probably
performs, in conjunction with the ciliated sac, the part of an organ of

sense. The 'ciliated sac' is, as its name implies, essentially a small

ciliated pouch placed between the oral end of the hypopharyngeal
band and the circlet of tentacles. In the Cynthitt, Phallus'u?, &c.,
it becomes enlarged and twisted upon itself, so that its margin
frequently presents a very elegantly convoluted pattern, fy. 11, 2, cs.

In this form it was described by Savigny as the ' Tubercule AnteYieuro'.'

In Appendicularia and in the Salpce an otolithic sac is also attached

to the ganglion.
In all the Mollusca proper the nervous system presents a remarkable

uniformity as to its central elements, and remarkable differences in

their arrangement. There are essentially three pair of ganglia :

1. The Cerebral, which supply the eyes and olfactory organ, and

give off the nerves to the buccal ganglia where they exist.

2. The Pedal Ganglia, which supply the foot with nerves, and

always, save in Heteropoda and perhaps some Nudibranchs (where
the exception is very possibly only apparent), give off the nerves to the

auditory vesicles.

3. The Parieto-Splanchnic Ganglia, which supply the haemal region
of the body and many of the viscera.

There are never more than two pedal and two cerebral ganglia, but
the parieto-splanchnic centres would seem to be capable of almost
indefinite multiplication. These multiplied centres however may be
reduced to two classes Parietal Ganglia, which give nerves to the

sides of the body, and Visceral Ganglia, which supply the heart,

branchiae, itc.

The accompanying diagramatic figures of the nervous systems of

Molluscs of all classes, in which the Cerebral Ganglia are marked x,
the Pedal y, and the Parieto-Splanchnic z, will render the great changes
of position, while the essential parts remain the same, obvious without

further description.
For the organs of sense of the Mollusca proper we must refer to the

articles CONCHIFERA, GASTEROPODA, &c.

4. The Development of the Mollutca. Those conceptions which the

philosophical anatomist comprehends under the name of Archetypes,
or Common Plans of Animal Forms, must always present a certain

value and interest to all who regard anatomy as something more than

an exercise of the memory ;
but the amount of the value of such con-

ceptions, and of their beneficial influence on the forward progress of

science, depends entirely on the extent to which they embrace the

whole anatomical peculiarities of a group of animals. Now animals,
like all living beings, not only are, but become

;
and their anatomy, in

the widest sense of the term, is to be obtained, not merely by tho

study of their structure (which is their final anatomy), but also by
that of their development, which is the anatomy of the successive

states through which they pass in attaining their final condition.

Now the Archetype or Common Plan professing to be the embodiment
of the most general propositions which can be enunciated with regard
to the anatomy of the group, ita validity will depend upon its em-

bracing both structural and developmental facts. If it neglect either of

these, it will be theoretically imperfect, and will run the risk, at any
rate, of t eing practically erroneous. Before the publication of Von Biir's

great work, and unfortunately too often since then, the extant notions

of archetypes, unity of organisation, &c., were open to precisely this

objection, their authors having contented themselves with devising

hypotheses to fit the facts of adult structure, without concerning them-

selves whether their hypotheses would or would not also fit the facts

of development. Hence the infinite variety of baseless speculations of

the '

Nature-philosophie
'

school; in botany, the unlimited and quite

gratuitous demands upon 'abortion and fusion" of parts which
Schleiden has so justly ridiculed ;

in zoology, such notions as that a

Cephalopod is a vertebrate animal doubled upon itself, that an Insect

is a vertebrate animal with free ribs, &c.

It is precisely on this footing however that at present our Common
Plan or Archetype of the Mollusca stands. We have before us the

evidence which might perhaps have satisfied Geoffrey and Oken. Given

our plan and certain laws of modification, and all known molluscau

forms may be derived from it
;
but it remains to be seen how far tho

evidence which would alone have satisfied Von Biir, the evidence of

development, justifies the view which has been taken
;
how far in fact

our hypothesis is capable of being elevated to the dignity of a theory.

To this end it is by no means requisite to show that every Mollusc

has at one time the archetypal form, and is subsequently modified into

its persistent condition ;
to maintain such a proposition it would be

necessary greatly to simplify (though not essentially to alter) tho
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archetype, and thai to do away with a great part of iU utility in

exhibiting the tendencies of every Mollusc. All that appean to be

really necessary is to show : fint, that no molluacan form present*
feature* in it* development which cannot be reconciled with the

archetype ; and secondly, that the kind of modification! which hare
been supposed to take

place
in the conversion of the archetype into

the special type* are such u actually occur.

The fint stage of development of the Molluica resembles that of

other animsls, The yelk, at first a homogeneous mass, undergoes the

process of division to a greater or less extent, it* outermost layers

eventually becoming converted into a blastodermic layer, the plastic
material out of which the future animal U modelled.

Flit. 12.

Development of I. Olatrlina. 11. Lamttltiranch (Lori-n). III. Anliopa.
IV. Srpia (KulUkcrJ.

a, oral ipcrtore ; b, anal aperture, or ritrcmitj of the Intestine ; d, cloacal

aperture and atrium (Aftcldians) ; tp, rpipodlum ; ml, mctapudiutn ; g t hypo-

l>harrni*al band (Aacldiana) ; m, mantle ; ', ", anal and branchial siphon*

(LomrlMrancHata) ; I, branch!* ; A, anterior adductor (Lamrllibranchiata) ;

//, posterior adductor.

In the Molltucoiila the rounded or oval embryo thus formed either

become* covered with cilia and swims away as a free form (Polyzoa,
Jlratkiopodat), or it gives rise from one portion of its surface to a long
fin-like muscular process (fig. 12, 1. 1.), by whose rapid vibration it U pro-

jelled (A*cidioiila, in great part). With what organ of the MoUuica is

this
'
tail

'

or '
fin

'

of the Ascidian larva homologous ? This is a very
difficult point to ascertain, as the tail arises before the regions of the
animal are differentiated. At first sight one might be tempted to

consider it as a modification of the velum of the embryos of the
MuUiaca proper ; but it* relation to the middle of the neural surface,
and its insertion close behind the ganglion, which may be readily
observed in later stages, appear rather to indicate that it is the homo-
logue of the foot proper, and probably of the metapodium, as this is

the portion of the foot which in the Mollutca appears fint
In the further development of the MolltucMa there can bo no

question that, as regards the Polytoa, the neural region soon almost
oaves to grow, the further increase of the body taking place by the

disproportionate development of the htemal region, which constitutes
almost the whole of the body of the adult animal, and presents the
surface by which it becomes fixed. Again, simple inspection U sum

cient to show that the intestine extends into the great abdomen thus

developed ; that it acquires herewith a neural flexure ;
that the ten-

tacles are produced from the margins of its oral aperture ; and that

the pharynx acquires a Urge proportionate size.

In the Atcidioida the neural region remains in a like rudimentary
condition, the hieiual region undergoing a similar disproportionate

growth ; but it is next to impossible to ascertain from the study of

development whether this biomal outgrowth is formed behind the

anus or before it, inasmuch as the intestine has acquired its complete
bicmal flexure when its parU are fint distinguishable.

In the youngest state in which the different organs are distinguish-

able, the intestine is almost entirely bent up on to the lucuial side of

the body; the pharynx is a wide cavity (not wider proportionally
however than that of a Polyzoon); the tentacles spring from its

margin in exactly the same relative position as in a Polyzoon, and
there is no atrial cavity. By degrees the pharyngeal cavity enlarges still

more, the tentacles remaining comparatively rudimentary (jig. 12, i. 2).

Contemporaneously with these changes,the end of the intestine become*
more and more bent down towards the neural surface, and a cavity,
which in another Mollusc would be the mantle-cavity, appears around

its extremity ; a single or two lateral apertures (subsequently uniting
into one) are soon formed, and allow this cloacal portion of the atrial

cavitjuto communicate Kith the exterior. At the same time the atrium

extends on each side of the enlarged pharynx, detaching it from the

side of the body, and enveloping it just as a serous sac invests the

surface of a viscus. Ciliated apertures (at first one or two only on

each side) now pierce the wall of the enlarged pharynx, and increase

in number until it assumes the structure of the perfect branchial sac.

Finally, it depends upon the proportional development of the branchial

sac, and of the post-abdomen, whether the adult Ascidian shall belong
to the Branchial or to the Intestinal subtype.
We unfortunately know hardly anything of the development of the

Brackiopoda ; but so for as,the Polyzoa and Atcidioida are concerned,
it is obvious that the hypothetical modifications of the Archetype do
in fact faithfully represent the actual course of development (See
however the remarks, further on, as to the nature of the post-abdominal

outgrowth in haemal AloUutcoida and Mulluica.)

Development of the Neural MoUutca. The Lamellibranchiata. The
first step towards the production of the organs from the blastodermic

layer in this group is the development of one portion of its surface into

a disc with mixed edges provided with very long cilia (Jig. 1 2, u. 1 ). Next
in the inner substance of the germ the intestine appean as a solid man,
bent upon itself, towards what the eventual development of the foot

proves to be the neural surface
;
its oral portion being placed imme-

diately behind the ciliated disc (2). Finally, the haomol surface behind

the ciliated disc gradually gives rise to the two lobes of the mantle,

upon each of which a thin transparent pellicle, the first rudiment of

one valve of the shell, eventually appears. As development goes on

(3), the neural surface between the primarily approximated oral and
anal apertures becomes converted into the large foot andfaneaoaoma of

the LameUibranchs, which serve to lodge the principal mass of the

viscera, the abdomen never becoming developed into a great process
as in Gasteropoda. The great posterior adductor makes iU appear-
ance on the neural side of the intestine, and by its development the

latter is thrown up so as almost to appear to have a hivmal flexure.

The gills next appear as processes of the body within the mantle-

cavity, and therefore have not the remotest homology with the

pharyngeal branchial sac of Ascidions, any more than the two

siphoual apertures which are essentially dependent upon the union of

the two lobes of the mantle with the gills and with one another have

anything to do with the oral and cloacal apertures of the Ascidiana.

Finally, it is said that the ciliated disc becomes metamorphosed into

the labial palpi. This is a point well worthy of further investigation ; for

the arrangement and form of the appendages in Pecten lead us strongly
to believe, as we have said, that they are the homologues of the tenta-

cles in the Atculioida and J'oly:oa. On the other hand, there can be
no doubt that the ciliated disc of Lamellibranchs is homologous with

the ciliated lobes of the Uasteropod embryos; and these, there is

every reason to believe, are nothiug but the specially modified anterior

portion of the epipodium. The tentacles of the Polyzoa would thus

come to be the homologues of the epipodium ; but the validity of the

whole chain of reasoning obviously dependa upou whether the ciliated

disc does or doe* not become metamorphosed into the palpi a position
which the more requires confirmation as in the Gasteropoda the ciliated

lobes are now known entirely to disappear. However this may be,

what has been stated with regard to the main
steps

in the develop-
ment of the LameUibranchiata fully confirms the hypothetical deri-

vation of the type from the Common Plan.

Ptaopoda and Puimonata. In the primary stages of their develop-
ment no important distinction U to be drawn between the members
of this division and those of the last, except that in the Pteropoda the

ciliated disc is replaced by two ciliated lobes, one on each side ; and
in the I'ulmonate embryos by a contractile expansion their so-

called 'yelk-sac.' The primarily neural flexure of the intestine in

the Pulmonala, and the development of their mantle in front of the

anus (that is, the development of an abdomen), are fully demonstrated

by late observations upou their embryogeny. It is important to

remark, that in the Pteropoda the ciliated lobes of the embryo do not
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become the lateral alse of the adult form, but are a production of the
anterior part of the epipodium, which usually disappears in the adult.

Cephalopoda. lu this group the embryo attains amuch higherdevelop-
ment before leaving the egg, and the modifications which its primary
form undergoes are extremely instructive. The first organs of the

Cephalopod which appear on the germ-disc are (fig. 12, iv. 1) the mantle,
which is simply a thickening in the middle of the hcemal surface with
somewhat raised edges ;

around this is a surface representing the
mesosoma and foot, at one end of which is the mouth, and at the
other or anal extremity are placed two little processes, the rudiments
of the gills. Again, on each side of the mantle the mesosoma is pro-
duced into a longitudinal ridge occupying the precise position of the

epipodium. As development goes on, the haemal surface occupied by
the mantle grows out, and becomes a prominent sac, whose free edges
detaching themselves more and more for only a short distance ante-

riorly, but for almost the whole length of the sac posteriorly, give
rise to the mantle cavity (rv. 2). The intestine passing into the abdomen
thus formed becomes more and more bent upon itself, until at last it

makes a complete loop, open towards the neural side. With all this

the epipodium, remaining rudimentary in its anterior region, becomes a

free process on each side posteriorly (representing for a time the alae of
a Pteropod), but after a while these processes unite, and form a hollow

canal, the Funnel. The changes undergone by the margins of the
foot are not less remarkable

; they are produced from behind forwards
into four or five digitations on each side, the anterior pair of which
stretch in front of the mouth and unite over it; the digitations

elongate more and more, and the mouth is in consequence at last

placed in the centre of a sort of inverted cone, formed by the foot and
its prolongations the acetabuliferous arms (iv. 3).

Such may be ta'ien as a very short abstract of Professor Kb'lliker's

most valuable '

Entwickelungs-Geschichte der Cephalopoden," and it is

needless to point out that it is our hypothetical process of modification
of the Archetype into the Cephalopod type, in other words.

The Hcemal Mollusca. It is unnecessary to consider the develop-
ment of the separate families of these Molluscs, as the process, as far as

we know, is the same in all. We will take that of a Nudibranch
(Antiopa crutata) as a type, having recently had occasion to go over
it with especial reference to the points here under consideration.

The end of the process of yelk-division (which, we may remark in

passing, results, not in the formation of ' nucleated cells," but simply
in that of smaller and smaller packets of yelk-granules) in this

Mollusc, is the formation of a blastodermic layer investing the remainder
of the yelk. The whole embryo next becomes more or less bell-

shaped, a sort of rim, with very long cilia, appearing at the broader end,
while a minute prominence is seen at the opposite extremity (in. 1).

A straight line drawn from this prominence to the centre of the surface,
surrounded by the rim, would have the body of the creature symme-
trically disposed around it. On the one surface is a deep pit, formed

by the edges of the blastodermic layer ;
on the opposite a delicate trans-

parent cup, the rudiment of the future shell, and the indicator of the

position of the haemal surface and mantle, appears (in. 3). By degrees
the haemal surface becomes more and more prominent and the shell

larger. With this the prominence above referred to is thrust more
and more towards the right side, so that its position becomes quite

asymmetrical (it. 3, 5). At the same time the ciliated rim from being cir-

cular is produced laterally into a lobe on each side the ciliated lobes ;

the metapodium makes its appearance behind these as a small promi-
nence ;

and a delicate operculum is formed upon the metapodium. The

aperture of the mouth may now be observed behind the ciliated lobes

and between them and the metapodium ; and the internal substance

of the germ is seen to present the outlines of an alimentary canal,

consisting of a rounded gastro-hepatie mass and a narrower intestine,

which turns abruptly forwards and upwards, to end on the right side

more or less hxmally in the before-mentioned prominence, whose

position has become thus extensively altered. The mantle cavity has

begun to appear as a sort of pushing-in of the integument around

the anal prominence.
Two things are obvious in this series of developmental changes. In

the first place, the primary symmetrically of the embryo ; secondly,
the gradual asymmetry brought about by the development of that

portion of the body which bears the shell, and which is a portion of

the hicmal surface.

Now this is perfectly in accordance with our hypothetical derivation

of the Haemal Molltaca from the Archetype, and the only point which

remains to be proved is, that this over-developed lucmal surface is to

be considered as a post-abdomen, that is, as a post-anal portion of the

h.otnal surface.

This view has been taken in deriving these forms from the Archetype,
because it is much the more readily comprehensible, and has many
structural facts in its favour

;
but we are by no means prepared to

assert that the post-anal position of the h;cmal outgrowth in the

Hiemal Molliuca may not be a secondary production, the result of a

gradual twisting to one side and backwards of a primarily pre-anal

outgrowth of the haemal surface. The facts just detailed with regard
to the development of Antiopa would favour this view

; but, on the

other hand, sufficient attention has not been paid to the process of

development of other Oatteropoda to decide whether it is in these

reapects identical with that of the Nudibranchs or not. The anatomy

of adult Pectinibranchs and Pteropods would lead one to believe that

in these forms, at any rate, the hcemal flexure has been direct and

primary ; and it may be that a careful comparative study of develop-
ment of the Pectinibranchs and Nudibranchs will lead to the trans-

lation of the Nudibranchs to the Neural division, the final hiumal

flexure turning out to be a secondary modification. In the absence

of sufficiently conclusive studies of this kind, however, we prefer to be

guided by structural considerations, and thence to retain the Nudi-

branchs provisionally among the Molluscs with a haemal flexure. It

will probably be granted that the doctrine of a Common Plan among
the Mollusca, which has been advanced, will have its value as a guide

through the mazes of their varying organisation even although the

details of this first sketch should turn out to be even in many points
erroneous.

MOLOCH. [DKACONINA.]
MOLOSSUS. [CHEIROPTERA.]
MO'LOTHRUS (Swaiuson), a genus of Birds placed in the sub-

family Icterince, under the family Sturnidce, with the following generic
character : Bill very short, thick, finch-like, conic, entire ;

the culmen
not flattened, but slightly arched from the base, which ia rather ele-

vated. Wings lengthened, .pointed; the first quill longest. Tail

slightly rounded. Middle toe as long as the tarsus ;
lateral toes of

equal length ;
hind toe shorter than the tarsus. All the claws rather

small, and fully curved.

M. Pecoria, Sw., the Cow-Pen-Bird, Cow-Blackbird, Cow-Troopial,
and Cow-Bunting (Icterus Pecoria, Temm. ; Emberiza Pecoria, Wils.

;

Frinyilla Pecoria, Gm.).
Male : Head and neck brown, inclining to black; the rest of the

plumage shining black, glossy with violet reflections on the breast

and shot with greenish above ;
irkles hazel ; legs and claws black.

Cow-Bird (Molothrus Pecora).

a, mile
; b, fe:nile ; o, young. Wilsjn.
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Female : Sooty-brown above, pale beneath.

Young : Like the female, with the breast spotted.
ThU species i a native of America, and leads a wandering life,

appearing in the middle and northern States of the Union at the end

ofMarch or the beginning of April. The winter is ]ased in the southern

State* and warmer parts of the continent, where they are to be seen

with the Red-Wings (letma Pkcenictui) and the common Blackbirds

(Quucalut rertirolor) in the ploughed fields, according to Nuttall.

They attend on the cattle constantly, like many of the Stunixlir,

intent on picking up the insects which are disturbed by the qua-

druped* or haunt their
droppings,

nor do they in the colder weather

refuse to hunt for aquatic insects and small molluscs on the margins
of ponds, where, according to the author last quoted, they may be seen

in the winter season industriously turning over the leaves of water-

plants to glean such as may there adhere. But though they with

their associates are occasionally found in the rice and corn fields, it

seems that their depredations are not co-equal with those of their

companions, for the food of the Cow-Bunting appears to consist chiefly

of insects and such food as makes them for the most part independent
of the farmer.

The most curious of its habits remain to be told
;
for this vagabond

bird, like our cuckoo, never prepares a nest for itself, but drops its

egg in another's nest. As a concomitant to this ordinance they do

not pair, but polygamy prevails among the flock without exciting any

great jealowy ; though now and then there may be a battle, as is usual

in such cases, in which the strongest generally prevails. The egg,

which is nearly oval, varies in colour ; sometimes the ground-colour
is white tinged with green and sprinkled with spots of brown, and

sometimes pure white with nearly black spots. It is a very little larger

than that of the Blue-Bird. This supposititious egg is, it appears,

always hatched before the legitimate ones. Were this not the course

of nature, the species would probably perish ; for the legitimate nest-

lings would suffocate the newly-hatched foundling, as the latter actually

does suffocate the young of its foster-mother, when they afterwards

come into existence.

The favourite nests appear to be those of the Red-Eyed and White-

Eyed Flycatchers, and the Maryland Yellow-Throat; those of the

Blue-Bird, the Indigo-Bird, the Chipping-Sparrow, the Song-Sparrow,
the Blue-Eyed Yellow Warbler, the Blue-Gray Flycatcher, the Golden-

Crowned Thrush, and Wilson's Thrush, are however also selected as

places of deposit From the various and interesting accounts of this

curious phenomenon we select that of Nuttall, whose personal
observations we proceed to lay before the reader :

"When the female is disposed to
lay,

she appears restless and

dejected, and separates from the unregarding flock. Stealing through
woods and thickets, she pries into the bushes and brambles for the

nest that suits her, into which she darts in the absence of its owner,
and in a few minutes is seen to rise on the wing, cheerful and relieved

from the anxiety that oppressed her, and proceeds back to the flock

she bad so reluctantly forsaken. If the egg be deposited in the nest

alone, it is uniformly forsaken ;
but if the nursing parent have any of

her own, she immediately begins to sit. The Red-Eyed Flycatcher, in

whose beautiful basket-like nests I have observed these eggs, proves
a very affectionate and assiduous nurse to the uncouth foundling. lu

one of these I found an egg of each bird, and the hen already Hitting.

I took her own egg, and left the strange one; she soon returned, and,
as if sensible of what had happened, looked with steadfast attention,

and shifted the egg about; then sat upon it, but soon moved off;

again renewed her observation ; and it was a considerable time before

she seemed willing to take her seat, but at length I left her on the

nest. Two or three days after, I found that she hod relinquished her

attention to the strange egg, and forsaken the premises. Another of

these birds however forsook the nest on taking out the Cow-Bird's

egg, although she had still two of her own left. The unly example
perhaps to the contrary of deserting the nest when solely occupied by
the stray egg is in the Blue-Bird [Bi.uF.-Biitn], who, attached strongly
to the breeding-place*, in which it often continues for several years,
has been known to lay, though with apparent reluctance, after the

deposition of the Cow-Bird's egg. My friend Mr. C. Pickering found
two nects of the Blue-Eyed Yellow Warbler, in which had been depo-
sited an egg of a Cow-Bird previously to any of their own ; and, unable

to eject it, they had buried it in the bottom of the nest, and built

over it an additional story. I also saw, in the summer of 1830, a

similar circumstance with the same bird, in which the Cow-Bird's egg,

though incarcerated, was still visible on the upper edge, but could

never have been hatched. At times, I think it probable that they lay
in the nesU of larger birds, who throw out the egg, or that they drop
their eggs on the ground without obtaining a deposit, as I have found
an egg of this kind thus exposed and broken. I have also remarked
sometimrs two of these eggs in the same nest, but in this cose one of

them commonly proves abortive." The same author in 1 831 saw a

ben Red-Eyed Flycatcher sitting on two eggs, and one of the Cow/
Bird ; and he adds that this species, Virto olivacevt, and (more lately)

rirntylra oltraeta of Bonaparte, Mtucicapa oliracta, Linn., appears
to be its most usual nurse. He has known this Vino begin her incu-

bation with only an egg of each kind, whilst in other nests he has
observed as many as three belonging to the 1'i'reo, as well as that of

the intruder; and he suggeete that, from the largeness of the egg, the

nest probably immediately feels full to the incubating bird, so as to

induce her to ait directly, when the larger egg, being brought nearer

to the body of the nurse than her own, is first hatched, generally, as

he believes, on the twelfth or thirteenth day. The legitimate eggs
are hatched about a day later, are often stifled by the superior size

of the stranger, which is affectionately nursed by the poor dupe of a

dam, and when the young are dead are conveyed to a distance by the

parent and dropped ;
but they are never found immediately below the

nest, as would be the case if they were ejected by the young Cow-IUnl,
as is done by the young Cuckoo. [CucCLiDJC.]

"
Indeed,

'

continues

Mr. Nuttall,
" as far as I have had opportunity of observing, the

foundling shows no hostility to the natural brood of his nurses, but
he nearly absorbs their whole attention, and early displays his charac-

teristic cunning and self-possession. When fully fledged they quickly
desert their foster-parent, and skulk about in the woods, until at

length they instinctively join company with those of the same feather,

and now becoming more bold, are seen in parties of five or cix in the

fields and lanes gleaning their accustomed subsistence. They still

however appear shy and watchful, and seem too selfish to study any-

thing more than their own security and advantage." TheCow-liird

is but a poor songster. Its flitting migrations are generally made in

the night or in the gray of the morning.
Besides the localities noted above, this species is also found in Mexico,

but according to Audubon it is rare and a visitor only in Louisiana.

Prince Bonaparte, in his
'

Geographical and Comparative List,' gives
" America generally

"
as its locality.

Mr. Darwin (' Journal and Remarks ') states that another species

(Le Troupiale Commun of Azara), of a purplish black-colour, with a

metallic lustre, feeds on the plain near Maldonado in large flock*,

mingled with other birds. Several, he says, may often be seen

standing on the back of a cow or horse. While perched on a hedge,
and pluming themselves in the sun, they sometimes attempt to sing,

or rather to hiss :

" the noise is very peculiar ; it resembles that of

bubbles of air passing rapidly from a small orifice under water, so as

to produce an acute sound." Azara states that this bird, like the

cuckoo, deposits its eggs in other birds' nests.
"

I was several times

told by the country people that there was some bird with this habit ;

and my assistant in collecting, who is a very accurate person, found

a nest of the sparrow of the country (a Zunotrichia) with one egg in

it larger than the others, and of a different colour and
shape."

egg is now in the museum of the Zoological Society of London.
MOLVA. [LOTJL]
MOLYBDE'NUM, a Metal discovered by Scheele in 1778, in a

mineral which resembles and had been confounded with plumbago : ho

gave it the Greek name of MoAi/^Saim. This mineral is composed of

sulphur and molybdenum ;
and it has also been met with in other

states of combination presently to be mentioned. This substance was
however first reduced to its metallic state by Hjelm, another Swedish

chemist, and its properties have been since particularly examined by
Bucholz and Berzelius.

The metal is obtained from the native sulphuret by reducing it to

fine powder and beating it in aqua regia ; by this the sulphur is con-

verted into sulphuric acid, and the metal into molybdic acid, which
remains in the state of a white powder after being heated to expel
the sulphuric acid ;

when this is very strongly heated with charcoal,
it is reduced to the metallic state ; or the metal may be procured by
pasting hydrogen gas at a high temperature over the acid in a porcelain
tube. This metal is obtained as a porous mass or in globules, and has

not yet been procured in the state of a button or bar. The grains are

somewhat crystalline; sometimes they are of a silver-white-colour.

When obtained by the reduction of the oxide, this metal has not much
lustre, but acquires it by burnishing. Its density is 8-0. When long

exposed to the air at ordinary temperatures, it appears to tarnish, but
the oxidation is superficial. By exposure to air and heat, it is

first converted into brown oxide, afterwords it becomes blue, and

eventually molybdic acid, which is white. This oxidation does not

however take place completely, but only at the surface. Sometimes
the metal takes fire at the moment of oxidation. It does not decompose
w.lt' T.

Ores of Molybdenum. Oxide of molybdenum occurs encrusting the

sulphuret of molybdenum, and also between its lamina) in thin layers.

Ita structure is thin fibrous, earthy, friable, and pulverulent. Colour

pale-yellow or greenish.
It has been found only in small quantity in Scotland, Norway, and

North America. Its composition has not been ascertained.

Molybdic Acid or Molybdic Ochre occurs in nature in combination

with lead and silver.

Sulphuret of Molybdenum, Molybdenite, is the most common
mineral of this metal. Occurs crystallised and massive. Primary
form a rhomboid. Crystallises in hexagonal crystals. Cleavage very

distinct, perpendicular to the axis. Fracture indistinct Hardness,
scratches talc, is scratched by calcareous spar. Colour lead-gray, and
streak the same. Flexible in thin laminae, but not elastic. Lustre

metallic. Opaque. Specific gravity 4'.V.)1. Rubbed on paper, it

leaves a gray metallic mark, and on porcelain a greenish one. Massive

variety amorphous; structure foliated, granular. When heated by
the blow-pipe on charcoal, emits a sulphurous vapour, and leaves a

powdery residue. It occurs in various parts of the world in England,
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France, Germany, and America
;
more especially however in Saxony

and Bohemia. It contains, according to Bucholz, 60 parts of molyb-
denum and 40 of sulphur.
Molybdenum combines, as already noticed, with oxygen, and forms

two oxides and one acid ; but these we have not thought it requisite
to describe, any more than its other compounds, for it is not used in

any form whatever.

Molybdate of Lead occurs native. [LEAD.]
MOMORDICA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Cucurbitacece. The flowers are moncecious, yellow or white ; the
staminiferous flowers have a 6-cleft calyx, with a very short tube, a

5-parted corolla, tridelphous stamens, with connate anthers
;
the pro-

tilliferous flowers have three sterile filaments, the styles bifid, the

ovary 3-celled
;
the fruit opens with elasticity when ripe ; the seeds

compressed, reticulated.

M. Elateriuin, Linnaeus (Ecbalium, Elateum, Prichard), the Wild or

Squirting Cucumber. The plant is hispid, scabrous, glaucous; the
stem prostrate, without tendrils ;

the leaves cordate, somewhat lobed,

crenate-toothed, very rugose, on long stalks ;
the ripe fruit is about

two inches long, roundish, muricate, green, and fleshy ; possessing the

power of ejecting, along with a mucilaginous greenish juice, the com-

pressed ovate smooth seeds ; on which account it is called the Squirting
Cucumber. The juice has an extremely bitter taste, and even in very
small quantity acts violently as a hydrogogue cathartic, producing
numerous watery stools. It owes its power to an acrid and drastic

bitter extractive, to which the name of Elaterin has been given. This
is soluble in alcohol, ether, and fat oils, but scarcely soluble in water
or dilute alkalies or acids, while strong acids destroy it.

The very minute dose which is required of Elaterin recommends
it in many cases a^ a remedy in dropsy, especially ascites, but few

persons can bear the violence of its action for any considerable time ;

two or three days should always be allowed to elapse before repeating
the dose. It is apt to cause vomiting as well as purging, and a dose

of even a quarter of a grain may produce such extreme action as to

sink the patient into a state of alarming debility. It grows wild in

the south of Europe, and is cultivated in England. The Elaterin was
known to the ancients ; it is & "Ayptos 2i/ci/os of Theophrastus and
Uioscorides. It is the Cucumut tylvestrii of Pliny. It was much

employed by Hippocrates.
if. Balsimina, Linmeus, is supposed to be the plant Neuroipcrma

ctupidata by Hafinesque, the fruit of"which is stated to be a dangerous

poison.
if. operculata, Linnaeus, has 5 -lobed toothed leaves; elliptical

angular tuberculated fruit, with a deciduous rostrum-like lid, green,

dry internally, and divided into 3 cells by a plexus of entangled

fibres; seeds compressed, black. This plant is a native of South

America, and is common on the coast of Essequibo. It is one of the

bitterest of all known substances.

(Lindley, Flora Medica; Fraaa, Synopsis Flora: Clalsica.)

MOMOT, or MOTMOT, the common name for the species of

Birds belonging to the genus Prionita, Illiger. This genus has the

following characters: Both mandibles slightly curved and com-

pressed ;
the margins with strong denticulations. Tongue long,

slender ; the sides ciliated. Wings short, rounded. Tail lengthened,
cuneated. Feet gressorial, as in Merops. (Sir.)

Mr. Swainson (' Classification of Birds ') remarks that every writer

since the days of Linnaeus (who at first actually classed them in the

same genus) has placed the Motmots (Prionita) and the Toucans

(Rampliatto) close together, not only from the similarity of their

habits, but from the structure of the tongue, which in both is" long,

and so much ciliated at its sides as to resemble a feather ; so far there-

fore, he observes, the resemblance is unquestionable.
"
But," con-

tinues Mr. Swainson, "the feet of the Motmot are totally different

from the Toucan ; they are not scansorial, but of that particular

structure so common among the Pisslrostra. The Toucans, we know,
from personal observation, to be gregarious, living in flocks, and seek-

ing their food from the tops of lofty trees
;
the Motmot is solitary,

hiding in the deep shades of the forests, and, like other air-feeding

birds, is always found sitting nearly motionless. Here then is a very
obvious departure from the structure and habits of the Toucan. The

question then is, to what does it lead ? If to the Hornbills (which
has been inferred from the structure of the feet), we should have no

diminution in the size of the bill, which in both the Hornbills and

Toucans is equally large, but in the Motmot of an ordinary and pro-

portionate size : we should further expect a bird which was gregarious,

since both these groups are so. Yet there is nothing in the Motmot,

beyond its feet, which will at all assimilate it to the Perchers ; while

its fissirostral habit of catching its food upon the wing, and the dis-

covery of the broad-billed species, Priorities plalyrhtjnclim, seems to

us a conclusive argument for placing this genus in the fissirostral

order, as more intimately connected to the Jacamars (Galbula)

[HALCYOMD-E] than to any other known genus."
P. Hejxcanut is green above, paler beneath ;

head and neck above

crimson ,
ears black, varied, and tipped with bright-blue stripes ; belly

white. (Sw.)
Mr. Swainson ('Zool. 111.') states that the Motmots, or Momots,

" so

named from their monotonous note, live only in the tropical forests of

the New World, preferring those deep recesses of perpetual shade

where a high canopy of matted foliage nearly excludes the rays of a

vertical sun. They appear even more solitary in their disposition than
the Trogons ;

their note may be heard, morning and evening, from the

depths of the forests, but the bird is never seen, unless the hunter

comes unexpectedly upon its retreat. This we have generally found
to be a low withered branch completely shaded and just at the edge
of such paths as are made by the Cavies or the Indians. The Jacamars
and the Trogons both love these shady nooks, where they sit nearly

motionless, watching for passing insects, on which they dart. Such is

no doubt the manner in which the Motmot feeds
;
but his strong con-

formation enables him to capture larger game. Travellers assert that

he also devours the eggs and young of other birds, like the Toucans ;

this we believe, as both have the same long and feather-like tongue."

frionila Mexicantis.

Dr. G. R. Gray makes the Monwlince, a sub-family of the Todid<~.,

consist of the genus Crypticus, Sw. (Momotits, Leadb.
; Prionitet, Sw.),

and the genus Moinotiu, Briss. (Buryphonus, Yieill. ; Prionlles, 111. ;

Momota, Shaw ; Kamphuttoi, Linn.)
MONAS. [INFUSORIA.]

MONASITE, or MONAZITE, a Mineral with tha following com-

position :

Oxide of Cerium 26'00

Oxide of Lanthanum . . . . 23'40

Thoria 17'95

Phosphoric Acid 28'50

Oxide of Tin 2'10

Protoxide of Manganese 1'90

Lime . 170
-101-55

It occurs in modified oblique prisms. It has a perfect and brilliant

basal cleavage. It is only found in small imbedded crystals. It has

a brown or brownish-red colour ; subtransparent, or nearly opaque.
The lustre vitreous, inclining to resinous. It is found near Platoust

in Russia.

MONASSA, Vieillot's name for a genus of Birds (Hermit Birds of

Swainson and others). [HALCYONIDJE.]
'

MONESES (from ju<Ws, sole, or alone), a genus of Plants belonging
to the natural order Ericaoeue and the tribe Pyrolece. It has a 5-toothed

calyx; 5-lobed corolla ;
10 inclined stamens; the anthers dehiscing at

the base by two holes, the cells elongated and tubular ; the stigma

5-toothed; the capsule 5-celled; the valves dehiscing from the apex,

destitute of torneiitum. There is but one species of this genus,

M. grandiflora. It has a creeping root ; large solitary terminal droop-

ing open white flowers, nearly an inch broad ; very large stigmas. It

is a native of Europe, Asia, and North America, iu Alpine mossy
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It U found in Great Britain, in the mouuUinoui woods of

Scotland.

MONEY-WORT. [LTWJUCIHA.]
MONGOOSE, or MONGOOZ, one of the names of a species of

Macauco, Lemur ilonyv:. Linn. [LBMVRIDA.]
MON1MIAVE.*:, Momimiattt, constitute a little-known natural

order of Plant*, wboee moat striking distinction consist* in the flowers

being naked and collected together into involucre, some male and some
female ; the male involucra having their inner surface thickly covered
with numerous stamens

; the female including several carpels, each
of which has a single ovule in it* interior. The genera are eight
and the specie* about forty in number, and are mostly South American

woody plant*, shrubs, or trees, with fragrant aromatic secretions.

Their real affinity is unsettled. If the prevailing opinion as to their
structure is correct, they must be regarded as near allies of Urticacea ;
but if what is now called the involucre should be shown to be a calyx,
as it was considered till Brown suggested the contrary, they will take
their station near Lauractir, with which their aromatic qualities
assimilate them. Lindley regards their true station as near to

Myritticacta. , Boldoa, the Boldu of Chili, produces an aromatic
succulent fruit, which is eaten. The wood and leaves of this plant
are fragrant. The bark is used for tanning.

Uonimia rotundi/olia.

I, a male Involucre ; J, a female involucre; 3, the lart cut open to nhoir the
carpel. ; 4, a ripe fruit ; 4, s view of the ripe crpcU contained in the Utter,
the iUTolucrum being partly cut away.

,
or MO'NITORS, a family of Laoertian Reptiles:

the name Monitor has been given to the typical genus of this family
in consequence of the supposed warning given by them of the vicinity
of crocodile*. The warning of these Monitory Lizards was said to be
a hissing or whistling ; but the better opinion is, that they obtained
credit for this monition solely from the accident of their haunts, which
are for the most part in the neighbourhood of the waters, and conse-
quently bring them sometimes into company with the destructive and
gigantic reptile* above-mentioned.

r.^ Kofj
10 k**" *eU> n both jaw*, but none on the palate.

CuTier divides them into two groups, and Fitzinger into three, under
the names of Taj.inambit, Yaranut, and Ptammonaurut. Dr J E
Gray makes the itoniiorida the first family of his Leptoyloua, or
Slendet-Tongued Lizard*.

Character of the Family. Head with minute polygonal shield* ;
teeth adnate to the inner side of the jaws ; tongue elongate, slender,
retractile into a sheath at iU bases ; scales small, roundish, placed in
cross rings, those of the sides like those of the back ; leg. 4, strong ;

toe* 8-5, compressed, unequal; thigh* poreless; supraorbitel plate
bony.
The species are inhabitant* of the Old World, and frequent the

banks of rivers.

The genera and species of the 'British Museum Catalogue' are as
follows :

A. Tail round, without any keel above. Terrestrial.

PtammoKtunu, Fit*. Nostrils ovate, oblique, near the orbits. Tail

roundish, not keeled above, with convex sides, unarmed. Scales not

pierced. Toe* unequal, rather elongate. Teeth slender, acute.

P. Scinuu, Gray, the Ouaran (I'arantu Seine**, Merrem
; 7V;.i-

nanilii* yruetu, Daud.; Monitor terrain, Cuv.
;
Ounui cle Forskal,

Geoff ; Tupinambit orenoritu, I. Geoff.). Gray, obscurely banded
with an obscure streak on each side of the head and neck. It is a
native of Northern Africa.

P. (?) Carpicut, Eichw., the Caspian Ouaran. It inhabit* the

Caspian Sea.

Odatria, Gray. Nostrils ovate, longituJiuil, sub anterior ; teeth

compressed, acute. Tail elongate, round, not keeled above; scale*

large, sharply keeled, sub-spinoae. Back with elongate narrow keeled
scales. Ventral shield elongate. Toes ratlirr unequal, elongate.

O.punctata, Gray (Monitor trutu, Schlegel), the Dotted Odatria,

Gray-olive, with narrow black reticulated lines, leaving largo hexagonal
spots; bead, limbs, and toil blackish, with a few pale spot*, dark-
bonded. Ventral shield twice as long as broad. Tail round, scale*

over the eye small, granular. Male (?) with a tuft of conical spinr-liku
scales on each side of the vent It is a native of Western Australia.

0. ocdlata, Gray, Uie Eyed Odatria. Black, with rather large yellow
rings ; limbs and tail yellow-spotted. Toil round ; scales of the tail

broad, oval, spinose. Scales over the eyes small, granular. Ventral
shields twice as long as broad. It is a native of the north-western
coast of Australia.

O. Timorcntit (Monitor Timorensin, Gray; Tuftiiuimlii* riridimaen-

latiu, Daud.), the Timor Odatria. Black, yellow-dotted, dots forming
rings and spots ; head yellow and black-dotted. Scales over the orbits

small, granular ; of forehead larger. Ventral shields nearly as broad
as long. Tail slightly compressed above, sub-triangular ; base of tail

unarmed. Is is a native of Timor.

It. Tail with a compressed keel above, formed of two rows of
scales. Nostrils large, oblong, oblique. Aquatic.

lltijtnin. Nostrils large, oblong, oblique, near the nrliit Tail

shortish, thick, doubly keeled above ; scales oblong, bluntly i,

Toes short, sub-equal. Teeth rounded. Scales large, convex, sur-
rounded with numerous granulations. Head short.

R. alboyularit (Tujnnamuit alboyularii, Daud.
; Monitor HUH!,

A. Smith; 1,'araniu omatiu, var. Merrem; M. cj-anthcmaticiu, var.

Capentii, Schlegel,
' Abbild.' 71), the White-Throated Regenin. Dark

brown, with large white spots, pole beneath, with a dark streak on
each side of the back of the neck. Nostrils near the orbit. Scales
rather large of the head convex. It is found in South Africa.

Ji. ocellatiu (I'arantu oeeUatut, Riippell ; Tupinambit cjeantkc-

matictu, Daud. ; M. acantkcmatictu, var. Schlejfel), the Eyed Regenia.
Nostrils rather further from tho orbit. Scales large of the neck
largest, of the head tubercular. It is a native of Senegal

i'mpayiuia. Gray. Nostrils large, oblong, oblique, in front of the
muzzle. Tail as long as the body and head, tapering, roundish, witli
a double-edged keel above ; scales sharply keeled. Toes rather short,
sub-equal Teeth acute. Scales ovate, keeled. Head short.

. Jtavetctm, Gray (Monitor jlarctcmi, Gray ; 1,'aranu* Rtutrlii,

Schlegel ; U. Piguotii, Dum. et Bib. ;
M. exanthematicvi, var. Indica,

Schlegel), the Indian Empagusia. Olive, with yellowish cross-bauds.
Head-shields sub-equal ; eye-brows with a central series of larger
plates. It is found in NepauL

Varanta, Merrem. Nostrils oblong, rather oblique in the centre,
between the apex of the muzzle and the orbits. Tail elongate, com-
pressed, with a double-edged keel above. Toe* elongate, unequal,
strong. Head elongate.

a. Shields over the orbits small, sub-equal.
U. heraldicut ; Monitor hcralilicui, Gray ; the Heraldic Varan.

Black, with cross rows of pale-eyed spots; pale beneath; black-
banded. Shields over the orbit* small, sub-equal It is a native of
India,

U. lunatut, the Lunated Uaran. Nostrils largo, nearly central;
shields over the orbit small, sub-equal. Dark brown, with lunate
band* directed backwards on the neck and forwards on the body, and
with cross-bands on the tail

; belly and under side of tail whitish.
It is found in India,

U. ornattu, the Philippine Uaran. Nostrils large, central
;
shields

over orbit small, sub-equal Olive
;
neck and front of the body with

pale-spotted broad black cross-bauds; the hinder part of the body and
tail with pale spots. It is a native of the Philippine Island*.

/'. /Hmtrilii; Monitor Dumerilii, Miiller; Duincril's Uaran. Brown,
with objcure cross-bands, with a black spot on side of neck. Sliif M<
of the head and over the orbit nearly equal, moderate. Scales large,
convex. It is a native of Borneo.

I', riuticollii, tho Rough-Necked Uaran. Nostrils large, nearer the
orbit than the end of the muzzle ; shields over the orbits nearly

square, the hinder central ones rather larger. Scales of the back

triangular, keeled ; of the neck largo, prominent Muzzle elongate.
Black, with white streaks on back of neck, and bands across the back.
It is found in the Philippine Islands.
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4. Scales over the orbit small, with a central longitudinal series

of larger plates.

V. nebtdosua (Monitor nebulosus, Gray ; M. nebidatus, Schlegel
the Coloured Uaran. Nostrils large, rather nearer the orbit that
the end of the muzzle ; orbital shield with a larger series

; back o
neck with converging dark streaks. It is a native of India.

C. Tail triangular, compressed, and with a doubly-toothed
crest above. Nostrils small, round. Aquatic.

Monitor, Gray (Polydatdalui, Wagler; Uaranus, Fitz.). Nostril

small, round, in the middle, between the apex of the muzzle and th
front angle of the eye. Tail elongate, compressed, with a double

edged keel above. Toes elongate, unequal, strong. Teeth rounded.

a. Scales over the eyea equal. Nape with lunate bands. African.

M. Niloticu* (Lacerta Nilotica, Hasselq. ; L. Capensis, Sparm.
Tupinambit orneUtu, Daud.

; Stellio Saurus, Laur.
;

T. dcgans, Daud.
T. ttellatui, Daud. ; M. pulcher, Leach), the Nilotic Monitor
Head gray, when young with concentric rows of white spots. Back o
neck with lunate cross bands. Under side of body and head grayish
white-spotted when young, black cross banded. The shield over thi

yes flat, sub-equal, many-sided.

Nilotic Monitor (Monitor JTiloticus).

It is found in Egypt, where the modern Egyptians have a fablo that
the animal is a young crocodile which has been hatched on dry land
its indeed all young crocodiles are but they mean, we suppose, to

convey the idea that it is a dwindled and neglected offspring. The
species is to be found on the monuments of the ancient Egyptians,
probably on account of its devouring the eggs of the crocodile.

*, akull of Monitor
,
seen from above

; ft, undcr-jaw of same.

ft. Scales over the eyes equal. Nape coloured like the back.

M. Dracama, Gray (Lacerta, Dracana, Linn.
; Stellio Salveguardia,

Laur.
; Tupinambis Bengalemig, Daud. ; T. Indicia, Daud. ; T. Cepe-

diantu, Daud. ; Uaranus guttatut, U. punctalut, and V. A rgu,
Merrem

; M. gemmatiw, Gudrin), the Indian Monitor. Brown; black-

spotted or yellow-eyed when young. Nostrils central
; scales over the

eyes flat, small, sub-equal ;
of the head rather larger. It is a native

<>f India.

M. (r'ouldi, Schlegel (Hydrotaurns Gouldii, Gray), Gould's Monitor.
Neck with two yellow streaks on the side ; scales over the eyes small,
granular; of forehead larger. Ventral shields small, longer than
broad. It is found in north-western Australia.

c. Scales over the eyes with a larger central series.

M. Morottigma, Cuv., the Dotted Monitor. Olive,-with greenish
dots. Nostrils rather nearer the muzzle than the eyes; head-scales
flat ; scales over the orbit unequal, the central series very large.

Jli/ilmaurui, Wagler (Titpinambw, Fitz.). Nostrils obloug, longi-
tudinal, near the apex of the muzzle. Tail elongated, with a double-

edged keel above. Toes unequal, elongate. Teeth compressed,
harp-edged, denticulated. Scales small.
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* Scales over the orbit equal. Neck with lunate bands.

H. varius, Gray, (Lacerta varia, Shaw; Tupinambis varicgatus)
Daud.

; Hydrmaurus, var. Wagler), the Lace-Lizard. Scales over the
orbit very email, equal. It is a native of Australia.
H. Bcttii (Uaranus Bellii, Dum. et. Bib.), Bell's Lace-Lizard. Pale,

body and tail with broad black cross bands
; scales of the orbit dilated,

equal.

** Scales on the orbit equal, small. Neck spotted like the back.

H, gigantens, Gray, the Gigantic Lace-Lizard. Brown, back and
tail with cross bands of large black-edged white spots ;

neck and under
side of body pale, with large black round reticulations ; legs white-
spotted ;

toes rather short, strong ; shields of the head sub-equal,
convex, over the orbits very small, granular. Found on the coast of
Australia.

** Scales over the orbits with a larger central longitudinal series.

H. Salvaior (H. bivittatus, Wagler, Stellio Salvalor, Laur. ; Tupi-
nambis bimttatus, Kuhl

; Uaranus mttatus, Lesson
; Monitor elcgaitx,

Gray; Lacerta Monitor (?) Herm. ; M. marmoratus, Weigmann; U.

Ciimingii, Martin; Tupinambis exilis, Reiuw.), the Two-Streaked
Lace-Lizard.

H. praiinta (Monitor prasinus, Miiller), the Green Lace-Lizard.

Green, with narrow dark cross bands, generally placed in pairs, those
of the neck lunate, the rest transverse, with a brown streak on the
cheek behind the nostril ; head-shields flat, rather large, those over
the orbits larger in a series. It inhabits the west coast of New
Guinea.
The Great Fossil Lizard [MEGALOSAHRDS] appears to have partaken

of the structure of the Monitors and the Crocodiles. The Mosasaurua
was also very nearly allied to the Monitory Lizards. [MosASAUBUS.J
An account of the dissection, by Mr. Martin, of a Monitor that died
at the Gardens of the Zoological Society in the Regent's Park, in 1831,
will be found in the '

Proceedings of the Society
'

for that year.

MONK, a kind of Seal. [PnociD.E.1
MONK-FISH. [SQUALIDJE.]
MONK'S-HOOD. [ACONITOM.]
MONK'S-RHUBARB. [RuMEX.]
MONKEY, the name usually applied to those forms among the

Simiada which posses a tail. [QUADBUMANA.]
MONO. [ATELES.]
MONOCEROS. [EOTOMOSTOMATA.]
MONOCHIROS. [PLEURONECTIM:.]
MONOCHLAMYDE^E, a subdivision of the class of Exogenous

Plants. The group is characterised by possessing a single perianth, that

is, the calyx and corolla not distinguishable or wanting. [ExooENS.]
MONOCHROITE. [CHROMIUM.]
MONOCONDYL^EA", M. D'Orbigny's name for a sub-genus of

Unionidte, which he describes as equivalve, inequilateral, sub-rotund
or angulated with a hinge formed of a large, obtuse, round, cardinal
tooth in each valve, but without lateral teeth. M. Paraguayans,
D'Orbigny, is an example.
MONOCOTYLE'DONS are those plants which are now more com-

monly called Endogens. [ENDOGENS.] They derive their name from
their seed having generally only one cotyledon ; but there are excep-
tions to this, as in wheat, which possesses a second cotyledon in a

rudimentary state. Usually the single cotyledon of these plants roll*

up, inclosing the radicle and plumula, so that the embryo appears fo

be a cylinder with no interruption to the continuity of its surface
;

but there are many deviations from this, the most striking of vvhioh
are those of Grasses and Aquatic Monocotyledons.
MONOCULUS. [DAPHNIA.]
MO'NODON, the Liunasan name for the Narwhal. [CETAOEA.]
MONODONTA, Lamarck's name for a genus of Trochidic, the

columella of which terminates abruptly in a tooth or notch. It is the
Odontis of Sowerby. [TROCHID*.]
MONOI'CA, M. De Blainville's name for his second sub-class of the

class Paracephalophora. [MALACOLOGY.]
MONO'LEPIS, a genus of Macrurous Crustacea intermediate

between Porcellana and Megalopa, established by M. Say.
MONOMYA'RIA, Lamarck's name for his second order of Conchi-

fera, consisting of those Conchifers which have but one principal
muscular impression in each valve of the shell. [CoNcmFERA ;

MALACOLOGY.]
MONOPHYLLUS. [CHEIROPTERA.]
MONOPLEUROBRANCHIA'TA, M. De Blaiuville's name for his

;hird order of Paracephalophora Monoica. [MALACOLOGY.]
MONOSTEGA. [FORAMINIFEHA.]
MONOTHALA'MIA, Lamarck's name for his second division of

Cephalopoda, including one genus only, namely, Argonauta. [CEPHA-
OPODA; MALACOLOGY.]
MONOTIGMA, Dr. J. E. Gray's name for a genus of turbinated

hells allied to Turritelta.

MONOTREMES, M. Geoffrey's name for certain Edentate Mam-
malia which have but one external aperture for the passage of the

emen, the urine, and the other excrements.
The organs of generation of these extraordinary animals present, as

might be anticipated, singular anomalies. The different canals termi-

3 L
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nt in the urethra, which last opens into the cloaca. Thoir hit .

niittrnt male organ lies hid, when in repose, in a theath which opens

by means of a Dole toward* the bottom of the cloaca. Their uterus

merely consist* of two canals which open separately, and each of them

by a double orifice into the urethra, which is large, nml, as in the male,
has iU exit in the cloaca. It was for a long time doubted whether
these animals were oviparous or viviparous, but there is now every
reason for believing that the young are excluded from the body of

the parent alive. Though they have no pouch, they still possess the

supernumerary bones which exist in the Martufiiala. [MAHSLTIATA.]
In other parts of their osseous structure they are remarkable for

possessing a sort of clavicle, placed more forward than the ordinary
clavicle, and analogous to the os furcatoriun, furcifonu bone, or merry-

thought, in birds. The corscoid bone also reaches the sternum. The

yes are very small, and there is no external concha to the ear. Two
genera only are known, Echidna and Ornithorhynchiu [ECHIDNA ;

ORHITHORIIVSI-HGS.]
MONOTKOPA (from fudw, one, and rpidroi, a turn), a genus of

Plants belonging to the natural order Ericareir and the tribe Mono-

tropetc. It is often regarded as the typo of an order, Afonotropacett.
It has a 4-5 parted calyx ;

a corolla of 4-5 petals each, with a hooded
nectariferous base ; 8-10 stamens with kidney-shaped 1 -celled 2-valved

anthers ; a peltate stigma ;
the capsule 5-cclled, 5-valved. many-seeded.

The species of this genus are singular-looking plants, found growing
at the roots of trees, and destitute of the green and bright colours

which characterise the other forms of vegetation.
If. Hypopityt, Yellow Birds'-Nest, has 'the flowers in a drooping

cluster, lateral ones with 8 stamens, the terminal ones with 10 stamen*,
the fruit erect, the bracts and flowers glabrous externally. The stem
nf this plant attains a height of 6 or 8 inches, is succulent, simpl",
clothed with ovate scales, terminating in a short cluster, dingy yellow,
at length turning nearly black ; the flowers with large scaly bracts.

It is a native of Great Britain. This, with the other species of Mono-

tropa, being constantly found at the roots of trees, was supposed to be

parasitical upon them ; recent researches have however led to the

conclusion that in the case of this species such an opinion i erroneous.

Mr. Rylands, in a paper published in the '

Phytologist,' page 341, has

given the result of a very accurate investigation of this subject, and
has proved that the fibrillic of the roots ot Monotropa possess spongioles
and take up their nutriment in the same way as other plants. Most

specimens of Jfonolropa, when recently dug up, present masses of a

fibrous substance, which adhere to their fibrils and the roots of the

plant near which they grow, so closely, that they were supposed to bo

portions of the roots of the Monotropa. On examining this fibrous sub-

atance with care, Mr. Rylands found that in all cases it consisted of a

species of byssoid fungus which had been developed upon the roots of

the Monotropa, having no organic connection with the plant. The

species of fungus varied in different specimens, and were found to

belong to hitherto undescribed forms of Cryptogamia. There can be
little doubt that the other species of ifonotropa are of the same nature

as Hypopilyi. and that their parasitism is imaginary. Some writers

have referred the species here described, and two others, to a genus
called Hypopityt. This includes the European species, whilst the old

genus Monotropa embraces two American species, M. Moritoniana and
if. wivCoro. The last species have not the musky semi-fragrant odour
of those belonging to the genus Jfypopityt.

(Don, IHthlamydtout Planti ; Phytologitt, vol. i. ; Bftbington,
Manual of Britith Botany.)
MONOTROPA'CE-iE, Fir-Rapa, are a small natural order of

Monopetalons Exogenous Plants, said to be parasitical upon the roots

of pines and other trees, and covered with brown scales instead of

leaves. They resemble Orobanchoxta, from which they difiVr in their

regular flowers and multilocular ovary. In natural classifications they
are usually placed in the neighbourhood of Ericacea, on account of

their flowers being monopetalons with hypogynous stamens. The

species are natives of Europe, Asia, and North America in cool places,

especially in fir-woods. There are only six genera, Monotropa, J/i//n>-

Pteroipora, Schicrinlzia, CorallophyUum, and PHoluma. The

species are about ten. Their uses are few. Some of them have n

delicate smell of violets or pinks. The North American Indians aro

said to employ Pteroipora Andromedta as an anthelmintic and diapho-
retic. [MONOTBOPA.] (Undley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
MONKADITK, a Mineral belonging to the silicate of magnesia

isrlm It occurs massive. Cleavage, one distinct, and another im-

perfect. Colour pale yellowish, verging on red. Hardness nearly that

of felspar. Lustre vitreous. Specific gravity 3-2673. It is found at

Bergen in Norway. It* analysis by Erdmann gives :

Silica ....... 66-17

Magnesia ...... 31-63

Protoxide of Iron ..... 8-66

Water ....... 4'04-100-40

MONSTER, or MONSTROSITY, a term applied to those indivi-

duals amongst plants and animals which prevent any irregularity in

their general form or the form of the organs of which they are

composed.
The term Monstrosity is often applied to those anomalies only which

are apparent externally, and which produce more or less deformity ;

but, in a scientific point of view, it includes every variation, either

external or internal, in any organ, from its most general or natural

conformation ; and it is in the latter sense that we shall here treat of it.

Monsters were formerly regarded as sports or prodigies of nature,
and these ignorant notions, with respect to their true character, con-

tinued prevalent among all classes of people until the commencement
of the last century, and are even now held by the uninformed. By
the physiologist however the study of the various anomalies of organi-
sation in plants, animals, and man are now viewed as a branch of

natural science. An accurate anatomical examination of monstrosities

and a minute acquaintance with embryology and structure, have
shown that the formation of these different imperfect beings is

governed by the same laws which preside over the formation of perfect
individuals ; the only difference being, that the process of develop-
ment in the former cases has been perverted or arrested or increased

in its course during the growth of the embryo or germ.
The true nature of monstrosities is more easily recogniaed in the

vegetable than in the animal kingdom. We shall therefore speak first

of monstrous growths in plants. The study of such growths is not u

mere matter of curiosity, as their structure tends to throw light on
the true laws of development amongst plants. Although direct obser-

vations are more easily made on plants than on animals for the

purpose of ascertaining the facts of their history during growth, it i<

nevertheless interesting to obtain a confirmation of these facts from
the forms which monsters assume, these forms in the majority of

cases being permanent conditions of the stages of growth through
which plants pass. In these forms nature presents us with as it were

experiments to test the truth of the general laws of morphology.
This subject can perhaps be best illustrated by reference to special

instances. To begin with the Leaves. [LEAF.] In the history of the

normal development of the leaves, it is found that they are always
<t in an alternate manner, one leaf above the other, but subse-

quently in many plants, and even whole families, the leaves become

opposite or whorled. In the case however of individuals it not un-

frequently happens that the leaves of opposite or whorled le.-urd

in a spiral upon the stem. (Lankester in the '

Report of British

Association,' 18th meeting, p. 85.)
In the conversion of the leaf-bud into the flower, one of the earliest

changes that takes place is the conversion of the leaves into the organs
called Bracts. [BRACTS.] Instances are very often seen of monstrous
forms of plants in which the leaves are not converted into bracts but
retain their leaf-like character. This frequently occurs in the species
of Plantago, giving the inflorescence a singularly different character to

that which occurs under normal circumstances.

The leaf-bud is always seated in the axil of the leaf, but in the case

of the bracts forming the involucre of the Contpotita: neither leaf-buds

or flower-buds are seated in their axils
; but in the cose of the monstrous

variety of the common daisy [BEI.IJS], known by the name of Jlcn

and Chickens, flower-buds are developed in the axils of the bracts.

Next after the bracts the Sepals are formed in the flower-bud.

[CALYX.] It not unfrequently happens that during the growth of

cultivated plants, the sepals are found assuming the appearance
of leaves. This is especially the case with the cultivated roses. This

tendency to recur to the condition of the leaf is sometimes a normal

tendency of plants. Thus, hi the case of CalycophyUtun Stanleyanum,
one of the sepals after the corolla drops off begins to grow into a

beautifully rose-coloured leaf. Other instances of this kind are seen

in the order Cinchonaceie. In plants with inferior fruits [Fur IT] the

germen seems to contract an adhesion with the lower part of the

sepals which thus produces the peculiar character of these fruits, such
as the gooseberry, the currant, the apple, and the pear. In these

fruits it is not uncommon to find amongst them leaves growing from
the surface of the fruit, indicating the tendency of this sepallary part
of the fruit to assume the condition of the leaf. The most remarkable

example of this tendency of the sepal to assume the condition of the

leaf has been observed in the Ooat's-Beard (Trayopogon pratmtit), in

which the pappus surrounding the minute flower which represents
the calyx has been found to have assumed the character of the leaf.

It frequently happens where one of the parts of a flower have a

tendency to rvlapso to the foliar condition, that the whole of them

partake of this character. Thus Mr. Austen hss recorded very accu-

rately the changes observed in a monstrous form of the White Clover

(TrtfMum repent). The following changes were observed in his

specimens :

"
1. Calyx. The calyx-teeth often riie into single leaves, but when

compound leaves are formed the division seems to be as follows : thn

two large equal teeth, which are opposite the vexillum, form one
serrate leaf, and another leaf is formed from the three remaining
teeth.

"
2. Corolla. The part which here most frequently reverts to a leaf

is the vexillum, and this is a perfect one. Of these leaflets, the aim
are often seen forming simple leaves, as also the carina; but their

perfect union into a ternato leuf is less common.
"8. Stamens. Whatever changes the flower may exhibit, these

organs are always in a state to be recognised, and their reversion to
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leaves less frequent than in any other part ;
so that there is more

difficulty iu determining the number of leaves which go to form this

portion. As two ternate leaves form the calyx and corolla, it might
be supposed that the stamens were constructed out of the same number.
The figures represent cases of a stamen reverting to a leaf with a true
stamen attached to its stalk on either side ; the single anterior stamen,
where it reverts, seems always disposed to form more than a simple
leaf; and it is therefore probable that the ten stamens (9+1) may be
formed out of four seta of ternate leaves.
"

4. Pod. From the well-known character of the pod and pistil in

Leguminoxe, it might be expected that instances of reversion to leaf
would be most frequent in this part of the flower

;
and a series might

easily have been produced which would have represented it in every
stage of passage ; some of these were given. From these it would
appear that the pod is not formed of a whole compound leaf, as either
two scales, or two abortive leaves, are constantly to be seen at the base
of the imperfect pod on either side; the pod is therefore usually formed
out of the middle leaflet. In one flower-head however each division
of the pistil-leaf had become a pod, with a distinct stem and the ovules
inwards.

" Ovules seem to be produced only when junction of the edgea of
the pistil-leaf takes place ;

in other cases leaflets are produced in the

place of ovules.
" In cases where every other part of the floral series has been regu-

larly developed, the Pistil occasionally will take the form of a perfect
ternate leaf, and then the axis of the plant is continued through the
ilower." 'Austen,

' British Association Report,' 19th meeting.)
Mr. Austen has likewise recorded in the game place an instance in

which the staminiferous flowers of the Common Maize (Zea Mai)
were converted into pistils. In this case we have an instance of the

tendency of an organ not to relapse to a lower type, but to assume a

higher type of development.
It ia very frequently the case that stamens relapse to the condition

of petals. This is the case with most of the double flowers of our

gardens: and in the case of the rose, the pseony, the bachelor's-buttons,
and others, the anthers may often be found tipping the petaloid bodies
in the centre of the flower. This ia aeen as a normal condition in the

water-lily.
The recurrence of the pistil to the form of the stamen and corolla

is not ao frequent, as its assuming the form of the leaf. In the double

cherry of our gardens this condition of the pistil is frequently pre-
sented. It is this aame tendency which is seen in monstroua oranges,
in which this fruit is split up into the aame number of parta as it

possesses carpeUary leavea. [FLOWER.]
The most central organ of the plant ia the Seed, and its develop-

ment ia the great object of the production of the flower. In the seed
is the young plant. The eecd is however but a changed bud, and
during the process of its development it sometimes recurs to the
condition of the leaf-bud, and produces instead of an embryo a
branch.

These instances will be sufficient to show how instructive the study
of vegetable monstrosities really is. Many such have been recorded,
and one of the best resume's of the whole subject will be found in

Moquin Tandon's '

Teratologie Vegetale." [METAMORPHOSIS.]
We now turn to the monstrosities observed in the Animal Kingdom.

These have not been studied ao accurately amongst the lower animals
as to afford any important result. The investigation however of
monsters amongst the invertebrate animala lead to the same general
conclusions as that derived from the study of the same forms in

plants. It is upon the monstrous forms of the human
beinjj

that we
find the greatest attention has been bestowed, and we now proceed to

give some account of these.

In consequence of the immense number and variety of forms of

monstrosity amongst animals (there being scarcely any part in any
species of animal which has not been observed to depart from its

uxual form and structure), it becomes absolutely necessary to arrange
them according to gome system. Though the necessity of a classifi-

cation is generally admitted, authors greatly differ in the methods
which they have adopted ; some basing their arrangements upon the
forms or peculiarities of the monsters themselves, and others upon
the theoretical ideas which they may hold concerning the causes which

produce them. The system most generally followed ia that which
was proposed by Buflbn, and which has been adopted with some
modifications by Bhtmenbach and MeckeL Buffon formed three
classes : in the first he included all those cases in which the parts of
the body are increased in number, constituting monsters by excess

;

the second contained those beings in whom fewer than the usual
number of organs are met with, or monsters by default

;
and in the

third he placed the various irregularities in size, relative situation, and
structure of parts, which so often occur. The classification proposed
by Meckel (' De Duplic. Monst. Comment.,' p. 2) differs from that of

liuffon in the addition of a fourth class, including the different forms
of hermapbrodism only. The simplest classification, being that which
exclude* all theory as to their causes, is to distribute them according
to some simple and obvious characters, either depending on the degree
of unnatural change, or the region or system of organs affected

;
and

Much is the kind of classification which we shall adopt in the present
article.

Animal monsters may be first divided into Simple and Compound,
the first of which only coutaiu the elements of

%
a single individual,

while in compound monsters the constituent parts of two or more

beings are united. Simple monsters may be again distributed into

three classes, which, though not all distinguished from each other by
any precise characters, are yet sufficiently distinct for purposes of

arrangement.
In the first of these classes may be included those congenital

varieties of conformation which are simple and uncomplicated, ouly
affecting one organ or system of organs, and iu most cases not inter-

fering greatly with the performance of any vital function.
The second class, on the contrary, contains all those cases in which

the degree of malformation is so extensive as to produce great altera-

tion in the anatomical and physiological relations of organs, aa well

as, in most cases, serious external deformity and disturbance of the
vital processes. M. Isidore Geoffrey St. Hilaire

('
Hist, des Anomalies,'

torn, i., p. 79) is of opinion that the term Monster should be confined
to these more complex cases, and thinks that all the other kinds of

malformation, with the exception of the compound monsters, should
be simply denominated anomalies; but this distinction is arbitrary
and inconvenient; indeed, iu dividing thia class from the previous oue
it ia exceedingly difficult to say where one begins and the other leavea

off; and, consequently, to know iu which of them to arrange many
cases.

The third class may be very clearly defined, for all the malfor-
mations which it includes affect one system of organs, namely, those
of generation. The monsters iu thia group are denominated herma-

phrodites, the sex being imperfectly developed, and both sexes, or
some of then- characters, being present in one individual.

An immense number and variety of anomalies are included in the
first class, which may be again subdivided into orders, according to

whether the malformation affects the size, form, or structure of organs,
or produces an alteration in the mode of arrangement and connection,
or even in the number of parts. It is often found however that two or
more of these varieties of malformation exist together in the same
monster

;
thus in cretins and idiots, both the size and form of the

skull and brain are frequently altered
;
and in club-foot we find a

great change both in the form, structure, and position (or arrange-
ment) of the affected limb. Simple alterations ia the size or form
of parts are so common that uo other examples of them need be

adduced, but come very interesting changes iu the intimate structure
of the tissues of the body have been met with

;
and particularly that

peculiar absence of the colouring matter of the skin which charac-

terises the state called albinism. A description of this curious

anomaly has been given in the article ALBINO, and we shall only here
state that ita origin must be accounted for by simple arrest of the

process of development. M. I. Geoffroy St. Hilaire saya (' Hist, des

Anom.,' torn. i. p. 319),
" The pigment," or colouring matter of the skin,

"
is wanting in the foetus up to a very advanced period of intra-uteriue

life, and even in black or dark people the integument remains, for some
time after birth, of the same colour as in the children of fair men.
\Ve can easily conceive therefore that the skin may stop in the series

of its stages of development, before the period when, in the natural

order of formation, the pigment is deposited in the mucous layer, and

consequently it will remain uncoloured. The colouring matter of the
skin and hairs, the iris and the choroid, may thus be deficient iu an
individual (independently of any pathological alteration), in the same
manner as any organ or part of an organ may be wanting from arrest

of development. If any doubts remain regarding this explanation
they are removed by the circumstance that the absence of pigmeut is

not the only condition of foetal life which is preaerved in albiniam.
We know that the fetus, during the latter part of pregnancy, has the
skin covered with down

;
and this down ia frequently preserved in

albinos, particularly in those which are met with on the isthmus of

Panama. Lastly, the persistence of the membrana pupillaris in some
of these cases beyond the ordinary term of its existence, is another

equally evident proof of arrest of development."
Many curious anomalies in the position and connection of parta have

been met with, and it has been observed that organs are subject to

changes of position in proportion as they are loosely connected with
the surrounding parts at an early period of development. The walls
of the thoracic and abdomiual cavities are thus much lesa subject to

alterations in the position of their component parts than the organa
which are loosely contained within them. The viscera have been
found removed from one part of their natural cavity to another, or

transported into a neighbouring cavity, as from the abdomen to the
chest

;
and some of the organs may protrude externally, when the

malformation receives the name of a congenital hernia. But of all

these anomalies the most curious ia that in which the viscera are

generally inverted, all the thoracic and abdominal organs presenting

exactly an opposite arrangement to that which constitutes their

natural state
;
the liver, caecum, three-lobed lung, and all those parts

usually found on the riglit side being transposed to the left ; while
the heart, spleen, sigmoid flexure of the colon, &c., are found on the

right. It is the peculiar characteristic of this monstrosity, that though
the actual situatiou of the viscera ia changed, their relative situation

and connections are preaerved as in the natural atate
;
and consequently

their different functions are not in any way disturbed. In most, if not
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nil, of th<x> imliv iduaU in whom thin transposition of organs lias been
..Wrve.1, Uie existence of tho anomaly has not even been inspected
.luring life, which, as in the celebrated case communicated by Mi'ry
to the Academy of Science* (of an invalid loUier, aged 72), may be
prolonged to iU ordinary term. The causes of this malformation are

exceedingly obscure, but it seems probable that general change of

position of all the viscera depends on some original alteration in the
situation of one important organ, as the heart or liver; for we know
that many organs are connected by their functions, or by the medium
of large bloodvessels, in such a manner as to acquire a certain relative

situation to each other, which also becomes necessary to preserve the

general shape of the animal. Accordingly we find that when any
important viscus is changed in its situation other viscera are affected

in a similar manner. In the earlier periods of the evolution of the

foetus, several of those organs which afterwards incline to one side are

naturally placed in the centre of the body, or in the median line : this
is the case with both the heart and the liver. The knowledge of this
fact enables us to understand more readily how these parti may at a

subsequent perio.l incline to the opposite side to that on which they
are ususlly found ; though we are unable to explain the mode in
which they change the direction of all the other abdominal and
thoracic viscera.

Together with the alterations of connection, we must place those
cases in which, from arrest of development, different organs, naturally
entire, are apparently divided into two or more portions, as in HABK-
1.11- and spins bifida. The latter of these malformations consists in
a division or fissure of the posterior part of the rings of the vertebra,
i-ither in one region of the back (as is most common) or throughout
the whole spine. The mode in which the production of these and
many other anomalies of the same nature can be explained by arrest
of development, is by a knowledge of the method by which parts are
formed. It has been observed in some organs (and the same thing is

supposed by analogy to take place in almost all), that the growth goes
on from the circumference towards the centre, and that the lateral

parts of any single organ are developed before the central parts, and
tlui', at an early period of foetal life, hare-lip and spinal fissure are
natural conditions of the embryo. If the process of development
becomes arrested by any accidental cause these states will become
permanent, and the child will be malformed.
We have shown that arrest of development may produce unnatural

separation of parts, and it may also occasion the closure r connection
of ports naturally open or separate. Thus we frequently meet with

deficiency of one or more of the orifices which open on the surface
of the body, and particularly of the anus. In this case the intestinal
canal may be perfect, and its orifice only closed by a membranous
fold, or it may be very incomplete, and terminate in a cul-de-sac at a

greater or less distance from the situation of its natural outlet This

anomaly is easily explained by the mode of formation of the

alimentary canal, which is originally a prolongation of the intestinal

vesicle, which gives rise in one direction to the stomach and upper
part of the digestive tube, ami in the opposite direction to the infe-

rior or descending part of the intestines. The formation of either of
them portions may be arrested in any part of its course (the canal

terminating in a blind extremity), though the large intestines, as the
colon or rectum, are most commonly the seat of this anomaly, which,
on account of the serious interference which it occasions in the func-
tions of nutrition, speedily destroys the life of the child, unless it can
be removed by surgical art.

Monsters sometimes present irregularities in the number of parts
which they possess, being either furnished with supernumerary organs
or exhibiting some deficiency. An order of monsters thus composed
of deviations from the natural number of parts seems to be clearly
distinguished from all others

; but if we carefully examine the dif-

ferent cases which it comprises, we shall find that a great many of
them may be arranged together with cases belonging to other orders
of monstrosity, being in fact referrible to some alterations of volume
or change of connection in the affected parts. Thus when an organ
is apparently deficient, it is often possible to detect the rudiments of
it by a careful dissection, and therefore, though much diminished in

'

still exiaU. In the same manner when supernumerary ports
are added to any organ, anatomical examination will sometimes show
that there is no real formation of new parts, but only an increased

development of those structures which commonly remain in a rudi-

mentary state. In many cases also the deficiency or addition of organs,
as supernumerary fingers or toes, and vice versA, may be explained
by the complete division of one part into two, or the intimate union
of two or more parts.
The development of supernumerary mammic is one of the most

frequent anomalies of thin kind which occur in the human subject.
Then is commonly only the addition of one extra gland in these

cases, making three breasts, but both four and five have been occasion-

ally seen. When four exist they are generally arranged symmetrically
two on each aide of the chest. When three or five are present, the
o.l.l one may be placed laterally beneath one of the others or in the
median line : when in the latter situation, it has been remarked that
it is generally small and rudimentary, which may be owing to the
mode of distribution of tho mammary arteries which run parallel
down the ti.lcs of the chest. A very remarkable but rare anomaly in

man is the existence of a mamma in the inguinal region ; one or two
authi-utio cases of this kind are recorded. (' Journal Gen. de Modo'-

cine,' torn, c., p. 57.) The only theory which explains these
anomalies is that which Geoffrey St. Hilaire has denominated the
" law of unity of organic composition." This naturalist supposes that
the whole animal kingdom is formed upon a common type, the organs
of ililli-rvut animals in tho earliest states of the embryo being all

similar, but during their development assuming different forms ill

different animals ; some ports being highly developed in one species,
and remaining in a rudimentary state in others. Almost all the
Mammalia have several mammary gland* disposed in two parallel
series ; and though two are only naturally developed in man, yet wo
may suppose that the elements of others have existed at an early
period, which become developed in these anomalous cases by excel*
or irregularity of the formative process. The bones, muscles, vessels,

viscera, and other organs, have all been frequently observed to present
alterations in the number of their parts. Many cases are related by
authors of an increase or diminution in the uumber of the cavities of
the heart ; three ventricles have been met with (Chemineau,

'
Hist, de

1'Acad. des Sciences,' 1699) ; absence of both the auricles has been
observed (Turner,

' Journal Gen. de Jlodociue,' torn. xcvi.); and many
anatomist) have described hearts which were furnished with only a

single auricle and ventricle, as in fishes : cases are even related in

which two distinct hearts have been found in the same individual, but
their authenticity must bo doubted. Au unnatural number of teeth
bos often been observed. Arnold (' Obs. Physic. Medic.,' p. 69) mentions
a case in which there existed 8 incisor, 4 canine, and 24 molar teeth
in each jaw making together 72. The truth of this case may well

be suspected, though many instances of the presence of several super-

numerary teeth have been recorded by other authors.

The second class of simple monsters, comprising the various forms
of extensive malformation, contains an immense number of dill, nut
cases. Some monsters, though greatly altered both in form ami

structure, are yet capable of living for a considerable time after birth ;

others, on the contrary, are entirely destitute of the power of support-
ing an independent vitality, and may be so imperfectly formed that
the symmetry of the body is lost, and nothing remains but an irregular

shapeless mass. Malformation often affects only one region of tho

body in monsters, the other ports remaining comparatively natural :

thus the limbs ore frequently very much altered in structure and

appearance, and may be even entirely deficient, in cases where the
head and trunk preserve almost their regular form. Monsters have
been seen in whom the hands or feet were alone developed and inserted

immediately upon the trunk. From a fancied resemblance between
the state of the limbs in these monsters and their natural state

in the Seal and other amphibious animals, the name PhocomtUt
has been applied to them. M. UumoVil (' Bull de la Soc. Philoma-

thique,' torn. iiL, art. xi.) has described a man who was 'affected

with this anomaly, and who died in Paris about the year 1800, at

the age of 62. HU body was carefully examined after death, when
all four limbs were found alike deficient : the two clavicles were very
short and thick

;
thu humeri and bones of the fore arm did not exist

at all, but the hands were articulated by the bones of the wrist imme-

diately to the scapula. In the abdominal limbs the head of the femur
and the trochaute.ro were found on both sides, and a rudimentary tibia

existed which was articulated with the foot, but had no connection
with the short thigh-bone. The hand.* and feet have sometimes been
found wanting in cases where the whole or part of the arms and legs
were developed, which terminated in a rounded extremity or stump ;

and lastly, one or more of the limbs in man and different animals
have been found entirely deficient. In another family of monsters,
denominated Symtla, or Sirens, tho two thoracic or abdominal limbs
are fused together into a niugle member : thus the two legs have been
seeu united into one, and furnished with either a double or single foot,
or terminating in a point or stump. These monsters are generally
malformed in some other respects, and mostly die soon after birth.

The trunk may be the principal seat of malformation, while the

head and limbs only slightly participate in it In monsters of this

kind eventration has generally been found, accompanied with other

anomalies. Eveutratiou consists in imperfect development of tho

walls of the abdomen, and consequently protrusion of the gr.-:id r

part of the viscera, which form a largo tumour in front of the abdo-

men, which is only covered by a thin and delicate membrane,
consisting of the dilated base of the umbilical cord. This anomaly
may be solely confined to the abdomen, or it may also implicate thu

thoracic viscera : thus if the eventration occupies the upper part of

the abdomen, tho sternum may be divided by a fissure, or may even

be completely wonting, so that heruial displacement of the heart will

take place. Where the sternum and chest are implicated, the dia-

phragm is also imperfect, being partly wanting or divided. (I. Geoff.

St Hilaire, 'Hist des Anom.,' t XL, p. 283.) When the eventratiou

occupies the inferior regions of the abdomen, the urinary and genital

organs are often imperfectly developed, as well as in some cases one

or both of the abdominal limbs.

Extroversion of the bladder is one of the best known anomalies of

this class. In this malformation there is both displacement and

imperfect development of the bladder itself, as well as of part of the

wiills of the abdomen, the front wall of the bladder in deficient, and
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the mucous membrane of its posterior side is retroverted, forming a

soft, red, projecting tumour above the symphysis pubis. On the
surface of this tumour, towards the lower part, two apertures may be

observed, from which the urine is constantly trickling : these are the
orifices of the ureters. Extroversion of the bladder does not seriously
impede the performance of any of the vital functions, and therefore
is not incompatible with prolonged life

;
but the more complicated

forms of eventration are necessarily fatal.

In both the preceding families of monsters the head is slightly if at

all deformed ; but many instances have been met with in which the
head and face are the parts most extensively altered, though it has
been observed, that whenever serious malformation of the cerebral

organs takes place, some other parts of the body participate in the

anomaly. The brain has often been found imperfectly developed, and
situated wholly or partly without the cranial cavity, the walls of which
were incomplete. In these monsters, which have been named Exen-

ccphali, the brain may protrude through an opening in the posterior
or occipital region of the skull, or in the anterior or frontal region.
This heruial displacement of the brain is often complicated with even-

tration or spinal fissure. The brain in some cases has been found

entirely deficient, and the vault of the cranium absent, a bright red-

coloured tumour, composed entirely of vessels, lying on the base of

the skull, and partly occupying the place of the brain : in a few mon-
sters of this kind the vertebral canal has been seen widely open, and
the spinal marrow also deficient, the vascular tumour sometimes

existing and sometimes not.

The face in some monsters is the principal seat of anomaly, and no
form of monstrosity has attracted more attention than that denomi-
nated Cyclopia, in which, from atrophy of the nasal organs, the eyes

approach and unite in the median line. In some of these beings,
which have also been called Cyclocepliali by Geoffrey St. Hilaire, the

two eyes are placed very close together, but still remain distinct, the

bony parts of the nose being entirely atrophied, but the soft and

tegumentary parts remaining in the form of a proboscis, or trunk,
situated above the orbits, which, though closely in contact, are not
blended together. In others only one orbital cavity has been found,

containing a double eye, the component parts of which are sotnetimes

o blended together, that only a few traces of duplicity remain ;
thus

the cornea, pupil, and crystalline lens have been found quite single in

these cases. (St. Hilaire, 'Histoire,' Ac., t. ii, p. 387.) None of

these single-eyed monsters have ever been known to live for more
than an hour or two after birth, and their speedy death must be
accounted for by the imperfect state of the brain, which constantly

accompanies this anomaly. Malformation of the head is sometimes

carried to such an extent, that the natural structure becomes com-

pletely lost, and a mere shapeless mass remains ; and lastly, in those

monsters to whom the denomination of Acephalous is correctly and
should be exclusively applied, the head is entirely deficient, no
external vestiges of it remaining. In these very imperfect beings
other ports of the body always participate in the malformation; the

symmetry of the form is lost, one or both of the superior extremities

are generally deficient, and many of the thoracic and abdominal
viscera wanting : the heart and lungs have been found absent in most
cases

;
and some writers have remarked that the heart id never found

in acephalous foetuses, but the testimony of many observers has

proved that this is incorrect. (St. Hilaire, 'Histoire,' torn, ii., p. 507.)
M. Serres has related a curious case (' Bull, de la Soc. Mud. d'Emula-

tiou,' Sept., 1821), in which an acephalous foetus was furnished with a

simple tubular heart resembling the dorsal vessel of insects, into

which the principal vascular trunks opened. This case is peculiarly

interesting, since we know by the researches of embryology that the

heart first appears in the embryo in the shape of a long tubular pouch,
which ordinarily transient state had doubtless become permanent in

the above monster by arre.-t of the process of development.
Some of the irregular shapeless masses generally called moles, con-

sisting of different organic parts, as teeth, bones, hair, skin, &c.,

which are occasionally found in the uterus or ovaries, must be con-

sidered ai the imperfect products of conception, and therefore arranged

among single monsters. But we must distinguish these cases from

others which often very closely resemble them, in which tumours of

a similar kind have been found in the ovaries of virgius, and even of

girls before puberty, the occurrence of which must be explained in

quite a different manner, either by the action of some morbid process
i in the system, or by the theory of monstrosity by inclusion, which

supposes that the elements of one beiug have been originally inclosed

in the body of another, where they have remained in au imperfectly

developed state.

The last clas* of simple monsters includes the various forms of

hermapbrodiam. An hermaphrodite was defined by the ancients as

an individual capable of fulfilling by turns the reproductive functions

of both sexes, or at least one who simultaneously possessed both the

male and female organs fully developed ; such a being however is not

only unknown among the authentic details of anomalies, but is

physically impossible in man and the higher orders of animals without

extensive alteration in the connections of the bones aud other parts

of the pelvis. The signification of the term hermaphrodism is now
ni'i.-li extended, and it is used to designate an individual who possesses

any mixture of the characters of the two sexes. Au immense variety

of these malformations of the generative organs has been observed ;

but in most cases the malformed being belongs essentially to one or
the other sex, and is only related to the opposite sex by some few
characters. The two families of male and female hermaphrodites
have been thus formed, which include a great proportion of the cases
which have been met with. In both of these forms of anomaly, by
a careful investigation during life, or dissection after death, it will be
found that all these beings are essentially male or female.

In a few cases of what have been denominated neuter and mixed
hermaphrodism, the organs belongiug to the opposite sexes seem to
have been so blended together in the same individual, that the being
could not be referred to one sex rather than the other, but these
instances are very rare. A most curious instance of this description
is given by Schrele, a German anatomist. (' Med-Chir. prakt. Archiv.
von Baden,' &c., t. i., 1804.)
The mode of origin of hermaphrodism is very obscure, though the

first-mentioned forms of this auomaly may most probably be referred
to some arrest or excess in the process of development, since in the

early stages of embryonic life a very close resemblance exists between
the generative organs in both sexes.

We now come to those curious and interesting anomalies in which
the component parts of two or more distinct beings are united in
one individual, forming a Compound Monster. The two subjects
composiug a double being may possess au equal degree of perfection,
or be very dissimilar in size aud structure, one appearing as a mere
parasitical appendage of the other : thus two individuals nearly
perfect and distinct may cohere together by one region only of the

body, or an apparently single trunk may be furnished with two heads
or four arms ; the multiplication of one or more of the extremities
constitutes in fact the first degree of double monstrosity. In some
cases every limb is doubled, and the individual then has eight
extremities ; in others there is only one superuumerary extremity,
which, in some cases, has been observed single at its origin and
doubled or tripled towards its termination, as when two or three feet

are attached to the same leg. (Andral,
' Auat. Pathol.,' vol. j.) It

has been observed that in whatever manner or degree two beings are

joined together, they are always united by corresponding aspects of
the body, that is to say, side to side, face to face, or back to back :

each part and each organ in the one corresponds to the same part or

organ in the other
; every vessel, nerve, or muscle situated in the line

of union joins itself to the corresponding vessel, nerve, or muscle in

the other subject, in the same manner as the two primitive halves of

any single organ, which, according to M. Serres's theory of eccentric

development, are originally separate, unite by the progress of

development. ,

We have already said that the two subjects composing a double
monster may be both nearly perfect and distinct, only adhering
together by one region of the body. Beings of this description are
sometimes capable of supporting au independent vitality for a con-
siderable number of years, though they are mostly destroyed during
parturition, their structure occasioning great difficulty to the process
of delivery. One of the most remarkable cases of complete double

monstrosity was that of the double female who was born in Hungary
in 1701, aud christened by the two names of Helen aud Judith.
This monster was shown about for seven years in almost all the
countries of Europe, and lived to the age of 22 years. The two
individuals, which were each quite perfect, except at the point of

union, were here placed back to back, and united by the buttocks aud

part of the loins. The external organs of generation offered evident

signs of duplicity, though there only existed -a single vulva, which
was placed iuferiorly and hidden between the four thighs ;

the vagina
was at first single, but soon divided into two distinct canals, which
led to separate uteri. The two intestinal canals likewise terminated
in a common anus, and the vertebral columns were united at their

extremities. The aortas and veua> cavaj communicated at their lower

part, and thus established a large aud direct communication between
the two hearts, producing an intimate relatiou of life and functions
between the two beings. Whenever one was ill the other felt so too,
and participated in her sister's disease; it was therefore predicted
that the death of one would necessarily destroy the other, which

proved to be true. Judith, at the age of 22 years, was attacked with
diseate of the lungs and brain, of which she died. Helen, who, at

the commencement of her sister's attack, was in perfect health, soon

became ill, and both expired at almost the same iustaut. The Siamese
twins who were exhibited in London in 1829-30 were an example of

a less extensive union than the last. In their case a vital connection

was established laterally, and the fleshy mass which united them
was so small, that some surgeons who saw them thought it might be

practicable to separate them by an operation.
The junction of two foetuses may take place by almost any region

of the body ; thus they have been seen attached to each other by the

crown of the head, both beiug placed in a straight line (Villeueuve,

'Description d'une Monstrosity, &e.,' 4to, Paris, 1831); by the

anterior portion of the thorax, or abdomen, or by part of the front

of both, as occurred in the Siamese twins. In this instance the

two brothers were only furnished with a single umbilicus. Two
varieties have been observed in the mode of junction wherever

situated ;
in one the attachment is superficial, being effected only by
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Uie kin and boon ; in the other it ii more deeply seated, the cavities

of the body at the point of union communicating in the two individuals,
or being in fact converted into one ; thus, the chest* being united, the
sternum may be altogether deficient ; and the thoracic cavities thrown
into communication, in which case the viscera frequently present
some anomaliei in form and arrangement. Sometimes there are two
hearts, which are perfectly distinct, and inclosed in separate pericardia ;

sometimes the heart*, though both well formed, are contained in one
common pericardium, in which they may be either distinct from each

other, or superficially joined at some point In other cage* two hearts

are found, but both in a very imperfect state ; lastly, there may be

only one heart presenting several vices of conformation, as three or
four ventricles, or one of the two ordinary ventricles unusually large,
and partly divided by a septum. In other canes of this description
the heart hat been found single and well formed, but the large
vnsseli have been all double, so that two aortas sprung from the left

ventricle, &c.

In >ome instances of double monstrosity the component individuals

are distinct and separate at their lower halves, but more or less

intimately united at the upper part of their bodies, so that they appear
to have a double body and single head. In others, on the contrary,
there are two distinct bends, and the upper part of the body is double,
while the pelvis and inferior extremities ore nearly or quite single.
In some came belonging to the former of these divisions the separation
of the bodies is only complete inferiorly, all the parts above the
umbilicus manifesting a tendency to coalesce : in others the separation
is perfect as high as the neck. In all these instances however the
head and upper part of the body, although apparently single, almost

invariably present on dissection some supernumerary parts, which

clearly indicate their double origin. Those compound monsters which
are furnished with two heads and a single body offer numerous varie-

ties; the head may be double, but not distinctly divided, there being
two faces, more or less perfectly formed, placed side by side, and

separated by a longitudinal division
;
each face is generally provided

with a pair of eyes, but sometimes there are only three, one being
placed in the median line and formed by the union of two together,
as in cases of Cyclopia. The two heads may be completely double,
but the body and extremities single. Lastly, the heads and upper
halves of the bodies may be separate, there being four upper extre-

mities, while the monster is only single by the pelvis and lower
extremities. A human monster of the last kind, which lived to be
nine months old, excited great interest in Paris in 1829; it was a
double female, and denominated Rita-Christina, It was born in

Sardinia, and was brought to Paris to be publicly exhibited. It was

carefully examined after death, and a detailed account of its structure
baa been given by M. Serrcs, in his ' Kecherches d'Anatomie Trans-

cendante,' 4c. The two vertebral columns were found quite distinct
in their whole length, and a rudimentary pelvis separated them
inferiorly : another fuHy developed pelvis was found in its natural

position, which supported two well formed abdominal limbs. There
existed a single bladder, uterus, and rectum, which were common to
the two subject*, but behind these organs were found rudimentary
traces of others. There were two distinct hearts, nnd all the other
thoracic and most of the abdominal viscera were double.
A singular and unique case is recorded by Sir K. Home (' Philos.

Trans.,' voL Ixxx. p. 296, and vol Ixxxix. p. 28 ; also in ' Lectures on

Comparative Anatomy,' t iii. p. 334), of a foetus with an accessory
head, which was implanted by its summit on to the crown of the natural
bead. The body of this child was well formed in every respect, having
no supernumerary parts, and the principal head was quite natural in

appearance, except in the parietal region, where its integuments were
continued into those of the accessory head. The latter was placed in
an entirely inverted position, the neck, which terminated in a round
tumour, being directed upwards and a little backwards. This
monstrous child, which was born in Bengal in 1783, lived to be four

years old, and then only died from the bite of a serpent. In this case,
which must be included with those of double monstrosity, we must
mippoee that the body and limbs belonging to the accessory head had
become completely atrophied, but it is exceedingly curious how this

remaining part continued to live solely by means of vascular and
nervous communication with the principal individual, and without
any separate umbilical cord or special organs of nutrition.
The last variety of montrosity which we shall mention is that by

inclusion. In these cases fragment* of one foetus have been found
contained in the interior of another. A case of this kind is recorded

by M. Dupuytron (' Bull, de la Faculte" de MiSdecine,' voL L), who
found a cyst in the transverse mesocoloii of a boy 18 years of age,
containing an organised mass, which, when carefully examined, pre-
sented trace* of the brain, spinal marrow, nerves, muscles, and most
of the bone* of a foetus, but no vestiges of the organs of digestion,
respiration or circulation. Similar substance* have been found in
various situations in other subjects, and there is no doubt of their

natnro; though the mode in which the germ of one foetus ha*
become included in the body of another is at present entirely
unknown.

Compound monsters, formed by the union of more than two distinct
individual* are exceedingly rare, and very few authentic ca*es of such
anomaly are on record.

MOXSTElt. sn

None of the different theories which have been proposed in explana-
tion of the mode of origin of single monster* throw any light on the
cause* of compound montrosity. It is very difficult to decide whether
the germs have been originally double, or whether two or more have
become united during the progress of development The latter is the
most general opinion; and the most probable idea respecting their
mode of union is, that two ova become adherent whenever they are
contained within the same membrane*, and opposed to each other by
corresponding aspect* of the body.
Of the predisposing and exciting causes of monstrosity little is

known; for while the influences determining the phenomena of normal

development are hidden from us, those presiding over irregular forma-
tion must necessarily be involved in darkness. In the article Fomra
it is stated that the organs of the embryo are generally considered to
be successively developed, and not evolved from originally pre-existing
elements : the notion therefore that the germ of the future embryo is

over originally monstrous previous to impregnation must be abandoned,
and the causes giving rise to the various forms of congenital malforma-
tion mult be sought for in some accidental influences disturbing or

arresting the process of development in the embryo. Direct evidence
ha* been afforded by experiment that the natural stages of formation

may be BO altered in the embryo of the chick during incubation by
external injury. Geoffrey St Hilaire injured several egg* in which
the process of incubation had commenced, and had been going on
naturally for several days. He shook some of them violently, he
perforated the shell of others in different places with a sharp instru-

ment, or kept them in a vertical position, upon either the large or
.small end, during tho whole time of hatching ; again, in some he
covered part of the shell with wax, or a varnish impervious to the
air. The constant effect of these injuries was the production of a
very considerable number of anomalies, either simple or complicated,
among which may be mentioned Cyclopia and other malformations of
the face and head, eventration, and spinal fissure. In no instance was

any case of double montrosity met with, which might, a priori, have
been supposed ;

a double monster being composed of two distinct

embryos, the germs of which must have previously existed in the same
egg. (' Memoires du Museum,' torn. xiii. p. 289 ; also ' Journal Com-
plement des Sci. Mod.,' torn, xxxiv.)
The younger St Hilaire repeated these experiments in a diti

manner, altering the structure of eggs previous to the commencement
of incubation, and not during the course of this process, as had been
done by hi* father. His experiments were attended with quite a
different result : the more violent disturbing influences destroyed the

vitality of the embryo altogether ; others, less active, produced general
retardation or arrest of the process of development of the whole body;
but in no instance was malformation of any one' region or part effected.

(' Hist des Auom.' torn, iii., p. 03.) These experiments confirm the

opinion that anomalies involving a single individual must principally
I if iviVrred to the influence of some disturbing causes occurring during
the process of development In some instances the birth of a monster
ha* undoubtedly followed an accident received by the mother during
the early months of gestation, such as a fall, a violent blow on the

abdomen, or some long-continued mental impression or anxiety. The
influence of such causes is however much weaker than has been sup-
posed ; for how many examples occur every day of women producing
well-formed children who have been suffering under violent moral
emotions, or who have received serious accidents during pregnancy. It
is unnecessary to bring forward any arguments to refute the ancient

superstitious notions of the vast influence which the imagination of the
mother was supposed to exert over the formation of the foetus. It is

no longer supposed, except by the ignorant, that any object which has
been seen or longed for by the parent can be depicted on the body of
the child

;
and in most case* where tha child has been supposed to

have been deformed through the influence of any such cause, if the
date of the impression received by the mother be carefully ascertained,
it will be found that the organ supposed to be altered or marked by
such impression must have been nearly or fully developed at tho time
that it was received, and therefore could be in no way affected.
Another very generally admitted cause for some malformations is

the occurrence of disease in the foatus itself, and there is no doubt but
that some cases of anencephalia and other malformations of the brain
and spinal chord must be referred to dropsical disease occurring in
the interior of the skull and spiue of the embryo ; but in tho majority
of cases this explanation is inadmissible, and supported by no proofs.

*

Many other hypotheses have been proposed to account for the pro-
duction of monster* a* adhesions between the foetus and its investing
membranes

; modifications in the quantity and quality of the nutri-
ment received by the embryo; pressure made on the foatus by tumours
attached to the parietes of the uterus, Ac. It is unnecessary to enter
into the consideration of these causes

; for, after all, we can only arrive
at the conclusion that the development of the embryo in anomalous
cases has been diverted from it* natural course, or arrested by some
accidental cause, which, whether taking its origin in the foetus itself,
or acting secondarily on the embryo, is involved in obscurity.
Though the occurrence of accidental causes acting during the

process of development will account for most of the phenomena of

monstrosity, yet it will not account for all. It has'been observed that
some malformations are hereditary are transmitted from fathers to
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children; and since all influence of the father on the child must cease
with the act of fecundation, these anomalies must be dated from the
moment of conception.
From extended observation it has been found that all the forms and

varieties which monstrosity presents are apparently under the control
of certain fixed laws

; or, in other words, there appear to be a number
of general facts which are applicable to all cases of malformation.
Some of these facts it is necessary to be acquainted with, since, by a

knowledge of them, we may often be enabled to distinguish (when
reading or hearing descriptions of monsters, or looking at figures in
old works) those anomalous cases which may really have existed, from
others which are only the fanciful and absurd productions of a fertile

imagination. To one of these laws we have already alluded, for

instance, the fact that union between two individuals forming a double
monster always takes place by corresponding parts of the body; and
we shall now briefly mention several others.

Monstrosity, however complicated and extensive, is never carried to
such a degree as to remove the animal affected with it out of the
aeries of natural beings in which it has been originally placed ; no entire

being nor organ has ever been met with so deformed that the species
to which it belonged could not be recognised. Again, in the most
extensively deformed monsters the relative connections between
different organs are never so completely altered that it becomes im-

possible to distinguish them by the position which they occupy. Thus
the heart has never been found in the cranium, nor the lungs in the

pelvis.
Anomalies are more frequent in proportion as they do not affect

vital organs nor interfere with any important functions. Thus we
very commonly meet with irregularities in the course of bloodvessels,
since it signifies little through what channels the blood is conveyed,
so that it arrives at the organ which it is destined to supply. It has
also been found that the parts most liable to vary are those which are
the latest in attaining their complete evolution

; and this fact may
very readily be explained, for if the process of development be dis-

turbed or arrested by any cause during the course of foetal life, those

organs which are already nearly or fully formed at the time of the
occurrence of such disturbing influence will be little or not at all

altered, while on the contrary complete suppression or a very marked
alteration may be effected in other parts whose formation has not com-
menced or is very imperfect. This fact has been explained in another

manner, by supposing that different organs are subordinate in their

formation one to another, one being produced by another whose

development preceded it. Thus the suppression of any part will not
influence those which have been previously formed, while it must
necessarily lead to the complete absence of all those which ought to

have followed it in the order of development.
A kind of compensation or balancing has sometimes been observed

between different organs in monsters
;
excess of development in one

part being accompanied with a corresponding arrest of formation in

some other organ. Thus an individual having several supernumerary
fingers or toes on one hand, frequently has the opposite limb furnished
with fewer than the usual number, and monsters deprived of the
brain have been observed to have the face unusually large. Many
other applications have been made of this law of compensation, as it

has been termed by Geoffrey St. Hilaire.

It has been said that the left side of the body is more frequently
deformed than the right, and that a greater number of monsters

belong to the female than to the male sex, which last fact Meckel

explains by the theory that the generative organs are in both sexes

originally female, and that many monsters remain of that sex by
arrest of development, who, if naturally formed, would have been
males.

For further information upon the subject of Monstrosity the reader

may particularly consult nailer's treatise ' De Monstris
;

'

Meckel's

'Manual of Pathological Anatomy' (German); Geoffroy St. Hilaire's
' Anatomic Philosophique ;

' and his sou Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire's
' Histoire des Anomalies ;

' and Carpenter's
' Human Physiology."

MONTACUTA, a genus of Acephalous Lamellibranchiate Mollusca,

belonging to the family Kelliadce. The shell is small, thin, equivalve,

inequilateral, transversely oblong or obliquely oval, surface smooth or

concentrically striated, or rarely radiatingly furrowed ;
beaks inflected ;

inner margins smooth
; hinge-margin with a trigonal incision and carti-

lage pit, and a pair of diverging laminar teeth in one or both valves
;

ligament internal
;
muscular scars suborbioular ; pallial impression

simple ;
animal oblong, its mantle freely open in front with simple

margins, not furnished with siphonal tubes posteriorly ;
a single

eiphonal orifice, or none ; foot very large, strong, and broad, furnished

with a byssal groove. Such are the characters of this somewhat

unsatisfactory genus as given by Messrs. Forbes and Hanley. They
enumerate three species as British M. ferruyinosa, M. bidentata,

II. fubftriata.

MONTAGNA, Dr. Leach's name for a genus of Macrurous Crusta-

ceans allied to Callianaan.

MONTIA, a genus of Plants named in honour of Dr. Joseph Monti,

professor of botany and prefect of the medical garden at Bologna. He

paid much attention to the scientific arrangement of the Oraminacete

and Cyperacere. He published also a catalogue of the plants in the

botanic garden at Bologna, in which he described several new species.

The following are the principal works which he published :

'

Catalog!
Stirpium agri Bononiensis Prodromus, Gramina et adfinia complectens,'
Bononise, 1719, 4to; 'Indices Horti Bononiensis ad Usurn Demon-
strationum qua: in Horto Bononije quotannis habeutur,' Bonouiffi,
1724, 4to.

The genus Montia, belongs to the natural order Portnlacece, and has
a persistent calyx of 2 sepals ; a corolla 5-parted with 3 segments
smaller than the others, with the tube split to the base in front ; 3
stamens inserted iu the throat and opposite to the smaller segments
of the corolla; the ovary turbinate

; the style very short
; the stigmas

3, downy ; the capsule of 1 cell with 3 valves and 3 seeds. There is
but one species of this genus, M. fontana, which is a native of Great
Britain. It is also found in North and South America in bogs, ponds,
and ditches

;
and is commonly known by the name of Water-Chick-

weed. It closely resembles the species of the genus Claytonia.
(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
MONTICELLITE, a Mineral, occurring crystallised at Vesuvius.

Primary form a right rhombic prism. Crystals small, and have
usually the aspect of quartz. Colour generally yellowish. No cleavage
planes have been observed. Hardness 5'0 to 6'0. Sometimes uearfy
transparent and colourless. It has not been analysed
MONTICULARIA. [MADBEPHYLUOSA.]
MONTIPOBA. [MADREPORE.]
MONTIVALTIA. [MADREPHYLLKEA.]
MOON-SEED is the seed of various kinds of Menispcrmum, and is

so called on account of its figure.
MOON-WORT. [BOTRYCHIUM.]
MOOR-BUZZARD, the English name for Circus ceruginosus of

Aldrovandus and authors. [FALCONID.E.]
MOOR-COCK, one of the names of the Red Grouse. [TETRAONID*.]
MOOR-FOWL, one of the names of the Red Grouse. [TETRAONIDJS.]
MOOR-HEN, the common English name for the Galliuule, or

Water-Hen, Fitlica chloropus, Linn. [RALLiD.fi.]
MOOR-TITLING, one of the names for the Chick-Stone, Stoue-

Chatter, Stone-Chat, Stone-Smith, and Stone-Smick, Saxicola rubicola,
Bechstein. [SAXICOLA.]
MOOSE-DEER. [CERVIDA]
MOSSES. [Musci.]
MORACE^E, Morads, a natural order of Exogenous Plants which

were formerly placed as a sub-order of Urticaceie. The species are trees
or shrubs, with a milky juice, sometimes climbing. The leaves are

commonly lobed and rough. The flowers are small, monoecious, ami
collected in heads, spikes, or catkins. The ovules are solitary and
suspended. The embryo lies iu the midst of fleshy albumen, hooked,
with the radicle long, superior, folded down towards the cotyledons.
Although the Mulberry and Fig grow in Europe, all the Moracea;

are extra-European. The species inhabit the temperate and tropical
latitudes of both hemispheres, often forming vast forests. The genus
Ficus is the most distinguishing feature of this order. [Ficus.]
Most of the plants of this order furnish caoutchouc. [INDIA RUBBER.]
The fruit of the Mulberry is edible, and the leaves of the genus
Morue are the food of the Silk-Worm. [MoRUS.] Several species of
Dorstenia are used in medicine. [DORSTENIA.] Other genera of this
order yielding useful products are Bromsonetia and Madura.
[BROUSSONETIA ; MACLURA.]

This order embraces 8 genera and 184 species.

MORCHELLA, a genus of Fungi, one of the species of which is

eatable. M. escidenta, the Morel, springs up in orchards, woods, aud
cinder-walks, early in the spring and summer, and is believed to he
most plentiful in places where fires have been made. The country
people in Germany are so persuaded of this, that they formerly set
fire to woods in order to obtain a crop of morels, of which they are

very fond. At last the practice was put down by law. This fungus
has a stalk from one to three inches long, and a spherical cap, from
the size of a pigeon's egg to that of a swan's, hollow, pale-brown, or
even gray, and deeply pitted all over its surface, the depressions being
separated by raised anastomosing lines. The plant has a slight smell
and an agreeable taste, and is employed for various purposes of cook-

ing, both fresh and dried. In the former state it is moat commonly
stewed or stuffed with force-meat

;
in the latter it is employed as an

ingredient iu sauces. In this country it is of rather rare occurrence.
MOREL. [MORCHELLA.]
MORILLON, one of the names of the Golden Eye (Clangula vulgaris),

[DUCKS.]
MORINGA. [MORINGACE.E.]
MORINGACE^E, Moringads, a small natural order of Exogenous

Plants, embracing the species of the genus Moringa. They are cha-

racterised by the possession of a many-leaved calyx, perigynous petals
aud stamens, 1-celled anthers, stipitate and consolidated siliquose fruit,
and seeds without albumen. This order is referred by most botanists

to a position near Leguminosce, but Liudley places them in his

Violates. They are natives of the East Indies and Arabia.

The root of Moringa, pterygosperma has a pungent odour with a

warm biting and somewhat aromatic taste. The seeds of this plant
are called by the French Pois Queinques and Chicot. They are the
Ben-Nuts of old writers, from which the Oil of Ben was extracted. It

is chiefly used by perfumers as the basis of various scents* It does
not readily freeze and on this account is used by watchmakers. The
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flowers, lore*, nd other part* of this plant are added to curries in

India.

(Lindley rryttahte Kingdom.)
MO'RIK, De Montfort's name for Cattidaria Kdtinophora. [K.vro-

MOROMATA.]
MORMON, Dliger's name for a genus of Alcadtc (Fraterculn of

Brtaeo). [Ac*.]
MORMOPS. [CnwiioiTKRA.]
MOROXITE. a Mineral, a variety of Phosphate of Lime. [APATITE.
MORPHNOa [FALCOXIBJB.]
MORPHOLOGY is that branch of science which treat* of the

laws which regulate the forma assumed by Plantsand Animals. Wlien
this term was originally introduced into natural history science, its

application wan confined to the explanation of the changes which
occur in the convention of the leaves into the parts of the flower in

plants.
It is now however generally recognised as the science of form

in the organic kingdoms. Schleiden, in his '

Principle* of Scientific

Botany,' treats of what is usually called the structure of plants, under
two heads, that is General and Special Morphology. The following arc
his definition and remarks upon this subject :

"
Morphology is the study of the forms of plants, and of tlieir

several parts. It is divisible into a general branch, which elucidates
all that has reference to plants and their organs in general, and a

special branch, which treats of plants according to their principal
groups, as well as their individual organs ;

and this latter branch
again is separable into two parallel sections, namely, the delineation
of external form, and the delineation of internal structure, or of the

peculiar composition of plant* and their parts from various tissues.
" In my methodological introduction I have endeavoured to show

that the external morphology of plants is really tlie most important
section of botany. A mere glance at the history of the science will
convince any one of the trutd of this view, for it is truly wonderful
to observe how far it has succeeded, to the almost entire neglect of all

other scientific knowledge, in taking possession of the materials by
merely examining its exterior, and arranging it in such a manner that
the systems which in recent times have taken another path I allude
to the anatomico-physiological have scarcely effected more than the
introduction of extremely trifling changes, in some instances clearly
untenable, and others at best of very doubtful validity. The morpho-
logical method of observation has certainly, from the origin of the
science, been the basis of all treatises on botany : but those who have
thus pursued it have been far from taking a strictly scientific view of
the question, or seeking in this way for the solution of its difficulties.

This task is two-fold, at once empirical and theoretical. In its first

character the study requires us to examine into and characterise the
fundamental forms which, as types, or conceptions of generic and spe-
cific shapes, constitute the boiis of individual forms. In its second
character this study has to unfold the natural laws according to which
these types are formed, and which control and explain the deviations
that occur in individual forms from their prototypes. For the first

or empirical part of our researches, we may congratulate ourselves on
having nome little information, although of a

very fragmentary nature;
but in the second or theoretical department we have scarcely even an
indication to guide us. That the solution of the difficulties must be
sought by beginning from the simplest case is evident,and hereSchwann
has certainly shown eminent acuteness in establishing the analogy
between the formation of crystals and that of cells; but unfortunately
we have not yet brought the law of crystalline formation into the
dominion of science. Thus at the present time we can do no more
than specify the problem presented to botany, the solution of which
is alone to be expected when the mathematical construction of the
formation of crystals lies perfectly complete before us. If however
this is ever to be effected, we must enter upon all possible construction
in a very different way from what has hitherto been done. For this

purpose we must consider somewhat more exactly the characteristics
of organic form, especially the vegetable, as opposed to the inorganic.
The inorganic form, the crystal, is permanent when once formed

; it

is unchangeable ; the individual (thu individual existence) is the form
iUelf, and by its solution and change of form a new individual arises.

In the plant, on the other hand, the form is not stable or permanent,
but an ever-changing one. The analogies between the two hold good
only in the simplest cases. The nucleus of a crystal originates in a
definite form, and then passes through a series of forms, until it reaches
the <lediiced crynUlline form. As such it then remains unchangeable
until the individual is destroyed with the form. Thus certainly it has
a very simple hirtory of development, but thia continues merely so long
as something in still being added to that which is already present, until
the whole is completed. The cell is formed in a manner somewhat
analogous to thin, originating in a definite form, and passing through a
series of changes, which, as it appears, only contribute new matter
until the form is complete : this then remains stationary until its solu-
tion and the consequent destruction of it individuality. It is however
wholly different in combined forms, and these it is which, with few
exception", compose what we term plants. Here a numberof cells com-
bine together within definite external limits

; but these cells themselves
do not enter into the form as dead particle* of the mass; they continue
to devetop new cells, whilst the old ones are partially destroyed : the

wwly originated cells change, by their arrangement, the form of the

whole, and, since formation of new parts and destruction of the old are

continually going on, the general boundary ofthe whole never appear* as

anything definitely fixed. As, however, this metamorphosis is constant
in its nature, and only occurs in individual parts, we cannot regard
each one of the forms resulting from this process as a new one, but
merely as a slight modification of the one immediately preceding it ;

and this peculiar connection brings the whole to us as one individual,
which, at its first appearance, may be entirely different in all its parti,
both in shape and material, from wiiat it is at last ; but in the con-

ception of which we must comprehend the whole series of changing
forms, wherein the widely distant members have perhaps no element
identical, if we would attain to scientific knowledge, if we would
understand the object, and not merely acquire a disjointed, uncoin-

prehended, and incomprehensible impression. From these considera-
tions it follows, granting the paramount importance of the morphological
method of observation, that we gain nothing by the comprehension
of the forms complete at any one moment, but that we must trace
out the law of morphological development, and direct our scientific

inquiries, not to an individual complete at any one period, but to the

comprehension of the collective constant series of normally changing
forms. The conception of genera and species in botany is conse-

quently, therefore, not merely the result of a comparison but also of
a connection of the various individual characteristics with each other.

In this manner we should lay a firm foundation for the induction*
to load us to a theory of organic morphology, if we could but succeed
in completing the theory of the formation of inorganic forms. As
yet we are far from this point, and simply because it is only in th.'

most recent times, and yet very imperfectly, that the importance of
the study of the history of development has been auknowl.

although, without tbi, botany would be whoUy diverted of all

scientific principle. This deficiency renders it impossible as yet to
treat morphology with scientific logical development, or in accordance
with a perfectly Rystcmatic mode of arrangement, as will but too

obviously appear in my manner of treating tliis subject, although the
blame of this is only partially to be imputed to me. It seema how. v, i-

practicable perfectly to state the problem, and to this end I .<ul>i"in

the following remarks :

" We have to construct the laws of morphological formation, and to
delineate the forms themselves. The first remains for the present a
mere problem, the solution of which must be reserved for succeeding
times. The second may be accomplished, although impertV.tly. I

say imperfectly, because, instead of those complete series of de\vlo|>-
ment of which we ought alone to treat, we only know a few individual
conditions

; and therefore the greatest portion of the task still lies

unperformed before us. Here we must again distinguish between
1. Series of forms which occur in all or in very many plants of a very
different nature, and may therefore especially serve as the foundation
of the study of vegetable forms; that is. General Morphology.
2. Series of forms which are only peculiar to definite groups of plants :

Special or Comparative Morphology. These two wouM furlur
branch off into the consideration of form without reference to its c im-

position from the different forms of the elementary organs : External

Morphology ;
and into the consideration of the manner in which forms

are composed from individual tissues : Internal Morphology (the

theory of structure 'Comparative Anatomy'). This last part falls

however away from General Morphology : for all that we can, for the

present at least, say is, that every plant is composed of the different

forms of the elementary organs which have already been treated of.

Even with respect to the second part, in regard to Comparative
Morphology, it appears to me unadvisable to divide the two sections,
on account of our deficiency of material; I shall, therefore, in ill.

examination of the individual groups and part* of plants, subjoin all

that i known concerning their structure."

In thU work, in the description of the organs of plants, the plan of
Schleiden has been followed, and the morphology of the separate
organs of plants will be found under the head of each organ. Illus-

.rations of the general laws of morphology will also be found undur
the heads of MKTAiionrnosis, MONSTER, and UNITY or ORGANISATION.

In the same manner the laws of morphology, as far as they ore yet
mderstood in the Animal Kingdom, will be found referred to in the

descriptions of the great families, and in the articles MOI.I.CSCA aud
row.

MO'KKHUA, a genus of Fishes of the order Malacoptcrygii and
flection Hulibrac/tiala. The Common Cod-Fish may bo regarded a* tho

type of this genus, which also contains tho Haddock and several other

species, all of which have the ventral fins pointed, and situated under
or rut her in advance of tho pectorals; three dorsal fins, two anal fins,
mil the chill furnished with a barhule.

M. vulgarit, Cuv. (fiailiu iforrhua, Linn.), tho Common C<xl, is

usually about three feet in length, but sometimes attains a much larger
ize, and weighs from 00 to "Olbs. Tho upper parts of the head and
>ody are of an olive-brown colour, mottled with yellowish ; the under
>arts and the lateral lines are white, and the fins are dusky. The
>roportions of a specimen three feet in length are as follows : The
ength of the head compared with that of the body (not including the

ail-fin) i* as one to two and a half; the depth of tho body is equal to

he length of the head ; the first dorsal fin commences in a vertical

ino just behind the origin of tho pectorals; the second dorsal
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commences in a line over the anal opening, and terminates opposite
the hinder point of the first anal fin

;
the third dorsal and the second

anal both commence and terminate in the same vertical line
;
the tail

is truncated.

The Cod-Fish is an inhabitant of the northern seas. In this

country it is found on all parts of the coast
; and " in the United

Kingdom alone this fish, in the catching, curing, the partial consump-
tion, and sale, supplies employment, food, and profit, to thousands of
the human race."

The account of the mode of fishing, &c., given in that most excellent
work the 'History of British Fishes,' is as follows :" The Cod-Fish
is very voracious, a favourable circumstance for the fishermen, who
experience little difficulty in taking them with almost any bait, when-
ever a favourable locality is ascertained. As these fishes generally
inhabit deep water, from 25 to 40 and even 50 fathoms, and feed near
the ground on various small fishes, worms, Crustacea, and Testacea,
their capture is only attempted with lines and hooks. Two sorts of

lines, adapted for two very different modes of fishing, are in common
use. One mode is by deep-sea lines, called bulters, on the Cornish
coast

;
these are long lines, with hooks fastened at regular distances

along their whole length by shorter and smaller cords called snoods
;

these snoods are 6 feet long each, and placed on the long line 12 feet

from each other, to prevent the hooks becoming entangled. Near the
hooks these shorter lines, or snoods, are formed of separate threads

loosely fastened together, to guard against the teeth of the fish. Some
variation* occur at different parts of the coast as to the number of
hooks attached to the line, as well as in the length of the snood ; but
the distance on the long line between two snoods is always double the

length of the snood itself. Buoys, buoy-ropes, and anchors or

grapples, are fixed one to each end of the long line. The hooks are
baited with sand-launce, limpet, whelk, &c. The lines are always laid,

or, as it is termed, shot, across the tide, for if the tide runs upon the
end of the line, it will force the hooks together, by which the whole
tide's fishing is irrecoverably lost : they are deposited generally about
the time of slack water, between each ebb and flow, and are taken up
or hauled for examination after having been left for about 6 hours, or

one flood or ebb.
" An improvement upon this more common plan was some years

ago suggested by Mr. Cobb, who was sent to the Shetlands by the
Commissioners appointed for the Improvement of the Fisheries. He
fixed a small piece of cork within a certain distance of the hook
(about 1 2 inches), which suspended and floated the bait so as to pre-
vent its falling on tlie ground, by which method the bait was more

freely shown to the fish, by the constant and variable motion produced
upon it by the tide. In the old way the bait was frequently hid from
the fish by being covered with sea-weed, or was consumed by some of

the numerous star-fish and crabs that infest the ground.
" The fishermen, when not engaged in shooting, hauling, or rebait-

ing the long lines, fish with hand-lines, armed with two hooks kept
apart by a strong piece of wire ; each fisherman manages two lines,

holding one line in each hand
; a heavy weight is attached to the

lower end of the line, not far from the hooks, to keep the bait down
near the ground, where the fish principally feed. These two modes
of line-fishing are practised to a great extent nearly all round the

coast; and enormous quantities of cod, haddock, whiting, coal-fish,

pollack, hake, ling, torsk, and all the various fiat-fish, usually called

by the general name of white-fish, are taken.
" Of cod-fish alone the number taken in one day is very consider-

able ; from 400 to 550 fish have been caught on the banks of New-
foundland in 10 or 11 hours by one man; and a master of fishing-
vessels trading from the London market told me that eight men
fishing under his orders off the Dogger Bank, in 25 fathoms water,
have taken eighty score of cod in one day. These are brought to

Gravesend in stout cutter-rigged vessels of 80 or 100 tons burthen, called

store-boats, built for this traffic, with a largo well, in which the fish

are preserved alive
;
and of these a portion is sent up to Billingsgate

market by each night-tide.
"
Well-boat?, for preserving alive the fish taken at sea, came into

use in this country early in the last century ; they are said to have
been first built at Harwich about 1712. The store-boats remain as

low down as Oravesend, because the water there is sufficiently mixed
to keep the fish alive. If they were to come higher up, it would
kill them.
" A change has lately taken place from the cod having shifted their

ground. Formerly the Gravesend and Barking fishermen obtained no
cod nearer than the Orkneys or the Dogger Bank ;

but for the last

two or three years the s'upply for the London market has been obtained

by going no farther than the Lincolnshire and Norfolk coasts, and
even between that and London, where previously very few fish could

be obtained ....
" In a natural state the cod spawns about February ;

and nine

millions of ova have been found in the roe of one female. The cod

is in the greatest perfection as food from the end of October to

in". It may, in fact, be said of the whole of the family of

Oadidct, that they are in the best condition for the table in the cold

months of the year. The young of Ihe cod, about 6 inches long,
abound at the mouth of the Thames and Medway throughout the

summer : a autumn advances they gain size and strength, and are
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caught, from 12 to 16 inches in length, by lines, near the various sand-

banks in the channel. When of whiting size, they are called Codlings
and Skinners

; and when larger, Tamlin Cod."
M. (eglefinus, Cuv., the Haddock, a common fish in our markets, is

of a smaller size than the cod, which it greatly resembles. In a

specimen 20 inches long, the length of the head, compared with that
of the body, without including the tail, is as one to two and a half;
the depth of the body is less than the length of the head : the fins

are situated nearly as in the cod, but they are proportionally higher,

especially the anterior dorsal, which is pointed : the tail fin has its

posterior edge emarginated. Its colour is usually paler than the
common cod, the back is palish-brown, the belley is silvery white, and
the lateral line is black ; a blackish patch is situated on the side of

the body behind the pectoral fins, and sometimes extends over the

back, and unites with the corresponding spot on the opposite side
;
the

dorsal fins and tail are grayish, and the pectoral and ventral fins are

paler.
This fish frequents for the most part the same localities as the

common cod, being found in the northern seas. It occurs all round
the coast of Great Britain and Ireland, but is said not to exist either

iu the Baltic or Mediterranean. It is chiefly caught with long lines

baited with pieces cut from a 'herring or sand-launce.

In the 'Regne Animal,' it is said that when the Haddock is salted,
it is called Hadou, after the English name Hadok

; and in the '

History
of British Fishes,' Mr. Yarrell states, that " the French fishermen call

the haddock Hadot," whence probably our name was derived.

M. callarias (Gadus callarias), the Dorse, the Variable Cod. This

species is admitted by Mr. Yarrell into the list of British species,

although the only authentic instances of its capture have been at

Antrim and Cork in Ireland. It appears to be a well-known fish in

the Baltic, and is frequently called the Baltic Cod. It differs from
the common Cod, and is subject to great varieties in its characters,
hence its name of Variable Cod.
M. luaca (Asellus luscus, Willughby ; Gadus luscus, Linnaeus), the

Bib-Pout and Whiting-Pout. The Bib and Pout have sometimes
been regarded as different fishes, but Yarrell describes them as

one. This fish is well known on the English coasts. From a
dark spot at the origin of the pectoral fin in which it resembles
the Whiting, it is often called Whiting-Pout. It is called Pout,
Bib, Blens, and Blinds from the power it possesses of inflating a
membrane which covers the eyes and other parts about the head.
The flesh is excellent, and like most of the Gadidce it is best

eaten in November and December. In form the Whiting Pout is the

deepest for its length of the British Gadidce. The upper jaw is the

longest ;
the band of teeth of several rows, those formiug the outer

row the largest ;
under jaw with a single row; the barbule at the

chin rather long ; various mucous pores about both jaws ;
the eyes

large ;
the orbits covered with a loose membrane which the fish has

the power of distending ;
the diameter of the eye equal to one-third

of the length of the head
;
the irides orange colour

;
the dorsal and

abdominal lines exhibit considerable convexity; the body tapers

rapidly from the line of the ending of the second dorsal and first

anal fins
;
the colour of the head, back, aud upper part of the sides,

a yellow reddish-brown, becoming lighter on the belly, aud tinged in

places with bluish-gray ;
at the base of the pectoral fins a black spot ;

scales small and deciduous
; posterior half of the lateral line straight,

then rising in a curve over the pectoral fiu
;

all the fins, except the

ventrals, dusky-brown ;
the veutrals nearly white ;

the first anal Sn
in large-sized specimens edged with fine blue.

M. minuta (Gadus minutus, Linnicus), the Poor or Power-Cod.

Though similar to the Pout it differs in many points. It is not so

deep when of the same length ;
the first anal fin does not begin so

far forward as in the Pout by nearly the whole length of the base
of the first dorsal fin ; the longest rays of the third dorsal fiu aud
the seccnd anal fin are shorter than the bases of the respective fius,

and do not, therefore, produce the same vertically truncated appear-
auce as in the same relative fins of the Pout; and the barbule at the

chin is much shorter.

This fish is abundant in the Baltic, where its presence rejoices the

fishermen, as it is usually the precursor of the Cod. It is the

smallest of the Cod family, and although on account of its size it is

more usually employed for bait, it is very good eating. It is scarce

in America.

(Yarrell, British Fishes.)
MORSE. [PaocwjE.]
MORUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Moracece.

The flowers are monoecious
;
the stamiuiferous flowers spiked ; calyx

4-parted, spreading, membranous ;
the stamens 4, larger than the calyx,

with the rudiments of an ovary between their bases
;
the pistiliferous

flowers clustered
; sepals 4, scale-like, imbricating each other, 2 being

opposite and external to the other 2
; stigmas 2, linear, glandular;

ovule solitary, suspended. Fruit consistiug of the latter flowers

become fleshy and grown together, each inclosing a dry membranous

pericarp. Seed pendulous ; embryo curved like a horse-shoe, amongst
fleshy albumen, with the radicle directed to the hilum. The species
are trees.

M. nigra, the Black or Common Mulberry, is a small tree with very

rugged bark. The .young shoots ara downy ;
the leaves roundish,

3 M
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cordate, pulxwoent, coarsely Minted, rough to tha touch, (lightly
actitniiMtp; ittipule* oblong, membranous, downy, the length of the

petiole or longer, deciduous.
The Black Mulberry i the only species of Maria worthy of being

eultirated a* a fruit-tree. It it a native of Persia, and its indigenous
range appear* to be extensive. Its introduction to this country dates
about the middle of the sixteenth century. Under great vicissitude*

it proves very tenacious of life
; and under ordinary circumstances it

attains, even in this climate, a considerable age, for some trees planted
in 1548 are (till alive. The fruit is used at the dessert, fresh gathered,
and at the same time it ought to be so ripe as to be just ready to drop
from the tree

; indeed the fruit may be said to be in the highest per-
fection with regard to ripeness when it actually drops, and hence a

grass plot surrounding the trunk is desirable
; but the trees are found

to thrive better when the soil is kept stirred ; however, as grass will

be generally preferred, all strong-growing sorts of grasses should be
avoided ; and it should also be kept very closely mowed till at least

immediately before the fruit ripens. By this means the sun's rays
will be permitted to penetrate the soil to a greater depth than when
obstructed by a covering of long grass. Mulberries are also preserved
in the form of a syrup ; and their juice, mixed with that of apples,
forms a beverage of a deep port-wine colour, called Mulberry-Cider.
The soil for mulberry-trees should be of a light, rich, and mode-

rately dry nature. If the subsoil be not naturally pervious, it should
be rendered as much so as is possible. A good bottoming of brick
rnbbish will prove beneficial with regard both to the growth of the
tree and the flavour of the fruit.

Propagation of the Mulberry may be effected either by seeds, cut-

tings, or layering. The last in the preferable mode, where it can be

conveniently adopted ; and the shoots or branches used for this pur-
pose, as alto those intended for cuttings, should be selected from those

trees, or parts of a tree, that have been observed to be most fruitful ;

for although the plant is generally monoecious, yet some trees occa-

sionally assume a dicocous character. Hence, likewise, seedling plants
are not so desirable as those propagated from trees previously ascer-
tained to be prolific ; and moreover seedling plants are a greater
number of years in attaining a bearing state.

As the acquisition of a good mulberry-tree is very desirable, the

following directions for obtaining a bearing tree readily and quickly
will be useful. If a tolerably Targe branch of a vigorous tree is
'

ringed," and the annulation is inclosed in a box filled with rich soil,

sufficiently large to hold as much as will preserve a somewhat uniform

temperature, or at least an approximation to that which the roots of
a tree naturally experience in the ground, roots will be readily emitted
into the earth, and in due time the branch may be cut off and planted.A covering of mom is useful, partly for maintaining an equable tem-

perature, nnd partly for preserving moisture.
The Mulberry-Tree requires very little pruning beyond that of

regulating the head. The season for this operation should be always
mid-winter ; for if in a growing state, this plant bears amputation
very ill, especially as regards large limbs. Mulberries have been
trained against south walls, over which a single plant has been known
to extend upwards of ninety feet horizontally ; additional size and
flavour are said to have been gained, but certainly not so much over
a standard on a proper bottom as to compensate for the great
extent of wall-room occupied.

if. alba, the White Mulberry, is a native of China, where it forms
a small tree, and whence it has been gradually carried westward till it

has become a common
plant

in most of the temperate parts of the
Old World, forming in the south of Europe a pollard-tree by road-
sides. Its leaves are smooth and shining, usually heart-shaped at the
base, and on old trees ovate or oblong, but on young vigorous shoots
as frequently divided into deep lobes. The fruit is white, incipid, and
of little value except for feeding poultry ; in this country it is seldom
formed. It is on this species that the silk-worm is chiefly fed ; and
in silk countries many varieties are cultivated for the purpose, some
of which are said to be much better than others. The common wild
kind is said to suit the silk-worm as well as or even better than any
other kind ; but as it yields only a small quantity of foliage, compared
with other sort*, it is principally employed as the source of seeds from
which stocks are raised for grafting more productive varieties. Of
the Utter each silk country has its own fancy kinds, which there
would be little advantage in noticing here ; but there is among them
an exception of importance, the value of which has been recognised
wherever it has been cultivated. Some years since a mulberry was
introduced into France from Manilla, whence it has gained the name
of the Philippine Mulberry, the great excellence of which seems uni-

versally acknowledged. It has straight smooth branches, oval heart-

shaped leaves tapering to a point, thin, rather soft, a little blistered
and puckered in the middle, often drooping, and sometimes more than
six or even nine inches broad in the dry climate of the south of France.
It grows much faster than the White Mulberry, and strikes from
cuttings as freely as a willow, which is not the case with the latter.
The abundance of it* leaves is much greater than any other known
variety, and, what Is most important, it is not only freely eaten by the
silkworms, but

perfectly agrees with them. Its culture is now super-
seding that of all others in the south of Europe, and it is even taken
M a stock on which to graft the common White Mulberry, when the

latter is wished for. According to M. Bonafous this may be done
either upon layers of the Philippine Mulberry, headed down to one
or two eyes above the ground, or upon cuttings seven or right inches

long, which may be planted immediately after having been grafted :

the young plants will be five or six feet long the first year, and
three or four inches in circumference. This mulberry is sometimes
called Monu mtdlicanlu.

In this country the White Mulberry and all its varieties suffer a
good deal from our winters, but not so much as to prevent i'

ration. Some years ago an attempt was made to introduce it and tin-

rearing of silkworms into Great Britain
;
but the attempt failed, owing

partly to unskilful management, but more to the soft juicy condition
of the leaves in this damp climate, which rendered them unfit for the
food of the worm.

(London, Arboretum Ri-itannifum.)
MOSANDKRITE, a Mineral belonging to the Cerium series. It

occurs massive and fibrous, and crystallised in flat prisms. Cleavage
in one direction distinct, in others indistinct. Colour dull reddish-
brown. Streak grayish-brown. Hardness 4*0. Lustra of cleavage-
face between vitreous and greasy; of other surfaces resinous. Thin
splinters translucent, and showing a bright red colour by transmitted

light Specific gravity 2'93 to 2-93. It is found at Lammanskaret in
Sweden. According to Erdmann it consists mostly of silica, titanic

acid, and the oxides of cerium and lanthaninm, with some oxidu of

manganese, lime, a little magnesia, potash, and water.

MOSASAURUS, Mr. Conybeare's name for a gigantic extinct aquatic
Saurian, the Saurochamiui of Wagler. It was at first considered by
Faujas St. Fond to be a Crocodile, but its true position among the
Saurians was pointed out by Camper and confirmed by Cuvier.

Indeed, previous to their investigations, the nearly perfect head of
this Saurian, known as the great animal of Maestricht, and found near
that city in the calcareous freestone forming the most recent deposit
of the cretaceous formation, was a stumbling-block to naturalists, some
of whom were of opinion that it was a whale. The zoologists lost

named, and especially Cuvier, hove satisfactorily proved that it was a

great marine reptile, and very nearly allied to the Monitor. [MoNi-
TORID.E.] The teeth are without true roots, not hollow as in the

Crocodile, but solid throughout, and joined to the sockets by a broad

bony basis, the result of the hardening of the pulp from which the
teeth were formed, and likewise attached to the jaw by the ossifi-

cation of the pulp that had furnished the enamel. " This indurated

capsule," writes Dr. Buckland, in his '

Cridgewater Treatise,'
"
passed

like a circular buttress around its base, tending to make the tooth an
instrument of prodigious strength. The young tooth first appeared in

a separate cell in the bone of the jaw, and moved irregularly across
its substance until it pressed against the base of the old tooth;
causing it gradually to become detached, together with its base, by a
kind of necrosis, and to fall off like the horns of a deer. The teeth
in the roof of the mouth are also constructed on the same principle
with those in the jaw, and renewed in like manner."
The lost-mentioned writer places its organisation and its zoological

and geological relations in so interesting a point of view in the treatise

above mentioned, that we select his account as the best calculated
to inform the general as well as the philosophical reader on these

points.
" The geological epoch at which the Moiatauru* first

appeared seems
to have been the hist of the long series during which the oolitic and
cretaceous groups were in process of formation. In these periods the
inhabitants of our planet seem to have been principally marine, and
some of the largest creatures were Saurians of gigantic stature, many
of them living in the sea, and controlling the excessive increase of the
then extensive tribes of fishes. From the lias upwards to the com-
mencement of the chalk formation the Ichthyotauri and Plaioiauri
were the tyrants of the ocean ; and just at the point of time when
their existence terminated, during the deposition of the chalk, the
new genus Mvtatauriu appears to have been introduced, to supply for
a while their place and office, being itself destined in its turn to give
place to the Cetacea of the tertiary periods. As no Saurians of the

present world are inhabitants of the sea, and the moat powerful living
representatives of this order, namely the Crocodiles, though living
chiefly in water, have recourse to stratagem rather than speed for the

capture of their pVcy, it may not be unprofitable to examine the
mechanical contrivances by which a reptile, most nearly allied to the

Monitor, was so constructed as to possess the power of moving in the
sea with sufficient velocity to overtake and capture such large and
powerful fishes as, from the enormous size of its teeth and jaws, we
may conclude it was intended to devour. The head and teeth point
out the near relations of this animal to the Monitors ; and the pro-
portions maintained throughout all the other parts of the skeleton
warrant the conclusion that this monstrous Monitor of the ancient

deep was 25 feet in length, although the longest of its modern con-

geners does not exceed 5 feet The head here represented measures
4 feet in length, that of the largest Monitor does not exceed 5 inches.
The most skilful anatomist would be at a loss to devise a series of
modifications by which a Monitor could be enlarged to the length :uM
bulk of a Grampus, and at the same time be fitted to move with

strength and rapidity through the waters of the sea
; yet in the fossil

before us we shall find the genuine characters of a Monitor maintained
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throughout the whole skeleton, with such deviations only as tendec

to fit the animal for its marine existence.
" The Moaaaaurus had scarcely any character in common with the

Crocodile, but resembled the Iguanas in having an apparatus of teeth

fixed on the pterygoid bone, and placed in the roof of its mouth, as

in many serpents and fishes, where they act as barbs to prevent the

escape of their prey." Tie other parts of the skeleton follow the character indicated by
the head. The vertebra are all concave in front and convex behind,
being fitted to each other by a ball and socket joint, admitting easy
and universal flexion. From the centre of the back to the extremity
of the tail they are destitute of articular apophyses, which are essentia!

to support the back of animals that move on land : in this respeci

they agree with the vertebrae of dolphins, and were calculated to

facilitate the power of swimming ; the vertebra; of the neck allowed
to that part also more flexibility than in the Crocodiles.

" The tail was flattened on each side, but high and deep in the
vertical direction, like the tail of a crocodile, forming a straight oar

of immense strength to propel the body by horizontal movements

analogous to those of skulling. Although the number of caudal

vertebrae was nearly the same as in the Monitor, the proportionate
length of the tail was much diminished by the comparative shortness

of the body of each vertebra
;
the effect of this variation being to give

strength to a shorter tail as an organ for swimming ;
and a rapidity of

movement, which would have been unattainable by the long and slen-

der tail of the Monitor, which assists that animal in climbing. There
is a further provision to give strength to the tail, by the chevron bones

being soldered firmly to the body of each vertebra, as in fishes."

The total number of vertebrae was 133, nearly the same as in the

Monitors, and moie than double the number of those in the Crocodiles.

The ribs had a single head, and were round, as in the family of Lizards.

Of the extremities sufficient fragments have been found to prove that

the Motatauriw, instead of legs, had four large paddles, resembling
those of the Pletiosaurut and the Whale : one great use of these was

probably to assist in raising the animal to the surface, in order to

breathe, as it apparently had not the horizontal tail by means of

which the CetOcea ascend for this purpose. All these characters unite

to show that the Mosataurus was adapted to live entirely in the water,
and that although it was of such vast proportions compared with the

living genera of these families, it formed a link intermediate between
the Monitors and the Iguanas. However strange it may appear to

find its dimensions so much exceeding those of any existing lizards,
or to find marine genera in the order of Saurians, iu which there

exuU at this time no species capable of living in the sea; it is scarcely
less strange than the analogous deviations iu the Megalosaurus and

lyuanodon, which afford examples of still greater expansion of the

type of the Monitor and Iguana into colossal forms adapted to move
upon the land. Throughout all these variations of proportions, we
trace the persistence of the same laws which regulate the formation
of living genera, and from the combinations of perfect mechanism
that have in all times resulted from their operation, we infer the

perfection of the wisdom by which all this mechanism was designed,
and the immensity of the power by which it has ever been

upheld.
" Cuvier asserts of the Mosasaurue, that before he had seen a single

vertebra, or a bone of any of its extremities, he was enabled to

announce the character of the entire skeleton from the examination of

the jaws and teeth alone, and even from a single tooth. The power
of doing this results from those magnificent laws of co-existence

which form the basis of the science of comparative anatomy, and
which give the highest interest to its discoveries."

Head at Ifotoiaunu Cumperi (Lacerta gigantea of Summering).

The noble specimen from which the cut is taken was discovered in

1780, and is in the Museum at Paris. At the capture of Maastricht

by the French army it was given up to them for the purpose of being
placed in the museum, according to Cuvier, by Goddin, dean of the

chapter of that town, which, in virtue of some-droits of the chapter,
had taken it from Hoffman, of whose collection it formed the principal
feature. It is said th:it the French cannoneers had directions not to

point their artillery towards that part of the town in which this

precious specimen was deposited.
A cast of the above specimen, presented by Barou Cuvier to

Dr. Mantell, is now in the British Museum. In the same collection is

also part of a lower jaw of Mosasaurus, presented by Dr. Peter

Camper in 1784. There are also several vertebra found by Dr. Mantell
in the Chalk of Lewes. Casts are also preserved in the museums of
the Geological Society and of the Royal College of Surgeons. Teeth
in every respect similar to those found in the Maestricht reptile have
been discovered by Dr. Hurlan in Philadelphia, and other remains
of this animal have been found in the same district.

(Mantell, Fossils of the British Museum.)
MOSCHATA. [ACTINIAE*]
MO'SCHID^E, a family of Ruminant Quadrupeds familiarly known

as Musk-Deer.
Linnseus defines the genus Moschm, which he places between Camelui

and Cenus, under his order Pecora, as having no horns, and the upper
cauine teeth solitary and exserted " Cornua nulla. Dentes Lam'arii

Superiores solitarii, exserti."

Pennant, in the '

Systematic Index,' gives it nearly the same posi-

tion, the only difference being that the Deer precedes it, and the Camel
follows it.

Cuvier, in his last edition of the '

Regne Animal,' gives it the same
position that Linnaeus assigned to it ; the Llamas (among the Camels)
immediately preceding it, and' the Deer (Cenus, Linn.) being next in
succession to it. The French zoologist states that the Musks are
much less anomalous than the Camels, and only differ from the other
Ruminants in the absence of horns, in having a long canine tooth on
each side of the upper jaw, which comes out of the mouth in the

males, and finally, iu having in their skeleton a slight fibula, which
has no existence in the Camels. He adds that they are charming
animals in regard to their elegance and lightness. The distinction of
the exserted upper canine tooth, noticed by Cuvier, is not confined to
the Musks; such a conformation exists in some of the males of the

Cervidce, the Munjak for instance.

Mr. Swainsou is of opinion that the Moschida, or Musk-Deer, con-
stitute the most aberrant group of the Ruminants, and he places
them between the Oenidcs and the Camdopardce, the last family being
the terminating group of his fourth tribe, or Ruminants.
M. F. Cuvier enumerates Moschus Moschiferus, M. Meminna, M.

pyymcew, M. Javanicua, and M. Napu, as the only species known at

present.
Dr. J. E. Gray, in his

'

Disposition of the Mammalia '

(' Annals of

Phil.,' 1825), divides the family Bovidte into two sections, the first

with persistent horns, and the second with either no horns or deciduous
horns. [BOVID.E.] He makes Moschina, the fourth sub-family, and
arranges it between Camelina and Cervina, in the second section. The
genera of Moschina, in this arrangement, are Mosckus and Meminna.
The same author, in June, 1836, read to the Zoological Society of
London some observations ' On the geim.s Moschus of Linnajus, with

descriptions of two new species.' He remarked that the only character

by which this genus, as established by Linmcus and others, differs

from the genus Genus, consists in the absence of horns; for the

elongated canines are common to it and most of the Indian species of

C'enus, especially the 0. Ifuntjac. [CERVID.*.]
The character of the fur, the degree of hairiness or nakedness of the

metatarsus, and the presence or absence of the musk-bag of the male,
offer however, he observed, good characters for the sub-division of tho

jroup into three very distinct sections or sub-genera.
The first of these divisions, for which Dr. Gray would retain' the

name of Moschus, comprehends only the Tibet Musk, M. Moschiferus,
Linn. In common with the Deer and Antelopes, it has, he pointed
out, the hinder and outer side of the metatarsus covered with close

erect hair, and, like many of the Deer also, its fur is quill-like and
brittle ;

the throat moreover is entirely clothed with hair, and the
males are provided on the middle of the abdomen with a large pouch
secreting musk. Its young, like those of "most of the Deer, are

spotted, whilst the adult animal is plain-coloured.
Dr. Gray further stated that the division to which, in the year 1821,

in a paper in the ' Medical Repository,' he gave the name of Meminna,
also consists of but a single species, the Moschus Meminna, Liun. In
-his group the hinder edge of the metatarsus is, he observed, covered
with hair

;
and there is no musk-bag in either sex. The false hoofs,

IB remarked, are distinct, although Linntous and Buffon denied their

presence.

The third and last sub-division is characterised by Dr. Gray, under
.he name of Tragulus, as having the hinder edge of the metatarsus

nearly bald and slightly callous, a character which distinguishes them
at once from all other Ruminants ;

the fur is soft, and adpressed like

that of Meminna, but not spotted even when young ;
the throat is

>rovided with a somewhat naked, concave, sub-glandular, callous

disc, placed between the rami of the lower jaw, from which a band
extends to the fore part of the chin ;

and they have no musk-bag,
jike all the other species of the Linnaean genus Moschus, they have
'alse hoofs ; and most of them have the edges of the lower jaw, three

diverging bands on the chest, and the under surface of the body, more
or less purely white. The species of this division scarcely differ in

colour in the various stages of their growth, the young fawn resembling
e adult in every particular except in size.

In this division, the synonymy of which is stated to be extremely
;oufused, Dr. Gray reckons four species, two of which he describes as
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n*w. Dr. On; lUted Uiat he was unable to identify with any of the

four speciM meotioned by him on this occasion, or to separate from
them a* distinct, the Palendoc, figured in Manden's 'Sumatra,

1

or

Pygmy Musk of Sumatra, figured in Mr. Griffith's edition of Cuvier's

Animal Kingdom,' on which Fischer has established his Motickui

Qriftkii. The il. pygwunu of Linnaeus, in Dr. Gray's opinion, belongs
to the genus Antilof* : the hinder part of the tarsus being covered

with hair, and the false hoofs very small and rudimentary, and

entirely hidden under the hair of the feet He thinks that the Jf.

Amertcatiiu appear* by it* spotted livery to belong to a species of

Deer; and that the M. Jrlitatuliu, or Leverian Musk of Shaw, U
undoubtedly the fawn of a deer. l)r. Gray further observed that it is

curious that Dr. Shaw quote* as a synonym of the last-named species
the figure of Seba, on which alone the M. AMtrieanui is founded,
while at the same time he enumerates the M. Americaaui as a distinct

species. (' ZooL Proc.,' 1836.)
In the same year Mr. Ogilby, in hU paper on the '

Ruminantia,' read

before the Zoological Society, makes the Motchida the third family of

that order, with the following character:

Feet bisulcate ; horns none
;
incisor teeth (prunores), above none,

beneath eight Two genera.
1. Motehta. Rhinaria large. Lachrymal sintfses none ; interdigital

foosj none ; inguinal follicles none ;
teats four. Type M. Moicluferui.

2. Jxalut (>}. Rhinaria none. Lachrymal sinuses small and distinct;

interdigital fos* none; inguinal follicles email; teats two. Type,
/. Prubalon. (' Zool. Proc.,' part iv. p. 119.)

Mr. Ogilby goe* on to state that the genus Ixaliu, founded upon
the observation of a single specimen, may eventually prove to belong
to a different family : and indeed he observes that it differs little from
the true antelopes; but even supposing it to be correctly placed

among the Motchida, other forms, Mr. Ogilby remarks, are still

wanting to fill up the chasms which evidently exist among the charac-

ters of that group. "Two," continues Mr. Ogilby,
" are more espe-

cially indicated, and our knowledge of the laws of organic combination,
and of the constituent parts of other groups, gives us every reason to

believe in their actual existence, and to anticipate their discovery."
He then proceeds to characterise the genera Jfinnuliit and C'apreoltu,

observing that they will probably be found, one in the tropical forests

of the Indian Archipelago, and the other on the elevated table-lands of

Mexico or South America.
" It may appear a bold, perhaps a presumptuous undertaking," says

Mr. Ogilby,
" thus to predict the discovery of species and define the

characters of genera, of whose actual existence we have no positive

knowledge; but, as already remarked, all the analogies of nature,
whether derived from organic combination, or from the constituent

members of similar groups, are in favour of the supposition ; and I

may observe further, that the recent discovery of the genus Isatu*,
if indeed it eventually prove to be a genus, of which I had long pre-

viously defined the characters, as I have here done for the presumed
genera Hianttlut and Capreolia, strengthens my belief in the actual

existence of the** forms, and increases the probability of their future

discovery." The family is placed by Mr. Ogilby between the Cervul<e

and Caprida.
The aame author makes Traguliu (type Anlilope pyymtta) the first

grans of his family f!ori<t<r.

The Mntchida do not differ much from the other Ruminants ; the

leading differences are given above, and the general osseous structure

of the form may be collected from the following cuts :

Dental Formula : Incison, - ; Canines,-*!!.
1

; Molars, Id? = 84.
8 u- 'i

Teeth of Moichm tlotMfenu. F. Cuvier.

The canine teeth go for back into the upper jaw, as will be seen from
the following figure of one of them. It is not impossible that the

co-called canine teeth of Vrtut cullrident may be the canine teeth of

an extinct ruminant allied to this family, or that of the Cerrida.

[MACHAIIIODCS.]

fttclrton of JToir

Canine Tootb of Untthia Motchifri MI.

Man-hut Moicliiferut, the Musk, or Tibet Muxk. It has somewhat of

the form of a Roebuck ;
but higher behind than it in at the shoulder,

from the upper part of which to the sole of the foot it measures about
2 feet 3 inches ; whilst from the top of the haunches to the soles of the
hind feet the measurement U about 2 feet inches. Ears long and
rather narrow, in the itmde pale-yellow and dark-brown ouUiile. Hair
on tlie body suborect, long, each hair marked with short waves from

top to bottom, ash-coloured near the base, black or blockish ncnr tln<

end, and rusty at the tips. Chin yellow. The colour* vary. Mont of

the adults are plain-coloured. In some, and such is the individual

figured by Pennant, the fore part of the nock is marked on each side

with long white stripes from the head to the chest, the back striped

transversely with pale-brown reaching to the sides, which are also

dappled with a lighter colour. Hoofs very long and deeply divided,

spurious hoofit very long. Toil about an inch long, concealed in the

hair. Scrotum rutilum. Penis vix percipiendus. (Pennant)
Female less than the male, and wants the two tusks.

Young, spotted.
The Murk is a mountain animal, timid and shy, and a lover of

solitude. Precipices covered with- pines and almost inaccessible crags
are its favourite haunts ;

and the musk-hunter often perils his life in

the dangerous chase ; for when hotly pursued the animal taken refuge

frequently in the highest fastnesses, leaving men and dogs with scarcely
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the possibility of access to the precipitous summits to which it flies.

And yet the slaughter made among them must at one time have been

great, and the animals abundant ; for Tavernier bought in one journey
7673 musk-bags. The bag, or tumor, containing this well-known drug
is peculiar to the male : it is kidney-shaped, pendulous, of the size of
a hen's egg, and situated beneath the abdomen. There are said to be
two apertures, the larger oblong, the smaller round, and covered with
hair : and on the application of pressure the musk may be forced

through the apertures. It is brown and unctuous. This bag the
hunters cut off, and tie it up for sale, but, like everything that is

calculated for the use of man and is the object of commerce, it is said

to be adulterated by the admixture of foreign matter, and pieces of

lead are stated to have been found enveloped in it, for the purpose of

increasing the weight. The musk which comes from Tibet is con-

sidered the beat, and used to bear the highest price ;
the bag is more

or less full, and the quality more or less good, according to the age
and health of the animal. When dry, musk is dark-brown, inclining
to red, or rusty-black, and appears more or less granulated. To the
taste it is rather bitter and somewhat acrid. It is perhaps the strongest
and most pungent of perfumes, and so subtle that every thing near it

becomes infected, and for a long time retains the odour; vessels of

silver even, a metal Tvhich, as much as if not more than others, readily
becomes purified from odorous substances, do not part with the Bcent

of musk, which may have been placed in them, for a long time.

When fresh, or exposed in large quantities, its effects upon the nervous

system are said to be absolutely violent ; and it is stated that blood
has been forced from the nose, eyes, and ears, of those who have im-

prudently inhaled the vapour of a considerable quantity. When
Chardin made his purchases, he secured himself from the sudden
effects of the smell by covering his face with a handkerchief several

times folded. The mere skin of the animal fills the place where it is

kept with the perfume for a long period. In medicine it is used for

nervous and convulsive cases in considerable doses. The flesh of the

animals, though that of the males is rather highly flavoured with musk,
is eaten by the Russians and Tartars. In ruttiug-time this flavour is

most predominant.
It U a native of Tibet ;

the province of Mohang Meng in China
;

Tonquin, and Bootan; about the lake Baikal; and near the rivers

Yenesei and Argun. Found from lat. 60 to 44 or 45
;
but never

wanders so far south, except when forced through hunger, by great
falls of snow, when it migrates to feed on corn and new-grown rice.

(Pennant.)

Muk, or Tibet Musk (Jfoscliiu ifoickifenu).

The description given by Linnaeus of this species is an example of

his great neatness. He describes the Tibet Musk as Moacliut folliculo-

umlMicali ; and this is the distinction of the species, as far as we yet
know. It does not appear to have been known to the ancients, but

seems to have been first mentioned by the Arabians. Serapion
described it in the 8th century.

There are three other species of Moschus M. Sibincus, the Kubaya,
a native of Siberia ; M. Uucoj/aster, the White-Bellied Musk, a native

of Nepaul ; M. chrytogater, the Golden-Eyed Musk, also from Nepaul.
The Motckut aqualicus, Ogilby, the Boomorah of West Africa, is the

// ,/ motckui aquaticut of Gray.
Mciainna Jadica (Moschia Meminna, Linn.). It is the only species

known.

Length about 17 inches. Ashy-olive; throat, breast, and belly

white, sides and haunches spotted and barred transversely with white :

ears large and open, tail very short. Weight about 5J Ibs.

It i a native of Ceylon and Java. (Pennant.) Colonel Sykes
informs us that it U the Peesoreh of the Mahrattas, and that it is found

in considerable numbers in the dense woods of the Western Ghauts,
but never on the plains. (' Zool. Proc.,' 1831.) Pennant described it

from a drawing communicated by Governor Loten, of Ceylon.

Skeleton o

Tragulits Jaiianicus, Pallas (MoscJius Javanicus, Gmelin and Raffles
;

M. Napu, F. Cuvier), is the size of a large hare. Body heavy. Limbs

very delicate. Head arched and long. Eyes large, but not expressive.
General colour brown mixed with blackish-gray or yellow reflections

;

yellow predominating along the back and tail, on tbe legs, the neck,
and head ;

the gray and black prevail on the lower part of the

shoulders, on the sides, and thighs. These different tints are the

result of the colouring of the hairs, which on those parts which are

yellow are of that colour for the greatest part of their length and
black at the point, and where the hairs lie very thick and one on the

other, some of the parts appear black. Lower jaw white ; two white
lines which spring from it extend thence beyond the cheeks; two
other white bands spring from the same point as the first, and
terminate at the shoulders

;
a middle band descends on the breast,

widening in its descent, and is lost in the white of that part. The

upper edge of the first two white bands is bordered with black, and
the other bands are all separated from each other by hairs of a

brownish-black colour. Belly, anterior and upper part of the hind

legs, posterior and upper part of the fore legs, and the under part of

the tail, white. End of the muzzle naked. Eyes surrounded with a

naked part, from which springs a baud without hairs which goes to

the muzzle. These naked parts are black with a slight tint inclining
to violet. The toes are united, by a rather loose membrane, nearly
to the origin of the hoofs, which are very long and pointed ;

the

spurious hoofs are also long, cylindrical, and pointed. Length about

24 inches. Height to the shoulder rather more than 9 inches, to the

top of the haunches rather more than a foot.

Mr. Bennett observes that M. F. Cuvier regards five radiating bands

as the distinctive character of the Napu, and three as that of the

Kanchil
; whereas, in truth, the number is the same in both, and the

difference is only in their disposition.
The Napu comes from Java aud Sumatra.

Sir Stamford Raffles states that this species frequents thickets near

the sea-shore and feeds principally upon tha berries of a species of
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Aniitia. He add* that it can be Matty trained, when taken young,
and will become quite familiar.

Nspu (Trogulut Jataiiieut).

Dr. Gray refers also to this genus Motchui Kanchil (Javan Musk of

Shaw, Le Chevrotain de Java of Buffon) ; J/. fulrinulcr (Le jeuue
Chcvrotein of Buffon) ; and J/. Stanleyanui, of which last, in 1836,
there were four living specimen* in the magnificent collection of the
Earl of Derby at Knowsley ; and two others, consisting of a specimen
of each of the varieties, in that of the Zoological Society of London,
the gift of her present Majesty. With the exception of the last,

whose locality is not known, these are Oriental, the Kanchil being
an inhabitant of Java, and the Trayuiu* fulrirtnter a native of the
Malacca Island* and the East Indian Peninsula, but the habitat of

T. ftUvitenier is given by Dr. Gray with a query.
fottil Motchida. The following species are recorded : J/. an/ii/uia,

Kaup (Epplesbeim Sand) ; M, licnyaientia (Tertiary, north-east border
of Bengal, PenOand) ; 31. Prattii (Tertiary, Isle of Wight, Pratt).
Dr. Schinz also mentions the teeth of these ruminating animals as

occurring in the Tertiary Coal of Zurich ;
of which, one, be says, is

scarcely larger than the teeth of the small musk
;
the other belongs

to a species of deer. Remains of Motchtu are also mentioned by
Jager (Tertiary, lin Iron-ore (Bohnerz) of the Rauh Alp).
MOSQUITO, a term applied to certain stinging Flies belonging in

all probability to several distinct genera. The mosquitoes are cither

gnat* or gnat-like insects, which are furnished with a proboscis

adapted for piercing the 8esh, and at the same time forming a kind
of siphon through which the blood flows ; this instrument moreover

injects into the wound which it makes a poison which cause*
inflammation.

Many insects called Mosquitoes probnbly belong to the same tribe

as the Common Gnat (Cults, Linn.) ; Humboldt however asserts that

the insects known by that name in America belong to the genus
Siaulium, and that the Culica, which are equally numerous and

annoying, are called Zancudoes, which means long legs. The former
are what the French call Moustiques, and the hitter Cousins.
The genus Simulium, according to Macquart ('Suites it Buffon;

Hist Nat des Inaectes Dipteres '), belongs to the family Tipularia
and section Tijiulariir-jtoralti, and is thus characterised : Fourth

joint of the palpi rather elongated and slender; antenna: cylindrical,
11 jointed; eyes round, ocelli wanting; basal joint of the tarsi as

long as the others taken together; wings very broad, basal and
marginal cells very narrow.

M. Macquart. in his account of the habits of the species of this

genus, says,
"
They frequent the leaven of shrubs under trees, and

live upon the juice* found upon those leaves, especially such as are

produced by the plant-lice; they do not however confine themselves
to this kind of nourishment, but when opportunity offers, like gnats,
they suck the blood of animals, and produce an equally painful
wound. Their proboscis is much less complicated than that of the

gnaU, consisting, aa in other Tipularia;, merely of a labrum and
lingua ; these parts however are more developed than usual These
minute flies are constantly in motion, and in running apply the whole
sole of the anterior tarsus to the plane upon which they may be

moving; they moreover appear to use their fore legs as feelers.

The following is an account of the structure of ('/
the Mosquito of the Americans, t>y an American observer :

' The male mosquito differs considerably, as is well known, from
the female; bis body being smaller and of a darker colour, and his
bead furnished with antenna; and palpi in a state of greater develop-
ment Notwithstanding the fitness of his organs for predatory
purposes be is timid, seldom entering dwellings or annoying man,
bat restricts himself to damp and foul places, especially sinks and

privies.
The female, on the other hand, gives greater extension to

her tight, and, attacking our race, is the occasion of no incon-

siderable disturbance and vexation during the summer and autumn
months.

" The head of the male mosquito, about 0-67 mm. [millimetre*]
wide, is provided with lunate eyes, between which in front superiorly
are found two pyriform capsules nearly touching each other, and

having implanted into them the very remarkable antenna*.
" The capsule, measuring about 0"21 mm., is composed of a homy

substance, and is attached posteriorly by its pedicle, while ante-

riorly it rest! upon a horuy ring, united with its fellow by a

transverse fenestrated band, and to which it is joined by a thin elastic

membrane. Externally it has a rounded form, but internally it

resembles a certain sort of lamp-shade with a constriction near its

middle ;
and between this inner cup and outer globe there exists

a space, except at the bottom or proximal end, where both are

united.

"The antenna; are of nearly equal length iu the mule and the

female.
' In the male the antenna is about 175 mm. in length, and consists

of 14 joints, 12 short and nearly equal, and 2 long and equal, terminal

ones, the latter measuring together 070 mm. Each of the shorter

joints has a femestrated skeleton with an external investment, and
terminates simply posteriorly, but is encircled anteriorly with about
40 papilla: upon which are implanted long and stiff hairs, the proximal
sets being about 079 mm. and the distal ones 070 mm. in length ; and
it is beset with minute bristles in front of each whorl.

" The two last joints have each a whorl of about 20 short hairs near
the base.

"In the female the joints are nearly equal, number but 13, and have
each a whorl of about a dozen small hairs around the base. Here, as

well as in the male, the parts of the antenna! enjoy a limited motion

upon each other, except the basal joint, which, being fixed, moves
with the capsule upon which it is implanted.

" The space between the inner and outer walls of the capsule, which
we term confidently the auditory capsule, is filled with a fluid of
moderate consistency, opalescent, and containing minute spherical

corpuscles, and which probably bears the same relation to the nerve
as does the lymph in the scaUc of the cochlea of higher animals. The
nerve itself of the antenna proceeds from the first or cerebral ganglion,
advances towards the pedicle of the capsule in company with the

large trachea which send," its ramifications throughout the entire

apparatus, and, penetrating the pedicle, its filaments divide into two
portions. The central threads continue forwards into the antenna
and are lost there

;
the peripheral ones, on the contrary, radiate out-

wards in every direction, enter the capsular space, and are lodged for

more than half their length in sulci wrought in the inner wall or cup
of the capsule.

" In the female the disposition of parts is observed to be nearly the

same, excepting that the capsule is smaller, and that the hut distal

antenna! joint is rudimental.
" The proboscis does not differ materially in the two sexes ; but the

palpi, although consisting in both instances of the same number of

pieces are very unlike. In the female they are extremely short, but
in the male attain the length of 273 mm.

;
while the proboscis

measures but 2'1G mui. They are curved upwards at the extremity."
If an organ of hearing, similar to that described by Trcviranus as

belonging to the lilalta orientalu, exist in the head of the Mosquito,
the tympanum must be of exquisitely minute proportions, because the

head, which has a diameter of only 0'07 mm., is almost entirely occu-

pied by the cornea! plaques, the capsules, and the attachments of the
neck and of the buccal apparatus. The membrana tympani must
therefore be BO small as to preclude the idea of its being put in

vibration by any sounds other than those infinitely more acute thau
are produced by the insect itself, and the use of such an organ for

the purposes of intercommunication must be highly problematical.
Hut no trace of such a disposition is to be found in tho head, nor

very certainly, also, in the body ; and we are obliged to look for some

organ which may answer tho requirements of an effective auditory
apparatus.

" The position of the capsules strikes us ag extremely favourable for
the performance of the function which we assign to them ; besides
which there present themselves in the same light the anatomical

arrangement of the capsules, the disposition and lodgment of the

nerves, the fitness of the expanded whorls for receiving, and of the

jointed antenna) fixed by the immoveable basal joint for transmitting,
vibrations created by sonorous modulations. The intra-capsular fluid

is impressed by tho shock, the expanded nerve appreciates the
effect,

of the sound, and the animal may judge of the intensity, or distance,
of the source of sound, by the quantity of the impression : of the

pitch, or quality, by the consonance of particular whorls of the stiff

hair*, according to their lengths; and of the direction in which the
modulations travel, by tho manner iu which they strike upon the

antenna;, or may be made to meet either antenna, in consequence of
an opposite movement of that part

" That the male should be endowed with superior acutenera of the
sense of hearing appears from the fact., that ho must seek the female
for sexual union cither in the dim twilight or in the dark night, wlien

nothing save her deep sharp humming noise can serve him as a guide.
The necessity for an equal perfection of hearing does not exist in the
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female ; and accordingly we find that the organs of the one attain to

a development which the others never reach. In these views we
believe ourselves to be borne out by direct experiment, in connection
with which we may allude to the greater difficulty of catching the

male Mosquito.
"In the course of our observations we have arrived at the conclusion

that the antennae serve, to a considerable extent, as organs of touch
in the female : for the palpi are extremely short, while the antenna;

are very moveable, and nearly equal the proboscis in length. In the

male however the length and perfect development of the palpi would
lead us to look for the seat of the tactile sense elsewhere ;

and
in fact we find the two apical antennal joints to be long, moveable,
and comparatively free from hairs

;
and the relative motion of the

remaining joints very much more limited." (Dr. Christopher Johnston,

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science.)
MOSS-AGATE. [AOATE.]
MOSSES, [MuscL]
MOTACILLA. [BLUE-BIRD; BLUE-BREAST; ERYTHACA; MOTA-

OLUBK]
MOTACILLIN.E, or MOTACILLIDvE, a sub-family of Birds

belonging to the family Sylviadce. [SYLVIAM:.] They are an active

graceful race, tripping it along the smooth shaven grassplots, edges of

ponds, and sandy river-shores in unwearied search for their insect-food,
and with tails which never cease to vibrate as long as their restless

little bodies are in action. The species are natives of the Old World

only Europe, Asia, and Africa. At least the form does not appear
to have been hitherto detected in America, and that continent has now
been much searched by zoologists.
The genus ifotacilla, as it was left by Linnams, in his last edition

of the '

Systema Naturre,' comprised the following species :

.W. liucinia. M. icterocephala.
M. calidra. M. Dominica.
M. modularis. M. Canadentis.

if. ichrenobcnvt. M. maderaspatana.
M. campcalrla. if. aurocapilla.
if. curruca. M. petecfiia.

M. hippolait. if. dumetorum.
if. talicaria. M. cinnamomca.
if. tylvia. if. caparata.
if. ficedula. if. jihcenicurus.
M. alba. M. erithacus.

if. Jlara. M. guira.
M. tiphia. if. Suecica.

if. ttapazina. M. tialu.

M. ctnanthe. M.fulicata.
if. rubetra. M. Cayana.
if. rubicola. if. velia.

if. atricapilla. M. cxrulea.

M. PenTwyltanica. M. sibilla.

M. chrytoptera. if. r\ibecula,

M. coronata. if. troglodyla.
M. Senegaleiuit. if. calendula.

if. varia. if. regului.
M. Capentii. M. trochilui.

Here we find assembled with the true Wagtails, the Nightingale,
the Redstart, the Robin, the Wren, the Whitethroat, the Black-Cap,
the Stonecbat, the Blue-Bird, the Hedge and other warblers, and the

Golden-Crested Wren.
It may well be supposed that many a group, not to say family, has

been formed at the expense of this genus MotacUla; and in this

work the arrangements of more modern ornithologists will be found

under the title SYLVIAD.C.

In the present article we propose to restrict ourselves to the True

Wagtails.
These have been thus sub-divided by Cuvier :

1. Les Hochequeues (MotacUla, Bechst.). The Wagtails, according
to Cuvier, join to a bill still more slender than that of the Fauvettes,

a long tail which they elevate and depress incessantly, lengthened legs,

and, especially, scapular feathers long enough to cover the end of the

wing when folded, which gives them a certain degree of aproximation
to the greater part of the Waders. The following are Cuvier's sub-

divisions :

2. The Wagtails properly BO called, or Lavandieres. (MotacUla,

CUT.). These have still the claw of the hind-toe curved like the other

Bee-Fins. They live near the water-side. Ex. M. alba.

3. The Bergeronettes (Budytea, Cuv.). The Bergeronettes have,

with the other characters of the Lavandieres, the claw of the hind toe

elongated and but little arched, which approximates them to the

Pipits. [ANTHUS; ALACDIK^E.] They haunt pastures and seek for

insects among the flocks, whence their French name. Ex. M.

(Bttdytct) Jlaca.
The genus MotacUla thus limited, including the sub-genus Bndytes

may be thus characterised : Bill slender, subulate, straight, carinated,

angulated between the nostrils, emarginated at the tip ;
the edges of

both mandibles slightly compressed inwards. Nostrils basal, lateral,

oval, and partly concealed by a naked membrane. Wings of moderate

size ; the first quill-feather the longest, the second and third equal in

length and nearly as long as the first; the tertials very long. Tarsus
much longer than the middle toe

;
the outer toe of the three in front

joined to the middle toe at its base
;
the claw of the hind-toe some-

times elongated. Tail, of 12 feathers, long and nearly even at the

end. (Yarrell.)
M. Yarrdlii (Gould), the Pied Wagtail Spring Plumage. Male.

Forehead, cheeks, sides of the neck, and lower parts, pure white ;

occiput, nape, throat, breast, feathers of the middle of the tail and
its upper coverts, deep black

;
back and sides ash-colour, coverts of

the wings blackish bordered with white
; the two external tail-feathers

white. Length rather more than seven inches.

Female. Forehead and cheeks of a less clear white; the black

patch on the occiput less, aud the borders of the wing-coverts verging
to gray.

Complete Winter Plumage. Throat and front of the neck pure
white, spotless ;

on the lower part of the neck a deep black band, the
sides of which ascend towards the throat. The ash-colour of the

upper parts less deep than it is in summer.

Young. Lower parts dirty-white ; on the breast a crescent, more
or less large, of a brown ash-colour. In autumn the young begin to

put on the lively of the adults; those of the second hatch quit our

climates, says M. Temminck, in their youthful garb, and even come
back sometimes in the same state at the return of spring. In this

state it is the M. cinerea of Gmeliu, Sylvia cinerea of Latham, Ber-

geronette gi-ue of Buffon. (Temm.)
This bird is common and stationary over the whole of the southern

part of the European continent, remaining during winter dispersed
over the southern counties of England.

"
Yet," says Mr. Gould, in

continuation,
" we learn from Mr. Selby and Bewick, that, even so far

north only as Durham, it migrates southward in October, and does

not again make its appearance till the following March ;
and Mr. Low,

in his ' Natural History of Orkney,' tells us that it continues there

the shortest time of any of the migratory birds that come to build,
and is never to be seen after the end of May. It is also known to

migrate still farther north
; but, as might be expected, the higher the

degree of latitude attained, the shorter is the duration of the visit.
;

(' Birds of Europe.')

Pied Wagtail (ifotacilla Yarrelli).

Lo-wer figure, winter plumage ; upper flguve, summer plumage.

The same author however, in the 'Magazine of Natural History
'

(1837), thus writes of the genus MotacUla: "While engaged upon
this tribe of birds during the course of my work on the 'Birds of

Europe,' I was equally surprised to find that the sprightly and Pied

Wagtail, so abundant in our islands at all seasons, could not be referred

to any described species; and that it was equally as limited in its

habitat; for, besides the British Islands, Norway and Sweden are the

only parts of Europe where I have been able to procure examples
identical with our bird, whose place in the temperate portions of

Europe is supplied by a nearly allied but distinct species, the true

Motacilla alba of Linnajus; which, although abundant in France,

particularly in the neighbourhood of Calais, has never yet been
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I on the
opposite

ihom of Kent, or in any part of England.
A* therefore our bird, which hu always been considered u identical

with the M. alba, proves to be a distinct species, I have named it after

my friend W. Yarrell, Esq., aa a just tribute to his varied acquirementa
M a naturalist"

Mr. Gould then proceeds to point out the characters by which these

two species, aa he terms them, may be readily distinguished. The
Pied Wagtail of England, he observes, M. Yarrrllii, is somewhat more
robust in form, and in iU full summer dress bus the whole of the head,
cheat, and back of a full deep jet-black ; while in the White Wagtail,
AT alba, at the same period, the throat and the head alone are of this

colour, the back and the rest of the upper surface being of a light

ash-gray. In winter, he remarks, the two species more nearly assimi-

late in their colouring ; and this circumstance has, in his opinion, been
the cause of their having been hitherto considered identical

;
the black

back of if. Yarrrllii being gray at this season, although never BO light
u in AT. alba. Additional evidence of their being distinct is, he adds,
that the female of our Pied Wagtail never has the back black, as in

the male ; this part even in summer being dark-gray, in which respect
it closely resembles the other species. This colouring of the female,
Mr. Qould observes, has doubtless contributed to the confusion.

Mr. Yarrell, although he concurs in opinion with Mr. Qould, that

these birds are distinct, gives figures and descriptions of both birds in

their summer and winter plumage to invite investigation to the

subject; and he quotes the Supplement of Temminck's '

Manual,'
in which that ornithologist refers to Mr. Gould's figure in the ' Birds
of Europe,' and also to that in Werner's Atlas of Illustrations to the
'

Manual,' which, Mr. Yarrell says, although there called AfolaciUa

luynl'i-it, U certainly our Pied Wagtail, as representations of varieties

of Motacilla alba. Prince Bonaparte, he remarks, has considered our
Pied Wagtail to be distinct from M. alba, and has admitted it as a

species in his '

Geographical and Comparative List of the Birds of

Europe and North America.' (' British Birds,' 1838.)
M. Temminck, in the fourth part of his 'Manual' (1840), states,

under the head of Motacilla Yarrellii (Bonap.), that recent observa-
tions upon this black variety, and his certainty that it forms a constant
race habitually found in England, where the continental 31. alba is

never seen, determine him to arrange it aa a local variety or race,
which he characterises as having the wings of a complete black, and
all the coverts bordered with pure white. He also details the summer
and winter plumage.

Belou thinks that the M. alba of the continent is the Kvnro\Ayos
of Aristotle. (' Hist. Anim.,' viii. 8.) It is the Cotremola, Codetta,
Codetta di Pecore, Ballarina, Monachina, and Cuttretolo, of the

Italians ;
Lavandiereof the French ; Die Weisse Bachstelzc and Weiss

und Schwartz* Bachstelze of the Germans
;
Aria of the Swedes ; Vip-

stiert and Havre-Steer of the Danes
;
Erie and Lin-Erie of the Nor-

wegians ;
Kwikttaart of the Netherlonders

;
Brith y Fyches and

Tinsigl y Gwys (probably our Pied variety only) of the Welsh ; and (our
Pied variety) Uish-Washer and Washerwoman of the English.
The figure in Belon's folio work, as well as that in the ' Portraits

d'Oyseaux,' evidently refers to the continental variety. The French
names which are placed over the figure in the last-named book arc,

Lavandifere, Battcqueue, Battflesiue, and Haussequeue. Below it is

the following quatrain :

" La Lmtnaitre hinte le bord de 1'can,

Hocbant tnusior* la queue rt le derm-re,
Nr pliu ny molna que fait la lavandiere

Larant son llngc auprcn d'un clair ruUeeau."

Speaking of its habits, Mr. Yarrell says,
"

It is ever in motion,

running with facility by a rapid succession of steps in pursuit of its

hired food, moving from place to place by short undulating flights,

uttering a cheerful chirping note while on the wing, alighting again
on the ground with a sylph-like buoyancy, and a graceful fanning
motion of the toil, from which it derives its name. It frequents the

vicinity of ponds and streams, moist pastures, and the grass-plots of

pleasure-grounds ; may be frequently seen wading in shallow water,

seeking for various aquatic inwcts or their larva; : and a portion of a

letter sent me lately by W. lUyner, Eq., of Uxbridge, who keeps a

variety of birds in a large aviary near his parlour window, for the

pleasure of observing their habits, seems to prove that partiality to

other prey, besides aquatic insect*, has some influence on the constant
visits of Wagtails to water: '

I had also during the summer and
autumn of 1837 several Wagtails, the Pied and Yellow, both of which
were very expert in catching.and feeding ou minnows which were in

fountain in the centre of the aviary. These birds hover over the

water, and, as they skim the surface, catch the minnow as it approaches
the top of the water in the most dexterous manner; and I was much
surprised at the wariness and cunning of some Blackbirds and Thrushes,
in watching the Wagtails catch the minnows, and immediately seizing
the prize for their own dinner.'

"

The neat of the British Pied Wagtail is made up of root-fibres,
withered grasn, and mow; the lining consiats of hair and a few
feather*. A bank, a bole in some old wall, the thatch of a cart-shed
or other farm-building, faggot-piles or woodstacka, and hayricks, are
all localities where it is generally placed, and almost always near

water; but Mr. Jewe mentions in hi 'Gleanings' the not of a

Water-Wagtail in one of the workshops of a manufactory at Taunton,
amid the incessant din of braziers who occupied the apartment. It

was built near the wheel of a lathe which revolved within a foot of

it, and here the bird hatched four young ones. She was perfectly
familiar with the well-known faces of the workmen, and flew in and
out without fear of them

;
but if a stranger entered, or any other

persons belonging to the same factory, but not to what may bs called
her shop, she quitted her nest instantly, and returned not till they
were gone. The male however had less confidence, and would not
come into the room, but brought the usual supplies of food to a
certain spot on the roof, whence it was brought into the nest by bis
mate.

(
The eggs ore from four to five, white with ash-coloured

speckles." While the cows are feeding," says White,
"
in the moist low

pastures, broods of wagtails, white and gray, run round them, close

up to their noses, and under their very bellies, availing themselves of
the flies that settle on their legs, and probably finding worms and
larva; that are roused by the trampling of.their feet Nature is such
an economist, that the most incongruous animals can avail themselves
of each other ! Interest makes strange friendships.'
The habits of the Continental MotocUlo. alba are similar to those

of our Pied variety.
The British species figured and described by Yarrell are four in

number : The Pied Wagtail (M.alba ; M. Yarrellii, Bonap. and Gould) ;

the Gray Wagtail (M. loarula) ;
the Gray-Headed Wagtail (M. negUcta,

Gould ; M. Jlara, Temm. ; Budyla of Prince Bonaparte's
'

Compara-
tive List'); and Ray's Wagtail (Yellow-Wagtail of Pennant; lliidytn
Rayi of the Prince's ',Comparative List ').

if. alba, La Bergerouette Qriae, the True or Continental While

Wagtail It inhabits Europe ; the high lands of India and Africa.

Eggs about six in number, bluish-white spotted with black. Nest very
variously placed, in fissures of rocks, in old towers, under arches of

bridges, about hollow trees.

True or Continental White Wagtail (Uvlafill.i alba).

Enicurta (Temminck). Bill rather strong, lengthened, very straight,

abruptly bent and notched; minim straight from the base; gonys
thickened, ascending ;

rictus bristled ; wings rather short, the three

first quills graduated ; tail lengthened, deeply forked
;
feet strong ;

tarsus lengthened, the scales entire; middle toe shorter than the

tarsus, outer toe longest ; legs pale. (Sw.)
E. ipecionu (Motacilla ipeciota), the Chenginging or Kingking of

the Javanese. Crest, lower part of the back, rump, belly, vent,

two- exterior tail-feathers entirely, and other tail-feathers at their

extremity, a brood band extending obliquely across the wings,
and the axilla;, white; head, except the crest, breast, back, and

greatest part of wings and tail, black. The white is the purest
snow-white

;
the black is of different shades, more intense ou the IP ml

and breast, having a slight reflection of dark-blue, inclining to purple
on the extremity of the wings, tinted with brown. A few minute
block plumes bound the crest behind and at the sides, extending to

the base of the bill. Three or four of the last secondary feathers with

a narrow band of white, but the succession not regular. Plumes of

the hypochondria) elongated and delicately villous. Length of body
and head 4} inches; of tail 6 inches; of bill, which is black, 1" linen.

Tarsi nearly twice as long as the middle toe, pale flesh-coloured with
a yellow tint (Horsf.)

Dr. Horsfield states that this species in its habits and manners
resembles several European species of the genus Motacilla. "

It is,"

says he,
" found near small rivulets ;

in the beds of these, particularly
where they abound with rocks and gravel, it is seen running along
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with alacrity, moving its tail incessantly, and picking up worms and
insects. It is very locally distributed, and uniformly deserts the

neighbourhood of populous villages. It is almost entirely confined to
the southern coast of Java, which abounds in small streams, descending
rapidly from the southern hills, and shaded by luxuriant shrubs.
Here I first discovered this bird, in the district of Pajittan, in the

year 1809. I afterwards met with it again along this coast, in the
district of Karangbollong, and in the provinces south of Kediri.

Among more central situations it frequents the banks of an elevated
lake near the declivities of the mountain Prahu, where I found it more
numerous than in any other part of Java. In the extensive forests of

Pugar and Blambangan I never noticed it, althoxigh I devoted a
considerable time to their examination." (' Zoological Researches in

J:iva.')

Motacilla (Enicurus) tpeciosa, Hovsfield.

3t. lugubrit (Pallas) ; Schwarze Bachstelze of the Germans ;
the

White-Winged Wagtail.
Summer Plumage. Back of head and neck, line from bill to eye

and from eye to hinder part of the head, back, rump, six middle

tail-feathers, throat, and chest, black
; shoulders, tips, and outer edges

of the primaries, dark grayish-brown ; remainder of wings white,

except the tertiaries, which are brown in the centre ;
bill and feet

black.

Winter Plumage. Upper part of throat pure white ; back and

scapulars uniform gray, instead of black. (Gould.)

.

White-Winged Wagtail (Mntactlla lugubru).

M. Temminck states that individuals which are marked with black

and gray on all the upper parts are passing from one state of plumage
to the other.

ma. HIBT. DIV. VOL. ni.

Young of the Year. Lore and stripe behind the eyes black, but

very narrow ; top of the head and all the upper parts, to the upper
tail-coverts, gray-ash ; nuchal collar very narrow, indicated in great
part by black spots ; coverts of the wings always pure white. Length
of the species about 7 inches 8 lines. (Temm.)

It is found in Eastern Europe, seldom advancing farther west than
the central parts ; Russia ; Southern Siberia

; Egypt ; Hungary ;
the

Crimea
;
Asia Minor probably ;

scarce in Italy, Provence, and Picardy ;

very common in Japan, especially in winter, where it is called Sekirei,
and frequents the streams of mountainous valleys.

MOTELLA, a genus of Fishes belonging to the family Gadidcs.
It has the following characters : Body elongated, cylindrical, com-
pressed posteriorly, the first dorsal fin very slightly elevated, delicate
in structure, scarcely perceptible ; second dorsal and anal fins long,
continued nearly to the base of the tail.

M. vulgaris, Mustela marina (Ray), Gadus tricirratiu (Bloch), the
Three-Bearded Rockling, Sea-Loche, Whistle-Fish, Three-Bearded
Cod, Three-Bearded Gade, has the following characters : The length
of the head compared to the length of the body alone, without the
caudal rays, is as one to four ; the depth of the body equal to the

length of the head ; the first dorsal fin delicate in structure ; the first

ray elongated, the rest hair-like : the second dorsal fin commencing
immediately behind the end of the first, and reaching along the back
to the tail, but ending a little short of the base of the caudal rays ;

ventral fins with the first two rays elongated, the second most so, the
two disunited

; the other five rays nearly equal, united, and short
;

pectoral fins rather large and rounded; the vent half-way between
the point of the chin and the end of the fleshy portion of the tail ;

the anal fin commences immediately behind it, is one-fourth less in

length than the second dorsal, and ends on the same plane with it ;

the tail moderate in size, and rounded at the end. The fin rays
in number are 2nd D. 55; P. 20; V. 7; A. 49; C. 18. The head
is depressed; the mouth wide; the jaws neai-ly equal, but when
separated the lower jaw is the longest, with one barbule at the
chin ; a mixture of large and small teeth in each jaw ; the upper
jaw with one barbule on each side the middle, between the lip and
the nostril

;
inner part of the upper lip crenate

;
the irides golden

yellow ;
the anterior portion of the body of the fish cylindrical, or

slightly depressed ; the tail compressed ;
the general colour of the

body and head is a rich yellow-brown, spotted on the top of the

head, along the back, the pectoral, dorsal, and caudal fins, with rich

chestnut-brown
;
the lower part of the sides, the ventral and anal

fins pale yellow-brown approaching to white, and without spots.

Young fish of this species are of a uniform brown colour, until

they have acquired 6 or 7 inches in length ;
in this condition they are

the Mustela alia of Ray. (Yarrell.)
This fish is common on the coasts of Cornwall, and also on the

coasts of Ireland.

M. cimbria (Gadus cimbriva, Linnams), the Four-Bearded Rockling.
This fish has been taken in Scotland, and is common in the Baltic and
the southern coast of Sweden.
M. quinquecirrata (Gadits mustela, Linneeus), the Five-Bearded

Rockling. This fish is common on the British coast. Its habits

resemble those of the Three-Bearded Rockling, and by some naturalists

it is regarded as a variety of that species.
M. glauca (Ciliata glauca, Couch), the Mackerel Midge. This fish

has been taken on the coasts of Cornwall by Mr. Couch. It dies

instantly on being taken out of the water. It is like the young 01'

some of the other species, but it has not been observed to grow.
M. artjenteola (Gadus argenteolus, Montagu), the Silvery Gade. This

fish is a miniature representative of the Three-Bearded Rockling, as the

last is of the five-bearded species. It was first described by Montagu,
and is admitted as a distinct species by Yarrell. ,

MOTH, the English name of the Insects belonging to that section

of the Ltpidoptera called Nocturna. [LEPIDOPTEBA,]
MOTHER-OF-PEARL. [SHELL.]
MOTHER-WORT. [LEONUROS.]
MOTIONS IN PLANTS. It was atone time considered a distinctive

mark of the animal kingdom that it had a power of locomotion which
was denied to plants. It was however gradually discovered that

plants had within a limited space a considerable power of self-generated
or automatic movement. It is now believed that these movements

originate in the protein which constitutes the protoplasm or nucleus,
in connection with which all vegetable cells are formed. This substance

is the material which, being conveyed into the system, becomes the

material out of which the nervous and muscular systems of animals

are formed. This substance possesses an inherent power of movement
under all circumstances ; and in the movements of plants and their

susceptibility to the action of heat and light, we see the first dawnings
of a nervous and muscular system. It is thus that the plant, though
not actively locomotive, becomes the source of all locomotion and
sensation in the animal kingdom.
The instances in which movements of various kinds have been

observed in plants are very numerous. Amongst Confervce is a genus
named Otcillatoria, consisting of green articulated filaments. These

plants derive their name from the oscillating motion observable

in them. They not only move their limbs, but shift their station

with some rapidity ;
for example, if a patch of them is placed in water
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in a plate, and bUok bell-glut U inverted over them in such a
manner that iti edges) do uot quite touch the plat*, the OacilUtoriai

will remove from where they were first placed, and glide out on the

aide of the bell-glass which ia exposed to light The late Captain
Carmichael observed their motiona with great care, and sufficiently

proved that they were not owing to external causes of any kind ;

especially not to agitation of the water in which the Oscillatorias are

plaord. Let, he says, a small portion of the stratum be plaoed in a

watch-glad nearly filled with water, and covered with a circular film

of Ulc, *o that ita edge may touch the ghua ; the water will be rendered
ai fixed aa if it wa a piece of ice. The glaat may now be plaoed
under the microscope, and the oscillation of the filaments viewed
without riak of disturbance from the agitation of the water. By
following thia course, it will be speedily perceived that the motion in

quettion U entirely independent of that cause. The action of light,
aa a cause of motion, cannot be directly disproved, because we cannot
view our specimens in the dark

; but indirectly there is nothing easier.

If a watch-glass, charged as above, be laid aside for a night, it will be
found that, by the next morning, not only a considerable radiation has
taken place, but that multitudes of the filaments have entirely escaped
from the stratum, both indicating motion independent of light

Rapidity of growth will show itself in a prolongation of the filaments,
but will not account for this oscillation to the right and left ; and still

less for their travelling, in the course of a few hours, to the distance

of ten times their own length from the stratum. This last is a kind
of motion almost unexampled in the vegetable kingdom.
Another kind of locomotion has been seen in the reproductive

particles or spores of Conferva. At a particular period of their life

these spores move about spontaneously inside the tubes in which they
are generated, and at length force themselves out into the water
wherein the mother-plant is floating. Once plunged in this element,
the spores move about with velocity, in a gyratory manner, till they
reach a shaded place, when they fix themselves by one end, produce a

root, and lose all power of after-motion, so that such plants have
locomotion when young, and are destitute of it when old. Many such

phenomena are known to occur in plants of the same low kind of

organisation. [ALGA; FUCACE.K
; ACIILYA.]

But while locomotion thus unquestionably occurs among some
are more commonly confined tokinds of plants, vegetable movements ar

the limbs, in which they are visible in

motion occurs in roots, although not perceptibly, except by its effects.

Many kinds of Orchidaceous plants appear one season in a spot at

some distance from that which they occupied in the previous season,
and thus appear to travel

; in such cases however the shifting of place
is effected by means of underground suckers, annually formed by the

parent, which projects them to a certain distance from herself, and
then perishes. The cormi, or bulbs, as they are called, of many
Iridaceous plants exhibit the same kind of property, raising them-
selves upwards year after year, so that if originally buried some inches
under ground, they at last travel upwards into the air; this is effected

by each oonnus forming a bud at its apex, which bud grows into a
new cormus, and kills ita parent, forming a new cormus at its own
apex, and then perishing iu its turn. This power of rising upwards
is possessed in a most singular manner by palms, but in those plants
takes place in a different way. Some palm-trees, which originally had
their stem resting by its base on the surface of the ground, force it

upwards by protruding the bases of their roots, till at last a kiud of

plinth is formed of many irregular arches, upon which the column or
trunk of the palm-tree is upheaved. A case of this kiud is mentioned

by M. Pofteau, in the ' Annals of the Horticultural Society of Paris,'
voL iv. p. 4, f. 16, where the arches of the roots were high enough to
allow a man to pass beneath them. Here it is evident that the eleva-

tion of the trunk is caused by the extension of the roots, which
exercise that power in the direction of least resistance, namely, of the
air, rather than of the solid earth.

The phenomena of flowers unfolding or closing under sunshine, of
which everybody is aware, are strictly referrible to the class of vege-
table motions. With the unfolding and closing of flowers must also
be arranged those singular motions in the parts of fructification which
occur upon their being touched. If the filaments of the Barberry
[BKRBEBIS] are irritated, they rise up and strike the anthers against
the stigina ; if the sexual column of Stylidium, which is bent over one
side of the flower, is touched, it swings over instantly to the other
side. Several case* <rf this power of motion occur in Orcliidacea : if

the caudicula of the pollen masses of Cataictum is disturbed, it springs
up so violently as to separate itself from the column on which it

grows, and to dart to a considerable distance. A very singular
instance of motion in the flowers of another plant of this kind
growing in the Swan River Colony, has been described by Mr. Drum-
mood. ('Gardeners' Gazette, voL xiv., p. 428.) The lower lip, he

ys, in which the anthers are placed, U a boat-shaped box ; the upper
lip, which he suppose* to be the stigma, forms a lid which exactly fits

it
; the hinge on which the lid moves springs from the upper part of

the flower, and is attached to 1U centre ; and when it opens the upper
part turns round within the box, comes out at the bottom, turns up
sad back ; so that when fully expanded it stands fairly over the flower.
The moment a small insect touches the point of the lid it makes a
sudden revolution, brings in the point of the lid at tho bottom of the

box, so that it has to pass the anthers in its way, and makes prisoner

any small insect which the box will hold. When it catches an insect

it remains shut while the insect moves about; but if the insect be not

caught the box soon opens again.
Another kind of motion, more resembling spontaneous action,

especially
aa it is not apparently connected with the application of

stimuli, is that which occurs in the sexual apparatus of many plants
at the period of impregnation. In Armrria, at this time, a short

column below the stigmata lengthens, so as to close up the foramen of
the ovule, and at the same moment the cord on which the ovule is

suspended slips aside and elevates the ovule, so as to enable it to pre-
sent its foramen to the column. The same phenomena are visible in

Daphne Laureola and other plants ; and something of on analogous
nature occurs in Zygnemata, which at the period of fructification

bring themselves together, and effect a kind of spontaneous vegetable

copulation. The most striking phenomena of this nature occur bow-
ever in Aiclepiadacta, which have their pollen-grains closely packed
in bags, from which it would seem that there is no escape : at the

period of impregnation each of these pollen grains projects one tube
from its side, and these tubes all direct themselves spontaneously
towards a thin space on the side of the bag that holds them. Piercing
this bag, they succeed in extricating themselves and reaching the

vicinity of the stigma, but are still at some distance from it; they
then direct themselves towards that organ, and succeed in reaching it,

wherever it may be, cither by directing themselves at right angles, or

downwards, or eve* upwards, aa the peculiar structure and location of

the stigma may require.
In the Sensitive Plants, various species of Mimota [Mmosx], espe-

cially if. pudica, the leaves fold up on being touched, and this so

slowly, that it is easy to perceive that the folding is effected by the

gradual communication from leaflet to leaflet of the shock produced
by the touch. If a portion of tho end of oue of the leaflets of the

Mimosa is cut off the whole of the leaflets of that pinna gradually
fold up, one after the other, from the point to the base

;
then the

neighbouring pinwc will fold up their leaflets from the base to the

point, and presently the petiole itself will suddenly bow itself down

whereupon the folding up of the remainder of the pinnae will take

place. Sometimes, after a little space, the leaves above and below
will also close up, all under the influence of the one original iujury.
These curious phenomena have been watched with care by Dutrochet,
iu whose little book (' Sur la Motilito' des Plautea') a long and particu-
lar account of the phenomena will be found. Many other plants

possess this kind of sensitive power in their leaves : Smilhia icntitica,

jEichynomcne tensitiva, Porlicria hygromctrica, and Biophytum senri-

livum are well-known cases
;
and it is recorded that in Senegal there

grows a plant which the natives call by a name equivalent to ' How
d'ye do?' as if it offered a friendly salutation by its bowing to those

who touch it (See De Candolle's '

Physiologic Ve'ge'tale,' p. 857,
where several of the modes are enumerated iu which leaves having
motion close up.) The 'sleep of the leaf,' that is, their folding up and

drooping at night, while they raise themselves and unfold by day, are

powers of motion in the limbs of plants, which are doubtless of the

same nature as that of the Sensitive Plant and its allies. To the some
class also must be assigned the fly-catching leaves of Dionita.

[DION.EA.] This plant, which grows wild in the marshes of Carolina,
has a leaf which is bordered with a row of strong teeth, and when

spread open is strikingly similar to one of the toothed iron traps when
set as used for catching game, that ia, it consists of two roundish

sides, each furnished with a row of strong teeth. Near the middle of
each side there grow three stiff bristles, placed in the form of a

triangle ; if one of these bristles is touched by an insect or any other

means, the two sides of the leaf spring up instantly, the.teeth cross

each other, and the insect is held so fast that it can only be extricated

by forcing the sides of the leaf asunder, an operation of some diffi-

culty, so great is tho muscular force with which tho contraction is

effected. These movements are all owing to a specific irritability

resident in the moving organ, and must be distinguished from the

following, which takes place, to all appearance, spontaneously.
Damodium gyrant, the Oora-Chand of liongal, was first mentioned

in systematical botany by the younger Linnteus, who speaks of it as

a wonderful plant, on account of its singular motion. " No sooner,'

he says,
" hod the plants he raised from seed acquired their ternate

leaves, than they began to be in motion in every direction. This move-
ment did not cease during tho whole course of their vegetation, nor
were they observant of any time, order, or direction. One leaflet

frequently revolved, while the other on the same petiole was quiescent ;

sometimes a few leaflets only were hi motion, then almost all of them
would be in movement at once. Tho whole plant was very seldom

agitated, and that only during tho first year. It continued to move
in the stove during tho second year of its growth, and was not at rest

;

even in the winter."
" The irritability of the Damodium," Burnett adds, "is never so

', great, even in our best houses, as it is said to be in its native climate,
and its motions here are very seldom so lively as those described by

;
Linnams. Warmth appears essential, for it* movements are always
the most observable when the heat is greatest; that they are not

attributable to the sun's rays, nor to any currents of air, i* shown

1
from the fact that the plant loves the shade, and that the motion is
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most evident when the stove is closed and the atmosphere quite still.

These movements have more the semblance of spontaneity than any
others that have been observed in the more perfect plants ;

for the
leaflets, if held quiet between the fingers for a short time, and their
movements thus prevented, are said immediately on their release to
revolve with accelerated force, as if to make up for the time lost

during the forcible interruption." De Candolle describes the motion
thus : The leaves consist of three leaflets, two of which are lateral,

very small, linear, and oblong, and an odd one, separated from the
two others, much larger and oval-oblong. The two side leaflets are in
almost continual motion, which takes place by little starts, like the
small hand that marks the seconds of a watch. One of these rises so
as to mount about 50 degrees above the level of the petiole, and the
other falls on the opposite side to about the same distance ; when the
latter rises the other falls, and thus a constant oscillation is main-
tamed. The central leaflet also moves, but much more slowly, sloping
first to the right, then to the left, and so on.

In the above instances we see, aa it were, the natural tendency to

mobility in the plant developed. The reason why no greater amount
of movement occurs in the vegetable appears to be the nature of the

cell-wall, which being composed of the unyielding material cellulose

in sufficient quantities, resists all attempts at movement from the

imprisoned protein. [PROTEIN ; CELLS.]
MOUFLON. rOvEAl
MOUOKOTIA. [ALO^.]
MOULDINESS is a name applied to all minute Fungi which appear

in masses upon organic bodies. It appears to be caused by a damp
atmosphere and a diminution of light, both which conditions are

favourable to the development of those bodies whose spores or repro-
ductive particles are floating everywhere in the atmosphere, ready to

spring rapidly into growth whenever they chance to fall upon suitable

situations.

All the Pwiyi that constitute mouldiness are so small as to escape
observation, except when from their numbers they form microscopical
forests; and then they clothe the surface of the body which they
attack with light patches of yellow, blue, white, green, red, and
various other colours. The species of these plants are extremely
numerous, and are distributed by writers on Fungi into many genera,

chiefly belonging to the Hyphomycetous division of the order, the

combining character of which is, that the plants are flocculent, naked

(that is, not inclosed in a case or seated upon a peculiar receptacle),

distinct, but interwoven into a general mass, which looks like a thin

web, or a collection of cobwebs.
One of the most common is the Atcophoro, Mucedo, which forms a

blue mould upon bread, paste, and similar substances prepared from
flour. This plant forms a fine horizontal cobweb-like bed, from
which rise up slender branches terminated by an expansion which
bears the spores.

Ascophora Mucedo, very highly magnified.

a is a sporiferotift branch arlilng from the horizontal bed ;
b is the tormina.

ti an of a branch covered with spores.

Another form is that of Penicillium, in which we have the same

entangled flocculent bed, and a similar elevation of perpendicular
branches; but the latter are not terminated by a disc covered with

spores; on the contrary, they end in jointed tuft, every division of

which produces at its point a necklace of spherical sporules. The

plant called the Vinegar Plant, which
verting sugar into vinegar, appears to

Penicillium glaucum.

)ossesses the power of con-

>e an undeveloped form of

Penicillium verticillatum, highly magnified.

a represents a cluster of perpendicular branches springing up from the hori-

zontal bed ; 6 is one of the pencil-like heads which terminate the branches.

Mouldiness is occasionally produced by Coniomycetous Fungi that

is, by those very imperfectly organised species which have no floccu-

lent bed, nor any special part on which the spores are generated, but
which merely consist of a series of joints within which reproductive
bodies are formed. Of these, the Torula Caaei, found in the crevices

of putrid cheese, may serve as an example.

A morsel of Tumla Catei, very highly magnified, after Corda,

Many of these plants are capable of living under circumstances that

would be fatal to any other form of vegetation ; for example, Asco-

phora Mucedo springs up plentifully in pasta poisoned with corrosive

sublimate.

Their general station is upon decaying animal or vegetable matter
;

but one species, the Botrytis Bassiana, attacks the living silkworm
and kills it; others destroy house-flies, which may be seen in the
autumn glued by these parasites to the window, on which they have

alighted in a semitorpid state.

The following are the botanical names of some of the more common
species of Fungi that cause mouldiness :

Hydrophora ttercorea (yellow, turning black), on the dung of various
animals

;
Mucor mucedo (bluish-black), on fruit, pastry, &c. ;

Eurotium
lierbariorum (white, yellow, or orange), on damp plants iu Herbaria ;

Cladosporium herbarum (green, turning black), on various decaying
bodies, damp paint, &c. ; Aspergillus candidua (white), very common ;

Aspergillus glaucus (blue), very common.
MOULTING. [BIRDS.]
MOUNTAIN LIMESTONE is a term employed by Dr. Smith to

designate the calcareous rocks which underlie the coal strata in

England. It is the equivalent of the Carboniferous Limestone of

Conybeare and many other geologists in England. It is the Calcaire
Carbonifcre of the French, and the Berg-Kalk of the Germans.

In England the Mountain Limestone forms the true base of the

upper part of the Palseozoic Series. [GEOLOGY.] It is not however

always present. From the character of the limestone it is inferred,
that the whole mass of this formation has been deposited by the

ageucy of the coral-forming Polypi/era. Embedded in the limestone
are found numerous shells and remains of Encriniles and Fishes.

These are common to it and the coal-beds. [COAL FoRMiTioN.] It

not unfrequently presents bands of impure coal, which in other
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countries an of more value than in England. In the south of

England imperfect
coal-beds called Culm

replace
the limestone. TbU

alao occurs in Russia and elsewhere. In Ireland this rock i abundant,
and the tries of beds are terminated by a peculiar sandy deposit
The Culmiferous Series of Devonshire occupies a great trough, the

axis of which ranges east and west and extends for about SO miles,
with a breadth of between 30 and 40 miles. Crossing the edge of

this trough, we find a black limestone, overlaid by siliceous flagstones;
and these are followed by sandstones and carbonaceous and calcareous

shales, which gradually become harder, and pass into siliceous bands
of a dark colour, with earthy carbonaceous partings, surrounded by
a regular thick-bedded sandstone, resembling the gritstones of the
coal measure*.
The beds, the order of whose superposition has been just mentioned,

form, with a black carbonaceous shale and a black limestone, the
lower subdivision of the whole Carboniferous System, as developed in

the south-west of England. The order is somewhat different however
towards Dartmoor, for there an irruption of granite has taken place
since the deposition of the strata, and the vicinity of the crystalline
rock has produced confusion and violent distortion. Notwithstanding
this, and the frequent repetition of these beds by faults and disturb-

ances, they are satisfactorily proved to be of great thickness ; but they
contain few fossils, and differ in lithological character from the rock,

probably of the same age, in the middle and north of England.
The upper Culm-Measures of Devonshire are the newest beds of

the district, and occupy nine-tenths of the whole surface of the
carboniferous deposit This group is composed of sandstones and
indurated shales (the latter containing the culm), and is of great but
unascertained thickness, being perpetually interrupted, coiled upon
iUelf, and repeated over again, forming an incredible number of
anticlinal and synclinal lines, all of them ranging east and west,
parallel to the strike of the beds.

There is however no difficulty with regard to the general order of

superposition, or the extent and real thickness of this pai-t of the

deposit; for both on the northern and southern outskirts of the
formation a great ascending series is seen, throughout the whole of
which the dip is tolerably regular.
The sandstones of this group are generally close-grained, and of a

gray or greenish-gray colour, passing occasionally into flagstone and
laminated arenaceous shale, with fine ripple marks at the partings.
The shales vary in appearance from sandy beds to soft slaty clays,
not to be distinguished from the common coal shales ; and amongst
these latter are occasionally found dark carbonaceous bands, con-

taining obscure vegetable markings discoloured by pyrites.
Such are the prevailing characters of the beds which form the

Ciiluiiferons Series of Devonshire : these beds being the true repre-
sentatives of the Carboniferous System. Notwithstanding the general
paucity of fossils, one or two species of shells are not to be dis-

tinguished from species well known in the Mountain Limestone ; and
the result of a comparison of the remains of plants from the culm,
with those commonly met with in rocks of the carboniferous period,
tends yet more strongly to establish the contemporaneity of the two
deposits. Considering the thickness of these Culm-Measures in

Devonshire, they might represent the whole mass of the Mountain
Limestone ; and the different mineral character of the rocks dependent
on the circumstances under which they were respectively formed,
might account for considerable alterations in the fossils, and must
have had great influence in modifying the forms of animal life.

The Carboniferous System, as exhibited in Yorkshire and Derby-
shire, consist* of a magnificent development of Mountain Limestone,
to whose presence the picturesque scenery of those counties is due ;

the limestone being partly overlaid on the east, west, and north, by
the millstone-grit The lower part of the millstone-grit however is

sometimes represented by a series of laminated and often bituminous
shales, which rest immediately on the limestone, and contain some
bands of iron-stone, and a few thin black limestones ; while the upper
part consists of several hundred feet of pebbly grits and other sand-
stones alternating with thin bad coal.

Farther north, and in the north-western part of Yorkshire, the
Mountain Limestone becomes a still more important and prominentmember of the Carboniferous Series, and is capable of local sub-
divisions. It is here subdivided into two groups, whose total thick-
new is about 1 800 feet Of these two the lower, the Scar Limestone,
forms bold bluff precipices, and is pierced in many places by large
natural caverns ; and both here and in the upper stratas (the Yore-
dais Iloclu), the limestone is remarkably different from the contempo-
raneous beds in the south, containing thin seams of coal, sometimes
worked, and divided into several beds by partitions of grit and shale.
The Yoctdale Rocks thus contain at least five distinct beds of

limestone, alternating with freestones, flagstones, Ac., and attaining a
thicknest of as much as 1000 feet In the north-west of England,
where the Mountain Limestone is developed in the same manner, the
upper beds of the scries, the millstone-grit and the true coal measures,
are scantily exhibited ; but in the north-east, as in Northumberland,
the Scar Limestone is much broken by the interposition of pebbly
grita, shale*, and coal-seams, which entirely change the character of
the formation.

In Ireland the Mountain Limestone occupies an important place,

and consists of two great bands of limestone, with a considerable
thickness of shale and argillaceous limestone and sandstone inter-

spersed, which are known by the name of calp, or calp-slato. It u
chiefly however in the northern and middle districts that the calp is

found, and it gradually thins out towards the south. Beneath the
lower limestone another series of schistose beds (the Carboniferous

Slate) occurs, and this rests on sandstone beds, often alternating with

shale, and occasionally with limestone. The Carboniferous Slate of
the south of Ireland differs in litliological character from that of the
middle and northern regions, but from the evidence of fossil*, tbo

two must be looked on as contemporaneous.
On the continent the carboniferous beds are similarly developed ;

the lower beds in Westphalia passing into calcareous shales, contain-

ing fossil remains of the carboniferous type. These therefore are

assumed as the base of the Carboniferous System. They are imme-

diately succeeded by a group of black imperfect limestone and
siliceous schists (Kiesel-Schiefer of the Germans), considerably ex-

panded and traceable for some distance, and looked upon as the

equivalents of the English Mountain Limestone, the underlying beds

representing the shales occasionally met with in Eugland when the

sequence to the older rocks is complete.
The Black Limestone is extremely carbonaceous, argillaceous, and

fetid, and it corresponds so entirely in mineral character with the

Culm Limestone of Devonshire, that the description of the one rock

might almost serve for the other, not merely as regards its y

appearance and lithological character, but alao because the organic
remains the Ooniatites and Potidonicc with which the rocks in

Devonshire are loaded, are in Westphalia also by far tho most abundant
fossils of the deposit On the continent however, the Culm Limestone

passes upwards into another limestone of a lighter colour, an<l th:

bed contains all the most characteristic fossils of the true English
Mountain Limestone.

Advancing still farther eastward wo find in Russia that the lower
carboniferous beds consist of incoherent sandstone, alternating with
a bituminous shale, which sometimes contains thin bands of impure
coal and impressions of plants ; the whole being surrounded by various

beds of limestone, which form the central group of the Carboniferous

System. Of these beds, the lowest is usually of a dark colour, as in

other parts of Europe ; but the middle, and most extensive, differs

entirely from any contemporaneous rock, being of a milk-white colour,

resembling chalk, and loaded with flints. It is also of considerable

thickness, and extremely fossiliferous, and alternates with beds of

compact yellow maguesian limestone, and bands of red or greenish
shale or marl, while associated with it there ore splendid masses of

white gypsum and thin bands of limestone interstratifieTJ. The third

or upper division of the series is scarcely less remarkable than tho

central, being almost entirely made up of myriads of fossil bodies

(called Fusulina) resembling grains of wheat, and forming u limestone,
which is of considerable thickness, and appears in the lofty cliffs which

occupy the banks of the Volga, and also in the coal region between
the rivers Dnieper and Don.

In Northern Russia, and in the upper beds of the Volga, the <

limestone of the Carboniferous System is totally devoid of coal,

which is found in shales and sandstones, interstratified with thin courses

of limestone in the lower part of the series, and in this respect ex-

hibits a resemblance to the lower beds of the Mountain Limestone in

Yorkshire. In the south of Russia, on the other hand, the central

beds of the Carboniferous System are occasionally productive of good
bituminous as well as authracitic coal, offering in some points very

striking analogies in mineral condition to the great South Welsh basin.

The northern beds are nearly horizontal, but the coal-field in the

south appears to have been disturbed, and to have been broken up by
faults.

North America presents eome interesting points with respect to

the rock now under consideration. The Carboniferous Series of Penn-

sylvania is based upon massive sandstones, conglomerates, and shales,

overlying a bed of fossiliferous limestone. Resting upon this group,
which is of great and uniform thickness, there is a deposit of red

shale, which varies in thickness from 3000 feet to less than 100 feet,

and is supposed to thin out and disappear to the south-west; and this

is partly overlaid and partly replaced by a hard coarse conglomerate,

very thin towards the north-west, but rapidly swelling out and

becoming from 800 to 1200 feet thick towards the south-east. None
of these formations contain profitable coal, although the remains of

plants are found in them, and a few seams, about a foot thick,

occur in tho red shales. The coal-measures themselves form the

uppermost part of the series, and consist of micaceous sandstones,

arenaceous, argillaceous, apd carbonaceous shales, and valuable beds of

limestone.

In other parts of the same wide area the Carboniferous Series mani-

fests similar peculiarities of structure. Thus, in Nova Scti
elsewhere in Canada, the lower beds consist of Carboniferous Lime-

stone
;
but at Ca| lireton the millstone-grit appears to terminate the

sequence. Newfoundland also, which presents not less than 000

square miles of country, occupied by contemporaneous beds, has

hitherto afforded no coal.

(A luted, Eltmcntary Couric of Gtoloyy.)
MOUSE.
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.
MUCOR [ENTOPHYTA.]'

MUCORACEJJ, an order in Lindley's alliance Fungales. The
species have a floccose thallus and the spores surrounded by a vesicular
yell or sporangium. They are amongst the smallest forms of Fungi,
and attack decaying vegetable and animal matters. They are frequently
known by the name of Moulds. [MouLDiNESs ; FUNGI; EKTOPHYIA;
MILDEW.]
MUCOUS MEMB1UXE3. [MEMBRAXB.]
MU'CUNA, a genus of Plant? belonging to the natural order

Leyuminotce. The calyx is campanulate bilabiate, with two very
caducous bracteoles as long as the tube ; the upper lip broad, entire,
and obtuse; the lower lip trifid, with acute segments. The corolla is

papilionaceous, with a cordate vexillum incumbent on the wings, much
shorter than the wings and the keel, and without callosites. The
stamens are diadelphous, with five of the anthers oblong, linear, and
the other five ovate and hairy. The seeds oval, roundish, or reniform,
with a narrow, oblong, or linear hilum. The species are climbing
herbs or shrubs, with pinnately-trifoliate leaves and axillary racemes,
which hang down when bearing fruit.

M. )irurita, Cowitch, has purple flowers in compact ovate racemes
;

leaflets hairy beneath, the middle one rhomboidal and obtuse, the
lateral ones dilated on the outer edge ; the legumes are oblong, curved,

compressed, not keeled, and covered all over with a thick coating of

erect white stinging hairs, which turn black in drying and brown
when ripe. It is a native of the hedges and banks of the East
Indies.

if. prurient. Common or Stingiug Cowitch, has entire ovate-acute

leaflets, smooth above, hairy beneath, the lateral ones oblique at the

base, the middle one slightly rhomboidal. The racemes are from
12 to 18 inches long, lax, acd many-flowered. The calyx is hairy,

pink, with narrow lanceolate segments. The flowers have a disagree-
able alliaceous smell ; the vexillum is flesh-coloured, the wings purple
or violet, and the keel greeuish-white. The legumes about S inches

long, the thickness of the finger, closely covered with strong brown

stinging hairs. The seeds oblong, variegated with a white hilum. A
mixture of the hairs of these two species form the Cowitch of com-
merce. The ripe pods are dipped in syrup, which is scraped off with
a knife, and when the syrup has attained the thickness of honey, by
means of the hairs becoming mixed with it, it is used as a medicine,
and H considered a good anthelmintic, a? it occasions no uneasiness.

It is given from a tea-spoonful to a table-spoonful in the morning,
fasting. The hairs, when applied to the skin, produce an intolerable

and painful itching. A vinous infusion of the pods, 12 to a quart, is

said to be a certain remedy for dropsy. A strong infusion of the roots,
sweetened with honey, is used by the native practitioners in India

in cases of cholera. It is likewise considered a powerful diuretic.

if. ureni has racemose flowers and legumes clothed with stingiug

bristles; the leaflets have a shining tomentum beneath. The flowers

are large, white or yellow, with the lower edge of the wings red. The
seeds, from their resemblance to an eye, are called by the French
Yeux Bourrique, or Aas's-Eyes, and for the same reason the seed has
the name Ox-Eye-Bean in our colonies in the West Indies, where the

species is a native.

A rich soil suits these plants, and they are easily raised from cut-

tings, but are not worth the trouble of cultivation, excepting for

botanical gardens.

(Don, Dichlamydeoiu Planti; Lindley, Flora, Afedica; Burnett,
OutUna of Botany.)
MUCUS. The fluid which is found on the surface of mucous mem-

branes is thus named. The chemical composition of this fluid has

not been very accurately ascertained, but its morphological elements

have been investigated by Henle and others with much care.

Dr. Uenle of Berlin (' Ueber Schleim- und Eiter-Bildung,' in Hufeland's

'Journ. der Practised. Heilk.,' 1838), was one of the first who deter-

mined the true composition of this substance, which had previously

presented many qualities that appeared anomalous. He has proved
that it always at least contains the scales or cells of epithelium, which
cover all the open cavities of the body, suspended in a considerable

quantity of watery fluid.

The epithelium, or cuticular covering of all mucous membranes,
consists of one or more layers of minute cells

;
and it is deposited not

only on the free surfaces of the lar^e open cavities, but is continued

into all the canals and ducts of glands that open on the mucous mem-
branes. In different situations the form of the epithelium-cells varies

considerably; in some parts they are rounded, or polygonal, and flat,

adhering to each other in a continued membrane by their adjacent

edges ; in others they have a cylindrical or conical form, and ard only
attached to the mucous membrane by one of their extremities

;
in

others they have also a cylindrical or conical form, and their free

margins are beset with vibrating cilia. [EPITHELIUM.]

By the contact of the foreign matters to which all the mucous
membranes are exposed in the performance of their functions, or by
other processes, the epithelinm cells are constantly being removed, and

their plaoe is as constantly supplied by the formation of new cells from

the surface beneath. Thus on all the mucous surfaces a more or less

rapid process of desquamation and reproduction of cuticle is ever

going on
;
the superficial layers scaling off, and deep layers beiug

produced in a manner exactly similar to that in which, as the outer

surface of the cuticle of the skin (the epidermis) is removed, fresh

layers are deposited on the inner surface to replace them and maintain
the thickness of the membrane.
The superficial layer of epithelium-cells thus removed, not in dry

scales, like the epidermis, but mixed with a quantity of watery fluid
secreted by the surface of the mucous membrane, constitutes healthy
mucus a viscid, ropy, transparent, and apparently homogeneous sub-

stance, which is distinguished more especially by the presence of
minute epithelium-cells either floating separately or united into small
membranous flocculi. Its chief chemical properties are that it mixes
with any quantity of water without being dissolved, but swelling up
and forming flocculi, does not dissolve in alcohol, aud is not coagulated
by heat.

In addition to the epithelial cells mucus frequently contains round
corpuscles, called mucus-corpuscles, which are not easily distinguished
from pus-cells. These corpuscles are abundantly secreted in common
catarrh. They are regarded as abortive epithelial cells. As these cells

increase in diseased conditions, the mucus assumes more decidedly
the character of pus.

It frequently happens that fibrinous coagula are found in the
mucus, constituting the peculiar character of the mucus in croup,
diphtheritis, pneumonia, Bright's disease, dysentery, and other affec-

tions of the mucous membranes. In these cases after the active inSam-
ination has ceased, cells are observed in the mucus, which have been
called inflammatory globules, or granular cells. Besides these bodies
mucus contains fat-globules, and frequently molecular or elementary
granules. The latter are seen in incipient diseased conditions of the
mucous membranes, as in tuberculosis or cancer. It sometimes con-
tains living beings, as Vibrionei and fungoid threads of various kinds.
The chemical element which forms the basis of mucus is called

Mucin, but unfortunately it has not been separated from the morpho-
logical elements. In addition to mucin, the mucus contains various
extractive matters. It also contains potash and soda, and frequently
gives an acid re-action

;
this arises from the presence of free acids.

Albumen is also present in mucus, and frequently in considerable

quantities. With regard to the origin of mucus, Lehmann, in his
'

Physiological Chemistry,' has the following remarks. After stating
that it does not appear that mucus is formed by any of the glands of the
mucous membranes, he says : "Tilanus has drawn especial attention
to the circumstance, that epithelial structures are always present
wherever there is true mucus. This observation might lead to. the

assumption that the formation of mucus is connected with the develop-
ment of certain cells, that is to say, that its production occurs simul-

taneously with the development of certain morphological elements.

Two views here present themselves for our consideration
;
one of which

is, that the albuminates of the liquor sanguinis become decomposed,
under certain hitherto unknown conditions, into the substratum of the

epithelial cells and into mucus, whence the latter substance might
iu some respects be considered as a secondary product of this cell-

formation, so that the mucous juice in the mucus would hold the
same relation to the epithelial cells as the spirituous fluid does to the

yeast-cells in a mixture which has undergone fermentation. The
other view, which seems to be supported by numerous observations

made by Scherer and Virchow, refers the origin of the mucus to a

partial disintegration of the epithelial cells. All who have followed
Frerichs in his observations on the metamorphosis of the cells within
the gastric juice, or who have examined them by the microscope i".

the preparation of artificial gastric juice, will easily comprehend the

gradual solution of the gastric cells and their conversion into a mucous
fluid. Such a conversion of cells into a mucous substance would
therefore at all events not be wholly without analogy. Scherer and
Virchow however go still further, and advance the opinion, based upon
several pathologico-histological observations and chemical experiments,
that certain colloid substances, and others adapted for the formation
of urine, may be converted into mucus under certain conditions which
still remain to be explained, and even without any cell-formation

;
and

hence they regard the latter moJe of development as associated with
the existence of colloid or cartilaginous substances. This view is

not only supported by the absence of epithelial structures in many
cysts containing mucus, but more especially by the frequently noticed

conversion of the gelatin of Whartou into perfect mucus. It appears
to us still to require accurate chemical experiments to decide which
of these two hypotheses deserves the preference. The elementary
analyses which were made by Scherer on a single variety of mucous

juice unfortunately d not enable us to decide the question, both
because the atomic weight could not be determined, aud because we are

still entirely deficient in an accurate analysis of the epithelial cells, the

colloid substance, &o. It remains for us to hope that the investigating

powers of men like Scherer may before long eurich science with the

knowledge necessary for elucidating a subject which is so intimately
associated with the advancement of physiology.

" The localities iu which mucus occurs clearly demonstrate that it

is especially designed to serve as a protecting medium to all the parts
which are placed in a reciprocal connection with the outer world."

MUDiTON'E, a local nama for part of the Upper Silurian Rooks
of Sir Roderick Murchison.

MUDVVOKT, the common name of the species of the genus Lima-
tella. This genus belongs to the natural order Swophuluriacece. It
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baa a 5-cleft calyx ; a 5-fid beU-haped equal corolla ;
a globose

3-valved capsule, with a central placenta, free, or connected with a

abort dissepiment below, 1 -celled.

L. aqualica is the only liritish specie*. It baa lanceolate spathulate
leave* on long stalks; pedicle* axillary, crowded, shorter than the

petioles. It baa small white or rose-coloured flowers. It is found

growing in muddy places, where water has stagnated.

MUGI'LID^E, the Mullet Tribe, a family of Fishes of the order

Acanlkoptcryyii. This family may be distinguished by the following

characters : Body nearly cylindrical, covered with large scales; dorsal

fins (two in number) separated, the first with only four spinous rays ;

the ventral fins hare their origin a little behind the line of the pec-

torals ; branchiostegous rays, six. The head is somewhat depressed,

and, like the body, is covered with Urge scales or polygonal plates ;

the muzzle is very short
;
the mouth is transverse, and when closed

forms an angle, the lower jaw having an eminence in the middle,
which fits into a corresponding hollow in the upper; teeth very
minute ; pharyngeal bones much developed.
There are three genera belonging to this family Athfrina, Jfugil,

and Tetragonurta.
Atherixa has the body rather elongated; two dorsal fins widely

separated ; ventral fins placed far behind the pectorals ;
sides with a

broad longitudinal silver band
;
teeth minute ; branchiostegous rays 6.

A . praoyter, the Atherine, or Sand-Smelt It was at one time sup-

posed that the Atherine of the British coasts was the A. heptetut of

Linntcus, but after a close examination Hr. Yarrell comes to the

conclusion that the British species is A. prabytcr of Cuvier.

The British Atherine is a handsome small fish from 5 to 6 inches in

length. It is found on the coast of Cornwall at all seasons of the

year. It is also frequently caught at Brighton, where large quantities
are eaten in the winter season by the inhabitants and visitors. Dr.

Parnell has taken it in Scotland, and Mr. Thompson in Ireland.

itugil has the body nearly cylindrical, covered with large scales ;

two dorsal fins widely separated, the rays of the first fin spiuous, those

of the second flexible ;
ventral fins behind the pectorals ; middle of

the under jaw with an elevated angular point, and a corresponding

groove in the upper ; teeth small
; brauchiostegous rays 6.

IT. capita (Cuv.),the Gray Mullet, orCommon Mullet, is not uncommon
on many parts of the British coast. It is rather more than a foot in

length ; the length of the head compared with that of the body and
tail is as one to four ; the greatest depth of the body, which is beneath

the first dorsal, is about one-fourth the whole length, excepting the

tail. The head is broad and depressed ; snout rounded ; the akin of

the anterior and posterior margins of the orbit does not advance over

the eye. First dorsal fin commences about the middle of the body,
its height is equal to twice its length ; between the first and second

dorsal there is a considerable interval; its proportions, as regards

height and length, the same as the first. The upper surface of the

body is dusky-gray, tinged with blue ; the sides and belly are silvery-

white, marked with longitudinal dusky lines ; fin-membranes dirty-
white

;
a dark spot on the base of the pectoral fin.

It is found plentifully in Cornwall and Devonshire, and along the

oath coast. It is also taken on the eastern coasts. This fish never

goes to a great distance from land, and delights in shallow water. It

Is on this account probably that it bears confinement better than other

fishes, and is one of thine which have been most successfully kept in the

Aquavivarium of the Zoological Society in Regent's Park. They seem
more intelligent than most fish. Carew, the Cornish historian, had a

pond of salt water in which he had naturalised these fish, and he
could assemble them together to be fed by knocking on a stick.

Fishermen also relate numerous instances of its intelligence, and the

devices it ha* recourse to for the purpose of escaping from the net

when once caught. It takes its food from the mud at the bottom of

the water in which it lives, and seldom partakes of any living food.

It is moat readily taken by fat, or cabbage boiled in broth.

This finh frequently goes up rivers, and is thus often caught by the

angler. When taken young and placed in fresh water it has been
found to thrive.

M. chtlo, Cuvier, the Thick-Lipped Gray Mullet, according to Mr.
Couch's manuscript*, communicated to Mr. Yarrell, seems to be abun-
dant on the coast of Cornwall, but no other British naturalists appear
to have noticed it. It is distinguished from the Common Gray Mullet

chiefly by its large and fleshy lips, the margins of which are ciliated
;

the teeth resemble hairs; the maxillary bone curved, and showing
iUelf behind the commissure.

M. curtm, the Short Gray Mullet of Yarrell, U a third species, found
in the British seas.

" The length of the head, as compared with that

of the body and tail, is as one to three, the proportion in the Common
Gray Mullet being as one to four

;
the body is al.-o deeper in pro-

portion than in M. capita, being equal to the length of the head :

the head is wider, the form of it more triangular, and also more

pointed anteriorly ; the eyes larger in proportion ;
the fin-rays longer,

particularly thoe of the tail
;
the ventral fins placed nearer the pec-

toral, and a difference exist* in the number of some of the fin-rays :

the colours of the two species are ncirly alike ;
and in other respects,

except those named, they do not differ materially." (Yarrell,
'
Kritinli

Fishe*.') Mr. Yarrell caught this new species at the mouth of Poole
harbour.

Tttrayonurui, so named from the projecting keels or ridges on each
Mile, near the base of the caudal. There is only one species, an
inhabitant of the Mediterranean, about a foot long, and black, and
reputed to be poisonous.
MUGWORT, the common name for the Artemitia vulgarit. ThU

species of Artemuia is known by its leaves being woolly beneath, with

lanceolate, acuminate, cut, and serrated segments. It is a very common
plant on waste ground in Great Britain. [ARTEMISIA.]
MULBERRY. [MoHus.]
MULE. This word is, in its particular sense, used to denote the

offspring of the male ass and the mare [EquiPf] ; but, in its general
signification, it is applied to the offspring of any two animals of distinct

species, and is then synonymous with the term '

Hybrid.' [HvimiD.]" The true distinction between different species of animals," writes
John Hunter,

" must ultimately, as appears to me, be gathered from
their incapacity of propagating with each other an offspring capable
again of continuing itself by subsequent propagations : thus the horse
and ass beget a mule capable of copulation, but incapable of begetting
or producing offspring. If it be true that the male has been known to

breed, which must be allowed to be an extraordinary fact, it will by
no means be sufficient to determine the horse and ass to be of the
same species ; indeed from the

copulation
of mules being very fre-

quent, and the circumstance of their breeding very rare, I should
rather attribute it to a degree of monstrosity in the organs of the
mule which conceived, as not being a mixture of two different species,
but merely those of either the male or female ass. This is not so far-

fetched an idea, when we consider that some true species produce
monsters which are a mixture of both sexes, and that many animals
of distinct sex are incapable of breeding at all. If then we find

nature in its most perfect state deviating from general principles, why
may it not happen likewise in the production of mules, so that some-
times a mule shall breed from the circumstance of its being a monster

respecting mules ?
" We think that the views here laid down are clear

and satisfactory BO far as they go, and that the question with which
the paragraph concludes is in no danger of a contradictory answer.
But the student should be on his guard as to an unhesitating

admission of everything that is laid down even by an authority so

deservedly eminent as that of the great physiologist whose opinion we
have just quoted. Professor Owen, for instance, in one of his valuable
notes on another part of this very paper, truly observes that John
Hunter's assertion that the fertility of a hybrid with an individual of
a pure breed proves the fact of identity of two supposed distinct

species equally with the production of offspring from the connection
of hybrid with hybrid, cannot be admitted.

" To prove the identity
of two supposed distinct species," continues the Professor,

"
granting

the fertility of the hybrids from the two to be the proof required, it

should be shown that such hybrids are fertile inter se, and capable of

propagating indefinitely an intermediate variety. Now this is precisely
the fact which is wanting in the evidence adduced in the text. All
that Hunter proves is that two species very nearly allied to each other
will produce a hybrid offspring, and that the hybrid is again produc-
tive with an individual of the pure breed

;
but this only illustrates a

general law by which the reversion of the hybrid to the pure breed is

provided for ; while, ou the other hand, the intermixture of the dis-

tinct species is guarded against by the aversion of the individuals

composing them to a sexual union." And it is no contradiction to

this general rule to show that in some instances this aversion is over-

come, as in the case of the lion and tigress to cite an example,
among the Carnicora [FELIDX], and in that of the pheasant and
common fowl : and the hen canary-bird with the goldfinch, linnet, &c.,

among birds. [CAXAUY-BIRD.] Such cases are the exceptions, and

prove the generality of the rule or law.

Doubtless there must be a concurrence of predisposing accidents to

bring different species, in their anxious desire to obey the all-powerful
impulse of reproduction, together ; and the presence of such predis-

posing causes may be generally traced in most of these erratic alliances.

In the great majority of them the species thus mingled are very nearly
allied. Thus there are several instances on record of the Hooded Crow
(Corvat C'orniz) pairing and producing offspring

with tho Carrion Crow
(Corvtu Corone) ;

the male of Montagu's Harrier (Circtu hytmalit) and
a Ringtail (Circut cyanctui) having been shot at the nest feeding their

young (Yarrell, ex relatione Sweeting). Mr. Berry notices tho pairing
of a Blackbird and a Thrush in Lancashire : these birds reared their

broods, which were strongly-marked hybrids, for two successive years.

( Magazine of Nat Hist,' vol vii.)

Mr. Yarrell, who in his '

History of British Birds
'
mentions the

last-named cases in detail, adds that several instances are known in

which the female of the Black Grouse, usually called the Gray Hen,
has bred in a wild state with the Common Pheasant

; such a hybrid
is represented in the title-page of Mr. T. C. Kytou's

'

History of the
Rarer British Birds.' [BLACK GROUSE.] The last-named ornithologist
has also recorded the fruitful connection between the Common Gooso
and the Chinese Gander ; and the Hon. Twiselton Fieunes communi-
cated to the Zoological Society of London an instance of the Common
Will Duck breeding with the male Pintail. [UucKS.]
The author of tho '

History of Britinh Birds
'

above quoted has had
so much experience on this intricate subject, so far as it relates to birds

that the following observations by him are worthy of all attention :

'
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" Several experiments on the productive powers of various hybrid
birds are now in progress ;

but without intending to anticipate the

interesting particulars which may be elicited, I may briefly refer to

what has fallen under my own observation. Some degree of restriction,
either accidental or imposed, and arising from various causes, appears
to be necessary to induce the union of birds that are of different

species ; but the influence of the divine command to ' increase aud

multiply
'

is so irresistible, that some birds unite with strange partners
rather than have no partner at all. When putting two birds of dif-

ferent species together, with the intention of breeding from them,
union is less likely to take place if they are kept within sight or

hearing of other birds of their own species. The two sexes of the

broods produced by such unions take little or no notice of each other
when adult even during the usual breeding season, and are believed

to be unproductive among themselves if so restricted
;
but if allowed

an opportunity of uniting with the true species of either parent they
are then prolific, and the young birds produced soon lose all inter-

mediate character." (' Hist. Brit. Birds,' part xiii.)

Mr. Darwin, in his highly interesting
' Journal and Remarks,' being

the third volume of the ' Narrative of the Surveying Voyages of H.M.

ships Adventure and Beagle,' gives the following graphic account of

the social habits of the Mule when describing the passage of the
Cordillera :

" Our manner of travelling was delightfully independent. In the
inhabited parts we bought a little firewood, hired pasture for the

animalx, and bivouacked in the same field with them. Carrying an
iron pot, we cooked and ate our supper under the cloudless sky, and
knew no trouble. My companions were Mariano Qonzales, who had

formerly accompanied me, and an arriero, with his ten mules and a
madrina.

" The madrina (or godmother) is a most important personage. She
is an old steady mare, with a little bell round her neck ;

and where-
soever she goes the mules, like good children, follow her. If several

large troops are turned into one field to graze, in the morning the

muleteer has only to lead the madrinas a little apart and tinkle their

bells; and although there may be two or three hundred mules toge-
ther each immediately knows its own bell, and separates itself from
the rest. The affection of these animals for their madrinas saves

infinite trouble. It in nearly impossible to lose an old mule ; for if

detained for several hours by force, she will, by the power of smell,
like a dog, track out her companions, or rather the madrina; for,

according to the muleteer, she is the chief object of affection. The

feeling however is not of an individual nature ; for I believe I am
right in saying that any animal with a bell will serve as a madrina.
In a troop each animal carries, on a level road, a cargo weighing four

hundred and sixteen pounds (more than twenty-nine stone) ; but in a

mountainous country a hundred pounds less. Yet with what delicate

slim limbs, without any proportional bulk of muscle, these animals

support so great a burden ! The mule always appears to me a most

surprising animal. That a hybrid should possess more reason, memory,
obstinacy, social affection, and powers of muscular endurance, than
either of its parents, seems to indicate that art has here out-mastered

nature."

MULQE'DIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Componta, the sub-order Liguliflone, the tribe Cichoracece, and sub-

tribe Hieracia. It has many-flowered heads, a double involucre, the

inner of one row, the outer of short lax imbricated scales ;
the fruit

compressed, constricted above, and terminating in a ciliated disc
;
the

outer rows of the pappus rigid and brittle. There are several species
of this genus.
M. alpinum, has glabrous, lyrate at the base, arrow-shaped leaves,

the terminal lobe large, triangular-hastate, acute ; the stem simple,
heads racemose, bracts, peduncles, and involucres, glandular hairy; the

fruit oblong, not attenuated, with many ribs. This plant has blue

flowers in small numerous heads, with a stem about 3 feet high. It is

a remarkably handsome plant, and is the only British species of the

genus. It is the Sonchut caruleva of Smith in the English botany.
The only locality in which it grows in Great Britain is the Clooa

Mountains of Scotland.

M. floridanum is a native of America, and on account of its excessive

bitterness is called Gall of the Earth.

(Babington, Manual ; Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
MULI'NIA, Dr. Gray's name for a genus of Conchifera, allied to

Mactra, having the ligament, properly so called, internal, and the

lateral teeth simple.
MULLET. [MumLiD*:; MULLCS.]
MULLUS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the group Acantkoplerygii

and the family Percida. The species have the body thick oblong ;

profile of the head approaching to a vertical line ; scales large, decidu-

ous ;
two dorsal fins widely separated, the rays of the first spinous,

those of the second flexible ; teeth on the lower jaw and palate only ;

two cirri at the symphysia of the lower jaw ; branchiostegous rays 4.

There are two species of this genus found in Europe, and both are

inhabitant* of the seas of Great Britain.

M. rurmulelui, the Striped Red Mullet, or Striped Surmullet, has

the following fin-ray formula : D. 71 + 8; P. 17 ; V. 1 + 5; A.

2 + 6; C. 13.

The forehead, nape, cheeks, and operculuui are covered with scales ;

irides pale-yellow ; mucous-pores abundant ; the colour of the body
is from a pink to a bright-red ;

the membrane of the first dorsal-fin is

tinged with yellow ; those of the other fins transparent ;
the axilla of

the ventral fin furnished with a pointed scale
;
the vent placed under

the commencement of the second dorsal fin.

The Striped Red Mullet is abundant on the southern coasts of Great
Britain

,
but is rarer on the eastern and northern coasts. This fish is

good eating, and is sent in large numbers from the coasts to the
London market. In the month of August, 1819, 5000 were taken off

Weymouth, and in one week during the month of May, 1831, 10,000
were sent to London from Yarmouth. The Striped Red Mullet was
a favourite dish amongst the ancient Romans, and large prices were
paid for them. " A fish of 3 Ibs. weight produced a considerable sum
to the fortunate fisherman, while the cost of a fish of 4^ Ibs., says
Martial, was ruinous. A Mullet of 6 Ibs. is recorded to have produced
a sum equal to 48/. ; one still larger 611. ; and even 240J. were given
for them of unusual size, procured on the same day, for a repast of
more than usual magnificence." (Yarrell.) On our own coast this
fish seldom exceeds 14 inches in length.
The Striped Red Mullet spawns in the spring, aud the young are

5 inches long in October. Their food consists of the softer crustace-
ous and molluscous creatures. The cirri, which are generally placed
near the mouth, seem to act as organs of feeling, whereby these
animals are enabled to distinguish their food. Mr. Yarrell says,

" On
dissecting these appendages in the Mullet, the Common Cod, and
others, I found them to consist of an elongate and slender flexible

cartilage, invested by numerous longitudinal muscular aud nervous

fibres, and covered by an extension of the common skin. The muscu-
lar apparatus is most apparent in the Mullet, the nervous portion most
conspicuous in the Cod. These appendages are to them, I have no
doubt, delicate organs of touch, by which all the species provided
with them are enabled to ascertain, to a certain extent, the qualities
of the various substances with which they are brought in contact, aud
are analogous in function to the beak, with its distribution of nerves,
among certain wading and swimming birds which probe for food beyond
their sight; and may be considered another instance, among the
beautiful provisions of nature, by which in the case of fishes feeding
at great depths, where light is deficient, compensation is made for im-

perfect vision." (' British Fishes,' vol. i., p. 34.) This and the next

species must not be confounded with the Gray Mullet, which belongs
to a very different family of Acanthopterygious Fishes. [MUGILID^E.]
M. barbatus, the Plain Red Mullet, the Surmullet, the Red Surmullet.

This fish is much rarer on the British coasts than the last. They
seem to be equally abundant in the Mediterranean. The fin-rays are

as follows : D. 71 + 8 ; P. 16
;
V. 6

;
A. 1 + 6; C. 15. The scales

are somewhat smaller than in the last and present some structural
differences.

(Yarrell, History of British Fishes.)

MULTIVALVES, th name formerly used to designate those shells

which were made up of more than two pieces. Thus the Cirrhipeds
(Lepas) were all multivalve shells of Linnsms, and so were Chiton and
Pholas.

MUNTJAK. [CERVID.E.]
MUR^E'NID^E, or ANGUI'LLID.E, a family of Fishes belonging

to the Apodal section of the Malacopteryyii. These fishes have an

elongated and often cylindrical body, covered by a thick and soft skin
in which the scales are deeply imbedded and scarcely apparent. Th^y
have no cseca, but nearly all are furnished with a natatory bladder.
In the first group, which constitutes the great genus Murcena of

Linnseus, the opercula are small, and enveloped in the skin
;
the gill-

opening is small, and is situated far back, an arrangement which, by
more completely protecting the branchial, permits these fishes to live

a long time out of water. They have no ventral fins.

The species of the genus Anyuilla, are distinguished by the pos-
session of pectoral fins

; the dorsal, aual, and caudal fins are united,
the dorsal commences at a considerable distance behind the pectorals ;

the upper jaw is shorter than the lower ;
the gills opening by a small

aperture on each side, situated beneath the pectoral fin. Three if not
four species of Anyuilla, or Eel, are found in this country the

Sharp-Nosed Eel, the Broad-Nosed Eel, and the Suig.
A. acutirostris (Yarrell), the Sharp-Nosed Eel, may be distinguished,

as its name implies, by its comparatively narrow and sharp muzzle.
"The head is compressed, the top convex, depressed as it slopes
forwards ;

the eyes small, placed immediately over the angle of the
mouth ;

irides reddish-yellow ;
the jaws very narrow, slightly rounded

at the end
;
the lower jaw the longest ;

nostrils with two openings on
each side, one tubular, the other a single orifice

; both jaws furnished
with a narrow band of small teeth

; gape small ; various mucous
pores about the mouth aud other parts of the head

; gill-opening
a

small aperture immediately before and rather below the origin of the

pectoral fin. The scales on the body rather small ; dorsal fin extend-

ing over more than two thirds of the whole length of the fish
; anal

fin occupying more than half the whole length ;
both united at the

end, forming a tail
;
the number of rays in the first fins not easily

ascertained, from the thickness of the skin
;
the lateral line exhibits

a long series of mucous orifices; vetebroe 113. The vent includes

four distinct openings, the most anterior of which leads upwards to

the intestine, the posterior to the urinary bladder, in a direction back-
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ward*. ml oue elongated lateral opening on rack side communicating
with the cavity of the abdomen, as in other bony fishes." Colour of

the upper surface of the head and body very dark olive-green ;
under

urfce silvery ; the colouring however varies somewhat according to

the nature of the water in which the animal lives, as in other fiahea ;

in thoae found in clear streams the colours are bright, whilst those

found in muddy waters are dusky.
This species is common in streams, lakes, Ac., throughout the

country. The Eel is said to be averse to cold, and in the autumn

migrate* down the rivers to reach the warm brackish water, where it

passes the winter, and deposits its spawn. In the spring the young fry

may be seen making their way up the streams, sometimes in immense
numbers. Such a desire do the young eels (about three inches in

length) appear to have to go up the stream that their course is not

easily stopped. The writer of this has seen a flood-gate, or 7 feet in

height, in parts covered with them, and has observed many succeed

in pawing over this perpendicular barrier by availing themselves of

the trickling water which escaped through the crevices of the wood-
work.

Those eels which live iu ponds, and cannot therefore migrate, bury
themselves in the mud during the winter months. In these cases

however they will sometimes leave the water, and, availing themselves

of the wet grass during the night, travel considerable distances in

order to reach a stream ; they are known also to leave certain ponds,
the water of which does not suit them, and to make their way over

land to other and more favourable situations.

The question as to whether the Eel be an oviparous or viviparous
fish has been much discussed ; many have imagined that it brought
forth its young alive, but there appears to be better grounds for the

belief that it is oviparous.
"The London market," Mr. Yarrell informs us, "is principally

supplied from Holland by Dutch fishermen. There are two com-

panies in Holland, having five vessels each : their vessels are built

with a capacious well, in which large quantities of eels are preserved
alive till wanted. One or more of these vessels may be constantly
seen lying off Billinsgate ; the others go to Holland for fresh supplies,
each bringing a cargo of 15,000 to 20,000 pounds weight of live eels,

for which the Dutch merchant pays a duty of IS/, per cargo for his

permission to sell."

A. laliorottrii, Yon-all, the Broad-Nosed Eel, is not uncommon,and is

often found in the same waters as the sharp-nosed species, from which
it is readily distinguished by the comparatively greater breadth of its

bead, and the situation of the eye, which is placed in advance of the

angle of the mouth. The body is moreover thicker in proportion to

its length, the teeth are more numerous, larger, and stronger ;
the

dorsal fin commences farther back ; the dorsal and anal fins are much
deeper and thicker. The number ofvertebras is 115. This species is the

Anguille Plat-Beo of Cuvier, and is sometimes called iu England the

Grig-Eel.
A. medioroitrit, Yarrell, the Snig, is in some respects intermediate

between the common or sharp-nosed species and the broad-nosed eel.

The general colour above is olive-green, and beneath yellowish-white.
" In the comparative breadth of the nose, the Snig is intermediate in

reference to the sharp and broad nosed eels, but rather more resembles
that with the sharp nose," says Mr. Yarrell ;

"
it has a slight but

elongated depression extending from the anterior edge of the upper
jaw to the upper and back part of the head

;
the tubular openings of

the nostrils are longer, and the mucous pores about the lips larger and
more conspicuous ; both jaws rounded at their extremities, the lower
one the longest ;

teeth longer and stronger than in the common sharp-
nosed species ; gape large ; the angle and the posterior edge of the

eye on the same vertical line ; the pectoral fins, the commencement of
the dorsal fin, and the vent, are each placed nearer the head than in

either of our fresh-water eels."

Baiiles the distinguishing characters above pointed out, there are

others, the most important of which perhaps is the difference observ-
able in the form of the vertebra see Yarrell's <

History of British

Kishea,' where the skulls and adjoining vertebra of these three species
are figured.

A. Omger, Shaw (Conger vulgarit, Murana Conger, Linnams, I/e

Congre, Cuvier), the Conger Eel, is readily distinguished from the
fresh-water species by the upper jaw being the longest, and the dorsal
fin commencing much nearer the head characters which have induced
( 'uvier to separate it from them as a sub-genus.

This marine species is common on many parts of our coast, and is

indeed found in most of the European seas. It attains a very large
sixe, being often five or six feet in length and occasionally as much as
ten feet or upwards; the thickness bearing about the same proportion
to the length as in the common eel. The upper pnrte of the body are
brownish and the under parts dirty-white; dorsal and anal fins

whitish margined with deep bluish-black ; the lateral line is spotted
with white.

A. myrtu, another species of Conger, is found in the Mediterranean.
It resembles the common species, but is of a smaller size, and is known
by there being spots on the snout, a band across the occiput, and two
rows of dot* on the nape, all of which are of a whitish colour.

Opkiiurta of Laclpcde is a genus nearly allied to Anyuilla. the
irpccies of which differ from the true eels by their dorsal and anal fins

terminating before they reach the end ofthe tail, which has no fin. The

posterior orifice of the nostrils opens
on the edgu of the upper lip.

0. terpeni, the Snake-Eel, inhabits the Mediterranean ; it is about five

or six feet in length and about three inches in thickness, of a brown
colour above and silvery beneath

;
the snout is slender and pointed.

In some species of this genus the pectoral fins are very small, and
in this respect approach the genus Murana, iu which them are no

pectorals.

Murana, as just stated, has no pectoral fins ; the orifices of the gills

are small and open, one on each side
;
in each jaw there is a siugle

row of teeth ; the dorsal and anal fins are very low, and are united.

M. Helena, the Murane, the Munena, is the type of the genus. It is

found in the Mediterranean and Portuguese seas, and in one instance

has been taken on the coast of Britain. It grows to tbe length of

between four and five feet, and even more. The body is smooth and

glossy, beautifully mottled with salmon colour, yellow, and purple.
The head is large and swollen, which gives the fish a disagreeable

aspect It is excellent eating, and waa highly esteemed by the

ancients, who reckoned it among the best of fiahea for the table, and

kept the Murana alive iu vivaria. It is said that Vaxlius Pollio

used to cause his offending slaves to be flung alive into the ponds to

feed his Muraiur.

Leptocephalut has a small and short head ; numerous teeth ; pectoral
fins and gill-openings very small; body compressed and very thin,

tape-like; dorsal and anal fins small, united at the tail, forming a

point.
L. JHorrini, the Anglesey Morris, appears to be the only European

species. This fish, which is identical with the Z. Spallanzani of Kisso,
has been found in Great Britain. [LxnOOKFHALU*.]

Ophidium, Ecltiodon, and Ammodytes are other British genera of llii-

family. [EcmoDON; AMIIODYTES; OPHIDIUM.] Gymrwttu contains the

Electric Eel. [GYitsoTUS ;
ELECTRICITY IN ORGANIC BEINGS.] Caraput

and Stenarchut are genera, the species of which inhabit South America.

Gymnarchut inhabits the Nile. [Uvsix AIK m-s.]
MUR^ENOIDES (Lace"pedo), a genus of Fishes belonging to the

section Acantkopterygii and the family Gobiadce. The species have
been included under tbe genera Klenniia of Linnams, and (jiinnMtu.

They have the bead small, muzzle obtuse
; body elongated, smooth

;

scales minute, covered with a mucous secretion ;
dorsal fin extending

the whole length of the back, the rays simple ;
ventral fins very small ;

teeth small, pointed, detached.

Af. guttata, the Spotted Ounnel or Butter-Fish, is distinguished from
its congeners by the consistence and quantity of mucous secretion by
which its sides are covered. It is known from the true Blennics by
its dorsal fin being but little elevated above the line of the back, and

by its elongated, slender, and compressed body, from which circum-

stance it has obtained the name of Swordick iu Orkney and Svardfisk

iu Norway, from a supposed resemblance to the blade of a sword.

It is a common fish on the coasts of Great Britain, where it is often

found in the little pools left by the tide. It feeds on small Cruttacea

and the spawn and fry of other fishes. In Greenland it is eaten, but

it is only used for bait in this country, its flesh being hard. The

length of the head is equal to the depth of the body, and is, vlu-n

compared with the whole length of the body and head of the fish,

without including the tail-fin, as one to eight. It is said to attain

the length of 10 inches, but its more frequent length on the British

shores is from 5 to 7 inches.

Mr. Yarrell states that the Spotted Gunnel of America is identical

with the British fish.

MUREX. [SlFHOXOSTOMAT.V.]
MU'RID^E, the name of an extensive family of Rodents, compris-

ing, when taken in its largest sense, a great number of genera and

species, which, though none of them attain to any considerable size,

become worthy of serious notice from their prodigious multiplication
and the destructive influence which they exert over vegetation ami
the fruits of the labour of the agriculturist The type of this family
is found iu the genus Mm, to which our Common Rats and Mice

belong.
The Liunean genus Mm is thus characterised in the last edition of

the '

Systema Natunc :'
' Denies primores inferiores subulati ;

'

and,
as might be expected from such a definition, it is made the receptacle
not only for such Rodents as are vernacularly known as Rats and Mice,
but for the Guinea Pig, the Agoutis, the Paca ;

iu short, for all tho

QKrtt then known, not arranged under the genera Jfyxtrix, Leput,

Ctutor, and Sciurui. Tha remaining genus (A'octtfio), placed by
Linnaeus among his (ilirrt, belongs to the Bate. [CHUBORMU.J
Pallas concurred with Linnaeus in uniting under one great genus (Mm)
all the Rodents provided with clavicles which had no striking external

distinction, such as the tail of tho Squirrel or the Beaver.

Gmeliu separated from this crowd of Rodents the Marmots (Arctomy),
the Dormice (Myoxtu), and the Jerboas (Diput).

Cuvier, in the last edition of the '

Rcgno Animal,' carries this sub-

division much farther, adopting the following sub-genera, under the

(freat genus Mui, or the Ruts: The Marmots (A rctomyt, Gm.), tho

Dormice (Myoma, Gm.), Echymyi, Geoff. (Lonchcres, 111.), Jfydromyi,

Geoff., C'apromyi, Desm., the Kats and Mice, properly so called (Miu,

Cuv.), GerbMvH, Desm. (Meriontt, 111.), Merionei, V. Cuv., the Hamsters

(Cricettu, Cuv.), the Carnpagnols, or Field Rats and Mice (Arvicola,
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Lac<5p.), which he subdivides into 1st, the Ondatras (Fiber, Cuv.)
and, 2nd, the ordinary Campagnols (Arvicola, Cuv. ; Hypudaus, II!.

the Lemmings, Cuv. (Georychus, 111. ; Otomys, F. Cuv.), and the
Jerboas (Dlput, Gin.). To these succeed the Jumping Hares (Hdamys
F. Cuv.; Pedetes, III), the Mole-Rats (Spalax, Quid.), the Orycteres
F. CUT. (Bathyeryus, 111.), Geomys, Raf. (Pseudostoma, Say, Ascomys,
Licht., Saccomys ( ? ), F. CUT.), and Diplostoma, Raf.

Dr. J. E. Gray, in his ' Outline' (' Ann. PhiL,' 1825), after observing
that the Gllret are' exceedingly difficult to arrange, and that the
arrangement given is only

" an attempt according to their habits,"
makes Muridte the first family of the order, with the following
character :

"
Cutting teeth two in each jaw, lower awl-shaped,

grinders simple orcompound.upper shelving backwards, lower forwards ;

limbs proportionate, tail scaly, fur with scattered longer hair?, or flat

spines ; clavicles distinct."

He then subdivides the family as follows :

+ Grinders rooted, simple.
1. Murina. J/iw, Liun.

; Otomys, F. Cuv. ; Capromyi, Desm.
2. Jfydromina. Bydromys, Geoff.

ft Grinders rootless, compound.
3. Ondatrina. Ondatra.
4. C'tutorina. Caitor, Linn. ; Osteopora, Harlan.

^

5. Echymina. Echymyt, Geoff.
; Jleteromyg, Desm. ; Saccomys, F.

CUT. In the '

Catalogue of specimens in the British Museum,' Dr. J. E.

Gray has somewhat modified this arrangement. A list of the British
Museum specimens of this family is given at the end of this article.

Dr. Fischer, in his 'Conspectus Ordinum et Oenerum '

(1829), divides
the Glira into two sections : the first consisting of those with complete
clavicles ; and the second of those which have none. The following
genera are thus arranged under the first section : Castor, Lemmus,
Spalaj-, Saccophorui, Loncherei, Myoxut, Bydromys, Capromys, Mus,
Cricetuf, Saccomys, Pedeta, Diput, Aulacodus, Arctomys, Sciurus,
Pteramyt, and Chelromya.
Mr. Swainson, in his '

Classification of Quadrupeds' (1835), also

separates the Glira into two divisions: the first, or Olira proper,
with clavicles

; and the second with rudimentary clavicles, or none.
In the first division, after the genera C'attor, Fiber, and Myopotamm,
and an observation in a note to the first section, that these divisions
are purely artificial, and merely formed to facilitate the search among
BO many unarranged groups, we find the following sections :

1. Rats and Mice, under which are arranged the following :

Arricola, Lac<?p. (llypudaui. 111.). Example, Mus amphibius. Linn.,
Water-Rat, Penn. ; Gcoryckia, 111. (Lemmings). Example, Mus Nor-
regicut, Linn., the Lemming.* Bcldmyt, Geoff. (Spined Rats). Ex.
Echimyt crutatus, Desm., Gilt-Tailed Dormouse, Penn. Myoxus, Gin.

(Dormouse). Ex. Mat artllanariua, Linn., the Common Dormouse.
Hydromys, Geoff. (Water-Rat). Ex. II. leucoyatler, Australia. Mus,
Auct. Ex. if. Rattut, Linn., Common Rat Capromyi, Desm. Ex.
C. prtheniilis. South America. C'ricelut, (Hamster). Ex. C. vulgaris,
the Hamster.

2. Fore legs very short, bind legs long. Jumping Mice, under
which come the following genera and sub-genera : Dipus (Jerboa),
Ex. Mat Jaculus, Linn. (D. Sayitta, Dura.). Sub-genus Gerbillus,
Desm. Ex. St. Tamariicintu, Tamarisk Jerboa, Sh. Merionet, F. Cuv.
Ex. Merionet Labradoriut. Sub-genus Pedetes, III Ex. M. Cafer,
PalL, Cape Jerboa, Penn. Then follows Lagoslomui, Brookes, with
its sub-genera Chinchilla and Lagotis. [CHINCHILLJD.E.]

'',. Tail very short. Mole and Sand-Rats, including Geomys, Schmaltz
(Sand-Rat). Ex. Geomyt Douglasii, America. Diplostoma, Schmaltz,
America; Aplodontia, Richardson. Ex., A. leporina, America. Aspalax,
UiiM.-h Ex. Mm TyjMui, Pall., Asia; Sathyenjus, III Ex. M. man-
tin* in. Gin.. Africa.

4. Tail long, bushy. Squirrels, under which are arranged Arctomys,

Geoff., and the genus L'htiromyt.

The numerous forms which press upon the attention in considering
this large section of Mammalia are enough to convince any one who
ha* bestowed any thought on the subject that authors have not
spoken of the difficulties surrounding it without reason. AVe shall
therefore introduce the student to the most remarkable among them

;

and, adopting Mr. Swainson's names for the first three sections as

arbitrary divisions under which we may bring the structure and
habits, where they are known, of these animals before the reader,
proceed to examine the natural history of this great and destructive

group.
Rats and Mice (popularly so called).

Arvicola. Ears moderate. Muzzle obtuse. Anterior toes armed
with moderate claws. Tail round and hairy, not so long as the body.
Number of teats from 8 to 12. Molars composite, with flat crowns,
presenting angular enamelled laminae.

f,'raryrltut It generally considered to signify the Molc-Rats. The true

Lemming*, such as Mus Xortegicut, are closely allied to Arvicola.
t Aipalaz is Olivier'j name ; Spalax is GUldcnstadt's,

HAT. HMJT. DIT. VOL. I1L

Dental Formula : -Incisors, -; Molars, 2 = ;

2 3

Teeth of Arricola. F. Cuvier.

Cuvier divides the great genus Arricola of Lac^pikle (Campaguols)
into the Ondatras (Fiber, Cuv.) [ONDATRA], and the Campagnola
Ordinaires (Arvicola, Cuv.

; ffypndceus, 111.) ; and so they stand in
Cuvier's last edition of the 'Regne Animal.' M. Lesson, in his

'Manuel,' states that Cuvier has formed two sub-divisions of the
Arvicola, namely, first, the Campagnols Nageurs, of which M. Lesson
gives A. amphibius, Desm., Mus amphibius, Linn., as an example ;

and second, the Campagnols Terrestres, which may be exemplified by
A. ayrestis.

Adopting this latter sub-division of Arvicola iu its restricted sense
for convenience, there being hardly sufficient difference in the
structure, whatever there may be in habits, to justify the breaking
the true Arvicolce down into two groups, we shall, before we proceed
to the description of the two examples selected, detain the reader

very shortly with the views of two modern English naturalists of
note with respect to the Anicolw.

Dr. Gray raises this group to the rank of a family under the name
of Arvicolidce, or of a tribe Armcolina, and under it places his genus
Ctenodactylus, a word, by the way, which comes very near to Dejean's
name for a genus of Coleopterous Insects, Ctenodactyla. [CTENO-
DACTYLUS ; CTENODACTYLA.] Mr. Yarrell is of opinion that C. Mas-
tonii of Gray, is, as suggested by Mr. Ogilby, identical with the Mus
Gundi of Rothman, on whose description is founded the Arctomys
Gundi of Gmelin and others, and the Gundi Marmot of Pennant's
'

Zoology.'
Mr. Bell, in his '

British Quadrupeds,' observes that the location of
the Armcolce with the genus Mus involves an inconsistency which was
early detected, and the correction of which has been universally
recognised and followed. The characters of the teeth, he remarks,
as well as tbe general form of the body, and the habits of all the

species, remove them not only generically from the Mures, but even
point out their association with a different family of the Rodentia;
and their affinity to the beaver, he adds, appears to have forcibly
struck Liuncous himself, who, in his 'Fauna Suecica,' applied the
name Castor to the European Water-Vole, or Water-Rat. Mr. Bell
then continues thus :

" The generic term Arvicola, if not absolutely
unobjectionable, must be retained, as having the sanction of priority
over the name Microtus of Schrauk, Hypudceus of Brant, or Lemmus
of F. Cuvier. With regard to the name of the family, I have ventured
to change that of Dr. Gray, Armcolida, to Castoridce, because the

;enus Castor must be considered as the type of the family, of which
.he present can only be an aberrant form." [BEAVEB.]

Section 1. Water or Swimming Arvicoles or Voles.

A. amphibius, Desm. Castor caudd lineari tereti (Linn. 'Faur.
Suec.'); Mus amphibius ('Syst. Nat.,' Mull., 'Zool. Dan. Prod.');
M. aqualicus (Briss.) ; Lemmus aquaticus (F. Cuv.) ; Arvicola amphibia
Jenyns) ; A. aquatica, (Flem.) ; Rat d'Eau (13uffon) ; Water Rat
Pennant).
The head is thick, short, and blunt; eyes small, not very prominent ;

ears short, scarcely conspicuous beyond the fur
;
the cutting-teeth of

a deep yellow colour in front, very strong, chisel-shaped, considerably
esembling those of the beaver; the surface of the grinding-teeth
ormed of alternate triangles arranged on each side of the longitudinal
ixis

;
fore feet with four complete toes, the last phalanx only of the

3 o
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thumb being oooipicuoui beyond the akin ; binder feet with fire toe*,

not webbed, though connected to a short distance from the base;
tail more than half the 1-ngta of the body, covered with hairs, of

which those on the inferior surface are rather long, aud probably
as<iit the animal in swimming by forming a sort of rudder of the

tail. Fur thick and shining ; of a rich reddish-brown mixed with

gray abort, yellowish-gray beneath. Dimensions by Mr. Dell :

Inehea. Lines.

Length of the head and body . . . 8 4

Length of the bead . . . . . 1 10

Length of the earn 5

Length of the tail 48
This appears to be the Sorgo Morgange of the Italians; Wasser-

Mause-Rat of the Germans ; Water-Rot of the Dutch; Watn-Ualta

of the Swede* ; Vand-Kotte of the Danes ; Llygoden y Dwfr of the

Welsh ; and Water-Vole and Water-Rat of the English.

Ray names it M<u major aqualicui, tea. Itattiu aquaticiu, and he, as

well as Linneus, states that the Water-Uat ia web-footed. This

puzzled White of Selborne, who, in one of his letters to Pennant,

write*,
"
Kay says, and Linnteus after him, that the water-rat in web-

footed behind. Now I have discovered a rat on the banks of our
little stream that is not web-footed, and yet is an excellent swimmer
and diver : it answers exactly to the Hut amjihtbitu of Linnaeus (see
'

Syst. Nat'), which, he says,
' natat in fossis et urinatur.' I should

bo glad to procure one '

plantis palmatis.'
"

This letter is dated

early in August, 1767, and Pennant in his '

Synopsis' (1771), says of

the Water-Rat that it
" swims and dives admirably, though it ia not

web-footed, as Mr. Ray supposed, and Linnaous copied after him."

The Water-Rat inhabits the banks of riven, streams, ponds, and
even ditches, in the banks of which it burrows and breeds. Its retreat

is however sometimes at a great distance from the water. White

(Selborne), says,
" As a neighbour was lately plowing in a dry chalky

field, far removed from any water, he turned out a water-rat, that was

curiously laid up in an hybernaculum artificially formed of grass and
leaves. At one end of the burrow lay above a gallon of potatoes

regularly stowed, on which it was to have supported itself for the

winter. But the difficulty with me is how thin amphibious Mta came
to fix its winter station at such a distance from the water. Was it

determined in its choice of that place by the mere accident of finding
the potatoes which were planted there 1 or is it the constant practice
of the aquatic rat to forsake the neighbourhood of the water in the

colder months !
" We suspect that the potatoes had their charms for

the store-keeper. The Water-Kat is indeed entirely, as we believe, a

vegetable feeder, roots and subaqueous planU being its staple. It has

been said to feed on worms, frogs, small fish, and the fry of fish

generally, among other animal food ;
and has thence laboured under a

very bad character as the enemy of the fish-pond and the trout-stream.

The best writers are agreed that there is no foundation for this

charge, and there can be little doubt, as Mr. Bell observes, that it

has arisen from this phytiphagous animal being confounded by in-

accurate observers with the common Brown Rat (Mat decumauut)
which often haunts ditches and mill-tails, feeding freely on all sorts

of animal substances, and taking the water boldly. The last-named
rats have been seen towards nightfall crossing the canal in the Regent's
Park in order to forage in the gardens of the Zoological Society.
The Water-Rat is a very cleanly animal, and generally has but one

brood, consisting of five or six : these are ordinarily born in May or

June, when the vegetation is well forward ; but the young are some-
times produced as early as April, in which latter cose there is a second
litter towards the end of summer or beginning of autumn. The flesh

is said to be eaten by the French peasants on maigre days.
This Rat is an inhabitant of most parts of Europe.
Hr. Bell, who gives a very good figure of the Common Water-Vole,

or Water-Rat, remarks that a black variety of this species has long been
known, and that it has been described by Pallas and other continental

zoologists. Mr. Bell n of opinion that this is probably identical with
the quadruped described by Mr. Macgillivray m the sixth volume of
the ' Transactions of the Wernerian Society of Edinburgh,' under the
name of Arricola atcr, as very common in the counties of Banff and
Aberdeen. The Water-Vole, it is'stated, does not occur where this
Arricola aler abounds. The habits of the latter agree with those of
the Water-Vole. Mr. Macgillivray however thinks that there are
sufficient difference* in the organisation and colour of these two ani-

mals to warrant specific distinction. Arvicola ater is stated to be deep
black above, and black with a tinge of gray beneath

; in size somewhat
smaller than the Common Water-Vole, but the difference of the pro-
portions is scarcely appreciable. Mr. Bell observes that this author
believes the number of caudal vertebra to be different

; and he adds
that, if tbii were constantly the case, it would go far to establish their

upecific distinction ; but an examination of a stuffed specimen belong-
ing to Mr. Yarrell, does not, on a comparison with several of the
common sort, appear to Mr. Bell to justify this supposition.

" Mr.
Jeoyns," continues Mr. Bell, "states that the black variety is not
uncommon in the fens of Cambridgeshire, and differs in no respect
from the other but in colour ; a testimony which must weigh very
heavily against the opinion of its being specifically distinct, wbcn we
consider the great accuracy of that gentleman's observation*."

Section II. Terrestrial Arvicoles.

A. agrettit(Mut agrrttit brathyartu, Ray; M. agratit. Linn.; Jkf.

arralu, Pall., UmeL; Lcmrnut arralii, F. Cuv. ; A. rulgarit, Deun. ;

4. agrettit, Flem., Jenyns, Yarrell; A. arralu, Selys-Longchampi ;

Campagnol, Buff.) ; Short-Tailed Field-Mouse, Penn. ; Meadow-Mouse,
Shaw.
The head is large ; muzzle very obtuse

;
ears just appearing above

the fur
; body thick and full ;

tail not more than one-third the length
of the body, sparingly covered with hair

;
thumb of the fore feet

rudimentary, without a claw. Upper parts reddish-brown, mixed with

;ray ;
of the under parts ash-colour; feet and toil dusky. Dimensions

by Mr. Bell:-
inches. Linos.

Length of head and body . ... 4 1

Length of head 12
Length of tail 1 34

This appears to be Le Petit Rat de Champs and Le Campagnol of

;he French ; Campagnolo of the Italians
;
Skier Muus of the Dane* ;

Llygoden Qwtta'r Maes of the Welsh ; Field-Vole, Short-Tailed rVM-
tlouse, and Meadow-House, of the English.
Small and insignificant as the animal is in appearance, there is

scarcely a species among the Rodents more destructive to the fields,

gardens, and woods, which have been rendered fruitful by the indus-

trious hand of man, than the Short-Tailed Field-Mouse. In the corn-

field, in the rick-yard, in the granary, in the extensive plantation, its

depreciations are often severe, and sometimes overwhelming. The

following instance will show- what damage these mice are capable of

doing when they become multitudinous. Lord Gleubervie, in a letter to

Sir Joseph Banks, dated June 30th, 1814, observes that the whole both

of Dean Forest and New Forest appeared to be numerously stocked

with mice
;
at least wherever the large furze-brakes iu the open parts

had been burnt their holes and runs covered the surface. Haywood
Hill, a new plantation of about 500 acres in the forest of Dean, was

particularly infested. This inclosure, after being properly fenced, was

planted with acorns in 1810, and in the following spring about one-

third came up ; the rest of the seed having been probably destroyed

l>y mice principally. The young shoots of the natural hollies of the

tract, which had been cut down to favour the plantation, were not

attacked by the mice in the winter of 1811, though their runs were
numerous. In the autumn of 1812 a large quantity of five-year's-old
oaks and chestnuts, with ash, larch, and fir, were planted in the

iuclosure. In the winter the destruction began, and numbers of the

bollies, then two, three, or more feet high, were barked round from
the ground to four or five inches upwards, aud died. In the spring
of 1813 n number of the oaks and chestnuts were found dead, and
when they were pulled up it appeared that the roots had been gnawed
through two or three inches below the surface of the ground ; many
were also barked round and killed like the holly-shoots ;

whilst others,
which had been begun upon, were sickly. The evil now extended to

the other inclosures ; and becoming very serious both in Dean Forest

and the New Forest, cats were turned out
;
the bushes, fern, rough

gross, 4c., were cleared away to expose the mice to beasts and birds

of prey ; poisons in great variety were laid
; and seven or eight dif-

ferent sorts of traps were set for them, some of which made of tin

succeeded very well These were however superseded by the plan of

a professed rat-catcher, who, having been employed to catch the

had observed on going to work iu the morning that some of them
had fallen into wells or pits, accidentally formed, and could not get
out again, many of them dying from hunger or fatigue in endeavouring
to climb up the sides. Such pits were therefore, on his recommenda-

tion, immediately tried : they were at first made 3 feet deep, 3 feet

long, and 2 feet wide ;
but these were found to be unnecessarily large,

and after various experiments it appeared that they answered best

when from 18 to 20 inches deep at the bottom, about 2 feet in length,
and one foot and a half in width, and at top only 18 inches long aud
9 inches wide, or indeed as small as the earth could be got out of a

hole of that depth ;
for the wider they are below aud the narrower

above the better they answer their purpose. They were made about 20

yards asunder, or about 12 on an acre
; or, where the mice were less

numerous, 30 yards apart. Nearly 30,000 mice had been caught

principally by this lost method, in Dean Forest, up to the 22nd of

December ; and Mr. Davios (the deputy-surveyor) was convinced that

a far greater number had been taken out of the holes, either alive or

dead, by stoats, weasels, kites, owls, itc., and even by crows, magpies,

jays, Ac.
The success of these holes in Dean Forest was so great, that the

use of a bait in them was soon discontinued ;
but from an inaccu-

racy iu the digging of them, or some other cause, they were far

less efficacious in the New Forest, where the mice continued still,

though leas numerous, to infest the plantations. It was hoped that

the severe weather would have either totally destroyed or greatly
diminished the numbers of these animals, for they did not venture

out during the hard frosts. In a letter from Mr. Davies, dated the

8th of March, 1814, he gives only 1210 as the number taken from the

7th of January to the 6th of March ;
and he says the whole of these

had been caught in a few days of open weather which intervened

about that time. The total number taken iu Dean Forest to the 8th

of March, 1814, did not much exceed 30,000 ;
and iu the New Forest
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only about 11,500 had been taken up to the same period. In both
forests two sorts of mice had been observed one the Short-Tailed,
the other the Long-Tailed Field-Mouse

; but the former was by far

the most numerous, particularly in Dean Forest, where it was in the

proportion of upwards of fifty to one Long-Tailed.
Buffon speaks of similar depredations to plantations by the species

under consideration ; but though he seems to have tried the same sort

of trap which was used in the English forests above-mentioned, he
does not appear to have resorted to the plan of making holes, which
is stated to have been successfully employed by the farmers in the

neighbourhood of Liege; -but though they make the holes round, and
not more than four inches in diameter, and a foot deep, the success

seems to be complete.
This destructive Arvicole is a burrower, though it not unfrequently

takes up with the subterranean retreat of another animal, that of the

mole, for instance. The wheat-rick and the barn are not unfrequently
infested by them, -but their favourite situations are low and damp.
Dry seasons are fatal to them. The nest U formed iu some bank or

meadow, generally of dried grass, and from five to seven young ones

are produced at a birth. To this species, or to the Long-Tailed Field-

Mouse, the latter most probably, White appears to allude in the
letter containing anecdotes of the maternal affections of animals, when
he speaks of a remarkable mixture of instinct and sagacity which
occurred to him one day, when his people were pulling off the lining
of a hot-bed, in order to add some fresh dung :

" From out of the

aide of this bed leaped an animal with great agility that made a most

grotesque figure ;
nor was it without great difficulty that it could be

taken, wheu it proved to be a large white-bellied Field-Mouse, with
three or four young clinging to her teats by their mouths and feet.

It was amazing that the desultory and rapid motions of this dam
Hhould not oblige her litter to quit their hold, especially when it

appeared that they were so young as to be both naked and blind."

This mouse is a native of Europe.
Mr. Bell is ofopinion that theA rvicola riparia of Yarrell (' Zool. Proc.,'

1832) is no other than the A. pratmsis of Baillon and the A. rufeeceng
of Selys-Longchamps. For the other species of Arvicola see the list at

the end of this article.

Octodon. Mr. Bennett observes that " In the structure of its molar

teeth, Octodon may be regarded as occupying an intermediate station

between Poephagomyt and Ctenomyi. In Octodon the molars of the

upper jaw differ remarkably iu form from those of the lower. The

upper molars have on their inner side a slight fold of enamel, indicat-

ing a groove tending in some measure to separate on this aspect the

mm of the tooth into two cylinders : on their outer side a similar

fold penetrates more deeply, and behind it the crown of the tooth

does not project outwardly to so great an extent as it does in front.

If each molar tooth of the upper jaw be regarded as composed of two

partially united cylinders, slightly compressed from before backwards,
and somewhat oblique in their direction, the anterior of these cylinders

might be described as entire, and the posterior as being truncated by
the removal of its outer half. Of such teeth there are, in the upper
jaw of Octodon, on each side, four ;

the hindermost being the smallest,

and that in which the peculiar form is least strongly marked. In

Ctenomyi, all the molar teeth, both of the upper and the lower jaw,

correspond with the structure that exists in the upper jaw of Octodon,

excepting that their crowns are more slender and more obliquely

placed, whence the external emargination becomes less sharply denned ;

and also excepting that the hinder molar in each jaw is so small as to

be almost evanescent : as is generally the case, however, the relative

position of the teeth is counterchanged, and the deficiency in the

outline of the crown of the tooth, which in the upper jaw is external,

Skull of Octodon.

1, Men from above
; 2, profile ; 3, eccn from below ; 4, lower jaw icen from

(bore.

is, in the lower jaw, internal. In the lower jaw of Octodon the crowns
of the molars assume a figure very different from those of the upper,
dependent chiefly on the prolongation of the hinder portion of the
tooth to the same lateral extent as its anterior part : each of them
consists of two cylinders, not disjoined in the middle where the bouy
portion of the crown is continuous, but partially separated by a fold

of enamel on either side producing a corresponding notch ; placed
obliquely with respect to the jaw they resemble, in some measure, a

figure of 8 with its elements flattened obliquely, pressed towards each

other, and not connected by the transverse middle bars. With the
lowers molars of Octodon those of Poephagomys, as figured by F.

Cuvier, correspond in structure in both jaws. Octodon thus exhibits,
in its dissimilar molars, the types of two genera : the molars of its

upper jaw represent those of both jaws of Ctmomys ; those of its lower

jaw correspond with the molars of both jaws of Poephagomys."
0. Cumingii, Benn. (Dendrobius degus, Meyen). In size and shape

generally resembling the Water-Rat, with which Mr. Bennett thinks
that it is nearly connected systematically. All the feet with five toes,

but the innermost both before and behind very short, and separated

by a wide interval from the rest. Upper surface and sides brownish

gray, intermixed with frequent indistinct and undefined spots and

patches of dusky-black ;
colour slightly darker towards the rump, and

upper surface of the entire tail, together with its under surface for

one-third of its length from the tip, approaching closely to black ;

under surface of the body dusky-gray, mingled with a shade of brown,
lighter and nearly white beneath the base of the tail, and deeper on
the breast and the neck, where it becomes almost of the same general
hue as the upper surface.

Octodon Cuminyii. Bennett.

Mr. Cumiug thus describes the habits of 0. Cuminyii in its natural

state: ".These animals burrow in the ground, but always under
brushwood fences or in low thickets. They are so abundant in the

neighbourhood of Valparaiso that in the high-road between that place
and St. Jago more than a hundred may frequently be seen at one time
in search of food. Sometimes, but not often, they are observed on
the lower branches of the shrubs, and on those which form the fencer.

They fly at the least alarm, and in running carry their tufted tails like

a bent bow. A species of horned owl feeds principally on these pretty
little creatures." Mr. Bennett adds, that two living specimens brought
by Mr. Cuming from Chili, were placed by him, in 1831, iu the

Society's Menagerie : one of them escaped, but the other was alive

when Mr. Bennett wrote (December, 1835), and was as active and

lively as it was on its first arrival. They were rather shy, and had
but little playfulness. They leaped readily and without any appear-
ance of exertion from the floor of their cage to a narrow perch placed
at the height of nearly a foot, and there remained seated at their ease.

Their food was vegetable.
It is found in Chili, near Valparaiso, where Captain King informed

Mr. Bennett that he had seen thousands of them. (' Zool. Proc.,' and
' Zool. Trans.')
The genus Octodon is referred to the family ITystricidai by Mr.

Waterhouse. [HYSTRICID-E.]
Ctenomi/a. Mr. Waterhouse refers this genus to the tribe Octodon-

tina in his family Jlystricidce. [HYSTBICID^;.]
C. Magellanicus may be taken as an example. In general form it

seems nearly to resemble Octodon Cumingii. Toes 5, the innermost,
both before and behind, much shorter than the others. Tail sparingly

haired, but comparatively shorter than in 0. Cumingii, and destitute

of any marked tuft of longer hairs at its extremity. Upper surface

and sides brownish-gray tinged with yellow, and hardly varied by
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thumb being conspicuous beyond the kiu ; binder feet with fire toes,

not webbed, though connected to a abort dUUnoe from the base;
tail more than half the length of the body, covered with bain, of

which thoee on the inferior surface are rather long, and probably
assist the animal in swimming by forming a sort of rudder of the

tail. Fur thick and ahining ; of a rich reddish-brown mixed with

gray above, yellowish-gray beneath. Dimensions by Mr. Bell :

Inches. Lines.

Length of the head and bmlr . . . 8 4

Length of the head . .

'

. . . 1 10

Length of the earn 5

Length of the tail 48
This appears to be the Sorgo Horgange of the Italians; Waster-

Mause-lUt of the Germans ;
Water-Rot of the Dutch ;

Watn-Ratta
of the Swede* ; Vand-Rotte of the Danes ; Llygoiien y Dwfr of the

Welsh ; and Water-Vole and Water-Rat of the English.

Ray names it Mui major aquatic**, ten. Rattut aquaticut, and he, as

well as Linnaeus, states that the Water-Rat is web-footed. This

punled White of Selborne, who, in one of bin letters to Pennant,

writes,
"
Ray says, and Linneeus after him, that the water-rat is web-

footed behind. Now I have discovered a rat on the banks of our

little stream that is not web-footed, and yet is an excellent swimmer
and diver : it answers exactly to the Mtu amjAibiui of Linneeus (see
'

Syst. Nat'), which, he says,
' natat in fossis et urinatur.' I should

bo glad to procure one '

plantis palmatia,'
"

This letter is dated

early in August, 1767, and Pennant in his '

Synopsis
'

(1771), says of

the Water-Rat that it
" swims and dives admirably, though it is not

web-footed, as Mr. Rsy supposed, and Liumcus copied after him."
The Water-Rat inhabits the banks of rivers, streams, ponds, and

even ditches, in the banks of which it burrows and breeds. Its retreat

is however sometimes at a great distance from the water. White

(Selborne), says,
" As a neighbour was lately plowing in a dry chalky

field, far removed from any water, he turned out a water-rat, that was

curiously laid up in an hybernaculum artificially formed of grass and
leaves. At oni end of the burrow lay above a gallon of potatoes

regularly stowed, on which it was to have supported itself for the

winter. But the difficulty with me is how this amphibious ifus came
to fix its winter station at such a distance from the water. Was it

determined in its choice of that place by the mere accident of finding
the

potatoes
which were planted there ? or is it the constant practice

of the aquatic rat to forsake the neighbourhood of the water in the

colder months ?
" We suspect that the potatoes had their charms for

the store-keeper. The Water-Rat is indeed entirely, as we believe, a

vegetable feeder, roots and subaqueous plants being its staple. It has

been said to feed on worms, frogs, small fish, and the fry of fish

generally, among other animal food ; and has thence laboured under a

very bad character as the enemy of the fish-pond and the trout-stream.

The best writers are agreed that there is no foundation for this

charge, and there can be little doubt, as Mr. Bell observes, that it

has arisen from this phytiphagous animal being confounded by in-

accurate observers with the common Brown Rat (.Via decumaniu)
which often haunts ditches and mill-tails, feeding freely on all sorts

of animal substances, and taking the water boldly. The last-named
rats have been seen towards nightfall crossing the canal in the Regent's
Park in order to forage in the gardens of the Zoological Society.
The Water-Rat is a very cleanly animal, and generally has but one

brood, consisting of five or six : these are ordinarily bora in May or

June, when the vegetation is well forward ; but the young are some-
times produced as early as April, in which latter case there is a second
litter towards the end of summer or beginning of autumn. The flesh

is said to be eaten by the French peasants on maigre days.
This Rat is an inhabitant of most parts of Europe.
Mr. Bell, who gives a very good figure of the Common Water-Vole,

or Water-Rat, remarks that a black variety of this species has long been
known, and that it has been described by Pallas and other continental

zoologists. Mr. Bell n of opinion that this is probably identical with
the quadruped described by Mr. Macgillivray m the sixth volume of
the 'Transactions of the Wernerian Society of Edinburgh,' under the
name of Arricvla atcr, as very common in the counties of Banff and
Aberdeen. The Water-Vole, it is'sUted, does not occur where this
Arrinla aler abounds. The habits of the latter agree with thosa of
the Water-Vole. Mr. Macgillivray however thinks that there are
sufficient differences in the organisation and colour of these two ani-

mal* to warrant specific distinction. Arricola aler is stated to be deep
black above, and black with a tinge of gray beneath

; in size somewhat

that, if lhi were constantly the case, it would go far to establish their

>pecific distinction ; but an examination of a stuffed specimen belong-
ing to Mr. Yarrell, does not, on a comparison with several of the
common sort, appear to Mr. Bell to justify this supposition.

" Mr.

Jenyns," continues Mr. Bell, "state* that the black variety is not
uncommon in the fens of Cambridgeshire, and differ* in no respect
from the other but in colour ; a testimony which must weigh very
heavily against the opinion of i' being specifically distinct, when we
consider the gnat accuracy of that gentleman's observation"."

Section II. Terrestrial Arvicoles.

A. ayratu(Mut agrtita brackyurut, Ray; il. agratit. Linn.; if.

arralu, Pall., UmeL ; Lcmmut arratit, F. Cuv. ; A. rulgarit. Dean. ;

A. ayralii, Flem., Jenyns, Yarrell; A. analit, Selyi-Longcharaps ;

Campagnol, Buff.) ; Short-Tailed Field-Mouse, 1'enn. ; Meadow-Mouse,
Shaw.
The head is large ;

muzzle very obtuse
;
ears just appearing above

the fur ; body thick ami full ;
tail not mure than one-third the length

of the body, sparingly covered with hair
;
thumb of the fore feet

rudimentary, without a claw. Upper parts reddish-brown, mixed with

;ray; of the under parts ash-colour; feet and toil dusky. Dimensions

by Mr. Bell:-
inches. Line..

Length of head and body .... 4 1

Length of head .... .12
Length of tail 1 Si

This appears to be Le Petit Rat de Champs and Le Campagnol of

:ho French ; Campagnolo of the Italians
;
Skier Muus of the Danes ;

Llygoden Gwtta'r Maes of the Welsh
;
Field-Vole, Short-Tailed Field-

House, and Meadow-Mouse, of the English.
Small and insignificant as the animal is in appearance, there is

scarcely a species among the Rodents more destructive to the fields,

gardens, and woods, which have been rendered fruitful by the indus-

trious hand of man, than the Short-Tailed Field-Mouse. In the corn-

field, in the rick-yard, in the granary, in the extensive plantation, iu

depredations are often severe, and sometimes overwhelming. The

following instance will show-what damage these mice are capable of

doing when they become multitudinous. Lord Glenbervie, in a letter to

Sir Joseph Banks, dated June 30th, 1814, observes that the whole both
of Dean Forest and New Forest appeared to be numerously stocked

with mice ; at least wherever the Urge furze-brakes in the open parts
bad been burnt their holes and runs covered the surface, Uaywood
Hill, a new plantation of about 500 acres in the forest of Dean, was

particularly infested. This inclosure, after being properly fenced, was

planted with acorns in 1810, and in the following spring about oue-

Lhird came up ; the re.it of the seed having been probably destroyed

by mice principally. The young shoots of the natural hollies of the

tract, which had been cut down to favour the plantation, were not

attacked by the mice in the winter of 1811, though their runs were
numerous. In the autumn of 1812 a large quantity of five-year's old

oaks and chestnuts, with ash, larch, and tir, were planted in the

inclosure. In the winter the destruction began, and numbers of the

hollies, then two, three, or more feet high, were barked round from
the ground to four or five inches upwards, and died. In the spring
of 1813 n number of the oaks and chestnuts were fouud dead, and
when they were pulled up it appeared that the roots had been gnawed
through two or three inches below the surface of the ground ; many
were also barked round and killed like the holly-shoots ;

whilst others,
which had been begun upon, were sickly. The evil now extended to

the other inclosures ;
and becoming very serious both in Dean Forest

and the New Forest, cats were turned out
;
the bushes, fern, rough

grass, Ac., were cleared away to expose the mice to beasts and birds

of prey ; poisons in great variety were laid
;
and seven or eight dif-

ferent sorts of traps were set for them, some of which made of tin

succeeded very well These were however superseded by the plan of

a professed rat-catcher, who, having beeu employed to catch the mice,
had observed on going to work in the morning that some of them
hod fallen into wells or pits, accidentally formed, and could not get
out again, many of them dying from hunger or fatigue in endeavouring
to climb up the sides. Such pits were therefore, on his recommenda-

tion, immediately tried : they were at first made 3 feet deep, 3 feet

long, and 2 feet wide
;
but these were found to be unnecessarily large,

and after various experiments it appeared that they answered best

when from 18 to 20 inches deep at the bottom, about 2 feet in length,
and one foot and a half in width, and at top only 18 inches long and
9 inches wide, or indeed as small as the earth could be got out of a

hole of that depth ;
for the wider they are below and the narrower

above the better they answer their purpose. They were made about 20

yards asunder, or about 12 on an acre
; or, where the mice were less

numerous, 30 yards apart Nearly 30,000 mice had been caught

principally by this lost method, in Dean Forest, up to the 22nd of

December ; and Mr. Davios (the deputy-surveyor) was convinced that

a far greater number had been taken out of the holes, either alive or

dead, by stoats, weasels, kites, owls, &c., and even by crows, magpies,

jays, &c.
The success of these holes in Dean Forest was so great, that the

use of a bait iu them was soon discontinued
;
but from an inaccu-

racy in the digging of them, or some other cause, they were far

less efficacious in the New Forest, where the mice continued still,

though leas numerous, to infest the plantations. It was hoped that

the severe weather would have either totally destroyed or greatly
diminished the number* of these animals, for they did not venture

out during the hard frosts. In a letter from Mr. Davies, dated the

8th of March, 1814, be gives only 1210 as the number taken from the

7th of January to the 5th of March ;
and he says the whole of these

had been caught in a few day* of open weather which intervened

about that time. The total number taken iu Dean Forest to the 8th

of March, 1814, did not much exceed 30,000 ; and iu the New Forest
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only about 11,500 had been taken up to the same period. In both
forests two sorts of mice had been observed one the Short-Tailed,
the other the Long-Tailed Field-Mouse

;
but the former was by far

the most numerous, particularly in Dean Forest, where it was in the

proportion of upwards of fifty to one Long-Tailed.
Buffon speaks of similar depredations to plantations by the species

under consideration ; but though he seems to have tried the same sort

of trap which was used in the English forests above-mentioned, he
does not appear to have resorted to the plan of making holes, which
is stated to have been successfully employed by the farmers in the

neighbourhood of Liege; .but though they make the holes round, and
not more than four inches in diameter, and a foot deep, the success

seems to be complete.
This destructive Arvicole is a burrower, though it not unfrequently

takes up with the subterranean retreat of another animal, that of the

mole, for instance. The wheat-rick and the barn are not unfrequently
infested by them, -but their favourite situations are low and damp.
Dry seasons are fatal to them. The nest is formed in some bank or

meadow, generally of dried grass, and from five to seven young onea

are produced at a birth. To this species, or to the Long-Tailed Field-

Mouse, the latter most probably, White appears to allude in the
letter containing anecdotes of the maternal affections of animals, when
he speaks of a remarkable mixture of instinct and sagacity which
occurred to him one day, when his people were pulling off the lining
of a hot-bed, in order to add some fresh dung :

" From out of the

side of this bed leaped an animal with great agility that made a most

grotesque figure ;
nor was it without great difficulty that it could be

taken, when it proved to be a large white-bellied Field-Mouse, with
three or four young clinging to her teats by their mouths and feet.

It was amazing that the desultory and rapid motions of this dam
should not oblige her litter to quit their hold, especially when it

appeared that they were so young as to be both naked and blind."

This mouse is a native of Europe.
Mr. Bell is ofopinion that the Arvicola riparla of Yarrell ('Zool. Proc.,'

1832) is no other than the A. pratentit of Baillon and the A. rufesccns
of Selys-Longchamps. For the other species of Arvicole see the list at

the end of this article.

Octodon. Mr. Bennett observes that " In the structure of its molar

teeth, Octodon may be regarded as occupying an intermediate station

between Poephagomyt and Ctenomyi. In Octodon the molars of the

upper jaw differ remarkably in form from those of the lower. The

upper molars have on their inner side a slight fold of enamel, indicat-

ing a groove tending in some measure to separate on this aspect the

mass of the tooth into two cylinders : on their outer side a similar

fold penetrates more deeply, and behind it the crown of the tooth

does not project outwardly to so great an extent as it does in front.

If each molar tooth of the upper jaw be regarded as composed of two

partially united cylinders, slightly compressed from before backwards,
and somewhat oblique in their direction, the anterior of these cylinders

might be described as entire, and the posterior as being truncated by
the removal of its outer half. Of such teeth there are, in the upper
jaw of Octodon, on each side, four ;

the hindermost being the smallest,

and that in which the peculiar form is least strongly marked. In

Ctenomyi, all the molar teeth, both of the upper and the lower jaw,

correspond with the structure that exists in the upper jaw of Octodon,

excepting that their crowns are more slender and more obliquely

placed, whence the external emargination becomes less sharply defined ;

and also excepting that the hinder molar in each jaw is so small as to

be almost evanescent : as is generally the case, however, the relative

position of the teeth is counterchanged, and the deficiency in the

outline of the crown of the tooth, which in the upper jaw is external,

Skull of Octoion.

\, Mtn from above
; 2, profile ; 3, wen from below ; 4, lower jaw teen from

bore.

is, in the lower jaw, internal. In the lower jaw of Octodon the crowns
of the molars assume a figure very different from those of the upper,
dependent chiefly on the prolongation of the hinder portion of the
tooth to the same lateral extent as its anterior part : each of them
consists of two cylinders, not disjoined in the middle where the bony
portion of the crown is continuous, but partially separated by a fold

of enamel on either side producing a corresponding notch; placed
obliquely with respect to the jaw they resemble, in some measure, a

figure of 8 with its elements flattened obliquely, pressed towards each

other, and not connected by the transverse middle bars. With the
lowers molars of Octodon those of Poephagomys, as figured by F.

Cuvier, correspond in structure in both jaws. Octodon thus exhibits,
in its dissimilar molars, the types of two genera : the molars of its

upper jaw represent those of both jaws of Ctenomys ; those of its lower

jaw correspond with the molars of both jaws of Poephagomys."
0. Cumingii, Benn. (Dendrobius degus, Meyen). In size and shape

generally resembling the Water-Rat, with which Mr. Bennett thinks
that it is nearly connected systematically. All the feet with five toes,
but the innermost both before and behind very short, and separated
by a wide interval from the rest. Upper surface and sides brownish

gray, intermixed with frequent indistinct and undefined spots and

patches of dusky-black ;
colour slightly darker towards the rump, and

upper surface of the entire tail, together with its under surface for

one-third of its length from the tip, approaching closely to black ;

under surface of the body dusky-gray, mingled with a shade of brown,
lighter and nearly white beneath the base of the tail, and deeper on
the breast and the neck, where it becomes almost of the same general
hue as the upper surface.

Octudon Cumiiiyii. Bennett.

Mr. Cuming thus describes the habits of 0. Cumingii in its natural

state: ".These animals burrow in the ground, but always under
brushwood fences or in low thickets. They are so abundant in the

neighbourhood of Valparaiso that in the high-road between that place
and St. Jago more than a hundred may frequently be seen at one time
in search of food. Sometimes, but not often, they are observed on
the lower branches of the shrubs, and on those which form the fencep.

They fly at the least alarm, and in running carry their tufted tails like

a bent bow. A species of horned owl feeds principally on these pretty
little creatures." Mr. Bennett adds, that two living specimens brought
by Mr. Cuming from Chili, were placed by him, in 1831, in the

Society's Menagerie : one of them escaped, but the other was alive

when Mr. Bennett wrote (December, 1835), and was as active and

lively as it was on its first arrival. They were rather shy, and had
but little playfulness. They leaped readily aud without any appear-
ance of exertion from the floor of their cage to a narrow perch placed
at the height of nearly a foot, and there remained seated at their ease.

Their food was vegetable.
It is found in Chili, near Valparaiso, where Captain King informed

Mr. Bennett that he had seen thousands of them. (' Zool. Proc./ aud
' Zool. Trans.')
The genus Octodon is referred to the family Hystricidce by Mr.

Waterhouse. [HYSTRICID.E.]
Ctenomys. Mr. Waterhouse refers this genus to the tribe Octodon-

tina in his family Hystricidce. [HTSTBiciDA]
C. Magellanicus may be taken as an example. In general form it

seems nearly to resemble Octodon Cumingii. Toes 5, the innermost,
both before and behind, much shorter than the others. Tail sparingly

haired, but comparatively shorter than in 0. Cumingii, and destitute

of any marked tuft of longer hairs at its extremity. Upper surface

and sides brownish-gray tinged with yellow, and hardly varied by
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bbckish in abort the same u that of Oclodon, but of a lighter tint
;

colour of the belly lighter thui the upper mi-face
;
chin and throat

pair-fawn ; short hair* of feet and tail almost white. Length of head
and body, T'5 inches ; of the tail, 275 inches.

Skull of Ctftmmyl.

1, tetn horn abort; !, profile ; 3, tern from below
; 4, lower jaw Men from

above.

Captain King's memoranda on the subject of this animal are :

" From the size of the jaw, as compared with the abundant remains

of thi* littlo animal which are scattered over the surface of the ground,
I think that the present specimen is rather a young one. On exam-

ining the teeth I find that it cannot be referred to any of the genera
of M. F. Cuvier's arrangement in his ' DenU dca Mammiftrea

'

: that

to which it approaches most nearly U Jiclamyi; but it in sufficiently

distinct to constitute a new genus. The red colour of the incisive

teeth U Tery remarkable in all the specimens which I have seen. The
little animal is very timid, feeds upon gras, and is eaten by the

PaUgunian Indians. It dwells in holes which it burrows in the

ground ; and, from the number of the holes, it would appear to be

Tery abundant" Mr. Darwin ('Journal and Remarks') gives a cir-

cumstantial account of tbii curious animal, which lie well describes as

rodent with the habits of a mole.
" The Tucutuco," says that

author, "is extremely abundant in some parts of the country, but is

difficult to be procured, and still more difficult to be seen when nt

liberty. It lire* almost entirely under ground, and prefers a sandy
oil with a gentle inclination. The burrows are said not to be deep,
but of great length. They are seldom open, the earth being thrown

up at the mouth into hillocks, not quite so large as those made by the

mole. Considerable tracts of country are no completely undermined

by these animals that hones, in passing over, sink above their fetlocks.

The Tucutucos appear, to a certain degree, to be gregarious. The
man who procured specimens for me had caught six together, and he
mid thii was a common occurrence. They are nocturnal in their

habits
;
and their principal food is afforded by the roots of plants,

which U the object of their extensive and superficial burrows. Azaro

ays they are so difficult to be obtained that he never saw more than
one. He states that they lay up magazines of food within their

burrow*. This animal is universally known by a very peculiar noise

which it makes when beneath the ground. A person, the first time
he bean it, is much surprised ; for it is not easy to tell whence it

come*, nor U it possible to guess what kind of creature utters it The
noise consist* in a short but not rough nasal grunt, which is repeated
about four time* in quick succession ; the first grunt is not so loud,
bat a little longer, and more distinct than the three following : the
musical time of the whole is constant, as often as it is uttered. The
name Tucutuco in given in imitation of the sound. In all times of
the day, where this animal U abundant, the noise may be heard, and
sometime* directly beneath one's fort When kept in a room the
Tucutnco* move both slowly and clumsily, which appears owing to

the outward action of their hind leg* ; and they are likewise quite
incapable of jumping even the smallest vertical height Mr. Held,
who disMcted a specimen which I brought home in spirito, informs
me that the socket of the thigh bone U not attached by a ligamentum
tor**; and this explains in a satisfactory manner, the awkward
movements of their binder extremities. When eating they rest on
their hind leg* and hold the piece in their fore paws ; they appeared
also to wish to drag it into some corner. They are very stupid in

making any attempt to escape; when angry or frightened they uttered

the tucutuco. Of those I kept alive several, even the first day, became
quite tame, not attempting to bite or to run away; others were a little

wililer. The man who caught them asuerted that very many are inva-

riably found blind. A specimen which I preserved in spirit* was in

this state ; Mr. Reid consider* it to be the effect of inflammation in

the nictitating membrane. When the animal was alive I placed my
finger within half an inch of it* head, and not the slightest notice wai
taken : it made its way however about the room nearly as well as the
other*."

Tucntuco (Ctrnomyi Vagrllaniciu}. Bennett.

This creature is found at the east entrance of the Strait of Maga -

haeua, at Cape Gregory, and the vicinity. (King.) Mr. Darwin says
that the wide plains north of the Hio Colorado are undermined by
these animals ;

and that near the Strait of Magalhaens, where Pata-

gonia blends with Ticrra del Fuego, the whole sandy country forms a

great warren for them.
Mr. Darwin further states that at the Hio Negro, in northern

Patagonia, there is an animal of the same habits, and probably a

closely allied species, but which he never daw. Its noise was different

from that of the Maldonado kind, and was repeated only twice instead
of three or four times, and was more distinct and sonorous ; when
heard from a distance it so closely resembled the sound made in

cutting down a small tree with an axe, that Mr. Darwin sometimes
remained in doubt concerning it

The Sigmodon of Say and Ord occupies, in their opinion, a station

between the genera Arricola and Mm, having the habits and some of

the external characters of the former, with teeth remotely allied to

the latter. The genus Neotoma of the same zoologists, must, in their

opinion, be also placed near Anitola. (See 'Journal of Nat. A cad.

Sc. Phil.,' vol., iv.
;
and 'Zool. Journ.,' vol. ii.)

JlypudffHt (III). Closely allied to the Arricola, from which they
differ but little except in the number of the anterior toes, and in the
shortness of the tail, are the true Lemmings. They have the follow-

ing generic character : Molars composite, with an even crown

presenting enamelled angular laminae ;
ears very short

;
anterior feet

generally pentodactyle and formed for digging ; tail very short and

thickly hatred.

O o o

Dental Formula: Incisors, ; Molar*, = 16.
2 8 3

II. Xortcgitiu, the Lemming. It is the Lcmmar, or Lemmus, of

Olaus Magnus ;
the Leem, or l/cmtner, of Qesner ; Miu Norvegicui

vulgd Iteming of Wormius
;
Hut Ltmmut of Linnicns

; Fial-Mus and
Sabell-Mu* of the Laplanders; Lummick of the Swedes; Le Leming
of Buffou; Lemming of the British; //rmmtu Nontgictu of Dca-
marest

;
and Mtu Lemmui of Pallas and Linnaus.

Head not quite so blunt as in the Arricola ; whiskers long ; eyes
small but block and piercing; mouth small; ears small. Fore legs short,

pentadactylc, but the thumb hardly perceptible though the claw in

very sharp ;
hind legs pentadactyle. Skin thin. Head and body

block and tawny, irregularly.disposed ; belly white with a yellowish

tinge. Length from nose to tail 6 inches or thereabout, the tail half

an inch.

The ordinary food of the Lemming consists of gross, the rein-deer

lichen, and the catkins, &<x, of the dwarf birch
;
but at intervals of

time, generally once or twice in a quarter of a century, a great army
of them appears : |K>uring onwards in vast hosU, they devour every
green thing in their path of desolation. Great bonds descending from
the Kolen, traverse Nordlond ond Finmark, ending their journey ond
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their lives in the Western Ocean, which they enter and there perish.

Others, taking a direction through Swedish Lapland, are drowned in

the Gulf of Bothnia. Their march is stated to be in parallel lines

about 3 feet apart, without stop or stay, unless the obstacle is in-

surmountable : rivers and lakes they cross without deviation, and they
are said to gnaw through corn and haystacks. (' Phil. Trans.,' ii.)

Pennant, who states that they appear in numberless troops in Norway
and Lapland, where they are the pest and wonder of the country, thus

graphically describes one of these irruptions.
"
They march like the

army of locusts so emphatically described by the prophet Joel;

destroy every root of grass before them, and spread universal desola-

tion : they infect the very ground, and cattle are said to perish which
taste of the grass which they have touched ; they march by myriads
in regular lines ; nothing stops their progress, neither fire, torrents,

lake, nor morass. They bend their course straight forward, with most

amazing obstinacy ; they swim over the lakes
;
the greatest rock gives

them but a slight check, they go round it, and then resume their march

directly on, without the least division : if they meet a peasant, they

persist in their course, and jump as high as his knees in defence of

their progress ; are so fierce as to lay hold of a stick, and suffer them-
selves to be swung about before they quit their hold : if struck, they
turn about and bite, and will make a noise like a dog."
The Ctirnivora are close attendants upon these wandering multi-

tudes, which Olaus and others believed to have been generated in the

clouds and to have fallen from thence in storm and tempest. They
are, says Pennant,

" the prey of foxes, lynxes, and ermines, who
follow them in great numbers : at length they perish, either through
want of food or by destroying one another, or in some great water, or

in the sea. They are the dread of the country : in former times

xpiritual weapons \, ere exerted against them
;
the priest exorcised

and had a long form of prayer to arrest the evil : happily it does

not occur frequently ; once or twice in 20 years : it seems like a vast

colony of emigrants from a nation overstocked ; a discharge of animals

from the great northern hive, that once poured out its myriads of

human creatures upon Southern Europe. Where the head-quarters
of these quadrupeds are is not very certainly known ;

Linnaeus says
the Norwegian and Lapland Alps ; Pontopiddan seems to think that

Kolens Hock, which divides Nordland from Sweden, is their native

place ;
but wherever they come from, none return : their course is

predestinated, and they pursue their fate."

When seeking the reindeer lichen in the winter, the Lemmings
get under the snow, making lodgment*, and opening spiracles to the

surface to secure air. The Arctic Fox pursues them in these retreats.

It does not appear that they lay up any magazines of food, and to

this improvidence perhaps, as Pennant observes, may be traced the

great migrations that they are compelled to make in certain years ;

hunger urging them to quit their usual residences.

They breed often in the course of a year, producing five or six

young at a birth, and they bring forth sometimes on their migrations.

They are said to carry some of their young in their mouths and some
on their backs.

The Laplanders, who compare their flesh to that of squirrels, eat

them.

Echimyt (Geoff. ; Loncheres, III part). Four unguiculate toes and a

vestige of a fifth on the anterior feet. Tail very long, scaly, and

nearly naked. Hairs, especially those on the upper parts, flat and

nciculated. Molars with transverse lamina;, united to each other by
two* at one end, or isolated.

2 4 4
Dental Formula : Incisors, _; Molars, = 20.

Teeth of Echimyi daclyl'miu (young), onlarg.-d. F. Cuvicr.

E. ckryiurwi (E. criilaliu, Desm.?), Lerot a Queue dor<5c of Alia-

mand ;
the Gilt-Tail Dormouse of Pennant.

The ea>-8 are short and broad, whiskers strongly developed, a gold-
coloured line extending longitudinally from the nose to the space
between the ears; head, body, and upper part of tail, marone or

shining purplish chestnut, ruddy marginate bristles being scattered

between the hairs, which give the splendour to the animal
;
lower

part of tail, which is thick at the base and longer than the body,

golden. Length from nose to tail 5 inches. This species is said to

climb trees, and live principally on fruits.

It is a native of Surinam.

Cercomys (F. Cuvier). In shape ressmbling the Black Rat, but
with the chanfrein more arched and the ears larger. Anterior limbs

considerably shorter than the posterior, which are terminated with
five toes, the three middle ones longest ;

the anterior with four toes

only, and the rudiment of a thumb with a small flat nail
;

all the
other toes with compressed nails curved and pointed, and seeming
more proper for climbing than burrowing. Tail very long, and like

that of the Brown Rat. Fur composed of long straight firm hairs of

a uniform texture, and of hairs which are finer, softer, and much
thicker

;
no bristle as in Echimys. Molars with distinct roots of equal

size, and their slightly elevated crown nearly circular, presenting at

the surface a notch and three ellipses surrounded with enamel, as is

the tooth itself. The notch is on the internal side in the upper
molars, and on the external side in the lower molars. Great sub-

orbital hole considerably extensive.

Dental Formula : Incisors.
; Molars, _^_ = 20.

'

2 44
C. cunicularius. It is deep brown above, paler on the sides and

the sides of the cheeks
; jaws and neck beneath, as well as the under

parts generally, whitish. Eyes and ears large.
It is a native of Brazil.

Cercomys cuniculur'uts,

The genera Echimys and Cercomys are included in the tribeEcliymyina

of Mr. Waterhouse's family Jlystricidte. [HYSTRICID.E.]

Jt/yo.nw(Schreber; Gmelin). Four toes and the vestige of a fifth

on the anterior feet ;
five toes behind. Fur very soft and fine. Tail

Teeth of ITi/oxus, enlarged. F . Cuvicr.
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very long, sometimes well clothed with hair and round, nomctime*

depreawd, and sometime* tufted at the extremity only. Molars with

transverse fidget of enamel projecting and hollowed.

Dental Formula : Inciaora,- ; Molars, 1^1= 20.

il. artUtmaritu, the Dormouse. The head u proportionally large ;

eyes large, black, and prominent ; muzzle not blunt ;
ears broad, about

one-third the length of the head ; body plump and round ; tail flat-

tened, the hairs rather long and busby ; head, back, sides, belly, and

tail, tawny-red ; length that of a common mouse.

Young of a mouse-gray, head and flanks only tinged with red.

This is the Muscardin, Croque-Noiz, and Rat-d'Or of the French ;

MoBOardmo of the Italians ; Liron of the Spanish ;
liothe Wald-Maus

Haael-Mans, and Hasel Schliifer, of the Germans ; Skogsmus of the

Swedes; Kassel-Muus of the Danes; Pathew of the Welsh; and

Sleeper
of the English.

There is little if any doubt that this species is the Glit of the Roman
authors. Thus Pliny, in his chapter,

' De Fagina Claude,
1

4c. (xvi 6),

says,
"
Fagi glana muribus gratiasima est . . . glires quoque

aaginat ;" and Martial (xiii. 59,
'

Glires') writes

" Tola mihl dormitur hvenu, et pinguior illr>

Tvmpore lum, quo me nil nisi tomniu alit."

Nor does the occasional short awakening caused by a warm sunny day,
to which the animal is subject, militate against the application of

Martial's lines; for the occasional disturbance is the exceptiou to

the rule.

Mr. Bell places the Dormouse among the Sciuridce (Squirrels) ;
and

indeed zoologists have assigned it to both the genus Sciurui and Mu.
In its habits it comes near to the Squirrel, but in its dentition it is

nearer to the Mice. It is in truth one of those forms by which nature

glides from one race of animals to another. Mr. Bell gives the follow-

ing synonyms :M\a arcllanariiu minor (Hay), M. arcWanariu(Linn.),
Sciurui artllanariut (Desm.), Myoru* Mtucordiniu (Schreb.), Myoriu
arrllanariui (Desm.), Le Muscardin (Buff), Dormouse (Penn.) He
considers the specific name ardlanariw is not well chosen, inasmuch
as the hazel-nut is not the principal food of the Dormouse ;

"
indeed,"

be continues,
"
I have never seen, any that could gnaw through the

shell of that nut when fully ripe and dry."

DoimuuM (Myoxui artllanartut).

Dense thicket", bushy dells, and tangled hedgerows are the favourite

retreats of the Dormouse. There it constructs its easy dormitory, and

there providently lavs up its winter store, consisting of acorns, beech-

meat, corn, young hazel-nuU, haws, Ac. It seems inclined to be

gregarious ;
and indeed Mr. Yarrell told Mr. Bell that he had seen not

leas than ten or a dozen, or even more, of their nests built in the

shrubs of a thicket. The latter zoologist well describes its habits.
"
It takes its food holding it in its hands, and sitting on its haunches

like a squirrel (so do the rats), and often suspending itself by its hind-

feet, in which position it feeds as easily and comfortably as in the

more ordinary position. Towards the winter it becomes exceedingly
fat

;
and having laid np a store of food, retires to its little nest, and

coiling itself up into a ball, with the tail over the head and back,
becomes completely torpid. A mild day calls it into transient life

;

it then takes a fresh supply of food and relapses into its former
slumber ; and finally awakening in the spring, at which time it has

lost much of its fat, it enters upon iU usual habits, and the enjoyment
of the conjugal and paternal affections. The young, which are gene-

rally about four in number, are born blind ;
but in a few days the eyes

art opened, and in a short time they are enabled to seek their food

independently of the parent's care. I have reason to believe that, in

I at least, the Dormouse has a second brood early in the

autumn, as I have received from one locality in the month of September
an adult, one about half-grown, evidently of the spring brood, ami
three very young ones apparently not more than a fortuight or three

weeks oil"
( British Quadrupeds.')

This pretty little animal is nocturnal in its habits. In 'The
Naturalist' (voL iii.) will be found a well related instance of its beha-

viour on being aroused from its nap during the winter. One of them

having been taken in its nest in the middle of December, the heat of

its captor's hand and the warmth of the room completely revived it,

and it nimbly scaled the furniture, finding no difficulty in ascending
and descending the polished backs of the chairs, and leaping from

chair to chair with great agility. On being set at liberty it sprang
at least two yards to a table. It did not seem alarmed at being
taken into the hand. In the evening it was placed with iU nest in

a box, and the next morning bad relapsed into torpidity. Another
account in the same volume informs us that a Dormouse, which

had been sent a distance of 140 miles, was apparently but little

disturbed by its ride.
" From that time till the 1st of April, 1838,"

says Mr. Piggott,
"

it slept in its snug dormitory, a deal box lined

with wool, when it awoke, and readily ate of apples and nuU. It is

easily alarmed, being more timid than tame, but shows no signs of

anger on being taken in the hand. As it sleeps the greater part of the

day, I cannot then closely watch its habits ; but towards evening it

wakes up, and is very lively and frolicsome, running, on being let out

of its cage, up the bell-rope, where it will sit for hours in the folds of

the knot, timidly watching our movements."
It is found all over Europe.
Graphiuriu (F. Cuvier). Limbs short, delicate, and not differing

much from each other in length ;
anterior feet terminated by four

nearly equal toes, and with a flat nail on the internal tubercle of the

palm, which indicates the thumb
; posterior feet with five toes, the

two external, but the thumb principally, the shortest ;
all the toes

armed with pointed, compressed, arched, and strong claws. Tail

short, very fleshy, and seemingly thicker at its extremity than at its

root. Molars eight in each jaw, remarkable for the comparative
smallness of their size ;

the first in each jaw only a linear rudiment ;

the three following 'ire a little smaller in the lower jaw than they are

in the upper, equal in size to each other, with the surface of the

crown united, and in this respect resembling those of the Aye-Aye; no

figure was traceable, but this may have been from detrition.

O. Capetuit. The eyes are not so large as in Myoxtu, with which

the animal bos much relationship ;
ears round ;

fur thick ; upper

parts of the head, neck, shoulders, back, sides, rump, and upper part
of the limbs, deep brownish-gray ; tip of the muzzle, sides, and lower

part of the head and limbs reddish-white ; a large baud of blackish-

brown from the eyes to below the ears; lower parts of the body

grayish-white with a reddish tinge; tail brown-gray, and whitish

above, with its extremity entirely reddish-white
;
there is a tuft of

white hairs at the upper and anterior part of the base of the ear.

Size of the Lerot, BuObn, Mta yuerciniu, Linmcus. This species is a

native of the Cape of Good Hope. Its habits are unknown.

'

-

(jiajthiuru* Uapfntit.

Otomyi (F. Cuvier). Delalande brought back from his voyage to

the Cape of Good Hope two species of Rodents remarkable for their

physiognomy, which sufficiently resembles the Hats, but differing

externally from those animals in having their largo ears covered with

hairs, the head more rounded, and a short tail, aud especially in their

dentition.
2 o

Dental Formula : Incisors, _; Molar>.
'

16.
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Teeth of Olomyi. T. Cuvier.

0. unisvlcatua, Caffre Otomys. The anterior limbs have four

complete toes, armed with delicate nails, which are compressed and

sharp, and a rudiment of an unguiculated thumb ;
the posterior feet

have fiye toes, armed with the same naila, but the two external ones

are very short. The tail is but scantily covered with hairs, and is

scaly and short. The muzzle is very thick and obtuse, entirely
'

covered with hair, with the exception of a slight ridge round the

nostrils, which are small, and approximated to each other below
;
the

eyes are large, as well as the ears, which have an internal projecting

membrane, which, when ita edges (parois) are approximated, entirely

shut the entrance of the auditory passage. The mouth is very small,

the upper lip cleft, and the tongue thick, short, and covered with

soft papillae. There are whiskers on the sides of the muzzle and

above the eyes. The fur is thick, very soft, and consists of two sorts

of hairs ; the shortest and most numerous, which determine the colour

of the animal, are woolly, and, when viewed through a microscope,

appear to be formed of very small rings, alternately bright and obscure ;

the others, rare and longer than the first, are also stouter and more

stiff; these, when viewed through a microscope, present only a uniform

texture, and so it is with the whiskers. The woolly hairs are of a

slaty-gray for two-thirds of their length, and then of a yellowish-

white, with the point black, whence results the dirty yellow tint with

which the animal is coloured above; below, yellowish-white pre-

dominates. The very short hairs of the tail are of the colour of

those of the back ;
the extremities have the tint of the under parts.

Length about 6 inches (French), from the tip of the muzzle to the

origin of the tail, which last measures 34 inches. Mean height,

24 inches. (F. Cuvier.)

~w,-' :l*w
Caffre Otomyi (Otomyt unitulcalui}.

/>> J
8

'

.
-
'

-';>

The habits of this species do not appear to be known, nothing

respecting them having been found in the notes of M. Delalande.

F. Cuvier thiuks that it is doubtless omnivorous, like the rats
;

but from the size of its eyes, it may be conjectured that its life is not

passed in such obscurity as theirs ; and from the delicacy of its sharp
claws, and the softness of its fur, that it does not burrow.

ffydromyt (Geoffrey). Muzzle rather pointed ;
ears small and

rounded. Body covered with long hairs. Tail long, cylindrical, rather

scaly, with scattered hairs. Four toes and the vestige of a thumb on
the fore feet. The hinder feet 5-toed, and palmated for two-thirds of

the length of the toes. Molars with the crowns divided into obliquely

quadrangular lobes, the summits of which are hollowed into a spoon-
shape.

o o o
Dental Formula : Incisors. -: Molars, f - = 12.

2 22

Xeeth of Eydromys. F. Cuvier.

If. leucogatler. It has the fur short, soft, marone-brown above,
white below

;
tail black at the base and white at the other extremity.

Size sometimes twice that of the Common Brown Rat.

Hydromys leucogaster.

M. Geoffroy has recorded two species, that described above, and
another with a yellow belly, H. chrysogaster ; the last he states to be

nearly one-half less than the Coypou, but they are generally considered

to be only varieties of the same species. M. Geoffroy speaks highly
of the quality of the fur of the yellow-bellied variety, and says that

it is more valuable than that of the Coypou.
The.e animals are aquatic, and were found in the islands of

D'Entrecasteaux Channel. That named //. chrysoyaster was killed

by a sailor at the moment when it was taking refuge under a heap of

stones
; If. leucogastcr was taken in the island Maria, in the same

channel.
True Rats and Mice.

F. Cuvier ('Dents des Mammiferes') observes that up to the

time of his writing, animals provided with the same teeth as the Rat

(Mus Rattus), the Brown Rat (Surmulot of the French Mua decu-

manus), or the Mouse (if. Musculus), formed a single and very
natural genus. He then goes on to state that the possession of a

cranium, the origin of which he knows not, in presenting the type of
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a new gram provided with the nuiie teth u the rat, confer* on thow
teeth a more elevated rank than they bad previously held, and begin*
to form the character of a family. The following is a copy of F.
CuTier'i plate, and he inform* u* that the specie* which cave him this

dentition are if. Kattta, M. decuman**, if. UtuciUiu, .. Pumilio, Ac.

Teeth of Uut.

In endeavouring to give a sketch of the swarms of this group, we
shall treat of them according to their geographical distribution.

European Rats and Mice.

The Long-Tailed Field-Mouse, Wood-Mouse, or Mui tylraliciu, ami
the Harvest-Mouse, J/. iiiinimtu of White, and M. meaorint of Shaw,

may be considered as indigenous in Kurope. Whether the old English
or Black Hat (if. Hallot) and Domestic Mouse are aborigines, or im-

ported, is not so clear. The latter is only found in inhabited

countries ; and, like the Black Hat and Brown Rat, is a cosmopolite,
following civilised man wherever he is to be found.

Jkfiu lylraticui, the Long-Tailed Field-Mouse. It is the LJygoden
Gauolig and Llygoden y Maes of the Welsh ; Le Mulot of the French

;

and Voed of the Danes; M, tylraticut (Linn.), M. agratit major
(Bri**.), and U. domaticut mcdiut of liay. The length of the head
and body, a* given by Mr. Bell, is 3 inches 8 lines, and that of the

tail S inches and 6 lines. Pennant makes its measurement from the

note to the setting on of the tail 4 J inches, and the tail 4 inches. If

the last-mentioned dimensions are correct, they must have been taken
from a very large individual. Mr. Macgillivray gives the dimensions
of three individuals ; tho length (to the end of the tail) of the largest
was inches 8 lines, that of the next 6 inches 6 lines, and that of the
least 6 inches only.
The animal is w<41 described by Mr. Bell as larger than the Com-

mon Field-Vole, but varying considerably in size ;
the head long and

raised, the muzzle tapering ;
the whiskers very long ;

the eyes remark-

ably large and prominent; the ears large, oblong, oval, with the
anUrior margin turned in at the base, and a projecting lobe arising
within the ear, near the base of the posterior margin ; the tail nearly
a* long as the body, slender and tapering ;

the legs long. The upper
part and aide* of the head, neck, and body, and the outer surface of

the leg*, of a yellowish-brown, darker on the back, each hair being
gray or ash-coloured at the base, then yellow, and the tips of some of

them black ; under parts whitiib, with a very slight grayinh tint in

some part*, and a yellowish gray patch on the breast Tail brown
above, white beneath. (' British Quadruped*.')

This i* a mo*t destructive species, and a bitter enemy to the

horticulturist, the agriculturist, and the planter. It is very prolific,

bringing forth from seven to ten at a birth, and is not always stinted
to one brood in a year. The boards that it collects in its subterranean
retreats (which are sometimes the result* of it* own labour, but more

frequently excavation* which it find* ready made, but which it

rnlargen, such as those under root* of trees, old mole-runs, tc.)
are enormous for the size of the animal, and Pennant U of opinion
that the great damage done by hog* in rooting up the ground, or

mooting.' a* it i* called in some counties, i* caused chiefly by the
srarch of the swine for the concealed treasure of this Field-Mouse.

It is an inhabitant of the whole of temperate Europe.

Hut ateaoriut, the Harvest Mouse. White of Selborne, who suggests
the name of Miu minimtu, appear* to be the first who drew the
attention of naturalUU to this the smallest of British quadruped*.He wrote an account of it to Pennant, who culled it the Less Long-
Tailed Field-Mouse and the Harvest Moute. It is the M<u mcaoriui
of Shaw, and Mr. Bell adds the following synonyms :ifui minulut
(Palhu) ; Mulot Nain (?) and Rat de* Moisaona (F. Cuvier, 'Mamm.');
Minute Mouse of Shaw.

IIirvnt-Muute (ilia meuoriia}. Ne*t in background.

White thus introduces hie discovery to Pennant :

"
I have procured

some of the mice mentioned in my former letter, a young one and a
female with ynuupr, both of which I have preserved in brandy. From
the colour, size, shape, and manner of nesting, I make no doubt but
that the species is nondescript. They are much smaller and more
slender than the Mat dometticut median of Ray, and have more of the

squirrel or dormouse colour
;

their belly is" white
;

a straight line

along their sides divide* the shades of their back and belly. They
never enter into houses

; are carried into ricks and barns with tl.r

sheaves
;
abound in harvest

; and build their nests amidst the straws
of the com above the ground, and sometimes in thistles. They breed
as many as eight at a litter, in a little round nest composed of the
blades of grass or wheat. One of these I procured this autumn, most
artificially platted, and compose:! of the blades of wheat, perfectly
round, and about the size of a cricket-ball, with the aperture so inge-

niously closed that there was no discovering to what part it belonged.
It was so compact and well fitted that it would roll across the table
without being decomposed, though it contained eight little mice that
were naked und blind. AH this nest was perfectly full, how could the
dam come at her litter respectively so as to administer a teat to each .'

Perhaps she opens different places for that purpose, adjusting them
again when the business is over

;
but sho could not possibly be con-

tained herself in the ball with her young, which moreover would be

daily increasing in bulk. This wonderful procreant cradle, an elegant
instance of the efforts of instinct, was found in a wheat-field suppendeil
in the head of a thistle." And again: "As to the small i

have further to remark that, though they bang their nests for brt i-din.-

up amidst the straws of the standing corn above the ground, yet I

find that in the winter they burrow deep in the earth, and make warm
bed* of grass ; but the grand rendezvous seems to be in corn-rick-,
into which they are carried at harvest A neighbour housed an oat-

rick lately, under the thatch of which were assembled near an hundred,
mo*t of which were taken, and some I saw. I measured them, and
found that from nose to tail they were just two inches and a quarter,
and their tails just two inches long. Two of them in a scale weighed
down just one copper halfpenny, which is about tho third of an ounce

avoirdupois; so that I suppone they are the smallest quadrupeds in

this island. A full-grown Mta mtdint dumttlica* weighs, 1 tin, I,

one ounce lumping weight, which i* more than six times as much as
the mouse above

;
and measures from nose to rump four inches and a

quarter, and the same in its taiL ... As my neighbour was bousing
a rick he observed that his dog devoured all the little red mice they
could catch, but rejected the common mice

; and that bis cats ate the
common mice, refusing the red." Thus far White. Dr. Uloger
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describes one of these nests as beautifully constructed of the panicles
and leaves of three stems of the common reed interwoven together,
and forming a roundish ball, suspended on the living plants about five
inches from the ground. On the side opposite the stems, rather below
the middle, was a small aperture, which appeared to be closed during
the absence of the parent, and was scarcely observable even after one
of the young had made its escape through it. The inside, when
examined with the little finger, was found to be soft and warm,
smooth, and neatly rounded, but very confined ; it contained only five

young ;
but another less elaborately formed sheltered no less than

nine. The panicles and leaves were slit into minute strips or strings
by the teeth of the animal hi order to assist the neatness of its weaving.
Mr. Macgillivray found one of these nests in Fifeshire composed of

dry blades of coarse grass arranged in a globular form, and placed in
the midst of a tuft of Aira cccspitosa, nine inches from the ground :

it contained six or seven young, naked and blind. The food of this
little mouse consists of corn and grass seeds, insects, and earth-worms :

one to which a bit of the tail of a dead blind worm, Anyu.it fragilis,
was presented, devoured it greedily. Of insects it is very fond. Mr.
Bingley says :

" One evening, as I was sitting at my writing-desk,
and the animal was playing about in the open part of its cage, a

large blue fly happened to buzz against the wires. The little creature,
although at twice or thrice the distance of her own length from it,

sprang along the wires with the greatest agility, and would certainly
have seized it had the space between the wires been sufficiently wide
to have admitted her teeth or paws to reach it. I was surprised at
this occurrence, as I had been led to believe that the Harvest-Mouse
was merely a granivorous animal I caught the fly, and made it buzz
in my fingers against the wires. The mouse, though usually shy and
timid, immediately came out of her hiding-place, and, running to the
spot, seized and devoured it. From this time I fed her with insects
whenever I could get them, and she always preferred them to every
other kind of food that I offered her." Mr. Macgillivray figures one in
the coils of an earth-worm, which it devoured, though the worm at
first upset it by twisting round its body. (' Naturalist's Library,
Mammalia,' vol. vii.

;

'

British Quadrupeds,' pL 27.)
Colonel Montagu failed to keep it in confinement, but it has been so

kept. The Rev. W. Bingley and Mr. Broderip observed that the tail
is in a degree prehensile. The latter had a pair in a dormouse's cage
for some time, and frequently saw them coil the ends of their tails
round the bars, especially when they were clambering along the sides
or on the top of it. They became very familiar, soon recognised their
friends, and would lie down or rear themselves up to be tickled with
a straw or a pen ; an operation which they evidently enjoyed much.
We know of no instance when the female has brought forth in con-
finement where she has not eaten her young. One just born that
was saved from the teeth of the mother is in the Museum of the

Royal College of Surgeons, and is perhaps one of the smallest pla-
cental quadrupeds that ever breathed.

It is probably generally spread throughout Europe. It has been
found in Siberia, Russia, and Germany. In Britain it is recorded as

having occurred in Hampshire, Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, and Devon-
shire

; in the three last counties by Colonel Montagu, and noted as
not uncommon. It has been found also in Cambridgeshire. Mr. Mac-
gillivray had one sent to him from Aberdeenshire, and another from
the neighbourhood of Edinburgh : he found, as we have seen, the
nest in Fifeshire.

There are, it appears, in Trebizond, mice (M. Alleni and M. Abbottii)
smaller than if. mettoriiu. (' Zool. Proc.,' 1837.)
We shall here notice those cosmopolites, the Black Rat, the Brown

Rat, and the Common Mouse, the peats of civilised man.
M. Rattut, the Black Rat. This is Le Rat of the French

;
Ratto

and Sorico of the Italians
;
Raton and Rata of the Spaniards ;

Rato
of the Portuguese ; Ratze of the Germans ; Rot of the Dutch ; Rotta
of the Swedes ; Rotte of the Danes ; Llygoden Ffrengig of the
Welsh ; Black Rat of the English ; and Ration of the Scotch. It is

the M. domctticus major of Ray.
That this animal is indigenous may be doubted. Mr. Macgillivray

observe* that the ' Old English or Black Rat,' as it has been called, is

sus much French or Irish as English. That it was in Britain long
before the introduction of the Brown Rat, before whose superior
strength it is rapidly disappearing, can be doubted as little. Pennant,
who gives the British name above stated for the Black Rat, has no
British name for the brown species ;

and we suspect that the king's
rat-catcher, noticed by Pennant, with his scarlet dress embroidered
with yellow worsted, on which are figures of mice or rats destroying
wheat-sheaves, owed his office in this kingdom to the Black Rat.

" It
is believed," says Mr. Macgillivray,

" to have been originally imported
from the continent, where it first made its appearance in the beginning
of the 16th century, and is supposed to have come from the East.
Vessels in port were formerly liable to be infested by it, so that it soon
became as common in America as in Europe; although in the mari-
time part* of that country it has now become nearly as scarce as with

us, and from the same cause, the predominance of the more enter-

prising and stronger Brown Rat." Mr. Bell had previously fixed the
middle of the same century for its appearance in this country.

" At
least," lays he,

" no author more antient than that period has
described or even alluded to it, Gesner being the first who described
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and figured it." The figure of Gesuer leaves no donbt that the
animal represented is the Black Rat, and it is spoken of in such terms
that

it_ may well have been a long resident in England :
" Mus

domesticus major, quern Rattum appellarim cum Alberto, quouiam
hoc nomine nou Germani tantum, sed Itali etiam, Galli, et Angli,
utuntur;" and again, among the names given to the animal by various

nations,
"
Anglice, Rat, Ratte." Shakspere's lines

" But in a sieve I'll thither sail,

And, like a rat without a tail,

I '11 do I '11 do and I '11 do !
"

show that the animal must have been familiarly known to his audience ;

and it must have been very common early in the 1 7th century, when
the white variety was probably well known ; for we read in the '

Dysart
Kirk Session Minutes' (May, 1626), that a suspected witch, one Janet,
came to John White's house,

" and span on his wife's wheel in her

absence, and thereafter there came a White Ration at sundrie times
and sat on his cow's back, so that thereafter the cow dwined away."
Mr. Bell notices the usurpation of the haunts of this species by the
Brown Rat. The Black Rat, he says,

"
is now rarely found, excepting

in old houses of large cities, as in London, in Edinburgh, and some
other places, where it still exists in considerable numbers, especially
in the cellars and stables of the city of London, in many of which it

is more common than the other." Mr. Macgillivray remarks that in

Edinburgh it appears to be completely extirpated.
"
I have not," he

continues,
" seen a specimen obtained there within these fifteen years."

The last-mentioned author also tells us that the Rev. Mr. Gordon,
minister of Birnie, some years ago sent him several individuals alive,
which were caught in Elgin, where however the species is much less

frequently met with than the Brown Rat. In Leith he says it is not

very uncommon ; and in other towns and villages in Scotland which
are farther inland, it is still to be procured.

"
Whether," adds Mr.

Macgillivray, "the destruction of this animal has been effected by
the larger and more ferocious Brown Rat, or, like that of many tribes

of the human species, has resulted from the diminution of food,
caused by the overwhelming increase of an unfriendly race, it is

impossible to determine."
The Black Rat is grayish-black above and ash-coloured beneath. The

ears are half the length of the head, and the tail is rather longer than
the body.

Mr. Bell gives the following dimensions :

Inches. Lines.

Length of the head and body . .74
Length of the head 1 10
Length of the ears 11

Length of the tail 7 11

It breeds often in the year, and the female ordinarily produces from
seven to nine at a birth. Like the brown species it is omnivorous.
Mr. Bell thinks it probable, from the proximity of the two countries,
that it was introduced into this kingdom from France, and observes
that the Welsh name for it, which signifies

' French Mouse,' appears
to favour this opinion. From Europe, he adds, it has been sent with
the Brown Rat to America, the islands of the Pacific, and to many
other places.

Mr. Thompson (' Zool Proc.,' 1837) notices an Irish Rat with a white

breast, which he is inclined to consider distinct from Mus Rattus, and
which he names Mus Hibetnicus.

Sir John Richardson did not observe the Black Rat in the Fur Coun-
tries of North America ; and he says that he may venture to affirm

that it had not, when he wrote, advanced farther north than the plains
of the Saskatchewan.
Mm decumanus (Pallas), the Brown Rat. This is Le Surmulot of the

French, Norway Rat of the English, and M. Norvegicua of Brisson.

Why this overwhelming pest has obtained the name of Norway Rat
does not appear : so far from its being aboriginal in that country, it

was not known to exist there when the name was first applied to it,
" It is," says Pennant,

" an animal quite unknown in Scandinavia, as

we have been assured by several natives of the countries which form
that tract, and Linnaeus takes no notice of it in his last

'

System.' It

is fit here to remark an error of that able naturalist in speaking of the
Common Rat, which he says was first brought from America into

Europe by means of a ship bound to Antwerp. The fact is that both
Rat and Mouse were unknown to the New World before it was dis-

covered by the Europeans, and the first rats it ever knew were intro-

duced there by a ship from Antwerp. This animal never made its

appearance in England till about forty years ago. ... I suspect
that this rat came in ships originally from the East Indies. They are

found there, and also in vast numbers in Persia, from whence they
have made their way westerly even to Petersburg." It made its

appearance in the neighbourhood of Paris about 1750. Mr. Bell states

that the original country of this rat can no longer be ascertained,

although there is reason to believe that it comes from a warmer climate

than our own. Mr. Macgillivray says that it is supposed to have been
introduced from Persia and the East Indies about 1730, and gradually
to have spread over the greater part of the continent of Europe, as

well as America, by means of the frequent commercial intercourse

established among the nations of these regions. It is not, he observes,
confined to cities and villages, but establishes colonies in farin-
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tolling*, on the banks of canal* and riven, and even iu islands at a

considerable distance from the mainland, or from larger inlands, to

which it faai been introduced by shipping. Thus, he states, it is found
on many of the islet* of the Hebrides in considerable numbers, feeding
on grass, shell-fish, and L'nutacta, and burrowing in the banks; "for

although not essentially amphibious, like the Water-Rat, it does not
hesitate on occasion to betake itself to the water, and flocks have been
seen swimming from one island to another."

According to Dr. Uarlan the Brown Rat did not make its appearance
in North America until the year 1775. When Sir Johu Richardson
wrote ('Fauna Boreali-Americana') it was very common in Lower
Canada ; but he was informed that in 1825 it had not advanced much
beyond Kingston in Upper Canada. He did not observe it in the Fur
Countries; and if it does exist there, he thinks that it is only at

the mouth of the Columbia Uiver, or at the commercial stations on
the shores of Hudson's Bay.

This species is eminently carnivorous, bold, ferocious, and most
destructive in the game-preserve and poultry-yard, where the eggs
ami young birds are preyed upon by them without mercy. In towns
carrion and oflal form their chief subsistence. An official report to

the French government on the proposition for removing the establish-

ment for slaughtering horses at Montfaucon gives an account of their

numbers and voracity almost appalling; indeed one of the chief

arguments against the removal was the danger to the neighbourhood
of suddenly depriving these voracious animals of their usual food.
The carcasses of the slaughtered horses, sometimes to the amount of

thirty-fire per diem, are found next morning picked to the bare bone

by the rats. A
part

of this establishment is inclosed by solid walls,
at the bottom of which several holes axe made for the entrance and
exit of these vermin. Into this place Dusuassois, the proprietor, put
the dead bodies of two or three horses; and having stopped up all the
holes towards midnight, with as little noise as possible, he, with several

workmen, each bearing a torch in one band and a stick in the other,

suddenly entered the inclosure, shut the door, and began a general
massacre. Wherever a blow was directed, even without aim, a rat
was killed

;
and those which attempted to escape by running up the

walls were quickly knocked down. The dead of one night amounted
to 2650; the result of four hunts was 9101; and by repeating the

experiment at intervals of a few days, Dusuassois destroyed 16,050
rats in the space of a month. Now when it is recollected that the

yard in which these numbers were killed does not contain more than
a twentieth of the area over which the dead horses are spread, some
idea may be formed of the multitudes that infest this place ; indeed
the adjoining fields uud eminences are riddled with their burrows,
and their paths thereto may be traced from the inclosures where the
horses are slaughtered.

This rat is grayish-brown above and grayish-white beneath, and the
tail is shorter than the head and body. Air. Bell gives the following
dimensions, from which its superiority in size to the Black Rat will
be evident :

Inches. Lines.

Length of the head and body . . .10 8

Length of the head ... .24
Length of the ears 08
Length of the tail . . . .8 2

White or yellowish-white varieties, being albiuoes with red eyes,
and variegated individuals, sometimes occur.
Mui JftucWtu, the Common or Domestic Mouse, needs no description.

It seems to be entirely dependent on civilised man, and has never been
found at a distance from his dwelling. White varieties with pink eyes
are kept and propagated as pets by those who admire such albinoes

;

they are pretty little animals, and soon become familiar. This well-
known species is La Souris of the French

; Topo, Sorcio, and Sorgio
di Casa, of the Italians

; Rat of the Spanish ; Ratinho of the Portu-
guese; Maus and Hausmaus of the Germans; Muys of the Dutch;
Mus of the Swedes

; Muus of the Danes
; Llygoden of the Welsh ;Mm domalicia communu vcl minor of Oesner ; and J/IM domtttiau

ralgaru K minor of Ray.
Sir John Richardson saw a dead mouse in a storehouse at York

Factory filled with packages from England, and he thinks it probable
that the species may have been introduced into all the ports on the
bores of Hudson's Bay ; but he never heard of its being taken in the
Fur Countries at a distance from the sea-coast Mr. Say informed
him that it was introduced at Engineer Cantonment, on the Missouri,
by Major Long's expedition.

Asiatic Rate and Mice.

It seems to be certain that the Brown Rat is an Asiatic species, and
the Black Rat is not without chums to a similar' geot;raphical origin ;

but among the most formidable of the Oriental RaU is the Mut
yiy**teia of Hardwicke, M<u Malabarictu of Shaw. Of this rat
Ueoeral Hardwicke gives a faithful figure, of the size of life, in the
seventh volume of the '

Transactions of the Linnscan Society.' It has
the appearance of a Brown Rat dilated to gigantic proportions, and
It is impossible to look at it without thinking what the consequences
might be if it were ever to be imported and naturalised in Europe.
Above it is most hairy and black ; beneath inclining to gray. The

animal figured was a female, and weighed 2 log. lljoz. Its total

length was 26} inches, of which the tail measured 13 inches. The
male grows larger, and weighs 3 Ibs. and upwards.

" This rat," writes
the General,

"
is found in many places on the coast of Coromandel, in

Mysore, and in several parts of Bengal between Calcutta and Hurdwar.
It is partial to dry situations, and hardly ever found distant from
habitations. The lowest caste of Hindoos eat the flesh of this rat in

preference to that of any other species. It is a most mischievous

animal, burrows to a great depth, and will pass under the foundations
of granaries and storehouses, if not deeply laid. Mud or unburnt
brick walls prove no security against its attacks, and it commonly
perforates such buildings in all directions. It is destructive in

gardens, and roots up the seeds of all leguminous plants sown within
iU haunt*. Cucurbitaceous plants and fruits also suffer by its depre-
dations. When grain and vegetables are not within its reach, or scarce,
it will attack poultry ;

but the former is its choicest food." Dr. Gray
remarks that the geographical range of Afiu giganteiu appears to be

very extensive, Mr. Charles Hardwicke having transmitted to the
British Museum a specimen from Van Piemen's Land.

if. tetifcr (Horsf.). The Tikus-Wirok of the Javanese was considered

by M. Temminck and others to be the young of this species ;
but this

opinion is corrected by Dr. Gray ('ZooL Proc.,' 1832), who points out
the differences. Dr. Horsfield states that it is found in Java at the
confines of woods and forests, and, according to his observations, rarely

approaches the villages and dwellings of the natives, who describe it

however as a bold and mischievous animal, and the Doctor says that
the robustness of its form and the remarkable size and strength of its

front teeth agree with this character : its nose, he adds, is evidently

employed in burrowing the ground in search of its food ; and its tail

has the character of those species which are in the habit of frequenting
the water. Mr. Hodgson states that M. decumamu nud M. Rattut are

both very numerous and troublesome iu Nepaul ;
that Hf. Miuculiu

is very uncommon ; and that Field-Mice are frequently met with.

African Rats and Mice.

if. Barbaras, the Barbary Mouse, will serve as an example of the
African species. It is of a darkish-brown colour, with five or six

yellowish longitudinal stripes on each side, about half as wide as the

intervening spaces, and becoming confused towards the under parts,
which are nearly white. Mr. Bennett observes, that on the fore feet

only three of the toes are at first visible ;
and that this circumstance,

mentioned in the specific character given by Linnaeus, has led many
subsequent naturalists to doubt whether the Barbary Mouse really

belonged to the genus with which it was associated. Linmcus him-

self, continues Mr. Bennett, had however stated, in his description of

the species, that rudiments of a thumb, and also of a fifth toe, were
observable on a closer inspection ; and this statement, he adds, was
fully confirmed by the examination of the specimens in the Meungcriu
of the Zoological Society of London, which were intermediate in sue
between the Common Rat and Common Mouse.

liartary Mouse (Mia Jtarbariu).

It is a native of Barbary, where they are not rare, and where the
name given to them by the natives is Phur-AzCff, the Palmetto Mouse.

American Rats and Mice.

Some of the best examples of the forms of American Mice will bo
found in the 'Zoology of H.M.S. Beagle,' where many species are

figured. They were collected by Charles Darwin, Esq., at various parts
of the southern coast of South America, namely, Coquimbo, Valparaiso,
Port Desire, Maldonodo, Bahia Blanco, &c. Mr. Waterhouso first

described those in the '

Proceedings of the Zoological Society of
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London" (1837), dividing them into several subordinate groups, t

which he assigns the sub-generic titles of Scapteromys, Oxymycterus
Abrothrix, Calomys, and Phyllotit, which last, in Mr. Waterhouse'
opinion, indicates an aberrant form of the Sfwidce.
Mus (Pkyllotii) Darwinii may be taken as an example. The fu

above is cinnamon and blackish intermixed
;
in front of the eyes ash

colour ; cheeks, sides, and tail, near the base, yellow-cinnamon ; unde
parts and feet white ; ears very large and leaf-like, nearly naked ; th<

tail, which is nearly equal to the head and body, blackish-brown above,
white beneath. Length from the tip of the nose to the end of th
tail 10 inches 9 lines, of which the tail measures 4 inches 9 lines.

is a native of Coquimbo.

V

Mus (Pkyllotii) Darwinii.

Mr. Waterhouse also characterises from the same collection two new
genera of small Rodents, Reithrodon and Jfabrocoma. The affinity of

the first ia stated to be with the Murida, and the second Mr. Water-
house considers to be evidently allied on the one hand to Octodon,

Ctcnomyt, and Poephagomys, and on the other to the Chinchillidce,

[CHINCHILLID.E ; HYSTBICIDS.]
Before we take leave of this part of the subject we must refer to an

observation of Dr. Gray, who remarks ('Zool. Proc.,' 1832) that the

comparative length of the hinder feet, and the relative distance of the

tubercles of the sole from the end of the toes and from the heel,

appear to furnish very good distinctive characters for the species ol

this difficult genus. Thus, in the Wood-Mouse (M. sylvaticw), the

hinder tubercle of the sole is about a line nearer to the heel than to

the end of the toes ; while in the Common Mouse (M. Mueculw),
which has a shorter hind foot, the hinder tubercle is nearly equidistant
between the heel and the tip of the toes.

Mr. Darwin ('Journal and Remarks') observes that mice, and other

small rodents, subsist in considerable numbers in very desert places
as long an there is the least vegetation. In Patagonia, even on the
borders of the Salinas, where a drop of fresh water can never be found,

they swarm. Next to lizards, he adds, mice appear to be able to

support existence on the smallest and driest portions of the earth,
even on the islet* in the midst of great oceans. He believes it will be
found that several islands, which possess no other warm-blooded

quadruped, have small rodents peculiar to themselves. Sir Woodbine
Parish (' Buenos Ayres,' &c.) states, that after the great drought of

1830, 1831, and 1832, there was a prodigious increase of all kinds of

vermin, especially field mice, myriads of which overran the country,
and entirely destroyed the maize harvest of 1833.

Capromyt, Desmarest (Iiodon, Say). -Fore feet 4-toed
;
thumb

rudimentary : hind feet strong, thick, 5-toed. Tail moderate, thick

at the base, scaly, with few hairs. Molars prismatic, with their

Capromys.

a, muzzle ; b, portion of tail enlarged to show its scales and bail's
; c, under

part of fore foot ; d, under part of hind foot.

crown traversed by folds of enamel, which penetrate rather deeply,
and resemble those in the crown of the teeth of the Beavers.

Dental Formula: Incisors, _; Molars, LJ = 20.
4 4

C. Fournia-i, Desm. (Isodon pilorides, Say). It is the size of a rather
small rabbit. Fur coarse, greenish, or blackish-brown, tinged witli

specks of obscure yellow above, except on the rump, where the hairs

are stiffer, and which is reddish-brown
; belly and chest dirty brownish-

gray ; muzzle and feet blackish.

Oapromys Foitrnieri.

M. Desmarest was presented with two males from Cuba by
M. Founder. Of the habits of these animala in the wild state, the
latter knows only that they are found in woods, that they climb trees

with great facility, and that they live on vegetables. In the domesti-
cated state, M. Desmarest remarked that their intelligence appeared
to be developed as much as that of rats and squirrels, being much
beyond that of rabbits and Guinea pigs. They showed great curiosity,
and were very wakeful at night ;

but their sense of hearing did not
seem so fine as that of rabbits and hares. Their nostrils were inces-

santly in motion, especially when they smelt any new object, and their

taste was sufficiently delicate to enable them to distinguish and reject

vegetables which had been touched by animal substances, which last

appeared to be odious to them. They agreed well, sleeping close

together ; and when they were apart they called to each other with a

sharp cry, differing little from that of a rat. They expressed pleasure

by a low soft kind of grunting. They hardly ever quarrelled, except
for food, as when one piece of fruit only was given between both ; one
would then seize it and run away till the other was able to take it

from him. They sometimes played for a long time together, holding
ihemselves up in the manner of kangaroos, firmly supported upon the
aroad soles of their feet and the base of the tail, and striking eacU
other with the hands, until, one of them finding a wall or some other

Dody against which to support himself, acquired additional power and

gained advantage ; but they never bit each other. They manifested
ihe greatest indifference to other animals, paying no attention even to

cats. They were fond of being caressed, and particularly of being
scratched under the chin. They did not bite, but slightly pressed
with the Incisive teeth the skin of those who caressed them. They
did not^ordinarily drink, but M. Desmarest saw them occasionally suck

ip water as squirrels do. Their food was solely vegetable, such as

:abbage, succory, grapes, nuts, bread, apples, &c. ; and they were not
r

ery difficult in their choice of it, though they were very fond of

lighly flavoured herbs and aromatic plants wormwood, rosemary,

>impernel, geraniums, celery, &c., for instance. Grapes too pleased
hem mightily, and to obtain the fruit they climbed up a long pole ou
vhich it was placed. They were fond of bread steeped in anisseed or

wine. Their excrements were long black lumps, similar in consistence

o that of rabbits. Their urine reddened, in drying, white linen

etted with it.

They were almost absolutely plantigrade, and their movements
vere slow, the hinder parts appearing to be embarrassed, as it were,
hen they walked, as may be observed in the bear. They took occa-

ional leaps, suddenly turning round from head to tail, like the field

mouse, and gallopped, when at play, making a considerable noise with
lie soles of their feet. They climbed with ease, assisting themselves
ith their tails as a support, and using the same in descending. In
ertain positions, on a stick for example, the tail served as a balance
o preserve equilibrium. They often raised themselves to a listening

osture, sitting erect, with the hands hanging down, like rabbits and
ares ;

and in eating they employed sometimes both of their hands,
t other times one only. The latter happens when the substance they
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are holding U mall enough to be held between their finger* and the

tubercle at the baee of the thumb.
Thi* specie* appear* to be known in Cuba by the name of Utia, and

M. Desmarert think* that it U the animal described by Bomare,

Oviedo, and other*, more than 300 yean since. According to liomare,

the Uliaa U a peoie* of rabbit of the ite of a rat, which inhabit*

the Weet Indie*, and U hunted at night by the light of a luminous

insect, named Aeadia (propably Stater *octil*ciu), of which M. Fouraier

brought Urge quantities from Cuba.

Another specie*, also from Cuba, Capromyi preiieiuilit (Piippig),

U also recorded, but Dr. Fisober place* the mark of doubt before it

[HTRBICIDJL]
1'rofeseor Owen has made some observations on the comparative

anatomy of Capnmyi In the ' ZooL Proc.' for 1832 and 1835.

IViorttu is a genus of the family Muritlti, including the Common
Hamster. [CuccTua,]

Jumping Mice.

The race of Jerboas, or Dipotlida, appears to be ordained by nature

for living upon desert and sandy plains.

Schreber, and be was followed by Gmelin and others, appears to

have been the first who characterised the genus Dipiu.
Dr. Gray (' Annals of Philosophy,' 1826) makes the Jerbo\d(f the

fourth family of the Glint, and thus characterises it : Cutting-teeth
two in each jaw ; grinders simple or compound, rooted ; ears moderate

;

eyes large, prominent; clavicles dUtinot; fore feet short (used as

haiuL)); hind feet very long; tail long, hairy, used in leaping or

walking ; fur soft And he thus divides the family :

t Grinders compound or rootles*.

1. Palalina; Pedtttti, Illig. 2. Dipina; Dipta, Schrcb.; Mtrivna,
F. Cuv., not Illig.

ft Grinders simple, roots divided ; legs nearly equal.

3. Gerbiitta, Desm. 4. ifyoxina; Myoxut, Gm. 5. Sciurina ;

Sciuroptrrtu, F. Cuv. ; Ptcromyt, Cuv. ; Macroxva, F. Cuv. ; Sciurtu, Linn. ;

Tamai, Illig. The latter genus very closely allied to Arctomina.

Mr. Swainson (' Classification of Quadrupeds') observes that the

Jerboas (Dipvt) are remarkable for possessing the longest hind legs of

any quadrupeds yet discovered, while the fore legs are dispropor-

tionally short ; this structure ho remarks is seen also in the Kangaroos,
which seem to be represented in miniature by these little animals,

which,
"
like their pouched prototypes, use the tore feet only as organs

of rent upon.the ground ; for if they are frightened or wish to proceed
at a quick pace, they stand upon the hind legs only, and take prodi-

gious leaps." That the tail is necessary for the efficient performance
of these feat*, is proved by the fact that individuals deprived of their

tails were unable to assume the erect position or to leap at all. The
fore feet are employed in conveying food to the mouth, and seem to

be of little or no use as organ* of progression. Those that we have

seen alive seemed to use their posterior extremities only as organs ol

locomotion, and appeared to walk on the toes of those extremities.

They are very bird-like in some of their movement*, and there is some-

thing in their general appearance that would lead on imaginative mind
to the fancy that they were birds suddenly transformed to quadrupeds
and were hardly reconciled to the change. Parts of their internal

structure, in the skeleton particularly, are bird-like.

Mr. Swainson says, "The best-known species U the Gerbo, or

Egyptian Jerboa (I)ipu* Sayiita), in which country it U very common.
It lives in huge societies, and constructs burrows under ground : it is

shy and timid, nor can it be kept in confinement any considerable

time. Of four typical species already known, three inhabit the sand}
deserts in the heart of Asia, and the shores of the Caspian ; the real

have been separated as a sub-genus, under the name of Gerbil (O'er

lilliu) ; but their distinctions are so very slight that we have not

adopted the name. The genus Pedeta, represented by the Cape
Jerboa, clearly belong* to the same group. America, which has no

Jerboa*, nevertheless presents us with their prototypes in the Jumping
Mice of Canada (MtrioHt,, Illig.)."

The Jerboa* have, in truth, presented considerable difficulties to

xoologista, and the distinction of the species is often not clearly mode
out Sonnini was one of the first who endeavoured to dissipate the

confusion which prevailed on the subject He come* to the conclusion

that there exist* but one variety of them in Egypt, where they are

multiplied without end. "In fact," says M. Sonnini, "among al

thoae which I have observed at different times and in different place.'

I never remarked the least dissimilitude of either form or colour.'

His paper, M. Berthout van Berchem's letter on the true nomencla
ture of the Gerboiae, and M. Sonnini's reply to the same, will be fount

in the ' Travels' of the latter in Upper and Lower Kgypt That them
Jerboa* were known to the ancient* is evident Herodotus (iv. 192
allude* to them a* inhabiting Africa. Aristotle (' Hint Anim.,' vi. 37

peaks of them a* tho*c Kgyptian Itats which walk on two feet, bccaiue
the hind feet are great and the fore feet small. They are noticed by
,KUn (xv. 20), who quotes Theophnutus. The description of Theo

phrutu* (Fr. xiv.) cannot be mistaken. He says that these rat*

have indeed fore feet, but do not walk upon them, and use them as

band*. When they flee, he add*, they leap. They an clearly the

Kyyptii miiret of Pliny, who says 'bipedti ambulant' (x. 65), and
'ennant give* an engraving of a gold coin with the plant SiljAium and
one of these animal* represented on it, and says that these symbols
were used to denote the country of Cyrene, where both were found.
One of the best monographs of the genus J>ij>ut is that of M. I.ich-

enstein : the species he gives are numerous, and it may be doubted
whether aorne of them are not varieties. A very elaborate memoir
on the Jerboas and GerbilUs, by F. Cuvier, was read before the

Zoological Society of London in 1838, and is published, with beautiful

illustrations, in the Transactions
'

of that Society (voL iL).

I

Skull and Teeth of Dipia hirtlfei. F. Cuvier.

a, ikull, profile ; &, same, seen from above ; e, same, seen from btlow; d, t,

teeth of same.

6

Skull anil Teeth of Aluttaya.

IT, H, cranium, one-third larger than natural lze ; r, J, teeth of the samp, live

time* larger than nature.
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F. Cuvier commences tliia
' Memoir '

with observing that his

attention had been particularly directed to the Sodentia, with a view
of arriving at a natural classification of the numerous species com-

posing that order, among which considerable confusion had hitherto

prevailed, particularly in the genera Dipus and Gerbillus, the relations

of which to other allied groups had been but very imperfectly under-

stood by previous writers. The species included in the genus Dipus
had been formed by M. Lichtenstein into three divisions, which are

distinguished by the absence and number of rudimentary toes upon
the hind feet. In the first section are placed those with three toes,

all perfectly formed ; in the second, those with four, one of which is

rudimentary ; and in the third, those with five, two of these being

rudimentary. F. Cuvier states that he is unacquainted with the

second division of M. Lichtenstein ; but in the examination of the

species belonging to the first, in addition to the absence of rudimentary
toes, he finda that they are also distinguished from those of the third

by the form of the teeth and the osteological characters of the head.

These points of difference he considers of sufficient importance to

justify a distinct genus for the Jerboas with five toes, adopting the

name Alactaga, given by Pallas to a species, as the common generic

appellation. F. Cuvier remarks that the three principal toes of the

Alactaga,", as well as the three only toes of the Jerboas, are articulated

to a single metatarsal bone, and that the two rudimentary toes of the

first genus have each their metatarsal bone ; whence it results that

the penultimate segment of the foot is composed of three bones in

the Alactagas, and of one only in the Jerboas. The incisors of the

Alactagas are simple, whilst those in the upper jaw of the Jerboas are

divided longitudinally by a furrow. The molars of the latter genus
are complicated in form, and but little resemble those of the former.

They are four in number in the upper jaw, and three in the lower
;

but the first in the upper is a small rudimentary tooth, which probably

disappears hi aged individuals. After a detailed account of the struc-

ture of the grinding teeth, F. Cuvier observes that the general
structure of the head of the Alactagas and Jerboas is evidently the

same, and is characterised by the large size of the cranium, the short-

ness of the muzzle, and, above all, by the magnitude of the suborbital

foramina. The cranium of the Jerboa is distinguished by its great
breadth posteriorly, resulting from the enormous development of the

tympanic bone, which extends beyond the occipital posteriorly and

laterally, as far as the zygomatic arch, which is by no means the case

in the Alactagas, where all the osseous parts of the ear are of moderate
dimensions. Another differential character between the two genera
is presented by the maxillary arch, which circumscribes externally
the suborbital foramina, and which, in the Alactagas, may be said to

be linear, presenting a very limited surface for the attachment of

muscles. He then notes a difference in the relative development of

the jaws, the lower being comparatively much shorter in the Alactagas
than in the Jerboas. Having described a new species of Alactaga, a

native of Barbary, under the name of Alactaga arundinis, F. Cuvier

proceeds to consider the characters and affinities of the genera Ger
tiillua and Meriynca, and enters into a critical examination of all the

species referred to that group. To these he adds another species, the
habits of which he describes, and to which he gives the name of

Gerbillui Burtoni. The cnecies he includes are : ], Gerbillus

Burlmi. The detailed descriptions of these are given in the 'Trausac-

ions of the Zoological Society,' in which will also be found F. Cuvier's

'iews with ragard to the affinities of the Gerbillas and Alactagas to

,he Jerboas, and which lead him to the conclusion that the Gerbillas

mve a much nearer affinity to the Muridce.

(jcrliltiu Burton!.

ti'ocvi, Syn. ; Dipui Gerbillui, Meriones quo.drimaculo.tug, Ehvenberg.

2, Gerbillus Pyramidum, Syn. ; Dipus Pyramidum, Geoff. ; Merionet

robuitut, RUpp. 3. Gerbillas pyjargus, Syn. ;
Mcriones Gerbillus

Riipp. 4. Gerbillui Indicus, Syn.; Dipus Indicus, Hardwicke. 6

'liu Africamu, Syn.; Mcriones Schkijelii, Smutz ;
Gerbillus Afra.

Gray. 6. Gerbillui brevicaudatiw. 7. Gerbillus Otaria. 8, Gerbillus

Cranium and Teeth of Gerlillus Burtoni.

a, skull, profile ; I, same, seen from above
; c, same, seen from below ; d, e,

teeth of same.

General Hardwicke gives the following interesting account of his

Dipus Indicus :
" These animals are very numerous about cultivated

lands, and particularly destructive to wheat and barley crops, of

which they lay up considerable hoards in spacious burrows near the

scenes of their plunder. They cut the culms of the ripening corn

just beneath the ears, and convey them thus entire to one common
subterraneous repository, which when filled they carefully close, and

do not open for use till supplies abroad b -ocine distant and scarce.

Dark-Handed Jerboa.

Grain of all kinds is their favourite food
;
but in default of this they

have recourse to the roots of grass and other vegetables. About the

close of day they issue from their burrows, and traverse the plains in

all directions to a considerable distance
; they run fast, but oftener

leap, making bounds of four or five yards at a time, carrying the tail

extended in a horizontal direction. When eating they sit on their

hind legs likeja squirrel, holding the food between their fore feet
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They never appear by day, neither do they commit.depredation* within

doors. 1 have observed their manner* by night, in moonlight night*.

taking my station on a plain, and remaining for iome time with u
little motion aa potable. I wai soon turrounded by hundreds at the

distance of a few yards ; but on rising from my seat the whole dis-

appeared in an instant, nor did they venture forth Again for tea minutes

after, and then with much caution and circumspection.

Egyptian Jerboa (THpui /Kgyptiut, Hcmpr. and Khrcn.).

"A tribe of low Hindus, called Kunjers, whose occupation u hunt-

ing, go in quest of these animals at proper seasons, to plunder their
hoards of grain ; and often, within the space of twenty yards square,
find as much corn in the car as could be crammed into a common
bushel They inhabit dry situations, and are often found at the
distance of some miles out of the reach of water to drink. In con-
finement this animal soon becomes reconciled to its situation, and
docile ; sleeps much in the day, but when awake feeds as freely as by
night. The Hindus above mentioned esteem them good and nutritious
food."

(' Linn. Trans.,' voL viii.)A Jerboa has been discovered in Australia by Sir Thomas Mitchell.
"The arid deserts of Asia and Africa, the solitary steppes of Southern
Siberia, and the boundless prairies of America, have been long known
to be inhabited by numerous species belonging to this or the closely
allied genus of Gerbilles

;
in short, wherever extensive and open plains

were found to exist, whether in the Old World or in the New, there
likewise were found these little two-legged rats, hopping along or

running with great velocity upon their hind legs, and appearing as if

nature had expressly intended them to occupy such a situation.

Australia alone was believed to form an exception to the general rule
in this instance, as in so many others. Who will undertake to say
that the progress of discovery may not destroy ita anomalous character
in many other instance*, as it has done in this?" ('Linn. Trans.,'

yoL xviii.) Mr. Ogilby has named this species Diput MitcheUii, after
iU meritorious discoverer, and given a detailed description of the

Diftu JJitcMlii.

species in the ' Linnean Transactions
'

last above quoted The animal
was found on the reedy plains near the junction of the Murray ami
the Murrumbidgee, on the northern boundaries of Australia Krlix.

The cut is taken from the figure in Sir T. Mitchell's account of ' Three
Expeditions into the Interior of Eastern Australia.' Sir T. Mitchell
states that its fore and hind legs resembled in proportion those of the

Kangaroo ; and it used the latter by leaping on iln hind quarters in
the same manner. It was not much larger than a common field-mouse,
but the tail was longer in proportion even than that of a Kangaroo, and
terminated in a hairy brush about two inches long.

Mr. Ogilby has characterised another new genus of Australian

Rodents, which he thinks most probably belongs to the extensive and

complicated family of the Mv.rid.tt. In some of the characters the

genus very much resembles the Campagnola (Aii-icola) and Qerbilles

(Meriotui), to the latter of which genera Mr. Ogilby says that C'cmiVuriu
is more particularly related by the length and development of the

posterior members.
itervmtt (Illiger and F. Cuvier). Differing from the other Rats

with long feet in the form of ita molars, which are composite.
O

j

I

Dental Formula : Incisors, - ; Molars, _ 12 = 18.
2 3 '3

Teeth of Jfa-iona. K. Cuvier.

if. Labradoriui, the Labrador Jumping Mouse. It has the back
and upper parts of the head dark liver-brown mixed with brownish-

yellow ; sides brownish-yellow slightly sprinkled with black ; margin
of the mouth, chin, throat, and all the lower parts of the body white :

yellowish-brown of the sides joining the white of the belly by a

straight line extending between the fore and hind extremities. Kur
not so long or so fine as that of the common or meadow mice. Total

length 9 inches 9 lines, of which the tail measures 5 inches 3 lines ;

this last tapers slightly, is scaly, and thinly set with short hairs.

Labrador Jumping Motue (Uerionct ia'/rorfoniw).
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Sir John Richardson, from whose ' Fauna Boreali-Americana '

the
above description is abridged, states that in some specimens the

yellowish-brown colour occupies as much space as the darker colour
of the back ; in others the latter encroaches so much on the sides as

to leave merely a narrow yellowish line next the white; whilst in

autumn specimens, where the animal has just acquired a new coat of

fur, the dark colour of the back adjoins the white of the belly.
This appears to be the Labrador Rat of Pennant ; Gerbillus Hud-

sonius of Rafinesque-Smaltz ;
Mus Labradorius of Sabine

; Gerbillns

Labradorius of Harlan
;
Labrador Jumping House of Qodman

; and
Katse (the leaper) of the Chepewyan Indians.

Sir John Richardson remarks that Pennant, in his ' Arctic Zoology,'
first described a specimen of this animal, sent from Hudson's Bay by
Mr. Graham, to the museum of the Royal Society. Afterwards, in

the third edition of his '

History of Quadrupeds," he is inclined to

consider it as identical with the Mia longipes of Pallas (the Dipus
meridianus of Gmelin), an inhabitant of the warm sandy deserts

bordering on the Caspian Sea. This opinion, which, in the opinion of

Sir John, can scarcely be correct, was, he says, formed from an

imperfect inspection of the Hudson's Bay specimen whilst it was

suspended in spirits, and is opposed by differences in colour and other

characters which he himself points out. From Pennant's time until

Mr. Sabine described an individual brought from Cumberland House,
on Captain Franklin's first journey, the Labrador Jumping Mouse
does not, continues Sir John Richardson, appear to have attracted the

notice of naturalists. Pennant, he observes, mentions a yellow lateral

line in his specimen, which did not exist in the one Mr. Sabine

described, but this difference Sir John Richardson attributes solely to

the season in which they were procured. Mr. Sabine's specimen, he

remarks, was mutilated in- the tail, an accident very common to the

whole family of Rats; and Pennant, under the name of Canada
Jerboid Rat, and Colonel Davies, under that of Dipus. Canodensit,
describe another Jumping Mouse, which seems to differ from this in

having ears shorter than the fur, but in other respects to be very
similar to it.

After further observing that the Gerbittua Canadensisof Dr. Godman

agrees in description with Rafinesque-Smaltz's O. soricinus (Desm.),
but has larger ears than the Canada Rat of Pennant, and that a

specimen in the Philadelphia Museum, described by Dr. Harlan under
the name of G. Canadentit, appears to be entirely similar to the

Labrador species, Sir John Richardson concludes by remarking that

it is evident that the Jumping Mice inhabiting different districts of

America require to be compared with each other before the true

number of species and their geographical distribution can be ascer-

tained.

It is common in the Fur Countries as far north as Great Slave

Lake, and perhaps farther ;
but Sir John Richardson was not able to

gain any precise information respecting its habits.

Pedete* (Illiger; Hdamyt, F. Cuvier). Head large, flattish; muzzle
thick

; ears long. Anterior extremities with five toes armed with

very long claws; posterior extremities very long, 4-toed. Tail long
and very bushy. Four pectoral mammae. Molars simple, with two
lamina:.

2 4 i
Dental Formula : Incisors, ; Molars,

2 4 4
:20.

Teeth of (Uclamyi) Pcdctei.

1'. C'aptntit, the Grand Gerbo of Allamand ; Spring-Has, or Jumping
Hare of the Dutch ;

and Aerdmannctje of the Hottentots. It is the

Ili/nu Cafftr of Zimmerman, Schreber, and Gmelin. It is of a bright

yellowish-tawny colour above, varied with blackish; white below,

with a line of the same colour in the fold of the groins. Legs brown.

Tail reddish above at its origin, gray below, and black at the tip.

Length from nose to tail about 1 foot 2 inches; of the tail, near

15 inches; of the ears, 3 inches.

Jumping Hare (Pcdetes Capeiais).

It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, where it sleeps during the

day, going forth by night, and leaping twenty or thirty feet at a bound.
It eats sitting nearly upright, with the hind legs extended horizontally,
and using the small fore feet to bring the food to its mouth. It is a

very strong animal, and with these same fore feet, which are admirably
formed for digging, burrows so expeditiously as quickly to hide itself.

It sleeps in a sitting position, placing the head between the legs, and

holding its ears over its eyes with its fore legs.

Tail moderate or short. Sand and Mole Rats. Pouched.

The genera Saocopliorus, Kuhl
; Pseudostoma, Say ; Geomys and

Kplostoma, Rafinesque ; Ascomys, Lichtenstein ; and Saccomys, F.

Cuvier, are given by Dr. Fischer as synonymous; and indeed the

distinctions, except perhaps in the case of Geomys and Diplostoma, do
not appear to be sufficiently marked to warrant their separation.

Sir John Richardson remarks that M. Rafinesque-Smaltz, in 1817,
founded his genus Geomys on the Hamster of Georgia (Geomys pinetis),
described by Mitchell, Anderson, Meares, and others ; and referred tn

it, as a second species, the Canada Pouched Rat (Mus bwsarius of

Shaw). Under another genus, Diplostoma, he arranged some Louisiana

or Missouri animals, known to the Canadian voyagers by the appellation
of Gauffres, and remarkable for their large cheek-pouches, which open
forwards exterior to the mouth and incisors, to which they form a

kind of hood. These two genera, he observes, have been adopted by
few naturalists

;
and the American systematic writers have either over-

looked M. Rafiuesque's species entirely, or referred them all to M. bur-

itiriut. In the latter case, Sir John says, they are undoubtedly wrong ;

for there are at least six or seven distinct species belonging to one or

other of these genera which inhabit America, and he thinks that both

Geomys and Diplostoma will eventually prove to be good genera; tho
Sand-Rats belonging to the former having cheek-pouches which are

filled from within the mouth, and the Gauffres, or Camas-Rats. of tho
latter genus, having their cheek-pouches exterior to the mouth, and

entirely unconnected with its cavity. Sir John Richardson had no

opportunity of examining Qeomys pinetis, the type of the genus, but
he had inspected an undescribed species from Cadadaguios, and another

(Geomys Douglasii) from the banks of the Columbia
;
from these two

Sir John Richardson's characters of the genus were drawn up. With
regard to the Canada Pouched-Rat, great doubt, he observes, still

exists as to whether it belongs properly to Geomya or to Diplostoma.

Judging from the description of Dr. Shaw and the figure iu
' Linn.

Trans.' (vol. v. pL 8), Sir John Richardson has little doubt of the

cheek-pouches opening into the mouth, and of their being precisely
similar in form and functions to the cheek-pouches of the Sand-Rats

;

but he states that he was told, on good authority, that the identical

specimen described by Shaw (which at the sale of Bullock's museum
passed into the hands of M. Temrniuck), is in fact similar to the
Gauffres in having cheek-pouches that open exteriorly, and that conse-

quently Major Davies's drawing represented them in an unnatural and
inverted position. Mr. Say gives the characters of a Missouri Gauffre
with cheek-pouches opening exteriorly, and he identifies his specimen
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with M. burtarita. The tame loologist allude* to the Georgia Hamster
at belonging to the tame genus, without giving any further account
of iu characters than merely quoting Dr. Harton's remark of iu being
unly half the size of the Missouri one. His account of the dentition
of the Missouri Oauffre, observes Sir John Kichanlson in conclusion,

correspond*, aa far a* it goes, pretty closely with that of the Columbia
Otomyi Dr. Harlan and Dr. Godinan refer the Georgia, Canada, and
Missouri animals to one species. (' Fauna Boreali-Auu-ricana.')
The following is the dental formula of Geomyt given by Sir John

Richardson :

Incisors, _; Canines, --
; Grinders, - - _

0-0' 44 20,

and below is given the skull and teeth of the genus from the same

authority.

claws of the fore feet very large and formed for burrowing." (Nut
burtarlut, 'Linn. Trans.,' vol. v. p.

-

JJ7. pi. 8.)"
This, which is a species but laU-ly discovered, seems to be the

most remarkable of all the pouched rats for the proportional size of

the receptacles. It is a native of Canada, and the individual here

|
figured was taken by some Indians in the year 1798, and afterwards

|

presented to the lady of Governor Prescot. It is about the size of a

|

brown or Norway rat, and is of a pale grayish-brown colour, rather

lighter beneath : the length to the tail is about nine inches, and that

of the tail, which is but slightly covered with hairs, about two inches:

the legs are short ; the fore feet strong, and well adapted for burrowing
in the ground, having five claws, of which the three middle ones are very
large and long ; the interior much smaller, and the exterior very small,
with a large tubercle or elbow beneath it. The claws on the hind feet

are comparatively very small, but the two middle are larger than the real ,

and the interior one ia scarcely visible ; the teeth are extremely strong,

particularly the lower pair, which are much longer than theiij<<> r:

the ears are very small This species is described in the 5th vol. of

the ' Trans, of Linn. Soc,,' but I must observe, that, by some over-

sight in the conduct of the figure there given, the claws on the fore

feet are represented as only three in number, and are somewhat too

long, weak, and curved ; the engraving in the present plate is a more
faithful representation, and is accompanied by an outline of the head,
in its natural size, as viewed in front, in order to show the teeth and

cheek-pouches. The manors of this species are at present unknown,
but it may be concluded that it lays in a stock of provisions, < itlicr

for autumnal or winter food. The pouches of the individual specimen
above described, when first brought to Governor Prescot, were filled

with a kind of earthy substance ;
it is therefore not improbable that

the Indians who caught the animal might have stuffed them thus, iu

order to preserve them in their utmost extent."

Skull and Teeth of Geomyt. Kichardnon.

1, 2, 3, nknll, natural aicc ; 4, lower jaw, natural size; 5, palate and upper
teeth, magnified ; 6, firt upper grinder, magnified.

The dental formula of M. F. Cuvier's genus Saccon,y is :

Incisors, f ; Molars, 1 - = 20 ;

-* 4^~*4

and the following cut is token from bU figure of the deutitioa.

At

Twin of Samm]/t, enlarged. P. Curler.

The following is Dr. Shaw's description of Mtu buriarivi .- "Ash-
coloured rat, with rtiort nearly naked tail, pouched cheeks, and the

J/fU buriariia.

In Sir John Richardson's dtomyt Douglarii the length of the head
and body was 6 inches 6 lines; and that of the tail (vertebnc) 2 inches
10 lines. Cheek-pouches large, much resembling the thumb of a lady's
glove in form and size, and banging down by the sides of the head.
The specimen was a female, and was taken in her nest with three

young ones, near the mouth of the Columbia, by Mr. Douglas. \Vh, u
it came into the hands of Sir John Richardson the fur had mostly
fallen off, but the specimen was in other respects perfect, and what
was wanting to the description was supplied from Douglas's notes.
The state of ossification of tlio skull showed th<' animal to bo an old
one. Douglas informed Sir John Richardson that the outside of the

pouches was cold to the touch, even when the animal was olive, and
that on the inside they were lined with small orbicular iml

glands, more numerous near the opening into the mouth. Wl,
the pouches hod an oblong form, and when empty they were corru-

gated or retracted to one-third of their length ; but, it is added, they
are never inverted so as to produce the hood-like form of the pouch
of a Diplatloma. When iu the act of emptying its pouches the animal
sits on its hams like a marmot or squirrel, and squeezes bis sacks

against the breast with his chin and fore paws. (' Fauna Boreali-

Americana.')
Sir John ltichardnon xtates that these little sand-rats are numerous

in the neighbourhood of Fort Vancouver, whore they inhabit the
declivities of low hills, and burrow in the sandy soil. They feed on
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acorns, nuts (C'orylus rottrato), and grass, and commit great havoc in

the potato-fields adjoining the foit, not only by devouring the pota
toea on the spot, but by carrying off large quantities of them in thei

pouches.
The following figure is copied from Sir John Richardson's Diplos

toma (?) bulbivorum.

, , ^ X l$S-
^--

; ;:.:,. >-**
\v

Ltiploatoma bulbivorum,

Not Pouched.

Aplodontia (Richardson). Head large, depressed ; ears short and
round

;
no cheek-pouches. Feet 5-toed, with large, strong, and com-

pressed claws. Tail very small, and concealed by the fur. First molar
in upper jaw small, cylindrical, and pointed, placed within the anterior

corner of the second one, and existing in the adult.

Dental Formula : Incisors, ; Molars, l = 22.

A. leporina. Head large; nose thick and obtuse, covered with a
dense coat of short fur ; eye very small ; ear resembling the human
iu form. Body short, thick, and rabbit-like. Legs very short, and
covered down to the wrists and heels with fur similar to that on the

body ;
a little above the wrist-joint, on the inner side," is a small tuft

of stiff white hairs. Fur like that of a rabbit out of season, amber
and chestnut-brown above ; grayish or clove-brown beneath ; lips
whitish

;
a rather large spot of pure white on the throat ; some white

hairs dispersed through the fur. Tail slender, cylindrical, hardly half

an inch long.

6 ^a=; . s

SUulI, Teeth, nd 1'jws of Aplodontiu.

1, anterior half of the skull, with lower jaw, profile ; 2, anterior half of skull,

Men from below ; 3, the same seen from above
j 4, lower jaw, with right con-

dyle broken, (teen from abore
; 5, upper molar tooth; 6, 7, fore feet, upper

surface ; 8, sole of bind foot.

Sir John Richardson gives the following as the sjnonyms of thifl

Rnim.il: Sewellcl, Lewis and Clark; Anitonyx (?) rvfa, Kaflneeque-

.Smaltz, Desm.
; Arctomyi rvfa, Harlan ; Marmot, No. 17, Hudson'*

HAT. HIST. DIT. YOU III.

Bay Museum
;
and he says that amongst Mr. Douglas's specimens there

was a young one, with more white hairs interspersed through its fur,
and some differences in the form of its skull, which seem to point it

out as a second species, but the specimen was not sufficiently perfect
to enable Sir John Richardson to give its characters as a distinct

species, though he has little doubt of its being so. Sir John adds,
that since the account of the genus was published in the '

Zoological
Journal' (vol. iv.), Mr. Douglas had placed in his hands an Indian
blanket, or robe, formed by sewing the skins of the Sewellel together.
The robe contained 27 skins, which had been selected when the fur
was in prime order. In all of them the long hairs were so numerous as
to hide the wool or down at their roots, and their points had a very
high lustre. The general colour of the surface of the fur was between
chestnut and umber-brown, lighter, and with more lustre on the sides.

Some of the skins which were in the best order had the long hairs
on the back of the head and between the shoulders almost black. Sir
John observes further, that it is probable that there were the skins of
two species of Sewellels in the robe, and that one of them wants the
white mark on the throat. The down of all the skins of the robe had
a shining blackish-gray colour.

These animals live in small societies, in burrows, and feed on veget-
able substances. They inhabit the neighbourhood of the Columbia
River, and are most abundant near the great falls and rapids.

Dr. Gray makes the Aspaladdte the fifth family of the Glires, with
the following character :

Cutting teeth two in each jaw, lower chisel- or awl-shaped, often

very much exposed ; grinders compound or simple ; rarely rootless
;

ears and eyes often very small, sometimes hid
; clavicles strong ; limba

proportionate ; tail none, or hairy, cylindrical ; fur very soft. He thus
subdivides it into five sub-families.

t 1. ASPALACINA. Orycterus, F. Cuv.; Bathyergus, 111.; Asyalax,
Oliv.

2. LEMNINA (Lemmina ?). Anicola, Lacep. ; Sigmodon, Say. ; Nea-

toma, Say.; Lemnus (Leinmust), Linn.

tt 3. CRICETINA. Cricetus, Lacep.
4. PSEUDOSTOMINA. Pieudostoma, Say.; 2Hploiloma and Oeomys,

Rafin.

5. ARCTOMINA. Arctomys, Qmel. ; Spermophilus, F. Cuv.

Dr. Fischer thinks that Cretzchmar's genus Psammomyt should be

placed before Aipalax. (See Ruppel,
'
Zool. At].') Psammomys obesus,

on which the genus is founded, lives gregariously in the sandy deserts
of Alexandria, forming multifarious burrows, and is a nocturnal and
root-eating animal, without cheek-pouches.
Aipalax (Oliv. and others ; Spalax, Giild., 111., and others). Muzzle

obtuse. Eyes rudimentary, and hidden under the skin. Ears null,
or mere obsolete margins of the auditory passage. Body thick and

cylindrical. Feet short, pentadactyle, with falcular claws, proper for

digging. Tail null or very short. Molars simple.

Dental Formula :- -Incisors, -
2

Molars, H = 16.
3 3

A. typhlus. Thia species appears to be the Spalax typhlus of Illiger ;

Aspalax typhlus of Desmarest
; Mws typhlus of Pallas and others ;

Marmota typldus of Blumeubach; Qeorychus typhlui of Lesson; the
Zemui of Rzaczynski ;

the Slepez of Grnelin ; the Podolian Marmot
of Pennant ; and the Blind Rat of Shaw.

I'odoliiin Marmot (Aspalax typhhu).

Description.- The head is bronder than the body, no aperture for

u rudimentary eyes, which, no bigger than poppy-peed*, pr<> hid

oueath the skin ; no external ears ; end of the nose covered with a

3Q
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thick akin, nostrils very remote, and placed below; limbs very short>
toes separated, except a thin membrane at the base, claws short

; hair
or fur short, thick, and very soft, dusky at the bottom and cinereous

gray at the tip, space about the nose and above the mouth white.

Length between 7 and 8 inches.

This is supposed by some to be the 'Ao-mUaf of Aristotle (' Hist.

Anim.,
1

i. 9 and iv. 8). It is evident, from both the passages quoted,
that he had accurately examined that part of the animal where the ere
should be, and the result of his examination clearly agrees with the
condition of those parts in the Atpalax of the moderns

; but it must
not be forgotten that those and other passages will equally apply to a
second species of Mole (Talpa), now named Talpa caca, which inhabits

Europe, and in which the eyelids are closed, whilst in the common
species they are open.

This species, which the Russians name Slepez, or the Blind, and the
Cossacks Sfochor Nomon, signifying the same defect, burrows exten-

sively beneath the turf, driving at intervals lateral passages in its

search for roots, particularly that of the bulbous Chttrophyllum.
Openings to the surface occur at distances of some yards from each
other, and there the earth is raised into hillocks, sometimes of two
yards in circumference, and of considerable height. It works stoutly
and rapidly, and on the approach of an enemy instantly digs a perpen-
dicular burrow. Though it cannot see, it lifts its head in a menacing
attitude towards its assailant, and when irritated snorts and gnashes
its teeth, but emits no cry : its bite is very severe. In the morning it

often quits its hole, and during the season of love basks in the sun
with the female. It is worthy of notice that there runs a superstition
in the Ukraine that the hand which has suffocated one of these animals
is gifted with the virtue of curing scrofula, or the King's Evil (as it is
still called), in the same way that it was supposed to vanish before
the royal touch of the Stuarts in this country.

It is found in the southern parts of Russia, from Poland to the
Volga, but not to the east of that river

;
it is common from the Sysran

to the Sarpa, and frequent along the Don, even to its origin, and about
the town of Roosk, but not in the sandy ports.

Bathyergm, Brants (Oryctenu, F. Cuv.). M. F. Cuvier assigns to
Bathyergut only three molars in each jaw; whilst to Oryctenu he
assigns four.

The Dental Formula of the first, according to this statement,

would be : Incisors,
|; Molars,

|dj
= 16; and of the Becond,

2 A 4
Incisors, ; Molars, _ - = 20.

Tetth of Orycttna. T. Curler.

Dr. Fischer quotes Professor Kanp for the opinion that the Bothyergus
f'aprn*a of Brants (Cane Rnt of Shaw and Pennant) and ISathyeiyu*
maritiaHU of Brants (Coast Hat of Shaw, Oryctenu marilimtu of F.

Cuvier) are identical, the former being the animal in a comparatively
enrly utaga of life. The latter in the Zand Moll of the Dutch and
Knnw-Howba of the Hottentots : it is of a reddish-gray or ash-coloui;
above, and hoary beneath. Length from tip of muzzle to origin of tail,
1 foot 1 4 inch ; of tail without the hair, 1 inch 1 line ; of the pencil of
bain, 10 lines. There in a variety all white.

It is found among the sand-fiats of the Cape of Good Hope,
wherein it burrows in great numbers. In every part of those flat*
r.urclipll nWnrort innumerable mole-bills, and his foot often sunk
into their galleries : for this reason, ho remarks, it is very unpleasant,
if not danRf-rniM, to ride on horseback in mich places, as persons are
liable to be thrown by the feet of their horses unexpectedly sinking
into these holes.

Coast Rat (Oryrlmtt marilimiu).

The following genera are placed by Mr. Swainson among the

Squirrels, and, indeed, there is much about them to indicate a near

approach to that family of Rodenta,

Not Pouched.

Ardomyi (Omelin). Head and eyes large ; ears short; body stout;
fore feet with four toes and an obsolete thumb, hind feet five-toed,
Tail short. Upper surface of molars ridged and tuberculous.

Dental Formula : Incisors, - ; Molars, - - .22.

A. Marmota, Schreb., and A. Empetra, Schreb. may be given as

examples : the latter of the American Marmots.
A. Marmota. This is the Mm Alpiniu of Gesner and others; Mut

Marmota of Linntcus and others ; 01 it Marmota of Klein ; Marmota
Alpina of Blumenbach

;
Marmotte of Buffon

;
Murmelthier of Kramer

and of Meyer ; and Alpenmurmelthier of Schrank.
The cheeks are large ; ears round and short, hid in the fur ; body

stout
; head and upper parts brownish-ash mingled with tawny ; legs

and under parts reddish; tail rather full; length from nose to tail,
about 16 inches ; of the tail, 6 inches.

This well-known species is found in the Alps and Pyrenees, even, it

is said, on the summits of those mountain chains. They live in little

societies, feeding on roots and vegetables, and occasionally on insects.

Their holes are formed in the ground, generally with three chambers
in the shape of a Y, with two entrances. These apartments are com-

fortably lined with moss and hay, and to them the Marmots retire
about Michaelmas, having stopped up the entrances with earth, there
to doze away the inclement months, till the warm suns and showers
of April arouse them from their torpidity to partake of the renewed
vegetation. From five to a dozen are said to be lodged in a chamber.

They lift their food to their mouths with their fore feet, eat it sitting,
and will walk on then: hind feet. When on their feed a sentinel is

placed to watch, and on the approach of danger his whistle drives
them instantly to their subterranean retreats. They are playful
creatures, but when angry or before a storm pierce the ear with their
shrill whistle. Though they soon become tame, and will eat almost

anything, they bite very hard when offended. Milk pleases them
greatly, and they lap it with satisfactory murmurs. They become
fat, and are sometimes eaten ; but they are taken by the Savoyards and
others principally that they may be exhibited by those itinerants. The
number of young at a birth is generally three or four.

Alpine Marmot (Arctomyi Marmota).
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A. Empetra is the Quebec Marmot of Pennant and Godman
;
the

Common Marmot of Langsdorff; the Thick-Wood Badger of the

Hudson's Bay residents ;
the Siffleur of the French Canadians, who

apply the same name to th other species of Marmot and to the

Badger ; Tarbagan of the Russian residents on Kodiak ( ?) ;
Weenusk of

the Crees ; Kath-hillco-Kooay of the Chepewyans ; Mus Empetra of

Pallas ; Arctomys Empetra of Sabine and others. It is hoary above,
mixed with black, and bright brown shining through ; reddish-orange

beneath; head and feet blackish-brown; cheeks whitish; cars flat,

round, moderate
;
tail about half the length of the body, black at the

tip. Length of the head and body, from 17 to 20 inches; of tail

vertebra;), 5 J inches.

Quebec Marmot (Arctomys Empelra).

Sir John Richardson, who gives the above synonyms, states that the

Quebec Marmot inhabits the woody districts from Canada to 61 N. lat.,

and perhaps still farther north. He says that it appears to be a solitary

animal, inhabit burrows in the earth, but ascends bushes and trees,

probably in search of buds and other vegetable productions, on which

it feeds. Mr. Drummond killed two, one on some low bushes, and

the other on the branch of a tree. According to Mr. Graham it

burrows perpendicularly, selecting dry spots at some distance from

the coast, and feeding on the coarse grass which it gathers on the

river-rides. The Indians capture it by pouring water into its holes.

The flesh is considered delicate when the animal is fat. The fur is

valueless. It much resembles the Bobac of Poland in form and

general appearance. (' Fauna Boreali-Americana.') Pennant says,

"Mr. Brooks had one alive a few years ago; it was very tame, and

made a hissing noise."

This species has a slight folding of the lining of the mouth, forming

the rudiment of a cheek-pouch. (Richardson.)

Pouched.

SpermophUut (F- Cuvier). Dental formula as in Arctomys; the

molars are narrow. Cheeks with large pouches; toes narrow and free;

heel covered with hair ;
hind toes naked.

A. (Spermophiliu) Parryi. This, according to Sir John Richardson

who first named the species, is the Ground Squirrel of Hearne ;
the

Quebec Marmot of Forster; the Seek-Seek of the Esquimaux; the

Thce-Thiay (Rock-Badger) of the Chepewyans; and the ArctomyiAlpina
of Parry's

' Second Voyage."
Ears very short ; body thickly spotted above with white on a gray

or black ground, pale rust-coloured beneath ; face chestnut-coloured

the tail one-third longer than the hind feet, stretched out flat, black

at the extremity, with a narrow white margin, rust-coloured beneath

Length of head and body, 8 inches 6 lines ; of tail (vertebnc), 1 inch

6 lines.

SirJohn Richardson tells us that this Spermophile inhabits the Barren

Grounds skirting the sea-coast from Fort Churchill in Hudson's Bay
round by Melville Peninsula, and the whole northern extremity of the

continent to Bent-ing's Straits, where specimens precisely similar wer<

procured by Captain Beechey. It is abundant in the neighbourhooc

of Fort Enterprise, near the southern verge of the Barren Grounds, ii

65 N. lat, and is also plentiful on Cape Parry, one of the mos

northern parts of the continent It is found generally in stony dis

tricts, but seems to delight chiefly in sandy hillocks amongst rocks

where burrows, inhabited by different individuals, may be oftei

observed crowded together. One of the society is generally observer

sitting erect on the summit of a hillock, whilst the others are feedin

in the neighbourhood. Upon the approach of danger he gives th

alarm, and they instantly hurry to their holes, remaining howeve

chattering at the entrance until the advance of the enemy oblige

them to retire to the bottom. When their retreat is cut off the

become much terrified, and, seeking shelter in the first crevice, the

not unfrequently succeed only in hiding the head and fore part of th

body, whilst the projecting tail is, as is usual with them under th

influence of terror, spread out flat on the rock. Their cry in thi

season of distress strongly resembles the loud alarm of the Hudson
^

Bay Squirrel, and is not very unlike the sound of a watchman

rattle. The Esquimaux name is an attempt to express this sounc

Hearne states that they are easily tamed, and very cleanly and playfi

when domesticated. They never come abroad during the winte

'heir food appears to be entirely vegetable ;
their pouches being

enerally filled, according to the season, with tender shoots of herba-

eous plants, berries of the alpine arbutus, and of other trailing

irubs, or the seeds of grasses and leguminous plants. They produce
bout seven young at a time. (' Fauna Boreali-Americana.') Sir John
lichardson's figure, from which the cut is taken, was drawn from a

pecimen procured from the banks of the Mackenzie River.

Ground Squirrel (Arctomyi (Spermophilus) Parryi}.

The genus Avlacodus of Temminck is placed by Dr. Fischer between

Dipus and Arctomys.
Mr. Waterhouse, in his interesting

' Observations on the Rodentia,

with a view to point out the Groups, as indicated by the Structure of

the Crania, in this order of Mammals' (' Mag. Nat. Hist.,' 1839), states

the following as the principal genera of his section Murina .-Sciurus,

Arctomys, Myoxus, Dipus, Mus, Anicola, Geomys, and Castor. The

principal genera in the section Hystritina are, according to the same

luthor, Bathyergus, Poephagomys, Octodon, Babrocoma, Myopotamus,

Capromys, Echimys, Aulacodws, Hyslrix, Dasyprocta, Chinchilla, and

In^the'^ology of H.M.S. Beagle
'

(Sept, 1839), Mr. Waterhouse

says that he has been induced, by the differences there pointed out in

the molar teeth of the two groups, to separate the South American

Mice from those of the Old World, or rather from that group of which

Mm decumanus may be regarded as the type ;
and to place them,

together with such North American species as agree with them in

dentition, in a new genus bearing the name of Jfesperomys. Mr.

Waterhouse will not venture to say whether this group be confined

to the western hemisphere or not
;
but he thinks that he may safely

affirm that that portion of the globe is their chief metropolis. In

the species of Hesperomys, he observes, the molar teeth are always

rooted ;
and in the form of the skull and lower jaw they agree with

the Muridce, and do not present the characters pointed out by him as

distinguishing the Arvicolidce ; and, as regards the cranium and lower

iaw it 's only in the genus Neotoma that any approach is evinced, in

his opinion. Under the family Octodontidce he places the genera

Ctenomys, Poephagomys, Octodon, and Abrocoma, which last he states

to be allied on the one hand to the genera Octodon, Poephagomys, and

Clenomys, and on the other to the family Chinchittidai. The Octo-

dontida: appear to him to bear the same relation to Echimys as the

ArvicolcB do to the Mwidce. [RODENTIA ; HYSTRICIM; SciuBias.]

In the collection of the British Museum the student will find speci-

mens of nearly all the Mnridcs at present known. The following is a

list of the species found in that collection, with the countries in which

the specimens were found :

Family Muridas.

a. Mttrina.

1. Acanthomys CaUrirMs, the Cairo Hat Egypt.

2. A. affinis, the Allied Acanthomya. Egypt.

3. Mus Bandicota (Bechstein), the Bandicoot, or Pig-Rat Nepaul.

4 M. nitidus (Hodgson), the Shining Rat Nepaul.

5. M. setiger (Horsfield), the Wirok. Van Diemen s Land.

6. M. gigas, the Egyptian Bandicoot Egypt.

7. M. decumanus (Pallas), the Norway Rat Great Britain and India.

8. M. Rattus (Linnams), the Black Rat Great Britain.

9. M. pmicillatus (Gould), the Pencilled Rat Van Diemeu's Land:

10. M. Decumanoides (Hodgson), the Indian Rat Nepaul.
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11. M. Atiat,cu4 (Gray), the Asiatic Rat Mexico and India.

12. .V. m'rimWcr (Hodgson), the White-Bellied lUt NepauL
IS. M. Kok (Urny), the Kok. India.
14. JV. ciolickunu (Temminck), the Hury-Eared Rat. South Africa,

15. M. A>:yaiic>u (RUppeU), the Abyssinian Uat. Abyssinia.
18. II. ftl.oli. Elliot's Rat. Madras.
17. M. ntfact** (Gray), the Red House-Rat India.
18. M. atoipct (RiippeU), the White-Footed Rat. Abyssinia.
19. M. UtoMternum (Riippell), the White-Cheated Rat Abyssinia.
20. if. rarityatui (Brants), the Variegated Rat Egypt
21. M. JJaKultu (Linutciu), the Common .Mouse. Great Britain and

Australia.

22. M. mfatiiciu (Uunrcua), the Wood-Home. Great Britain.

83. it. Maud, the Mauci. Madras.
21. .V. fiacipa (Waterhouse), the Brown-Footed Rat Australia,

Van Diemen'i Land, Ac.
25. If. Oovldii (Waterhouse), the South Australian Rat South

Australia,

26. U.ftuciu, the Brownish Rat South Australia.
27. M. Aiutralanou, the Australasian Rat. South Australia.
28. M. Knot UoUandict (Waterhouse), Waterhouse's Mouse.

Australia.

29. if. delicatultu (Gould), the Delicate Mouse. Port Esaington.
80. M. p*milio (Sparmann), the Lineated Mouse. Cape of Good

Hope.
31. Micromyi minutiu (Selys de Longchamp), the Harvest-Mouse.

Great Britain.

32. CaUomyi Icvcopiu (Waterhouse), the American Field-Mouse.
America.

83. r<atdle*ria oleracea (Gray), the Meinalka. Madraa.
34. I". fhsjMMMisj, Hodgson's Free Mouse. Nepaul.
85. Nenkia llardvicku (Gray), the Nesoki. India.
36. ftetulomyt Grayii, Gray's Pseudomys. Australia.
37. P. Auttralu (Gray), the Pseudomys. Australia.
38. Golunda Mlioti (Gray), the GalandL Madras.
39. G. Mtttada (Gray), the Meltada. Madraa.
40. G. Barbara, the Barbary Mouse. North Africa.
41. Leggada Boodxya (Gray), the Buduga. Madras.
42. L. ,Jatythrix (Gray), the Leggade. Madras.
43. Ilolochilut aviculoida, the Bogota Rat Santa F<5 de Bogota.
44. //. Bratilietuit, the Brazilian Rat Bahia.
45. //. natuiut, the Sharp Nosed Rat Brazil (f).
46. II. Anyouya (Brandt), the Angouya. Brazil
47. Abrolhrij: tibtcuna (Waterhouse), the Dusky American Rat.

South America.
48. Crictttufrumentariui (Pallas), the Hamster. Europe.
49. Deadromys lypiciu (A. Smith), the Free Mouse. Cape of Good

Hope.
50. D. mdanottu (A. Smith), the Black Backed Free Mouse. Cape

ofGoodHopr.
51. PhUtomyt Cuminyil (Watcrhouse), the Phlasomys. Manilla.
52. Jfapalotii albipei (Lichteusteiu), the Rabbit-Rat. Australia
53. //. mdanura (Gould), the Black-Tailed Rabbit-Rat.
51. II. Gouidii (Gray), Gould's Rabbit-Rat Port Easiugton.

6. Arricolina.

65. iferiona labradoriiu (Richardson), the Katsc. North America.
56. faryotii irroratiu (Brants), the Vley Muis. South Africa.

/ Hrantrii (A. Smith), the Vlakte Muis. Cape of Good Hope.
58. . unitulcala (A. Smith), the One-Grooved KuryotU.
59. Otomyi typiciu (A. Smith), the Otomys. Cape of Good Hope.
0. O. albicaudattu (A. Smith), the White-Tailed Otomys. Cape of

Good Hope.
61. Siymodon hupidum (Say), the Sigmodon. Florida.

'

62. Ktotoma Floridana (Say), the Neotoma. Florida.
63. Teonoma Drummondii, the Teouoma. North America.
64. Cienodactytiu Mauoni (Gray), the Gundi. Cape of Good

Hope(f).
66. ifynoma ripariut, the Bank Mcadow-Mousf. North America.
66. Arvicola ampkMtu (Desmoulius), the Water Rot Great Britain.
67. A.Amcricainu(Qnj), the American Water-Rat South America.
68. A. Pauuylvanicut (Richardson), Wilson's Meadow-Mouse. Hud-

son'! Bay.
69. A. xttntMoffnathui (Leach), the Yellow-Cheeked Vole. North

America.
70. A. arralu, the CampagnoL Great Britain and Belgium.
71. A. tuUerraneia (Selys de Longchamp), the Subterranean Volt*.

Belgium.
72. A. glartolta, the Bank Campagnol. Great Britain.
73. A. Roylei (Gray), the Indian Vole. India.
74. A. (1) AydropfclM (Hodgson), the Nepaul Vole. Nepaul.
<5. A. (F), the Runian Vole. Russian Soongoro.
76. A. noteboractttii (Kicbardnn), the Sharp-Nosed Meadow-Moose.

Korth America.
77. A. borcalit (Richardson), the Awinnak, or Northern Meadow-

Mouse. North America.
78. Mfoda helrtltu, the Tawny Lemming. Alpine swamp ).

<9. if. InmiKnnattu, Back's Lemming. North America.

80. if. Lrmmtu, the Lemming. Norway.
81. M. Hudnnitu (E. Sabiue), the Hudson's Bay Lemming. North

America.
82. Lemmtu tirecnlandiem, the Owinyak, or Greenland Lrmining.

Hudson's Bay.

c. Saccomyna.
S3. Dipodumyi PhiUiplii (Gray), the Pouched Jerboa Mouse.

Mexico.
84. Ifctcromyi anomalui (Gray), the Spiny Pouched Rat. Trinidad.

d. Cattorina.

85. Catlor Fiber (Linntcus), the Beaver. North America.
86. Myojxttamnt Coypia (T. Geofiroy), the Coypu, or Racoonda.

Central America and Chili.

87. Fiber zibtthictu (Desmoulins), the Ondatra. North America.
88. Ifydromyt chrytoyaiter (Geofiroy), the Hydromys. Van Die-

men's Land.

e. BcKimyna.

89. Oclodon Degm, the Cucurrito, or the Degus. Chili

90. Auiacodtu Smindenantu (Temminck), the Ground Pig. South
Africa.

91. Echimyi myoturoi (T. Geoffroy), the Red-Tailed Echimys.
Tropical America.

92. Petromyt typiciu (A, Smith), the Rock-Mouse. South Africa.

Fostil Murida. Arvicola (Lacdp., Lemmui, Link.). 1, Campagnol
des Schistes de Bohome (Cuv.); Bohemia, 2, Campagnol des Cavernes

(Cur.) ; bone-caves, Kirkdale. (Buckland,
'

Reliq. Diluv.') 3, Petit

Campagnol des Cavernes (Cuv.); bone-caves, Kirkdale. (Buckland,
'

Reliq. Diluv.'), where it would seem that there may be other species.
Arricola; also occur in the bone breccias of Cette, Nice, Corsica, and
Sardinia ; in the tertiary of Puy-de-Dome ;

and in the bone-caves of

Gailenreuth, Sundwick, c.

Dr. Buckland notices the extreme abundance of the teeth of Water-
Rats in the Kirkdale Cave. The same author remarks that the

teeth and bones of Water-Rats had been found by Cuvier to occur

abundantly in many of the osseous breccias from the shores of the

Mediterranean and Adriatic, and that the Baron had also in his collec-

tion a large moss from Sardinia, composed exclusively of the bones
and teeth of these animals, nearly as white as ivory, and slightly

adhering together by delicate stalagmite. (' Reliquim Diluviansc. )

Myoxut. 1, Loir des Platri6res (Cuv.), Gypsum of Montmartre.

2, Second Loir des Platricrea (Cuv.), Gypsum of Montmartre. 3,

Myoxut primiycnint (Meyer, Arctomyi itrimigenia, Kaup). Another

Myojctu is recorded from the (Eningen beds. Dr. Buckland, in his
' List of Vertebral Animals found in the Gypsum of the Paris Basin,'

records two small species of Dormouse, those above noticed in all

probability, as extinct species.
Hut. 1,

"
.
if. ifiucului fottilit (Karg), (Euingen beds. Remains of

Mice have also been found in the bone-oaves and Osseous Breccia*.

Thus Dr. Buckland describes and figures (' Reliq. Diluv.,' p. 15, pL 11)
the jaw and teeth of a mouse from the Kirkdale Cave. In the Eocene
formation (lacustrine) of Cournon, in Auvergne, a Rat is recorded as

one of the animals found with the fossil eggs of aquatic birds.

Diptiu (GerbiUut, Desm.
; Merionei, 111.). Remains of this form are

recorded in the Tertiary beds. Bean iron-ore of the Rauh Alp. (Jtogcr).
Russia. .(Fischer.)

Clenomyi. Mr. Darwin found at Bahia Blanco, in a cliff of red

earth, part of the head of a Ctenomyt ; the species being different from
the Tucutuoo, but with a close general resemblance.

Spermophilu*. S.tuperciliotiu(K&up). Tertiary: Eppelsheim Sand.

MUa [MuniD<]
MUSA, a genus of Endogenous PlanU, the typo of the natural

order Mtaacae. The tpecies consist of herbaceous plants, having a

;igantic simple stem, thickly clothed with the sheathing petioles of

>ong, broad, horizontal leaves, which form a tuft, like that of somo

palm, on the apex of the stem. These leaves are of a firm but thin

texture, and are undivided ; but having simple veins running directly
from the margin towards the midrib, and presenting a broad surface

to the wind, they are always torn into broad strap-like divisions,

which give them a compound appearance. From the midst of these

leaves proceeds
the inflorescence, consisting of a compound spike of

great sue, each of whose divisions is inclosed in a huge bract or spatlu-,

loaded with male flowers at its bane, but bearing females or hermaphro-
dites at the upper end. The perianth consists of 6 superior diviaious,

five of which are grown together into a tube, slit at the bock, while

the sixth is small and concave. There are 6 stamens, one or more of

which are imperfect The ovary is inferior, 3-celled, with a double

row of numerous ovules in each cell ;
the style is short ;

the stigma
Is funnel-shaped, and obscurely 6-lobed. The fruit is an oblong

fleshy body, obscurely 3-5 cornered, containing numerous seeds buried

in pulp. The latter are roundish, the size of a pea, flattened, with a

hixnl brittle shell, which is indented at the hilum.

Tli in gcntiH is one of the most important of those found in tropical

countries, to which the species arc confined in a wild state. Tin- M.

Sapicnium, or Plantain, of which the Banana, or M. paraduiaca, 'u a

slight variety, has a fruit used to a prodigious extent by the inhabit-
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Plantain (Mtaa Sapicntum).

nte of the torrid zone ; and, from its nutritious qualities and general
use, it may, whether used in a raw or dresaed form, be regarded
rather as a necessary article of food than as an occasional luxury. In

equinoctial Asia and America, in tropical Africa, in the islands of the

Atlantic and Pacific oceans, wherever the mean heat of the year
exceeds 24 centigrade degrees (75 Fahrenheit), the plantain is one of

the most interesting objects of cultivation for the subsistence of man.
Three dozen fruits will maintain a person, instead of bread, for a

week, and even appears a better diet in warm countries. Indeed the

plantain U often the whole support of an Indian family. The fruit

is produced from among the immense leaves, in bunches weighing
from 30 to SOlbs., of various colours, and of great diversity of form.

It usually is long and narrow, of a pale-yellow or dark-red colour,
with a yellow farinaceous flesh. But in form it varies to oblong and

nearly spherical ;
and in colour it offers all the shades and variations

of tints that the combination of yellow and red, in different propor-

tions, can produce. Some sorts are said always to be of a bright-

green colour. In general, the character of the fruit to an European
palate is that of mild insipidity ; some sorts are even so coarse as not

to be edible without preparation. The greater number however are

eaten in their raw state, and some varieties acquire by cultivation a

very exquisite flavour, even surpassing the finest pear. In the better

aorta the flesh has a fine butter-yellow colour, is of a delicate taste,

and melts in the mouth like marmalade. To point out all the kinds

that are cultivated in the East Indies alone would be as difficult as to

describe the varieties of apples and pears in Europe, for the names

vary according to the form, size, taste, and colour of the fruits. Sixteen

principal kinds are described at length by Kumphius, from which all

the others seem to have diverged. Of these the worst are, Pisang

Swangi, Pisang Tando, and Pisang Oabba-Qabb ; and the best are the

round, soft, yellowish sorts, called Pisang Medji and Pisang Radja.
Some cultivators at Batavia boast of having 80 sorts. Rheedo dis-

tinguishes 14 varieties by name, as natives of Malabar. In Sumatra
lone 20 varieties are cultivated, among which the Pisang Amas, or

Small Yellow Plantain, is esteemed the most delicate, and next to

that the Pisang Raja, Pisang Dingen, and Pisaug Kallo. In the West

Indies, plantains appear to be even more extensively employed than

in the eastern world. The modes of eating them are various. The
beet sorU are served up raw at table, aa in the East Indies, and have

been compared for flavour to an excellent reinette apple after its sweet-
ness has been condensed by keeping through the winter. Sometimes
they are baked in their skins, and then they taste like the best stewed
pears of Europe. They are also the principal ingredient in a variety
of dishes, particularly in one called mantague, which is made of slices

of them fried in butter and powdered over with fine sugar. Of the

many cultivated sorts, that called by the French La Banane Musqude
is considered the best; it is less than the others, but has a more
delicate flavour. There are uncoloured figures of the plantain fruit
in Rheede's ' Hortus Malabaricus,' vol. i., plates 12, 13, and 14

;
and

coloured ones in Tussac's ' Flore des Antilles,' plates 1, 2. All hot
climates seem equally congenial to the growth of this plant ; in Cuba
it is even cultivated in situations where the thermometer descends to
7 centesimal degrees (45 Fahrenheit), and sometimes nearly to freez-

ing point. There is a hardy variety called Camburi, which is grown
with success at Malaga.
The Plantain prefers a rich fat soil

; for in sandy places, where it

flowers abundantly, it produces no fruit.

In the climates that suit it, there is no plant more extensively
useful, independently of its being an indispensable article of food. A
tough fibre, capable of being made into thread of great fineness, is

obtained from its stem
;
and the leaves, from their breadth and hard-

ness, form an excellent material for the thatch of cottages. An
intoxicating liquor is also made from the fruits when fermented, and
the young shoots are eaten as a delicate vegetable.
The Banana of hot countries is a mere variety of the Plantain,

distinguished by being dwarf, with a spotted stem and a more delicate
fruit. Botanists call it Musa paradisiaca, in allusion to an old notion
that it was the Forbidden Fruit of Scripture : it has also been supposed
to be what was intended by the grapes, one bunch of which was
borne upon a pole between two men, that the spies of Moses brought
put of the Promised Land. The only argument of any importance
in support of the latter opinion is, that there is no other fruit to which
the weight of the fruit of Scripture will apply.

All the genus is Asiatic ; the wild plantain is found in the forests
of Chittagong, where it blossoms during the rains

;
M. coccinea, a

dwarf sort, with a stem not more than 3 or 4 feet high, is found in

China; M. ornata and M. superba inhabit the forests of Bengal; M.
glauca is from Pegu; M. textilis is from the Philippines, where it

furnishes the valuable thread called Manilla Hemp. There is also in
the gardens of England a plant called M. Caaiendishii, not above 3 feet

high, and fruiting abundantly at that size, the origin of which is said
to be Mauritius.

MUSA'CE^E, Muaada, a natural order of Endogens, of which the

genus .1/iwa is the representative. They are stemless or nearly stem-
less plants, with leaves sheathing at the base and forming a kind of

spurious stem, often very large ; their limb separated from the taper
petiole by a round tumour, and having five parallel veins diverging
regularly from the midrib towards the margin. Flowers spathaceous ;

perianth 6-parted, adherent, petaloid, in two distinct rows, more or
less irregular; stamens 6, inserted upon the middle of the divisions,
some always becoming abortive

;
anthers linear, tucned inwards,

Mttsacece.

1, a Musaceous flower, with its inferior ovary ; 2, the sexual apparatus of a

male flower
; 3, dilto of a female flower

;
4

( a section of an ovary ; 5, a ripe
fruit ; G, the same cut through transversely.
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8-oelld, often hairing a membranous peUloid crest ; ovary inferior,

3-celled, many-weded, rarely Speeded; ovule* anatropal; style simple;

stigma usually 3-lobed. Fruit either a 3-celled capsule, with a oocu-

liotdal dehisoence, or succulent and indchiscent Seed* continuous,
arrounded by hairs, with an integument which is usually crustaceous ;

embryo orthotropal, oblong-linear, or mushroom-shaped, with the rodi-

cular end touchingthe hiluui, baring pierced through the mealy albumen.
The specie* are stately and always beautiful herbaceous plants with

the aspect of a plantain, and with large bracts and spathes, which are

usually coloured of some gay tint The characteristic marks of the

order are to hare an inferior ovary, with very irregular and unsyni-
metrical flowers, whose sexual apparatus is not consolidated. It it

chiefly by these distinctions that it is known from Amaryllidacetr.
In some the fruit is fleshy, as in the Plantain ; in others it is dry and

piili- Only 4 genera are known of this order, consisting of about
30 species, all of striking beauty. Jleliconia is the principal American

form, nearly all the others being found in the Old World
;
of these

the species are conspicuous for their brilliantly-coloured rigid boat-

shaped bract*, sometimes yellow, sometimes scarlet, and even a mix-
ture of both. The species of Strditzia are Cape plants with rigid

glaucous leaves, and singularly irregular flowers of considerable size,

coloured yellow and blue or pure white. Finally, the Ravenula of

Madagascar (Crania ipeciota), a noble palm-like plant, is remarkable
for the brilliant blue colour of the lacerated pulpy aril which envelopes
the seeds ; the latter are used for dyeing in Madagascar, but none of
the order are of any important use to man, with the exception of the
Musaa themselves. [MOSA,]
MUSANGA, the name of the seeds of species of Cecropia and

Artocarptu, used by the African. Of the Gold Coast.

MUSCA. [MuaoiDJt]
MUSCALES, an alliance of Acrogenous Plants in Lindley's arrange-

ment of the Vegetable Kingdom. It includes two divisions:

1. Ifepatica ; 2. Mutci. The Hcpatica include the orders Jiicciacea;

Mardumtiaeta, Jtutgtnnanniaceir, and Equuttacca:. [ACROOESS ;

RICCIACE.E
; JUKUERMANSIACEJi ; MARCHANTIACE& ; EQUISETACE.E.]

The Afutci include the orders Andraacett and Bryacete. [MuscL]
MUSCARDINE, the name given to a disease to which silk-worms

are subject, and which often causes great injury to those who cultivate

these animals for the sake of their silk. This disease is attended with
the development of a fungus belonging to the genus Botrytit, and has
been named by Balsamo and Montague B. Batriana. This plant,
which is characteristic of the disease, can be propagated by the intro-

duction of spores into a healthy caterpillar. The result of the changes
produced upon the blood and tissues of the animal is its death. This
disease i much more common some years than others. It frequently
spreads to other insects

;
and the caterpillars of other Lepidoptcra can

be inoculated by the spores of the Botrytit. When once the disease has

appeared there seems to be no means of checking it. The best mode
of prevention is to take care that the caterpillars are not over-crowded,
and that they have a sufficient supply of fresh food. The predispo-
sition to this disuse amongst silk-worms seems to be brought on by
the same fmtisn* as those which act upon the human system, and
render it favourable to the attacks of epidemic diseases. [ENToriiYTA ;

FCHOI; BOTBTTD; MOULDINESS.] (Robin, Uitt.da V(g(tavuc Paratitet.)
MUSCA'RI, a genua of Plants belonging to the natural order

Lilian*. It has a globose and subcylindrical perianth, narrowed at

the mouth, and 6-toothed; the stamens are inserted at about the
middle of the tube, the filaments not decurrent.
M. rafemotum, Grape-Hyacinth, is the only British species of tliU

genus. It abounds in Suffolk, near Pakenham, and is found in some
other parts of Great Britain. It has ovate nodding crowded flowers,
the upper ones nearly sessile, abortive ; the leaves linear, flaccid, and
recurved. The flowers are of a dark-blue colour. It grows most

abundantly in sandy fields.

The bulbs of At. motchaiut* are, according to Lindley, emetic.

(Babington, Manual of Brit. Botany ; Lindley, Vegcl. Kingdom.)
MU8CHELKALK. A Calcareous Rock, interposed in the midst of

the New Red-Sandstone System, receives this name in Germany, and

though it is not more carboniferous than some other limestones, yet
it is much richer in organic remains than the average of the strata

with which it is associated. This rock occupies a considerable space
in the vicinity of the Han, Schwarzwald, and Vosges Mountains, but
is unknown in the British Isles, though several small bands of calca-

reous rock intcrkminato the variegated clays of the Red-Sandstone

System. Brown (' Lithsoa Geognostioa ') present* tho following synop-
sis of the strata in this formation, as it appears on the flanks of the
Iflack Forest :

Xenper formation.

Dolomite (Nagelfcls, Malbsteiu).

fPeetmite Limestone.

Rogenstein (Oolitic). .

Encrinitic Limestone. 1

Palinureiikalk, >

. Kucriiiitic Limestone. J
Dark Clay and Anhydrite, with Dolomite,

Swinestone, and Hock-Salt
Limestone and Dolomite Marls, with Gypsum

and Rock-Salt

Dolomite .

Limestone of

Friedricbshall

Anhydrite .

Bunirr Sanditcin.

The fossil remains of the Muschelkalk participate in the more
common species of the Bunter Sandstein below and the Keuper
above; but among the peculiar species may be reckoned A'ncnnu*

numtfi/brmu and Ammonita (cenitita)nodotut. Saurian reptiles occur
in this rock.

MUSCI, or MOSSES, constitute a group of Cryptogamic or Flower-
less Plant*, of considerable extent and of great interest on account of

their very singular structure. They are in all cases of small size,

never exceeding a few inches in height, and, though often of almost

microscopical minuteness, are furnished with leave* arranged over a
distinct axis of growth, and are propagated by means of reproductive

apparatus of a peculiar nature. They have no trace of spiral or other

vessels in their tissue, but are formed entirely of cellular tissue, in the

stem lengthened into tubes. For a long time they were thought to be
destitute of stomates, but these were discovered by Trcviranus and

Unger, and afterwards by Mr. Valentine. (' Transactions of the Linuxon

Society,' vol. xviii.
j>. 239.) In addition to the stomates, several

species are pierced with large round openings, which are sometimes
inhabited by a wheel-animalcule tho Rotifer vtdgarit.
The organs of fructification are of two kinds. The most universal

and most conspicuous is the Urn (Sporangium,'or Thcca), in which tho

spores, or seed-like bodies, are generated. If the axils of the leaves

of a moss are examined at the proper season of the year, there will

be found in some of them clusters of articulated filaments swollen at

the base, from among which some one will be larger than the remain-

der, and go on growing while they are arrested in their development.
After a while this body is found to have an exterior membranous

coating, which separates from the base by a circular incision, but

which otherwise adheres to the port beneath it The latter, which is

the young urn, gradually acquires a stalk, called the Seta, upon which
it is elevated above the leaves, carrying the outer membrane upwards
on it* point, so that when full grown it is covered by it as with a

cap then called a Calyptra. The um itself is closed by a lid, or Oper-

culum, and contains the spores arranged in a cavity surrounding a

central column, or Columella. It* rim is bordered by a double row of

processes, often resembling jointed teeth, and called the Peristome,
one set of which appears to belong to the outer shell of the urn and
the other to the inner. Usually the urn grows from a fleshy tubercle

called the Apophyais, the station of which is in most cases at the base

of the seta, but in Splanchnum forms a curious process at the apex of

the seta, immediately below the urn.

furiilttis Adiantoida.

1, an entire Plant, much magnified ; 2, a cluster of young Urni
; 3, an Urn,

full grown, with its Calyptrt, 4, remorcd ; i, tho Urn with the Operculum
fallen off ; 6, a portion of the Pcristomc.

A, second set of organs, to which tho name of Anthcridia or Stami-

niilia has been applied, are also observed. These are alao found

clustered in the axils of leaves ; they consist of membranous, cylin-

drical, jointed, or jointleas bodies, irregularly opening at the point,

and discharging a mucous turbid fluid ; they are surrounded by

paraphysea, or jointed filaments, like the urns themselves. (See tho

figures on the next column.)
The function of these two sets of organs has long been a matter of

dispute. The following account from Mr. Henfrey's report on the
'

Reproductive Organs of the Higher Cryptogamia,' made to the

British Association in 1851, will supply all the information that is at

present known on this subject :

" On no subject has more discussion been maintained than on the

existence of sexes among the Cryptogamous Families. The discovery
of the two kinds of organs, the Anthcridia and Pistillidia, in the
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Gymnostomum ovatum,

\, a Seta, bearing on the apex an urn, from which the opercnlum is rising,
proceeding from an apophysU at the base, where it is surrounded by para-
physes ; 2, a group of young Urns, among which a few paraphyses are mixed

;

3, a cluster of gtainimdia and Paraphyses, surrounded by scale-like leaves ;

4, three Staminiuia surrounded by four Paraphyses ; 5, a Spore ; 6, the same in
the first stage of germination j 7, the same in a more advanced state.

Mosses and Hcpaticce, and of the peculiar organs containing analogous
spiral filaments in the Characece, were for a long time the chief facta

brought forward by those who supported the sexual hypothesis ; and
in the endeavour to carry out the view into the other tribes, a similar
nature to that of the antheridia was attributed to most varied
structures in the Ferns and other

plants.
These attempts to find

distinct sexual organs were in some instances pursued with so little

judgment, that the opinion has of late years fallen in some degree
into discredit, and two circumstances contributed still further to

strengthen the doubts which were entertained. The first was the
exact analogy pointed out by Professor Von Mohl, between the mode
of development of the spores of the Cryptogamia and the pollen-

grains of the flowering plants, which interfere very importantly to

prevent any comparison between the sporangia and ovaries, and
apparently determined the analogy of the former to be with anthers.
The second was the discovery by Professor Niigeli, of organs pro-
ducing spiral filaments, therefore analogous to the antheridia of the

Hones, on the germ frond, or pro-embryo developed from the spores
of the Ferns.
" At the same time, the facts observed in Pilvlaria were altogether

equivocal. Mr. Valentine traced the development of the larger spores,

exhibiting in germination an evident analogy to ovules, from cells

closely resembling the parent-cells of pollen and spores ; while Pro-
fessor Schleiden stated that he had observed a fertilisation of these

supposed ovules by the smaller spores resembling pollen-grains, and
thus seemed to remove the ground for attributing a fertilising influence

to the spiral filaments contained in the so-called antheridia of the

Cryptogams.
"To this state the question remained until 1848, when Count

Snminski published his observations on the germination of Ferns,

showing that the researches of Niigeli had been imperfect, and that

two kinds of organs are produced upon the pro-embryo of the Ferns,
one kind analogous to the antheridia, and the other to the pistillidia
of Mosses ; from the latter of which the true Fern stem is produced,
like the seta and capsule from the same organ in the Mosses ; further

stating that he had actually observed a process of fertilisation. Soon
after this M. G. Thuret discovered antheridia like those of the Ferns
in the E'/uitetacece ; Niigeli had previously published, in opposition
to Schleiden's observations, an account of the production of spiral
filaments from the small spores of Pilularia; and finally, M. Mettenius
discovered them in the small spores of Isoetes. Thus they were
shown to exist in all the families above enumerated, with the exception
of the Lycopodiacca, in which they have recently been stated to exist

by M. Hofmeister.
" The antheridia of the Mosses occur in the axils of the leaves or

collected into a head, inclosed by numerous variously modified leaves

at the summit of the stem. They are produced either on the same
heads as the pistillidia, or in distinct heads on the same individuals,
nch Mosses being called monoecious

;
or the heads are found only

on distinct individuals, such Mosses being termed dioecious. The
structure of the antheridium in exceedingly simple ;

it consists of an

elongate, cylindrical, or club-shaped sac, the walls of which are com-

posed of a single layer of cells, united to form a delicate membrane.
Within this sac are developed vast numbers of minute cellules,

completely filling it, and, the sac bursting at ita apex at a certain

period, these vesicles are extruded. When the nearly perfect sacs
are placed in water, the vesicles within appear to absorb water, and
sweU so as to burst the sac of the antheridium, and often adhering
together, they collectively appear to form masses larger than the cavity
from which they have emerged. Through the transparent walls may
be seen a delicate filament with a thickened extremity, coiled up in
the interior of each vesicle. Often before the extrusion, but always
shortly after, a movement of this filament is to be observed when the

object ia viewed in water under the microscope. The filament is to
be seen wheeling round and round rapidly within the cellule, the
motion being rendered very evident by the distinctness of the thickened

extremity of the filament, which appears to be coursing round the
walls of the cellule in a circle. According to Unger, this filament
breaks out of its parent-cellule in Sphagnum, and then appears as a

spiral filament moving freely in water, in fact, as one of the so-called

Spermatozoa.
" The pistillidia of the Mosses are the rudiments of the fruit or

capsules. When young, they appear as flask-shaped bodies with long
necks, composed of a single cellular membrane. The long neck
presents an open canal like a style, leading to the enlarged cavity below,
at the base of which, according to Mr. Valentine, is found a single
cell projecting free into the open space. The single cell is the germ
of the future capsule ;

at a certain period it becomes divided into two
by a horizontal partition, the upper one of these two again divides,
and so on until the single cell is developed into a cellular filament,
the young seta ; the upper cells are subsequently developed into the
um and its appendages, and as this rises, it carries away with it, as
the calyptra, the original membrane of the pistillidium, which
separates by a circumscissile fissure from the lower part, the future

vaginula. These observations of Valentine are not exactly borne out

by those of Schimper in some of the detail points. According to this

author, the lower part of the pistillidium (the germen of Dr. Brown)
begins to swell at a certain time, when a capsule is to be produced,
becoming filled with a quantity of what he terms '

green granulations.'
As soon as the thickness has become about that of the future seta,
the cell-development in the horizontal direction ceases, and its activity
is directed chiefly to the upper part, which begins to elongate rapidly
in the direction of the main axis. This elongation causes a sudden
tearing off at the base, or a little above it, of the cell-membrane

enveloping the young fruit, and the upper part is carried onwards as
the calyptra; the lower part, when any is left, remains as a little

tubular process surrounding the seta. While the young fruit is being
raised up by the growth of the seta, the portion of the receptacle

upon which the pistillidium is borne, becomes developed into a kind
of collar, and at length into a sheath (the vaginula) surrounding the
base of the seta, which is articulated into it there.

" M. Hofmeister again describes the details much in the same way as

Mr. Valentine. He states that there exists at the point where the

style and germen of the pistillidium join, a cell, developed before the
canal of the style has become opened. In those pistillidia which pro-
duce capsules this cell begins at a certain period to exhibit very active

increase ; it becomes rapidly divided and subdivided by alternately
directed oblique partitions into a somewhat spindle-shaped body,
formed of a row of large cells. Meanwhile the cells at the base of
the germen are also rapidly multiplied, and the lower part of the

pistillidium is greatly increased in size. The spindle-shaped body
continues to increase in length by the subdivision of its uppermost
cell by oblique transverse walls, and the opposition which is offered

by the upper concave surface of the cavity of the germen causes the
lower conical extremity of the spindle-shaped body to penetrate into

the mass of cellular tissue at the base of the germen a process which
resembles the penetration of the embryo into the endosperm in the

embryo-sac of certain flowering plants. The base of the spindle-

shaped body, which is in fact the rudiment of the fruit, at length
reaches the base of the pistillidium, and penetrates even some distance

into the tissue of the stem upon which this is seated. The growth
of the upper part going on unceasingly, the walls of the germen are

torn by a circular fissure, and the upper half is earned upwards,
bearing the calyptra ;

the lower part forms the vaginula. The upper
cell of the spindle-shaped body then becomes developed into the

capsule, and the calyptra often becoming organically connected with

this, as the base of the seta does with the end of the stem, it in such
cases undergoes further development during the time it is being carried

upwards by the growing fruit.
" The view now entertained by Schimper, Hofmeister, and others of

the reproduction of the Mosses is, that the antheridia are truly male

organs, and that they exert, by means of the spiral filaments, a fer-

tilising influence upon the pistillidia, it being assumed that those

bodies, or the fluid which they are bathed in, penetrate down the canal

of the style, or neck-like portion of the pistillidium, to reach the

minute cell, the supposed embryonal cell, situated in the globular

portion or germen of the pistillidium, and thus render it capable of

becoming developed into a perfect fruit.
" No such process of fertilisation has actually been observed in the

Mosses, and therefore all the evidence is at present merely circum-

stantial, but this is very strong. In the first place it is stated as an
undoubted fact by Schimper and Bruch, that in the dioecious Mosses,
those on which the antheridia and pistillidia occur in separate plants,
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fruit U never produced on the so-called mala plants, uid nevor on the

o-called female, unless the male* occur in the vicinity. Several examples
are cited in the work of Schimper above referred to. When the sexes

occur alone, the increase of the plant U wholly dependent on the

propagation by gemma or innovations.
"
By the discovery of the antheridia and pUtillidia in the other

higher Cryptogam*, the argument! from analogy greatly strengthen
the hypothesU of the sexuality of Moms.

" Further obserration U required then for the direct proof of the

occurrence of a process of fertilisation in the Mosses ; but the facts

now before us all tend to prove their sexuality, if we argue from

analogy, and the probabilities deduced from the negative evidence

above referred to, in regard to the dicscious species.
" It is unnecessary to give any account of the well-known structure

of the MOM capsules ; yet, in order to render the comparison with the

pbtenomeua of the life of Mosses with those of the other leafy Cryp-

togams complete, it may be worth while to allude to the germination
of the spores. The spore is a single cell with a double coat, like a

pollen-grain ;
this germinates by the protrusion of the inner coat in

the form of a filamentous or rather tubular process, which grows out

and becomes subdivided by septa, so as to form a confervoid filament

The lateral branches bud out from some of the cells, some elongating
into secondary filaments, others at once undergoing a more active

development, and by the multiplication of their cells assuming the

condition of conical cellular masses, upon which the forms of Moss

leave* may soon be detected ;
these cellular masses becoming buds,

from*which the regular leafy stems arise.
"

lltjiatica. The genera comprehended in this family present a

wonderful variety of structure in the reproductive organs, but in almost

all of them the existence of the two kinds of organs called pistillidia

and antheridia have long been demonstrated, and in most cases the

development of the sporangia from the so-called pistillidia has been

traced. In those genera in which the plants most resemble the Mosses

in the vegetative portion, as in Junyermannia, the pistillidia are very
like those of the Mosses ;

this is also the case in Marchantia ; but in

Ptltia, Anthocerot, and other genera, the rudiment of the sporangium
bears a striking resemblance to the so-called ovules of the Ferns,

Rhimearpea, &c., occurring upon the expanded fronds very much in

the same way as those bodies do upon the pro-embryoes of the said

families. It would occupy too much space to enter into a minute

detail of the various conditions that are met with. It U sufficient to

Bay that in all cases the physiological stages are analogous to those of

the Mosses ; since the pistillidia produced upon the fronds, or leaf-

bearing stems, developed directly from the spores, go on to produce a

sporangium alone, in which the new spores are developed without the

intervention of the stage of existence presented by the pro-embryo of

the Ferns and Eijuitetaeea, where the pistillidia and antheridia occur

upon a temporary frond, and the former give origin to the regular
item and leave* of the plant"
The genera of Mosses are principally characterised by peculiarities

in the periitome, or by modifications of the calyptra, and of the position
of the urn. Linnaeus admitted very few genera, but modern muscolo-

gists have increased the number very largely.

Mosses are found all over the world where the atmosphere is humid.

They are however more common in temperate than in tropical climates.

Mo**e* are among the first plants that spring up on the surface of

inorganic matter, at first appearing like a green stain, when they merely
consist of germinating spores, but soon clothing themselves with leaves,

and then by their decay producing
the earliest portion of decomposed

vegetable matter with which the soil is fertilised.

Lindley separates the genera Andraa and Anotchitma from the rest

of hi* Mtuci under the order Andnracea: The spore-case* in this

order open by valve*, and have an
operculum,

but no elater*.

(Bridel, Bryoloyia L'ntrtrialit ; Hedwig. T/ieoria Generationii, Jkc.,

Plantar** Cryptoganicamm ; Endlicher, tientra Plantarum ; Hooker
and Taylor, MuKologia Britannica; Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom;
Henfrey, in Report of Brititk Auocialion, 1851.)

MUSCICA'PIU.*, Plycaiclien, a family of Insectivorous Birds, so

named from their mode of taking their prey. Thus, M. Temminck
state* that the Flycatchers (Oobe-Mouches) feed entirely on flies and
other winged insect*, which they catch as they fly (' Manuel d'Omi-

thologie') ;
and our countryman White says: "There is one circum-

stance characteristic of this bird (the Spotted Flycatcher, Muicicapa
grinla) which seems to have escaped observation, and that is, it takes

it* stand on the top of some stake or post, whence it springs forth on
it* prey, catching a fly in the air, and hardly ever touching the ground,
but returning still to the same stand for many times together."

( Nat. Hirt. of Selborne.')

Linnsras, in bis last edition of the 'System* Natures,' places the

genus Mtucicapa, containing the True Flycatchers, the Tyrants (.V.

Tyrannm), and several other specie* to the amount of 21, between the

genera Frinyillit and Motacilla.

Cuvier places the Uobc-Moiiches (Muicicapa, Linn.) between the
Pies-Ciriechn (Butcher- Birds, Laniut, Linn.) and the Cotingas (A mpclit,

Lino.). He describe* the group as having the bill depressed horizon-

tally, and furnished with hairs or vibrinste at its base, and it* point
more or lew hooked and notched ; and he makes the Flycatchers con-
list of tin Tyrant* (Tynmntu, Linn.); the Moucherole* (Mviciptta,

C'uv.); the Platyrbynques, or Broad-Bills; certain species high on the

legs and with a short tail (Turdut auritia, Qm. Conopopkaga, Vieill.) ;

the Tnie Flycatchers (Mutcicapa, Cuv.) ;
and other variations of form,

principally in the bill, which becomes more slender in some, thus

approximating to the Figuien ;
ami iu others has the arete a little

more elevated, whilst it U curved towards the point, thus trading to

Saxicola. Cuvier finishes by observing that there are various genera
or sub-genera which come very near to certain link* of the aerie* of

Flycatchers, though they much surpass those birds in (in, such as

the Bald Tyrants (OymnocepHaliu, Geoff.), and Cepkaloptena (Ueoff.).

[COBACIXA.]

M. Temminck place* hia genus Qobe-Moucha (Mutcicapa, Linn.)
between Laniiu (Linn.) and Turdut (Linn.).

M. Vieillot
places

the Myothores, or Flycatchers, between the
( 'lu'lidous (Swallows and Goatsuckers) and the Collurions (Butcher-

Birds).

Mr. Vigors, at the commencement of the section treating of the

order Drntirojtret, observes that the depressed
bill and insect-food of

the Todiiltr introduce us at once to the Mutcicapulce, with which they
are immediately connected by the getms Platyrhynchui, Desm. The

species that compose the latter group were, he remarks, originally
included in the genus Todut, aud were separated from it only on
account of the comparative strength of their legs.

" The whole of

the Mutcicapida, indeed," continues Mr. Vigors,
" with which family

Platyrhynchut is now united, have a decided affinity to the last tribe,

or the birds which feed upon the wing, in their broad-based bills, the

vibrissao that surround them, and their similar habits of darting upon
their prey while on the wing. Separated from them chiefly by the

strength and more perfect structure of the leg and foot, they form
the extreme of the succeeding tribe, in which they are numbered in

consequence of these distinguishing characters. The line of affinity
between the two tribes may thus be assumed as established." Mr.

Vigors then states that the families composing the order Dentirottret

appear to succeed each other as follows : Mtucicajnda ; Laniada ;

Merulida ; Sylriadir ; Piprida. These families are thus grouped by
him in their typical disposition :

ttostris fortioribus

Normal Group.

Aberrant Group.

Roatris debilioribus

J Laniada,

\Mervlidce.

f Syhiada.
< Pipridte.

|_ Afuscicapider.

He further remarks that the Mutcicapida contain a multitude of

species, diffused over every quarter of the globe, and differing in

many points of generic distinction ;
but hitherto so ill-defined, ami

so unsatisfactorily grouped, that any attempt to trace them in detail

through their affinities in their present confusion would be hopeless.

They are all however, he adds, well united together by the essential

characters which distinguish the type of the group the notched,

depraved, and angular bill, and the strong hairs or vibrissas that sur-

round its base. In these characters, as well as in their manners,

they partially correspond with the Laniada, from the earlier families

of which they chiefly differ in their inferior power and robust-

ness. Mr. Vigors then enters among the Lantadte by the genus

Tyrannut, Cuv., which, in his
opinion,

unites them with the Mutci-

capida, in which family indeed that genua has generally been classed,

anil from which he would separate it, chiefly on account of the

strength of the bill, wherein the character of a Shrike is more con-

spicuous thau that of a Flycatcher.

M. Lesson make* the Mutcicapida; consist of the genera Tyrannut,

Monacha, Eurylaimut, Platyrliynchut, Todut, Myiayra, Muicicapa,

Altclrvrut, Drymophila, Formicirora, Khipidura, Seitura, Ptopkodet,
and Knicurut.

Mr. Swuinson (' Classification of Birds ') is of opinion that the

Water-Chats (Plwncoliiue) seem to connect the Tyrant Shrikes with
the Flycatching Family, or Mutcicapid<r, the most insectivorous of the

DaUirottret; a group, he remarks, hardly leas numerous than that of

the Warblers, and composed, like them, almost entirely of small birds.

Both families, he continues, are insectivorous, that is, habitual

devourers of insects; but very many of the warblers (even in the

more typical genera) feed also upon fruits, of which the robin, the

blackcap, and the white-throat are notable
examples.

" The Flycatchers

however," adds Mr. Swainson, "properly so called, eem to be strictly

and exclusively insectivorous, or, at least, it has not yet been ascer-

tained that any of the species composing the typical group Mtucicapida
ever partake of fruit*. This peculiarity of diet, independent of many
others, separates them from the warblers on one side, and from the

Ampelidir, or Chatterer*, on the other; while another i* to be found

in the mod* or manner of their feeding. The warblers fly about,

hunting down their prey, searching among tree*, and roaming from

place to place after their favourite food ;
hence they become ambulating

flycatchers, and their feet are consequently large and strong in com-

parison to the size of their bodies. We need only look to the gold-
crested and wood warblers a* exemplifications of this remark, even
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among those species which frequent trees; but in such, as in the

Stonechats, SaxicoUnce, and Motaciliina:, as habitually walk, the feet
are much stronger and the shanks more lengthened. Now, the very
reverse of this structure is the typical distinction of the Flycatchers ;

their legs are remarkably small and weak more so, perhaps, than
those of any dentirostral birds showing at once that their feet are
but little used

;
and such we find to be the case. The Flycatchers

constitute the fissirostral type of form among the leading divisions of
the JJenlirostrea, and they consequently exhibit all the chief indica-

tions of that primary type of nature, as it is exhibited in the feathered
creation. These, as the intelligent ornithologist already knows, are
manifested in a large and rather wide mouth and bill

; short, feeble,
and often imperfect feet

; great powers of flight and often a consider-
able length of wing ;

the development of this latter structure is not

always apparent, but it is the peculiar power of their flight upon
which they chiefly depend for procuring subsistence. They are mostly
sedentary, and only dart upon such insects as come within a sudden

swoop, without attempting to pursue their game further, if unsuccess-
ful in the first instance : they return, in fact, to the spot they left,

or to another very near, and there await patiently until another insect

passes within the proper distance. This habit of feeding at once

explains the reason of the feet being so small and weak, by showing
that they are merely used to support the body ; or, at least, that they
are not employed in constant exercise or exertion, as in the generality
of other birds. Other characters accompany these, no less indicative

of bird* which feed exclusively upon the wing : the bill is always
considerably depressed or flattened, particularly at its base

;
and the

rides of the mouth are defended with stiff bristles, to confine the

struggles of their prey."

Mr. Swainson thinks that the primary divisions appear to be repre-
sented by the genera Eurylaimiu, Mmcicapa, Fluvicola,, Psarit, and

Querula, and these, according to his views, constitute the types of so

many sub-families, very unequal indeed in their contents, yet blend-

ing sufficiently into each other to point out their circular succession.

He considers the first two of these to be the typical and sub-typical

groups ; and the three next to be aberrant.

Prince C. L. Bonaparte (' Geographical and Comparative List
')

places the Mufcicapida between the Turdidcs and the Laniadce; and
he makes the M luticapida: consist of the following sub-families and

genera.

a. Mutcicapince.

Genera -.Seiopliaga, Sw. ; Tyrannula, Sw.
; Tyranmu, Vieill. ;

Mil-

tului, Sw. ; Butalit, Boie. ; Muscicapa, Linn. ; Erythroitema, Bonap.

6. Virconina.

Genera : Icteria, Vieill. ; Vireo, VieilL ; Vireotylva, Bonap.
In considering this arrangement, the student should remember that

it only applies to the birds of Europe and North America.
Mr. Swainson thus defines the family : Stature small. Bill con-

siderably depressed ite entire length, broad
;
the edge of the upper

mandible folding over that of the lower ; the tip abruptly bent and
notched. Rictus wide, defended with strong rigid bristles, pointing
forwards. Feet almost always short (except in the rasorial types,
where of course they are longer), small, and weak. Feed solely upon
insecta captured during flight Habits sedentary.

Sub-Family Querulince.

Bill strong, broad, much depresssed ; gape wide. Rictus with strong
bristles. Feet short, resembling those of the typical Ampelince.
Lateral scales minute. (Sw.)

Mr. Swainson is of opinion that the genus Querula is the type of

this family, and he observes that by some of the Linnjean writers
this remarkable bird is classed as a Muscicapa ; while by others, even

among the moderns, it is considered an Ampelii; and he thinks that
both of these opinions may be reconciled, by viewing it as it stands
in his arrangement as the connecting link between these families.

He remarks that all the other Flycatchers, according to his system, so

far as we yet know, feed entirely upon insects
;
but there is unques-

tionable testimony that this species lives also upon fruits, thus uniting
in itself the characteristics of the two families which it connects. In
the bill, he adds, there is much of the form and strength of that of

Piarit, but it is wide and more depressed ; whilst the stiff bristles at

the rictus betray its insectivorous habit : the fet are remarkably
short for the size of the bird, and are calculated only, like those of

the Ampelidce, for perching. All these characters, in the opinion of
Mr. Swainsou, not only point out this genus as the fissirostral type,
but perfect the union of the families of Muecicapidce and Ampelidw.

Querula, Vieill., and Lalhria, Sw., are genera of this sub-family.
Querula. Bill large, broad, and strong. Gonys long and straight.

Nostrils concealed by incumbent reflected feathers. Wiugs long and
broad, fourth quill longest. Toes unequal ;

inner toe shortest, of equal
length with the hind toe. Tail even.

Q. rubricollu, the Common Piahau, is black with a purple throat.

It is the ifuicicapa rubricollis of Uinelin.

It is a native of America, where they go in troops in the woods in

pursuit of insects.

HAT. I1MT. DIV. VOL. IIL

Common Tiahau (Qaercla ntlricollis}.

Psariance.

Bill large, thick, sub-cylindrical. Culmen convex, and without any
ridge; the tip abruptly bent and notched. Head large, depressed.
Mouth very wide. Feet weak : lateral toes unequal ;

interior scales of
the tarsi transverse; lateral scales small, numerous. Wiugs long.

Cayenne Shrike (Ptarii Oayaneiuii).

Mr. Swainson (who gives the above as the characters of the sub-

family to which, in his opinion, Alectrura immediately leads) states

that in the Paariame there are but three ascertained genera.
" Tbeso

birds," says Mr. Swaiuson, "like their representatives, Monacha and

Psaritoma, depart considerably from the types of this family : the bill

is less depressed thau in any other of the Flycatchers, and its structure

is altogether stronger and thicker; they are all natives of tropical

America, and are generally found only in thick forests. Gubernetes is

the genus by which they appear to be connected with the waterchats,

through the medium of Alectrura. One species only is yet known, the

Gubernetes forficatus, remarkable for its long forked tail : to this succeeds

Ptarw, where we find nearly all the species coloured alike
;
that is>,

they are more or less of a gray or pearl white, with black head, wing?,
and tail : they remind us immediately of the gulls, and this analogy is

one of the most beautiful, when worked out, in the whole family.
The smaller birds of the genus Pachyrynchus immediately follow.
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Two or thm already prepare u for the next' division (Queruliita),

bjkthe great depression of their bill*, and the singularly formed red

fsaihen on the throat
"

(' Clarification of Bird*,' part iii.) In the

'Synopsis' (part jr.) only two genera are given, Ptarit, Cuv., and

Patltyryndtta, Spix.
Plan*. Bill large. The rictiu smooth, often naked round the eye.

Wing* lengthened ; the first quill equal to or longer than the fourth.

Tail abort, even. Inner toe shorter than the outer. (Sw.)
P. Cayannnt is ash-coloured, head, wings, and tail black. This is

the Lanttu Cayanrntit cinema of Brisson ;
Lanita Cayanut of LinniDUs

and Qmelin
; Pie-gricche grim de Cayenne of Buffon ; Cayenne Shrike

of Latham ; and U the type of Cuvier' genus Ptarit.

It is a native of South America, particularly Cayenne. Cuvier says
that its manners are those of the Shrikes.

Pluvicotintz.

Lees formed for walking. Tarsi lengthened, strong. They inhabit

the sides of marshes and rivers in tropical America. Sdtttra alone is

Australian. (Sw.)
Mr. Swainson states that the PluvicoK*cc, or Waterchats, witli the

exception of one genus, whose situation is still somewhat doubtful,

are entirely restricted to the warm latitudes of America, where they
seem to represent the stonechats and the wagtails of the Old World.
"
They are," continues this imthor,

"
strictly ambulating Flycatchers,

and constitute the rasortnl division of this family. The legs are conse-

rntly
very long, and formed especially for walking ;

the toes are

long, quite divided to their base, and furnished with long and

slightly curved claws. This structure enables these birds to run with

great celerity ; and they are generally seen on the sides of streams and

rivers, feeding upon flying insect* which resort to such situations; for

they never hunt among trees, and rarely perch ; such at least are the

manners of the typical species ;
but there are of course various modifi-

cations of habit, corresponding to those which will now be glanced
at in their structure," Mr. Swainson exhibits some variation in his

views as to this group in the third and fourth parts of the '
Classifica-

tion of Birds.' In the third part, the first genus, with which he begins
the series, is that of Seitura, differing only from Rhipidura by its

more lengthened bill and feet : indeed he by no means feels satisfied

that Seitura is naturally separated from Rliipidura, although, for the

present, he adopts the group as proposed by Mr. Vigors and Dr.

Horsfield. He nevertheless expresses his suspicion that all the genera
of the Fluricolintt may prove to be natives of tropical America, and

that Seiiura is only composed of aberrant species of Shipidura which

pass into the Pluvicoliiue. Both these divisions (Scimra and Rhipidura),

as well as that of Seicircut, have broad fan-shaped tails, which, he

observes, plainly indicate the type to which they belong, although the

rank they respectively hold cannot, in our present state of knowledge,
.be clearly ascertained.

"
Leaving this group," says Mr. Swainson in

continuation,
" we reach that of Plnvicola, by means of certain black

and glossy birds of Brazil, some of which have distinct crests : these

latter conduct us to the typical Pluricoltr, having the legs unusually

long, the bill depressed,
the tail lengthened, and the plumage differently

varied with white and black. One of the most characteristic of these

singular birds is the Plurieola curtoria, of the size of a lark ;
but some

are nearly equal to a small thrush. PenpicMa, so called from the

naked fleshy lobe which surrounds the eyes like spectacles, is the next

genus : this is succeeded by Alectrura, one of the most distinct and

well defined groups in the whole circle of ornithology : the remarkable

development of the tail-feathers in this group only finds a parallel in

the genus Vidua among the finches ami that of OaUut on the rasorial

circle. Besides these genera, there are several black and white

coloured birds having a general resemblance to the foregoing, which

would seem to enter among the waterchats ; yet, as we have not suffi-

ciently analysed the group, wo must leave this point undetermined :

among these are the white-beaded tody of the old writers, which is

cither a Tyrnnnula or an aberrant Pluvicola, as well as the Aftucicapa
leucociUa of Hahn, which, in outward appearance, so much resembles

manakin, that it may possibly prove a representative of that family
in the present circle. In the fourth part the sub-family is made
to consist of the following genera, arranged in the order here

given:
(Menuta, Vig.; Alectrunu, Vieill. ; Flwficola, Sw. (with its sub-

genus Blecknftu, Sw. ; Pepoata, D'Azora) ; Sarum, Horsf. and Vig. ;

PtnpiciUa, Sw.
Gitbrrnett*. Bill thick, sub-depressed, raised at the base ; culmen

rounded; upjier mandible slightly notched at the apex; nostrils

rounded ; the rictus furnished with close-set rigid vibriaMC. Wings
moderate ; quills, from the first to the fifth nearly equal, the first the

shortest, the second the longest ; the external beards (pogoniis), except
the beards of the first feather, notched in the middle ;

internal beards
entire. Feet with moderate tarsi ; the acrotarsia and paratarsia scutel-

lated ; soles reticulated with oval scales. Tail very long and forked.

(Vigors.)
(J. C'unninyknmi is ash-coloured, longitudinally lincated with brown

In the third part of Mr. Swainmm'n ' Clanlflcatlon of Birdt,' the tub-
families Uml in the following order : Xmrylaimma; Mutcicapinir, flurirn.

linf, ri4ri*,r, Hmmlintr. In the fourth part (' 9ynopi') they sre thai

anaBf*d :(fiur*luur, fi*nait, flurifvlinte, Mutcicopina, Ewylaimina.

throat and rump white; lunulatcd pectoral band purplish-brown;
il brownish-black ; quills longitudinally banded withwings and tail

Ferruginous.

\ V
Quterncta Cunninghnmi. Vigors,

'
Zoological Journal.'

Mr. Vigors, whose generic and specific descriptions we have given

above, says that this bird, which he named after Colonel Cunningham
of Rio Janeiro, appears to have a considerable affinity to the genus
Piarif of Cuvier in the structure of its bill and wings, but that it

differs from it by other such essential characters as to have induced

Mr. Vigors to place it in a separate genus. Besides the difference in

the structure of the tail an important character, he observes in the

group of the Laniadet, which still retain some of the powers of flight

belonging to the Putirottret, he notes the following differences between

the two forms. The rictal bristles of his bird are strong and nume-

rous, while in Ptarit they are scarcely perceptible. The tarsi, though
somewhat weaker than those of Ptarit, are in a slight degree weaker,

while the toes are longer and stronger. The lateral scales of the tarsi

are square and far asunder, while in Pmri they are rounded and

numerous. The hinder scales also are less rounded, less close, and

less conspicuous than in the latter genus. ('
Zool. Journ.,' vol. ii)

Mtucicapina;.

Feet weak, formed only for perching, generally short, excepting in

Tu-lut, but always very slender, and often syndactyle. Bill more

or less depressed ; gape with stiff bristles. Claws small, considerably

curved ;
lateral toes unequal. Inhabits warm and tropical latitudes,

but excluded from North America. (Sw.)
This extensive sub-family contains the ordinary Flycatcher*, the

generality of which do not exceed the dimensions of Mtucicapa

yriiola. Mr. Swainson remarks that the bill, although it is rarely so

broad as in the Eurylaimina:, is much more flattened, and the bristles

at the gape are more developed.
" Their whole structure also," con-

tinues Mr. Swainson,
"

is more slight and delicate ;
but their colouring,

although sometimes elegant, is almost devoid of vivid tintw. The

different form and length of the bill and feet furnish the characters

by which the genera and sub-genera are distinguished; while the

species, which are exceedingly numerous, with the exception of the

genus Todui, are only found In the Old World. The typical genera

are Todiu and Miacicapa ; the aberrant are Mogalopkut, Monacha,
and Rhipidnra : the two first are so numerous in species as to contain

sub-genera." Mr. Swainson then enters into a lengthened notice of

the different genera and sub-genera; exhibits the circle of Todm,
which he considers to be complete with that of Mtucicapa ; and gives

the following as a table, showing the comparison of Todut with the

orders of birds and the tribes of the Perchers :
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Sub-Kencra of

Todui.

lodut

Genus Todui.

Analogies.

Tribes of

Perchers.

Orders of

Birds.

( Bill lengthened, conic, slierhtly } .

\ notched . . . *j
<*** I'uaaora.

rurw j^,i ^!}*-*** ^'--
Oonopophaga

Platyttera

Lfpturvf

Feet syndactyle ; head large

Bill slender . .

Fissh'ostrea. 2fatatorea.

Temtirostres. Grallutores.

i

Rasores.

This illustration Mr. Swainaon considers to be perfect. (' Classifi-

cation of Birds,' part iii.)

The genera and sub-genera of the Muscicapina: are, in the fourth

part of the work last quoted, placed in the following order:

Rhipidura, Horsf. and Vig. ; Monadic,, Horaf. and Vig. ; Megalophw,
Sw. ; Todtu, Auct. (with the following sub-genera : Conopophaga,
VieilL ; Platyrhynchnu, Desm. ; Todus, Linn. ; Lepturus, Sw. ; Platy-
ttera, Jard. and Selby); Miucicapa, Linn, (with the following sub-

genera : Cryptolopha, Sw. ; Muscipeta, Cuv.
; Sfyiagra, Horsf. and

Vig. ; Muscicapa, Linn. ; and Hyliota, Sw.)
Rtiipidura. Bill short, depressed, broad at the base, compressed at

the apex ; the culmen arched ; upper mandible notched at the apex ;

nostrils basal, oval, nearly covered with bristles and plumules ; rictus

furnished with close-set bristles, generally exceeding the mandibles in

length. Wings moderate, subacurninate
;
the first quill shortest, the

second longer by twice, the third and fourth (which last is the longest)

gradually longer. Tail elongated, patulous, rounded at the tip. Feet

moderate, slender: the acrotarsia and paratarsia entire. (Vig. and

Horsf.)
It. flabellifera is brown-black ; superciliary and postocular spot,

throat, points of the wing-coverts, and stems and tips of the tail-

feathers white ; abdomen inclining to ferruginous. (Vig. and Horaf.)
This is the Muscicapa. fldbeUifera of Omelin ;

the Fan-Tailed Fly-
catcher of Latham.

Fan-Tailed Flycatcher (Khipidura flaliettifera],

Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield remark that the figure of this species

given by Dr. Latham has much more white on the lateral tail-feathers

than the bird described by them
;
but they add that Dr. Latham affirms

that the species is subject to much variation.

Mr. Caley, speaking of this species under the name of Fan-Tail,

aays, "There is something singular in the habits of this bird. It

frequents the small trees and bushes, from whence it suddenly darts at

its prey, spreading out its tail like a fan, and, to appearance, turning
over like a Tumbler Pigeon, and then immediately returning to the

some twig or bough from whence it sprung. These actions it continues

constantly to repeat The skin is very tender ; and it is difficult,

after having taken it off the body, to restore it again to its proper

shape."

They are found in Australia. Mr. Caley says that the species is very
common about Paramatta, and he does not recollect having misaed it

at any period of the year. Gmelin, quoting Forster, gives New
Zealand aa the habitat.

Todiu. Bill lengthened, broad throughout, contracting suddenly at

the tip, very flat. Bristles short, weiik, or none. Tail abort, very

slender, rounded. Legs long, weak ;
toes short, the outer more or

less united to the middle one. Tropical America only. (Sw.)

T. viridis is bright-green above
; whitiah beneath

;
throat scarlet ;

sides rosy; lower tail-coverts yellow. This species appears to be the
Rubecula viridis elegantissima, Green Sparrow, or Green Humming-
Bird of Sloane

(' Jam.,' vol. ii. p. 306
; Ray, 'Syn. Append.,' p. 187) ;

T. viridis, pectore rultro, rostra recto, of Brown (' Jam.,' p. 476) ;

Todier de St.-Domingue of Buffon; the Green Tody of English
authors.

Sloane says of his specimen that the belly or stomach was pretty
thick, and very well filled with Cimices and small vermin of the like

kind. It loves, he adds, melancholy places, and scarce will stir from
any one till they take it.

" It is," says Sloane in conclusion,
" one of

the moat beautiful small birds I ever saw." Browne states that it is a

very familiar and beautiful bird, and will often let a man come within
i few feet, and look for minutes together at it, before it moves. " It

keeps," he adds, "much about houses in the country parts, flies very
slow, and probably may be eaaily tamed."

Green Tody (Todui viridis).

M. Lesson, who places the genus with doubt between Plalyrhynchus
and Myiayra, says that the birds composing the genus have the great-
est approximations to the Kingfishers, near which, and in the Syudac-
tylous tribe, Cuvier has arranged them. M. Lesson is of opinion that

they are united to the Kingfishers by his genus Todiramphus, though
he at the same time obaerves that M. Temminck admits only one

Tody, npmely, T. viridis, placing it near Plalyrhynchus and before the

Moucherolles, an opinion which appears to M. Lesson to be well

founded. The Todies, he adds, are very small birds of America, living

upon insects which they catch in the mud or in the water. "
They

are," says he, "in truth, Water Moucherolles; their wide and flattened

bill, furnished with asperities, or teeth, permits them to sift the mud
and retain their prey. They also aeek for small insects under the moss
and on the banks of small atreama."

The bird is placed by Mr. Vigors among the Fissirostrcs.

This species ia a native of the Antilles.

Muscicapa (Butalis, Boie). Bill moderate, triangular, and not much
dilated at the baae, which is furnished with long and etilf hairs.

Nostrila basal, lateral, ovoid, partially covered with hairs directed

forwards. Wings rather pointed ; first quill small and spurious,
second rather shorter than the third and fourth, which are the longeat.
Tail rather short or moderate, even or alightly forked. Feet rather

atrong ; tarsus and middle toe lengthened ; inner toe almost as long
as the outer toe.

M. griiola. All the upper parts ash-brown ; forehead approaching
to wliitiah

;
a longitudinal stripe of a deep brown on the head

;
throat

and middlo of the belly white ;
sides of the neck, breast, and sides,

sprinkled with longitudinal stains of ash-brown.

This ia the Gobe-Mouche proprement dit of Buffon
; Gobe-Moucho

Gris of Temminck; Fliegenfiinger and Gefleckter Fliegenfiinger of

the Germans; Stoparola of Aldrovandus and Ray; y Gwybedog of
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Two or three already prep*n> us for the next* divUion (Quemlina).

bjkthe mat depression of their bill*, and tin- singularly formed red

leathers on the throat" ('Classification of Birds,' part iii.) In the
'

Synopsis' (part iv.) only two genera are given, Ptari*, Cuv., and

throat and rump white
;

lunulatcd pectoral band purplish-brown ;

wings and tail brownish-black; quills longitudinally banded with

ferruginous.

Ptari*. Bill large. The rictus smooth, often naked round the eye.

Wingn lengthened ;
the fint quill equal to or longer than the fourth.

Tail short, even. Inner toe shorter than the outer. (Sw.)
P. Cayaaeiuit is ash-coloured, head, winip, and tail black. This is

the Lmnu Oaganauit cinerrut of Brisson ; Laniui Cayantu of Linnious

and Qmelin
j Pie-gricche grise de Cayenne of Buffon ; Cayenne Shriko

of Latham ; and is the type of Cuvier
1

genus Ptari*.

It is a native of South America, particularly Cayenne. Cuvier says
that iU manners an those of the Shrikes.

flttvieolince.

Tarsi lengthened, strong. They inhabit

Seitwa alone is
Leg* formed for walking.

the sides of marshes and rivers in tropical America.

Australian. (Sw.)
Mr. Swainson states that the Pluncolintt, or Watcrchats, with the

exception of one genus, whose situation is still somewhat doubtful,

are entirely restricted to the warm latitudes of America, where they
seem to represent the stonechats and the wagtails of the Old World.
"
They are," continues this author,

"
strictly ambulating Flycatchers,

and constitute the rasorial division of this family. The legs are conse-

quently very long, and formed especially for walking ;
the toes are

also long, quite divided to their base, and furnished with long and

slightly curved claws. This structure enables these birds to run with

great celerity; and they are generally seen on the sides of streams and

riven, feeding upon flying insects which resort to such situations; for

they never hunt among trees, and rarely perch ; such at least are the

manners of the typical species ; but there are of course various modifi-

cations of habit, corresponding to those which will now be glanced
at in their structure." Mr. Swainson exhibits some variation in his

views as to this group in the third and fourth parts of the '
Classifica-

tion of Birds.' In the third part, the first genus, with which he begins
the series, is that of Seiiura, differing only from Rhipidura by its

more lengthened bill and feet : indeed he by no means feels satisfied

that Scitura is naturally separated from JViipidura, although, for the

present,
he adopt* the group as proposed by Mr. Vigors and Dr.

Horsfield. He nevertheless expresses his suspicion that all the genera
of the fluricolinte may prove to be natives of tropical America, and

that Seitura. is only composed of aberrant species of Rhipidura which

pass into the PlwicoUna. Both these divisions (Seitura and Rhipidura),

as well as that of Seicircta, have broad fan-shaped tails, which, he

observes, plainly indicate the type to which they belong, although the

rank they respectively hold cannot, in our present state of knowledge,

.be clearly ascertained. "Leaving this group," says Mr. Swainson in

continuation,
" we reach that of Phtvicola, by means of certain black

and glossy birds of Brazil, some of which have distinct crests : these

latter conduct us to the typical Pluricvlfr, having the legs unusually

long, the bill
depressed,

the tail lengthened, and the plumage differently

Taned with white and black. One of the most characteristic of these

.ingiiUr birds is the Plmvicola curioria, of the size of a lark ; but some
are nearly equal to a small thrush. PertpicMa, so called from the

naked fleshy lobe which surrounds the eyes like spectacles, is the next

genus : this is succeeded by Alectnra, one of the most distinct and

well defined groups in the whole circle of ornithology : the remarkable

development of the tail-feathers in this group only finds a parallel in

the genus Vidua among the finches and that of O'allu* on the rasorial

circle. Besides these genera, there are several black and white

coloured birds having a general resemblance to the foregoing, which
wuuld seem to enter among the waterchats ; yet, as we have not suffi

ciently analysed the group, we must leave this point undetermined :

among these are the white-headed tody of the old writers, which is

either a Tyrannula or an aberrant Pluvicola, as well as the Mtacicapa
IneoeiUa of Halm, which, in outward appearance, so much resembles

a m-n.Vin that it may possibly prove a representative of that family
in the present circle. In the fourth part the sub-family is made
to consist of the following genera, arranged in the order here

given:
Onbtnttttt, Vig.; Aleclruriu, Vicill.

; Flui-icola, Sw. (with its nub-

genus lcckropiu, Sw. ; Ptpoata, D'Axara) ; Seinra, Horsf. and Vig. ;

nrtfieilla, Sw.
Gubentett*. Bill thick, sub-depressed, raised at the base

;
culmen

rounded; upper mandible slightly notched at the apex; nostrils

rounded; the rictus furnished with close-set rigid vibiwro. Wings
moderate ; quills, from the first to the fifth nearly equal, the fint the

shortest, the second the longest ; the external beards (pogoniis), except
the beards of the first feather, notched in the middle ;

internal beards
entire. Feet with moderate tarsi ; the acrotania and pamtania scutel

latod ; soles reticulated with oval scales. Tail very long and forked.

(Vigors.)
(/'. Cunninghami is ash-coloured, longitudinally lineated with brown

la the third pert of Mr. Swalasoa'i CUnlBcaUon of Birds,' the sub-
familin Und in the following order : Eurylaimimr, Mutcicapiiur, f'lurirn

IMHT, Ftir\*a, Qnmi/uur. la the fourth part (' Synopsis') they >re thus

(t^rmlm*, AWMHUT, /fecweUmr, Mtucitapina, Eurytaimin*.

Oubtrnctct Cunningham!. Vigors,
'

/oologicnl Journal.'

Mr. Vigors, whose generic and specific descriptions we have given

above, says that this bird, which he named after Colonel Cunningham
of Rio Janeiro, appears to have a considerable affinity to the genus
Ptari* of Cuvier in the structure of its bill and wings, but that it

differs from it by other such essential characten as to have induced

Mr. Vigors to place it in a separate genus. Besides the difference in

the structure of the tail an important character, he observes in the

group of the Laniada, which still retain some of the powers of flight

belonging to the Purirottra, he notes the following differences between

the two forms. The rictal bristles of his bird are strong and nume-

rous, while in Plant they are scarcely perceptible. Tho tani, though
somewhat weaker than those of Ptari*, are in a slight degree weaker,

while the toes are longer and stronger. The lateral scales of the tarsi

are square and far asunder, while in Ptari* they are rounded and

numerous. The hinder scales also are less rounded, less close, and

less conspicuous than in the latter genus. ('
Zool. Journ.,' vol. it)

llvtcicapiiue.

Feet weak, formed only for perching, generally short, excepting in

Todut, but always very slender, and often syndactylc. Bill more

or less depressed ; gape with stiff bristles. Claws small, considerably
curved

;
lateral toes unequal Inhabits warm and tropical latitudes,

but excluded from North America. (Sw.)
This extensive sub-family contains the ordinary Flycatchers, the

generality of which do not exceed the dimensions of Mtucicapa
ariiola. Mr. Swainson remarks that the bill, although it is rarely so

broad as in the JEurylaimina;, is much more flattened, and the bristles

at the gape are more developed.
" Their whole structure also," con-

tinues Mr. Swainson,
"

is more alight and delicate ;
but their colouring,

although sometimes elegant, is almost devoid of vivid tint. The
different form and length of the bill and feet furnish the characters

by which the genera and sub-genera are distinguished; while the

species, which are exceedingly numerous, with the exception of the

genus Todui, are only found In the Old World. The typical genera

are Todta and Mutctcapa ; the aberrant are Meyalophui, Monacha,
and Rhipidnra : the two fint are so numerous in species as to contain

sub-genera." Mr. Swainson then enters into a lengthened notice of

the different genera and sub-genera; exhibits the circle of V

which he considers to be complete with that of Mvtcicapa ; and given

the following as a table, showing the comparison of Todui with the

orden of birds and the tribes of the Ferchen :
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Sub-genera of

Todiu.

Jodut .

Platyrhyllchua

Oonopophaga

Flatyitera ,

Lepturus .

Genus Todut. Tribes of

Analogies. Perchers.

( Bill lengthened, conic, slightly

(
notched ...

< Bill short ; tip abruptly hooked ;
) .

\ notch or tooth very distinct . J

J

Feet syndactyle ;
head large . .

Bill slender . . . . .

i Feet large ; toes cleft ; wings

(
short

;
tail long . .

Orders of

Birds.

Coniroatrea. Inscssorcs.

Kaptores.

Natatorea.

Grallatores.

Kasores.

Temtirostres.

This illustration Mr. Swainson considers to be perfect. (' Classifi-

cation of Birds,' part iii.)

The genera and sub-genera of the 3fmeicapince are, in the fourth

part of the work last quoted, placed in the following order :

JVtipidura, Horsf. and Vig. ; Monacha, Horsf. and Vig. ; Megalophus,
Sw. ; Todiu, Auct. (with the following sub-genera : Conopophaga,
VieilL ; Platyrhynchut, Desm. ; Todus, Linn.

; Lepturua, Sw. ; Platy-
ttera, Jard. and Selby); Muscicapa, Linn, (with the following sub-

genera : Cryptolopha, Sw. ; Muicipeta, Cuv. ; Myiagra, Horsf. and

Vig. ; Muscicapa, Linn. ; and Hyliota, Sw.)
Rhipiilura. Bill short, depressed, broad at the base, compressed at

the apex ; the culmen arched ; upper mandible notched at the apex ;

nostrils basal, oval, nearly covered with bristles and plumules ; rictus

furnished with close-set bristles, generally exceeding the mandibles in

length. Wings moderate, subacuminate
;
the first quill shortest, the

second longer by twice, the third and fourth (which laat is the longest)

gradually longer. Tail elongated, patulous, rounded at the tip. Feet

moderate, slender: the acrotarsia and paratarsia entire. (Vig. and

Horsf.)
R. flabellifera is brown-black ; superciliary and postoeular spot,

throat, points of the wing-coverts, and stems and tips of the tail-

feathers white ; abdomen inclining to ferruginous. (Vig. and Horsf.)
This ia the Muscicapa Jlabellifera of Gmelin ; the Fan-Tailed Fly-
catcher of Latham.

Fan-Tailed Flycatcher (Rhipidura flaMlifera).

Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield remark that the figure of this species

given by Dr. Latham has much more white on the lateral tail-feathers

than the bird described by them; but they add that Dr. Latham affirms

that the species is subject to much variation.

Mr. Caley, speaking of this species under the name of Fan-Tail,

says, "There is something singular in the habits of this bird. It

frequent* the small trees and bushes, from whence it suddenly darts at

its prey, spreading out its tail like a fan, and, to appearance, turning
over like a Tumbler Pigeon, and then immediately returning to the

game twig or bough from whence it sprung. These actions it continues

constantly to repeat. The skin is very tender ; and it is difficult,

after having taken it off the body, to restore it again to its proper

shape."

They are found in Australia. Mr. Caley says that the species is very
common about Paramatta, and he does not recollect having missed it

at any period of the year. Omelin, quoting Forster, gives New
Zealand as the habitat.

Todui. Bill lengthened, broad throughout, contracting suddenly at

the tip, very flat. Bristles short, weak, or none. Tail short, very

Blender, rounded. Legs long, weak ;
toes short, the outer more or

less united to the middle one. Tropical America only. (Sw.)

T. viridis is bright-green above ; whitish beneath
;
throat scarlet ;

sides rosy; lower tail-coverts yellow. This species appears to be the
Rubecula riridis elegantissima, Green Sparrow, or Green Humming-
Bird of Sloane (' Jam.,' vol. ii. p. 308

; Ray,
'

Syn. Append.,' p. 187) ;

T. viridis, pectore rubro, rostra recto, of Brown (' Jam.,' p. 476) ;

Todier de St.-Domingue of Buffon; the Green Tody of English
authors.

Sloane says of his specimen that the belly or stomach was pretty
thick, and very well filled with Cimices and small vermin of the like

kind. It loves, he adds, melancholy places, and scarce will stir from
any one till they take it.

"
It is," says Sloane in conclusion,

" one of
the most beautiful small birds I ever saw." Browne states that it is a

very familiar and beautiful bird, and will often let a man come within
a few feet, and look for minutes together at it, before it moves. " It

keeps," he adds,
" much about houses in the country parts, flies very

slow, and probably may be easily tamed."

Green Tody (Todtts viridis

M. Lesson, who places the genus with doubt between Platyrhynchus
and Myiagra, says that the birds composing the genus have the great-
est approximations to the Kingfishers, near which, and in the Syudac-
tylous tribe, Cuvier has arranged them. M. Lesson is of opinion that

they are united to the Kingfishers by his genus Todiramphus, though
he at the same time observes that M. Temminck admits only one

Tody, nptnely, T. viridis, placing it near Plalyrhynchus and before the

Moucherolles, an opinion which appears to M. Lesson to be well

founded. The Todies, he adds, are very small birds of America, living

upon insects which they catch in the mud or in the water. "
They

are," says he, "in truth, Water Moucherolles; their wide and flattened

bill, furnished with asperities, or teeth, permits them to sift the mud
and retain their prey. They also seek for small insects under the moss
and on the banks of small streams."

The bird is placed by Mr. Vigors among the Fissirostres.

This species is a native of the Antilles.

Muscicapa (Sutalis, Boie). Bill moderate, triangular, and not much
dilated at the base, which is furnished with long and stiff hairs.

Nostrils basal, lateral, ovoid, partially covered with hairs directed

forwards. Wings rather pointed ;
first quill small and spurious,

second rather shorter than the third and fourth, which are the longest.
Tail rather short or moderate, even or slightly forked. Feet rather

strong ;
tarsus and middle toe lengthened ; inner toe almost as long

as the outer toe.

M. yrisola. All the upper parts ash-brown ; forehead approaching
to whitish; a longitudinal stripe of a deep brown on the head; throat

and middle of the belly white ; sides of the neck, breast, and sides,

sprinkled with longitudinal stains of ash-brown.

This is the Gobe-Mouche proprement dit of Buffon ; Gobe-Mouche
Gris of Tetumiuck; Fliegenfiinger and Gefleckter Fliegenfiinger of

the Germans; Stoparola of Aldrovaudus and Ray; y Gwybedog of
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the Welsh ; Spoltnl Klycntohcr and (provincial) Beain-Bird, Rafter,

Port-Bird, Ac., of the British.

Spotted Flycatcher (Uuxlcapa yn'Wo).

The Spotted Flycatcher, one of the latent of our summer visitants,

rarely arrives in these inlands before the latter port of May, when its

insect food, which consists principally of flies and other dipterous
iiuectn, abounds. It* mode of capturing them is well described by
White in the passage quoted at the commencement of this article,

Temminck says that it rarely eats caterpillars and ants. Pennant
statea that it U very fond of cherries ; but Mr. Selby says that he has

not been able to verify this, and that he is inclined to believe that

the Greater Pettychaps (Sylvia hortenrit), a keen devourer of all the

mailer fruiU, has in most instances been mistaken for the present
bird. The same author tells us that it is of rare occurrence in Scot-

land. Mr. Gould says that it is found throughout England and a

portion of Scotland, wherever there exists a locality suitable to its

economy. It quit* us in September and October, having bred and

brought up its young here. M. Temminck says that it is spread in

Europe as far as Sweden, and that it is found in the temperate
provinces of Russia ;

but that it is rare in Holland. Mr. Selby states

that it* summer or polar migration extends as far as Sweden and

Norway. Prince Bonaparte (' Specchio Camparativo ') notes it M rare

in the summer Dear Rome; and as found in Europe generally.

('Geographical and Comparative List'). Mr. Gould says, "The
Spotted Flycatcher appear* to enjoy a wide range over the continent

of Europe, being generally dispersed from the border of the Arctic

Circle to iU moot southern boundary ;
and we have also frequently

observed it among collections from India," The nest, loosely con-

structed of moss, fibres, catkins of the hazel, or small twigs lined with
straw and wool or hair and feathers, is often placed upon the jutting
ends of beams and rafters in tool-houses, or other garden or farm

building*, whence it* name of Beam-Bird. The four or five eggs are

grayinh-white, with pale orange-brown spots. When the young are

able to leave the nest, the parents lead them to some place where
insect* abound. There the young soon learn to capture their prey
after the manner of the old birds.

The sexes are alike in plumage. The young, for a short time after

they begin to fly, have the feathers
tipped

with yellowish-white, which

give* them a mottled appearance. The chirp of this Flycatcher, it*

only note, U weak.
M. atricapUla, Gobe-Mouche Bec-Figue of the French, M. lucluota

of Temminck, the Pied Flycatcher. Male with the upper parts black ;

part of the forehead, a patch on the wing, and the outer web of the

two outer tail-feather* on each side, as well as the lower part*, white.

Female and young grayish-brown above, brownish-white beneath,

Thu bird is a visitor of the British Islands, but is not so numerous
a* the last It arrives from the middle of April to the beginning of

May, and depart! in September. The eggs are five or six, pale,

*<J-12ths of an inch long, and rather more than half an inch in

breadth. It builds in the holes of decayed oaks or pollard-tree*.
Mr. Hevsham, as quoted by Mr. Yarrell, says, "In the season of 1830,
a pair bad a next in the identical hole where this specie* bad bred for

four successive years. On the 14th of May this nest contained eight

r arranged in the following manner : one lay at the bottom, and
remainder were all placed perpendicularly round the side* of the

ne*t with tho smaller end* resting upon it; the effect of which was

exceedingly beautiful."

Eurj/laimincf.

Size large. Structure powerful. BUI short, excessively broad ; tho

upper mandible convex above, dilated at it* base, and the margins

folding over those of the upper mandible ; the tip abruptly hooked.

Wings rather short. Feet strong, moderate. The outer toe connected for

half it* length to the middle toe; hinder toe long; inner toe shortest

Mr. Swainson, who gives tlii* as the character of the sub-family,
observes that the Sturytaimince are the most remarkable birds of the

whole family ; the species are very few, and their geographical limits

seem to be restricted to the hottest parts of India, where they inhabit

the forests. "In size," continues Mr. Swainson, "they exceed all

others, save the genus Querula, in this family, being about the size of

starlings, while the enormous breadth of their bills and the peculiar

brightness of their colouring render it impossible for the student to

mistake tliem for any other genus. The bill is not only excessively

broad, but the margins of the base are so dilated that they often

project over those of the lower mandible, whilst its substance seems
much more solid than in the ordinary flycatchers. Although very
few species have hitherto been discovered, it is quite clear that the

five leading types have come to light, although only one example of

the genera Serilophiu, ftaritoma, and J'lalyitoma are yet known. It

may be here observed that notwithstanding the great width of the I. ill

in all these birds, it is nevertheless much more convex above, ami in

some instances is even more raised on the oilmen than any of the

others ; the feet also and the whole structure of the body are more
robust Hence, although tho width of the mouth and the great size

of the bead would indicate this to be the pre-eminent typical group,

yet all the other characters would place it as the typical. Serilophtu
is evidently the rasorial or crested type ; and it depart* considerably
from the others by the only species yet known being very fond of

fruits ; this is in conformity with the strong and remarkable analogy
it shows, even in its outward appearance, to the wax-winged chatterers

(Koinbycilla)."
The genera given by Mr. Swainson in the '

Synopsis
'

are Eury-
laimut, Horsf. ; Cymlirhynchiu, Vig. ; Platyttomut, Sw. (both of which
are placed by M. Lesson in his genus EroUa) ; Ptariiomut, Sw.

;
and

Serilophui, Sw. Mr. Swainson considers Eurylaimtu to be the pre-
eminent type ; Cymbirhynchut the sub-typical type ; Platyttomut the

fissirostral type; and Serilophut the rasorial type; by which last

and Mrgalophus regiiu he considers that the Eurylaitiiintr and

Miucicapintc are united.

Eurylaimtu.-K.il broader than the head
;
under mandible very

thin, particularly at the base. Nostrils basal, transverse, oval ;
tho

aperture naked. Frst quill slightly, second almost imperceptibly

graduated. Tail short, rounded.
E. Jarauicui (E. Hortjieltlii, Temm.). Entire length eight inches.

Head, aides of the neck, and the whole of the neck and body under-

neath violet, or rather vinous, varying in intensity. The part of the

forehead around the bill nearly black. Upper part of the neck brown,
darker towards tho back, where tho tint is sooty. Wings very deep
blackish-brown above, more intense near the shoulder, and lighter
towards the extremity. A yellow streak between the coverts and

secondary quills. Wings beneath from the axilltc to the shoulder

yellow, which borders the wing externally. Tail-coverts block at the

base and yellow at the tips, so that the rump appears yellow, which
is the colour at the vent Two intermediate tail-feathers black, four

next on each side black, with a white transverse band near tho

extremity. On the two external feathers the band is near tho

middle, and rather broader. Bill reddish-brown at tho base, with

both mandibles irregularly variegated, and striped towards tho

a, bill of Kurylnimui Jacanieui, Men In profile ; li, ii-cn from above
; r, :iutc-

rior ton of the nine, to ihow their relative connexion. IloriHi Id.
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extremity ; culmen yellowish ; cutting-edges intensely black and

shining. Tarsi and toea dusky-yellowish ; claws brown, inclining to

black.

Eurylaiintu Juvan'utia.

Dr. HorsEeld is of opinion that from the observations of Sir

Stamford Raffles, in the catalogue of a zoological collection made in

the island of Sumatra under his direction, and communicated to the
Linmean Society, we can also in some measure determine the range
of this genus :

"
It extends," continues the Doctor,

" from Sumatra
eastward to Singapura, and thence south to the eastern extremity of

Java near the Straits of Baly, where I discovered it in the year 1806 ;

since that period I have not met with it again. We are indebted to

Sir Stamford Raffles for the following remarks on the first species :

' It frequents the banks of rivers and lakes, feeding on insects and
worms. It builds its neat pendent from the branch of a tree or bush
which overhangs the water.' I found it in Java, in one of the most
distant and inaccessible parts covered with extensive forests and

abounding with rivers and marshes."
Dr. Horsfield placed the genus among the Meropidie or Syndyctylw.
MIT'SCID.-K, a family of Dipterous Insects of the sub-section

Athericera. The insects of this family were for the most part
included in the genus Mutca by the older authors; and Miuscidix may
be regarded as the typical group of the second great division of

Two-Winged Flies (the Brachocera), in which the antennre are short

and composed of only three joints, and the joints of the palpi are

reduced to one or two.

In Macquart's work on the ' Natural History of Insects,' the section

Brachocera of the Diptera is divided into three groups : First, the

Jlesachcftes, in which the proboscis is composed of six seta; in the

females; the palpi are ovate and elevated iu the males, conical and
decumbent in the females, and adhering to the base of the sctic ; the

third joint of the antenna; curved.

The second sub-division Tetrackoetet, is thus characterised :

Proboscis composed of four setae; palpi generally adhering to the

base of the seta) ; third joint of the antenna; either curved or simple,
with the stylet usually terminal

; wings generally with four or five

posterior cells.

In the third sub-division, Dichatet, the proboscis has only two

Beta;, the palpi are generally placed on the base of the proboscis, and
the stylet is situated on the upper surface of the third joint of the

antenn:c : the wings have usually but one submarginal cell
;

three

posterior cells ; the anal cell is usually short, and there are some-

times no transverse cells.

The sub-section Athericera, which forms one of tho sub-divisions

of the great group Dich(ete, is distinguished by the sucker being
inclosed in the proboscis ; the antenna: having the last joint usually

patelliform.
In the Muiciiln: the proboscis is always very distinct and susceptible

of being entirely retracted within the oral cavity ;
the sucker is com-

posed of two pieces ; the stylet of the antennre is usually plumose to

the apex ; the body is short and tolerably broad ;
the eyes, in the

male sex, are usually contiguous.
This family includes several well-known insects as the Common

Fly. the Blow-Fly, the Blue-Bottle Fly, aud many others.

The larvae of the Mutcida are thick, fleshy, cylindric, attenuated

towards the head, and truncated at the other extremity of the body ;

the head is soft, with two or three horny points, which serve to pierce
the matters upon which they feed; they are also provided with

(piracies, the number and figure of which are variable, some being

placed upon the head, resembling eyes, and the others, which are

larger, placed at the posterior part of the body. They are destitute

of legs, and their progression is effected by tho hooks of the mouth,
which they affix in the surface of the substance upon which they are

placed : having first extended the body as far as possible, they then
draw the hind parts of the body towards the head, contracting it as

much as possible, when they again push the head forward as before.

These larvae feed upon various matters, both animal and vegetable :

amongst the herbivorous species, many devour decaying Fungi, Soleti,

&c., the galls and seeds of plants, and the interior of fruit
; amongst

the carnivorous species, some prey upon the flesh of animals, of which

they cause the more rapid decomposition, whilst others live in excre-

ment, manure-heaps, &c., aud some are parasitic, living in the bodies
of other caterpillars, of which they devour all the inner parts. The
larva: assume the pupa state without throwing off their skin. The
pupa state is variable in its duration according to the state of the

weather, which may be more or less favourable to the development of

the different parts of the inclosed pupa. In order to effect its escape
from the pupa, the fly throws off a small cap at one end of the case or

skiu-cocoou by beating against it with its head. At first these flies are

soft, and may be observed creeping along with their wings crumpled
up in a small compass. They soon however gain their full size; and
the fly acquires its dark colour, aud then joins its companions in the air.

Latreille has divided this family into nine primary groups, from
various peculiarities of structure

;
while Macquart, availing himself of

the researches of M. Robineau des Voidy, has partially adopted the
habits of the groups for the establishment of three sub-families, in

which he traces a gradual decrease in the organisation of these insects

until his arrival at the confines of insect life.

1. The Creophtta, characterised especially by the wings, of which
the first posterior cell is entirely or partially closed, and by the large
size of the alulets. This sub-family comprises those species which are

distinguished by their size, colours, robustness of body, strength of

flight, &c. They generally deposit their eggs either upon the flesh

of dead animals, or are parasitic in the bodies of other larva). The
chief genera are Tachinia, Ocyptera, Gymnosoma, Phasia, J)exia,

Sarcophaga, and Musca.
2. The Anthomysides, distinguished from the preceding by having

the first posterior cell constantly open, and by the moderate or small
size of the alulets. They chiefly frequent flowers, and their larva)

reside in decomposed vegetable matters. The chief genera are Aricia,

Lispe, Enphia, Anthomyia, Casnosia, &c.

3. The Acalyptera, differing from the Antliomysides by the breadth
of the face, in which the eyes of both sexes are separated, and by
the want of alulets. Here belong various groups of small size and

inferiorly-developed structures, which are for the most part exceed-

ingly prolific. The chief genera are Laxocera, Scatomyza, Ortalis,

Tephritit, Sepsis, Lauxania, Sphcerocera, and Phora.
The genus Mutca, as now restricted, contains such species as have

the third joint of the antenna) twice or three times as large as the
second ;

the first posterior cellule of the wings extends to the margin.
The common House-Fly (M . domestica of authors) affords a familiar

example of this genus, and is too well known to require description.
The larva), called maggots, live in putrid substances.

This insect is very common in houses in England. Its favourite

position is the window, on the panes of which it may be constantly
seen walking up and down. The power which this insect possesses of

walking upon smooth upright surfaces has iu consequence been a

frequent theme of conjecture, and of not a small amount of observation.

Dr. Derham, in his
'

Physico-Theology,' speaking on this subject, says
that flies have "

skinny palms to their feet to enable them to stick to

glass and other smooth bodies by means of the pressure of the atmo-

sphere, after the manner as I have seen boys carry heavy stones with

only a wet piece of leather clapped on the top of a stone."

This opinion, which has been entertained by the majority of ento-

mologists of the present day, has acquired additional weight by the
elaborate investigations of Sir Everard Home, undertaken at the

suggestion of Sir Joseph Banks, with the assistance of that (then)
unrivalled microscopic artist, M. Bauer, aud published in the 'Philo-

sophical Transactions' for 1816. The suckers, of which several kinds
of flies possess three to each foot, are attached beneath the base of the

claws, and are of an oval shape and membranous texture, being convex

above, having the sides minutely serrated, and the under concave
surface covered with down, or hairs. In order to cause the alleged

vacuum, these suckers are extended ;
but when the fly wishes to

raise its legs they are brought together, and folded up as it were
between the hooks. Messrs. Kirby and Spence have likewise adopted
this opinion, considering it as "

proved most satisfactorily." Other
authors of no mean repute have however entertained a different

opinion, aud have entirely rejected the idea of a vacuum being pro-
duced. Thus Dr. Hooke describes the suckers as palms, or soles,

beset underneath with small bristles, or tenters, like the cone-teeth

of a card for working wool, which he conceives gives them a strong
hold upon objects, having irregular or yielding surfaces; and he

imagined that there is upon glass a kind of smoky substance, penetrable

by the points of these bristles. The same opinion is also given,

by Shaw in his ' Nature Displayed ;

' and more recently, Mr. Black-

wall has considered that the motions of the fly are to be accounted
for upon mechanical principles alone; thus, upon inspecting the
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structure of the parts of the suckers, it was immediately perceived
that the function ascribed to them by Dr. Derham and Sir E. Home
is quite incompatible with their organisation.

" Minute hairs, very

clossly set and directed downwards, so completely cover the inferior

surface of the expanded membranes, improperly denominated suckers,

with which the terminal joint of the foot of flies is provided, that it

cannot possibly be brought into contact with the object on which
those insects move by any muscular force they are capable of exerting.
The production of a vacuum between each membrane and the plane
of position is therefore clearly impracticable, unless the numerous
hairs on the under side of these organs individually perform the

office of suckers ; sad there does not appear to be anything in their

mechanism which in the slightest degree countenances such an

hypothesis. When highlv magnified, their extremities, it is true, are

sen to be somewhat enlarged ; but when they are viewed in action

or in repose, they never assume a figure at all adapted to the forma-

tion of a vacuum." Moreover, on enclosing a House-Fly in the

receiver of an air-pump, it was demonstrated to the entire satisfaction

of several intelligent gentlemen present that the fly, while it retains

its vital powers unimpaired, can not only traverse the upright sides,

but even the interior of the dome of on exhausted receiver ; and that

the cause of its relaxing its hold, and ultimately falling from the

station it occupied, was a diminution of muscular force, attributable

to impeded respiration. Hence Mr. Blackwall U induced to believe

that insects an enabled to take hold of any roughness or irregularity
of surface, by means of the fine hairs composing the brushes, the

most carefully polished gloss not being found free from flaws and

imperfections when viewed in a favourable light with a powerful lens.

A still different opinion has been maintained by other authors upon
this subject, who, setting aside all idea of a vacuum, have conjectured
that the suckers, as they have been termed, contain a glutinous secre-

tion, capable of adhering to well-cleaned glass ; thus Abln5 de la

Flucho states that when the fly marches over any polished body, on
which neither her claws nor her points can fasten, she sometimes

compresses her sponge, and causes it to evacuate a fluid, which fixes

her in such a manner as prevents her falling, without diminishing the

facility of her progress.
" But it is much more probable," he adds,

" that the sponges correspond with the fleshy balls which accompany
the claws of dogs and cats, and that they enable the fly to proceed
with a softer pace, and contribute to the preservation of its claws,
whose pointed extremities would soon be impaired without this pre-
vention." Notwithstanding the ridicule which has been thrown upon
this opinion in a recent entomological work, it appears, from still

more recent investigations, to be the best founded of any hitherto

advanced. Thus, in general, the foot of the fly is described as being
composed of two hooks and two flaps, or hollow cups, which act as

suckers. Rymer Jones, in his ' General Outlines of the Animal
Kingdom,' 1841, says "The House-Fly is furnished with a pair of

membranous flaps, which, under a good microscope, are seen to be
covered with innumerable hairs of the utmost delicacy ; these flaps,
or suckers, as they might be termed, adhere," Ac.

The structure of the foot of the fly has recently been examined by
Mr. Hepworth, who says :

" The flap varies in form in different

species, from an irregular circle to that of on irregular triangle ;
and

viewing it from one side, it is somewhat thicker at the base (near
its attachment), the under surface being, when isolated, convex, but

perfectly flat as a whole, when applied to a surface of that form. It

appeared to be composed of on upper and under layer of oreolar

tissue, or something similar to it, between which a bundle of tubes,

along with the fasciculi of a large muscle pass ; these are placed at its

base, and (sometimes protected by a ' coat of mail,' formed by long
scales overwrapping each other as a Venetian blind, or in alternate

ones, as the scales of a fish, Ac., but more frequently wanting) expand
in a radiated form ; each tube, as it passes along with its fellows on
each side, gives offa number of tubules alternately with them ; these dip
downwards from the under surface, and become expanded into trumpet-
shaped extremities, the flap becoming thinner and thinner as it

approaches its margin, which sometimes terminates in an irregularly
serrated edge, and at others by finely pointed hairs. The fly has the

power of attaching itself to smooth surfaces by these trumpet-shaped
extremities, and also of secreting a fluid from them, when vigorous,
and it has occasion to make extra exertions ; but in a partially dormant
state (the best for making observations), it does not appear to be able
to give out this secretion, although it can still attach itself; indeed
this fluid is not essential for that purpose : when it is secreted, it is

deposited on the glass with great regularity. I have often attempted
to preserve these markings by applying colouring matter whilst they
were moist, but have not yet succeeded. The tubules are often seen

protruding from under the margin of the flap in a semi-arch-like form,
giving it a fringed appearance. The foot of the male Dytuciu is a

type, not only of many of the beetle tribe (not aquatic), but of the
whole of that of flies possessed of flaps. The first joints of the tarsus
of the anterior legs of this bisect are extremely dilated, so as to form
a broad circular palette. On examining the inferior surface of this

expanded portion, it is seen to be covered with a great number of

sucking caps, two or three being larger than the rest, but they form

collectively a wonderful instrument of adhesion." (' Quarterly Journal
of Microscopical Science.')

MUSCLE. v-<

MUSCLE is an animal tissue composed of bundles of soft and

usually reddish fibres, endowed with a peculiar power of contracting.
The muscles are divided into two classes the voluntary and the

involuntary. The former class, those over which the will exercises a
direct control, are subservient to all the actions by which the animal
is placed in active relation with the external world, as in all the
motions of the limbs, of speech, of the eyes, ears, Ac., and they are

therefore often called the muscles of animal life ; the latter class,

comprehending those whose actions are connected with the internal

and nutritive functions of the body, over which the will has no imme-
diate or constant control, form the muscular system of organic life, as

the heart, the muscular coat of the stomach, Ac.

Each voluntary muscle is composed of a number of parallel or nearly

parallel fleshy bundles, inclosed in coverings of cellular tissue, by
which each is connected with and at the same time isolated from
those adjacent to it Each bundle is again divided into smaller fas-

ciculi similarly ensheathed, and so on through an uncertain number
of gradations till we arrive at the muscular fibre, the only definite and
fixed form in the system, and the only part which possesses characters

common to the muscles of all classes of animals. The muscles being
thus divided, each fibre or each fasciculus may be regarded as a sepa-
rate contractile organ, which though usually acting in concert with
those adjacent to it, is capable of independent contraction ; and the

power of a whole muscle will thus be equal to the sum of the powers
of its separate fibres, and will bear a direct proportion to their

number.
The two forms of muscular fibre differ extremely in their micro-

scopic characters. The fibres of the voluntary muscles, as well as the
fibres of the heart and some of those in the oesophagus, are Striped or
Striated

; while all other muscles, including those of the alimentary
canal, the uterus, and bladder, all of which are involuntary, ore

Unstriped or Non-Striated.
The elementary fibres of the voluntary muscles are arranged in sets

parallel to one another, whilst those of the involuntary muscles

usually cross at various angles, and interlace, forming membranous
organs, inclosing a cavity which their contraction serves to constrict.

The Striated Fibres ore usually of about the same length as the
muscle to which they belong. In the Sartorius they often exceed two
feet in length, while in the Stapedius (in the middle ear) they ore not
two lines. They vary in diameter from l-60th to MSOOth of an
inch, being largest in Crustacea, Fish, and Reptiles, where their irrita-

bility is most enduring, and smallest in Birds, where it is most
evanescent In Man their average diameter is 1-4 00th of an inch.

The fibre always presents upon and within it longitudinal dark lines,

along which it subsequently splits up into fibrillic
;

but it is by a

fracture alone that these fibrilUe are obtained ; they do not exist as

such in the fibre. Sometimes, on the application of violence, cleavage
takes place in a different manner, in a plane at right angles to the long
axis of the fibre. In this case discs, and not fibrillic, are obtained ;

and the cleavage is just as natural as the former, though less frequent

A ** 1.

FnfmenU of Elementary Fibre*
, Knowing a Cleavage in opposite direction*.

A, Longitudinal Cleavage : the longitudinal and trannvcnic linen arc both

seen ; c, fibrlHu) separated from one another by violence at the broken

the nbre, and marked by trannvcrM lino equal In width to those on the fibre ;

r', ", represent two appearances commonly presented by the acparato tingle

tibrillic (more highly magnified). At
'

the borders and transverse lines are all

I., ihitly rectilinear, and the Included spaces perfectly rectangular. At c" the

borders are scalloped and the spaces bead-like. When moat distinct and definite,

the flhrilla presents the former of these appearances.

II, Transverse Cleavage : the longitudinal lines are scarcely visible ; a, incom-

plete fracture following the opposite surfaces of * disc, which stretches across

the Interval and retains the two fragments In connexion. The edge and surface

of this disc are aeen to be minutely granular, the granules corresponding in size

to-the thlckocM of the dlse, and to the distance between the faint longitudinal

linen. 6, another disc, nearly detached. V, detached disc more highly mag.

nified, showing the sarcoui elements. (Bowman, in ' Todd's Cyclopedia.')

Hence the fibre must be regarded neither as a bundle of fibrillic

nor a pile of discs, but as " a moss in whose structure there is an
intimation of the existence of both, and a tendency to cleave in the

two directions." The same particles compose the disc and the

tibrilla, and they have received the names of the primitive or earcous
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elements. The cross stripes of the fibre are formed, according to the
views of almost all the best observers of the day, by the apposition,
side by side, of the dark points seen on the separated fibrillje. That

they are not caused by a structure distinct from the nbrillse, and pre-
sent only on the surface of the fibre, is evident, according to Todd and

Bowman, from the following facts :

1. That a transverse section of a Fibre shows it to be solid and not

hollow, and that the ends of the fibrillaj, as seen on ita section, exist

throughout its interior, just as on its surface.

Fig. 2.

Transverse section of three Elementary Fibres of the dried pectoral muscle of

a Teal, treated frith weak citric acid.

2. That fibrilUc taken from any part of a fibre are marked with light
and dark poinU, corresponding in distance and force with the trans-

verse stripes of the fibre.

3. That with a high magnifying power applied to a thick fibre we

may bring all parta of its interior into focus in succession, and

perceive throughout the same kinds of stripes.

The Sarcolemina, or Tubular Sheath inclosing the striated fibre,

consists of a transparent, very delicate, but tough and elastic mem-
brane, which isolates the fibre from all other tissues. It most

commonly has no appearance of structure, but occasionally small

corpuscles, the remains of cell-nuclei are observed in it.

Fig. 3.

Fragment* of the Elementary Fibre of a Skate held together by nntorn but

twisted Sarcolcmma.

If the fibre be immersed in acid, it swells, bursts the sheath, and
forma small protrusions or hernia;.

The researches of Valentin and Schwann have thrown much light
on the development of muscular tissue in the embryo. In its earliest

stage, muscle consists of a mass of nucleated cells which first arrange
themselves in a linear series, and then unite to form the elementary
fibres.

Fig. 4.

o ft e d B

As the cells unite, a deposit of contractile material gradually takes

place within them. The deposition assumes a granular form, the

granular or sarcous elements being of the same size as in the perfect
muscle

; for this reason the transverse stripes resulting from their

apposition are of the same width as in the adult. Muscles grow by
an increase, not of the number, but of the bulk of their elementary
fibres.

The Unstriped or Non-Striated fibres consist of modified simple
cells, usually fusiform, more rarely shorter and broader fibres, which
Kolliker calls

"
contractile or muscular fibre-cells." They are gene-

rally of a pale colour, bulged at intervals by oval or elongated cor-

puscles, or nuclei, which have frequently one or more nucleoli in

their centre (fig. 5). Their texture seems to be homogeneous. By
transmitted light they have usually a soft and very finely mottled

aspect ; their ordinary diameter varies from l-3000th to l-2000tU of
in inch.

Fig. 5.

Stages of Development of Striated Muscle Fibre.

a, arrangement of the primitive cells in a linear scries.

*, the cells united, the nuclei separated, and some broken up ; longitudinal

Hne becoming apparent. (From a foetal calf, three inches long.)

c, it, transverse stripes apparent. In c the nuclei arc internal, and bulge the

flbre ; in rf they are prominent on the surface. (From a total calf, two months

oil-)

e, transverse stripes fully formed and dark ;
nuclei disappearing from view

(From the human Infant *t birth.)

/, elementary fibre from the adult, treated with acid, showing the nuclei

(from Schwann. The rest from Bowman.)

Fibres of Unstriped Muscle.

e, in their natural state ; a, treated with acetic acid, showing the corpuscles;

b, corpuscles or nuclei detached, showing their various appearajices.

Muscular fibre is chemically distinguished from the fibre of cellular

tissue by the circumstance that it does not yield gelatin by prolonged
boiling in water, but dissolves in acetic acid, from which it may be

precipitated by ferrocyanide of potassium, showing that it belongs to

the protein-compounds.
In consequence of the difficulty that exists in separating muscular

fibre from cellular tissue, vessels, and nerves, it is impossible to speak
with certainty respecting the behaviour of pure muscle towards

re-agents. If very small pieces of muscle are freed as much as possible
from fat and cellular substance, and immersed in water, blood, colouring

matter, and the extractive matter with which muscle abounds, are

gradually taken up, and colourless muscular fibres are left.

Cold water and alcohol produce little effect on them, but in boiling
water they first contract and become firm, and subsequently soften.

Concentrated acetic acid dissolves them ;
in the dilute acid they swell

and assume a transparent fibrous appearance. The alkaline carbonates

increase their firmness. Solutions of muscular fibre in dilute acids aro

precipitated by ferrocyanide of potassium and tannin in a precisely
similar manner to acid solutions of fibrin. Dried muscular fibre may
be easily pulverised ;

in that condition it resembles the whole class of

protein-compounds in exhibiting strong positively electrical properties.
On making incisions into the warm flesh of an animal Just killed,

we obtain by pressure an acid fluid which rapidly coagulates, in conse-

quence of the presence of a little fibrin : if the flesh has been kept
for some time, the fluid obtained by pressure no longer coagulates,

although it exhibits an acid re-action. No quantitative analysis of

human flesh has yet been made, but the flesh of several animals has

recently been submitted to analysis. The amount of water averages
about 80& and the greater part of the solid residue consists of fibrin ;

the other constituents, albumen, hsematoglobulin, fat, extractive

matters, lactic acid, the lactates, and other salts, occur in the expressed

juice. The proportions of these constituents have been determined

by Berzelius, Braconnot, Schlossberger, Schultz (and Marchand). In
the flesh of oxen they found :

Berze- Bracon- Schloss- c . u Mar-
,i.._ , ocnuuz. .

,.

Water

Fibrin, cells, vessels, and nerves

Albumen and hccmatoglobulin .

Alcohol-extract and Salts .

Water-extract and Salts . .

Phosphate of Lime with Albumen
Fat and Loss . . .

lius. not. berger.
""' '"

chand.

77-17 77-03 77-60 77-50 76-60-

17-70 17-18 17-50 15-00 18-00

2-20 2-70 2-20 4'30 2'50

1-80 1-94 1-50 1-32 1'70

1-05 1-15 1-30 1-80 1-10

0-08 traces O'lO_ _ _ 0-08

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00
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The dried muscular flech of the ox has been analysed by Playfair
and Bockmann, and found to be identical in iU composition with dried

blood:
Flesh (Beef).

I'Ujfair. Buckmann.

Carbon . 61*83 61*89

Hydrogen . 7'59

Nitrogen , 15-01 15-05

Oxygen . 21*37 21-24

Ashea . 4-23 423

Ox-Blood.

Flayfair. Buckmann.

61-96

7-38

15-08

21-21

4-42

7-17

15-07
1:1 N
4-42

100-01 100-00 100-00 100-00

Deducting the ashea or inorganic matter, the composition of the

organic part is

Carbon . . 54-12 51-18 54-19 54*20

Hydrogen . . 7*89 7-93 7'48 7'65

Nitrogen . . 15*67 1571 1572 1573

Oxygen . . 22'32 22'18 22'31 22-12

100-00 10-000 99-70 9970

Which corresponds to the formula C,,, H.^, N , 0,,.

In 100 parts of the ashes yielded by the incineration of ox-flesh,

Enderliu found
Soluble Salts.

Tribasic Phosphate of Soda (3 N. 0, P O
s)

. 45-100 1 Q1 ....

Chlorides of Sodium and Potassium . . 45*936 /
Insoluble Salts.

Phosphates of Lime, Magnesia, and Peroxide of Iron 6*840

Loss 2-124

100-000

The following analyses of the flesh of other animals have been made

by Schlossberger .
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of the third or fourth month that their elementary constituents can
be made out.

All the muscles receive large arteries and veins from the trunks

passing near to them, whose branches run in the cellular interspaces
between the fasciculi, and form at last an irregular network among the
fibres. They receive also a large supply of nerves, probably more
than any other organs in the body. Nearly one-half of the brain and

spinal chord is for the supply of nerves through which the will may
act upon the voluntary muscles, or through which their motions may
be excited by other stimuli. The involuntary muscles are chiefly sup-
plied from the ganglionic or sympathetic system of nerves. [NERVOUS
SYSTEM.]
The colour of the muscles is dependent partly on the blood which

they contain, but chiefly on a peculiar colouring matter, very similar

to that of the blood, which is fixed in their tissue. Their colour is

distinctly though remotely connected with the quantity and condition
of red blood in the system, and its depth is one of the best signs of

robustness and full health. Thus, in all quadrupeds and birds the
muscles are more or less red, and the colour is deepest in the parts
which are most actively employed, but pale and scarcely perceptible in

those which have not been frequently exerted, and also in those
animals which, by being closely stalled and stabled, are killed in a

condition of great debility ; hence the difference between red and
white meats. In Amphibia, which have less red blood than Mammalia
and Birds, the muscles are usually pale. In Fish, which have still less,

they are, with the exception of the heart and those which move the
fins and are particularly exerted, quite white. There are however
some exceptions, as the salmon and tunny. In animals of a still

lower order, the muscles, though still preserving the same structure,
are all quite white.
The peculiar vital power of the muscular tissue is its contractility ;

that IB, the power which its fibres possess, when stimulated by the

will or other means, of shortening themselves, and thus approximating
the points to which their extremities are attached. When muscles
contract they become shorter, harder, and thicker

;
but their actual

size remains the same, for what they lose in length they exactly gain
in breadth and thickness. The fasciculi are also wrinkled or thrown into

undulated lines, which are most visible when the contraction is least

powerful and rather trembling, and the fibres vibrate so as to produce
a distinct sound. The more powerful the contraction the more rapid
are the vibrations of the muscular fibres ; the higher the note which

they produce, and the greater the difficulty of perceiving them with

the eye. The simplest method of observing the sound of muscular
contraction is that which Dr. Wollaston pointed out (' Croonian

Lecture,' 1809) : when the tip of the thumb, or of one of the fingers,

is put into the external ear, while some of the muscles of the former

are in a state of contraction, a sound is heard like that of carriages

running rapidly over a distant stone pavement. This sound is not

heard when the same degree of pressure is applied to the same part by
any other means than those in which muscular contraction is concerned.

By rubbing a piece of stick over the notched edge of a board so as to pro-
duce a similar sound, and counting the number of notches whose edges
were struck in a given time, Dr. Wollaston concluded that the number
of vibrations of a contracted muscle is between 20 and 30 in a second.

The relaxation of a muscle presents phenomena exactly the con-

verse of those of its contraction. The power by which the voluntary
muscles are lengthened after having contracted is generally the exten-

sion to which, when they cease to act, they are subjected by some
other muscles (their antagonists), whose action is the opposite of their

own. The hollow involuntary muscles are usually extended after

contraction by the accumulation of fluids or other substances forced

into their cavities by some external power. It may be yet a question
whether muscles have a vital and independent power of dilatation as

well as of contraction ; but on the whole the evidence is in favour of

their possessing such a power, for the heart will contract and dilate

when empty, if external stimuli are applied, and the hearts of reptiles

when hung in the air will sometimes go on contracting and dilating

till they are nearly dry and stiff. Were there no vital power of dilata-

tion, it a difficult to conceive how the heart or any other muscle when

separated from the body should, after having once contracted, be

dilated so as to be able to contract again.
When muscles shorten however it is not always by an exercise of

their peculiar vital contractility, but often by their elasticity, by
which, like all the other tissues, they are always maintained in a

certain degree of tension. Thus when a muscle is divided, its ends

retract as well after death, or when its nerves are cut, as during life

and health. It is by this power that muscles, after having been much
extended, generally return to their natural size ; thus, when a muscle

on one side of the joint of any limb shortens, it is evident that its

antagonist on the opposite side must be lengthened in the same pro-

portion, and when the contracting muscle ceases to act the elasticity

of the extended one (increased by the tension to which it has been

subjected) will be alone sufficient in most eases to restore the limb to

its position of rest.

The actual power with which a muscle contracts is in direct propor-
tion to the number of its fibres, and inversely as their length. Hence,
in all the muscles in which great strength is required, as in the chief

muscles of the shoulder and hip, the fibres do not run straight from
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the general point of origin to that of insertion, but the whole mass
of the muscle is divided into a number of small portions, in which a
multitude of short fibres are attached to separate points within the

muscle, so that they may act separately, or, when great exertion is

necessary, altogether, and with far greater power than a smaller
number of long straight fibres could. The strength of a muscle is

very commonly increased by its fibres not running parallel to the line

in which the muscle has to draw the part to which it is attached,
but with various degrees of obliquity to that line. Thus in many
muscles the fibres and fasciculi are attached obliquely to one or both
sides of a tendon, as the fibres of a feather are attached to its shaft ;

by which arrangement, though each muscular fibre contracts in its

own direction, the general result of their contraction and the direction
in which the resistance will act upon them forms an oblique angle
with then- direction, and much of the danger of their being ruptured
is removed. There are indeed but few instances of rectilineal muscles
in the body ; in nearly all, the fibres are placed more or less obliquely
to the line in which they have to draw the part to which they are

attached ; a plan by which, though individually they lose in active

power, they gain in resistance, and by which a far greater number
may in the same space be brought to bear upon a given point.
An almost infinite variety of arrangement is found in the muscular

fibres adapted to the especial purpose which each muscle has to fulfil,

whether it be chiefly strength of action, or rapidity or extent of

motion
;
and all are guided by the nicest mechanical rules. Wherever

strength is more necessary than a wide extent of motion, the fibres

are increased in number and placed obliquely to the direction of the
resistance ; wherever extent of motion is more needed than strength,
the fibres are long, and run almost straight from one point to the

other, so as to give the full benefit of their contraction ; where

velocity is required, they are placed at a part of a lever close by the

centre of motion, the resistance being placed on a part more distant

from the centre. In general, the absolute power exerted by a muscle
in contracting is much less than its efficient power, a great part of its

force being lost in its being inserted obliquely on the lever which it

has to move, or in the distance of the resistance from the centre of

motion, or in the resistance which other muscles and the adjacent
tissues, which have to be extended, present, &c. But it is constantly
found that where power is lost, a corresponding gain of velocity or

extent of motion, or of convenience and compactness of form, and
readiness of action, is obtained.

(On the subject of the Structure of Muscle and its Functions, the

student will find information in the following works : Carpenter,
'

Principles of Human Physiology ;

' Todd and Bowman,
'

Physiologi-
cal Anatomy ;

'

Valentin,
' Textbook of Physiology ;

'

Kirkes,
' Hand-

book of Physiology;' Kb'lliker, 'Manual of Human Histology;'

Wagner,
' Manual of Physiology.')

MUSCLE, or MUSSEL. [MYTILIDA]
MUSCULAR TISSUE. [MUSCLE.]
MUSHROOM. [AGARICUS; FUNGI.]
MUSK. This substance is an extremely odorous secretion, lodged

in a bag which is attached and peculiar to the abdomen of the male
Musk-Deer (Moschus Afoschiferus). [MosCHiD*.] The elevated regions

frequented by the creature, its timidity, and speed in flight, render it

very difficult to obtain the substance, while the high price borne by it

offers great inducements to substitute other articles for that which is

genuine. The musk-bag varies much in form, colour, size, and quality,
circumstances which suggest the belief that it is procured either from
two or more species of musk-animals, or that it has been obtained at

different periods of the year, or from very differently-aged animals. In

the very young animal the bag is quite empty, while in the old and
feeble the musk is in small quantity and of inferior strength. It is said

to be secreted in greatest abundance during the rutting season, and to

have then its sensible qualities most developed. The secretion has a

much stronger odour in the animal which inhabits Tibet and China than

in that which frequents the more northern districts of Siberia. In the

fresh state the musk has an extract-like consistence, and a reddish-

brown colour, with an odour so powerful that the huntsmen can scarcely
endure it. This odour diminishes by drying, and the musk acquires
a friable granular state, and a dark brownish colour. In Siberia the

chase occurs in spring and summer. In Tibet the pursuit is restricted

by the government to certain periods, and the bags which are obtained

are stamped with the royal signet. In commerce two and occasionally
three varieties of Musk are met with.

1. The Tonquin, or Tibet Musk, received through the East India

Company, occurs in small oblong rectangular boxes, lined with lead,

and covered with paper or silk. Each bag, or pod, as it is termed, is

wrapped in thin blue or red paper, on which are marked some Chinese

characters. Sometimes the bags are enveloped in a deep yellow
brownish nearly transparent paper, which becomes brittle by time.

The most distinctive mark of this sort of musk is, that it is slightly

flattened, nearly round, and very rarely pear-shaped. The yellow or

yellowish-brown hairs, chiefly at the sides, are often cut, while those

which remain in the centre are darker coloured, finer, and less bristly.

Generally the hairs converge or point towards a small natural opening.
The pods are mostly about two inches and a half long and one inch

and three-quarters broad. The weight of different specimens varies

considerably, some being merely 3 drachms 30 grains, others 9 drachms
3 s
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471 grains; the average is 6 drachms 12 grains. The average quantity
of muak contained iu the sacks is about 24 drachm*.

By careful removal of the bag there remains the muak, which is

olid, in grain* of different sir, adhering to each other, soft, and
unctuous to the feel, of a reddish-brown colour, like a clot of blood
dried, baring frequently a number of hairs intermixed, derived from
the inner aide of the orifice already described. The taste is bitterish,

acrid, disagreeable, and somewhat astringent. The odour is strong,
peculiar (musky), penetrating, very lasting, and extraordinarily dif-

fusible. It is stated that a single grain can constantly fill the air of
a large apartment with a sensible impregnation for many yean, without
iU weight being perceptibly diminished ; and one part can communicate
its odour to 3000 parta of an inodorous powder.

It should be kept in glass-bottles, very closely stopped, and preserved
in a place neither very dry nor too damp.
By the analysis of Geizar and Keiman it appears to consist of

1, a peculiar volatile principle (which can exist in n free state);
2, ammonia; 3, a peculiar fixed uncrystallisable acid (these three are
in undeterminable quantity); 4, stearine and oleine; 5, choleeterine;
6, a peculiar bitter resin ; 7, osmazome, with several salts ; 8, a mouldy-
like substance, in part combined with ammonia, and numerous salts;

V, sand ; 10, water, acid, Ac., with some volatile odorous matter.
It has not been ascertained upon what musk depends for its peculiar

properties. It has been conjectured that a kind of putrefaction goes
on which evolve* the peculiar odour. Moisture seems to favour this,
and musk which when dry yields little scent, becomes powerful when
moistened. The odour is augmented by adding a few drops of the
solution of snbcarbonate of potass.

2. Kabardin, Russian or Siberian Husk, is either received through
St. Petersburg, or, it is said, sent to China, and laid for some time

among the bags of genuine Tonquin Musk, to acquire the odour of
the latter, and then shipped to Europe. The pods of this sort are in

general larger, more oval, more compressed, and the margins often
nave large portions of the skin of the abdomen attached to them.
The colour of the hairs is a dirty milk-white. The musk exhibits a
more homogeneous and less granular appearance, having a much fainter
odour and taste than the preceding kind. The odour is augmented by
moisture, but is somewhat nauseous and disagreeable. The wood -cute

how the difference of aspect of the two kinds.

1, Tonquln Musk. 2, K.bardin Musk.

Mui* U more soluble in water than in alcohol Of 100 parts of
genuine Tonquin Musk, boiling-water dissolves 90 parts, alcohol only
60. Of Kabardin Musk water dissolves only 60 per cent It in like-
wise soluble in ether, acetic acirl, and yolk of egg.

. A very small kind of pod ii sometimes met with, which ls not
attenrd, but

perfectly
ruiiml : the hair* of a yfllowish-brown colour.TbU U probably the musk-bug of the MOK)UH Altaic**

It is safest to purchase the muak out of tho pod, as there is then

less opportunity of adulteration. Infusion of genuine musk is not

precipitated by a solution of bichloride of mercury (corrosive sub-

limate) ;
but genuine musk U precipitated by nitric and other strong

acids, by acetate of lead (sugar-of-lead), and infusion of galls. The

musk-bags are used by perfumers to prepare Essence of Musk. An
artificial musk is sometimes made with nitric acid and oil of amber.

MUSK-BKETLK. [CERAMBYCID*.]
MUSK-DEER. [Mosuiin.K.]
MUSK-DUCK. [DOCKS.]
MUSK-ORCHIS. [HKRWBIUM.]
MUSK-OX. [BoviD*]
MUSK-RAT. [OHDATBJL]
MUSK-ROOT, the root of a plant brought to thus country from

Russia and Persia, and known also by the name of SumbuL Thin

root exhales a powerful smell of muak, and has been used in medicine

aa a substitute for that substance. Tho plant yielding it is not

known, but the root has the appearance of belonging to the natural

order I'mbcllifenr. Its tissues are full of starch.

MCSOCA'RPUM, a genus of Fossil Plants, the fruits of which only are

known. It occurs in the Coal-Measures of Lancashire. (Brongniart).
MUSOPHA'GIDJ3 (Swainson), a family of Birds, the type of which

is the genus Mtuophaga, the species of which are called Plantain-

Eaters. Mr. Vigors notices the genera Mtuophaga and Corylhaix as

nearly and evidently allied to the Gallinaceous Families, and as being
found among the Scansorial Birds

;
and speaks of the nevus Vinago

[COLUMBUS] as united by their comparatively stronger and more
solid bills to Penelope and Gnu, which in hia arrangement form the

opposite extreme of the order Rtuoret, as well as to Mtuophaga and

Corytkaix, which approach the whole of the Rasorial groups and

connect them with the Perchers. [IssKSSOBES.]
The Afiuo],hagidif constitute, according to Mr. Swainson, the fifth

great division of the conirostral tribe of Perchers. Not that he con-

siders it as by auy means clear that Mutophaya is the real type of

the whole family, though he designates that genus as the most

conspicuous of the group.
He thus characterises the family :

Bill short ; upper mandible high ;
the culmen arched ;

the margin*
either serrated or entire ; the under mandible very thin. Feet short

formed for clinging. The toes various.

The place which this family occupies in Mr. Swainson's arrange-
ment is next to the FringUlida, at the end of the Perching Birds,

and immediately before the Scansores, intermediate between the

Finches and Hornbills. He observes that those which betray their

affinity to the bullfinches are small, whilst others, whose sire and

peculiar structure assimilate them more to the hornbills, are of a

size proportionate to those birds, remarking that, with the exception
of one genus, they all possess a short but very strong and thick bill,

more or less curved on the top, the cutting margins being minutely

serrated, like the teeth of a saw. The food, it is stated, seems to be

entirely vegetable, and of the most tender and delicate description :

and Mr. Swainson remarks that it is singular to observe that the bill

in this family (in outward appearance much stronger than that of the

Finches) should yet be employed in procuring the softest vegetable
food

;
while the short bill, posterior nostrils, hopping gait, and

purely vegetable food are all exemplified in such birds as Bccru*

'jaJ.ca.tiLs, and proclaim the affinity of the Plantain-Eaters to the

Horubills.

Mr. Swainson further remarks that the economy of these birds, so

far as they have been observed by travellers, is directly against the

theory of their being likened to the Gallinaceous Order ; and he quotes
some of the statements of Cuvier and those of Yarrell in support of

bis opinion. The former, in the '

Regne Animal,' states that Corythaix
and ifuiophaga appear to him to have some analogy with the Gallina-

ceous Birds, and particularly with the Hoccos. They have the wings
and the tail of those birds, and, like them, keep on trees ; their bill,

he continues, is short, and the upper mandible convex; their feet

have a short membrane between the anterior toes ;
but it is true that

the external toe is often directed backwards like that of the owls.

Their nostrils also are simply placed in the bom of the bill, the edges
of the mandible* are dentilated, and the sternum (at least that of tho

Touraco) has not the great notches which are ordinary in the

Gallinaceous Birds. Mr. Swainson observes that this admission of

Cuvier, that Corythaijr and MufojJiaga only present
"
quelqu.e analogic

avec les gallinaccs," and that they have not the notched sternum of

the latter, is directly opposed to the theory of them birds leading to

the (Jaltinatca, a view of the subject which is confirmed by Mr. Yarrell's

observations. Mr. Swainson separates the family into the following
nub-families and genera :

Phytotomina, Plant-Cutters. Bill serrated, but not swollen. Feet
with two or three toes forward, and one backward. (Sw.)

Phytotoma (Molina). Bill short, comprexsed, the base widened;
high at the base, and gradually curved ; the lower mandible much
weaker, straight ; the commissure slightly arched, with the margins
crested. Tongue short, pointed. Nostrils banal, small, rounded.

Wings moderate
; the first two quills graduated; tail moderate, even.

Feet strong. Lateral toes unequal, the inner shortest. Claws slender

slightly curved. (Sw.)
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P. Kara. Molina describes the Rara, or Chilian Plant-Cutter as

nearly of the size of a quail, with the bill rather large, conical,

straight, a little pointed, serrated, and half an inch in length ; the
;

tongue very short and obtuse, the pupil of the eye brown. Three

well-proportioned anterior toes, the fourth posterior and a little

shorter. The tail moderate, but rounded. The colour is an obscure

gray upon the back, rather brighter on the belly ; the points of the

quills and of the tail are black. The sound of its voice is hoarse and

interrupted, and seems to express its name. It feeds on plants, but

previously has the destructive habit of cutting them off close to the

root, and often capriciously cuts off a quantity of them without

touching them further. For this reason the peasants persecute this

species, and carry on a continual war against these birds
; moreover

children who destroy their eggs are rewarded. The nest is built in

obscure and but little frequented places on the most lofty trees, and
thus these Plant-Cutters escape the persecutions of their enemies.

Notwithstanding such precautions however, their numbers are con-

siderably diminished. "
I do not know," says Molina in conclusion,

" whether this is because a price is set on its head, or on account of
its naturally small degree of fecundity."

Chilian Plant-Cutter (Phytotoma Kara).

Mr. Swainson observes that in Phytotoma the four toes appear to

be arranged as in the Finches, but in Hyreus, the other genus of this

sub-family, the toes are only three. He compares the size and entire

aspect of Phytotoma to that of a Bullfinch.

Colince, Colies. The only definition of this sub-family given by
Mr. Swainson is,

"
all the four toes placed forward," and the only

genus contained in it is

Coliiu (Brisson and Gmeliu). Bill short, strong, conical, slightly

compressed, entire, with the mandiblea equal and the edges arched.

Nostrils rounded ;
nails arched and long, that of the hind toe shortest.

Wings short; third quill longest. Tail graduated and very long.

The plumage of the species is soft and silky, and the colours

generally sombre, whence they are called at the Cape, according to

Le Vaillant, Oiseaux Souris (Mouse-Birds). Africa and the East

Indies are the localities where they have been found, the Colius mridis

of Latham, said to be from Australia, belonging probably to another

genus. The Colies are gregarious, live upon fruits, and are the

scourges of gardens. They walk badly, but they climb almost con-

tinually on the branches of trees, where they hold on, assisting them-

selves with their bills like the Parakeets. They build their nests,

which are spacious and round, in little groups ;
and Le Vaillant affirms

that they leep suspended with their heads downwards, and that, when

it i cold, thy are found so benumbed in the morning, that they may
be taken one after the other. The number of eggs is generally five

or six, and the flesh of the birds is said to be delicate. (Lesson.)

C. Senegalemit (Latham). Round the eye a naked reddish skin
;

forehead yellow ; colour pearl-gray, with greenish reflections
;
abdomen

ruddy.
ThU appears to be the Coliu Quiriwa of Le Yaillant; and the

Coliou Huppe
1

du Sdndgal of Buffon.

Mutophagina:, Plantain-Eaters. Three toes forward and one back-

ward ;
the outer toe placed obliquely. (Sw.)

C'orythatx (llliger). Bill short, rather small, high, and greatly

compressed. The frontal feathers reposing over and concealing the

nostriU. Culmen high, curved to the tip. Lower mandible narrow
;

both mandibles distinctly notched at the tip and finely serrated.

Wings short, rounded ;
the first three quills graduated. Tail long,

Colius Scnegalcnsis.

broad, rounded. Feet short, strong. Middle toe longer than the
tarsus ;

lateral toes equal, hind toe shortest ; external toe capable of

being turned a quarter of the way backward. Clawa short, thick, and
much compressed.
The following cuts will give but an imperfect idea of these elegant

birds.

Head of Corythaix Seneoalensis

The Touracos are most elegant birds, and feed principally on soft

fruits. The prevailing colour of these birds is green, varied in some

species with purple on the wings and tail. They are natives of Africn,

where they perch on the highest branches of forest trees, and thus

keep out of gun-shot, as Le Vaillant found to his cost. Having at

last succeeded in bringing one to the ground, he could not find it,

and, stamping in his rage at the loss, he broke through into one of

the covered pits which the Hottentots employed to catch ferocious

animals, particularly elephants. This accident might have been fatal.

" When I recovered my first surprise," says he,
"
I began to consider

how I should extricate myself from this embarrassment, extremely

happy that I had not been impaled on the sharp-pointed stake placed
in the bottom of the pit, and still happier that I found in it no

company. I was however apprehensive that some might arrive every

moment, especially if I should be obliged to remain there during the
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night." In this dilemma Le Vaillant find hii fusee at intervals;
the ahoU at last wen answered, and he wai delivered by his Hot-
tentoU. But he did not forget his Touraco, and now, by the aid of

hU dog*, which had followed the Hottentots, found it squatted under
a tufted bush. He afterwards laid snares for them on the fruit-trees,

to which they resorted to feed, and took them alive.

Corythaix Bentgalftisit.

C. erythrolophut (Swainson). Crest, which is red, erect and com-

pressed; sides of the head, ears, chin, and patch round the eye
(which is large, red, and brilliant), white; general plumage green,

inclining to bluish on the body and belly ; quills rich purple violet ;

tail rounded ; bill yellow ; feat grayish-block.

CorfHall ttyllirotopli

This beautiful species is the Opatktu erylhrolopkui of Vieillot ; the

Mutopkaga Paulina of Temminck ; and L'arylhaix iynictpi of Lesson.

If is a native of Africa.

Several specimens of Touraoos are to be found in our museums,
and several rpeoies have lived at the gardens of the Zoological Society,

Regent's Park.

Head of Coiythniz tryHntoplau.

Cltiztrrhis (Wagler). Bill large, high and thick nt the base, com-

pressed beyond. Culmen thick, convex, considerably arched. Lower
mandible not half so high as the upper ; the tips of both deeply
notched, with their margins finely creuated. Nostrils basal, placed
close to the top of the bill, naked, lunular, and pierced in the sub-

stance of the bill Wings lengthened ; the four first quills graduated.
Tail lengthened, slightly rounded

;
the tips very obtuse. Feet as in

Corythaix. (Swainson.)
6". rarleyala. Light gray above; a blackish stripe down each

feather
; front, top of the head, chin, and throat as far as the breast,

chestnut-brown ; under plumage beyond the breast white, but each
feather with a dark middle stripe; primary and secondary quills

blackish, with a spot of pure white varying in size in the middle of

their inner webs ; tcrtiaries and middle tail-feathers gray, tipped with
black ; lateral tail-feathers black ; bill yellow ; feet gray. Crest placed
very far back on the nape. Total length about 20 inches.

C!n:trr>ili rarirgata.

This appears to be the Touraoo Huppo'-col of Le Vaillant ; Phatianui

Africa*** of Latham
;
and Mtuophaga rariegata of Vieillot. It is a

native of Africa.

Mmophaya (Isert). Bill resembing that of Chizavhit ; but tha
base enormously dilated, so as to spread like a casque or helmet over
the fore part of the head as far as the crown, where its thickened
sides form a semicircle. Nostrils naked, oval, open, placed nearer to

the tip than to the eyes, and pierced in the substance of the bill

Wings, feet, and tail as in the Corytnaix. (Sw.iiixon.)
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if. violated. Bill rich yellow, passing into crimson
;
orbits naked,

and, like the compact velvety feathers of the crown, glossy-crimson ;

a white stripe beginning below the eye and extending above the ear
;

secondary and part of the primary quills carmine, with lilac reflec-

tions, margined and tipped with blackish-violet, which is the general
colour of the plumage, only that it changes into a very deep green on
the under parts, and is very rich on the tail; legs strong and black ;

gape wide, opening beneath the eyes.
This magnificent bird appears to be the Cuculas regius of Shaw.
It is a native of Africa Gold Coast and Senegal

Musophaga violacea.

MUSQUASH. [OXDATRA.]
MUSSEL, a form of Conchiferoua Mottuica.

MUSTARD. [SINAPIS.]
MUSTARD-TREE. The plant referred to by this name in Scrip-

ture is, according to Dr. Royle, the Salvadora Persica of botanists. It

is a native of the East Indies. [SALVADORA.]
MUSTELA. [MUSTELID.E.I
MUSTELID^E, the Weasel Tribe, a family of Digitigrade Carnivo-

rous Animals, of which the Common Weasel is the type.
The genus Muttela of Linnaeus, in the last edition of the '

Systema
Nature;,' which underwent his revision, comprised the following

species: M. Lutris, M. Lutra, M. Lutreola, M. barbara, M. Gitlo,

it. Martes, M. Putoriui, M. furo, M. Zibellina, M. erminea, aud
if. nivalit. The genua thus established consisted of the Otters and

Gluttons, as well as the true Weasels, and was placed between Viverra

and [,'nui.

Cuvier divides the Martes (Mustela, Linn.) into the following sub-

genera :

Putoriui (Cuv.). The animals of this sub-genus are, he observes,
the most sanguinary of all. The lower canine has no internal tubercle,

and their upper tuberculous tooth is wider than it is long ; they have

only two false molars above and three below. They may be recognised

by the extremity of their muzzle, which is rather shorter and stouter

than that of the Martes
;
and they all diffuse a most disagreeable

odour.

The species arranged under this sub-genus are the common Fitchet,
or Polecat (ifuitela Putoriui, Linn.), the Ferret (M. fwo, Linn.), the

Polecat of Poland (M. Sarmatica, Pall.), the Siberiau Polecat (M. Sibv-

rica, Pall.), the Weasel (M. vulgaris, Linn.), and the Stoat or Ermine
Weasel (M. erminea, Linn.).
An approximated to these he records the Mink, Norek, or Polecat

of the northern rivers (M. Lutreola, Pall.), which frequents the banks
of waters in the north and east of Europe from the Icy Sea to the

Black Sea, feeds on frogs and crayfish, and has the feet a little

palmated between the bases of the toes, but which its teeth and round
tail approximate to the Polecats more than the Otters. It is reddish-

brown, and hag the circumference of the lips and under part of the

jaw white. Its odour is only musky, and its fur very beautiful.

Some, Cuvier observes, think this the same as the Polecat of the

North American rivers (M. Viion, Gmelin), to which the name of Mink
has been transferred, and which has also the feet semi-palmated ;

but

this animal has generally white on the point of the chin only, and
sometimes a narrow line under the throat, and is a different species.

Among the Polecats of warm climates, Cuvier notices the Javanese
Polecat (Putorius nudipes, F. Cuv.), the African Polecat (P. Africanus,
Desm.), the Striped Polecat of Madagascar (P. striatws, Cuv.), aud the

Cape Polecat (the Zorille of Buffon
; Viverra Zorilla. Gm.).

The Martes, or Martens, properly so called (MusteJa, Cuv.).

These, according to Cuvier, differ from the Polecats in having an
additional false molar above and below, and a small internal tubercle
on their lower canine; two characters which a little diminish the

cruelty of their nature.

Belonging to Europe he notices, as very closely allied to each other,
the Common Marten (Mustela Maries, Linn,), and M.foina.
As the production of Siberia, he calls attention to the Zibelline

Marten (M. Zibellina), so celebrated for its rich fur, which is brown,
with some gray spots on the head, and is distinguished from the pre-
ceding by having hairs even under the toes, a provision adapted to its

habitation in the most frozen mountains. The painful chase of this

species is laboriously followed in the midst of winter among frightful

snows, and to the pertinacity with which it has been persevered in,

notwithstanding the meteoric terrors that surround the hunter, the

discovery of the eastern countries of Siberia has been ascribed.
North America, observes Cuvier, produces many Martes, which

travellers and naturalists have indicated under the names of Pekan,
Vison, Mink, &c. One of these, the White Vison of the furriers

(M. lutrocephala, Harl.), has the feet as hairy and the hair nearly as
soft as the Zibelline, but of a bright fulvous colour, and is almost
whitish on the head. That, he remarks, which he shall call Pekau
(M. Canadensis, Gm.), and which comes from Canada and the United
States, has the head, the neck, the shoulders, and the upper part of
the back mingled with gray aud brown

;
the nose, the rump, the tail,

and the limbs are blackish.

The Mouffettes (Mephitis, Cuv.).

These, like the Polecats, have two false molars above and three
below ; but their upper tuberculous tooth is very large, and as long as
it is wide, and their lower canine has two tubercles on its internal

side, which approximates them to the Badgers, as the Polecats are

approximated to the Orisons aud the Gluttons. The Mouffettes have

besides, like the Badgers, the anterior claws long and adapted for

digging, and they are even half plantigrade : the resemblance is con-
tinued even in the distribution of the colours. Cuvier truly remarks in

conclusion, that in this family, remarkable for its foetid odour, the
Mouffettes are distinguished by a stench far exceeding that of the
other species.
The Mouffettes, or Skunks, are generally striped with white upon a

black ground ; but the number of stripes varies in the same species.
The most common is the North American species ( Viverra Putorius,
Gm.), which is black, with white stripes more or less wide and nume-
rous, and the tip of the tail black. The odour of this suffocating
animal has been compared to that of the Polecat, mingled with an

overpowering stench of garlic, and nothing can be more intolerable.

Cuvier also notices the Chinche ( V. mephitis, Gm.), with the tail white ;

the stripes on the back sometimes occupy the whole of ita width.

Mydaus (F. Cuv.). Cuvier considers that this may be made a

distinct sub-genus. With the teeth, feet, and colours of the Skunks,
it has a truncated muzzle in the form of a snout, and the tail is

reduced to a small pencil of hairs.

Only one species, M. mdiceps, is known.

The Otters (Lutra, Storr.).

The Martes of Cuvier are placed between the Ratels and the Dogs.
The same position is assigned to this family by M. Lesson.

Professor Bell, in his ' British Quadrupeds,' makes the Mustelidce

consist of the following genera :

Lutra, ifustela, and Martes, Ray.
He places the Muttdidce between the Ursidce and the Fdidce in the

same work.

Dr. J. E. Gray arranges his sub-family Mustelina, the fifth of his

family Felidce, next to his sub-family Oanina. The Mustelina contain

the following genera :

Martes, Mustela, Putorius, Gymnopus, Vison, Zorilla, Galera, Ratelus,

Gulo, ffelictis, Mephitis, Chinchia, Marputius, Conepatus, Mydaus,
Arctonyx, Meles, Taxidea, Lontra, Lutra, Aonyx, Pteronura, and

Enhydra. (' Synopsis : Brit. Mus.')

We shall here confine ourselves to the Weasels, properly so called,

including the Martens, Skunks, and Mydaus.
The dentition of the Common Weasel, the Zorilla, and the Marten,

is very similar ; aud indeed F. Cuvier unites the three, giving two

plates to show the slight variations. He observes, that the only differ-

ence that they present with reference to this part of their organisation
is that the Martens have in both jaws a rudimentary false molar more
than the Weasel and the Zorilla ; and that the Zorilla has the internal

tubercle of the lower canine more developed than it is found in the

analogous tooth of the Martens and Weasels, or Polecats. In other

respects their systems of dentition are quite identical.
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Teeth oT Wcurl, Zorllln, and Mrti-n.

UpptT ttt, t llttl* Bora than twice the lse of nature
j awn ct, nearly twice

Mmtcla. Body elongated, vermiform. Feet short; toe* separate;
4 4

claws sharp. Molar teeth, r UK-

Jf. vulgarii, 'the Common Weaacl. Reddish-brown above ; white
beneath ;

tail of the same colour an the body.
It is found in Europe and North America, Pennant states that this

specie* inhabits the Hudson's Bay countries, Newfoundland, and the

United States. God man, in his account of the animals of the United

States, omits it Prince
Bonaparte thinks that what has been con-

sidered as the Common Weasel in the United States is the Ermiin- in

its summer fur. Lawson notices it in his 'History of Carolina,' saying
that it is the same as in England, but very scarce. Catesby also men-
tions it, writing

' Weasle ;

'

and in the ' New Description of Virginia
'

(1649),
' Weasels' are mentioned among their congeners, but with this

saving clause, evidently written to soothe settlers
" but these vennine

hurt not hens, chickins, or eggs, at any time." Sir John Richardson
remarks that both the Weasel and the Ermine are indubitably inhabit-

ants of the American continent, the Ermine extending to the most
remote arctic districts, and the Weasel as far to the north, at least, at

the Saskatchewan 1

Common Weasel (Ituitela

Mr. Bell observes that the near approximation in figure and character,
and the great general similiarity in habits, which a comparison between
the Stoat and Weasel presents, have occasioned considerable confusion

in some of the accounts which have been given of their history ; though
the difference of size and colour would at once be sufficient to distin-

guish the species, were there no other points of disagreement between
them.

" The Stoat," says Mr. Bell,
"

is brown above, dirty white beneath ;

the tail always black at the tip, longer and more bushy than that of

the Weasel, and the former animal is twice as large a-s its elegant little

congener. The Weasel, on the other hand, is red above, pure white

beneath, the bill red and uniform. Their habits also, though generally

similar, are in many of their details considerably distinct ; and we are

fully borne out by observation in saying that the accusations against
the Weasel of the mischief which he is said to perpetrate in the farm-

yard and the hen-roost, as well as amongst game of every description
on hares and rabbits no less than on the feathered tribes are

principally duo to the Stoat. It is not meant to be asserted that tin.

Weasel will not, when driven by hunger, boldly attack the stock of

the poultry-yard, or occasionally make free with a young rabbit or a

sleeping partridge ; but that its usual prey is of a much more ignoble
character is proved by daily observation. Mice of every description,
the field and the water vole, rats, moles, and small birds, arc tin ir

ordinary food ; and from the report of unprejudiced observers it would

appear that this pretty animal ought rather to be fostered as a destroyer
of vermin than extirpated ta a noxious depredator. Above all, it

should not be molested in barns, ricks, or granaries, in which situations

it is of great service in destroying the colonies of mice which infest

them. Those only who have witnessed the multitudinous numbers in

which these little pests are found, in wheat-ricks especially, and have

seen the manner in which the interior is sometimes drilled, as it were,
in every direction by their runs, can at all appreciate the amount of

their depredations ;
and surely the occasional abduction of a chicken

or a duckling, supposing it to be even much more frequently charge-
able againrt the Weasel than it really is, would be but a trifling set-off

ngainst the benefit produced by the destruction of those swarms of

little thieves."

Mr. Bell adds, as ground for this defence of the Weasel, that a

friend of his assured him that at least three bushels of different species

of mice had been killed out of one wheat-rick, a number that will not

surprise those who have seen a good thoroughly-routing mouse-limit

in a grain rick-yard or granary where the mice have taken up their

quarters in earnest. Great good the Weasel certainly does, ami its
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usual mode of attack when it reaches its prey shows that small quad-
rupeds and birds form ita staple. It inflicts a bite on the head which
pierces the brain, and seldom fails to lay the victim dead at its feet by
a single stroke. But there can be no doubt that it is a destroyer of

newly-hatched gallinaceous and game-birds and young ducks, as well
as the smaller feathered tribes

; and that, although it does good ser-

vice in keeping down the mice, it is a bad neighbour to the hare and
rabbit warren. Not that the Weasel will do one-third of the mischief
that a Stoat will, nor upon animals of such large growth, but it will
do enough. It is a most active and persevering hunter; few trees
will stop it when in search of birds'-nests, which it robs not only by
Bucking the eggs, but by carrying off the young. It will hunt the

mole, the field-mouse, and other small quadrupeds in their usual

haunts, not only by the eye but also by the scent, like a Stoat
; and

most amusing it is to see one of these flexible agile little creatures

tracing up the scent when it is at fault. They will quarter the ground
like a dog till they bit it off, and, to lose no help from their eye, will

occasionally sit up, raising themselves on their hind quarters to gain
a more extended view around them. Their perseverance will tire

down animals larger and stronger than themselves; nor will water

stop them when their game takes to it for safety. In they plunge,
and seldom quit their object till the fatal bite is inflicted. The brain
is generally first eaten, and the body of the victim kept as a supply
near the haunt of the little hunter ; but it seems very questionable
whether they are addicted to those blood-sucking propensities which
the vulgar attribute to them ; and our own experience coincides with
that of Mr. Bell, who considers this alleged habit to be much exagge-
rated, and whose own observation, as far as it had gone, tended to

confirm the opinion of those who deny the existence of such a

propensity altogether.
The last-named acute zoologist also throws well-grounded doubt on

the assertion that the Weasel will attack and destroy snakes; and
indeed he believes such a notion to be entirely erroneous. He placed
a weasel and a common snake together in a large cage, in which the

former had the opportunity of retiring into a small box in which it

slept. Mutual fear was manifest, and the animals kept at a distance ;

the snake however showing as much disposition to be the assailant as

the weasel, which at last gave the snake an occasional slight bite on
the side or on the nose, without however materially injuring the

reptile, and evidently without any instinctive desire to feed upon it.

After they had remained two or three hours together the animals

appeared almost indifferent to the presence of each other. The snake

was then removed.
" How different was this weasel's conduct," ssfys Mr. Bell, after

relating the experiment above stated,
" when a mouse was introduced

into the cage : it instantly issued from its little box, and in a moment
one single bite on the head pierced the brain, and laid the mouse
dead without a struggle or a cry. I have observed that when a

weasel seizes a small animal, at the instant that the fatal bite is

inflicted it throws its long lithe body over its prey, so as to secure it

should the first bite fail ;
an accident however which I have never

observed to occur when a mouse has been the victim. The power
which the Weasel has of bending the head at right angles with the

long and flexible though powerful neck, gives it great advantage in

this mode of seizing and killing its smaller prey."
This destroyer becomes itself a victim to birds of prey. We have

all heard the story of the eagle and cat, and how the maddened quarry

brought the mighty bird that had snatched it away down again to the

earth in the agonies of death. In the '

Magazine of Natural History'
a similar anecdote is recorded of a stoat and an eagle, not however

with any strong voucher. But Mr. Bell, on the authority of Mr.

Pindar, residing when the event occurred at Bloxworth in Dorsetshire,

relates the following passage in the life of a weasel ;
and as there is

no ground whatever for doubt, it affords a striking instance of the

murderous instinct of this little quadruped.
Mr. Pindar, while riding over his grounds, saw at a short distance

from him a kite pounce on some object on the ground, and rise with

it in hia talons.
" In a few moments however the kite began to show

signs of great uneasiness, rising rapidly in the air, or as quickly falling,

and wheeling irregularly round, whilst it was evidently endeavouring
to force some obnoxious thing from it with its feet. After a sharp

but short contest the kite fell suddenly to the earth, not far from

where Mr. Pindar was intently watching the manomvre. He instantly

rode up to the spot, when a weasel ran away from the kite, apparently

unhurt, leaving the bird dead, with a hole eaten through the skin

under the wing, and the large bloodvessels of the part torn through."
With similar courage the Weasel will attack dogs, and even men,

when ita nest is invaded. This is framed of dry leaves and herbage,

and is generally lodged in some snug locality, such as a crevice in a

bank, the hollow of a tree, or a dry ditch, which keeps it warm and

comfortable. Here four or five young are brought up from each birth,

and the number of these litters is two, or even three, in the year.

The female Weasel is smaller than the male, and Mr. Bell well

observes that it is probably the "
little reddish beast

"
called by the

country people a Cane, mentioned in White's '

Selborne,' and described

a not much bigger than a field-mouse, but much longer. Mr. Blyth
informed Mr. Bell that the animal was known in Surrey by the name

of Kine.

This species sometimes, but rarely, turns white in the winter, and
in this state it is the Mustela nivalis of Linnsus. Mr. Bell received
one from Scotland with two white spots on each side of the nose ,

which it retained throughout the summer.
Pennant gives the following national names for this species :

Bronwen of the Welsh ; La Bellette of the French
; Donnola, Ballo-

tula, and Benula, of the Italians ; Comadreia of the Spanish ;
Doninha

of the Portuguese ; Wisel of the Germans
; Weezel of the Dutch ;

Vesla of the Swedes
;
and Vsesel of the Danes. The Anglo-Saxon

name is Wesle.
M. erminea, Linn., the Ermine-Weasel. Body reddish-brown above,

white beneath (in winter wholly white) ; extremity of the tail always
black. (Bell.)
Winter Dress. Yellowish-white, the yellow hardly visible on the

head, but gradually showing itself more and more on the body and

increasing in intensity, so that some are of a pale yellow colour on
their hind parts. In high northern latitudes, and iu severe winters
lower down, the white on the upper parts is quite pure.

Ermine (Sfustela erminea} in -winter dresa.

Summer Dress. About the end of March the upper parts change to

reddish-brown, of rather a dull tint
;
the lower parts continue white.

The tail, as noticed in the specific character, remains black at the

extremity during all the changes.

. ,.

Ermine (Mmtela erminea) in summer dress,

In northern latitudes, even in the alpine districts of Scotland,
Mr. Bell observes that this change is universal

;
but farther south it

becomes an occasional and even rare occurrence.

With regard to the mode in which this alteration is brought about,
Mr. Bell expresses his belief that the winter change is effected not

by the loss of the summer coat and the substitution of a new one, but

by the actual change of colour in the existing fur ; and he cites, in

proof of this view of the subject, the caae of the Hudson's Bay
Lemming, which in Captain Sir John Ross's first Polar Expedition was

exposed iu its summer coat on the deck to a temperature of 30 below

zero, and the next morning the fur on the cheeks and a patch on
each shoulder had become perfectly white. Next day the shoulder-

patches had considerably extended, and the posterior part of the body
and flanks had turned to a dirty white. At the end of a week the

winter change was complete, with the exception of a dark baud across

the shoulders prolonged down to the middle of the back.

That change of temperature, and not merely change of season, is

necessary to effect the alteration of colour, is evident from Mr. Hogg's
observations. (5th vol. of Loudon's '

Magazine of Nat. Hist. ;

'

Bell,
1 British Quadrupeds.')

Mr. Hogg, whose remarks appear to have been made in the county
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of Durham, states that within the last nine yean from the date of hi*

communication he had met with two Ermines alive, and in the most
different winten that had occurred for a great many yean. One was
observed in the extremely severe winter (January to March) of 1823

;

the other in the extremely mild January of 1832.

"In consequence of the months of December, 1831, and January,

1832, having been so extremely mild, I was," says Mr. Hogg,
"
greatly

surprised to find this stoat clothed in hi* winter fur ;
and the more so,

because I had seen, about three weeks or a month before, a stoat in

it* summer coat or brown fur. I was therefore naturally led to con-

sider whether the respective situations which the brown and white

stoats seen by me this warm whiter inhabited, could alone account

for the difference of the colour of their fur, in any clear and satisfactory
manner. The situation then where the Brown Stoat was seen, is in

nearly 54 32' N. lat, 1 19' W. long., upon a plain elevated a very
few feet above the level of the river Tees, in the county of Durham.

Again, the place where I met with the Ermine, or White Stoat, on
the 23rd January, 1832, is in the North Riding of Yorkshire, in

nearly 54 12' N. lat, 1 13' W. long. ;
it is situated at a very con-

siderable elevation, and in the immediate neighbourhood of the lofty
moorlands called the Hambledon Hill*. These constitute the south-

western range of the Cleveland Hills, which rise in height from 1100
feet to 1200 feet above the sea. At the time, the Ermine was making
bis way toward* the hills, where, no doubt, he lived, or frequently
haunted ; and consequently the great coldness of the atmosphere, even

in so mild a winter, upon so elevated and bleak a spot a* that moor-

land, would satisfactorily account for the appearance of the animal
in its white fur ; although the place is, in a direct line, more than 23
miles distant to the south of the fields near the Tees, inhabited by the

Brown Stoat"
The Ermine-Weasel, the length of whose head and body is 9 inches

10 lines, the tail being 4 inches 8 lines, is the Carlwm of the Welsh
;

Stoat, Stout, and Greater Weasel of the English ;
L'He'rmine and Le

Roselet of the French
;

Armellino of the Italians ;
Armino and

Armelina of the Spanish ; Hermelin of the Germans; Hermelin and
Lekatt of the Swedes ; Hermilyn of the Dutch

;
Hermelin and Lekat

of the Danes ; Seegop*
and Shacooshew of the Cree Indians ; and

Terreeya of the Esquimaux.
The Ermine is found generally in temperate Europe, but common

only in the north. The finest, that is, those with the longest and
thickest fur, and of the purest and brightest colour, are imported
from the high latitudes. Russia, Norway, Siberia, Lapland, furnish

them abundantly. The British importation, in 1833, was 105,139;
and 187,000 in 1850. In America it is found from the most northern
limits to the middle districts of the United States. Ermine-skins

formed part of the Canada exports in the tune of Cbarlevoix ; but

they have so sunk in value, that they are said not to repay the Hud-
son s Bay Company the expense of collecting them, and very few are

brought to this country from that quarter.
"
It appears that in England generally," says Mr. Macgillivray,

" the

Kriniue is less common than the Weasel; but in Scotland, even to

the south of the Frith of Forth, it is certainly of more frequent
occurrence than that

species ; and for one Weasel I have seen at least

five or six Ermines. It frequents stoney places and thickets, among
which it finds a secure retreat, as its agility enables it to outstrip
even a dog in a short race, and the slimness of its body allows it to

enter a very small aperture. Patches of furze, in particular, afford it

perfect security, and it sometimes takes possession of a rabbit's burrow.
It preys on game and and other birds, from the grouse and ptarmigan
downwards, sometimes attacks poultry or sucks their eggs, and i* a

determined enemy to rats and moles. Young rabbits and hare*

frequently become victims to its rapacity, and even full-grown indivi-

duals are sometimes destroyed by it. Although in general it does

not appear to hunt by scent, yet it has been seen to trace its prey
like a dog, following its track with certainty. Ita motions are elegant,
and its appearance extremely animated. It moves by leaping or

bounding, and is capable of running with great speed, although it

seldom trusts itself beyond the immediate vicinity of cover. Under
the excitement of pursuit however its courage is surprising, for it

will attack, seize by the throat, and cling to a grouse, hare, or other
animal xtrong enough to carry it off, and it does not hesitate on Ocea-

nian to betake itself to the water. Sometimes when met with in a
thicket or stoney place, it will stand and gaze upon the intruder, as if

conscious of security ; and, although its boldness ha* been exaggerated
in the popular stories which have made their way into books ofnatural

history, it cannot be denied that, in proportion to its size, it is at least

as courageous as the tiger or the lion."

Mr. Bell was informed by the Rev. F. W. Hope that the latter,

while shooting in Shropshire, was attracted by the loud shrill scream
of a bare which be thought had been just caught in a poacher's snare.

He ran toward* the spot, and there saw a hare limping off, apparently
in great distress, with something attached to the side of the throat
TbU proved to be a stoat, and the stricken hare made it* way into the
bnuhwood with ite enemy still holding on. In England it takes

advantage of the galleries of the mole for ite winter retreat, as well a*

the rabbit burrow.

Captain Lyon, KN., saw the Ermine hunting the footstep* of mice
in the north as a hound would hunt a fox, and observed their burrows

in the snow, which were pushed up in the same manner a* the track*
of mole* in Britain. These rmsijru ran in a serpentine direction, and
near the hole or dwelling-place the circles were multiplied a* if to
render the approach more intricate.

The same graphic voyager gives a lively description of a captive
Ermine :

" He was a fierce little fellow, and the instant he obtained

daylight in his new dwelling, he flew at the bars, and shook them with
the greatest fury, uttering a very shrill passionate cry, and emitting
the strong musky smell which I formerly noticed. No threat* or

teasing could induce him to retire to the sleeping-place, and whenever
he did so of hi* own accord, the slightest rubbing on the bars was
sufficient to bring him out to the attack of his tormentors. He soon
took food from the hand, but not until he had first used every exertion

to reach and bite the finger* which conveyed it This boldness gave
me great hopes of being able to keep my little captive alive through
the winter, but he was killed by an accident"

Sir John Richardson states that the Ermine is a bold animal, and
often domesticates itself in the habitations of the fur-traders, where
it may be heard the live-long night pursuing the white-footed mouse
(Mm leucopui). He remarks that, according to Indian report, this

species bring* forth ten or twelve young at a time. In this country
it produces about five in April or May.

In Siberia Ermine* are taken in traps baited with flesh ; and in

Norway they are either shot with blunt arrow*, or taken in traps made
of two flat' stones, one being propped up with a stick, to which is

fastened a baited string. This the animal nibbles, when the stone falls

and crushes it Two logs of wood are used for the same purpose and
in the same manner in Lapland.
M. Putoriui, the Polecat, or Fitchet Weasel Stouter in proportion

than either the Common Weasel or the Ermine, and the head broader.
Nose rather pointed, ears round and not conspicuous. Neck compara-
tively short Tail inclining to bushy, rather more than a third of the

length of the body and head. There are two kinds of fur in this

specie* ; the short is fulvous and woolly, the long is black, brownish-

black, and shining. A brown colour mingled with yellow, varying

according to the proportions of these two sorts of fur in the individual,
is the result There are some white marks about the mouth and ears,
and the parts which are darkest in colour are the bead, tail, and feet.

Length of the head and body 1 foot, 5 inches, 6 lines ; of the tail, 5

inches 5 lines. Such is Mr. Bell's measurement Mr. Macgillivray
makes the total length to the end of the tail 17 inches, and observes
that the anal sac is usually represented as single ; and he found that

beneath the extremity of the rectum externally two sacs containing
a yellowish fetid substance of the consistence of thick cream were

This is the Ffwlbard of the Welsh; Fulimart, Foumart (a* well as

the term* given at the head of the description) of the English. Polecat

has been supposed to have been a corruption of Polish Cat
;
but this

seems to be not much better than a guess; Foumart and Fulimart
have with better reason been considered to be contractions of Foul

Martin, in contradistinction to the Sweet Martin. It is the Putois of

the French, Foetta and Puzzolo of the Italians, Putoro of the Spanish ;

Iltis, Ulk, and Buntaing, of the Germans; Bousing of the Dutch; Iller

of the Swedes, and Ilder of the Dane*.
It i* found throughout Europe. Pennant says that it is common in

the temperate parts of Russia, but grows scarcer iu Siberia, exc<
]

> in

the desert of Baraba and beyond the lake Baikal.

rolccal (Miuttla Pvtoritu).

The Polecat i* molt destructive to the poultry-yard and the preserve ;

its appetite for slaughter, which seems never to be satiated as long as

any living thing remains within its reach, rendering it a most ruinous

neighbour to those who rear fowls or keep up a head of game. Not

only the young birds fall victims to it, but the parent* also ; nor are
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even geese or turkeys safe. We remember an instance of a hen and
a whole brood of chickens being killed by one of these destroyers in a

single night ; and upon another occasion, seven or eight nearly full-

grown turkeys. The brain and the blood seem to be the choicest

portions. The bodies of the dead are carried off to its haunts, which
are generally in some copse or wood near a farm or in the heart of a

preserve, whence it issues on its deadly errand in the evening, generally
soon after sunset, or when it grows dusk.
No ' vermin '

is placed with more satisfaction upon
' the Keeper's

Tree,' for none commits more havoc, if so much, among the game.
Beginning with the egg, it persecutes all the game-birds through every
period of life, and is a far more determined enemy than the Stoat
itself to the hare and rabbit-warren. The fox, as is well known, will

do much to keep down the pheasants, and especially the rabbits and
hares ; but even this wily and powerful invader is not so mischievous as

the species of which we are treating. Where a fox will kill one, a pole-
cat will immolate ten, to say nothing of eggs ; no vertebrated animal
seems to come amiss to its murderous nature. Bewick relates that

during a severe storm a Foumart was traced in the snow from the side

of a rivulet to its hole at some distance from it. As it was observed
to have made frequent trips, and as other marks were to be seen in

the snow which could not easily be accounted for, it was thought a
matter worthy of great attention. Its hole was accordingly examined,
and five fine eels were discovered to be the fruit of its nocturnal
excursions. The marks in the snow were made by the motion of the
eels in tb quadruped's mouth. In London's 'Magazine' (vol. vi.) ia

an account of a female polecat that was hunted to her nest, which
held five young ones in a comfortable bed of withered grass. From a

side hole the narrator picked out forty large frogs and two toads alive,

but capable of sprawling only, for the old polecat had stricken them
all with palsy by a bite through the brain of each.

The nest of this species is generally made in some rabbit-burrow, in

the crevice of a rock, or where the tangled herbage and brushwood

overgrow loose heaps of stones, and there the female drops from four

to six young in May or early in June.

The courage of the Polecat is great, and none of the tribe denomi-
nated by gamekeepers 'vermin' so severely tries the 'pluck' of a

terrier ;
for its flexibility, unless seized in the right place and shaken

to death at once, enables it to turn and fasten upon the nose of the

dog, so as to make the latter not unfrequently desist from the attack.

There is good evidence that the Fitchet or Polecat will breed with

the Ferret.

Inferior to the fur of the Sable or Marten, that of the Polecat is

nevertheless esteemed, and a considerable importation of the skins

annually comes to this country from the north of Europe, under the

name of Fitch.

Jfarta (Ray). Grinding teeth, -Z_; body much elongated; feet
6 tf

short, with separate toes ; tongue smooth.

Before we enter upon the European species of Martins, or Martens,
as they are perhaps more properly termed, it will be necessary to

consider the difference of opinion among zoologists, as to the point
whether the Common or Beech Marten, the Pine Marten, and the

Sable are three different species, or merely varieties of one.

The Ma/rtes seems to have been known to the ancients, though it

does not appear which of the Martens was thus designated ;
indeed

it may have been a common name for them all. Martial writes

('Ep.'x.37):
" Venator capta marte superbus adest."

Some indeed read 'mele' for 'marte,' and so make a badger of the

capture. The annotator in the Delphin edition has crowded as much
confusion as he could in his illustration of that reading, for he writes,

"Legunt alii capta mele, Gallice blaireau, chat sauvage, fouine,"

badger, wild cat, marten, for which last 'fouine' is the French term.

George Bauer, who wrote under the name of Agricola, in his book

'De Animantibus Subterraneis,' notices the three kinds of Marten

first above alluded to. After writing a clear account of the Polecat,

he says :

" A third kind of sylvan weasel lies in the crevices of stones

and caverns, which is called Maries by Martial and Marturus by the

Germans." He then gives Martial's line above quoted, and proceeds to

describe the animal and its habits with much accuracy. This is the

Common or Stone Marten. He then describes a fourth, the Pine

Marten ;
and afterwards a fifth,

" called by the Germans Zobel," the

Sable. The skins of the last are, he remarks, more precious than

cloth of gold, and he adds that forty of the best, the usual number in

one bundle, have been sold for more than a thousand pieces of gold.

('
De Anim. Subt.,' folio, Basil, 1561.)

Gesner, Aldrovandus, and Jonston, did little more than copy Agricola.
"
They seem however," says Mr. Bennett, who has well traced up the

opinions of authors upon this subject, "to have abandoned Agricola's

subdivision of the second species, and to have described his first, the

Stone Marten, aa it was emphatically denominated by the Germans,

an the Beech Marten, imputing to it a more familiar and sociable

disposition, and a fondness for the neighbourhood of inhabited places."

The same distinctions are adopted by Ray in his
'

Synopsis Quadru-

pedum,' 1693 ; but to his description of the Sable he adds that " Dr.

Tancred Robinson had seen the animal itself in the possession of

JtAT. HIST. I)IV. VOL. III.

Dr. Charlton. Its size was that of a Cat of Cyprus, its colour a dark

tawny ;
the fore part of its head and its ears of a whitish ash-colour ;

and the bristles on its eyebrows, nose, and face, very long."
Mr. Bennett remarks in continuation that so slightly did Linnaeus

estimate the value of the distinctions indicated between the Pine and
Beech Martens, that he uniformly treats of them as one and the same
animal in all his zoological writings, from the first edition of his

'Fauna Suecica' to the twelfth of his 'Systema Naturae." It is only,
he observes, in the last, that Linnaeus for the first time intimates the
existence of any difference between them. There he speaks of two
varieties as known to the rustics the Beech Marten with a white

throat, and the Pine Marten with a yellow throat. The Linmeau
character of the Sable is principally, Mr. Bennett adds, founded on
that of Ray, and is accompanied by the sign used by Liimieus to denote
that he had not seen the animal to which it is appended.

M. Lesson enumerates all three as species, under the names of

1, Marte Commun, Mustela Maries, Linn. ; La Marte, Buff. 2, Marte

Fouine, Mustela foina, Linn. (Gmel. ?), La Fouine, Buff. 3, Marte

Zibeline, Mustela Zibellina, Linn. ; the Sobol of the Poles and Russians ;

the Sabbel of the Swedes.
Mr. Bennett states that since the time of Pallas the three species

have been almost universally enumerated by authors, each copying his

predecessors with more or less correctness. Desmarest, he remarks,
has omitted the most important characters given by Pallas for the

Sable, and has, on his own authority, furnished it with a tail of two-

thirds the length of its body, while that of the Pine and Beech Martens
is stated to measure but little more than the half; and he says that he
knows of but one instance, since Linnaeus, in which the two latter

animals have been even apparently conjoined. This occurs in Dr.

Walker's '

Essay on the Scottish Mammalia.'
Mr. Bennett, in the ' Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological

Society,' gives an account of the specimens of Martens in the collection

of the Zoological Society.
"
Such," he says,

" are the specimens of

Martens contained in the Society's Museum. Other individuals, exhibit-

ing similar variations in their colouring and markings, have been
observed by us in various collections ; but it would be useless to

multiply descriptions leading to no conclusive result. If the Beech
and Pine Martens of our own country be distinct, it is probable that

the last-described animal may also belong to a different species from
either. We do not however hesitate to declare our opinion that the

true Sable of Pallas is still a stranger to our collections ;
and we have

good reason, in the silence of authors respecting it, for believing that

it is equally unknown to the zoologists of the continent. It is cer-

tainly not a little singular that an animal so highly valued and so

anxiously sought after should still be a desideratum to the scientific

world ; but it is perhaps no less so that the opinion which has been
so lightly adopted with such well-known animals as the indigenous
martens, should never yet have been put to the test of direct

experiment."
Mr. Bell, after speaking in terms of deserved praise of Mr. Bennett's

statement, say that a deliberate consideration of these and other

authorities, and a comparison of many specimens of both kinds, had
hitherto failed to lead him to a conclusion at all satisfactory to his

own mind
;
and it is only with a protest against being considered as

decidedly supporting the opinion that they are essentially different,

that he ventures to give them a distinctive character in his ' British

Quadrupeds.'
" I am not," says Mr. Bell, "the more disposed towardf

this opinion by the observation of two living specimens in the Surrey

Zoological Gardens, in which the throat, though decidedly yellow, is

less bright and deep in its hue than in some other specimens, and of

a single one in the menagerie of the Zoological Society, also living,

the throat of which, though it would be termed whitish, yet has a

slight yellow tinge. The dark colour of the former and the lighter

and grayer hue of the latter, with the different colour of the throat,

joined to a slight difference in the form of the head, the former being

proportionally a little longer, would certainly lead us to consider the

former as the Yellow-Throated or Pine Marten, and the latter as the

White-Throated or Beech Marten, supposing them to be distinct;

but the differences are scarcely decisive, and the yellowish tinge on

the throat of the latter specimen shows an approach to the Pine

Marten even in this supposed distinguishing character, which is far

from offering any help towards a satisfactory solution of the difficulty."

Mr. Macgillivray notices these observations of Mr. Bell in the

'Naturalist's Library' (British Quadrupeds); and then states that

the examination of individuals in different stages, and obtained in

various parts of Scotland, had disclosed to him a gradation of colour-

ing combined with a sameness of form that had satisfied him as to the

indivisibility of the species.
" In fact," says Mr. Macgillivray,

" the

Beech Marten and the Pine Marten differ less from each other as to

size than individuals of the polecat, ermine, or weasel, and the differ-

ences of colour observed are not greater than in the common fox."

M. Maries, var. with the White Throat (Linn.), the Beech Marten ;

M. foina, Gmel.; Maries Fagornm, Ray; M. Saxornm, Klein. Mr.

Bell describes the head of this marten as somewhat triangular ; the

muzzle pointed ;
the nose extending a little beyond the lips ;

the eyes

large, prominent, and remarkably lively ;
the ears large, open, and

rounded ; the body much elongated and very flexible ;
the tail long,

thick, and somewhat bushy ;
the feet rather short

;
the toes generally

3 T
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raked, but at time*, probably in the winter, covered beneath with a

thin toft hair. The fur, he observes, is of two sorts : tlio inner

extremely soft, abort, copious,
and of a light yellowUh-gray colour;

the outer very long, ihiuing, ash-coloured at the root*, brown at the

extremity, hot of different degrees of intensity at different parts of

the body ; the middle of the back, the tail, the outer parta of the legs
and the feet, being darker than the other

parta ;
the belly lighter and

more gray ; the throat white, but Mr. Bell itatea that in one instance

he had Men it of a light yellowish tinge ; inner surface and margin
of the ean whitish. Length of head and body 1 foot 6 inches; of

the tail 9 inches 6 line*.

This is the Bela Qraig of the Welsh, and Stone Marten of the English.
It is La Fouine of the French ; Foina and Fouina of the Italians ;

Marta and Oibellina of the Spanish ;
Hauss Harder and Stein Harder

of the Germans ; Starter of the Dutch; Hard of the Swedes; and
Haar of the Danes.

It is found in northern and temperate Europe, and western Asia.

Beech or Atone Marten (Jftutela Itarln).

This Marten is found more remote from woods, though it is often

met with in them, and more frequently in mountainous and stony

places, and nearer the habitations of man thau the Pine Marten. It

prefers the vicinity of farm-yards and homesteads, and is a ruinous

visitor to them and the game-preserve. It is an expert climber, and

Daniel, in his ' Kural Sports,' has figured it on a tree about to attack

a hen-pheasant at perch. A very groundless notion once prevailed
that this was the Pine Marten in a state of domestication. It is lively,

active, and graceful hi ita movements. The nest of the female is con-

structed of herbage, straw, or grass, sometimes in the hollow of a tree,

sometimes in the crevices of rocks, not 'infrequently in a ruin, and

occasionally in granaries or barns.

The fur of the Beech Marten is considered very far inferior to that

of the Pine Marten, and is known in the trade as the skin of the Stone
Marten. Many are imported from the north of Europe, and dyed to

represent Sable. The comparatively poor quality of the fur however
is immediately perceptible to the experienced eye, although, as is the
case with most of the animals which are used for their fur, the northern
skins are fuller, richer in colour, and more lustrous than those from
more temperate climates.

Maria Abittum (Ray); Mtutela Maria, Linn., the Pine Marten.
Brown ; throat yellow ; toes naked beneath

; legs longer and head
smaller than in the Beech Marten.

This is the Bela Ooed of the Welsh
; La Marte of the French

;

Mart*, Martura, Martora, and Martorello of the Italians ; Marta of the

Spanish ; Feld-Marder and Wild-Marder of the (Jermaus ; Marter of
the Dutch ; Wawpeestan of the Cree Indians

; Wawbeechins of the

Algoaquini ; Sable of the American Fur-Dealers ; and Martin of the
Hudson's Bay Company's Lists.

It is found in Europe and North America.
The Pine Marten in its habits resembles the Beech Marten, but it

shun* the neighbourhood of man living in Europe in deep forests,
and preying on birds and the smaller animals. The female deposits
two or three young ones in a nest of moss and leaves formed in some
hollow tree, when she does not take possession of that of the squirrel
or the woodpecker.

Sir John kichardson states that the Pine Marten inhabit* the woody
districts in the northern parts of America, from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, in great numbers, and that it has been observed to be parti-

cularly abundant where the trees have been killed by fire, but are still

standing.
"

It U very rare," continues Sir John,
" as Hearne has

remarked, hi the district lying north of Churchill River, and east of
Great Slave Lake, known by the name of Chepewyan or Barren Lands.

A similar district, on the Asiatic side of Behrinc's Straits, 25 degrees
of longitude in breadth, and inhabited by the Tchutaki, is described

by Pennant as equally unfrequented by the marten, and for the tarn*

reason, the want of trees. The limit of its northern range in America
is like that of the woods, about tho 68th degree of latitude, and it is

said to be found as far south as New England. Particular races of

martens, distinguished by the fineness and dark colours of their fur

appear to inhabit certain rocky districts. The rocky and mountain-
ous but woody district of the Nipigon, on the north side of Lake

Superior, has long been noted for its black and valuable marten-
skins."

, ,

... fc-uir-^,.'-
^ -

Pine-Marten (Xtubl*\

The same author gives the length of the head and body at from
18 to 20 inches, and notices a remark of the natives that the fur loses
all its lustre, and consequently much of its value, upon the falling of
the first shower of rain for the season. He further states that this

animal preys on mice, hares, and partridges, and in summer on small
birds' eggs, &c. A partridge's head, with the feathers, is, he says, the
best bait for the long-traps in which it is taken. It does not reject
carrion, and often destroys the hoards of meat and fish laid up by the

natives, when they have accidentally left a crevice by which it can
euter. When ita retreat is cut off, it shows its teeth, seta up its hair,
arches its back, and hisses like a cat It will seize a dog by the nose
and bite so hard, that, unless tho latter is well used to the combat, it

escapes. Easily tamed, it soon becomes attached to its master, hut is

not docile. The flesh is occasionally eaten but not prized by the
Indians. The females are smaller than the males, go with young
about six weeks, and produce from four to seven at a time about the
end of April. According to Mr. Graham this marten is sometimes
troubled with epilepsy.
The importation of Pino Martens' skins from the territories o

the Hudson's Bay Company and Canada is great Pennant relates
that at one of the company's sales (in 1743) not fewer than 12,370
good skins, and 2360 damaged, were sold, and about the same time
the French brought into the port of Rochelle from Canada no less

than 30,325. Upwards of 100,000 skins have long been annually
imported into Great Britain.

The editor of the last edition of Pennant's '
British Zoology' says

that the length of a male which he saw in Suffolk was 19 inches,
exclusive of the toil, which measured 1 inches

; the total length of
the female the same, but tho tail longer in proportion to the body.
The breast of the latter was of a paler yellow, and the colour extended
behind the ears.

Mr. Bell, after remarking that the colour of the fur is scarcely a

tangible distinction, observes that different individuals of the Beech
Marten vary quite as much in this respect as the Pine Marten and the
Sable : the existence of fur on the toes, which has been adduced as a
character of tho Sable, probably depends, he observes, on climate;
and is mentioned by Pennant as having been seen by him in the Com-
mon Marten. "

Never," says Mr. Bell,
"
having seen an undoubted

whole specimen of the true Sable, I am unable to offer any satisfactory
addition to our knowledge on the more important characters of the
two animals ; but I have found in the examination of numbers of the
finest sable-skins, that the yellow patch on the throat bad always an
irregular outline, and that there were also small spots of the same fine

colour scattered on the sides of the neck. This is a distribution of
the colour which I have never observed on the Common or Pine
Marten. I offer the fact however merely as one which, combine.! with
other characters, may possibly aid in determining the question when
we have fuller information on the subject"
The probability seems to be that the Beech Marten, the Pine M

and the Sable, do not offer sufficient differing characters to warrant
their specific distinction.
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Mutela Furo, Linn. ( Viverra Fv.ro, Shaw), the Ferret. Yellowish,
different parts being more or less white, for the long fur is partly
white and the short almost entirely yellow ; eyes pink. Length of

head and body 14 inches ; of the tail 5 inches 6 lines. This is Le
Furet of the French. It is a native of Africa, but is domesticated
in Europe. It is often regarded as a domesticated variety of the
Polecat.

Ferret (Mvatela Furo).

The Ferret was well known to the ancients ; and it appears that it

was used by them much in the same manner as it is employed in the

present day. Its use in Spain is noticed by Strabo (iii. p. 144, ed.

Casaub.), and Pliny (' Nat. Hist,' viii. 55) speaks of its services under

the name of Viverra, in hunting rabbits, by entering their burrows

and ejecting them, o that they were taken when they bolted out.

Its habits are similar to those of the European Weasels, but more

bloodthirsty. Capable of a certain degree of tameness, it seldom, if

over, becomes attached, and is a dangerous inmate unless properly
secured. It has even been known to attack and cruelly lacerate an

infant which bad been left unguarded in its cradle, and with such

ferocity that after it had been driven away the cries of the tortured

child brought it from its hiding-place, eager to renew the attack.

This species, whose whiteness and red eyes may probably be the

result of a long period of domestication, cannot bear cold, and

should be kept warm to ensure its healthy condition. It is said

to breed twice a year in a state of domestication, unless it devours

its offspring, which it sometimes does, and then it has three litters.

The gestation of the female continues six weeks, and she then

produces generally six or seven young sometimes nine. These are

blind for a month, and at the end of two more are considered fit for

service.

Ferret* should be kept in tubs or small boxes ; and cleanliness is

very essential to their health and strength. To enter them, they

should, when the rabbits are half grown, be sent into the burrow with

a line tied round them and unmuzzled. When the ferret seizes a

rabbit the line should be gently pulled and the ferret drawn back,

holding the rabbit in its mouth. This mode can only be prac-

tised where the burrows run comparatively straight and near the

surface. ..

Ferrets should not be fed before they are taken to the warren, for it

they are filled with food they will not hunt, but lie sleeping in the

burrows for hours. Before they are turned in they should be muzzled

or coped, there being no necessity for the inhuman practice of sewing

up the ferret's mouth.
The following has been recommended as the best method ot

coping' : Tie a piece of soft string round the neck of the ferret,

close to the head, and leave two rather long ends. Tie another piece

round the under jaw, pass it under the tongne, bring it round over

the upper jaw, and there tie it, leaving the ends long. The mouth

will thus be kept closed. Then bring the four ends together, and tie

them in one knot on the top of the head : this makes all safe. No

pain is inflicted apparently by this operation, for the ferret thus coped

hunts as eagerly as if it were unmuzzled.

Daniel hi his
' Rural Sports,' thus describes the method of ferret-

ing
" The ferret is coped or muzzled, and a small bell tied round

his neck ;
and after the holes are as silently as possible covered with

purse-nets, called 'flans,' the ferret should be put in the windward

side of the burrows, where the person should also place himself, and

observe the utmost silence, otherwise the rabbits will retreat to their

lower earths and be scratched to death before they will bolt. Hay

nets are however chiefly used by experienced warreners, who are loth

to turn ferrets into burrows, which invariably give the rabbits a

dilike to them." The mode of using these hay nets is then

atM Five toes on each foot, united up to the last phalanx by

a very narrow membrane ; claws, proper for digging, very large on the

fore feet, moderate on the hind feet. Tail rudimentary. Pupil
round ; no external ear ; four pectoral and two inguinal mammae.

Dental Formula : Incisors, -; Canines, -ZH
;
False Molars, -^- ;

6 1 1 3 3

Flesh-Cutting Molars, lui
; Tuberculous Molars, lul =34.

M. meliceps. Agreeing in size generally with the polecats of Europe
and America. Eyes placed high in the head, resembling those of a

hog, which animal is called to mind by the appearance of this species ;

eyelids rigid, well provided with minutely-bristled eyebrows ;
irides

dark, pupil circular; ears nearly concealed by hair, but provided
externally with an oblong concha surrounding the posterior part, and

passing the lower extremity of the meatus auditorius, forming a small

curve inward ; no perceptible whiskers, a few long straggling hairs on
the upper lip. Fur composed of long, delicate, closely-arranged hairs,

silky at the base, and forming a warm coat. Colour blackish-brown,
more or less intense on every part of the body, except the crown of

the head, a streak along the back, and the extremity of the tail, which
are white, with a slight tinge of yellow, but in some individuals the

streak is interrupted. The brown colour is generally lighter on the

abdomen, and is subject to variations generally from grayish-brown
to deep brown with a sooty tint ; the- last the most common. Tail

scarcely half an inch long, the hairs projecting above an inch from
the body. Limbs short and stout

;
feet plantigrade ;

claws united at

the base by a thick membrane enveloping this part as a sheath:
those of the fore feet nearly double the size of the hind feet. Two
glands of an oblong form, about an inch long and half an inch wide
near the extremity of the rectum, furnished with an excretory duct

nearly half an inch long, which communicates with the intestine.

Fluid secreted by the glands perfectly analogous in odour to that

secreted by several species of Mephitis in America, particularly to that

of Mephitis striata, Fisch. Length of body and head, from extremity
of nose to root of tail, 1 foot 2| inches ; of naked tail, half an inch ;

of tail, with hairy covering, 2 inches. (Horsf.)

Skull of Mydaus melwept, (profile). Eorsfield.

Teeth of Mydaus meliceps,

a, upper jaw, seen from be.ow
; o, lower jaw, seen from above. Horsfleld.

frofile of the head of Mydaut meiictpt.
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This U ilia Teleda of the Javanese cut of Cheribon ; Seng-gung
of UM Solid* Javanese of the mountainous districts from Cheribon to

lUnUm; Teleggo of the inhabitant* of Sumatra: M<i>hiliJaraneniit

ti Ui- ,

tlfdaut milierpt. Horsfield.

Dr. Honfield states that this species presents a singular fact in its

geographical distribution. It is, he says, exclusively confined to those

mountains which have an elevation of more than 7000 feet above the

level of the ocean ; and on these it occurs with the same regularity
as many plants.

" The long-extended surface of Java," continues Dr.

Horsfield,
"
abounding with conical points which exceed this elevation,

affords many places favourable for its resort. On ascending these

mountains the traveller scarcely fails to meet with our animal, which,
from its peculiarities, is Universally known to the inhabitant* of these

elevated tracts ; while to those of the plains it is as strange as an
animal from a foreign country. In my visits to the mountainous
districts I uniformly met with it, and, as far as the information of the

natives can be relied on, it is found on all the mountains. It is how-
ever more abundant on those which, after reaching a certain elevation,
consist of numerous connected horizontal ridges, than on those which
terminate in a defined conical peak. Of the former description are

the mountain Prahu and the Tengger Hills, which arc both distinctly
indicated in Sir Stamford Raffles's map of Java : here I observed
it in great abundance. It was less common on the mountain Qede,
south of BaUvia

;
on the mountain Ungarang, south of Semaraug ;

and on the mountain Ijen, at the farthest eastern extremity ; but I

traced its range through the whole island."

Moat of these mountains and ridges are cultivated for the produc-
tion of wheat and European vegetables, and fruits, such as potatoes,

cabbages, peaches, and strawberries, in a deep vegetable mould, where
the Teledu ranges, and in its search for food injures the plantations
and destroys the roots. It turns up the earth with its nose like a hog,
and thus leaves vexatious traces of its nocturnal visits.

The dwelling of the animal is formed at a slight depth beneath the

oil, under the roots of a large tree, where it constructs a globular
chamber several feet in diameter, smooth and regular ;

and there is a

subterraneous
approach

to it about 6 feet long, the external entrance
to which the animal conceals with twigs and dry leaves. Here it

remains hidden during the day, and at night comes forth to seek the
insects and their larva;, and common earthworms, which are ita food.

They are said to live in
pairs,

and the female produces two or three

young at a birth, according to the natives.

The fetid matter, which is viscid, and which Dr. Honfield was
assured the animal could not propel beyond a distance of two feet, is

very volatile, and consequently spreads to a great extent. The entire

neighbourhood of a village is sometimes infected by the odour of an
irriUtod Teledu ; and it is to powerful in the immediate vicinity of
the discharge a* to produce syncope in some

persons.
Dr. Horsfield describes the manners of this species as by no memo*

ferocious, and states that if taken young it might, like the Badger, be

easily tamed. He kept one some time in confinement: it became
gentle, and never emitted its offensive smell. Dr. Honfield carried it

with him from Mount Prahu to Blederan, a Tillage on the declivity of
that hill, where the temperature was more moderate. It was tied to
a small stake while the drawing was being made, and moved about

quietly, burrowing the ground with its snout and feet, as if searching
for food, without noticing the bystanden or making violent efforts to

disengage iUelf. It ate voraciously of earth-worms (Lumbrici) which
were brought to it, and held one extremity of a worm in its claws
while iU teeth were employed in tearing the other. After it had eaten
ten or twelve it became drowsy, made a small groove in the earth, in

which it placed its snout, and, having deliberately composed itself,
soon

slept soundly. (' Zoological Researches in Java.')
. Body elongate, arched. Toes separated and armed with

long claws, the anterior proper for burrowing. Tail long and very

bushy, or entirely null Anal glands secreting a fetid odour.

Dental Formula : Incison, - ; Canines,
1- ~J

; Molars, ?=? = 31
6 11 65

Teeth otMephitit (double the natural size). F. Cnvirr.

F. Cuvier gives the above cut as the dentition of Mephitis and

Mydaus. The dental formula is that given by Lesson for Mepkitit.
The fetor of the species of Mcphitit has obtained for them the

names of Betes Puantes, Enfans de Diable, and Stinking or Stifling
Weasels. M. Lesson observes that a great number of these American
Mouflbttes have been described, but the imperfect accounts of voyagers
render the arrangement unsatisfactory. He notices the following :

M. Americana, M. majturito, M. Ckilentit, M. Ckincha (the Chinche),
if. Quitauii, and M. inlerrupla. Mr. Horsfield gives the following
representation of the profile and front teeth of M. dimidiata of

Fischer, the Chinche of Buffou.

Tronic of UepMlit ..'

Front t*cth of jam*, a, upper; A, lower.

if. Americana (var. Hudtontca), the Hudson's Bay Skunk. The

following accurate description is given from the pen of Sir John
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Richardson: "The Skunk is low on its legs, with a broad fleshy

body, white forehead, and the general aspect rather of a Wolverene
than of a Marten ; eyes small ; ears short and round. A narrow
white mesial line runs from the tip of the nose to the occiput, where
it dilates into a broad white mark. It is again narrowed, and con-

tinues so until it passes the shoulders, when it forks, the branches

running along the sides, and becoming much broader as they recede

from each other. They approach posteriorly, and unite on the rump,
becoming at the same time narrower. In some few specimens the

white stripes do not unite behind, but disappear on the flanks. The
black dorsal space included by the stripes is egg-shaped, the narrow
end of which is towards the shoulders. The sides of the head and
all the under parts are black. The hair on the body is long. The tail

is covered with very long hair, and has generally two broad longi-
tudinal white stripes above on a black ground. Sometimes the

colours of the tail are irregularly mixed ; its under surface is black.

The claws on the fore feet are very strong and long, being fitted

for digging, and very unlike those of martens." (' Fauna Boreali-

Americana.')
This is the Seecawk of the Cree Indians.

Hudson's Bay Skunk (Mephitis Americana}.

The author last quoted states that the Skunk is not an uncommon

animal in the district it inhabits, which does not, he believes, extend

to the north of 56" or 57 N. lat. It is found in the rocky and woody

part* of the country, but is still more frequent in the clumps of wood

skirting the sandy plains of the Saskatchewan. Sir John Richardson

had not been able to ascertain the southern range of this variety of

Skunk, and he adds that, judging from Kalm's description, there

appears to be a different one in Canada.

The Skunk lays itself up in a hole for the winter, seldom going

abroad at that season, and then for a short distance only. Mice and

frogs in summer are its principal prey. It has from six to ten young
at a litter, and is said to breed but once a year.

Unlike the more agile weasels, the Skunk is slow in its motions,

and consequently easily overtaken. Its defence consists of a most

fetid discharge, which is described as absolutely intolerable when it

comes upon the nose by surprise. Lawson says :

"
Polecats, or

Skunks, in America are different from those in Europe. They are

thicker and of a great many colours ;
not all alike, but each differing

from another in a particular colour. They smell like a fox, but ten

times stronger. When a dog encounters them they make urine,

and he will not be sweet again in a fortnight or more. The Indians

love to eat their flesh, which has no manner of ill smell, when the

bladder is out. I know no use their furs are put to. They are easily

brought up tame." Professor Kalm was almost suffocated by one that

was chaced into a house where he slept: the very cattle bellowed

through distress at the stench. Another that was killed by a maid-

servant in a cellar so overpowered her that she lay ill several days :

the provisions in the place were so tainted that the owner was obliged

to throw them away. Catesby says :

" When one of them is attacked

by a dog, to appear formidable it so changes its usual form, by brat-

ling up iU hairs and contracting its length into a round form, that

it makes a very terrible appearance. This menacing behaviour how-

ever, insufficient to deter its enemy, is seconded by a repulse far more

prevailing; for from some secret duct it emits such fetid effluviums

that the atmosphere for a large space round shall be so infected with

them that men and other animals are impatient till they are quit of it

The stench is insupportable to some dogs, and necessitates them to let

their game escape ; others, by thrusting their noses into the earth

renew their attacks till they have killed it ;
but rarely care to have

nore to do with such noisome game, which for four or five hours dis-

iracts them. The Indians notwithstanding esteem their flesh a dainty;
of which I have eaten, and found it well tasted. I have known them
>rought up young, made domestic, and prove tame and very active,
without exercising that faculty which fear and self-preservation perhaps
only prompts them to. They hide themselves in hollow trees and

rocks, and are found in most of the northern continent of America.
Their food is insects and wild fruit." (Carolina.) Sir John Richard-
son states that the noisome fluid which it discharges is of a deep-
rellow colour, and contained in a small bag placed at the root of the
ail. It is, he says, one of the most powerful stenches in nature

;
and

so durable that the spot where a Skunk has been killed will retain

;he taint for many days. He quotes Graham for the fact that several

[ndians lost their eye-sight in consequence of inflammation produced
3y this fluid having been thrown into them by the animal, which has

;he power of ejecting it to the distance of upwards of four feet.
'*

I

lave known," says Sir John Richardson, in continuation,
" a dead

Skunk, thrown over the stockades of a trading post, produce instant

nausea in several women in a house with closed doors upwards of a

lundred yards distant. The odour has some resemblance to that of

;arlic, although much more disagreeable. One may however soon

jecome familiarised with it ; for, notwithstanding the disgust it pro-
duces at first, I have managed to skin a couple of recent specimens by
recurring to the task at intervals. When care is taken not to soil

;he carcass with any of the strong-smelling fluid, the meat is considered

ay the natives to be excellent food."

We have above adverted to the number of so-called species of

Mephitis. Cuvier was of opinion that our knowledge did not justify
us in considering them as more than varieties of a single species, and
lie enumerated 15 such varieties. Sir John Richardson says upon this

point :

"
I have now seen a considerable number of specimens killed

to the north of the Great Lakes, none of which presented any important
deviation in their markings from the one principally referred to in the

description. M. Desmarest remarks that the varieties (if they are to

be considered as such, and not as species) are, for the most part, suffi-

ciently uniform in the same district of country in the disposition of

the stripes. The Hudson Bay variety however comes nearest to the

description of the Chinche of Buffon ; the Viverra Mephitis of Gmelin,
which is said to be an inhabitant of Chili. The Fiskutta or Skunk of

Kalm, which inhabits Canada, has a white dorsal line in addition to

two lateral ones." (' Fauna Boreali-Americana.')
In the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in London, Nos.

2140 to 2144 of the '

Physiological Series' (both inclusive) present
instructive preparations of the anal bags, glands, and follicles, of the

Ferret; of the Zorille (Putorius zorilla, Cuv.) ;
of the Marten (Mustela

Maries) ; of the Javanese Skunk (Myduws meliceps) ;
and of a Skunk.

(See
'

Cat.,' vol. iii. part 2.)

The following is a list of the species of Mustelidce in the British

Museum :

Maries Abietum (Ray), the Pine Marten. England.
M. lewopui, the American Sable. North America.

M. Foina (Gray), the Beech Marten. England.
M. melanopus, the Japanese Sable. Japan.
M. Canadensii, the Pekan, or Wood Shock. North America.

M. fiavigida (Hodgson), the White-Cheeked Weasel. India.

Putorius fcetidua, the Polecat. Europe.
P. Sarmaticui (Gray), the Vomela, or Peregusna. Siberia.

Vieon Lutreola, the Nurik, or Nurek Vison. North America.

Muatela vulgaris (Brisson), the Weasel. England.
M. penata (Licht.), the Black-Faced Weasel. Mexico.

M. Erminea (Linnaeus), the Stoat, and Ermine. Europe and North
America.
M. xanthogenys (Gray), The Yellow-Cheeked Weasel. California.

M. Sibirica (Pallas), the Chorok. Siberia.

M. Hodgionii (Gray), Hodgson's Weasel. India.

M. Oathia (Hodgson), the Cathia. Nepaul.
M. alpina (Fischer), the Altaic Weasel. Altai Mountains.

M. Horsfieldii (Gray), Horsfield's Weasel. India.

M. subhemachalana, the Nepaul Weasel. Nepaul.
Zorilla st-nata, the Zorille. Cape of Good Hope.
Galera barbara, the Tayra. Tropical America.

Qrissonia vittata, the Orison, or Huron. Brazil.

Mdlmrna Ratel, the Ratel, or Bharsiah. Cape of Good Hope.
Gvlo luscua, the Wolverene. Europe and North America.

Hdictii moschata (Gray), the Helictis. China.

//. Nipalensis, the Nepaul Helictis. Nepaul.

Mephitis variant (Gray), the Skunk. North America.

Conepatus Amazonica (C. Humboldt), the Maikel. Straits of

Magalhaens.
C. ffumboldlii (Gray), the Patagonian Maikel. South America.

Mydaus meliceps (F. Cuvier), the Stinkard, or Teledu. Java.

Arctonyx coUaris (F. Cuvier), the Balisaur, or Sand-Bear. India.

Taxus Meles (Linncous), the Badger. England.

Taxidea Labradoria (Waterhouse), the Brairo, or Lacyotl. Western

America.
Latu.cina mollit, the American Otter. North America.
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Lo*tra BratUiauif, the Lontra. Cayenne.
Luln m/oorw, the Otter. England.
L. flbWiwu (Gray), the Chinme Otter. China and India.

L. Cali/aniea (Gray), the Califomian Otter. California.

L. wvortMKM (Hodgson), the Golden-Brown Otter. NepauL
Aonyx Itptonyr, the WarguL India.

A. DHalttHdi (Lettou), the Gray Otter. South Africa.

i'nJtydra Luirii, the Kolan, or Sea Otter. California.

Foiril

Fonil remaini of Weasel* hare been found in the Tertiary Series,
in the Bone-Caret and Bone Breccias at Luucl-Yieil, Kirkdale, Puy-
de-Dome, Ac.

Dr. Buokland states, in his '

Reliquitc Diluvianto,' that a few jawi
and teeth were found in Kirkdale Care belonging to the Weasel, and
that at Oreston there were marks of nibbling by the incisor and
canine teeth of an animal of the size of a weasel (pointed oat by
Mr. Clift), showing distinctly the different effect of each individual

tooth on the ulna of a wolf and the tibia of a horse. In his
'

Bridge-
water Treatise,' Dr. Buckland figures a weasel among the Land
Mammifers of the third tertiary period.
The only fossil species named in Meyer's

'

Pakcologica
'

is Miulda
antiqua.

MOSTELUS, a genus of Fishes. [SQUALID*.]
MUTI'LLIDjE, a family of Hymenopterous Insects corresponding

to the l.inrnnan genus Muiilla. These bees belong to Latreille's

division Pouortt, and some of the species are remarkable for the

power of their stings.
The females are generally destitute of wings ; the males are winged.

It is on this account that Latreille places them in his sub-section

ttetcropyna with the Ante. Their economy and habits however

decidedly correspond with the foesorial or burrowing Sand-Wasps.
This family comprises the following modern genera : Douglut,
Labidui, Aptcroyyna, Piammothcrna, Myrmota, Myrmtcodtf, and
Methoca.

Mutilla Europaa is a British species. It is of a bluish-black colour,
with the thorax red, and with three white bands across the abdomen ;

the male is winged. It has been taken in Coombe Wood in the

neighbourhood of London.
MYA. [PTLORIDU.]
MYA'RIA, Lamarck's name for a family of Dimyarian Couchifers,

consisting of the genera Mya and Anatina. [PVLORIDEA.]
MYCETES, Illiger's name for a genus of Quadrumana, consisting

of the largest monkeys of America, remarkable for the powerful
development of the organ of the voice. The species are, as the name
implies, Howlers, and the horrible yells sent forth by these animals
from the depths of the forests are described by those who have heard
the mournful sounds as surpassingly distressing and unearthly,
Humboldt and Bonpland heard the Araguato, one of the species, at
the distance of half a league.
The genus is distinguished by a pyramidal head with the upper jaw

descending much lower than the cranium, while the lower has its

ascending rami very high, to afford room for the bony drum formed
by a convexity of the os hroides, which communicates with the

larynx, and gives to the voice tho enormous volume above alluded to.

Humboldt giTes, the following as the external form of the drum in
this genus.

Drum "f Howling Honker.

The Uil in this genus is prehensile, and the part applied by the
animal when laying hold of a branch or other body is naked below

;

o ** such portion must have a higher sensibility of touch.
r. Clavier gives the following as the dentition of the Howling
Monkeys, from the Alouate Fauve,

Teeth of Howling Monkey. 1 . Curler.

-Mr. Swainaou ('Classification of Quadupeds') observes that it is

rather singular that F. Cuvier should not have specially noticed
the remarkable size of the canine teeth in the Howlers, which be says
are uncommonly large; and adds that in a specimen before him when
he wrote, they are nearly six times bigger than the cutting-teeth, a

structure which at once separates this group from the geuus Cebia.

Facial angle about 30 degrees.

Cuvier, in common with most other zoologists, places the genus at

the head of the monkeys of the New Continent
Dr. i. E. Gray ('Annals of Phil,' 1825) places the form among the

Anthropomorphous Primate* in the second family (Sariguida), and as

the sole genus of its first sub-family Sfycetina.
M. Lesson arranges it between Lagothrix and Ccbta.

Mr. Swainson makes Mycelei the first genus of the Cebidct, the second

family of his first order Quadmmana.
Mr. Ogilby observed in the summer of 1829 that two living individuals

of ifyceta trnicultu did not use the extremities of their anturior limbs
for the purpose of holding objects between the finger and thumb, as

is common,among the Qitadrumana; and he ascertained also, on
closer examination, that the thumb, as it has generally been considered,
was not in these animals opposeable to the other fingers, but originated
in the same line with them. Struck with the apparent singularity of

the fact, he was induced to pay particular attention to all the other
animals referred by zoologists to the Quadrumanous Family to which
he had access

; and the continued observation of more than six yean
assured him that the non-opposeable character of the inner finger of
the anterior extremities, which he first observed in the specimens
referred to, is not confined to the genus Myccltt, but extends through-
out the whole of the genera of the South American monkeys, individuals

of all of which had been seen by him in a living state. He remarked
that a true thumb existed on the anterior limbs of none of them,
and that consequently they have been incorrectly referred to the

Quadrvmana by zoologists generally. [CiiEinoroDA; QCADRUMANA ;

SIMIAD.E.I

Tho habits of these animals are social, and most of them have thick
beards. Their deep and sonorous yells are supposed to be a call to

their mates
; in short, to be a hideous love-song. In their gregarious

habits and bowlings they may be considered as bearing some analogy
to the Gibbons of the Old World [Are ; HTLOBATESJ ; whilst their

low facial angle has induced some to look upon them as representing
the baboons of the ancient continent.

it, L'rtintu (Stailor L'rtinu* of Geoffrey), the Araguato.
Length nearly 3 feet, without including the tail. Hnir, which is

longer than that of M. scniculiu (Mono Colorado of Humboldt), of a

golden red, but the beard, which is of a deeper colour than the rest,
is less bushy than it is in if. teniculiu; and the circumference of the
face where the hair is red is also paler. Humboldt states that tho

eye, voice, and gait, denote melancholy. He saw young ones brought
up in the Indian huts, which never played like the Sagoins. [JACCHUS.]
Lopez de Qomara speaks of the Araguato de los Cumanenses as

having the face of a man, the beard of a goat, and a grave demeanor.
Fruit and the leaves of plants form their food. The females carry
the young upon their shoulder. Humboldt counted above forty upon
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one tree, and he does not doubt that upon a square league of the
wild countries frequented by them above two thousand may be found.

They were in great abundance near pools of stagnant water shaded
by the Mauritia flescuoaa. All the species are natives of South
America.

Araguato (ifyceta Vrrintu},

MYCETOCHARUS. [CISTELIDES.]

MYCETOPHAGUS, a genus of Tetramerous Xylophagous Cole-

optera.

MYCETOTODA, or MYCETOPUS, a genus of Conchiferous

Afollutca with elongated valves, established by M. D'Orbigny, and

referrible to the family Naiadie of Lamarck. M. D'Orbigny states that

this genus perforates like the PMadce. [NAIADS ; PHOLAD^E.]
MYCTERIA. [JABIKC.]
MYCTERUS, a genus of Heteromerous Coleoptera.

1IYDAS, a genus of Dipterous Insects.

MYDAUS. [MusiEtuxE.]
MYOALE. [SORECID.E.]

MY'GALE, a genus of Spiders, the species of which have their eyes

placed closely together at the anterior extremity of the thorax. They
spin their webs in the form of tubes, in which they reside concealed

in holes in the ground, or under stones, or the bark of trees. In

consequence of the representations of Madame Merian, some kinds of

Mygale have become celebrated as bird-catching spiders. Mr. W. S.

M'Leay has however shown that Madame Merian's drawing is not to

be trusted, since the Mygale there figured is a subterranean spider,

and makes no net in which to entrap small birds. The same distin-

guished naturalist has observed a spider belonging to the genus Epeira

eating a young bird of the genus Zosterops, which had been entangled

in its net in a garden in Sydney, Australia. In a communication of

Mr. M'Leay's, published in the 'Annals of Natural History' for 1842,

he remarks on the subject of bird-catching spiders as follows :

" My
conviction is that Madame Merian has told a wilful falsehood respecting

My<ja.le, or rather hag painted a falsehood ; and that her followers

have too hastily placed confidence in her idle tales. My conviction is

that no Mygale can catch birds in its net; for, as I have said in the

paper printed in the 'Zoological Transactions,' it makes no geometrical

net. Nay, further, I have proved that the genus Nephila, which lives

in a geometrical net, does not catch birds either here or in the West

Indies ; and moreover, I have ascertained that birds are not the proper
food of thin New Holland Epeira." The Mygale lonica, a Grecian

species, forms a very ingenious trap-door with which to close up the

mouth of its tube.

MYGINDA. [AQ.0IFOLIACE.E.]
MYIOTHERA. [MERDLID^I.]
MYLODON. [MEOATHEKIIDA]
MYOPHONUS. [COKVIDJJ.]
MYOPORA'CEvE, Myoporads, a natural order of Plants, distin-

guished from Verbenaceie by little except the ovules being pendulous
and the albumen more abundant. The plants referred to Myoporacece
are chiefly shrubs of little interest, inhabiting the Australian regions

and othei parts of the southern hemisphere. The most remarkable

thing connected with them is the presence of cysts of oil in their

leaven, which thence have a dotted structure.

Avicennia lomentoia, the White Mangrove, a shore plant rooting in

mud, ia curious species. Brown describes its roots as creeping to a

considerable distance, often curved above the ground as much as six
Feet before they fix themselves, and throwing up naked suckers out of
the mud in great abundance, which look like shoots of asparagus. It
s used at Rio Janeiro for tanning. It exudes a kind of green aromatic
resin, which is eaten by the natives of New Zealand.
The order contains 9 genera and 42 species.

MYOPOTAMUS, a genus of Animals belonging to tlie order
Sodentia and the family Hyttricid&. [HysTKlciD^E.]
MYOPTERIS. [CHEIROPTERA.]
MYOSOREX. [SOBECID.E.]
MYOSO'TIS (from /j.Ss, a mouse, and ur, the crude form of oSj, an

ear), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Boraginacea.
[t has a 5-parted calyx ;

the corolla salver-shaped, contorted in esti-
vation ; the throat closed- with scales, the limb 5-fld, obtuse

; the
stamens included, with filaments very short; the style simple; the
nuts smooth, externally convex, keeled within, attached by a minute
lateral spot near their base. This genus is distinguished from all the
other Boragineous genera by the possession of a contorted jestivation
of the corolla. The species are annual or perennial, rough or smoothish

plants, with blue flowers in terminal racemes, which are revolute before

expansion. About 50 species have been described, which inhabit the
more temperate parts of Asia, Africa, and America, and are abundant
in Europe. Eight species are found in Great Britain.

M. paluatris, Great Water Scorpion-Grass, or Forget-Me-Not, has the

calyx open when in fruit, and shorter than the pedicel, with straight,
adpressed bristles

;
the teeth short, triangular ; the limb of the corolla

flat, longer than the tube ; the lobes slightly emarginate ;
the pubes-

cence of the stem spreading. It is a native throughout Europe, and
also of Asia and North America. In Great Britain it is found in

'

humid meadows, bogs, banks of rivers, rivulets, and ditches. This

plant has a large bright blue corolla with a yellow eye. It is a beautiful

plant, and when once seen will be seldom forgotten. It is probably on
this account that it has obtained its common name Forget-Me-Not.
Amongst the young it is regarded as emblematical of true affection.

A variety is described with white flowers.

The following are the remaining British species of this genus :

M. repent, Mouse-Ear, with narrow lanceolate teeth ; lobes of the
corolla slightly emarginate ; the pubescence of the stem spreading.
Found in boggy places.
M. ccespitoaa, with narrow lanceolate teeth

; the limb of the corolla

equalling the tube ; the lobes entire ;
the pubescence of the stem

adpressed. Found in watery places.
M. suaveoleris has an attenuated calyx ; the limb of the corolla

longer than the tube ; the root-leaves on long stalks, pointed. Only
found in Scotland on the summits of the Breadalbaue Mountains.
M. sylvatica has a calyx rounded below, deeply 5-cleft, closed when

in fruit ; the limb of the corolla longer than the tube, flat
; the root-

leaves bluntish. Found in shady places.
M. arvensia, Field Scorpion-Grass, has the calyx half 5-cleft

; the
limb of the corolla equalling the tube, concave. Grows in cultivated
land and thickets.

M. collina has the calyx open and ventricose when in fruit. Found
on dry banks.

M. versicolor has the calyx closed and oblong when in fruit. It

has small flowers, at first pale-yellow, afterwards blue. Found in

meadows and on banks.
None of the species are used in medicine or the arts.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
MYOSU'RUS (from yuDj, a mouse, and olpd, a tail, the seed being

seated on a long receptacle
" which looks exactly like the tail of a

mouse "), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Ranuncu-
lacece. It has a calyx of 5 sepals, prolonged into a spire at the base

;

the petals 5, with a filiform tubular claw
;
the capsules closely imbri-

cated upon along filiform receptacle, not bursting; the seed pendulous;
the embryo inverted with the radicle superior. The only species of

this genus is M. minimus, which has a simple leafless single-flowered
stem 2 to 5 inches high. It has a very long receptacle, numerous

carpels, and linear leaves. It grows in damp places and in fields. It

is a native of Europe and America. The American plan* has been
described as M. Shortii, but there is every reason to believe it is the

same as the British and other European plants. (Babington, Manual
of British Botany.)
MYOTHERA, a genus of Dentrioatal Passerine Birds, the species of

which, on account of their habits, are known by the name of Ant-
Catchers.

MYOXUS. [MUBIDJ5.]
MYRAFRA. [FRINGILLID*.]
MYRIACAN'THUS, a genus of Fossil Fishes, from the Lias of

Dorsetshire. (Agassiz.)

MYRIANI'TES, a genus of Fossil Annelida, from the Lower
Silurian Strata of Lampeter, in South Wales. (Murchison.)

MYRIAPODA, an order of Invertebrate Animals belonging to the

class Articulala. This order is represented by such species as the

Centipede and Gally-Worm. They may be regarded as an interme-

diate form between the lower and higher forms of Articulate animals.

They agree with the Annulose forms in the longitudinal extension of

their trunk, in the similarity of the segments from one end of the

body to the other, and in their cylindrical form. On the other hand
,
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they pom more complete eye* than any of the Vermiform tribe*,
and their respiratory apparatus and the parU of their organisation are

more nearly allied to Insects. Their covering U firm, and of a horny
character.

The divUion into segment* U very distinct, a flexible membrane
being interpoeed between each pair of firm ring* or plate*. The legi
and other appendage* are inclosed in the same kind of integument,
and their joints are formed in the tame manner a* thoee of the body.
We find in thi* clau however two diitinct type* of conformation, of
which one approximate* most nearly to the Vermiform tribes, and
the other to that of the higher A nieulala ; in the former of which the
/ultu (Gaily-Worm) may be taken a* an example. The body is gene-
rally cylindrical, or nearly so ; the number of segments is considerable,
and most of them bear two pairs of thread-like legs, so that the
number of these members sometimes amounts to 160 pairs. The legs
are very imperfectly developed, being scarcely large or strong enough
to sustain the weight of the body, and their articulations being
indistinct ; and the animal seems rather to glide or crawl with their

assistance, like a serpent or a worm, than to use them as its proper
instrument* of locomotion. This kind of movement is facilitated in

some species by the incomplete inclosure of the body in the consoli-

dated integument, for this merely forms plates above and below, which
are connected at the sides by soft membrane ; so that the trunk can
be easily placed in any direction. When at rest the body is rolled

up in a spiral form ; so that the legs, concealed in the concavity of
the spire, are protected from injury. The animals do not move with

rapidity, and they chiefly feed upon decomposing organic matter. In
the higher division, on the other hand, of which the Scolopendra
(Centipede) may be taken as the type, the body is flattened, and each
segment is completely inclosed in its horny envelope ; the number
of segment* is not very great, never exceeding 22, and being some-
times as low as 12; and each segment bears a single pair of well-

developed legs, on which these animals can run with considerable

rapidity. Still their bodies are possessed of considerable flexibility ;

and they are thus enabled to wind their way with facility through
very narrow and tortuous passages, in search of the insects, &c., which
constitute their food. In both orders, the first segment, or head, is

furnished with numerous eyes on each side, and also with a pair of

jointed antenna: ; the mouth is adapted for mastication, being furnished
with a pair of powerful cutting jaws ; and it is also provided, in the

Centipede and its allies, with a pair of appendages, formed by a

metamorphosis of the legs of the first segment of the body, which are

adapted not merely to hold and to tear the prey, but to convey poison
into the wounds thus made, this poison being ejected through a
minute aperture near their points. (Carpenter.)
The alimentary canal is mostly divided into gullet, stomach, and

intestine. The stomach usually presents distinct muscular walls.
The circulatory organs consist of a dorsal vessel, which propels a
current of blood from behind forwards, which is distributed to the
body and respiratory organs. In the higher forms respiration is
effected by means of trachea;, which convey air into the interior of
the body as in Insect*. The nervous system is arranged in a double
series of ganglia, as in most of the Articulated Tribes. They possess
cephalic ganglia, which meet above the ossophagus, and form a two-
lobed mass, from which nerves proceed to the eyes and antenna?. In
many part* of the double series of cords the ganglia of either side
unite. The muscular apparatus is very complicated, consisting of a series
of distinct muscles for the movements of the segments and legs. The
exec are separate. The embryo at the period of hatching consist* of
but few segments, but these increase in number till it is fully grown
by the subdivision of the penultimate segment. The first number of
segment* is eight or nine, and these go on increasing in number till

there are sixty or seventy. The larva has no legs, these organs
making their appearance after the first moult During their growth
these animals have a considerable power of regenerating lost portions
of tieir body as the legs and antennas, but this power in lost when
they cease to develop.

Mr. Newport divides the J/uriapoda into two orders Chilojxxla
and t'kilogna&a. [CuiLOPuDA ; CHILOOHATHA.] The following synopsis
of the genera of these two orders U drawn up from the list of the speci-
mens of liyriapwla in the collection of the British Museum (1844) :

Order I. Chilopoda.

Family 1. Cermaliada.
1. C'ermaliii, Illiger. 9 specie*.

Family 2. LMobiida.
1. /.ithobiut, Leach. 9 species.
2. J/enicopt, Newport 1 specie*.

Family 3. Seolopendridae.
1. Scoloptndra, Linntens. 38 species.
2. C'ormocepkalut, Newport 8 species.
3. XliombotcjMw, Newport. 2 specie >

4. Jtettrottoma, Newport 7 species,
fi. Tluatopi, Newport 1 species.

. Scolopocryplopi, Newport 1 specie-.
7. Cryptopt, Leach. 6 species.

Family 4. OeopMilida.
1. Scolopatdrtlla, Gervai*. 1 species.
2. Mtcutocfptialtu, Newport 3 species.
3. \ccropkkeophagui, Newport 3 specie*.
4. Qvnitirtgmatiu, Newport 1 species.
5. Geopkilut, Leach. species.

Order II. CkUognatha.

Family 1. (ilomeriilie.

1. Olomaru, Latreille. 4 species.
2. Zephronia, Gray. 6 specie*.
3. Spturrotkerium, Brandt 2 species.

Family 2. I'olyxenidcc.
1. Potyxenut, Latreille. 1 species.

Famil 8. Polydamida.
1. Fontaria, Gray. 3 specie*.
2. Polydetamt, Latreille. 12 specie*.
3. Stronyylotoma, Brandt 2 species.
4. Cratptrlotoma, Leach. 2 species.
5. Cambala, Gray. 1 specie*.

Tim 4. Julidtt.

1. Platopt, Newport. 5 species.
2. luJue, Linnieus. 12 species.
3. Jllaniuliu, Gervaia. 1 species.
4. Spirobolia, Brandt 9 species.
5. Sfirotlreptut, Brandt. 15 species.

(Monograph of the Clau Ifyriapoda, Order Chilopoda, by George
Newport; Linnaan Traruactioni, vol. xix. ; Carpenter, Principle* of
Comparative Phyiiology.)

MYRICA (the Greek Mup.'<nj), a genus of Plants the type of the
natural order Afyricaceie. It has its flowers in catkins, which are com-
posed of concave scales ;

4 to 8 stamens. The fruit a 1 -celled 1 -seeded

drupe, and no perianth. There are several species of this genus, which
are shrubs or small trees.

M. Quit, the Sweet Gale, or Box-Myrtle, is a native of Great Britain.
It has lanceolate serrate leaves, broader upwards, with a shrubby stum.
It is a bushy plant, about 4 feet in height ; the catkins are sessile and
erect

;
the fruit is covered with resinous glands, and the leaves are

fragrant when bruised. This plant is found on the continent of

Europe, and also in North America, under the same circumstances as
in Great Britain. The leaves, on distillation, yield a yellow ethereal

oil, of a feeble odour, and mild taste, which after a little time becomes
slightly warui. The leaves were formerly used as a remedy against
the itch, and when bruised are placed amongst furs for the destruction
of the moth. In decoction they are employed for the destruction of

bugs and other vermin. In Sweden they are used as a substitute for

hops in brewing.
if. cerifera, Wax-Myrtle, or Bay-Tree, has cuncate-lanceolato leaves,

sometimes entire, but more frequently toothed, particularly towards
the end, somewhat pubescent, a little paler beneath, and generally
twisted or revolute in their mode of growth ; has a branching half-

evergreen stem, from 1 to 12 feet high. The small flower is formed
by a concave rhomboidal scale, containing three or four pairs of
roundish anthers, on a branched footstalk. The pUtiliferous catkins
which grow on a different shrub are less than half the size of the
staminiferous ones, and consist of narrower scales, with each an ovate

ovary, and two filiform styles. To these catkins succeed clusters or

aggregations of small globular fruits, which are at first green, but
finally become nearly white. They consist of a hard stony covering,
which incloses a dicotyledonous seed. The hard covering is studded
ou its outside with small black grains, and over these is a coating of
hard white wax, fitted to the grains, and giving to the surface of the
fruit a granulated appearance. This plant is a native of woods in
the United States of America. The bark of the root of this plant is

acid and astringent ;
in large doses it produces vomiting, accompanied

by a burning sensation in the throat It is used as a stimulant and
astringent The wax of the fruit is collected and purified, and used
for many of the purposes for which bees'-wax and candles are employed.
The wax has been occasionally used in pharmacy in the same way as
common bees'-wax.

The fruit of M. tapida, a native of Nepaul, is about the size of a

cherry, and is pleasantly acid and eatable.

(Lindley, Flora Mtdica ; Lindley, Yeyetablc Kinydon ; Babingtou,
Manual of Jirituh Botany.)
MYHICA'CK.K, (iallicorli, arc plants constituting a very small

natural order of apetalous Kxogens, with separate sexes. The most
essential part of their character is expressed by Eudlicher in the

Following terms :

" Flowers unisexual. Males Bractlets, 2 ; calyx, 0.

Females Hypogynous scales from 2 to 6
; ovary 1 celled, with 2

styles; ovule 1, erect, ortbotropous ; drupe 1-seeded
; seed erect;

embryo without albumen
;
radicle superior." In general their flowers

are arranged in a manner similar to those of llctulaccte ami >'(/

with which hitter however they seem to have no real affinity. !', m
Caiuaracea, curious Australian trees, with jointed leafless stems,
like those of Ei/uitctum, they are only distinguished by their

ovule and orthotropous seeds. They are common in the temp, rutu
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parts of the world, especially in North America and the Cape of Good
Hope. The order embraces 3 genera and about 20 species. fCoMPTONlA
MTRJCA.J

3 2

llyrica arguta.

1, male flower ; 2, an ovary ; 3, a drupe cut open vertically to show the
erect position of the seed within it.

MYRIOPHYLLI'TES, a genus of Fossil Plants, from the Coal
Measures. (Artis.)
MYKIOPHYLLUM (from nvpios, numerous, and <t>v\\ot>, a leaf), a

genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Haloragacew. It has
monoecious flowers; a 4-parted calyx; 4 petals, fugitive, longer than
the calyx in the staminiferous flowers, small and reflex or none in the

piatilUferous flowers; the stamens 8, styles 4, villose; the fruit

tetragonal, separable into four hard nuts. The species are floating
aquatic herbs, rising above the water to blossom. The leaves are

finely cut, opposite or verticillate ; the flowers are small, disposed in

axillary whorls or in whorled spikes, the upper leaves being almost
all abortive.

M. rerticillalum, Verticillate Water-Milfoil, has the flowers all

axillary, whorled
;
the bracts pinn.itiful. It is a native of Europe, in

ponds, ditches, pools, and lakes, but never in running water. It is

found in Great Britain, but is a rare plant.
M. iiiicatum, Spiked Water-Milfoil, has the flowers whorled, forming

a leaflesa spike, the bracts small entire, the spike erect when in bud.
It is a native of Europe and North America, in ditches, lakes, and pools,
never in running water; it is found abundantly in Great Britain.

3f. alternifulium has the spike drooping when in bud, and the fertile

flowers in axillary whorls. It is found in ponds and ditches in Europe,
in Great Britain rarely.
About 10 other species of this genus from various parts of the

world have been described.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
MYRIOPODA. [MYRIAFODA.]
MYRIPRISTIS. [PEHCID*.]
MYRISTICA, a genus of Plants, the type of the order Myrtsticacea;.

The flowers are dioecious
; calyx urceolate, 3-toothed ; filaments of

stamens monadelphous ; authers 6 to 1 0, connate
; ovary simple ;

style, none; stigma 2-lobed
; pericarp fleshy, 2-valved, 1-seeded;

eed enveloped in a fleshy aril.

.V. I'ffcinalit, Linnicus (M. Moschata, Thunberg; M. aromatica,
Roxburgh), is the Nutmeg-Tree.

This tree is a native of the Molucca Islands, especially of Banda, but
cultivated in Java, Sumatra, and elsewhere in the East, and lately in

Cayenne and several of the West India Islands. It yields nutmegs
and mace, the best of which are produced in the first-mentioned

inlands. The fruit is of the size and form of a peach, and, when ripe,
the fleshy part separates into two nearly equal halves, exposing the
kernel surrounded by an arillus, the former being the nutmeg, the

latter the mace. The arillus is red when gathered ;
but being sprin-

kled with sea-water and dried it assumes an orange-yellow colour. It

has a fatty shining appearance, yet is horny and brittle. The odour
in strongly aromatic ;

the taste aromatic, but sharp and acrid. It con-

tuna both a fixed oil (in small quantity) and a volatile oil. One pound
of mace yields by distillation one ounce of the latter. The former is

iiot an article of European commerce, and what is terinod tlin

JfAT. HI.ST- "IV. Vul.. III.

'

expressed oil of mace '

is obtained from the nutmeg, and should bear
its name. An inferior mace is obtained from various species of

Myristica, especially the M. tomentosa and M. officinalis (Martius),
which is a Brazilian tree. The properties of mace are similar to those
of the nutmeg.

I

4 5

Myristica officinalis.

, a calyx ; 2, the monadelphous stamens of a male flower
; 3, the pistil of a

female flower
; 4, the seed of the nutmeg, enveloped in the mace or aril

; 5, a
vertical section of the seed, showing the ruminated albumen and the small
emhryo at its base.

On the removal of the mace is seen the shell, of an oval or ovate
shape, and of a dark-brown colour, in which is contained the seed or
nut This is cicely invested by an inner shell or coat, which dipsdown into the substance of the albumen of the seed, and gives it the
character which is termed ruminated. Two or three gatherings of the
nutmegs are made in the year, generally in July and August, in

December, and in April. The third period yields the best nutmegs.
The collected nuts are dried in the sun, or by the heat of a moderate
Bre, till the shells split : they are then sorted and dipped in lime-water,
;o preserve them from the attack of insects. The nuts are about an
nch long, of the size of a hazel nut, but with a furrowed or sculp-
tured surface. Those of good quality should be heavy each weighing,
on an average, 90 grains. The internal aspect is marbled and of a

fatty appearance. The substance is gray ; but the veins, which are of
a reddish-brown, consist of cellular tissue abounding in oil, and are
the processes of the internal coat already mentioned. Odour agreeable,
strongly aromatic. Taste warm, aromatic, oily.

Besides the fixed oil, it contains a volatile oil, lighter than water,
liug of the specific gravity of

p'931-47, while a spurious oil of nut-

meg is only 0'871. By keeping it deposits a stearopten, or muscat-
camphor, called Myristicine. The solid or fixed oil consists of stearine
and elaine, with a slight portion of volatile oil intermixed. Both the
ixed and volatile oils are used for medical purposea Of the fixed
here are two varieties, the English and Dutch, of which the former
s the better. It occurs in pieces, wrapped in leaves of the banana,
weighing about three-quarters of a pound. When cut into it has a

uniformly reddish-yellow colour. The Dutch sort is in larger pieces,
wrapped sometimes in leaves, sometimes in paper, and of a lighter yel-
low colour. Both are frequently adulterated. The volatile oil is also
mixed with purified oil of turpentine. Nutmegs are frequently either

digested in alcohol or distilled to abstract the volatile oil, and then

passed off as fresh. Such nutmegs are lighter, and when a hot needle
is inserted do not give an oily coating to it. Old, worm-eaten, or wild

nutmegs should be rejected. Genuine or cultivated nutmegs are called

female, to distinguish them from the male or wild nutmegs, which are
the produce either of the M. Moschata, var. sphenocarjia, or of M.
tomentosa (Thunb.). These are longer, heavier (weighing generally
110 grains), and of inferior quality. They are more apt to cause
narcotic symptoms, giddiness, &c., than the true sort. iThe coarse

strong-smelling nutmegs from Santa Fd are from the M. Oloba. Other

species also yield nutmegs as M. epuria, in the Philippines; M.
Madagascariemis and M. acuminata, in Madagascar; and M. Bicuiba,
in Brazil. Some nutmegs have little or no odour, as the M. fatua,
but they nevertheless act powerfully on the system. M. spuria yields
a crimson juice, which is employed in the Philippines as a substitute
for dragon's-blood.

Nutmegs and mace, from the large quantity of volatile oil, are

decidedly stimulant, and when used in abundance produce, by exciting
3 u
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til* circulation, narcotic effects. In moderation they promote the

appetite and wUt digestion.

kVIU.STICA'CE^E, Xntmtgt, a family of Plant! belonging to the

division of Diolinoiu Exogen*. The specie* are tropical, fragrant,
aromatic tree*, with an utringent juice, alternate coriaceous simple
learn, without

stipules,
and dicocious flowers. Of the flowers, the

males) have monadelphous stamens ; the females hare a single 1 -celled

orary, containing an erect seed ; and both have for calyx a tubular

coriaceous envelope, with from 2 to 4, usually 3, valvate teeth. Their
fruit is a 2-valved succulent capsule, containing a single seed enveloped
in an aril, and consisting of ruminated albumen, abounding in a power-
ful and agreeable aromatic secretion ; the embryo is very small, and

placed in a cavity at the base of the albumen.
The order is nearly allied to Anonacaz, from which however it differs

very remarkably in the total want of a corolla, and in the reduction

of the number of carpels to one. To station it in the artificial division

of Apetalous Exogens, as is usually done, is to violate every principle
of natural classification.

The Nutmeg of the shops, which is the seed of if. ojfcfimJti, ia the

only product of the order employed officinally. [M YBISTR-A.] Other

species bear fruit that may be employed aa a substitute, but they are

all inferior to the real Oriental Myrittiea.
This order embraces 5 genera and about 35 species. The genera

are, Afyrutita, Ftroio, Kntma, Pyrrkota, and Jfyalottcmma,
Virola tebifcra yields a fatty oil on being heated. Pyrrhota tingcnt

yields a crimson dye, with which the natives of Amboyna stain their

teeth.

MYRMECOBIUS. [MARSLTIATA.]
M YRMKCOPHAOA, the genus of Edentate Animals to which the

great Ant-Eater, M. jubata, belongs. This animal has not often been
teen in Europe. Two specimens were exhibited alive in the Gardens of

the Zoological Society during the summer of 1S54. An account of the

anatomy of this creature was given by Professor Owen to the meeting
of the British Association at Liverpool, in September 1854. [ANT-
EATER.]
M YRMK'LEOJf, a genus of large Neuropterous Insects, the larvte

of which are remarkable for their habit of entrapping their prey by
means of pitfalls. Among the many accounts which have been pub-
lished of their operations, one of the best and moat recent is that

given by Mr. Westwood, in the '

Magazine of Natural History
'

for

1838, and in his Introduction. " Some larvae of the common species,

ityrmeleon formicaUo" (the Ant-Lion), writes that naturalist,
" which

I brought alive to this country from France, afforded me ample
opportunities for watching their proceedings. It is in very fine sand
that the larva makes its pitfall. When placed upon the surface, it

bends down the extremity of the body, and then pushing or rather

dragging itaelf backwards by the assistance of its hind legs, but more

particularly of the deflexed extremity of its body, it gradually
insinuate* itaelf into and beneath the sand, constantly throwing off

the particles which fall
upon,

or which it shovels with its jaws or legs

upon its head, by suddenly jerking them backwards,
'
Otuque post tcrg-am magna jacUU parentls.'

Proceeding in this manner, in a spiral direction, it gradually diminishes

the diameter of iU path, and by degrees throws so much of the sand

way as to form a conical pit, at the bottom of which it then conceals

iteelf, its mandibles widely extended being the only parts that appear
above the surface ; with these any luckless insect that may happen to

fall down the hole is immediately seized and killed. When the fluids

of the victim are exhausted the ant-lion, by a sudden jerk, throws the

dry carcass out of the hole : should, however, the insect by chance

escape the murderous jaws of iU enemy, the latter immediately com-

mences throwing up the sand, whereby not only is the hole made

deeper, and iU sides steeper, but the escaping insect is probably hit,

and again brought down to the bottom of the pit It is chiefly upon
ante and other soft-bodied insect* these larva) feed. They are how-
ever capable of undergoing long fast*, for one of my larvae remained

from October till March without food. Previous to assuming the

papa state, the larva forms a globular cocoon of less than half an
inch in diameter of fine sand, glued with silken threads spun from a

slender telencopic-like spinneret, placed at the extremity of its body,
and lined with fine silk. The pupa is small, not being half an inch

long, inactive, and with all the limbs laid at rest upon the breast.

When ready to assume the perfect state, it uses it* own mandibles,
which are quite unlike those of the larva and imago, to gnaw a hole

through the cocoon, and pushes iUelf partly through the aperture in

which it leaves the pupa skin. Immediately on assuming the perfect
state, the abdomen is almost immediately extended to nearly three

time* it* previous length."

MYRMICA, a genus of Insect* belonging to the order Ilymcnoptcra,
and the family Formicitia. It is one of the genera formed out of the
Linruean genus Formica. Unlike that genus however, it possesses a

stiug. The peduncle of the abdomen is composed of two knots
the antenna? are rxpoeed ; the maxillary palpi are long and G jointed,
and the mandibles triangular. M. rubra ia a common British

specie*.
JCYROBALANS. This is a name applied to the almond-like kernels

of a not or dried fruit looking like a plum, of which there are several

sort* known in the East. They are the produce of various species of

Ternuialia, aa T. BeUtrioa, T. C'kebula, T. cilrina, and T. anyiulifulia.
They vary from the size of olives to that of gall nut*, and have a

rough, bitter, and unpleasant taste. Many of the tree* of this tribe,
which are all native* of the tropical regions of Asia, Africa, and
America, are used for tanning, and some for dyeing. They are highly
valued by elvers, creating, when mixed with alum, a durable dark-
brown yellow. Myrobalans fetch in the Bombay market 8*. to 2ti.

he Surat candy of 821 Ibs. The bark and leaves of T. Calappt'
i black pigment, with which Indian ink is made ; the seeds are eaten
ike almonds. A milky juice ia said to flow from T. anguttifolia, which,
when dried, is fragrant, and, resembling Benzoin, is used as a kind of
ncense in the Catholic churches in the Mauritius. The fruit of
T. BeUeriea, and of T. CMbvla, both useful timber-trees, indigenous to
he East Indies, are used medicinally as a tonic and astringent One
lundred and seventeen cwts. of Myrobalaus were shipped from Ceylon
in 1845.

The annual imports of Myrobalans into Hull, amount to about
[600 cwts. The quantity which arrived at Liverpool was 185 tons in

1849, and 851 tona in 1850; 27,212 bags in 1851, and 19,946 bags in

1852 ; they came from Calcutta and Bombay, and are also used for

dyeing yellow and black. The price in January 1853 was 6*. to 12.
>er cwt The average annual imports into the United Kingdom may
xi taken at 1200 tona.

Myrobalans is also the English name given by Lindley to the
natural order Combretacete, which yields these fruits. [COMBRETACE.S ;

EilBLICA.]

(Symonds, Commercial Product* of the Vegetable Kingdom.)MYROSPERMUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Amyridacea. It has a 5-toothed campanulate calyx ; 5
petals,

the

upper one largest ; stamens 10, distinct ; ovary stipitate, oblong, mem-
branous, with 2-6-ovulea; legume with a winged stalk, terminating iu

an oblique iudehiscent 1-cclled 1-2-seeJed samara. The species are
trees with dotted leaves.

M. Peruifenun (ifyroxylon Peruiferum, Limueus), Balsam of Peru
Tree, The stem of this plant yields the Balaam of Peru. It has a
thick smooth straight trunk with a gray coarse bark, which is filled

with resin. The leaves are pinnated, and marked with transparent
dots

;
the leaflets alternate, of 2, 3, 4, or oven 5 pairs, ovate-lanceolate,

icute, coriaceous at the apex, somewhat emarginate, shining above,

hairy on the under side
; calyx campanulate ; petals 5, white, the

upper rcflexed, broad, roundish, emarginate, the other 4 distinct,

linear-lanceolate, reflexed, spreading; stamens 10, distinct, shorter
than the petals ; anthers mucronate

; seed roniform, lying in yellow
liquid balsam, which hardens into resin.

Balsam of Peru occurs in two states ; one called the white, the other
the black. The former results either from spontaneous exudation
from the bark, or from incisions made in it ; it is also found in the,

inside of the aeed-veasel wrapping the seed. At first it is liqu
the consistence of recent honey, of a light yellow colour, of an agree-
able odour, resembling vanilla, and a somewhat acrid, bitterish, but
aromatic taste. Its specific gravity is less than that of water. Heated
in a platinum spoon it bums with a white smoke, which reddens
litmus paper, and leaves no residual ash. It is completely soluble in

alcohol, and also in ether, except some white material which separates
from it. It contains much benzoic acid. By distillation with water
it yields a volatile oil. By exposure to the air it hardens, and is then
termed Opobalaamum Siccum, which must not be confounded with
the true Opobalaamum. [BALSAMODEKDKOX] Balsam of Tolu is also
sometimes called Opobalsamum.

Black Balaam of Peru ia stated to be procured by boiling the resinous
bark of the trunk and branches of the tree. Martins conjectures
that it is procured by subjecting these parts and the pods to a kind
of dry distillation, or '

distillatio per deaccnsum,' similar to that by
which tar ia obtained from

pine-trees. This balsam has the consistence
of syrup, but does not solidify with age, is scarcely tenacious, of a
blackish-brown colour, and not transparent, somewhat oily to the

touch, odour agreeable, balsamic, resembling vanilla, taste acrid,

balsamic, bitterish, and enduring. Scarcely igniting when in contact
with flame

;
not yielding by distillation with water any volatile oil,

and not perfectly soluble even in absolute alcohol. Its chief consti-

tuents are the oil, which cannot be termed volatile, two kinds of resin,
and benzoic acid.

M. Toluifenun (Tolvifrra Haliamum, Miller, Myrorylon Toluifera,
Humboldt), Balsam of Tolu Tree. It is very like the last, and by
some botanists has been regarded aa a variety. The leaflets are then
membranous, obovate, taper-pointed ; the terminal one larger than tho
others. This tree yields Balsam of Tolu. It flows from incisions in
the tree, and is of the consistence of a strong turpentine. It is sent to

Europe in earthenware jars or in tin cases. It becomes tenacious with

age, and in cold weather may be fractured, but melts again in summer,
or with the warmth of the hand. It is of a yellow or brownish colour,

transparent, with the taste and odour of the white Balaam of Peru.

[BALSAMS, in ARTS AMD Sc. Div.J

(Lindley, Flora Medico.)
MYROUNGA. [PuociD*.]
MYRRH. [BALSAMODKSDROS.]
MYRRHIS, a genus of Plant* belonging to tho natural order
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Umbdliferai) and to the tribe Scandicinece. It has an obsolete calyx ;

obcordate petals, with an indexed point ; the fruit not beaked
; the

carpel covered with a double membrane ; the outer membrane with
elevated keeled ridges hollow within, the inner one close to the seed

;

no vittae. The speciea have leaves three times decomposed, the leaflets

piunatifid ; the involucrum wanting ; the involucels of many lanceolate
ciliated leaves, the central flowers of the umbel staminiferous ; the

petals white.

if. odorata, Sweet Cicely, or Great Chervil, has the leaves downy
beneath, the leaflets of the partial involucres lanceolate-acuminate.
This plant has a stem 2 or 3 feet high, round, leafy, and hollow. It
is a native of middle and south Europe and Asia, from Spain to Asia

Minor, also of Germany, Switzerland, Austria, the south of France,
and the north of Italy. In Great Britain it is found in pastures and
hilly districts. This plant was formerly much used in medicine. It

yields a volatile oil, which has a pleasant odour. The young leaves
and seeds were used in salads, and the roots were boiled or eaten cold,
or in tarts or in a variety of sauces. In Germany the seeds were added
to soups, and in the north of England they are employed for polishing
and perfuming old oak floors and furniture. M. sidcatum has hoary
leaves, and is a native of Spain. Both species may be grown in any
common garden soil, and propagated by seeds or division of the roots.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany ; Burnett, Outlines of Botany.)
MYRSI.VA'CEjE, Ardisiada, a natural order of Plants. They are

chiefly subtropical plants of the Exogenous class, so nearly the same
in their fructification as the species of Primulacece of northern climates,
that scarcely any valid mark of distinction can be found between
them. The indehiscent fruit in Myrsinocece is chiefly relied upon for

the means of separating them. The general appearance of the two
orders U however widely different ; Primulacece consisting of herbs
with no development of woody matter, while Afyrsinacew, in all cases

yet observed, are shrubs or trees. Many of the species have handsome

foliage and gaily-coloured flowers, on which account they are frequently
met with in gardens, but they are of no importance for useful purposes.
Ardiiia and Jacquinia are the two commonest genera. The order

contains 30 genera and 320 species.

MYRTA'CE^E, Myrtle-Blooms, are Polypetalous Exogens, forming
a

very extensive and important natural order of Plants, exclusively

inhabiting warm countries, and in all cases either shrubs or trees, an
herbaceous form of the order being unknown. The most northern
station of the species is the south of Europe, where the common Myrtle
grows apparently wild. [MYRTUS.] If this plant is taken as the type
of the order, it might be said to consist of aromatic plants with

opposite leaves, dotted with transparent oil-cysts, bearing icosandrous

inonogynous polypetalous flowers, succeeded by an inferior succulent
fruit

; but this is the character rather of a section of the order than of

Myrtacece considered as a whole. In this division are however included

nearly all the species employed for the use of man. Among the table-

fruits of the tropics are the Guava, yielded by different species of

Ptidium; the Rose-Apple and Jamrosade, produced by Eugenia

I'sitlium pomi/erum.

1, a flower ; 2, a stamen
; 3, a transverse section of the ovary.

Malaccentu and E. Jamboi : of spices, Cloves are the flower-buds of

C'aryophyllut arcmiatiau ; and Allspice is the dried berries of Eugenia,

Pimento; all which are obtained from plants belonging to the same
section as the Common Myrtle : the aromatic fruits of that plant were
indeed used as a spice before Cloves and Allspice became common.

[EUGENIA; PSIDITJM.]
The deviations that take place from the typical structure of the

order consist partly in the fruit being dry and capsular instead of

fleshy and indehiscent, and partly in the organisation of the interior

of the fruit being reduced to a state of great simplicity ;
besides which

the leaves are often alternate instead of opposite. Some of the species
have no corolla, and there is in many cases a very singular tendency
to consolidate the floral organs of all kinds.

The species with capsular fruit are principally found in Australia,

where, in the form of Eucalyptus and Leptospermttm, they constitute
one of the most striking features of the vegetation. [EUCALYPTUS.]
These plants abound in a powerful astringent secretion, chiefly found
in their bark, on wbjch account they are found valuable for the tan-

ner's purposes; while the aromatic principle is also abundantly secreted
in other cases, as, for example, in Melaleuca Cajeputi, from which the

green stimulating oil of the Cajeput is procured. [MELALEUCA.]
It is more particularly among these species that anomalous con-

ditions of the floral organs occur. In Eucalyptus there is no corolla,
and the segments of the calyx are so completely united to each other
as to form a fleshy cap, thrown off by the flowers when the time arrives

for extricating the stamens. In Melaleuca, Calothamnus, and several

others, the stamens are united to each other by their filaments, so as

to form showy, petal-like, fringed expansions ;
and in Etidesmia the

petals themselves are united into a cap, thrown off upon the expansion
of the flower.

The most singular form of Myrtacece is that which derives its name
from an Australian plant, called Chamcelawcium, in which the interior

of the ovary contains but one cell, with from two to five ovules rising

up obliquely from its base. These plants are all small heath-like

shrubs, having in the majority of cases the edge of the petals prolonged
into long and delicate fringes. Such plants are extremely abundant
on the west coast of Australia, where they form one of the most

striking characters of the Flora.

Punica Granatum, the Pomegranate-Tree, is a most anomalous form
of Myrtacece, remarkable for an almost total absence of transparent

dotting, and consequently of aromatic qualities ; and having a fruit

consisting of two whorls of carpels compacted together into an inferior

ovary, the interior of which becomes altered and distended so much
after the flower has fallen off, that the fruit is nothing but a collection

of cavities filled with seeds, and having no apparent relation to each

other. [PuuiCA.]
The genus Caryopkyllus has the following characters : Tube of the

calyx cylindrical ;
limb 4-parted ; petals 4, adhering by their ends in

a sort of calyptra ; stamens distinct, arranged in 4 parcels in a quad-

rangular fleshy hollow near the teeth of the calyx ; ovary 2-celled ;

ovules about 20 in each cell
; berry 1-2-celled, 1-2-seeded

;
seeds cylin-

drical or half-ovate; cotyledons thick, fleshy, convex externally, sinuous

hi various ways internally.
C. aromaticus, the Clove-Tree, is a native of the Molucca Islands. It

is a moderately-sized tree, with leaves opposite and decussate, persistent,
somewhat coriaceous and shining, minutely punctuated, about 4 inches

long, ovate-lanceolate, more or less acute, quite entire, pale beneath,

tapering gradually at the base into a slender foot-stalk which is almost

2 inches long. The cloves of the shops are the dried compressed flower-

buds of this tree.

MY'RTEA (Turton), a genus of Mollusca.

MYRTLE. [MYRTUS.]
MYRTLE-BLOOMS. [MYRTACE.E.]
MYRTUS (Mupros), a genus of Plants, the type of the natural

order Myrtacece. It has the calyx-tube somewhat globose, with the
limb 5- or very rarely 4-partite ;

the petals 5, or very rarely 4
;
the

stamens distinct
;
the berry 2- or 3-celled, somewhat globose, crowned

with the segments of the calyx; several seeds in each cell, or very
rarely solitary ; uniform, with a bony testa ; the embryo curved ;

cotyledons semi-cylindrical, very short, the radicle twice the length of

the cotyledons. The species are shrubs with opposite quite entire

pellucid dotted leaves
; peduncles axillary, 1- or rarely 3-flowered.

M. communis, Common Myrtle, has solitary 1-flowered pedicels about
the length of the leaves, bearing 2 linear bracteoles under the flowers;
the calyx 5-cleft

;
the leaves ovate, lanceolate, or acute. This beautiful

plant is a native of the south of Europe ;
it is found wild in France

about Marseille, and extends from that city along the sea-coast to

Genoa, and throughout Italy. In these districts it forms thickets

which sometimes grow within reach of the spray of the sea. This

plant has been in all ages a great favourite in Europe. It was called

by the Greeks Miiproj. Mvpy'tvy is the name under which Hippocrates
refers to this plant. (' Morb. Mul.,' i. 599.) Theophrastus also uses
this word, and MupnVij and Muprls, in speaking of the Myrtle. The
Romans knew this plant by the name of Myrtus. (Pliny, 12-13.)
This name has been adopted in most European languages. It is

Mirto in Italian and Spanish ; Myrte in German ; Myrter in Danish ;

Myrten in Swedish
;
Mirte in French

;
Mirta in Portuguese.

The leaves of the Myrtle, like the whole order, contain a volatile oil

which possesses medicinal properties, and they were used as stimulants

by the ancients. The buds and berries of this plant also contain volatile
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oil, and were tuod by the Romans u a spies, and are at this day in

TOMBOY employed ai a substitute for pepper. The Tuscans also

prepare a kind of wine from the Myrtle called Myrtidanum. The

berries are uied at the present day in Greece ai a remedy in the

diarrhoea of little children. The mode of administering them U to

eoak them in red wine. The (lowers of the Myrtle hare an agreeable

cent, and when distilled they form the perfume sold in France under

the name of Eau d'Ange, In addition to a volatile oil the Myrtle
contains tannin, so that in medicine its various parU have an astringent

action, and have been used for this purpose. In Greece, Italy, and

the south of France, the bark U used for tanning.

The Myrtle U only a half-hardy plant in this climate, although many
individuals have lived and borne our winters for (bore 100 yean.
The Myrtle appears to have been introduced into England in the Itith

century. There are at the present time many fine myrtle-trees iu

Great Britain and Ireland. At Cobhatu Hall, in Kent, there are several

specimen* 30 feet high. In the Isle of Wight it forms the hedges of

many gardens. It cannot however be relied on, but may be easily

cutlivated by giving it protection during the winter. Several varieties

of the Myrtui cummunit are found in gardens.
If. mtlanocarpa (' D. C. Prod.,' iii. p. 239). Fruit blackish. This

variety of Myrtle U frequent in the south of Europe and in gardens,

where there are varieties of it with double flowers ami variegated

II. leueoearpa ('D. C. Prod.,' iii. p. 239). Fruit white. Native of

Greece and the Balearic Isle*. The fruit of this is rather large, edible,

with a grateful taste and smell.

The above varieties are constant, but there are others in the garden
which are more variable, such as the Gold-Striped Broad-Leaved

Myrtle, Broad-Leaved Jew's Myrtle, Gold-Striped-Leaved Orauge-

Myrtle, Silver-Striped Italian Myrtle, Striped Box-Leaved Myrtle,

Silver-Striped Rosemary-Leaved Myrtle, Silver-Striped Nutmeg Myrtle,

Cockscomb or Bird's-Nest Myrtle, Spotted-Leaved Myrtle.

About 40 other species of Myrtle besides those of the old genus

Myrtui, now referred to the genera Myrcia, Syiyyium, Eugenia, Ac.,

have been described. [El'uEMA.] None of them yield products used

in arts or medicine, and only a few of them have been cultivated.

It. lomentoia is a native of Cochin China. It is a handsome

shrub, and has been found to grow well against walls in the south of

England.
M. nummularia is a creeping species found at tho Straits of Magal-

haens; and M. myriinoida, a native of the colder parts of Peru, would

probably be found to be half-hardy in this climate.

(London, Arboretum Britannicum ; Fraas, Synoptit Flora Clatncce :

Burnett, Outline! of Botany ; Lindley, Flora Medico.)

MYRTUS PIMEXTO. [PIMENTO.]
MYSCA (Turton), a genus of Mollutca.

MYSCOLUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Compotitit. The young root* of M. Hitpanicut are eaten.

MYSia [STOMAPODA.]
MYSTICETK. [CKTACEA.]
MYSTU8, a genus of Malacopterygious Abdominal Fishes belonging

to the family SUurida. They are found in the waters of Guyana.
MYTELES, a genus of Malacopterygious Abdominal Fishes belonging

to the family Salmonida. One of the American species is eatable.

MYTILACEA. [MrriLiD*.]
MYTl'LID^E, a family of Lamellibrancbiate Molluita. It includes

the species referred by Linnaeus to the genus Mytilui. This genus, as

it was left by the author in bis last edition of the '

Systema Naturae,

was divided into three sections. The first,
'
Parasitic!, unguibus affiii,

consisted of those species which are affixed by uuguicular appendages to

(Jorgonia and other submarine bodies, both organic and inorganic, such

u Mytilui Critta (Jalli, M. Jfyolii, and M. Front, which have been since

restored to the genus Oitrea. The second, 'Plaai s. couipressi, ut plan

appareant et subauriti,' consisted of the Pearl-Bearing Muscle (MatrU

ixrlartu*), under the name of Mytilui moiyoritiferui, now separated
.I/*

'

....

of,genetically under the names of Meleoyrina and Margarita [AviCULA
M AI.LEAC-K.V] ; and Myiilui **guii, a species, if it be one, not large

than the human nail. The third,
'

Vcntricosiusculi,' comprised no

only the true MytUi, of which MytUtu tdulii (the Common Muscle-

may be considered as the type, but also the M. lithophagui, th<

ilodiol<r, the true Avicula (Mytilui Ilirundo), and the Fresh-Wate
Muscles (Anodon). The generic definition of this heterogeneous

assemblage was Mytilti. The animal an art-id ia (?). The shel

bivalve, rough (rudis), most frequently affixed by a byssus. Th.

hinge toothless, marked (distinctus) by an excavated longitudina
subulate line. Linnicus placed this genus between Anomia and

Pinna, [MAI.ACOLour.1
Cuvier makes the Mytilacvs the second family of his Testaceous

Acephalous Molluscs.
_
He characterises the family M having th

mantle open in front, but with a separate aperture for tho excrements,

adding that all these bivalve* have a foot serving the purpose of creep

ing, or at least to draw out, direct, and fix the byssus. They are, h

state*, in conclusion, known under the generic name of Moules

(Muscles).
This family Cuvier subdivides into

I. The True or Marine Muscles (Moules Propres ou Moules <1

Mer; Mytilui Linn.)

In this subdivision an placed Mytilui (If. tdulii and iU congeners)
Modiola (Lam.), and Lilk'tdumui (Cuv.).

IL The Anodonts (Anotlontei, llrug.), vulgarly Pond-Muscles

(Moules d'Etang).

III. Les Mulctcs (Univ., Brug.) commonly called the Painters

Muscles, including tlyria and Caitalia (Lamarck).

IV. Cardita. (Brug.)

V. Ci/pricardia. (Lam.)

VI. Les Coralliophages. (De Blaiuv.)

Venericardia he considers OK differing but little from Canllta, and
observes that both the one and the other approach C'ardium

u general form and the direction of the ribs (cotes). He states his

uspicious that this U the place for Crauatella.

This family is placed by Cuvier between the Ostrace'i and the

amocees.

The genus Pinna is placed by this zoologist between Aricula and
Area.
Lamarck characterised his Mytilacoes as having the hinge with a

ub-internal marginal linear very entire ligament, occupying a great
>art of the anterior border, and the shell rarely foliated. In this

"miily he places the genera Modiola, Mytilui, and Pinna.
M. De Blainville thus characterises the Mytilacea, which he places

>etween the Maryaritacea and the A rcacea or Polyodonta. Tha genus
Avicula among the Maryaritacta thus immediately precedes the

Mytilacea.
Mantle adhering towards the borders, slit throughout its inferior

>ordera, with a dUtinct orifice for the anus, and an indication of the

iranchial orifice by the more considerable thickening of its posterior
x>rders ; a caualiculated linguiform foot, with a byssus backwards at

ts base
;
two adductor muscles, the anterior of which is very small,

resides the two pair of retractor muscles of the foot
Shell regular, equivalve, often furnished with an epidermis, or cor-

neus, with a toothless hinge, and a linear dorsal ligament.
The genera placed in this family by M. De Blaiuville are .Vylilat,

with its subdivisions, and Pinna.
M. Rang gives the following as the characters of the family

Mytilace's :

Animal having the mantle open throughout its inferior part, and

adhering towards the borders ; a separate aperture behind for the

excrements, forming very rarely a tube ; the foot linguiform, canali-

culated, and furnished with a byssus behind.

Shell rather delicate, generally with on epidermis, or corneus,

equivalve, but very inequilateral ;
the hinge toothless ; the ligament

linear
;
anterior muscular impression very small

;
the posterior one

rather large.
Marine (the genus 3/ytilut alone presents a species which is said to

live iu fresh water). (' Manuel,' Ac.)
The genera arranged by M. Rang under this family are Mytilui,

with its subdivisions, including Modiola, Lithodomui (Cuv.), and
Pinna.

Mr. G. B. Sowerby ('Genera'), after remarking that the Linnican

genus Mytilui, on account of its principal character being its want of

hinge teeth, consists of several forms that are widely distinct from
each other, and which have well served as the types of several

Lamarckian genera, such as Avicula, Modiola, Anotlon, and others, in

connection with the present genus, which deservedly retains the name
of Mytilui, both on account of its form and the priority of its claim,

proceeds to observe that the other genera which have been united with

it, but from which it appears necessary to distinguish it, because of a
certain degree of general resemblance, are Modiola and Liihodomui :

from Anodon and Avicvla, together with Lamarck's Mcleayrina, it is,

ho adds, obviously distinct ; whilst one character namely, the

pointed terminal umbones serves to distinguish it from Modiola aud
Lithodomui.

Mr. Garner, in his paper 'On the Anatomy of the Lamcllibrauchiate
Conchifera

'

(' ZooL Trans.,' vol. ii.), U disposed to regard the dispo-
sition and form of the branchito aud siphons as being of great use in

the classification of those animals ; and he instances Anomia, 1'ccten,

Area, Modiola, Unto, Ac., as each having a particular dis]>osition of
the branchiae, sac of the mantle, valves, siphons, Ac., giving rise to

particular modifications of the course of the aerating currents of
water to the brancbirc. He observe?, that iu the grucr.i, some of
whii-h are above mentioned, no complete division of the sac of the

mantle exists; while in Solen, J/ialella, Pholia, Ac., a different dispo-
sition takes place. With regard to the excretory system, he found
the oviduct distinct from the sac in Modiola, Mytiliu, Lithodomui, Ac. ;

whilst in TMina. Canlium, Mactra, Pholat, Mya, and most others, the
ova are discharged into the excretory organs. With reference to the

reproductive nystam, Mr. Garner remark* that the ovaries of tho
l/aniellibranchinU; Concliifera differ iinirh in their situation : Home-
times they form distinct parts sometimes they are found in the foot

sometimes they are ramified in the mantle which last
<li-.|.<.siti..n

U present in Modiola, Anomia, Lithodomui, Hiatelln, and the lik<-.

The same author, in his 'Anatomical Classification of the Lamelli-

branchiata,' thus arranges the genera Mytilui, Modiola, J'inna,

Lithodomui, and I'nio :
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Shell of Xytilu, alula.

m, Talren elated, with bjMU ; ft, external view of one of the valves
; e, inter-

nal riew, holni the muteolar impreuloni.

revealed the cause of the disorder; but as such casualties result

mostly in summer, it is prolwble that some natural change is takfbg

place in the animal, which renders it at that season unfit for food. It

would therefore be prudent to use it only in the winter months. The
idea that it is owing to the fish having absorbed copper is quite
unfounded. The application of heat in cooking does not destroy the
noxious property, as it does that of many vegetable poisons, for those
which are dressed are as hurtful as those eaten raw. Neither does

decay seem to be the source of the deleterious principle, since bad
effect* follow the use of those which ore quite fresh

; nor does decay
decompose the poison, though most animal poisons are destroyed by
putrefaction, for fatal cases have ensued from the eating of decaying
muscles. The consequences have been imputed to idiosyncrasy in

those who eat the muscles ; but this is obviously inadequate to explain
the circti instances, since in most of the instances every person (amount-
ing in one case to thirty individuals) who tasted them suffered

; and
even cat* and dogs, as well as human beings, died from eating them.
The morbid symptoms vary, and in some of the cases are connected
with inflammation of the stomach and intestines. " Two affections of
this kind have been noticed

;
one is an eruptive disease, resembling

nettle-rash, and accompanied with violent asthma
;
the other a coma-

tow, or paralytic disorder, of a very peculiar description. The
symptoms have usually commenced between one and two hours after

eating, and rapidly attained their greatest intensity. The first

symptoms were like those of violent catarrh, swelling and itching of
the eyelid*, and generally nettle-rash followed; and the eruption
afterwards gave place to symptoms of the most urgent asthma. The
swelling is not always confined to the eyelids, but has usually extended
over the whole face. In several eases the eruption was preceded by
asthma, lividity of the face, insensibility, and convulsive movements

of the extremities ; in others nausea and vomiting, followed by heat
and constriction of the mouth and throat ; difficulty of swallowing
and speaking freely; numbness about the mouth, gradually extending
to the arms, with great debility of the limbs." The abdomen is often
affected with pain, increased on pressure ;

the functions of the kidneys
disturWd, but generally increased ; the bowels sometimes obstinately

constipated. Epileptic symptoms, or delirium, convulsions, and coma,
have appeared in the greater number of fatal cases, rather than inflam-

matory action.

Emetics, such as sulphate of zinc, which acts quickly, have been of
service ; but ether seems the most effectual means of relieving the

difficulty of breathing and the other nervous symptoms.
Particular localities are celebrated as producing this muscle in per-

fection.
" Ne fraudentur gloria sua littora, exclaims Pennant,

"
I must in justice to Lancashire add, that the finest muscles are

those called Hambleton Hookers, from a village in that county.
They are taken out of the sea and placed in the rivtr Weir, within
reach of the tide, where they grow very fat and delicious." In ' The
Forme of Cury

'

(1390) is a receipt for dressing
' HuakeU in Browet,'

and also one for making
' Cawdel of Muskels.'

Small or seed pearls frequently occur in this species, and some yean
ago these were employed for medical purpose*.

*
Xylili with the shell striated longitudinally.

if. Maycllaniciu. Shell oblong ; whitish below, purple violet above,
with long thick undulated furrows ; the umboues acute, and not much
curved. Length varying, generally from 4 to 5 inches.

It is found in the Straits of Magalhaens, ChilcSe, 4c.
The flesh is well-flavoured and nutritious. The shells of old indi-

viduals, when polished, are brilliant, with a nacreous deep purple
tinged with violet

tfylilia JfagfllanicM, attached to a rock by 1U bvMX.

It is not improbable that this species ministered in a degree to the
woful wants of Byron and his wretched companions after the wreck
of the Wager.

"
Having thus established," gays that officer,

" some
sort of settlement, we bad the more leisure to look about us, .

make our researches with greater accuracy than wo had before, after
such supplies as the most desolate coasts are seldom unfurnished with.

Accordingly we soon provided ourselves with some sea-fowl, and found

limpet*, muscles, and other shell-fish in tolerable abundance
;
but this

rummaging of the shore was now become extremely irksome to those
who had any feeling, by the bodies of our drowned people thrown
among the rocks, some of which were hideous spectacles, from the

mangled condition they were in by the violent surf that drove in upon
the coast. These horrors were overcome by the distresses of our

people, who were even glad of the occasion of killing the gallinazo
(the carrion crow of that country) while preying on these carcasses, in

order to make a meal of them."
Hero may bo introduced the Sfytilui polymoiyhut of Pallas, Qmelin,

and others, thus characterised as a genus by Dr. Vanbeueden, under
the name of

Drrittcna. Mantle entirely shut, presenting three apertures, one of
which is furnished with a siphon. Anterior extremity of the body
bifurcated and lodging in the middle of the division the transverse
anterior muscle. Abdomen depressed; extremities of the

. bronchia

floating in their posterior half.

The shell is regular, equivalve, inequilateral, umbo with a septum
in it* interior. Three muscular impressions, the middle one unique
and linear.

I ir. Vanbeneden thinks that the organ of the byssus, which he

designates, after 1'oli, by the name of '

languettc,' has been erroneously
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taken for the foot. The true foot, he observes, consists of a muscular
tunic more or less thick, which covers the abdomen of the animal,
and serves it as an organ of progression ; whilst the organ, which

always accompanies the byssus, possesses no character in common with
the foot except its mobility. Instead of covering the abdomen as a
muscular tunic, it forms a part of the retractor muscle, from which it

cannot be separated. At the base of thia organ, with which, when the

byssus is torn away, the animal seems to explore the bodies in its

neighbourhood, is the sheath in which the byssus is lodged.
The mantle entirely envelops the animal, and forms three apertures,

one of which serves for the passage of the byssus and the '

languette ;

'

the second terminates the animal in the siphon ; the third is placed
on the back, and gives passage to the excrements. The aperture of

the siphon ia elongated many lines in respiration, and can be bent in

different directions.

D. polymorpha. This appears to be the Mytilva Wolgce, Chemn. ;

SI. Chemnitzii, FeY. ; M. Hagenii, De Baer
; M. lincatun Waardenburg,

and M. Area, Kickx.
It inhabits seas, lakes, rivers, and marshes; all these conditions

seem favourable to it. Dr. Vanbeneden gives the following localities :

the Caspian Sea, the Black Sea, and the Baltic, the Danube, the Volga,
and the Rhine, where they are found in considerable quantities ;

the

marshes of Syrmia (the Palatinate), the Canal Quillaume (Belgium),
the lakes of Harlem (Holland), the Lea (our river Lea, we suppose, is

meant), the Doks (the Commercial Docks, London, probably) and the

neighbourhood of Edinburgh (Union Canal) ; so that this form extends

nearly over the whole surface of Europe from 43" to 56" N. lat.
;

Turkey, Austria, Russia, Germany, Belgium, Holland, and England.

(Vanbeneden.)

Dreitsena polymorpha.

\, Animal of natural size, showing the siphon exscrted, and the aperture which

corresponds with the anus open ;
view of the back, a, the siphon ; b, the poste-

rior row of papillx ; c, anal aperture.

2, view of the ventral side, a, the siphon ; !>,
the anterior row of papilla; ;

f, the languette.

3, Animal in the left value, a, the abdomen
; 6, the languette in situ

; c, the

branchiv ; d, the aperture which gives issue to the excrements
; e, aperture of

the byssus ; /, the byssus. Vanbeneden.

Shell of Dreiaena polymorpha.

a, view of inside of valve, showing the septum at the umbo ; 6, the outside

of valve.

Mr. J. D. C. Sowerby appears to have been the first who noticed

their introduction into the Commercial Docks in the Thames, to

which place he is of opinion that they had been probably brought in

timber.

The species are found at the bottom of the water in beds, like -the

marme Mytili, agglomerated in bunches by means of their byssus.

They attach themselves to stones, to piles, to other shells (Unto and

A nodon), and all the bodies which are in their neighbourhood. Dr.

Vanbeneden remarks, in continuation, that they probably often adhere

;o the keels of boats, and that it is perhaps by such means that they
are dispersed over such a considerable extent.

Modiola (Lamarck). M. Rang makes Modlola the third group ot

;he genus Mylilua. M. Deshayes, in his inquiry whether this geuua
ought to be preserved, observes that the Mytili and Modiolce much
resemble each other, as all admit, but they offer some difference, the

importance of which he proceeds to test. Of the animal he says
nothing, their analogy being so perfect, and all their characters, in-

;erual as well as external, being so similar that it is impossible to

distinguish them. The habit which certain species have of living in

the stones which they pierce has not changed their organisation ; and
of the justice of this remark those interested in the subject may, he

states, assure themselves by a comparison of the animals themselves,
which are abundantly spread abroad in all seas. It is a received

principle among all zoologists, he continues, that animals having the
same organisation ought to make a part of the same genus ; but as there

are persons who attach considerable importance to certain characters

in the shells, it is right to reduce it to its just value. The Modiolce
differ from the Mytili in not having pointed and terminal umbones.
On assembling a great number of living and fossil species of both

genera, some will be observed whose umbones, nearly terminal, are

overpassed by a small very short border; others in which this border
is a little more extended ;

and so one passes by insensible degrees from
the Mytili to the Modiolce without the possibility of determining the

point where one genus ends and the other begins. If the same com-

parison is continued between the Modiolce and the Lithodomi the same

passage may be observed, and then, concludes M. Deshayes, the

observer will be convinced, as we are, of the inutility of these genera.

M. Rang separates the group of Mytili, consisting of Lamarck's

genus Modiola, into two subdivisions.

* Shell sulcated longitudinally.

M. sulcctta. Shell bluish-white ; epidermis yellowish ; hinge-margin
dentilated. It ia found in the Indian seas.

Modiola sulcata.

a. Shell closed, with byssus ; 6, outside view of valve
; c, inside view of valve.

** Shell not sulcated longitudinally.

M. Silicula (including, according to M. Deshayes, M. cinnamomca).
Shell marone-brown or whitish ; epidermis deep marone-brown.
Lamarck gives the seas of the Mauritius as the habitat of M.

cinnamomea, and the seas of Australia as that of M. Silicula.

Modiola Silicvld.

Lithodomw (Cuv.). Animal oblong, very much elongated, thick,

having the mantle prolonged and fringed posteriorly ;
anal aperture

mesial ; mouth furnished with very small triangular appendages ; foot

linguiform, canaliculated, but little developed, and carrying a byssus
at its base in the early stages of the animal's life.

Shell delicate, covered with an epidermis, oblong, very much

elongated, subcylindrical, rounded anteriorly, not gaping ;
umbo sub-

anterior, very distinct; hinge toothless ; ligament linear, for the most

part internal, inserted in a narrow and elongated furrow; anterior

muscular impression of considerable size.

L. Dactylus (Modiola lithophaga, Lam. ; Mytilus KMsojpAaj/tw, Linn.).

In the early stages of life the Lithodomi suspend themselves to rocks

and madrepores by means of their byssus; but they soon pierce those

bodies in order to introduce themselves, and thus form cavities which

they can never leave, in consequence of their increasing volume as

they advance in age. The byssus then becomes useless, and is no

longer manifested. These shells, says M. Rang, are very common hi
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the Mediterranean and at the Antilles, when they arc found in stones

and niaaiwa of madrepore, and sometime*, but much more rarely, in

i thick tbclU.

LiHioJomm Daetylut.

a, Younft, with byMtui ; *, full-jtrown, inside of valve
; c, ditto, ouuidc of

valve ; rf, three (>ccinun in a raus of madrepore.

Thia species is highly nutritious and well flavoured. Imprisoned
aa the animal is in the atone or madrepore, frequently with a very
small opening communicating with the sea, it must obtain a plentiful

supply of food, probably by means of the current* produced by the

animal, for the shells are always full and the animal plump. A stew
of these Lilkodomi i described by those who have partaken of it as

excellent

With regard to the power of piercing rocks, stones, wood, &c., pos-
sessed by Lamellibranchiate animals, Mr. Garner, in a paper in the'
'

Philosophical Transactions,' observes that such piercing cannot in

every case take place by the mechanical nction of the valves, and he
instances those of Lithodomui as not at all adopted for such an action.

He also denies the possibility of the perforation being caused by a
solvent fluid secreted by the animal. [LiTiinrtiAiiin.K.]

J'mna (Linn.) Animal elongated, rather thick, aubtriangular ;
lobes

of the mantle united on the dorval border, separated throughout the

reit of their extent, ordinarily ciliated on the edges; foot slender,

conic, vermiform, carrying at its base a silky byssus ; mouth between
two lips, foliaceous within, very much elongated, and terminated by
two pairs of short palps, the two palps of one side soldered nearly

throughout their length ;
two adductor muscle*, the anus terminating

behind the posterior one. (Desliayec.)
Shell fibrous, horny, rather delicate, fragile, compressed, regular,

equi valve, longitudinal, triangular, pointed anteriorly, rounded or
truncated posteriorly ; anterior umbo but little distinct

; hinge linear,

atriate, toothless
; ligament marginal, a great portion of it internal,

very narrow and compact, occupying more than the anterior half of
the dorsal border of the shell, in a narrow and elongated gutter;
anterior muscular imprcmion very small and entirely in the angle,

posterior mtucular impression very large. (Rang.)
Poli has given beautiful figure* of the animal, which he calls

diimtrra, and most elaborate details of its anatomy ; and to hi* great
work we refer the reader. There are no projecting siphons, and the
conic tongue like foot is employed by the animal to fix itself by the

byssns, which i not scanty and coarse, like that of the Mytili, but

long, fine, lustrous, and abundant ; so that, though it takes no dye, it

i* employed in manufactures in Italy. [Brsgus; COXCIIIPERA.] The
Pitnur approximate more especially to the Mytili, but the shell of
the former, with its straight utnbones and iU gaping opposite extre-

mity, strongly Iitini{iiilic th- in. There i a tendency in their shell

to divide itself into laminae, and thus it approaches that of the

Malltacea.
The species are generally found in deep water, but they have been

taken at depths ranging from the surface to seventeen fathoms ;
moit

frequently on sandy bottoms, where they were moored by their by u,
and at no great distance from the shore. It is said that the animal

sometimes fixes itself by the aid of its byssus, and sometimes remove*
itself by the aid of iU foot Small c.-uaUceans, both brachyurous and

macruroiis, are sometimes found in their sheila. Species occur nearly
in all seas. Host of them are muricated when young with vaulted

or subtubular spines; but as they increase in age these are worn

down, and at last almost entirely disappear. We have had individuals

of the great Mediterranean Pinna before us, gradually increasing from
a very small size to nearly two feet in length. When specimens taken

at wide intervals were compared, the difference was so great that they
might easily have passed as distinct species, as indeed they have been

described by some authors. We have seen many pearls from tlii*

Pinna not ill-formed and of an amber colour, but none of any
considerable size.

P. PlabtUum may be taken as an example of the genu*.
' About 30

recent niH 20 foril species of t'-i genus have been described.

'SI

finna Flakrllum,

a, Young, with plne, and the brutu, natural tine
; t>, full-grown, innldc view

of valve, one-fifth natural ilie.

Pouil Mytiliiltc.

MytitHs. Mr. 0. B. Sowerby (' Genera ') states that the fosnil rpecies
with which he is acquainted are not numerous ; they occur however,
ho observes, in some of the beds below the chalk as well as in most
of those above it, but particularly in the crag.

M. Dej-hayes, in bis Tables (1833), makes the number of fossil species

(tertiary) 15. M. Clnmnit:\i and M. etlulii he states to be both living
and foseil (tertiary). In the last edition of Lamarck (1836), he remarks
that Brocchi mentions a fossil shell to which the latter gives the name
of M. ,,lulii; but M. Deshayes does not believe that this fossil in

the analogue of M. edulii, Linn., but of another edible species very
common in the Mediterranean. Of fossil species he admits 9 only in

that work. Dr. Mantel) notices a species in the cliff between Brighton
and Rottingdean (diluvium) ;

and another, .!/. liinrmlniu*, in the

Shftnklin csnd. Priifisfor Phillip" nots a .". ri'imittri from !!" infVii' r
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Pinna t'labtlluui, ful'.-grovrn, valves closed, outside view, with byssus, one-

llfth natural size.

oolite

FiUon
in his list of organic remains of the Yorkshire coast. Dr.

i,
iti his 'Systematic and Stratigraphical List of Fossils' (strata

below the chalk), enumerates the following species : M. edentulus,

M. irutquivalvit, M. lanceolatia, M. Lyellii, M. prcelongws, M. tridens,

and an undetermined species. Woodward gives 80 fossil species,

principally from the Permian beds.

Dreiuma. Fossil in the modern Calcaire of Aratapak and Transyl-

vania, in Moravia, and the environs of Vienna. (Vanbeneden.) About

10 fossil species have been described.

Here we may perhaps place Mylilva Brardi. The septum comes

very near to that of Dreitiena.

s Tiittrdi.

a, Hinge and septum, enlarged ; I, outside of valve
j e, inside.

'

Modiola. Mr. G. B. Sowerby states that the fossil species are not

many. M. Deshayes, in his
'
Tables.' makes the number of fossil

species (tertiary) 21 ; and M. larbata, M. discrepant, and M. lithophaga

(Ijithodomut), both living and fossil (tertiary). In the last edition of

Lamarck the number given is 20. Woodward gives 130 as the

number of fossil species now known. They are found from the

Silurian ystem upwards.
Lithndomva. M. Deshayes does not mention this genus in his

'Tables,' and appears to place it under Modiola, a position which it

occupies in Lamarck's work. M. Desliayes records Modiola lithophaga

(Tar.) Lilhodamui lilhophagui as fossil at Paris. Mr. Lonsdale

BAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

notices a Lithodomus in the inferior Oolite, and another in the Coral

Rag. Dr. Fitton records a new species and another species, both

nameless, in the Portland Stone.

Pinna, The number of fossil species is about 50. They are

chiefly from the Devonian Beds, and found in Europe, America, and
Southern India.

MYTILUS. [MTTILID*.]
MYXI'NE, a genus of Cartilaginous Fishes, of the order Cydostomi.

It is synonymous with the Gastrobranchus of P.loch. The Myxinc
glutinosa, or Glutinous Hag, is the type. This curious animal is

shaped like an eel, and measures when full grown about one foot and
a half. The head is scarcely distinguishable from the body, and is

obliquely truncated in front, terminating in a large round mouth, the
frame-work of which is a membranous maxillary ring, furnished above
with a single tooth. The tongue is furnished on each end with two
rows of strong teeth. Eight filaments surround the mouth. In the
middle of its superior margin there is a single round spiracle. It has
no eyes. The branchial openings are two, and are estimated at about
one-fourth the length of the body, below the mesial line. The skin is

naked, and very slimy. Along each side of the belly there is a row
of pores, which furnish the mucous secretion. An obscure fin runs

along the hinder portion of the back, is continued round the com-

pressed tail, and beneath the anal opening, which is placed near the
tail. It is of a dark bluish-brown colour above and whitish beneath.
The M. glutinosa is not uncommon in the Scandinavian seas, and is

frequently taken off the north-east coast of Britain. It enters the
mouths of fishes caught in the lines of the fishermen, and eats up all

the fleshy parts of their bodies, leaving only the skin and bones. It ia

sometimes called the Hag, and also Borer, because it is said by some
that the Myxine pierces a small aperture in the skin, and thus makes
its way into the body of the cod or other fishes which it attacks.

The very anomalous characters of this fish have at different times
caused naturalists to place it in more classes than one. Thus Linnaeus
classed it among Verities ; Modeer, among Amphibia ; and 0. F. Mtiller

among Mollusca. That it is a true fish, though very low down in the

series, has now been placed beyond doubt. It has furnished the

subject of many elaborate essays. The most valuable is the celebrated
memoir on the '

Anatomy of Myxinoidece,' by Professor John Muller,

published in the Transactions of the Berlin Academy for 1834, illus-

trated by admirable anatomical drawings.
In that memoir the author proposes the following arrangement of

the Cartilaginous Fishes, in which the exact position of Myxine and
its allies in the series is well shown.

Chondroplerygia.

Skeleton cartilaginous, cranium without sutures.

Order 1. Branchiostega.

Family 1. Calaphracta. Cartilage of the cranium and skin of the

trunk covered at intervals with cartilaginous tubercles.

Sturiones. Genus 1. Sturio.

Family 2. ffuda. Body without tubercles.

Spatularice. Genus 2. Spatularia.

Order 2. Jlolocephala.
Genus 1. Chimara.

Genus 2. Callorhyncus.

Order 3. Plagiostomata.

Family 1. Sqali. The branchial apertures not attached to the head.

Genus 1. Syualua.
Sub-Genera.

Muitelus.

Scymnus.
Notidanus.
Selache.

Ceslracion.

Spinax.
Centnna.

Scyllium.
Carcharias.

Lamna.
Galena.

Genus 2. Zygoma,.

Genus 3. Squatina.

Genus 4. Pristii.

Family 2. Kaia. The branchial apertures attached to the head.

Genus 1. Rhinobalut.

Genus 2. Torpedo.

Genus 3. Raia. (Sub-Genera Raia, Trygon, and Anacaretlnis.)

Genus 4. Proptei-ygia.

Genus 5. MylMates. (Sub-Genera MylMatet and Rltinoptera.)

Genus 6. Cephaloptera.

Order 4. Cyclostomata.

Family 1. Ifyperoartia, palate imperforate.

Genus 1. Petromyson.

Genus 2. Ammocretii.

Family 2. Hyperolreta, with the palate perforate. Myxinoidea.

Genus 1. Myxine.

Miiller enumerates only one species, the M. glutinosa of the

3 x
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Northern Seas. A representative ipeoiei hu< since been made known
from tiw AuUrctic Sea*.

Genus 2. BdeUottoma. The fiahe* of this genus differ from the

Myfine in having eyes, and more than one branchial spiracle.
HuUer enumerates four *peeiea M certain, rim. : B. kexalrema and

A kttentrtma from the Capo of Good Hope ; JJeptalrema from the

South Seai, and Ponteri from New Zealand. /(. Itombtyi in regarded
aa doubtful.

(Yarrell, BritlA PitHtt.)

MYXODES, a genus of Acanthopterygioui Fishes belonging to the

family (fobioda.

MYZOMELA. [Mir.inu.

N
VABALOS, a genus of Plant* belonging to the order Aiteracetr.
** Two of the species, N. Serpenlariui and N. albtu, are found in

North America, and hare, with many other plants, a repute as a

remedy for rattle-make bites. They have a milky juice in their roots,
which U very bitter.

NACRE. [SHELL.]
NACRITE, a Mineral usually occurring in Mien-Slate, taking the

place of the mica ; so that the rock becomes a mixture of quartz and
nacrite. It is also found crystallised in granite. In occurs in 4-sided

prisms. Its hardness is 275. Colour silvery, or light greenish-white.
Lustre pearly, silky, splendent Translucent. Specific gravity from
2-788 to 2793. It occurs in Wicklow, Ireland, and in North America.
A specimen from Brunswick, Maine, analysed by Dr. Thomson,

gave
Silica 64-440
Alumina ..:.... 28-844
Protoxide of Iron 4-428
Water 1.000

98712
The crystals from Wicklow contained less oxide of iron, but a

considerable portion of lime and of protoxide of manganese.
N^ESA. [ISOPODA.]
NAI A, Laurenti's name for a genus of highly venomous Serpents,

to which the species of Urau* and Aipit of Wagler belong.
Cuvier places the form next to the Vipers ( Viptra of Daudin), and

immediately preceding Elajii (Schn., part). Dr. J. E. Gray formerly
made Naiina the second sub-family of his Viperida, Viperina being
the first, ffaiina, which is characterised by Dr. Gray as having the
" head broad behind, with plates," is immediately succeeded by
Klajihina, and thus the genus Naia, in his arrangement, stands between
Peliia (Merrem) and Sepidon of the same author. (' Annals of Phil./

1825).
Mr. Swainson, in his 'Classification of Reptiles' (' Natural History

of Fishes, Amphibians, and Reptiles,' vol. ii.), places the genus Naia
among the Urolalitla, his second family of O;>At</, or Serpents, and

arranges it between Ccratttt and J'laturut. He gives the following
as the sub-genera : Aoto, Sepidon, and Elapt, and thus cliaracterises

the sub-genus Naia .-Neck capable of being dilated ; head narrow
;

dorsal scales linear
; tail conical

; subcaudal plates arranged in two
rows.

This form appears to be confined to the Old World.
The Asiatic species, Coluber Naja of Linmeua ; Q. ccecut of Gmelin (?) ;

Vipera Naja of Daudin ; Naja tripudiaru of Merrem ; If. tutactnt of

Laurenti; Cobra de Capello (adder with a hood) of the Asiatic

Portuguese ; Serpent a Lunettes of the French
; Nag and Chinta

Nagoo of the natives ; and Spectacle-Snake of the English, may be
considered as the type of the genus.

It has the following characters : Head with nine plates behind,
broad; neck very expansile, covering the head like a hood; tail

ruund. (Gray).
The expansion of the neck and upper part of the body is effected

by the anterior ribs, which the animal has the power of raising and
bringing forward so as to dilate that portion into a disc more or less

large. When this dic is thus dilated in the Naia IHpudvuu, it

presents on the back part of it no bad representation of a pair of

spectacle*, or rather barnacles, reversed, for there is no trace of the
lateral pieces by which spectacles are attached to the head of the
wearer. The animal is brown above, and bluish-white beneath. The
following cuts will convey some idea of the form of this snake, with
the hood or disc expanded.

Colonel Briggs informs ns that this active and deadly serpent is

sometimes worshipped in temples in India, where it is pampered with

n, vii'W of the upper iilc of the disc or howl expanded, with the lie.l on the

same llnf with the body.

Ilnd of ffnia.

,
tMe Ti< w

; b. Ken from store. A, view of the under side of the same.
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c, the dis or homl seen from behind, when the anterior portion of the

excited ecrpcnt is in an erect posture.

Xala Irifttdians, rcclucca, in an erect and excited state.

milk and sugar by the priests, and he notices it as a surprising

instance of the effect of kind treatment in subduing the most irritable

spirits
" The Hindus," says the Colonel, in continuation,

" have a

notion that the sagacity and the long-cherished malice of this worm

are equal to that of man. I have seen them come out from their

holes in the temples, when a pipe has been played to them, and feed

out of the hand as tamely as any domestic animal; and it is when in

this state of docility, so opposite to their shy but impetuous nature,

the common people believe that the Deity has condescended to adopt

that form. It seems probable that this hooded snake was the dragon

of the heathen worship ;
and the shape of its head and its activity

when in a state of excitement probably gave rise to the fable of its

"itVpretended that the root of the Ophiorrhiza mungos is a specific

against the bite of this serpent. The priests and jugglers however,

who make them dance to astonish or amuse the people, make all sure,

there U little doubt, by extracting the poison-fangs.

This formidable species, or at least some species of hooded snake,
according to the records of travellers, grows to a considerable length.
Captain Percival gives the following account of its size and habits, in
his ' Account of the Island of Ceylon,' 4to, 1805 :

" The Cobra Capello, or Hooded Snake, is found here from six to
fifteen feet long. Its bite is mortal. The natives find the herb

pointed out by the ichneumon a remedy, if timely applied. When
enraged and preparing to attack, it raises its head and body to the

height of three or four feet in a spiral manner, while at the same time
the remaining part of the body is coiled up to accelerate and give force
to the spring. At this instant it distends from its head a membrane
in the form of a hood, from which it receives its name. This membrane
lies along the forehead and the sides of the neck, and is almost imper-
ceptible till the animal gets into a state of irritation and is about to
attack his foe. When the hood is erected it completely alters the

appearance of the head, and discloses a curious streak in the shape of
a pair of spectacles, and sometimes of a horse-shoe. The extension
of this membrane seems intended by Providence to give warning to
all those within this animal's reach that he is preparing to attack
them. Without this signal he would be very dangerous indeed, as his
motions afterwards are too rapid to be avoided. I have more than
once been an eye-witness to instances where the fatal bite of this
snake was escaped from merely by the object of his vengeance timely
observing his preparations. One remarkable characteristic of these

dangerous serpents is their fondness for music. Even when newly
caught they seem to listen with pleasure to the notes, and even to
writhe themselves into attitudes. The Indian jugglers improve
greatly on this instinct, and, after taming them by degrees, instruct
them even to keep time to their flageolet."
The largest Cobra de Capello seen by Dr. Davy in Ceylon was

nearly six feet long; and he adds that the general length is between
two and four feet. The colour varied : those of a light colour were
called high-caste snakes by the natives, 'and those of a dark colour
low-caste. "The natives," says Dr. Davy, "in general rather venerate
this snake than dread it. They conceive that it belongs to another

world, and that when it appears in this it is merely as a visitor ; they
imagine that it possesses great power, that it is somewhat akin to the

gods, and greatly superior to man. In consequence they supersti-

tiously refrain from killing it, and always avoid it, if possible. Even
when they find one in their house, they will not kill it, but, putting it

into a bag, throw it into water. They believe that this snake has a

good and generous disposition, and that it will do no harm to man,
unless provoked." Dr. Davy gives a pleasing picture of the irritations

and soothings with which the snake-charmers excite and allay the

temper of this serpent, lie records several instances of the operation
of the poison, the first arising from a serpent found in a bag floating
down the Kalang-ganga. It was about five feet long, and about six

inches in circumference in the broadest part. This snake bit a hen,

fixing its fangs in the skin covering the lower part of the left pectoral
muscle, and keeping its hold about two or three seconds, when Dr.

Davy succeeded in shaking it off. The hen, which at first seemed to

be little affected, died eight hours after she was bitten. ('An Account
of the Interior of Ceylon,' &c., by John Davy, M.D., F.R.S., 4to,

London, 1821.)
Several Cobras have been kept alive in the Zoological Gardens

Regent's Park. One of these creatures bit one of the keepers on the
nose whilst he was playing with it. The man died in a few ho\rs
after. The Arabs who accompanied the Hippopotamus had the power
of snake-charming; and on several occasions these fearful reptiles
were made to go through a variety of performances by a lad not more
than 10 or 12 years old.

There are several other species of Naia. Schlegel, in his essay on
the '

Physiognomy of Serpents,' gives the following :

N. ffaje, the Aspis of antiquity. This is the snake which is most

frequently operated on by the snake-charmers of Egypt, where it is

found. [Asi
1

.] It is worthy of observation with reference to the
contest in the presence of Pharaoh between Moses and Aaron and the

magicians of Egypt (Exodus, vii. 9-12), that it is stated, on good
authority, that the modern Egyptian jugglers possess the power of

throwing the N. Haje into a state of catalepsy, and rendering it stiff

and immoveable, in other words, changing it into a rod, by pressing
the nape with the fingers.

TV. Bungarut is a rare species, inhabiting the islands of Java and
Sumatra. It is the Bunyanis of Daudin.
N. Bungaroides, closely resembles the last, but is smaller.

.AT. porphyrica inhabits the sandy downs of Australia.

N. JIamacltatca inhabits the Cape of Good Hope. Ar
. r/wmbcata and

N. lubrica are also Cape species.
N. Maps is a very large snake, but its country is unknown.
N. curia, a native of Australia. ,

We owe to Dr. Cantor, who has added so much to our knowledge of

the natural history of Asiatic serpents, the introduction of a new
genus of hooded snakes, flamadryas, which will probably find its

proper place in the series as a sub-genus of Naia.

llamadryus (Cantor). Head broad, sub-ovate, deplanate, with a

short obtuse rostrum, covered above with 15 scuta; cheeks tumid ;

eyes large, prominent, pupil round
;
nostrils widely opened, within

the confine of two scuta ; gape very ample, subuudnlated. Poison-
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fang* anterior, behind which are the maxillary teeth. Neck dilatable.

Body thick, uruooth, imbricated with smooth calf* dispotwd in oblique
rows. Tail abort, covered with scuta and scutella, iU apex acute.

(Cantor.)
H. opkiopkagtu (Cantor). Above olive-green, girt with black sagittal

trie; abdomen glaucous, marbled with black. The Hindustanee
name is Sunkr Chomr.

It is a native of Bengal
Dr. Cantor thus describes the habit*, the effect of the poison, and

the history of this serpent :

"The llamadryat, like the Bungarut, J/i/drut, and Jfydrophii, has
a few maxillary teeth behind the poison-fang*, and thus, like the

latter, connects the venomous serpents with isolated poUon-faugs to

the harmless, which possess a complete row of maxillary teeth.

"Of the terrestrial venomous serpents, the Bungarut is chiefly
characterised by a distribution of the teeth similar to that of the

Ifamailryai, which, also partaking of the chief characteristic of the

genus A'aja, namely, that of forming a hood or disc, constitutes an
immediate link between the genera Bunyana and Naja.

<l In consequence of the strong resemblance in the general appear-
ance between the Naja and the Hamadryat, when first my attention

became attracted to the latter, I thought I could refer this serpent to

that genus ; and it was not until I was able to examine a specimen
whose poison-fangs were untouched (those of the first specimens I saw

having been drawn by the natives, who are greatly afraid of this

erpent), that I discovered the maxillary teeth behind the poison-

ings.
"

JI. ophiojihaynt differs from the A'aja Iripudiant : 1, By its

maxillary teeth ; 2, by the strongly-developed spines on the os occi-

pitale
inferius ; 3, by the integuments covering the head

; 4, by the

integuments covering the abdominal surface of the tail
; 5, by its

colour ; 6, by its size. According to the natives, the Hamadryai feeds

chiefly upon other serpents : in one I dissected I found remains of a

good-sized monitor, which fact may account for its arboreal habits, as

1 have in Bengal, along the banks of the rivers, observed numbers of

those large lizards among the branches of trees watching for birds.
" The power of abstaining from food, generally speaking, so charac-

teristic of the Serpents, is but in a comparatively small degree possessed

by this species ; the most protracted starvation amounts to a period
of about one month ; while the Vipera elegant, the Naja tripudiant,
and the Buoyant! annularu, have, without inconvenience, been con-

fined in cages without any food for more than ten months. Two
specimens of the Ifamailryai, in my possesfiion, were regularly fed by
giving them a serpent, no matter whether venomous or not, every
fortnight. As soon as thin food is brought near the serpent begins to

hiss loudly, and, expanding the hood, rises two or three feet; and

retaining this attitude, as if to take a sure aim, watching the move-
ments of the prey, darts upon it in the same manner as the A'aja

iriputliaiu does. When the victim is killed by poison, and by degree*
wallowed, the act is followed by a lethargic state, lasting" for about
twelve hour*. Such of the other Indian venomous serpents, the
habits of which I have bad opportunity to study from life, show
themselves much inclined to avoid other serpents, however ready the}
are to attack men or animals when provoked or driven by hunger ;

and I am not aware of any other of those serpents being recorded ax

preying upon its own kind. A short time ago however, during my
sojourn at the

Cape
of Good Hope, I received from high authority the

following fact, which throws a light upon the habits of the A'aja of

Southern Africa, one of which, when being captured, threw up tin-

body of a Vipera arietant ( Y. brufhyurut, Cuvier), which bore marks
of having been submitted to the process of digestion.
"The Jlamadryai, like the greater number of Indian serpent-,

evinces a great partiality to water. With the exception of the Tree-

DerpenU (Leptophina, Bell), they all not only drink, but also moisten
the tongue, which, as this organ is not situated immediately in the

cavity of the mouth, become in the serpents two different acts,

Specimens of this serpent in my possession changed the skin every
third or fourth month, a process which takes place in all the Indian

serpents
several times during the year. The J/amatlryat is very fierce,

and is always ready not only to attack but to pursue when opposed ;

while the t'o/.Ai'<w, the Vipera, the A'aja, and the JBunganu merely
defend themselves, which done, they always retreat, provided no
further provocation is offered. The natives of India assert that indi-

viduals ire found upwards of 12 feet in length a statement probably
not exaggerated, as I have myself seen specimens from 8 to 10 feet in

length, and from 6 to 8 inches in circumference, I have often heard
it asserted that ' Cobras

'

(which name is naturally enough given to

every hooded serpent) have been met with of an enormous size, but I

strongly doubt their belonging to the genus A'oja. Among a consider-
able number which have come under my observation, I never saw any
exceeding 6 to 6 feet in length, while the common size is about 4 feet
Some time before I (Uncovered the Uamadryat, I was favoured by
J. W. Grant, Esq., of the Hon.

Company's
Civil Service, with an inter-

esting description of a gigantic hooded serpent he had observed in the

upper provinces, and which, he remarked, was not a A'aja. By
inspection this gentleman denied the llamadryat to be identical with
the above-mentioned.

" The natives deecribs another hooded serpent, which is said to

attain a much larger size than the Uamadryat, and which, to conclude

from the vernacular name,
'

Stony Choar,' is perhaps another nearly
;illi. il K|li-cirs.

"The fresh poison of the llamadryat is a pellucid tasteless fluid, in

consistence like a thin solution of gum arable in water ; it reddens

slightly litmus paper, which is also the case with the fresh poison of

the Copkiat riridit, Vijitra elegant, Naja Iripudiani, Bunganu an*u

larit, and Buoganu carultut. When kept for some time it acts much

stronger upon litmus ; but after being kept it loses considerably, if

not entirely, its deleterious effects.
" From a series of experiments upon living animals, the effects of thin

poison come nearest to those produced by that of the A'aja tripudiatu,

although it appears to act less quickly. The shortest period within

which this poison proved fatal to a fowl was fourteen minutes, whilst

a dog expired in two hours eighteen minutes after being bitten. It

should however be observed that the experiments were made during
the cold season of the year."

NAI'AUACE^E, otherwise called A'aiadttr, A'aiadt, ffaiatlei, and

Fluriala, are Aquatic Plants forming a small natural order of Endo-

gens, remarkable for the unusual simplicity of their organisation. As

they live constantly below water they require no epidermis, and there-

fore the leaves consist of nothing more than the mesopblcoum, or

central stratum of parenchyma. Their sexes ore usually separate,
and sometimes on different plants. Their floral envelopes are either

deficient or in the form of a membranous tunic or cup, or consist of

scales, to the face of which anthers or carpels adhere. The latter arc

either solitary or in pairs or fours, 1-seeded, 1 -celled, with the ovulr

generally pendulous from the central suture. Their fruit is usually
indehiscent and nut-like, but sometimes it is 2-valvcd or irregularly

ruptured. The embryo has no albumen, and consists of a very large

radicle, usually folded up, and containing a slender plumule lying in

the cavity so formed.
These plants are inconspicuous objects, inhabiting both fresh and

salt water in all parts of the world. In this country, the genera 1'utn

mogcton, a common inhabitant of rivers and ponds, elevating its little

brown spikes of flowers above water during the time of fertilisation ;

/.annirli'l/in, a thread-shaped plant, with minute axillary flowers, con-

stantly submersed ; and Zottcra, or Sea-Wrack, with long narrow riband-

like leaves, inhabiting actuaries of the sea, are the most common.
This order, from which Zotteracea is now separated, contains 9

genera and 16 species. Its relations are with llydrochari-

Jnncaginacetf, and Alyte. [ZOSTEHACE.E ; POTAMOOETOH ; ZAXM-
CIIKI.U.V

;
C.U'1 IMA.]

Xottera nun ihti.

1, & apatite containing male and female flowers
; 2, a female ; 3, an anther

;

4, an embryo.

NAl'ADJi, NAI'ADES, orNAYADKS.aodUNIONin.'K.a family
of fresh-water Conchiferous MoUutca,, comprising the genera I'm".

llyna, Anodonta^ or Anoilon, Iridina, tfoooeondflltu, M//retopiu,

Mhtria, and MMeria. The Freah-Water Muscles, as tho member*
of this family are popularly called, are very closely allied to the
Marine Musclex, and differ chiefly in the structure of the foot of tho

luiinml, which, in the tribe before us, is greatly ilcvi-lupctl jn .linn n

sions, and is not provided with a byxrnl groove. Mr. Anthony, an

American conchologist, however asserts that under peculiar circum-

stances certain North American species do spin a byssus l>th in th-

young and adult states. As in several of the genera of M'i/, !',/< Hi.
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mantle baa its margins, which cannot be reflexed, freely open almost
throughout, and the siphons are only indicated by a difference in the
structure of the posterior borders, the shells vary greatly in form and
aspect Those of our few native species are more or less oblongand depressed ;

but so great is the variation among foreign species,
that an American naturalist observes, there seems to be a representa-
tion of the forms of all the genera of marine bivalves in this tribe.
All the Unionida are equivalve. They are covered with an epidermis
which is often remarkable for brilliancy of colour, a feature also of
the pearly surfaces of the insides of their valves.
The variation of the hinge is very great in this tribe, and its value,

as a source of character, has been a subject of much discussion among
conchologists. Some, as Mr. G. Sowerby, have gone so far as to pro
pose the union of all the genera in one, whilst others, as Mr. Swain-
son, have maintained the other extreme, and not only divided the
tribe into numerous genera, but have even grouped them into sub-
families. The tribe, as a group, is a very natural one

;
the genera

are, we fear, too nearly inclined to artificial sections, and of the
extreme opinions that of Mr. Sowerby approaches nearest the truth.
There are however in the family a few types of character, round which
a number of species seem to group themselves naturally : the sections
Unto and Anadon, to which, with most authors, we refer our British

specie*, are of this nature, and may conveniently be retained. The
value of the generic divisions at best however in this tribe is not equal
to that awumed by such sections in most of the other tribes we have
passed in review.

The L'nionidcr all inhabit fresh-waters ; but few comparatively are
found ia the Old World, by far the greater number being inhabitants
of America. In the United States, alone there are more than two
hundred species. The collections made by Major Cautley and Dr.
Falconer among the Siwalik fossils would seem to indicate that during
tertiary epochs the species of the Old World were more numerous
than they now are. The tribe ranges far back in time. All the species
are very variable, and it is extremely difficult to assign their precise
diagnosis.
The bisexuality of the animals of this family was first, we believe,

observed by Professor Bell in Europe and by Dr. Kirtlaud in America.
The shells of the females are more ventricose than those of the males.

The distribution of the British Fresh-Water Muscles is peculiar
and significant of the four species we posses. Three are members of

the genus Unio and one of Anodon. The last is generally distributed

through England, Scotland, and Ireland : one of the Uniones, that

representing the section Maryaritana, or Alasmodon, is partially dis-

tributed in the three countries, confining itself to the mountainous

portions and the rapid streams which flow from them. The remaining
two are confined to England, and abundant mainly in the south and
east. On the continent the Alatmodon abounds in the Scandinavian

rivers beyond the range of its fellows, which however have an almost

universal distribution through central and southern Europe. The
former species does not range south of the Alps. Taking the features

of this distribution into consideration, it seems as if the Unio maryariti-

fera had migrated southward from some ancient northern centre, whilst

the other Uniona and the Anodonta advanced westward and north-

ward, with unequal pace however, since only the last invaded Ireland.

The fossil contents of the fresh-water tertiaries contemporaneous with

or immediately preceding the period of the drift, when the greater

part of the British Isles was under sea, corroborate this view, for in

them we find associated together the Vnio tumidus and U. Pictorum

and the Anodonta cygnca. (Forbes and Hanley, 'History of British

Mollusca.')
The North American rivers abound with this family; and Dr. Lea

of Philadelphia has contributed most largely to our knowledge of the

habits of these animals, and has made great additions to the species.

Dr. Lea, in his '

Preliminary Remarks,' notices Lamarck's statement

that the animal of Anodon, which is essentially the same with that of

Ifnio, is hermaphrodite, and seems viviparous ;
for the eggs pass into

the oviduct placed along the superior branchiae, where the young are

found with their shells complete. He then tells us that he dissected

a specimen of Anodonta undulata nearly three inches long, and found

the oviducts charged with about 600,000 (as nearly as he could calcu-

late) young shells perfectly formed, both valves being distinctly visible

with the microscope. In his second volume, bearing the title of

' Observations on the Genus Unio,' &c., the same author informs us

that, believing that the oviducts would present the means of discrim-

ination in some species, he having found them to be so very different

in Unio irrot-atiu, his attention had been particularly addressed to

these organs in the few and small species of his Vicinity. Whilst

engaged in this investigation, Dr. Kirtland of Poland, Ohio, informed

Dr. Lea of his ability to distinguish the female and male shells of the

same species, without having recourse to the included animal
;
and

xhortly afterwards Dr. Kirtland's paper on the subject appeared in

the
' American Journal of Science and Arts,' vol. xxvi. Dr. Lea's

attention now became more addressed to sexual characters, and he

states that a very short series of examination satisfied him fully as to

the establishment of the difference of sexes. The female, sustaining

her very large burthen, naturally requires, he observes, more space

within the valves ;
hence an enlargement of the posterior portion of

the 8"-cll is generally found, differing in its form in various ppccit'S.

The following figures, representing the oviducts of the species whoso
names are printed under the cuts are given by Dr. Lea.

Vnio irroratus.

1, soft parts, showing interior of oviduct
; 2, showing exterior of oviduct, tlie

mantle being removed
; a, mouth

; ft, great anterior muscle
; c, right superior

branchia ; d, great posterior muscle
; e, inferior right bronchia

; /, right oviduct
;

g, foot
j 1, superior left branchia

; i, interior view of oviduct
; 3, 4, shell.

Unio ochraceus.

Vnio cariosity.

Dr. Lea remarks that the mass of the lobes in Anodonta undulata,
differs from that otA.flumatilia, in presenting a darker appearance ami
a very curious arrangement of the oviducts. The ova are placed in a
kind of sac lying across the lobe, and presenting one end to the stomach
and the other to the mantle of the animal. They lie so close together
as to take the form on the exterior, like the cells of a honeycomb.
This, Dr. Lea says, is of course produced by pressure. Some of the-e

sacs, when carefully removed, were' found to contain as many as twelve

ova, each with a perfect living shell ia it, having a brownish epidermis
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AnodmtaJhKiatila.

In plate xx. (Mr. Garnet's paper on the ' LunclUbronchUtc Conchifcra')
will tic found a figure of the animal from the orurlum of an Anodonla, a> teen

in the Held of the microscope ( j-inch focui) ; and In plate xviii. the deposition
of the heart, pericardium, excretory orpins, &c. of Anodonta onalina is nhown.

Anodonta undulala, apparently ready to spawn.

a in the cut represents a sac with its ova ; 4 represents the ovum with
its perfect young shell included ; c represents the honeycomb appear-
ance, and is eight times magnified.

Two female* of I'nin radiatui as they were nocn with the parts protruded n<

ey lay at the bottom of a baain of water. Dr. Lea states that these female*

it on two quite different form* aa regards the inferior portion of the mantle,
they lay

put on t

u exhibited abore.

Dr. Lea (vol. i.) state* that it seem* to be a matter of doubt on
what these animal* subsist He says that he has strong reasons for

believing that they feed on animalcules which are ever found to exiot

in water, and which they might separate from the constant stream
which they pass from the posterior part of the shell, and which munt
be taken in at another part This operation he witnessed frequently

in a Teasel in which he kept the A'uiW-r for some months. If the
water was not changed for twenty-four hours he uniformly found the
animals quiet, but within a few minutes after it was changed they a*

uniformly commenced the passage of this constant stream. He adds
that ho cannot suppose this operation to be for the mile purpose of

breathing, as there is no intermission in the stream of water, and
the quantity thrown out is too great for this purpose only. He believes

it to be the result of the action of the separation of the animalcules
from the water.

In the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in London several

preparations of the internal organs of the fresh-water muscle, Anoilvn

cyynciu, will be found.
The brilliant and variously-coloured nacre with which many of the

species are lined and the extreme thickness of some of the shells are

very remarkable. That pearls should be found in them will not sur-

prise those whoso attention has been drawn to their internal surface.

Pennant remarks that Mya margaritifera of Linnaeus ( Ifnio tlongattu)
is noted for producing quantities of pearls, and formerly there were

regular fisheries in many of our rivers to obtain them. As many aa

sixteen have been taken from one shell The Esk and the Conway
were famous in this way. The latter river in the days of Camden was
noted for them. Sir Richard Wynn of Gwydir, chamberlain to

Catherine, queen to Charles IL, is said to have presented her majesty
with a Conway pearl which is to this <lny "honoured with a place in

the regal crown. Pennant, who states this, adds, that the shells are
called by the Welsh Crigen Diluw, or Deluge Shells, as if left there

by the Deluge. The river Irt in Cumberland also produced them ;

and Sir John Hawkins, the circumnavigator, had a patent for fishing
that river. Britain indeed had early acquired a reputation for it*

pearls; for, according to Suetonius, they were Caesar's inducement
for undertaking hia Irtish expedition. (' Jul. Ca'-ar,' o. 47.) This
however does not seem very probable. Pliny (ix. 35) indeed speaks of
the pearls of our island as small and ill-coloured, and refers to the

breast-plate which Ccesar himself had brought home and dedicated to

Venus Oenetrix in her temple, adding that he wished it to bo under-
stood that the offering was formed of British pearls.

Ireland has produced pearls of considerable size and some value,

especially in the rivers of Tyrone and Donegal. One wi ighod 3(> caratx,
and was valued at 402., but it was foul, and so lost much of its wurtli.

Other single pearls were sold for 41. 1 0., and for as much as lOi, Tin

hist was sold a second time to Lady Glenlealy, who put it into a neck-

lace, and refused SOI. for it from the Duchess of Ormoud. Pennant,
who quotes from the abridgment of the ' Phil. Trans.,' speaks of the
last century as the time when these large Irish pearls were procnn-il.
We have seen some lately of considerable size, fair shape, and pretty
good colour.

Dr. Lea, in his final arrangement, admits only-two genera, Margarita
and Platirii. The first of these has been preoccupied by Lench tn

designate a genus of Marine Conchifers. [MAHUAKITA.] We shall

however retain the name in this article, in order to present to the
reader the leading features of Dr. Lea's arrangement and the form*
of the sheik.

Margarita. (Lea).

1. Sub-Genus. I'nio. Having a Cardinal and Lateral Tooth.

Ex. Unio alaliit.
Symphynot*.

t'nw nlntwi,

a, part of the wing of the valve broken off, showing the M-mphvnote character

reduced.
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**
Non-Symphynote.

Ex. Unto Pictorwm, common in our English rivers. [CONCHIFERA.]

Unio Pictoriun. From"a young specimen.

In Mr. Garner's 'Memoir on the Anatomy of the Lamellibranchiate Con.

chifera
'

(pi. xx.) the ova of Unio Pictorvm from the ovaries and branchice are

represented (18th of an inch focus) ; also the valve of a young Unio, showing
that its nucleus is of the game shape as the valves of the animals found in the

branchicr.

2. Sub-Genus. Margaritana. Having One Tooth (Cardinal).

***
Non-Symphynote.

Ex. Alasmodonla itndalata. (Say).

Alasmodonta undulata.

Symphynote.

Ex. Alatmodonta complanata. (Barnes.)

Alatmoctonta complanata,

3 Sub-Genus. Dlpiai. Having a Linear Tooth under the dorsal

margin-

Symphynote only.

Ex. IHptat plicatui. (Leach.)

4. Sub-Genus. Anodonta. Having no Teeth.

*
Symphynoto.

Ex. Symphynota magnifiw. (Lea.)

** Non-Symphynote.

Ex. Anodonta flumatUu (Mytilus fluviatilis of Solander, Dillwyn,

&c. ;
Anodonta, catarracta of Say).

Plalirie. (Lea.)

1. Sub-Genua. Iridina. Having a Crenulate Dorsal Margin.

Non Symphynote.

x. Iridina exotica. [ConcHACEA.]

Dlpsas plicatus.

i ota magnijtea.

Anodonta fluviatilis.

2. Sub-Genus. Spatha. Having the Dorsal Margin Non-Crenulate.

Non-Symphynote.

Ex. Iridina Nilotica. (Sowerby.)

Iridina Nilotica.

Plicate Shells.

Ex. Unio plicatm. (Lesueur.)

Nodulous Shells.

Ex. Unio putliilosus. (Lea.)

Smooth Shells.

Ex. Unio complanalus (Unio pnrpnrent, Say).
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7'tiifi /tii3ttili,tiit.

pitrpnrtu$.

Spiuous Shell*.

Example, l'n(o rpinOHU (Lea). Bartram appears to bare been the
fint who discovered thii species. He, apparently, found it in the

Muuwippi. See his '

Travel.,' p. 431.

Dr. I.ea, in hi* <

Tables,' enumerate* 323 recent ipecles as admitted,
and 29 u unknown to him or doubtful.

( if the nub-genus Unto 235 recent, and 20 which he has not been
able to admit as certain. (Kurope, Asia, Africa, North America,
South America, Australia. By far most Abundant iu North America.)

MargarilatM, 20 admitted, 2 unknown. (Europe, North America,
Sooth America, and perhaps Africa.)

Ihptat, 2 recent. (Asia.)

Anodonta, 68 admitted ; 7 unknown to Lea. (Europe, Asia, Africa,
North America, South America, Australia.)

Iridina, 2 recent (Africa.)

Spatha, 6 recent (Africa, South America.)

M. Denhsyes Oast edition of Lamarck), after reviewing the state of
the question, come* to the conclusion that all the various genera can-
not form and ought not to form more than one genus, constituting
singly the family of the Naiada.

Fouil Uioida.Tk9 recent species of Unit are very numerous
amounting to 2iO. These are found in North and

1

South America,
Kurope, Africa, Asia, and Australia. The fossil species are about 60
They are found in the Wealden and in the Tertiarie* of India. The
ipeciesj of other genera have not yet been recognised in a fossil form.

1'nio MpitWlltt,

NAIADES. [NAIADACE.*:.]
NAIAS, a genus of Plant* the type of the natural order \tiiadaet<r.

It baa imperfect solitary sheathed flowers with no perianth. The
I >anvn flowers consist of 1 stamen, the fertile flowers have a single
short stylo with two or three filiform stigmas. There is. one British

species.
JV*. flrxilit has very narrow and very minutely denticulate, ternate,

or
opposite leaves, the sheaths ciliate-dcnt icul.ito. The ovary is solitary

and the style is short. It has been found in but one locality, and that
is near Rnundstonc, Counemara, in Qalway, Ireland.

NAIDES, a group of Abranchiate Annelida. The species have
the elongated body and rings less marked than in tho Kurthwnnna,

They live in holes which they bore in mud at the bottom of water,
and from which they are constantly protruding their bodies. Some
have black points on their hends which have been regarded as eyes.
To this family belong a large number of little-studied forms of very
minute fresh-water worms. The smaller ones are sometimes called

Vibrios, of which the very common Vibrio Jluvinlilit of the amateur

microscopist ia an example. It also appears to embrace the Stylaria
of Lamarck, the Proto of Oken, and the Clymene of Savigny. This

family would repay attentive study.
NAILS, the appendages to the fingers and toes in human beings ami

the (fuailrumana, and which are homologous with the claws and hoof*

of the lower animals. These organs are simply an altered form of

the external layer or epidermis of the skin. [SKIN.] If a portion of

recently formed nail is placed under the microscope it is found to

consist almost entirely of nucleated cells, which are of precisely the
same character on those f Mind in the new layers of epidermal tissue.

In the older portions of the nail no very distinct structure can be

seen, but if them parts are immersed in a dilute solution of caustic

potash or soda, the cell* will be mode apparent. In the human being
the nails are produced from a fold in the true skin. This fold or

groove has a highly vascular surface, which is furnished with longitu-
dinal elevated ridges, to which blood-vessels are copiously distributed,
and between which the soft inner layer of the nail dips down. The
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nail grows by additions to its base, but as it moves upwards it receives
additional matter from the portions of the skin on which it rests. M.
Beau states that the rate of growth of

^uails
is 2-5ths of a line per

week, and that the growth of the nails of the toes is only 1-1Oth of a
line per week. M. Beau states that during disease growth is not so
active in the nail, and that it becomes thinner also from tha absence
of healthy nutrition. In this way he states that the condition of the
nails may be made subservient to the diagnosis of disease. When
the nail is injured, provided the skin beneath has not been destroyed,
it is speedily reproduced. The nail is in every part continuous with
the true epidermis, except on its projecting edge, which in the foetus
is also continuous with the epidermis. (Carpenter, Principles j>f
Human Physiology.)
NAKED SEEDS. This name was applied by Linnajus to a small

form of fruit which does not directly bear a style at the apex, and
which has the appearance of a seed, as in the Lamiaceas, to which the

Sage, the Dead-Nettie, the Borage, &c., belong ; such fruits are now-
called Spermidia by many writers. Naked seeds, strictly so named,
are seeds which are fertilised by immmediate contact witli pollen, and
which have no pericarpial covering ; they are at present known only
in the great class of Gymnogens, that is to say, in Conifera, Cycadacece,
and Lnranthacecs. [SEED.] s

NANDOU. [SlRUTHlONID^.]
NANI'NA (Gray), a genus of Afoliiaca, consisting of the phanorbicu-

lar spe<-ies of Helix, with large umbilici, included in the sub-genus
Jfelicelia, of De FeYussac.
NANODES. [PSITTACID*.]
NANOTRAGUS. [ANTILOFE*.]
NAPE-CRESTS, the English name for the species of Birds belong-

ing to the genus Chizcerhis, [MasopHAGiD*.]
NAPHTHA is a compound of Carbon and Hydrogen, frequently found

in the neighbourhood of coal-deposits, and in other parts of the earth.
It contains 82"2 of carbon and 14'8 of hydrogen. It is a limpid or

yellowish fluid, lighter than water, and hence called Mineral Oil. Its

specific gravity is 07 to 0'84. It hardens and changes to the substance
called Petroleum on exposure to air. It may be obtained from
Petroleum by heat, which causes it to pass off in vapour.
Naphtha issues in large quantities from the earth in Persia and the

Birman Empire. At Rangoon, on one of the branches of the river Ira-

waddy, there are upwards of 500 naphtha and petroleum wells, which
afford annually 412,000 hogsheads. In the peninsula of Abcheran, on
the western shore of the Caspian, naphtha rises through a marly soil

in vapour, and is collected by sinking pits several yards in depth, into

which the naphtha flows. There is an abundant spring near Amiana,
in the Duchy of Parma. Mr. Dana says that in the United States it

was formerly collected for sale by the Seneca and other Indians
;
the

petroleum is therefore commonly called Genesee or Seneca Oil, under
which name it is sold in the market.

Petroleum is used as lamp-oil in Birma, and when mixed with
earth or ashes as fuel. Naphtha is used both for fuel and light by the
inhabitants of Bakou, on the Caspian. The vapour is made to pass

through earthen tubes, and is inflamed as it passes out, and used in

cooking. The spring at Amiana is used for illuminating the city of

Genoa.

Naphtha has been recently used as a medicine, and is found to be
a good stimulant in some chronic diseases. It has been externally

applied as a lotion in cutaneous affections. It is sometimes substituted

for drying oil in making paint. It is also employed for preserving the

metals of the alkalies potassium and sodium, which cannot be kept in

contact with any substance containing oxygen.
The Rangoon petroleum contains the compound Paraffine. This

substance has also been obtained pure in a liquid form from the coal-

pits of Derbyshire. It is used for the purpose of diminishing the

friction of machinery as a substitute for sperm-oil. It is now obtained

artificially from coal, and also in a solid form, from which candles are

made. [PARAFFINE, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]

(Dana, Manual of Mineralogy; Gregory, Handbook of Oryanic
Ckemittry.)
NAPOLEANA. [BELVISIACE*.]
NAPU. [MOSCHID*.]
NAPUS. [BRASSICA.]
NARCISSALES. [ENDOOENS.]
NARCISSUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the class Endogens

and the natural order Amaryllidacece, among which it is known by its

flowers growing upon a scape, and having a cup at their mouth ;
the

stamens, which are opposite the sepals being longer than the others.

It consists of bulbous plants principally inhabiting the warmer parts
of Europe.
The following is the arrangement of the European species of this

genus given in Mr. Wood's ' Tourist's Flora :'

A , Leaves flat, linear, obtuse ;
tube of corolla short, obversely

conical ; crown campanulate, dentate.

It. Pteudonarcittui, the Daffodil. Scape 2 edged, striate ; flowers

nearly egile in sheath ; crown erect, nearly as long as segments of

corolla
;
stamens equal. It is found in woods and meadows through-

out Europe.
N. minor, a native of Europe.
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N. incompambilis has the scape, 2-edged. It is found in France
and Italy and the coasts of the Mediterranean, and is naturalised in

Great Britain.

B. Leaves nearly flat; flowers hypocrateriform.
'

*

I. Scape nearly terete.

N. calathinut. Scape 2-4-flowered. A native of the Isles of Glenans
and of Brittany.

N. dubius. Scape 2-6-flowered. Mediterranean and France.
N. cltrysanthus. Scape 3-10-flowered. Found near Grasse, in France.

II. Scape 2-edged.

a. Crown yellow.

N. poeticus. Scape 1-flowered
; petals white. It is found on open

heathy fields in Norfolk and Kent, in Great Britain ; it is also found
in Austria and various parts of Italy.

N. radiijlorus. Scape 1-flowered ; striate. It is found in Austria,
Styria, and the Vallais.

N. biflorus, with linear-obtuse keeled leaves ; scape compressed, 2-

edged, striated, 2-flowered, crowned, very short, concave, crenate at

the pale margin ; the petals of a pale sulphur colour. It is found in

sandy fields in the south of England, and in Ireland ; also in France
and Italy.
N. pattUus, !?. prcecox, and N. Tazetta, are other European species

belonging to this section.

b. Crown and petals white.

N. polyanthus. Scape slightly 2-edged, 8-20-flowered. It is found
near Toulon and Nice, in stony places.

N. niveus. Scape 6-10-flowered. It is a native of France.
ff. urticolor. Scape 10-15-flowered. It is found at the base of

Vesuvius.

0. Leaves convoluto-setaceous.

N. terotinut. Scape 1-flowered. It is found near Palermo, on

open hills.

N. cupanianus has the scape 1-7-flowerecl, and is found on the coasts
of Corsica, Sardinia, Calabria, and Sicily.

D. Leaves semi-cylindrical and channeled.

N. la-tus has the scape 1-3-flowered. Found near Grasse, in France.
N. ochroleucus. Scape 4-8-flowered. Found in fields near Toulon.
N. odorus. Scape 1-5-flowered. It is found in the fields and olive-

grounds of Lucca.

N. Jonquilla, the Jonquil. Scape 2-6-flowered. It is found in

Italy. N. intermedius is probably a variety of this species.
N. Bulbocodium. Scape 1-flowered. A native of heaths in France.
The species, from their hardiness or gay colours, or sweet smell,

have long been favourite objects of cultivation, especially the Daffodils,

Jonquils, and Tazettas. A very full account of them will be found
in the '

Amaryllidaceao
'

of the Honourable and Reverend William

Herbert, p. 292 (Svo., London, 1837), who however divides the genus
into six others, after the example of Salisbury and Haworth ; but as

those genera are not likely to be adopted by botanists, with the excep-
tion perhaps of the genus Corbiilaria, no account need be given of

them. With regard to Corbularia, to which the name of Hoop-Petticoat
Narcissus is given, and of which five supposed species are enumerated,
the peculiar form of the flower and the delicate stamens of that plant

may perhaps entitle it to be regarded as a peculiar genus ; the species
are pretty, all yellow flowered, with the single exception of C. cantabrica,
a little plant with white flowers found on the mountains of Biscay and
the Pyrenees, but now lost in our gardens.
NARDO'STACHYS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Valei'ianacece. The limb of the calyx is 5-parted ; the lobes

ovate, oblong, acute, leafy, somewhat toothed and permanent ; the
corolla is regular, ecalcarate, obtusely 5-lobed and bearded in the

throat
;
there are 4 stamens, which are attached to the bottom of the

corolla. The species are herbs with sweet-scented perennial roots,
which are beset with erect fibres at the neck.

JV. Jatamansi is a dwarf herbaceous plant with a long hairy tap-
root. The stems are perennial, very short, and simply divided into a

number of shaggy scaly crowns, from which the leaves are produced;
the branches erect, downy, and a few inches high ; leaves obovate,

lanceolate, 5-ribbed, downy, those at the base acute, the upper ones

obtuse
;
the flowers are of a pale pink colour, clustered in the axils of

the upper leaves, which form a kind of involucre for them. It is a

native of Nepaul, on the Himalaya Mountains, aud in Delhi, Bengal,
and the Deccan. This species is the true Spikenard of the ancients,

and is esteemed not only as a perfume but as a stimulant medicine.

Oriental writers give it as a remedy for a multitude of diseases, and
it seems to be really valuable in cases of epilepsy and hysteria.
N. grandijlora has a glabrous stem, oblong glabrous leaves, with

solitary terminal flowers
;
the capsule is downy, and the lobes of the

calyx evidently denticulated. It is a native of Nepaul aud Kumaon.

(Lindley, flora Medica.)

NARDUS, a genus of Grasses belonging to the tribe RotbeUix. It

bas the spikelets in two rows on one side of the rachis of one flower ;

jlumes absent ; outer pale keeled, tapering into a subulate point ;

stigmas elongate, filiform, protruded at th apex of the flower.

3 Y
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ff. ttrida, the MatrGnas, u a British species. It hu the (tern and
leaves erect, slender, rigid ; it U 5 to 8 inches in height ; the spike U
oloaa ; the outer pale boa a ahort rough coriaceous often purplish awn,
the inner pale u membranous. It U a native of moors and heaths.

(Babington, ilatutal of BritiA Botany.)
NAKDUS U also a name given to the plant supposed to yield

Spikenard. [SPIKENARD.]
NABTUE'CIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to tho natural order

Jtuteaettz. The periauth is partly coloured, of 6 linear-lanceolate

penisUnt leaves. Tho filaments are woolly, and the style undivided.

it ha* a simple obtuse stigma. The capsules pyramidal, S-celled and
3-valved. The placenta extends only a short distance up the inner

edge of the dissepiment. The needs have a long filiform appendage
.it , . !i :.'..

iV. ott\frag*m, the only British species, has linear sword-shaped
leave*, pedicels with one bract at the base, and another above their

mid.lle. The perianth longer than the stamens, and considerably
shorter than the capsules. The flowers are bright-yellow. This species
is distinguished especially by its seeds. It is found in turfy bogs.

(Babington, Manual of Brititk Botany.)
NARWHAL. [CETACKA.]
NASA'LIS (Geoffrey), a remarkable genus of Monkeys established

on the ' Quenon a long Noz '

of Button, the Proboscis-Monkey of Shaw,
Simia Acutca of Schreber, Natalit larvattu of Geoffrey, the Kahau.
The enormous development of the nose in the Kahau is not dependent

on bone. The nasal bones are no more elevated than they are in the

rest of tho Simiadit, as will be perceived from the following cut of

the okull of a Proboscis-Monkey in the Museum of the Zoological

Society of London.

Skull of Kahau (Simla natalit).

The figure given below was reduced from the drawing of a female,
when newly taken from the cask of spirit in which the body was

preserved
: the specimen came from Borneo, and is now to be seen,

but with the nose deteriorated by drying, in the Museum of that

Society. It is said that the animal has the power of diluting this

organ to an enormous size by inflation.

faoe of Kahau (female).

Audebert givst the following view of the nose, ai seen from beneath.

\

MOM of Kahau, iccn from beneath.

The following account of this Monkey is given by Mr. Martin.
" The genus A'aialit, of which the ' Gueuon ii long Nex '

of Buffuii

('Suppl., vii.) or Proboscis-Monkey of Shaw, is tho type, was founded

by Geoffroy St Hilaire in his ' Tableau dos Quadrumanes,' published
in the ' Annales du Museum d'HUtoire Naturelle' for 1812. In this
outline of the Simiada the genera Stmnopithecut and Cercofillieou
are blended together under the latter title ; but from this group are
excluded two Monkeys, the Douc, constituting the type of the genus
PygaJhrix (Latiopyga 111.) and the '

Gugnon h long Nez.' With respect
to tho genus Pygathrix or Latiopyga, founded upon the alleged want
of callosities, moat naturalists, I believe (aware of the error committed
both by Geoffrey and Illiger, in describing from an imperfect skin),
have regarded it as merging into the genus SrinnopMccut, at least

provisionally, until the internal anatomy of its assumed representative
be known.

" The characters of the genus ffatalit, formed for the reception of
the ' Guenon h long Nex

'

(Siutia Natica, Schreb. ; Ctrcopit/uxm larvatiu,
Wurmb), are laid down a follows :

'"Muzzle short, forehead projecting, but little elevated ; facial

angle 50
; nose prominent, and extremely elongated ; ears small and

round. Body stout Cheek-Pouches. Anterior hands, with four long
fingers and a short thumb, ending where the index-finger begins;
posterior hands very large, with fingers stout, especially the thumb.
Callosities large. Tail longer than the body.'
"At a subsequent period however, in his 'Cours de 1'Histoirc

Naturelle,
1

published in 1828, Geoffrey, adopting the genus Semnopi-
thecvt, established by F. Ouvier, places the ' Guenon & long Nez '

within its limits, doubtfully, it is true, and with the acknowledgment
that his genus Natalit has not been generally adopted, but at the
same time with a bias in its favour ; for, observing that the manners
of these Monkeys are those of the Semnopilheci, he adds,

'

Cependant,
il ne nous parait encore de'montre' que le singe nasique soit uue vri it-

able semnopitheque, et il est fort possible quo lorsque I'espfcce sera
moina imparfaitement conuue, on soit oblige! de rotablir le genre
Najalii, dans lequel on 1'isolait autrefois, mais qui n'est pas <!t<! admis
par la phipart des auteurs mod ernes.'

"
Setting aside the singular conformation of the nose, so remarkable

in the Simia natalit, its external characters are not different from
those of the Stmnopitheci in general ;

and it is to be observed that in
a second species, lately added by Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield, under
the title of Natalit recurvut, the proportions of this part of the face
are much diminished, and its form also modified. This species (which
though doubted by some as being distinct, is, we believe, truly so)
takes an intermediate station between the HHmia natalit and the

ordinary Semnopitheci with flat noses, thereby showing that the trans-
ition in this particular character is not abrupt ; even were it so, "an
isolated point of this nature does not form a philosophical basis upon
which to ground a generic distinction.

" So far I have alluded to external characters only ; it remains for
mo to give some acaount of the anatomical characters of this singular
Monkey, of which, as far as I can learn, modern naturalists do not
appear to be aware.

"It would seem that M. Otto, who described the saooulated form
of the stomach in one of the Monkeys of the genus Scmnopithectu, it
not the first observer of this peculiarity, for I find that Wurmb, in
the ' Memoirs of the Society of Batavia,' notices this point in the
anatomy of an individual of the Simia natalit. After giving some
interesting details respecting the habits and manners of the species,
he proceeds as follows :

' The brain resembles that of man
;
the lungs

are of a snow-white colour
; the heart is covered with fat, and this is

the only part in which fat is found. The stomach is extraordinarily
large, and of an irregular form ; and there is beneath the skin a sac
which extends from the lower jaw to the clavicles.' Audebert (with
whose work, 'Histoire des Singes,' Geoffroy St. Hilaire was well

acquainted) refers to this account of Wurmb ; yet Geoffroy does not,
as far as I can find, advert to these points, unless indeed his state-
ment of the presence of cheek-pouches be founded on the observation
of a sac extending from the lower jaw to the clavicles ; and if so, he
has made a singular mistake, for the sac in question is laryngeal, and
the words as they stand cannot be supposed to mean anything else. I

know of no Monkey whose cheek-pouches extend beneath the skin to
tho clavicles

;
but the laryngeal sacs in the Urang and Gibbons, and

also in the Semnopitheci themselves, are remarkable for development.
It is evident however, from the silence of M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire

respecting the laryngeal sacculus in the Proboscis-Monkey, that he
was not aware of the real character of the structure to which Wurmb
had alluded. With respect to the structure of tho stomach, neither
Wurmb nor M. Otto drew any general inferences from it; they
described it as it presented itself in single species, and regarded it in
an isolated point of view; it is, if I mistake not, to Mr. Owen that
we owe its reception as an anatomical character extant throughout the
Semnopitheci. (' Transactions of the Zoological Society.')" The statement of Wurmb respecting tho stomach and laryngeal
apparatus of tho Proboscis-Monkey I have lately been enabled to
confirm.

" In every exsential point the stomach is the same as in all tho
Scmnopilhtci hitherto examined : it consists of a large cardiac pouch,
with a strong muscular band running as it were around it so as to
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divide it into two compartments, an upper and lower, slightly cor-

rugated into sacculi
;
the cardiac apex of the upper pouch projects as

a distinct sacculus of an oval form, and is not bifid. From this upper
pouch runs a long and gradually narrowing pyloric portion, corrugated
into sacculi by means of three muscular bands, of which one is con-

tinued from the band dividing the cardiac pouch into two compart-
ments. The elongated pyloric portion sweeps around the lower cardiac

pouch.
" The lungs consisted of two lobes on each side, the fissure dividing

the lobes on the right side being the most complete.
" The laryngeal sae was of enormous size, and single. It extended

over the whole of the throat, and advanced below the clavicles, com-

municating by means of a single but large opening with the larynx.
This opening is on the left side, between the larynx and the os hyoides,

and is capable of being closed by means of a muscle arising from the

anterior apex of the os hyoides, and running down the central aspect
of the trachea to the sternum. The contraction of this muscle draws
the os hyoides down, so as to press upon the edge of the thyroid

cartilage.
" There were no cheek-pouches, nor any traces of them.
" The teeth were much worn, but the fifth tubercle of the last

molar tooth of the lower jaw was very distinct." (' Zool. Proc.,'

Simia natalis, the Kahau, is of a reddish-brown colour, except the

light-coloured tail, lower part of the back, and some light-coloured

markings on the arms. Height about 3 feet, when nearly erect. Female
rather less, and destitute of the light markings on the back, &c. Nose
and face darkish-brown.

Kahau (Simla nasalis}, Audebert.

This species is a native of Borneo. Their habits are gregarious,

and they are said to collect in great troops upon the trees bordering
the rivers at sunrise, darting from tree to tree with great activity,

sometimes springing a distance of 15 feet. Their name, Kahau, is

supposed to be given to them from their continued cries, which are

considered to resemble that word in their expression. Their disposi-

tion is said to be bad. M. Lesson notices a statement that the species

ig also a native of Cochin China ; but he gives no authority for this

locality.
Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield, in their paper

' On the Mammalia in

the Zoological Museum," after noticing the species above described,

mention another form, of which two specimens, almost equally dis-

tinguished by the extension of the nose, but having that member
turned up instead of being recumbent, brought also from Borneo, are

in the game collection. This is the form alluded to above by Mr.

Martin, and is thus characterised by Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield,

under the name of Ncaalis recurvus. It is to be remarked that they
were also preserved in spirit, and consequently were not subject to

the same contraction of the soft parts of the nose as might have

occurred hi dried skins.

It has the head, neck, shoulders, and thighs rufous above ; abdomen

paler ;
middle of the back reddish-gray ; inside of arms and thighs,

lower part of the back, and tail, gray ; tail below, white. Size about

one-third less than the Kahau.

Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield observe that the general colour and

markings of this animal correspond with those of the Kahau. The

skin of the face however, they remark, is reddish in N. recurvus, where

in the other species it is black. In ff. recurvui, they add, the beard is

very prominent ; but in the Kahau the hairs on the chin scarcely

assume the appearance of a beard.

Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield state that it has been suggested that

this may be the young of the Kahau
;
but they state that they cannot

allow themselves to come to the conclusion that they are the same,
with so great a disproportion of the facial angles, in the absence of

some stronger grounds than mere conjecture. Its teeth, they remark,
showed no signs of being otherwise than adult.

Profile of yatalis rtcunas.

Mr. Swainson appears to agree with Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield,
and Mr. Martin, in considering N. recurvus distinct

;
for he gives the

number of species of Nasalis as two. (' Natural History and Classifi-

cation of Quadrupeds.')
NASSA. [ENTOMOSTOMATA.]
NASTU'RTIUM, an old word applied to some kind of pungent

herb, such as Cress. By the English of the present day it is given to
the Tropceolum majus [THOP^BOLUM], an American annual with pungent
fruit

; by botanists, to the Water-Cress and plants allied to it
; by the

Romans it was applied to a plant resembling Mustard in its qualities.
The species now referred to the genus Nasturtium were formerly

included uuder Sisynibrium. Nasturtium was separated by Brown,
and is principally distinguished by the position of the cotyledons, a

point of primary importance in the whole order of Brassicacece, In
Sisymbrium the cotyledons are folded with their back upon the radicle,
whilst in Nasturtium their edges are presented to it

;
in the former the

cotyledons are said to be incumbent, in the latter accumbeut.
N. officinale (Sisynibrium Nasturtium), the Common Water-Cress. In

addition to the characters of the genus, this plant is known principally
by the form of its leaves. The leaf ia composed of from 5 to 7 leaflets,
which are arranged opposite each other on a common petiole with a
terminal leaflet. The leaflets are somewhat heart-shaped and slightly
waved and toothed ; they are succulent, and their surface is smooth.
The terminal leaflet is always largest. The upper leaves do not

separate into distinct? leaflets, being pinnatifid with narrow segments.
The petiole of the leaf does not in any manner embrace the stem. The
flowers are white, and the pods, when ripe, are about an inch long.
It is a native of rivulets throughout the world, and is very plentiful
in Great Britain. It has a warm agreeable flavour, and has long been
one of the most popular plants as a salad. It was formerly much
used in medicine as a diuretic and anti-scorbutic, but its great con-

sumption now is as an article of diet. As it frequently grows amongst
plants that are not wholesome, and that bear to it a general resemblance,
it would be well for every one to be acquainted with its characters.
The plant most frequently mistaken for it, especially when out of

flower, is the fool's water-cress. [SlUM.] From this it may be always
distinguished, and in fact from all other Umbellifera;, by the petioles
of the leaves not forming a sheath round the stem.
The Water-Cress is cultivated to a very great extent in the neigh-

bourhood of London. The plants are placed out in rows in the bed
of a clear stream in the direction of the current, and all that is required
for their successful growth is replanting occasionally and keeping the

plants clear of mud and weeds ; sandy and gravelly bottoms are best.
" Some market-gardeners who can command only a small stream of

water, grow the water-cress in beds sunk about two feet in a retentive

soil, with a very gentle slope from one end to the other. Then,
according to the slope and length of the bed, dams are made six
inches high across it, at intervals, so that when these dams are full,
the water may rise not less than three inches on all the plants included
in each. The water, being turned on, will circulate from dam to

dam, and the plants, if not allowed to run to flower, will afford

abundance of young tops in all but the winter months." (Q. Don.)
Water-Cresses grown in this way have not so fine a flavour as those from
natural streams.

N. lylvestre is a less common species. It is found on river banks
and in wet places. It is distinguished from the last by having yellow
flowers, and by its petals being twice as locg as the calyx.N paluntre is also a native of wet places. It has a fibrous root and
small flowers, with the petals only as long as the calyx. The two last

are also natives of Great Britain.

Other European species are N. lippizense, N. pyrenaicum, N. anceps,
N. amphibium, N. fluviatile, N. armoracioides, N. temstre, and N.
austriacwn.

NASUA. [
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XATATCXRES, linker's name for the Swimming Bird* Swan*
Duclu, Geese, Ac. [Docis.)
NATICA. [NERITIDJL]
NATRIX (Laurenti), a genus of ColbriJ<r, a family of Snake*

destitute of poison-fang*, and of which the Common Snake, A', ton/tutta

of Ray, may be taken as an example.
The bead is distinct, oblong-ovate, depressed, covered with scuta ;

gape wide, body very long, nearly cylindrical, slender, scales imbri-

cated, placed in longitudinal series, lanceolate, generally carinated;

nbdominal shields simple, arched at the margin, caudal shiejils bUeriaL

Bell.)

IIJ and Ull of Xalri*. Head sera from abort ; tall from below.

A', torquaia, Ray, Fleming, Jenyns, Bonaparte ; Coluber Ufatrix,

Linn., Shaw, Daudin, Turton ; Coluber lorgualtu, Lace'pede ; Matrix

rulyarii, Laurenti ; Tropidonotui jVa/rir, Kuhl, Gray, Schlegel; Ringed
Snake, Pennant; Couleuvre a Collier, LacdpMe. It is the Ringelnatter
of the Germans, and Tomt-Orm, Snok, and Ring-Orm of the ' Fauna
Suecica.'

The Common or Ringed Snake is too well-known to require descrip-
tion : the female is larger than the male. Its food consists of lizards,

young birds, birds' eggs, mice, and more
particularly frogs. The latter

are generally captured by one of the hind legs, and in that case the

prey is swallowed alive, and with the lower limbs and parts foremost,
the head still continuing in its proper position, and disappearing last.

During the operation of deglutition the cries of the frog are very

distresiing, and we have delivered more than one from its enemy
unfairly perhaps, in consequence of being attracted by the cries of the

sufferer. The frog evidently remains alive for some time after it has

been swallowed, in the course of which the jaws of the make are

dilated, and, so to speak, dislocated in order to allow of the passage
of the disproportioned body to be conveyed into the stomach. Mr. Bell,

who gives in his
' British Reptiles

'

a very accurate and clear accounl

of the manner in which this operation is performed and the dilatation

effected, states that he has heard a frog distinctly utter its peculiar

cry several minutes after it had been swallowed by the make. The
name zoologist observes that the frog is generally taken by one of the

hinder extremities, because the latter is most frequently in the act o

fleeing from its pursuer when taken
; and in that case, the prey

according to bis experience, is swallowed as we have above described

but he adds, that if the frog be taken by the middle of the body, the

snake invariably turns it by several movement* of the jaws, until the

head is directed towards the throat of the snake, when it is swallowet

head foremost In taking lizards or birds, the snake, as far as Mr
Bell's observation goes, always swallows them head foremost. The
same author gives a curious but painful description of an instance

where two snakes bad seized the same wretched frog, which, after a

long and painful struggle, and some fighting between the snakes, was
swallowed by the victor.

When the skin of the common snake has been just cast, it is a ver
beautiful serpent, and those who have seen it, as we have, graceful!;

swimming with elevated head and neck, and with the sun shining on
iU ' enamelled skin,' a* it crossed the limpid water of some clear

stream or little lake, will acknowledge its elegance and beauty. Mr. lie!

hat the following observations upon the subject of this change of th

nkin.
"
Snakes, like most other Rrptilia, shed their cuticle or oute

skin at greater or less intervals. It is a mistake to assign a particula

period to this process ; some have stated it to occur once, some twice

in the summer; but I have found it to depend upon the temperature
of the atmosphere, and on the state of health, and the more or less

frequent feeding of the animal. I have known the akin shed four o

five time* daring the year. It is always thrown off by reversing it

so that the transparent covering of the eyes, and that of the scale

also, are always found in the exuvise. Previously to this curiou

circumstance taking place, the whole cuticle becomes somewha

opaque, the eyes are dim, and the animal is evidently blind. It alac

becomes more or lew inactive, until at length, when the skin is read;
to be removed, being everywhere detached, and the now skin perfect!
bard underneath, the animal burst* it at the neck, and creepiu

through some dense herbage, or low brushwood, leaves it attach*
and comro forth in far brighter and clearer colours than before."

White and other* have remarked an offensive power in this creature,

that of '

stinking se defendendo,' as White describes it. He adds,
" I

:ncw a gentleman who kept a tame snake, which was in it* penon a*

weet a* any animal while in good humour and uualormed ; but a*

soon a* a stranger or a dog or cat came came hi, it fell to biasing, and

illed the room with such nauseous effluvia as rendered it hardly sup-
Mjrtable." But this offensive odour, which is expelled from certain

land*, is not emitted in self-defence alone. It is also said to be the

concomitant of sexual excitement.

The ringed snake is oviparous, a* U the rest of the genus. The

eggs, to the number of 16 or 20, are deposited in a connected chain

n some dung-heap or warm situation, the connection being effected

>y a glutinous substance, and there left till the heat of the place or

of the Bun calls the young into life. Preparations illustrative of the

anatomy of the Snake are to be Been in the Museum of the Hoyal

College of Surgeons of England.
The common snake commences its hibernation in some warm hedge,

under the root of a tree, or other sheltered situation, about the end
of autumn ;

and then they coil themselves up, sometimes in number*,
till the spring again brings them forth. Many instances of tame snake*

lave been recorded. Mr. Bell gives the following account, showing
that snakes may be made to distinguish those who caress and feed

them. "
I had one many years since, which knew me from all other

persons ; and when let out of hi* box would immediately come to me,
md crawl under the sleeve of my coat, where he was fond of lying

perfectly still, and enjoying the wurmth. He was accustomed to come
:o my hand for a draught of milk every morning at breakfast, which

IB always did of bis own accord, but he would fly from strangers and

lias if they meddled with him."

Common or Wngrcl Snake (Xalriz lorqaala}.

The editor of the last edition of Pennant's ' British Zoology,' th

Rev. L. Jenyns, and Mr. Bell, are all of opinion that the Dumfries-
shire Snake of Sowerby's

' British Miscellany
'

is probably an immature

variety of this species. The editor of Pennant seems however to be
in doubt whether it is the young of the Aberdeen Snake, A nyuu Eryx,
or of the ffatrix here treated of. But there can, we apprehend, be

hardly any doubt that the Dumfriesshire Snake is the young of JV.

toryuata. The Aberdeen Snake is nothing more than the Slow-Worm
or Blind-Worm. [BLIND-WORM.] Mr. Macgillivray states that he has

never seen the Ringed Snake in Scotland.

Geographical Distribution. Europe,
" from Scotland and the corres-

ponding latitude of the Continent, to Italy and Sicily." (IMI.)
With reference to the alleged inability of reptiles to live in Ireland,

Mr. Bell says,
"

I have already mentioned the existence otLacerla ni/ilia

there, and with respect to the present species, the following is the

result of my inquiries. It would appear not only that the Couiiii"ii

Snake is not indigenous to Ireland, but that several attempts to intro-

duce it have totally failed. Mr. Boll some time since informed mo of

some trials of this kind." Mr. Bell then prints the following letter from
Mr. Thompson, which he had recently received, and which, as Mr. Bell

observes, gives a very detailed and clear account of the actual facU.
" In this order (Ophidia) there is not now, nor, I believe, ever was

there, any species indigenous to Ireland. In the Edinburgh 'New
Philosophical Journal,' for April, 1835, it is remnrkn] :

' We have
learned from good authority that a recent importation of snakes has

been made into Ireland, and that at present they are multiplying

rapidly within a few miles of the tomb of St. Patrick.' '
I never,'

proceeds Mr. Thompson, 'heard of this circumstance until it was

published, and subsequently endeavoured to ascertain its truth, by
inquiring of the person* about Downpatrick (where the tomb of St.

Patrick is) who are best acquainted with these subjects, not one of

whom had ever heard of snakes being in the neighbourhood. Recol-

lecting that about the year 1831, a snake i A', lon/uula), immediately
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after being killed at Milecross, was brought by some country-peopl
6

in great consternation to my friend Dr. J. L. Drummond, I though''
this might be one of those alluded to ; and recently made inquiry of
James Clealand, Esq. of Ruth Gael House (county Down), 25 miles
distant in a direct line from Dowupatrick, respecting snakes said
to have been turned out by him. I was favoured by that gentleman
with the following satisfactory reply: "The report of my having
introduced snakes into this country is correct. Being curious to ascer-

tain whether the climate of Ireland was destructive to that class of

reptiles, about six years ago I purchased half a dozen of them in Covent
Garden market in London ; they had beeu taken some time, and were

quite tame and familiar. I turned them out in my garden ; they
immediately rambled away ;

one of them was killed at Milecross,"
that alluded to as having been brought to Mr. Drummond, three
miles distant, in about a week after its liberation ;

and three others

were shortly afterwards killed within that distance of the place where

they were turned out
;
and it is highly probable that the remaining

two met with a similar fate, falling victims to a reward which it

appears was offered for their destruction.'
"

To this Mr. Bell adds, that it certainly does not appear that the
failure of these attempts to introduce snakes into Ireland is to be
attributed to anything connected with the climate, or other local

circumstances, but rather to the prejudices of the inhabitants ;
nor is

there r*ason to. believe that their absence from Ireland is other than

purely accidental. ('British Reptiles.') [OPHIDIA.]
NATROLITE, a Mineral belonging to the family of Zeolites. It occurs

in right rhombic prisms, usually slender, and terminated by a short

pyramid. The cleavage is perfect. It also occurs in globular, stellated,
and divergent groups, consisting of delicate acicular fibres, which often

terminate in acicular prismatic crystals. The colour is white, or inclining
to yellow, gray, or red. The lustre is vitreous. It is transparent to

transluscent. Its hardness is 4'5 to 5'5 ; its specific gravity is 2'14 to

2'23. It has the following composition :

Silica 48-0

Alumina < . . 26-5

Soda 16-2

Water 9'3

100

It becomes opaque before the blow-pipe, and fuses to a glassy globule.

It is found in aznygdaloidal trap, basalt, and volcanic rocks.

Scolecitt resembles Natrolite, and differs in containing lime in place
of soda.

Poohnalile is a related species, from Poohna, Hindustan.

Alaole is another related species, occurring usually in impregnated

globules, having a flat columnar or radiated structure, with a pearly or

ailky lustre.

Uarrinytmite, from the north of Ireland, and Hrevieite, from Brevig,

Norway, appear to be identical with Mesole.

tfaotype is an old species of Mineral, embracing the various forms

here enumerated.

(Dana, Mineralogy.)
NATRON. [SODIUM.]
NATTER-JACK, or NATTER-JACK TOAD, the English name

for the Bufa Calamita of Laurenti. Its colour is light-yellowish,

inclining to brown, and clouded with dull olive ;
but its most distin-

guishing mark is the bright-yellow line running along the middle of

the back. The warts or glands on the body and the large glands
behind the head are reddish ; the under parts yellowish spotted with

black, and the legs banded.with black. [BuFO.]
Mr. Bell gives the following dimensions :

Inches. Lines.

Total length 2

Length of fore leg . . . . . 1

Length of hinder leg . . . '2

Nattcr-Jntk Toad (Jlu/o Calnmita).

NATURAL ORDERS OF PLANTS. [BOTANY; EXOGENS; ENDO-
, ACROOENS; TlUI.LOUKNH.]

NAU'CLEA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
Rubiaceae. It has a calyx with an oblong tube and a short truncate
or 5-toothed limb

;
the corolla ia funnel-shaped, with a slender tube, a

naked throat, and 5 spreading oval oblong lobes; the anthers are
inclosed, and always shorter than the lobes of the corolla ; the cap-
sules are 2-celled, sessile upon the receptacle, but gradually attenuuted
to the base. The seeds numerous, imbricate, winged, fixed to oblong
placenta;, which are adnate to the dissepiment; the embryo is invested
iu a fleshy albumen. The leaves are opposite, or 3-4 in a whorl,
petiolate, or sessile. The bracts wanting at the base of the head of
flowers, but with linear paleae among the flowers, which are crowded
and sessile. The species are unarmed trees, rarely shrubs, and natives
of India and Africa.

N. Cadamba has brachiate branches; petiolate coriaceous ovate
leaves ; triangular stipules ; terminal solitary peduncles, usually
shorter than the heads, which are globose. The flowers are orange -

coloured, collected into heads about the size of a small apple ; the
style is white and exserted. The seeds not winged ; the leaves from
5 to 10 inches long. Kudumba is the native name of this tree; it

flourishes about Calcutta aqd Malabar, where it grows to be a very
large tree, and is ornamental and very useful from the extensive shade
it affords.

N. panifolia has petiolate obovate-obtuse leaves, oval stipules, and
terminal solitary peduncles ; sometimes the peduncles are in triplets,
when the middle one is the shortest. It is a native of the East Indies
and all the coast of Coromandel, but chiefly in the mountains of the
Philippines. The flowers are light yellow and globular, about the size
of a plum. The wood is of a pale chestnut-colour, firm, and close-

grained ; it is useful for purposes where it can be kept dry, but when
exposed to wet it soon decays.

2V. cordifolia is prized on account of its wood, which is light and
durable where it can be kept dry. It answers well for furniture.
There are 37 species of this genus enumerated, all of which are

natives of the East, but do not possess any peculiar qualities which
entitle them to particular notice.

The Nauclea Gambia of Hunter
(' Liuuwan Transactions,' vol. ix.) is

now Uncaria Gambia. [UNCARIA.]
(Lindley, Flora Medico.)
NAUCLERUS. [FALCOKIDJS.]
NAU'CRATES, a genus of Fishes of the Mackerel Tribe, having

fusiform bodies, tails heeled at the side, and two free spines before the
anal fin. The 2V. ductor is popularly known as the Pilot-Fish, and ia
remarkable for its habit of following vessels often for many hundred
miles. Mr. Crouch, in the 14th volume of the '

Linnsean Transactions,
'

has recorded an instance of two individuals of this species which
accompanied a ship from the Mediterranean to Falmouth, where they
were taken by a net. The N. ductor ia about a foot in length, and is
remarkable for the beauty of its colour, being of a silvery pale blue
banded by broad and deep transverse dark blue belts.

NAU'TILID^l, or NAUTILA'CEA, a family of Cephalopodous
Mollusca. According to Lamarck, they constitute the sixth family of
his Polythalamous Cephalopoda, consisting of the genera Discorlites,
SiderOlitei, Polystomella, Vorticialis, Nummulites, and Nautilus. To
these Mr. G. B. Sowerby, Juu., adds Simplegat and Endosiphonites. In
the system of M. De Blainville it is the fifth family of hia Polythala-
macea, and comprises the genera Orbulites, Nautilus, Polystomella, and
Lenticulina. The genus Nautilus is the type of this family. [CEPHA-
LOPODA.]

Linnaeus gave the following as the generic character of Nautilus :

"Animal (Rumphius, 'Mus.,' t. 17, f. D) testa univalvis, isthmia per-
foratis concamerata, polythalamia ;

"
and he divided the genus as

follows :

I. Spiral, rounded.

In this section he placed the species 2V. Pompilius, N. Calcar,
N. criipus, N. Beccarii, N. rugosui, 2V. umbilicatus, 2V. Spirula, and
2V. semilituus. Of these, all, except 2V. Pompilius and 2V. Spirula, the
latter of which is separated as a cephalopodous genus under the name
of Spirula, are minute chambered shells, for the most part from the
Adriatic Sea.

II. Elongated, sub-erect (erectiusculi).

In this section the species are 2V. obliquus, 2V. RapTianistrum,
N. Rap/tanus, 2V. Granum, 2V. lladicula, N. Fascia, 2V. Sipunculus,
2V. Legumen, and 2V. Oi-thocera. Of these, all but 2V. Orthocera are
minute, and from the Adriatic and Mediterranean. 2V. Orthocera, now
established as a fossil genus of Cephalopods under the name of
Orthoceras, though described by Linnseus as fossil, seems to have beeu
considered by him as not without a living analogue, for he writes
"Habitat in alto pelago; Fossilis;" and he has the following observa-
tion :

" Testa frequentissima petrificata in montibus nostiis calcareis,
inter omnia fossilia no bis nota sajpe longissima, non dum visa
immutata."

M. De Blainville thus describes the genus :

Animal having the body rounded, and terminated behind by a
tendinous or muscular filament, which attaches itself in the siphon
with which the chambers of the shell are pierced; mantle open
obliquely, and prolonging itself into a sort of hood above ; the head
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provided with tentacular appendages, which are, u it were, digitated,
and (unrounding the aperture of the mouth.

Shell discoid, but little comprewed, with the back rounded or sub-

carinaUd, umbilioated or not, but never mammellated (mamelonee) ;

the chamber* simple, invisible externally ; the lait deeply hollowed
and pierced by one or two siphons.
The same zoologist thus divides the genus :

A. Species not umbilioated, back rounded ; aperture round, a single
suboentral siphon. Ex. A'. Ponpilttu, Linn.

B. Species not umbilicated, with a carinatod back and angular

opening. (AnijulUha, De Montf.) Ex. .V. triangular*.

C. Umbilicated species, with the back rounded and a single siphon.

(OdtuHtt, De Montf.) Ex. A'. umbUicatut.

D. Umbilioated species, with the back rounded and two siphons.

(Buifkita, De Montf.) Ex. A*. Bitifhitet.

M. Rang, under the genus Xautilui of Liouaous, places also

Agaaida, AnytUitka, Canthropet, Oceania, Sitiphitet, and Ammonite*
of De Montfort. All De Montfort's genera, except Oceania and

Atxmonila, are fossil only ; the former he describes as coming from
the Moluccas. It is, as far a* one can judge from the figure, a very

young shell, possibly the young of N. Pompiliut. Ammonitet is

described as coming from the China Seas, and is apparently a species
of A", umliilicatiu. De Montfort considers'it as the type of a specimen
of Ammtmii<* analogous to the Ammonitei, or Cornua Ammonu"h
cloisons unies." He further says that he possessed a superb petrift-
cation of thU Ammonite a foot in diameter.

The descriptions of the animal given by De Blainville and others

seem to have been taken from the figure of Rumphius. We therefore

give a copy of this figure, which represents the animal in a supine

position. The general form is not inaccurate, but the details are con-

fused, and many of them incorrect, the funnel for instance, which is

erroneously represented as round. That which an ordinary spectator
would take for the eye is merely an opening between the digitations :

the mantle is torn, and so represented as to mislead the spectator.

Animal of Xautilut Pompilita, from Rumphltu.

The following is the description of Ruraphius, and it has much
more merit than bis figure :

"The fish that inhabits this shell (the Nauiilut) u a species of

Pali/put (that is, Cephalopod ; rioAinroi/j, Aristotle ; Poulpe, French),
but of a particular aspect, moulded according to the concavity of

the shell, which it does not quite fill when it holds itself retracted

therein.
" The posterior part of the body fita into the bottom of the cavity,

while the superior parts (which are inferior when the animal drags
itself along the bottom) are flattened, but also rounded off, plaited,
and of cartilaginous texture ; coloured with brown or washed with
red ; spotted with blackish marks, which run one into another, as in the

Cuttle-Finn (Veelvoet). The posterior part of the body, which
presses

against the shell below the convexity (kiel), and which, in its pro-

gression, becomes the superior part, is also a little cartilaginous, but
not so much so as the anterior parts, which are covered with a number
of cavities (wrattea).

" In the middle of these parts, in front of the head, there is a con-

siderable lump of little feet, which terminate in fleshy processes laying
one over another, and which cover the mouth on each side: these

processes are formed like the hand of a child. The largest, or those

which are exterior, are terminated by 20 of these fingers or little feet,

each as long as half a finger, as thick as a straw, round, smooth, having
none of those suckers we see on the feet of the Cuttles, but a little

flattened or divided at the end. The great fleshy processes are suc-

ceeded by others which are shorter and have only 16 fingers, and these

are followed successively by others still shorter, which go on covering
even to the mouth.

" The animal can retract or elongate these fingers at will, for they
not only serve as feet to creep withal, but alto aj bauds to seize his

prey and carry it to the mouth. This mouth is armed by a very hooked

beak, formed like that of a Coccatoo or a Sea-Cat (Sfpia I). The upper
beak is large, hooked, dentated on the edge ;

the lower beak is small,

concealed, or, as it were, shut up in the upper. Both sharp, and cal-

culated to pierce flesh (vleesch). This beak is hard as bone, and its

colour of a blackish-blue, surrounded by circular lips of a white colour,

fleshy or parchment-like. These are produced sometimes so as to cover

entirely the beak, which at other times is almost entirely concealed by
a gelatinous deposition, and by the multitude of feet which surround

it, so that it cannot be seen without violent means being used.
" The eyes are placed a little low down, laterally disposed, very

large, large as beans, without an inferior eyelid, pierced in the mid II.-
;

but we cannot find the lens (oogappel) ; they are filled with dark-brown
blood.

" From the hinder part of the body, to wit, that which rests upon
the last partition, goes a long artery (ader) through all the partitions
and through all the chambers, even unto the extremity of the spire,
the middle hole to which the fish hangs fast to the shell : excepting
this part the chambers are entirely empty, and it breaks readily w Km
the fish is drawn out Under the beak'(snuit) is a half pipe (canal) of

a rounded form, one side rolled over the other, of a whitish flesh, like

as in the Sea-Cat (Sepia), and in this is concealed a sort of tongue. It

is most likely the same canal as that by which the Zeekat ejects its

black blood." (' Rariteit-Kamer,' book ii)
This figure and description warmed the imagination of Denys de

Montfort, who published a ludicrous representation of the supposed
animal seated in its shell, and expanding its hood or sail. This has

been copied by Shaw ; and as it has been published by that zoologist
in his '

Lectures,' we give a copy of the monster, which was meant to

pasa current for the inhabitant of the shell.

SuppOMd animal of Mint HUM Pompiliiu. Denyi do Montfort and Shaw

It will now bo necessary to go back to the earlier authors, and to

inquire whether this animal was known to them. After reading the

following passages, few will hesitate to concede that it was known to

the father of natural history.
Aristotle ('Hist Nat.,' iv. 1), after well describing the different

MoAoKia (Naked Cephalopoda), says: "There are also two Put,

shells
;
one is called by some Nauiilut, and by others Nauticui. It is

like the Polyptu ; but its shell resembles a hollow comb or pecten,
and is not attached. This Polyptu ordinarily feeds near the shore

;

sometimes it is thrown by the waves on the dry land, and the shell

falling from it, it is caught, and there dies. These are small, and in

forrnlike the Bolitanwe
"
(Cephalopoda probably, of the form of which
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Eledonc moschata is the type).
" And the other," continues Aristotle,"

is in a shell, like a snail
;
and this does not go out of its shell, but

remains in it like a snail, and sometimes stretches forth its arms (or
cirri, irAKTd>'as) externally."
The first of these Polypi is evidently the Nautilus or Pompilius of

Pliny and other ancient writers; the Argonauta of Linnseus and the
moderns. [OcTOPODA.]
The second, to which the term Pompiiim is now exclusively applied,

is as evidently the Nautilus of Lamarck.
Belon figured the shell of the animal, now termed Nautilus Pompilius

(and we believe that his figure is the first that appeared) under the
name of Nautilus alter sen secundus ; but it seems clear that he was

unacquainted with, the soft parts. Rondeletius, apparently confounding
Aristotle's two genera of Polypi, seems to refer the animal of the first

to the shell of the second ; and dwells on the impossibility of so

delicate and feeble an animal dragging about so heavy a shell.

Gesner relates that 'Jo. Fauconerus,' a celebrated physician of

England, formerly gave him the picture of a Nautilus, with a written

description (by letter). This description Gesner gives ; and it is not

improbable that the soft parts there described may have been those

of Nautilus Pompilius (it is clear that the shell was) ;
but the account

is so obscure and brief that there is room for doubt, though the term
velum is used, which would hardly be applicable to the palmated arms
or vela of the other kind.

We now return to the period which followed the publication of

Rum] nius's figure; and for many years no further information was

obtained, though special directions were given by the French and other

nations to collectors to be assiduous in procuring the soft parts. These
directions were given in vain, and all was conjecture. Fragments even

of molluscous animals were caught at and published as probable parts
of this much-desired animal ;

and Messrs. Quoy and Gaimard published
their

'

Description d'un Fragment de Mollusque Inconnu, presume"
dtre celui du Nautile Flambd '

(Nautilus Pompilius, Linn.), with

figures, in the ' Annales des Sciences Naturelles' vol. XX. The mate-

rials are not sufficient to come to any safe conclusion as to the animal

of which the fragment was a part, but it may now be confidently

denied that it is any portion of the soft parts of Nautilus Pompiliut.
The parenchyma of the fragment indeed is said to have been identical

with that of Pirola and C'arinaria. This fragment is preserved at

Paris in the Jardin du Roi.

The recovery of this interesting animal was reserved for a British

voyager, and its structure has been demonstrated and illustrated by
Professor Owen in a most masterly manner.

Mr. George Bennett thus describes the capture of this interesting

animal in his '

Wanderings in New South Wales," &c. :

" It was on

the 24th of August, 1829 (calm and fine weather, thermometer at noon

79), in the evening, when the ship Sophia was lying at anchor in

Marakini Bay, on the south-west side of the island of Erromanga, one

of the New Hebrides group, Southern Pacific Ocean, that something
was seen floating on the surface of the water at some distance from

the ship; to many it appeared like a small dead tortoise-shell cat,

which would have been such an unusual object to be seen in this

part of the world, that the boat which was alongside the ship at the

time was sent for the purpose of ascertaining the nature of the floating

object On approaching near it was observed to be the shell-fish com-

monly known by the name of the Pearly Nautilus (Nautilus Pompilius) ;

it was captured and brought on board, but the shell was shattered

from having been struck with the boat-hook in capturing it, as the

animal was sinking when the boat approached, and had it not been so

damaged it would have escaped. I extracted the fish in a perfect

etate, which was firmly attached to each side of the upper cavity of

the shell. On being brought on board I observed it retract the tenta-

cula still closer than before, and this was the only sensation of vitality

it gave after being caught ;
I preserved the soft parts immediately in

spirits, after making a rude pen-and-ink sketch of its form. On

breaking the lower part of the shell the chambers or cavities were

found filled with water. The hood has been stated by Dr. Shaw

(' Lectures,' vol. ii., p. 165) as being of a pale reddish-purple colour,

with deeper spots and variegations ;
the colour however, as it appeared

in this recent specimen, was of a dark reddish-brown, in fact, resem-

bling the colour produced by the Koka on the stained cloth of the

Tongatabu natives, intermingled with white. We had fine weather
;

light winds and calms a day or two previous to this animal being

caught." After noticing the incorrectness of Shaw's figure (which, as
'

we have above noticed, was copied from those given by Denys de

Montfort), and the greater general accuracy of that of Rumphius, he

informs us that this species is called Kika, Lapia, and Krang Modang,

by the natives of Amboyna ;
and Bia Papeda, Bia Cojin, by the Malays.

(Aher instances are recorded by Mr. Bennett of the capture of this

The specimen captured by Mr. Bennett is preserved in the Museum

of the Royal College of Surgeons in London, and has produced the

admirable
' Memoir'on the Pearly Nautilus (Nautilus Pompilius, Linn.),

with Illustrations of its External Form and Internal Structure,' by Pro-

fenor Owen, and published by direction of the council of the college,

a summary of which we shall endeavour to lay before our readers.

The external form, of which an elaborate description is given, for

which we must refer our readers to the 'Memoir' itself, will be

collected from the following cuts, which are reduced from Professor

Owen's figures :

Nautilus Pompilius (female), in the prone position, with its natural relation

to the shell shown by a section of that part in outline. (Reduced from Owen.)

The same, with the animal as well as a part of the shell in outline, explana-

tory of the parts, on a larger ficale. (Reduced from Owen.)
" a, the mantle

;
b

t
its dorsal fold, applied to the involute convexity of the

shell
j c, its free anterior margin : d, the orifice for the passage of the funnel ;

e, the convexity produced by the ovarian gland ; //, the horny girdle for the

adhesion of the mantle to the shell ; g, the horny laminm covering the extremity
of the left shell muscle ; A, a portion of the shell which was left adhering to

this muscle ; i, the membranous tube or siphon, which traverses the testaceous

tubes in the camerated portion of the shell
; A', the funnel ; ?, the left lateral

process of the funnel ; wt, the left crus or pillar of the funnel
; n, the hood or

ligamento-muscular disc that surmounts the head
;

o o, the exterior (limitations

on the left side
; o', the larger one, with a papillose surface like that of the

hood ; p p, the digitated tentacles, protruded from their sheaths
; q, the groove

which separates the hood from the papillose digitation ;
r r, the ophthalmic

receptacles ; , the eye ; (, its peduncle ; u, the inferior ridge or rudimentary
eyelid ; v, the ridge running from this to w, the pupil ; x x, the partitions of

the chambers ; y, the septal tubes, which give passage to the membranous

siphon ; z, the chamber of occupation. (Owen.)

Professor Owen thus concludes this part of his memoir on the

anatomy of this creature :

" From what has been already said, it will

be seen how considerable are the external differences between the

Pearly Nautilus and the higher Cephalopoda ; nevertheless its general

plan of organisation renders its claim to rank with them indisputable ;
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and u iU locomotive apparatus is confined to the brad, the received
denomination of the clue remains undisturbed by iU admission. The
inferior or ventral pair of labial proceaM* I consider u analogous to

the superseded pedunculated anna of the CutUe-Piah and Calamary,
which also come off more internally than the shorter arms, and are

approximated or united at their bases on the ventral aspect of the
mouth. The other pair in Ar

a/i'/tu appear to result from a higher
degree of organiaation of the part analogous to the external lip in the

preceding genera. The curtailed digitations are however but feeble

repreaentativea of the elongated and cotyligerous arms of the Poulp,
or Cuttle-fish ; and the retractile tentacle*, pedicellate eyes, and flat-

tened disc, which, according to the testimony of Rumphius, is applied
to the ground in the progressive motions of the animal, attest an
obvious tendency towards the Gatttropoda. And while tracing these

examples of affinity with the different and heretofore widely-spread
groups of Molliuca, between which this remarkable form, I apprehend,
is osculant, there may also be perceived in the whole of this singular
but at the same time regular and symmetrical arrangement of the

palpigeroua organs about the mouth, an analogical relation to the

higher Ammiota."
Before Professor Owen enters upon the Muscular System, which is

described carefully and in detail, he notices what he aptly terms the
internal skeleton or frame-work from which its principal masses take
their origin. Like that of the Dibranchiate Cephalopoda, this skeleton,

according to Professor Owen, is cartilaginous, yields readily to the

knife, and in texture and semitransparency closely resembles the

cartilage which constitutes the skeleton of the Skate. In .SY/.i.i, Tie

observes, this cartilaginous part completely encircles the oesophagus,
and on the dorsal aspect of that tube is dilated into a large cavity,
which contains the brain; but in Xaiitilut the circle is incomplete
behind, and the brain is protected only by its membranous sheath.

Digestive System. The jaws are two, endowed with a vertical

motion, and in form resembling a parrot's bill reversed, the upper
mandible being encased in the lower when they are closed. Posteriorly
they are adapted to a muscular basis, to which they owe their

motions. "Thus far," continues Professor Owen, "they resemble
the mandibles of the Dibranchiate Cephalopoda; but they are not

composed entirely of horny matter, nor are they uniformly of a
brown or black colour, their extremities being of a dense calcareous

nature, and of a bluish-white colour ; they are also less pointed at

the end, and the oval margins of the lower mandible are notched and
dentated." They are larger in proportion than in the Cuttle-Fish.

Professor Owen proceeds to state that the calcareous extremities of
both mandibles are of a hardness apparently adequate to break

through the most dense crustaceous coverings, or even shells of a
moderate thickness. The extremity of the upper mandible is sharp-
pointed, and solid to the extent of five lines from the extremity ;

but in the lower one the calcareous matter is deposited on both
sides of a thin layer of the black horny substance, and thus a combi-
nation of tough with dense matter U obtained, which much diminishes
the liability to fracture. This mandible is also more hooked than
the upper one, but U more obtuse at the end. "

It seems," observes
Professor Owen, "from its dentated margin, evidently intended to

break through bard substances, whilst the sharp edges of the beak of
the cuttle-fish better adapt it for cutting and lacerating the soft

bodies of fish." In the particulars here stated the mandibles of
AWi/Ki differ, as Professor Owen remarks, from those of every other
known species of recent

Cephalopoda,
The circular lip which sur-

rounds the jaws is much deeper thnn in the Cuttle-Fish, and the jaws
are provided with four retractor muscles, and one for protrusion.
The tongue is Urge, and supported by an oblong horny substance.
The fleshy substance is produced anteriorly, and forms three caruncles,
which are very soft in texture, and beset by numerous papilla;,

having all the characters of a perfect organ of taste. The anterior

extremity of the horny substance is embraced by a pair of retractor

muscles, which arise from the posterior margin of the lower mandible,
and four delicate retractor or depressor muscles are inserted into the
anterior or terminal caruncle. Behind the caruncles the dorsum of
the tongue is encased with a thin layer of horny matter, from which
rise four longitudinal rows of slender recurved prickles between one
and two lines in length, the same in number as the labial tentacles,

namely, 12. There is an analogous structure in the Cephalopoda and
in many of the Utuferopoda.

" The necessity of such a structure,"

says Professor Owen,
" becomes very apparent in the Pearly Nautilus,

if, as Ilumphius has asserted, it creeps with the shell uppermost;
ince in that case the tongue, having its position reversed, would, be
opposed instead of being assisted by gravitation while regulating the
movements of the food in the mouth. And it is worthy of remark
that in the Flamingo, which turns the upper mandible to the ground
while taking its food, the tongue is similarly armed with regularly-
developed recurved spines, calculated, as in the Pearly Nautilus, to
rake the alimentary morsels towards the fauces." [Dtcug.] Behind
the homy parts the tongue again becomes soft and papillose, but the

papilla are larger and coarser. The only traces of a salivary system
detected were in two broad fleshy processes projecting forward from
the sides of the fauces : they were papillose, and perforated in the
middle of their inner surfaces by a small aperture which led into a
glandular cavity between the folds of the mem taane, and from these

cavities an opaque whitish substance could be expressed. In the
Dibranchiate Cephalopoda these glands are remarkably developed.
The alimentary canal, which was filled with the fragments of Crusta-

ceans, was everywhere connected to the parietes of the abdomen by
numerous filaments ; the only trace of a mesentery existed between
the two last portions of the intestine, which were connected together
by the ramifications of an artery and vein. Among the crustaceous

fragments, portions of branchia, claws, and palpi were distinctly
recognised, so as to leave no doubt that the greater part of them had
belonged to a Brachyurous Decapod of a hirsute character, and not a
swimmer. The crop, which was capacious and pyriform, was tensely
filled with these fragments, and Professor Owen remarks that the

capability of propelling such rude and angular particles through a
narrow canal into the gizzard without rupturing the tunics of the

preparatory cavity is not one of the least extraordinary examples of
the powers of living matter. The gizzard very much resembles that
of a fowl, as it does in Octoptu. A globular cavity communicates
with the intestine at a little distance from the pylorus, and its reception
of the biliary secretion renders it in some measure analogous to a
gall-bladder; but Professor Owen thinks that its chief use is probably
to pour into the commencement of the intestinal canal a fluid necessary
for digestion ; so that, like the laminated and spiral ccocum of the

higher Cephalopoda, and the pyloric appendages of fish, it is essentially
a simple form of pancreas. The interior of the alimentary canal,
which was filled with smaller fragments of crustaceous shell, pre-
sented a few longitudinal ruga) and slight transverse puckcrings.
The liver is bulky, and extends on each side of the crop from the

ccsophagus to the gizzard. There was no trace of structure analogous
to the ink-bag of the Dibranchiate Cephalopoda.

*

I

\auliliu rnmpiliia. In the prone position, with the labial processes ami ten.

taclc*, the mandibles, and the digestive orgmni displayed. (Reduced from 1'ro-

fciwor Owen's figure.)

n a, the hood, or upper pirt of the oral sheath, longitudinally divided
;

b b,

the posterior lobes or angles of the hood; c c, the posterior concavity of the

hood ;
rf rf, the ridge In the same ; ttr, the cat lurface* of the above parts ;

//, the Internal surface of the oral thesth ; f f, the external labial processes ;

A h, the external labial tentacle* ;
i

i, the internal labial processes ;
* A, the

internal labial tentacle* : /, the olfactory lamina*
; m, m, the circular fringed

Up, longitudinally divided
; n, the superior mandible ; o, the inferior mandible ;

f, the muscular basis on which the mandibles are fixed ; g q, the lupcrlor pair
of mn wlen which retract the jaws ; r r, the semicircular muscle which protmdc*
the jaw, divided longitudinally ; i, the irmphagn* ; I, the crop ; u, the narrow
canal leading to r, the glr.rard ; tr, the Intestine ; >', the terminal fold of intes-

tine drawn out of its situation ; r, the anu ; y, th? laminated pancreatic bag ;

: i, the liver ; 15, a branch of the anterior aorta, which ramifies In tbe membrane

connecting the two portions of the terminal fold of the intestine; 19, the con.

tinuatlon of the posterior aorta along the doraal nspect of the crop ; 20, its

bifurcation at the ccaophagtu, to form a vascular circle corresponding to the

nervmin circle round that tube ; 21 and 22, arteries of the crop, gizzard, ic.

(Owen.)

In the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons (' Physiological
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Series,' No. 499, A.) is a preparation exhibiting the crop, gizzard, and
laminated pancreatic pouch. (See the '

Catalogue,' vol. i.)

Circulating and Respiratory System. The respiratory organs are

longated and pyramidal, and have the same laminated structure and

symmetrical disposition as in the Cuttle-Fish; but they are four in

number, being disposed two on either side, and each pair arising by
a common peduncle from the inner surface of the mantle. " From
this difference in the number of branchiae, in addition to the other

peculiarities in the structure of Nautilus," says Professor Owen,
" the

existence of at least two orders of the class Cephalopoda, is, I imagine,
demonstrated ; and the denominations of these orders might con-

veniently be taken from the modifications of the respiratory system.
Assuming therefore that it is common to the class to possess brauchiso
of a laminated structure, symmetrically disposed, and concealed
beneath the mantle, those genera which possess two such branchiae
will form an order under the term Dibranchiata, and the Pearly
Nautilus and other Celphalopods with shells of an analogous forma-

tion, a second order, under the term Tetra6ranchiata. It is in this

sense that the expression
' Dibranchiate Cephalopods' has been made

use of in this memoir; and to this group most of the characters of
the class, as given by the immortal Cuvier in his '

Regne Animal,"
exclusively appertain." [CEPHALOPODA.]
Nervous System and Organs of Sense. This part of the system in

the iarly Nautilus is in many respects inferior to that of the
Dibranchiate Cephalopoda, though it is analogous to it.

" The part,"

says Professor Owen,
" which corresponds to the brain of the cuttle-

fish, neither enlarged nor lobulated, nor contained in a carti-

laginous receptacle; but is a simple rounded chord or commissure

placed transversely above the oesophagus, and connected at its

extremities to the great ganglions. These are six in number; are

disposed symmetrically about the oesophagus, and, together with the

central commissure, are loosely enveloped in a tough membrane, or

dura mater." The double oesophageal collar is not peculiar to

Nautilus, but is also found in other Molluscs, Aplysia for example ;

though in these latter cases the subccsophageal ganglions being more

remote, the connecting filaments running to the common centre above
are longer. In the Museum of the College of Surgeons a preparation

(No. 1306, A, 'Physiological Series') exhibits the head and anterior

or muscular part of the body of this species laid open longitudinally

along the dorsal aspect, and the sides divaricated to show this part of

the system. The brain, or supracesophageal mass, will be seen to

consist of a transverse chord-like ganglion, from the ends of which
three nervous trunks are continued on each side. The anterior pair

pass downwards and forwards by the sides of the oesophagus to unite

below it, forming a ganglion on either side ; these supply the digital

processes and tentacles, and give off nerves to the organ of smell and
the funnel. The middle and superior trunks dilate into the optic

ganglions ; the retina, which terminates that of the left side, is shown.

The posterior chords surround the oesophagus in a manner analogous
to the anterior pair, forming also two ganglionic swellings, from which

the nerves of the great shell-muscles and those of the viscera are

given off; the latter nerves are of small size, and are continued

down by the side of the great perforated vein, and are analogous in

their distribution to the sympathetic nerves and par vagum. (' Cat.,'

vol. ill. part 1.)

Sight. The eye of the Nautilus, as might be expected from the

comparative inferiority of the brain, is less complex than in the

Dibranchiate Cephalopods. "Indeed," says Professor Owen, "it

appears to be reduced to the simplest condition that the organ of

vision can assume without departing altogether from the type which

prevails throughout the higher classes. For although the light is

admitted by a single orifice into a globular cavity or camera obscura,

yet the parts which regulate the admission and modify the direction

of the impinging rays are entirely deficient." The eyes are not

situated in orbits, but are attached severally by a pedicle to the side

of the head, immediately below the posterior lobes of the head. This

attachment to a muscular pedicle gives great mobility to the organ,

and enables the animal easily to bring it to bear on objects in a

variety of directions. Professor Owen found that the contents of the

globe had escaped by the pupil ;
but he comes to the conclusion, on

satisfactory grounds, that if it had ever contained a crystalline lens,

it must have been very small.

Professor Owen was unable to detect a distinct organ of hearing.

The structure of the tongue and the nerves with which it is supplied

indicate a considerable development of the faculty of taste; and the

numerous tentacles, soft in their texture, annulated on their surface,

and well supplied with nerves, must give the animal an ample enjoy-

ment of the sense of touch.

Generative System. Aristotle was well aware of the distinctions of

sex in the Ma\dnia ;
and Professor Owen remarks that the propriety

with which that great zoologist classed this animal, although it was

covered with a shell to which it adhered like a snail, is fully borne out

by the dissection of the female, upon which he operated. The organs

consist of an ovary, an oviduct, and, as in the Pectinibranchiate Gas-

teropoda, of an accessory glandular apparatus, and are delineated in

the eighth plate of Professor Owen's ' Memoir.'

With regard to the habits of the Nautilus, Rumphius says,
" When

he floats on the water he puts out his head and all his barbs (tentacles),

NAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. III.

and spreads them upon the water, with the poop (of the shell) above
water : but at the bottom ho creeps in the reverse position, with his

boat above him, and with his head and barbs upon the ground,

making a tolerably quick progress. He keeps himself chiefly upon the

ground, creeping sometimes also into the nets of the fishermen; but
after a storm, as the weather becomes calm, they are seen in troops

floating on the water, being driven up by the agitation of the waves :

whence oue may infer that they congregate in troops at the bottom.

The sailing however is not of loug continuance ;
for having taken in

all their tentacles, they upset their boat, and so return to the bottom,"

(' Rariteit-Kamer.')
Professor Owen, who quotes this passsage, observes that the extent

to which the Pearly Nautilus is covered by its shell, and its close

attachment to it, indicated the affinity to the Gasteropoda in too

strong a manner to escape the penetration of Aristotle, who, as we
have seen, directly compares it in this respect to" a snail

;

" and the

general resemblance," says Professor Owen in continuation,
" must

have been sufficiently striking, when, with his house above him and in

the supine position, he makes his way along the sand with a moderate

degree of rapidity."
We here give representations of the external appearance of the

shells of two species.

Shell of Nautilus rompiUtu.

Shell of Umbilicatccl Nautilus (yautilui serobiculatut).

The genus Nautilus is thus characterised by Professor Owen. Body
oblong, rounded posteriorly, terminated by a slender membranaceous
tube. Head above with an ambulatory disc. Arms on each side, 1 9.

Tentaculiferous labial appendages 4, disposed around the mouth.

Tentacles (92 !) of three kinds, namely : ophthalmic, lamellose, on

each side two ; brachial, annulose, on each side 20 ; labial, annulose,

on each side 24. The whole body laid up in the last chamber of a

large multilocular shell, and affixed by two lateral muscles. [TBTBA-

BKANCHIATA.]
The species inhabit the seas of warm climates, especially those of

Asia and Africa, and their islands, Amboyna, Zanzibar, and New
Guinea; aud the Pacific and Australian Oceans.

3 z
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Fouii

The KMynekolilei, formerly considered to be the beaks of birds, are

DOW, upon unquestionable evidence, proved to be the jaws of fossil

Xautili and A mmtmilu. Blumenbach recognised thews Rhyncholiiu a*

being nther the mandible* of Cephalopoda, differing from all recent

genera then discovered ; and M. D'Orbighy, who found some large ones
in the ume beds with the shell of a ffautiitu gigca, suspected that
those Rkyntkolitet appertained to that species.
We here give figures of the mandibles or beaks of N. Pompiliui,

the structure of which is above noticed, and some of these Rfiyn-

1, Mandible* of K'aulilui Fompilita. a, calcareous extremity of upper man.
dible ; ft, extended Internal horny lamina* of the same

; r, notched calcareous

extremity of lover mandible ; il d, external horny lamina) of the lame.
3, Opper mandible, showing the form of the calcareous extremity, and the

proportions of the external and internal horny lamina*.

4, One-half of the lower mandible, showing the different proportions of the
tiro horny lamina*, and the extension of the horny substance at a, upon which
the eakanoos matter Is deposited; a, the internal horny lamina

; ft, the external

horny lamina. Naturalize. (Owen.)

r, side, and internal views.

1, Bide rlcw (Muschelkalk of Lunerillc). 2, Upper view (same locality).

S, Upper Tiew (Lias of Lymc Regis). 4, calcareous point of an under man-
dible (internal view), from I.uneville. (Buckland).

The Oolite (Stonesfn Id), and the Lias of Lyme Regis and Bath,
will serve as examples of the British strata wherein these beak-stones
occur.

Fossil A'au/t/t occur both in the Tertiary and subjacent strata. M.

Deahayes ('Table* ') records four fossil species (Tertiary).
*
Dr. Mantell

notices A'av/i/iu imperialii, from the Arenaceous Limestone or Sand-
stone of Bognor ;

A*, eltgant, from the Chalk (Lewes) ;
the last-named

peeies
and N. txpanttu, from the Chalk-Marl; A', innv/ua/u, from the

Oault or Folkatone Marl (Kolkstone) ; and a nameless species from the
Shanklin Sand (Lower Oreensand). Professor Phillips records the

following in Yorkshire : N. lineatiu (Inferior Oolite) ; If. attacoidct

(Lias); A', htxayontu (Kelloways Rock); If. onnu/aru (Lias); and
others in the

Speeton Clay and Brandsby Slate. Mr. Lonsdale
enumerate* A'. Iweattu (Lias); and N. obetut (Inferior Oolite from
Bath). Dr. Kitten ( Strata below the Chalk') records A'. tUgant, N.
ituffuUit, N. plicattu, N. radiaiut, N. iimpUx, If. untlulatu*, and an
uncertain species, the first-named species from the Upper and the
rest from the Lower Oreensand, Sir Roderick Murchison (' Silurian

System') describes and figure* one species, N. wulotut, from the
Caradoc Sandstone. Altogether about 100 fouil species of the genus
Nautiltu are known. (Woodward.)

Dr. Buckland, in his 'Bridgewater Treatise,' thus concludes his
observations upon the affinities of the chambered shells of Cepha-
lopoda:

" It results from the view we have taken of the zoological affinities

between living and extinct
specie*

of chambered shells, that they are
all connected by one plan of organisation, each forming a link in the
common chain which unites existing species with those that prevailed
among the earliest conditions of life upon our globe ; and all attesting
the identity of the design that has effected so many similar end*

through such a variety of instruments, the principle of whose con-

struction if, in every species, fundamentally the same.
"
Thougbout the various living and extinct genera of chambered

shells, the use of the air-chambers and siphon, to adjust the specific

gravity of the animals in rising and sinking, appears to have been
identical. The addition of a new transverse plate within the conical

shell added a new air-chamber, larger than the preceding one, to

counter-balance the increase of weight that attended the growth of

the shell and body of these animals.
" These beautiful arrangements are, and ever have been, subservient

to a common object, namely, the construction of hydraulic instru-

ments of essential importance in the economy of creatures destined

to move sometimes at the bottom and at other times upon or near

the surface of the sea. The delicate adjustments whereby the same

principle is extended through so many grades and modifications of a

single type, show the uniform and constant agency of some controlling

intelligence : and in searching for the origin of so much method and

regularity amidst variety, the mind con only rest, when it has passed
back through the subordinate series of second causes, to that

great first cause, which is found in the will and power of a common
Creator."

The other genera of the family A'uu/i/uto are fossil :

Lituita has a discoidol shell ; whorls close or separate ;
last chamber

produced in a straight line
; siphuncle central. It contains 15 specie*,

which are found in the Silurian rocks of North America and Europe.
Trochoctrtu has a nautiloid spiral depressed shell. It contain s 1 ti

species, which are found in the Upper Silurian Rocks of Bohemia.
NAUTILOGRAPSUa [GRAMIIDJE.]
NAUTILUS. [NACTIIJD.E.]
NAVEL-WORT. [COTYLEDON.]
NAVEW. [BRASSICA.]
NAVICELLA. [NERITID.B.]
NAVICULA. [DIATOMACK.E.]
NAXIA. [MAIIDA]
NECRONITE. [FELSPAR.]
NECROPHORUS, a genus of Coleopterous Insects belonging to the

family Silphida. The antenna; are terminated by a nearly globular

4-jointed mass
;
the body is parallelepiped ;

and the maxilla) have no

horny teeth. There are several species of this genus. They have
obtained the name of Burying Beetles, from the peculiar in

which they exhibit of burying the dead bodies of small animals, such
as moles, mice, frogs, &c., as a receptacle for their eggs and larva.1 .

Their powers of perception ore very strong, and it is surprising how
soon they discover a dead body fitted for their purpose, round which

they may be observed flying, with the elytra elevated, their dorsal

surfaces being applied together. They soon creep beneath the body,
and commence scratching up the earth from thu sides and under the

animal, which by degrees descends into the pit which is thus gradually

deepened. When it has reached a sufficient depth the earth is thrown
over it, and the insect deposits its eggs upon the carcass, so that tho

larva, when hatched, finds itself in the midst of a repast, disgusting

enough, but suited to its taste. The larva is long, of a dirty-white

colour, with the upper surface of the anterior segments armed with a

scaly plate of a brown colour, and with small elevated points upon the

hinder segments. They have also six scaly legs, and the jaws are

robust. When they have attained their full size they bury themselves

still deeper in the earth, where they construct an oval cell, the inner

surface of which they coat with a gummy secretion. These insects,
like many others which feud upon carrion, have a strong odour like

musk. The habits of these insects have been especially studied by
M. Qleditsch, and more recently by various persons in France, who
have written upon the subject of destroying moles, and by whom
various points in their economy have been elucidated.

There ore a considerable number of species of this genus, some
of the largest of which (ff. grandi, Fabricius) have been observed
in North America. There are seven British species, five of which
are distinguished by tho golden-coloured bands of the elytra. These

species vary amongst themselves in the form of the thorax, the
structure of the hind legs, the markings on the elytra, and the colour

on the club of the antenna?. One of the most common species is tho

Silfha Vapillo (Linmeus), in which the posterior tibia; are curved, and
the trochanters furnished with a strong spine. The species vary also

in length from half on inch to an inch and a third, which is the length
of If. gcrmanicut, the largest and rarest of the British specie*.

(Westwood.)
NECTANDRA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Lanraeta. It has a 6 parted rotate calyx, deciduous segments, the
three outer rather the broadest

;
there are 9 anthers, which are ovate,

nearly sessile, with 4 cells, arranged in a curve, and distinct from the

tip of the anther, the cells of the interior anthers inverted; the glands
are in pairs, globose, sessile at the base of the three interior stamens

next their back. The fruit is succulent, more or less immersed in tho

tube of the calyx, which U changed into a truncated cup. The llmi . T..

are
panicled

or corymbose, axillary, lax, and pretty ample.
N. cymlt'inum U a tree nearly 100 feet high, growing in tho woods

of the Orinoco, near San Fernando de Alabama, where it in called

Sassafras, and also in the ancient forests of the Rio Negro in lln/il.

The branches arc smooth ;
the leaves oblong, lanceolate, papery, and
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shining above; the cup is large with a double edge; the bark aromatic,

bitter, and storrichic. Martius suspects that it is ont of the ingredients
in the famous Woorary poison of Guiana.

2V. cinnamomoides has oblong leaves tapering into a fine point, acute
at the base, between papery and leathery ; naked, smooth, and shining
above ; finely downy beneath, with numerous distinct narrow costal

veins. The bark has the smell and flavour of cinnamon, as which it

is used in New Granada.
2V. Puchury major has oblong or elliptical leaves tapering to a narrow

point, smooth, reticulated, and of the same colour on either side. The
cup of the fruit is very large and spongy. Martius assigned the
PichUrim Bean to this plant. In the early months of the year the
fruits drop from their cups to the ground, and are collected by the

natives, cleaned, and dried by a gentle heat. They are prescribed in

dysentery, diarrhoea, cardialgia, strangury, &c. The bark hag the
smell of fennel mixed with cloves.

2V. Puchury minor, according to Nees, yields seeds similar in their

qualities to the above. Its bark is said to resemble sassafras when
fresh, but tastless and scentless when dry. According to Humboldt,
it yields the sassafras nuts sold in the London shops. It is a native
of the woods of Jabatinga, in the province of Rio Negro, in Brazil.

(Lindley, Flora Medico.)
'TARINE. [AMYGDALUS.]
TARINIA. [ClNNTRIDJE.]

N TARINID^E. [CIXXYRIDJE.]
TARY, in Botany, a term used by Linnaeus to designate those

appendages of the corolla which secrete honey. The term has how-
ever, since the time of Linnseus, been used in a general sense to

express any organ existing in the flower between the corolla and pistil,
and which could not be rightly assigned to these or the stamens,
Such parts or appendages of the flower have had many other names
applied to them, and some much more commonly than Nectary. A
common form of appendage of the corolla is called Corona. This

organ is formed at the base of the limb of the corolla, and forms
sometimes an undivided cup, as in the Narcissus, when it is called by
Haller a Scyphus. When it is separated into several parts, as in Silene

and JJrodiaa, it forms the Lamella of some writers. In Slapelia this

organ forms a thick solid mass, covering the ovary and adhering to

the stamens. It is here called the Orbiculus. When this appendage
is accompanied with little projecting processes they are called Cornua,
or horns ; the upper end of these is the beak, or Rostrum, and their

back, if dilated and compressed, is called Ala, or Appendix. Occasion-

ally there is a second set of horns, which alternate with the first, and
are called Ligulae ;

the circular space at the top of the orbiculus is the

Scutum. When the lamellae are small and scale-like, and overarch the

orifice of the tube, they are called a Fornix.
Link proposes to call all appendages which are referrible to the

corolla, Paracorollae ; or, if they consist of several pieces, Parapetala ;

and all appendages referrible to the stamens, Parastemon. The peculiar
filiform appendages of Passijlora he calls Paraphyses, or Parastades.

The real nature of these appendages is a point of some interest.

In some instances they appear to be simple expansions of the cellular

tissue and epidermis of the part on which they are seated, and in

others they are evidently abortive stamens or petals. Thus the little

bodies found in the claw of the petals of Ranunculus may be regarded
M an expansion of the tissue, whilst the filamentary appendages seen

in the genus Passiflora are evidently metamorphosed petals. The
various forms of corona may be assigned to one or other of the above
causes. This subject requires investigation, and it would be well if a

more simple and intelligible nomenclature could be applied to these

parts of the flower ; for, however unimportant at first sight such

organs may appear, they nevertheless constitute some of the most
valuable distinctive marks for species, genera, and even orders, which
the botanist possesses.
The original name (Nectary) of these appendages was applied on

account of the honey which the tissues of these organs frequently
secrete. They were on this account called by Meyen Compound
Glands. It was supposed by Kurr that the function of these glands
was vicarious, and that they only secreted honey till the fruit began
to develop itself. But that the function of the nectary has no direct

relation with the object of the function of the fruit, that is, the

development of the seed, is proved in an experiment by Kurr himself,
in which he found that the seeds of plants became perfectly maturated,

although he had in the early stages of the growth of the flower

removed the nectaries. As to what may be the determining cause of

the secretion of sugar in these organs, any more than in other parts,
no examination of their structure has hitherto pointed out. They do

not however possess the power of secreting sugar and other secretions

in any greater degree than the petals and other
4

parts of the flower

and fruit.

(Lindley, Introduction to Botany ; Schleiden, GnmdtUgt der Wisien-

schaftlichen Botanik ; Meyen, Pjtamen Phyzioloyie.)
N ECTU'RUS, Rafinesque's name for a genus of Derotremata, placed

by Cuvier between the AxolotU [AxoLOTL] and the Proteii of Laurenti.

This form in the Menobranchus of Harlan and the Phanerobranclius of

Fitzinger. It has the following characters : Four toes on each foot,

A row of teeth on their intermaxillaries, and another parallel but

more extended on their maxillaries.

2V. lateral (Triton lateralis of Say; Mcnobranchus lateraKs of

Harlan
;
and Phanerobranchus of Fitzinger) is the species best known,

and will serve for an example of the genus. It is olive, with blackish

spots above, and a blackish stripe running from the muzzle just above

the eye and reaching to the branchiae, where it becomes continuous

with the blackish belly, which is variegated with olive spots. The
size is considerable ;

some say as much as two or three feet in length.

This creature is an inhabitant of the great North American lakes.

Ncotunis lateralis.

NEEDLE-ORE, a Mineral occurring crystallised in acicular 4- or

6-sided prisms, indistinctly terminated and longitudinally striated.

Cleavage parallel to the axis of the prism. Colour, when first broken,

steel-gray or blackish lead-gray, soon acquiring a yellowish tarnish.

Cross fracture small-grained and uneven, with a shining metallic lustre.

Hardness 2'0 to 2'5. Opaque. Specific gravity 6'125. It is found
near Ekaterinburg in Siberia. The following is an analysis by
Frick :

Sulphur 11-58

Bismuth 43-20

Copper 12-10

Nickel 1-58

Tellurium 1'32

69-78

NEEDLE-STONE, a name for the Mineral Scolecite. [NATROLITB.]
NEEDLE-WHIN. [GENISTA.]
NEGUNDO, a genus of Plants separated from Acer because of its

pinnated leaves and dicocious apetalous flowers. Two species are

known, one of which is a handsome hardy tree, inhabiting the United
States of North America, and now common in the gardens of this

country ; the other is a native of Mexico, and at present but little

known : it may be a mere variety of the other.

NELOCIRA. [ISOPODA.]
NELUMBIA'CE^E, a natural order of Exogenous Plants, by some

writers associated with Nynifhceacew, or Water-Lilies, which they
resemble in appearancB and manner of life, inhabiting the fresh

waters of the temperate parts of the world, and producing large poly-

petalous flowers with numerous stamens. But these orders diifer in
such important circumstances that they can hardly be regarded as

plants of very close alliance, much less as members of the same order ;

for Nelumbiacea; have no albumen, and their system of female organs
is broken up into its original elements, while in Nymphceacea there

is an abundance of albumen, and the female system is completely
consolidated.

Ndumbiacefe are readily known by their carpels being distinct,

1-seeded, and buried in the cavities of a large truncated fleshy

receptacle, which eventually forms a broad hard bed, filled with holes,
in each of which there is a single ripe nut. Notwithstanding their

large flowers, these plants must be regarded as among the lowest

forms of the exogenous type. The best known species is Ndumbium
speciosuin, a magnificent water-plant floating in the rivers and ditches

of all the warmer parts of Asia, and also found in the Nile : its nuts
are supposed to have been the sacred bean of Pythagoras ; its fleshy
stems are used as food by the poorer inhabitants of China. [NK-

HJMBIUM.] The nuts of all the species are eatable and wholesome.
Nelii'inoiuni is the only genus.

NELUMBIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Nymphasacea;, but sometimes regarded as the type of an order called

Nelumbiacece. It has many distinct carpels, half-immersed in the

profoundly honey-combed obconical elevated torus, each bearing a

style with a solitary seed in each carpel, which is exarillate, and
destitute of albumen. The flowers are large and showy, white, red, or

yellow. Both leaves and flowers rise from the surface of the water.

2V. sjpeciosum, Pythagorean Bean, has a polypetalous corolla, and
anthers drawn out beyond the cells into a club-shaped appendage.
It is native in slow running streams and tranquil waters, in the

warmer parts of Asia. The flowers are very beautiful, smelling of

anise, and generally of a rose colour, seldom white. A variety of this

species, Tamara, has its outer stamens sterile, dilated at the top,

winged, obcordate, the appendage rising from a notch at the apex.
It is a native of Malabar. The fruit resembles an instrument onco
used in play by the French, called Lotos, aud is one of the plants

supposed to be the celebrated Lotos of antiquity, formerly found in

Egypt. It was known to the Greeks, aud is mentioned as growing in

Egypt by Herodotus (ii. 92), Theophrastus, and others. Although
not now to be met with in that country, there can be no doubt as to

its having actually existed there, either naturally or in a cultivated

state, for these authors speak of it in clear and decisive terms, and
their accounts are confirmed by the sculptures still preserved, which

testify that this species, as the proper Lotos, has obtained religious
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Hgypii
It u spoken of M baring been oaed u food by the

Both rooU and seeds are esculent, and r accounted

cooling and strengthening, and to be of service in extreme thirst,

diarrhoea, vomiting, Ice. In China it U called Lieuwha, and the seeds
and dice* of the hairy root, with the kernels of apricots and walnut*,
and alternate layers of ice, were frequently presented to the British

ambassador and his suite, at breakfaste given by the principal
mandarins. The roots are laid up by the Chinese in salt and vinegar
for winter use. Thimberg says this plant is held sacred in Japan,
and is considered pleasing to the deities, the images of which are

frequently made sitting on iU large leaves. The seeds are somewhat
of the size and form of an acorn, and of a taste more delicate than
that of almond*.

1, the ripe receptacle of \.lnmliiiim iptciotum ; 2, a seed ; 3, the uninc, with
the two cotyledons so wparatrd as to show the large plumule which they

ff. luttum has a polypetalous corolla, and greatly resembles
ff. tptciotun in structure. It is a native of North America, In lakes
and ponds: it has been naturalised as far as Philadelphia. The
flowers are yellow, and resemble a double

tulip.
The seeds are very

agreeable to eat, and are much relished by the Indians and children.

(Don. DicUamydrotu Plant! ; Burnett, Oullino of Botany.)
NBMACA'NTHUS, a genus of Fossil Fishes from the Oolite and

Liasnic Strata. (Agassiz).

NEMALITE, a Mineral occurring in slender fibres, which arc
elastic, sometimes curved, and easily separated. The colour is white,
with a shade of yellow. Streak white. Lustre highly silky. Opnque.
Some decomposed varieties have an earthy appearance. Hardness 2-0.

Specific gravity 2-358. It U found in vein* at Hoboken, New Jersey,
and other places in the United State*. The following is iU analysis
by Dr. Thomson :

Silica

Magnesia
Peroxide of Iron

12-B88

51'7:M

5-874
29-666- 99-829

NEMATODES. [Ei.ATF.Rin*.]
M'.MATOIDKA. [KsiozoA.]
NKMERTI'TES, a genus of Fossil Annelida, from the Lower

Silurian Strata of Larapeter, in South Wales. (Murchison.)
NEMO'CERA, the first family of Dipterous Insects in the arrange-

ment of Latreillo, includes such species as have antenna) composed of
many joint*, an exserted head, a sheathed sucker, and either simple

or toothed tarsal hooka. It includes the speiies of Cultx and Tipitla,

the names given by naturalists to the Mosquitoes and Cranefliea.

These Linnamn genera arc now greatly subdivided.

[( , i:,

NKMUKH/EDU8, Colonel Hamilton Smith's name for the Goral

Antelopes. [ANTH.oi-K.fi.]
NEMO'S!A, a genus of Birds established by Vieillot, and placed

by Mr. Swainson in the sub-family Tar.agriim in his family Friny\Ili<itr.

[TANAORIX.B.]
NKn.MKIUS. [CKTACBA.]
NEO'M KHLS (Lamouroux), a group of articulated Coralline*.

NEOMORPHA, n genus of Binls established by Mr. Gould on two

species from New Zealand, but the specimens wanted the feet and the

Cter
part of the wings. It has the following characters : Bill

Mer than the bead, compressed at the sides, arched, homy, solid,

sharp at the apex, with a denticle. Nostrils open, placed in the basal

furrow ; carina raandibulsc superioris in pontem tendente, Tongue
hard, slender, bristly at the apex ; angles of the mouth with pendent
fleshy caruncles. Total length of the largest species, 174 inches.

NEOPHRON. [VULTOWD*.]
NEO'TRAGUS. [ANTILOI-B;*.]

"

NE'OTTIA is a name given to a brown leafless scaly plant, found
in woods in this country, growing paraaitically on the roots of other

specie*. It belongs to the natural order Orcfiidacar, and flowers in

May and June. It bos a hooded perianth; a dcflexed '.Mobrd lip

saccate at the base; the stigma transverse; rostellum flat, broad,
prominent, entire, and without an appendage.
The only species is the A". fCitliuAvu, or Bird's-Nest, so called from

the appearance of the entangled fleshy fibres of the root. The whole
plant is of a pale reddish-brown

;
the root formed of many thick fleshy

fibres, from the extremities of which young plants are produced. The
stem is about a foot high, with sheathing brown scales. It has no
leaves. The spikes are dense, cylindrical, and many-flowered. It is

the original \eotlia of Linnicua, and is a native of Great Britain in

shady woods.
Some modern botanists strangely enough apply the name of Neottia

(itself meaning literally a nest) to plants having no entanglement of
the roots that can justify the appellation, and more generally called

Spirantket : by those writers the true Bird's-Nest is called Littera

Nidus Avis a perversion of nomenclature for which there is no neces-

sity, and which no necessity could justify. This genus gives its name
to a division in the Orchidaceous order, called after it Ncottietr, com-
posed of terrestrial species, especially characterised by the anther being
placed at the back of the stigma, not vertically upon the end of the

column, and by the pollen being pulverulent.
NEPA, a genus of Hemipterous Insects of the family IlydrocoriKf,

the species of which are popularly known as Water-Scorpions. Their
bodies terminate in two long setsc, by means of which they acquire a

supply of air for respiration when immersed in the water or mud.
NEPEXTHA'CE^;, Nepentla, a natural order of Exogenous Plants

inhabiting the damper and warmer parts of Asia, and having, in the

place of leaves, large hollow bodies furnished with a lid, and coutainiug
water secreted from a peculiar glandular apparatus with which they
are lined. These bodies, or pitchers, as they are called, appear at
the end of a leafy tendril-like expansion of the bark, and are con-
sidered to be a hollow state of the apex of the petiole of a leaf, while
the lid that closes them is regarded as the blade. Their flowers are

dioecious, green or brown, apetalous, arranged in cylindrical racemes,
and are succeeded by a capsul.tr fruit filled with fine fusiform seeds,
which look like very small sawdust They are considered to be closely
akin to A rittolochiaccie, and also related to Sarraceniacea and A'upAor-
biacece. Adolph Brongniart has pointed out a resemblance between

Nepenthacae and Cytinacea ; but Lindley remarks that it is impossible
to agree in this conclusion :

" To say nothing of the extreme dissimi-

larity in habit between these plants, the structure of their fruits appears
to be essentially different

;
and the seeds of Uytinut being unknown,

the resemblance between it and Kcptntha is reduced to a similarity in

the arrangement of the anthers, which cannot in the present case be
considered of much importance, as it in some degree depends upon the

unisexuality of the flowers of both genera. A better approximation
of the order has been made by Brown, who points out a relation to

Birthworts (Anttolochiacca') ; as to which, the structure of the wood
in some respects confirms his views. Like many in that order it U
zoneless, although plainly exogenous; but it has thin in particular to

characterise it, that the system of spiral vessels is developed in a

degree unknown in any other plants. Endlicher adopts the same
view as doe* A. Brongniart, and I have formerly coincided with those

botanists; but the adherent ovary of Birthworts, their highly-

developed calyx, axile placentation, and hermaphrodite flowers, are

serious difficulties in the way of a close contact between them and

NVpfiitbs, unless the peculiar structure of the wood, the consideration

of which I for the present abandon, should lead to the final establish-

ment of the class of Homogens, in which case Nepenths and Birth-

worts will be brought into contact or at least a near neighbourhood.
For the present the true position of this order must be regarded a* an
undetermined point." Lindley places them in the Kuphorbial alliance,

observing that "
its points of agreements are its unisexual flowers,

albuminous seeds, incomplete floral envelopes, and climbing habit.
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Its great disagreement consists in its indefinite seeds and peculiar

woody structure, which is however in some respects without example."
(' Vegetable Kingdom.') The water found in an unopened pitcher was
found to emit while boiling an odour like baked apples, and to yield
minute crystals of superoxalate of potash. There are about six species
of Nej>cntkes.

1 2 3

J epenllies ditti/latoria.

1, a male flower; 2, a female flower ; 3, a vertical section of the lipc capsule;

4 a vertical section of a seed yery much magnified ; 5, the seeds.

NE'PETA (a name used by Pliny from 'nepa,' scorpion, being

supposed to be efficacious agaiust the bite of a scorpion, or from Nepe,

or Nepete, a town in Tuscany), a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order Labiates, and the tribe Nepetea. It has diverging anther-

cells ;
a ringent corolla, the upper lip flat, straight, emarginate, or

bifid ;
the calyx is 5-toothed.

If. Cataria, Catmint, has stalked cordate acute leaves, deeply cre-

nated, and clothed with a whitish pubescence beneath ;
dense many-

flowered whorls
;
smooth and glabrous nuts. The stem is from 2 to

3 feet in height, downy or mealy. It is a native throughout the whole

of Europe and Middle Asia, and is plentiful in Britain. The corollas

are white, with a tinge of red spotted with purple. The whole plant

has a strong smell between mint and pennyroyal. Cats are said to

be fond of it, and hence it derives its name
; they roll themselves on

it, and tear it to pieces apparently with much pleasure. Ray noticed

that the plants he removed from the field into his garden were always

destroyed by cats unless he protected them with thorns until they

had come into flower, but they never meddled with plants raised from

seed ;
hence the old saying,

" If you set it the cats will eat it ; if you

sow it the cats won't know it."
, Kay accounts for this from the fact

that by transplanting the leaves become bruised, and the powerful

odour is exhaled which attracts the cats to it. It appears to act as a

real aphrodisiac upon cats. Sheep are said to eat it, but all other

domestic animals refuse it.

If. Glechoma (GUchoma litderacca, Smith) Ground-Ivy, has uniform

cordate crenate leaves, axillary stalked whorls, ovate aristate teeth,

and oblong nuts with impressed dots
;
the corolla is a light bluish-

gray, three times as long as the calyx. It is a native of Europe and

the north of Asia, in hedges and ditches, in woods and waste places,

and is plentiful in Britain. The leaves of the Ground-Ivy were for-

merly thrown into the vat with ale to clarify it and give it a flavour :

this was called Gill-Ale, Ground-Ivy being named Gill, or Gell, and

Creep-by-Ground, in some places. From this use of the plant, and

the form of the leaf, it has also the names of Ale-Hoof and Tun-Hoof;

but it has gradually grown into disuse since the introduction of hops.

N. Nepetella, Small Catmint, is an erect pubescent plant, clothed

with hoary tomentum
;
the leaves lanceolate, crenate, rounded or

cordate at the base, clothed with hoary tomentum or pubescence on

both surfaces
;
the racemes many-flowered, nearly simple ;

the bracts

scarcely longer than the pedicels ;
the calyx tububar, incurved with

an oblique mouth
;
the corolla twice as long as the calyx. It is a

native of the south of Europe, and is found in Spain, Provence,

Switzerland, and Italy. It is a very variable plant, especially in

gardens. Many varieties have been described.

There are about 70 species of Nepeta known to botanists. Some
of them have pretty blossoms, and may be cultivated in the garden.

They grow well in any garden soil, especially when light and dry.

They may be propagated by dividing the root or by sowing the seeds.

(Koch, Flora Germanica ; Babington, Manual of British Botany ;

Don, Dichlainydeoiis Plants.)

NEPHELINE, or Sommite, is a Mineral which occurs in attached

hexagonal prisms. Its primary form is a rhomboid. It gives indi-

cations of cleavage parallel to the planes of the prism. The fracture is

conchoidal, shining. It scratches glass. Colour -white ; streak the

ne. Lustre vitreous. Transparent, translucent. Specific gravity,
2'360. When a transparent fragment is put into cold nitric acid it

becomes cloudy, and afterwards gelatinises. Before the blow-pipe the

edges are rounded ; with borax it slowly melts into a colourless trans-

parent glass. It occurs on Monte Somma, Vesuvius ;
and in the lava

of Capo di Bore, near Rome. The following is an analysis by
Arfwedson of a specimen from Vesuvius :

Silica . 44-11

Alumina . .

* 3373
Soda 20-46

98-30

Elteolite is the name given to dingy oily-looking masses. It is found
in Norway and Siberia.

Gieecelcite is a name for crystals from Greenland.
Citncrinite is a bluish variety.

NEPHELIS, a genus of Annelida.
NEPHRITE Jade or Axe-Stone a. Mineral which occurs in masses.

The structure is compact. Its fracture is coarse, splintery. Hardness
7'0. It is very tough. Colour dark-green and green of other shades.

Translucent on the edges. Specific gravity 2'9 to 3. Before the blow-

pipe it whitens, but does not fuse, but with borax it forms a transparent

glass. The following is an analysis by Kiistner :

Silica . 50-50

Alumina lO'OO

Magnesia 31'00

Oxide of Iron 5 '50

Oxide of Chromium 0'05

Water 2-75

99-80

It is carved into images and worn as a charm. It was supposed to

be good in diseases of the kidney hence its name. It is found in

New Zealand, China, and Western America.
NEPHROPS. [HoMAitus.]
NEPT^EA, a genus of Zoophytes.
NE'REIS, Cuvier's name for a genus of Dorsibranchiate Annelida,

comprehending the genus Lycoris of Savigny. Tentacles equal in

number are attached to the sides of the base of the head ;
a lii.de

more forward are two other biarticulated ones, and between them
two simple ones : they have only one pair of jaws in their proboscis

(trompe). The bi-anchite only form small lamina; on which a net-work

Nereis (SylUs] fkoffkoFHUM,

a, the animal (l-3rd Inch focus) ; b, head of the same (1.12th inch focus).

Garner.
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of revel* creeps ; there are beside* two tubercles to ech of their feet,

two bunche* of filament*, * clrrhui above, and one below.

Lamarck nUtw that the antenna- of the Nereids are in general short

The eyes, when distinct, he lays, are four in number. The proboscis
is large, open at Ha extremity, anil often furnished with salient points
or small tentacle*. Lamarck divides them into six genera, namely,
Lytorit, Xrpktyt, (ilycrra, HttioHt, 1'kyllodon, and Syliit, principally
on the ground of the presence or absence of jaws, and the modifications

of the antenna' : to these he adds Spio.
The Nereids are widely spread, and some of the species are found

in moat sea*. Some are found on our own coasts. [AsxEun.v.]
NKHKITES, a genus of Fossil Anntltda, from the Lower Silurian

Strata of Lampeter, in South Wales. [Murchiaon.]
N KRITA, a genus of Qasteropodons Molltuca, the type of the family

A'tritidtt. The genus Aferifo has the following characters : Shell

thick, smooth, or spirally grooved ; epidermis horny ; outer lip thick-

ened, and sometimes denticulated within
;
columella broad and flat,

with iU inner edge straight and toothed; operculum shelly.
A*, polila has the shell thick, smooth, somewhat shining, longitudi-

nally striated very finely, varying in colour ; the spire very retuse, the

lip toothed, smooth above. (Lam.)

Xcrita polita, with it animal. ' Astrolabe.'

This species, according to Messrs. Quoy and Oaimard, is the most

plentifully diffused of any of the genus, and is found in nearly all the

seas of warm climates. It u heavy, polished, marbled, and often

coloured with three red transverse bands.
The animal is of a uniform yellowUh-white, with the exception of

the tentacles, which are of a smoky-brown colour.

.V. Atcaaionit has the shell solid, transversely fu.-rowedly ribbed,

greenish-gray, spotted with white and brown : spire prominent, the

apex yellow ; aperture white ; the lip toothed, rugous above : marked
above with a yellow spot (Lam.)

This shell is deeply striated, rugous, yellowish-gray, with circum-
scribed brown spots upon the parts in relief; aperture smooth, yellowish-
white ; peristome dotted with white and brown.

Am'/d Aictntionu.

a, shell, with animal ; b, operculum.

The animal has the foot yellow below, striated and dotted with

deep-brown on the sides, so as to appear nearly black on a yellowish

ground. The head, which has a very expanded hood, is striated in

the same manner. The neck ia violet The tentacles are long, pointed,

lively-brown, striated longitudinally with black. The eyes, placed at

their base, are at the extremity of a triangular palette of yellowish-

white, having a black stripe at the external border. The mantle has

its contour dotted with brown. The operculum is red-brown, very
much granulated, angular at the posterior border, and provided with a

very projecting heel or process. It is found in the Island of Ascension.

(' Astrolabe.')

END OF VOLUME III.
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